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Cultivating

a KillerVirus
In Southeast Asia,fishfarmingmay inadvertently spawn
new andpotentially lethal strains ofinfluenza

by Christoph Scholtissek

Since ancient times. Southeast Asia has

been heavily populated, forcing farmers to

develop methods of squeezing the most

food from the available land. Foreigners

passing through China, for instance, mar-

vel at the impressive terraces carved into

the mountains to grow rice. Many other

age-old agricultural practices, however,

go unnoticed. One is the fish pond, around

which humans live in proximity with pigs

and poultry. Waste from animals, as well

as from people, provides all the fertilizer

needed to grow water hyacinths, grasses,

and algae in the fish pond. What might

seem like pollution to us is a rich resource

that can be turned into plant food for an

abundant harvest of fish. Because of their

ravenous appetites and resistance to dis-

ease, carp are perfectly suited to such

ponds. Various carp species feed at differ-

ent levels in the pond, often consuming as

much as 100 percent of their body weight

in plants each day. Mud carp even sift

through the material on the bottom for

bacteria and protozoans on which to feed.

This sort of aquaculture is now being

investigated by scientists who believe it

can be exported to underdeveloped coun-

tries to provide fish, a rich source of pro-

tein, to their populations. When my friend

Ernest Naylor, of the Marine Biological

Institute of the University of Wales, told

me he was involved in this enterprise,

known as the Blue Revolution, I told him
about my work on the evolution of lethal

strains of influenza viruses and how farm-

ing practices in Southeast Asia create the

ideal environment for their propagation.

The fish themselves play no role in the

process, but the fish ponds bring humans
and ducks into contact with pigs—and

pigs are the one animal that can serve as a

"mixing vessel" for the creation of new
influenza viruses that may threaten world

health. What I had to explain to my
friend, I will repeat here.

In this century, all serious outbreaks of

influenza have originated in Southeast

Asia. In the winter of 1918-19, an influ-

enza pandemic killed about 550,000 peo-

ple in the United States and some 20 mil-

lion worldwide. Nowadays, such pandem-

ics can still sweep around the globe in a

single winter season and remain a very

real threat. Affecting mainly the respira

tory tract, the influenza virus is rapidl)

passed from person to person by a cough

sneeze, or handshake. (The disease fur

ther weakens people with chronic hean

and lung diseases, and even in an average

flu season, as many as 20,000 people in the

United States succumb to the infections

of bacterial pneumonia that follow.) Be

cause there is reason to assume that sue!

severe pandemics will happen again, mj

colleagues and I at the University of Gies

sen in Germany have traced the evolution

ary pathways by which new strains, parti;
|

derived from animal influenza viruses'

suddenly arise.

Each type of virus has evolved its owi

strategy to survive and multiply in a hos

tile environment, but influenza viruses ar

the grand masters. Vaccines are of limite(

use against them because of their remark

able ability to constantly change the!

coat. The surface of the influenza viru

bristles with two kinds of protein mole

cules, about 500 hemagglutinin and abou

100 neuraminidase molecules per parti

cle. These molecules, known as antigens

allow the virus to attach to the protective

membrane of the host's cells and breal

into their interior. Once in, the genetii

material of the virus takes control of thi

cell's machinery and directs it to chun

out more viruses, damaging or killing thi

cell in the process. The antigens, however

also betray the presence of the virus to th(

host's immune system, which produce:

antibodies that recognize and mark th(

invader for destruction. Without prior ex

posure to the specific virus's antigens

however, the host lacks antibodies tha

recognize the virus and is susceptible t(

infection. Because the influenza virusei

constantly change their antigenic coats

we may be confronted with new strains foi

which we have no antibodies. Thus, influ

enza is a perennial threat.

The antigens on the surface of the influ

enza virus can change in two ways. Ran
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dom mutations—or genetic "drift"—may
produce subtle, but nevertheless signifi-

cant, changes in the antigenic coat. But if

the host has antibodies to the original vi-

rus, they usually confer some resistance.

The real threat lies in a sudden "antigenic

shift," when a virus picks up one or more

genes, including the hemagglutinin gene,

from an animal influenza virus. These new

genes can replace the original ones, pro-

ducing a new strain with an entirely new

antigenic coat for which humans may
have no immunity. This mixing of genetic

material occurs readily between influenza

viruses because of the unique arrange-

ment of their genes. Unlike that of most

other viruses, the single-stranded RNA of

the influenza virus is segmented. The
eight pieces, each defining a gene of the

virus, can be reshuffled when two differ-

ent strains infect the same host cell. This

total of sixteen gene segments can recom-

bine in 254 possible ways.

The last time such a shift occurred was

in 1 968, when the appearance of the Hong
Kong virus (named for the location where

it was first isolated) caused a pandemic.

Seven of its RNA segments came from

the prevailing, relatively benign human
virus, but the remaining segment, the

hemagglutinin gene, was contributed by

an avian influenza virus. Of the three dis-

tinct types of influenza viruses affecting

humans (types A, B, and C), type A is the

only one that can change its coat in this

way. Thus, all major recent pandemics,

including that caused by the Hong Kong
virus, resulted from an antigenic shift of

type A, which happens roughly every ten

to twenty years.

Influenza A viruses change because

they are the only type that persists in both

animal and human populations. If a par-

ticularly virulent strain of influenza man-

ages to eliminate its host population, it is

bound to die out (which seems to happen

with highly pathogenic chicken and seal

influenza viruses), but large reservoirs of

nonlethal influenza viruses persist in wa-

terfowl and humans. Virologist Robert

Webster and his colleagues at Saint Jude

Children's Research Hospital in Memphis
found that duck influenza viruses live and

multiply only in the birds' intestinal tracts,

causing little harm and eliciting only a

meager immune response. For this reason

ducks harbor a remarkable number of in-

fluenza strains, which are easily spread

through the water from one duck to an-

other and distributed worldwide along

their flight paths. But avian influenza vi-

ruses do not spread in the human popula-

tion and vice versa. So how do two geneti-

cally independent reservoirs of influenza

viruses merge to create new pandemic

strains? And what determines which spe-

cies they may attack?

From our experiments we determined

that the surface antigens of a virus are

important for the virulence of a strain, but

another part of the virus plays the major

role in determining which species the virus

can successfully multiply in. This became
apparent when our research group pro-

duced a live vaccine of a lethal strain of

avian influenza A virus, called fowl plague

virus. We left its hemagglutinin gene in-

tact but replaced other genes in the virus,

rendering it harmless to chickens. This

vaccine—a sheep in wolfs clothing

—

would alert the host's immune system

while causing no harm. In chickens, the

new virus was not pathogenic, but in an-

other species, mice, it could now kill.

We determined that by replacing the

gene coding for the nucleoprotein, we
changed the host species that the fowl

plague virus could attack. Nucleoproteins

form the core of the virus, wrapping

around the virus's genes. While surface

antigens, such as hemagglutinin, are im-

portant for entering a host's ceUs, the nu-

cleoprotein has to cooperate with almost

all viral components in one way or another

during multiplication, assembly, and

maturation of infectious particles. Any of

the viral genes can be exchanged without

affecting host specificity except the nu-

cleoprotein gene. Thus, when we replaced

the gene segment responsible for the nu-

cleoprotein in fowl plague virus with the

corresponding gene from the human influ-

enza virus, we were able to change the

host specificity of the avian strain. The
new virus could no longer multiply in

chickens but could in dog cells and, pre-

sumably, in humans. Brian Murphy and

his colleagues at the National Institutes of

Health in Maryland have conducted the

opposite experiment in their efforts to de-

velop a live human influenza vaccine.

They succeeded in rendering a human in-

fluenza virus harmless to monkeys by re-

placing the nucleoprotein gene with one

from an avian strain.

Knowing that nucleoproteins play the

key role in determining which species a

virus can attack, we determined the amino

acid sequences of nucleoproteins from

many influenza A strains isolated from

different species in various locations

around the world. (Amino acids are the

building blocks of proteins and are strung

together in a specific sequence, like col-

ored beads on a string.) By comparing

these amino acid sequences from twenty-

five viruses, Walter Fitch, of the Univer-

sity of California at Irvine, and I were able

to construct an evolutionary tree that sug-

gests the relationships between the vi-
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ruses. Two main branches were apparent:

one consisting of all human strains; the

other of the avian strains. Viruses from

other mammals were found to be closely

related to the avian viruses, except those

from pigs. Viruses isolated from pigs ei-

ther formed their own branch, swine influ-

enza, or were scattered within the avian

and human branches. This was consistent

with the idea that pigs are the "mixing

vessels" capable of becoming infected by

viruses from human and avian reservoirs.

By the late 1960s, attention had already

focused on the pig's role in creating new

strains of influenza viruses. The concept

that pigs are the mixing vessels for the

creation of new human strains followed.

Pigs probably become infected with avian

influenza viruses after eating duck drop-

pings and can catch the human virus from

a farmer's sneeze or cough. If the pig is

infected with both viruses at the same

time, the genetic material can mix, creat-

ing a new strain that may find its way to

the respiratory tract of a farmer and thus

spread to the human population.

Changing age-old farming practices in

China that allow mixing of avian influ-

enza virus genes with those of human
strains may prove difficult. Undoubtedly,

new strains will continue to threaten world

health. Although antibiotics to treat sec-

ondary pneumonia and rapidly developed

vaccines to immunize against the newly

emerging strain might lower the death

toll, I see nothing preventing another di-

saster like the 1918-19 pandemic. More-

over, if we export the Blue Revolution to

the rest of the world without precautions,

such as keeping pigs in separate, enclosed

farms, the probability of repeating such a

disaster will be greatly increased.

The other observation we made by

looking at the evolutionary tree was quite

surprising. After human and avian influ-

enza viruses split, human strains show

considerable evolution, while the avian

branch does not. We concluded that the

nucleoproteins of the human strains are

subjected to much stronger selection pres-

sures than are their avian counterparts.

This may reflect the adaptation to the

new host of a protein that originated as

part of an avian virus. Another possibility,

not excluding the first, is that human
strains always have to change to evade the

host's immune response, and the variants

that arise by mutation have slightly differ-

ent nucleoproteins. These variants can in-

fect human populations previously ex-

posed to the parent strain, since the

immune system is not equipped to recog-

nize altered nucleoproteins. Duck viruses,

on the other hand, are not under strong

selection pressure, since they multiply in

the intestines, where the immune defense

does not need to combat them. In fact,

antibodies are scarcely detectable in the

blood of infected ducks. The virus may
evolve slowly in other animals for a simi-

lar reason. Farm pigs, for instance, are

usually slaughtered during their first

year, so swine viruses will always encoun-

ter a new pig population, and the evolu-

tion of new strains to evade an immune
response is not favored.

When we compare a fairly recent nu-

cleoprotein from a human virus isolated in

1983 with that of a prototype duck virus,

we see that they now diff"er in about forty

amino acids. In the past, however, the two

viruses resembled each other more

closely. The human strain from 1933 re-

veals only twenty-five amino acids that do

not match the sequence from the duck

virus. Assuming that the mutation rate

during the last fifty years reflects that of

the previous years, we can extrapolate

backward and see that the human virus

and duck virus would have converged in

about 1840. However, Webster and his

colleagues have recently shown that the

"I survive around here by listening to my instincts.

'

mutation rate immediately after introduc-

tion of a virus into a new species is rapid

and then levels off with time. Thus, the

real time of the introduction might have

been closer to 1 900.

But influenza is an ancient disease. Its

symptoms were described 2,400 years ago

by Hippocrates, and historical records on

influenza exist from medieval times. Viru-

lent strains of the virus similar to today's

type A must have existed before the

1 800s. Perhaps the mildly pathogenic in-

fluenza B and C viruses—which are found

only in humans—also originated from an

avian influenza A virus. Type B nucleo-

protein shows a close genetic relationship

to type A, while type C is more distantly

related. Therefore, the influenza B virus

might have been derived from an avian

influenza A virus hundreds of years before

the 1 800s and stayed in the human popu-

lation as an A virus until it finally evolved

into a new type, the B virus. The influenza

C virus might also fit this pattern, having

evolved from an avian influenza A virus at

an even earlier time.

In the winter of 1979-80, an influenza

epizootic among camels in Mongolia re-

sulted in great economic losses. Although

ruminants normally are not regarded to be

natural hosts for influenza A viruses, our

Mongolian colleagues isolated the virus

from several diseased animals in three

consecutive years. Svetlana Yamnikova

and her colleagues at the Ivanovsky Insti-

tute of Virology in Moscow found that the

surface antigens of the viruses were identi-

cal to contemporary human strains. Our
genetic analysis in Giessen revealed that

the strains were recombinants between

two human strains, one isolated in 1934

and the other in 1977. In Leningrad, such

a virus was prepared and killed for use as a

vaccine in the Mongolian population in

the same years as the camel epizootic. The

recombinant virus apparently somehow
survived the process and was transmitted

to a camel, which it successfully infected,

and the epizootic followed. Thus, a recom-

binant vaccine safe for one species might

be lethal to another.

The influenza virus has an interesting

and chameleonlike evolutionary history.

We should not contribute to the danger-

ous reassortment of the virus's genes,

which occurs in nature all the time, by

engaging in certain agricultural practices

without proper precautions. Nor should

we try to combat influenza by developing

live recombinant influenza vaccines that

might prove lethal to other species.

Christoph Scholtissek is a virologist at

the University of Giessen s Institute for

Virology in Germany.
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rHE 100 GREATEST BOOKS
EVER WRITTEN

le finest edition you can find of Moby
icic is the great Easton Press leather-

mnd edition. Now you can have this

furious book (a wonderhil value at its

gular price of $38.00) for the price

a paperbaclc— only $4.95—with no

)ligation to buy any other book. You

n keep Moby Dick for $4.95 forever!

Nhy is The Easton Press making this,

T we say it, whale of a deal? Because we
nk you'll be delighted and astonished

en you see the quality of your first Eas-

I Press leather-bound edition. When you

1 the quality of the leather, and hold the

t of the book. When you look at the

iuty of the binding, and see the gleam of

22kt gold inlaid on the spine!

'"rankly we are hoping you will be so

en with this first volume that you will

nt to own additional leather-bound edi-

is from The 100 Greatest Books Ever

itten. But you are under no obligation to

so.

Replace those paperbacks
and forgotten best sellers

with leather-bound classics!

There's a time in your life when you

will want to replace your paper-

backs and forgotten IJest

sellers with a library of

The
first book
is yours to

keep

for only

$4.95.

beautiful and important books. That's what
a great library is all about... books so mag-
nificent that they are your pride and joy.. .a

statement about you. And, a library of

leather-bound books is the best of all.

Each book bound in

genuine leather

with accents of

22Ug,o\±

Real Value!

The books in this collection are a genuine

value, not cheap reprints. Not poor-quality

editions in imitation leather Easton Press

editions are the real thing. Real leather edi-

tions of the finest quality Heirloom books

elegantly bound and printed on acid-free

paper so that they will last for generations.

Yet the cost is not expensive. For little

more than the price of ordinary-looking

hardcover books you can own these

extraordinary editions — books that are

admired and collected in 131 countries

around the world. Books that you will be

proud to display in your home — forever!

Classics by Bronte. Dickens.

Dostoyevsky. Shakespeare. Twain.

Who remembers most of yesterday's best

sellers? You can be sure the world will never

forget the works of Shakespeare. Milton.

Dostoyevsky Dickens. Tolstoy Twain. These

are the greatest authors of all time — rep-

resented here by their greatest works! (We

include a list of all the titles with your $4.95

book; you then get to choose which books

you want to receive!)

Each volume is custom-bound for you.

You don't see luxurious leather-bound books

in most homes, which is all the more reason

you'll be proud to see them in yours! Nor do

you see these Easton Press leather editions

for sale in bookstores. They are made avail-

able directly to you — with no bookstore

mark-up and no distribution excesses. This

is what lets us keep the price low and the

quality high.

Superior craftsmanship and materials go

into each Easton Press edition. Premium-
quality leather. Acid-neutral paper Gilded

page ends. Satin ribbon page markers.

Moire fabric endsheets. Superb illustra-

tions. Hubbed spines accented with pre-

cious 22kt gold.

At just $4.95 you have nothing to lose!

Own Moby Dick for $4.95. For the price of a

paperback, own this luxurious edition out-

right. Then, whether you buy anything fur-

ther is entirely up to you. Obviously you get

this book for a fraction of what it costs us to

make. We do so in confidence that you will

be truly impressed.

To take us up on this unusual opportunity

simply call us. toll ft'ee. at the number shown,

or mail the reservation application below.

CALL TOLL FREE:
1-800-367-4534, Ext. 1-4562
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The Easton Press
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Norwalk, Conn. 06857

Yes... send my leather-bound edition of .Moby

Dickforme to keep forever at just S4.95...and

reserve my subscription to The 100 Greatest

Books Ever Written. If Hike this book, send me
further editions at the rate of one per month at

$38.00* each-with this price ($38.00) held

firm for the next two full yearsi

I understand you will send me a list of all the

titles in the collection. 1 can tell you which, if

any, I do not want, and 1 am free to tell you then

to send me no further books at all if that is my
decision. 1 may return any book within 30 days

for a refund, and either party may cancel this

subscription agreement at any time.

Here's how I want to pay for my $4.95 Moby
Dick and future volumes (unless I tell you to
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The Reversal oiHallucigenia
Scientists have recently uncovered the impressivepediff-ee ofa lowly, misunderstood creature

by Stephen Jay Gould

You can generate a lot of mischief just

by strolling. When God asked Satan what

he'd been doing, the foremost of the fallen

angels responded: "... going to and fro in

the earth and . . . walking up and down in

it" (Job 1:7). But you can also do a lot of

good. Aristotle preferred to teach while

ambling along the covered walk, or

peripatos, of his Lyceum in Athens. His

followers were therefore called peripa-

tetics. In Greek, a patos is a path, and peri

means "about." The name for Aristotle's

philosophical school therefore reflects the

master's favorite activity.

The same etymology lies behind my all-

time favorite technical name for an ani-

mal—the genus Peripatus. I just love the

sound, especially when pronounced by my
Scottish friends who really know how to

roll their r's. I can hardly ever bring my-

self to write about the animal without ex-

pressing delight in its name. The only ref-

erence in my book Wonderful Life speaks

of the "genus with the lovely name Perip-

atus."

Peripatus is an elongated invertebrate

with many pairs of stout, fleshy legs

—

hence the chosen name for this obligate

walker. The Reverend Lansdown Guild-

ing—quite a name itself, especially given

the old stereotype of English clergymen as

amateur natural historians—discovered

and designated Peripatus in 1826. He
falsely placed his new creature into the

mollusk phylum (with clams, snails, and

squids) because he mistook the antennae

of Peripatus for the tentacles of a slug.

Since true moUusks don't have legs,

Guilding named his new beast for a sup-

posed peculiarity.

Peripatus is the most prominent mem-
ber of a small group known as Ony-

chophora. Modern onychophorans are ter-

restrial invertebrates of the Southern

Hemisphere (with limited extension into a

few regions of the Northern Hemisphere

tropics)—hence little known, and never

observed in natural settings by residents of

northern temperate zones.

About eighty species of living ony-

chophorans have been described. They

live exclusively in moist habitats, usually

amid wet leaves or rotting wood. Most

species are one to three inches in length,

although the size champion from Trini-

dad, appropriately named Macroperi-

patus, reaches half a foot. They resemble

caterpillars in outward appearance (al-

though not in close evolutionary relation-

ship). They are elongated, soft bodied, and

unsegmented (the ringlike "annulations"

on antennae, legs, and sometimes on the

trunk are superficial and do not indicate

the presence of segments, or true divisions

of the body). The onychophoran head

bears three paired appendages: antennae,

jaws, and just adjacent to the jaws, the so-

called slime papillae. Onychophorans are

carnivores and can shoot a sticky sub-

stance from these papillae, thus ensnaring

their prey or their enemies. Behind the

head, and all along the body, onychoph-

orans carry fourteen to forty-three pairs

(depending on the species) of simple walk-

ing legs, called lobopods. The legs termi-

nate in a claw with several spines—the

source of their name, for Onychophora

means "talon bearer."

The Onychophora present the primary

case for a classical dilemma in taxonomy:

how do we classify small groups of odd

anatomy. (Oddness, remember, is largely

a function of rarity. If the world contained

a million species of onychophorans and

only fifty of beetles, we would consider the

insects as bizarre.) The chief fault and

foible of classical taxonomy lies in its pas-

sion for clean order—an imposition bound

to distort a messy world of continuity ar

complexity. A small group of distincti'

anatomy sticks out like the proverbial so

thumb, and taxonomists yearn to heal tl

conceptual challenge by enforcing an al

ance with something more familiar. T\

related traditions have generally been fi

lowed in this attempt, both misleading ai

restrictive: the shoehorn ("cram 'em in

and the straightening rod ("push 'em t

tween").

The shoehorn works by cramming oi

groups into large and well-established c

egories, usually by forced and fancil

comparison of one or two features wi

characteristic forms of the larger groi

For example, the Onychophora ha

sometimes been allied with the Uniram
the dominant arthropod group that

eludes insects and myriapods (milliped,

and centipedes), because both have sing:

branched legs (never mind that arthrop

legs are truly segmented and that or

chophoran lolsopods are constructed on

entirely different pattern).

The straightening rod tries to push

jutting thumb of oddness back into a li

ear array by designating the small ai

peculiar group as intermediary betwe

two large and conventional categorii

The Onychophora owe whatever sm;

recognition they possess to this strategy-

for they have most commonly been int(

preted as living relicts of the evolutiona

transition between two great phyla: t

Annelida (segmented worms, includii

leeches and the common garden earl

worm) and the Arthropoda (about 80 pt

cent of animal species, including insec

spiders, and crustaceans). In this arg

ment, Peripatus is a superworm for its le

and a diddly fly for building these le

without true segments.

A third possibility obviously exists ai

12 Natural History 1/92
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% ENDED IN GiMLE^WEDEN
1MORETHAN (100YEARS AGO.

A great cup of coffee is a revelation. Once
you've tasted it, you've experienced one of

life's true pleasures. But hard as you

search, you can't seem to find that superb

taste again—even in gourmet shops.

Fortunately for coffee lovers, a Swede
named Victor Theodor Engwall had the

Victor Th. Engwall
ggjjjg passion for quality. Over a century

ago, he started a company in the small seaport of Gavle,

and a family obsession was born.

Down tlffough the years, generations of Engwalls

roasted, tested and tasted. Even today, they continue their

endeavor to blend a coffee that reaches perfection. A cof-

fee that is rich, and full-bodied, without bitterness. One as

satisfying in the cup as fine coffee smells at the moment
of grinding.

They say that one chilly day King Gustav V sailed into

Gavle and tasted it. So impressed was he that he awarded
Gevalia the Royal Seal of Approval.

Today, Gevalia is Sweden's most popular coffee. That's

quite an achievement since Swedes feel as passionately

about coffee as the French do fine wine. They know how
crucial each bean is to the

delicate balance of flavors.

Kenyan AA, Costa Rican,

Guatemalan-it takes up to

6 varieties of the rarest

arahka beans to create the

high flavor notes, the deli-

cate nuances, the fine aromatics in Gevalia.

There's yet another secret to Gevalia's flavor: its impec-

cable freshness. Roasted faster, it's then vacuum sealed to

ensure freshness. Because even the finest whole beans rap-

idly grow stale when exposed to air, as in gourmet shop bins.

REGULAR & NATURALLY DECAFFEINATED

Gevalia Kaffe comes whole bean or

ground in a variety of full-bodied roasts.

But perhaps the biggest revelation is

Gevalia Decaffeinated. Caffeine is
Whole Bern removed naturally with the same ele-

ments that put the effervescence in

'S'^^^hV sparkling water The result is a full

-^^^^^^^^f flavored decaffeinated that is no longer

a compromise.
Ground.

A REGAL BRIBE

As beans of Gevalia's quality are extremely

expensive and not available in mass market
quantities, the only way to obtain a trial supply

of Gevalia Kaffe is directly from our Import Ser-

vice. Just fill out the attached reply form. We
will also send you the gift shown there, free.

Now, at last, your search for

a great cup of coffee has

ended here in Gavle.

The Swedes have

known that for years.

^ GEVM.IA KAFFE A SWEDISH obsession
1992 VtoL Th. Engwall a Co If reply form Is missing, for details write to Gevalia Katte Import Service, PO Sox )1 424, Des Moines, lA 50336 Or call 1-600-678-2687
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Get a lO-Coin Set of
Original 1859-1909 Indian

Head Penniesforjust

$24,50
Why are we running this expen-

sive ad offering ten different dates

of historic Indian Head pennies at

such an irresistible price? Because

we're in business for the long

term— we figure that even if our

introductory offers lose money,

we'll acquire satisfied new
customers. And once you're

acquainted with the way we do

business— our strict grading,

prompt deUvery and personalized

service— we hope you'll want to

continue with us.

Here's the offer:

While supplies last, we'll sell new
customers an 10-coin set of the

last Indian Head pennies, 1859-

1909, for just $24.50. And we'll

include a FREE DISPLAY
ALBUM. The coins are Good to

Fine quality. 1 set, $24.50. 3 sets,

$72. 5 sets, $115. 10 sets, $225.

20 sets, $435. Order #10953. To
order by credit card, call toll-

free 1-800-451-4463. Or send

your check or money order to:

International Coins & Currency,

Inc., HE. State Sl, Box 218,

Dept #2232, Montpelier,

Vermont 05601. Add just $2 for

postage. Your 100% satisfaction

is guaranteed: 30-day home
examination.

Serving collectorsfor 17 years.

Simon Conway Morris: Paleontology (1977)

L Ramskold and Hou Xianguang; Nature (1991}

Left: Conway Morris 's original reconstruction o/Hallucigenia. Right, top and bettor

Ramskold and Hou 's inversion o/Hallucigenia as an onychophoran and their

reconstruction ofthe new Chengjiang onychophoran with sideplates and spines.

clearly bears interesting implications.

This third way has been supported, often

by well-respected taxonomists, but our

general preference for shoehorns and

straightening rods has given it short shrift.

The Onychophora, under this view, might

represent a separate group, endowed with

sufficient anatomical uniqueness to con-

stitute its own major division of the animal

kingdom, despite the low diversity of liv-

ing representatives. After all, the criterion

for separate status should be degree of

genealogical distinctness, not current suc-

cess as measured by number of species. A
lineage may need a certain minimal mem-
bership just to have enough raw material

available so that evolution can craft suffi-

cient difference for high taxonomic rank.

But current diversity is no measure of

available raw material through geological

history. Evolution is ebb and flow, waxing

and waning; once great groups can be re-

duced to a fraction of their past glory. A
great man once told us that the last shall

be first, but just by the geometry of evolu-

tion, and not by moral law, the first can

also become last. Perhaps the Onychoph-

ora were once a much more diverse group,

standing wide and tall in their distinctness,

while Peripatus and its allies now form a

pitifully reduced remnant.

(By speaking of potential distinctness, I

am not making any untenable—indeed it

would be nonsensical—claim for total

separation without any relationship to

other phyla. Very few taxonomists doubt

that onychophorans, along with other po-

tentially distinct groups known as tardi-

grades and pentastomes, have their evolu-

tionary linkages close to annelids and

arthropods. But this third view places

onychophorans as a separate limb of lif

tree—branching off near the limbs of i

nelids and arthropods and eventually jo

ing them to form a major trunk—wher(

the shoehorn would stuff onychophori

into the Arthropoda, and the straighti

ing rod would change life's geometry fn

a tree to a line and place onychophon

between primitive worms and more ;

vanced insects.)

We can only test this third possibility

searching for onychophorans in the fo;

record—a daunting task because tl

have no preservable hard parts and the

fore do not usually fossilize. I write t

essay because several striking new disc

eries and interpretations, all made in i

past year or two, now point to a markei

greater diversity for onychophorans rij

at the beginning of modem multicellu'

life, following the Cambrian explosi

some 550 million years ago. These diso

eries arise from two fortunate and qu;

different circumstances: first, onycho]

orans have been found in the rare sc

bodied faunas occasionally preserved '

happy geological accidents in the fo;

record; second, some ancient onychoj

orans possessed hard parts and can the •

fore appear in ordinary fossil deposits,

I fully realize that this expansion i

onychophoran diversity at the beginni;

of multicellular animal life can scarci

rank as the hottest news item of the ye.

Most readers of this column, after ;,

have probably never heard the word or

chophoran and, lamentably, have no i^

quaintance with poor, lovely Peripati.

So why get excited about old onychop

orans if you never knew that modem oi>

existed in the first place? Do hear me d

14 Natural History 1/92
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For over two hundred years, the

Kwakiutl Indians of Vancouver Island

have continued

the tradition

of the potlatch.
POTLATCHES, elaborate and flamboyant

celebrations which commemorate
significant events in the life of a family,

are occasions of opulent hospitality and

luscious cuisine. They are also

reinforcements of the host family's

status. Spectacular works of art,

including stunning masks and lavishly

decorated dishes and bowls used for

feasting as well as expensive gifts for

distribution to guests, are created for

these affairs as displays of wealth.

ALDONA JONAITIS, one of the world's

foremost experts on Northwest Coast

Indian Art, has assembled a team of

noted experts who, through thoughtful

essays, reconstruct a participant's view

of a nineteenth century potlatch, trace

the history of the potlatch from its early

flourishing years through its outlawing in

1885 to the repeal of the anti-potlatch

law in 1951, describe a contemporary

potlatch, and tell about the remarkable

George Hunt who collected the

magnificent objects of Kwakiutl art for

the American Museum at the turn of the

century.

Over 100 color photographs feature

the magnificent collection of Kwakiutl art

I

assembled in the late nineteenth and

I

early twentieth centuries.

! More than 80 nineteenth century

I
duotone photographs of Kwakiutl villages

and potlatch ceremonies place the

regalia in context.

9%"x 10%", 300 pages
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if you harbor these doubts. Much more

than Peripatus lies at stake, for validation

of the third position—that onychophorans

represent a separate branch of life's

tree—has broad and interesting implica-

tions for our entire concept of evolution

and organic order. I also think that you

will marvel at the details of these early

onychophorans for their own sake—and

their weirdness.

We have actually known a bit about

ancient onychophorans for most of this

century, thanks once again to that greatest

of treasure troves for soft-bodied fossils,

the Burgess Shale. In 1911, two years af-

ter discovering the Burgess Shale, C. D.

Walcott gave the unpronounceable name
Aysheaia (we generally call it a-shy-a in

the trade) to an animal that he described

as an annelid worm. Many taxonomists,

just viewing Walcott's illustrations, imme-

diately saw that the creature looked much
more like an onychophoran. In 1931, G.

Evelyn Hutchinson, who became the

world's greatest ecologist and was, per-

haps, the finest person I have ever had the

privilege of knowing (he died just a few

months ago in his early nineties), pub-

lished a definitive account on the ony-

chophoran affinities of Aysheaia. Hutch-

inson had studied Peripatus in South

Africa and he knew onychophoran anat-

omy intimately. As an ecologist, he was

powerfully intrigued by the issue of how
an ordinary marine invertebrate like

Aysheaia could evolve into a terrestrial

creature like Peripatus with such minimal

change in outward anatomy. {Aysheaia

had fewer pairs of legs and fewer claws

per leg than do modern onychophorans. It

also bore a terminal mouth at the body's

end, while living onychophorans have a

ventral mouth on the underside. In addi-

tion, Aysheaia had no slime papillae and

could not use such a device to shoot sticky

stuff through ocean waters in any case.

But, all told, the differences are astonish-

ingly slight for more than 500 million

years of time and a maximal ecological

shift from ocean to land.)

One other ancient onychophoran was

recognized before last year—a European

form named Xenusion, found during the

1920s. But Aysheaia and Xenusion did

not shake the shoehorn or the straighten-

ing rod. Only two fossils, both so similar to

modern forms, do not make an impressive

show of diversity. Onychophorans re-

mained a tiny and uniform group, ripe for

stuffing in or between larger phyla and not

meriting a status of its own.

In a recent column (October 1990) I

described the beginning of the onychoph-

oran coming of age (I was going to say

"renaissance," but a renaissance is a re-

birth, and onychophorans never had an

earlier period of flowering in our con-

sciousness). In that essay, and in another

context, I described the discovery in

China of the animal that bore the small,

circular, meshwork plates known for

many years from lowermost Cambrian

rocks as Microdictyon. This fossil comes

from the remarkable Chengjiang fauna of

south-central China, a Burgess Shale

equivalent (although slightly older), with

MISS ori^'s e&^ers

beautiful soft-bodied preservation o

many animals already known from th

more famous Canadian site (and severe

novelties as well, including the Micro

dictyon animal). The plates called Micro

dictyon are attached in pairs to the side oi

the animal just above the junction c

paired lobopods with the trunk of th

body. The animal itself looks like an onj

chophoran. If this interpretation holdi

then some ancient onychophorans hai

hard parts. The Chengjiang fauna als

contains a second probable onychophora

,

with plates, named Luolishania.

Thus, the early fossil record of onj

chophorans had begun to expand in nun
bers and anatomical variety, includin

both fully soft-bodied forms like Aysheai

and creatures with small pairs of plate

like Microdictyon and Luolishania. Bii

the big boost, the event that might finall

push onychophorans over the border c

distinct respectability, finally occurred o

May 16, 1991, when the Swedish paleoi

tologist L. Ramskold and his Chinese co

league Hou Xianguang published an art

cle in the British journal Nature (scienct

at its best, is truly international): "Ne'

Early Cambrian Animal and Onychophi

ran Affinities of Enigmatic Metazoans

(vol. 351, pp. 225-28).

Ramskold and Hou dropped a boml

shell that makes elegant sense of a majj

paleontological puzzle of recent years. |

1977, Simon Conway Morris describe!

the weirdest of all Burgess Shale orgai

isms with the oddest of all moniker

Hallucigenia, named, as Conway Mon
wrote, for "the bizarre and dream-like a

pearance of the animal." He describe 1

Hallucigenia as a tubular body supports

by seven pairs of long, pointed spines—m

;

jointed arthropod appendages or flesl

lobopods, but rigid spikes. In Conwe-

Morris's reconstruction, a single row (

seven fleshy tubes, each ending in a pain;

little pincers, runs along the back, with

tuft of six smaller tubes, perhaps in thrt

pairs, behind the larger seven. The heai

not well preserved on any specimen, w;

depicted as a bulbous extension and t¥

tail as a straight, upward-curving tube.

Hallucigenia was bizarre enough in a]

pearance, but even more puzzlement a

tended the issue of how such a creatui

could function. In particular, how could

tiny animal, no more than an inch i

length, be stable on seven pairs of rigi

spikes for "legs"? And if stable, how coul

it possibly move? Some of our best fun

tional morphologists, including Mil

Labarbera of the University of Chicag

struggled with this issue and could n<

resolve it.

The unlikely morphology, and the eve

16 Natural History 1/92
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more troublesome question of function,

led many paleontologists to dispute Con-

way Morris's reconstruction (and Conway

Morris himself also began to doubt his

original conclusions). In my book Won-

derful Life, I presented Conway Morris's

original version and then opted for a dif-

ferent interpretation proposed by several

colleagues before me—that Hallucigenia

is a part broken off from a larger (and still

unknown) animal. I wrote:

Hallucigenia is so peculiar, so hard to imag-

ine as an efficiently working beast that we
must entertain the possibility of a very dif-

ferent solution. Perhaps Hallucigenia is not

a complete animal, but a complex appen-

dage of a larger creature, still undiscovered.

The "head" end of Hallucigenia is no more
than an incoherent blob in all known fossils.

Perhaps it is no head at all, but a point of

fracture, where an appendage (called

Hallucigenia) broke off from a larger main
body.

I received several dozen much appreci-

ated letters from readers of my book, sug-

gesting different reconstructions for some

of the oddball creatures of the Burgess

Shale. Hallucigenia received the lion's

share of attention—and one suggestion

cropped up again and again, in at least

twenty separate letters. These correspon-

dents, nearly all amateurs in natural his-

tory, pointed out that Hallucigenia would

make much more sense turned upside

down—for the. spines, which never

worked in locomotion, could then function

far more reasonably for protection!

I responded to these letters with, for me,

the decisive rejoinder that a single row of

tentacles (Conway Morris's version of the

upper surface) would work even more

poorly than paired spines as devices of

locomotion. How could an animal bal-

ance, not to mention hop around, on a

single row of tentacles? Yet I couldn't

deny that everything else made more

sense upside down.

It doesn't happen often, but if Ram-
skold and Hou are correct—and I think

they are—then the gut feeling of ama-

teurs has triumphed over the weight of

professional opinion. For Ramskold and

Hou have, unbeknownst to them of

course, followed the advice of my cor-

respondents. They have turned Halluci-

genia upside down, but with an added

twist (intellectual, not geometric) as

well—they have inverted it into an ony-

chophoran!

Ramskold and Hou present two major

arguments for their inversion of Hallu-

cigenia. First, they must tackle the issue

that hung me up: how can a single row of

tentacles function as legs? They acknowl-

edge the problem, of course, but suggest

that Conway Morris was wrong, and that

two rows of paired tentacles are actually

present along the surface that he called

dorsal, or topmost. If Ramskold and Hou
are correct, then the major objection to

reversing Hallucigenia disappears—for

two rows of flexible tentacles look like the

ordinary legs of a bilaterally symmetrical

creature. Moreover, when you turn

Hallucigenia upside down on the assump-

STAR TR.EK: THE. FIRST eENERATlO

tion that two rows of tentacles adorn th

topside of Conway Morris's version, the

the inverted beast immediately says "onj

chophoran" to any expert, for the littl

paired pincers at the end of each tentacl

become dead ringers for onychophora

claws. Ramskold and Hou have not yi

developed enough evidence to prove th

double row of tentacles conclusively, bi

our museum at Harvard contains the san

pie best suited for resolving this issue

—

slab of rock with more than a doze

Hallucigenia specimens. I have lent thi

slab to Ramskold and Hou, and I suspec

that an answer will soon be forthcoming

Second, they must explain how an on;

chophoran could possess the several paii

of long, pointed, upward-protrudin

spines that an inversion of Hallucigeni

places along the top edge of the animal

for some fossil onychophorans bear plate

{Microdictyon and Luolishania as prev

ously discussed), but none yet describe

carry spines. Here, Ramskold and Ho
present compelling evidence in a fon

much favored by natural historians—a &

quence or continuum linking a stranj

and unexpected form to something fami

iar through a series of intermediates.

Start the series with Microdictyon. Th
animal, probably an onychophoran, ca

ried pairs of flat plates along the side of i

body just above the insertion of lobopod

Go next to a new and as yet unnamt

"armored lobopod," again from the pr

lific Chengjiang fauna. This clear on

chophoran also bore paired plates in tl

same position as in Microdictyon. B
each plate now carries a small spine-

nothing like the elongation in Hall

cigenia, but evidence that onychophor:

plates can support spines. For a third ste

go to isolated plates collected in low'

Cambrian rocks of North Greenland I

J. S. Peel and illustrated by Swedish p
leontologist Stefan Bengtson in a cor

mentary in Nature written to accompai

Ramskold and Hou's paper. These Gree

land plates have the same meshwoi

structure as those of Microdictyon—ar

onychophoran affinity seems a reasonab

conjecture (although in this case, we hai

only found preserved plates, not the enti:

body). But the Greenland plates can

spines verging on the length of Halluc

genia spikes. It is now only a small step

a fourth term in the series—to an on

chophoran bearing plates with high

elongated spines: in other words, to Halh

cigenia turned upside down!

We are witnessing a veritable explosic

of Cambrian onychophorans

—

Ayshea,

and Xenusion with their soft bodie

Microdictyon and Luolishania wil

plates, the unnamed Chengjiang creatui
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with plates and short spines, the Green-

land form with longer spines, and finally,

inverted Hallucigenia with greatly elon-

gated spines.

The reversal of Hallucigenia has

capped and sealed the tale. The larger

conclusion seems inescapable: in the great

period of maximal anatomical variety and

experimentation that followed right after

the Cambrian explosion first populated

the earth with multicellular animals of

modern design, the Onychophora repre-

sented a substantial and independent

group of diverse and successful marine

organisms. The modern terrestrial species

are a tiny and peripheral remnant, a bare

clinging to life for a lineage that once

ranked among the major players. The

shoehorn and straightening rod have

served us poorly as strategies of interpre-

tation. Groups with few species may be

highly distinct in genealogy.

Onychophorans, moreover, are not the

only small cluster of straggling survivors

within groups that were once major

branches of life's tree. The distinct phy-

lum of priapulid worms, for example, con-

tains fewer than 20 species worldwide,

compared with some 8,000 for marine

polychaete worms, members of the domi-

nant phylum Annelida. Yet, in the Cam-
brian period at the beginning of multicel-

lular history, priapulids and polychaetes

were equally common and similarly en-

dowed (or so it seemed) with prospects for

long-term success. Moreover, just as

onychophorans have held on by surviving

in the peripheral habitat of terrestrial life

(for a formerly marine group), modern

priapulids all live in harsh and marginal

environments—mostly in cold or deep wa-

ters and often with low levels of oxygen.

In recognizing the Onychophora as a

distinct group with an ancient legacy of

much greater breadth, we may regret the

loss of tidiness provided by the shoehorn

and straightening rod, but we should re-

joice in the interesting conceptual gains.

For by our latest reckoning of life's early

history, "uncomfortable" groups like the

Onychophora should exist today. We once

thought that the history of life moved up-

ward and outward from simple beginnings

in a few primitive, ancestral lines to ever

more and ever better—the conventional

notion that I have called the cone of in-

creasing diversity. On this model, an an-

cient and distinctive genealogical status

for several small groups (like the Ony-

chophora) makes no sense—for life's early

history, at the point of the cone, shouldn't

have featured many distinct anatomies at

all. The large living groups of moUusks,

arthropods, annelids, vertebrates, and so

on—all of which have fossil records ex-

tending back to this early time—provide

quite enough material for legacies from

these early times of limited simplicity. But

"Here it is on the map—the Unpainted Desert.

"

the reinterpretation of the Burgess Shalt

and our burgeoning interest in the earl

history of multicellular life in genera

have indicated that the cone model is nc

only wrong but also backward. Life ma
have reached a maximal spread of ana

tomical experimentation in these earl

days—and later history may be epitc

mized as a diminution of these initial pos

sibilities by decimation, rather than a cor

tinual expansion.

In this reversed model of a grass field

with most blades clipped off and just a fe\

proliferating wildly thereafter, we shouli

expect to find a fair number of blades tha

survived the mower but never flowerei

extensively again—whereas, in the con

model, the forest of blades never existed

and the early history of life provides insul

ficient raw material for many distinc

modem groups such as the Onychophora

However much I may regret the loss o

a wonderful weirdo in the reversal o

Hallucigenia, and in its consequer

change in status from oddball to onj

chophoran, I am more than compensate^

by fascinating insight into the history c

the ancestors of my favorite name beare

Peripatus. I revel in the knowledge tha

these marginal and neglected animals bs

long to a once-mighty group that include

armored members with plates and Ion

spines. And I rejoice in the further know

edge thus provided about the strange an

potent times of life's early multicelluk

history. (My regret, in any case, could n(

possibly be more irrelevant to nature

constitution, either now or 500 millio

years ago. Hallucigenia was what it wa;

my hopes, and those of any scientist, ar

only worth considering as potential biase

that can block our understanding of m
ture's factuality.)

Peripatus may walk prouder in th

pleasures of pedigree. We humans, a

intellectual descendants of Aristotle, th

original peripatetic, might consider a k
vorite motto from "the master of ther

that know"—well begun is half don

(from the Politics, book 5, chapter 4'

Apply it first to the onychophorans then:

selves—for in a tough world dominated b
contingent good fortune in surviving ex

tinction, a good beginning of high divei

sity affords maximal prospect for som

legacy long down the hard road. But appl;

it also to us, the paleontologists who striv

to understand this complex history of life

By turning Hallucigenia upside down, wi

have probably taken a large step towan

getting the history of life right side up.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvarc^

University.
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Out Cold
he winter life ofpainted turtles

y Janet M. Storey and Kenneth B. Storey

One frosty morning last November, our

lughters ran yelling into the house carry-

g a quarter-inch-thick sheet of ice with

le of their pet painted turtles trapped

lidly in its center. The surface of the

ickyard wading pool, the turtle's sum-

er home, had frozen overnight, and the

rls feared that the turtle was dead. As

on as a little tap water had melted the

:, however, the turtle stretched its legs

id poked its head out of the shell. We
lew that the shallow pool would freeze to

e bottom in a few more days, so our pet

IS moved and spent the rest of the winter

the relative comfort of one of our lab-

atory cold rooms at Carleton University,

lere we are studying how animals deal

th cold. Some of the most intriguing

ategies for winter survival belong to

inted turtles.

Widespread over most of the United

ates and southern Canada, the painted

rtle ranges farther north than any other

id or freshwater turtle in North Amer-
1. The four subspecies (eastern, mid-

id, western, and southern) are identified

' distinctly different shell patterns.

fter breakingopen its egg, ayoung
Jinted turtle, above, emerges. It will

main in the nest throughout the winter.

eft: A common sight on hot summer
'lys, painted turtles bask on rocks

partly submerged logs.

Painted turtles begin life as soft-shelled

eggs laid in a two- to three-inch-deep nest

scooped out by the female in sandy soil.

Nest sites are usually located on bare,

sloping banks with good southern expo-

sure to insure high incubation tempera-

tures for the eggs.

In our study area in south-central Can-

ada, midland painted turtles nest on warm
nights from mid-June onward. An average

clutch comprises seven to nine eggs, with

some females laying two clutches spaced

some days apart. Once the nest is covered,

the female leaves her brood to incubate.

The young turtles hatch ten or eleven

weeks later, but surprisingly, they don't

leave the nest at this time. Instead, they

remain hidden underground all winter.

There they are safe from predators until

spring arrives. But how do they survive

when the temperature drops well below

the freezing point of their body fluids?

In 1987, we set out to discover the win-

ter survival strategy of hatchling painted

turtles. First, we needed to know the mid-

winter temperatures within the nest cavi-

ties. For this we turned to our colleague

Ron Brooks, of the University of Guelph,

an expert on the reproductive biology of

turtles, who had worked for years with a

population of midland painted turtles in

Algonquin Provincial Park, north of To-

ronto. Because this population lives so

close to the northern limit of the species'

range, we reasoned that this group would

have maximized their defenses against the

cold.

In the summer of 1987, Ron and his

students marked several nests in their

study area and carefully placed thermis-

tors in the egg cavities of two nests to

record winter temperatures. We found

that during the winter of 1987-88, the

young turtles did indeed experience long

periods of exposure to freezing tempera-

tures. Despite the insulation of the ground

and a thick layer of snow, temperatures in

the nest cavities ranged from 1
8° F to

28° F throughout January and February.

When we dug out the nests in April, how-

ever, out popped thirteen live turtles. We
found a few unhatched eggs containing

dead embryos, but all the hatchlings had

survived the winter.

We took these young turtles back to our

laboratory to determine how they endured

such low temperatures. We wanted to

know whether the turtles' body fluids

could remain in a liquid state even when

their body temperature dropped far below

its normal freezing point, as is the case

with many polar insects and spiders, or

whether these turtles had mastered the

ability to endure freezing of their body

fluids without damage to cells and organs.

To determine the strategy used by the

hatchlings, we taped thermistors to their

lower shells and then cooled the animals

slowly in a temperature-controlled incu-

bator. We watched as they cooled below

the normal freezing point of turtle blood,

31° F. Indeed, their body fluids remained

liquid until the temperature dropped to

26.5° F Then, the hatchlings suddenly

froze. We next loweredthe temperature a

little further to 25° F and left the turtles

frozen for twenty-four hours. When we
thawed them, they recovered fully. From
newer studies, we now know that the tur-

tles can survive being frozen at tempera-

tures this low for at least eleven days.

Recent tests with hatchlings of the west-

em subspecies from Turtle Mountain Pro-

vincial Park in Manitoba have come up

with similar results.

Our combination of laboratory and

field studies was the first conclusive dem-

onstration that a reptile could survive

freezing, a capacity that is clearly lacking

in humans and, indeed, all warmblooded

animals. Since then, we and other re-

searchers have found that box turtles and

pond sliders, garter snakes and some liz-

ards can endure freezing, although the

ability varies widely between species.

Some years ago we showed similar ad-

aptations in land-hibernating frogs (wood

frogs, gray tree frogs, spring peepers, and

chorus frogs). Among reptiles, however,

painted turtles seem to have the most well-

developed tolerance to freezing.

When hatchling turtles freeze, ice first

forms on the outer skin. Over the next

several hours, ice grows inward toward the

body core, gradually cutting off blood cir-

culation to the periphery, until only the

central heart-brain corridor is serviced.

Ultimately, even this circulation is lost.
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and eventually there is no muscle move-

ment, no breathing, heartbeat, or blood

flow, and only minimal brain activity.

Soon after the animals thaw, however, the

vital signs resume one after another.

Turtles, as well as other animals that

endure freezing, can survive only if ice

formation is restricted to extracellular

body fluids (such as blood plasma, abdom-

inal fluid, urine). In fact, we found that

even in painted turtles, only 53 percent of

their total body water froze at 25° F. The

water within cells must remain liquid,

however, because intracellular ice crystals

will irreparably damage the internal or-

ganization and structure of cells. There-

fore, freeze-tolerant animals have devel-

oped specific biochemical adaptations

that control ice formation and protect

their cells.

One of these adaptations is the synthe-

sis of special ice-nucleating proteins. Prob-

ably in response to dropping tempera-

tures, these proteins are made in the liver

and then taken up by the blood plasma to

be distributed to all extracellular fluids.

Whenever the body temperature of the

animal cools to just below the freezing

point of plasma, these ice-nucleating pro-

teins actually stimulate, or seed, ice for-

mation but help keep crystals small, so

that delicate tissues are not damaged. Our
latest research, in collaboration with Jack

Duman of Notre Dame University, has
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shown that hatchling painted turtles pes

sess such proteins, whereas the adult tui

ties do not.

In freeze-tolerant animals, the begir

ning of ice formation outside the cells trig

gers a protective reaction within the cell!

formation of high concentrations of suga

compounds, called cryoprotectants. Thes

have two functions. They protect ce

membranes and proteins from damagi

and, much like the antifreeze that we ad

to a car radiator, prevent the water insid

cells from freezing. In painted turtles, w
have found that such cryoprotection i

probably due to the carbohydrates gli

cose, glycerol, and lactate, as well as th

amino acid taurine.

After their first winter, painted turtli

lose their ability to endure freezing. F(

the rest of their lives, they spend winte

hibernating underwater on pond, lake, ar

river bottoms—sometimes resting on tf

surface of the sediment; at other time

buried in mud. The choice of location m£

depend on temperature, because painte

turtles seem to prefer hibernation siti

with temperatures between about 37°

and 43° F, where they are considerab

warmer than their progeny on land. Tl

turtles prefer to hibernate in shallow w
ters but move to deeper areas or dig in

the wanner sediment when the water ter

perature falls closer to 32° F as the wint

months pass.

But why does a turtle remain in shallc

water when deeper water is less likely

freeze? The answer may be that the risk

being killed when the water freezes dov

into the sediment is outweighed by tl

turtle's need to position itself where it c;

detect the springtime warming of the w
ter that is its cue for emergence fro i

hibernation.

How do painted turtles survive tf

whole winter underwater without breat^

ing? When a turtle is submerged, the ox;

gen content of its blood falls rapidly

near zero, a level that would be fatal

humans in three or four minutes but whic

can be endured by a hibernating turtle fi

three to four months. Indeed, painted ti

ties (as well as their close cousins the pot

sliders) have by far the greatest tolerant

for total deprivation of oxygen of any ve

tebrate animal, being able to live in coi

pletely deoxygenated water at 37° F f

more than 1 50 days.

Some amphibians and reptiles bypa

lung breathing, taking up oxygen and r

leasing carbon dioxide by direct gas e

change with the water through the skin

across the membrane lining the throat

process called buccopharyngeal respir

tion). At temperatures near 32° F, wh(

the dissolved oxygen content of water
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igh and the metabolic rate of animals is

iw, this mode of respiration can be sig-

ificant. Indeed, frogs that hibernate un-

srwater maintain nearly normal levels of

ssue oxygen by gas exchange across the

an. Some extrapulmonary respiration

lay also occur in hibernating painted tur-

ss. Studies have shown that survival time

greater and metabolic stress lower when

irtles are submerged in oxygenated

ither than deoxygenated water. How-

>er, painted turtles also need to cope with

ital oxygen deprivation when they bur-

iw into bottom mud or when the oxygen

mtent of the water falls to zero, as often

;curs in the latter part of the winter in

e-locked waters.

Without oxygen-based respiration, hu-

an cells cannot generate energy rapidly

lough to match the energy demands of

e host of biochemical reactions taking

ace in our cells. After only a few minutes

ithout oxygen, the human brain has ex-

lusted its energy supply, and its electri-

il activity degenerates irreparably.

In the painted turtle, however, critical

laptations of its metabolism allow long-

rm life without oxygen. The choice of

el for winter metabolism is very impor-

nt. In summer and in autumn, a turtle

ores large reserves of carbohydrate

fuel—glycogen—in all its organs. Glyco-

gen (unlike lipids or proteins) can be bro-

ken down to generate energy by a pathway

that does not require oxygen. This path-

way (called glycolysis) yields lactic acid as

its product, and in high levels, this acid

can poison animal cells. But the painted

turtle has developed an effective means of

neutralizing the acid buildup. This is done

by buffering the acid with calcium and

magnesium released from the turtle's shell

and bone.

Important as these factors are, how-

ever, it is another adaptation, "metabolic

arrest," that is most critical to sustained

survival without oxygen. Metabolic arrest

greatly reduces the cells' rate of energy

use and thus lengthens the time that an

animal can live on a fixed reserve of body

fuel. This "dormancy" phenomenon is

also evident in many hibernating mam-
mals and estivating desert creatures. In

painted turtles, metabolic arrest is trig-

gered by oxygen deprivation.

The metabolic rate of a turtle sub-

merged in 37° F water drops rapidly over

a few hours until it is only about 10 per-

cent of the rate for the same animal in

equally cold air. This drop in metabolic

rate means a tenfold extension of the time

that stored body fuels can support life.

From our recent studies of turtle metabo-

lism, we know that the actions of many
cellular proteins (such as enzymes or the

"transporter" proteins in membranes) can

be slowed down by chemically modifying

their structures. Hormonal signals, per-

haps responding to carbon dioxide build-

up in the plasma, may function to coordi-

nate this process in all organs.

The mechanisms involved in both

freeze tolerance and metabolic arrest have

important potential applications in bio-

medicine. As an animal that has evolved

natural freeze tolerance and the ability to

go into metabolic arrest, the painted turtle

can show us some of the cellular and mo-

lecular adjustments needed for organs to

endure freezing or sustain a long dor-

mancy. At present no mammalian organ

has ever been restored to a viable state

after freezing, and organs removed for

transplant can be held on ice for only a few

hours before their metabolism- degen-

erates irreversibly. The knowledge gained

from studies of painted turtle organs

could, therefore, have important applica-

tions for the advancement of medical or-

gan transplant technology. Amazing les-

sons, we think, from an animal that most

of us know only as a languid resident of

warm summer ponds. D
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Worlds in Contact

r\
olumbus's Competition

1 their searchfor the Orient, Europeans were bound to sail west

y Samuel M. Wilson

A few years ago I went on a modest

iest in search of Paolo dal Pozzo

jscanelli, an archetypal Renaissance

an and perhaps the foremost European

jographer of the late fifteenth century,

jscanelli was convinced that by sailing

est from the Atlantic coast of Europe,

ariners could reach the rich trading cen-

rs of eastern Asia, and he encouraged

olumbus and many other sailors to put

e theory to the test. I wanted to see the

tronomical device he designed for the

ist dome of Florence's Cathedral of

mta Maria del Fiore to mark the sum-

er solstice. Unfortunately, the bronze

arkers on the marble floor and window

Is upon which light and shadow fall were

osed off" by maintenance work, so to get

look at them I headed up the one-way

aircase to the top of the dome. I thought

at the markers would be visible from the

ilcony one had to follow around the in-

le of the dome.

Crawling up the cramped staircase and

aking my way through a stone tunnel

It onto the balcony, I suddenly realized

at I was at a dangerous height above the

ithedral's marble floor. The balcony rail-

g was only thigh-high (the great archi-

ct Filippo Brunelleschi's way of making

e extraordinary dome appear even

gher); things must have seemed safer to

e children who were screaming and run-

ng around my knees. With my back

!ainst the wall, I made it around the

ilcony, crawled up the masonry caverns

the dome's ribs to the top, then back
)wn to solid ground. (Toscanelli's mark-

gs were covered with tarps and I never

d see them.)

Toscanelli lived at a critical time. Eu-
ipe's population was growing rapidly, the

udal system of the Middle Ages was

^ing, and the Italian Renaissance was

he dome designed by Brunelleschifor

'orence's Cathedral ofSanta Maria del

'ore nears completion in 1436.
ila/Art Resource

breaking new ground in artistic expres-

sion. A growing class of urban traders and

artisans, and a growing aristocracy, de-

manded the silks, spices, and gems of the

Orient. But the flow of goods along the

land-based Silk Route had been stemmed
by events in the Middle East: European

relations with the Ottoman Turks had de-

teriorated, and the region was still feeling

the effects of the expansion of the Mongol
Empire that had occurred in the preced-

ing centuries. The most promising alterna-

tive to this overland route was by sea.

Among those with whom Toscanelli

corresponded was Christopher Columbus,

a merchant sailor from Genoa who had

lived in Spain, Portugal, and elsewhere

and who had been very active in Europe's

expanding trade interests. Columbus had

already been to Iceland and down the west

coast of Africa. Now he was interested in

finding a quicker route to Japan and

China than the one the Portuguese had

begun exploring around the southern tip

of Africa. Believing, as did all educated

Europeans, that the earth was spherical,

Toscanelli encouraged Columbus's con-

viction that the fastest route from Europe

to the Orient lay across the Atlantic:

Paul, the Physician, to Cristobal Colombo,
greeting. I perceive your magnificent and
great desire to find a way to where the

spices grow, and in reply to your letter I

send you the copy of another letter which I

wrote, some days ago, to a friend and
favourite [Hernan Martinez] of the most
serene King of Portugal before the wars of

Castille, in reply to another which, by direc-

tion of his highness, he wrote to me on [the

subject of sailing west from Portugal to

reach the East Indies], and I send you an-

other sea chart like the one I sent him, by
which you will be satisfied respecting your

enquiries [C. Columbus, The Journal of
Christopher Columbus, Hakluyt Society,

1893].

Toscanelli's instructions were not con-

fidential: he had been spreading this mes-

sage for quite a while before his correspon-

dence with Columbus. As early as 1474 he

had exchanged letters with a Portuguese

cleric attached to the Portuguese court

and had recommended this western route

over the proposed route around Africa,

saying it was "a shorter way of going by

sea to the lands of spices."

Columbus did not have any particular

advantage over his competition. His ships

were no better, and possibly worse. He
based his understanding of the shape of

the world on information that everyone

else had access to (perhaps to his advan-

tage, he interpreted this meager informa-

tion incorrectly: he thought the world was

much smaller than it was). So why did

Columbus reach the New World ahead of

his competitors? In part because of a few

shrewd decisions, and to a large extent

because of luck. Perhaps his most critical,

or luckiest, decision was to sail by way of

the more southerly Canary Islands instead

of the Azores.

In the mythical versions of Columbus's

first voyage, the vast and sinister Atlantic

Ocean was completely uncharted, and Eu-

ropeans left sight of land at their peril. In

fact, islands lying far out in the North

Atlantic were already known. Key to their

discovery was the pattern of winds and

currents off the African and European

coasts. Ocean currents flow in a clockwise

direction around the North Atlantic's pe-

rimeter: the Canaries current flows down
the coast of Europe to the bulge of West

Africa, the northern equatorial curtent

crosses the Atlantic along the Tropic of

Cancer, and the Gulf Stream races up the

eastern seaboard and then drifts across to

Europe. The winds push these currents

along: the trade winds blow from east to

west on the southern part of the circle and

the westerlies bring the currents back to

Europe.

Thus, sailing down the west coast of

Africa was not difl[icult for fifteenth-cen-

tury European navigators. The Canaries

current and the trade winds were in their

favor. On the return trip, however, they

had to fight both winds and ocean cur-
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rents. Portuguese mariners did two things

to get around these obstacles. First, they

built small, agile ships, called caravels,

that could sail into the wind more easily

and still take the Atlantic's pounding (Co-

lumbus's Nina and Pinta were examples).

Second, they sailed west into the Atlantic,

away from the coast-hugging Canaries

current, before turning north. As a result,

they found the Cape Verde Islands, the

Madeiras, and the Azores.

From the late 1470s to the mid- 1480s,

Columbus himself lived on one of the Ma-
deiras, more than 500 miles from Portugal

and about 300 miles from the African

coast. This uninhabited archipelago had

been discovered in the early 1400s and

colonized in 1425. Columbus married

Dona Felipa Perestrello e Moniz, the

daughter of the captain, or leader, of the

island of Porto Santo. Their son, Diego,

who was to figure prominently in the early

conquest of the New World, was bom
there about 1480.

The Azores, a chain of uninhabited is-

lands strung out between 650 and 1,000

miles from the mainland, were discovered

in the 1420s, although how and by whom
is contested. Historian T. Bentley Duncan

has unraveled the myth and early docu-

mentary record of the Azores in Atlantic

Islands. An apparently well-informed car-
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tographer put them on a map in 1439 and

in the legend said, "These islands were

found by Diego de Silues, pilot of the king

of Portugal, in the year 1 427." The islands

were stocked with sheep by other Portu-

guese in the 1430s by order of Infante

Dom Henrique (Prince Henry the Navi-

gator) and colonized about 1440 under the

direction of Gon9alo Velho Cabral.

By 1450 the Azores were the most re-

mote European outpost in the Atlantic.

Getting there was a feat in itself. So if one

wanted to sail west to the Far East, the

islands seemed to offer a logical head

start. One of the first to try this strategy

was Femo Dulmo, who lived in the group

of the Azores called Terceira and had also

heard Toscanelli's arguments. Dulmo's

plan was to search first for Antiha, the

semimythical "Island of the Seven Cities"

that showed up on several maps as early as

the late 1300s.

Dulmo applied to the Portuguese king,

Dom Joao II, for permission to sail west to

look for Antilia. The Portuguese govern-

ment contributed no money to the ven-

ture, and Dulmo demanded no specific

Brunelleschi's dome dominates

Florence, in apaintingby Gaspare

Vanvitelli (1653-1736).
Scala/Art Resource

rights and titles for lands he might fine

(making him a far cheaper altemativ(

than Columbus, who asked for money

perpetual titles, shares in potential profits

and so on). Nevertheless, the king prom

ised Dulmo suitable recompense, honors

and titles if he was successful.

Teaming up with Joao Estreito, a capa

ble and ambitious sailor from the Madei

ras, Dulmo sailed west from the Azore

for forty days, longer than Columbu!

sailed on his first voyage to the Nev
World. But because the Azores lie at

latitude where the westerlies blow, Dulmc

sailed into the wind and into the Sargass(

Sea, a vast floating morass of seawee(

lying between the Azores and the Carib

bean. After getting a long look at the mid

die of the Atlantic Ocean, he returned

having found nothing.

One of the maps that Dulmo used as

;

guide was drawn by a young Germai

named Martin Behaim, an ambitious ge

ographer and sailor who operated in th



ame circles as Dulmo, Estreito, and Co-

imbus (they probably all knew each

ther personally, and certainly knew of

ach other). Behaim was a member of

'ortugal's Royal Maritime Commis-

on—the committee that decided whom
) sponsor on what voyages—and had al-

;ady been knighted by the king. He too

ad a connection to the remote Atlantic

lands, having married the daughter of

le captain of the island of Fayal in the

^ores. And he too had dreams of sailing

est from the Azores.

Behaim had been trying for years to get

le Portuguese king to give him ships and

)yal sponsorship. In 1493, after Colum-

us had returned from his first voyage but

sfore anyone had heard the news,

ehaim had the most famous astronomer
' his home city of Nuremburg write the

ortuguese king and plead his case:

ou possess means and ample wealth; as

so able mariners, eager to acquire immor-
lity and fame. O what glory you would

gain, if you made the habitable Orient

known to the Occident, and what profits

would its commerce give you, for you would

make those islands of the Orient tributaries,

and their kings amazed would quietly sub-

mit to your sovereignty! . . . And further-

more, our young man Martin Behaim is

ready to take charge of such a voyage and

set sail from the Azores whenever you say

the word [S. E. Morison, Admiral of the

Ocean Sea, Little, Brown, and Co., 1942].

But Behaim's plans were overtaken by

Columbus's discovery under Spain's flag.

Columbus was the first to make it to the

New World because—whether by luck or

experience gained in his years at sea—he

was the first to try the southern route. To

go from the Azores westward, even

though it was closer, was nearly impos-

sible because of the winds. Columbus
went far enough south that the easterly

trade winds were in his favor and the north

equatorial current carried him along.

That Columbus had close competi-

tors—the figures mentioned and others

known and unknown—suggests that even

if his voyage had ended in failure, the

arrival of European ships on the eastern

coasts of the Americas was inevitable.

Would the past 500 years of culture con-

tact have turned out differently if Femo
Dulmo had arrived first, landing on the

coast of what is now Virginia? The pos-

sibilities for speculation are endless. For

that matter, what would have happened if

instead of landing in the Bahamas, Co-

lumbus had landed on Mexico's Gulf

coast and seen the Aztec empire at the

height of its power? Columbus would have

been more convinced than ever that he

had reached the Orient. But he and his

colleagues might well have been killed as

threats to Aztec power, and the impact of

Europe's expansion on the people of the

New World would have been delayed for a

few more years.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthmpology

at the University of Texas at Austin.





In an exuberant greeting display, a pair ofA ustralasian

gannetsfence with their bills. Such ritualized behavior

reinforces the birds ' lifelongpair bond.

The Gannets of

Cape Kidnappers
Masters ofbody language, these Southern Hemisphere seabirds have
developed an accent slightly differentfrom that oftheir northern cousins

by Bryan Nelson

The cold and sullen waters of the North

Sea swirl around the unyielding basalt of

Bass Rock, an ancient volcanic plug oif

the east coast of Scotland and a classic

nesting site of the northern, or North At-

lantic, gannet. Between November and

February, the North Sea, the "ganet

bath" of the early seventh century Anglo-

Saxon poem Beowulf, experiences freez-

ing gales and vast, frothy seas smoking

with spray. Yet by January, after four or

five months spent feeding at sea, the gan-

nets are back on the cliff ledges on which

they will nest. They commence the breed-

ing season with ample fat reserves, as the

inhabitants of Saint Kilda well knew. An
island in the open Atlantic to the west of

the Scottish Hebrides, Saint Kilda was

inhabited for more than a thousand years

by islanders who lived almost exclusively

on the seafowl, largely gannets and ful-

mars, that swarmed around the island's

crags and cliffs.

At the other end of the world—at Cape
Kidnappers on the east coast of North

Island in New Zealand—lies another fam-

ous gannetry. The antipodean gannet

closely resembles its Northern Hemi-
sphere relative in appearance, behavior,

and ecology. But however similar they

seem, they have inevitably evolved differ-

ent adaptations to their environments. To

compare them, I traveled from Scotland

to live for a season at Cape Kidnappers.

The cape is a fine sweep of gleaming

silver mudstone forming the southern

horn of Hawkes Bay. (The cape is so

named because when an English draper

from Yorkshire turned navigator—the in-

domitable Captain Cook—was charting

the coast of New Zealand, Maoris at-

tempted to kidnap one of his ship's boys.)

Erosion has breached the slender tip of the

peninsula, leaving an isolated beehive-

shaped stack too small to hold gannets.

But at the extremity of the horn, in a deep

saddle, lies a superb gannet colony. A sec-

ond group of gannets nests on an adjacent

plateau and a third on the Black Reefs,

eleven tiny rocks half a mile from the main
colony. Altogether, Kidnappers holds

5,000 to 6,000 pairs of gannets (there are

some 26 colonies and 46,000 pairs of Aus-

tralasian gannets in the total world popu-

lation). Gannets seldom nest on the main-

land; usually they choose small, offshore

islands, but the cape is nearly an island.

Compared with the colony on Bass Rock,

first recorded in the seventh century, the

Cape Kidnappers gannetry is recent. The
saddle was probably occupied by 1879,

the plateau about 1936, and the Black

Reefs two or three years later.

I went to the Kidnappers colony with

high expectations and a long list of ques-

tions suggested by twenty years of ob-

servations at the great Bass Rock colony.

Mainly, they were questions about social

behavior, for I had long been fascinated

by the innate sign language, or displays,

by which gannets communicate with one

another, thereby insuring the efficient

functioning of the colony. Without clear

communication, a teeming colony would

look and sound like pandemonium. In fact

it is a well-ordered chaos. Considering the

many complicated messages that a gannet

is required to send and to receive if it is to

breed successfully, one gains a healthy

respect for the efficiency of the birds' "in-

stinctive" communication system.

Armed with binoculars, stopwatch,

tally counter, notebook, and video camera

(a powerful tool for immediate playback
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of behavioral sequences in the field and

later extraction of data), I sat down at the

edge of the colony and began watching the

birds. It was a typical Hawkes Bay spring

day, with a warm sun and sparkling sea.

At my very feet were the massed ranks of

three-foot-long, dazzlingly white seabirds

with rich buff heads and necks, blue eye-

rings, gray-blue bills, and black wingtips.

The colony pulsed with frenetic activity

and an almost palpable din hung in the

air—a high-pitched gabbing utterly dis-

tinct from the harsh hubbub of northern

gannets but with equally significant phys-

iological effects on the participants. Every

now and then a series of rapid, high-

pitched notes pinpointed an inflying male

gannet en route to his nest; the female's

voice is deeper. With gannets packed to-

gether at a density of two to three pairs per

square yard, and with no natural land-

marks for pilotage, mistakes were inev-

itably made by incoming birds and vigor-

ous attacks were visited upon inadvertent

intruders.

Fights were, in fact, one of the first

things I wanted to watch in order to esti-

mate their frequency, intensity, and dura-

tion. Northern gannets are outstandingly

aggressive birds when establishing and de-

fending their territories, which are merely

nest sites plus about as much space as they

can dominate while sitting on the nest.

Primarily adapted for nesting on cliffs,

northern gannets possibly competed

fiercely for such sites in the past, when
populations may have been much greater

than they are now. Also, northern gannet

pairs that manage to lay early in the sea-

son are more likely to produce offspring

that will themselves survive to breed. A
quiring a site near or among establishe

birds means greater exposure to soci

stimulation, which in turn prompts earlii

laying. Both of these factors may hai

been involved in the evolution of the A
lantic gannet's strong sense of territory.

Australasian gannets, in contrast, ai

mainly flat-ground nesters with a muc

more variable mean laying date (that i

roughly, the date averaged for the color

as a whole). I thought that perhaps here

New Zealand, competition for sites, ar

therefore aggression, would be less i

tense. This turned out to be the case, £

though watching the ferocity with whic

intruders were attacked, one could be fc

given for doubting it. But fights are us

ally brief affairs, lasting just a minute i

two, and are usually the result of inadve;
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nt trespass rather than genuine compe-
l:ion for a site. The nest itself is composed
I ainly of guano, which sometimes forms
' considerable mound; detritus, seaweed,

!id other vegetation may be added.

Fighting gannets call stridently, but

uch of the hubbub from the Kidnappers
i)lony came from displaying gannets,

Dth male and female, proclaiming their

.vnership of a site. They alternately

Veep their head and neck downward and
lise and shake their head from side to

lie, all the while holding their wings

irtly out from the body and slightly cock-

g their tail. At the end of the display

! eir bill-tip is pressed against their upper
east and held there for a second or two.

gain and again, a bird standing relaxed

II its nest pedestal would suddenly

ngthen its neck, shake its head, open its

Flat-ground nesters, Australasian gannets in the dense saddle

colony ofCape Kidnappers in New Zealand evenly space their

nests, left. Northern gannets are cliffnesters. Parents and their

single offspring nest precariously on the narrow cliffledges of
Bass Rock offthe coast ofScotland, below.
Photographs by Bryan Nelsoh

wings, and launch into this bowing, or

curtsying, display. This territorial behav-

ior is motivated by aggression and pro-

vides a good basis for comparing the Cape
Kidnappers gannets with the Bass birds.

The evidence for the aggressiveness in

bowing is twofold. Contextually, the dis-

play is always performed by the victor

after a dispute. No matter how filthy, be-

draggled, and even bleeding he or she may
be, a victorious bird will bow again and

again on the hard-won site. A vanquished

one never does this. Any threat of intru-

sion, such as a fracas in the neighborhood,

will elicit bowing. The act itself indicates

redirected aggression: biting directed to

the ground. The ritual does not usually

involve actual biting of the ground, al-

though in the early stages of its perfor-

mance on a new site it sometimes does.

But soon, sometimes within hours, it be-

comes "polished," the ground biting being

represented by the downward sweep of the

head. Nevertheless, the display retains its

aggressively motivated message: "Keep
out." When the Australasian gannet

"bows" it performs fewer of the ground-

biting movements than does the Atlantic

bird and holds its wings closer to the body.

This lower-intensity version of territorial

behavior, like the lower-intensity fighting,

suggests less overall aggression.

One of the most interesting manifesta-

tions of the northern gannet's territorial

aggression is the attack of the male upon

his mate each time they reunite, regard-

less of whether he is the incoming partner

or the one on the nest. When the pair are

but newly met, his attacks are so violent

and unremitting that casual observers

could be excused for thinking they were

witnessing a particularly one-sided fight,

for the female does not retaliate but

merely appeases by presenting her nape to

be bitten. (The classic ethological ex-

planation for this behavior is that the fe-

male, outwardly identical to the male,

looks like a possible interloper and thus

triggers his territorial aggression—which

she must then defuse.) Australasian gan-

nets behave similarly, but males are much
less likely to attack their mates. The form

of the behavior is identical in the two spe-

cies; it is merely the intensity and fre-

quency that differ.

The next item of behavior I wanted to

check was copulation. I didn't have to wait

long, for in the period before egg laying,

gannets mate frequently, although once

the single, chalky egg is laid, copulation

ceases so abruptly that I have observed a

male checked in the very act of mounting
by the sight of the newly laid egg. As a

prelude to and during copulation, the
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males at Kidnappers, like my birds on

Bass Rock, gripped a female's nape for-

cibly and occasionally jabbed and shook

her for good measure. This was yet an-

other manifestation of the aggression,

combined with sexual behavior, that the

female elicited from her mate. The act of

mating lasted on average for twenty-six

seconds, which like that of the northern

gannet, is four or five times longer than

that of most seabirds of similar or even

larger size, such as pelicans or cormorants.

In most seabirds, including gannets,

copulation serves not only to inseminate

but also to strengthen the pair bond and

hasten the maturation of the eggs. Gan-

nets begin to mate long before an ovum is

actually ready for fertilization. I suspect

that lengthy copulation in the gannet is

associated with the unusually strong ele-

ment of aggression between the partners

and that the two elements, sex and aggres-

sion, have become positively reinforc-

ing—in some way attractive—for the fe-

male. Otherwise, an overtly aggressive

male that would be successful in acquiring

a competed-for territory might be unsuc-

cessful in retaining a mate because of his

forceful attacks on her. But if aggression

were a rewarding component of copula-

tion—and indeed of other sexually moti-

vated behavior, such as the greeting cere-

mony—then the two motivations, sex and

aggression, would act in concert rather

than in opposition.

The Cape Kidnappers gannets are so

thoroughly conditioned to visitors that

they allow an extremely close approach.

The way in which the egg is incubated

beneath the webs of the feet, for instance,

can be observed at close quarters. In some
respects this unusual but effective incuba-

tion method seems better than that of the

related cormorant, which incubates its

clutch on top of its huge black webs and as

a result often kicks an egg out of the nest

when departing. But gannets subject the

egg to heavy pressure and probably as a

consequence have evolved two habits.

First, they probe the bottom of the nest

cup to locate any stones or hard lumps of

earth or flotsam, which they then fling

aside with the same violent head move-

ment that they use to shake unwanted fish

Gregory GDimitian

Preparing/or takeoff, an Australasian

gannet, below, signals its intention by sky

pointing with its bill. A northern gannet,

right, stretches its wings wide in a prelude

tofeather rufflingandshaking, a

groomingmeasure.
EnNin and Peggy Bauer

fragments that stick to their bill. This,

incidentally, brings up an interesting gen-

eral point, which is that sometimes gan-

nets use the same simple behavior pattern

to carry out two different tasks, yet at

other times they neglect to use an existing

habit to perform an act that would be of

significant advantage to them. For exam-

ple, I observed a small chick that had been

displaced from its nest during a fracas. Its

parent simply needed to pick it up as if it

had been a piece of nest material and

place it back in the nest. The parent pos-

sessed all the neuromuscular equipment

required, but instead it left the chick to

die. Similarly, Abbott's booby, a member
of the gannet family, which nests in the

jungle canopy of Christmas Island in the

Indian Ocean, uses its powerful bill to

break off twigs for building the nest. But if

it falls into a dangerous position among
the branches, it does not use that same,

twig-grasping movement to pull itself

back to safety. Instead, it awkwardly at-

tempts to lever itself upward. Precisely

because so many of the adaptations of

animals are complex and perfect, we per-

haps tend to forget that, sometimes, ad-

aptations are grossly imperfect or absent

altogether. The other habit related to un-

der-the-web incubation is that once the

egg has "pipped," and the shell is thei

fore weakened, the gannet transfers it

the top of the webs. Failure to do so resu

in a squashed, half-hatched chick, a k
that actually befalls a small but sign

cant proportion of the chicks of inexpe

enced breeders.

Male and female Kidnappers gann(

share incubation about equally. When t:

off-duty partner returns from its foragi

;

trip, usually after about twelve hours .

sea, the pair perform an ecstatic greeti

;

ceremony. One of the great bird displa;,

ranking with the dance of the albatross i

or the triumph ceremony of geese, it is 1

1

very epitome of a reunion. Standing bre;

:

to breast with their wings out, the partnd

call stridently and fence with their bil,

occasionally reaching downward o\'

each other's necks. This is a pair-bondi;
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isplay, but I observed that the greeting

eremony of the Australasian gannet is

horter and contains fewer bowing move-
lents than that of the northern gannet,

hat is, fewer aggressive components are

icorporated into the display.

Every few minutes a minor commotion
1 the colony drew my attention; if it

i-asn't a bird landing in the wrong place

nd frantically trying to relocate, it was
ne trying to depart. Gannets, unless in a

anic, take some time to work up to depar-

iire. This is adaptive because of the dan-

er of leaving an egg or small chick unat-

:nded in the crowded colony. By
ignaling its impending departure, a bird

nd its partner can coordinate their behav-

)r accordingly. So, before flight, the gan-

et adopts a peculiar "sky-pointing" pos-

ire and gyrates slowly around, lifting its

webs high in a ritualized, in-place walk.

The commotions I witnessed arose when a

departing bird finally had to make its way
through the crowded colony and was at-

tacked on all sides. Evidently the preflight

posturing did not effectively secure unmo-
lested passage through the ranks. I believe

that its actual function is to emphasize the

intention of departing and thereby to in-

hibit the sky-pointing bird's mate from

simultaneously leaving the nest. In this

way, cooperation is achieved and one bird

always remains to thwart predatory gulls

or pilfering fellow gannets. One partner is

almost always keener to depart than the

other so that no conflict of intent ensues,

but sometimes a great deal of mutual pre-

flight posturing by both of them is re-

quired before one backs down and the

other leaves. I found such battles amusing

and instructive to watch and always tried

to predict the outcome. The Kidnappers

gannets nest on flat ground, and once they

reach the edge of the colony they have a

good runway, but the cliff-nesting north-

em gannets, which can simply step off the

ledge, still sky point just as much. This is

more evidence that the function of sky

pointing is not appeasement, since in the

northern gannet's case, there is often no-

body to appease.

Sky pointing probably arose from the

normal neck lengthening by which a gan-

net prepares for flight. Simple behavior

patterns such as neck lengthening, walk-

ing, or shaking water off the bill com-
monly become elaborated or exaggerated

and end up as components of ritualized

display or at least serve as signals. One
common habit of the gannet is wing
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Trespass, however inadvertent, into

the wrong neighborhood ofa

crowded colony leaves a gannet open

to attack by the territory owners.
Photographs by Bryan Nelson

shaking, performed when the plumage is

wet, soiled, or in disarray. But it is also

enacted when the gannet is alarmed and is

preparing for flight. Since a certain back-

ground level of "anxiety" constantly exists

in a gannetry, simply as a result of the

breeding birds' vulnerability on land,

background level wing shaking is always

evident. This makes it a useful indicator

for anxiety, and systematic checks of its

frequency show that wing shaking peaks

early and late in the breeding season but

drops in midseason, when the motivation

to incubate eggs and care for chicks pre-

dominates.

Preening is another simple gannet act

that has acquired the secondary function

of pair bonding. Mated birds usually fol-

low their meeting ceremony by preening

each other on the head and neck. At first

glance the actual act—the movements I

the mandibles—appears to be identica 3

self-preening. But in fact the motivatiois

probably not that of ordinary preening i

you watch a new pair closely, you \ll

notice that the preening is abnormEjf

rough. Indeed, it may occasionally gne

into actual biting and then revert to prei-

ing. The lovey-dovey "kiss preenir"

seems to be a sublimated form of aggii-
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Intensely territorial, gannets use bowing,

a biting motion directed toward the

ground, to warn other gannets to keep

awayfrom their site. Bowing by one bird

stimulates neighbors to do the same.

on, which is entirely consistent with the

[jual nature of the greeting ceremony and
[|ie preceding nape biting. Since they are

lore aggressive than Australasian gan-

,2ts, we might expect that northern gan-

;2ts' mutual preening bouts would be

;
mger, as indeed they are.

A Does adult aggression have anything to

jD with parental behavior? Probably quite

rj

lot. The juvenile gannet's plumage,

which it attains at the age of ten or eleven

weeks, is strikingly different from that of

the adult. Late in the breeding season, the

Kidnappers colony is a pattern in black

and white. On each flattened nest pedestal

sits a black youngster (but with pale belly

and white speckles on the back) as large,

and with the same posture, as its pristine

white parent. The picture is the same with

the birds on Bass Rock, except that the

Atlantic gaimet's young are much blacker

than the Kidnappers birds. What has this

to do with aggression? Imagine what

might well happen to a young Bass gannet

confined to its precarious ledge if the in-

coming male should attack it as vigorously

as he sometimes attacks his mate. I have

filmed a male knocking his mate clean off

the nest. A single such incident directed to

the juvenile, as yet unable to fly, would

guarantee its premature demise. Its juve-

nile coloration, by being so very different

from the adult's, reduces the likelihood of

an attack. In addition, in an appeasement

gesture the chick hides its bill by turning it

away or, in extreme cases, tucking it be-

neath its belly, although such a gesture

would avail little against the paternal

thunderbolt from the blue.

The young Australasian gannet is in less

danger; it resides on flat ground rather

than a narrow cliffside shelf, and its father

is less aggressive. This may be why it is

considerably paler (that is, more adult-

like) than the northern juvenile. In addi-

tion, when the young gannet begins plunge

diving for fish, the pale breast and belly

also serve as good camouflage, making the

bird harder for the fish prey to discern

against the light sky.

Young gannets at Cape Kidnappers are

fed about twice a day, and in 13'/2 to ISVi

weeks they grow from hatchlings of about

four ounces to fledglings of up to seven

pounds, or about 140 percent of adult

weight. In the colony, closely packed nests

and the adults' formidable bills are ade-

quate safeguards against predators, such

as the southern black-backed gull, but wet

weather can cause heavy loss of fife if it

comes when the chicks are too big to be

brooded but still downy. Usually, how-

ever, overheating is more of a problem

than chilling. One way the young cool off'

is by excreting onto their feet and then

exposing them to the sun, where evapora-

tive cooling lowers body temperature.

Day after day, the chicks swelter on the

plateau as the Hawkes Bay sun climbs

into clear blue skies. The baked earth of

the colony, white with guano, becomes

littered with molted feathers and here and
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there the dried carcass of a chick or even

an adult, and one's nose registers—in my
own case with pleasure—the distinctive

odor of a seabird colony. Gone is the or-

derly appearance that characterized the

colony in the early days, when the lines of

incubating adults seemed geometrically

precise. Now the colony is a bustling nurs-

ery. Soon the young gannet sheds its down
for a set of feathers and is ready to fledge.

At this point, northern and Australasian

gannets behave slightly differently. The
former fledge in a single, irrevocable act

by leaping from the cliff" ledge and flying

out to sea for perhaps two miles or merely

a few yards if their descent is sabotaged by

treacherous downdrafts. This first flight,

which I have witnessed on many occa-

sions, is usually erratic and understand-

ably ill-coordinated; a few attempts end

disastrously as the heavy youngster on un-

tried wings loses all control and crashes at

the base of the cliffs.

The northern gannet parents totally ig-

nore the offspring once it leaves the nest,

condemning it to the hazards of com-
pletely unaided transition to indepen-

dence, a challenge failed by more than

half of the fledglings. The Australasian

gannet, in contrast, fledges in stages, by

making its way to the edge of the colony,

practicing short flights, and returning

once or twice to the nest to be fed. Austral-

asian adults are sufficiently unaggressive

to make it possible for the fledgling to

travel from its nest to the edge of the

colony and back again. Even if topogra-

phy allowed, the aggression of adults

would prohibit this in the northern gannet.

Indeed, I have more than once seen fledg-

lings prevented from reaching the cliff

edge by the attacks of intervening adults.

I found the Australasian gannets' prac-

tice of feeding their chicks several times

during the fledging process of great evolu-

tionary interest. Northern gannets show a

total disregard of youngsters once they

have left the nest, a situation unique

among gannets and their close relatives

the boobies. All species of boobies are

known for their prolonged parental feed-

ing of fledglings. The Australasian gan-

nets' feeding schedule formed a link, an
intermediate step, between the two ex-
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Gannets engage in lengthy and

frequent copulation before the

single egg isproduced. Aggression

is an integralfacet ofcopulation,
with the maleforcefully gripping
and shaking thefemale by the nape.
Erwin and Peggy Bauer: Bruce Coleman, Inc

tremes. This suggested to me that the Aus-

tralasian gannet is nearer to the ancestral

gannet/booby stock than is the northern,

and that the northern gannet is derived

from an Australasian ancestor. This sce-

nario is supported by the existence of a

geographically intermediate population of

gannets in southern Africa—the Cape, or

African, gannet—which closely resem-

bles the Australasian birds, and by the

migratory patterns of the three gannets.

Cape Kidnappers juveniles usually mi-

grate across the Tasman Sea to the east

coast of Australia, but a few overshoot

westward and end up among the African

birds. Similarly, some African gannets on

their way north to the Gulf of Guinea fly

too far, appearing as far north as the Med-
iterranean and even off Scotland.

The Northern Hemisphere birds have

acquired greater size, weight, and fat de-

posits, and a more consistent mean annual

laying date as adaptations to the cold,

rough waters and powerful shoaling fish,

such as herring and mackerel, of the

North Atlantic. There, because of predict-

able oceanographic features, fish move-
ments and hence gannet feeding opportu-

nities tend to be equally consistent. Thus,

laying dates are coordinated to produce

chicks at the most propitious time. Com-
petition for cliff sites and for "social" sites

that help them to lay at the optimal time

of year favored the evolution of aggres-

sion. The more aggressive individuals

would presumably have a better chance of

acquiring one of the limited number of

topographically and socially adequate

sites. The Australasian gannet is not sub-

ject to the same set of selection pressures;

egg laying is less seasonally consistent and
adequate nesting sites are plentiful.

Although they nest a world apart,

northern and Australasian gannets have

exactly equivalent behavior, the only dif-

ferences being subtle shifts in the fre-

quency and intensity of those components

that have their roots in aggression. This

theory, supported by some circumstantial

evidence, is, like all theories, put forth to

be tested. I hope that anybody who tests it

by field observation enjoys his or her thou-

sands of hours with gannets as much as I

have. D
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GALAPAGOS

QURF
^<Jrx^ AND

lURF
Duringmating season, male
marine iguanasforgo their

peaceful ways to defend beach-

frontproperty

Text and photographs by
Carol R. Townsend

The marine iguanas of the Galapagos

are among the few seagoing lizards in the

worid but never venture far from the black

volcanic rocks of the islands' shores. Often

piled two or three lizards high, they bask

in the hot equatorial sun to raise their

body temperatures before wading into the

cool ocean waters to feed. While in the

water, their body temperatures may drop

as much as 18° F. The iguanas browse on

algae, which grow in abundance on

intertidal rocks and shallow reefs.

Excellent swimmers, the lizards use their

long, muscular tails to propel themselves

through the water and can go as deep as

thirty-five feet for a meal.

When the breeding season starts, adult

males become intolerant of one another

and leave the groups to establish

territories, which they patrol. The males

court and attempt to mate with female

iguanas that enter their territories, while

excluding other males with ritualized

displays and fighting. The best territories

are above the intertidal zone near sandy

For most oftheyear on Isla

Santiago, marine iguanas, top, bast

peacefully in the sun. During the

breeding season, however, males,

above, engage in territorial dispute:

Right: During a shoving match,

males lash each other with

theirpowerful tails.
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areas where female lizards will dig nests

and lay two or three eggs. On some islands

these nesting sites are very limited.

When two males confront each other at

a territorial boundary, a lot of posturing

occurs. One male will present himself

broadside to the other, standing high on

his legs, with crest erect and body inflated.

The iguanas rapidly nod their heads, as if

shuddering, and gape, displaying red-

tipped, fleshy tongues. If the intruding

male does not retreat, they face each

other, continue nodding their heads, and

then charge with heads lowered.

Grabbing with large claws for a hold on

the rough terrain, the lizards push each

other with the spikelike scales that adorn

their heads. The shoving match is

frequently interrupted by further displays

and may last several hours. Occasionally,

an aggressive iguana may bite his

opponent on the jaw, legs, or crest and

shake him violently. Most battles,

however, are settled without serious harm
to either lizard; eventually, one will either

move away or assume a submissive

posture, lying flat on his belly. D
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rna confrontation,facingpage, a

nale rises up on his legs, broadside

his opponent. Below:A male

traddles afemale as they mate,

formally a dull black, males may

urn a mottled green, tan, or blood

•edduringthe breedingseason. A

crust ofsalt coats the iguanas' backs

and spines. Excess salt, ingested with

theirfood, is removedfrom the blood

by a gland that opens into their

nostrils. Periodically, the lizards

"sneeze, "expelling a salty solution

that settles on their backs.
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OH, WHAT A THORNY BUSINESS

this thing called money can be.

So desirable. And

yet, in one's ^ -^

effort to

touch it, to

acquire it for one's

own, a dilemma

unfolds.

There is first the

consuming problem of

where to put the money.

Is it in the right

place? How much risk

is involved? Is it working \

as hard as it can for you? ^p^'

Compounding this is the ever-

present problem of taxes.

You already pay them on your

income. Should you have to pay

them on your investments as well?

Such anxieties dull the joy of

having money. Before long, life's

little pleasures begin to suffer.

But perhaps we can relieve

at least sorr

of these bu;

dens for you.

To begin with, w

specialize in investmen

that are tax-free.*

So you actually get t

keep more of the money th£

you earn (a sensible strateg

that has, so far, eluded h

too many investors).

Hncome may he subject to state and local tax

aP the alternative minimum tax. Capital gaii

if any, will be subject to capital gains tax.



And with nearly 100 years ex-

perience, we have an insight into

the municipal bond business that,

in our opinion, few other compan-

ies can match.

In fact, every single year we

and the joy of having it, simply

contact your investment adviser,

or personal banker. Or call us, toll-

free, at 1-800-524-6500.

We'd like to send you a free

booklet, and share with you some

Unfortunate Burden

3f Making Money.
review billions of dollars worth

3f bonds.

And only after a painstaking

Drocess of research do we finally

invest in a select few (including

iOme of those municipal bonds

that other investment companies

have overlooked).

In short, you'll find we're quite

capable of providing a variety of

interesting investments (for both

current and future income).

If you'd like to discuss money.

things we learned when first we

entered this rose garden, a long,

long time ago.

For more complete information on

Nuveen tax-free open end mutual

funds and unit trusts^ including

charges and expenses, call for a pro-

spectus. Read it carefully before you

invest or send money

lUUVEEIU
Specialists In Tax-free Investments

Since 1898.
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Wearing bark-cloth masks, dancers representingmonkey
spirits make their way to a ceremonial long house.



Dance ofthe Water People
Gold mining threatens the world ofa Colombian Indian shaman

o

by Kaj Arhem

After a midnight break for refresh-

ment, a long line of Makuna Indian danc-

ers reenter the long house, their heads

covered with reddish bark-cloth hoods and

black-and-yellow face masks made from

dried and painted tree resin. Their long-

sleeved shirts of bark cloth and their skirts

of dried bark strips rustle as they move.

They dance alternately in lines and in a

circle; it is a solemn, monotonous dance

accompanied by a melancholy tune. The

dancers represent the fish spirits, or the

"fish people," and the song recounts the

seasonal migration of the sabaleta fish (a

species of Brycon) from feeding grounds

in the headwaters of the Komenya River

to spawning grounds in the Apaporis

River—the two rivers that define the terri-

tory of the Makuna in the rain forest of

eastern Colombia.

The long house, lit only by torchlight, is

crowded with spectators. Men, women,

and children sit on stools or lie in ham-

mocks along the walls. The masked danc-

ers are all men, but after a while women

join in. The red hoods and painted masks

glow in the moody torchlight, then fade

into strange silhouettes. The loud chorus

of fifty men, the stamping of a hundred

feet, and the rattles and throbbing tube

drums combine to give the impression, as

night wears on, that the dancers really are

spirits from another world.

The dancing continues with brief inter-

ruptions for two full nights and days. The

solemn dance of the fish spirits alternates

with more playful performances of other

animal spirits, with differently designed

hoods and masks. The movements and

songs of the dancers evoke the behavior of

the various animals: jaguars and anteat-

ers, frogs and beetles, bees and deer, river

birds and many others. Toward the rear

sits Ignacio, the shaman, unpainted and

without costume, inconspicuously direct-

ing the Spirit Dance.

I first hved among the Makuna from

1972 to 1974, staying most of the time in

Ignacio's long house. At that time the

Makuna lived in about fifteen widely dis-

persed long houses, each forming a self-

sufficient settlement. These communities

had little regular contact with the Colom-

bian society at large. There was no mis-
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sion, no school, and no shop in the area,

and very few Indians had even a rudimen-

tary command of the national language,

Spanish. Most had only a vague notion of

belonging to a Colombian nation at all.

The government was—and still is among
older people—perceived as a powerful

chief living in a big stone long house in a

distant land called Bogota. Life followed

an ancient rhythm: men hunted, fished,

and cleared and burned the forest for the

gardens; women planted, tended, and har-

vested the crops—except for two tradi-

tionally male crops, coca and tobacco.

When I returned in February 1988

—

after almost fifteen years—I was struck

by many changes. Instead of scattered

long houses along the river, there are now

three villages of single-family houses, al-

though five big long houses remain in the

area as ritual and political centers.

Ignacio's long house is in the village of

Santa Isabel, whose name reveals the

strong influence of the Catholic mission

during the past few years. Each village has

a small chapel and a school, built by the

villagers from local materials—mud,

sticks, and palm leaves.

A new political and administrative or-

der has been superimposed on the tradi-

tional authority structure. Now each vil-

lage has an official headman, a village

teacher, and a catequista, who performs a

simple Catholic ceremony on Sundays.

Like traditional headmen, the village

headmen have influence in the commu-
nity, but their duties are new: they have to

mediate between the village and the world

of the whites, negotiating with the authori-

ties and making regular journeys to the

regional capital of Mitu—about two

weeks away on foot or by canoe.

Yet the people who welcomed me at my
return were the same ones who bade me
farewell fifteen years earlier. This, I felt,

was significant: not only had the Makuna
escaped the worst pressures of the na-

tional society, but they also had chosen to

remain in their ancestral territory despite

the attractions and opportunities off"ered

by the outside world. I learned that in the

intervening years, several young men had

spent long periods away from the villages,

working for rubber and coca bosses, but

all had returned. They had married and

settled according to traditional norms,

which state that a man should marry a

cousin—his father's sister's daughter or

mother's brother's daughter—and stay

close to his father's house.

In the early 1980s the coca trade had

swept through the Colombian Amazon
and heavily affected Indian groups in the

region. Money and trade goods had

flowed into Makuna society for a few bus-

tling years, as most young and middle-

aged Makuna men became involved in

producing coca leaves. But in the mid-

1 980s, after a fall in producers' prices and

increasing pressures from the military and

the Catholic mission, the coca bosses left

the area, and the trade vanished as quickly

as it had begun. For a while, life returned
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The shafts dug by gold miners, left, threaten not only to disrupt

Makuna society but also—Makuna elders believe—to weaken

theposts ofthe cosmic long house. Below left: A wooden

cross commemorates a victim ofmining-town violence.
Joe LeMonnwr

^gT '
Amatory

^'''

Makuna Territory

to the old rhythm of hunting, fishing, and

gardening for subsistence.

Then a new force began to threaten the

Makuna world: gold mining along the

Traira River, only a few days' walking

distance away. Gold was found on the

Brazilian side of the river in the early

1980s, and on the Colombian side in 1986.

In a matter of a few months, gold miners

and adventurers began traveling to the

area by river and trail. Many passed

through the village of Santa Isabel.

In 1987 there was already a floating

mining population of at least 5,000 along

the Colombian side of the Traira River.

Soon mining towns grew up in the middle

of the forest. In early 1990 1 paid a visit to

one of them, Cerro Rojo
—

"Red Hill." It

has a ramshackle hotel, plenty of street-

side shops, bars, and brothels. Until 1989,

one of Colombia's many armed guerrilla

groups (the FARC) ruled the mining area,

but recently the government has estab-

lished control over the region. The pres-

ence of the govermnent in Cerro Rojo is

now signaled by an airfield, a military

post, a health station, and a school.

Yet order is precarious and elusive in

the mining area. The towns grow without

control, the forest is progressively cleared

as new miners arrive, and houses—simple

frames of poles with plastic or tin sheets

for roofs—^are erected almost overnight.

Miners spend weekdays working in the

gold fields—panning in shallow streams,

scraping and sifting the topsoil, and most

recently, cutting tunnels into the hillsides.

On weekends they gather in the towns to
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Makuna women, below, squeezejuice

from thepeach palmfruit to serve at the

Spirit Dance. Fish spirits with painted

masks and other costumed dancers, right,

take a break to consume the drink

prepared by their human hosts.

shop and socialize, and to drink and dance

in the local bars. The dream of making a

fortune and the possibiUty of buying a

moment of pleasure in one of the numer-

ous brothels keep up the miners' spirits.

Some are lucky and make a quick fortune,

which is usually spent as quickly as it was

won. Others never make it and have to

attach themselves as day laborers to more

successful individuals.

In the town of Cerro Rojo, only gold

counts as currency. Everything is valued

and measured in gold, including sex

—

what the miners call amor minero, the

"gold miner's love." The girls of the local

brothels evaluate prospective customers

according to the quantity of gold they

carry in small containers hanging from

their necks. Fights over women and gold

are commonplace in the mining town, and

guns are always too close at hand when
tempers run high and the liquor flows.

Crude wooden crosses on the muddy
street sides testify to both the miners' vio-

lence and their Catholic piety. They are

erected to remember the victims of fatal

barroom brawls and shoot-outs.

The Traira valley cuts through a region

of rocks and steep hills; the river itself is

full of rapids and falls, which make it

extremely difficult to travel. Fifteen years

ago this was an uninhabited hunting

ground, occasionally visited by Indians.

The Makuna say that the waters of the

Traira River are poisoned by the ancestral

beings, its shores were never meant to be

inhabited, and its fish never meant to be

caught. There are other such places in

Makuna territory—river sections and

streams—where fishing is prohibited on

religious grounds and which serve as na-

ture preserves of a kind.

The hills near the Traira River—where

miners today extract gold—play an im-

portant role in Makuna cosmology. They

are the stone pillars at the edge of the

world that hold up the sky, the posts of the

cosmic long house. They are also looked

upon as petrified ancestral beings, mythi-

cal heroes that created the world and

maintain all life on earth. The gold itself is

culturally important to the Makuna. Gold

contains the light of the sun and stars, it

,

the "stars of the earth." Just as the si

and the stars are the visible manifestatio

of the ancestral beings of the sky worl

gold is the sign of ancestral life on eart

Gold and the light it contains illumina

the Makuna world and allow the sham;

to see beyond the appearances of thin,

into the world of spirits. It is called /

;

cahea makuri, which can be interpret*

as "the vision of the shaman" or "the lig

of the ancestors." Although youngs

Makuna will dig gold, the elders say it

sacred; it belongs to the spirits of the hil

and should be left where it is. Accordii

to the Makuna, the hills at the margin >

the world form a protective wall again

the forces of evil on the outside. As mine

penetrate into their world and take awj

their gold, the Makuna feel increasing

threatened. The vision of the shaman

blurred, his powers weakened.
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For Ignacio and other Makuna elders,

l)ld mining is a sign of an impending

iitastrophic end of the world reminiscent

i its cataclysmic beginning. The cosmo-

.)nic myths of the Makuna tell how the

lesent world came into being after the

id one was destroyed. Ignacio fears that

lie present world is now facing imminent

istruction and that the new world to

nerge from the ruins will have no place

T the Makuna.
Although the life style of the mining

iiwn draws nearer, traditional rituals re-

iiain important to the Makuna. On my
::tum in 1988 I noted the elders' concern

id their effort to strengthen Makuna
tentity. The Spirit Dance, which used to

li performed once every two or three

;ars because of the considerable labor

i^uired, was performed three times be-

iveen 1988 and 1990.

At the Spirit Dance, which takes place

during the season of the peach palm har-

vest, people invite animal spirits to dance

and drink the juice of the peach palm

fruit. It is a feast and ritual exchange: the

host group offers the visitors large quanti-

ties of peach palm juice, smoked meat and

fish, and shaman-blessed coca and snuif.

The visitors are the costumed dancers im-

personating the animal spirits. The ex-

change takes place on various levels: food

is exchanged between a host group and

visitors, but also symbolically between

people and animal spirits. People eat the

meat and fish, which come from nature,

while animal spirits receive the fruits of

the peach palm, which are cultivated, har-

vested, and processed by humans. This

exchange expresses the idea that people

and animals depend on each other for

their survival and reproduction.

When Makuna men go hunting and

fishing they also, in their conception, carry

out an exchange with the animal world.

They believe that in another dimension of

reality, all animals are people; they have

houses and gardens, musical instruments

and ritual ornaments, chants and dances,

as people do. They are grouped into com-

munities inhabiting particular territories

and also have their headmen, or "masters

of the animals." Before major hunting and

fishing expeditions—such as those pre-

ceding the Spirit Dance—a shaman must

visit the long houses of the fish and game
animals and negotiate with their head-

men. The shaman offers them spirit foods,

coca and snuff, and is promised fish and

game in exchange.

The relationship between the human
and the animal world is comparable to the

relationship of reciprocity between differ-

ent groups of people, particularly groups

that intermarry. Marriage among the

Makuna ideally involves the direct ex-

change of women between men; to obtain

a wife a man must offer a woman of his

own group in exchange. And just as this

exchange of women is essential for the

reproduction of society, the symbolic ex-

change with nature through hunting, fish-

ing, and dancing is essential for the con-

tinuous fecundity of nature.

The peach palm harvest coincides with

the spawning season of the sabaleta, the

medium-size, fruit-eating fish that is per-

haps the most important food fish among
the Makuna. At the beginning of the wet

season, in March and April, the sabaleta

migrate from their feeding grounds in

smaller tributaries and headwaters to

their spawning grounds in the turbid wa-

ters and rocky shallows around Manaitara

Island on the Apaporis River. The Ma-
kuna say that the fish are dancing their

Spirit Dance. After spawning, the adult

fish head back to their upriver feeding

grounds. Many die exhausted on the way,

never making it back to the Komenya
River. Meanwhile, the eggs apparently

float downriver to hatch along the flooded

shores of the Apaporis; after two or three

years, the young fish ("fish children") be-

gin to migrate upriver to their parents'

feeding grounds.

The spawning grounds of the sabaleta

correspond to the mythical place of
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The sabaleta, below, is theprimefoodfish
ofthe Makuna. Its seasonal migration

to the waters offManaitara Island, right,

alsoprovides the Indians with apattern
for thejourney ofhuman souls.

Makuna origins. The Makuna refer to

themselves as the Water People or the

Children of the Water Anaconda. Accord-

ing to Makuna mythology, the ancestors

of humans, the anacondas, were spirit peo-

ple who walked across the world from

their origin in the east. The trails they left

in the soft earth became the rivers, some-

times referred to as the "paths of the an-

cestors." As they reached the center of the

world, the ancestors turned back and
swam (or walked) downstream toward

their point of origin in the east. On the way
they stopped at different points along the

rivers and went up on land, thereby turn-

ing into human beings. The place where
each ancestral anaconda went up on land

became the "waking-up-house," or birth-

place, of a particular people.

The waking-up-house of the Water Peo-

ple is Manaitara Island. Here, the Ma-
kuna say, is the underwater long house of

Water Anaconda, their ancestor. In this

house live the spirits of deceased Makuna
men and women, visible only to the sha-

man. The spirits of men dance, drink

home-brewed beer, chew coca, and take

snuff, while the spirits of women cook,

laugh, and chat away the evening. The
Makuna believe that when a child is bom,
it receives the soul of a deceased grand-

parent, which travels from the waking-up-

house at Manaitara into this world. The
child also receives the name of the pre-

sumed soul-giving ancestor. At death, a

person's soul returns to its point of origin

and joins the spirit people at Manaitara.

The Makuna thus believe in a cyclical

reincarnation of the soul.

During their migrations, the sabaleta

replicate the journey of the Makuna soul

between the long houses of the living along

the Komenya River and the waking-up-

house of the dead at Manaitara. This

alternating, or cyclical, movement of fish

and souls also corresponds to the mythical

route of the ancestral anacondas when
they traveled from the eastern margin of

the world to its center and back again,

giving birth to humankind and populating

the earth. The Makuna seem to have pat-

terned both the creative journey of the

ancestors and the journey of human souls

after the seasonal migrations of fish.
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In the vision of the shaman, the migrat-

ing fish are actually the souls of the de-

ceased and of the generations to come.

They are the spirit people inhabiting Wa-
ter Anaconda's long house at Manaitara.

During the Spirit Dance they come to visit

the living in their long house, drink peach
palm juice and dance, then return to their

underwater home. The Makuna say that

ritual dancing actually causes the fish to

migrate and spawn. By inviting all kinds of

animal spirits to drink and dance with

them, people make fish and game animals

reproduce and multiply in nature. And
since fish and game animals in a sense are

the unborn future generations of people,

ritual dancing also insures the fertility of

humankind. Finally, by inviting the spirits

of the dead into the house of the living,

the Makuna unlock the generative power
of death.

Ignacio's face looks serious and some-

what troubled when, toward the end of the

Spirit Dance, he sends the fish spirits back
to their underwater abode at Manaitara.

For him the ritual not only fosters fertility

in nature and among people; it is also an

effort to infuse new life into ancient life-

ways. He hopes to insure the continuing

existence of his culture, while not far

away, strangers obsessed with finding gold

dig away at the foundations of the Ma-
kuna world. D





Newton's Second Law
of Butterflies
A simple principle ofphysics governs the evolution

ofbutterflies that can outmaneuver birds

by James H. Marden

In the murky understory of a Central

American rain forest, a jacamar sits atten-

tively on a branch overhanging a narrow

foot trail, scanning the airspace below for

a potential meal. With its jittery energy,

iridescent feathers, long, rapierlike beak,

and voracious appetite, the jacamar re-

sembles a cross between a hummingbird
and a kingfisher. Unaware of the jaca-

mar's presence, a large butterfly floats

along the trail; its lazy, undulating flight

and flashes of its brilliant metallic blue

wings make it a highly visible and an ap-

parently easy catch for the swift and skill-

ful jacamar. As the bird makes its dive

and the chase begins, the butterfly shifts

to a considerably more erratic and rapid

flight. Failing to outdistance the jacamar,

the butterfly avoids capture with sudden,

unpredictable maneuvers. The chase con-

tinues up into the dense vegetation. After

a few seconds, the jacamar returns to an-

other perch with an empty beak. On this

occasion, the butterfly has escaped.

How did this butterfly, a member of the

genus Morpho, evade the speedy jaca-

mar? And why did the bird chase it, while

ignoring other butterflies that flutter

slowly through the forest? The answers are

part of a complicated story involving,

among other things, the reason that lug-

gage is weighed at airports, Newton's sec-

ond law of motion, and the gastronomic

preferences of birds.

Jacamars are not the only birds with an
appetite for flying butterflies. The Neo-
tropics are home to a large number of

flycatchers (more than eighty species in

Central America alone), motmots, and
trogons, many of which make their living

by snatching up insects on the wing. This

diversity and abundance of flying preda-

tors puts intense selection pressure on the

butterflies; individuals that are easy prey

are quickly weeded out.

One result of natural selection imposed
by predators has been the evolution of

distasteful—and often toxic—butterflies,

which acquire noxious chemicals from
plants during their larval stage or as

adults. Unpalatable butterflies usually

have bright warning colors (known as apo-
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A number ofNeotropical butterflies, such as this Melinaea

ethra lilis, share colorpatterns that advertise their

unpalatability to birds. With little needfor evasive

flight, such species can afford to have a heavy abdomen

and a relatively small amount offlight muscle.
Alex Kerstitch



Archaeoprepona demophon centralis, below, has massive

flight muscles in its thorax and a small abdomen, typical

ofpalatable butterflies that can outmaneuver birds.

Anotherpalatable species, Cithaerias menander, bottom, is

a weakflier that never ventures more than afew inches

above theforestfloor, so that birds cannot divefor it

without crashing. It is alsoprotected by transparent

wings that mimic those ofmany unpalatable butterflies.

James H. Marden

sematic colors) that birds quickly learn to

recognize and avoid. This explains why
birds ignore certain butterflies. (The mon-
arch butterfly, which acquires toxins from

milkweed as a caterpillar, is a North

American example of this phenomenon.)

In any one location in the tropics, doz-

ens of distasteful butterflies and moths

share five to ten bright color patterns.

Sharing of aposematic color patterns is

known as Miillerian mimicry, after the

nineteenth-century German naturalist

Fritz Miiller, who reasoned that if each

unpalatable butterfly species had a diff'er-

ent pattern, inexperienced birds would

need to kill a lot of butterflies before learn-

ing to recognize the species they should

avoid. Having a shared pattern reduces

mortality for all species possessing that

pattern.

Other butterflies take advantage of tl

advertised unpalatability of Miillerit

mimics. Certain edible species hai

evolved to resemble unpalatable group

they are presumably mistaken for the di

tasteful species and reap the benefits wit

out having evolved a chemical defense ^

their own. This phenomenon is known ;

Batesian mimicry, after the nineteent

century British naturalist Henry Bates.
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This Morpho butterfly is a moderately evasiveflier

that shares bright blue colors with many other species

that arepalatable but difficultfor birds to catch.
Alex Kerstitch

While mimicry has attracted a tremen-

)us amount of attention from biologists

r more than a century, few have exam-

ed how palatable, nonmimetic butter-

es avoid being eaten by birds. Com-
ired with other common insects, butter-

es seem to be easy, attractive prey. They
ck the nasty sting of bees and wasps, the

ird protective shell of beetles, the small

ze of flies, and the unparalleled maneu-

verability of dragonflies. The abundance

of large, colorful, and apparently defense-

less butterflies in environments full of

hungry and able predators is indeed re-

markable.

Before I could look further into this

mystery, I needed to know which butter-

flies birds found edible. Studies of pal-

atability had been conducted by offering a

variety of butterflies to captive birds and

observing how many of each species were

eaten. But until recently, only a few spe-

cies of butterflies had been tested, and

only with birds, such as tanagers, jays, and

magpies, that do not specialize in catching

insects in flight. This gap was bridged in

the mid-1980s by Peng Chai, then a grad-

uate student at the University of Texas,

who carried out the painstaking task of

hand rearing jacamars from the nestling
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stage (so that they would have no prior

experience to influence their responses)

and offering them thousands of live, un-

tethered butterflies (about 2,500 in the

final count). Chai performed this study in

Costa Rica's remote Corcovado National

Park, where he determined the palatabil-

ity of 140 species of butterflies and diur-

nal moths. Because of his work, the pal-

atability of a large community of butter-

flies is now known.

Additional work by Chai and his col-

league Robert Srygley showed that the

body shapes and flight patterns of palat-

able and unpalatable species are quite dif-

ferent. These observations supported a hy-

pothesis that I was developing for how

palatable species might evade flying pred-

ators. From my previous studies of various

birds, bats, and insects, I knew that the

maximum lift these flying animals can

generate depends almost entirely on how

much flight muscle they possess. This re-

lation varies remarkably little (from 60 to

80 newtons of lift per kilogram of flight

muscle) and is not aff'ected by the size or

shape of the wings or by the size of the

animal. If all animals generate about the

same amount of lift for a given amount of

muscle, might some butterflies with a

high proportion of flight muscle to total

body mass be better equipped than others

to evade airborne predators? This would

explain Chai and Srygley's observation of

stout body shapes and more erratic flight

patterns of palatable species.

In 1988 and early 1989, 1 visited Corco-

vado National Park to test my hypothesis

on the same butterfly community that

Chai had worked on. The field station was

modest, lacking electricity, hot water,

screens, or other creature comforts. Fortu-

nately, my experiment was about as low-

tech as things get these days; I needed

only to dissect a male and female butter)

of each species and weigh their body pai

with a small electronic balance powerr

by a car battery (which I occasional'

recharged with a portable generate

Most of my time was spent wanderii

through the forest with a net or checkii

traps (net cages baited with rotting fru

in search of the widest possible selection

butterflies and day-flying moths. Aft

four months of collecting and dissecting

had assembled data on 124 species.

These data showed that, indeed, pal.

able and unpalatable species diff"er great

in the way they allocate body ma:

Among nonmimetic palatable speci(

which should have the greatest need f

evasive flight, the average amount of bw

mass invested in flight muscle is 35 pt

cent in females and 41 percent in mal(

Respective figures for unpalatable Mill

'

rian mimics, which should have the le£
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bd for evasive flight, are 22 percent and

percent. Intermediate in their need for

dator evasion should be Batesian

imcs and nonmimetic unpalatables, for

I y possess either visual or chemical pro-

ition, but not both. As I predicted, these

j:cies have intermediate investments in

,ht muscle: 26 percent and 36 percent

I Batesian mimics and 33 percent and 38

cent in nonmimetic unpalatables. This

jendence of body design on mimicry

i palatability is consistent across di-

sc taxonomic groups, including a num-
of day-flying moths.

How does the large investment in flight

iiscle by the palatable butterflies aff"ect

;ir flight performance and ability to

ade capture by birds? Flight perfor-

ince is a vague term, since there are

my aspects of performance, not all of

|ich depend on power. For example,

len birds swoop down from their

Heliconius doris, left, collects nectarfrom Lantana blossoms.

It has a large, heavy abdomen and a small thorax, but because

it shares the warning colors ofseveral other species of
unpalatable butterflies, it has little needfor evasive

flight. Anartia fatima, below, is apoorflier and often

becomes lunchfor birds such as this blue-crowned motmot.
Kevin Schaler/Martha Mill

perches, their velocities are greater than

any speeds butterflies can achieve. But if a

butterfly sidesteps a bird's initial dive, the

bird must slow down and change direc-

tion. At this point, bird and butterfly have

low velocities and must work against grav-

ity. The ability to accelerate is at a pre-

mium, especially since the erratic flight

pattern of butterflies dictates that a pursu-

ing bird must frequently change direction

to keep pace.

Filming birds in pursuit of their insect

prey would have given me a chance to

analyze the aerial combat in slow motion,

but when and where these encounters took

place was too unpredictable. Instead, I

used simple physics to estimate how

quickly the birds and butterflies could ac-

celerate. According to Newton's second

law of motion, acceleration is equal to

force divided by mass. I found that the

force, or maximum lift, produced by but-

terflies is about 72 newtons per kilogram

of flight muscle. Multiplying this figure

by the amount of flight muscle and divid-

ing by total body mass yields a butterfly's

maximum acceleration. For birds, the cal-

culations were the same except that their

maximum lift equals about 62 newtons

per kilogram of flight muscle. (I was

spared the task of measuring the body and

flight muscle masses of thirty species of

Neotropical aerial insectivores because

the figures had already been published in

the literature.) When I compared results,

I found that more than 95 percent of pal-

atable butterflies and day-flying moths

could accelerate faster than the birds with

the highest acceleration. In contrast, only

30 percent of unpalatable species could

accelerate at a higher rate than the birds.

At the low end of the spectrum, some

Miillerian mimics have so little flight mus-

cle that they can just barely counteract

gravity and are probably incapable of any

evasive maneuver other than a dive.

Although unpalatable butterflies and

moths, particularly Miillerian mimics, are

poor fliers compared with more tasty spe-

cies, they benefit by being able to invest

more of their body mass in tissue other

than flight muscle. Unpalatable females

have larger ovaries, which may allow

them to produce more off'spring, and

males have larger guts, which may confer

an enhanced ability to digest food. Preda-

tion and the basic physics of flight, there-

fore, help determine how a butterfly's

body mass is allocated to difl"erent tissues

and capabilities.

Anyone who has had his or her luggage

weighed before boarding an airplane has

encountered a human application of the

physics of weight versus performance; an

overloaded plane will not have sufficient

lift to take off". Designers of military air-
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A day-flying moth, Urania fulgens, below, is unpalatable

but does not resemble other distasteful species. Perhaps

because offrequent attacks by birds that do not recognize

it, the moth has moreflight muscle than species that

share warning colors. Philaethria dido, right, is a

palatable species and an evasiveflier that is mimicked
by a weak-flying species.
Photographs bvJanosH Mardeh

craft are especially familiar with this

problem. Fighter jets that engage in aerial

combat carry minimal fuel and arma-

ments; they cannot afford the excess

weight if they are to outmaneuver enemy
jets. Other aircraft carry tremendous

loads of fuel, armaments, personnel, and

equipment, but these jets are sitting ducks

for enemy fighters. An aircraft can be

either evasive or capable of carrying large

loads, but it cannot be both. For butter-

flies, these alternatives are manifested in

the way body mass is allocated between

flight muscle and abdominal contents

such as guts and ovaries.

As I became familiar with the Costa

Rican butterfly community, I noticed that

unpalatable species are not the only ones

that share bright patterns. One group of

palatable butterflies shares iridescent

blue and black upper wings. The species

of another group, which includes a day-

flying moth, have brown-and-white wings,

and two species have green and black

stripes. Within each group, the patterns

are so similar that I had difficulty distin-

guishing them in the field without some

practice. Why should palatable species,

some of which are only distantly related,

evolve to share color patterns? What pos-

sible advantage is there in advertising

one's edibility to a predator?

Once I compared the acceleration rates

of butterflies and birds, the answers be-

came clear. Among the palatable species,

some butterflies that are adept at evasive

maneuvers have evolved similar color pat-

terns. The process is presumably like that

producing Miillerian mimics among the

unpalatable species, except that in this

case, the colors carry the message, "you

cannot catch me, so don't bother trying,"

rather than, "I taste bad." Birds may learn

to recognize species they are not likely to

capture so that they can avoid wasti

time and energy chasing them.

Not all the palatable butterflies tl

share these warning colors are capable

tremendous acceleration, however. Soi

underpowered species may be analogc

to Batesian mimics. Although less al

fliers, and therefore easier prey for bir

they may benefit from any resemblance

highly evasive species and may have gn

ually evolved to look more like them.

While I was in Costa Rica conduct!

this research, my wife, Paula, sent mt

Gary Larson cartoon showing a you

man admiring his "wingless butterfly c

lection." Larson leaves us wondering wl

kind of warped person would collect b

terflies, snip off their wings, and moi

the bodies on pins. But my work dem(

strates that by looking beyond the color

wings, one can learn much from the b

terfly's body.
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Northern Exposure
There'll be a hot time in the old town tonight

by Roger L. Welsch

I don't remember in which class it hap-

pened, but I do remember I saw this ques-

tion somewhere on an exam in high school.

Human beings die for sure when the tem-

perature reaches: (a) 98.6° Fahrenheit,

{b) 120° Fahrenheit, (c) 150° Fahrenheit,

(d) 100° Celsius.

I wasn't exactly a whiz-kid in high

school, but I knew all about 98.6 from a

popular song of the time. I cannot imagine

why, but I also knew that the record high

temperature for North Dakota was 1 22° F
(in July 1936, almost exactly six months

after that state's record low of —60° F). A
lot of folks were still alive in North Da-

kota, especially in Bismarck, so I crossed

out option B. We don't have Celsius de-

grees in America, so option D wasn't the

right answer. Leaving only answer C.

Later in life, after some travel in this

world, I learned three things about the

Celsius scale: 0° C is freezing, 30° C is

very pleasant, and 100° C is boiling. I real-

ized the response they were looking for

was D. Considering that in high school I

usually didn't get the questions right,

there wasn't much sense in brooding about

one wrong answer. But that's not the point.

The point is the astonishment I felt

when I leaned forward in a Helsinki hotel

sauna and looked at the thermometer,

which read 103° C.

I sat back down on the smoking red-

wood bench, resumed breathing through

my hands to keep from broiling my lungs,

took a quick look at the little blisters on

my hands where I had leaned against nail

heads in the wall while looking at the ther-

mometer, and remembered that question

on the high school exam. Surely, surely,

the human body cannot endure tempera-

tures over boiling. I could see the headline:

"American Folklorist Suffers Serious

Bums in Helsinki Sauna."

I started to reach toward the bottle of

beer I had brought into the sauna mo-
ments before and a friend slapped my
hand away. "Big mistake," he said. I

looked at him with astonishment and,

probably, indignation. He smiled, took an-

other breath through his hands, and

gasped, "That bottle is already so hot that

if you touch it, you'll bum yourself." I

tapped the bottle with my finger tips and

could feel that it was indeed beyond han-

dling. I saw the headline: "Promising

American Folklorist Dies Tragically in

Sauna Far from Home."
The occasion was peculiar anyway. I

was attending an intemational confer-

ence, twenty years ago by now. During the

day, delegates from all over the world sat

around in suits and ties calling one another

"Herr Doktor Professor This" and "the

Distinguished Delegate from the United

Kingdom That" and reading formal pa-

pers and making scholarly statements,

laughing only now and then at incredibly

sophisticated bons mots. Then, at the end

of the day, we took off all our clothes and

sat together in a sauna.

They do that in Finland and, for that

matter, a good part of the rest of Scandi-

navia. There is a sauna for every three

people in Finland, and that's the way it's

been for 2,000 years. I once visited a bank-

er's office in Finland; he has a sauna ad-

joining his oifice so that when he con-

cludes a loan, issues a certificate of

deposit, or bounces a check, he and his

clients can tear off their clothes, tum up

the heat, and sit buck naked, sweating like

mules at harvest and hitting themselves

with birch switches. No kidding. Hitting

themselves with sticks!

But don't let all this talk about naked

bodies give you the wrong impression. Ev-

erything I have read or experienced coun-

sels a rigid primness with regard to the

Scandinavian sauna bath. As a Norwe-

gian tmck driver roughly the size of his

tmck told me just before a sauna riot on

board a ship in the North Atlantic, "De
sowna bat is vere bapies is bomed, by

Gott."

That was the first time I was in a sauna,

on a ferry mnning between Newcastle and

Oslo—on my way to that academic meet-

ing in Helsinki. The ship was carrying a Ic

of Scandinavian tmcks, which meant thai

it was also carrying a lot of Scandinavia i

tmck drivers. And Scandinavian tmc

drivers love their saunas. By the time I gc:

to the ship's sauna, there were already fiv

blond giants sitting there, hulking ani

sweating. And then laughing as the

watched me stmggle with the idea of rd

laxing with a bunch of naked men in :

room heated to the temperature of thi

surface of the sun.

I stmck up a conversation with one (

'

the drivers, a Norwegian. (Actually, h
broke the ice—that's a laugh—by tellin

me that if I grabbed one of the litt

boards hanging on the hook outside tl

sauna door, I could sit on it and not blist

my butt. It was too late but I appreciate

his thoughtfulness.) He explained the u

of the birch switches to me: one holi

them across the knees and under the ani

so they are roughly at body temperatur

When you beat your broiling body wi

'

them, it feels cool, sort of. ("But if yt

wanted to feel cool, wouldn't it be a go(

idea not to go into the sauna in the fir

place?" I asked. The Norwegian trui,

driver thought that was a hilarious prop i

sition, not going into a sauna.)

He showed me how to step out of tl

sauna and plunge unrestrained into tl'

ice-cold shower. My pores slammed shi'

so loudly, passengers heard it three decli

above. In 3.2 nanoseconds my pulse wei

from pinging like a Chevy van on che£'

gas to thudding like a timpani during i

dirge.

"This cannot possibly be good for yoil

heart," I groaned.

"Oh ya sure," my new friend said sei

ously. "If you haf a bad heart, she shovi

up early."

Oh boy: "Young, Promising Americ£'

Scholar in Otherwise Good Health Su'

fers Temperature Fractures and Shatte'

Aboard Norwegian Death Ship!"

We went back into the sauna and fi'

more blond hulks came in behind us. Tli
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iversation quieted. I sensed tension,

e of the newcomers had two bottles of

;r. My Norwegian friend gnarred.

lat's the only word for what he did. He
irred.) The newcomer took the beer

1 poured it on the rocks of the sauna

;n. The room filled with beer steam and

Tiell like baking bread. My Norwegian

ck-driver friend turned to me and said

dly enough for all to hear, "Damt
;des! Dem uncifiliced barbarians act

'. dey don't know dat de sowna bat is

e bapies is homed, by Gott. Damt
;des!" Pretty soon everyone was gnar-

ly

'Attractive, Dynamic, Young, Promis-

American Scholar Killed by Heat-

zed Truckers in Sauna Riot Aboard

rwegian Hell Ship!"

Vhich is to say, some Scandinavians

e their saunas seriously. The sauna is

eed the place where babies are bom
i I where new mothers recover. I suspect

sauna bath has been the cleanest, most

•ile room on Scandinavian farmsteads

;e the Iron Age.

i

^ publication distributed by the Finn-

embassy says, "For a Finn the sauna is

irosanct. From olden times children

•e taught to behave in the sauna as if in

jhurch. Sexuality, noisiness, and other-

e indecent behaviour never had a place

I

he sauna. Ostentatious decoration of [a

na] is out of the question."

5o why am I telling you all this? Be-

ise I fell in love with the feeling of the

na bath and have wanted one for the

imty years since those days on the ferry

ip and at the Helsinki hotel, that's why.

lis past summer, to convince my wife,

•i/ely Linda, that I needed a sauna more
In the house needed a paint job, I

iiwed her some brochures from sauna
'< npanies. Every one of them showed na-

:1 blond beauties and in some cases na-

il couples grinning in such a way that

1 re wasn't much doubt about what they

\'t up to. Not that Lovely Linda doesn't

;i that way now and then herself, but

she wasn't crazy about naked blondes

grinning like that in our sauna, she being

Czech and all. So I showed her the serious

stuff from the Finnish embassy.

"Good grief," I explained, "when I was

dating, I worried about sweat on my upper

lip. Do you have any idea what sweat is on

when you're in a sauna? Despite the ru-

mors and the brochure pictures, no one

has so much as kissed in a sauna."

Linda wasn't the only skeptic. We live

in a small Nebraska town where saunas

are not de rigueur, so I had a lot of explain-

ing to do around town. Village elders Gay-

lord Obermiller, Chancey Stewart, and

Swede Peterson came by one day to look

over our addition and asked about the

little redwood room with the big heater.

"Sauna bath," I explained. "It's where

you go to sweat."

"Uh-huh," they said. "Why would you

want to do that?"

"Feels good," I explained.

"Uh-huh," they said.

I explained that the sweat bath is not

only popular in northem Europe but that

the Indians of North America used the

sweat lodge throughout their history and,

for that matter, some still do.

"Uh-huh."

I explained that water is thrown onto

the hot rocks to make the room feel even

hotter, and I told them about the cold

showers and showed that I had even

placed a door near the sauna exit so we can

jump out and roll in the snow in the winter.

"Uh-huh."

And we are planning to get a treadmill

and exercise bicycle, so we can walk and

pedal without going anywhere. Maybe
even some other devices that will let us

work without getting anything done. And
an air conditioner so we can use the exer-

cise equipment even during the summer.

And then we'll go relax in the sauna.

"Uh-huh."

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives in

Dannebrog, Nebraska.

BRAZIIS AMAZING

AMAZON
UNIQUE WILDLIFE

AND

NATURAL SPLENDORS

AWAIT YOU.

:.^

Journey into the world's largest rain for-

est on an unforgettable cruise up the mighty

Amazon.

Experience the delight of sleeping outside

on deck in a hammock... as you sail on a spe-

cially designed river boat. As you breathe the

fragrant air of this magical region, keep in mind

that its vast forests replenish half the earth's

oxygen and its river basin is the source of one

fifth of this planefs supply of fresh water! No

wonder then, that over 2,000 species of fish and

some 10,000 kinds of orchids flourish here.

So pack your camera and love of adven-

ture and choose from a variety of programs or,

create your very own independent tour. Either

way, you're in for the adventure of a lifetime.

To find out more . . . mudi more, send in

the coupon below or call your travel agent

today.
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202 Lexing-

ton Ave
,
Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN lewelry—sandpaintings,
kachinas Wholesale catalog $3 00 Indian Treasures.

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

ORIGINAL ORCA CROSS-STITCH CHARTED DESIGN,
$6-i-$2 p/h. Original Orca, 6073 McKinley Avenue,
South Gale, CA 90280

YELLOWSTONE PARK LOVERS Elegant Yellow/stone

photograph-note cards/matching envelopes (6 for

$7 50 ppd ) Specify: Scenic, Wildlife, Wildflowers, '88,

Rebirth Send check Photo by Alice, Box 95,

Adamstown, PA 19501

Books/Publications

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors.

All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscnpt
report Carlton Press, Dept. NHA, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 5 16 W. 34 St,. New York. N .Y, 1000

1

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years expen-
ence will help you to success Send Manuscnpt or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross

Publishing, Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation, Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253(714)492-2976

Bargain Books
Save up to 80% on publlsfiers' overstocks, imports,

remainders. Choose from up to B.OOO titles including

600-1.500 new arrivals each monthl Nature, Cooking,

I Gardening.History. Art. Fiction. Science—somethingfor I
' everyone. Fast shipment, mon- rnrrPATXinP
I

eyback guarantee. Write for: rnCt liMIALUU I

I Hamilton box 15-755, FansVmageCTOeOSII

Camps

DARROW WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS. Summer wil-

derness adventure in Ivtaine & Quebec. You'll never
forget the Whitewater, wildlife, fishing, fnends and tri-

umphs of a successful expedition. Young men &
women 11-17. 2/4/6/8 wks Affordable, Scholarships.

ACA Accredited, John Houghton, RFD 3, Box 231 -BN,

Freeport, ME 04032 (207) 725-4748

BE A PARALEGAL!
I Attorney-instructed home study prepares

I
you for an exciting future In America's hottest

career. FREE BOOKLET: 800-223-4542.

Th^Marl^t
BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care

specialist Home study. Free Career Literature (800)
362-7070 Dept, CA124

FREE PARENTS GUIDE. Over 1,000 private boarding
schools, camps and summer programs in US and
abroad, serving children 8-18. Most visited by pub-
lisher For 264-pg guide and free referrals give child's

age, grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrance date. Est. 1940. Vincent/Curtis, Rm. 216, 224
Clarendon St., Boston, MA 02116

LEARN BOOKKEEPING/ACCOUNTING. Home study.

Over 80,000 students trained successfully Free litera-

ture. (800) 362-7070 Dept AA124

Employment Opportunities

Al JOBS To $1,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside Free

List! Zincvo, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS: Work in the maiestic beauty
of Denali Natl Park 300-H jobs in all aspects of hotel/

resort operations Send self-addressed stamped enve-

lope to: ARA Denali Park Hotels/104, 825 W 8th Ave,

#220, Anchorage, AK 99501

BECOME A FEDERAL PARK RANGER next summer
Updated publication $5, "Ranger, " Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US, Free details: EOV, RO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept,

C-181), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS Al-

pine to aquatic employment! MWE0-4R, 2257S Zeno-
bia, Denver, CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Current openings
to $75,000-1-. Free Report! Employment International,

Box 5730-RM, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE FROM FOUNDATIONS!
Never repay! 401 sources/application instructions,

$3.00. Fundsearch, Box 5730-RM, Lighthouse Point,

FL 33074

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000, Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES
Includes Mideast! Sampler: 3/$2 98. Free Brochure
Multinewspapers, Box 866-201 , Dana Point, California,

92629

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $6.00/lb. 5 lb. minimum. UPS
prepaid 25 lbs $5.50/lb Gift packaging information on
request Floura Wild Rice, Box 440, Blackduck, MN
56630 or Call (218) 835-6667

Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. C-2605.

Merchandise/Gifts

DINOSAUR, ANIMAL,
SEALIFE and SCIENCE

Toys, Games and Replicas for all ages.

CDCC 32 Page, Color
rriCC Educational Catalog
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-283-4457

or 305-474-4457 or write:

BOYD DESIGNS
~-,, Suite 335, 7027 West Broward Blvd,
- -' Plantation. FL 33317

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES [

play specimens, jewelry, books Authenticity guar
teed. Color catalog $2 Bethany Sciences, PO E

3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

TYRANNOSAURU
by MARK MUSY

Mark Musy
P.O.Box 755
Buckingham PA

18912,

,250 -

(Limited Offi

215-794-88

IMPRESSIVE, REALISTIC, MOLDED 36" REPLICA
FINISHED WALNUT BASE - MUSEUM DISPLAY

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA, Make lasting trie

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony,
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

'THE MIGHTY OAK' a poem by Carl Ferret is i

available, handsomely printed on 8y2X11 inch pa
ment paper (suitable for framing) Unsigned cop

10/$8, 100/$65, 1000/$450 Signed copies, $
each. Send payment to: Carl Ferrel, 2630-78th /«

Milan, Illinois 61264.

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bim

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US. ^

collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know '

Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine, Mir

Optical Co., Inc ,331 Mansion St,, West Coxsackie
12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS Sir

1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipp

deep discounts on most popular brands of binocul

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue

request. Birding, RO. Box 4405NC. Halfmoon.

12065(518)664-2011

16mm SOUND MOTION PICTURE CAMERA, cry

control, zoom lens, case film magazines, accessoi

Like new. $3,500. (203) 562-7075

THIRD SHARE IN HOUSE on Olifants River Game
serve (South Africa) for $80,000, Has Africa's Big F

Call Cathy Sarkin (805) 544-4787

Rentals

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEA
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba Bird watch
paradise Brochure Charles A Turpin, Charlotte\

Tobago, West Indies (800) 525-6896

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small beachfront resor

the Caribbean. Spacious pnvate cabafias. Library, I

ing room featunng tropical taste treats Snorkel or [

Plus Mayan rums. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Bi

Photographic Safaris Bevier, Placencia, Belize, (

501-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769
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SPRING ON BEOUIA Dislinclive len room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation

Bequla, St Vincent Grenadines. Secluded beach,

pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box 19251 A.

Minneapolis. tvIN 55419 (612) 823-1202

Tours/Trips

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

Quality
EXPEDITIONS Kenya, Tanzania,

Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana,

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

IrWA/TArWA/TATW \

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe Low cos'

camping or deluxe Teeming wildlife, stunning photog
raphy. Fascinating options: track gorillas, climb Kill

manjaro, visit Vic Falls Galapagos! Swim, sgil, snorkel

and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles ' Choice yachts

Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes Amazon Jungle/

Machu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest and |un

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wile'

life and smoking volcanos Small groups, expei

guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures Free Bro-

chures! (800) 525-6772, Special Interest Tours, 134 W.

26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! E-conomical camping safa-

ris, classic lodge safans, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more Free

24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box
481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

NATLRi: EXPKDITION
Caribbean - Virgin Islands
/^ /^ Birding, Snaikding, Nttuie Studia, DtUy

^\ Lectures - World Nature Tour« &
jV^\ Dlrlgo CruUes,39 Witerside L«ne

aj, Vs Clinton CT. 06413

1-800-845-5520

AFRICA! Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

wildlife and cultures in depth. Tanzania, Kenya, Bo-

tswana, Namibia. Excellent guides and itineranes.

Small groups or private safaris. Draw from 20 years'

experience. Voyagers, Dept. NH-1 , Box 915, Ithaca, NY
14851 1-800-633-0299

ALASKA-GALAPAGOS
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA - BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journey Specialists

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr., McKinleyriDe, CA 95521

800-548-7555

Oman selling hard-boiled eggs with salt, Marrakech, Morocco

ALASKA: Adventure travel and deluxe fishing lodge.

Alaska's premier small group safaris and world class

fishing. Great Alaska Fish Camp and Safaris, 1-800-

544-2261 , HC01 Box 218, Sterling, AK 99672 Brochure/
Video

ALASKA, AMAZON, COSTA RICA. GALAPAGOS, Af-

rica, Australia natural history expeditions Small

groups, expert leadership emphasizing learning and
discovery Worldwide program, 19th year Free bro-

chure. Nature Expeditions International, Dept NHC,
PO. Box 1 1496, Eugene. OR 97440 (800) 869-0639

ALASKAN'S FAVORITE GETAWAY: Harmony Point

Wilderness Lodge Natural history tours on the ocean,

in the rainforest, and in the alpine Guided activities

include Sea Kayaking, l^tn Biking, Hiking, Inter-Tidal

Walks, and Boat Tours Private cabins, handcrafted

lodge, log sauna, and excellent fresh local seafood

PO Box 110, Seldovia, AK 99663 (907) 234-7858
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ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES operates some of

the most highly regarded natural history lours in

Alaska The trips feature small group experiences com-
bining safe and fun outdoor adventuring with the secu-

rity of professional tour guides Travelers are taken

beyond the ordinary activities ot conventional bus
tours and cruises Visit Denali National Park, Kenai

National Wildlife Refuge, Kenai Fjords National Park

along with other destinations Over fifty departures

Operating since 1977 For a 20-page color brochure

w/nte: Alaska Wildland Adventures, Box 389-HN,
Girdwood, AK 99587, or call (800) 334-8730

/^s/Do^s/es/A
LAOSSoutheast Asia . . . V^q^^^m Superior Group/

It's All We Do!
^^^i*

Independent Travel

QcfLoi:v ^a\-cryctxres

GALAPAGOS AND RAINFOREST guide book New
Free Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard St East, To-

ronto l^4(VI 1Y5 Phone (416) 469-8211 Fax (416) 463-

5131

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Nature,

Hiking and the Outdoors Enjoying hiking and camping
safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in New
Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford Track;

Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier

Reef Pacific Exploration Co, Box 3042-N, Santa
Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BORNEO—BALI—KOIvlODO Explore Asia's wonder-
ful natural heritage Voyagers, IJept NB-1, Box 915,

Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

COPPER CANYON
SIERRA MADRE RAIL EXCURSIONS

MONARCH BUTTERFLY
WINTER HABITAT TREKS i

1-800-843-1060 10AtVl-6PM CENTRAL
COLUMBUS TRAVEL. 6017 CALLAGHAN RD. SAN ANTONIO. TX 78228

BROOKS RANGE—Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the

unique natural history of the high arctic. Photography,
Adventure, Peace of mind Custom and scheduled
backpack and nver trips. Write: Wilderness Alaska,

POB 83044 NH. Fairbanks, AK 99708

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC We see up to 50 wolves,

250 muskoxen, 200,000 canbou and much, much more
on our fly-in canoe tnps in the Northwest Territories

each summer Wildlife biologist guide Our 18th year of

operating in the heart of North Amenca's last great

wilderness For brochure write: Canoe Arctic, Inc., Box
130C, Fort Smith, N.W.T., Canada XOE OPO or tele-

phone (403) 872-2308

GALAPAGOS

than any other Galapagos expedition. 6C

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

COSp^ RiCaa, Bti-iic, vciNn^wcun, opei,.<n,uiai na-

ture adventures. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant
Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

COSTA RICA, GALAPAGOS, AMAZON We specialize

in wildlife and ecotounsm Trekking in the Andes, Pata-

gonia, Jungle cruises & lodges Fixed departures and
customized itineraries Conventional or remote des-
tinations Come with the specialislsi Call for free in-

formation & brochures Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nan-
sen St

,
Forest Hills, NY 1 1375 (718) 520-1845

COSTA RICAi Natural history adventures with a small

group or your own private trip Ask for our travel plan-

ner and Itineraries Voyagers, Dept NC-1 ,Box 915, Ith-

aca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

ALASKA
Birds • Bears • Marine Mammals • Tidepools

Pristine coasliil wilderness, glaciers, nesting eagles, rookeries, fishing The

world's best known photographers come to our deluxe lodge. Master chef,

fresh seafood, winner of Harper's '81 and "89 Hideaway of the Year 20

years of operation. Professional guides/naturalists. )tl950/person/5 days.

Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge
Box 956 NH, Homer. AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

GALAPAGOS: Best Yachts, Guides, Prices. 1256 other

great adventures worldwide Forum Travel. 91 Greg-
ory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS! Excellent boats, small groups, licensed

guides In-depth natural history and photo tnps includ-

ing mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin ex-

tension. Voyagers, Dept. NG-1, Box 915, Ithaca. NY
14851. 1-800-633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp
"how to" guidebook ($1650 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel, PO, Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA 95045
(800)969-9014.

AMAZON
Join a University biologist on an air-cond '

90 foot Amazon rjverboal 650 miles on (tie
i

Amazon River. 8 days, 7 nigtits. $1495

includes meals, air from Miami (Airfare from ^
~

other cities is available), tours, entrance tees '

side trips, transters.tst class hotel, and more^

Previous Client References in Brochure
Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys, natives

Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available

Jan.4, Feb.22, March 21, April 11. May S

INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-800-622-6525

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc , 43 Millstone, Randallstown, fvID

21133(301)922-3116

HAWAII! Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see
Led by Mark Collins, one of Hawaii's top naturalists and
photographers, April. August, November Voyagers,

Dept. NE-1. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851. 1-800-633-0299

HIKE/SNOWSHOE/SKI OREGON'S ANCIENT Forests.

Ecologist. cabin, geothermal springs, meals Adven-
tures, Box 1717, Sisters. 97759

INDIA, NEPAL. TIBET, CHINA, THAILAND Tours, treks,

wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog.

Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH. Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration: su-

perb bird ptiotography Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April. Pacific Queen/
Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San
Diego. CA 92106 (619) 726-2228; (619) 224-4965—

IGALAPAGOSI
—

10 Years of GEO '^'"' ^'^ ^''^^'

Quality expedition s
Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide, 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

\^i*&< ^il^^. Oclh

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure Hi-

malayan Travel. Box 481 -NH. Greenwich. CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

SONORAN DESERT TOURS: Beautiful Southern A

zona— Northern Mexico Customized Guided toui

Kino Missions, Sea of Cortez, guest ranch, Soulhwe:
ern activities Six persons Maximum PO Box 1041

Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel & Fax: (602) 840-9256

SPECTACULAR ADVENTURES the Americas. E

rope, Africa, Asia, Pacific Ecoadventures, Hiking B
ing, l^orum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA 945,

(510)671-2900 1

o^StCJ^
• Natural histoid & wildlife cr

« Whales, brown bears, eagle

• Historic classic 105' yacht

II Aboord Yacht Churtei i'

tee

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA. Take a journey ba

into time where every day is a different and excili

adventure. Free brochure. 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451-53

TRIBAL TRIPS Overlanding, camping, homesta'
Spnng: Garhwal Himalayas: Land $4,950 Capers, B
2789, Beverly Hills 90213

WHALE-WATCHING AT ITS BEST! 7-night cruise odt

sey to the world of whales The St. Lawrence Rivet
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Celestial Events

Winter's Star Attractions
byGailS.Cleere

In Mark Twain's The Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn, Huck floats down the

Mississippi River on a raft with his com-

panion, Jim, and ponders the heavens. He
says, "We had the sky up there, all speck-

led with stars, and we used to lay on our

backs and look up at them, and discuss

about whether they was made, or only just

happened." Unless you are with someone

who can point out the constellations and

liven them up with tales of their mytholog-

ical origins, the night sky does seem to be

"all speckled with stars," and learning it

can be difficult. But January is one of the

best months to get started: more first-mag-

nitude or brighter stars appear in the win-

ter than during any other season. In the

evening, constellations appear that are

easily visible even in city skies.

Start by looking toward the southeast

for the most prominent constellation in the

sky. This is Orion the Hunter, with three

stars forming a belt about his waist. The

four bright stars tracing his arms and legs

include two first-magnitude stars, Betel-

geuse, an orange-red giant star at upper

left, and Rigel, a blue giant at the lower

right. According to Greek mythology,

Orion was a hunter-warrior who grew to

such an enormous size that he could walk

on the ocean floor without getting his head

wet. Other cultures have associated the

constellation with heroes, warriors, and

kings (the French even tried to rename it

Napoleon). The giant had two hunting

dogs, Canis Major and Canis Minor. Look

east (left) of Orion and down to the

brightest star in the sky, Sirius, the Dog
Star, in the constellation Canis Major.

Above and left of Sirius is another bright

star, Procyon, which is in Canis Minor.

Look above and right of Orion to the

northwest to find Taurus the Bull, whose

I
head is marked by a V-shaped group of

! stars lying on its side, known as the Hya-

I des cluster. (Although the bright orange

Aldebaran appears to be the prominent

star in that group, it is actually much
closer to us than the Hyades.) In ancient

Arabia, the fainter stars in the Hyades

were known as the Little Camels, which

the suitor Aldebaran drove across the sky

to impress the Pleiades, who had previ-

ously spumed him on account of his pov-

erty. The Pleiades is a group of seven stars

located northwest of the Hyades.

Just northeast of Orion is the constella-

tion Gemini, with its bright twin stars.

Castor and Pollux. Although called twins,

in the Greek myth the boys were borne by

the Spartan queen Leda but had diff"erent

fathers, one mortal and one divine.

For those readers just becoming ac-

quainted with the night sky, I recommend

David Chandler's Night Sky Planisphere,

a device that gives you a current picture of

the sky once you dial in the date and time.

The Planets in January

Mercury rises about an hour before sun-

rise at midmonth but remains too low on

the horizon to be easily seen.

Venus rises about two hours before the

sun at midmonth and can be seen in the

southeast by sunrise. This month the

planet shines like a beacon at -3.5 magni-

tude, considerably brighter than any star.

Mars, too, is a morning "star" this

month, but it rises near the sun and will

not be easily found. In the morning twi-

light, look carefully along the southeast

horizon for a dull, reddish object. On the

morning of the 11th, Mercury and Mars

will be very close to each other, the latter

being dimmer.

Jupiter is a magnificent evening and

early morning object, rising about 9:00

P.M. in the constellation Leo.

Saturn is up during the daylight hours

and sets with the sun, lost in the solar

glare. Saturn is in conjunction with the

sun (directly behind it) on the 29th.

The Moon is new on the 4th at 6:10 p.m.,

EST; reaches first quarter on the 12th at

9:32 P.M., EST; is full on the 19th at 4:28

P.M., EST, and reaches last quarter at

10:27 A.M., EST. This month's new moon

brings an annular solar eclipse, in which

the moon does not completely cover the

disk of the sun, leaving a ring of light

around the moon's edge. Observers in

western North America will see a partial

eclipse beginning late in the afternoon and

continuing through sunset, while observ-

ers in the Los Angeles-San Diego area

will see the annular eclipse as the sun sets

over the Pacific Ocean.

The Quadrantids, one of the best me-

teor showers of the year, is on the night of

the 3rd/4th. The shower, which may
reach rates of 1 10 meteors per hour, peaks

at the time of the new moon, so the sky will

be dark. The meteors appear to originate

from the north, near the constellation

Draco. The name of the shower, however,

comes from Quadrans Muralis, or mural

(wall) quadrant, a constellation that is no

longer recognized.

Quadrans Muralis was named during

the eighteenth century when a number of

faint constellations were designated to fill

in gaps among the classical constellations

and, in some cases, to curry favor with

royalty. (Edmund Halley, for instance,

named a constellation in the Southern

Hemisphere Robur Carolinum, for the

oak tree in which King Charles II hid

following his defeat by Cromwell in 1651.

For this, the king granted Halley a mas-

ter's degree from Oxford.) The changing

names of some of the stars and constella-

tions muddled things so badly that no two

celestial maps were in agreement. About

the turn of this century, British astrono-

mer Agnes Mary Gierke complained that

"a star has often as many aliases as an

accomplished swindler." In the 1930s, the

International Astronomical Union finally

settled things by firmly fixing all the con-

stellation names—the ones used today.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of the

International Dark Sky Association, an

organization dedicated to preserving the

skies for astronomy.
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Review

Keeping It Simple
by Malcolm S. Longair

One of the more remarkable and en-

couraging developments in contemporary

science over the last ten years has been the

proliferation of books that attempt to ex-

plain recent developments to the lay-

person. There is, of course, nothing new in

the idea of popularizing science, one ofmy
favorite references being Francesco Alga-

rotti's 1737 book entitled Newtonianismo

per le Dame (Newtonianism for Ladies),

written within fifty years of the publica-

tion of Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis

Principia Mathematica. Of course, every-

thing is relative. Algarotti and his succes-

sors had the problem of explaining classi-

cal physics to a lay audience. The speed

with which scientific discoveries can be

communicated to the public is well illus-

trated by the rapidity with which Crookes

tubes became popular toys in the late nine-

teenth century and X-rays became a tool

of the medical profession within a year or

so of their discovery by Rontgen.

The problem for the contemporary

writer is that with the development of rela-

tivity and quantum mechanics, let alone

the amazing new concepts in particle

physics, the task is vastly more difficult.

Pictures involving common sense and or-

dinary intuition come badly unstuck, and

one has to throw away a number of pre-

conceived notions to come to terms with

how matter actually behaves.

The challenge has been addressed by a

number of excellent books, including Ste-

ven Weinberg's The First Three Minutes,

James Gleick's Chaos, and Roger Pen-

rose's The Emperor's New Mind. Most
spectacular of all, Stephen Hawking's A
Brief History of Time has already

achieved cult status. Rumor has it that A
Brief History may be one of the most

widely bought but least read books, but

the ordinary person's desire to have some
appreciation of Stephen Hawking's vision

of the state of cosmology and physics rep-

resents a major advance.

I have in front of me three new books

that set out to enlighten the layperson

about modem physics and cosmology.

The diflferences in approach are striking

and reflect three different ways of ex-

pounding the material to the public. Da-

vid Ruelle's book. Chance and Chaos, by

one of the founders of the rapidly develop-

ing field of nonlinear dynamics and chaos,

provides a highly personal view of this

subject and many others. This is one man's

individual approach to the great advances

of theoretical physics and how he would

explain them to the nonspecialist. Alan

Lightman's book. Ancient Light: Our
Changing View of the Universe, is a care-

ful and readable account of contemporary

Chance and Chaos, by David Ruelle.

Princeton University Press, $24.95; 190

pp., illus. Ancient Light: Our Chang-
ing View of the Universe, by Alan

Lightman. Harvard University Press,

$18.95; 170 pp., illus. The Matter
Myth: Dramatic Discoveries That
Challenge Our Understanding of

Physical Reality, by Paul Davies and

John Gribbin. A Touch Stone BookJSi-

mon and Schuster, $25.00; 307 pp., illus.

cosmology, including character sketches

of some of the major players in the field.

The third. The Matter Myth, by Paul Da-

vies and John Gribbin, is by far the most

ambitious; it attempts to explain essen-

tially everything in modem particle phys-

ics, chaos, and cosmology within what the

authors call a new paradigm for modem
physics.

The three books elicit quite different

responses. One of the key points about

understanding physics, which I emphasize

to all my students, is that there is no single

way to understand the subject. All physi-

cists build up their own personal pictures

of how the subject hangs together, how
look at particular problems in physics, a

how best to explain them to others. If t

were not so, there would be only one be

on physics, and the subject would not

quire the tremendous feats of imaginati

to solve what seem, at first, to be intr

table problems. Thus, I always en

books that set out one author's view of h

everything hangs together. Ruelle's be

is a wonderful example of this approa'

He is unabashed about advancing his p

sonal prejudices as a mathematician b

in the process, conveys much of his ir

vidual creativity as a scientist. The boo

chapters are no more than four to

pages long, but each is carefully honec

make simple but profound points. W
remarkable economy, Ruelle encc

passes such diverse areas as chaos, tun

lence, quanta, entropy, statistical mech
ics, complexity, and Godel's theorem,

well as diversions into economics, inte

gence, and the meaning of sex. The bool

a tour de force. Written very subjectiv<

it may not appeal to everyone, but it wot

not be as stimulating and thought-provi

ing if it were less individualistic.

Lightman's book is a short and simi

introduction to modem cosmology, witl

strong emphasis upon observation and

interaction with theory. It has plainly bi

efited from his previous volume Origi

in which a number of leading cosmologi

were interviewed and their thoughts

down. One way of looking at this book is

a background primer against which t

interviews in Origins should be judged,

merits are that it is accurate and does i

go further than current observations w;

rant. The real strength of the book, ho

ever, is that it gives proper attention to t

observations. Thus, Lightman's book c

be recommended as a quick, relial

guide to the current status of obser

tional cosmology. Where the book con

unstuck, as most books do, is in coming
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terms with what may have happened in

the very early universe. This forms a rela-

tively small part of the book, however, and

the reader must look elsewhere to find

these ideas discussed in more detail.

One of the places the reader might look

is in The Matter Myth. Both authors are

prolific writers and popularizers of sci-

ence, and I applaud their continued ef-

forts. I have, however, some concern

about their latest venture. The book sets

out to be all encompassing and makes

strenuous eff'orts to explain even the most

difficult pieces of cunent speculation by

everyday analogies. The authors claim

that they can adopt an all-embracing (or

"holistic") view because of what they

term a "paradigm-shift" in the way that

physicists think about physical problems

nowadays. The claim is that deeper under-

standing of relativity, quantum mechan-

ics, and statistical mechanics, as well as

of chaos, leads to a completely new,

nondeterministic view of science. They
hold that the deterministic Newtonian

view has been superseded by these new

ideas.

I believe this is somewhat of an exag-

geration. I know of no practicing scientist

who has been unaware, since school or

university days, of the intrinsic uncertain-

ties and statistical probabilities that deter-

mine the way matter behaves (encap

lated in James Clerk Maxwell's insight

1 867 of the statistical nature of the law:

thermodynamics, and Heisenberg's

certainty principle of 1927). Indeed,

would be a worthless physics course ti

did not impress upon students the intrir

unpredictability of physical systems.

To this rich mixture have been adc

remarkable advances in understand;

nonlinear dynamics and the ease w
which Newton's laws of motion can p

vide nondeterministic behavior. All pr

ticing scientists have been living comfc

ably with these intrinsic indeterminac

in the laws of nature and have taken

board the new developments as furtl

tools of the trade. My own belief is tl

scientists are pragmatic when it comes

tackling physical problems. They are ;

too busy trying to solve specific physii

problems using whatever tools are av<

able to wonder if they have shifted pa

digms or not.

I believe it is much safer to treat t

book as an explanation of contempors

ideas in physics for laypeople without t

paradigmatic overlayen There is one p;

ticularly interesting chapter in which Pf

Davies describes the problems he had

understanding general relativity. This ii

very honest account and is worth readi
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:t a flavor of the struggles professional

atists have to go through to under-

d their subject. At the end, Davies

es, "Today, I have grown used to deal-

A'ith the weird and wonderful world of

tivity. . . . Yet, in truth, I have come to

IS with these ideas more through the

iliarity of repeated use than through

acquisition of an esoteric power of

ition. I believe the reality exposed by

lern physics is fundamentally alien to

human mind, and defies all power of

ct visualisation."

is this challenge that leads to the

ly analogies and metaphors used

ughout the book to attempt to explain

Dhenomena of modern physics. In my
', the way to explain many of these

irently difficult ideas is to remind the

er constantly that all the really sub-

tial bits of the story are firmly based

1 outstanding experimental and ob-

ational data. Despite Davies' inability

isualize what is happening in some

s, many of the most difficult bits are

pletely substantiated by laboratory

:riment. It is reassuring to remember

matter would behave in these pecu-

rays even if we didn't have the math-

tics to describe it.

further concern is that without very

careful reading of the book, the nonexpert

cannot disentangle the really substantive

facts from the speculations. For example,

the authors treat the inflationary model of

the early universe as a fact. In reality, it is

one possible solution to a number of well-

defined physical problems, but it relies

upon wholly untested physics. There is a

perfectly acceptable version of the infla-

tionary model that involves no physics at

all but that illustrates how the concept can

help with some of the problems. I believe

the authors should warn the reader that

(a) there is not yet a physical realization of

the forces that could cause the inflation,

and (b) we have no way yet of testing

experimentally whether or not the ideas

are correct. To compound the problem,

the particle physicists argue that the only

place to test the theories is in the very

early universe itself.

In the same vein, Davies and Gribbin

talk of axions, gravitinos, photinos, and

wormholes in space-time, as if these really

exist. While the professional can take a

suitably dispassionate view as to how seri-

ously these should be taken, it is impos-

sible for the lay reader to make these judg-

ments. Despite these concerns, Davies and

Gribbin's valiant eff"ort makes some of the

more remarkable developments and theo-

retical speculations plausible. The best

way to read the book is to regard it as a

vade mecum for the types of theoretical

speculation that have considerable com-

mon currency. Ideally, it should be con-

trasted with the more sober reality of as-

trophysical cosmology presented by

Lightman.

The most important point about these

modern developments is that all the great

problems come out of well-defined physi-

cal phenomena, supported by high-quality

experiments and observations. The theo-

retical side of the story has now had more

than its share of brilliant exponents. What
we need are equally brilliant writers who

place the whole subject in its experimental

and observational context. The amazing

achievements of modern science are as

much triumphs of experimental genius as

of theoretical physics.

Malcolm S. Longair is Jacksonian Pro-

fessor ofNatural Philosophy at the Cav-

endish Laboratory, University of Cam-
bridge. He was formerly director of the

Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, and

Astronomer Royal for Scotland. His

most recent book is The Origins of Our
Universe: The Royal Institution Christ-

mas Lectures.
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/[acMillan Park,

British Columbia
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

xtending from California to Alaska,

jld-growth coniferous forests of north-

tern North America with their gargan-

1 trees provide a parklike habitat for

ly species of plants and animals. Thou-

Is of acres of these forests have been

royed during this century, and many
e are threatened and the subject of

ed controversy. One 332-acre forest

still stands is MacMillan Park on

couver Island, managed by the British

imbia Ministry of Parks. Its preserva-

in the midst of massive lumbering was

le possible in the 1940s when forester

philanthropist H. R. MacMillan, rec-

izing the value of, and easy access to,

old-growth forest, decided to ban tree

ing from the area and donate the land

1 provincial park.

lacMillan Park lies secluded in a

ewhat flat-bottomed valley sur-

ided by conifer-clad mountains,

ved by ancient glaciers, the valley con-

es to be shaped by the erosive action of

Cameron River, which flows north

finger-shaped Cameron Lake. After

) of depositing materials, the river has

a series of terraces whose composition

and, clay, and loam are ideal for the

elopment of massive trees,

he striking feature of MacMillan Park

le concentration of giant Douglas firs,

tern hemlocks, western red cedars,

grand firs, all draped with wispy,

sture-laden mosses. The size and lon-

ity of these conifers, or cone-bearing

s, is primarily a result of the climate

—

so much the total precipitation and

rage temperature, but the pattern of

e factors during the year. Winters are

and not too cold, paving the way for

)rous growth in the spring. Rainfall is

ted during the summer (the driest

ith receives less than an inch and a half

of rain), but the temperature rarely ex-

ceeds 70° F. These conditions sustain a

steady, prolonged growth pattern.

The most numerous and tallest trees in

the forest are Douglas firs, which grow

more than 200 feet high where the soils

are moist and very rich in nutrients. A few

of the oldest Douglas firs are estimated to

be about 800 years old, but most decline

after 300 or 400 years, as fungal rots at-

tack their roots and bases. They owe their

longevity to their thick bark, which insu-

lates them from fires that can destroy the

other conifers. Dead giants frequently re-

main standing, disintegrating from their

tops down, a pattern often observed in

primeval forests. Young Douglas firs do

not do well in the shade of the dense can-

opy but can gain a foothold in forest open-

ings or in adjacent, slightly drier habitats

with adequate sunlight.

Although they do not usually grow

quite as tall as the Douglas firs, western

hemlocks thrive in the shade cast by the

taller trees and in the acidic soil created by

the decaying wood of conifers. The hem-

locks serve as hosts for dwarf mistletoe, a

plant that lives on the tree branches and

obtains nutrients from them. Although

the mistletoe does not generally kill its

hosts, it certainly reduces their vigor.

In seepage areas along the Cameron
River and its tributaries, where the soil is

extremely rich in nitrogen, western red

cedars grow to their maximum size. Bota-

nist V. J. Krajina has shown that under

favorable conditions they may reach 1 80

feet in a hundred years. The trees are well

In winter, ice crystals border a leaf, above;snow on

Douglasfirs,facingpage, will spur vigorous springgrowth.
Photographs by Steven C \
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Steven C, Wilson; Entheos

Bubbles collect under ice at the edge of

Cameron Lake, left. Cameron River,

below, is shallow by summer's end.
Nell McDaniel

adapted to poorly drained soils where wa-

ter may stand periodically. The grand fir

also grows where there is seepage, but it

does not tolerate standing water.

In addition to the evergreen conifers,

two deciduous trees, broadleaf maple and

red alder, are important components of

the forest. The maples grow best where

the soil is moist and rich in nutrients, but

they can also colonize drier areas opened

up by the demise of one or more canopy

trees. After fifty to eighty years, the

broadleaf maples are overtaken by the co-

nifers that have grown in their shade.

Red alders tolerate a variety of soil con-

ditions but seem to do best in the flood-

plain adjacent to streams. Their root nod-

ules contain nitrogen-fixing bacteria that

enrich the soil. Like the broadleaf maples,

red alders can pioneer newly available ar-

eas but eventually give way to conifers as

the forest matures.

Forester Alexander Inselberg and his

colleagues have made a thorough study of

MacMillan Park and identified several

vegetation communities. In nearly 40 per-
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PO. Box 1479

Parksville, British Columbia V9T 2H4
Canada

(604)248-3931

OCEmi \ UNITED
STATES

WASHINGTON

cent of the park, Douglas fir, western hem-

lock, and western red cedar dominate the

canopy while vanilla leaf and sword fern

prevail on the forest floor. The understory

also includes foamflower, ovate-leaved

trillium, twisted-stalk, twayblade orchid,

and various shrubs—western yew, red

huckleberry, Oregon grape, devils-club,

and salal. This community forms the heart

of MacMillan Park, including the section

known as Cathedral Grove, where the

largest trees may be seen. Because of the

thick understory, traversing this forest is

not only difficult but also damaging to the

plants; visitors should keep to the trail.

Three important wetland communities

are found near Cameron Lake. In shallow

depressions, old floodplain channels, and

protected inlets along the lake, where a

slow but steady supply of water keeps the

soil saturated throughout the year, west-

em red cedars tower over dense colonies of

lady fern and skunk cabbage, two species

that thrive under very moist conditions. In

finely textured soil that has been depos-

ited along the mouth of the Cameron
River, patches of skunk cabbage grow be-

neath dense thickets of red-osier dog-

woods. And a swampy habitat prevails in

low depressions, where silty soil is often

submerged beneath water during the win-

ter rainy season. Dense colonies of

meadow horsetail and slough sedge grow

here, interspersed with clusters of low-

growing woody species—Sitka willows.

Pacific willows, and red alder saplings.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emer-

itus ofplant biology at Southern Illinois

University. Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

156 U. S. national forests.
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In Cathedral Grove, a dead Douglasfir remains

standingamid its giant neighbors.
Ernest Cooper

II



DISCOVERY CRUISES

# EXPLORING ANCIENT BRITAIN
May 19-30, 1992

[edieval ruins, castles, exquisite gardens, ancient

legaliths and spectacular landscapes of the Scilly and

kellig Islands, western Ireland, western Scotland and

/ales - aboard the very comfortable, 70-cabin Illiria.

ALASKA'S COASTAL WILDERNESS
July 27 - August 5, 1992

Spectacular fjords, channels, rivers, glaciers, whales, por-

poises, sea lions, bears and a wealth of birdlife along

Alaska's Inside Passage - aboard the comfortable, 37-

cabin Sea Lion.

ART AND WILDLIFE OF ALASKA'S
INSIDE PASSAGE

May 26 - June 8, 1992

[agnificent scenery of the Inside Passage, and the extra-

dinary artwork the of Northwest Coast Native

mericans of Skidegate, Ketchikan and Ninstints - aboard

e comfortable, 37-cabui Sea Bird.

EXPLORING THE FAR NORTH
Spitsbergen to Bergen, Norway

August 1-17, 1992

Glaciers, icebergs, pack ice and Arctic flora and fauna

while exploring Spitsbergen, Bear Island, the Lofoten

Islands, Torghatten Island and the spectacular'fjords of

Norway - aboard the comfortable, 4 1 -cabin Polaris.

ANCIENT CAPITALS OF THE ORIENT
China, South Korea and Japan

June 2-17, 1992

rt and architecture of Beijing in China; Seoul, Yosu and

yongju in South Korea; and Japan's Matsue, Hagi,

yoto, the Inland Sea and Ise Shima National Park -

)oard the ultra-luxurious, 44-cabin Awra/a.

GRAND ALASKA EXPEDITION
Vancouver to the Aleutians

August 13-26, 1992

National parks, villages and remote islands between Van-

couver and the Aleutian Islands, including the Inside Pas-

sage, Kenai, Kodiak Island, Katmai, and the Pribilof

Islands - aboard the ultra-luxurious, 44-cabin Aurora.

TRANS-SIBERIA
Siberia to Moscow by Private Train

June 4-21, 1992

ikhalin Island, Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Ulan Bator in

[ongolia, Lake Baikal, Irkutsk, Omsk, Yaroslavl, Mos-

)w and small frontier towns along the Trans-Siberian

ailway - aboard the luxurious, 54-cabin Russia.

MEDIEVAL PORTS OF THE NEW
BALTIC STATES
August 19-31, 1992

Historic Baltic ports: Lubeck and Mukran in Germany;

Gdansk, Poland; Klaipeda, Lithuania; Riga, Latvia; TalUn,

Estonia; and Kaliningrad, Viborg and St. Petersburg in

Russia - aboard the comfortable, 41 -cabin Polaris.

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS
Norway to Greenland

July 8-22, 1992

emote islands, fjords and archeological sites along an-

ent Viking routes, including the Faroe Islands, Iceland

id the Westmann Islands, and coastal towns of western

reenland - aboard the very comfortable, 70-cabin Illiria.

GRAND NORTH PACIFIC EXPEDITION
Aleutians, Siberia and the Kurils

August 27 - September 9, 1992

Dramatic scenery and wildlife of remote islands along the

"ring of fire", stopping at Alaska's Aleutian Islands, Kam-

chatka and the Kuril Islands in Russia and Japan's island

of Hokkaido - aboard the ultra-deluxe, 44-cabin Aurora.

\inerican Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street/ New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday through Friday, 9-5



SCIENTIFIC'-''-- *
EXPEDITIONS

Assist researchers on the coming

projects:

Mar 92 — Chimpanzee survey in Mali

Mar 92 — Paleontological Excavation

in Mexico

Mar 92 — Rare Deer Survey In Mexico

Apr 92 — Stagecoach Stop Dig in Calif.

Apr 92 — The Last Elephants of Mali

and many other projects.

Request our FREE 44-page catalog.

Foundation For Field Research

P.O. Box 2010 (N)

Alpine, CA 91903

619-445-9264

At the American Museum

ANGKOR WAT

Come
face-to-

face with

adventure

.. tr.uel with tlie specialists in Indo-China on a

l9-(Jay coiir to Cambodia, Lios and Melnam. For

o\er -I years, we lia\e escorted hundreds of

Americans and Canadians to tlie.se storied lands.

See the greatest archeological and cultural site

in all Asia — the largest temple complex in the

worid. You'll spend two nights guaranteed in

Angkor Wat and see no less than IS temples.

We offer monthly departures Ex-,Seattle

guaranteed and invite you to join us to explore

the wonders, sites and sights of Angkor Wat —
rated as one of the wonders of the world.

Write or call today or u,se our con\'enient Fax

10 get more infomiation

ANGKOR WAT ADVENTURES
Ci'k'bniliiiii 20yeaK in adivnlinv Imrel

(1^3 Mount I'lc.isanl Road. Toronto. Ontario .\I^S 2\2

Tdc-phone; HKi) ^82-122? Fax: Hl6l ^S(nlKll

Japan Month
Issues facing contemporary Japan will

be discussed in a series of Saturday eve-

ning lectures cosponsored by the Museum
and the Japan Society. Topics include

"The Making of a Global Superpower: Ja-

pan's Modern Historical Experience";

"Japanese Society in Transition: Women
and the Family"; "The Competitive

Edge: Education for the 21st Century";

and "The Next Wave: Contemporary
Japanese Architecture."

Dance programs will also celebrate Ja-

pan Month. Saeko Ichinohe and Com-
pany will present "Contemporary Dances

Inspired by Japanese Traditions" on Sun-

day, January 5, at 2:00 and 4:00 p.ivi. At
the end of the month, dancers from the

Tachibana Nihon Buyo School in Tokyo
will give their first United States perfor-

mance of such classics as "Renjishi," or

the Lion Dance. This group, together with

the New York Tachibana Dance Com-
pany and the Soh Daiko drummers, will

perform on Saturday, January 25, at 2:00

and 4:00 p.ivi.

These programs are free and will take

place in the Kaufmann Theater. For a full

schedule, call (212) 769-5315.

Asia's Giant Extinct Ape
In a joint American-Vietnamese ven-

ture in 1989, anthropologists uncovered

Southeast Asia's oldest known human re-

mains in the limestone caves of Thanh
Hoa. Russell Ciochon, associate professor

in the Department of Anthropology at the

University of Iowa, will talk about this ex-

pedition, as well as future ones to uncover

fossil remains of Homo ereclus and the

huge extinct ape Gigantopilhecus,

Thursday, January 30, at 7:00 p.m. in t

Museum's Main Auditorium. Tickets a

$12 ($8 for members). Call (212) 76

5606 for ticket availability.

ToTEivi Pole Carving
As part of the exhibition "Chie

Feasts: The Enduring Kwakiutl P(

latch," Kwakiutl artist Richard Hunt i

carve a twelve-foot totem pole in t

Northwest Coast Indian Hall. He can

observed at work from Saturday, Janua

1 1 , through Friday, January 3 1 , betwe

10:15 A.M. and 5:00 p.m. (except

Wednesdays). As he works. Hunt will ts

about his techniques and the role of tote

carving in Kwakiutl society.

On two consecutive Thursdays, Jar

ary 9 and January 16, aspects of t

Kwakiutl potlatch will be presented. G
ria Cranmer Webster, director of U'Mis

Cultural Center, will discuss the diverse

of festive foods and ceremonials asso

ated with the potlatch. Aldona Jonait

curator of "Chiefly Feasts," will ti

about her experiences working

Kwakiutl villagers to create the exi

bition. These programs will take place

7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater. Ti

ets are $25 ($22.50 for members) for be

evenings. For more information,

(212) 769-5305.

Primatology Grant
The Museum is one of five New Yr

City institutions sharing a $1.6 mill)

grant from the National Science Foum
tion for graduate study and research i

primatology. The New York Consortii i

Dancersfrom the Tachibana Nihon Buyo School
Courtesy ol YoshieTachil
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Evolutionary Primatology will explore

ery facet of primatological study, in-

uding paleontology, behavior, ecology,

netics, and conservation. At least eight-

n doctoral candidates and five postdoc-

ral fellows will be supported under the

w program. Researchers will investi-

ite wild primate feeding and locomo-

)n, as well as human and primate fossil

mains in sites around the world. This

ant will allow students to take part in

:ld studies abroad and internships at the

e participating institutions.

r THE Planetarium
Scientists monitoring weather systems

jm outer space have discovered hurri-

nes larger than the earth, dust storms

rty miles high, lightning bolts that can

porize cities, and snowstorms massive

ough to stretch from New York to

iris. The new Sky Show, "Amazing

Grids of Weather," opens on Saturday,

nuary 4. For information on schedules

d admission, call (212) 769-5920.

Neil Tyson, a research associate at

inceton University, will present an illus-

j

ited talk, "Using Quasars to Probe the

i
nseen Universe," on Wednesday, Janu-

i y 22, at 7:30 p.m. He will discuss how

i
lasars, believed to be the fiery nuclei of

i slant galaxies, are being studied to help

Ive the mystery of the nature and loca-

)n of up to 90 percent of the mass of the

liverse. Tickets are $6 ($5 for members)

1 d may be ordered in advance by send-

I? a self-addressed, stamped envelope

I
th payment to the Planetarium or pur-

I ased the night of the talk at the Plane-

I
rium box office. For more information,

11(212)769-5900.

DCHiN Jews of India

Director-filmmaker Johanna Spector's

m "Two Thousand Years of Freedom
id Honor: The Cochin Jews of India"

icuments the history of these people,

10 arrived in Cochin, on India's Mala-
ir Coast, as early as a.d. 72. The film

11 premiere in the Main Auditorium on

lursday, January 9, at 7:00 p.m. Tickets

e $10 ($6 for members). For ticket

ailability, call (212) 769-5606.

lese events take place at the American
useum of Natural History, located on

:ntral Park West at 79th Street in New
)rk City. The Kaufmann Theater is in

e Charles A. Dana Education Wing,
le Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

lission policy. For more information

out the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

More Keys
foryour
money

Save on accommodations,

dining and souvenirs in

Marathon and still be just

minutes away from all the

Keys' natural attractions.
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Marathon's isles and islets.

"With everything from
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bed'n breakfasts.
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for less in Marathon.
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IN THE HEART OF THE FLORIDA KEYS

Mother Nature may be tricky, but nobody

keeps an eye on her better than the Weather
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affordable, it's as miraculous as the weather
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Ordertoday:1-800-678-3669'
M - r 7 a.m. lo 5:30 p.m. Pacific Time • FAX 1-51 0-670-0589

M/C and VISA • Add $5 for shipping. CA residents add sales tax.

One-year warranty • 30-dav money-back guarantee
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"i T S 3465 DiABio Ave., Hayward,a 9454S
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Tina has never
hadaTeddyBear.
A mother's love. A doll to cuddle.

Tina knows nothing of these things.

But she does know fear, rejection,

and hunger.
For just $21 a month, you can help

save a child like Tina.

Through our sponsorship program
you can help provide a child with a

better diet, clothes, medical atten-

tion, school. And even a toy or two.

But don't wait. There are so many.
And somewhere, right now, a child is

dying from starvation and neglect.

Write to: Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood
Children, Incorporated, P.O. Box 5381

Dept. NH1T2, Richmond, Va. 23220 USA

n I wish to sponsor a D boy. girl, in

n Asia, n I^tin America, D Middle East,

D Africa, USA, D Greatest Need.

D I will give $21 a month ($252 a year).

Enclosed is my gift for a full year D, the

first month D. Please send me the child's

name, story, address and picture.

I can't sponsor but will help $

D Please send me further information.

DChecIt n Am. Express D MaslerCani _Vis;

.u,s.,.Kt
1.800-538-5381

CHILDREN, INC.
Serving Needy Childnen Since 1964

.J
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Hops growing in Washington's Yakima Valley
Roger Gorman; Ken V

Flower of the Vine
Harvesting hop blossoms has itspleasures—and its perils

by Raymond Sokolov

On a brilliant sunny day last fall, I stood

knee-deep in flowers, and their smell

made me almost swoon. The flowers were

a light yellow-green, with petals tightly

closed to form a cone shape. These flowers

would never fill any vase. No prom queen

would wear them in a corsage, for they

would soon be mechanically compressed

into bales and shipped to industrial sites

all over the country.

I was standing in a big processing center

in the Willamette Valley south of Port-

land, Oregon, near Salem. The flowers

were hops, grown not for their beauty but

for the aromatic resin in the speck-sized

yellow lupulin glands tucked under their

petals.

Hop, Humulus lupulus, is a twining

vine native to northern temperate areas of

Europe, Asia, and North America. It is a

member of the hemp family, the Canna-

baceae, and its female flower is techni-

cally a sort of catkin composed of overlap-

ping bracts—modified leaves that resem-

ble petals (the red "leaves" of a poinsettia

are bracts). The fruit of the hop is a seed-

like structure known as an achene.

Some home gardeners grow hops as or-

namental climbing perennials. The Anglo-

American food writer Paul Levy has them
covering part of a wall of his house in

Oxford. In Portland, hops grow like ivy in

the inner court of one of the innumerable

small beer gardens that have become a

distinctive feature of the city. This is a

thoroughly logical choice of planting,

since hops are an essential ingredient of

beer brewing, and the hop industry (I hesi-

tate to call it humuliculture) in this coun-

try is centered almost entirely in the states

of Oregon and Washington.

In the previous century, hops were an

important crop in New York, but powdery

mildew wiped them out. So today, if an

inquiring gastroethnographer wants to see

a modem hop "yard," she or he has to go

to the Pacific Northwest.

I arrived in late September, as the har-

vest was coming to an end. But there were

still plenty of vines left, neatly attached to

eighteen-foot-high wired trellises hung

from wooden supports arrayed in long,

orderly lines.

The Willamette Valley is a paradise of

fecundity. One almost stumbles over

stands of berries, stately dark groves of old

hazelnuts, and new plantings of Asian

pears. But in this pastoral picture, hop

trellises are the leading motif. There is

nothing quite like them in agriculture, and

they are an imposing site—acres of these

giant vines with their big, figgy leaves and

their tight-clasped, conical flowers.

The harvest is also picturesque in its

hybrid mix of the primitive and the me-
chanical. The basic idea is to strip away
the vines and leaves from the cones. Then
the cones are dried, to reduce the moisture

level to less than 10 percent. Finally, the

feather-light cones are compressed into

bales.

A unique motorized hop picker moves
through the trelUs rows, culling the plants

and transporting them by the truckload to

a huge Rube Goldberglike cleaning appa-

ratus that combines a sort of conveyor belt

sieve-and-combing operation with the win-

nowing force of gravity to purify the crop

and leave the hop farmer with nothing but

flowers, stored in a large room with a heat-

ing unit under the floor.

Despite the intricate machinery that

leads to this stage, hop farming is still bviilt

on human experience and skill. One of the

most crucial factors in maximizing profit

is the drying stage. It comes down to this:

to reduce the natural moisture of the hops,

minimizing the risk of spoilage and, there-
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by, increasing the useful shelf life of the

cones. But the farmer does not want to

reduce the moisture any further than nec-

essary, because he is paid by weight. Wet-

ter, therefore heavier, cones are more

valuable than very dry, lighter cones (in

other words, the more thoroughly dry the

crop, the lower the price per cone). Farm-

ers and brokers compromise on 10 percent

as the ideal moisture content. In practice,

a grower is delighted if he ends up with 9

percent moisture. Much money hangs on

a percentage point or two. And it is the

drying process itself that determines the

difference.

You can still see workers spreading

cones in even layers roughly knee-deep

across the floor of drying rooms, but even

this is often mechanized today. The proc-

ess is called laying a floor, and the basic

principle is evenness, no air pockets, so

that the drying goes off uniformly and the

moisture reduction is predictable.

Drying rooms are second-story affairs,

high above ground level, because once the

hops have been dried, they are dumped

into deep holding areas where they cool

overnight. The depth of these cooling

chambers, something like twenty feet, is

essential, because the compactor needs to

work on a tall colunm of cones in order to

produce a bale that is roughly the size of a

person. Cooling rooms are not only deep

but also broad; they hold many "floors" of

cooling hops.

At first sight they are lovely to behold,

hke swimming pools filled with flowers,

heady with the strange smell of heated

hops. But in the old days, when people

dumped the hops into these floral pits,

they were places of fear. If you tripped

and fell in, you died. The sea of weightless

flowers would close around you. The smell

of lupuUn was asphyxiating. Struggle was

useless. Unlike water, dried hops com-

press almost infinitely. There is nothing to

swim against, no way to see through the

waves as you drown in twenty feet of pa-

pery bracts.

At one time, knotted ropes hung from

the walls of the cooling chambers. It was

the only way to get out. Even if a friend

saw you fall in, he couldn't dive in after

you, because then he couldn't get out ei-

ther. I talked to a man who did save some-

one once, with a long pole he managed to

jab into the man's finger, the last part of

him visible as he sank.

With mechanization, these accidents

shouldn't happen anymore, yet somehow,

this year a night watchman in Washington

did "drown." No one can figure out how.

But standing on the edge of a full room, I

shuddered as I might have on the lip of an

Alpine ledge.

I also wondered how brewers ever took

to using hops as an additive in beer-
i

making. No one I talked to and none of the

sources I've found were able to point to a

historical hops pioneer, some George

Washington Carver who first persuaded

brewmasters to put flowers in their wort.

Nevertheless, the widespread use of hops

in brewing does seem to be of fairly recent

origin.

Hopping has occurred for at least a

thousand years, but the practice became

universal only about 150 years ago. Until

then, hops were only one of several plants

used to keep beer from spoiling: one

source lists spruce ginger, ground ivy,

sweet Mary, tansy, sage, wormwood, and

sweet gale.

Creamed Hops

(Adapted from The Belgian

Cookbook, by Nika Hazelton,

Atheneum, 1970)

2 pounds hop shoots

Salt

Juice of I lemon

'A cup heavy cream

1 tablespoon butter

Black pepper

4 poached eggs

1. Cover the hops with lightly salted

water acidulated with lemon juice

and simmer until tender, about 10

minutes.

2. Heat heavy cream with butter until

butter melts. Combine with hops in a

deep serving dish. Add black pepper

to taste. Top with poached eggs.

Yield: 4 servings

Hop Sprout Salad

(Adapted from Bavarian Cooking,

by Olli Leeb, Kochbuch-Verlag,

Munich, 1983)

2 pounds hop sprouts

Coarse salt

'A cup light vinegar

White pepper

3 tablespoons oil

Chopped parsley

1

.

Rub the hop sprouts with coarse salt

between your hands. Wash the

sprouts.

2. In a large saucepan, boil the sprouts

in 2 cups boiling water for 10 minutes

or until tender. Drain, reserving liq-

uid, and place hops in salad bowl.

3. Mix the hot cooking liquid, vinegar,

and pepper and pour over sprouts.

Let cool.

4. Add the oil and mix well. Sprinkle

with parsley and let stand for at least

one hour.

Yield: 8 servings
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Hops have turned out to be a depend-

able, productive source of desirable bitter-

ness, to counteract the sweetness of the

malt grain from which beer is basically

made. Modem chemistry, according to

Charles Papazian's The New Complete

Joy ofHome Brewing (Avon, 1991), has

ilso determined that hops have a benefi-

:ial effect on "head retention." Hopped

oeers hold their foam.

Connoisseurs and master brewers pay a

ot of attention to hop varieties and hop

xincentrations. They have a crucial effect

m the taste and character of beers. In

Dregon, I heard a lot of arcane talk about

lew hop varieties, and I smelled several

iifferent strains, which really did have

loticeably different aromas and obviously

iifferent appearances—in size, color, and

hape. But I concluded that I would have

do a lot of home brewing to get a handle

m what the aroma of a flower would yield

n a fully brewed bottle of beer.

Papazian distinguishes between the

jittering resins of the hops and the hop oils

vithin the lupulin glands. It is the oils, he

ays, that give beer its flavor and bouquet.

rhe oils are water soluble and highly vola-

ile. Because their aroma can be easily

toiled away, he adds them for a few min-

ites to the brew pot at the end of the

irewing process.

There is a lot more to knowing how to

lop beer—how much, which kind, and so

orth—but anyone interested in actually

irewing beer at home should consult

'apazian's book or one of the numerous

upply sources for amateur beermaking

hat have cropped up around the country.

My own ambition is limited to consum-

ig hops themselves. I'm not talking about

he flowers. I mean the tender spring

hoots that emerge in March, before the

ines have sent down their humongous
aproots and turned woody and bitter

bove ground. Although 1 could find no

ne in Oregon who had ever tried to eat

lOp shoots, one grower suggested that it

irould be essential to earth over the shoots

D prevent them from turning tough and

litter.

My interest in hop shoots is not some
anciful whim. I have been hearing for

ears about how they are a delicacy in

lelgium, the capital of connoisseur brew-

ig. There they are treated like asparagus

r eaten creamed and with poached eggs

n top. So if you are looking for a recher-

he excuse to visit northern Europe in the

arly spring, fly to Brussels and ask where

3 go (or jets de houblons.

laymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

ial interests are the history andprepara-

ion offood.
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enhance yourTV reception, it also vastly improves AM/FM radio reception and brings in new
stations on multiband and shortwave receivers for new entertainment alternatives.

We are the exclusive importers of the Antenna Multiplier™ in the United States and can therefore

bring you this outstandingTV accessory for just $29.95. But we have an even better deal: Buy
two for $59.90, and we'll send you a third one, with our compliments—absolutely FREE!
Unleash the full power of your television with Antenna Multiplier™ Order it today

!

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER

TOLL FREE (800) 882-3050

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Please give order #14298121. If you prefer, mail

check or card authorization and expiration. Wfe

need daytime phone number for all orders and is-

suing bank for charge orders. Add shipping/in-

surance: $3.50 for one, $10.50 for three. Addsales

tax forCA delivery. You have 30 day return andone
year warranty.

Looking for a bargain? Come in and visit

our Catalog Outlet in San Francisco.

P^ $«4^fa

139 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
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NordicTrack introduces.

Simple instructions

for changing your spare tire:

IBum more calories.

Studies show thai the

combined use of both your

upper and lower body during

exercise burns more calories in

less time. Unlike exercise bikes,

treadmills, and stairclimbers that

only work your lower body.

NordicRow TBX is a total-body

exerciser.

2 Put NordicRow TBX
to work for yoa

Split-resistance settings for the

upper and lower body allow you

to fine-tune your own workout

and burn maximum calories. A
revolutionary Back Stress

Management System works to

support your lower back for safe,

effective exercise.

3 Take just 20 minutes a

day, three times a week.

With NordicRow TBX there's no

need to drive to the health club.

You can work out in the comfort

and convenience of your own

home! NordicRow TBX gives you

a superior cardiovascular workout

that tones and shapes all the

muscles in your entire body.

Try NordicRow TBX in your

own home for 30 days!
NordicRow

• BY NORDICTRACK

FREEVIDEOli VIDEOSlJScHURE call1-800-468-4
Or write: NordicTrack, 141 Jonathan Blvd. N., Dept. 7S3A2, Chaska, MN 55318

.1-800-468-4491-
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Trouble

with

Tribbles
"Star Trek" viewers, remembering the

round, furry "tribbles" that overran the

Enterprise, might be excused a sense of

deja vu on seeing this mob of spiny balls

slowlyjockeying for position as they

devour a dead starfish.

The voracious diners are white sea

urchins, five-toothed creatures about one

and a half inches in diameter. Often found

in aggregations of thousands, they slowly

comb the ocean bottom for algae and

organic detritus. So completely do white

urchins strip the sea floor that the algae

cannot regrow until the bottom-grazing

"herds" are decimated by disease or

starvation.

Photographed in a shallow bay near

Mexico's Coronados Islands, just south of

San Diego, California, the urchins are

feasting on a partly dismembered sea star

known as Tethyaster. In life, this starfish

feeds on other invertebrates; when it dies,

however, the predator may become
dinner for urchins scavenging the

ocean floor.

—

R. M.

Photograph by Chris Huss
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

DISCOVERY TOURS

Archeology of Guatemala
February 8-23, 1992

Classic Mayan sites, including Tikal,

Copan and Quirigiia and picturesque

Lake Atitlan.

Kenya and Tanzania
February 12-28, 1992

Amboseli, Lake Manyara, Serengeti

National Parks, Masai Mara Game
Reserve and Ngorongoro Crater.

Natural History of Costa Rica

February 14-28, 1992

Braulio Carrillo, Cahuita, Santa Rosa

and Corcovado National Parks and

the Monteverde Cloud Reserve.

Archeology of Mexico
February 25 - March 10, 1992

Tenochtidan, Teotihuacan, El Tajin,

Cholula, Cacaxtla, Mitla, Monte

Alban and the cities of Puebla and

Cuemavaca.

Archeology of the Yucatan
and Chiapas

March 15-28, 1992

The ancient Mayan sites of Uxmal,

Tulum, Palenque and the equinox at

Chichen Itza.

French Caves and Castles

May 3 - June 18, 1992

Prehistoric caves, including the

original Lascaux, castles and historic

towns in the Dordogne valley.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

Authors

Photographer Chris Huss (page 84)

took his first underwater pictures when

he was twelve, starting with an Insta-

matic camera wrapped in a plastic bag.

Eventually he graduated to Nikon cam-

eras, Ikelite underwater flashes, and

scuba gear. He has dived all along the

Pacific coast and has explored and pho-

tographed undersea habitats all over the

Caribbean and the South Pacific. Diving

in the Coronados, south of San Diego,

California, and just off" the Mexican

coast, Huss saw a group of sea lions he

wanted to photograph. "Swimming
slowly, underwater, I headed toward the

sea lions. All along the way I was dis-

tracted by armies of small white sea ur-

chins ravaging the sea floor. Everything

in their path was being devoured, re-

minding me of a horror movie." He pho-

tographed the urchins for this month's
j

"Natural Moment" using a Nikonas 5
{

with a 15mm lens and an Ikelite 150

strobe at half power. Huss's underwater

photos have appeared in many national

;

and international magazines, books, and

exhibits, winning sixty-two prizes and
i

honors. To those seeking to learn his

'

craft, he recommends Howard Hall's
'

Guide to Successful Underwater Pho-
]

tography (Port Hueneme: Marcor Pub-

lishing, 1982).

Carol R. Townsend (page 40) has vis-

ited the Galapagos Islands a number of

times as a lecturer with the American

Museum's Discovery Tours. On her

most recent trip to Isla Santiago, she had

a chance to observe marine iguanas dur-

ing the height of mating season in Janu-

ary. Most lizards will scurry for cover at

the sight of a human, but according to

Townsend, the marine iguanas were a

pleasure to observe. The males paid no

attention to her as she photographec

their territorial battles. Townsend is cur-

rently an associate with the Americar

Museum's Department of Herpetologj

and Ichthyology and researches the evo

lutionary history of unisexual lizards

For more information on the lives of Ga '

lapagos lizards, she recommends Mi
chael Jackson's Galapagos: A Natura.

History Guide (Calgary, Alberta: Uni

versity of Calgary Press, 1989).



A native of Sweden, Kaj Arhem (page

i6) first lived with the Makuna Indians

if Colombia in the early 1970s. On a

nore recent visit he assisted filmmakers

locumenting the group for the series

Millennium: Tribal Wisdom and the

klodem World," which will debut this

pring on the Public Broadcasting Sys-

em, the British Broadcasting Corpora-

ion, and Canada's Global Television

^Jetwork. (The companion volume to the

eries will include photographs by

liomas L. Kelly.) A professor of social

.nthropology at Gothenburg University,

^hem has also studied land use among
he Masai of Tanzania. For additional

eading he recommends The Fate ofthe

^rest: Developers, Destroyers and De-

enders of the Amazon, by Susanna

iecht and Alexander Cockbum (New
fork: HarperColhns, 1990); The Fishes

tnd the Forest: Explorations in Amazo-
tian Natural History, by Michael

joulding (Berkeley and Los Angeles:

Jniversity of California Press, 1980);

nd Makuna Social Organization, by

Caj Arhem, Uppsala Studies in Cultural

\jithropology 4 (Stockholm: Almquist

nd Wiksell International, 1981).
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For thirty years, Bryan Nelson (page

30), a native of Yorkshire, has been ob-

serving the gannets that nest off the

coasts of the United Kingdom. He began

this Hfelong study under the renowned

animal behaviorist Niko Tinbergen at

Oxford University and received his doc-

torate there in 1963. Nelson is now re-

tired as a reader in zoology at Aberdeen

University in Scotland. Seabirds, and

particularly gannets, have taken him to

islands of the Southern Hemisphere, as

well as to the strongholds of the northern

gannet near his home in Scotland. He
has done fieldwork in the Galapagos, the

Seychelles, and on Christmas Island.

While on sabbatical in New Zealand in

1978, he became interested in compar-

ing the communication systems of north-

em and Australasian gannets. His future

research projects include further com-

parative studies of seabirds. A classic

study of bird behavior is Niko Tin-

bergen's 1960 book The Herring Gull's

World (New York: Lyons and Burford,

reprinted in 1989). More on the behavior

and body language of gannets can be

found in fJelson's The Gannet (Vermil-

lion: Buteo Books, 1978) and Living with

Seabirds (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Uni-

versity Press, 1986).

Besides studying the impact of freez-

ing on painted turtles, Janet M. Storey

and Kenneth B. Storey (page 22) have

explored biochemical adaptations in

many animals, from anaerobiosis in in-

tertidal organisms to hibernation in

small mammals and estivation in land

snails. Their research has taken them to

the deep sea off Hawaii's Kona coast, up

the Amazon River, and to the Adriatic

seaside. Janet is a research associate at

Carleton University's Institute of Bio-

chemistry in Ottawa; Kenneth is a pro-

fessor at the Institute and in the universi-

ty's biology and chemistry departments.

For additional reading, they recommend

Life in the Cold, by Peter Marchand

(Hanover: University Press ofNew Eng-

land, 1987); "Frozen and Alive," by

Kenneth and Janet Storey {Scientific

American. December 1990); and Tur-

tles of the United States, by Carl Emsl

and Roger Barbour (Lexington: Univer-

sity Press of Kentucky, 1972).

On the beach at Grand Cayman,
James H. Marden (page 54) entertains

his daughter, Erica, with a seashell. In

1 989, while Marden was in the Costa Ri-

can rain forest studying the flight abili-

ties of butterflies, his field experience

was a mixture of relaxed enjoyment,

boredom during rainy spells, and such

unforgettable moments as stepping on a

seven-foot boa while peering up into the

forest canopy, being charged by a jag-

uar, and being visited by his wife, who
announced that she was pregnant with

Erica, their first child. Marden received

a Ph.D. in zoology in 1988 from the Uni

versity of Vermont and has worked ii

Panama and Namibia. He is currently i

visiting assistant professor at Colgat(

University, where he teaches courses ii

animal physiology and ecology. Mar

den's other research interests include thi

behavior and physiology of territoria

dragonflies and low-temperature fligh

in small insects. For additional readinj

he recommends The Biology ofButter

flies, edited by Richard Vane-Wrigh

and Phillip Ackery (Princeton: Prince

ton University Press, 1989).
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D'ees areni the only plants thai

are good for the almosphere.
Because nuclear plants don't burn

anything to make electricity, nuclear

plants don't pollute the air.

The President's national energy

policy sums it up: "Nuclear power is

a proven electricity-generating tech-

nology that emits no sulfur dioxide,

nitrogen oxides, or greenhouse gases."

Which is why America's HI oper-

ating nuclear plants reduce certain

airborne pollutants in the U.S. by

over 19,000 tons every day.

But more plants are needed—to

help satisfy the nation's growing need

for electricity without sacrificing the

quality of our environment.

For a free booklet that offers more

information on nuclear energy, just

write to the U.S. Council for Energy

Awareness, P.O. Box 66080, Dept.

HPll, Washington, D.C. 20035.

Nuclear energy means cleaner air.
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BRAZIL?

So you figured this was the

land of the precious rain-

forests, of cool mountain
ranges and mild wild beaches
that wander all the way up to

the city itself, that hot spot

where latin rhythms give a

heartbeat to the night. It is.

Only this particular hot spot is

right in your own Caribbean,

at the other end of more
than 35 short non-stops a day

from your own East coast.

Rio, shmio.

DISCOVER THE NEW OLD WORLD.
PUERTO RICO.

Tine Shining Star Of The Caribbean

Puerto Rico Tourism Company, P.O. Box 5268, Dept. NH, Miami, FL 33702. Or 1 -800-866-STAR, Ex 41
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NATURE'S Infinite Boor

Sweet Death
Genes that used to help us survive starvation may be causing

the current diabetes epidemic in well-fed westernized societies

by Jared Diamond

For my wife and me, taking our five-

year-old twin sons to the supermarket

means traversing a minefield of dietary

dangers. Among breakfast foods, my kids

are tempted by the choice between Apple

Cinnamon Cheerios and Froot Loops, re-

spectively 85 percent and 89 percent car-

bohydrate according to their manufactur-

ers, with about half of that carbohydrate

in the form of sugar. Boxes picturing the

famous turtles with Ninja powers seduce

children to ask for Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles and Cheese Pasta Dinner, 81 per-

cent carbohydrate. Snack choices include

Fruit Bears (93 percent carbohydrate, no

protein) and Teddy Graham's Bearwich

chocolate cookies with vanilla cream (71

percent carbohydrate); both list com
syrup, as well as sugar, among their in-

gredients. All of these foods contain little

or no fiber. Compared with the diet to

which our evolutionary history adapted

us, they differ in their much higher con-

tent of sugars and other carbohydrates (7

1

to 95 percent instead of about 15 to 55

percent), much lower protein and fiber

content, and in other respects. I mention

these particular brands, not because they

are unusual, but precisely because their

content is typical of what is available.

With foods like these so popular, it is no

wonder that most Natural History read-

ers will die of diet- and life-style-related

diseases, including diabetes, the common-
est disease of carbohydrate metabolism.

Granted, diabetes isn't infectious or rap-

idly fatal, so it doesn't command press

headlines, as does AIDS. Nevertheless,

the world epidemic of diabetes today

eclipses the AIDS epidemic in its toll of

death and suffering. Diabetes disables its

victims slowly and reduces their quality of

life. Among its secondary consequences,

is the leading cause of adult blindness i

the United States, the second leadin

cause of nontraumatic foot amputation

and the cause of one-third of our cases c

kidney failure. The estimated number (

diabetics in the United States ranges froi

4 to 12 million people; worldwide, tl

number is probably more than 100 millic

people.

The most prevalent form of diabeti

arises from the collision of our old hunte

gatherer genes with our new twentieth

century life style. It thereby serves as

model for other noncommunicable di

eases, such as heart attack, stroke, ar

cancer, that have similarly catapulted i

frequency to become the leading causes (

death in westernized societies. But ho

did genes that produce a serious diseas

become so prevalent, despite the ongoir

operation of natural selection to eliminat

harmful genes? Could it be that the gem
now giving us diabetes were actually goo

for us before our plunge into the moder

life style?

You may recall that the primary man
festation of diabetes is high concentn

tions of the sugar glucose in the bloo(

with the result that glucose spills over int

urine. From this manifestation stems th

disease's full name, diabetes mellitu;

based on the Greek words meaning "rur

ning-through of honey." About 10 percer

of cases in the United States represent sc

called juvenile-onset, or type I, diabetes

in which the body destroys the pancreati

cells that produce the hormone insulir

:

This form of diabetes is distinct not only i:

its cause and treatment but also in it

evolutionary origins (a subject I'll save fo

another piece). For now, I'll discuss ir

2 Natural History 2/92



lead only the commoner form of dia-

letes, the so-called adult-onset form, or

ype II, which appears with increasing fre-

[uency mainly in adults past the age of

hirty, and to which I'll henceforth refer

imply as diabetes.

Here is what normally happens when
I'e consume some glucose (or other glu-

ose-containing carbohydrate). As the

ugar is absorbed from the intestines, its

oncentration in the blood rises, signaling

lie pancreas to release insulin. The insulin

1 turn signals muscle and liver and fat

ells to take up the glucose (thereby halt-

ig the rise in blood glucose) and store it as

lycogen or as fat, to be used for energy

etween meals. Other nutrients, such as

mino acids, also trigger the release of

isulin, and insulin has effects on food

omponents other than sugar (such as pre-

enting the breakdown of fat).

The hallmark of adult-onset diabetes is

lat body cells become resistant to the

isuUn signal and fail to take up glucose.

is long as the pancreas can respond by

^leasing more insulin, the cells' resistance

ian be overcome and the blood glucose

;mains within the normal range. But if

le pancreas can no longer overcome that

distance, the blood glucose rises, glucose

oills into the urine, and diabetic damage
) kidneys and eyes and other tissues grad-

ally develops. That damage is the result,

t least in part, of those chronically high

;vels of blood glucose.

More than 2,000 years ago, Hindu phy-

cians noticing cases of "honey urine"

3mmented that such cases "passed from
5neration to generation in the seed" and
Iso were influenced by "injudicious diet."

hysicians today have rediscovered those

iadly accurate insights, which we now
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rephrase by saying that diabetes involves

both genetic and environmental factors.

Evidence for a role of genes includes the

increased risk of getting diabetes, ten

times higher, if you have a diabetic first-

degree relative than if you don't. Further

evidence is that, in Western society, the

so<alled concordance for diabetes be-

tween identical twins, who are identical in

their genes, is very high. That is, usually

either both twins develop diabetes or nei-

ther does. In fraternal twins, who share

only half of their genes, such concordance

is correspondingly lower. While these ob-

servations are compelling evidence for ge-

netic predisposing factors, the exact mo-

lecular effect of the diabetes-producing

genes is not yet known.

But diabetes also depends upon envi-

ronmental factors. Even if you are geneti-

cally predisposed to diabetes, you won't

necessarily get the disease, as would be

the case if you carried a pair of genes for

muscular dystrophy or Tay-Sachs disease.

And the risk of developing diabetes does

increase with age, and with having dia-

betic first-degree relatives, and with being

bom of a diabetic mother, which we can't

do anything about. But other risk factors

that predict diabetes are under our con-

trol, including being overweight, how
much we eat, and what we eat. Most di-

abetics (I emphasize again, most adult-

onset diabetics) can reverse their symp-

toms by minimizing those risk factors

—

especially by reducing their consumption

of concentrated sugar and fat and total

calories, and thereby losing weight.

The same environmental risk factors

that predict diabetes in individuals also

predict it in whole populations, hence the

worldwide rise in those risk factors under-

lies the current worldwide epidemic of

diabetes. Disease rates have recently been

shooting sky-high in many groups of mi-

grants whose move shifted them from a

vigorous Spartan life style to a sedentary

one based on abundant supermarket food.

A dramatic example involved the Yemen-
ite Jews who were airlifted to Israel by

Operation Magic Carpet in 1949 and

1950, and were thereby plunged abruptly

from medieval conditions into the twenti-

eth century. Although Yemenite Jews

were almost free of diabetes on reaching

Israel, 13 percent of them then became
diabetic within two decades. Other mi-

grants who sought opportunity and in-

stead found diabetes include Mexicans

and Japanese moving to the United

States, Polynesians moving to New Zea-

land, Chinese moving to Mauritius, and

Asian Indians moving to Fiji, South Af-

rica, and Britain. Still other peoples who
experienced westernization of life style
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while remaining in their original home-

lands similarly developed diabetes, in-

cluding many Native American groups,

native (aboriginal) Australians, and Mi-

cronesians and Polynesians.

These proofs of an environmental role

in diabetes are illustrated by the tragedies

of the two peoples with the highest rates of

diabetes in the world: Pima Indians and

Nauru islanders. To consider the Pimas

first, they survived for more than 2,000

years in the deserts of southern Arizona,

using agricultural methods based on

elaborate irrigation systems, supple-

mented by hunting and gathering. Be-

cause rainJFall in the desert varies greatly

from year to year, crops failed about one

year in every five, forcing the Pimas then

to subsist entirely on wild foods, especially

jack rabbits and mesquite beans. Many of

their preferred wild plants were high in

fiber, low in fat, and released glucose only

slowly; thus they represented an ideal

antidiabetic diet. After this long history of

periodic but brief bouts of starvation, the

Pimas experienced a more prolonged bout

of starvation beginning in the nineteenth

century, when white settlers diverted the

water supply on which their agriculture

depended. Today, they eat store-bought

food.

Observers who visited the Pimas in the

early 1 900s reported obesity to be rare and

diabetes almost nonexistent. Since the

1960s, obesity has become widespread

among the Pimas, some of whom now
weigh more than 300 pounds. Half of

them exceed the U.S. ninetieth percentile

for weight in relation to height. Pima
women consume about 3,160 calories per

day (50 percent over the U.S. average), 40

percent of which is fat. Associated with

this obesity, Pimas have achieved notori-

ety in the diabetes literature by now hav-

ing the highest frequency of diabetes in

the world, nineteen times that of U.S.

whites. Half of all Pimas over age thirty-

five, and 70 percent of those at age fifty-

five to sixty-four, are diabetic.

The case of Nauru, a small, remote

island in the tropical Pacific, is only

slightly less extreme. Nauru islanders

used to work hard to feed themselves by

fishing and gardening, until it was discov-

ered that Nauru rock has the world's high-

est concentration of phosphate, an essen-

tial ingredient of fertilizer. Nauru today is

independent, and its per capita wealth,

derived from phosphate revenues, is

among the world's highest. Nauru citizens

get little exercise, eat double their recom-

mended calorie intake, shop in supermar-

kets, and heap their shopping carts with

big bags of sugar. The incidence of dia-

betes among Nauru adults has now

reached an epidemic 33 percent, ten time

the U.S. rate and topped only by the Pirn

epidemic.

The Nauru islanders and Pima Indian:

and the many other peoples whose exii

tence suddenly became westernized as

result of either migration or new cond

tions at home, experienced a characterii

tic suite of linked simultaneous changes i

life style and diet. All these peoples bf

came less active physically. They ir

creased their average daily calorie intaki

Their food consumption became mor

regular: they ate three meals a day, eatin

each time until they were full, instead c

eating whatever was available whenevc

they could get it. More of their calorie

came to be in the form of sugar and k
(especially saturated fat), and less in th

form of complex carbohydrates and fibe

They consumed more salt. All these fa(

tors are so inextricably Unked in the phi

nomenon we call westernization that it

unclear which particular ones have cause

the resultant epidemic of diabetes.

Clearly, though, new factors of tt

Western life style unmasked effects (

preexisting genes, since the consistent r

suit has been diabetes within a few d
cades or less—far too rapid to attribute i

altered gene frequencies. The role of pr

existing genes is well illustrated by studii

carried out on the Mexican population i

San Antonio, Texas. Modem Mexicaj

arose from the mixture of Mexico's pr

1500 Indian population with white Spa

iards who began to arrive with Cortes

1519. Depending on the particular tow

or even suburb, in Mexico where oi

looks, one can still find local populatioi

that are largely white and others that ai

largely Indian, as indicated by genetic ar

other markers. The Mexican populatioi

of three different neighborhoods of Ss,

Antonio, estimated to be on the avera§

46 percent, 27 percent, and 18 percei

Indian in their genes, have been compare

with each other and with Anglo white Te;

ans (0 percent Indian). The frequency <

diabetes turns out to fall in the same &

quence: 15 percent, 10 percent, 5 percen

and 3 percent. Even after controlling f(

obesity, the frequency remains seven

times higher in Mexicans than in Anglo

This parallel between the frequency c

diabetes and the estimated proportion c

Indian genes suggests that genes predi

posing under westernized conditions to d

abetes occurred at a higher frequency i

Mexico's native Indian population than i

Spanish immigrants. The same conclusioj

emerges from comparisons of diabet^

rates and white admixture among Nativ

Americans in North Dakota, Nauru i;|

landers, and native (aboriginal) Austr

J
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lians. Recall that westernized Japanese,

Chinese, Asian Indians, and Polynesians

also suffer higher diabetes rates than do

equally obese or lean westernized Europe-

ans living in the same towns. For whatever

reason (I'll speculate in a moment), this

hints that diabetes-predisposing genes are

now less frequent among Europeans than

among many other populations.

This brings us to an obvious question:

why did genes leading to such a debilitat-

ing disease come to be so common among
so many human populations? If rates of

diabetes were as low as those of muscular

dystrophy (about 1 in 10,000), the genes'

frequency could be explained as nothing

more than the product of a recurring mu-

tation: that is, babies with a new mutation

being bom at the same rate as older bear-

ers of such mutations die of the disease.

However, no mutation occurs so fre-

quently as to appear anew in 3 to 50 per-

cent of all babies, the actual frequency

range for diabetes in westernized soci-

eties. We must instead assume that the

genes now predisposing to diabetes must

actually have been favored by natural se-

lection before our sudden shifts to a west-

ernized life style. What good did diabetes-

linked genes formerly do for us, and why
do they get us into trouble now?

Recall that the net effect of the hor-

mone insulin is to permit us to store the

food that we ingest at meals and to spare

breakdown of our accumulated fat re-

serves. Thirty years ago, these facts in-

spired geneticist James Neel to speculate

that diabetes stems from a "thrifty geno-

type," making its bearers especially effi-

cient at storing dietary glucose as fat. For

example, perhaps some of us have espe-

cially hair-triggered release of insulin in

rapid response to a small rise in blood

glucose concentration. That genetically

determined quick release would enable

those of us with such a gene to sequester

dietary glucose before its blood concentra-

tion rose high enough that glucose began

to spill over into our urine.

Today, when many of us regularly con-

sume high-sugar meals and rarely exer-

cise, such a gene is a blueprint for disaster.

We become fat; our pancreas releases in-

sulin constantly until it loses its ability to

keep up or until our muscle and fat cells

become resistant; and we end up with dia-

betes. But consider how almost all people

lived throughout human evolution until

recently. Instead of three predictable, un-

Umited, sugar-rich meals each day, fre-

quent food shortages and rare gluts were

the pattern of life. For example, several

times in the course of my fieldwork in

New Guinea, a group of New Guineans

and I went virtually without food for sev-

eral days, as a result of the failure of my
arrangements for food delivery to our

campsite. The first time this happened,

when we reached a remote but empty

campsite at sunset after a hard all-day

climb, I expected to be lynched on the

spot. Instead, my New Guinea compan-

ions were philosophical: "Orait, i no gat

kaikai, yumi sleep nothing" ("OK, so

there's no food, we'll just sleep on empty

stomachs"). Conversely, every year or two

my New Guinea friends manage to have a

gluttonous feast lasting several days, when
food consumption shocks even me (rated

by my friends as a bottomless pit) and a

few people die of overeating.

Under these traditional conditions of

starve-and-gorge existence, those people

with a thrifty genotype would be at an

advantage, because they could store more

fat in surplus times and hence better sur-

vive subsequent starvation. Among Pima
Indians, only those with the thriftiest

metabolisms could survive their regular

bouts of starvation every five years, or

their longer bout of starvation when
whites cut off their water supplies. The
Micronesian and Polynesian populations

of all remote Pacific islands, including

Nauru, are descended from survivors of

long canoe voyages, in the course of which

many emigrants died and only those ini-

tially the fattest survived. The same
starve-and-gorge cycles in less extreme

form molded modem hunter-gatherers,

such as native Australians, and many
modem peasant farmers, such as Asian

Indians, Japanese, Chinese, and Native

Americans besides the Pima. To most

humans until recently, our modem West-

em fear of obesity and our diet clinics

would have seemed ludicrous.

Thus, genes that today predispose us to

diabetes may formerly have helped us to

survive famine. Animal experiments sup-

port the plausibility of this hypothesis.

Laboratory mice with genes for diabetes

survive starvation better than do normal

mice. Zoos recognize diabetes as a big

problem for their captive monkeys, whose

lazy existence and regular feedings are the

monkey equivalent of the All-American

life style.

However plausible, this line of reason-

ing doesn't entirely explain why today's

white Europeans have a relatively low fre-

quency of diabetes-predisposing genes,

when most Europeans too lived as peasant

farmers until recently. The simplest an-

swer may be that current developments

among the Pimas and Naum islanders are

telescoping into a single generation the life

style changes that developed over the

course of many centuries in Europe. We
refer to our indolent, obese, supermarket-

based life style as Westem precisely be

cause it arose first among Europeans am
white Americans and is only now spread

ing to other peoples. Perhaps diabetes

related genes have been undergoing elimi

nation in Europe for centuries, as a resul

of many infants of diabetic mothers dyini

at birth, diabetic adults dying younge

than other adults, and orphaned childrei

and grandchildren of those diabetic adult

dying of neglect. Altematively, Europe

ans and Middle Eastemers may have de

rived less advantage from a thrifty gene

type ever since the rise of agriculture, i

that area's diversity of planted crops, dc

mestic animals, and fish made starvation

:

less acute threat than elsewhere in th'

world.

I said at the outset that I view diabete

as a paradigm of modem death. Peopl

used to die mainly of infectious disease

and violence. Now, the leading killers i

the West are noncommunicable disease

that are almost unknown among huntei

gatherers and peasant farmers. Beside

diabetes, these new killers include heai

attack, stroke, hypertension, and cancer

of the lung, colon, and cervix. As I prev

ously reasoned in the case of hypertensio

{see "The Saltshaker's Curse," Nature

History, October 1 99 1 ), all these new kil

ers arise from the collision between our oil

genes and our new life style—a collision i

which our bodies come off the losers.

Yet we're not inevitably the losers, bii

cause we ourselves created the new lil

style. Some help will come from moleci)

lar biological research, aimed at linkiiil

particular risks to particular genes, art

hence at identifying for each of us th

particular dangers to which our particula

genes predispose us. However, society as i

whole doesn't have to wait for such Tt

search. It is already clear what change

would minimize many (though not all

risks for most of us. Those changes in

elude: not smoking; exercising regularl]

limiting our intake of total calories, alec

hoi, salt, sugar, and saturated fats; am
increasing our intake of fiber, calcium

and complex carbohydrates.

This advice is so banally familiar tha

it's embarrassing to repeat it. Repetitio;

merely reemphasizes that the sweet deat)

of diabetes, and other leading twentietK

century killers, kill us only with our ow)

permission. The words of Ralph Waldi

Emerson, written in another context, ap

ply as well to dietary sugar today and t

diabetes-linked genes yesterday: "Ever

sweet has its sour, every evil its good."

JaredDiamond studies evolutionary biol

ogy and teaches physiology at UCL/
Medical School.
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This Vtfw of Life

Mozart and Modularity
How could a mere child be so transcendent in one arena

but so ordinary in all other ways?

by Stephen Jay Gould

Daines Barrington (1727-1800), an

English lawyer and wealthy member of

the lesser nobility, published so many
short articles on such a variety of subjects

that he could scarcely avoid a reputation

as a dilettante. In numerous communica-

tions to the Royal Society of London, he

discussed the landing place of Caesar in

Britain, the nonuniversality of Noah's

flood, the antiquity of playing cards, and

the death of Dolly Pentreath, the last na-

tive speaker of Cornish (an extinct branch

of the Celtic languages). Some of his col-

leagues considered him superficial and

overly credulous. One detractor even com-

posed a heroic couplet in his dishonor:

Pray then, what think ye of our

famous Daines?

Think of a man denied by Nature

brains!

Then, in 1764, Barrington happened

upon something truly important. But

stung by rebukes for his previous careless-

ness and hyperbole, he proceeded cau-

tiously. He waited six years before pub-

lishing his observations as a note in the

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society ofLondon, Britain's leading scien-

tific journal, then and now. And he began

his article by invoking the classical liter-

ary form for understatement—litotes.

(These Greek terms for parts of speech

and forms of rhetoric have paralyzed gen-

erations of schoolchildren who can't re-

member the difference between a dactyl

and a synecdoche. Monty Python got back

at professorial pedants by making great

merriment with "litotes" and its improb-

able sound.) Litotes (from the Greek litos,
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meaning "small" or "meager") is a form

of understatement that expresses an affir-

mative by the negative of its contrary—as

in "not bad" for "good." In his opening

paragraph, Barrington used litotes in a

near apology to readers for taking their

time:

If I was to send you a well attested account

of a boy who measured seven feet in height

when he was not more than eight years of

age, it might be considered as not undeserv-

ing the notice of the Royal Society.

In his second paragraph, Barrington

sneaked up a bit further upon his actual

discovery:

The instance which I now desire you will

communicate to that learned body, of as

early an exertion of most extraordinary mu-
sical talents, seems perhaps equally to

claim their attention.

The third paragraph, although only in

historical retrospect, drops the bombshell:

Joannes Chrysostomus Wolfgangus The-
ophilus Mozart, was bom at Saltzbourg

[sic] in Bavaria [sic again] , on the 1 7th of

January, 1756 [sic thrice, for Mozart was
born on January 27]. . . . Upon leaving

Paris [in 1764 at age eight] he came to

England, where he continued more than a

year. As during this time I was witness to

his most extraordinary abilities as a musi-

cian, both at some publick concerts, and
likewise by having been alone with him for

a considerable time at his father's house; I

send you the following account, amazing
and incredible almost as it may appear.

Litotes had ceded to overt wonderment.

Mozart's skills were so astounding that

Barrington even doubted his extreme

youth; could father Leopold's game be an

elaborate ruse, passing off" a well-traine

adult midget as a young son? Barringtc

delayed publication for six years until I

could obtain proof in the form of Mozart!

birth certificate from the register of Sail

burg, "procured from his excellenc

Count Haslang, envoy extraordinary an

minister plenipotentiary of the electors

Bavaria and Palatine" (you just gotta b
lieve somebody with a title like that).

Leopold Mozart made quite a busina

of showing off" his precocious son. Barrim

ton, graced with a private visit, proceed*!

as any intellectual would: he tested eigB

year-old Wolfgang for a variety of musi(

skills in reading, memory, and improvii

tion, and his letter to the Royal Society is

report of his impressions. (I learned abo;

this publication at a special exhibit of tl

British Museum. Barrington's article,

titled "Account of a very remarkab

young musician," appeared in 1770,

volume 60 of the Philosophical Transa

tions. The notion that young Mozart h:

served as subject for a scientific paper

England's leading journal was too much
resist for this forum. What better symb

could we possibly advance for the fruitf

interaction of art and science?)

One issue, above all, intrigued Barrin

ton as he observed Mozart and affirmed

spades all the reports he had heard abo

the young child's precocity (for Barrin

ton sought, in this article, to plumb tl

nature of genius itself, not merely to exp

cate Mozart, who, remember, was thi

just a remarkable little boy, not yet an io

of Western achievement): appare

"wholeness" must be decomposable in

separate modules, each subject to ind
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pendent development. How else could a

mere child be so transcendent in one par-

ticular arena but ordinary in all other

ways? This idea of dissociability must pro-

vide a key to understanding human tal-

ents: genius is not integral but must result

from a hypertrophy of particular modules.

Barrington cites two examples of

dissociation in grasping the nature of ge-

nius. First, he marvels at Mozart's musical

sophistication in an otherwise ordinary

and rambunctious eight-year-old boy. If

young Wolfgang had been a miniature

adult, as adept in manners as in music,

then genius might be portrayed as inte-

gral, but he acted like an ordinary kid in

all areas outside his special talent:

I must own that I could not help suspecting

his father imposed with regard to the real

age of the boy, though he had not only a

most childish appearance, but likewise had
all the actions of that stage of life. For

example, whilst he was playing to me, a

favorite cat came in, upon which he imme-
diately left his harpsichord, nor could we
bring him back for a considerable time. He
would also sometimes run about the room
with a stick between his legs by way of

horse.

Second, Barrington gained some insight

about the dissociability of basic emotions.

He asked Mozart to improvise songs ex-

pressing particular emotions—a song of

love and a song of anger. Again, Barring-

ton took refuge in litotes to express his

wonder at the successful result:

[The love song] had a first and a second

part, which . . . was of the length that opera

songs generally last: if this extemporary

composition was not amazingly capital, yet

it was really above mediocrity, and showed
most extraordinary readiness of invention.

The song of rage was even more dra-

matically successful:

This lasted also about the same time with

the Song of Love; and in the middle of it, he

had worked himself up to such a pitch, that

he beat his harpsichord like a person pos-

sessed, rising sometimes in his chair.

But how could an eight-year-old boy,

with presumably limited experience, at

least of sexual love, so abstract and distill

these basic modules of our emotional rep-

ertoire? This could only be possible, Bar-

rington reasoned, if the fundamental emo-

tions themselves are genuinely dissociable

packages. Our totality must be an amal-

gam of separable components.

We have, before and ever since, been

fascinated with such "splinter skills"

—

extraordinary talents in otherwise undis-

tinguished or even severely handicapped

people—for the same reason that so in-

trigued Barrington: such dissociation

seems to argue for a separate origin and

causation of talents that we would prefer

to view—but cannot on this evidence—as

expressions of a more general genius. We
all know the standard examples of chess

grandmasters who cannot balance their

check books and mentally handicapped

people with prodigious skills in apparently

instantaneous numerical calculation or

reckoning the day of the week for any date

over centuries or millennia.

For all the criticism that Barrington re-

ceived as an injudicious dilettante, this

time he chose well—both in subject and

argument. For the principle of disso-

ciation, and construction from separable

modules, is central to our understanding

of any complex system that arises by natu-

ral evolution. Barrington chose the right

issue for his wonderment—and the

breadth of application extends well be-

yond divine Mozart to the evolution of any

complex organism and the structure of

mind. Integral wholeness may sound

warm, fuzzy, and romantic, but disso-

ciability is the necessary way of the world.

Since principles are often best illus-

trated by exposing the fallacy of their con-

traries, I present the most important, and

probably most intelligent, argument e\r

raised against evolution by a great scit-

tist in the turbulent generation befc:

Darwin. In the Discours preliminaire ) \

his four-volume work on fossil vertebrat,

published in 1 8 1 2, Georges Cuvier denil

:

the possibility of evolution by affirmij

the doctrine of intrinsic and nond-

sociable wholeness.

Cuvier designated his principle as "t;

correlation of parts," maintaining that 1

features of an organism are intricately (-

signed and coordinated to function in

certain optimal way. No part can chan;

.

by itself. Any conceivable alteration \ i

one organ would require the redesign f

:

every other feature, for optimal functii

requires complete integration:

Every organized individual forms an ent

;

system of its own, all the parts of whii

mutually correspond, and concur to p-

duce a certain definite purpose, by recip -

cal reaction, or by combining towards is i

same end. Hence none of these separ; i

parts can change their forms without a c -

responding change in the other parts of ;

same animal, and consequently each f

these parts, taken separately, indicates 1

the other parts to which it belonged.

As the last phrase shows, Cuvier u! i

this principle primarily to argue that

;

could reconstruct entire organisms frl

fossil fragments, since one bone impUe a

necessary shape for all others (see my (

-

umn of June 1990). But Cuvier hac i

second and even grander motive—the -

nial of evolution. How can transmutat i

occur if parts cannot alter separately O) t

least with some degree of independen ?

If each tiny modification required a re -

sign of every other feature, then inen

itself must debar evolution. How can :

imagine a coordinated change of all ps s

every time some minute advantage mij.t

:

attend a slight alteration in one featu ?

Cuvier continued:

Animals have certain fixed and natt I

characters, which resist the effects of ev \

kind of influence, whether proceeding fr i

natural causes or human interference; i i

we have not the smallest reason to susp t

that time has any more effect upon th ^

than climate.

I call this argument intelligent becai:

its logic is impeccable. If parts were '

dissociable, then evolution could not

cur. "All for one" might be good moral \

for a Musketeer but cannot describe i
pathway of natural change in complex s|

terns.

Logical arguments are only as go

their premises. The chain of infereil

may be irrefutable, but if the premisel

false, then the conclusion must fail as wj

To cite the harsh motto of our compul
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age: GIGO, or garbage in, garbage out (no

matter how phenomenal the inner work-

ings of the machine).

Cuvier's logic was correct, but his

premise of total integrity is false. Evolu-

tion does proceed (as it must) by dissociat-

ing complex systems into parts, or mod-

ules, made of a few correlated features,

and by altering the various units at differ-

ing rates and times. Biologists refer to this

principle as "mosaic evolution," and we

need look no further than the history of

our own species. Human ancestors, like

Lucy and her early australopithecine

cousins, evolved an upright posture of

nearly modem design before any substan-

tial enlargement of the brain had oc-

curred.

This cardinal principle of dissociability

works just as well for the mental complex-

ities of emotions and intelligence as for

designs of entire bodies. As he began to

compile the notes that would lead to his

evolutionary theory, Charles Darwin rec-

ognized that he could not give an evolu-

tionary account of human emotions with-

out the principles of modularity and

dissociation.

He wished, for example, to trace facial

gestures to antecedent states in ancestral

animals. But if the human set is an inte-

grated array, locked together by our

unique consciousness, then a historical ori-

gin from simpler systems becomes impos-

sible. Darwin recognized that two prin-

ciples must underlie the possibility of

evolution. First, gestures cannot be sub-

ject to fully conscious control; some, at

least, must represent automatic, evolved

responses. As evidence for ancestral

states, Darwin cited several gestures that

make no sense with our modem morphol-

ogy but that must have served our fore-

bears well. In sneering, we tighten our

upper lips and raise them in the region of

our canine teeth. This motion once ex-

posed the fighting weapons of our ance

tors (as it uncovers the long and shai

canines in many modem mammals thi

perform the same gesture), but hums
canines are no bigger than our other teet

and this inherited reaction has lost its ori,

inal function.

Second, just as young Mozart cou

separate and abstract single emotion

Darwin realized that standard facial ge

tures must be modules of largely indepe

dent action—and that the human em
tional repertoire must represent a co

catenation of separate links rather thj

facets of an unbreakable totality. Evol

tion can mix, match, and modify indepe

dently. Otherwise we face Cuvier's c

lemma: if all emotions are inextricab

bound by their status as interacting, op'

mal expressions, then how can anythii

ever change?

Late in his life, Darwin wrote an enti

book on this subject, The Expression

the Emotions in Man and Animc
(1872). But his youthful jottings in the s

called M Notebook of 1838, hastily scri

bled in the months before he codified I

theory of natural selection in Septemb

of that year, are even more compelling f

their telegraphic expression of exciteme

in discovery and novel explanation. D;

win later labeled this notebook as "full

Metaphysics on Morals and Speculatic

on Expression." His notes on emotioi

gestures center on modularity and its i

portance for evolutionary explanatic

Each feeling is linked to a gesture (oft

quite complex); we have limited cont

over the form of a gesture, and its evo

tionary meaning must often be sought ii

lost ancestral function. Darwin wrote:

He may despise a man and say nothing, I

without a most distinct will, he will fine

hard to keep his lip from stiffening over

canine teeth.— He may feel satisfied w
himself, and though dreading to say so,

step will grow erect and stiff like that

turkey. . . . With respect to sneering, t

very essence of an habitual movement
continuing it when useless,—therefore ii

here continued when . . . uncovering the <

nine [is] useless.

Darwin then speculates on the furtl

evolution of emotions treated as sepan

entities. He argues that sighing is still

rectly useful in humans "to reUeve circu

tion after stillness." Yet we might retij

the gesture as a sign for an accompanyi

emotion even if the physiological bene

disappeared: "If organization v/v

changed, I conceive sighing might yet

main just like sneering does."

I received my clearest insight into tl

modularity of facial expressions not frc|

any scientific writing but from viewing
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world's greatest sculpture: Michelangelo's

Moses in the church of San Pietro in

Vincoli (Saint Peter in Chains), in Rome.

Moses, bearing the tablets of the Ten

Commandments, has just come down

from Mount Sinai. Suffused with holiness

and with joy at the gift he may now bestow

upon his people, he looks around only to

see the Israelites worshiping the golden

calf. His face is a maelstrom of emotions:

zeal and ardor for what he has witnessed

on the mountain, rage at his people for

their transgression, deep sorrow for hu-

man weaknesses. The sublimity of the

statue lies in the richness of this mixture

upon one face—as if Moses is truly Every-

man (and in every major state of feeling).

I visited this statue several times and

felt its power but could not grasp how

Michelangelo had put so much into one

face. On my last trip, and largely by

chance, I think that I found a guide to the

solution. Michelangelo understood

—

whether viscerally or explicitly, I do not

know—the principle of modularity. When
I focused on one feature and covered the

rest of the face, I saw only one emotion

each time. The eyebrows speak one mes-

sage, the nose another, the Ups a third. The
rich face can be decomposed into modules

of feeling, but the totality stuns us by

integration.

Many of the most famous experiments

in animal ethology affirm and extend the

principle of modularity. Consider Niko

Tinbergen's classic work on begging for

food in newly hatched gulls (so beautifully

described in his charming book The Her-

ring Gull's World). The newborns peck

vigorously at their parent's beak, appar-

ently aiming for a red spot near the tip of

the mandible. If an infant makes proper

contact, the parent regurgitates a parcel

of food and the baby gull gets its first

meal.

But what inspires the pecking behavior?

The baby gull has no conscious under-

standing of a reward to be gained. It has

never eaten before and cannot know what

a knock on a parent's bill will provide. The
behavior must be innate and unlearned.

At what, then, does the baby bird direct

its pecks? At first consideration, one

might conjecture that the entire form or

gestalt of the parent would provide an

optimal target. After all, what could be

more appeaUng than the parent's total-

ity—a full, three-dimensional image with

the right movements and odors. But con-

sider the issue a bit more deeply: the

hatchling has never seen a bird. Can the

complexities of the entire parental form

be engrafted innately upon its untested

brain? Wouldn't it be more reasonable

—

easier to program if you will—for the

hatchling to respond to one or a few ab-

stract particulars, that is, to modules ex-

tracted from the total form?

In an exhaustive series of experiments,

Tinbergen showed that hatchling gulls do

respond to modules and abstractior

They peck preferentially at long ai

skinny things, red things, and regions

markedly contrasting colors. As an effe

of this simplified modularity, they hit tl

red spot at the tip of the parental bill—t]

only red region at the end of a long objei

in an area of contrasting color with si

rounding yellow. Complex totality may 1

beyond the cognitive capacity of a hate

ling gull, but any rich object can be brokii

down to simpler components, and th

built up. Any developing complexity!

whether in the cognitive growth of an inc

vidual or the evolution of a lineage-—
mj

require this principle of construction fro

modules.

If a hatchling gull favors abstractii

(and doesn't perceive parental totalit;

then Tinbergen reasoned that he mig

construct a "super-gull"—a model exa

gerating the key modules. This "ii

proved" version might elicit more atte

tion than the actual parents themselvi

This idea bore fruit as hatchlings p;

ferred several rather un-gull-like dumm
to real birds. For example, narrow stic

longer than real bills, and color patcl-

more starkly contrasted with surroundir

than the red spot on an actual bill, eUcit

more pecks from hatchlings than did

accurately modeled head.

Tinbergen then -generalized these (

servations to the important concept o

"super-normal stimulus"—an artific

exaggeration that elicits more favor or

sponse than the feature itself. (In his bo

Tinbergen includes an amusing discussi

of his struggle to find a good name for t

phenomenon. He first spoke of a "sup

optimal" stimulus but finally rejected 1

term as oxymoronic—for, by definitii

optima cannot be exceeded. He then

marks that " 'supernatural' would be

good tebn, if it were not used already

another sense." Finally, he settled up

"super-normal.")

Many animals exploit this modu
principle of supernormal stimuli to gi

advantage over others. In the classical i

ample, cuckoos subvert the propensities

their hosts to feed any chick in the n^

that rises higher, squawks louder, or ope

its beak wider. The mother cuckoo lays

egg in another bird's nest. The egg itselJ

an accurate mimic and often can't be d

tinguished from the host's own produc

But the cuckoo hatchling quickly

strips its nestmates in growth and m
even toss them out to their death. T
unwitting adult hosts, fooled by the sup

normal stimuli arising from the large, lo

cuckoo chick, continue to feed the usurf

and murderer.

Obviously, if modularity didn't oft
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rule over accurate perception of totalities,

supernormal stimuli would not exist. Host

parents would know their own children

and reject the cuckoo. Hatchling gulls

would peck at parental beaks (that might

feed them), rather than at cardboard

dummies with exaggerated features.

Modularity pervades all neurological

organization, right up to what Darwin

called "the citadel itself—human cogni-

tion. This principle of breaking complex-

ity into dissociable units does not disap-

pear at the apex of known organization.

We might not be fooled in toto by the

analog of a cuckoo chick, but the fashion

industry knows how well, and how sheep-

ishly, we respond to a plethora of super-

normal stimuli.

Interestingly, Darwin accompanied his

M-notebook jottings on the modularity of

emotional gestures with similar state-

ments about cognitive items and units:

People who can multiply large numbers in

their head must have this high faculty, yet

not clever people. . . . The great calcu-

lators, from the confined nature of their

associations (is it not so in punning) are

people of very limited intellects, and in the

same way are chess players. . . . The son of

a fruiterer in Bond St. was so great a fool

that his father only left him a guinea a

week, yet he was inimitable chess player.

The concept of modularity, explicitly so

called, lies at the heart of much innovative

research in cognitive science. The brain

does a great deal of work by complex

coordination among its parts, but we have

also known for a long time that highly

particular aptitudes and behaviors map to

specific portions of the cerebral cortex.

The modules are often stunningly precise

and particular, as illustrated by unusual

losses and misperceptions of people who
have suffered damage to highly localized

regions of cortex {see Oliver Sacks's won-

derful book The Man Who Mistook His

Wifefor a Hat). The September 1 9, 1 99 1

,

issue of Nature tells the remarkable story

of two men who suffered localized strokes

that seriously impaired their ability to use

and recognize vowels, but not consonants.

Surely, we would have regarded our sepa-

ration of sounds into vowels and conso-

nants as an artificial division of a total-

ity—yet this distinction may record a

deeper mapping of cerebral modules i^see

R. Cubelli, "A selective deficit for writing

vowels in acquired dysgraphia," Nature,

vol. 353, pp. 258-60).

Mozart was not yet Mozart when
Daines Barrington witnessed his incred-

ible performance. He was just a bratty kid

at the acme of precocity. In fact, Barring-

,|(-06C^

ton even speculated on his potential fc

future contributions. He spoke of anotht

prodigy named John Barratier who knc
Latin at four, Hebrew at six, and wh
translated the travels of Rabbi Benjamii

complete with learned notes and glosse

at eleven. But we know little of Barratif

today because he died before the age c

twenty.

Barrington notes the unhappy tendenc

of geniuses to die young, and he express!

his hope for Mozart by comparing hii

with England's greatest musical guest, tl

German emigre Handel. Young Hand'

may not have been quite so precocious

;

Mozart, but he did live a long and remar
ably productive life, from 1685 to 175

and Barrington took comfort:

I am the more glad to state this short cor

parison between these two early prodigi

in music, as it may be hoped that litt

Mozart may possibly attain to the san

advanced years as Handel, contrary to tl

common observation that such ingen

praecocia are generally short lived.

Barrington got half his wish. Moza
lived long enough to become Mozart b

died so young, at thirty-five, that his eai

demise has become the canonical examp
of a genre—the tragic and uncertain liv

led by so many artists. (I learned of Bs

rington's article in an exhibit marking t)

bicentennial of Mozart's death. I wri

this essay during the month of the anniv

sary itself. I wish that I were composi

this at the proper Handelian distance

forty years hence, which would be goi

for Mozart and good for me too.)

Daines Barrington thought that he w
writing a scientific article about D

modularity of human abilities. The Ian

exaltation of Mozart makes us view 1

work in a more particular light—as a te

mony about the early life of everyora

favorite musical prodigy. Is Barringtoi

article part of science or of art? Perha)

for once, these are truly false moduli

and our intellectual life would benefit

more integration. If Mozart had died \

fore Idomeneo (his teen-aged opera), Bi

rington's article would endure as a

spectable scientific account of a gene:

musical prodigy. I thank God for D
Giovanni (I even thank Him for eve

Musak rendition of Eine Kleine Naci

musik). But even if Mozart had died

childhood, in the frosts of an English w
ter (in their damned buildings withe

central heating), his contribution to c

understanding of the human mind woi

be no mean thing, no small potatoes.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, ge

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvc

University.
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Worlds in Contac

The Vikings and the Eskimos
DidBjami Herjolfsson discover America?

by Samuel M. Wilson

The Vikings, the Scandinavian mari-

ners who plundered European coasts from

the eighth through the tenth century, are

not remembered for their gentle manners.

The Groenlendinga Saga, one of the

Norse heroic narratives, begins by telling

how, because of some killings, Thorvald

and his son Erik the Red left Norway for

Iceland. By this time, a.d. 982, Iceland

was extensively settled. Erik married

Thjodhild, and they had a son, who bore

the name Leif Eriksson. After more

killings, expulsion from one town and

fights with other men at another, Erik was

banned from Iceland.

He fitted out his ship for sea in Eiriksvag,

and told the people there that he meant to

look for the land that Gunnbjom Ulf-

Krakuson had sighted when he was storm-

driven west across the ocean—Gunn-
bjarnarsker, or GunnbjSrn's Skerries. He
would be coming back, Erik said, to get in

touch with his friends should he discover

that land [retold from The Norse Atlantic

Saga, translated by Gwen Jones, Oxford

University Press, 1986].

In A.D. 984, Erik the Red found the land

Gunnbjom had described, and set out to

build a new colony: "He called the coun-

try he had discovered Greenland, for he

argued that men would be drawn to go

there if the land had an attractive name."

Sixteen years later, a prosperous and

widely traveled Norse captain named
Bjami Herjolfsson sailed from Europe to

Iceland, where he was in the habit of

spending every other winter with his fa-

ther. On his arrival that winter, however,

Herjolfsson found that his father had sold

his farm and gone to Erik's colony on

Greenland, and so he followed in his fifty-

foot sailing ship. He had no map of the

route or compass (nor did anyone else at

that time), and he was going to a place he

had never been. He ran into bad weather

and was swept to a coast that did not

answer to the formidable descriptions of
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the mountains and glaciers of Greenland.

Bjami Herjolfsson had found the coast

of Labrador, the easternmost part of con-

tinental North America, a land covered

with forests and low hills. But he was look-

ing for his father, not a New World, so he

tumed around without landing and sailed

two days back to Greenland. This makes

Bjami Herjolfsson the first European on

record ever to have seen the New World,

and about the most forgotten name in the

history of the "discovery" of the Americas

(among those whose names we do know).

The five-hundredth anniversary of Her-

jolfsson's voyage would have fallen only

eight years after Columbus landed in the

Caribbean. But neither Columbus—who
traveled to Iceland on one of his early

voyages as a merchant seaman—nor any-

one else among the fifteenth-century

scholars and sailors interested in sailing

west across the Atlantic was aware of

Herjolfsson or his discovery.

Herjolfsson told the story of his detour

to Erik and others, and later Leif Eriksson

went to explore this new coast. Not to be

outdone by his father's euphemistic label-

ing of Greenland, Leif called the place

Vinland hit goda, or "Wineland the good,"

although wine grapes could not possibly

grow there. (Some argue that this wild

exaggeration results from a mistaken

transmission of the Norse sagas, whereby

vin, or "grassland," was confused with vin,

"wine").

On Vinland, the Vikings discovered

people, whom they called Skraelings (bar-

barians). Just who these people were has

been a subject of scholarly debate. They
may have been arctic sea people—Eski-

mos or their predecessors—but archeolo-

gist Robert McGhee proposes that they

were Algonquian-speaking Indians of the

Atlantic northeast, who could have trav-

eled this far north each summer. Whoever

these Skraelings were, the first recorded

interaction between New World and Old

World people was a disaster—and alm(

eerily prophetic for subsequent Europe?

Indian interactions. Leif lent his ship >

his brother Thorvald, who sailed for tt

North American coast. Thorvald founci

large, flat headland on a forested b',

walked around for a while, and declarii,

"This is a lovely place, and here I sho\i

like to make my home."

Then they made for the ship, and saw th ;

mounds on the sands up inside the he -

land. They walked up to them and could ;

three skin-boats there, and three men urn c

each. So they divided forces and laid hai s

on them all, except for one who got av f

with his canoe. The other eight they kill

,

and afterwards walked back to the he -

land, where they had a good look aroi i

and could see various mounds on up :

fjord which they judged to be human hi -

tations.

Act 1, scene 2 of the encounter of 1

3

'

worlds begins an hour or two later, a1

Thorvald and his men have had a nap

"Rouse ye, Thorvald, and all your cc -

pany, if you would stay alive. Back to y,r

ship with all your men, and leave this h 1

as fast as you can!" With that there cat

from inside the fjord a countless fleet f

skin-boats and attacked them.

Although Thorvald was killed in is

battle, he turns up in later stories, le

indication that the sagas are far from ri-

able historical documents. They were -

ten written down centuries after the eve s

they describe took place. But the archu

logical site of L'Anse aux Meadows, tt
•

the northem tip of the island of Ni

foundland, testifies unequivocally to

Norse presence there.

The attempts to colonize Vinland las

a few more years after Thorvald's mis

venture but ultimately were unsuccessi

According to the sagas, the venture >

doomed by Skraeling hostility and ini

nal fighting among the Norse. Possi

Vinland was also just too far away ft
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Greenland, Iceland, and the Norwegian

homeland for a colony to survive there.

Greenland ultimately suffered the same

fate, but more slowly.

According to the testimony of the

Norse sagas, Erik the Red did not find

people on the southern tip of Greenland,

only "habitations of men, fragments of

boats of skin, and stone artifacts, from

which it may be seen that the same kind of

people had passed that way as those that

inhabited Vinland, whom the Greenland-

ers called Skraelings." Apart from this

observation, there is very little mention of

interactions with New World people on

Greenland in the early years. The Histo-

ria Norvegiae (a history by an unknown

author written about a.d. 1170) records

fights with the Skraelings about a.d.

1 150, and there are early descriptions of

them as "horribly ugly, hairy, and swar-

thy, with great black eyes." For the most

part, however, until the final days of the

Norse colonization of Greenland, in the

1400s, the island's cohabitants are

scarcely mentioned.

The Skraelings whom the Vikings first

encountered on Greenland, or at least

those who shared the island with the

Norse for most of the time that followed,

were the Eskimos. Historians and archeol-

ogists concerned with this era call them

the Thule; their modem-day descendants

are more properly known as the Inuit. By

coincidence, both the Thule and the Norse

had reached Greenland at about the same

time, setting to work to colonize the island

as a new extension of their territory. Nei-

ther were Greenland's first settlers, how-

ever: people had already lived there for

nearly 3,000 years.

The first colonizers of Greenland did

not head for the relatively mild southern

tip chosen by the Norse, but instead colo-

nized the northern tip, the most northerly

bit of land in the world. Lying just 450

miles from the pole, the land is now called

Peary Land, after the admiral. When they

arrived, these first inhabitants were al-

ready well adapted to life above the Arctic

Circle, making tools that archeologists as-

sign to the arctic small tool tradition. They

lived in small tents (less than ten feet in

diameter) during both winter and summer

and moved their settlements often. Unlike

the later Thule, however, they preferred to

hunt land mammals such as musk ox and

caribou instead of sea mammals, and the

archeological evidence that they used dog

sleds and kayaks is equivocal.

In Greenland and the eastern part of

arctic North America, these early inhabit-

ants slowly transformed their life style and

materiaf repertoire into what archeolo-

gists call the Dorset tradition. These

"Paleo-Eskimos" hunted both land and

sea mammals, occupying some settle-

ments for longer and longer periods. Dor-

set artifacts are more Uke those that Thule

and later Inuit of the northern ice might

have used—dog sleds, shoes for snow and

ice, kayak parts, large knives similar to

those used more recently to make snow

houses, or igloos, and harpoons for hunting

seals, walruses, and even larger arctic sea

mammals.

The earliest Vikings to reach Greenland

may have encountered people of the Dor-

set tradition, but the latter may have al-

ready been replaced by the Thule, whc

were moving from west to east. The ori-

gins of the Thule people are obscure, bui

the similarity of their culture to that founc

in the western Arctic suggests that the;

traveled from Siberia, the Bering Strait

and northern Alaska across 5,000 miles o

frozen coasts, pack ice, glacial outlets, sea

sonal passages of open water, and hun

dreds of islands of the Canadian Arctic

Their superior adaptation to the arcti
•

environment allowed them to cross thi

territory in a few centuries or less, displac

ing or assimilating the local groups the
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encountered. The Thule were emphati-

cally sea people, hunting seals, walruses,

and especially baleen whales (their favor-

ite was the bowhead whale, which aver-

ages forty feet in length and weighs about

forty tons).

There is good archeological evidence

for Thule settlements on the coast of

Greenland by a.d. 1 100 and some sugges-

tion that the first Thule migrants arrived

even earlier. Don Dumond's interesting

and readable book The Eskimos and

Aleuts (Thames and Hudson, 1987) puts

Thule people on Ruin Island off the coast

of northern Greenland before a.d. 1000.

And Moreau Maxwell, in Prehistory of
the Eastern Arctic (Academic, 1985), dis-

cusses the carbon-14 dating of the early

Thule expansion and suggests that the

dates for the first wave of immigrants

might be in the 900s, rather than the

1000-1100 date usually assumed (al-

;hough he also warns that radiocarbon

dating in the Arctic is a very tricky busi-

less). According to Maxwell, one of the

lurprising points

s the evidence emerging since the 1970s of

itrong Norse contact. Since the Norse sa-

;as refer to voyages no farther north than

Jpernivik (73° north latitude) and then

)nly in the fourteenth century, it had long

)een assumed that Thule sites with metal
)bjects must have been late in the se-

luence. It is now clear that the Norse were
)enetrating northwards at least as far as 79°

lorth latitude less than 50 years after the

nitial Norse settlement of Brattalid [Erik's

arm] on southern Greenland.

)ther recent archeological research

hows Thule settlers moving steadily down
he coasts from northern Greenland, trad-

ng walrus ivory for European goods.

The Norse colony in Greenland con-

isted of two scattered settlements, Bratta-

id and other homesteads to the east and

mother group sixty miles to the west.

Vhat became of them? The question has

)een debated since the colony failed. Ar-

:heologist Thomas McGovem examines

he question from many angles in a fasci-

lating article, "Cows, Harp Seals, and

"hurch Bells: Adaptation and Extinction

n Norse Greenland" (Human Ecology,

980). He looks at fluctuating global cli-

nate, the Norse economy, the hierarchi-

!
al organization of their society, and their

interactions with the Thule. The question

hat underlies his discussion is, why did

he Norse hold so strongly to unsuccessful

'European ways, when the Thule offered

n ever-present example of better ways of

urviving in Greenland?

! McGovem says that several factors are

ivoived. For one thing the Norse econ-

my worked all right when the climate

was good but was unstable when it deterio-

rated after 1200, during the period of

global cooling known as the Little Ice

Age. Ultimately he blames the demise of

the colony on the Greenlander elite, who
held the outpost to old and ineffective

ways until it could no longer survive.

A report from about 1340 says that

"now the Skraelings have the entire West

Settlement; but there are horses, goats,

cows and sheep, all wild. There are no

people, neither Christians nor heathens."

Did the Skraelings kill all the colonists? It

is doubtful, for even though their relations

were sometimes violent, they had lived

side by side for a long time, the Thule near

the mouths of the fjords and the Norse

deeper within. More likely, the colony

grew smaller and smaller and less able to

sustain itself, while events in northern Eu-

rope made Scandinavian traders less will-

ing to cross the dangerous Atlantic to

trade with those who remained. The col-

ony is last mentioned in documents from

1 409, and the archeological evidence sug-

gests that the eastern settlement was com-

pletely deserted by the end of the 1 400s.

The descendants of the Thule, the Inuit,

eventually occupied all of Greenland's

coast. They took Admiral Peary to the

North Pole and still live on the island.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropology

at the University of Texas at Austin.
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The Ice Man Dawdleth
What took the Bronze Age so long?

by Roger L. Welsch

Anyone who knows me will agree that I

have shown remarkable restraint in not

dedicating one of these columns to a dis-

cussion of the recent theory that dinosaurs

were driven to extinction, not by cold, star-

vation, meteors, or Ninja turtles, but by

their own flatulence. As if that were not

enough—for those of us who seek the well-

springs of humor, at any rate—the theory

continues that we humans may be ap-

proaching a similar fate because we feed

beet silage and molasses cakes to cattle.

Lxjving liver and onions as I do, I find it

difficult to pass up a straight line like that,

not to mention the poetic justice of it all.

But that's okay. It's not as if I haven't

had other opportunities to explore the is-

sue. I don't spend all my life sitting at a

word processor, and you can bet that the

fellows up at the Chew 'n' Chat Cafe

observe no artificial restraints in their in-

vestigations of current scientific concerns.

In fact, I'll bet we have spent more time

the past few months here in Dannebrog

talking about dinosaur indiscretions than

have all the paleontologists, ecologists,

and flatuologists in all the universities

west of the Missouri River.

Second only to dinosaur flatulence at

the village think tank has been the topic of

the Bronze Age man discovered not long

ago, thawing from glacial ice between

Austria and Italy after four thousand

years in the freezer, give or take a millen-

nium. Over coff'ee and pancakes at the

cafe, we ordinary men and women have

wrestled with the same questions puzzling

scientists: Where was the Ice Man, as he

has come to be known, going? What was

he doing? Who was he? How did he die?

What is the meaning of the possessions he

was carrying with him? There are as many
theories as questions.

Just the other morning, Mick the Car-

penter, Luke the Assistant Carpenter,

Woodrow the Plumber, my wife (Lovely

Linda), and I were settling international

problems over breakfast, and Woodrow

tapped his forefinger on the latest artic

about the Ice Man in the local newspape

"It says here, the Ice Man was wearii

soft leather shoes stufi'ed with gras

Those are apres-ski boots, sure as shootii

And this guy was alone. My theory is thi

the dude was just off" the ski slopes ai

was waiting for a shuttle to take him to tl

nearest singles bar."

Mick picked up the newspap*

scanned it a moment, and said, "At
You're wrong. It says here he had a litt

bag with some flint and grass in it, obi

ously a primitive cigarette lighter. TI

poor pilgrim had already arrived at tl

bar. He almost certainly was about to lig

up a smoke, was hassled by some nci

smokers, stepped outside to get them

his back, and froze to death, a victims

misguided health nuts." Mick pulled om
cigarette and his lighter, tacitly daring *

nonsmokers among us to murder him

sending him and his cigarette out into tl

Nebraska cold, considerably more ofl

threat than any Tirolean glacier.

CeCe, the waitress and cafe enforo

leaned over Woodrow's shoulder, tooM

look at the newspaper item, and offer*

"It says here he is an Ice Man. The mi

tery is solved: his mother told him, 'Youi

a nice man, son. Why don't you go out ai

find yourself a nice girl?'
"

CeCe realized at once that with tJ

groaner she canceled whatever chance s

had of getting a tip from the momi'

tightwads, so right away she reloaded ai

fired again: "Actually, since he's a ms

he probably just got lost and was too dm
to ask directions. Rather than lower hi

self and admit he was lost, he preferred

sit down on a glacier and die."

"No," Luke said by way of a rejoint

to CeCe—a risky venture. "I'm betti

this poor guy's wife got a headache a

sent him to the drugstore for some aspi

in the middle of an Ice Age night wl

even saber-toothed tigers and mammoi
knew enough to stay at home by the fin
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"Oh boy," sighed Woodrpw. "This arti-

; lists everything the Ice Man had with

Ti, and there's no mention of aspirins,

lat means the drugstore was closed by

; time he got there and he never got

5m. Can you imagine the explaining

'11 have to do when he gets home?"

At that point Lovely Linda spoke up.

)w, when Linda steps up to the micro-

one, folks pay attention. She is quiet,

y, pretty, dam near fragile, but she has,

the more diplomatic say around here, a

y with words. Men who have crossed

rbal swords with her, or, more accu-

.ely, tried to cross verbal swords with

r, exit the occasion wishing they had

cen on something a lot more fun—like

estling a wounded grizzly bear with

I bs or checking out a big sale at Vic-

I
ia's Secret. Linda can be that tough.

I For example, last summer we hired

L&W (Mick, Luke, and Woodrow)

instruction to add a room to our house.

ley promised to have the work done in

weeks. Alas, they were still camped on

; ; shady side of our house, cutting boards

d bending nails, four months later,

lick and Luke were always busy, but

I thing much was getting done. When
isy did finally finish the room, however,

c work was excellent and so, as we sur-

ged the finished product, I said, "You
\ow, you guys should take some photos

lithis room and post them in lumberyards

i| around the area. You'd have work for

\i rest of your life."

i"And," Linda said softly, "that's if you

lily get one job." Later, up at the cafe,

jick, Luke, and I agreed that not one of

I had ever heard such loud silence in the

7 years of our collective lives.

;So, when Lovely Linda cleared her

Ifoat during the Ice Man discussion the

(iier day, she had an immediate, if appre-

Insive, audience. "I think," she said to no

<ie of us in particular, "that the scientists

a wrong about the hatchet and knife the

h Man was carrying. Same with the

sticks and points they're calling bows and

arrows. And the string bag and little rock.

They are not weapons; they are tools—

a

hammer, a plane, a plumb bob, drill bits."

Linda paused. My three friends were

leaning forward, hanging on Linda's every

word, anxious to hear the rest of this thesis

she had obviously thought about before.

"This guy was a carpenter, dawdling

around on his way to work, and when they

analyze the contents of his stomach,

they're going to find out he was full of

pancakes and bacon and coffee. And
what's worse, somewhere not far from

where he was found, sooner or later they'll

find a petrified Iron Age woman still sit-

ting in her Bronze Age house, waiting for

Handy Andy there," she pointed archly at

the picture of the withered mummy in the

paper, "to show up and finish her

kitchen."

"Well," said Mick the Carpenter after

what seemed like about a week and a half,

"I guess I'll be moving along. Lots to do."

"Yes," chimed in Luke. "If I'm going to

pick up the lumber and nails for you over

at Peterson's, I better get hustling. Yes-

sirree."

"Yep," chirped Woodrow, hardly wait-

ing for Luke to finish his contribution. He
looked at his pocket watch with dramatic

panic. "Whoa! Time's a-wasting, and

time's money." And the three almost got

crushed passing through the cafe's narrow

door jamb all at the same time.

Spending too much time thinking about

the latest scientific developments can be

downright dangerous. In fact, I'll bet

that's what happened to the Ice Man. He
was making his way from the local cafe to

that lady's kitchen, with the very best in-

tentions of getting something done that

day. And then he got to wondering,

"Whatever happened to all those dino-

saurs?"

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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and spawned, sockeye salmon age and die

within a matter ofdays.
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was prepared by senior editor Rebecca B. Finnell,

On theNature of

by Steven Austad

'

quickly than humans. My dog Spot (I called all my pets Spot, regardless
' of whether they were, in fact, spotted), who was a puppy when I was a

toddler, had become decrepit by the time my hormones began to flow as a teen-

ager. Arthritic, weak-sphinctered, virtually deaf and blind. Spot died a "natural

death" before I went off to college. People who keep pet hamsters discover that

their pets reach a similar state of advanced decrepitude in about three years.

Although humans live longer than dogs and hamsters, the general pattern of

their lives follows fundamentally the same trajectory. Soon after puberty, we
begin to decay physically. The signs of deterioration are subtle at first and are

probably best noted in athletes, whose physical performance is monitored closely.

By thirty-two, no one's reflexes are as quick as at twenty-five. To say that by forty

an athlete has lost a step is a considerable understatement. Simultaneously,

endurance wanes and the frequency of injuries increases. Soon, evidence of

deterioration begins to show up even in nonathletes. We all recover more slowly

from infections. Kidneys, liver, and heart operate less efficiently. We require

stronger and stronger aids to maintain reasonable sight and hearing. Vague aches

and pains multiply.

Aging—and by that 1 mean deteriorating through time (also known as



A0m£f_
In general, the larger the mammal, the

longer the life span. African elephants

may live as long as seventy years.
Frans Laming. Minden Pictures

senescence) rather than simply growing

older—is a nearly ubiquitous biological

phenomenon, and it so constantly con-

fronts us that I'm surprised more people

don't perceive it as a central biological

mystery. Perhaps its very ubiquity makes
it appear less puzzling. We tend to think of

ourselves and other animals in the same
way we think of machines: wearing out is

simply inevitable.

Yet biological organisms are funda-

mentally different from machines. They
are self-repairing: wounds heal, bones

mend, illness passes. Why, then, should

they be subject to the same sorts of wear
and tear as machines? Furthermore, why
should some animals, like dogs and ham-
sters, deteriorate comparatively quickly,

and others, such as tortoises, sharks, mon-
keys, and humans, do it more slowly?

One way to compare aging in dif-

ferent species is to look at the

longest-lived animals in a popu-

lation. Presumably, these exceptional in-

dividuals die purely as a consequence of

physiological decay. By this measure of

absolute longevity, some of the most
slowly aging animal groups are sturgeons,

turtles, seabirds, condors, elephants, and
the egg-laying mammals (platypuses and
echidnas). There are good records of stur-

geons living for more than 1 50 years. Even
some invertebrates are considerably

longer lived than one might expect. Earth-

worms can live for more than a decade,

tarantulas for several decades, and from
the number of annual growth rings they

have, some clams appear to live in excess

of 200 years.

These kinds of comparisons tell us little,

however, about how long animals of dif-

ferent species tend to live, on average, in

the wild. Better measures of aging are the

rates at which certain demographic traits

change with age: basically, in an aging

animal, the risk of dying increases and the

rate of reproduction declines. To under-

stand why this is so, we need first to look at

what animals die of.

Death, of course, is an ever-present dan-

ger, even for a nonaging animal. In the

real world, people and animals often die
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The Longand the Short of It

Afly 's life span depends on
howfast the insect spends its

oxygen allowance

by Robert G.Allen

Houseflies that hatch in summer live only

about three weeks, while those that emerge

in the cooler days of fall slow down dramati-

cally during the winter and often live more

than six months. Similarly, worker honey

bees live thirty-five days in summer, while

winter bees live eight months. Early in the

twentieth century, researchers discovered

that even when various types of insects were

kept under different sets of conditions de-

signed to alter their life span, each genera-

tion consumed the same total amount of

oxygen over a lifetime. In fact, closely re-

lated species of insects (such as mosquitoes,

houseflies, and fruit flies) consume similar

amounts of oxygen per gram of living tissue

during their lives.

To many scientists, these observations

suggested that the rate of oxygen consump-

tion, or metabolic rate, influenced how long

insects lived and that there was an upper

limit to the amount of oxygen they con-

sumed in a lifetime. This limit, usually

called the metabolic potential, is believed to

be determined genetically.

Insects have been popular for studying

metabolic influences on life span because

altering their rate of oxygen consumption is

very easy: in warmer environments, they

become more active, breathe more quickly,

and live less long than in cooler environ-

ments. The metabolic potential, however,

does not change. Longer-lived insects con-

sume the same amount of oxygen as shorter-

lived ones; they simply consume it more

slowly, thus taking longer to reach their

metabolic potential.

In some species of insects, even the num-

ber of heartbeats in a lifetime appears to be

genetically predetermined. Water fleas,

whose heartbeats can be counted under a

microscope, exemplify this phenomenon.

At cool temperatures, the fleas' hearts slow

down, and the insects live longer. The life-

time total number of heartbeats in fleas

kept at low temperatures is almost identical

to that in fleas maintained at higher tem-

jjeratures.

Insects' metabolic rates are also influ-

enced by how much they fly. The reason is

that insects use up oxygen about a hundred

times faster during flight than they do when

they are sitting. How this affects life span

may be tested by housing insects in contain-

ers of different sizes and, in some experi-

ments, varying the number of insects per

container. When 200 male houseflies are

crowded into one-cubic-foot cages, for ex-

ample, they live about sixteen days. When
the number of flies per cage is halved, the

insects tend to be less agitated by their

cagemates and fly less. The average life

span of flies under these conditions is

twenty days. If the flies are confined to

small enough vials, they simply do not fly at

all and, on average, live fifty days. When
individual flies are placed in small vials and

then cooled to 55° F, they seldom move and
may last more than six months. Once
again, all these different groups of house-

flies consumed the same total amount of

oxygen.

Exercise may speed up the aging process

in insects, but this should not be construed

as an excuse to skip a trip to the gym. For

humans, a sedentary Ufe style can increase

the risk of heart attack and several other

fatal diseases. One reason for this striking

difference is that mammals can strengthen

muscles and other organs simply by using

them. Most insects have no such ability.

When insects exercise, their tissues are in-

jured by toxic byproducts produced when
cells consume oxygen, and the damage is

never repaired. The accumulation of dam-

age from physical activity ultimately re-

sults in death. Thus, for insects, the tempo

of life, not the passage of time, determines

how long they live. -

The less this housefly—shown here eatingsome sugar—moves about, the longer it may expect to live.
Avrjl Ramage; Oxford Scientific Rtms
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om accidents. Peter Medawar, the late

obel Prize-winning inimunologist, used

1 analogy with laboratory test tubes to

ake this point. Even without aging, no

[igle glass test tube is likely to survive in

1 active laboratory for very long because

ientists are busy and quite often clumsy,

owever, the probability of a test tube's

;ing broken should not depend on its age.

ne that has survived one year should be

I more likely to break during the next

ar than a new one fresh out of the car-

n. (To the extent that the probability of

eakage does increase with age, perhaps

a result of increased brittleness or the

adual accumulation of scratches and

rapes, test tubes can be said to age.)

Similarly, an animal's environment con-

mtly presents challenges—such as find-

% food, avoiding predators, and recover-

g from diseases—all of which act much
clumsy scientists do on test tubes, as

urces of accidental mortality. Animals

their physiological peak will survive

ese contingencies better than animals

at show signs of aging, that is, whose

eed, agihty, senses, or immune system

s begun to decline. This is what makes

anges in the mortality rate—namely,

e extent to which an animal's probabil-

' of death increases as it gets older

—

ch an excellent field measure of aging,

udies have suggested that this measure

ay be so fundamental to organisms that

is independent of the harshness of the

vironment within which they live. Ger-

1 tologist Caleb Finch and his collabora-

rs have shown that humans, for instance,

luble their mortality risk about every

;ht years in environments as widely dif-

rent as modem industrial society and

orld War II concentration camps. In the

ncentration camps, overall death rates

;re about thirty times higher, yet the

obability of dying still doubled with an

:rease in age of about eight years.

Early field biologists thought that ani-

ils probably died in nature from en-

'unters with hungry predators and other
' ccidents" before much physical deteri-

lation occurred, but this turns out to be

itrue, for mammals at least. Jeffrey Pep-

lircom, a student of mine, and I found

«at older individuals died at a higher rate

in about 90 percent of all wild species

studied. Gelada baboons, for instance,

double their mortality rate in about three

years; Virginia opossums double theirs in

about eight months.

"''^'
ild birds, in contrast, don't

1/1/ appear to age as obviously in

r r nature. They generally die at

about the same rate regardless of their

age. Robert Ricklefs, of the University of

Pennsylvania, attributes this to the unfor-

giving demands of flight and likens the

mammal-bird comparison to one between

automobiles and airplanes. Consider taxis.

In Third World countries (and many big

cities in the United States), they are fre-

quently in a state of drastic disrepair. En-

gines howl and smoke, broken lights dan-

gle from bare wire, mufflers drag in the

street. Airplanes are rarely seen in a simi-

lar state; their penalty for gross disrepair is

greater and more immediate. Unlike a

professional athlete, a bird that has lost a

step (a flap?) is not an overpaid prima

donna; it is a dead bird. (Birds do show

accelerating mortality in captivity but

more slowly than you might expect: tiny

species such as canaries can live more

than two decades, and parrots occasion-

ally make it to eighty years.)

Aging is, however, detectable in wild

birds in the form of declining reproduc-

tion. A good example is the great tit, a

chickadee-sized bird studied by Christo-

pher Perrins in Wytham Woods near Ox-

ford, England, since 1960. Great tits show

no increase in mortality rate until at least

the age of seven, but females lay fewer

eggs and lay them later in the season after

the age of four.

The lives of some species follow yet

another trajectory. They live for a while

with no signs of aging, then grow old and

die very suddenly just after reproducing.

Spawning salmon are famous for this sud-

den aging, but it is also the pattern for

octopuses, eels, and males of the shrewlike

marsupial Antechinus stuartii (see "Mar-

supial Femmes Fatales," Natural His-

tory. March 1988).

But why do animals age at all, and even

more puzzling, why do different species

age at different rates? At last count, there

were more than 300 theories concerning

how animals age (that is, by what mecha-

nisms), but there are really only two for

why they age: the rate-of-living and the

evolutionary theories of aging. The rate-

of-living theory was first put forward by

German biologist Max Rubner in 1908

and later named and extended by the

American scientist Raymond Pearl. Rub-

ner observed that large mammals, such as

zebras or elephants, lived longer than

small mammals, such as shrews and mice.

Knowing that small mammals have a

more rapid metabolic rate per gram of

body tissue and that animal cells are basi-

cally the same size regardless of the size of

the animal, he concluded that each cell of

smaller animals must be operating bio-

chemically at a higher speed. Rubner cal-

culated that each mammal species ex-

pends about the same total amount of

energy per gram in its lifetime and, there-

fore, that animals with rapid metabolic

rates spend their allotted energy rapidly

and die young, while animals with slower

rates of expenditure live longer. At the

same time, a number of researchers noted

that if they modulated the metabolic rate

of coldblooded animals by cooling them or

by reducing their food supply, they often

lived longer. A folk version of this idea

claims that all mammals have about the

same number of heartbeats per lifetime.

On the level of the cell, this idea

has a modem incamation, which

assumes that aging is due to the

imperfection of biochemical processes.

During the normal course of metabolism,

some defective proteins wiU be synthe-

sized, some perfectly formed molecules

will be damaged in collisions with other

molecules, and cellular waste products

may be imperfectly degraded. One inten-

sively studied type of biochemical im-

perfection is the "free radical," created

when normally cohesive electron pairs are

broken apart, leaving only a single, un-

paired, highly reactive electron. The resul-

tant molecules are so highly reactive that,

like bulls in a biochemical china shop,

they damage nearly any other kind of mol-
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Military macaws, left, may livefor many
decades, while opossums, below, are

lucky ifthey seeyear three.

n Shaw: Bruce Coleman.

;ule they contact—sugars, protein,

NA. Moreover, the damage they cause

self-perpetuating because they also re-

;t to create more free radicals.

Another biochemical imperfection has

do with damage caused by chronic ex-

)sure to sugar. The simple sugar glucose

the fuel our body runs on. Regardless of

hat we eat, before our bodies can use a

od for energy, it must be converted to

ucose. Therefore, we must have a cer-

in level of glucose always available in

ir cells. But sugar, as we all know, is

icky stuff. In the cell, it has the habit of

tching onto enzymes used for other pur-

>ses and inactivating them. It can also

ik important molecules permanently to-

ther in a dysfunctional mass. This reac-

m is the same one that causes the brown-

g of meat on your stove or in your

eezer. The problems created by glucose

e unavoidable and bad enough, but mat-

rs could have been worse. Glucose is the

)west-reacting sugar of its type, least

prone to cause this type of damage, and

some researchers think that this is why
glucose has evolved as the specific sugar

our cells use.

TT he modem version of the rate-of-

living theory proposes that ulti-

mately, the accumulation of defec-

tive molecules and toxic waste products

will cause a decline in cellular efficiency,

which, multiplied over millions and mil-

lions of cells, results in the general deteri-

oration called aging. The rate-of-living

theory holds a powerful intuitive grip on

the human mind and is still implicitly held

by most of the medical community. But as

a way of understanding the wide range of

aging rates among animals, and why, in

the ultimate sense, aging evolved in the

first place, the theory is a failure.

A comparison of birds and mammals
can help us see why this is so. It is true that

as both birds and mammals become

larger, their metabolic rates per unit of

tissue decrease and they generally five

longer. But for a given body size, birds

have a higher body temperature and

about twice the metabolic rate of mam-
mals. The rate-of-living theory would pre-

dict, then, that birds should be shorter

lived than mammals of similar size. In

fact, the reverse is true, with birds gener-

ally living more than two times as long as

similarly sized mammals. Mice and rats,

for instance, live three yeare or so, at the

most, in the laboratory, and for perhaps a

year maximum in the field. In contrast,

the mouse-sized song sparrow has been

reported to live more than eleven years in

the field. Banding studies have shown that

many species of seabirds exceed three de-

cades in the wild (which is about as long as

individuals have been marked) and may
conceivably live much longer. Thirty- to

eighty-year-old mammals in this size

range are unheard of.

Even if we stick with mammals, the
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Life in the Slow Lane

rate-of-living theory fails to explain aging

rates. Most mammals are either marsupi-

als (pouched mammals, such as opossums,

kangaroos, and koalas) or eutherians

(most placental species). Marsupials have

metabolic rates about 70 to 80 percent

that of eutherians. According to the rate-

of-living theory, marsupials should thus be

longer lived, but the opposite is generally

true. For instance, the quoU, a nocturnal,

largely insectivorous Australian marsu-

pial, has never lived more than seven years

in captivity, whereas Africa's ecologically

similar fennec has lived nearly fifteen.

y 7 urther complicating matters,

M^ there is one group of small

.^. mammals—bats—that do live

at least as long as comparably sized birds.

Don Griffin, an eminent animal ethologist

and the discoverer of bat sonar, recalls

that once, when he was rechecking one of

his bat caves many years after banding a

large number of little brown bats, a stu-

dent assistant looked in amazement at the

tiny animal he was holding and exclaimed,

"This one is older than I am." There are

records of little brown bats living more

than thirty years, and the overall mamma-
lian champion in terms of energy produc-

tion per mass per lifetime is the short-

tailed fruit bat, which weighs less than an

ounce but has survived more than twelve

years in captivity. The exceptional longev-

ity of bats used to be considered a conse-

quence of their habit of turning down their

metabolic rate during winter hibernation

and even while sleeping in summer—an

implicit rate-of-living argument—but

tropical bats, which do not hibernate, are

just as long-lived. What's going on?

This is where the evolutionary theory of

aging comes in. This theory, which I be-

lieve provides a general explanation both

for aging and for why some species live so

much longer than others, is based on the

waning power of natural selection as an

animal ages. To understand why it wanes,

let's go back to Medawar's test tube anal-

ogy Test tubes don't age, but they break

nevertheless at a rate dictated by their

fragility and the clumsiness of the scien-

tists using them. Imagine that 50 percent

Lugging a shell around has its

rewards, as turtles have knownfor
millions ofyears

by J. Whitfield Gibbons

An eastern mud turtle and I renewed our

acquaintance a few months ago. At our first

meeting, in 1967, I captured and marked

what looked like a little black rock with legs

and then released it into a Carolina bay, the

freshwater wetland it calls home. On our

recent encounter, within a few feet of where

I had released it, it looked the same, no

older or younger than before. I don't really

know for sure which of us is older, but

neither of us will ever see twenty-five again.

Eastern mud turtles are not breathtaking

in appearance, but they outdo most other

animals in one respect—they live longer.

Based on our long-term field studies at the

Savannah River Ecology Laboratory in

South Carolina, we are sure mud turtles live

more than thirty years, estimate many to be

more than forty, and believe some are prob-

ably more than fifty. Furthermore, in con-

trast to humans, a five-decade-old mud tur-

tle would probably look and behave just like

one half its age.

Turtles hold the documented records for

reptile longevity both in the wild and in

captivity. Representatives of several turtle

families, including snapping turtles, box

turtles, and desert tortoises, have survived

in captivity for more than half a century.

The record is held by a giant tortoise that

roamed the grounds of a British fort on the

island of Mauritius, until its accidental

death (by falling through a gun emplace-

ment) more than 1 50 years after its initial

capture as an adult.

Determining the age of adult turtles in

the wild can be difficult. But in the temper-

ate zone, at least, examination of a turtle's

shell is revealing, for like the rings on a tree,

growth annuli are incorporated into each of

the shell plates. In many species of turtles,

rings for the first six or seven years of life

show up clearly. For some, such as box and

Blanding's turtles, fifteen years or more can

be counted by examining rings. After that,

normal wear and tear often obscures older

rings, and as the turtles get larger, new rings

are too close together to count.

Older ages can be documented through

long-term studies that involve recapturing

individuals whose ages were established

previously. Such studies have shown un-

equivocally that a significant proportion of

freshwater and terrestrial turtles live for

more than a quarter of a century under

natural conditions. Several female Blan-

ding's turtles, studied by Justin Congdon on

the George Reserve in Michigan, are more

than fifty years old. Bruce Brecke and John

Moriarty, of the Minnesota County Biologi-

cal Survey, give an authentic record of one

Blanding's turtle known to be at least sev-

enty-seven years old.

Among wild turtles, the risk of dying is

low for adults of all ages. For ten-year-olc

mud turtles, almost 90 out of 100 reach the

age of eleven. A twenty-five-year-old indi

vidual enjoys the same likelihood of reach

ing the age of twenty-six. How have turtles

managed to evade the perils of predatioi

and natural environmental hazards thai

plague most animal species? The commor
denominator among turtles, of course, is th(

protective shell. The shell insulates iti

owner against a wide range of temperature:

and moisture conditions and, more impor

tant, deters most potential enemies. Foxes

opossums, and most other terrestrial preda

tors are likely to lose interest in a meal shu

up inside a container that can't be opened

Aquatic predators are also likely to see

more tractable prey than an armored tan

This Blanding's turtle is likely to remain
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hat has sharp claws and a biting mouth.

The shell appears to be the key that opens

he door to longevity in turtles. The protec-

on afforded by the shell endures for a

fetime and may even increase with age.

urtles of many species continue to grow

iowly as adults, and as they grow, addi-

onal calcium deposition produces thicker

nd more rigid shells.

But turtles don't just live a long time;

ven the oldest animals stay fit and re-

roductively active throughout their lives,

ainted turtles lay more eggs at age twenty-

ve than at age ten. The old Kiatrons in

iistin Congdon's Blanding's turtle popula-

on continue to lay an average complement

f eggs on a regular basis. Here, too, the role

' the shell has been crucial. In many ani-

lal populations, the death rate mounts with

|e, the force of natural selection declines,

id deleterious mutations accumulate (see

Dn the Nature of Aging," page 24).

hanks to their shell, adult turtles are less

vulnerable than many other animals, so the

risk of death from external causes does not

increase with age. If, as a result of the shell's

protection, significant numbers of re-

productively active turtles live longer, natu-

ral selection can continue to act—through

their ofTspring—weeding out deleterious

mutations that cause senescence.

This self-perpetuating process of extend-

ing longevity has been going on for a long

time. More than 200 million years ago, the

earliest ancestors of today's turtles were al-

ready armed with shells. Natural selection

has thus had ample time to operate against

aging in turtles. The result today is a group

of animals that apparently retain the quali-

ties of youth into old age. No shell is a

match for the automobile, however, nor can

turtles withstand the pressures of commer-
cial overexploitation. If these youthful an-

cients are to continue their march against

aging, we faster-paced humans must get out

of their way and leave them alone.

fer its entire long life.

are broken each year. After five years,

only about 3 percent of the original ones

will be "alive"; after ten years, fewer than

one in a thousand will still be around. Now
imagine that at the age of one year and

once a year thereafter, test tubes repro-

duce like rabbits. Notice that even with-

out aging, most baby test tubes (tubelets?)

will have one-year-old parents. Few tube-

lets will have five-year-olds as parents, and

only a minuscule number will have ten-

year-old parents.

The evolutionary significance of this

logic is that any new mutations that aflfect

only old test tubes can't have much effect,

positive or negative, on test tube success in

passing on their genes. By contrast, muta-

tions affecting young test tubes will have

enormous impact. For instance, a hypo-

thetical mutation that doubled the yearly

litter size of ten-year-old test tubes would

not be as advantageous as it might sound

(that is, would not have much effect on

future generations of test tubes) because a

test tube has less than a one-in-a-thousand

chance of surviving to that age in the first

place. At the other extreme, consider a

"one-hoss shay" mutation (Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes's poetic carriage that "was

built in such a logical way,/It ran a hun-

dred years to a day"), which causes instant

death at the age of ten. This mutation

wouldn't be much of a disadvantage, since

so very few test tubes will live long enough

to suffer its effects.

Jf we considered the same muta-

tions occurring at the age of five,

the respective beneficial and detri-

mental effects would be greater but still

relatively minor. However, any mutation

that doubles litter size or causes instant

death at one or two years of age will dra-

matically affect the genetic future of

those bearing it. Beneficial mutations ex-

pressed at this early age will soon predomi-

nate in the population, whereas natural

selection will soon eliminate early acting

"one-hoss shay" mutations.

The power of natural selection thus in-

evitably wanes as animals grow old, even

if they show no obvious signs of aging. The
rate at which natural selection declines is
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Weighing less than an ounce, short-tailed

fruit bats have survived more than twelve

years in captivity, making the species the

mammalian champion in terms ofenergy

productionper massper lifetime.
Merlin D Tutlle, Bat Conservadon International

variable, however: it will be rapid in a

population subject to a high rate of acci-

dental death and slower in a less vulner-

able population—one, say, composed of

aluminum, rather than glass, test tubes.

That is, if only 5 percent of tubes are

broken accidentally each year (instead of

50 percent), then after ten years about 60

percent of the tubes will still be "alive"

instead of one in a thousand, and therefore

a good or bad mutation expressed at this

age will still have a substantial impact.

W^ eeping this logic in mind, we

#^ can see how the waning of natu-

-^^^ ral selection leads to the evolu-

tion of aging. Since most new mutations

are harmful and since mutations with ef-

fects late in life tend not to be weeded out,

late-acting harmful mutations can accu-

mulate over time. They are virtually im-

mune to elimination by natural selection,

which may be why certain diseases, like

cancer, occur predominantly in old age.

The evolutionary theory agrees with the

rate-of-living theory insofar as they both

predict that aging will ultimately come
about as a consequence of the gradual

failure of physiological or cellular proc-

esses. The theories differ, however, in that

the rate-of-living hypothesis assumes that

the rate of failure is an inescapable conse-

quence of the rate of biochemical proc-

esses, whereas the evolutionary theory as-

sumes that the rate of failure may be

modified or possibly even halted by natu-

ral selection under the appropriate cir-

cumstances. This idea doesn't seem un-

duly far-fetched. There are, after all,

known mechanisms for degrading damag-
ing molecules or cellular toxins and re-

sorbing and replacing defective cells. Pre-

sumably, natural selection could influence

the amount of biochemical resources that

organisms put into these damage-defense

mechanisms.

Mutations may contribute to the evolu-

tion of aging in other ways. Some may, for

example, have two effects: one, early and
beneficial; the other, late and detrimental.

By actively favoring the first, natural se-

lection would automatically bring the sec-

ond into play as well. This phenomenon.
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Dividing They Stand
Isfission thefountain ofyouth?

by Graham Bell

The evolutionary theory of aging is in-

tended to explain a common and, when ap-

plied personally, disturbing fact of life: the

older you are, the greater your risk of dying.

The theory was based on large organisms

that reproduce by eggs or seeds—organ-

isms like ourselves. But there are many less

familiar creatures—such as some worms

and sea anemones—that reproduce in a

quite different way: by budding off small

replicas of themselves or, more simply, by

dividing into two perfectly equal halves.

Can the theory tell us what to expect in

these circumstances? Will such creatures

senesce, that is, deteriorate with age?

According to the theory, natural selec-

tion favors organisms that spend so much of

their resources on producing offspring when

they are young that they spend correspond-

ingly little on maintenance; aging is the re-

sult. But the products of an equal fission are

not parent and offspring; they are two new

organisms of the same age. Since there are

no "younger" and "older" individuals, there

is no way for increased reproduction by

younger individuals to be traded off against

later survival. The evolutionary theory of

aging would predict, therefore, that fissipa-

rous animals do not age.

To test the prediction in the laboratory, I

compared the life cycles of freshwater oli-

gochaetes (small fissiparous worms only

about a millimeter long, related to earth-

worms but Hving in the sediments of ponds

and streams) with those of a variety of other

freshwater invertebrates, such as water

fleas, which reproduce more convention-

ally, by means of eggs. As expected, the

egg-producing forms all showed a marked

and regular increase in mortality late in life,

even when maintained in optimal condi-

tions. The oligochaetes also died from time

to time, but the rate at which they died did

not increase with age. As the theory pre-

dicts, they seem to be creatures in which

senescence is very slow or even entirely

lacking.

This laboratory result is consistent with

the little we know about the life cycles of

similar organisms in the wild. The longest

lived of all creatures are not elephants or

tortoises or even large trees but colonies of

coral polyps or creosote bushes, which can

give rise to new units through a process akin

to fission and which may live to an age of

When aParamecium (shown magnified 3.000 times) divides, the result is two new organisms ofthe same age.
Bruce Iverson: Visuals Unlimited
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usands or even tens of thousands of

rs. Here, again, where the distinction

ween parent and offspring breaks down,

re is little senescence, just as the evolu-

lary theory of aging suggests,

"here is one situation, however, that

ild seem to contradict the theory. Many
ill, single-celled protozoans can repro-

e either sexually or by dividing in two.

might expect that a Uneage descending

ission from a single protozoan cell would

roduce with vigor indefinitely, but, as a

up of biologists working about the turn

he century discovered, protozoan line-

s maintained in the laboratory by single-

descent gradually grew more and more

jle and eventually died out. Careful

k proved that this pattern could not be

ned on any deterioration in the culture

iia. Rather, some real process of racial

»cence—quite different from the aging

idividuals—was at work,

ven more dramatically, researchers

id that if they crossed the cultures peri-

ally (that is, placed protozoans from

;rent Uneages in the same vial, thereby

Xjuraging" sexual reproduction), the

dous steady decline came to a halt, and

ir was restored. Sex suppUed the reju-

Uing force necessary to restore the for-

s of a declining lineage. How?
lutations—genetic copying errors

—

5 continually in all lineages and are al-

t always harmful. To some extent, natu-

ielection prevents them from accumu-

ig by removing individuals crippled by

nfortunate heritage of mutations, while

iving their more fortunate fellows to pro-

ate. But selection caimot be very effec-

in laboratory cultures of protozoans

at any given time consist of fewer than

2Bn individuals. The vigor of such popu-

ins will slowly fall as the burden of mu-
)ns increases, which is where sex comes
Vhen two individuals mate, their genes

divided in new ways among their prog-

some will inherit more than their share

larmful mutations from both parents

will quickly die; others, having inher-

correspondingly few mutations, will be

r and more vigorous than either parent,

his way, sex acts as a repair device, in

ewhat the same way that cannibalizing

broken-down cars might provide spare

s to make one working car.

ex and death, then, have an unexpected

elation. Sexual reproduction may allow

ies such as ours to persist through geo-

: time despite the corrosive effects of

ation. This may be one reason that all

e and complicated organisms indulge in

extraordinary ballet of sexuality At all

Its, it adds meaning to the bumper-
cer claim that Life Is a Sexually Trans-

ed Disease.

which is basically a trade-off of early gains

for later losses, is known by the tongue-

twisting term "negative pleiotropy," and

its relevance to aging was first pointed out

in the 1950s by George C. Williams, of the

State University of New York at Stony-

brook. In our population of hypothetical

test tubes, a mutation that doubled litter

size at age one, but at the same time dou-

bled the death rate in every year there-

after, would spread quickly throughout a

population.

M variety of genes are known to

^Jk have multiple effects. One ex-^ .^ ample is the gene that causes

sickle cell anemia, which also happens to

protect carriers against some kinds of ma-

laria. As a possible example of age-related

negative pleiotropy, Williams speculated

that genes that enhanced early survival by

promoting bone hardening during devel-

opment might reduce later survival by

promoting arterial hardening. Recently,

he has cautioned that before we fiddle

with genes known to cause common prob-

lems of old age, such as certain types of

Alzheimer's disease, we ought to consider

that these genes may be associated with

some benefits early in life.

Do such trade-offs exist? If so, might

they be an important key to understanding

the physiological mechanisms of aging?

One way to examine this question is to

experimentally alter, in the laboratory,

how much and when an animal repro-

duces and then see what effect this has on

life span. Female lab mice kept from

breeding, for instance, outlive reproduc-

tively active females by as much as 100

days. Male antechinus, which usually die

abruptly after breeding, live on nicely if

kept apart from females. Even annual

plants remain alive for years if their flower

buds are cut off as they appear. And part

of veterinary conventional wisdom is that

the oldest patients are the spayed and neu-

tered ones.

One current puzzle in biomedical stud-

ies of aging, and one that may be relevant

to the role of reproduction, is why dieting

retards aging and extends life in rats and

mice. If you reduce the food intake of

these rodents by 30 to 40 percent and give

them sufficient vitamins and minerals,

they will live as much as 50 percent

longer. They not only live longer but also

stay younger longer. Many measures of

physiological performance confirm this

rodent fountain of youth. Significantly,

one effect of this dietary restriction is that

if started before puberty, it delays sexual

maturity; thereafter, it curtails reproduc-

tion. Therein may lie the tale, and we may
learn a great deal about the mechanisms

of aging by studying these dieting mice.

(At any rate, it is a topic I find particularly

comforting since I spent a good deal of my
youth on the strict dieting required of

schoolboy wrestlers.)

In the laboratory, scientists have used

artificial selection to produce long-lived

strains of both fruit flies and soil-dwelling

roundworms. In these cases, too, long-

lived strains reproduce less.

V ^ oes this evolutionary theory of

U aging suggest anything about

^—^ the exceptional longevity of

birds and bats or the abrupt senescence of

eels and salmon? Remember that the rate

at which natural selection wanes is deter-

mined by an animal's environmental acci-

dent rate. Could it be that birds and bats,

because they fly, are resistant to certain

sorts of accidents? After all, flight may be

physically demanding, but it is a superbly

effective way to escape predators.

If flight renders birds and bats less vul-

nerable to predation, then another group

of mammals, which I call the aerial sail-

ors, might experience a similar benefit.

More than fifty species combine noctur-

nal, arboreal habits with flight of a sort,

gliding from tree to tree. They range in

size from a few ounces to more than two

pounds and include some American, Afri-

can, and Asian squirrels, several families

of marsupials, and a small group called

colugos, or flying "lemurs." Little is

known about most of these species, but the

ones about which we have reliable in-

formation are considerably longer lived

than expected for mammals their size.

The common flying squirrel of the eastern

Continued onpage 43
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It^ time for a change to Gallo.

We invite you to bring out the subtle flavors of this

lobster salad with our 1989 North Coast Chardonnay.

Its crisp taste and distinctive character are perfect for

today's cuisine.



To Bee Young Again
Honey bee homebodies live longer

by Gene E. Robinson

"Bees don't get older, they get better!"

exclaimed a colleague of mine, upon learn-

ing that adult worker bees perform what is

probably their most difficult task—food

collection—only later in life. Foragers must

learn how to navigate via landmarks and

celestial cues, as well as how and when to

obtain nectar and pollen efficiently from

several different plants, all blooming at the

same time. Then they coordinate their for-

aging efforts and communicate with one

another through a sophisticated "language"

of dance.

Foraging is also the bees' riskiest and

most exhausting occupation. Away from

the relatively safe confines of the nest for

about ten foraging trips per day, bees risk

being eaten by a host of predators: other

insects, spiders, birds, and small mammals.

Even if they manage to avoid predators,

foraging bees age rapidly. According to re-

search conducted by biologist Angelika

Neukirch of Wurzburg, Germany, bees

simply wear out after approximately 500

miles of flight, because of a failure in the

enzymatic machinery powering their flight

muscles. So consuming is foraging that

honey bees rarely live for more than a week

or two after entering this phase of their

lives. In contrast, bees apparently age more

slowly during the period of nest activity that

precedes foraging. This phase, devoted pri-

marily to brood rearing, comb construction,

nest maintenance, and food processing, usu-

ally lasts for about three weeks but may
continue for several months during inclem-

ent weather.

Postponing foraging—^with its associated

wear and tear—until later in life may have

evolved because a worker's reproductive po-

tential declines as she ages (all workers are

females), suggests entomologist Mary Jane

West-Eberhard of Costa Rica. This idea

arose because some workers in more primi-

tive societies reproduce routinely, while

honey bee workers are effectively sterile

under normal conditions. (A honey bee col-

ony typically consists of reproductively ac-

tive bees—a single long-lived queen and

anywhere from no male drones to several

thousand—and tens of thousands of work-

ers that perform all tasks related to colony

maintenance and growth.) Alternatively,

entomologist Robert Jeanne, of the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, has proposed that de-

layed foraging evolved because colonies

composed of long-lived workers would be

more successful than those with short-lived

members. According to this view, the inter-

twined processes of behavioral development

and aging, like other morphological and be-

havioral characteristics of individual colony

members, have been molded by natural se-

lection to increase colony fitness.

Delayed foraging results in an age-based

division of labor among workers that is fun-

damental to the efficient organization of

large insect societies, such as the honey

bee's. Although workers do generally labor

in the nest when young and forage when

they become older, little appears to be writ-

ten in stone. Bees can accelerate, retard, or

even reverse their behavioral development

in response to changing environmental con-

ditions. For example, a surge in worker

birthrates, due perhaps to favorable envi-

ronmental conditions in late spring, may
result in a colony that is deficient in forag-

ers. Under these circumstances, young bees

can dramatically compress their period of

nest work, from three weeks to one week.

This honey bee, its bulgingpollen basketsproofofitsforagingsuccess, probably has less tl
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and become "precocious foragers." In a

new colony founded by a swarm (a portion

of an old colony that has left to establish a

new one), there are plenty of older individ-

uals but few young ones, and some colony

members retard their development and

serve as overaged nurses for the all-impor-

tant new generation. Behavioral reversion,

from foraging to nursing, has not yet been

observed under natural conditions but can

be induced by depleting a colony of all

workers except foragers. Bees then become

younger, both behaviorally and physiologi-

cally. For example, glands that once pro-

duced food for larvae, but that have since

degenerated or shifted to producing other

substances, become capable once again of

producing brood food.

My colleagues and I have begun to study

the mechanisms that underlie a bee's capac-

\eeks left to live.
K. G. Preston-Marham: Premaphotos Wildlife

ity to alter its behavioral development. We,

and others, have discovered that juvenile

hormone (one of the most important hor-

mones influencing insect development) acts

as a behavioral pacemaker in honey bees.

Indirect evidence of the hormone's role is its

low level in young bees working in the nest,

compared with higher levels in older forag-

ers. Direct proof has also been obtained:

young bees given hormone treatments be-

come precocious foragers.

Manipulating hormone levels on a bee-

by-bee basis is one thing; demonstrating

that the bees alter hormone levels them-

selves in response to changing conditions is

another. To do this, Robert Page, Colette

and Alain Strambi, and I induced preco-

cious foraging by establishing colonies that

consisted initially of only very young bees.

Then we tested for blood levels of juyenile

hormone and found that week-old preco-

cious foragers had levels that were higher

than those of week-old nurses and about the

same as those of three-week-old foragers.

Two weeks later, we obtained overaged

nurses from these colonies by removing all

pupae that were ready to emerge: hormon-

ally, these old nurses resembled young

nurses, rather than foragers. From work

with other experimental colonies, we found

that bees that reverted from foraging to

nursing were also young, hormonally.

Plasticity in behavioral development is

also influenced by genetic factors. Using

colonies composed of workers with identifi-

able genotypes, we learned that workers of

some genotypes were more likely to forage

precociously, while workers of other geno-

types were more apt to develop into over-

aged nurses. Perhaps colony members dif-

fer genetically in how sensitive they are,

hormonally, to environmental change. Or,

alternatively, rates of behavioral develop-

ment may differ genetically, and these dif-

ferences may be accentuated under stress-

ful conditions.

Honey bee colonies are dynamic entities

that must constantly cope with changes in

population size and structure, food avail-

ability, predation, and weather. They would

be ill-served by an inflexible division of la-

bor. Instead, workers have evolved a re-

markable plasticity in their responses to the

needs of the colony. As a result, a worker's

chronological age is a less reliable indicator

of its function in honey bee society than is

its state of behavioral development. Or, as

my colleague William Greenough was

moved to write after hearing me lecture on

this topic:

They say Hfe as a bee is ideal

For despite a caste system quite real.

Since a hormone defines

The societal lines.

You're only as old as you feel.
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Clams, such as this member ofthe
Tridacna genus ofgiant dams, reveal

their age in annual growth rings;

some appear to be more than two

hundredyears old.

Ron and Valerie Taylor; Bruce Coleman, Inc.

United States, for instance, is about the

size of a chipmunk but has been reported

to live as long as seventeen years in captiv-

ity, compared with a chipmunk's eight. I

suspect that as more research is done on

these aerial sailors, they will prove to enjoy

relatively "safe" lives.

^y imilar exceptional longevity is

^^^ found in other groups of mammals
^^ with special protection of some
sort: tree dwelling, for example, or spines,

as in porcupines, anteaters, and hedge-

hogs. Similarly, some of the longest-lived

animals known are well-protected turtles.

Note that this longevity is due not simply

to current increased safety but to an evolu-

tionary history of increased safety, which

may have given the species time to evolve

special physiological protective mecha-

nisms against the ravages of free radical

and glucose damage.

A similar logic might be used to explain

why Pacific salmon age so suddenly after

reproducing. After migrating to the ocean

to live for a number of years, these salmon

return to spawn in the freshwater streams

in which they were bom. Thanks to televi-

sion, we have all seen their arduous and

dangerous return trips. The dangers inher-

ent in migrating to the sea and returning

may be so great that the probability of

doing it twice is minuscule. Therefore,

evolution may favor one huge, exhausting

burst of reproduction.

An excellent species for studying the

relationship between migratory dangers

and aging might be the American shad,

which like the salmon is bom and spawns

in the same freshwater stream and in be-

tween lives a peripatetic ocean life. What
is interesting about the shad is that fish

that spawn on the east coast of North

America south of about Savannah, Geor-

gia, all die after reproducing once, but as

one heads to streams farther north, more
and more shad reproduce repeatedly. In

southern Canada, some may reproduce up
to seven times. Furthermore, fish in the

southem populations produce three to five

times the number of eggs per pound of

body weight than do those in the north.

Continued onpage 47
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Want a Long Life?
Get afew good pairs ofMhc genes

by Caleb Ellicott Finch

The odds of living a long time are always

poor for wild animals. Dangers abound

from the moment of birth. Even in captiv-

ity, some species are doomed to shorter lives

than others, regardless of danger. A mouse

or rat has a maximum of only a few years of

life even in the best laboratory environment

or pet owner's cage, while cattle and horses

can live to about forty years, which is, in

turn, half the human life expectancy in

many parts of the world. No one doubts that

these huge disparities are determined by

genes, and new clues about the nature of

genes that control Ufe span are beginning to

tell us how.

The first chapter in this futuristic tale

was written by Roy Walford, who recently

entered the Biosphere II "space station" in

the Ari2»na desert. In his more earthly life

as a pioneering gerontologist, Walford stud-

ied whether genes of the immune system

influenced life span. He focused on the

genes that control the acceptance or rejec-

tion of skin grafts in mice. These genes, and

their counterparts in humans, are studied

intensively to improve the success of organ

transplants in humans, so a great deal is

known about their molecular biology.

About fifty in number, these genes, clus-

tered on chromosome 17 in mice and its

equivalent in other vertebrates, are known

as the major histocompatibility locus, or

Mhc. All genes have variant forms, or

alleles. Interestingly, the genes in the Mhc
show an unusually large number of allelic

variations from individual to individual.

Walford and his colleagues showed that

mice with different Mhc allele combina-

tions also differed in their life spans and in

the rates of aging of their inunune system.

These studies were the first to point out a

group of genes with a known function and

link them to life span. Given the scope of the

genetics-life span problem—^there are at

least 50,000 genes in mice and men and the

Mhc genes are less than 0.1 percent of the

whole set—Walford's contribution is con-

siderable. Maybe he handed us the needle

in the haystack.

My interest in the Mhc began when
Walford suggested that I look into the re-

productive aging of mice with differing life

spans. For some years, my laboratory has

studied reproductive aging for several rea-

sons. We hope to learn the causes of meno-

pause and also of Down's syndrome and

other congenital defects that become more
frequent in children of mothers approach-

ing menopause. I am also interested in the

role of genes in determining how long an

organism can reproduce—because in all

sjjecies, each generation is subjected to nat-

ural selection for genes that allow the re-

productive period of life to last long enough

for the population to be stable in size.

Evolutionary biologists speak of the re-

productive schedule, by which they mean a

set of traits that determine the onset of

sexual reproduction, the frequency of

births, the number of fetal deaths and ab-

normalities, and how long reproduction con-

tinues. These traits are thought to be geneti-

cally selected for in response to shifting

dangers in the environment. For example, if

an increasing number of predators suddenly

start attacking adult mice, natural selection

should favor individual mice that reproduce

earlier in life and that have more offspring

each pregnancy.

The reproductive schedule is thus closely

intertwined with life span potential and is, I

think, a fundamental factor in determining

the life span itself. Looking at the Mhc with

this thought in mind, my colleagues and I

turned up some surprising features of this

gene complex. Steve Lemer, then a post-

doctoral student in my lab, found that mice

with differing life spans had parallel differ-

ences in their reproductive schedules, with

the longest-lived genotypes reproducing to

the latest age. Moreover, the frequency of

fertility cycles in young mice was influ-

enced by the particular set of Mhc alleles

they carried.

We then combed scientific journals for

other connections between Mhc and re-

production and discovered that researchers

elsewhere had demonstrated that some

Mhc variants influence the response of mice

Any racehorse that runsfast and then enjoys a longretirement at stud must have a winningi
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to hormones, including insulin and gluca-

gon. These and other metabolic hormones

are important to the storage of resources for

nursing and surviving when food is scarce.

Particular Mhc alleles also affect how

strongly the immune system responds to

specific antigens, such as viruses and para-

sites. Thus the Mhc has the capacity to

influence many diff'erent physiological sys-

tems that bear directly on the potential for

effective reproduction.

The mechanisms by which the Mhc af-

fects the endocrine system are partly under-

stood and involve close interactions of pro-

teins coded for by Mhc genes with the

proteins of hormone receptors. Subtle dif-

ferences in the structure of Mhc proteins

nudge their neighboring receptor molecules

to act in a certain way when presented with

a hormonal signal. The strength of this

nudging is influenced by particular Mhc
alleles. This type of mechanism is also

thought to influence the strength of re-

sponses to foreign antigens, including those

that occur during the sorts of tissue trans-

plants that led to the discovery of the Mhc.
Commercial breeding of horses, chick-

ens, and other domestic animals illustrates

how closely the Mhc genes influence re-

production. Breeding efforts, for instance,

can be directed at improving such traits as

number of offspring, milk and egg produc-

tion, and the age at first reproduction. In

many cases, different breeding lines—say,

hens that lay well versus those that do not

—

proved to have different alleles of Mhc
genes. In other words, breeding, which is

artificial selection for certain traits, can

cause the frequency of certain Mhc variants

to change, even though the selection process

was not explicitly based on knowledge of

the gene forms involved.

These various findings, taken together,

led Lemer and me to develop the hypothesis

that the Mhc has had a longstanding role in

life history evolution. The story must end

here for now, since the kinds of genetic

experiments that allow resolution of the

roles of the Mhc in mice are not possible in

humans. The long human life span and the

decades-long reproductive schedule could

involve many genes besides those in the

Mhc. Much more work remains to be done,

but the information gathered so far about

the diverse roles of the Mhc points to a new

avenue of research on the genetic basis of

evolutionary changes in life span.

\bination ofalleles.
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Moving through pansies like a tiny

armored tank, this eastern box turtle has

little tofearfrom predators.
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Nothing is yet known about the relative

dangers of migration in these various

populations, but it is tempting to suggest

that fish in the south face more hazards.

If the explanation of slowed aging due

to an evolutionary history of reduced vul-

nerability to predators or other "acci-

dents" is correct, one ought to be able to

locate isolated populations that have had a

major source of mortality removed and

that consequently exhibit slower aging.

This is exactly the research tack I have

taken with the Virginia opossum.

M number of years ago, while

Am studying a South American spe-^ JL. cies of opossum, Mel Sunquist,

of the University of Florida, and I were

struck by the rapid deterioration we found

in some of our older female study animals.

For an opossum, "older" means two or

three years of age. We would capture an

animal in seemingly perfect health and

recapture her a few months later only to

find she had developed cataracts and be-

come doddering and disoriented. Al-

though we weren't particularly interested

in animal aging at the time, I continued to

be bothered by why this animal, which is

about the size of a small house cat, should

age so much more rapidly than any cat I'd

ever heard of.

I finally became convinced that the

opossum's special vulnerabihty to preda-

tion might lie at the heart of the matter.

Opossums are slow moving and virtually

defenseless against a wide variety of pred-

ators, from domestic pets to coyotes, owls,

and bobcats, not to mention cars. In some
parts of the South, the roads are fairly

carpeted in the spring with possum pan-

cakes.

In evolutionary terms, these animals

should find it advantageous to reproduce

early and often, even at the cost of prema-

ture aging, because otherwise they are

likely to be killed before leaving any off-

spring. In fact, opossums do reproduce

early and often compared with other, eco-

logically similar mammals, such as rac-

coons. Opossums can breed at six to eight

months and generally have two litters of

Continued onpage 51
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Leading Ladies
In baboon society, elderly females

often call the shots

by Jeanne Altmann

As her young infant alternately suckled

and dozed in the shelter of her lap, the

elderly baboon, known to us as Handle,

stared intently toward the distant grove of

trees. The five dozen members of her group

sat tensely in clusters nearby. Indecision

was in the air, and even the playful juveniles

seemed to sense it, staying closer to their

older relatives than they had all day. A short

while before, as they were heading south-

ward toward a grove of trees in which to

spend the night, the group had spotted a

leopard—the baboons' major predator. Al-

though the leopard was no longer visible,

the chatter of vervet monkeys in the dis-

tance, near the intended sleeping trees, con-

firmed that danger would await the ba-

boons if they continued as planned. The sun

was dropping rapidly now, and the short

equatorial dusk would give the baboons lit-

tle time to make a decision: stick to the

original plan or strike out for one of the

other groves—all farther away—scattered

across their East African savanna home. If

they didn't act fast, darkness would over-

take them far from the safety of tall trees.

Occasionally, one young adult or another

gave rapid, soft vocalizations and started

moving tentatively toward the original

grove or in another direction, but the other

baboons remained in place and the initiator

soon sat again. After ten long minutes, in a

single, smooth motion, Handle stood, her

infant still clutching her sides but now rid-

ing under her, and began to move decisively

westward toward a grove still hidden in the

dusty, dry-season haze. Barely a few sec-

onds later, her daughter Heko followed with

her own infant on her back. Handle paused

as she looked back; throughout the group,

baboons resfwnded vrith soft grunts and

moved to follow her. The rippling motion

rapidly grew into a wave, and soon, all the

baboons followed, silent except for the pro-

tests of tired youngsters for whom first the

tension and now the sudden rapid pace were

too much. By the time the baboons reached

the grove, the light was nearly gone, and the

animals were little more than silhouettes as

they ascended the trees. I just barely made
out Handle as, hunched stiflBy over her

sleeping infant, she settled onto a comfort-

able branch for the night.

During more than twenty years observing

baboons in Amboseli National Park in

southern Kenya, my colleagues and I have

seen one elderly female after another serve

as leaders at critical times in group move-

ments. Actual fights with predators or other

baboon groups usually involve many troop

members; then, adult males are often in the

fore, but each animal seems to know or

decide for itself whether to flee, hang back,

or threaten the intruders. In contrast, the

decisive role of elderly females more often is

seen at "controversial" moments in group

movements, when all will take the same

route, but just which route is not clear or

agreed upon. At those times, elderly fe-

males (those over about fifteen years of age)

seem to make the choices that are followed.

We don't know for sure why the "opinions"

of these females carry so much weight. So-

cial rank is not the answer, for we have seen

high-, low-, and mid-ranking individuals

(such as Handle) lead the group. The per-

manent members of baboon society are the

females, and many older females tend to

have several daughters and other descen-

dants in the group. Could the most influen-

tial females simply have the most descen-

dants? Certain evidence seems to support

this. Like Handle, elderly Alto had many
offspring and she, too, was a leader at times.

In contrast, we have never observed eight-

een-year-old Dotty, who has few offspring,

or Dotty's age-mate Janet, who has none,

assume leadership roles.

The equation cannot be a simple one,

however, for another elderly female, low-

ranking Este, had few offspring and yet was

often a leader at critical junctures in the

troop's life. Perhaps the explanation lies in

the extent to which the leaders are en-

meshed in a longstanding, complex network

of social relationships. Unlike males, who
change group membership when they ma-

ture, females spend their whole lives in the

.-."•^-'"'^'"vt^.^.

When uncertain about which way to go. a group ofsavanna baboons is likely tofollow the le&
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group in which they are born. Certainly,

twenty-three-year-old Handle has had a

long time to build up a social network. Al-

though none of her elders and few of her

peers are still alive, all of the group's young-

sters have grown up knowing her.

Few baboons live long enough to develop

the kind of rich social network Handle en-

joys. Less than half the baboons in the popu-

lation survive infancy, and once they reach

adulthood (at age six for females and eight

for males) the annual death rate is about 10

percent. The rare elderly survivors like

Handle usually seem somewhat slow and

stiff. They sometimes drop to the rear of the

group, especially in the morning cold, as the

baboons set off for the day's six-mile forag-

ing trek, and in the late afternoon, when the

fatigued animals move to a sleeping grove.

Although Handle actually still seems fairly

spry, her teeth are very worn, and her

weight seems to have declined in recent

years, suggesting that she may need to

spend more time feeding to obtain enough

digestible food.

Not surprisingly, perhaps, Handle, like

other elderly females, often seems to be

somewhat separate from younger members
of the group and to have less time to interact

with them. And yet she is undeniably an

active group member. Several factors of

baboon life help keep it that way. Baboon

females continue to bear young throughout

their lives (although slightly less fre-

quently), and when infants are bom, rela-

tives, friends, and just plain curious ac-

quaintances cluster about the infant and its

mother. Motherhood is a way of renewing

emale.
Carol D. Saunders

and reinforcing social tics. These ties are

further cemented by grooming, the ba-

boons' way of keeping in close touch

—

calming one another down, sharing mes-

sages. Females groom their grown daugh-

ters, special unrelated male friends, and

others in the troop. We think it significant

that Handle has long been one of the

group's most frequent, and most thorough,

groomers.

The life of male baboons follows quite a

different path. Even as two- or three-year-

olds, they begin to move away from their

mothers' world. Young females increas-

ingly reciprocate their mothers' grooming;

young males do not, and their mothers soon

discontinue grooming them. In addition, the

young males' social interactions involve

more partners outside their maternal

lineage, so that by the time males leave their

birth group, at eight or nine years of age,

they have experienced a broader range of

social relationships than have their female

peers. This is probably of great value, con-

sidering the tasks they face: those males

that survive to immigrate into another

group must deal with a hostile reception by

the resident males. They must also develop

all new relationships with both males and

females, including potential sexual part-

ners. And unlike females (who inherit their

mother's social rank and retain it through-

out adulthood), males must compete for the

rank they attain and cannot expect to keep

it: for males, status peaks in young adult-

hood and declines more or less rapidly soon

thereafter. Social relationships may change

even more for those males who, like Han-

dle's firstborn son, Hans, switch groups sev-

eral times. Moreover, males do much less

grooming than females and, at least as

young adults, do so primarily with potential

sexual partners.

For all these reasons, we might expect to

find that aging males are less socially inte-

grated and have fewer social resources.

However, studies increasingly document

long-term friendships, involving grooming

and some infant care, between mature

males and females. Sometimes older males

in these relationships have even greater suc-

cess sexually than do dominant, younger

males. Newly weaned youngsters may also

benefit from the protective friendship of

older males, who occasionally perform acts

of heroism—defending the youngsters from

injury by other adult males or rescuing and

carrying them to safety when they cannot

keep up with the group's rapid flight from

predators.

Reaching old age may be rare in savanna

baboon society, but those individuals that

do survive are much more than decrepit

hangers-on. As fellow primates, they sug-

gest some of the many ways of growing old

and contributing to a complex social world.
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Wise, and Otherwise
Our mental hardware declines with

age, but our software sometimes

improves

byPaulB.Baltes

Biologists tend to treat aging, almost by

definition, as a phenomenon of decline. But

the course of a human life is more than just

the inevitable outcome of biology. Human
development, and thus aging as a part of

this process, reflects the influence of two

streams of inheritance: genetic and cultural.

Two human accomplishments illustrate

this: the ability of most of us to read and

write and the tremendous increase in lon-

gevity witnessed during this century as a

result of better medicine and more health-

ful life styles. Our genes provide the poten-

tial for both accomplishments, but neither

would have been possible without the cumu-

lative gains of human culture.

During the last decade, at Berlin's Max
Planck Institute for Human Development,

my colleagues (especially Reinhold Kliegl,

Jacqui Smith, and Ursula Staudinger) and

I have been studying the gains and losses of

the aging mind. We distinguish between

two major types of intellectual function:

mechanics (information processing) and

pragmatics (factual knowledge and prob-

lem solving). We argue that biological con-

ditions reign supreme in the mechanics of

the mind and that decline with aging is

therefore likely. In the area of cognitive

pragmatics, however, the power of culture

unfolds, offering at least the possibility of

gains with age.

To use a computer term, the cognitive

mechanics are the "hardware" of the

mind—the input of sensory information, vi-

sual and motor memory, and simple proc-

esses of discrimination and categorization.

How quickly and accurately, for example,

can we make distinctions between colors or

geometric forms? How well do we remem-
ber simple visual or auditory stimuli?

To measure how mental hardware may
deteriorate with age, we test basic memory
skills of young and older adults. We ask

participants in our research to memorize a

long list of words, say, thirty nouns: car,

plane, house, chair, and so on. To make the

task more difficult, we require that they

remember not only the words, but also the

order in which they were given.

When words are presented once at a

speed of about two seconds per word, most

of us can remember a string of five to seven

words without the help of a memory tech-

nique. Remembering longer lists is possible,

however, with the help of a memory strat-

egy known since ancient times: the method
of loci. To use this technique, you first learn

a fixed list of places, such as the Eiffel

Tower, the Berlin Wall, the Louvre, the

Great Wall of China, the Golden Gate

Bridge. You need as many places as there

are words to remember. Once acquired, the

list is a kind of mental map that can be used

time and time again.

The next step is to form a mental picture,

connecting each word on the list with one of

the locations. For example, if the first word

were car and the first place on your list of

locations were Eiff'el Tower, you might

come up with a mental picture of a

Mercedes dangling from the top of the Eif-

fel Tower. Then you move on to the next

word and connect it visually with the next

place on your mental map. Later, when

asked to recall the entire list of words, you

revisit the locations, one by one, retrieve the

mental picture for each place, and decode it

into the word to be remembered. With

enough practice, you can remember long

lists of words this way, and all in the correct

order. Some people reach into the hun-

dreds.

Because the mental operations required

by the method of loci are part of the mind's

basic biological hardware, we expected that

acquiring and using the method should be

fairly simple. And indeed, this is so. Almost

anyone can learn the method of loci and,

after just a few practice sessions, be pretty

good at it.

But what about performance in old age?

A typical seventy-year-old, we learned,

takes three to four times as long as someone

in her twenties to find and remember a

mental picture linking word and location.

Older adults also make more mistakes. And
most impwrtant, the losses with age seem to

be irreversible. Even after forty hour-long

Injudging life's "complex uncertainties, " age is often an asset.
Eikoh Hosoe
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raining sessions, seventy-year-olds cannot

io as well as young adults do after only a

ouple of sessions. To date, despite much
ffort, we have been unable to find a single

arson over seventy who could compete in

ie top range with younger adults. When it

omes to such biologically based mental

lechanics, then, old age takes an undeni-

ble toll.

The situation is entirely different, how-

ver, when we look at the kind of knowledge

lat is transmitted from generation to gen-

ration through culture. This is where cog-

itive pragmatics, the second major type of

itellectual function, comes into play. Cog-

itive pragmatics is—to use another com-

uter term—the "software" of the mind.

xamples include such acquired skills as

;ading, writing, and language comprehen-

on, as well as knowledge about how to

andle life's ups and downs.

We could not, of course, test how aging

Tects all such mental software. We needed

paradigm, some illuminating example of

1 area of cognition that would clearly show

le putative benefits of growing old. After

luch thought, we decided on that ancient

earn of excellence, wisdom, which we de-

ned as expert knowledge about life in gen-

al and good judgment about how to con-

jct oneself in the face of complex,

icertain circumstances.

To test for wisdom, we present people in

ir laboratory with difficult hypothetical

lemmas. One might be: Imagine that a

lend is about to call to tell you that she

m't go on anymore and has decided to

)mmit suicide. How would you handle this

tuation? Or a fifteen-year-old girl tells you

le is thinking about getting married right

vay. What might you tell her to consider?

'e then ask our research participants what

nd of knowledge they would bring to bear

1 the issues.

The responses we get to these and other

lemmas vary widely, and over the years,

e have developed a "wisdom scale" on

hich we place the answers. Take the prob-

m of the fifteen-year-old girl. A partici-

mt might respond: "A fifteen-year-old girl

ants to get married? No, no way, marrying

age fifteen would be utterly wrong."

ven after further cuing about possible

aenuating or modulating circumstances,

lis person continues to insist that the prob-

m is a simple one with one answer: "Mar-
age is not possible."

Another answer might reflect a deeper

lowledge of the human condition: "Well,

1 the surface, this seems like an easy prob-

m. On average, marriage for fifteen-year-

d girls is not a good thing. Thinking about

;tting married, on the other hand, is not

le same as actually doing it. I guess many
ris might think about it without getting

arried in the end. And then, there are

situations where the average case doesn't

fit. Perhaps in this instance, special life cir-

cumstances are involved, such as, for exam-

ple, the girl having a terminal illness or

being all alone in the worid. Or as I think

more about it, this fifteen-year-old girl may
not be from this country in the first place;

perhaps she lives in another culture or even

historical period where girls marry early.

. . . Before I could offer a final evaluation or

even give advice, I would need to have more

information."

To us, the second reply demonstrates

more of the culturally and experientially

accumulated knowledge that we define as

wisdom: rich knowledge of the course and

variations of the human condition, an

appreciation of the complexity and cultural

variability of life circumstances, and recog-

nition of the relativity of values and prior-

ities. It also demonstrates a good sense of

the uncertainties of life—that any life situa-

tion has a particular balance of gains and

losses—and in addition, it reflects empathy

and an interest in the well-being of others.

Our results have been dramatically dif-

ferent from those on the mechanics of mem-
ory. Older adults have received some of the

very best scores in our "tests" of wisdom.

Not all older adults are wise, of course, but

in our work so far, more than half of the top

resfwnses come from people above sixty

years of age. And the longer our research

goes on, the more we have come to think

that someone in the last season of life may
well hold the "world record" in wisdom.

One of the most positive effects of cul-

ture, then, might come with age. Knowl-

edge about the conduct and meaning of life

accumulates with the passing years and,

under favorable conditions, is organized in

ways that can make it something very spe-

cial: what we call wisdom. Moreover, this

special body of knowledge can be powerful

enough to compensate, at least in part, for

biological losses. In some cases, culture may
almost "outwit" biological limits. When
Artur Rubinstein was asked in a television

interview how he managed to remain such a

successful concert pianist in his old age, he

mentioned three strategies that exemplify

wisdom: perform fewer pieces, practice

each piece more frequently, and—to com-

pensate for a loss in mechanical speed of

playing—introduce more ritardandos be-

fore fast segments so that the playing speed

sounds faster than it is in reality.

In tasks requiring professional expertise

and wisdom, then, progress is possible even

into ripe old age. For me, this is cause for

optimism. Only during the last century

have so many people reached old age. With

more and more people living longer, and

thus—at least potentially—growing wiser

and wiser, who's to say what the aging mind

may contribute to the future?

seven to eight pups (occasionally as many
as thirteen) per year. By comparison, rac-

coons don't begin to breed until they're

one or two and usually have just one litter

a year, of two to five pups. And raccoons

may live up to sixteen years in the wild.

^ few years ago, I began looking

ybf for an opossum population that

.^ .A. had been sheltered from at

least some of its predators for a long time.

I located a site that seemed appropriate:

Sapelo Island, Georgia. Sapelo, formerly

owned by tobacco magnate R. J. Reyn-

olds and now a Georgia State Wildlife

Refuge, is an enchanting area dominated

by tall pines and magnificently gnarled

live oaks festooned with Spanish moss.

The island has been separated from the

mainland by about five miles of water,

farther than opossums are likely to swim,

for about four millennia, or several thou-

sand generations of opossums—plenty of

time for the island opossums to evolve

separately from their mainland relatives.

Sapelo Island lacks all mammalian preda-

tors of opossums. As a result, opossums

often wander about during the day and

sleep essentially in the open. (On the

mainland, they are nocturnal, spending

the day in deep underground dens.)

To my satisfaction, the absence of pred-

ators has affected more than just the opos-

sums' behavior: opossums age more slowly

on Sapelo than they do on the mainland,

just as the evolutionary theory of aging

would predict. The oldest radio-collared

individual I've monitored on the island is

more than a year older than any I've

tracked on the mainland at my study site

near the Savannah River Ecology Labora-

tory in Aiken, South Carolina. And
whereas less than a quarter of the females

live into a second reproductive year on the

mainland, half do so on the island. In addi-

tion, the mortality rate doubles every

eight months on the mainland but takes

more than a year to do so on the island.

The populations also differ with respect

to reproductive aging. Those few main-

land females that make it to a second

breeding year have slower-growing young

and are more likely to be infertile than
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Like most little birds, this great titfrom
Asia may live at least twice as long as

most comparably sizedmammals.
Toshiaki Ida; Nature Produclion

they were the year before. For island opos-

sums, this is not so. And just as longer-

lived species of mammals tend to bear

fewer young at a time than do short-lived

species, opossum litters are smaller on

Sapelo than on the mainland: about five

per litter instead of seven or more. Donna
Holmes, a postdoctoral associate, and I

are currently rearing opossums from both

populations in a captive colony, hoping to

get some insight into the mechanisms of

this aging difference.

Jnterestingly, in a long-term study

of age-related decline in running

speed and stamina in canyon liz-

ards in Texas, biologists Ray Huey, Art
Dunham, and Karen Overall found analo-

gous results to this opossum work. In can-

yon lizards, females die at a faster rate

than males. The evolutionary theory of

aging predicts their physical decline

should therefore begin earlier, which it

does. These researchers are also compar-
ing a low-altitude lizard population, sub-

ject to relatively high mortality rates, with

a high-elevation, low mortality rate popu-
lation. As the theory predicts, lizards lose

their stamina at a younger age in the high

mortality rate population. Running speed,

puzzlingly, declines at similar ages in the

two populations.

A great deal of evidence now supports

the evolutionary theory of aging. But does

this reveal anything about the prospects

for retarding human aging? In one sense,

the answer is a somewhat comforting

"yes." In the industrialized West, at least,

we have by and large conquered infectious

diseases, and life is safer than ever. We
are, therefore, living in an environment
with reduced hazards. Reproductive rates

are also down, and many people are choos-

ing to delay reproduction. If these factors

become global and if they are not out-

weighed by other, more insidious dangers

of modem life, they should lead to an
evolutionary slowing dovra of aging

among humans. I suppose what comforts

one person may not comfort another, but I

am heartened to think that although it

may take a few hundred generations or so,

humans should one day be living longer.D
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Seeds ofDestruction
How sex triggers the agingofan orchid

With more than 30,000 species, the or-

chid family contains some of the world's

most admired flowers, in shapes and col-

ors diverse enough to satisfy nearly all

tastes. But whether the flowers are deli-

cately exquisite, lusciously sensuous, or

simply bizarre, all this beauty has one

very practical purpose: to attract polli-

nators that will fertilize the plant's egg

cells. Once this is accomplished, the or-

chid turns its attention inward, to the all-

important business of reproduction. As
with all flowers, the cost to the blossom of

this new life is aging and death, but for

many orchids, dying takes much longer

than the few days typical of other kinds of

flowers. In orchids, the syndrome of devel-

opmental events leading to maturation

and fertilization of the egg cells—a proc-

ess triggered by pollination—may last as

long as a year.

At its peak, this Philippine Phalaenop-

sis violacea flower is rosy magenta in

color, just right to attract its insect polli-

nators. A day or so after pollination, the

floral segments have begun to turn pale

green and to fold ever so slightly inward.

Three weeks later, most of the flower is

green, and the ovary (at the base of the

flower, looking almost like part of the

stem) has begun to swell with the develop-

ing eggs inside.

Meanwhile, pollen tubes have begun to

grow into the developing ovary in prepara-

tion for fertilization of the matured egg

cell. Unlike many orchids, whose petals

Photographs by Allen Rokach
Special thanks to Keith B. Lloyd, curator of or-

chids, Sarah Davis Smith Memorial Orchid Collec-

tion of the New York Botanical Garden.
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wilt following pollination, the now-green

P. violacea petals are able to photosyn

thesize, providing nutrition for the devel

oping ovary. The ovary will continue to

swell for another two months, when the

growing pollen tubes finally reach their

mark and fertilize the mature ovule. Only

now do the seeds begin to develop. Nearly

a year after pollination, the new seeds ma-

ture and the ovary splits open, releasing up

to 500,000 tiny seeds, harbored in a white

cottony material. Then, the entire flowei

dries out and turns brown. Finally, we car

pronounce it dead.

Working with orchid flowers, plan

physiologists Sharman O'Neill (of th<

University of California, Davis), Abra

ham Halevy (of the Hebrew University a

Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel), and othen

have demonstrated how pollination trig

gers the developmental events that lead t(

ovule maturation, seed development, am
ultimately, the death of the flower. Poller

delivered to the orchid flower by a visitin,

insect, carries with it the plant hormon

auxin. This hormone initiates two proc

esses: the first elevates the sensitivity c

petals and sepals (the perianth) to anothe

plant hormone, ethylene gas, and the sec

ond leads to an increase in the amount c

ethylene produced in the ovary and th

perianth.

Without auxin, ethylene alone woul

quickly lead to the death of the flower, bu

together, the two hormones coordinat

much of this orchid's complex reproduc

tion, from the transformation of the peri

anth into a photosynthetic organ to eel

division and differentiation of the ovar

into a fruit. Eventually, however, the de

mands of the developing ovary and se©

capsule become overwhelming, bringin,

the flower's long life to a close.

—

R. F.
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Celestial Events

A Shadowy Past
byGailS.Cleere

February 2 is Groundhog Day, brought

to us by nineteenth-century German im-

migrants. The day is all that is left of an

ancient pagan celebration called Imbolog,

which marked a "cross-quarter" day, one

of the four days that fall midway between

the four mileposts of the solar year, the

spring and fall equinoxes and the winter

and summer solstices.

On Imbolog, which means "sheep's

milk," the early Celts marked the season

of lambing, of driving cattle to the sum-

mer grazing lands, and of early spring

planting. As in many pagan agricultural

festivities, great fires were lit in honor of

the sun. A belief arose that if this day were

sunny, a long winter was forecast; if the

day were gloomy, spring would be early.

An early spring meant more than merely

nice weather. An early planting meant an

early harvest and an end to the hunger of a

long winter. The conquering Romans
learned this belief from the Scottish Celts

and spread it to what is now Germany.

From early Christian times, February 2

was celebrated as Candlemas, with the

presentation and lighting of candles. But

the old pagan beliefs persisted. Good
weather on Candlemas Day meant a sec-

ond winter was coming. From medieval

Scotland came the couplet, "If Candle-

mas be bright and clear, There'll be two

winters in the year." From Cumbria, in

northwest England, "If Candlemas Day
be sunny and warm, ye may mend yer

auld mittens, and look for a storm." And
from Yorkshire, "A farmer should have,

on Candlemas Day, half his com and half

his hay." But from Germany came the

saying, "A farmer would rather see wife

upon a bier, than that Candlemas Day
should be sunny and clear."

German immigrants to Pennsylvania

brought their folklore with them. They
believed that North American marmots
(woodchucks), which they called ground-

hogs, were able to predict the seasons.

Today, the groundhog's appearance is

big business in Punxsutawney, Pennsylva-

nia. If the weather is nice and the ground-

hog sees its shadow, another six weeks of

winter are in store. The astronomical sig-

nificance of February 2 has long since

been forgotten. The necessity of watching

the passage of the sun in the heavens to

know when to plant and let the livestock

out to pasture is gone, given way to a

whole country watching for a groundhog.

Leap Years

Thirty days hath September,

April, June, and November;

All the rest have thirty-one.

Excepting February alone.

And that has twenty-eight days clear

And twenty-nine in each leap year.

This year, February has that extra day.

For this, we can thank Julius Caesar (or at

least the astronomers on his payroll), who
changed the calendar to compensate for

the quarter of a day beyond 365 days that

the earth takes to travel around the sun.

This quarter day accumulates into a whole

extra day every four years. So, as part of

the Julian Calendar Reform, instituted in

46 B.C., Caesar added a leap day to every

fourth year.

Unfortunately, after Caesar's reform

the calendar year was eleven minutes

twelve seconds too long—an inaccuracy

that probably mattered little to the Ro-

mans, but which had accumulated to ten

days by the sixteenth century. In 1582,

astronomers employed by Pope Gregory

XIII recommended that ten days be

chopped that year from the calendar, and

that centennial years observe leap days

only if the date is divisible by 400 (thus the

year 2000 will be a leap year, the year

1900 was not). Those countries under pa-

pal authority adopted the Gregorian cal-

endar. England and her colonies waited

170 years to accept it because they re-

jected papal ideas, regardless of merit.

But even the Gregorian calendar year is

a bit too long. Over about 2,500 years, the

Gregorian calendar itself will accumulate

an error of one day.

The Planets in February
Mercury is behind the sun at mid-

month, reaching superior conjunction,

and will not be seen again until March.

Venus continues to put on a brilliant

performance in the predawn southeastern

sky, dazzling us at —4 magnitude. In the

morning twilight of the 7th and 8th, Ve-

nus, Mars, Uranus, and Neptune gather

within a few degrees of one another, very

low along the horizon.

Mars, low in the southeast in the morn-

ing, moves quickly eastward out of Sag-

ittarius and into Capricomus this month.

Just before sunrise on the 1st, Mars is

visited by the thin crescent moon. On the

19th, the red planet is in conjunction with

Venus, and the two planets will appear

extremely close in the predawn sky, with

Venus greatly outshining Mars.

Jupiter maintains a lonely evening vigi]

this month, gliding across the cold Febru

ary sky with only the stars of Leo as

backdrop. On the 18th, a full moon passe;

close by but doesn't stay long. On tht

28th, Jupiter reaches opposition (opposite

the sun in our sky), rising when the sur

sets and setting when the sun rises.

Saturn emerges from behind the sun ai

a morning object in Capricomus, becom-

ing visible during the second half of Feb

mary. Venus passes very close to Satun

on the 28th.

Uranus and Neptune stay within a few

degrees of each other all year and can be

spotted in dark skies with binoculars. This

month, they are morning objects in Sag-

ittarius, squeezed in between Venus anc

Mars at the beginning of the month. Tc

easily locate these dim planets, you should

consult the special star maps published ir

popular astronomy magazines.

The Moon is new on the 3d at 2:00 p.m.

EST; first-quarter moon is on the 11th ai

11 : 1 5 A.M., EST; full moon, on the 1 8th a1

3:04 A.M., EST; and last-quarter moon, or

the 25th at 2:56 a.m., EST.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of tht

International Dark Sky Association, at

organization dedicated to preserving tht

skies for astronomy.
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American Museum of Natural History

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS
Norway^ the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland

July 8-22, 1992

Discover spectacular fjords, glaciers, geysers, icebergs and dramatic coastlines that offer refuge to

exciting wildlife. Retrace the route of great Viking explorers, with calls at traditional Nordic villages

and archeological sites. Our expedition vessel, the very comfortable, 68-cabin Illiria, is ideally suited

to exploring these remote, northern waters. Highlights include:

• Trondheim, Norway, site of the magnificent Nidaros Cathedral and Stiftsgarden, an immense,

wooden royal palace.

• Torshavn, in the volcanic Faroe Islands, with some of the islands' finest Viking remains.

• Heimaey Island, where the effects pf a 1973 volcanic eruption are still evident, and Surtsey Island,

newly created during a 1973 eruption.

• Iceland's spectacular countryside, replete with

geysers, hot springs, waterfalls, volcanos and vast

lava fields.

• Prince Christian Sound, Godthaab and Sondre

Strom, magnificent and rarely visited fjords on

Greenland's coast.

• Greenland's ancient Viking sites and picturesque vil-

lages such as Hvalsey and Julianehaab.

• Diverse and abundant wildlife, including numerous

species of marine mammals and miUions of seabirds.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

\^s&mm History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

in New York State (212) 769-5700



Discover
Natural
History!

Atthe American Museum

DETACH AND MAIL ORDER FORM TODAY

MAIL Members' Book Program
^°" American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYork, NY 10024

OR 1-800-437-0033
CALL:

Please rush me the 1991 Telly Award Winning
Videocassette of the American Museum of

Natural History for only $17.95 (U.S. & CANADA)
plus $4.00 postage & handling. CT residents add
6% state sales tax. Available in VHS only.

Approx. 30 Min.

n VISA D MASTERCARD

Man and Nature Lecture
Edward O. Wilson, Frartk B. Baird Jr.

Professor of Science and curator of ento-

mology at Harvard University's Museum
of Comparative Zoology, is best known

for his award-winning scientific work on

ants and as the premier theorist of socio-

biology, the field that examines the evolu-

tion of social behavior.

Wilson has been chosen to present the

1992 Mack Lipkin Man and Nature Lec-

tures at the American Museum of Natu-

ral History. This public lecture series

Edward O. Wilson

gives prominent scientists an opportunity

to discuss their work and its importance

for humanity. On Monday, March 2, Wil-

son will discuss the implications of the ac-

celerating extinction rate, which threat-

ens to destroy myriad plant and animal

species at a time when biodiversity is at

one of its highest points in our planet's his-

tory. On Tuesday, March 3, Wilson will

talk about the colonial adaptations that

have enabled ants to survive for more than

50 million years.

Both lectures will begin at 7:00 p.m. in

the Main Auditorium. Advance admis-

sion for the two-evening series is $30 ($20

for members); for one evening, $20 ($15

for members). Tickets may be ordered

from the Membership Office, American

Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY
10024-5192. Call (212) 769-5606 for fur-

ther information.

Black History Month
The Museum will celebrate Black His-

tory Month with programs ranging fron

African folklore to women writers in tht

black arts movement to the origins of gos

pel music. Free with admission to the Mu
seum, the events will take place from 1 :0(

to 4:00 P.M. every Saturday and Sunday ir

the Leonhardt People Center.

A five-member a cappella ensemble

NoName Gospel Singers, will present Af

rican American sacred music on Sunday

February 2, at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. Micke;

D and Friends will trace African Ameri

can jazz dancing on Sunday, February 9

at 2:00 and 4:00 p..m. Katherine Prest

widge, professor of biology and medica

lab technology at Bronx Community Coi

lege, will discuss the contribution of Afr

can Americans to the science, technology

engineering, and health professions o

Tuesday, February 1 1, at 7:00 p.m. Urba
anthropologist Sherrill D. Wilson will tal

on the history of African Americans i

New York, as slaves and as free people, oj

Wednesday, February 19, at 7:00 p.m

These programs will take place in th

Kaufmann Theater.

Contemporary dance genres will be ex

plored by the Nanette Bearden Contem

porary Dance Theater on Wednesdaj

February 5, at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Audi

torium. A tribute to American jazz com
poser Mary Lou Williams and an Africa)

village ritual dance to the recorded musi'

of master drummer Olatunji are amon;

the presentations.

Seating is on a first-come, first-servo

basis. No tickets are necessary, but seal

ing is limited. These programs, presentei

by the Museum's Department of Educa

tion, are made possible in part by a gif

from the family of Frederick H. Leor

hardt and by a grant from the Chase Mar
hattan Bank. For a full schedule of events

call (212) 769-5315.

Ring of Fire

The new IMAX film opening on Janu

ary 1 1 in the Naturemax Theater is abou
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the boundary in the earth's crust where
more than three-quarters of the world's

active volcanoes are located. Ring ofFire
follows a 30,000-mile circle around the

Pacific rim—from Mount St. Helens in

the United States to Chile's Navidad,

Japan's Sakura-jima, and Indonesia's

Mount Merapi—and looks at the people

and cultures within this volcanic ring. A
team of geologists, anthropologists, com-
puter animators, and filmmakers worked
for more than seven years on this project.

Showtimes are every hour from 10:30

A.M. to 4:30 P.M. daily. On Fridays and
Saturdays at 6:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., Ring
ofFire will be shown with another IMAX
film, Ws Are Born ofStars. For informa-

tion, call (212) 769-5650.

The Magellan Mission to Venus
The most recent Magellan Mission re-

sults will be the subject of a lecture by
Steven Squyres, associate professor of as-

tronomy at Cornell University. This talk is

part of the Frontiers in Astronomy and
Astrophysics Lecture Series and will take

place in the Planetarium's Sky Theater on
Monday, February 24, at 7:30 p.m. Tick-

ets are $6 ($5 for members). For informa-

tion about other Planetarium events, call

(212) 769-5920.

Reflections in Natural History
Stephen Jay Gould, Alexander Agassiz

Professor of Zoology and professor of ge-

ology at Harvard University, will talk

about a variety of topics in the field of evo-

lutionary biology on Tuesday, February
11. Gould is a research associate in the

Museum's Department of Invertebrates

and a regular columnist for Natural His-
tory magazine. The lecture will be held in

the Main Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. Tickets

are $30 ($20 for members). For informa-

tion, call (212) 769-5606.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on
Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City The Kaufmann Theater and
the Leonhardt People Center are located

in the Charles A. Dana Education Wing.
The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

mission policy. For more information

about the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

Get TV reception you never had before, with the. .

.

Antenna Multiplier
only »2925*
*But read this ad for an even better deal!

You may not need it if you are connected to a cable

system, but if not you can now get TV reception tliat

you could never enjoy before. Inside its plastic housing,
ihe Autenna Multiplier'" hides a small technical gem—
an array of electronic components that enhances the

reception power of your TV. The Antenna Multiplier"'

stabilizes your TV picture, eliminates "ghosts" and
static, and brings in stations that were only visible as

flickers and annoying shadows. In most areas you will

be able to eliminate an outdoor antenna (limited by atmo
spheric or geographic constraints) . The Multiplier'" needs no outside power—it gets its "juice"

right through your TV set. You place the Multiplier" on the televison set itself, lay it on a

nearby table, or hang it on the wall and you can say goodbye to the clutter of rabbit ears,

loop, rod, or dish antennas. Antenna Multiplier'" enhances your TV reception and your
entertainment alternatives, since it also vastly improvesAM/FM radio reception and brings
in new stations on multiband and shortwave receivers.

We are the exclusive importers of the Antenna Multiplier™ in the United States and can
therefore bring you this outstanding TV accessory for just $29.95. But we have an even bet-

ter deal. But/ ttvofor $59.90, and we'll sendyou a third one, with ourcompliments—absolutely
FREE ! Unleash the full power of your television with Antenna Multiplier'" . Order it today

!

The An-
ennaMulti-
iivnifiamlly

laosls UHF, VHT
Television and AM, FM,

& Shortwave radio reception.

3'//Lx3%-Wx'/,-D.

Looking for a bargain? Come in and visit

our Catalog Outlet in San Francisco.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER

TOLL FREE (800) 882-3050

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Please give order #14298170. If you prefer, mail check

orcard authorization and expiration. We need daytime

phone # for all orders and issuing bank for charge

orders. Add shipping/insurance: $3.50 for one, $10.50

for three. Add sales tax forCA delivery. You have 30 day

return privilege and one year replacement warranty. 139 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

'1^ S^^f "̂'Ki+viVtiJO

Outdoor
Adventures
Start Here

REI has the best selection of outdoor gear

and clothing for camping, hiking, cycling,

climbing and water sports. We're

America's largest consumer coop-you

don't have to be o member to shop, but

for a one-time fee of $1 0, members

receive o yeorly patronage dividend based

on purchases. Be a port of the company

that's donated over $2 million since 1 976

to help protect mg^

the environment. P^

Quality Outdoor Gear and Clothing Since 1938

.N2012

Sumner, WA 98352-0001

Or (oil toll-free (U.S. ond Conodo):

1-800-426-4840,
operator *N201
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Mill Creek Cove, Texas
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Although southeastern Texas is com-

monly referred to as the East Texas

Pineywoods, majestic forests composed

chiefly of American beech and southern

magnolia sometimes prevail in the rolling,

southern part of the region. These broad-

leaved trees thrive where the soil is moist

but well drained, such as near the foot of a

hill. During the past century, many such

forests, which resemble those of the Appa-

lachian foothills hundreds of miles to the

east, have been destroyed or disturbed by

human activities, including the creation of

huge reservoirs. One ninety-four-acre

tract that has been spared is Mill Creek

Cove, located in the Sabine National For-

est between two arms of the Toledo Bend

Reservoir.

Woody plants form three distinct lay-

ers, or canopies, in Mill Creek Cove. The

upper canopy forms the forest's cathedral-

like ceiling and averages about 100 feet

high; it is dominated by American beech

and southern magnolia, with an occasional

tall sweet gum, white oak, water oak, and

green ash. Some of the beeches and mag-

nolias are more than 120 feet tall, with

diameters of nearly four feet at shoulder

height. This upper canopy is completely

closed except for an occasional small

opening where a large tree has died.

Musclewood, hop hornbeam, black

gum, flowering dogwood, and the ever-

green American holly grow twenty-five to

fifty feet tall. All these midcanopy species

are able to thrive in the heavy shade cast

by the taller trees. Beneath the midcan-

opy is the shrub layer, where shrubs and

trees seldom grow more than fifteen feet

high. The species found there include yau-

pon holly, beautyberry, highbush blue-

berry, styrax, witch hazel, and Carolina

buckthorn. These last two are capable of

growing twice as tall where light is more

abundant.

Because of the deep shade, there are no

brushy thickets or entanglements of vines

on the forest floor, giving Mill Creek Cove

a nearly parklike appearance. What vines

exist—such as the southern muscadine

grape, yellow jasmine, cross vine, and Vir-

ginia creeper—seek sunlight by climbing

the nearest tree and do not sprawl across

the leaf litter. Except for some scattered

plants of jack-in-the-pulpit and hound's-

tongue, wildflowers are scarce. Only par-

tridgeberry, with its deep green, penny-

sized leaves, Ues in patches on the ground.

The distinct breaks between the differ-

ent canopies in MiU Creek Cove reflect

the dominance of a limited number of

species, the result of competition over an

The stumps oftreesflooded by Toledo BendReservoir in 1 967, right,poke out ofthe

water near Mill Creek Cove. Above: Strawberry bush.
Photographs by Jay S. Simon
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Mill Creek Cove

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

National Forests in Texas

Homer Garrison Federal Building

701 N. First Street

Lufkin, Texas 75901

(409) 639-8501

An egretflies by Mill Creek Cove.
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extended period of time. This suggej

that this is a virgin forest. Botanist E.

Nixon and his colleagues, who have stu

ied the woody plants in Mill Creek Co,i

have also noted an abundance of bee

and southern magnohas of every size a

age, another clue that this forest has i

.

been cut. Because the growth of the yoi

ger trees will renew the dominant speci

,

Mill Creek Cove is a climax beec

southern magnoUa forest—the only o

according to botanist Steve Orzell, on :

West Gulf Coastal Plain, a region t i

extends around the Gulf of Mexico fr i

Mobile, Alabama, to Galveston, Texas

Ecologists use the term climax to re r

to the final stage in a natural successioi f

plant communities in a specific envir -

ment. In an area such as Mill Creek Cc

,

for example, the first plants to colors

bare ground are primarily annuals, pla s

that grow from seeds, reproduce, and tlv

die back each year. As the annuals (

,

their organic remains contribute to the : 1

and build up its capacity to retain wa •.

After a year or two, this provides a si
-

able habitat for perennial herbs to beco ft

estabUshed. The perennials usually gi i

taller than the annuals, shading them c

.

As the soil becomes richer and me
capable of holding water, more robt

pereimials appear. Shrubs and eventu<y

trees come to dominate. The climajSf

reached when the forest community ci-

sists of plants that continually reple

themselves, rather than paving the vy

for a succeeding stage.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor err:'

itus ofplant biology at Southern Illiri

University, Carbondale, explores the I
~

logical and geological highlights of '

156 U. S. national forests.
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request Floura Wild Rice, Box 44C, Blackduck, MN
56630 or Call (218) 835-6667

^ Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS, DEA Available your area now. Call (805)

682-7555 Ext. C-2605.

I

I Home Exchange

HOME EXCHANGE. Inexpensive short/longterm

travel. Worldwide memberstiip. InventedCity 41 Sut-

ter - 1090nt, SF, California 94104 (800) 788-CITY

Merchandise/Gifts

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-

teed. Color catalog $2, Bethany Sciences, PO Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting fnend-

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

Rentals

HAWAII OCEAN FRONT HOUSE on Oahu's Windward
Coast. $450.00 weekly, $1500.00 monthly. Pultz, Box
47, Kailua, HI 96734 (808) 261-6594

MAINE—secluded, lakefront log cabin. $275 weekly.

Hodgkin, 13 Crystal, Cumberland, ME 04021 (207) 829-

5728

Resorts

BELIZE—PELICAN BEACH RESORT—Family-run.

Beachfront resort in Southern Belize. Comfortable

rooms overlooking Caribbean; Homecooked meals;

Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve; Manatees; Birdwatching;

Snorkeling and Island Cottage Rental. Rath, Box 14,

Dangriga, Belize Tel: 011-501-5-22044 Fax: 01 1-501 -5-

22570

SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation.

Bequia, St. Vincent Grenadines. Secluded beach,

pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box 19251 A,

Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

Tours/Trips

DIG FOR DINOSAURS
Join top paleontologists for dinosaur
research in Colorado c: Wyomingi

5 DAYS—FIELD & LAB WORK
Dinamation's Dino Expeditions
189-A Technology Drive

Irvine CA 92718

ADVENTURE & WILDLIFE tours personally designed
by travel pioneer Lars-Eric Lindblad. "Wing safaris" to

Zimbabwe-Botswana-Namibia and the famed Skeleton

Coast. Plus lemurs of Madagascar, cruise to the Ga-
lapagos and the Russian Arctic. Forget the rest . .

.

experience the best! Details on these & other trips from

Creative Travel, Ltd 25 Sylvan Road South, Suite E,

Westport, CT 06880 (203) 221-0332
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JlieMarl^t
ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safans in

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe Low cost

camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning ptiotog-

raphy Fascinating options, track gonllas, climb Kili-

manjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

and fiike Danwin's "Enctianted Isles." Cfioice yachts.

Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon Jungle/

tylachu Picchu options Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

life and smoking volcanos Small groups, expert

guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-

chures! (800) 525-6772 Special Interest Tours, 134 W,

26 St. {C)NY, NY 10001.

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

Quality EXPEDITION S
Kenya, Tanzania,

Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 3S1-5041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

-|/A/A/A/A/T^

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

ris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking, London/Nairobi overland. Egypt, more. Free

24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel, 112 Pros-

pect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife/go-

rilla safaris to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda, Botswana,

Namibia. Also, Egypt. Galapagos, Far East. Wander-

lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver. CO
80218 (303) 777-5846

X—X ALASKA, AFRICA

)
AMAZON-

^_^'- GALAPAGOS
Fun, educational adventures with autltor/-

photojournalist Bill Thomas, Others. Free

brochure. Touch of Success Photo Seminars,

Lowell. FL 32663: Ph. (9041 867-0463. __

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,

Zimbabwe. Kenya Consultants, Box 216, l^^t. Tremper,

NY 12457(800)724-1221

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

wildlife and cultures in depth. Outstanding guides,

small groups, excellent itineraries off the tieaten path.

Walking and night game drives available. Draw upon
more than 20 years' experience. Join one of our sched-

uled groups or design a private safari of your own.

Tanzania, Kenya, Botswana. Namibia. Free color cata-

log. Voyagers, Dept. NH-2, Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851

1-800-633-0299

SIERRA MADRE RAIL EXCURSIONS

MONARCH BUTTERFLY
WINTER HABITAT TREKS

1-800-843-1060 10A(VI-6PIVl CENTRAL
COLUMBUS 'mAVEL, 6017 CAUAGHAN RD, SAN ANrONIO, TO 78228

ALASKAN'S FAVORITE GETAWAY: Harmony Point

Wilderness Lodge Natural history tours on the ocean,

in the rainforest, and in the alpine. Guided activities

include Sea Kayaking, Mtn Biking, Hiking, Inter-Tidal

Walks, and Boat Tours. Private cabins, handcrafted

lodge, log sauna, and excellent fresh local seafood

PO, Box 110, Seldovia, AK 99663 (907) 234-7858

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES operates some of

the most highly regarded natural history tours in

Alaska. The tnps feature small group experiences com-

bining safe and fun outdoor adventunng with the secu-

rity of professional tour guides. Travelers are taken

beyond the ordinary activities of conventional bus
tours and cruises. Visit Denali National Park, Kenai

National Wildlife Refuge, Kenai Fjords National Park

along with other destinations. Over fifty departures.

Operating since 1977. For a 20-page color brochure

write: Alaska Wildland Adventures, Box 389-HN,

Girdwood, AK 99587, or call (800) 334-8730

ALASKA: Adventure travel and deluxe fishing lodge.

Alaska's premier small group safaris and world class

fishing. Great Alaska Fish Camp and Safaris, 1-800-

544-2261 , HC01 Box 218, Sterling, AK 99672 Brochure/

Video

ALASKA, Af^AZON, COSTA RICA, GALAPAGOS, Af-

rica, Australia natural history expeditions. Small

groups, expert leadership emphasizing learning and
discovery. Worldwide program, 19th year. Free bro-

chure. Nature Expeditions International, Dept. NHC,
PO Box 1 1496, Eugene, OR 97440 (800) 869-0639

/^ ALASKA-GALAPAGOS
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA - BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journey Specialists

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr„ McKioleyville, CA 95521

800-548-7555

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC We see up to 50 wolves
250 muskoxen, 200,000 canbou and much, much mori

on our fly-in canoe trips in the Northwest Territoriei

each summer Wildlife biologist guide Our 18thyearo
operating in the heart of North America's last grea

wilderness. For brochure whte: Canoe Arctic Inc., Bo!

130C, Fori Smith, N WT. Canada XOE OPO or tele

phone (403) 872-2308

zrnAfLASiiD
//vDo^s/es/A

LAOS'

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS l\^aine and Canada. Wil-

derness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults, fam-

ilies, teens. Box 71 3H, Greenville, I^E 04441 (207)

695-3668

AMAZON. 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro

Rivers. Remote jungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia or Venezuela. Call for free information/bro-

chures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

Hills, NY 11375. (718) 520-1845

A PASSION FOR GARDENS. Small group tours to

Southern England/lvlay; Channel Islands/June; Scot-

land/September; Northern ltaly/Octot)er. For bro-

chures Limewalk Tours. 102 Lake Street. Burlington.

VT 05401 (802) 864-5720

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES. Two ses-

sions of a four week Archeological Field School in the

excavation of a late Pueblo II Anasazi site on the Utah/

Arizona border. Section #1 June 9 to July 5, 1992 and
Section #2 from July 7 to August 2, 1992 Intended for

undergraduate college students No experience re-

quired. Six quarter credits. Limited enrollment For

cost information write: Dr. Richard A. Thompson, P.O.

Box 9581. Southern Utah University, Cedar City, UT
84720

ARCTIC WATERWAYS, INC. offers an Arctic Adven-

ture for all ages in good health. Experience the Arctic

wilderness on a relaxed river float trip. Beautiful flora,

fauna and the midnight sun! A.W. Inc.. Box 137. Sta. B,

Buffalo, NY 14207. "Our 17th Year in the Far North!"

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Nature,

Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and camping
safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in New
Zealand's scenic National Parks and Ivlilford Track;

Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier

Reef. Pacific Exploration Co.. Box 3042-N, Santa

Barbara. CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

noluralist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 3 1 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

BORNEO—BALI—KOMODO ISLAND. Explore Asia's

wonderful natural history. Voyagers. Dept. NB-2, Box

915. Ithaca. NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

1-800-397-5917

Superior Croup/

Independent Trjvel

COSTA RICA. BELIZE. VENEZUELA. Spectacular ns

ture adventures. Forum Travel. 91 Gregory. Pleasan

Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

COSTA RICA. The best programs by the most exper

enced operators. Wildlife, birdwatching. whitewatc

rafting, wonderful beaches. Call for free informatior

brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Fores

Hills, NY 11375 (718) 520-1845.

ECOTOUR LEADER WORKSHOP A special Galap;

gos-Amazon workshop on organizing and leadin

trips. Participants selected will receive a $1 ,000 schc

arship. Sponsored by The Center for Environment:

Study and The Alliance for Environmental Educatioi

For an application, contact Voyagers, Dept. NW-2, Be

915, Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

GALAPAGOS AND RAINFOREST guide book. Nev

Free. Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard St. East, T
rontolv14M 1Y5. Phone (416)469-8211. Fax (416) 46
5131.

Baraoi Pur market,

West Bengal, India
Radha Kanta Paul
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lALAPAGOS: Best Yachts, Guides, Prices. 1256 ottier

reat adventures worldwide. Forum Travel, 91 Greg-

ry. Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

iALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

'ildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.

how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
ravel, PO. Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA 95045.

100)969-9014.

lALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air. Ec-

ador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph

oiley, LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown. MD
1133(301)922-3116

i
DISCOVER
KAMCHATKA

Volcano, HI 96785.
TEL (808) 985-8552
EAST-WEST DISCOVERY

AWAII! Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

3d by Mark Collins. Hawaii's top natural history guide,

oril, June, August, November departures. Voyagers,

ept NE-2, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

IKE/SNOWSHOE/SKI OREGON'S ANCIENT Forests.

:ologist, cabin, geothermal springs, meals. Adven-
ires. Box 1717, Sisters, 97759

iQIA, NEPAL, TIBET. CHINA, THAILAND. Tours, treks,

ildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

ps. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog,

imalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St.. Stamford, CT
)901 (800) 225-2380

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
Cross the SAHARA Desert w. 'Riaregs; or overland

lo TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
Visit pygmies of the CAR; BORNEO'S Dayak;

Dani of IRIAN JAYA; Jivaros of the ECUADORIAN
AMAZON; DogonsofMALI; Berbeisof

MOROCCO; Wodaabe Nomads ofNIGER
View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTARICA,
PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
RAJACTHAN and Pu*ka-; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
TURKEY arch, cruise; T. DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail Trail, Box #1147, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 224-5804

< ERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
3urs, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure. Hi-

lalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901
100)225-2380

ESEARCH EXPEDITIONS. Come meet the great

hales of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Participate in field

^search on the blue, fin, and humpback whales on an
formative wilderness adventure. Small groups, ex-

art biologist guides. 285 Green, St. Lambert. QC J4P
rS (514) 465-9176

Exi client boats, guides, and prices.

OSTA R CA
?. i/i(v7,s in Group & Independent Travel.

lyogervDept. NG-2, Box 9] 5, llhata, NY 14851. 1 800-633-0299

ONORAN DESERT TOURS: Beautiful Southern Ari-

5na—Northern Mexico. Customized Guided tours,

ino Missions, Sea of Cortez, guest ranch. Southwest-
•n activities. Six persons Maximum. P.O. Box 10411,
hoenix, AZ 85064 Tel & Fax: (602) 840-9256

SOUTH AMERICA. Galapagos from economy to luxuri-

ous, trekking in the Andes, Machu Picchu, Patagonia,

Amazon. Conventional or remote destinations. Come
with the specialists! Call for free information/bro-

chures Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

Hills, NY 11375(718)520-1845

—
IGAIAPACOSI

—
10 Years of GEO ^"^^ '-'^^ ^"^^^

Quality EXPEDITION S
Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

^^Cl'^N ^<.t^< ^(»\-

SPECTACULAR ADVENTURES: the Americas, Eu-

rope, Africa, Asia, Pacific. Ecoadventures, Hiking, Bik-

ing. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill. CA 94523
(510)671-2900

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA. Take a journey back
into time where every day is a different and exciting

adventure. Free brochure. 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451-5344

TRIBAL TRIPS. Overlanding, camping, homestays. Af-

rica: Ethiopia/Cameroon—Offbeat Himalayas. Land:

$4,950. Capers, Box 2789, Beverly Hills 90210

AMAZON
Join a University biologist on an air-cond

90 tool Amazon riverboat 650 miles on the i

Amazon River. 8 days, 7 nigtits. $1495

includes meals, air from Miami (Airfare from
j

ottier cities is available), tours, entrance lees

side trips, transfers,1st class hotel, and more\

Previous Client References In Broctiure

Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys, natives

Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available

Jan.4, Feb.22, March 21. April 11, May 9 r̂$1495
INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-800-622-6525

WHALE-WATCHING AT ITS BEST! 7-night cruise Odys-

sey to the world of whales. The St. Lawrence River is

the only place outside of the Arctic where you will sight

the snow-white Beluga . . and you can sight Fins,

Minkes, Humpbacks, and perhaps the great Blue. Free

brochure 1 (800) 267-7868

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar. Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO. Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings. embroideries,

Aubusson. Needlepoint. Oriental, European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls. Please send
color photos with size, condition and price to Renate
Halpern Galleries, Inc.. 325 East 79th Street. New York.

NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.40 per word; 16 word minimum. Display classiSed is

$375 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St., New
York. NY 10024. Direct any written inquiries to Eileen

O'Keefe at the above address. Please include your

personal address and telephone number, issue pre-

ferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of the

month, two months prior to cover date (the January

issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready art is required for

display ads. A tearsheet or copy of the page with your

ad will be sent upon publication.

AMERICAN MUSEUMOF NATURAL HISTORY

THE NATURAL HISTORY
OF NORTH AMERICA
EDWARD RICCILITI

North America is featured here

in all its incredible diversity,

from frozen tundra to tropical

wetlands. More than 230 color

photographs and an informa-

tive text provide an encompass-

ing view of the nature and

wildlife of this wonderful land.

9'/4"xl2'/2", 224 pages.

$21.95

To order send check or money order

for S21 .95 to Members' Book

Program. .American Museum of

Natural History. Central Park West

at 79lh Street. New York. NY 10024.

For credit card orders call toll-free

1-800-437-0033.
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Review

Cracking the Brain Case
by Ira B. Black

In the past decade, new approaches and

emancipating discoveries have revolution-

ized our understanding of the brain and

mind. Recombinant DNA technology,

new brain-imaging techniques, brain cell

culture, and the computer revolution are

yielding information at an explosive rate.

We are beginning to understand the rela-

tionship that exists between brain genes

and cognition. The physical bases of learn-

ing and memory are emerging. New and

ingenious experiments are revealing the

overall organization of cognitive life and

our emotions.

How did the human brain evolve? In-

deed, what cognitive capacities and

personaUty traits, if any, are uniquely hu-

man? What is the broader evolutionary

context for the biology of brain and mind

function? These are just some of the ques-

tions that paleoanthropblogists in general,

and Dean Falk in particular, have taken as

their challenge.

In Braindance, Falk employs a con-

versational, frequently polemical vehicle

to present her views of hominid brain evo-

lution, treating the reader to a generous

subtext concerning the sociopolitics of pa-

Braindance, by Dean Falk. Henry Holt

and Company, Inc., $24.95; 272pp., illus.

leoanthropology. While her use of hyper-

bole, loose analogy, and anecdote are of-

ten distracting, she does provide a much-

needed orientation to the contentious field

of hominid brain evolution. Even her sub-

jective, sometimes rancorous accounts of

controversies with intolerant, competitive

adversaries provide a glimpse of the

rough-and-tumble of science.

In Falk's view, human brain evolution is

predicated on the emergence of frontal
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lobe function, the development of associa-

tional cortex, and the lateraUzation of

brain function—that is, the growing

asymmetry of the two cerebral hemi-

spheres. The frontal lobes, lying above the

brow at the front of the brain, are essential

for creativity, initiative, personality, and

subjective awareness. The associational

cortex, on the other hand, builds up ever

more complex associations of information

relayed from the sensory areas. This is

where, for example, the appearance,

sound, and emotion attached to an experi-

ence are associated in memory. Not sur-

prisingly, Falk focuses on frontal lobe

function and associational cortex evolu-

tion to explain hominid evolution.

Falk traces frontal and associational

Fossil skull of Homo habilis,/oM«rf

at East Turkana, Kenya, in 1 972.

phylogeny in the lineage from Austral

pithecus gracilis to Homo habilis, 1

erectus, and the present keeper of tl

flame, H. sapiens. While her formulatic

provides a useful neuroanatomical and a

thropological road map, it misses a centr

conceptual mark. Her account impli

that hominid brain evolution is about tl

selection of an ever better, all-purpo

thinking machine. In contrast, mode

cognitive and neuroscientific discoveri

suggest that the primate (and huma

brain is composed of diverse, highly s[

cialized cognitive subsystems, not a sinj

universal thinking engine {see "Mozi

and Modularity," page 8). But we

jumping ahead. Let's describe Fall

views in greater detail.

Assailing the paleoanthropological

'

guard" and "old boys club," Falk argu

that Raymond Dart's Taung "child" aci

ally had an apelike brain, not the humfc

like brain claimed by the discoverer {S

"Taungs and Its Significance," Natui

History, April 1980). Similarly, Dons

Johanson's 3-million-year-old Lucy (

afarensis) is excluded as the Unk to t

genus Homo. In Falk's view, the real poi

of departure is Mary Leakey's startli

discovery in 1978: fossilized footprints

Laetoli, dating from 3.5 million years a

{see "The Pitted Pattern of Laetoli Fee

Natural History, March 1990). And he

Falk begins an engrossing epic.

Falk is at her best inferring that t

hominid brain began its explosive grow

1 .5 million years after the walk at Laetc

In other words, the bipedal Laetoli hor

nid had an apelike brain and was probal

the common ancestor of modem hor

nids. Moreover, the dissociation

bipedalism and brain growth prom]

Falk to dismiss a host of theories that \ii

John Reader; Science Photo Library



American Museum of Natural History

MEDIEVAL PORTS
OF THE NEW BALTIC STATES

Luheck, Germany to St. Petersburg, Russia

August 16-30, 1992

Discover the ancient cities and Hanseatic League ports of the newly-hberated Baltic States. A team of

American Museum and guest lecturers lead this cruise aboard the comfortable Polaris as'we discover

one of the most fascinating regions in the world. Highlights include:

The magnificent, red-brick old city of Lubeck, Germany, the

medieval capital of the Hanseatic League.

Gdansk, Poland, a 1,000-year-old city known for its gabled

roofs, Gothic facades and its 15th-century St. Mary's church.

Kaliningrad, known as Konigsberg from its founding by the

Teutonic Knights in 1255 until its transfer to the Soviet Union

in 1945.

Klaipeda, Lithuania, an old German city almost completely

rebuilt in the 19th-century.

Riga, Latvia's beautiful capital and an architectural gem, with

buildings in all styles and from all periods.

Islands in the Straits of Muhu including Vormsi, where

inhabitants speak a 16th-century form of Swedish.

Talhnn, capital of Estonia and a charming city renowned for

its awe-inspiring medieval city walls, fortifications and

towers.

' Vyborg, Russia, with its beautiful harbor and imposing fortress built by the Swedes in the 13th century.

' St. Petersburg, Russia's magnificent "Window on the West," and its famous Peter and Paul Fortress, St.

Isaac's Cathedral and the fabulous Hennitage Museum in the former Winter Palace.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

!>fi2j'i!i History

Discovery Cruises

Centtal Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or

ToO-free (800)462-8687



DISCOVER WILDLIFE

AND THE
ORIGINS OF LIFE.

• Kenya & Tanzania
• Galapagos Islands

Get new insights into life in tlie wild

on an expedition with Park East Tours-

a leader in ecotourism for 25 years. Our

expert naturalists and guides escort

you every step of the way
We conduct trips for the zoological

societies of NY, LA, Washington, Phila-

delphia, Atlanta, Indianapolis and many
more. For a free brochure and details of

our zoo programs, call 1 800 223-6078.

In NY, 212 765-4870

:i^irTO

Create the

Ultimate
Cup Of
Colfee

Start with our Green Mountain Coffee

Roasters Coffee. \x'i freshly wasted in

small batches just hours (not weeks or

months!) before we rush it to you. The

difference in flavor is extraordinary.

We guarantee it!

Call 1-800-223-6768

for a FREE $5 GIFT
CERTIFICATE and a

brochure of 50 delicious

gourmet coffees or mail the

coupon below.

33 Coffee Lane
Waterbury. VT 05676

23-6768

D Yes, please rush my FREE $5 certificate

and catalog of all 50 gourmet coffees.

(^ Want to
brush up
on a
foreign
language?

With Audio-Forum's

intermediate and advanced materials,

it's easy to maintain and sharjjen your

foreign-language skills.

Besides intermediate and advanced

audio-cassette courses - most developed

for the U.S. State Department - we offer

foreign-language mystery dramas,

dialogs recorded in Paris, games,
music, and many other helpful mate-

rials. And if you want to learn a new
language, we have beginning courses

for adults and for children.

We offer introductory and advanced

materials in most of the world's

languages: French, German, Spanish,

Italian, Japanese, Mandarin, Greek,

Russian, Arabic, Korean, and others. 2 1

5

courses in 76 languages. Our 20th year.

Call 1-800-551-6300 for FREE 36
page catalog, or write:

auDia-^GRum
Room F223, 96 Broad Sti«et,

Vjjuilford. CT 06437 (203) 453-979V

If the universe is expanding,
why are there still only

24 hours in a day?
There's never enough time to read all the
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related hominid brain evolution to erec
|

posture. In place of the scenarios that sh'
i

now finds implausible, Falk enunciate

"the radiator theory of brain evolution."

Setting the stage for her theory, sh'

notes that normal brain function require

a rather narrow temperature window. Sh(

then takes us for a walk in the sun-baket

savanna, with the solar orb beating dowi (

on the heads of our upright ancestors. Thi

combination of the hot sun and the nev

stresses on cerebral blood flow induced b;

gravity acting on a now-erect anima

places limits on brain growth.

In Falk's view, the evolution of "a era

nial radiator system of veins" allowei i

cooling of the brain and removed the ma I

jor limitation on brain grow1:h {see "Th '

Petrified Brain," Natural History, Sep

tember 1984). Falk also notes commo
features in the brain venous sinuses c

gracile australopithecines and hominid;

which differ from those of A. afarensi

and A. robustus, and she constructs th

lineage accordingly. A. gracilis led to th

hominid line in which brain size increase

so dramatically.

Emancipated by the brain vein drau

the cerebral organ was free to respond t

selective pressures. Falk asserts:

Since the time of Darwin, there have bee

many speculations about possible prirr

movers of human brain evolution. Some (

these have been rather fanciful. Among tl

nominees are warfare, work, language, to-

production, throwing, and hunting. Despi'

all the speculation about prime mover
there seems to have been resistance to tl

simple possibility that brain size increase

as a result of selection for general intell

gence.

Here Falk gets into neuroscientific di

ficulty by treating the brain as a sing

system.

In fact, the particular mechanisn

mediating the expansion of the frontal co

tex and associational areas and the elah

ration of lateraUzation, so important t

Falk, are never adequately explicatec

Yet the particulars of the evolution of sp(

cific subsystems lie at the crux of th

scientific problem. To appreciate potei

tial difficulties with Falk's stance, let

place paleoanthropology in a neurosciei

tific context.

A sampling of some recent advances i

neuroscience may put this enormous tas

in perspective. The human brain contaii

approximately 100 billion neurons, eac

with about 10,000 specialized junction

or synapses, that communicate with otht

neurons. Activation of billions of synapsi

at a time results in body movement,

perception, or thought.

Chemical signals, or neurotransmitter
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ransfer information from one neuron to

nother in thousandths of a second. Neu-

ons convert the transmitter signals into

lectrical impulses that are carried along

eural cables to the next synaptic junc-

lon. There, another transmitterjumps the

ap, communicating with the next neuron

1 line. These basic, building-block synap-

iC mechanisms are present even in such

imple life forms as coelenterates.

In humans, the synaptic networks are

rganized into diverse systems serving dif-

jrent, highly specific functions. We now

now that individual neurons use nhiltiple

•ansmitter signals to convey information

) other neurons. In effect, each of the

00-billion neurons can act as a picocom-

iuter, integrating vast amounts of in-

jrmation. Even at the level of the single

euron, complexity and the capacity for

)phisticated processing are apparent.

Recent discoveries indicate that the

snes that produce transmitters are con-

oUed by the environment. For example,

ressful environmental events elicit the

ell-known fight-or-flight response by ac-

vating genes that trigger adrenaline and

Dradrenaline secretion. In essence, the

5uron translates environmental events

ito behavior through gene action. Thus,

le environment shapes neural function

j

aring an individual's lifetime, while se-

tting for neural functions during evolu-

, onary time. Falk misses the opportunity

I integrate these new insights,

i Startling discoveries now indicate that

rain neurons use chemical growth fac-

I

)rs, as well as transmitters, to communi-

'ite. These factors, also secreted in re-

)onse to environmental stimuU and nerve

npulses, cause growth of new and stron-

;r nerve pathways. In other words, envi-

1 )nmental activation of a neural circuit

lay increase its size and effectiveness by

.lusing growth factor secretion. Growth

ictors may also play a role in evolution,

;gulating expansion of old neural systems

[id eliciting growth of new systems and

inctions. Unfortunately, Falk does not

Aplore these emerging relationships be-

veen the environment, the individual,

rain genes, growth factors, and evolution.

How has selection organized these mo-

dular and cellular mechanisms into

inctioning cognitive systems? How is the

inctioning cognitive system organized?

onverging evidence from neurology, psy-

(lology, and neuroscience suggests that

Dgnitive function is organized into dis-

rete modules, which were well summa-
zed by Michael Gazzaniga, professor of

sychiatry at Dartmouth, in his article

Organization of the Human Brain" {Sci-

ice, vol. 245, 1989). Apparently unified

lental life is actually composed of multi-

ple, distinct components. Different brain

areas perform different mental functions,

and disconnection of areas prevents nor-

mally integrated mind function. Mental-

ity literally disintegrates.

For example, the curious and tragic

syndrome of alexia without agraphia

—

when a person cannot read but is able to

write—owes its existence to modularity.

In this disorder, visual areas become sepa-

rated (as a result of strokes) from the

receptive language area (Wernicke's

area), preventing reading. However, since

language is expressed by the separate mo-

tor language area (Broca's area), writing is

not impaired.

Of course, modularity is apparent in

normal sensory processing as well. For ex-

ample, when we look at an object, we

analyze color, motion, and depth percep-

tion along separate synaptic pathways,

but the result is a unified perception.

Modularity of cognitive function repre-

sents one organizing principle of brain ac-

tion. In turn, modularity is one manifesta-

tion of lateralization, the asymmetry of

right and left brain function that Falk

perceptively cites as a key to hominid

brain evolution. In chapter 5 of Brain-

dance, Falk summarizes the work of

Roger Sperry, professor of biology at the

California Institute of Technology, who

studied brain asymmetry in animal mod-

els in the 1960s. Gazzaniga, a graduate
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Student, applied the research to humans
with astounding results.

In the 1960s and 1970s, Gazzaniga per

formed landmark studies of so-called split

brain patients. These individuals had in

tractable epilepsy, which caused electrica

seizures to spread from one cerebral hemi

sphere to the other They were helped b;

surgical separation of the two halves of thi

brain, which transected the massive fibe

bundle connecting the hemispheres. Th(

procedure prevented seizure spread, but i

also prevented the interhemispheric trans

fer of information. The stage was set fo

some fascinating observations.

In one series of experiments, Gazzanig;

flashed a frightening scene of a bumin;

building to the mute right hemisphere of

:

patient's brain (only the left had languag

function). The patient became anxiou

and agitated. When asked what wa
wrong, the verbal left brain, not havin

observed the scene, made up stories. I

experiment after experiment, the verbs

left brain fabricated explanations, thee

ries, and hypotheses to explain exper

ences originating in the inaccessible, mut

right brain.

These landmark studies led to a numbe
of insights, some directly relevant t

human brain evolution. The obvioi

asymmetry of the brain's left and rigl

hemispheres argues for the differential li

calization of function as a general princ

pie of brain (and mind) organization.

In addition, a specific module th;

Gazzaniga terms the interpreter is four

only in the dominant left verbal hem
sphere. The interpreter constantly a

tempts to bring unity to a modular coi

sciousness and to the discontinuities (

internal and external reality. Apparentl

the mind prefers an incorrect explanatic

to no explanation at all.

In the split-brain patients, the inte

preter was always found in the dominai

left hemisphere, along with language. 1

some deep, yet unrecognized manne

therefore, interpreter function and lai

guage may be closely related. And fc

would argue with the contention that lai

guage function is uniquely human.

In spite of some controversial claims i

the 1960s, most scientists agree that chin

panzees never learn the human equivaler

of language. After three decades of wori

David Premack, professor of psycholog '

at the University of Pennsylvania, one c

the leaders in the field, points out th;

although chimps can learn a type of artif

cial representation system, it is distinc

from human language. Children us

words as representations, employing bot

abstract and imaginal codes that result i

syntactic constructions inaccessible '
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;himps. By comparison, chimp "lan-

guage" is invariant and impoverished.

Falk tends to gloss over these critical dif-

Terences, thereby missing central points

:onceming the nature of human intelli-

gence and the type of evolutionary proc-

;sses that must have occurred.

In her enthusiasm for the cleverness of

;himps, Falk confounds general intelli-

gence and language. To disentangle the

wo and get back on the evolutionary

rack, we must understand the message of

anguage scientists. Simply stated, lan-

;uage is a highly specialized cognitive ca-

jacity, not a characteristic of a general-

zed cognitive machine.

;
In his classic work, Syntactic Struc-

ures, MIT linguist Noam Chomsky
winted out that in spite of the apparently

ndless variations among some 4,000 ex-

ant languages, a common grammar
eems to be built into the human brain.

Linguists use the term grammar to de-

lote a mental structure for mapping

[leaning onto sound for the production of

peech, and conversely for decoding.) An
)xford don, a South Fore tribesman in

«Jew Guinea, and a !Kung bushman obey

he same underlying granmiatical rules.

The implications of Chomsky's for-

lulation for hominid brain evolution are

rofound. The human brain has a subsys-

,5m specialized for language. Extensive

linical evidence supports the contention

hat language and general cognition are

issociable. Animals and infants exhibit

ormal cognition without language. Apha-

ic stroke patients display normal intelli-

. ence. Conversely, demented patients are

. ften able to speak relatively normally but

re virtually devoid of the most rudimen-

,
iry problem-solving ability. An explana-

,
ion ofhuman brain evolution based on the

hylogeny of a general intelligence, as in-

oked by Falk, just won't do. Any account

lust describe mechanisms governing the

mergence of a specialized language sys-

im in the human brain.

Falk does, however, acquaint the reader

/ith some important introductory mate-

ial. The general scheme of cortical organ-

Mtion is outlined, the potential evolution-

ry roles of prefrontal and associational

ortices are summarized, and the concept

f lateralization is introduced. This in-

Drmation may equip the reader to deal

dth some of the thornier issues of human
volution.

ra B. Black is professor and chairman of
he Department ofNeuroscience and Cell

tiology at the Robert Wood Johnson
iedical School/UMDNJ and author of
nformation in the Brain: A Molecular

'erspective.
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A Matter of Tast

The Raw and the Cooked
In Pacific Asia, enthusiasmfor raw

fish dishes reaches its zenith

by Raymond Sokolov

Claude Levi-Strauss long ago noted

that raw and cooked food were the oppo-

site poles of a fundamental axis of human
culture. He was primarily concerned with

myths as windows on the structure of the

mind. In actual waking life, most of us

spend very little, if any, time pondering

the significance of these culinary antipo-

des. Our reflex when we mention food is to

think of it as cooked. Obviously, we are

aware that food in the state of nature is

always raw (unless it is struck by lightning

or roasted in a forest fire), but perhaps as a

consequence of our high state of civiliza-

tion, our reflex is to put "food" in the

mental cubbyhole marked "cooked."

In the lingo of computers, cooked is the

"default" for the food "parameter." We
would have to reconfigure the program in

our heads to have the thought of food

automatically imply something edible and

uncooked. What this means when we sit

down at the table is that we see nothing

strange if we are served a pork chop that

has been laboriously breaded and sauteed

but feel ourselves on the brink of a small

adventure, a gastronomic special occasion

requiring, at least the first time we do it,

special moxie when we set out to tie into

raw oysters, clams, or sashimi. As Jona-

than Swift said: "He was a bold man who
first eat an oyster."

We also shiver when we make our debut

with steak tartare (the name itself under-

lines the nomadic, bloodthirsty aura of the

dish). But culinary custom has made steak

tartare and the other standard raw dishes

a macho minicuisine, a socially acceptable

enclave of uncooked delicacies. When we
eat raw food that lacks the sanction of

custom, we enter a truly wild and un-

charted forest.

Imagine how repelled you would be by

a plateful of raw chicken parts. And the

shock of that pales by comparison with my
horror at the raw deer liver I once was

shamed into devouring by the chef-hunter

who off"ered it to me as a special treat:

blue, quivering, and cold. Worse still was

the dinner party I went to long ago where

Japan, the Philippines, and Korea have each developed an

elaborate repertoire ofrawfish dishes. Above: Sushi.

the absent-minded hostess forgot to tu

on the oven and didn't notice until t

moment of truth that she was about

serve pork tartare instead of a roast.

This aversion to raw flesh is curie

because it is the reverse of the prejudi

we ought to expect, given that we n

mally recoil instinctively from what is f

thest from the state of nature. But w
food, particularly meat, we reject the n

ural (raw) in favor of the artific

(cooked). To compound the paradox, \

take the opposite position with regard i

fruits and vegetables, happily eating th'

raw whenever possible and even aband

ing certain fruits," such as quinces i

gooseberries, that can't be eaten out

hand.

This set of prejudices, which strikes

as an undeclared predisposition tow:

vegetarianism or at least a squeamishri

about animal protein, is not a human i

versal. Although, so far as I know,

cultures cook meat at one time or anot

(with the exception of completely vegei

ian religious sects), some cultures

much more tolerant of, and even avid

raw food. I am thinking of Japan, Kor

and the Philippines. No doubt, a sweep

the anthropological Uterature would ti

up other cultures that put a premium

raw food, but among the industriali;

nations, these three populous Asian s(

eties are obviously remarkable for x\

eagerness to eat raw food, especially r

seafood.

Why should this be? Before all e

these are nations surrounded by the
!

cific. Japan and the Philippines are cc

posed of islands; Korea is a peninsula. 1[:

technically complex, aesthetically elalf

rate vocabulary of raw fish dishes dcf

oped by the Japanese for sashimi £

sushi are perhaps the most widely disse

nated artifacts of Japanese high culti'

Even the most insensitive sushi-bar n

phyte must be at least dimly aware t
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she or he is experiencing an artistic sub-

limation of fish and shellfish in which the

variations in texture, grain, shape, and

color of the raw materials, so to speak,

rival in importance, if they do not surpass,

the significance of the taste. It seems clear

that the taste of raw fish for the Japanese

must be an aestheticized facet of the sushi

experience in the same way and to the

same degree as color, grain, and so forth.

Koreans have their own raw food reci-

pes. There is a sesame-flavored steak tar-

tare called yukhae, and less commonly,

you will encounter raw squid cut into rings

and served in a hot sauce. There are other

raw Korean foods, but in Korean restau-

rants most of the raw food served is Japa-

nese and presented as such.

As you enter many Korean restaurants,

the first thing you see is a full-blown sushi

bar. Many Korean menus also have a page

devoted to more or less authentic sushi.

What might appear to be cultural subser-

vience is really something more intricate,

since Korea historically absorbed the cul-

tures of its neighbors—and influenced

them—without losing its own soul.

For the outsider, however, all these aes-

thetic and cultural considerations take a

back seat to the overall effect—of purity

and freshness—that raw food has on the

mind and palate of the eater. It is this

primal feasting on food in the state of

nature that gives raw food its special im-

pact.

In between the absolutely raw and the

absolutely cooked—between sashimi and

a well-done burger—is ceviche (also

spelled cebiche and seviche), the popular

method of "cooking" seafood in citrus

juice familiar from the cuisines of Mexico

and Peru. There are several competing

theories that purport to explain the origin

of this technique, in which the acid of the

juice, classically the juice of the true, or

Key, lime, breaks down the flesh of the

fish or shellfish, turns it opaque, and

makes it deliciously tender. This process

takes a couple of hours and leaves the

seafood almost as cooked as if it had been

subject to the heat of a stove or oven, but

the flavor is different and the texture more

delicate.

In Lima today, lifelong aficionados of

ceviche are intrigued by a new twist in the

cookery of the almost-raw, a method

called tiradito, in which the seafood is

immersed in juice for a shorter time and

retains much more of its fresh feeling and

chewy texture. Tiradito is said to reflect

the presence of significant recent Japa-

nese immigration to Peru (the leading ex-

ample being Peru's President Fujimori).

Peruvians will tell you that tiradito is as

close to sashimi as you can get without

having sashimi itself. This may be, but

tiradito is a relatively narrow example of a

style of cooking that has been in full

flower on the other side of the Pacific for

centuries, and not in Japan.

The multifarious peoples of the Philip-

pine archipelago have an encyclopedic

repertoire of almost-raw food, which they

call kinilaw. The basic idea is brilliantly

simple. You can try it yourself. Take a

shrimp. Shell it. Remove the sand vein if

you care, and then immerse the shrimp in

vinegar for a short while, less than ten

minutes. Take a bite. Then, if you really

want to be scientific about kinilaw, com-

pare the vinegared shrimp with a com-

pletely raw one. You should notice a basic

difference in appearance: the kinilaw

shrimp will be cloudy or opaque, while the

raw shrimp is translucent. The kinilaw

shrimp will taste ahnost raw but will have

Cebiche di Almejas

Clam Ceviche

(Adapted from The Art ofSouth American Cooking,

by Felipe Rojas-Lombardi, HarperCollins, 1 99 1

)

5 cups shucked clams (about 100
cherrystones), drained

H cup lemon juice (4 or 5 lemons)

2 jalapeho peppers, seeded and
minced

1 teaspoon coarse salt

3 large new potatoes, washed,

cooked, and cut into '/2-inch cubes

2 large tomatoes cut into 'A-inch

cubes

1 small Bermuda onion, peeled and
thinly sliced

'A cup olive oil

3 tablespoons chopped fresh cilan-

tro leaves or dill

8-16 Boston lettuce leaves

1

.

In a stainless steel or glass bowl, com-

bine the clams, lemon juice, peppers,

and salt. Mix, cover, and place in the

refrigerator to marinate for about 2

hours.

2. Remove the bowl from the refrigerator

and add the potatoes, tomatoes, and
onion. Toss and let stand for 5 minutes

at room temperature. Add the olive oil,

toss well, correct seasoning with salt to

taste, and sprinkle with the cilantro or

dill. Serve on Boston lettuce leaves.

Yield: 8 to 10 servings

the very gentlest aura of being cooke

You could say that the kinilaw shrin

stands on the border between the raw ar

the cooked, combining the virtues of n

ture and culture in one dehcious and de

cate morsel.

This is the paradox expounded in £

appropriately slim and elegant volun

just published in Manila by those learnt

and indefatigable gastroethnographe

Edilberto N. Alegre and Doreen G. Fe

nandez: Kinilaw: A Philippine Cuisine <

Freshness. In researching this ancie

method of fireless cooking, Alegre ai

Fernandez traveled widely from island

island, uncovering an immensely ramifit

system of recipes and souring agents,

well as a vocabulary of astonishingly r

fined terms for degrees of rawness. Thi

were ultimately compelled to organi

their information in a sprawling grid

allow the reader to get a grip on the ge

graphical and linguistic differences,

well as the cuhnary variations, of kinilc

cookery across the Philippine archipelag

The vinegars themselves differ subl 1

as to source, coming from coconut, ni-

palm, and sugar cane. Then there is ;

ahnost infinite array of flavorings—sa

ginger, onions, coconut milk—that go in

the vinegars or the citrus juice or oth

sour fruit juices. This is also an aesthe

value system that distinguishes betwe

subtle degrees of resistance to the toe

and focuses with specific terms on a foo*

liquid content or viscosity: its "liquid .

pect" (lusaw, malabnaw, malapot) and

"solid aspect" (basa, panat, tuyo). Alej

writes about such notions as look, "wate

and crumbly, like the inmost core of v

termelon," and looy, "the degree p;

crunchiness," of cooked swamp cabba

(Jcangkong) leaves and stems. "Hinge

he observes, "is the state of labanos [wh

radish] after a day or two: when fresh it

translucent, all-white, crunchy and moi

that is, malutong: later the whiteness \

comes opaque, its crunch moves to a so

crumbly stage, and its wetness is no long

uniform but spotty. This is hinga."

Such concepts—and there are ma
more—are applied to the appreciati

and judgment of the kinilaw menu, whi

has been extended to soured preparatic

of vegetables and even red meat. But c

spite its extremely refined aesthetic, this

not an aristocratic form of eating. Instea

think of kinilaw as the ultimate in h

food, beach food, something anyone c;

do in a trice and then think about, bite

'

bite. Raw but not crude.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose sj.

cial interests are the history andprepai

tion offood.
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American Museum of Natural History

ANCIENT CAPITALS OF THE ORIENT
China, South Korea and Japan

June 2-17, 1992

Come discover the ex-

quisite art and architecture

and dramatic natural

beauty of the Orient. Cruis-

ing aboard the luxurious,

44-cabin Aurora, explore

ancient cities and towns

and stunning national

parks in China, South

Korea and Japan with a

team of American

Museum and guest ex-

perts. Among our many

highlights are:

Three days exploring the extraordinary sites of Beijing, China and its environs, including the Forbidden City, the

Ming Tombs and the Great Wall.

Seoul, South Korea's magnificent capital and site of the 14th-century Kyongbok Palace and lotus pond, the

Changdok Palace and its Secret Garden, and the superb National Museum.

Yosu, along South Korea's spectacular southern coast, where General Yi defeated the Japanese in the 16th century

with his famous "turtle ships." Also visit the Chinnamgwan Pavilion and lovely Odong-do Island.

Kyongju, South Korea, one of the world's great historic sites, with its

wonderful National Museum and excavated temples, palaces, shrines and

tombs built between 57 B.C. and 935 A.D.

Matsue, Japan's enchanting city of willow-lined canals and historic houses.

Explore Daisen Oki National Park and the Izumo Taisha shrine, Japan's

oldest Shinto shrine.

Hagi, a picturesque Japanese town famous for its fine porcelains and

beautifully-preserved historic Samurai district.

Japan's colorful Itsukushima Shrine, which appears to float on the water

during high tide, on the beautiful island of Miyajima.

The world-famous Inland Sea of Japan, with picmresque fishing villages

and hundreds of pine-clad islets.

Two days in Kyoto, an architectural treasure trove with hundreds of temples

and shrines symbolizing the beauty and grace of ancient Japan.

Ise Shima National Park, where the two most venerated Shinto shrines are

located, and Mikimoto Kikichi's pearl culture farm on Pearl Island.

^ ^i-'^i^
lil^ii;

H
For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

I Affirm History

Discovery Cruises

Central Parii West at 79th SL

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

or in NYS (212) 769-5700
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&i(Mmi!i
ang up is never easy. After emerging from his den in Alaska's Denali National Park late

one autumn afternoon, this male red fox yawned widely. Pausing among the bearberry

plants near the crest of a hill, he briefly surveyed the tundra below, then trotted off,

perhaps to hunt for mice and rabbits. With few exceptions, yawning is universal

among vertebrate animals, according to Ronald Baenninger, a psychologist at

Temple University in Philadelphia who studies the phenomenon. Yawning

dogs and cats are familiar; but birds, reptiles, and even fish also yawn

—

probably for similar reasons. Baenninger has found that carnivores tend

to yawn more frequently than herbivores, a difference he attributes

to a meat eater's need to be alert while hunting. He observed that—-- even lions in the Philadelphia Zoo, which don't have to hunt for

their meat, yawn mostjust before feeding time—the high
'

point of their day. In people, yawning seems to serve a

similar purpose. Baenninger's research suggests that

» at times when falUng asleep carries a high price

(while driving late at night, for instance),

&
5J,

yawning increases alertness. Once the
^

driver is in bed, trying to sleep, yawning

usually stops. The notion that yawning

is merely a deep breath, triggered by

J

the bodily need to increase oxygen
i intake, is no longer accepted. What

seems to be more importantabout

I
yawning is its arousing effect on

H- the brain^^the details ofhow
"° ''

ijirs are still poorly

mderstood. Aiid the

contagiousness of
'

r yawning has also not

^ yet been explained.

(Did this picture

JK make you feel like

Lii^ yawning?)

—

R. A.

J

Photograph by
Marilyn Kazmers

'it



LEATHER
BACKPACK $2995

S2995 S3.95 delivery Use 30 days,

money back il nol pleased MasterCard & Vis

accepted (phone 312-445-6166} C.O.D. requirt

deposit Order todays Midwesi Company. Dep

Chicago, III. 60620. Specia

Timely

Reminder
Special Promotional Offer—$19.50

Send us your color logo (stationery or business

card). We'll reproduce it on this deluxe quartz

watch. Limit: 3 percustomer at $19.50 ESI watch

(plus sales tax CA only).

GREAT AMERICAN IMAGES
One Waters Park Drive, Suile 213- nh

San Maleo.CA 94403 (415) 358-0800

0\er2
Long

.Bl luiilul 11 111) pjinted Turtle

. Blue-grcLii wuh bl nk i.\es solid porcelain

. Absolute guarantee Please send check or M
Chesterfield's

# 569H-200 West 3rd. Street, Sumas,WA 98295-8000

Profits from the "Doonesbury Dinosaur" products

in this program are being donated to Friends of

Museum Park for the restoration of the park

grounds ot the American Museum of Natural

American Museum of Natural History

Museum Shop
79th Street ot Central Park West

New York, NY 10024 / Z2-769-5150

Authors

Steven Austad (page 24) may, as he

says in his article, have had an interest in

the question of aging since he was a

child, but he has hardly been a slave to

the topic. His career began with a degree

in English literature and has included

stints as taxi driver and lion tamer. Cur-

rently, he is an associate professor of bi-

ology at Harvard University. For the

past several years he has concentrated

his fieldwork on various aspects of the re-

productive biology and aging of the Vir-

ginia opossum. He recently began, to-

gether with graduate student Kathleen

Fischer, a study of the ecology and con-

servation of montane cuscuses (arboreal,

fruit- and leaf-eating marsupials) in a re-

mote comer of Papua New Guinea.

When he is at home, pets continue to oc-

cupy nearly as much of his time as they

did years ago, but they are no longer all

named Spot.

A developmental psychologist

gerontologist, German-bom Pauljl

Baltes (page 50) is director at the <?.

Planck Institute for Human Dev( 1

ment and a professor of psycholog ;

Berlin's Free University. He has s r

considerable time in the United St 'a

as a professor at Penn State Unive

(1974-80) and as a fellow at the Ce

for Advanced Study in the Behav

Sciences, Stanford, California (H

78 and 1990-91). Early on in his ca

Baltes became convinced that the t

of intelligence lay at the heart of

chology. This, combined with his b

in individual development as a life

process, has contributed to his con

ing interest in the aging mind. Bal

central belief is that despite the lir

tions in physical vitality that inevit

come with old age, this last stage ol

holds more potential than is gene

recognized.
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From the moment he first peered into

hive of honey bees, Gene E. Robinson

age 40) was intrigued by the order that

is apparent despite the seemingly fren-

jd level of activity. At the time, he was

/olunteer on a kibbutz in Israel, during

break from schooling. Now, nineteen

ars and three degrees later, Robinson

an assistant professor of entomology

the University of Illinois, Urbana-

lampaign. Much of his work, using

lysiology and genetics, is aimed at un-

rstanding how the activities of individ-

1 worker bees are integrated into the

nctioning of the colony as a whole. He
is also begun to investigate the neuro-

lemical and neuroanatomical basis of

havioral development in honey bees.

CATTLEMAN
Made in Australia

by AKUBRA

The Caltleman is a traditional

Australian Stockman's hat. Pre-shaped in

Al^ubra's Impenal Quality pure lur lell, lined, 3'A" brim,

in fawn, gray, or black. Shown with braided leather band.

No. 1613 CATTLEMAN, Ribbon Band $65.00

For No 839 Braided Band add $16.00

State size (6 'A through 77b) and color

Check, M/C, Visa or Amex, Add $3.50 for handling.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send for our unique catalog.

Visit our store when in the Seattle area.

For orders and inquiries telephone (206) 485-2132.

^ David Morgeoi
11812 Northcreek Pkwy N, Suite 103, Bothell, WA 98011

12-DAY CRUISES FROM $99/DAY
Belize • Great Barrier Reef Guatemala • Jungle River . Mayan
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800-556-7450 For Free Brochure
American Canadian Caribbean Line. Inc.
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rrs MORE THAN A CANOE BUT WEIGHS

ONLY 28 LBSI

Remarkably stable, « brochure and more
durable and easy m, information call

to use. All for less M^ Phoenix PraiKls*Inc

than $800. For a /^A, 1-606-986-2356

Wildlife E
Above & Below

800-433-7262

30S-S63-1711

KITES
FREE COLOR CATALOG

I
Choose from over 200 exciting kites.

I
• Many unusual & innovative designs.

I Call or write for your catalog today!

I
Into The Wind • (soo) 541-0314

|1408-I\J Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302

ESCAPE
to an Arctic oasisl

Superb scenery, wildlife, wildflowers,

geology, history, and the traditional

Inuit way of life. Comfortable lodge,

guided hikes, boat tours, interpreta-

tion. Canoe outfitting, summer course

for teachers. Brochures:

Bathurst Inlet Lodge

ir
P.O. Box 820 (NH)

Yellowknife, N.W.T. XIA 2N6

Ph: (403) 873-2595; fax: (403) 920-4263
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Join a group or charter on sail or power yachts.
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800 - 247-2925
(813) -637-9876
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^
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Graham Bell (page 36) reports that h(

was inspired to look at the topic of fissioi

and aging when, while browsing in the 11

brary, he came across an article by L. L
Woodruff entitled "20,000 Generation!

of Paramecium." (Bell lists "reading

Shakespeare" as a high-ranking avoca

tion; with such stiff competition, Wood'

ruffs article must have been inspiring in

deed.) Bell is Molson Professor oi

Genetics at McGill University in Mon
treal. Most of his research takes place ii

the laboratory and includes experiment!

on the mechanisms of evolution ir

Chlamydomonas. He is also interestec

in the physical and biotic properties ol

natural forest environments.

When photographer Marilyn Kaz-

mers (page 78) stopped to focus her cam-

era on a fox den, she didn't notice a male

red fox emerging from another hole.

"He sat a few yards above me on the hill,

surveying the tundra. Avoiding eye con-

tact and seeming to ignore my presence,

the fox demonstrated his nonchalance

with a yawn. As I quietly moved away,

however, he rose, moved to the spot I had

just departed, scent marked, and trotted

off down the hill." Leaving behind a ca-

reer in business, Kazmers now devotes

her time exclusively to free-lance pho-

tography, her primary interest being un-

derwater subjects. Based in Okemos,

Michigan, she travels widely and has

spent part of the past two years in Alaska

and along the northwest coast of Canada
and the United States, documenting the

scenery and wildlife, as well as remnants

of native culture. Capturing images such

as the yawning fox featured in this

month's "Natural Moment" rewarded

three weeks of camping in the cold rain

of Denali National Park, contending

with gray skies and washed-out roads.

The photograph was taken with a Nikon

F4 and 300mm Nikkor lens from a dis-

tance of fifteen to twenty feet.

Much of the work reported on in Rob \,

ert G. Allen's article (page 28) was cai i

ried out while he was a postdoctoral fe

low at Southern Methodist University i
j

Dallas and a research associate at th

Laboratory of Investigative Dermato[L

ogy at the Rockefeller University

New York City. While at Rockefelle;

he was also part of a research team tha

used molecular technology to determin

the location of the defective gene respor

sible for Fanconi's anemia, a disease tha

causes bone marrow failure and leuke

mia in children. Allen recently took up

position as an assistant professor at th

Medical College of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia. His research there will ir

volve a project to isolate genes that ar

activated by changes in oxygen cor

centration. This mechanism of contn

appears to be important in both develop

ment and aging.
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American Museum of Natural History

Trans-Siheria
Soviet Far East to Moscow by Luxury Private Train

June 9-26, 1992

The legendary Trans-Siberia, the worid's longest rail line, was the Czar's main linl<

between the Far East and Europe across the vast Russian Empire. With a team of fas-

cinating lecturers, come aboard the Russia, a luxury train exclusively chartered for 1

2

days by the AMNH. The Russia boasts three fine restaurants, each featuring a different

type of authentic regional cuisine. Public spaces and each private cabin are exception-

ally comfortable due, in part, because the Trans-Siberia is a wide gauge railroad

affording extra space.

This historic journey features dramatic scenery and plenty of time to explore an-

cient cities, traditional Russian villages and areas of great natural beauty. You will

explore the Russian Republic's entire length at a time "when history is in the making."

Join us! Highlights include:

Ulan Bator, Mongoha, founded in 1639 as the residence of the Mongolian Dalai Lama.

Magnificent Lake Baikal, the deepest and most biologically diverse lake in the world.

Landscapes of rugged snow-capped mountains, vast Siberian forests and barren steppes.

Moscow, an ancient city with such architectural wonders as St. Basil's Cathedral and the extraordinary cathedrals

and palaces of the world-renowned Kremlin.

Sakhalin Island, a mountainous, forested island off the Pacific coast of Siberia.

Vladivostok, the newly-reopened site of the Soviet Union's main Pacific naval fleet.

Khabarovsk, a picturesque city across the Amur River from the northern plains of China.

Novosibirsk, founded as a setdement for railroad workers and now a city of colorful markets and historic

monuments.

Numerous tiny, remote, Siberian towns built along the railroad.

Optional extension to St. Petersburg (Leningrad) available.

For more information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

!>>££' History

DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

ToU-free (800) 462-8687

or in NYS (212) 769-5700



A professor of zoology at the Univer-

sity of Georgia, J. Wtiitfield Gibbons

(page 32) conducts most of his field re-

search at the Savannah River Ecology

Laboratory in South Carolina. He has

been studying the life history and ecol-

ogy of turtles there for twenty-five years.

Gibbons's other main turtUng ground is

the Kellogg Biological Station in Michi-

gan, where he has been following the

fates of turtles for the past twenty-eight

years. Many aspects of turtle aging have

become clear, but much remains to be

learned. For example, despite their im-

pressive longevity, turtles don't live for-

ever, and Gibbons hopes to one day un-

derstand what does kill off old turtles

and whether they do, in fact, show signs

of aging if they grow old enough. When
not tracking turtles, alligators, and other

reptiles. Gibbons enjoys writing about

them in magazine articles, newspaper

columns, and short stories.

Caleb EUicott Finch (page 44) is Arco

and William F Kieschnick Professor in

the Neurobiology of Aging at the Uni-

versity of Southern California, Los An-

geles. His interest in aging is wide rang-

ing and has included work in the field

(together with Robert Ricklefs and Ian

Nisbet, on the endocrinology of aging in

marine birds) and in the laboratory (pri-

marily on laboratory rodents and post-

mortem brain samples). His scholarly

work involves extensive study of the sci-

entific literature on aging of virtually ev-

ery taxonomic group one could think of.

Finch's present research is on genomic

expression in mammalian development

and aging, with an emphasis on the role

of aging in Alzheimer's disease. In the

future, he will also explore the molecular

genetics that lie behind differences in ag-

ing among species.

Jeanne Altmann (page 48) is a pro I

sor of ecology and evolution at the I

;

versity of Chicago and a research ci

,

tor at the Chicago Zoological Socie

Brookfield Zoo. After being raised in

suburbs, she fled to city life in Chic

and fieldwork in East Africa. She

alternates these with sojourns on a fi

where her hobby is relaxing in the

tub. Her professional interests focu; i

nonexperimental research methodok .

,

life-history aspects of family struct

parental care, and development, parti

larly in nonhuman primates; and bel

ioral and educational problems in (

servation.

Additional Reading
For more information on aging in

humans and other animals, our authors

suggest the following books.

Longevity, Senescence, and the
Genome, by Caleb E. Finch. University

ofChicago Press, 1991.

The Evolution of Aging, by Michael
R. Rose. Oxford University Press, 1991.

Biology of Aging, by Robert Arking.

Prentice Hall, 1991.

Successful Aging, edited by E B.

Baltes and M. M. Baltes. Cambridge

University Press, 1990.

Sex and Death in Protozoa, by

Graham Bell. Cambridge

University Press, 1989.

Insect Aging, edited by K. G.

CoUatzandR. S.Sohal.

Springer-Verlag, 1986.

Retardation ofAging and Disease

BY Dietary Restriction, by

Richard Weindruch and Roy L.

Walford. Charles C. Thomas, 1988.
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Come up for endless sunshine. And die occasional cold snap.

Go with die floes in the High Arctic

Every summer,

Canada's

Northwest

Territories

averages about a thousand hours

of daylight. All in one day.

You see, this is the land of the

Midnight Sun. And, in light of such

a phenomenon, no nights at all are

a photographer's dream.

Take this iceberg (or any one of

the many like it) for example.

Picture curious walrus, bearded

seals, polar bear and whales - all

within your camera's reach.

Inland, there are highlands,

barrenlands and brilliant colours

of the tundra in bloom.

Take a shot at the high kick,

the drum dance and the blanket

toss - age-old traditions of our

native Inuit and Dene peoples.

And come day's end (or there-

abouts) our cozy lodges are the

perfect place to unwind.

An escorted week, including

airfare from a major city, is approx-

imately $2,500. And our free

Explorers' Guide can make your

trip anything but a shot in the daric

For more information call

:

1-800-661-0788.

Or write: Department of

Economic Development and

Tourism, Suite 26, Government

of the Northwest Territories,

P.O. Box 1320, Yellowknife,

NNXn; Canada X1A2L9

CANADA'S Northwest Territories
Within reach, yet beyond belief
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This View OF LifJ

Dinosaurs in the

Haystack
Does it matter whether a world

ends with a bang or a whimper?

by Stephen Jay Gould

The fashion industry thrives on our

need to proclaim an identity from our

most personal space. For academics, who
by stereotype (although not always in ac-

tuality) scorn the sartorial mode, office

doors serve the same function. Profes-

sorial entranceways are festooned with

testimonies of deepest beliefs and stron-

gest commitments. We may, as a profes-

sion, have a deserved reputation for

lengthy and tendentious proclamation,

but our office doors feature the gentler

approach of humor or epigram. The sta-

ples of this genre are cartoons (with Gary

Larson as the unchallenged numero una

for scientific doors) and quotations from

gurus of the profession.

Somehow, I have never been able to put

someone else's cleverness so close to my
soul. I wear white T-shirts, and although I

wrote the preface to one of Gary Larson's

Far Side collections, I would never iden-

tify my portal with his brilliance. But I do

have a favorite quotation—one fit for

shouting from the housetops (if not for

inscription on the doorway).

My favorite line, from Darwin of

course, requires a little explication. Geol-

ogy, in the late eighteenth century, had

been deluged with a rash of comprehen-

sive, but mostly fatuous, "theories of the

earth"—extended speculations about ev-

erything, generated largely from arm-

chairs. When the Geological Society of

London was inaugurated in the early nine-

teenth century, the founding members
overreacted to this admitted blight by es-

sentially banning all theoretical discussion

from their proceedings. Geologists, they

ruled, should first establish the facts of our

planet's history by direct observation, and

then, at some future time when the bull

accumulated information becomes si-

ciently dense, move to theories and -

planations.

Darwin, who had such a keen unc -

standing of fruitful procedure in scier
;,

knew in his guts that theory and obsei -

tion are Siamese twins. They are in -

twined and continually interacting; ^

:

cannot perform first while the other w s

in the wings. In a letter to Henry Faw( t

in 1861, Darwin reflected on the fe
view of earUer geologists. In so doing, c

outlined his own conception of proper h

entific procedure in the best one-liner e r

penned. The last sentence is indelibly i-

pressed on the portal to my psyche.

About thirty years ago there was much i k

that geologists ought only to observe ; d

not theorize; and I well remember somee
saying that at this rate a man might as \ II

go into a gravel-pit and count the pebl s

and describe the colors. How odd it is 1

1

anyone should not see that all observal n

must be for or against some view if it is t( e

of any service!

The point should be obvious. Immar si

Kant, in a famous quip, said that conc« s

without percepts are empty, whereas j'-

cepts without concepts are blind, 'c

world is so complex; why should we stie

to comprehend with only half our to<?

Let our minds play with ideas, let f

senses gather information, and let the i h

interaction proceed as it must (for e

mind processes what the senses gatlr,

while a disembodied brain, devoid ofU

external input, would be a sorry insu-

ment indeed).

Yet scientists have a peculiar stake n

emphasizing fact over theory, percit

2 Natural History 3/92
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over concept—and Darwin wrote to

Fawcett to counteract this odd but effec-

tive mythology. Scientists often strive for

special status by claiming a unique form

of objectivity inherent in a supposedly uni-

versal procedure called the scientific

method. We attain this objectivity by

clearing the mind of all preconception and

then simply seeing, in a pure and unfet-

tered way, what nature presents. This im-

age may be beguiling, but the claim is

chimerical and ultimately haughty and

divisive. For the myth of pure perception

raises scientists to a pinnacle above all

other struggling intellectuals, who must

remain mired in constraints of culture and

psyche.

But followers of the myth are ulti-

mately hurt and limited, for the immense

complexity of the world cannot be grasped

or ordered without concepts. "All observa-

tion must be for or against some view if it

is to be of any service!" Objectivity is not

an unobtainable emptying of mind but a

willingness to abandon a set of preferences

when the world seems to work in a con-

trary way.

litis Darwinian theme of necessary in-

teraction between theory and observation

gains strong support from a scientist's

standard "take" on the value of original

theories. Sure, we love them for the usual

"big" reasons—because they change our

interpretation of the world and lead us to

order things differently. But ask any prac-

ticing scientist, and you will probably get a

different primary answer, for we are hung

up on the details and rhythms of our daily

work, and we don't think about ultimates

very often. We love original theories be-

cause they suggest new, different, and

tractable ways to make observations. By
posing new questions, they expand our

range of ordinary activity. Theories drive

Booth Si /

"That 's not a Tyrannosaurus rex!

A Tyrannosaurus rex has only two claws!

"

us to seek new information that only b

comes relevant as data either for i

against a hot idea. Data adjudicate theor

but theory also drives and inspires dat

Both Kant and Darwin were right.

I bring up this personal favorite amor

quotations because my profession of p
leontology has recently witnessed a fii

example of theory confirmed by data th.

no one ever thought of collecting befo

the theory itself demanded such a te;

(Please note the fundamental different

between demanding a test and guarante

ing the result. The test might just as wt

have failed, thus dooming the theoi

Good theories invite a challenge but (

not bias the outcome. In this case, the te

succeeded twice, and the theory h

gained strength.) Ironically, this partic

lar new theory would have been anathen

to Darwin himself, but such a genial ai

generous man would, I am sure, ha'

gladly taken his immediate lumps in e

change for such a fine example of 1

generality about theory and observatio

and for the excitement of any idea so fi

of juicy implications.

We have known since the dawn of mo
em paleontology that short stretches

geological time feature extinctions of su

stantial percentages of life—up to 96 p^

cent of marine invertebrate species in t

granddaddy of all such events, the k
Permian debacle some 225 million y«;

ago. These "mass extinctions" were oril

nally explained, in a literal and conrnw

sense sort of way, as products of cai

strophic events, and therefore trr

sudden. As Darwin's idea of gradualisi

evolution replaced this earUer caU

trophism, paleontologists sought to mj

gate the evidence of mass dying witH

reading more congenial to Darwin's pfl

erence for slow and steady. The periodsi

enhanced extinction were not deniedl

how could they be in the face of su

evidence?—but they were reinterpret

as more spread out in time and less inter

in effect: in short, as intensifications

ordinary processes, rather than impo

tions of true and rare catastrophes.

In the Origin ofSpecies ( 1 859), Darvt

rejected "the old notion of all the inhab

ants of the earth having been swept awi

at successive periods by catastrophes,"

well he might, given the extreme view

total annihilation, with its antievolutio

ary implication of a new creation to st!

life again. But Darwin's preferences 1

graduaUsm were also extreme and falsi

We have every reason to believe . . . tt

species and groups of species gradually d

appear, one after another, first from o

spot, then from another, and finally frc

the world.
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Darwin himself had to admit the apparent

exceptions;

In some cases, however, the extermination

of whole groups of beings, as of the

ammonites towards the close of the secon-

dary period, has been wonderfully sudden.

We now come to the central irony that

inspired this essay. So long as Darwin's

gradualistic view of mass extinction pre-

vailed, paleontological data, read literally,

could not refute the basic premise of grad-

ualism—the "spreading out" of extinc-

tions over a good stretch of time before the

boundary, rather than a sharp concentra-

tion of disappearances right at the bound-

ary itself. For the geological record is

highly imperfect and only a tiny fraction

of living creatures ever become fossils. As
a consequence of this imperfection, even a

truly sudden and simultaneous extinction

of numerous species will be recorded as a

more gradual decline in the fossil record.

This claim may sound paradoxical, but

consider the following argument and cir-

cumstance.

Some species are very common and eas-

ily preserved as fossils; we may, on aver-

age, find specimens in every inch of strata.

But other species will be rare and poorly

preserved, and we might encounter their

fossils only once every 100 feet or so. Now
suppose that all these species died sud-

denly at the same time, after 400 feet of

sediment had been deposited in an ocean

basin. Would we expect to find the most

direct evidence for mass extinction—that

is, fossils of all species through all 400 feet

of strata right up to the very top of the

sequence? Of course not.

Common species would pervade the

strata to the top, for we expect to find their

fossils in every inch of sediment. But even

if rare species live right to the end, they

only contribute a fossil every 100 feet or

so. In other words, a rare species may have

lived through 400 feet, but its last fossil

may be entombed 100 feet below the up-

per boundary. We might then falsely as-

sume that this rare species died out after

three-fourths of the total time had

elapsed.

Generalizing this argument, we may as-

sert that the rarer the species, the more

likely that its last fossil appears in older

sediments even if the species actually

lived to the upper boundary. If all species

died at once, we will still find a graded and

apparently gradualistic sequence of disap-

pearances, the rare species going first and

the common forms persisting as fossils

right to the upper boundary. This phe-

nomenon—a classic example of the old

principle that things are seldom what they

seem and that literal appearances often

obscure reality—even has a name: the Si-

gnor-Lipps effect, to honor two of my pa-

leontological buddies, Phil Signor and

Jere Lipps, who first worked out the math-

ematical details of how a literal petering-

out might represent a truly sudden and

simultaneous disappearance.

THE ADV?NJTUP-E5 OF ALVIKJ^ -tTT

AFfllCAMIZED KiLLEfLBEE ^

/vvVV-M'-t^^

We can now sense the power of D;-

win's argument about needing theories

)

guide observations. We say, in our myth •

ogy, that old theories die when new c-

servations derail them. But too often, •

deed I would say usually, theories act >

straitjackets to channel observations •

ward their support and to forestall dci

that might refute them. Such theon

cannot be rejected from within, for we w|

not conceptualize the potentially refuti;

observations. If we accept Darwinii

gradualism in mass extinctions, and the -

fore never realize that a graded series f

fossil disappearances might, by the :•

gnor-Lipps effect, actually represent i

sudden wipeout, how will we ever come)

consider the catastrophic alternative? Ir

we will be smugly satisfied that we hs:

"hard" data to prove gradualistic decli;

in species numbers.

New theories are to this conceptii

block what Harry Houdini was to stn-

jackets. We escape by importing a. ni

theory and by making the different kii s

of observations that any novel outlet

must suggest. For "all observation ml
be for or against some view," and a n i

view can therefore engender original >
•

servations. I am not making an abstr I

point or waving arms for my favorite D
winian motto. Recently, two lovely exa

pies with the sam.e message have b*i

published by a pair of my closest (

-

leagues: studies of ammonites and di -

saurs through the last great extinction

Anyone who keeps up v«th press repc i

on hot items in science knows that a r i

catastrophic theory of mass extinction : s

illuminated the paleontological wc i

(and graced the cover of Time magazi

)

during the past decade. In 1980, ;

father-son (and physicist-geologist) te i

of Luis and Walter Alvarez publish,,

with colleagues Frank Asaro and He i

Michel, their argument and support

j

data for extraterrestrial impact of an -

teroid or comet as the cause of the Cre -

ceous-Tertiary extinction, most recent f

the great mass dyings and the time f

extinction for dinosaurs along with so

;

50 percent of marine invertebrate speci

.

This proposal unleashed a furious -

bate that cannot be summarized in a pa

,

much less an entire essay, or even a bo

.

Yet I think it fair to say that the ideaf

extraterrestrial impact has weathered t J

storm splendidly and continually -

creased in strength and supporting e-

dence. At this point, very few scientii

deny that an impact occurred, and debl^

has largely shifted to whether the impjt

caused the extinction in toto (or only act!

as a coup de grace for a process already i

the works), and whether other mass -
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tinctions may have had a similar cause.

New forms of supporting evidence are

reported on a monthly basis in almost ev-

ery issue of major journals. In the past few

weeks we have learned about minute dia-

monds in sediments from the impact

boundary. Diamonds are a form of pure

carbon produced under immense pres-

sures that impacts, and no other known

process active at the earth's surface, can

generate. This discovery may represent

the literal fulfillment of that Beatles' clas-

sic about psychic hallucinations, "Lucy in

the Sky with Diamonds" (and its obvious

acronym). Lucy is, literally, light—and

the impact was quite a blast. Moreover,

the smoking gun may now have been lo-

cated as a massive crater in the Gulf of

Mexico, off the Yucatan Peninsula.

Paleontologists, with very few excep-

tions, reacted negatively, to say the least,

and Luis Alvarez, a virtual model for the

stereotype of the self-assured physicist,

was fit to be tied. Luis, in retrospect, was

also mostly right, so I forgive his fulmina-

tions against my profession. I, if I may toot

my horn, was among his few initial sup-

porters, but not for the right reason of

better insight into the evidence. Cata-

strophic extinction simply matched my

idiosyncratic preference for rapidity, b(n

of the debate over punctuated equilibrin

(see my essay of August 1991). After

my colleagues had been supporting D
winian gradualism for a century, and .

fossil record, read literally, seemed to ir

cate a petering-out of most groups bef

the boundary. How could an impact ca;

the extinction if most species were aires

dead? But the extraterrestrial impact t

ory soon proved its mettle in the m
sublime way of all: by Darwin's enter

of provoking new observations that no c

had thought of making under old vie

The theory, in short, engendered its o

test and broke the straitjacket of previc

certainty.

My colleagues may have disliked

Alvarez hypothesis with unconcea

vigor, but we are an honorable lot, and

debate intensified and favorable evidei

accumulated, paleontologists had to Xi

another look at their previous convictic

Many new kinds of observations can

made, but let us focus on the simph

most obvious, and most Uteral example,

the light of new prestige for impact

sudden termination, the Signor-Lipps

gument began to sink in, and paleontc

gists realized that catastrophic wipeo

might be recorded as gradual decUnes

the fossil record.

How then to break the impasse of 1

indecisive broad appearance of peteri

out? Many procedures, some rather sul

and mathematical, have been propo

and pursued, but why not start with

most direct approach. If rare species ac

ally lived right to the impact boundary

have not yet been recorded from the

permost strata, why not look a whole

harder. The obvious analogy to the us

cliche suggests itself. If I search fo:

single needle in the haystack by sampl

ten handfuls of hay, I have very liiP

chance of locating it. But if I take apL

the stack, straw by straw, I will recover

needle. Similarly, if I really search evi

inch of sediment in every known localit

might eventually find even the rarest s

cies right near the boundary—if it tr

survived.

This all seems rather obvious. I cam

possibly argue that such an approach v

unthinkable before the Alvarez hypoi.

sis. I cannot claim that conceptual blii

ers of gradualism made it impossible e\

to imagine pulling apart the haysta

rather than sampling it. But this exam]

becomes so appealing precisely throu

its entirely pedestrian character. I coi

cite many fancy cases of original theor

that open entirely new worlds of obser

tion: think of Galileo's telescope and

the impossible phenomena thus reveab

8 Natural History 3/92
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In this case, the Alvarez theory suggested

little more than hard work.

So why wasn't the effort expended be-

fore? Paleontologists are an industrious

lot; we have faults aplenty, but laziness in

the field is not among them. We do love to

find fossils; this is why most of us entered

the profession in the first place. We didn't

scrutinize every inch of sediment for the

most basic of all scientific reasons. Life is

short and the world is immense; you can't

spend your career on a single cliff face.

The essence of science is intelligent sam-

pling, not sitting in a single place and

trying to get every last one. Under Dar-

winian gradualism, intelligent sampling

followed the usual handful-from-the-hay-

stack method. The results obtained

matched the expectations of theory, and

conceptual satisfaction (in retrospect, one

might say "sloth") set in. No impetus ex-

isted for the much more laborious dis-

member-the-entire-haystack method, a

quite unusual approach in science. We
could have worked this way, but we didn't

because we had no reason to do so. The
Alvarez theory made this unusual ap-

proach necessary. It forced us to look in a

different way. "All observation must be

for or against some view if it is to be of any

service!"

Consider two premier examples—the

best-known marine terrestrial groups to

disappear in the Cretaceous-Tertiary ex-

tinction: ammonites and dinosaurs. Both

had been prominently cited as support for

gradual extinction toward the boundary.

In each case, the Alvarez hypothesis in-

spired a closer look via the dismember-

the-haystack method, and in each case,

this greater scrutiny yielded evidence of

persistence to the boundary and poten-

tially catastrophic death.

Ammonites are cephalopods (moUusks

classified in the same group as squids and

octopuses) with coiled external shells

closely resembling those of their nearest

living relative, the chambered nautilus.

They were a prominent, and often domi-

nant, group of marine predators, and their

beautiful fossil shells have always been

prized by collectors. They arose in mid-

Paleozoic times and had nearly become

extinct twice before—in two other mass

dyings at the end of the Permian and of

the Triassic periods. But a lineage or two

had scraped by each time. At the Creta-

ceous-Tertiary boundary, however, all

lineages succumbed, and to cite Words-

worth from another context, there "passed

away a glory from the earth."

My friend and colleague Peter Ward,

paleontologist from the University of

Washington, is one of the world's experts

on anmionite extinction; a vigorous, com-

mitted man who adores fieldwork and

could never be accused of laziness on the

outcrop. Peter didn't care much for Alva-

rez at first, largely because his ammonites

seemed to peter out and disappear entirely

"Theypromise they will never throw thefirst one.

'

some thirty feet below the boundary at 1:

favorite site, the cliffs of Zumaya on tl

Bay of Biscay in Spain. In 1983, Pet

wrote an article for Scientific Ameria
entitled "The Extinction of the Ar

monites." He stated his opposition to tl

Alvarez theory, then so new and contr

versial, at least as an explanation for tl

death of ammonites:

The fossil record suggests, however, th

the extinction of the ammonites was a co

sequence not of this catastrophe but

sweeping changes in the late Cretaceo

marine ecosystem. . . . Studies of the foss

from the stratigraphic sections at Zuma;
in Spain suggest they became extinct loi

before the proposed impact of the metec

itic body.

But Peter, as one of the smartest ai

most honorable men I know, also acknov

edged the limits of such "negative c

dence." A conclusion based on not findi

something has the great virtue of unai

biguous potential refutation. Peter wro
"This evidence is negative and could

overturned by the finding of a single nf

ammonite specimen."

Without the impact hypothesis, Pel

would have had no impetus to search the

upper thirty feet of section with any mc
care. Extinctions were supposed to

gradual, and thirty feet of missing amn
nites made perfect sense, so why look a

further. But the impact hypothesis, w
its clear prediction of ammonite survi'

right up to the boundary itself, demand

more intense scrutiny of the thirty-fc

haystack. In 1986, Peter was still touti

sequential disappearance: "Ammoni
. . . appear to have become extinct in tl

basin well before the K/T [Cretaceoi

Teritary] boundary, supporting a mc

gradualistic view of the K/T extinction

(Palaios. vol. 1, pp. 87-92).

But Peter and his field partners,

spired by Alvarez (if only by a hope

disproving the impact hypothesii

worked on through the haystack: "Tl

remaining part of the Cretaceous sectil

was well exposed and vigorously search!

and quarried." Finally, later in 1986, thi

found a single specimen just three U
below the boundary. It was crushed, ai

they couldn't tell for certain whether

was an ammonite or a nautiloid, but tl

specimen did proclaim a need for ew

more careful search. (Since nautiloids o

viously survived the extinction—^tl

chambered nautilus still lives today-

such a fossil right at the boundary wou

occasion no surprise.)

Peter started a much more inten

search in 1987, and the ammonites beg!

to turn up—mostly lousy specimens ai

very rare, but clearly present right up

10 Natural History 3/92
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the boundary. Peter writes in a book just

published:

Finally, on a rainy day, I found a fragment

of an ammonite within inches of the clay

layer marking the boundary. Slowly, over

the years, several more were found in the

highest levels of Cretaceous strata at

Zumaya. Ammonites appeared to have
been present for Armageddon after all.

Peter then took the obvious next step:

look elsewhere. Zumaya contained ammo-
nites right up to the end, but not copiously,

perhaps for reasons of local habitat rather

than global abundance. Peter had looked

in sections west of Zumaya and found no

latest Cretaceous ammonites (another

reason for his earlier acceptance of grad-

ual extinction). But now, he extended his

fieldwork to the east, toward the border of

Spain and France. (Again, these eastern

sections were known and had always been

available for study, but Peter needed the

impetus of Alvarez to ask the right ques-

tions and to develop a need for making

these further observations.) Peter studied

two new sections, at Hendaye on the Span-

ish-French border and right on the yuppie

beaches of Biarritz in France. He found an

abundance of ammonites just below the

boundary line of the great extinction. He
writes in his new book:

After my experience at Zumaya, where
years of searching yielded only the slightest

evidence . . . near the Cretaceous-Tertiary

boundary, I was overjoyed to find a source

of ammonites within the last meter of Cre-

taceous rock during the first hour at

Hendaye.

We professionals may care more about

ammonites, but dinosaurs fire the popular

imagination. No argument against Alva-

rez has therefore been more prominent, or

more persuasive, than the persistent claim

by most (but not all) dinosaur specialists

that the great beasts, with the possible

exception of a straggler or two, were gone

long before the supposed impact.

I well remember the dinosaur men ad-

vancing their supposed smoking gun of a

"three-meter gap"—the barren strata be-

tween the last-known dinosaur bone and

the impact boundary. And I recall Luis

Alvarez exploding in rage and with ample

justice (for I felt a bit ashamed of my
paleontological colleagues and their very

bad argument). The last bone, after all, is

not the last animal, but rather a sample

from which we might be able to estimate

the probable later survival of creatures not

yet found as fossils. After all, if my col-

league throws a thousand bottles over-

board and I later pick up one on an island

fifty miles away, I do not assume that he

only tossed a single bottle. But if I know
the time of his throw and the pattern of

currents, I might be able to make a roui

estimate of how many he originar

dropped overboard. The chance of a'

animal becoming a fossil is surely mui
smaller than the probability of my findi

;

even one bottle. All science is intelliget

inference: excessive literalism is a de-

sion, not a humble bowing to evidence

Again, as with Peter Ward and ts

ammonites, the best empirical approai

would order a stop to the shouting a I

organize a massive effort to dismemb
the haystack by looking for dinosa-

bones in every inch of latest Cretaceci

rocks. Peter means "rock" in Latin, i

maybe men of this name are predisposl

to a paleontological career. Another Pet

,

my friend and colleague Peter Sheehan f

the Milwaukee Public Museum, has bei

guiding such a project for years. Just lit

month (I write this essay in Decemb
1991), he published his much awaited •

suits {see "Sudden Extinction of the Dii •

saurs: Latest Cretaceous, Upper Gni
Plains, U.S.A.," by R M. Sheehan, D.

,

Fastovsky, R. G. Hoffmann, C. D. Be •

haus, and D. L. Gabriel, Science, Nove •

ber 8, 1991, pp. 835-39).

Dinosaurs are almost always rarer th i

marine creatures, and this haystack rea

'

has to be pulled apart fragment by fr;

ment and over a broad area. The Natio: I

Science Foundation and other fund
;

agencies simply do not supply gr; i

money at such a scale for projects tl t

lack experimental glamor, whatever th

importance. So Peter (Sheehan this tin I

availed himself of a wonderful resou :

that mere ammonites could never cc •

mand. I will tell this story in his word

We co-opted the longstanding volunte •

based "Dig-a-Dinosaur" program at ;

Milwaukee Public Museum. Sixteen to i

carefully trained and closely supervised \ •

unteers and 10 to 12 staff members wi;

present during each of 7 two-week fi' I

sessions during three summers. The \

mary objective of each volunteer was i

search a predetermined area for all be:

visible on the surface. The volunteers wi!,

arrayed in "search party" fashion acr)

exposures so that all outcrops were s'-

veyed systematically. Associated with IB-

field parties were geologists whose functi i

was to measure stratigraphic sections a I

identify facies.

I cannot think of a more efficient a I

effective way to tackle a geological hi-

stack. Peter's personnel logged 15,01

hours of fieldwork and have provided c
first adequate sampling of dinosaur fossi

in uppermost Cretaceous rocks. Th'

worked in the Hell Creek Formation i

Montana and North Dakota, the clasi;

strata for latest Cretaceous dinosau

They studied each environment sep



iitely, with best evidence available from

ream channels and floodplains. They di-

ided the entire section into thirds, with

|ie upper third extending right up to the

iipact boundary, and asked whether a

leady decline occurred through the three

iiits, leaving an impoverished fauna

hen the asteroid struck. Again, I will let

i.eir terse conclusion, summarizing so

I

uch intense effort, speak for itself:

'jcause there is no significant change be-

een the lower, middle, and upper thirds

; the formation, we reject the hypothesis

1 at the dinosaurian part of the ecosystem

I

IS deteriorating during the latest Creta-

ous. These findings are consistent with an

rupt extinction scenario.

1 You can always say, "So what; T. S.

t iot was wrong; some worlds at least end

ith a bang, not a whimper." But this

istinction makes all the difference, for

I ings and whimpers have such divergent

; nsequences. Peter Ward sets the right

1 erne in his final statement on the non-

: cessary demise of ammonites:

. leir history was one of such uncommon
d clever adaptation that they should have

rvived, somewhere, at some great depth.
I le nautiloids did. It is my prejudice that

I e ammonites would have, save for a catas-

pphe that changed the rules 66 million

I

ars ago. In their long history they sur-

/ed everything else the earth threw at

em. Perhaps it was something from outer

'ace, not the earth, that finally brought
' em down.

The true philistine may still say, "So

;
lat; no impact and we still have both

i(imonites and nautiloids. What do I

re. I had never even heard of nautiloids

fore reading this essay." Think about

nosaurs and start caring. No impact to

, rminate their still-vigorous diversity and

, rhaps they survive to the present. (Why
it? They had done well for more than

iiO milUon years, and the earth has only

Ided another 66 million since then.) If

ey survive, mammals almost surely re-

'ain as small and insignificant as they

,
:re during the entire 1 00 million years of

iHosaurian domination. And if mammals
ly so small, restricted, and unendowed

th consciousness, then surely no humans
'nerge to proclaim their indifference. Or
name their boys Peter. Or to wonder

I

out the heavens and the earth. Or to

mder the nature of science and the

loper interaction between fact and the-

y. Too dumb to try and too busy

rounging for the next meal and hiding

om that nasty Velociraptor.

lephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

y, and the history ofscience at Harvard
liversity.
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This Land

I!harleston Mountains, Nevada
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Forty miles northwest of Las Vegas, the

ty Spring Mountains rise out of the

jjave Desert, affording welcome relief

m summer swelter and, with snowfalls

fourteen or more feet, ample opportu-

y for winter recreation. About forty-two

ies long and up to twenty-six miles wide,

range is among the most isolated in

rth America, its nearest neighbor being

Panamint Range of Cahfomia, 100

es away. Dominated by 11,910-foot-

h Charleston Peak, which lies within

vada's Toiyabe National Forest, the

ring Mountams are also commonly re-

red to as the Charleston Mountains.

Dn the lower slopes, creosote bush and

:ebrush, typical plants of the Great Ba-

, taper down into the Mojave Desert,

ere a variety of cactuses and other

ert-dwelling plants prevail. In the

'er foothills, at about 5,000 feet, piiion

es and Utah junipers take over the

sr habitats, while from about 6,600 to

00 feet ponderosa pines dominate the

ist canyons. Bristlecone pines range

m as low as 6,900 feet all the way to

i line, which is reached on Charleston

ik at 10,000 feet. At their higher eleva-

is, the bristlecones arejoined by hmber
es. The treeless summit of Charleston

ik is bordered by small, gnarled speci-

ns of bristlecone pine.

rhe mountain rock consists of many
imentary layers of limestone, dolomite,

idstone, shale, and gypsum deposited

the shallow sea that covered the region

ring the Paleozoic era (590 to 250 mil-

1 years ago). Geologist Chester Long-

11 estimated that the deposits are nearly

000 feet thick and determined that the

untains themselves were formed about

million years ago, when great east-west

fssure caused the sedimentary layers to

We and shear. The violent forces often

ulted in older rock formations coming
ie on top of younger ones; this is par-

ilarly evident on the south side of Lee
nyon. After a long period of erosion.

during which the mountains gradually be-

came lower, renewed pressures thrust

some rocks upward and others down.

During the Pleistocene—the epoch of

frequent glaciation that lasted from about

1.6 million to 12,000 years ago—southern

Nevada was much cooler and moister

than it is today. A large lake developed in

Las Vegas Valley, and relatives of ele-

phants, camels, and horses hved in the

boggy habitat, benefiting from the plant

life that must have thrived there. At that

time, plant species were able to migrate

across the low, wet terrain and colonize

the Charleston Mountains.

As the Pleistocene ended and the cli-

mate became warmer and drier, the lake

in Las Vegas Valley gradually disap-

peared and the Mojave Desert was

formed. The plants that had become es-

tablished in the Charleston Mountains be-

came isolated, sometimes a long distance

from their place of origin. Extended isola-

tion, particularly in high mountain areas,

provides an opportunity for plants to de-

velop distinctive characteristics or even

evolve into separate species.

The plants of the Charleston Mountains

were studied by botanist Ira W. Clokey

half a century ago. He discovered that

approximately twenty kinds of flowering

plants are found in this range and nowhere

else, although all but one of them has a

close relative elsewhere in the western

United States. (The exception is Charles-

ton kitten-tails, a plant whose leaves

Scarlet trumpet, above, blooms in the late summer in

the Charleston Mountains. Oppositepage: The weathered

wood ofa bristleconepine.
Photographs by Jay S. Simon
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Buckledandjumbled by violent pressures, the mountaim

consist ofsedimentary layers deposited by an ancient sea.

Charleston Mountains

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Toiyabe National Forest

1200 Franklin Way
Sparks, Nevada 89431

(702) 355-5300

closely resemble those of alumroot, a

tally unrelated species with which

grows.) Because of their uniqueness, tl

endemic species are monitored

Toiyabe National Forest botanist D
Weixelman and regional forest bota

Duane Atwood.

Most of the endemics grow at

higher elevations. Five are found l,i

feet or so below tree line, where pondei

pine is the dominant tree. Because e

ronmental conditions in this zone are

as harsh as they are higher up, somt

these plants grow quite large. Rough
gelica, whose white flower clusters res

ble those of Queen Anne's lace, has st(

two or more feet tall. The others in

zone are yellow violet, a rosy-flowf I

sandwort, and two kinds of tiny-lea 6

milk vetches.

Eight other endemics grow at or at <

10,000 feet, either beneath bristlec

pines at the uppermost level of tree gro

or above tree line in the high moun
meadows or rocky crevices of Charle

Peak. Rarest of these alpine species is

arching pussy-toes, a dwarfmember ol ta

aster family with clustered basal l&p

and short, thick heads of white, fu fr

looking flowers. Although this spep

spreads by slender runners as weL«

seeds, it is so uncommon, because o ts

hostile habitat, that the U.S. Fish

Wildlife Service is considering listing

endangered.

Other dwarf species are nearly as r

such as the yellow-headed Charlei

tansy; the tiny, yellow-flowered hid

ivesia (a member of the rose family wl

summer flowers barely peek out aro

small limestone pebbles); and the

conspicuous, white-blooming Charlei

draba, which is found near natural spr

in the high mountains. Prettiest of

alpine rarities is Clokey's catchfly, a (

cate plant with a single, large, nodd

rosy pink flower. All provide a pleas

scientifically interesting, and certa

less expensive change of pace from

glitter of nearby Las Vegas.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor en

itus ofplant biology at Southern Illii

University, Carbondale, explores the

.

logical and geological highlights of

156 U.S. nationalforests.
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The Maya Rediscovere

Echoes ofa Lost Colony
Long after the Teotihuacan empirefadedfrom central Mexico, the Maya kept up some ofits ways

by Nicholas M. Hellmuth

The construction of Guatemala City

has nearly swallowed up the ruins of a

regional highland Maya capital called

Kaminaljuyu, which flourished from

about 2,300 to 1,400 years ago. Based on

archeological excavations of its building

mounds and tombs, scholars have for

years seen Kaminaljuyu as a major entry

jxjint in Maya territory for cultural influ-

ence from the roughly contemporaneous

Mexican city of Teotihuacan, more than

2,000 miles away by trail. They have de-

bated whether Kaminaljuyu represented

a subject city or a place of contact for

long-distance delegations of merchants

and emissaries. Teotihuacan's massive py-

ramidal temple platforms still testify to

their builders' imperial might. But why

A Mayafigurefrom Copan holds a sacrificial

knife. The symbolic decorations on his

headdress are central Mexican in origin.

Nicholas M. Hellmuth,

F.L,A.A.R,; courtesy of the

Institute Honduref^o de
Antropologiay Historia

would Kaminaljuyu, more than oth

Maya cities, have been the object of the

foreigners' attention?

Many have emphasized Kaminaljuyfi

proximity to major deposits of obsidia

(volcanic glass), the primary domestic to

in a pre-iron era. This traditional answer;

believe, needs to be amended: Kamina

juyu was also the major Maya city close

to some important Teotihuacan outpos

in non-Maya territory. While the imperii

city itself lay far to the northwest, tl

outposts were spread just to the south

Kaminaljuyu, along the steaming coast

plain bordering the Pacific Ocean. He<

during the 1 970s, in the region around t]

tovra of Tiquisate, bulldozers leveling i

This is the ninth article in a series

that explores recent findings and

interpretations concerning the rise andt

fall of ancient Maya civilization.

cient mounds to create flat fields for faO

ing uncovered many graves and caches,

so doing they unearthed more whole, dd

orated Teotihuacan-style pottery than H
been found in an entire century of excav

tions at Teotihuacan itself.

The finds included several hundri

censers with elaborate lids, used to burn

sweet-smelling native incense, the si

from copal trees; more than 500 sla

legged, cylindrical tripod vessels deo

rated with incised or impressed desigi]

and mold-made figures of gods and W8

riors. Fired clay molds suggest that the

objects were mass-produced based on Te

tihuacan prototypes, but the designs ha

a distinct local style. I was in Guatema

during those years researching Teotihu

can influence on the Maya and w
alerted to these discoveries by personnel

the Museo Nacional de Arqueologia

Etnologia. Nevertheless, this spectacul

collection remains little known ev

twenty years later

Trade was apparently the main reasi
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for Teotihuacan's interaction with distant

Guatemala. Teotihuacan vied for control

of cacao and obsidian (cacao beans may
even have served as currency, as they did

for the later Aztecs). The area around

Tiquisate was prime cacao-growing land

and was adjacent to the volcanoes that

produced obsidian. Less than 100 miles

into the volcanic chain, Maya territory,

starting with Kaminaljuyu, began.

Teotihuacan influence on the Maya,

whether by direct contact with the capital

city or through the filter of the regional

outposts near Tiquisate, was selective.

Out of a dozen deities, Tlaloc (a rain-

fertility and war god) and the feathered

serpent are the most consistent exports;

out of hundreds of motifs, the butterfly,

seashell symbolism, and various markers

of conquest warfare are by far the most

hkely to turn up at Maya sites; and Teoti-

huacan's architecture is represented by a

tiered pyramidal building style and a few

decorative elements. While the Teotihua-

canos may have consciously chosen par-

ticular images and styles for export—or

the provinces only adopted those they pre-

ferred—most likely these recurring motifs

were the trappings of the specific seg-

ments of Teotihuacan society that

interacted with the Maya: merchants,

missionaries, warriors, and diplomats.

Tlaloc was the name used by the later

Aztecs for an important deity depicted

with ringed eyes, who sometimes carried a

lightning bolt. Specialists in Teotihuacan

art, especially Clara Millon and Esther

Pasztory, have found a variety of personal-

ities in the Teotihuacan pantheon with

ringed eyes, perhaps representing several

distinct deities. These images appear in

the ceramic art of the Tiquisate outposts,

especially on the pottery used in rituals (to

date no stelae or buildings have been un-

earthed in the area).

Prominent are the butterfly with a

Tlaloc face and the warrior with ringed

eyes, both of which confirm the god's war-

like aspect. (Based on later Aztec prac-

tices, art historian Janet Berlo convinc-

ingly argues that for the Teotihuacanos,

butterflies symbolized the souls of war-

riors who died on the battlefield, wher

they had been seeking victims for hum?;

sacrifice.) Other images of Tlaloc

Tiquisate are more religious than mihtar

showing that Tlaloc was multifaceted,

spiritual leader and war leader combine

in one terrifying personality.

Teotihuacan influence on the Maya
confirmed by the discovery of similar c

ramie objects and images at Kaminalju)

and other Maya sites. To get the full pi

ture we also need to include the design

monumental architecture. Between a

350 and 500, the Maya area was inu

dated by the talud-tablero style, favor«

at the imperial capital for building p
ramidal temple platforms. This is a tiert

pattern, each tier consisting of a slopir

layer topped by a vertical one. More sp

cifically, the face of each tier consists of

plain, sloping wall (talud), surmounted I

a somewhat overhanging vertical pan

(tablero), usually a rectangular fran

with a decorative inset. The talud-table,

construction may be seen at Kaminaljuy

as well as at the later site of Tikal.
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Outposts ofTeotihuacan culture existed on Guatemala's Pacific coastalplain nearmodern Tiquisate.
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The Maya also adopted step al

stepped-fret decorative motifs, two c
signs popular at Teotihuacan. The table)

with repeated step motifs typifies Tec-

huacan architecture, while the steppe-

fret motif especially characterizes
I

Taj in, a city near the gulf coast in ti

Mexican state of Veracruz. Some schoUi

believe that Oaxaca, the region inhabit;

by the Zapotec, was the ultimate source

both motifs, but whether or not this is tn

they appear to have spread to the Ma
through Teotihuacan influence.

Archeologists have not excavated a

of the ancient architecture that lies buri

beneath the numerous mounds in t

Tiquisate area, most of which is probat

poorly preserved adobe construction. I

cal bulldozer and tractor drivers, howev

have plowed up several depictions of tei

pies impressed in relief on mold-made p
tery. These temple depictions, one on.

clay pot and two on the fourteen-inch-hi

lids of censers, show the decorated t

panels of building walls. Since such pam
were high up, they were apt to be (

stroyed when buildings disintegrated. B

the pottery depictions of the temples c

be translated into reaUstic perspecti

drawings, allowing reconstruction of t

architectural details. While most arche

ogists are not trained to render persp

tive, nowadays user-friendly compu
software developed for architects (Au

CAD) will do this automatically for ai

one who can join two points together w
a straight line. The new, powerful batte

operated computers can do such drawi

right at Maya sites.

For example, on one of the incei.

burner lids, the complete figure of a wi

rior sits within a Teotihuacan-style temii

facade. The piece is so burdened wj

decoration that it takes some doing to d

tinguish what is the building and what!

the warrior. Once this is done, howev

A Copan ruler wears the ringedeyes of

Tlaloc, a rain-fertility and wargod.
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' ^leredpyramidconstruction typifies the

imperial capital ofTeotihuacan.

rcheologists and art historians can re-

reate the appearance of the temple.

Did the imperial city of Teotihuacan

ctually impose its rule on, or coerce alle-

iance from, Kaminaljuyii and other

/laya sites, or did Maya cities voluntarily

mulate Teotihuacan ways, perhaps at the

lehest of chiefly families that profited

rem the relationship? No one has ever

uggested that Mesoamerican religions

Berge BruceColeman Inc

won converts by friendly persuasion. And
the constant brandishing of weapons dem-

onstrates that Teotihuacan won friends

and influenced people through power poli-

tics and sheer clout. But not a single battle

scene shows Teotihuacanos strong-arming

the Maya. No Teotihuacan character

stands atop cowering Maya captives, no

Teotihuacan warrior runs a Maya enemy
through with a spear.

What we find instead are depictioas of

Maya who have adapted Teotihuacan

trappings for their own conquest warfare.

As described by Linda Scheie ("The Owl,

Shield, and Flint Blade," Natural His-

tory, November 1 99 1 ), this symbolism ap-

peared in connection with specific battles

in about a.d. 400, as Maya rulers sought to

consolidate their power in the Tikai,

Uaxactun, and Yaxha regions.

The eff'ect of the fall of Teotihuacan, in

about A.D. 750, provides another indica-

tion that Mexican culture was emulated

by, rather than imposed upon, the Maya.

For unknown reasons, central Teotihua-

can authority was destroyed in a relatively

sudden manner, although the city itself

apparently lasted some additional genera-

tions. If Teotihuacan had forcibly con-

trolled Maya sites, we might expect some

evidence of a casting-off" of alien symbols

and ways. But instead we see that the

Maya were content to maintain the cus-

toms they had incorporated.

Indications are that by a.d. 600, the

beginning of the late Classic period, the

Maya had made the Mexican elements

their own, and direct influence from Teoti-

huacan had already faded. The most evi-

dent features of continued Teotihuacan

culture in Maya areas are the talud-
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tablero architecture and the depictions c

Tlaloc-like deities, the latter often assoc

ated with a trapezoidal interlaced heac

dress called a year sign. The connection c

these elements with militarism seems t

account in large part for their perpetua

tion. The Maya kings continued to be poi

trayed in association with the symbols o

Teotihuacan-style warfare, including

Tlaloc-like face or just the ringed eye.

A typical example of Teotihuacan eU

ments surviving among the late Classi

Maya (a.d. 600 to 900) comes from Itzar

an important site in northern Guatemal

currently under excavation by Kevi

Johnston of Yale University and his Gue

temalan colleagues. Although Itzan i

thoroughly Maya, one of its several doze

stone stelae pictures its Maya ruler parac

A detail ofpotteryfound near Tiquisate

(photograph and middle drawing)

depicts the deity Tlaloc within a temple.

Using these architectural clues,

artists have reconstructed the temple's

design (bottom).
Nicholas M. Hellmuth; courtesy o( the Museo Popol-Vuh-Unlversldw

Francisco Marroquln. Drawings by Greg Cestaro and Wendy Gidden
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ing in a full imperial Teotihuacan military

jutfit. His tail feathers are a residue of

Feotihuacan-inspired uniforms intro-

duced centuries earlier. This region was

lot likely to have been receiving influence

from the distant capital city at the time

:his monument was carved, sometime be-

;ween a.d. 650 and 800. Far more likely,

such a late Classic display of Mexican

Tiilitarism reflects the presence of an in-

jrown faction that brandished Teotihua-

:an symbolism as a badge of power.

The Itzan stela that depicts the Teoti-

luacan-style ruler is set against a hiero-

glyphic stairway that was a focus of ritual

connected with the sacred Mesoamerican

jallgame. The ruler himself wears a com-

plete set of ballgame paraphernalia, in-

cluding a U-shaped yoke around his waist

vith an attached hacha, a thin stone head

ised to hit the ball. These too are Mexican

;lements, believed to have originated in

he El Tajin area of Veracruz and spread

the Maya through Teotihuacan influ-

;nce. At least as many ballgame hachas

lave been found in piedmont Guatemala,

he region of which Tiquisate is a part, as

n all Veracruz.

An architectural example of Teotihua-

;an style among the Maya following the

all of the imperial city is Structure 6 at

the site of Xkichmook, Yucatan, dated to

approximately a.d. 750 to 850. Its colon-

nettes are typical local Maya features, un-

known at Mexican sites. Yet we also find

the step and stepped-fret motifs. How did

a Maya architect of this time get these

Mexican motifs in his sketchbook? As
with all artists, his repertoire was inherited

from previous generations. Such Teoti-

huacan influence had been introduced

long before not only via Tiquisate into

Kaminaljuyu but also probably by means

of other land routes.

Between about a.d. 900 and 1100, a

new wave of Mexican symbolism swept

Maya territory, centering in the northern

lowland city of Chichen Itza. For a long

time scholars believed that the Toltecs,

whose empire flourished in Tula, fifty

miles northwest of Mexico City, actually

conquered much of the Yucatan Penin-

sula. But some now view the Toltec epi-

sode as a more local resurgence of Mexi-

can culture. In either case, much of what

traditionally has been considered Toltec

actually was already firmly and widely

implanted among the Maya five centuries

earlier, during Teotihuacan times. An ex-

ample is the presumed Toltec ballgame

scene carved into the sides of the Chichen

Itza ball court. This scene, which depicts

the sacrifice of a defeated player (prob-

ably a captive warrior), had several com-

plete prototypes 500 years eariier in the

Tiquisate area, on vases now preserved in

Guatemala's Museo Popol Vuh.

Middle America was an international

region as early as 2,800 years ago, when

Olmec trade routes stretched from south-

em Mexico through the Tiquisate area

and south to Costa Rica. The Teotihua-

canos had considerable impact at Monte

Alban, a Zapotec site in Oaxaca, while

there was a settlement of Zapotecs from

Monte Alban within the imperial capital.

An obscure local Tiquisate deity. Curly

Face, is portrayed in Monte Alban on a

clay pot, suggesting that the Teotihua-

canos absorbed some of native Tiquisate

culture and spread it back into Mexico.

The Maya, too, had an impact: the major

deity of their pantheon, known to scholars

as God N, appears in a mural at Teotihua-

can, and new finds in the murals of

Cacaxtla, just a hundred or so miles from

Teotihuacan, picture Maya deities (in-

cluding God L) and Maya warriors with

plenty ofTeotihuacan features on the side.

The international nature of Guatemala

more than 1,000 years ago is a glorious

chapter of its history that deserves to be

remembered and preserved. D
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All dogs should be bigand black

by Roger L. Welsch

During the Senate confirmation hear-

ings for Justice Clarence Thomas, I

missed the denouement of the sexual har-

assment charges against him because I

was still mulling over his initial tangle with

natural law, the idea that there are some

things so obvious and ubiquitous that no

one—no one!—could possibly miss them
or misunderstand them. The issue was

never settled or even explored with the

sort of rigorous (if chaotic) thoroughness

that characterizes Congressional investi-

gation. I hope the FBI is still working on

the problem.

If it is, agents may want to chat with

me, because I have spent almost twenty

years thinking about the idea of natural

law. It's probably good that someone else

put the concept in front of the public be-

fore I did, however, because I have been

calling it universal truth, which sounds

like a church that sells ordinations

through the mail or maybe like an expen-

sive perfume—the kind you call parfum.

This way, the categories are building uni-

formly: natural history, natural resources,

and natural law. Others will certainly fall

neatly into place.

I understand the uneasiness some peo-

ple feel when dealing with laws that are

not enacted or even written down but just

exist because they are so obvious to every-

one. In my experience, what is perfectly

obvious to me is not all that obvious to

everyone else. Toilet seats should be left

up, for example. That should be obvious to

anyone who has any sense of order at all.

You'd be surprised at the number of peo-

ple who disagree with that, not to mention

the dimensions of their disagreement. All

dogs should be big and black, and yet I

still see people, unashamed, with little

dogs, even white dogs. Then there's New

York City—proof positive that not every-

one embraces the obvious.

I attribute part of the problem with

natural law to the inclusion of trivial pre-

cepts—for example. Murphy's Law (any-

thing that can go wrong will go wrong) and

all of its permutations, corollaries, and

codicils—in listings of natural laws. This

detracts from the universality of the other,

really natural laws (a good argument for

my term, universal law; it gives the laws in

question the scope they deserve).

Or maybe the problem is with the word

law, which has fallen into considerable

disfavor—these days anyway. I know a

physicist who collects all sorts of "laws,"

like the old saw about dropped peanut-

buttered toast always falling face down.

Well, he knows as well as I do that that is

not a natural law. Sometimes, maybe as

often as one out of every hundred or so

droppings, the toast will fall dry side

down. No one knows why. It just happens.

Well, if it isn't always true, it isn't a uni-

versal law. I'd be willing to go to the Su-

preme Court with that one.

If there is universal law (or, if you insist,

natural law), it has to be so constant and so

obvious, there simply are no exceptions.

None. Moreover, to my mind, for natural

law to be worth the fuss, it also has to be

interesting. The sun always comes up in

the east (except maybe in late June, when
it drifts pretty far north, and about Christ-

mas, when it droops toward Grand Island,

or on rainy days when it doesn't come up

at all, or when talking with nit-pickers who
point out that the sun doesn't "come up"

at all), but that tidbit simply is not inter-

esting enough to be a natural law.

Moreover, if you listen to adherents of

the natural law idea, you'll quickly learn

that they aren't very interested in the nat-

ural laws that apply, say, to the inevitah

ity of fruitcakes, preferring to focus i

most exclusively on natural laws telli]

humans what to do. And, for that matte

almost entirely on those laws that tr

humans what not to do.

I also distrust the judgment of peop

who claim they have nailed down a coujj

of hundred natural laws. I think natuj

laws are few and far between and a

usually delivered not by angels but

unlikely, maybe even unselfconsciol

messengers. These messengers are lika

to be surprised when it is called to th«

attention that they have just discovered!

stated or illustrated a natural law.

For example, I was once sitting in tl

Golden Nugget Tavern on the main stre

of Cody, Wyoming, eating lunch. A bj

tender, who had paid little attention to D

up to that point, drifted down to my endl

the bar and without any preamble, inde

or glossary said: "Never drink anythii

that's still on fire." That's a natural lai

It's as valid in Botswana and Bhutan asi

Cody (unlike the old rain-foUows-the-ca

wash idea); it's obvious to just about e

eryone, but to my knowledge, it had i

mained unsaid for countless centuries; ii

interesting; and it's important, in that I

clearly isn't as trivial as peanut-butten

toast falling onto dust kitties.

The bartender walked away and

nothing more to me except, "Ketchupl

which I did not count as part of the unive

sal law, even though his query was inte

esting, widespread, and important at tl

time. I believe I could have asked him

he was aware that he had just uttered

universal truth, and he would have

nored me—perhaps to the point of n

even asking about the ketchup—^ai

might even have thrown me out of '.
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Ivem. That bartender was an unself-

i inscious messenger of a universal truth if

er there was one.

Another in my limited but pregnant col-

i
:tion of universal truths (a.k.a. natural

ws, of course) came to me from the Ne-

) aska State Poet, Bill Kloefkom. Out of

ij iwhere, he once told me, "When arrang-

;| g a farmstead, it's really important to

\ g your hole and put the outhouse over it

j ther than locating the house first. You

innot imagine the trouble it takes to

( row the dirt up through that little hole in

le seat." Check it over. It fits all the

I
iteria. (And I think it is significant that

is, the least poetic of the universal laws I

i ive encountered in my quarter-century

I arch, came from a poet! I'm not ready to

y for sure, but that may be part of the

: iture of natural laws, too.)

I Another natural law in my collection

ime from my wife, giving me the oppor-

I nity to examine the process of discovery

! depth. (Natural laws are like ghosts

—

I e people who study them and want most

; see them never do—so I have to experi-

lice everything about natural laws

iTough someone else. That, too, may be a

(itural law.) Linda once announced, "The

»t two hours of a night's sleep start pre-

1 sely an hour before your alarm goes off."

just came to her, Linda says, without

nfare or flashing lights, without choirs

nging in Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young

irmonies. All at once, she says, there it

as, in all its glory: a natural law.

And in all honesty, I'm comforted

lowing we have a guy on the Supreme
curt who understands that sort of thing.

's about time.

olklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

trm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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At dawn, a straggling leatherback returns to the ocean after

laying her eggs on a Costa Rican beach. Nocturnal nesters,

mostfemales return to the water under cover ofdarkness.

w^#*^5^#:C

^^^^-^^^'^



Bound for Deep Water
Leatherback turtles canpursue theirprey

halfa mile straight down

by Scx)tt A. Eckert

Of the deep-diving animals, the cham-

pions have always been assumed to be the

marine mammals: the great whales and

earless seals. Weddell seals, for instance,

have been recorded diving to nearly 2,000

feet, elephant seals to nearly 4,000 feet,

and sperm whales to more than 7,000 feet.

Our recent investigations, however, sug-

gest that a reptile may also be ranked

among the ocean's greatest air-breathing

divers. While measuring the dives of

leatherback sea turtles near Saint Croix,

in the U. S. Virgin Islands, my wife, Ka-

ren, and I recorded a 650-pound female

that sounded to more than 3,330 feet and

remained submerged for some thirty-

seven minutes. Unfortunately, this unex-

pected behavior continued beyond the

range of our recording instruments; we

estimate that she reached a maximum
depth of about 4,265 feet. While such

behavior demonstrates that the leather-

back is indeed a magnificent diver, it only

hints at this living fossil's unique adap-

tations to life in the open ocean.

The leatherback is the only surviving

member of the family Dermochelyidae;

all other species of marine turtles belong

to another group, the Cheloniidae. Genet-

ics research conducted by Brian Bowen, of

the University of Georgia, suggests that

leatherbacks may be the most ancient spe-

cies of living sea turtles. His preliminary

mitochondrial DNA analysis, comparing

leatherbacks with other sea turtles, indi-

cates that leatherbacks diverged some

time between 60 and 100 million years

ago. Bowen's chronology is corroborated

by evidence in the fossil record that the

leatherback lineage emerged contempora-

neously with the dinosaurs.

Not surprisingly, given the large size of

many Mesozoic reptiles, the leatherback

is, on average, the most massive reptile

aHve. While mature females typically ex-

ceed 660 pounds, the largest-known indi-

vidual was an adult male that drowned

after becoming entangled in a fishing net

off Wales. It weighed 2,015 pounds and

had a flipper span of eight feet. This unfor-

tunate giant is the centerpiece of an ex-

hibit on leatherback conservation at the

National Museum of Wales.

A leatherback has an imusual life style
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for a turtle, since it lives almost exclu-

sively in pelagic, or open ocean, habitats.

While other sea turtle species commonly
graze in shallows near the shoreline, leath-

erbacks seldom approach land for any rea-

son other than to nest. After entering the

surf as small hatchlings, leatherbacks are

seldom seen again by humans until they

reach subadult size. Only a handful of

juveniles have ever been encountered, and

we know virtually nothing about the adult

males. Females in the Atlantic reach sex-

ual maturity when their top shell, or cara-

pace, reaches a length of fifty-four to fifty-

seven inches, while Pacific females are a

bit smaller. Their age at maturity is un-

known, but other, better-known sea turtles

require some twenty to fifty years before

they breed for the first time. When it is her

time to reproduce (the time and place of

mating remain a mystery), a female jour-

neys to a nesting beach. Females arrive at

these breeding grounds asynchronously

over a four-month period.

A gravid female approaches the chosen

tropical beach—some believe it is her na-

tal beach—and under the cloak of dark-

ness leaves the shelter of the sea. Using

her large hind flippers, she excavates a

hole in the sand, then lays from seventy to

ninety yolked eggs in the nest. Each cue-

ball-sized egg is moist, soft, and leathery;

it will not break when it falls into the deep

cavity. Near the end of egg laying, a vari-

able number of small, sometimes mis-

shapen eggs, containing neither embryo

nor yolk (just albumin), are depositeji

Their purpose is not well understood, b|

they become desiccated over the course
j

incubation and may moderate humidity

air volume in the incubation chamber.
(|

is also possible that they have no functi(l

or are a vestige of some past mechanisjj

not apparent to us today.)

When the full clutch has been laid, tl!|

turtle fills the nest cavity with sand, agai

using her hind flippers to pack it firml

Next, she sweeps sand over the area, pr I

sumably to camouflage the nest's precil

location. Finally, she returns to the sel

Ten days later, she will come back to tbi

beach, dig another nest, and lay anothtf

clutch of eggs—a cycle that will be rS

peated as many as eleven times over tl''
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I rse of the nesting season. The large

ll|nber of offspring helps insure that

S|ie survive; each one measures only

t^x and a half inches from head to tail

\ must enter an ocean full of hungry

P|dators. After she has laid her last

c,;ch of the season, the female will not

ri im to her nesting beach again for two

o.hree years.

iVhile leatherbacks must nest on warm
ti)ical beaches, they do not generally

li in tropical waters. Adults are usually

find in temperate or cold-temperate lati-

ties, as far north as Newfoundland and
tl Barents Sea, and also along the cold

s<,them coast of Chile. Indeed, leather-

bks are encountered throughout the
w Id's oceans, although nowhere in large

Scramblingfor the sea, thesefive-month-old turtles, left, were

experimentally reared in captivity to protect themfrom
predators and then released on a beach in Michoacan,

Mexico. Hatchlings, like the one below, swimfor the open

ocean and are not seen again until they reach subadult size.

Scott A. Eckert

numbers; their geographic range is the

most extensive of any living reptile. Some
of the longest migrations recorded for any

animal have been made by this marine

turtle. In 1970, a female leatherback was

tagged while she nested in Suriname on

the northeast coast of South America; less

than one year later, she was captured off

the coast of Ghana, West Africa, having

traveled a minimum of 3,700 miles across

the Atlantic Ocean. Similar, although

shorter, postnesting migrations have been

recorded for females dispersing from east-

era Caribbean breeding grounds and trav-

eUng north along the Atlantic seaboard of

the United States.

One reason the leatherback ranges so

far may be its specialized diet. This giant

of the sea feeds mainly on jellyfishes. Al-

though a variety of jellyfishes and related

prey are abundant, they are eaten by few

other vertebrates. As one might suspect, a

hfe spent eating mostly jellyfish requires

some special adaptations to make the job

easier. The leatherback has sharp cusps

resembling a set of fangs on either side of

its upper mandible and a single interlock-

ing cusp on its lower jaw. Because of the

species' relatively weak jaws, these cusps

are essential in shearing chunks from

larger prey, such as the lion's mane jelly-

fish, which may have a bell in excess of

three feet in diameter.

Once the turtle has snapped up a jelly-

fish, the slippery prey is kept moving to-

ward the stomach by long, flexible, down-

ward-pointing spines that line the inner

surface of the reptile's mouth and esopha-

gus. How the turtle digests the jellyfish

has been Uttle studied, but the process is

probably rapid, as a jellyfish consists

largely of water. In most animals the stom-

ach is an area for food storage and prelimi-

nary absorption, but in leatherbacks it is

poorly defined. Food travels through the

turtle's long, muscular esophagus and

small stomach and into the small intestine,

where most nutrient absorption occurs.

Leatherbacks are particularly well de-

signed for long-distance travel. Broad

shoulders and a wide anterior shell taper,

teardrop fashion, to a blunt point at the

rear, allowing nearly ideal hydrodynamic

efficiency Seven ridges along the length

of the carapace improve laminar flow,

much as a keel improves the efficiency of

a boat moving through the water. The
entire body, including the shell, is

sheathed in the leathery but very smooth

skin from which the animal derives its
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Near Mexiquillo, Mexico, afemale, below, lingersjust

beneath the surface before heading out to sea. Opposite,

top: Electronic recorders reveal deeper dives during

morningandshallower ones toward evening, as turtles

follow the cyclic, daily migrations ofjellyfish.

Opposite, bottom: In the ocean near Sydney, Australia,

a leatherback chomps on ajellyfish, itsfavoriteprey.

r\ Cliftton; Peter c H Pritchard

scientific name, Dermochelys coriacea,

"the turtle covered in leathery skin."

Are there demonstrable advantages to

the leatherback's proportions and stream-

lined shape? Jeanette Wyneken, of Flor-

ida Atlantic University, has shown that

swimming leatherback hatchlings have a

lower drag coefficient than hatchlings of

other species, indicating more efficient

propulsion. To swim the same distance as

other sea turtles of comparable size and

weight, leatherback hatchlings expend, on

average, 20 percent less energy. Steering

with their rear flippers, leatherbacks pro-

pel themselves forward (they seem in-

capable of going backward) during both

the upstroke and the downstroke of the

front flippers. The front flippers are more

than half the length of the turtle's body

and derive power from huge pectoral mus-

cles, which can account for 30 percent of

the animal's total body weight.

Leatherbacks are such consummate

swimmers that they rarely stop moving, a

behavior that has made it impossible to

keep them in captivity. They adjust poorly

A Sea of Troubles: When a PREfflSTORic

Giant Meets the Modern World
Although it has survived for nearly 100

million years, we may now be witnessing

the twilight of the leatherback turtle's

presence on our planet. Adult turtles are

still being killed for their meat in some
parts of the world, and many local popula-

tions have been reduced or extirpated.

In some countries, leatherbacks are

decimated by unrelenting collection of

their eggs, which are believed to be aphro-

disiacs. On the beaches of Terengganu,

Western Malaysia, for instance, the num-
ber of turtle nests plummeted from about

11,000 in 1956 to 280 in 1990.

Plastic bags discarded at sea pose an-

other serious hazard; leatherbacks often

mistake them for jellyfish, their favorite

food. Autopsies of dead leatherbacks re-

veal that 40 to 50 percent of adult turtles

had swallowed plastics. Such items can

kill the turtles by blocking their digestive

tracts. In addition, turtles must contend

with miles of active and abandoned mono-

filament fishing nets that drift across the

high seas. Once entangled, the animals

starve or drown.

Commercial development, such as that

planned for Mexico's Pacific coast, poses

the latest threat. Still largely wild, this

coastline supports nearly half of the

breeding population of the world's leath-

erback sea turtles.

—

S. A. E.

to the confines of a tank and usually svb

persistently against the walls until le

tank breaks or they seriously harm thd-

selves. Since leatherbacks cannot eay

be studied in captivity, researchers ht

been developing methods of study g
them at sea. We use the time-depth ^

corder, an instrument capable of reel-

ing dive depth, dive duration, ascent ;d

descent rates, and surface times. Del-

oped by Gerald Kooyman, of the Phy)-

logical Research Laboratory at ^
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, j^

device has been used to study diving !•

rine mammals and penguins. My v,i,

Karen, and I have appUed it to wild le;>

erbacks and have learned more abil

their behavior than could have been in {-

ined a decade ago. In our initial trial if

the device, we were so impressed by .e

deep dives of the gravid female off S it

Croix that we decided to undertake 1( j-

term studies of the timing and physio' '

of leatherback diving behavior.

During the 1984 and 1985 nesting i-

sons, with the assistance of Kooyman .d

Paul Ponganis, also of the Scripps Ins; i-

tion, we attached recorders to ten fen ie

leatherbacks that had just laid eggs, i la

result, we were able to monitor their ^

havior when they returned to the sea To

our astonishment, we found that the p^

ties were diving almost continuously, i.y

and night, averaging ten minutes per (re

and five dives per hour. A typical dive is

far from gradual; both descent and asclit

were almost vertical. Upon retuminjD

the surface, the turtles gulped a qi

breath and immediately headed stra

dovra again. Little or no time was give

sleep or rest. On closer examination,

noticed differences in the dives depenc||

on the time of day. Night dives v

shallower, with less variation in de

than day dives, although the overall t

spent underwater at night was gres

The turtles spent relatively long period

the surface during midday, perhaps b;

ing to raise their body temperature.

Why the incessant diving? At first

were baffled, but we soon realized that

turtles were probably following their f d

source. In tropical waters, jellyfish

most common at great depths, in a biolv
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LEATHERBACK TURTLE'S DAILY DIVING CYCLE

1,000 feet

zone called the deep scattering layer,

covered shortly after the development

onar, this zone consists of a horizontal

:r (or layers) of zooplankton that hov-

below 1,800 feet during the day and

3^tes to the surface at night. It is so

se with living creatures that early so-

equipment interpreted it as a false

an bottom. Despite years of research,

:ntists cannot agree on why organisms

regate in these deep, dense layers,

ch represent a large portion of the zoo-

(ikton biomass in tropical oceans. How-

ever, we do know that they migrate to the

surface at night to feed on phytoplankton,

then gradually retreat from the light of

day, maintaining themselves within a

gloomy zone that receives less than one

percent of the surface illumination.

A leatherback's dives seem to follow the

crepuscular movements of the deep scat-

tering layer. As dusk approaches, the tur-

tle executes shallower and shallower dives

at more consistent depths than during the

day. As dawn approaches, dives become

increasingly deep, probably reflecting the

<0t Id Valerie Taylor; Ron Taylor Film Productions

00 10:00

P.M. P.M. Midnight

pursuit of jellyfish as the invertebrates

retreat from the light of dawn. We believe

that the turtles feed in the upper layers of

the water at night; during the day they

either bask or resort to a more random
dive pattern, because the aggregation of

prey sinks beyond typical dive depths.

Many species of jellyfish are luminescent,

which enables the turtles to find them at

night or even in deep water during the day.

These are inferences, of course, since

we have not been able to directly observe

leatherbacks feeding, but we have col-

lected some additional circumstantial evi-

dence. During the 1985 nesting season at

Saint Croix, we weighed turtles each time

they came ashore to nest. The results tend

to corroborate the hypothesis that gravid

females feed between bouts of nesting.

Overall body-weight loss for most individ-

uals was negligible, despite an average of

120 pounds of egg production. Indeed,

two of the turtles gained weight as the

season progressed.

In addition to learning when and why
turtles dive we would very much like to

know how they dive. Pressure at great

depths can be extreme. For every 32.8 feet

of descent, a turtle is subjected to an addi-

tional pressure of 14.7 pounds per square

inch. At 3,280 feet, the turtle is pressed

over each inch of its surface by 1,470

pounds of force; the impact is both physi-
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Ron and Valerie Taylor; Ron Taylor Film Productions

AnA ustralian diver swims alongside a leatherback, right, 100

miles north ofPoint Stevens. An adult 's shell can be sevenfeet

long. Below:A nestingfemale lays her eggs at Playa Grande, on

the Nicoya Peninsula ofCosta Rica, where localpeople have

joined the effort to protect leatherbacksfrom eggpoachers.
Peter C H Pritchard

cal and physiological. Pressure acts on air

trapped in the body, the lungs, the tra-

chea, and even within vascular tissue. Tis-

sue around these gas pockets can deform

and rupture.

Under great pressure, the nervous sys-

tem, including the brain, can become

"oversensitized"—a phenomenon known

as high-pressure nervous syndrome, which

can result in convulsions and even death.

Also, there is the more famiUar decom-

pression sickness, commonly known as the

bends, caused by nitrogen bubbles form-

ing in the blood during steep, rapid ascents

from deep dives.

How do the deep-diving vertebrates

—

whales, seals, penguins, and leatherback

turtles—avoid decompression sickness

and other hazards when they dive to great

depths, stay down for long periods of time,

and ascend quickly? First, only small

amounts of nitrogen are available to the

tissues. Many of the deepest-diving ma-

rine mammals have small lungs and force-

fully exhale prior to diving. In addition to

reducing buoyancy so that they can dive

more easily, this severely limits the

amount of nitrogen (a major component of

air) available to the bloodstream.

We don't know if leatherbacks exhale

prior to diving, but they do have relatively

small lungs for their body size. Small

lungs, however, also mean reduced carry-

ing capacity for oxygen. Some deep-div-

ing mammals have compensated for this

lack by evolving an increased blood vol-

ume, a greater density of red blood cells to

carry the oxygen, and elevated concentra-

tions of an oxygen-storing pigment (myo-

globin) in the muscles. The leatherback is

the only reptile to employ this same over-

all strategy. The concentration of myoglo-

bin is almost three times higher in leather-

backs than in any other reptile, and they

have very dense concentrations of red

blood cells in the bloodstream.

High pressure also poses a challenge to

the deep diver in terms of potentially

crushing forces that could compress the

chest cavity, causing broken bones or tis-

sue damage. Having small lungs reduces

the risk of damage by external squeezing.

Furthermore, the leatherback's frame is

extremely flexible. The entire skeleton ex-

hibits a high cartilage-to-bone ratio, which

allows any internal air stores to be com-

pressed without damaging tissues or

breaking bones. Unlike its hard-shelled

relatives, with their armorlike shields of

fused ribs, the leatherback has a shell

made up of widely separated ribs embed-

ded in a thick, oily, cartilaginous tissue. A
matrix of thin, bony plates, three-fourths

of an inch in diameter, gives the tissue

shape, and the whole structure is overl4

with leathery skin. The plastron (bei)

has almost no bone, only a flexible a i-

laginous ring of tissue for structural s ^

port. Even the long bones in the flipf ^

are very pliant.

The extensive geographic range o

'

which the leatherback roams also pc

special physiological challenges for a i"-

tile. The turtle must be able to tolene

enormous fluctuations in environmeiil

temperature. During the four-month nut-

ing season, it lives in waters that may biis

warm as 86° F. However, during the in
"-

vening twenty months or more, the tu .e

is likely to reside in waters that mayiC

41° F or even less. Typically, reptiles i^

fishes have body temperatures rougW
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ij ivalent to that of their surroundings. In

ixA environment, metabolic enzyme ef-

hncy is greatly reduced and the ani-

lls cannot remain active. Some scien-

#5 hypothesize that climatic cooling was
itly responsible for the extinction of

'fie former contemporaries of the leath-

i^acks, such as the dinosaurs. But adult

f.herbacks have been observed swim-

J ig around icebergs!

Research by zoologists Wayne Friar,

hen Ackerman, and Nicholas Mrosov-
iJ has shown that the leatherback can

lintain a body temperature of 64° F in

1 F water. Several adaptations conserve

It generated by muscular activity or

ped during basking. A heavy layer of

IE' oil, and cartilage acts as insulation,

much as the blubber in marine mammals
does. And like some marine mammals, the

leatherback has bundles of vascular tissue

in its front flippers. Each outgoing artery

is paired with an incoming vein, an ar-

rangement that acts as a countercurrent

heat exchanger. This unusual mechanism

prewarms the blood flowing in from the

extremities, preventing the venous blood

from cooling the internal organs and mus-

cles. At the same time, it cools the outgo-

ing blood, precluding the loss of core heat

to the extremities.

Shape and color may also be advanta-

geous for keeping warm. The leather-

back's nearly cylindrical body minimizes

the surface area exposed to cooling water.

If the turtles do indeed bask at midday.

then the overall black color is likely to be

advantageous for heat absorption. Finally,

preliminary evidence indicates that leath-

erbacks may have a layer of a special

thermogenetic tissue called brown fat, a

substance known to generate heat meta-

boUcally in some other species.

All these recent discoveries about the

leatherback's physiology and behavior

show it to be an oceanic specialist whose

adaptations are finely tuned to a life of

deep diving in the open ocean. Studying

them, I have become much less "mam-
malocentric"; many features that I had

previously assumed to be the exclusive

invention of marine mammals may have

actually evolved long before, in grandfa-

ther turtle. n
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A Kayapo Indian in Brazil's Xingu Reserve

fishes with traditional bow and arrow.

Civilization and

Its Discontents
Amazonian Indians experience the thin wedge ofmaterialism

by Katharine Milton

For more than a decade now, I have led

a double life. I spend part of my time in

the United States, living in an apartment

in Berkeley and teaching anthropology

classes at the University of California.

The rest of my time is spent in the Ama-

zon Basin, where I live in the company of

recently contacted Indian groups, study-

ing their traditional ecology and features

of their tropical forest environment. On
returning to the United States after one of

these extended stays in the jungle, I al-

ways experience culture shock as I strive

to regain control of my possessions, which

I have totally forgotten about.

Usually my first act is to retrieve my
dust-covered car, which has languished

for some six to eighteen months in a ga-

rage. The battery must be charged, and

then I must wash and vacuum the car, fill

it with gas, and check out its many parts.

Once I am mobile, I rush to a large super-

market to stock up on cleaning supplies

and food. My first few days are com-

pletely taken up with chores; there never

seems to be a moment when I am not

contemplating some type of home repair

or new purchase.

And then there is my body. What a job

it is to live up to what is expected of the

average American. I must visit the den-

tist—often more than one kind of den-

tist—to be sure my teeth are performing

at top level. The doctor must be seen for a

checkup; my eyes must be examined,

glasses and contact lenses adjusted, and so

on. I begin to wonder how my friends in

Berkeley manage to have any free time at

all, since I have fewer possessions than

they do—I own no television set, no stereo

or compact disk player, no video machine,

home computer, food chopper, or any

number of other items my friends seem to

dote on. I don't even own my apartment.

Plunged back into Ufe in Berkeley, I see

myself as a slave of material possessions,

and I notice that I deeply resent the time

and energy required to maintain them.

Nothing could be more different from the

Hfe I have been leading with hunter-gath-

erers deep in the rain forests of Brazil,

where people have almost no possessions,

and those that they do have are made from

local forest materials and are entirely bio-

degradable.

The groups I have visited Uve far from

any cities, towns, or commercial enter-

prises. They include the Mayoruna and

Maku from Amazonas State; the Arara,

Parakana, and Arawete from Para State;

and the Guaja from Maranhao State

—

peoples so remote and little known that

few outside their immediate geographic

area have heard of them. Often I am one

of the first nonindigenous females many

members of the group have ever seen.

With my pale skin and hair I am a truly

terrifying apparition to younger children,

who sometimes scream with fear when

they first see me.

All these peoples have been recently

contacted: oijy a few months or, at most,

years have passed since the Brazilian In-

dian Bureau (FUNAI) managed to estab-

lish a formal relationship with them. Pre-

viously, these groups avoided or were

strongly hostile to outsiders, but with con-

tact, they have permitted a few Indian

Bureau employees to live with them, to

assist them, and at times, protect them in

dealings with other Indian groups or mem-
bers of the wider Brazilian society. Living

with these people has given me the chance

to see how even modest changes in their
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traditional lifeways—the introduction of

sometiiing as innocent in appearance as a

metal cooking pot or ax, a box of matches

or some salt—can be the thin edge of a

wedge that will gradually alter the behav-

ior and ecological practices of an entire

society.

These people typically live in small vil-

lages of fewer than a hundred inhabitants,

in some cases in groups of only fifteen or

twenty. Most practice slash-and-bum ag-

riculture on a small scale, complementing

crop foods with wild game and fish, forest

fruits and nuts, and occasionally, wild

honey. For some months life may revolve

around the village, but sooner or later ev-

ery group I have worked with leaves, gen-

erally in small parties, and spends weeks

or even months traveling through the for-

est and living on forest products.

Throughout the forest there are paths

that the Indians know and have used for

generations. They travel mainly when wild

forest fruits and nuts are most abundant

and game animals are fat, but families or

small groups may go on expeditions at

other times ofyear as well. They trek a few

miles, make a temporary camp, and then

hunt, gather, and eat several meals in the

area before moving on to a new site. At
certam times of year, many groups relo-

cate to the borders of large rivers, where

they obtain turtle eggs or other seasonal

river foods.

The accumulation of possessions would

be an impediment to this seminomadic life

style. Whenever individuals go on a trek,

they carry everything they need. Leaving

possessions behind in a thatch-and-pole

hut, to be retrieved later, is not an option,

since the humid climate and voracious

insects would quickly destroy them. Great

numbers of insects often live inside Indian

dwellings, principally jungle cockroaches

that hide in the roof thatch by day but

come out by the thousands at night. Indi-

ans seem oblivious to them, letting them
run about on their bodies and even crawl

on the food so long as they are not perched

on the next bite.

Granted, these are generally soft-bod-

ied, small jungle cockroaches and not the

tough, large roaches of our urban areas,

but even so, I found it difficult to adjust to

them. My frantic efforts to remove cock-

roaches from my body and clothes were

regarded as strange by my Indian hosts.

At one site, I resorted to storing my cloth-

ing each night in a heavy plastic bag,

which I sealed shut and suspended from a

piece of plastic fish line tied to a roof pole.

Otherwise, at night, the roaches covered

my shirt and pants so thoroughly that of-

ten the fabric could not be seen. Although

the roaches would be gone the next morn-

ing, they would leave a musty smell; fur-

ther, just the idea of wearing garments

that I had seen coated with cockroaches

gave me a squirmy, unclean feeling.

On the forest treks, the women are in-

variably the most burdened, somethinj

Western observers often find difficult t

understand or accept. A woman will wall I

for hours carrying a toddler, a large pain ;

basket containing fifty or more pounds o

animal or plant foods, hammocks, a cook

ing utensil or two, a machete, and thi
,

family pets, such as parrots, monkeys, anc i

young puppies. In all the groups I havf

observed, the women's legs and feet an

deformed by the pigeon-toed walk thej

adopt to give them added traction anc

stabiUty on the slippery, narrow fores ;

trails. The feet of adult men turn in onlj ;

slightly, because men usually carry notb
'

ing heavier than a bow and arrows (osten
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.
Urueu-Wau-Wau man, left, can

repare all his hunting equipmentfrom

3newableforest resources. Below:A
'Omanfrom the same group bears a

eavy load, a commonfemale obligation

I the Amazonianforest. The aluminum

at indicates the introduction,forgood

ill, ofmanufacturedproducts.

ibly to be free to take advantage of any

unting opportunities).

The most important possession the Indi-

ns carry with them, however, is knowl-

dge. There is nothing coded in the ge-

ome of an Indian concerning how to

lake a Uving in a tropical forest—each

idividual must become a walking bank of

iformation on the forest landscape, its

ilants and animals, and their habits and

uses. This information must be taught

anew to the members of each generation,

without the benefit of books, manuals, or

educational television. Indians have no

stores in which to purchase the things they

need for survival. Instead, each individual

must learn to collect, manufacture, or pro-

duce all the things required for his or her

entire lifetime.

Because people differ in their talents.

the pool of community information and

abilities is far greater than its component

parts. Individual men and women have

their own areas of expertise, as well as

their share of general knowledge. Mem-
bers of the group know whom to consult

for special information on hunting prac-

tices, the habits of particular game ani-

mals, rituals, tool manufacture, crop vari-

eties, and the like.

Tropical-forest Indians talk incessantly,

a characteristic I believe reflects the im-

portance of oral transmission of culture.

When I hved with the Maku, I slept in a

hammock inside a small communal pahn

shelter. If a Maku awoke in the middle of

the night, he usually began to talk or sing

in a very loud voice—apparently without

any thought that anyone might object to

this behavior. It was considered normal,

what you do when you wake up in the

middle of the night and aren't sleepy. Oth-

ers learn, as I did, to sleep through it or, if

they aren't sleepy, to Usten to it. Vocal

expression apparently is expected and tol-

erated in Maku culture, no matter what

the hour, an indication to me of how much
it is valued.

Unlike our economic system, in which

each person typically tries to secure and

control as large a share of the available

resources as possible, the hunter-gatherer

economic system rests on a set of highly

formalized expectations regarding co-

operation and sharing. This does not mean
hunter-gatherers do not compete with one

another for prestige, sexual partners, and

the like. But individuals do not amass a

surplus. For instance, no hunter fortunate

enough to kill a large game animal as-

sumes that all this food is his or belongs

only to his immediate family.

Quite the reverse is true: among some

forest peoples, the hunter cannot eat game
he has killed or is restricted to eating only

one specific portion of his kill. Game is cut

up and distributed according to defined

patterns particular to each group and

based in large part on kinship and mar-

riage obUgations. A hunter may have

amazing luck one day, moderate luck on

another, and no luck at all on a third. But

he can usually expect to eat meat every

day because someone bound to him in this
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system of reciprocity may well make a kill

and share the meat.

Despite the way their culture tradition-

ally eschews possessions, forest-living peo-

ples embrace manufactured goods with

amazing enthusiasm. They seem to appre-

ciate instantly the efficacy of a steel ma-

chete, ax, or cooking pot. It is love at first

sight, and the desire to possess such ob-

jects is absolute. There are accounts of

Indian groups or individuals who have

turned their backs on manufactured trade

goods, but such people are the exception.

When Candido Rondon, the founder of

the Indian Protection Service in Brazil,

began his pacification efforts in the early

1900s, he used trade goods as bait to at-

tract uncontacted Indians. Pots, ma-

chetes, axes, and steel knives were hung

from trees or laid along trails that Indians

frequented. This practice proved so suc-

cessful that it is still employed (see "Over-

tures to the Nambiquara," by David

Price, Natural History, October 1984).

Whether they have been formally con-

tacted or not, forest-living groups in the

Amazon Basin are probably well aware of

steel tools and metal cooking pots. After

all, such goods have been in circulation

along trade routes in these regions for cen-

turies, and an Indian does not have to have

seen a non-Indian in order to acquire

them. However, such manufactured

goods are likely to be extremely scarce

among uncontacted groups. When the

Arara Indians were first approached in

1975, they fled their village to escape the

pacification party. Examination of their

hastily abandoned dwellings showed that

stone tools were still being used, but a few

steel fragments were also found.

Since they already appreciate the po-

tential utility of manufactured goods,

uncontacted Indians are strongly drawn to

the new and abundant items offered to

lure them from isolation. Once a group

has been drawn into the pacification area,

all its members are presented with various

trade goods—standard gifts include metal

cooking pots, salt, matches, machetes,

knives, axes, cloth hammocks, T-shirts,

and shorts. Not all members of the group

get all of these items, but most get at least

two or three of them, and in a family, the

Txukahamei Indians, right, sharpen

an ax used to clear afield near the

Xingu River. Below: His machete at

his side, a Urueu-Wau-Wau roasts

wild boar The efficacy ofsteel tools

is instantly appreciated, but their

price may be the loss oftraditional

skills, patterns ofsocial cooperation,

and ultimately independence.

cumulative mass of new goods can be con-

siderable.

The Indians initially are overwhelmed

with delight—this is the honeymoon pe-

riod when suddenly, from a position in

which one or two old metal implements

were shared by the entire group, a new
situation prevails in which almost every

adult individual has some of these wonder-

ful new items. The honeymoon is short-

Hved, however. Once the Indians have

grown accustomed to these new items, the

next step is to teach them that these gifts

will not be repeated. The Indians are now
told that they must work to earn money or

must manufacture goods for trade so that

they can purchase new items.

Unable to contemplate returning to life

without steel axes, the Indians begin to

produce extra arrows or blowguns or hunt

additional game or weave baskets beyond

what they normally need so that this new

surplus can be traded. Time that might, in

the past, have been used for other tasks

—

subsistence activities, ceremonial events,

or whatever—is now devoted to produc-

tion of barter goods. In addition, actual

settlement patterns may be altered so th

the indigenous group is in closer, mo
immediate contact with sources of man
factured items. Neither of these things,

itself, is necessarily good or bad, but ea(

does alter traditional behavior.

Thus, the newly contacted forest peop

are rapidly drawn into the wider econom

sphere (even into the international eco

omy: for example, the preferred gla

beads for personal adornment come froi

Czechoslovakia). The intrusion of evei

item—mirrors, cloth, scissors, rice, m
chetes, axes, pots, bowls, needles, bla;

kets, even bicycles and radios—not on

adds to the pressure on individuals to pr

duce trade goods but also disrupts son

facet of traditional production.

Anthropologist Paul Henley, wli

worked with the Panare, a forest-base

people in Venezuela, points out that wit

the introduction of steel tools, particular!

axes, indigenous groups suffer a breal

down in the web of cooperative interd(

pendence. In the past, when stone ax(

were used, various individuals came t(

gether and worked communally to fe
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ees for a new garden. With the introduc-

: on of the steel ax, however, one man can

lear a garden by himself. As Henley

lOtes, collaboration is no longer manda-

I
)ry nor particularly frequent.

Indians often begin to cultivate new

raps, such as coffee, that they feel can be

•aded or sold easily. Another is rice,

'hich the Indian Bureau encourages for-

st peoples to plant because, of course, all

real" Brazilians eat rice every day. Rice

; an introduced crop both to Brazil and to

arest Indians. Traditional crop foods, the

uccessful cultivation of which has been

/orked out over generations in the forest

nvironment and which are well suited to

lie soil conditions in particular regions,

lay become scarce, with the result that

he Indian diet becomes unbalanced.

Indians who traditionally plant manioc

s a staple crop may be encouraged to

icrease the size of their fields and plant

lore manioc, which can then be trans-

Drmed into farinha, a type of cereal that

an be sold in the markets. Larger fields

nean more intensive agricultural work

ind less time to hunt—which also affects

the diet. The purchase of a shotgun may
temporarily improve hunting returns, but

it also tends to eliminate game in the area.

In addition, shotgun shells are very expen-

sive in Brazil, costing more than $1 U.S.

apiece. Dependence on the shotgun under-

mines a hunter's skill with traditional

hunting weapons, such as blowguns and

bows and arrows, as well as the ability

required to manufacture them.

Clearing larger areas for fields can also

lead to increased risk from diseases such

as malaria and leishmanaisis, because

cleared areas with standing water of low

acidity permit proUferation of disease-

bearing mosquitoes and flies. New dis-

eases also appear. Anthropologist-epi-

demiologist Carlos Coimbra, Jr., for

example, has shown that Chagas disease,

which is transmitted to humans by try-

panosome-carrying assassin bugs, appar-

ently does not yet affect Indian popula-

tions in lowland areas of the Amazon
Basin. Only when Indians cease their

seminomadic way of life and begin to hve

for prolonged periods in the same dwell-

ings can Chagas-carrying bugs adjust

their feeding behavior and begin to de-

pend on human hosts rather than small

rodents for their blood meals.

The moment manufactured foods begin

to intrude on the indigenous diet, health

takes a downward turn. The liberal use of

table salt (sodium chloride), one of the

first things that Indians are given, is prob-

ably no more healthful for them than it is

for Westerners. Most Indians do not have

table salt; they manufacture small quanti-

ties of potassium salts by burning certain

types of leaves and collecting the ash. An-

thropologist Darrell Posey reports that the

Kayapo Indians of Brazil make salt ash

from various palm species and use each

type for specific foods.

Sweets and other foods containing re-

fined sugar (sucrose) are also given to In-

dians, whose wild fruits, according to re-

search by botanists Irene and Herbert

Baker, contain primarily other sugars,

such as fructose. Indians find that foods

containing sucrose taste exceptionally

sweet, and they tend to crave them once

sampled. While a strong, sugary taste in

the natural environment might signal a

rare, rich energy source, the indiscrimi-

nate consumption of canned foods, can-

dies, and gums containing large amounts

of refined sugar contributes to tooth decay

and can lead to obesity and even health

problems such as diabetes.

Results of dietary change are often dif-

ficult to anticipate. Anthropologist Dennis

Werner found that the Mekranoti of cen-

tral Brazil, who did not make pottery, tra-

ditionally roasted most of their food. But

the introduction of metal cooking pots al-

lowed them to switch to boiled foods. This,

in turn, allowed nursing mothers to pro-

vide supplemental foods to their infants at

an earlier age. Werner found that the av-

erage nursing period in the Mekranoti had

dropped steadily from 19.7 months prior

to 1955 to 16 months in recent years,

which corresponded to the period of

steady increase in the use of metal cooking

pots in the village.

One of the first things the Indian Bu-

reau doctors generally do after contact is

try to protect the Indians from the West-

em diseases that may be communicated to

them during their first prolonged interac-
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Relaxing in store-bought hammocks,

Urueu-Wau-Wau Indians, right, enjoy

an assortment ofmanufacturedgoods.

An Arawete woman's cloth, below,

was wovenfrom cotton she grew

and dyed herself, but her baby 's

hat testifies to outside contact.
Kattiahne Milton

tion with outsiders. The doctors give them

immunizations and may also hand out

drugs to prevent or eradicate dangerous

malarias. Pregnant women, infants, and

preadolescents often receive massive

doses of antibiotics. Antibiotics and anti-

malarial drugs, although helpful in some

respects, may also have detrimental ef-

fects. For example, individuals exposed to

antibiotics in utero or when young gener-

ally have teeth that are abnormally dark

and discolored. Some drugs are reputed to

interfere with fertility among women in

recently contacted groups. If this lack of

fertility combines with a drop in popula-

tion size due to deaths from new diseases,

a population can fall to a precarious low.

Perhaps the most critical disruption suf-

fered by these groups, however, concerns

how detailed information on features of

the forest environment is diluted and for-

gotten. This is the pool of shared knowl-

edge that traditionally has been the bed-

rock, the economic currency, the patri-

mony of each of these nontechnological

forest societies. Manuel Lizarralde, a doc-

toral student at the University of Califor-

nia, Berkeley, who has done ethno-

botanical work with the Bari of Ven-

ezuela, reports that in just a single

generation there was a staggering loss of

information about the identity of forest

trees and their uses.

Despite this tale of disruption, disease,

and destruction, many of the indigenous

forest cultures are proving to be far more

resilient than might be expected. The in-

digenous peoples remaining today in the

Amazon Basin are true survivors who
have successfully resisted the diseases, ex-

plorers, missionaries, soldiers, slave trad-

ers, rubber tappers, loggers, gold miners,

fur traders, and colonists who have persis-

tently encroached on them during the past

five centuries.

Anthropologist Bill Balee, for example,

has found that the Ka'apor Indians of Ma-
ranhao State, in peaceful contact with out-

siders since 1928, still maintain many fea-

tures of their traditional economy, social

organization, and ritual life. He attributes

this to the continued integrity of the nu-

clear family and the persistence of spe-

cific ritual duties between husband and

wife that prohibit certain foods at differ-

ent seasons or life stages. Such ritual prac-

tices have not only spared red-legged tor-

toises and other wild resources from being

overharvested but have also diifused hunt-

ing pressures over a large area, thereby

contributing to the persistence of the tra-

ditional economy.

Unfortunately, cultural persistence will

do indigenous peoples no good if their

tropical forest habitat is destroyed. Defor-

estation is primarily the result of outside

influences, such as lumbering, cattle

ranching, and colonization, that are per-

mitted by government policies. Some esti-

mates suggest that all remaining tropical

forests will be destroyed by the year 2045.

Once the technological roller coaster

gets moving, it's hard to jump off" or even

pause to consider the situation. Some say,

so what? We can't all go back to the jun-

gle, we can't all become forest-living Indi-

ans. No, we can't. But as I stand in my
apartment in Berkeley, listening to my
telephone's insistent ring and contemplat-

ing my unanswered mail, dusty curtains,

dripping faucets, and stacks of newspa-

pers for recycling, I'm not sure we
wouldn't be far happier if we could. D
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The One Time Of Year

When Those Who Know

The Joy Of Making Money

Are Consumed By

The Misery Of Losing It.

IN THE WORDS of the

'<S^^ famous poet, T.S.Eliot;

"April is the crudest month."

Indeed it is. The thought of

writing big checks for income tax

does little to quiet one's soul.

After all; it is your money we're

talking about. You earned it. You

paid taxes on it all year long.

And now (as if that weren't

enough); you also get to pay taxes

on your investments.

The human mind is quite in-

genious in the ways it finds to cope

with such financial dilemmas. But

none are as practical as the way we're

about to suggest: a tax-free* invest

ment from John Nuveen 6l Company

It will help you keep the money

you earn. It is also our specialty.

With nearly a hundred years

experience; you'll find we have an

insight into the municipal bond

business that; in our opinion; few

other companies can match.

income may he subject to state and local taxes. Capital gains,

if any, will be subject to capital gains taxes.



This being the case, it should

;ome as no surprise that we review

)illions of dollars worth of bonds

;ach year. And only after a pains-

suggest you ask your financial ad-

viser or your personal banker about

Nuveen tax-free investments

(for current and future income).

Francine became frazzled. Orville became ornery. Myron became morose.

akingly thorough process of re-

earch do we invest in a select few

including some that other invest-

nent companies have overlooked).

All of which are scrupulously

nanaged for the long term with

)ne goal in mind: to provide a high

evel of tax-free income over time,

vhile still protecting your initial

nvestment.

So if you would like to learn

nore about how it's possible to keep

nore money (and who wouldn't), we

Or you can call us toll-free at

1-800-524-6500. We'll send you a free

booklet that just might help next

April be a joyous one.

For more complete information

on Nuveen tax-free open end mutual

funds, including charges and expen-

ses, call for a prospectus. Read it care-

fully before you invest or send money.

niuvi IM

Specialists In Tax-free Investments

Since 1898.



Aprized edible, the widespread oystermushroom is

afleshy gillfungusfound in overlapping clusters
on trees and logs. Itfeeds on wood, but itsfilaments,
or hyphae, alsoparalyze and digest nematode worms.



Jekyll-Hyde Mushrooms
Whether dining on dead wood or living creatures,

thesefungi are crucial to aforest's survival

by George Barron

Walking along woodland trails in the

fall of the year is fun for someone like me
who works with fungi. All kinds of attrac-

tive mushrooms spring up from the cool,

moist forest floor. Bracket fungi or fleshy

gill fungi can cover rotting logs. Often,

there are exciting finds such as earthstan,

bird's nest fungi, or stinkhoms.

The colorful forms we call mushrooms

are the fruit bodies of fungi. Prod a puff-

ball with a stick and a brown cloud of tiny

spores emerges, which may be scattered

by capricious winds. The common
meadow mushroom releases a hundred

million spores an hour for days on end. A
giant puffball contains about a trillion

spores! Where do mushrooms get the en-

ergy for all this productivity?

Each fruit body is sustained by miles of

microscopic filaments, called hyphae,

that permeate the hidden world within the

rotting log or forest debris. A bundle of a

thousand of them is no thicker than a

human hair. Enzymes secreted by the hy-

phae break down complex carbohydrates

into nutritive sugars, which are trans-

ported to the mushroom.

In woodland soils, fungi play two major

roles. One group, saprophytic mushrooms,

degrades woody materials; these fungi are

the garbage disposal units of the forests.

Without them the planet would be littered

with dead trees, and forests would suffo-

cate in their own debris. Each year micro-

bial degradation of plant debris returns 85

billion tons of carbon to the atmosphere in

the form of carbon dioxide; the bulk of this

job is performed by fungi.

A second group, the mycorrhizae,

grows beneath the soil and is as important

to the forest ecosystem as are the wood-

eating mushrooms. Forming sheaths

around tree roots, mycorrhizae assist

them in absorbing water and minerals es-

sential to growth. They can do the job

much more efficiently than the tree's own

root hairs. In return, the tree feeds the

fungi with sugars synthesized in its leaves.

All conifers, and even such deciduous spe-

cies as beech and birch, cannot survive

without mycorrhizal fungi. Because of

these crucial relationships, fungi are the

dominant microscopic life forms in field

and woodland soils; their living proto-
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Bird's nestfungus "eggs, " below, contain the spores;

when raindrops splash inside the cup, these spore cases

are catapulted out ofthe "nest." Right: Tough,

leathery, and colorful, turkey tail bracketfungi

overlap to cover logs. Like bird's nestfungi, theyfeed
on dead wood and are also active hunters ofbacteria.
Susan Madzia

plasm outweighs all other groups com-

bined. Each acre contains about 2,500

pounds of fungi—about equal to the

weight of twenty-five sheep.

Scientists used to think of wood-decay-

ing fungi as benign saprophytes concerned

only with the dull routine of carbon recy-

cling. Not quite so, it has turned out. Dur-

ing the past decade or so of studying fungi

in the Environmental Biology Laboratory

at Ontario's University of Guelph, we dis-

covered a more sinister aspect to the story.

Many of these innocuous-looking fungi

spend much of their lives as predators,

attacking and consuming a host of micro-

scopic life forms. We now know that hun-

dreds of species employ a remarkable ar-

senal of weapons that allow them to lure,

trap, lasso, paralyze, colonize, or enzymat-

ically dissolve multitudes of live victims.

Among the organisms attacked and

consumed are nematodes, rotifers, amoe-

bas, copepods, and bacteria. Some fungi

even feed upon their own kind. Nema-
todes, sometimes called roundworms or

eelworms, are a source of food for more
than 150 species of fungi. Tiny nonseg-

mented worms, usually less than a milli-

meter long, they are a very successful

group, found by the millions in every

square yard of forest and meadow. Sight-

less, they respond to chemical signals to

find food and detect danger. Feeding on

bacteria, spores, or other organic specks.

they pump food down their gut by a mus-

cular esophagus.

To capture nematodes, fungi send out

extensive systems of filaments throughout

the soil or rotting logs. The net fungus,

Arthrobotrys oligospora, increases its

odds of trapping prey by sprouting net

traps coated with adhesive at intervals

along its hyphal threads. Standing up

from the surface like croquet hoops, the

traps release a chemical attractant that

nematodes find irresistible. When they re-

spond to this chemical siren song, they are

lured to their death.

Nematodes are powerful, muscular lit-

tle animals; when first caught, they thrash

vigorously in their attempts to struggle

free. The fungal adhesive, however, is the

biological equivalent of Krazy glue, and

the nematodes cannot escape. Swedish re-

searchers, led by Birgit Nordbring-Hertz,

discovered a protein on the surface of the

net trap that recognizes specific sugar

molecules in the nematode's cuticle. On
contact, a chemical bond, which cannot be

broken by physical force, forms between

the net and the worm. The "glue" is just as

effective underwater. Thus, contact with a

net, even for a few seconds, holds the

worm fast. Strands of hyphae invade its

body, releasing paralyzing toxins; then,

the invasive fungi digest the worm from

inside its corpse.

Even more sophisticated than the sticky

e
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HaroldV. Green: Valan Photos

In a healthy colony ofbacteria

(magnified 1,250 times), below,

left, cells are whole and well

separated. Below, right: Attacked

by hyphae ofa gillfungus, the colony

is killed and digested by enzymes.

Right: Another bacteria eater is the

tiny, brilliant orange Mycena leaiana,

commonly clustered on hardwood logs

in North American woodlands.
1 micrographs by Susan Madzia

net is the constricting ring, produced by

Arthrobotrys anchonia and other hunters

of nematodes. In this case, hyphal

branches circle back upon themselves to

form three-celled rings baited with a

chemical attractant. Responding to the

lure, a nematode may blunder into a ring.

When its cuticle touches the ring's inner

walls, there is an explosion of activity.

Expanding inward with dramatic speed,

ring cells blow up to three times their

volume in a tenth ofa second, crushing the

nematode's body.

Other tiny animals are also captured by

fungi, using many different methods. In

ponds and ditches, the fungus Zoophagus
produces what Howard Whisler, of the

University of Washington, called lethal

loUipops. The slightly swollen ends of

short lateral branches are extremely at-

tractive to microscopic animals called ro-

tifers, which try to swallow the "lollipops"

and become stuck by their mouths. Once
engulfed, the tip sprouts hyphae that in-

vade and colonize the hapless victim.

Surrounded by incalculable tons of

wood for energy, why have these fungi

evolved the capabilities of active preda-

tors? In this modem age we are assailed

from all sides with advice on good nutri-

tional practices. Don't eat this! Be sure to

include that! The bottom line, however, is

that a balanced diet should include both

carbohydrate and protein. Simple lower

life forms also need to have a reasonable

balance between the carbon (C) in carbo-

hydrates and the nitrogen (N) in protein.

A good ratio is about thirty parts of C to

one part of N.

Wood is very high in carbon (cellulose

and lignified cellulose) and very low in

nitrogen (protein content), resulting in a

C/N ratio of up to 500: 1 . Wood is so low in

nitrogen that it is very difficult for most

organisms to use it for food.

Organisms using wood or cellulose have

to find a way of dealing with this nutri-

tional imbalance. The solution adopted by

many wood-decaying fungi is remarkable.

Like the insect-devouring pitcher plants or

Venus' flytraps that live in nitrogen-poor

bogs, they have evolved ingenious mecha-

nisms for capturing small creatures as ni-

trogen sources. Thus, the wood-decaying

Jekyll becomes the carnivorous Hyde.

In the nitrogen-deficient environment

colonized by cellulolytic fungi, any species

that finds an easy way to get protein has a

competitive edge. And large populations

of microorganisms have always shared the

fungal environment of rotting logs and

organic detritus. These facts have led us to

believe that predatory fungi were origi-

nally cellulose degraders that, over evolu-

tionary time, "learned" the trick of cap-

turing little animals to solve their

nutritional needs. In laboratory studies in

England, mycobiologist Rod Cooke and

his colleagues studied predatory fungi and

found that most do retain the ability to

break down cellulose.

Apparently, there are a large number of

fungi with Jekyll-Hyde personalities thi

can shift between herbivory and camivor

as the need arises. At present, we do nc

know whether most fungi are strictly saf

rophytic or carnivorous, or how many spe

cies can switch back and forth. Among th

mushrooms we have investigated is th

familiar oyster mushroom {Pleurotu

ostreatus), highly prized as an edible fur

gus, and the wood blewit (Lepista nuda]

which grows on organic debris on the foi

est floor. Cultivated in petri dishes, th

oyster mushroom produces tiny secretor

cells, each bearing a droplet of fluid. Upo!

being touched by a nematode, the cell

splash fluid over the worm's head. React

ing as if it had touched a hot stove, tb

worm immediately retreats. But the po

tent toxin causes major structural dam
age, and the nematode is soon immobi

lized. As the victim lies paralyzed, thi
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ingus senses its location and homes in on

s body orifices. Hyphal threads grow

irough the mouth of the victim and into

s body to digest its stilHiving tissues,

hades of a Saturday night horror film!

Another group of fungal hunters we
:udied have filaments with bumps, called

lamps, along their length that told us that

ley are related to mushrooms. No one

ad ever seen them produce a fruit body,

owever, and we were studying the man-

or in which these fungi capture nema-

xles using their hourglass-shaped adhe-

ive cells. After several weeks, we were

elighted to find a tiny mushroom fruit

ody growing in a petri dish among the

ixuriant filaments. We identified it as a

iohenbuehelia, well known as a sapro-

hyte on decaying wood and debris. My
raduate student Greg Thorn then tested

11 the available species of Hohenbue-

helia, and related fungi, and found a

whole cluster of mushrooms, previously

thought to be passive saprophytes, that

were in fact aggressive carnivores.

With hundreds of types of microscopic

creatures in soil and decaying logs, fungi

are not limited to nematodes or rotifers.

Prey for fungal predators are legion. One

of our most exciting finds came about by

happy accident. Some of the bacteria we

fed to our eelworms accidentally contami-

nated our fungus culture and grew into

tiny colonies on the surface of the water

agar. To our surprise, the hyphae of the

oyster mushroom and the wood blewit at-

tacked and destroyed the bacteria.

Scientists have long known that many

fungi produce antibiotics that kill bacteria

in their vicinity, but what we witnessed

was something entirely different. The

fungi appeared to recognize the presence

and location of the bacteria and sent

strands of hyphae in their direction. On
contact with a colony, the fungi secreted

enzymes that destroyed the bacterial ceOs

and absorbed the products, just as they do

with eelworms or any other multicellular

organisms. Why would fungi attack bacte-

ria? In the habitat of wood-rotting fungi,

bacteria are one of the most prevalent life

forms. More significantly, several bacte-

rial species inhabiting decaying wood can

fix nitrogen gas to form biologically useful

nitrogen compounds. Preying directly on

bacteria, therefore, might be a better way

to survive in a nitrogen-poor environment

than subsisting solely on nematodes,

which are bacterial feeders. (Cutting out

the middleman, so to speak.)

Another of my graduate students, Su-

san Madzia, has now discovered more than

twenty species of mushrooms, normally
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Captured by rings ofthefungus Arthrobotrys (magnified

750 times), this nematode worm, below, top, will be crushed

as the nooses constrict. Below, bottom: Hyphae ofthe

oyster mushroom (magnified 800 times) home in on an eelworm

alreadyparalyzed by toxin. Oppositepage: Poisonous shaggy

Pholiota mushroomsfeed on both livingwoodand bacteria.
:rograph by Nancy Allln and George Barron

Scanning electron micrograph by George Barron

associated with wood decay, that can a

tack and destroy bacterial colonies in th

laboratory. We believe many more will b

added to this list and that this phenomeno

is probably common in nature. Among th

bacteria-attacking fungi are species con

mon in field and forest, including th

shaggy mane, small puffball, orange My
cena, turkey tail bracket, and bird's nest.

The tactics of predatory fungi discusse

here represent only a few among an enoi

mously diverse array of strategies. (He
do I kill thee? Let me count the ways

Some fungi produce helicoid spores ths

screw into the esophagus during ingestioi

There are zoosporic fungi that produc

myriads of tiny swimmers that track dow
their moving victims by homing in on leal

age products from body orifices. One fui

gus acts like a microscopic tapeworm;

fastens to the gut wall of a nematode an

feeds on the food flow until it grows I

completely fill the gut. Another specie

has fungal spores like grappling hooks; i

incredibly sharp points impale rotifers c

contact. Most remarkable of all, howeve

is the gun cell of Haptoglossa mirabill

When triggered by contact with a rotift

or nematode, the fungus shoots a harpooi

shaped projectile through the wall of ii

victim. A hypodermic is then inserted an

an infective spore pumped into the bod;

All in a fraction of a second.

For microbial Ufe forms, life span i

measured not in years or days but in houii

or minutes. In soil or inside rotting stump:

dramatic scenes of Ufe and death ar

played out every minute of every day. W
have seen something of this microscopi

mayhem in our laboratory dishes; now i

remains for fieldworkers to return to thi

forests and probe what is really going oi

there. What we are unraveling is the com

plex interrelationship between unrelate(

groups of microorganisms in the ecosys

tem. This principle was well stated by th(

nineteenth-century evolutionist Alfre<

Russel Wallace when he wrote, "This vas

and wonderful universe, with its ahnos

infinite variety of forms, motions, and re

actions of part upon part ... has ever re

quired and still requires the continuous co

ordinated agency of myriads of sucl

intelligences."
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It's time for a change to Gallo.

This roast lamb xoilh fresh raspberries deserves the

richness of our 1985 Cabernet Sauvignon. Its complex,

oak-aged flavor makes it a perfect complement.
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Unperturbed by its passengers, a BurcheU's

zebrapausesfrom grazing on savanna grasses

in Kenya 's Masai Mara Nature Reserve.
Peter Davey; ARPS

Tickling for Ticks
When oxpeckers lookingforparasites scurry over zebras,

the animals often appear to be mesmerized

by Randall Breitwisch

As the early morning sun warms the

savanna of Masai Mara Nature Reserve

in southwestern Kenya, a small herd of

zebras—a stallion and his mares and

foals—are already feeding on the rich

grasses. I have the overwhelming feeling

that I am watching organic eating ma-

chines. The zebras bite and chew without

a pause, inching forward, cUpping the

grasses so close to the ground that their

muzzles seem to sweep the savanna. The

sounds of pulling, clipping, and chewing

are relentless.

As I watch, several oxpeckers fly over

the zebras, calling in unmusical notes.

These birds are themselves a family, par-

ents with two nearly independent fledg-

lings. When they are about eighty feet

overhead, they stop their direct flight, cir-

cle, and then quickly descend. Within sec-

onds, they swoop onto the backs of the

grazing zebras. I keep my eye on one ani-

mal. Then, something remarkable hap-

pens. The moment the bird lands on the

zebra's back, the animal abruptly stops its

mechanical feeding, lifts its head high,

and stands still and erect. The brown, star-

ling-sized bird begins to act Uke a huge

probing insect. Looking for all the world

Uke a flea wending its way across a forest

of hair, the oxpecker skitters across the

zebra's body. The oxpecker moves from

back to flank, dips under the belly (where

it hangs upside down), works down one leg

to the hoof and up to the side, and com-

pletes its circuit on the back, where it

perches and preens in the morning sun.

Now for the first time, I can see that it is

not a red-billed but a yellow-billed ox-

pecker, the more common species in Ma-
sai Mara.

Found throughout much of sub-Saha-

ran Africa, except in dense forest, the two

species of oxpeckers are most common on

the savanna. Cavity nesters, they seek out

large dead trees or trees with dead limbs in

which woodpeckers have previously exca-

vated nest holes. They are cooperative

breeders, with one or more young from

one season remaining with their parents to

help raise the next season's off"spring. Dur-

ing the nonbreeding season, small social

groups roost in appropriate sites (even un-

der the eaves of buildings), sometimes

with species of starlings. The brood of two

to three nestUngs spend about a month in

the nest hole, where they are fed by all

group members. After fledging, they

spend at least a month in their parents'

care, at times begging and being fed while

they perch on the backs of zebras and

other savanna mammals.

This morning on the Masai Mara, the

bird I was watching continued its zebra-

back preening for a few minutes while the

zebra retained its attentive posture, as if it

knew just how to behave in this situation.

But why should the zebra change its be-

havior to accommodate the bird? The ox-

peckers seem to take the stiUness for

granted and go about their business un-

concerned that their 600-pound perch

might suddenly make a dangerous move.

With impunity, the birds attempt to enter

every orifice, to squeeze into every crease,

cranny, and crevice on the surface land-

scape of a zebra. They are searching out

and eating ectoparasites—^blood-sucking

flies and ticks (the British more aptly call

these birds tickbirds). They may also re-

move dead tissue and maggots from

wounds in the mammal's hide and occa-
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Oxpeckers often "work" the

whole animal. A zebra, below,

obliges by raising its tail.

sionally help themselves to a sip of blood

from a cut.

Oxpeckers are entirely dependent on

mammals. I have occasionally seen birds

climb down a zebra's leg and hop onto the

ground, where they may catch a few in-

sects, but they soon jump right back onto

the zebra. The birds are built for crawling

across these animals' bodies. Their claws,

similar to those of woodpeckers, are long,

strong, and deeply curved, and their bills

are designed for pecking, probing, and

scissoring. Oxpeckers spend nearly all

their waking hours on mammals; they

court each other and even copulate on

them. They also supplement the dried

vegetation with which they line their nest

holes with hair they have "clipped." I

have watched oxpeckers snipping hair

from the flanks of impalas, then flying off

with their bills so full that they appear to

have golden mustaches.

My strong impression is that oxpeckers

like the company of mammals; in this part

of East Africa they are found on zebras,

impalas, giraffes, wart hogs. Cape buf-

faloes, and occasionally, Masai cattle.

(Some researchers suggest that in areas
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Red-billed oxpeckers glean ticksfrom an impalafawn, left.

Growinganimals can ill afford to lose blood to ticks. The Cape

buffalo, below, is one ofthe oxpeckers ' larger clients.

inhabited by both species of oxpeckers,

each species displays preferences for dif-

ferent mammals. The yellow-billed may
be found more often on sparsely haired

mammals, such as Cape buffaloes. Both

avoid densely haired mammals, such as

waterbucks, but are found on rhinocer-

oses, giraffes, and a variety of antelopes,

as well as wart hogs and zebras. I have

never seen an oxpecker on an elephant.)

On many occasions, I have watched a gi-

raffe or a buffalo walk out of a riverine

stand of trees and bushes, stride across the

savanna, and disappear over the next low

hill, while an oxpecker perched, immobile,

high on its back, the bird's head pressed

against the mammal's hide.

The oxpecker clearly benefits from

such intimacy. But is this a case of symbio-

sis, or mutual benefit, in which the mam-
mal also gains from the relationship? The

extent of health benefits to the mammal is

difficult to measure. To study this scien-

tifically, we would need to prevent ox-

peckers from cleaning mammals in a natu-

ral setting and then document the parasite

loads on, and the health of, these un-

cleaned animals. This has not been done.

However, Ben Hart, of the University of

California at Davis, has reviewed some

information involving domestic cattle that

shows that a single tick can drink enough

blood from a calf to decrease the calfs

growth rate by more than a pound a year.

The cost of a load of several ticks on a

markedly slender antelope or zebra foal

may indeed be substantial. While we do

not yet have numbers, we do have observa-

tions of mammal behavior in the presence

of oxpeckers. In general, these behavioral

patterns suggest that the mammals not

only tolerate but actively accommodate

the birds' activities, altering their behav-

ior to allow the birds to clean them most

efficiently. I beUeve this accounts for the

zebra's pecuhar stillness, and that the pose

is a signal to the bird to carry on its feeding

and cleaning behavior. This brings us into

poorly charted waters: communication be-

tween different species of animals. It is

one of the aspects of the interactions be-

tween oxpeckers and large mammals that

I find most interesting.

That morning on the savanna, I contin-

ued to watch the individual zebra with its

perching oxpecker. When it had finished
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preening, the bird hopped along the ze-

bra's back toward its rump in such an
exaggerated manner that it looked like it

was bouncing. The exaggeration of this

movement marks it as a display—a ritual-

ized, stereotypical motion. I believe this

display is meant for the zebra. Five or six

hops and a second later, the bird perched
on the zebra's rump. Still in its statuelike

pose, the zebra raised its tail quickly and
held it out behind its body The oxpecker
immediately scuttled down onto the hair-

less, black shiny skin that surrounds the

zebra's anal region and worked this area

assiduously.

I have never darted zebras with tran-

quilizer-loaded projectiles, so I don't know

the extent of the ectoparasite load in this

region of a zebra's body. I do know that

oxpeckers are keen to explore it. In more
than two-thirds of the 1 34 instances I wit-

nessed, the zebra responded by raising its

tail when an oxpecker gave its hopping
display The only other time that a zebra

Ufts its tail is when it is about to defecate.

Because they eat so much grass, zebras

defecate often, but this tail-lifting behav-

ior is rare on a minute-to-minute basis. I

contend that a zebra's readiness to raise its

tail when an oxpecker bounds down its

back supports the hypothesis that bird and
mammal are communicating.

If so, what other signals might fit into

this repertoire, and how do mammals

other than zebras communicate with tl

birds? Some large mammals, such as w;

terbucks and hartebeests, are quite intc

erant of the oxpecker's activities and wi

repeatedly brush off or even run aw£

from newly perched birds, dislodgir

them in the process. Other mammal
such as impalas, react differently in diflfe

ent circumstances. Sometimes, when a

oxpecker lands on an impala and movf

onto its head, the impala shakes its hea

violently, dislodging the bird. However, a

impala whose body is being cleaned by a

oxpecker will often place its nose gentl

right next to the bird, even bending i

neck sharply to reach an oxpecker on i

back. The bird then hops onto the impala
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cx and begins to clean it. In such cases I

i ver saw an impala shake off a bird.

Like impalas, zebras do not always wel-

ime foraging oxpeckers. Sometimes a

: bra swings its head back to the place

' lere the bird has landed as if to push it

I, and it frequently succeeds. The ox-

1
cker either flies to another mammal or

sifts to a new location on the same ze-

li's body. Zebras may dislodge a bird

lir or more times, causing it to change

l;ding sites, and then seemingly give up,

1 ting the oxpecker remain. The birds can

1 quite insistent on foraging in a particu-

1 location once they have found some-
I ng of interest, and they may well be

iitating as they bring claws and bill to

Preferringa backbone to a branch, yellow-billed

oxpeckersperch on a giraffe, left. Tick-ridden hairy

bodies offer oxpeckers not only aforagingground but

also a social arena where they can meet mates, court,

and even copulate. Oxpeckers can have a mesmerizing effect

onyounganimals, like the wart hog below; an animal will

sometimes sink to the ground while the birds work.
'.. and K. Ammann

^-'\:

bear on an animal's body. (Some research-

ers have even speculated that oxpeckers

keep wounds open to "farm" a constant

supply of maggots.) Sometimes a zebra

appears to try to rid itself of a bird and

then apparently surrenders. But could the

attempt to disrupt the bird's activity be a

way for the zebra to tell an oxpecker

where to forage? If a zebra has an exceed-

ingly irritating tick attached, say, between

its forelegs, perhaps it uses certain actions

to direct the oxpecker to that spot.

I continued to observe the small herd on

the savanna even after the oxpecker flew

from the individual I had been watching.

This zebra maintained its rigid posture for

a few more minutes before it resumed

grazing. The animal appeared to be—and

I use this word advisedly—hypnotized.

The same language has been used by oth-

ers in describing how some coral-reef fish

look when their skin and mouths are being

cleaned by wrasses, smaller fish that make

a living picking ectoparasites from their

"clients." George Losey, of the University

of Hawaii, hypothesized that cleaner

wrasses are able to engage in such a poten-

tially dangerous activity as scouring the

mouths of predatory fish precisely be-

cause they have evolved the ability to alter

the client fish's motivational state. Some-

thing about that gentle nibbling at the

skin's surface may be mesmerizing.

In Africa, I have seen various mammals
respond similarly to the ministrations of

oxpeckers. I've seen zebra foals, impalas,

and even tough little wart hogs apparently

lose their balance and gently drop to the

ground when being cleaned by oxpeckers.

To all appearances, they have fallen under

an avian spell.

A final aspect of the peculiar relation-

ship between oxpeckers and mammals in-

volves alertness for potential danger. In

some small areas of African parks, ox-

peckers have become habituated to hu-

mans, but as a rule the birds are "flighty"

and difficult to observe. They respond to

approaching vehicles, to which most park

visitors are confined, by giving alarm

calls, scuttling to the far side of the

mammals, then flying away before an ob-

server can get close enough to record their

behavior in any detail. Since the birds are

in little direct danger from humans, why
are they so quick to call and flee? I offer
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A black rhino motherandcalfshare
aflock offoraging oxpeckers. Known
in someparts ofAfrica as "guards

ofthe rhinoceros, "oxpeckers

have long been associated with

this now endangered mammal.

the following explanation: I believe that

oxpeckers are honest in their deaUngs with

mammals. The birds benefit from having

their mammalian clients at ease in their

presence. As barbers say about cutting the

hair of small boys, it is difficult to hit a

moving target. Abrupt moves on the part

of the mammals could be hazardous. But
grazing mammals need to be alert to pos-

sible attacks from diurnal predators, so

they are naturally skittish and acutely re-

sponsive to noises, movements, smells

—

anything out of the ordinary. These same
mammals may tend to relax more readily

in the presence of oxpeckers if they in-

stinctively rely on the birds to alert them
to potential (knger through alarm calls.

An oxpecker can more efficiently exploit a

relaxed mammal as a source of big, juicy,

blood-engorged ticks. And a mammal
with an oxpecker aboard becomes some-

thing of a sensory "superorganism," with

the eyes of a bird, nose of a mammal, and
the ears of both, a formidable early-warn-

ing system.

Said to be even more intimately in-

volved with oxpeckers than the animals I

have observed are both the African black

and white rhinoceroses. In the Kiswahili

language of east-central Africa, oxpeckers

are called askari wa kifaru, "guards of

the rhinoceros." The tragic decline in the

populations of African rhinos prevented

me from observing them. Land once
roamed by wild mammals has been over-

run by cattle, whose ectoparasite loads are

largely eliminated by the practice of "dip-

ping" cattle in pesticide baths. Probably

as a consequence, the numbers of oxpeck-

ers have also declined in recent years, and
the birds have become locally extinct in

some parts of Africa. Although oxpeckers

are not endangered, their local disappear-

ance has led to efforts to reintroduce them
to some parks, especially in South Africa

and Zimbabwe. Behaviorists have only re-

cently begun to observe in earnest the rela-

tionship between oxpeckers and wild

mammals, and detailed reports have not

yet even entered the scientific literature.

But unless conservation measures save the

main players, we may witness not only the

animals' extinction but also that of a most
intimate, and intriguing, relationship. D
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Review

First Writes
by John R. Alden

Today, it is difficult to imagine a world

without written words. Yet in the long

process of human evolution, writing is a

recent invention. The earliest known tab-

lets date to just over 5,000 years ago, and

societies where the majority of adults were

literate probably only appeared within the

last 200 years. Although we know roughly

when and where writing first appeared,

the question of "how" has all too fre-

quently been addressed with scientific-

sounding versions of a just-so story. In

contrast, Before Writing offers a thor-

oughly researched and carefully argued

attempt to unveil the beginnings of the

device that made history possible.

Writing systems developed indepen-

dently in at least three regions—Meso-

potamia, China, and Mesoamerica. Al-

though the Egyptian and Indus Valley

writing systems may have been derived

from the Mesopotamian, they differ

enough to be treated as independent sys-

tems. The Andean quipu system, where

counts of various items or commodities

are recorded by arrangements of knots on

strings, represents yet another kind of in-

cipient writing. Because each of these sys-

tems appeared under different circum-

stances and each developed in response to

the needs of a particular social elite, no

single explanation for the origins of writ-

ing will ever be found. But individual in-

stances can be studied and understood.

Here Denise Schmandt-Besserat, a pro-

fessor of art and archeology at the Univer-

sity of Texas in Austin, examines the ap-

pearance of writing in Mesopotamia.

Writing, she argues, developed from

the practice of using molded clay "to-

kens," or "counters," as an accounting de-

vice for keeping track of food and other

basic commodities of prehistoric life in the

Near East. Sometime about 3500 B.C., the

people of southern Mesopotamia began

sealing collections of such counters inside

clay balls and using these "envelopes" to

record and validate information on eco-

nomic activities. Because opening the clay

balls scattered their contents (thus de-

stroying the very information the enve-

lopes were made to preserve), people be-

gan recording the number of tokens inside

the balls by making impressions of the

tokens on the surface of the wet clay enve-

lopes.

"At first," writes Schmandt-Besserat,

"the impressed notations were ancillary to

the counters, but in the course of time they

challenged and eventually supplanted

them. This occurred when soUd clay tab-

lets bearing impressed signs replaced the

hollow envelopes holding tokens." Instead

of repeating the message communicated

by the tokens, the impressions became the

message.

Substituting two-dimensional signs for

three-dimensional tokens was not as

straightforward as it sounds. Each token

represented some number (usually one) of

a specific thing—a jar of oil, a large or

small measure of grain, a piece of cloth-

Before Writing: From Cou>rnNG to

Cuneiform, vol. 1, by Denise Schmandt-

Besserat. University of Texas Press,

$60.00; 304 pp., illus.

ing, or a particular kind of animal. The
impressions made by the tokens, however,

couldn't contain as much information as

the tokens themselves, and they would

have been more difficult to interpret.

When people began supplementing or re-

placing the token impressions with in-

scribed signs, writing was invented.

What evidence supports this intriguing

explanation? It begins with a collection of

8, 1 62 tokens from some 115 Near Eastern

sites, "studied firsthand in thirty muse-

ums in fifteen countries." Tokens have

been found from Israel in the west to east-

em Iran in the east, from as far north as

southern Turkey and as far south as the

head of the Persian Gulf. Indeed, "when-

ever modem excavations were carried out

in a Near Eastem site of the eighth to the

fourth millennium B.C., they usually gen-

erated a crop, large or small, of counters."

For Schmandt-Besserat, a token is any

small, geometrically shaped object r

fired clay (or more rarely, stone). T>-

cally, these are between a half and one a i

a half inches long. She defines 16 types f

tokens (cones, spheres, disks, cylindt,

tetrahedrons, ovoids, rectangles, triangj

,

bicones, paraboloids, bent coils, ovals, v-

sels, tools, animals, and miscellaneo)

and some 500 subtypes based on vai-

tions in shape, size, decoration, or ma •

ing. She also divides the assemblages f

tokens from different sites uito D
classes, "plain" and "complex." The pi i

assemblages include mainly coi

,

spheres, disks, cylinders, and tetra-

drons, and the tokens in these coUecti s

are only rarely marked. Complex asst -

blages contain a wider variety of types ; i

subtypes and typically include tokens 1

1

are perforated or marked with inci i

lines, punctations, pinches, notches, ap -

que, or paint.

Tokens appear as early as 8000 B.C. ; i

are found in deposits dating to as latt s

1500 B.C. In terms of social context, :

plain tokens appear in some of the wor s

earliest villages, are used more or less c -

tinuously through the time of the ft

cities (4000 to 3500 B.C.), and gradu; )f

fall into disuse in the Uterate civilizati i

of the third and second millennia i:.

Complex tokens first appear about 4- 3

B.C. in southern Iraq and are found ahr t

exclusively in large urban or proto-url n

settlements dating to the years betwin

3800 and 3000 b.c. Significantly, toks

of all sorts become rarer after the appc-

ance of writing, and the complex tok s

virtually disappear.

The most crucial support r

Schmandt-Besserat's theory comes fm

the sealed clay envelopes. She has trad i

down 1 30 whole and 70 fragmental ex£ i-

pies from ten proto-literate sites and s

information on the tokens contained n

some 42 of these objects. Only fivef

these envelopes were discovered whe

and opened by archeologists. Twer'-

eight were broken in antiquity, five gros

of tokens came from one or more crusld
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envelopes, and the contents of three n
broken envelopes have been scanned r

X-ray (Surprising as it seems, archeo.

gists really have left most of the whc
envelopes unopened.) As data sets go, tl

isn't much, but the finds do show that t

envelopes contained both simple and co

plex tokens and that in the four examp
of whole envelopes with token impressic

on them, the number of impressions on t

outside is the same as the number of

kens contained within.

Finally, there are the tablets. The eai

est of these are impressed with signs tf

look almost exactly like the impressions

the most common tokens, and like t

majority of the clay envelopes, these ea

tablets typically have impressions

stamp or cylinder seals, as well as i

pressed signs. Most of these "impress

tablets" come from the sites of Susa

lowland Iran) and Uruk/Warka in sou

em Iraq; they frequently appear in dir(

association with clay envelopes and coi

from deposits dated to between 3500 a

3100 B.C.

After some 200 to 400 years, pic

graphic signs begin to appear along w
the impressed symbols. Intriguingly, t

separate pictographic scripts develop

Schmandt-Besserat limits her discuss

to the proto-cuneiform script that dei

oped in Warka and southern Iraq, a set

in which some of the earliest inscril i

signs seem to derive from the shapes i 1

markings found on complex tokens. 1

:

there is a second script, proto-Elam

,

which appeared a bit later than pre •

cuneiform at the site of Susa and a sei i

of contemporaneous settlements in sou

western and southern Iran. And while t >

second script employs number signs £

systems that are very similar to those u: I

in proto-cuneiform, its repertoire of pic •

graphs is distinctly different.

Schmandt-Besserat's explanation of :

origins of Mesopotamian writing accou i

for many of the patterns evident in ;

archeological record. It is not, howe\.

universally accepted. One concern

volves the quality of the data she is wo •

ing with. Many of the tokens identifl

here come from badly excavated or inai

quately recorded contexts. These sm;,

earth-colored objects are easy for ex-

vators to overlook and are unusual enoui

in most sites so that the numbers foul

probably reflect the luck of the dig m(!

than statistically reliable patterns of dis>

bution. Tokens that were only sun-dried*

poorly fired would be unlikely to survi

and the smaller and simpler classes

token are surely underrepresented i

publications and museum collections, i

my opinion, however, the author de>
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th these problems in a reasonable, re-

Dnsible way.

Having studied Near Eastern archeol-

y and worked on Near Eastern archeo-

^cal sites, I would disagree with some of

I details and arguments presented here.

le envelope from Shahdad, a site in cen-

il Iran, is decorated with circular marks

t has no seal impressions. I would hesi-

e to call the Uruk-period seals and

ilings from Uruk, Susa, Tello, Chogha

ish, and Habuba Kabira "exactly

ke," and I am not convinced that bevel-

1 bowls were used to distribute rations

d can thus be considered "adminis-

tive artifacts." The author also over-

tes the degree of association between

nples and complex tokens, envelopes,

d tablets, particularly at the Iranian site

Susa. Still, I don't believe such rela-

ely minor points cast any serious doubt

her argument that token impressions

re the basis for the earliest Mesopota-

an writing.

rhere are, however, two major prob-

is affecting Schmandt-Besserat's

)ad reconstruction of how writing

)lved. First, there is no evidence that the

:ens found in early agricultural villages

re used to record economic informa-

n. Indeed, it would be unusual for peo-

ple in such small and generally egalitarian

communities to keep permanent accounts

of ownership or debts. Other archeologists

have suggested that tokens might have

been used as toys, amulets, game pieces,

beads, fasteners, or weights. Given their

presence in so many regions and so many
different kinds of sites for more than 5,000

years, it seems likely that these little ob-

jects were used in a multitude of ways in

different Near Eastern villages.

The second problem involves stamp and

cylinder seals and the ways the symbols

used on these devices relate to the devel-

opment of Mesopotamian writing. Al-

though the author admits that "it is likely

that tokens were closely connected to

stamp seals, which were developed in the

seventh millennium (b.c.)," she never ex-

plores the connections between seal im-

pressions and preliterate accounting sys-

tems in any depth. Because the majority

of the clay envelopes and impressed tab-

lets also have seal impressions, it would

seem that the impressed signs and seal

impressions convey related kinds of in-

formation for the people using these ac-

counting devices. Furthermore, in the

case of proto-Elamite, a significant num-

ber of the signs found on the pictographic

tablets also appear on the seals. Complex

tokens seem to represent one Near East-

em symbol system relating to the origins

of writing, but that was not the only such

system, and it may not even have been the

most important.

The evidence presented in this book

supports an important general principle

that is surely familiar to most readers of

this magazine. Human inventions, like

biological adaptations, rarely appear out

of the blue. Instead, they typically involve

the modification of an existing device or

structure to serve an expanded function.

In Before Writing, Denise Schmandt-

Besserat argues that the earlest writing in

the Near East arose when a well-estab-

lished accounting system involving small

clay tokens was modified to serve the

changing needs of an emerging reUgious

elite. The details of this proposal may have

to be changed as better archeological evi-

dence accumulates, but that will not alter

the importance of Schmandt-Besserat's

work. For readers who want to delve

deeply into the nitty-gritty origins of writ-

ing, this book is the place to start.

An archeologist and free-lance book re-

viewer, John R. Alden is currently work-

ing on tracing a segment of the Inca road

in northern Chile.
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Celestial Events

iere Comes the Sun
GaUS.Cleere

The vernal equinox occurs on the 20th

this month at 3:48 a.m., EST, marking

first day of spring in the Northern

misphere and days and nights of

ghly equal length. At this time, the sun

;s up with a specific place in the sky

lere the celestial equator crosses the

iptic) called the vernal equinox. Also

led the first point of Aries, the vernal

linox is the fundamental reckoning

nt in the sky for all celestial objects, the

livalent of the place off the west coast

Africa in the Gulf of Guinea where

gitude and latitude are zero degrees,

n ancient cultures, the equinoxes and

solstices were the four great hinges

)n which the solar year revolved. On
dates of the year's equinoxes, the sun

;s precisely in the east and sets pre-

"Jy in the west—an observation that

)wed our ancestors to determine the

tCt direction of these cardinal points.

the solstices, the sun reaches its high-

and lowest points in the sky. Align-

nts to the sunrise or sunset points along

horizon on these dates were not at all

X)nimon in the ancient world.

Egypt's great pyramids at Giza were

It with their sides aligned precisely to

north, south, east, and west. On the

linoxes, anyone looking westward from

Valley Temple at Giza would see the

I setting along the south side of

afre's pyramid and disappearing into

horizon. In the 1970s, Herbert Ricke,

-he Swiss Archaeological Institute, sug-

:ted that the Sphinx was not placed to

ird the Giza necropolis, as earlier

yptologists had surmised, but was a

nple to Ra, the sun god. In 1986, Mark
hner, an archeologist and Egyptologist

;he Oriental Institute in Chicago, found

it on the day of winter solstice, the set-

g sun traces an outline along the Great

hinx's head. And on the day of summer
stice, seen from the Sphinx, the sun sets

ectly between the silhouetted images of

lufu's and Khafre's pyramids—form-

;
the Egyptian hieroglyph akhet (a cir-

between two triangles), meaning
laces where the sun rises and sets."

In Egypt, the importance of aligning

ngs with the sun continued long after

the pyramid construction of the Old King-

dom ended. The tomb of Tutankhamen,

the boy pharaoh, was built more than

1,000 years after the last pyramid at Giza

was completed. The four alabaster jars

containing the pharaoh's vital organs were

arranged with their portrait heads facing

each other exactly in the sacred east and

west directions. An inscription was found

that read: "All protection of life is behind

him, like the sun."

Celestial alignments to the equinoxes

and solstices are not peculiar to a single

society but crop up around the world at

various times, sometimes simultaneously

in two very separate societies. Stonehenge

in England, which was going up about the

same time as Giza's first pyramid, was

constructed with alignments to the sun's

rising point on specific days of the year.

Across the Atlantic, in a.d. 300, the Maya
buih three temples facing a pyramid at

Uaxactun in Guatemala. If one stands at

the pyramid on the equinoxes, the sun

rises over the central temple. On the sol-

stice dates it rises over the other temples,

respectively. The American Plains Indi-

ans constructed what we call medicine

wheels, which have nothing to do with

medicine but mark the solstice sunrise and

the rising of other stars important in their

culture.

Although we don't know the full signifi-

cance of many of these ancient monu-

ments, we have determined their as-

tronomical significance. They reveal a

profound knowledge of the heavens and

an equally profound reverence for the cy-

cUcal order of nature.

The Planets in March
Mercury reaches its greatest elongation

east of the sun on the 9th, giving us a

chance to spot the planet in the west in the

twilight glow just after sunset. This hap-

pens to be a very favorable elongation for

observers in the northern latitudes. Be-

cause of the steep angle of Mercury's

path, the planet will be higher in the sky

than usual (about 10 degrees above the

horizon). On the 5th and 6th it will appear

next to a thin crescent moon. By the 26th,

however, elusive Mercury moves between

the sun and the earth, reaching inferior

conjunction.

Venus is low in the predawn southeast-

em sky this month. Its more rapid eastern

movement carries it away from Mars and

Saturn. On the 1st, a waning crescent

moon hovers just above the three plan-

ets—a fitting celebration of Venus' first

visitor from planet Earth, the Soviet

Venera 3 spacecraft, which landed on this

day twenty-six years ago. The high pres-

sures of the dense Venusian atmosphere

crushed the craft on its descent to the

planet's surface.

Mars is a faint morning object this

month. On the 6th, the red planet is in

conjunction with Saturn. In the southeast-

em predawn sky. Mars passes less than

half a degree below Satum.

Jupiter is the pride of this month's eve-

ning skies and can be seen in the constella-

tion Leo, just to the east (left) of the bright

star Regulus. Jupiter reached opposition

at the end of February and now ascends in

the sky as the sun sets, and sets as the sun

rises. In the predawn hours of the 17th, a

nearly full moon passes by just below the

giant planet.

Saturn lies amid the dim stars of

Capricomus above the eastern horizon

and can be seen in the morning twilight.

Uranus and Neptune rise a good three

hours before the sun and are well placed

for observing in Sagittarius in the dark

hours before sunrise. These two planets

are never more than 2 degrees apart all

year. On the 27th, Mars, Satum, Uranus,

Neptune, and the waning moon create

quite a scene in the predawn southeastern

sky. Binoculars and a sky map from one of

the popular astronomy magazines are es-

sential in spotting these distant planets.

The Moon is new on the 4th at 8:22

A.M., EST; reaches first quarter on the

1 1th at 9:36 p.m., EST; is full on the 18th

at 1 : 1 8 P.M., EST; and reaches last quarter

on the 26th at 9:30 p.m., EST

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of the

International Dark Sky Association, an
organization dedicated to preserving the

skies for astronomy.
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The exotic destinations of the world

provide the traveler with endless

sights and magnificent scenery, hut

the most lasting impressions are often

those derivedfrom immersing oneself

in the local culture. Thefollowing

cultural events occurring in Pacific

and Asian countriesfrom April

through December offer unique

opportunitiesfor visitors to get to

know the people and cultures of the

places they visit.

»-**
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April 10-21, Royal Show: Sydney.

This is one of the premier shows in

Australia, with a horse show, dressage

events and agricultural events.

April 13-14, International Dragon Boat

Festival: Sydney.

Large, ornate rowing boats compete in

Darling Harbor, with teams from different

countries participating.

June 1-8, Western Australia Week
Week-long celebration of the foundation of

the state with various celebrations and
festivals.

June 5-20, Bougainvillea Festival: Darwin.

Events highlighting the unique and
harmonious blend of diverse cultures that

make up the city.

July, Cape York Aboriginal Dance Festival:

Laura.

Features dance groups from many of the

Aboriginal communities.

July 3—4, Alice Springs Show Day
Annual show with historical and
agricultural themes.

July 23-25, Royal Darwin Show
Includes agricultural displays, arts, crafts

and other entertainment.

September 10-26, International Festival of

the Arts: Melbourne.

Variety of opera, dance, theater, music and

visual arts events.

September 25-October 4, Warana Festival:

Brisbane.

The annual festival of this city, which begins

with a parade offering pomp and pageantry.

The festival also includes the performing,

visual and literary arts.

December 1-March 1, 1993, Biennale of

Sydney

Major international arts event featuring

visual arts and performance, public projects

and many special events.

'^'"""""n. Taj
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April (tba), Ching Ming Festival

This Confucian festival is the first of two

occasions during the year that take place t

honor the dead. Ancestral graves are

visited, swept, washed repaired and paintel

and offerings of food, flowers and money i

are made. This festival also celebrates the

'

coming of spring.

April (late) or May (early) (tba). Tin Hai

Festival

This festival of the "Queen of Heaven" ano

"Goddess of the Sea" reminds one of Hon'

Kong's close links to the sea. Whole
communities of Hong Kong's fisherman

converge to pay homage to their

protectress, their majestic junks festooned

with brightly-colored clan banners.

May (tba). Bun Festival: Cheung Chau
Island.

A ferry ride away from downtown Hoi

Kong is a most colorful and unusui



ival, with 70-foot towers made entirely

mall pink and white buns erected in the

irtyard of the Pak Tai Temple. The
isecrated buns are then distributed to

tors and townspeople for good luck,

y (late) or June (early) (tba), Tuen Ng
agon Boat) Festival

len Ng" is a major cultural event, as

gon boats dash through the water urged

3y drums and the roar of the crowd.

races commemorate the death of

esman-poet Ch'u Yuen, who drowned

iself in the Mi Lo River in protest against

irrupt government,

e (tba), International Dragon Boat

tival Races

;ust (late), Festival of Hungry Ghosts

evening walk through Hong Kong's

ets and alleys may reveal the fascinating

lal "Yue Lan," a type of Chinese

loween, when offerings of food and

:fully crafted paper replicas of money
other small personal necessities of life

burned by the roadside to appease

less spirits.

tember, Mid-Autumn Festival

; of the most magical of all Hong Kong's

ual celebrations, marking the occasion

•n the moon is at its fullest and brightest

also celebrating the year's harvest.

iNDIi)

y 11, Pooram Festival: Trichur, Kerala.

s festival honors the god Shiva.

gnificently decorated elephants carry

;monial umbrellas and are fanned with

cock feather whisks as they parade

und the temple to the sound of

ilitional musical instruments. In the

ning, there are spectacular fireworks

)lays.

;ust 3, Naga Panchami: Southern India.

ikes are considered immortal by

jiodox Hindus and on this day, milk and

Ivers are offered to live cobras and at

ke shrines. Hundreds of snakes are

^ased and worshippers pour milk over

mselves to ensure lifelong immunity to

kebites.

just 31, Ganesh Chaturthi: Bombay and

where.

other major Hindu festival celebrating

nesh, the elephant-headed god of

'idom. Different areas vie to produce the

!,gest and most impressive idols;

lusands of processions converge on
jowpatty Beach, bringing their images

'h them for immersion.

tober 25, Diwali (Deepawali):

'tionwide.

lis "light festival" is a major holiday,

ibolizing the lifting of spiritual darkness;

ijuses are brightly lit with lamps and
"•crackers are set off. It is also the first

business day of the new year when old

books are closed, new accounts are opened

and there is a "fresh beginning."

November 7-1 0, Pushkar Mela: Lake

Pushkar, Rajasthan.

This fair, a major tourist attraction, is held

annually on the banks of the lake and
includes camel and cattle fairs, and camel

I'fW ZaiflND

April 1 1-20, Royal Easter Show: Auckland.

April 18-19, Highland Games: Hastings.

June 11-13, National Fieldays: Hamilton.

This agricultural and farming display is

known as the best of its kind in the world

and attracts many international visitors.

July 11-19, Winter Festival: Queenstown.

Sheep dog races and polar plunges in alpine

lakes are among the events visitors are

invited to watch. The highlight is a ski

competition on the slopes of Coronet Peak.

The evenings include concerts, dances and a

Miss Snow Queen contest.

September 25-27, Blossom Festival:

Alexandra.

This picturesque South Island town honors

spring with a Mardi Gras. The highlight of

this longest running festival in New Zealand

is a parade of flower-bedecked floats and

South Australia
Discover real adventure in the unspoiled land

i

m
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of South Australia. From the echoes of lost

Untouched.
Aboriginal civilizations to the majestic peaks

of the Flinders Ranges and the rugged

Untamed.
Outback, a naturalist's dream unfolds. See

free-ranging wildlife in their natural habitat

Unbelievable.
and explore a landscape of stunning beauty.

^p^P^•joxi 'ChiKt^

Call for your Free brochure

(800) 458- 1 1 30 ^^^ 1

i^air Dinkuni v^lustralia



American Museum of Natural History

ANCIENT CAPITALS
OF THE ORIENT

China, South Korea and Japan

June 2-17, 1992

Come discover the art, architecture and natural beauty of the Orient.

Cruising aboard the luxurious, 44-cabin Aurora, explore ancient

cities and stunning national parks in China, South Korea and Japan

with a team of experts. Highlights include:

• Three days exploring the extraordinary sites of Beijing, China.

• Seoul, South Korea's magnificent capital.

• Yosu, along South Korea's spectacular southern coast.

• Kyongju, South Korea, one of the world's great historic sites.

Matsue, Japan's enchanting

city of willow-lined canals.

Hagi, Japan with a historic

Samurai district.

Two days in Kyoto, an ar-

chitectural treasure trove.

Ise Shima National Park,

site of Japan's two most

venerated Shinto shrines.

For further information contact:

^S|»-^ American

iCjIK'ii'!'^
Museum of

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700

800 462-8687

512 Soulh Vcrdugo D

DISCOVER
NEW ZEALAND...
...with Australian Pacific Tours, New Zealand's leading

tour operator. See for yourself why James Mitchner

described New Zealand as "probably the most

beautiful place on Earth."

Call or send for your

brochures on great

vacation packages

throughout

New Zealand

and Australia

S= air neiu zeaiana

the crowning of the Festival Queen.
November (mid), Otago Goldfields

Celebration

The communities of Dunedin, Lawrence

Ro.xburgh, Fruitlands, Alexandra, Clyde,

Arrowtown, St. Bathans, Macraes and
Palmerston all take part in this 10-day q
of celebrations. Festivities include rides o

"The Gold Coach", picnics, billy tea serv:

by women in period costume and gold

panning.

'^%m mmm
June, Frangipani Festival: Rabaul.

This festival commemorates the first flov

to blossom after the 1937 eruption
Matupit.

August, Marborasa Festival: Madang.
This cultural show features dancing, ch
and bamboo bands.

August 21-23, Highlands Show: Mt.

Hagen.

The fantastic yearly gathering from all c

New Guinea, during which the n

compete in the famous singsing contest;

dancers are brilliantly costumed ;

painted.

September 9-11, Eastern Highlands She
Goroka.

Held every two years, this major sing;.g

event attracts clan groups from through

the region.

September 14-16, Hiri Moale: Port

Moresby.

A great Papuan festival to commemo'
the Hiri trading voyages. There is a cat

race in the harbor and a Hiri Qu,

contest.

September 16, Independence Day:

Nationwide.

This is a great time to visit; there are m'

festivals and singsings throughout
country.

October, Morobe Annual Cultural Show
Lae.

This features singsing groups from
nearby valleys and islands.

,^"
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May 17, Vesak Day
This public holiday commemorates
anniversary of Buddha's entry into Nirvi

and is celebrated by all Buddhist temp
The day is spent in prayer and meditati

captive birds are given their freedom <

candlelight processions are held in

evening.

June 14—15, Dragon Boat Festival: Marii

Bay.

This colorful regatta is a spectacle!



.hing paddles, churning water and the

It of drums, with competitors from
stralia. New Zealand, Europe,

oughout Asia and the U.S.

le 1-30, Singapore Festival of Arts

month-long cultural extravaganza

turing international music, dances,

ma, mime, operas and experimental art

ms.

gust 9, National Day

s is a major public hohday, marking the

liversary of independence, observed with

jrade, cultural performances processions

decorated floats and fireworks,

oughout the month of August there are

ious carnival celebrations,

itember 11, Mooncake Festival

harming festival held when the moon is

leved to be at its fullest. Lantern-making

itests are held and processions of

Idren bearing lighted paper lanterns

Ti part of the picturesque celebrations.

ober 15, Thimithi Festival: Sri

riamman Temple.

is spectacular fire-walking festival

lors the purity of the goddess

ropadai; participants believe that as long

hey remain pure in mind and soul they

not be harmed.

ober 24, Deepavali

exciting festival of lights during which

idus celebrate the triumph of light over

kness and good over evil by festooning

ir temples with lights and garlands.

vember 17-January 2, Christmas

irity Light-Up

ery festive occasion in Singapore when
city is ablaze with colorful lights and

Hess activities lure visitors from far and

le.

tflJIITI

May-June (3 weeks), Ta'Upiti O Papeete

(Papeete Festival)

This three-week celebration includes rides,

games, contests, singing and dancing, as

well as fireworks and festival events.

July (3 weeks), Heiva I Tahiti: Nationwide.

During this, the most important festival of

the year, Tahiti is alive with cultural and
sporting events, centered in Papeete.

People gather from around the world to

witness such events as outrigger canoe
races, javelin throwing, traditional costume

making, and fire walking. In addition, there

are song and dance competitions and
religious and cultural exhibits and events.

July 14, Bastille Day: Papeete.

France's national holiday is celebrated with

an exciting parade, many parties and an

all-night ball.

July (mid), 1 1th Tahiti International Pro-

Am Golf Open: Olivier Breaud Golf

Course, Atimaono.

July-August, Mini Festivals

Following the Heiva I Tahiti festivities, the

winning groups of singers and dancers

compete further over several nights at

several of the top hotels in Tahiti, Moorea
and Bora Bora,

September (late), 15th Floralies

This, the largest flower show of the year, is

presented as an annual tribute to Tahiti's

"Grandfather of the Trees," American

Harrison W. Smith.

:^:s:i^
The name

evokes visions

of endless green

mountains, wild

painted people

and the strangest

of animals. A place where the modern world has

never intruded and the mysterious and exotic

abound. Come with us and discover ihe lush,

rainforested mountainsides, rivers, valleys, and

pristine coastline. Papua New Guinea is an inlricale

tapestry ofcultures with diverse legends, art fonns,

lores and adornments, nurtured by isolation and a

total integration with thenaturalenvironmenl. Share

the opulence of birds, butterflies and plants, the

unusual marsupial mammals and the sheer beauty

that is Papua New Guinea ...

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS'NC

f^bEl-800-633-4734

(^ AirN'tugini
THE NATIONAL A 'E OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

I Newport Beach, CA 92660
"^--5-1-10

Unique Natural History

opportunities in

NEW ZEALAND

All tours and cruises led by professional
naturalists who share their knowledge both
in the field and through informal slide

illustrated lectures and film.

IN SEARCH OF THE SOUTHERN ARK
15 days, the most comprehensive natural

history tour available ofNZ. Small groups,

many exclusive experiences. Departures
Nov, Dec 1992 and Jan, Feb 1993.

CHATHAM ARCHIPELAGO
Isolated in the South Pacific, a haven for

endemic flora and fauna.

SOUTHERN nORDLAND CRUISE
An atmosphere of grandeur, dramatic

landforms and unique natural history in an
area seldom visited by people.

SUBANTARCnC ISLANDS OF NZ
They can be numbered among the last

unspoilt environments on earth, a cruise

with unequalled wildlife opportunities.

Special itineraries prepared for indi\iduals

or groups.Professional leaders available.

New Zealand Central Resen-ations Office

6033 West Century Blvd. Suite 1270

Los Angeles CA 9004S
California (800) 351 2317
Nationwide (800) 351 2323

Operated by Southern Heritage Tours NZ.
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October 28-Noveniber 2, 5th Annual Stone

Fishing Ceremony: Taha.

Thousands attend this festival, which
features singing and dancing, artisan

exhibits, canoe races, sporting events, and

an "Umu Ti" fire vi^alking ceremony. The

events come to a grand finale with the

presentation of a huge Tahitian feast.

'fmm\)
April 12-14, Songkran Festival:

Nationwide.

The traditional Thai New Year celebration

which can last up to one month. Religious

merry-making, pilgrimages, parades,

dancing and good-natured water throwing.

May 14, Royal Ploughing Ceremony:

Bangkok.

This is based on an ancient Brahman ritual,

celebrating the beginning of the

rice-planting season. Various colorful

ceremonies are conducted to ensure an

abundant crop.

August 12, The Queen's Birthday:

Nationwide.

Celebrated throughout the country, this

important public event is a national

holiday, and government buildings are

decorated with colored lights.

September 12-13, International Swan Boat

Races: Bangkok.

November 7-9, Loi Krathong: Sukhothai.

(Celebrated Nov. 8-10 in Chiang Mai and

in Ayutthaya.)

Thailand's loveliest festival is a Buddhist

holy day, believed to have originated some

700 years ago in Sukhothai. Under the full

moon, Thais float small lotus-shaped

banana leaf boats containing a lighted

candle, glowing incense, a flower and a

small coin to honor the water spirits and to

wash away the previous year's sins.

November 21-22, Elephant Round-Up:
Surin.

Exciting displays of elephant hunts,

demonstrations of intelligence, strength,

gentility and obedience and the spectacular

reenactment of a war elephant parade.

December 5, The King's Birthday:

Nationvidde.

Celebrations similar to those conducted for

the Queen's birthday are planned.

CUT OUT
YOUR DREAMING.

Make this the year you see the Pacific. We've got 35 fabulous, exotic places to choose

from. Just check the countries you've been dreaming about most, send us $2.00, and we'll

send you all the information you need. And if you're interested in learning about the whole

Pacific, then |ust ask for our complete guide to all 35 places: "Live the Legendary Pacific."

So quick. Cut out the coupon. And cut out for the Pacific.

D AMERICAN SAMOA D AUSTRAUA O BANGLADESH D CANADA D CHINA, REPUBUC OF (TAIWAN)

D COOK ISLANDS D FIJI D GUAM D HAWAII D HONG KONG Q INDIA D INDONESIA D JAPAN D KIRIBATI

D KOREA, REPUBLIC OF D MACAU D MALAYSIA D MARIANAS D MEXICO D NEPAL D NEW CALEDONIA
D NEW ZEALAND D PAKISTAN D PAPUA NEW GUINEA D PHILIPPINES D SINGAPORE D SOLOMON ISUNDS
D SRI LANKA D TAHITI D THAILAND D TONGA O USA D USSR D VANUATU D WESTERN SAMOA
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Art/CraHs
J

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free booj
available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1 202 Lex^iJ

ton Ave., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028 "

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, reqtd
photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

\

FREE Catalog. Rare New Guinea Artifacts. Sjj

masks, carvings, storyboards. Limited supply. Cru

roads, 2476 Bolsover, Suite 464-C, Houston, TX 77

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpainlird
kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Treasufl

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix. A2 85068 >*

Books/Publications

BUTEO BOOKS—America's largest selection of tjj

in ornithology. Call toll tree 1 -SOO-722-2460 or v»
Route 1, Box 242, Shipman, VA 22971

Bargain Books
I Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks, impor

remainders. Choose from up to 8.000 titles includi
|

600-1,500 new arrivals each monthi Nature, Cookjr.

I

I Gardening, History, Art, Fiction, Science—something I

J

everyone. Fast shipment, mon- rnrr PATAI H
I

eytiack guarantee. Write for: rhCt UMIHLU )

I Hamilton box 15-755. FallsVIHageCTOeaj

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Book t

Nature Lovers. Identification guides, reference w( ;;.

studies and more on animals, plants, marine life, b i

more plus posters and postcards on nature subji i

Most $3.95 to $10.00. Write Dover Publications, C I

A285, 31 E. 2nd Street, Mineola, NY 11501

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful auti i.

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, bea i

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manus it

report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHC, 1 1 West 32 St I,

New York 10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years ex i-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscri| »

outline for free information and evaluation. Riverc s

Publishing, Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, v

York, NY 10022

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscr pi

of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholi^

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcon .

Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.
Vantage Press, 516 W. 34 St., New York. N.Y. 10 1

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation
'

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys. La\|

instructed home study. Free Catalogue. (800)

7070 Dept. LC124

r"iSDeak SpaSsh
like a diplomat!'

Learn on your own with audioK:assette courses usi

by U.S. Slate Dept. Programmed for easy learnin

76 languages in all Comprehensive. Call orwritef

free catalog. 1-800-243-1234 Our 20lh year
I

free
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TheMarket
5ME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care

lalist. Home Study. Free Career Literature, (800)

070Dept. CC124

Tours/Trips

DINOSAUR, ANIMAL,
SEALIFE and SCIENCE

Toys, Games and Replicas for all ages,

rncC 32 Page, Color

rritt Educational Catalog

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-283-4457

or 305-474-4457 or write;

BOYD DESIGNS
~^, Suite 335, 7027 West Broward Blvd.
~-y Plantation, Fl 33317P

N FROM THE WILD SIDE! Explore natural history,

n ecology and group dynamics on unique wilder-

courses. Adolescent and adult offerings. Nondis-

latory. Global Community Institute, Box 301 4-B,

gtiam, WA 98227 (206) 671-6058

r ILL MAMMALS INCREASE C. Stiould you? Know
Its, cautions. Vitamin C: Pros, Cons. 172 pages.

Stores or Prion Books, Box 8194, Ann Arbor, Ml

K SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
3. diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/

30k. Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio

jage Institute, 1-800-722-6394

loyment Opportunities

3BS. To $1,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free

:incvo. Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

)ME A FEDERAL PARK RANGER ttiis summer,
ted publication $5. "Ranger," Box 331114, Fort

,,TX 76163-1 114

WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products
Tie. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

10NMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

ts environmental job openings throughout the

Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA

PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book
' name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept.
!

), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

;NTAIN west ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS. Al-

aquatic employment! MWE0-4R, 2257S Zeno-
)enver, CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

ISEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Current openings
5,000-1-. Free Report! Employment International,

i730-RO, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

:H HERE—teach ABROAD. School, college

ings U.S.A. $9.00; Overseas $9.00; England, Aus-
New Zealand, Japan $9.00 each. EISF, 4523

s Drive, Fairfax, Virginia 22030

CASH GRANTS FROM FOUNDATIONS! Never repay!

401 sources/application instructions, $3.00, Fund-
search, Box 5730-RO, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449-8600 (LAI)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
Includes Mideast! Sampler: 3/$2.98 Free Brochure.
Multinewspapers, Box 866-203, Dana Point, California,

92629

Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. C-2605.

Home Exchange

HOME EXCHANGE. Inexpensive short/longterm
travel. Worldwide membership. InventedCity, 41

Sutter-1090nt, SF, California 94104 (800) 788-CITY

Merchandise/Gifts

AUTHENTIC LITHUANIAN RECIPES, Host unique par-

ties. Dramatize meals Appetizers, Entrees. $12 + $2
postage. Baltic Treasures, P.O. Box 9760, Panama City

Beach, FL 32417-9760

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

*'ingyakoil, Lhasa. Tibet

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue on
request. Birding, PO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

QUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We carry a
complete selection of brand name binoculars. We have
competitive prices and all the answers to your binocu-

lar questions. Call for our Free 'Binocular Buying
Guide'! National Camera Exchange, 9300 Olson High-

way, Golden Valley, MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

HAWAII OCEAN FRONT HOUSE on Oahu's Windward
Coast, $450.00 weekly, $1500.00 monthly. Pultz, Box
47, Kailua, HI 96734 (808) 261-6594

MAINE—secluded, lakefront log cabin. $275 weekly.

Hodgkin, 13 Crystal, Cumberland, ME 04021 (207) 829-

5728

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility.

Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova Scotia. Can-

ada

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low cost

camping or deluxe Teeming wildlife, stunning photog-

raphy. Fascinating options track gorillas, climb Kili-

manjaro, visit Vic Falls Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles " Choice yachts

Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes Amazon Jungle/

Machu Picchu options Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

life and smoking volcanos Small groups, expert

guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-

chures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, 134 W.

26 St. (C)NY, NY 10001.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

ris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more Free

24 page color brochure Himalayan Travel, 112 Pros-

pect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380

Natural history wilderness float trips on a selection ol ttie finest

British Columbia & Yukon rivers Each a unique experience

highlighting a different combination of landscapes, environments,

and ecosystems. Sunny forests, fjords & canyons. Glaciers, wild

flowers & grizzlies Musk ox, caribou & gyrlaicon in the "Arctic.

Canadian River Expeditions (604) 738-4449

#31C-3524 West 16th Ave, Vancouver, BC Canada V6R 3C1

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife/go-

rilla safaris to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda, Botswana,
Namibia. Also, Egypt, Galapagos, Far East. Wander-
lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver, CO
80218 (303) 777-5846

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

wildlife and cultures in depth Outstanding guides,

small groups, excellent accommodations off the

beaten path. Walking and night game drives available.

Join one of our scheduled safaris or design a private

adventure of your own. Tanzania, Kenya, Botswana,
Namibia. Draw upon more than 20 years' experience.

Voyagers, Dept. NH-3, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
1-800-633-0299

GALAPAGOS
1

10 Years of GEO ^"^ *-'^ ^^'^^'

Quality EXPEDITIONS Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

^ii'&< ^dcl^^t: Ocl 1

ALASKA: Adventure travel and deluxe fishing lodge
Alaska's premier small group safaris and world class

fishing. Great Alaska Fish Camp and Safaris, 1-800-

544-2261 , HC01 Box 21 8, Sterling, AK 99672 Brochure/
Video

ALASKA, AMAZON, COSTA RICA, GALAPAGOS, Af-

rica, Australia natural history expeditions. Small
groups, expert leadership emphasizing learning and
discovery. Worldwide program, 19th year. Free bro-

chure. Nature Expeditions International, Dept. NHC,
PO. Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 (800) 869-0639

MONARCH BtnTERFLY
WINTER HABITAT TREKS

1-800-843-1060 10AM-6PM CENTRAL
COLUMBUS TRAVEL 6017 CALLAGHAN RD. SAN ANTONIO. TX 76228 '

ALASKA WILDUVND ADVENTURES operates some of

the most highly regarded natural history tours in

Alaska. The trips feature small group experiences com-
bining safe and fun outdoor adventuring with the secu-
rity of professional tour guides. Travelers are taken
beyond the ordinary activities of conventional bus
tours and cruises. Visit Denali National Park, Kenai
National Wildlife Refuge, Kenai Fjords National Park
along with other destinations. Over fifty departures.
Operating since 1977 For a 20-page color brochure
write: Alaska Wildland Adventures. Box 389-HN,
Girdwood. AK 99587, or call (800) 334-8730
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ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada. Wil-

derness, wildlife Guided adventures for adults, fam-

ilies, teens Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207)

695-3668

AMAZON. 4-day cruises along ttie Amazon or Negro
Rivers Remote jungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia or Venezuela. Call for free information/bro-

ctiures Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

Hills, NY 11375. (718)520-1845

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG/FIELD SCHOOL. Rediscover

tlie world Columbus never found. Write UMVARF, 2216
W. 112th Street, Ctiicago, IL 60643

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Coronado's Trail, San Juan

River trips, Mesa Verde, Canyon de Chelly, Cfiaco

Canyon, Santa Fe. Taos, and Mayan Ruins. Soutfiwest

U.S. & Central Amenca. 1st Class. Guided by leading

archaeologists. Archaeological Conservancy, 415 Or-

chard Dr.. Santa Fe. NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our license

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islan(

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 tr

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 3n -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES. Two ses-

sions of a four week Archeological Field School in the

excavation of a late Pueblo II Anasazi site on the Utah/

Arizona border. Section #1 June 9 to July 5, 1992 and
Section #2 July 7 to August 2, 1992. Intended for

undergraduate college students. No experience re-

quired Six quarter credits. Limited enrollment. For

cost information write: Dr. Richard A. Thompson, P.O.

Box 9581 , Southern Utah University. Cedar City, UT
84720

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Nature,

Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and camping
safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in New
Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford Track;

Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier

Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa
Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BORNEO—BALI—KOMODO ISLAND. Explore Asia's

wonderful natural history. Voyagers, Dept. NB-3, Box
915, Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

BROOKS RANGE—Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the

unique natural history of the high arctic. Photography,

Adventure, Peace of mind. Custom and scheduled
backpack and river trips. Write: Wilderness Alaska,

POB 83044 NH, Fairbanks. AK 99708

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. We see up to 50 wolves,

250 muskoxen, 200,000 caribou and much, much more
on our fly-in canoe trips in the Northwest Territories

each summer. Wildlife biologist guide. Our 1 8th year of

operating in the heart of North America's last great

wilderness. For brochure write: Canoe Arctic Inc., Box
130C. Fort Smith. N.W.T. Canada XOE OPO or tele-

phone (403) 872-2308

ALASKA-GALAPAGOS
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA - BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journev Specialists

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr., McKinleyrUle, CA 95521

800-548-7555

COSTA RICA. The best programs by the most experi-

enced operators. Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater

rafting, wonderful beaches. Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

Hills, NY 11375(718)520-1845.

GALAPAGOS/ECUADOR: Best Yachts. Guides,

Prices Since 1965, Also: Hike and Cruise. Diving. High-

lands and Amazon: "La Selva". "Light Brigade".

"Cuyabeno". Machupicchu. Forum Travel. 91 Gregory.

Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (510) 671-2900

Excellenl boats. Plus Amazon & Andes.

COSTA RCA
in-deplh tYopkal adventures. Small groups.

Voyagers, Depl. NG-3, 60x915, Ithoco, NY 14851. 1-800-633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel, RO. Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA 95045.

(800)969-9014.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS- From $1785 including air. Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

HAWAII! Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

Led by Mark Collins. Hawaii's top natural history guide.

April, June, August. November departures. Voyagers,

Dept. NE-3, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, CHINA, THAIUND. Tours, treks,

wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog.

Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

IRIAN JAYA/BALI. The land time forgot. An unforgetta-

ble experience/affordable prices! Expedition departs

in August. Mexi-Mayan, 221 6 W. 1 1 2th Street, Chicago,

IL 60643 (312) 233-1711

MONGOLIA/CHINA, July 21-30, $2395.00 (S.F) Bei-

jing, Ulan Bator, Karakoram. 1519 Crescent Road. Law-
rence, KS 66044

MONTANA'S GLACIER NATIONAL PARK. Spectacular

Whitewater Rafting, Fishing and Horseback trips from
1-6 days on Montana's wildest rivers. Let our profes-

sional guides provide you with an adventure of a life-

time. Wild River Adventures, RO. Box 272N, West
Glacier, MT 59936 1-800-826-2724

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
. MEKONG and GANGES Rivers cruises.

Wodaabe Nomads ot NIGER: BORNEO'S Dayak;

Asmat of IRIAN JAYA; Jivaros in ECUADORIAN
AMAZON; Dogons of MALI; Pygmies of the CAR.

Cross the SAHARA Desert w. 'Hiaregs; or

overland lo TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA.

• View wUdlife in Brazil'-- PANTANAL, COSTA RICA,

PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA.

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
TURKISH archeo cruUe; AUSTRALIAN Outback.

TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail TVail, Box #U47/NH Carefree, AZ 85377

PERU—MACHUPICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure. Hi-

malayan Travel. 1 12 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901

(800) 225-2380

RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS. Come meet the great

whales of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Participate in field

research on the blue, fin, and humpback whales on an
informative wilderness adventure. Small groups, ex-

pert biologist guides. 285 Green. St. Lambert, QC
J4P1T3 (514) 465-9176

SONORAN DESERT TOURS: Beautiful Southern
zona—Northern Mexico. Customized Guided tc

Kino Missions, Sea of Cortez, guest ranch, South\«

ern activities. Six persons Maximum. P.O. Box 10

Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel & Fax: (602) 840-9256

SOUTH AMERICA Galapagos from economy to

luxe, trekking in the Andes. Machu Picchu, Patag(

Amazon, Conventional or remote destinations. C
with the specialists! Call for free information/

chures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Fc

Hills, NY 1 1375 (718) 520-1845

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS: Affordable Na
Wildlife, Cultures. Hiking, Biking. Galapagos/Ecui
Peru, Costarica, Venezuela, Belize, Patagonia, Br

Pantanal. Indonesia. Thailand. Asia. Europe,

tswana, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Tanzania, Ke
Rwanda. Australia/NZ/PNG. Antarctic/Subantar

Tall Ships. American Indian Journeys. North Ame
Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, Califr

94523(510)671-2900

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris

Quality,,.
EXPEDITION S

Kenya Tanzar

Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

I/TA/TA/TA/TA/T

I

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA. Take a journey

into time where every day is a different and exc

adventure. Free brochure. 1 -SOO-trails-S (305) 451

TRIBAL TRIPS- Overlanding, camping, homestay!

luxe cities. Hindkukush/Karakoram Himalayas. I

$4950. Capers, Box 2789, Beverly Hills, 90210

WHALE-WATCHING AT -ITS BEST! 7-night cruise (

sey to the world of whales. The St. Lawrence Ri'

the only place outside of the Arctic where you will

the snow-white Beluga . . . and you can sight

Minkes, Humpbacks, and perhaps the great Blue,

brochure 1 (800) 267-7868

Southeast Asia . . . VQlSjfl^ Superio

It's All We Do! ^^^^^^^ Independent T:

FREECalalog 1 "OUU"j"7-5" I 7 FREE Cl

Wanted

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroidf

Aubusson, Needlepoint, Oriental, European and
nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls. Please

color photos with size, condition and price to Re

Halpern Galleries, Inc.. 325 East 79th Street, New
NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the

1992 issue: $3.55 per word; 16 word minimum. D/s

classifed is $390 per inch. All advertisements mui

prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or

discounts. All advertisements are accepted at N
RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money t

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, N
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at

St., New York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquiri'

Eileen O'Keefe at the above address. Please inc

your personal address and telephone number, i

preferred, and suggested category. Deadline—

1

the montti , two months prior to cover date (the Jar

issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready art is require

display ads. A tearsheet or copy of the page with

ad will be sent upon publication.
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American Museum of Natural History

EXPLORING THE
FAR NORTH

Spitsbergen to Bergen,

Norway

July 31 - August 16, 1992

The Norwegian Arctic is a spectacular region renowned for its breathtaking landscapes. Join

a team of American Museum experts aboard the comfortable Polaris as we discover fjords,

glaciers, mountains, icebergs, ice floes and a host of Arctic wildlife. Highlights include:

' Spitsbergen, a spectacular group of ice-covered islands just 625

miles from the North Pole.

' Bear Island, the remote, mist-shrouded home to a multitude of

seabirds.

' Tromso, Norway, a charming Arctic town noted for its wooden ar-

chitecture.

' The mountainous Lofoten Islands, with picturesque fishing villages

and dramatic fjords.

' Magnificent Geirangerfjord, generally considered Norway's most

beautiful fjord.

' A wide variety of Arcdc wildlife, including polar bears, walruses,

seals, reindeer, Arctic foxes, orcas, sperm whales, numerous land

and seabird species and Arctic wildflowers.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

!>!£»'« History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in New York State or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687



From the magnificent "1000 Islands"

tlirough tiie International Seaway locks

to the staggering Saguenay Fjord

ODYSSEY

Board our elegant Replica

Turn-of-the-Century Sleamships

for 3, 5 or 7 night adventures

on history-laden waters

steeped in breathtaking scenery

STEAMBOAT

Visit your travel protessional or contact
ST. LAWRENCE CRUISE LINES INC.

253 Ontario St. Kingston Ontario Canada K7L 2Z4

1-800-267-7868

THE POKE BOAT*
rrs MORE THAN A CANOE BUT WEIGHS

ONLY 28 LBSt

Remarkably stable, « brochure and more
durable and easy /\ information call

to use. All for less / \i Phoenix Praiuas*Inc

than $800. For a /^\;^ 1-606-986-2336

Biology.

Botany & Ornithology

on pristine Maine Island.

For High School students

with a genuine ii

in Environmental Studie

Staff-Student ratio I

19lh and The Parkway

Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215)299-1100

At theAmerican Museum

Man and Nature Lecture
Edward O. Wilson, the Frank B. Baird,

Jr., Professor of Science and curator of

entomology at Harvard University's Mu-
seum of Comparative Zoology, will

present the 1992 Mack Lipkin Man and
Nature Lectures at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History.

On Monday, March 2, Wilson will dis-

cuss the implications of the accelerating

extinction rate, which threatens to destroy

myriad plant and animal species at a time

when biodiversity is at one of its highest

points in our planet's history. On Tuesday,

March 3, Wilson's topic will be the colo-

nial adaptations that have enabled ants to

survive for more than 50 million years.

Both lectures begin at 7:00 p.m. in the

Main Auditorium. Advance admission for

the two-evening series is $30 ($20 for

members); for one evening, $20 ($15 for

members). Tickets may be ordered from
the Special Events/Development Office,

American Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th Street, Nj
York, NY 10024-5192. Call (212) 76

5166 for further information.

Middle East Month
Egyptian hieroglyphics, Kurdish

ture, Jewish ceremonial art, Turkish lit

and songs of Lebanon are some of the to

ics that will be explored during Midc
East Month. Middle Eastern and Nor
African dance and music will be

formed, talks on myths, art, and architt

ture will be given, and short films will

shown. All programs last thirty minut

and are repeated several times each S;

urday and Sunday between 1 :00 and 4;

P.M. in the Leonhardt People Center,

mission is free. For a full schedule

events, call (212) 769-5181.

Tibetan New Year
Ceremonies and social customs relat

to the observance of the New Year in

'

bet will be discussed on Thursday, Mar

Israel's Parparim dance ensemble willperform duringMiddle East Month
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by Valrae Reynolds, curator of Asian

lections at the Newark Museum,
ynolds will use archival photographs

1 film clips to illustrate her subject,

e talk will be held in the Kaufmann
eater at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are $8 ($5 for

mbers). Call (212) 769-5606 for ticket

lilability.

UEPRINT FOR SPACE
juest speakers, including three-time

uttle astronaut Charles Walker, Buzz

drin, the second man to set foot on the

on, and Harvard-Smithsonian astron-

er Fred Whipple, will offer thoughts

1 observations on humankind's past

1 future in outer space. The audience

1 be encouraged, in a "town hall meet-
;" format, to present their views on to-

irrow's voyages of discovery in space,

is panel discussion, part of the "Fron-

rs in Astronomy and Astrophysics" se-

5, will take place on Monday, March
, at 7:30 p.m. in the Planetarium's Sky
eater. Tickets are $6 ($5 for members).

r information about ticket availability

1 other scheduled happenings, call

2) 769-5900.

ey's Adventure
\ colorful cast of hand puppets will

X children between the ages of five and
slve on an imaginary trip back in time

the age of mammals. Along the way, a

ung boy named Joey and his friend

wrence the Lion encounter prehistoric

mans and Pleistocene animals created

puppeteer Rick Lyon, a veteran per-

mer with Jim Henson's Muppets. The
jgram will take place on Saturday,

arch 7, at 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. in

; Kaufmann Theater. Call (212) 769-

06 for ticket availability.

lese events are held at the American
useum of Natural History, located on

||:ntral Park West at 79th Street in New
irk City. The Kaufmann Theater and

jj Leonhardt People Center are located

jthe Charles A. Dana Education Wing.
lie Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

ission policy. For more information

.out the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

. Beautilul'hand painled Turllc

. Blue-green with black eyes, solid porcelain

. Absolute guarantee. Please send check or M.O.

Chesterfield's
# 569H-200 West .Vd. Street, Sumas,WA 98295-8000

CROES
GELTAIDD

A Celtic Cross pendant
simply executed in silver or

gold.

Shown full size.

No. 2270 Celtic Cross
Sterling silver $38.00
(24" sterling chain)

14 kt. gold $300.00
(chain not included)

Add $3.50 for handling.

Check. M/C, Visa or Amex.
Send for our unique catalog.

Visit our store when in the

Seattle area. For orders or

inquiries telephone

(206)485-2132.

DavidMorgan
11812 Northcreek Pky. N., Suite 103. Bothell, WA 98011

VRCRTION CHECKLIST
your vocation I ^'Ii_3s
by loking W^^SZ
your boat "^"^^^
with you. Vv^W
From 2 pieces o( \\^«
good-looking \\
"luggage- to a \\
rock-steady touring \
kayak in less ftion 20 minutes

• Toothbrush

• Camera
. • Luggage^ i/Folbot

FOLBOT" fz? \^v\
FREE COLOR CATALOG
CALL 1-800-533-5099,
IN CANADA 1-800-263-5099 ^^
Folbol. Inc.

PO Box 70877, Dept NH
Charleslon.SC 29415

FACTORY DIRECT
PRICES - SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

GALAPAGOS
"To view one of the last unspoiled areas

in the world".

"The best trip ever, would like a return visit".

"Trip was fantastic, unbelievable. Yacht, crew
and guide were wonderful"

(Authentic passenger statements)

Join a group or charter on sail or power yachts.

TUMBACO [NC.
1 - 800 - 247-2925

Fax (813)- 637-9876

^5!<SS!s>i4.

DISCOVER WILDLIFE
AND THE

ORICINSOFLIFE.
• Kenya & Tanzania
• Galapagos Islands

Get new insights into life in the wild

on an expedition with Park East Tours-

a leader in ecotourism for 25 years. Our

expert naturalists and guides escort

you every step of the way
We conduct trips for the zoological

societies of NY, LA, Washington, Phila-

delphia, Atlanta, Indianapolis and many
more. For a free brochure and details of

our zoo programs, call 1 800 223-6078.

In NY, 212 765-4870

NATURE.

DELIVERED FRESH DAILY.

Let go in a world full of natural goodness.

Explore tropical forests and incredible coral

V reefs. Sun on the Keys' finest beach.

3^ The parks, preserves and campsites of

the Lower Keys invite you to experi-

ence life as it was meant to

^ he. Lnspoiled. .\11 natural.

For more information.

I
call \our travel agent or

I i-800-lSA-F,SC.\PE.

FU>RIIM^S«^
LOWER KEYS.

L
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A Matter of Tasi

Some Like It Tart
Most cuisines temper vinegar with a sweetener,

but Filipino cooks like sourness unadulterated

by Raymond Sokolov

The study of food will always be more

than the sum of documents in archives

and libraries, just as the study of music

involves more than musicology. To study

food, one must not only read about it; one

must taste it in the places where it is nor-

mally eaten. Especially given the thread-

bare state of our knowledge about food

even in our own society, it is essential that

people whose expertise is eating itself

should apply their palates, as well as their

intelligence, to the most crucial and uni-

versal of all human activities besides sex.

Let me give an example of how an edu-

cated guess based on educated dining-out

can lead to a significant advance in food

history.

All accounts of the food of the Phihp-

pines agree that the national dish is adobo.

chicken marinated in vinegar and soy

sauce, then cooked. This agreeable dish

was always cited as an example of the

aUegedly overwhehning Spanish influ-

ence on the food of an Asian country ruled

by Spain for centuries. Even as recently as

ten years ago, visitors to the Philippines

did not dispute this because the food they

ate in restaurants and in the homes of the

aflSuent people they were likely to meet

was either obviously derived from Spanish

models or had Spanish names. Adobo was

the shining example. It was omnipresent,

it had a Spanish name (a word signifying

a marinated dish), and its ingredients

looked like European ingredients with an

exotic Asian salt substitute: soy sauce.

By the time I got to the Philippines in

the late 1980s, Manila was teeming with

aggressively "native" FiUpino restaurants.

Spanish was a foreign language to most

citizens (having been dropped from school

curricula after the Spanish-American

War), and a nationwide revival of indige-

nous crafts called Filipiniana and of the

public use of native Asian languages was

in full swing. In such an atmosphere, it

was natural, especially for an outsider rel-

atively unencumbered with orthodox

thinking about the Philippines—and

knowledgeable enough to identify the

food served in the new demotic restau-

rants as blatantly non-Iberian—to imag-

ine that the Spanish influence on eating

had been as superficial as it had been on so

many other aspects of local civilization.

The distinguished Manila food histo-

rian Doreen G. Fernandez confirmed this

attitude in its basic outUnes, and she had

even questioned the star role usually given

to adobo, asserting that a sour broth called

sinigang was much more basic—it is ubiq-

uitous and also typical of a cuisine so pre-

occupied with sourness.

It was a small step, in reasoning, from

there to debunking the Spanish influc

that even Fernandez had assumed

adobo. On my return, I wrote in this n

azine that adobo was Spanish in njie

only. All its ingredients were preser

pre-Hispanic Manila: vinegar marina

(in many vinegars prepared from :

nipa palm, and other indigenous soui

was the local cooking method, and it n i:

excellent sense to speculate that the n ig

adobo had been appUed by the Spanis it

so often in other cases, to a preexis |
local dish.

Fernandez looked into the matter A

found an early reference to adobo a

dictionary of Tagalog {Vocabularios < !a

Lengua Tagala) compiled by Pedn le

San Buenaventura in 1613. In his dt ii»

tion of cqilao, his spelling for the \ i

kilaw (rapid, heatless cooking in vin u

or other sour mediums), San Buena »

tura called it the adobo of the nai s

{adobo de los naturales). So there k

have an early document by a Spash

scholar of local language and custom

which the word adobo is appUed ;i

Spanish gloss for indigenous vin^ u

marination. Q.E.D.

Some historians would probably *

miss this discovery as the resolution a

moderately interesting quibble an if

foodies, not as weighty as what econc ic

history could do with the history of si u

in the New World. Compared with al

engine of slavery, colonization, and n >

tional decadence, the whole subjecol

food as food is, for them, a nonstas

Myself, I think that people with tenure rf

privileged to rehash well-known the»

like the sugar/slave/rum connection, nl

that the taxonomy and etymology of i{

world's cuisines make up a rich, lar
!'

unexplored field of great importance.

To put adobo in its proper place, aS|i-

of many vinegar-soaked native disl
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American Museum of Natural History

MEDIEVAL PORTS
OF THE NEW BALTIC STATES

Lubeck, Germany to St. Petersburg, Russia

August 16-30, 1992

Discover the ancient cities and Hanseatic League ports of the newly-liberated Baltic States. A team of

American Museum and guest lecturers lead this cruise aboard the comfortable Polaris as we discover

one of the most fascinating regions in the world. Highlights include:

Riga

LATVIA
Klaipeda

LITHUANIA

_ .Gdansk Kaliningrad

Lubeck Rugen POLAND RUSSIA

6ERMANY

' The magnificent, red-brick old city of Lubeck, Germany, the

medieval capital of the Hanseatic League.

' Gdansk, Poland, a 1 ,000-year-old city known for its gabled

roofs, Godiic facades and its 15th-century St. Mary's church.

Kaliningrad, known as Konigsberg from its founding by the

Teutonic Knights in 1255 until its transfer to the Soviet Union

in 1945.

Klaipeda, Lithuania, an old German city almost completely

rebuilt in the 19th-century.

Riga, Latvia's beautiful capital and an architectural gem, with

buildings in all styles and from all periods.

Islands in the Straits of Muhu including Vormsi, where

inhabitants speak a 16th-century form of Swedish.

Tallinn, capital of Estonia and a charming city renowned for

its awe-inspiring medieval city walls, fortifications and

towers.

Vyborg, Russia, with its beautiful harbor and imposing fortress built by the Swedes in the 13th century.

St. Petersburg, Russia's magnificent "Window on the West," and its famous Peter and Paul Fortress, St.

Isaac's Cathedral and the fabulous Hermitage Museum in the former Winter Palace.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

[y^irM* History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

'^itH^.



crystallizes an original, even a radical view

of Philippine history. A truly Filipino

adobo is startling proof of the resilient

survival of indigenous culture in a Euro-

pean colony that lasted almost four centu-

ries. Like the disappearance of the Span-

ish language, the survival of Filipino food

is a strong argument against the cliche

that local culture always succumbs to that

of the colonizer. And from the gastro-

ethnographic point of view, firmly placing

adobo in a grid of Filipino vinegar dishes

makes a study of that subject much richer

than it might have been (I'm thinking of

Kinilaw: A Philippine Cuisine of Fresh-

ness, by Fernandez and Edilberto N. Ale-

gre, Bookmark, 1991). And if you will

forgive yet another series of speculations,

I want to discuss vinegar in general for a

moment.

In the European experience, vinegar is

an acidic byproduct of wine (in French

vinaigre, from vin aigre, means "sour

wine"). In our day, most vinegar is pro-

duced deliberately, with an introduced

bacterial colony, called the mother, that

converts wine (or cider or beer) to a dilute

form of acetic acid. (Mothers are divided

and shared; I once heard of a bride receiv-

ing a piece of Craig Claiborne's mother as

a wedding present.)

It seems certain that this process was

discovered on many occasions and in

many places by accident when leftover

wine "spoiled" and turned into something

pleasant but very different. Vinegar dates

to biblical times in Western culture, when
it was taken for refreshment (Ruth 2:14).

I have met people who acquired the

habit of drinking vinegar as children, per-

haps in unconscious imitation of Christ on

the cross, who in one of the Gospels re-

ceives vinegar from a sponge lifted up to

him on a lance by one of the soldiers. In

general, however, we do not consume vine-

gar alone and rarely even as an overt,

unmasked major ingredient of a dish.

The Filipino craving for unadulterated

vinegar and other sour ingredients is un-

usual. The rule elsewhere is for vinegar to

be matched with or diluted by some other

ingredient. In Szechwan, they cut the hot-

ness of chili oil as a condiment for dump-
lings by stirring in rice vinegar. France has

sauce aigre-douce, in which sugar and

white wine match vinegar.

Italian agrodolce comes to much the

same thing. And in one Italian preparation

of sweet-and-sour lamb, the meat is first

marinated in seasoned vinegar to which

sugar is later added to make a sauce.

The most famous balancing act in

Western cookery is, of course, vinaigrette,

in which oil cuts the vinegar. This prin-

ciple is also the active one in a great many

marinades for meat, poultry, and fish, not

to mention barbecue sauces, in which

the presence of hot pepper and tomato

disguises the fundamental nature of the

medium.

Clever cooks continue to expand on this

basic idea of matching. Anna Del Conte,

in The Italian Pantry (Harper and Row,

1990), suggests adding very powerful bal-

samic vinegar to the creamy cheese called

mascarpone and then balancing out the

flavors with a little sugar.

It may well be that all these marinades

and dressings and other tamings of vine-

gar go back to a primordial use of vimu

as a pickling or preserving agent. Chfji.

cally speaking, the acid acts as a bacii.

cide or, in the case of brine-fermeiai

pickling (dill pickles), as a bacterial fjsj

that favors only flora that prosper it

specific acidity and provide a welau

taste.

Pickling mixtures, with their con lo-

cated combinations of spices and

vorings, would have been concocted s

to make the resulting pickles palata

that is, to mask the ferocity of the vine

This way of handling acidity can be i

Escabeche de Alcachofas

(Artichoke Escabeche)

Rojas-Lombardi wrote: "Certain vegetables are fabulous when prepared in an

escabeche, especially those rich in natural sweetness, such as artichokes. The
sweetness contrasts with the tartness of the vinegar, creating a

well-balanced and aromatic dish."

8 medium artichokes (about 8 ounces

each) or 16 baby artichokes (about

2 ounces each)

1 lemon
2 tablespoons coarse salt

1 cup olive oil

4 cloves garlic, peeled

2 medium onions, peeled and sliced

into '/4-inch rings

2 large carrots, peeled and cut into

sticks, 3 by H inch

1 Serrano or jalapeho pepper, seeded

and julienned
1 bay leaf

12 black peppercorns

6-8 sprigsfresh oregano, chopped, or 'A

teaspoon dried oregano

^ teaspoon ground nutmeg
'A cup red-wine vinegar

1 'A cups white wine

Sprigs offresh oregano

1

.

Wash the artichokes in cold water. Fill

a bowl large enough to hold all the

artichokes with about 2 quarts of cold

water. Juice half the lemon and pour

into the bowl. With a large knife cut

off the stem flush with the base of each

artichoke. Pull off and discard any

small or discolored leaves around the

base. Remove one or two rows by bend-

ing each leafoutward and down so that

the top part snaps off the leafs fleshy

base. Place the artichoke on its side on

a cutting board, and with a sharp knife,

cut about 1 to I'/i inches off the top.

With kitchen scissors, trim off the

thorny tips of the remaining leaves. As
each artichoke is trimmed, drop it im-

mediately into the water with the

lemon juice to prevent discoloration.

Keep the artichokes there until ready

to cook.

2. In a large enamel or stainless steel pot,

bring 4 quarts of water, 1 tablespoon of

salt, and the juice of the remaining half

lemon to a boil. Drop the artichol

into the boiling water and cook tht

for about 15 to 20 minutes, or ui

they are barely tender. Remove 1

artichokes from the water and tu

them upside down in a colander or oi

rack to drain.

3. In an earthenware casserole, heat t

olive oil. Add the garlic and saute ov

medium heat for just 1 or 2 secon

Do not let the garlic brown or bu
Add the onions, carrots, pepper, t

leaf, peppercorns, chopped oregai

nutmeg, and the remaining tablespo

of salt. Saute for 2 minutes. Add
artichokes, cook for 1 minute, and p«

in the vinegar and white wine. Stir a

bring to a boil. Lower the heat a

simmer for 5 minutes. Remove fn

heat and set aside to cool to room ta

perature. Serve right from the caa

role, garnished with the oregii

sprigs.

Yield: 8 servings

Note: Artichokes can also be cut lengj

wise into halves or quarters, especially

they are very large. Do this after trr

ming them. Then, using a paring knife

teaspoon, cut off or scoop out the fu2

chokes, discard them, and proceed W'

the recipe.

You may also substitute 2 or 3 heads

broccoli or cauliflower for the artichob

Separate the heads into florets, blani

and drain. Proceed with the recipe fn

step 3 on. Or substitute 5 pounds of oli

for the artichokes. Trim the stems withe

cutting the pods, then blanch in salt

water and drain. Proceed with the reci

from step 3 on.

Escabeches made with these vege

bles, alone or in combination, all ke

well, tightly covered, for up to 10 days

the refrigerator.
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ts most complex and widespread form

•scabeche, a method of food preserva-

1 brought to Spain by the Moors and

(1 spread to the Americas—to Jamaica,

;re it appears as an escoveitch fish, and

he former Spanish colonies, where the

FeUpe Rojas-Lombardi, a Peruvian,

ountered it as a major division of ev-

lay cookery.

^ Rojas-Lombardi expresses in The

of South American Cooking (Har-

CoUins, 1991):

king an escabeche is quick and uncom-

ated. All that is required is to cook some

h fish, poultry, game, or vegetables,

if over just enough hot vinegar to cover

ingredients, then let the dish cool so the

Drs have a chance to mingle. The acidity

le dish is usually tempered by simmer-

the vinegar with water, wine, stock, co-

it milk or almond milk.

.ojas-Lombardi also mentions esca-

hes "mellowed" by aromatic vegeta-

, sweet spices, figs, dates, prunes, rai-

,
peanuts, cashews, and other nuts, as

as paprika, achiote, or turmeric for

iring.

wo basic features separate escabeche

a. that other acid-based method of

eery also popular in South America:

che. Like the Filipino kinilaw, seviche

lerses food in an untempered acid me-

n and the food is raw. Neither heat nor

veet or diluting ingredient is added,

ether, seviche and escabeche repre-

opposite poles of vinegar (or acid)

eery. Seviche is the epitome of laissez

I
j: The acid medium is left alone and

i food to be "cooked" is left alone in it,

I ssaulted by adventitious heat.

I scabeche is a cuisine of intervention.

I

vinegar is muflHed and costumed, en-

ced and subdued. The food is thor-

hly cooked before it ever encounters

I equally well-heated vinegar,

•ifferent as they are, seviche and esca-

he take us back to the origins of civi-

i eating, to an era before refrigeration,

ij:n the risk of rot inspired cooks to save

Bled wine and use it in turn to save or

rirove other foods. The ideas were sim-

> and their discovery went unrecorded.

"lay, they represent the limits of cook-

B from the least to the most active. Both

n hods have been preserved into the age
if jfrigeration, after outliving their origi-

li' raison d'etre, because they are out-

t iding routes to the delicious—and per-

il s because, unconsciously, people sense

1; they reflect two fundamental ap-

iijiches to life, the passive and the active.

I

^mond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

i interests are the history andprepara-
i' offood.
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Betcha Can't Eat Just One
Three times saltier than the sea,

Cahfomia's Mono Lake, east of the Sierra

Nevada, is devoid of fish but harbors

millions of brine fly larvae. Two or three

generations of brine flies hatch out each

year and take to the beach in hordes of up

to 4,000 flies per square foot, blackening

parts of the alkaline shoreUne. Innocuous

to humans, the insects share the lake with

migrating birds, such as grebes and

phalaropes, as well as nesting snowy

plovers and California gulls. In some
years, 25,000 pairs of California gulls,

about 20 percent of the breeding

population, raise their young at Mono
Lake. The water level of this avian

stopover and breeding spot has dropped

forty-five feet since the diversion of

freshwater feeder streams began fifty

years ago. While brine flies may enjoy the

water's salinity, only an influx of fresh

water prevents the lake, its islands, and its

shores from growing too tangy to sustain

the traditionally rich birdlife.

For a salty snack, a California gull

merely has to stroll along the "fly zone" on

the beach with its mouth agape, a fairly

efficient way for it to feed, given the insect

density. (The gulls' appetite for insects

won them the lasting gratitude ofa group

ofMormons in Utah when, in 1 848, the

birds rescued a new settlement by

devouring swarms of crop-ravaging

grasshoppers.) According to the

photographer, who remained tight-Upped

while setting up his equipment, this bird

didn't pluck individual flies from the air,

but instead treated them "as an

aggregation, as a gas, so to speak, rather

than as molecules."

—

J. R.

Photograph by

Arthur M. Greene
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In 1965, after beginning undergradu-

ate training in architecture at Harvard,

Nicholas M. Helhnuth (page 18) spent a

year with archeologists excavating the

Maya site of Tikal. There he observed

the architectural influence of the central

Mexican city of Teotihuacan, an exam-

ple of the cultural interchange between

the two regions that has intrigued him

ever since. As director of the Foundation

for Latin American Anthropological Re-

search, he has documented Teotihua-

can-style artifacts discovered in Guate-

mala's southern department of Esquint-

la and mapped Yaxha in the northern

department of Peten. His current efforts

include researching the iconography of

Maya ballgames, building a photo ar-

chive of sites in the northwest Yucatan

Peninsula, using computer programs to

do reconstruction drawings of Maya ar-

chitecture, and completing his photo ar-

chive of all Maya vases in museums and

accessible private collections worldwide.

Hellmuth, who received a doctorate in

art history from the University of Graz,

Austria, is a curatorial affiliate of Yale's

Peabody Museum of Natural History, as

well as a visiting professor of art at

Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida.

For additional reading he recommends

The Maya, by Michael D. Coe (New
York: Thames and Hudson, 1987), and

The Art of Mesoamerica, by Mary
Miller (London and New York: Thames
and Hudson, 1986).

A biologist and conservationist with

the National Fisheries Service, Scott A.

Eckert (page 28) is coordinator of its Pa-

cific Sea Turtle Recovery Team and,

with his wife, Karen, coeditor of the Ma-
rine Turtle Newsletter, which tracks the

status of the world's endangered sea tur-

tle populations. In 1980, the Eckerts,

above, were initiated into sea turtle re-

search by James I. Richardson, director

of the Marine Turtle Research Program

at the University of Georgia. "After

spending a summer working with him on

a loggerhead turtle nesting beach on the

Georgia coast," Eckert writes, "a whole

new world opened up to us. We've taken

what we learned that summer and ex-

panded it into fieldwork from Mexico to

Malaysia." In addition to using elec-

tronic recorders to track the dives and

movements of leatherbacks in the Virgin

Islands and the South China Sea, Eckert

has helped survey sea turtle nesting sites

in Guyana and investigated emperor

penguins and Weddell seals in Antarc-

tica. For more on sea turtles, he recom-

mends Diverse Divers, by G. L. Kooy-

man (Beriin: Springer-Verlag, 1989),

and The Turtles of Venezuela, by

P C. H. Pritchard and P Trebbau (Ca-

racas: Society for the Study of Amphibi-

ans and Reptiles, 1984).

Katharine Milton (page 36) first tr;

eled to Brazil in 1979 to expand her sti

ies of howler monkeys, wWch she begi

five years earUer in Panama. She sc

decided that a critical area deserving i

mediate research was the behavior

"

the Uttle-contacted indigenous humi

groups that remained in the threaten I

forest environment. She has especia

sought to document traditional sub

tence activities and diet, but she i

continues to study the ecology of hov

monkeys, including their interact!

with such parasites as botflies. A pro

sor of anthropology at the Universitj

California, Berkeley, Milton reah

mends the following sources for ac-

tional reading on the impact of chai t

on Amazonian peoples: Red Gold:

Conquest of the Brazilian Indians,
jy

John Hemming (Cambridge: Harv 1

University Press, 1978); The Paw}'

Tradition and Change on the Ama
nian Frontier, by Paul Henley (New 1

ven: Yale University Press, 1982); :

People of the Tropical Rain For

edited by Juhe Sloan Denslow ;

Christine Padoch (Berkeley: Univer:

of CaUfomia Press, 1988).
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American Museum of Natural History

GRAND ALASKA EXPEDITION
August 13-27, 1992

and/or

GRAND NORTH PACIFIC EXPEDITION
August 25 - September 9, 1992

Discover remote islands and coastal parks of Alaska and Siberia this summer with an extraordinary

team of American Museum experts. Using the ultra-deluxe, 44-cabin Aurora as our base, participants

can explore the entire region from Prince Rupert to Hokkaido, Japan, or either half of the itinerary.

Highlights of the first luxury expedition cruise include:

• Alaska's renowned natural areas, including the Inside Passage, Prince William Sound and Kenai

National Park.

• Remote islands such as Kodiak, Semidi, Unga and the Pribilofs, all teeming with wildlife.

• Deep fjords, glaciers, icebergs, ice floes, waterfalls, dense forests and lava floes.

• Harbor, hair and northern fur seals; sea and river otters; sea lions; walruses; black, brown and

Kodiak bears; wolves; deer; mountain goats; moose; Dall sheep; red foxes; lynx; minke, killer and

humpback whales; and hundreds of species of birds.

• Towns and villages along the way, including Yakutat, Seward, Kodiak and Dutch Harbor.

Highlights of the second luxury expedition cruise include:

• The Aleutian Islands, a remote string of volcanic islands stretching from Alaska to the Soviet Far

East and home to a wonderfully diverse array of birds and marine mammals.

• Petropavlovsk, on the beautiful Kamchatka Peninsula in the Soviet Far East, a delightful Russian

town with an Asian character.

• The volcanic Kurils, a dramatic group of islands along the Pacific "Ring of Fire."

• Akan National Park on Japan's island of Hokkaido, a beautiful park extending over two gigantic

calderas of collapsed volcanic cones.

•OT further information

contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

1
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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As an undergraduate at the Univer-

sity of Glasgow, George Barron (page

46) was given some moldy moss to study

in a botany laboratory. He found that the

molds were much more exciting than the

moss and has been studying them ever

since. Barron received his Ph.D. from

Iowa State University and is now a pro-

fessor of environmental biology at the

University of Guelph in Ontario, Can-

ada. His recent discoveries on the Jekyll-

Hyde nature of wood-decaying fungi

have opened up new research possibil-

ities, which he and a graduate student

are pursuing. Early in his career, Barron

published a guide to soil fungi, but later

his interest switched from their taxon-

omy to their ecology as he became more
curious about their roles in nature. In the

early seventies he began studying para-

sites that prey on nematode worms and
has since discovered many new and un-

usual parasites. In 1984 Barron was
awarded a doctorate of science from the

University of Glasgow in recognition of

his work on the biology of soil fungi. He
enjoys field trips and says his photo

shows him "hard at work collecting sam-

ples during a visit to New Zealand."

Some nine years ago, when he was a

doctoral student at the University of Mi-

ami, Randall Breitwisch (page 56) be-

came interested in how different species

of animals communicate with each

other. During a trip to Kenya in 1990, he

had a chance to witness such communi-
cation by observing the body language of

oxpeckers and mammals of the East Af-

rican savanna. Now an assistant profes-

sor of biology at the University of Day-

ton in Dayton, Ohio, Breitwisch has

previously written for Natural History

on the varied repertoire of northern

mockingbirds (June 1989). While he has

studied birds and mammals in Australia,

Africa, and Central and South America,

his current research involves a species

closer to home—the northern cardinal.

Breitwisch continues to work on develop-

ing a theory of interspecific communica-

tion in animals and is also writing a book

of essays on animal behavior. For more

information on animal interactions, he

recommends one popular account, Cyn-

thia Moss's Portraits in the Wild: Ani-

mal Behavior in East Africa (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1982), and

a more technical treatment, Robert

Axekod's The Evolution ofCooperation

(New York: Basic Books, 1984).

A native of New York City, Arthur

M. Greene (page 84) got his start in pho-

tography at age twelve with a Brownie

camera and the darkroom at his day

camp. Today, he is a studio and nature

photographer, but along the way he

earned a degree in engineering from Co-

lumbia University and another in music

from Stanford University. Photography

gives him a chance to indulge both his

scientific and artistic sides. Although

Greene has traveled to many scenic

parts of the country—his award-winninf

entry in Natural History's 1990 photc

contest was taken in Denali Nationa

Park in Alaska—he also enjoys taking

photographs closer to home. He cap

tured the California gull feeding or

brine flies, this month's "Natural Mo
ment," with a Nikon F3 and SOOmir

lens, which he set up about twenty feel

from the teeming Mono Lake "fly zone."
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American Museum of Natural History

EXPLORING ANCIENT BRITAIN
with optional extensions to prehistoric caves of France and the

megaliths of Stonehenge and Avebury

May 19-30, 1992

Discover ancient megaliths, Medieval remains and

magnificent scenery around the British Isles. Join a

team of American Museum and guest lecturers

aboard the very comfortable, 70-cabin Illiria for an

extraordinary cruise to England's Scilly Isles, the

dramatic west coast of Ireland, western Scotland

and Wales. Highlights include:

• Subtropical gardens and medieval abbey ruins on

Tresco, one of the granitic Scilly Isles.

• The picturesque Skellig Islands, with flocks of

gannets, puffins, fulmars, petrels and other

seabirds.

• The spectacular seaside and mountain scenery of

Ireland's renowned Ring of Kerry.

• Wild, rugged Connemara and the remains of

Cong Abbey, one of Ireland's finest examples of

Romanesque architecture.

• The ancient Standing Stones of Callanish and

Carloway Broch, both on the Isle of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides.

• The Isle of Mull, with magnificent seaside cliffs, and the Isle of

lona, sacred burial site of numerous Scottish kings.

• Bodnant Gardens, one of the finest gardens in Britain, and

imposing Caernarvon Castle in the beautiful Welsh countryside.

• An optional pre-cruise extension to the Dordogne valley in

France to see prehistoric cave art.

• An optional post-cruise extension to the megalithic monuments

of Stonehenge and

Avebury in southern

England.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

\>&fmm History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

or in NYS (212) 769-5700



The eyes have it

Timi; to reflect as Mount Wibon looks on, l^ahanni Country.

Shh...

We don't mean to

sound like some
' ovenealous librarian.

But one look and we're

sure you'll agree the last

thing we want to do is disturb

anyone. Or anything.

The unspoiled wilderness.

The untouched lakes. The golden

silence of the Midnight Sun.

Which is why we suggest you

check out our free, frill colour

book. Appropriately enough, it's

called the Explorers' Guide.

Oh, our mile high mountains,

lofty lookouts, intricate blooms,

and the legends and lore of our

native peoples give us plenty to

talk about

And our wildlife (such as a

herd oflOO,000 caribou) is

somewhat difficult to keep quiet

But, as the saying goes,

"It should be seen, not heard."

An escorted week, including

round trip airfare from a major city

averages $2,500.

So give us a shout No, on
second thought, just call

1-800-661-0788.

Or write: Department of

Economic Development and

Tourism, Suite 26, Government
of the Northwest Territories,

P.O. Box 1320, Yellowknife,

NWi; Canada X1A2L9

CANADA'S Northwest Territories
Within reach, yet beyond belief
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American Museum of Natural History

EXPLORING THE
FAR NORTH

Spitsbergen to Bergen,

Norway

July 31 - August 16, 1992

The Norwegian Arctic is a spectacular region renowned for its breathtaking landscapes. Join

a team of American Museum experts aboard the comfortable Polaris as we discover fjords,

glaciers, mountains, icebergs, ice floes and a host of Arctic wildlife. Highlights include:

Spitsbergen, a spectacular group of ice-covered islands just 625

miles from the North Pole.

Bear Island, the remote, mist-shrouded home to a multitude of

seabirds.

Tromso, Norway, a charming Arctic town noted for its wooden ar-

chitecture.

The mountainous Lofoten Islands, with picturesque fishing villages

and dramatic fjords.

Magnificent Geirangerfjord, generally considered Norway's most

beautiful fjord.

A wide variety of Arctic wildlife, including polar bears, walruses,

seals, reindeer, Arctic foxes, orcas, sperm whales, numerous land

and seabird species and Arctic wildflowers.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

!>«»' History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in New York State or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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How Warm Were the Huge
AND Famous?

I'd like to disagree with one point in

Peter Dodson's "Life Styles of the Huge
and Famous" (December 1991). Dodson

argues that sauropod dinosaurs could not

have been warmblooded (endothermic)

because being so would have put them at a

"severe risk of fatal overheating." This

conclusion is based on a computer model

that predicts elephant-sized endotherms

could not exist. The model can't explain

the existence of elephants, let alone ex-

tinct ten-ton mammoths or the twenty-ton

rhino Paraceratherium, unless all were

coldblooded (ectothermic).

The idea that big endotherms overheat

and die easily was disproved more than

twenty years ago by C. Richard Taylor of

Harvard University, who demonstrated

that big mammals (over 200 pounds) use

their bulk to store their body heat and

permit body temperature to rise slowly

over the day. As long as body temperature

is higher than air temperature, internally

produced heat flows outward and evapo-

rative water loss (panting, sweating) is

low, so dehydration is minimized. In

desert climates, where air temperature

can exceed body temperature, the size of

large endotherms slows external heat gain,

so that internal temperatures do not rise to

critical levels. Any excess body heat is

unloaded during the night. Studies by Pe-

ter Hiley and V. A. Langman indicate

that elephants and rhinos use this strategy;

endothermic sauropods probably did too.

Endothermy is actually advantageous

to big animals in warm climates because

the higher the body temperature, the

higher the air temperature has to be for

external heat to flow in. Ectotherms are

unprotected; for them, heat flow is always

inward under open skies. Giant Aldabra

tortoises, for example, die in great num-

bers from overheating in full sun. Simi-

larly, 1 ,000-pound sea turtles usually nest

at night, as heat gain on a sunny day would

cause severe heat stress before egg laying

was complete. Sauropods lived in open

habitats and would have been vulneral;

'

to death from heat stroke if they wc
ectothermic.

GuyLeai'

Eugene, Oreg^

Peter Dodson replies:

I agree with Mr. Leahy that elepha; >

indeed exist! But female African e-

phants are only one-tenth the weight of 1

;

thirty-ton sauropod that we used in (r

computer calculations. Furthermore, e

phants can die from heat stroke when tt i

are sedated (for the attachment of rai

)

transmitters) unless special care is tal i

to cool them; this suggests that eleph; t

vascular systems used for cooling are -

deed taxed in full sunlight.

Our models show that for a large i

mal, whether an endotherm or an ec

therm, getting rid of heat—not heat

:

up—is the real problem. Since body t(
-

perature is the mean ambient temperat ;
j

plus whatever is added by metabolic ac -j

ity, the higher the metaboUc rate, :

greater the danger of overheating. 1

mean ambient temperature was highei

the Jurassic than today; correspondin;

the safe metabolic increment was smal

Dumping heat at night is a useful sti
-

egy for temperature regulation, provic i

nights are long enough and cool enoi i

and that anatomical structures can do e

job. Contact with water or moist soil is

excellent strategy for heat loss, but

prefer to think that sauropods were t

dependent upon water. We also do t

believe that sauropods' necks and t;s

were particularly eff'ective heat-exchaie

structures.

The point of our model is not that v

large mammals cannot exist, but that tl

are critically dependent on efficient h

exchange. Very large dinosaurs certai

enjoyed the benefits of warm and const; i

body temperatures, but they did so a a

low metabolic rate. Natural select n

would operate against unnecessary me -

bolic costs and thermoregulatory risks f

an elevated metabolic rate.
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our castles to

keep people out

ow we

Perched high atop rocky crags or nestled into the bends

of rivers, massive castles, like 700-year-old Harlech in

Wales, dominate the British landscape. And though

their original purpose was to discourage visitors, they

are fascinating places to explore today.

All kinds of castles are yours to discover. From gra-

cious Windsor, the Royal Family's "second home," to

fairy-tale Leeds Castle, with its moat and battlements,

to mighty Warwick, with its deep, dark dungeon.

British Airways Holidays® has devised intriguing

Europe Escorted™ tours like "Capital and Countryside"

that include magnificent castles and more: ancient Stone-

henge, Roman Bath, the colleges of Oxford, and Sli

speare's Stratford-upon-Avon. For nine days (i

nights), you travel through the enchanting south and

of England in air-conditioned motorcoach comfort.

For a good look at England, plus Scotland ii

Wales, too (and even more castles), there's the "C

Britain" tour. On this fourteen-day (thirteen-ni

vacation, as on all these British Airways Holi'

escorted tours, you get carefully selected ho

delightful meals and an experienced tour director.

You'll want to call home with tales of your ad

tures. A ten-minute chat costs just $12.28 with A



!>;:'? ;
'Hdrje^h Castle, Wales

{Direct® Service, the quick, easy way to call the

A. from Britain or 100 other countries. Just dial the

\Direct access number, and you're connected to a

: eside AT&T Operator who places your call any-

re in the U.S.A. Without delays or costly telephone

J barges. Just bill the call to your AT&T Calling Card

rail collect.

Call or send for your free color brochures. And

; ember, to enjoy British Airways Holidays, you

I X book before you _^

= e the US and fly BRITISHAlRWA^
t ish Airways. The world's favourite airline.^ .^r

^^A For your free brochures, "Europe

Escorted" and "Britain," and the

AT6-T USADirect® wallet card, call

toll-free: 1-800-732-6382. Or
write: British Tourist Authority,

P.O. Box 8819, Woodside, NY
11377. Information offices in Atlanta,

Chicago, Los Angeles and New York. Then call

your travel agent.

Addr.

City-

Zip- . Tcicpho

L
Britain.World Capital ofTradition.
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Global Warming on Trial
Howgood is the evidence that the earth is wanning,

and where does the burden ofprooflie?

by Wallace S. Broecker

Jim Hansen, a climatologist at NASA's
Goddard Space Institute, is convinced

that the earth's temperature is rising and

places the blame on the buildup of green-

house gases in the atmosphere. Uncon-

vinced, John Sununu, former White

House chief of staff, doubts that the

warming will be great enough to produce a

serious threat and fears that measures to

reduce the emissions would throw a

wrench into the gears that drive the

United States' troubled economy. During

his three years at the White House,

Sununu's view prevailed, and although his

role in the debate has diminished, others

continue to cast doubt on the reality of

global warming. A new lobbying group

called the CUmate Council has been cre-

ated to do just this.

The stakes in this debate are extremely

high, for it pits society's short-term well-

being against the future of all the planet's

inhabitants. Our past transgressions have

altered major portions of the earth's sur-

face, but the effects have been limited.

Now we can foresee the possibility that to

satisfy the energy needs of an expanding

human population, we will rapidly change

the climate of the entire planet, with con-

sequences for even the most remote and

unspoiled regions of the globe.

The notion that certain gases could

warm the planet is not new. In 1896

Svante Arrhenius, a Swedish chemist, re-

solved the longstanding question of how
the earth's atmosphere could maintain the

planet's relatively warm temperature

when the oxygen and nitrogen that make
up 99 percent of the atmosphere do not

absorb any of the heat escaping as infra-

red radiation from the earth's surface into

space. He discovered that even the small

amounts of carbon dioxide in the atmo-

sphere could absorb large amounts of

heat. Furthermore, he reasoned that the

burning of coal, oil, and natural gas could

eventually release enough carbon dioxide

to warm the earth.

Hansen and most other climatologists

agree that enough greenhouse gases have

accumulated in the atmosphere to make
Arrhenius's prediction come true. Burn-

ing fossil fuels is not the only problem; a

fifth of our emissions of carbon dioxide

now come from clearing and burning for-

ests. Scientists are also tracking a host of

other greenhouse gases that emanate from

a variety of human activities; the warming

effect of methane, chlorofluorocarbons,

and nitrous oxide combined equals that of

carbon dioxide. Although the current

warming from these gases may be diffi-

A special exhibition. Global Wanning

—

Understanding the Forecast, will premiere

at the American Museum of Natural

History on May 1 5 and run through

January 3, 1993. The exhibit, jointly

produced by the Museum and the

Environmental Defense Fund, will then

travel to Los Angeles, Washington, D.C.,

and other cities.

cult to detect against the background

noise of natural cUmate variation, most

climatologists are certain that as the gases

continue to accumulate, increases in the

earth's temperature will become evident

even to skeptics.

The issue under debate has implications

for our political and social behavior. It

raises the question of whether we should

renew efforts to curb population growth

and reliance on fossil fuels. In other words,

should the age of exponential growth initi-

ated by the Industrial Revolution be

brought to a close?

The battle lines for this particular skir-

mish are surprisingly well balanced.

Those with concerns about global warm-

ing point to the recent report from the

United Nation's Intergovernmental Plan

on Climate Change, which suggests that

with "business as usual," emissions of car-

bon dioxide by the year 2025 will be 25

percent greater than previously estimated.

On the other side, the George C. Marshall

Institute, a conservative think tank, pub-

lished a report warning that without

greenhouse gases to warm things up, the

world would become cool in the next cen-

tury. Stephen Schneider, a leading com-

puter modeler of future climate change,

accused Sununu of "brandishing tl~

[Marshall] report as if he were holding

crucifix to repel a vampire."

If the reality of global warming we

put on trial, each side would have troub

making its case. Jim Hansen's side cou

not prove beyond a reasonable doubt th

carbon dioxide and the other greenhou

gases have warmed the planet. But neith

could John Sununu's side prove beyond

reasonable doubt that the warming e

pected from greenhouse gases has not c

curred.

To see why each side would have di

culty proving its case, let us review t;

arguments that might be presented

such a hearing. The primary eviden

would be the temperature records tl

have been kept by meteorologists since t

1850s. A number of independent analy:

of these measurements have reached i

same basic conclusions. Over the last c-

tury the planet has warmed about c

degree. This warming was especially p

nounced during the last decade, wh i

had eight of the warmest years on reco .

with 1990 being the hottest. Wh •

Sununu's group might question the a

quacy of the geographic coverage

weather stations during the early part i

the record and bicker a bit about whetl i

the local warming produced by the grovi

of cities has biased some of the records i

the end they would concede that t

;

record provides a reasonably good picti

of the trend in the earth's temperatu

Sununu's advocate would then counter

asking, "Isn't it strange that betwt

about 1940 and 1975 no warming

curred?" The Hansen group would havt

.

admit that there is no widely accepu

explanation for this leveling. Sununu's ;

-

vocate would continue,"Isn't it true tit

roughly half the warming occurred befe

1 940, even though almost all the emissi( s

of carbon dioxide and other greenhoi!

gases have taken place after this dat(j

Again the Hansen group would have|

admit this to be the case.

At this point, a wise judge might
]

the following question to both sid

"What do we know about the temperata

6 Natural History 4/92



ictuations that occurred prior to the In-

istrial Revolution?" The aim of this

lestion would be to determine what

lurse the earth's temperature might

ive taken if the atmosphere had not been

illuted with greenhouse gases. The an-

l/er by both sides would have to be that

1 stead of remaining the same as it was in

jl50, the planet's temperature would

ive undergone natural fluctuations,

iiich could have been as large as the

i langes measured over the last one hun-

ed years. Neither side, however, would

I : able to supply the judge with an accept-

ile estimate of what would have hap-

I ned to the earth's temperature without

I e release of greenhouse gases.

Perhaps a longer record of the earth's

climate would shed light on its natural

variability. The climate prior to 1 850 can

be reconstructed from historical records

of changing ice cover on mountaintops

and on the sea. The earliest evidence of

this type dates from the end of the tenth

century a.d., when Eric the Red first

sailed from Iceland to Greenland. Ship

logs written between that time and 1190

indicate that sea ice was rarely seen along

the Viking sailing routes. The tempera-

ture was warm enough that grain could be

grown in Iceland. At the end of the twelfth

century, however, conditions deteriorated,

and sea ice appeared along the Viking

sailing routes during the winters. By the

midfourteenth century, these routes were

forced far to the south because of the ice,

and sometime in the late fifteenth cen-

tury, ships were cut off" altogether from

Greenland and Iceland because of severe

ice conditions. As temperatures dropped,

people could no longer grow grain in Ice-

land. The Medieval Warm had given way

to the Little Ice Age.

After 1600, records of sea-ice coverage

around Iceland and of the extent 6f moun-

tain glaciers in the Alps improved, giving

us an even better idea of recent climate

change. The glaciers attracted the atten-

tion of seventeenth-century tourists, in-

cluding artists whose drawings and paint-

ings document the position of a number of

iunters in the Snow waspainted by Pieter Bruegel the Elder in the winter of
'64-65, one ofthe most severe ofthe Little Ice Age.
inesy of the Kunsthlstorisches Museum, Vienna
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While atmospheric carbon dioxide has climbed steadilyformore than a

century, the earth 's temperature shows a more erratic upward trend.

major Alpine glaciers. Modem measure-

ments show that the leading edges of these

glaciers fluctuated with temperature

changes over the last century. Assuming

that this correlation held true throughout

the Little Ice Age, the historical evidence

shows a long interval of glacier expansion,

and thus cold climate, lasting until 1860.

During the late 1 800s, a widespread reces-

sion of Alpine glaciers heralded the end of

the Little Ice Age. Ridges of rock and

earth bulldozed into position by the ad-

vancing ice still mark the point of maxi-

mum glacial progress into the valleys.

(The glaciers are still shrinking; less than

half of their 1860 volume remains.) The
mild conditions that prevailed during the

Medieval Warm did not return until this

century.

The problem with all this evidence is

that it represents only one region of the

earth and is, in a sense, anecdotal. An
informed judge might also challenge this

evidence by pointing out that the northern

Atlantic Ocean and its surrounding lands

are warmed by powerful ocean currents,

collectively known as the Great Conveyor,

that transport heat away from the equator

{see "The Biggest Chill," Natural His-

tory, October 1987). A temporary shut-

down of this circulation 1 1,000 years ago

brought about an 800-year cold period

called the Younger Dryas, during which

northern Europe was chilled by a whop-

ping 12° F. Could the Little Ice Age have

been brought about by a similar weaken-

ing of the Great Conveyor? If heat release

from the northern Atlantic was the key

factor, the Little Ice Age would have been

restricted to the surrounding region, and

the historical evidence from Iceland and

the Alps could not be taken as an index of

global temperatures.

Although records of similar duration

and quahty are not available from other

parts of the world, we do have firm evi-

dence that by 1850, mountain glaciers in

some regions, such as New Zealand a:

the Andes, reached down into valleys ;

far as they had at any time during the U:

8,000 years. Furthermore, by 1870 the;

glaciers had also begun their retreat. Tl

suggests that the Little Ice Age was j

deed global in extent.

The global warming that caused t;

demise of the Little Ice Age confuses ;

tempts to estimate how much of the k

century's warming is natural and he

much has been caused by pumping gre<-

house gases into the atmosphere. T;

Sununu side would pin as much of t;

blame as possible on the natural warmi;

trend that ended the Little Ice Age, wh;

Hansen's side would emphasize the role

:

the greenhouse gases. What is needed >

resolve this dispute is a detailed, contii-

ous temperature record that extends ba

:

beyond the Medieval Warm to see if <•

cles could be identified. By extendi?

these cycles into the present century, s -

entists could estimate the course t;

earth's temperature would have taken i

the absence of the Industrial Revolutic

.

I made such an attempt in 1975, a i

time when the earth's temperatij

seemed to have remained almost const; i

since the mid-1940s. Puzzled scienti}

+3.0

•S +2.5

Predicted Warming from Natural and Human Causes

+2.0 -

+ 1.5 -

+ 1.0

2 +0.5 -

-0.5

-1.0

Year 1850 1900 1950 2000

In 1 975, the authorpublished this diagram, suggesting that despite

a rise in greenhouse gases, the earth cooledsomewhat during the 1 960s

and 1 970s because it was at the lowpoint ofa natural temperature

cycle. Hepredicted the warming ofthe 1980s, when the natural cycle

again turned upward, no longer masking the effect ofthe gases.
Graphs by Joe LeMonnier
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*fair dinkum/— Colloq. — adj. 1: true, genuine, dinkum ore you fair

dinkum?>— interj. 2: assertion oftruth or genuineness <its true, mate, fair dinkum)

I 3 : Come have a fair dinkum great time in Australia.

^O
THE SPIRIT OFAUSTRAUA

>^ustralia
Come and say G'day.



were asking, "Where's the expected

greenhouse warming?" I looked for the

answer in the only detailed long-term

record then available, which came from a

deep hole bored into northern Greenland's

icecap at a place called Camp Century. In

the 1950s, Willi Dansgaard, a Danish geo-

chemist, had demonstrated that the ratio

of heavy to light oxygen isotopes (18 neu-

trons to 16 neutrons per atom, respec-

tively) in the snow falling in polar regions

reflected the air temperature. Dansgaard

made measurements of oxygen isotopes in

different layers of the ice core; each repre-

sented the compressed snowfall of an arc-

tic year. His results served as a proxy for

the changes in the mean annual tempera-

ture. Dansgaard and his colleagues ana-

lyzed the record to see if the temperature

fluctuations were cyclic. They found indi-

cations of two cycles, one operating on an

80-year time scale and a weaker one op-

erating on a 180-year time scale. (The

Milankovitch cycles, caused by changes

in the earth's orbit around the sun, operate

on a much longer time scale. Ranging

from 20,000 years upward, these cycles

are thought to control the large swings

between glacial and interglacial climates.)

I took Dansgaard's analysis a step fur-

ther by extending his cyclic pattern into

the future. When combined with the ex-

pected greenhouse warming, a most inter-

esting result appeared. Temperatures lev-

eled off" during the 1940s and 1950s and

dropped somewhat during the 1960s and

1970s. Then, in the 1980s, they began to

rise sharply. If there is a natural eighty-

year cycle and it was acting in conjunction

with a greenhouse eff'ect, I would explain

the leveling of temperature after 1940 as

follows: Dansgaard's eighty-year cycle

would have produced a natural warming

between 1895 and 1935 and a natural

cooling from 1935 to 1975. The cooling in

the second half of the cycle might have

counterbalanced the fledghng greenhouse

warming. After 1975, when the natural

cycle turned once again, its warming ef-

fect would have been augmented by the

ever stronger greenhouse phenomenon,

producing a sharp upturn in temperature

in the 1980s.

My exercise showed that the lack of

warming between 1940 and 1975 could

not be used to discount the possibility that

the pollution we are pumping into the at-

mosphere will ultimately warm the globe.

We cannot rule out this possibility until

that time in the future when the predicted

warming is so great that it can no longer be

masked by natural temperature fluctua-

tions. My projection suggested that a firm

answer will not be available until the first

decade of the next century.
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While the Camp Century record

seemed to provide a good method of deter-

mining how natural variations and in-

creasing greenhouse gases were working

in concert to produce the measured global

temperatures, additional ice core data

only created confusion. Oxygen isotope

records from ice cores extracted from the

Antarctica icecap and mountain glaciers

in China and Peru do not follow the Camp
Century ice core pattern. Even worse, oxy-

gen isotope records from three additional

Greenland ice cores diff"er significantly

from one another and from the original

Camp Century record. Perhaps the most

disconcerting feature of these ice core

records is that the Medieval Warm and

Little Ice Age do not even stand out as

major features. Local temperature varia-

tions could account for these discrepan-

cies, but oxygen isotope ratios also depend

on the season the snow falls and the source

of the moisture. For these reasons, ice

cores may provide good records of large

changes, but the smaller ones we are look-

ing for over the last several hundred ye£

are obscured.

At this point, thejudge would likely lo

his patience and call a halt to this line

argument, saying, "While regional (

mate changes certainly occurred duri

the centuries preceding the Industr

Revolution, firm evidence for a cohere

global pattern in these natural flucti

tions is lacking." The judge might th

suggest a diiferent approach to settle t

question of whether we are causing t

earth to warm. What drives the natui

changes? If we could pin down the villa

then perhaps we could say more abc

how temperature would have changed

the absence of the Industrial Revolutic

Witnesses would point to three su

mechanisms. First, the sun's energy oi

put may have changed. Second, large v

canic eruptions may have injected enou

material into the stratosphere to reflec

substantial amount of solar radiation baw

into space, cooling the planet. Third, t:

operation of the ocean-atmosphere syst( i i

Temperature Shifts Recorded by Oxygen Isotopes in Ice Core;

Siple Station, Antarctica

Year 1260 1340 1420 1500 1660 1740 1780 1820 1900

Ice coresfrom various glaciers around the worldshow little

agreement onpast temperature shifts, reflecting local

conditions that complicate the global record.
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may have changed internally, causing tl

earth's temperature to wander.

For several centuries astronomers ha^

been observing the cycles of the sun an

trying to link them with climate patten

on earth. Sunspots, caused by knots in tl

sun's magnetic field, undergo cycl

change, alternating between a maximui

of spots in the Northern Hemisphere an

then a maximum in the Southern Hem
sphere. Between these peaks, the numb(

of sunspots drops almost to zero. A cor

plete solar cycle takes twenty-two yeai

With satellites, astronomers have bee

able to directly monitor the sun's enerj

output over the last cycles. Although tl

energy seems to dip slightly when sunspo

disappear, the change seems too small i

greatly alter the earth's temperature.

An intriguing proposal was recent

made in this regard. Two Danish mete

rologists, Eigil Friss-Christensen ari

Knud Lassen, point out that over the lai

1 30 years for which observations are ava|

able, the sunspot cycle has lengthened ai:

shortened with a periodicity of about i

years, and that these changes closely pa

allel the earth's temperature. The Danl

suggest that during intervals when tl

sunspot cycle is longer than average, t'l,

sun's energy output is a bit lower, and thj

when the cycle is shorter, the energy oil

put is higher. Could it be that Dansgaafe

was correct in thinking that the eartllt

temperature changes on an eighty-yef^

time scale and that these changes a

'

driven by the sun? Most scientists reme

skeptical because no physical mechanis

has been proposed tying solar output
Ji

the length of the sunspot cycle. Others s

that the strong similarity between t\\

length of the sunspot cycle and the eartl

temperature could be a coincidence. !

;

In addition to the twenty-two-year sol":

cycle, however, change on a longer tu-

scale has been documented. Betwe

1 660 and 1 720, sunspots disappeared al

gether. Auroras, which are created wh

charged particles driven out from the si

spots enter the earth's upper atmosphe

were also absent from the skies during tl

period. Further, we know from measui

ments of carbon 14 in tree rings that tl

radioactive element, produced by cosn

rays bombarding the atmosphere,

creased substantially during this tin

Normally, charged particles streami

outward from sunspots create a magne

shield that deflects cosmic rays away frc

the earth and the inner planets. Frc

1660 to 1720, this magnetic shield fail(

permitting a larger number of cosmic ra

to strike our atmosphere and form an

usually large number of radioactive c

bon atoms.
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From the record of radiocarbon locked earth's natural temperature changes, about one degree Fahrenheit over the next

1 in tree rings, we can identify two even What about volcanic eruptions? Major two years.

rUer periods of reduced sunspot activ- volcanic eruptions occur roughly once per Could the Little Ice Age have been

': the Wolf sunspot minimum, from decade. Most have little effect on the cli- caused by 500 years of intense volcanism

out 1 260 to about 1 320, and the Sporer mate, but occasionally an eruption blasts a releasing copious amounts of sulfur diox-

nspot minimum, from about 1400 to large volume of sulfur dioxide high into ide? This seems implausible, as the world's

40. These three periods span a major the stratosphere. Within a month or two, 100 or so major volcanoes erupt indepen-

rtion of the Little Ice Age, but the last the sulfur dioxide is transformed into dently of one another and no mechanism

ded more than a hundred years before droplets of sulfuric acid, which remain exists that could cause them all to erupt

e Little Ice Age did—too long a time aloft in the stratosphere for a year or more, with greater frequency Therefore, the

|. This mismatch in timing and the These tiny spheres reflect sunlight away chance is slim that one long interval would

lall change in the sun's energy output from the earth, cooling the planet. Hansen be followed by a similar period of lesser

3 measured by satellites over the last and his colleagues predict that the recent activity.

lar cycle) make a link between the Little eruption of Mount Pinatubo in the Philip- Fortunately, a record is available in ice

e Age and the absence of sunspots un- pines (which shot more sulfur dioxide into cores to check this assumption. When the

:ely. But the partial match prevents a the upper atmosphere than any other droplets of sulfuric acid from a volcanic

m rejection of the sun as a cause of the eruption this century) will cool the planet eruption drift down from the stratosphere.
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Sunspots and Global Temperature

Year 1200 1400 1600 1800

During the Little Ice Age, levels ofradiocarbon in tree rings indirectly

recorded threeperiods when sunspots all but disappeared. Sunspot minimums
correspond to a slight decrease in the sun 's energy output.

they are quickly incorporated into rain-

drops and snowflakes and carried to the

earth's surface. So, in the years immedi-

ately following a major volcanic eruption,

snow layers rich in sulfuric acid are depos-

ited on all the world's icecaps. An ice core

taken from the Dye 3 site in southern

Greenland reveals that at about the time

of the transition from the Medieval Warm
to the Little Ice Age the acid content in

the ice doubled. On the other hand, low

acidity from 1750 to 1780 (during a time

of cold weather) and the relatively high

acidity from 1870 to 1920 (when the cli-

mate was warming) do not fit the pattern

of climate change. Therefore, no strong

correlation exists between the trends in

volcanic sulfur dioxide and the trend in

the earth's temperature.

The last of the three mechanisms that

might account for the natural variations in

the earth's temperature is a dramatic shift

in the way the planet's ocean and wind

currents operate. Of the three mecha-

nisms, this one is the hardest to build a

case around because we have only a rudi-

mentary understanding of how the inter-

acting elements of the earth's climate sys-

tem might cause natural fluctuations in

temperature. The only well-documented

example of such a mechanism is the El

Niiio cycle, in which winds and ocean cur-

rents cause the temperatures of the sur-

face waters of the eastern equatorial Pa-

cific to alternate between warm and cold.

The cycle was first noticed because of the

severe drops in fish production along the

west coast of South America during the

warm episodes. Since the timing between

these disruptive events ranges from three

to seven years, scientists became inter-

ested in predicting their arrival. What
emerged from these studies is that El

Niiio cycles are the product of a complex

interaction between winds and ocean cur-

rents. The importance of this discovery to

the global warming debate is that it raises

the possibility that cycles involving larger-

scale interactions between the atmosphere

and oceans—over longer periods—may
play an important role. If the earth's tem-

perature is being pushed up and down by

such an internal cycle, our chances of

determining what would have happened

in the absence of the extra greenhouse

gases are indeed slim.

Again the judge would become restive

and call a halt to this line of evidence as

well. At this point he would likely dismiss

the case and suggest that the litigants re-

turn a decade from now when additional

evidence regarding the warming trend has

accumulated.

Sununu would deem this decision a Vic-

tory, for it would provide an excuse to

delay actions directed toward reductions

in carbon dioxide emissions. On the other

hand, Hansen could surely maintain that

in the absence of proof that the world is

not warming at the rate predicted by com-

puter simulations, we should follow the

standard applied to other environmental

threats and rule on the side of caution.

Instead of placing the burden of proof on

the environmentalists, the proponents F'

"business as usual" should be obliged
)j

prove that the unfettered release of grec-:

house gases will not significantly wan
the planet. And such proof does not exi;

the balance of scientific opinion is X\x

business as usual will alter the climate

The debate over global warming i

merely a small skirmish that marks t-

beginning of a far broader war. Many
the things that we could do to curb t

buildup of greenhouse gases—such

conserving energy, switching to renewal

energy sources, or increasing our use

nuclear power—will be stopgap measui

if the underlying problem of populati

;

growth is not addressed. World populati

:

is now 5.5 billion and growing by about li

percent every year. If this rate is not si-

stantially reduced, world population vl

double by the year 2030. If by that tii

the rate of population growth has not be

greatly reduced, we run the risk that t

population will skyrocket to 20 billion

more before it finally levels off. Each ;
•

ditional person adds to the pressure )

increase the use of fossil fuels, pumpi

;

ever larger amounts of carbon dioxide ii

;

the atmosphere. In countries such as i

:

United States and Canada, where per c;

ita energy consumption is the highest i

the world, each person, on average, at

twenty tons of carbon dioxide a year to i

atmosphere. In developing countri.

where most of the population growth \ I

occur, per capita energy consumptior

.

much smaller, with less than three tons

carbon dioxide emitted per person. Bui

these countries strive to better the lot

their citizens through industrializati

.

their energy demands will climb. Most

the increase will be met by burning fo: I

fuels, particularly coal, which relea i

more carbon dioxide per unit of enei

produced than oil or gas. Therefore, ,

-

nual emissions of greenhouse gases ;:

likely to increase.

We are rapidly approaching a Umit •

yond which we cannot maintain our nu

bers without long-term damage to c

planet's environment and its remainib

wildlife and to the quahty of life of

human populations. While Sununu m
be particularly shortsighted with regard

the effects of greenhouse gases on the <

mate, most of the world's leaders

shortsighted with regard to the populati

problem. They seem to ignore it co

pletely. I hope the concern about glol

warming will force us to develop a broac

perspective of our planet's future—

o

that will include the reality of the popu

tion bomb. Only then will we be able

begin the extraordinarily difficult task

defusing it.
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Does the Stoneless Plum Instruct

the Thinking Reed?
Or, how Luther Burbank came up with hisflawed
vision ofa genetically superiorAmerican race

by Stephen Jay Gould

A distinctively American form of ge-

nius combines personal brilliance with

promotional hokum and mountains of

hard work. We note varying balances

among the three essential ingredients:

Bamum is our prototype for stressing the

hokum, Edison for the diligence (as in his

justifiably famous quip that genius is one

percent inspiration and 99 percent per-

spiration). Luther Burbank (1849-1926)

may represent the finest balance of all

three factors. He wished to convert Amer-
ican deserts to rangeland by breeding a

spineless cactus as cattle fodder. He hy-

bridized two spontaneous mutants—one

without prickles on the leaves and the

other with no thorns on the young

shoots—but he was never able to elimi-

nate spines completely. Nevertheless, in

pubUc performances, he would rub his

cheek against a "prop" cactus made so

smooth by demonstrations that all resid-

ual spines had long since worn away.

Yet Burbank's successes made him the

greatest plant breeder in American his-

tory. An astonishing string of triumphs

fostered his reputation as a wizard with a

magic wand for transformation—an exag-

geration that Burbank, with his taste for

publicity, learned to exploit to great ad-

vantage. As a young man, he developed

the Burbank potato in his native Massa-

chusetts and used the proceeds to bankroll

his larger, lifetime operation in California.

Here he "created" his stoneless plums,

white blackberries, the (almost) spineless

cactus, the giant Shasta daisy, the fire

poppy, and the Burbank rose.

These triumphs reflected the other two

components of American genius. For his

briUiance, Burbank had an unparalleled

eye for the most minute useful variation.

He could scan a field of daisies or an
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orchard of plums and pick the plant with a

slight edge for improving the breed. For

his industry, no one worked at Burbank's

scale, and with such zealous energy. Con-

trary to the hype that enveloped him, Bur-

bank performed no miracles. He evoked

nothing new from nature. He just worked

harder—far harder than anyone else

—

with the two tried and trusted techniques

of breeding: hybridization and selection.

With his uncanny eye and unparalleled

judgment, he would make novel plants by

mixing desired traits of two or more variet-

ies in hybrid offspring. He would then

grow field upon field of hybrids, always

looking for the rare plant that would em-

phasize all the favorable characters and

suppress the undesirable features. For ex-

ample, he produced his stoneless plum by

crossing productive and richly fruited (but

conventionally pitted) lines with a curious

variety known in France since the six-

teenth century but treated as useless for

its poor and unproductive fruits—^the

prune sans noyau (seedless plum). By re-

peated cycles of crossing and selection,

extending for more than a decade, Bur-

bank managed to produce a large fruit

with a stoneless pit.

Burbank fit the mold of populist hero in

yet another way: he wrote very little, pre-

ferring to nurture his fame by a plethora

of proven products and occasional oracu-

lar pronouncements. He did, of course,

publish catalogs to push his horticultural

achievements, and he did write a few short

pieces for agricultural journals. But his

longest and most noted article, pubUshed

by Century magazine in 1906 and reis-

sued as a small book in 1907, treated the

quite different subject of eugenics. I have

wanted to study this work for years and

finally managed to buy a copy last month.

The intriguing title had long piqued d

interest: The Training of the Humi
Plant. We may rightly suspect that Bi

bank's "alien" topic for his longest writt

work did not stray so far from his usi

concerns after all.

My essay, while not eschewing the c

tails of spuds and roses, is primarily

commentary upon two pitfalls frequen

encountered in scientific (and mu
other) reasoning: misleading taxonor

and false analogy. I shall treat the latter

analyzing Burbank's article, but consic

our usual attitude toward eugenics its

as an example of the former danger

false categorization.

We usually view eugenics as a fail

ideology of political conservatives. We
this, I suppose, for two major reaso

First, eugenics sought to reform society

improving hereditary traits through a
trols upon breeding (whether forced

voluntary)—and hereditarianism is a a
servative strategy par excellence (peoj

get what they deserve by birth; don't lo

to governmental decrees or handouts 1

any reaUgimient). Second, the major c<

sumer of eugenics in one extreme form

certain Mr. Hitler, could scarcely be ;

cused of liberal biases.

But the eugenics movement resi:

cramping into a single, unambiguous
i

litical box (and I often wonder how w
right and left, hberal and conservati'

really work as labels for any opposed p;

of boxes). Supporters of eugenics form

a diverse and powerful movement duri

the early years of our century. Hardly a

group owning a single name could ha

been more motley in all other respec

Politics always makes strange bedfellov

but the range of eugenical support mi

have generated some legendary pillc
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fights before "lights out." The movement

spanned a full spectrum, from hereditar-

ian hardheads who wanted to sterilize the

handicapped, the diseased, and even the

merely impoverished, to Fabian idealists

who hoped to persuade smart and gentle

people to have more kids. For anyone with

a residual affection for the false equation

of eugenics with antediluvian conserva-

tism, consider just one cardinal fact.

When the Supreme Court, in the greatest

victory of the American eugenics move-

ment, upheld compulsory sterilization of

the mentally unfit in 1927, all liberal jus-

tices voted aye; the single dissent to this 8

to 1 ruling was filed by the Court's most

conservative member, a Catholic uphold-

ing his church's position on reproductive

controls.

I mention this political diversity be-

cause Luther Burbank's book may be the

most influential document of its time for a

phenomenon that could not exist by the

usual false correlations: liberal eugenics.

By his choice of title, The Training of the

Human Plant, Burbank prepared the

ground for his grand, and ultimately false,

analogy and also staked out the "Uberal"

field by emphasizing nurture through life

rather than strict and unalterable heredi-

tary nature.

Burbank's tract is a rigid and elaborate

point-for-point comparison of his vision for

improvement in human society with what

he thought he was doing in developing

new lines of plants. (Burbank possessed!

odd streak of modesty amid his confide

self-promotion, for he falsely attributedi

key aspect of his own transforming skill i

nature's intrinsic mechanisms. We sh;l

see that the error of his eugenic argume:

lies both in his false analogy with pla;

breeding and in his misunderstanding :"

reasons for his own horticultural si-

cesses.)

Burbank begins his tract with a recoi-

mendation that followed his own first sti

in producing new lines of plants, but tht

also must have induced apoplectic ra;

among more conservative brethren in t;

eugenics movement. Burbank achievl

his popular reputation as a wizard, sage, :

alchemist because people thought that

;

could produce absolute novelty, virtua'

at will. In fact, he introduced almost ever

"new" trait by directed immigration

-

that is, by importing favorable featuii

from other lineages through hybrid!;-

tion. By analogy, Burbank viewed his a-

temporary America as a land of oppor-

nity for improvement unparalleled i

human history. The Statue of Libei'

lifted her lamp beside the golden do,

and Ellis Island overflowed with a gnl

tide of European immigrants. Burbank •

tied chapter 1 "The MingUng of Raa

'

and began with an explicit analogy:

I have constantly been impressed with :

similarity between the organization e I

development of plant and human life.

(grL©B/!§^IL WA\Rf^M(



ive come to find in the crossing of species

'id in selection, wisely directed, a great

Sd powerful instrument for the transfor-

ation of the vegetable kingdom along

nes that lead constantly upward. . . . Let

le now lay emphasis on the opportunity

,)w presented in the United States for ob-

rving and, if we are wise, aiding in what I

link it fair to say is the grandest opportu-
' ty ever presented of developing the finest

ce the world has ever known out of the

ist mingling of races brought here by im-

1 igration.

In context, this was a stunningly radical

'oposal. Conservatives, in the eugenics

ovement and elsewhere, had embraced

'itation against immigration as one of

eir most passionate issues—lest our vir-

;, virtuous, and inteUigent "native" stock

,
leaning "northern European," not truly

ative American) be diluted to folly and

aptitude by breeding with the inferior

irdes now swamping us from southern
'

id eastern Europe (my own ancestors all

rived from Hungary, Poland, and Rus-

i during the decade of Burbank's book,

I confess some personal sensitivity to

e issue). These nativists hoped to stem

e tide of immigration to a trickle and,

ove all, to keep those already here from

iscegenation. Let them work in the fac-

ies and sweatshops; let the Jew cut my
)th, the ItaUan my hair, and let the Irish-

man wash my floor; but keep them
' 'ay from my sons and daughters. Can
' u imagine how Burbank's proposal for

5 benefits of interbreeding played in

ch circles?

Let me not exaggerate. I am not sure

w far Burbank meant to go. He clearly

/ors mixing of different European

)cks but is conspicuously silent about

ople of other colors (there was, I sus-

ct, an unstated limit to radicalism in

:h a racist age). Moreover, Burbank is

egaUtarian in a modem sense. He ac-

pts different intrinsic worths and

nperaments among European groups

ith the traditional contrast of sturdy

srdics and emotional Mediterraneans)

t still favors their combination so that

; various goods may be sorted into one

perior stock:

ok at the material on which to draw!

;re is the North, powerful, virile, aggres-

: e, blended with the luxurious, ease-lov-

!, more impetuous South. Again you have
' i emerging of a cold phlegmatic tempera-

; ;nt with one mercurial and volatile. Still

iain the union of great native mental
iength, developed or undeveloped, with

Idily vigor, but with inferior mind.

But mixing can only mark the begin-

iig of human improvement, just as hy-

1 dization represents stage one in produc-

i
; a new horticultural line. Mixing only
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creates raw material by mingling formerly

separate traits into single lineages. By it-

self, with no follow-up, mixing will only

create chaos and make matters worse.

The mere crossing of species, unaccompa-

nied by selection, wise supervision, intelli-

gent care, and the utmost patience, is not

likely to result in marked good, and may
result in vast harm. Unorganized effort is

often most vicious in its tendencies.

How then shall eugenics proceed after

this vast and wholesale mixing of Euro-

pean stocks? Since Burbank, by title and

intent, wishes to improve humans exactly

as he makes better plants, further progress

must follow his horticultural protocol.

Burbank outlined a four-step process for

improving plant lines, and he transferred

this entire apparatus to his vision of hu-

man betterment. Burbank was not a mod-

est man—and the poignancy of this story

(also the reason for logical failure of his

eugenic argument) lies in the fact that he

was a far better plant breeder than even he

realized. For he actually accomplished all

his feats with only two of his four steps,

while he thought that nature acted as his

auxiliary via two additional, but nonexis-

tent, processes. Ironically, he rooted the

humanistic and "liberal" heart of his eu-

genic program in the two illusory proc-

esses—while his true protocol in horticul-

ture debarred, by his own moral values,

any attempted transfer to human im-

provement, thus eradicating his own an-

alogical argument.

Burbank epitomizes his four-stage

method in setting out an argument for

transfer to human society:

There is not a single desirable attribute

which, lacking in a plant, may not be bred

into it. Choose what improvement you wish

in a flower, a fruit, or a tree, and by croi

ing, selection, cultivation, and persisten

you can fix this desired trait irrevocably.

Let us consider these four steps in orde

1

.

Crossing. Burbank, as stated befoi

performed no miracles of novel evocatic

He introduced new traits into old lines

hybridization with different stocks

ready bearing the desired features. Just

hybridization stirs the raw material I

horticultural improvement into a sind

line, miscegenation of immigrant stcx;

will produce the worid's finest people

America.

2. Selection. Crossing only increases t

range of variation in offspring and dc

not produce any mean alteration by itse

This net change, called improvemel

when regulated to human advantage,

suits from selection—the destruction

most plants and the breeding of futi

generations from just a few that happen

possess a desired mixture of traits. D
win, of course, called nature's unconscic

version of this process natural selection,

either mode, natural or horticultural,

lection is a rigorous process. Many ;

called, and very few chosen. Rapid i

provement demands the exclusion

nearly all from reproduction, with de;

as the surest means of prevention I

though sterilization, celibacy, and oti

analogues are potentially available). 1

horticulturist uproots; nature genen

eliminates. The transfer of this harsh pr

ess from nature's amoral realm to hun

life has been—and ever so rightly in

view—the fatal flaw of all traditional
{

grams in eugenics. Selection is natu

primary path for genetic change in po

lations, and this process, applied in

ethical realm of human society, is

si&hiificANT orr^^s
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canic cones.
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Discovery Tours
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acceptably cruel and authoritarian (for

someone must play the role of Lord High

Uprooter).

3. Cultivation. No one doubts the salu-

tary role of cultivation—that is, good envi-

ronment—in sustaining the health and

vigor of an individual plant. But what, role

can good environment play in genetic im-

provement, for none of the virtues ac-

quired during life are passed to offspring

in Mendel's world? (Proper cultivation

keeps a plant vigorous for reproduction,

but this aspect of environment only acts as

input to selection and gives nurture no

independent status in improvement.) Bur-

bank, however, was a Lamarckian. He
believed that characters acquired by good

rearing during an organism's life could be

passed to offspring—and that improve-

ment would accumulate through this

transfer, generation by generation and

step by constant step.

4. Persistence. For Lamarckians, persis-

tence is merely the furtherance of cultiva-

tion. Lamarckian advances come little by

Uttle; a breeder (or nature) must keep at

it for generations, and unremittingly.

Mendelian characters are intrinsic; bad

environment does not dilute them (al-

though extreme malfeasance, of course,

may kill the organism and terminate the

experiment). But Lamarckian traits can

be dismembered by generations of neglect

just as good rearing had built them se-

quentially.

With these last two categories, we a.

rive at the crux and idiosyncrasy of Bu,

bank's eugenic argument—and its ul,

mate fallacy. Burbank was quite wroi

about these categories. No Lamarcki;

component helped his plant breeds alon'

Nature is Mendelian and does not work

this hopeful manner. In fact, Burbai'

bred plants on thoroughly Darwinian pri

ciples, using only the first two categori,

of his own list: crossing to mix the Mend'

han characters of different lines into h

brid offspring, and selection to collect ai

accentuate the traits he sought. But 1

was so damned good at the art ofbreedin

so much better than anyone else, and th

excellence—not fully acknowledged-

led him to a false but unshakable convi

tion that nature must be helping out

some other way! He could not believe th

he was doing all this himself, merely 1

selecting so rigorously and on such a grai,

scale.

And Burbank was nothing if not zealo

in the scope of his selection and the hea

size of his hecatomb. He would sacrifi

fields of plants to find just one wor,

propagating. Let just one eyewitness i,

port suffice as testimony to his diligen(|

The source is particularly interesting-,

Hugo de Vries, the great Dutch botan

and one of the three scientists who i

discovered Mendel's work. (De Vries, w
^

visited CaUfomia twice, was awestruck

Burbank's practical skills but dumbstru

CRAB GRASS POISON IVY MlUK WEED
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:
his stubbornness in sticking with La-

\rckism as Mendelism marched to tri-

iph, with de Vries as a major general in

! campaign):

; methods are hybridization and selec-

. 1 in the broadest sense and on the largest

; le. One very illustrative example of his

thods must suffice to convey an idea of

work necessary to produce a new race of

iierlative excellency. Forty thousand

: ckberry and raspberry hybrids were pro-

:,:ed and grown until the fruit matured.

I, jn from the whole lot a single variety was

isen as the best. It is now known under

f name of "Paradox." All others were

f ooted with their crop of ripening berries,

•! ped up into a pile twelve feet wide, four-

; a feet high and twenty-two feet long, and

;,
ned. Nothing remains of that expensive

ijl lengthy experiment, except the one

:i ent-plant of the new variety.

) letuming to the Training of the Hu-

^n Plant, Burbank's major emphasis,

; source of his liberal tilt on eugenics,

in analogy with the third and fourth

: ises (alas, the illusory ones) of his sup-

: ed horticultural protocol: cultivation

: persistence. (I am leaving selection

; ie for the moment—for there's the rub,

: Jurbank knew only too well, for he also

f d to treat the question as a side issue.)

Jurbank makes his plea for healthy

childhood environments by his usual com-

parison with plants:

If you are cultivating a plant, developing it

into something finer and nobler, you must

love it, not hate it; be gentle with it, not

abusive; be firm, never harsh. I give plants

. . . the best possible environment. So

should it be with a child, if you want to

develop it in right ways. Let the children

have music, let them have pictures, let

them have laughter.

Burbank's formula for good rearing is

strictly Arcadian—a passionately ro-

manticized idyll of clean country living

without intellectual pressure. (Burbank

wanted no formal schooling before age ten

and continually stresses this single pro-

posal as the beginning, if not the panacea,

for all reform.) Just one quotation to give

the flavor of his florid prose:

Every child should have mud pies, grass-

hoppers, water-bugs, tadpoles, frogs, mud-
turtles, elderberries, wild strawberries,

acorns, chestnuts, tress to climb, brooks to

wade in, water-lilies, woodchucks, bats,

bees, butterflies, various animals to pet,

hay-fields, pinecones, rocks to roll, sand,

snakes, huckleberries and hornets; and any

child who has been deprived of these has

been deprived of the best part of his educa-

tion. By being well acquainted with all

these they come into most intimate har-

mony with nature, whose lessons are, of

course, natural and wholesome.

There is, of course, nothing unusual in

urging healthy rearing for children. What

reformer would recommend anything

else? But remember: this is a eugenic

tract, an argument about genetic improve-

ment. Good rearing must therefore be ad-

vocated as a direct hereditary benefit to

future generations—a theme making little

sense in Mendel and Darwin's world. But

Burbank was a Lamarckian, and he there-

fore stressed exemplary rearing not only

for its obvious value to direct beneficiaries

but also, and especially, for its Lamarck-

ian transfer to future generations of ge-

netically improved stock. Thus, for Bur-

bank, good nurture now is the key to better

nature for posterity:

Heredity is not the dark specter which some
people have thought—merciless and un-

changeable, the embodiment of Fate itself.

. . . My own studies have led me to be

assured that heredity is only the sum of all

past environment, in other words environ-

ment is the architect of heredity; and I am
assured of another fact: acquired charac-

ters are transmitted and—even further

—

that all characters which are transmitted

have been acquired.

But what about the bypassed second
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factor, the bugbear of all liberal eugeni,

and the actual source of Burbank's maj'

achievements in horticulture: Darwir

force of selection. How can you talk abo

genetic improvement unless you are wi

ing to prevent reproduction of the

deemed unfit? And how can you even e^

visage a humane eugenics if the improv'

ment of people must work like nature •

horticulture where, undeniably, the ovc

whelming majority of individuals fall in

the category of dispensable and d

pensed?

Burbank skirts around this issue in i:

tract. At one point, he does admit a prefe

ence for laws on prohibition of mania;

among the "unfit"—a quite stunning e

ception to his general defense of civil Ube

ties when you consider the ethically repu

nant issues of who gets included and wl

decides; "It would, if possible, be be

absolutely to prohibit in every State in tl

Union the marriage of the physical

mentally and morally unfit."

But, for the most part, Burbank spea

little about this most powerful force of a

He senses the moral dilemma and, f

once, strays away from the analogy wi

nature and horticulture. What of physic

weakness: "Shall we, as some have ad\

cated, even from Spartan days, hold th

the weaklings should be destroyed? Nc
He then acknowledges the most diffici

question of all: "Biit with those who a

mentally defective—ah, here is the hai

est question of all—what shall be do

with them?" And for once, decency t

umphs over the logic of his own argume:

Here Burbank makes an exception a

admits the failure of his pervasive an

ogy:

In the case of human beings in whom t

light of reason does not bum, those wl

apparently, can never be other than a bi

den, shall they be eliminated from the rac

Go to the mother of an imbecile child a

get your answer. No; here the analogy mi
cease.

Yet Burbank found a way out—not

;

ideal solution, but a workable exit th

preserved his liberal version of eugenic

Human moraUty must slow the process

improvement, for we cannot bear the he

atomb that any effective selection ii

poses. But if heredity is Lamarckian, \

may allow the unfit to live, even to repi

duce, and still make sure, if slowi

progress. For good environment indue .

improvement, and these benefits a

passed on as altered heredity. Nurture tl

unfit for enough generations and they w
eventually become genetically worthy:

When certain hereditary tendencies are ;

most indelibly ingrained, environment w
have a hard battle to effect a change in tl
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hild; but that a change can be wrought by

tie surroundings we all know. The particu-

iir subject may at first be stubborn against

|iese influences, but repeated application

(F the same modifying forces in succeeding

enerations will at last accomplish the de-

'red object in the child as it does in the

'lant. No one shall say what great results

i)r the good of the race may not be attained

li the cultivation of abnormal children,

1 ansforming them into normal ones.

' My exposition may have been lengthy,

'ut the outcome and moral of the story is

lort and unambiguous. Nature, in the

' ild or in horticulture, works on Darwin-

in, not Lamarckian, principles. Acquired

'liaracters are not inherited, and desired

nprovement occurs by rigorous selection

ith elimination of the vast majority from

le reproductive stream. Burbank could

' 5velop new breeds, but he could not alter

* le rules. He actually worked by extensive

' ybridization and uncompromising selec-

' on, although his ovra success fooled him

ito thinking that nature helped his efforts

a Lamarckian inheritance. The La-

larckian theme sets the keystone for Bur-

ink's liberal eugenics, based on the ge-

itic effects of good nurturing. The fal-

cy of Lamarckism spells the utter

' jstruction of his argument.

! Yet a deeper error pervades the entire

enterprise, of which Burbank's tract rep-

resents but one example in a continuing

tradition—the attempt to pattern human
ethical conduct by aping nature's way.

Burbank was wrong about nature's mode
of action. But even if he had been right, his

effort would have been just as misguided.

Nature's factuality is not, and cannot be,

our morality. We must know how nature

works in order to understand ourselves

and recognize our limits and possibilities

in a tough universe, but why should a

process that regulated 3.5 billion years of

living creatures without explicit ethical

systems provide all the answers for a spe-

cies that evolved only a geological second

ago, and then changed the rules by intro-

ducing such new and interesting concepts

as justice and righteousness?

In his famous 1893 essay on Evolution

and Ethics, the classic statement on na-

ture's amorality, Thomas Henry Huxley

praised Darwinism for its effectiveness,

speaking of "the struggle for existence,

which had done such admirable work in

cosmic nature." But he quickly added that

"the cosmic process has no sort of relation

to moral ends." He closes with an argu-

ment that human intelligence may choose

either to follow nature or, if judging that

proper ethics requires another course.

hope to use the fragile gift of mind as the

only available path to transcendence:

In virtue of his intelligence, the dwarf

bends the Titan to his will. In every family,

in every polity that has been established,

the cosmic process in man has been re-

strained and otherwise modified by law and
custom.

Burbank was hard at work in California

when Huxley wrote his essay, but Dar-

win's bulldog was not casting his thoughts

westward when he argued that human
intelligence debars nature as the simple

arbiter of ethical questions. Still, I am
delighted to report that Huxley, in an un-

conscious touche to Burbank, used a

botanical metaphor—and a grand classic

at that—to secure his most important

point, a message every bit as vital today:

The history of civilization details the steps

by which men have succeeded in building

up an artificial world within the cosmos.

Fragile reed as he may be, man, as Pascal

says, is a thinking reed: there Hes within

him a fund of energy, operating intelli-

gently and so far akin to that which per-

vades the universe, that it is competent to

influence and modify the cosmic process.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Grayfoxpups, left, beg a mealfrom their mother If

%^jg. her catch is small, she regurgitates it into their

gaping mouths. Below: A pup makes offwith part of

an uplandgoose eggwrestedfrom its littermates.

Patagonia's

Little Foxes
Resourcefulpredators, they can thrive

on berries, beetles, and scorpions

Text and photographs by Warren E. Johnson

Patagonia is a land of jagged glacial

peaks and endless pampas, of gale-force

summer winds and calm, frosty winters.

Its rugged beauty has captivated natural-

ists from Charles Darwin to George Gay-

lord Simpson, both of whom admired its

diverse wildlife, including the unique gua-

nacos and rheas. This rich fauna includes

two species of foxes, but unlike their

northern relatives, very little had been

known about them. In January 1985, as-

sisted by several dedicated helpers and by

modem radiotelemetry techniques, I be-

gan a four-year field study of their lives.

I arrived at the Torres del Paine Na-

tional Park in midsummer, after driving

for hours along bumpy dirt roads, and was

awed by the spectacular Paine Range

thrusting 8,000 to 10,000 feet above the

vast pampas. I was also rewarded on my
first day with a glimpse of a South Ameri-

can gray fox—the species I would get to

know best.

Remarkably unconcerned with my
presence, the diminutive fox continued its

erratic path through the low, rounded

mata barrosa bushes and grass clumps.

Periodically, it paused, sniffed, and with a

quick bite snatched up a dung beetle from

the sandy soil. Although these insects are

abundant, I could not imagine them pro-

viding more than a paltry snack for what I
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had imagined was a meat-loving canid. As
I later discovered, these foxes are not

fussy and will eat almost anything they

can digest.

Referred to locally as the zorro chilla or

zorro gris, the gray fox is one of nine fox

species endemic to South America, two of

which are found in the park. It is relatively

small, standing about sixteen inches high

at the shoulder and weighing only six and

a half to nine pounds. After several

months in the area, I finally got to observe

its more evasive and larger, coyote-sized

relative: the culpeo, or colored fox, named
for its tawny head and legs and grizzled

gray back.

Unlike European and North American

species, Patagonian foxes do not belong to

the genus Vulpes; their ancestors split

from a more wolflike lineage about seven

million years ago, before migrating across

the Isthmus of Panama. The Patagonian

gray fox evolved into its present form in

South America between one and two mil-

lion years ago.

At the center of the fox's social system

is a breeding pair, which maintains an

exclusive year-round territory. Over time,

however, I observed that this basic pattern

is flexible, with a single male occasionally

consorting with more than one female.

She may be an offspring from a previous

Utter or another lactating female with or

without her own pups. In either case, she

serves as a nonbreeding helper that assists

in rearing the young. Most smaller canids

have a similar system.

In August, at the beginning of the Pata-

gonian spring, while snow and ice still

cover much of the vegetation, gray foxes

abandon their winter solitude and spend

more and more time with a mate. The

coming breeding season is also heralde

vocally, by their frail barks and higl

pitched yelps, which can be heard durin

the long, sixteen-hour winter night. Thes

calls, continued throughout the night onl

during breeding season, may serve to ar

nounce the location of a pair's territory.

By mid-October, each pair has an avei

age of four or five young. When resource

permit, a nonbreeding female helper ma
improve the odds that all the pups wi

survive. She brings in more food, provide

extra protection against predators, allow

rfie mother more foraging time, and eve

substitutes for her if she dies. Thi

nonbreeding, subordinate female is a

lowed to stay in the familiar (and then

fore less dangerous) territory in which sh

grew up and may eventually inherit ii

From an evolutionary perspective, sh

may also benefit genetically by helpin
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ips that are closely related to her sur-

ve, thus perpetuating her genes.

Pups begin to venture outside the den

hen they are four to six weeks old. Frolic-

me balls of fur, they slowly expand their

:perience ofthe world. Both parents (and

metimes a helpier) bring them mice, Eu-

pean hares, and small birds. When an

lult arrives, the pups rush from the den

surrounding bushes, beating their tails

Jdly and begging for food. Each pup
ies to be the first to get the food from the

irent and then defends the provisions

;ainst littermates. Once I saw an adult

ing back an upland goose egg, a particu-

rly choice meal that inspired a more
antic scramble than usual. A fragile egg

not so easy to divide as an animal car-

5s, but the pups managed. One immedi-
ely secured a large section of gooey shell

its mouth, while another followed right

A coloredfox, left, pauses with part ofits dinner, the head

ofa European hare. Hares and daisies were introduced into the

region by English ranchers. Below, top: The area between

Lake Sarmiento and the base ofthe Paine Range isprime

fox habitat. Bottom: Afterfora^ngfor beetles in the

sandy soil, an adult grayfox rests on thepampa.
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behind. Chased around a large bush, the

first pup finally dropped the eggshell but

continued running with the second still at

its heels. A third pup seized its chance and

the eggshell, disappearing under the bush

with its prize.

Pups grow rapidly and by January be-

gin to roam beyond the immediate vicinity

of their home, which often is not the origi-

nal birth den. Their initial forays are led

by one of their parents, but soon they

begin to venture out on their own, hunting

insects and small prey.

Gray foxes' omnivorous feeding habits

may help account for the species' wide

distribution. By analyzing foxes' feces, I

found that 90 percent of the vertebrate

animals they consume are mammals. Half

of these are European hares, which were

introduced into southern South America

in the 1880s and have since become an

important staple for many of the region's

predators. European hares seem also to

have largely displaced the native Patago-

nian "hare," which is a large rodent of the

guinea pig family.

Gray foxes also take many mice, small

birds, frogs, and lizards and will scavenge

when dead meat is available. Patagonian

pumas, the largest predators in the area,

frequently leave half-eaten carcasses of

guanacos and domestic sheep from a

ranch near the park. The foxes feast on

such carrion. But from spring through fall

(September through May) halfof the gray

fox feces I examined contained many bee-

tles, scorpions, and other insects, and in

summer and fall, numerous seeds from the

berries of the calafate bush.

The principal threats to the gray fox are

hunting and trapping, both legal and ille-

gal (it is protected as endangered in some

regions). Several times, following the sig-

nal of a radio<ollared fox, I found only the

collar hanging from a fence or branch, left

by a local hunter. And once, to both my
own and his surprise, I followed a trans-

mitter signal to the saddlebag of an old

gaucho who didn't quite understand why
the fox his dogs had just killed had a collar

and ear tags.

Besides human activities, competition

with the larger culpeo may most limit the

gray fox's distribution. Where both spe-

cies are found, as in Torres del Paine Na-

tional Park, their local territories do not

overlap. Culpeos occupy areas where mice

and European hares are abundant, while

the smaller grays can survive in poorer

environs by supplementing their diet with

everything from beetles to berries. Thus,

the flexibility of the gray fox enables it to

live where a culpeo cannot survive, an

attribute that bodes well for its future. D
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Twoplayful grayfoxpups, oppositepage, explore the

world near theirfamily den. Below:A six-month-old

fox tears through the underbrush inpursuit ofprey.
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Quantum Leapers
phids take risks to satisfy ancient tastes

y Nancy A. Moran

Aphids—one of the main groups of tiny

sects that suck the juices of your prized

sebush—have aroused the interest of

ientists since at least 1745, when the

ench naturaUst Charles Bonnet showed

at the females could reproduce par-

enogenetically—^without the benefit of

ales and mating. All aphids reproduce

is way much of the time, females pro-

icing females, the descendants of a sin-

e individual forming a natural clone,

aese clones are usually polyphenic, that

they include two, three, sometimes as

any as eight distinct types of individuals

at look and behave very differently,

en though they are genetically identical.

The different types within a clone,

tiled morphs, usually appear at specific

lages in the annual Ufe cycle and may
'cn live on different kinds of plants, with

lecialized winged forms arising when it is

time to migrate between host plants.

Some aphid species even have soldier

morphs that defend other members of the

colony, the way ant soldiers do in an ant

colony. Aphids are known to migrate from

elm trees to apple trees, from spindle

bushes to beans, and from cottonwood

trees to lettuce roots. Discovering these

unusual cycles can be tricky: sometimes

aphids originally classified as different

species turn out to be alternative morphs

of the same species. Chance discoveries

often enable scattered pieces of these puz-

zles to be put in place.

In late summer 1986, for example, I

was walking along a creek bed in the

Santa Catalina Mountains, enjoying a re-

spite from the desert heat of nearby Tuc-

son, when I came across a sparse stand of

smooth sumac, a plant familiar to me from

my years in the Midwest. The leaves bore

hefruits ofstaghorn sumac, left, bloom in late

immer. Above:A cross section ofa iKwlyformed
imac gall reveals thefemalefounder, orfundatrix,

fan aphid colony, whose asexuallyproduced offspring

illform a cloneofgenetically identical individuals.

two-inch-long galls—hollow, teardrop-

shaped growths—containing colonies of

the sumac gall aphid, Melaphis rhois,

which is widespread in North America.

As an avid aphidologist, I wanted to find

out more about this species and did so

upon returning to Tucson. I learned that it

was first described in the 1870s' by Asa

Fitch, a New York entomologist. I also

discovered a paper, written by entomolo-

gist A. C. Baker in 1919, describing some-

what similar aphids an associate had col-

lected from mosses in West Virginia.

Baker speculated that these "might be the

long-missing spring migrants of rhois."

However, he was unable to relocate colo-

nies on mosses and so described the speci-

mens under a new name, M. minutus,

calling "the attention ofother workers to it

in the hope that someone may have the

opportunity to study its life history."

Thinking that seventy years was long

enough to leave this question unresolved, I

proceeded back up the mountain deter-

mined to check out Baker's suspicion.

Near the sumac, on rocks and bases of tree

trunks, were some mosses; close inspection

revealed that they were infested with tiny

aphids. Examining them under the micro-

scope, I found them indistinguishable

from the moss-feeding aphids that Baker

had illustrated. Finally, to confirm their

identity, I transferred aphids from the su-

mac galls to mosses in my laboratory's

rearing chambers. They produced thriv-

ing colonies, growing to resemble the

moss-Uving morphs I had seen in the wild.

I have been studying the species in the

field and laboratory for several years, and

my findings, as well as observations of

related aphids by other researchers, tell us

a good deal about the sumac gall aphid's

life cycle. Like many other aphids, the

sumac gall species is closely tied to a plant

host, in this case North American sumacs,

including both staghom and smooth su-

mac. In June, tiny females, called fun-

datrices, hatch from eggs on the sumac

bark and crawl to the new spring leaves.
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where they settle and feed. Each funda-

trix probes the upper surface of the leaf

with her needleUke mouthparts, stimulat-

ing the plant tissue mechanically and per-

haps even chemically. Within a few days,

she induces a small depression in the leaf.

This soon deepens and becomes a closed

sac, called a gall, that envelops her as she

continues to feed and develop.

At maturity, without mating, the fun-

datrix begins to develop embryos in her

abdomen and gives birth to daughters,

while the sac continues to grow in size to

accommodate the colony. By August, a

gall can contain up to 4,000 genetically

identical females, the daughters and

granddaughters of the original female.

The pale, wingless fundatrix and her

daughters live out their lives within the

protective confines of the gall. But the

granddaughters, which reach maturity in

autumn, are a different morph: they de-

velop wings and toughened, darker bodies.

At about the same time, shts open at the

top of the gall. On calm, sunny afternoons

in September, these females emerge and

take wing, abandoning the only world

they, their mothers, and their grand-

mother have ever known. The wingless

aphids that remain behind perish, for the

growing season of the sumac, a deciduous

plant, soon draws to an end.

The migrant aphid, which Uves only a

few more days, has a single task: deUver-

ing her offspring to a moss, the alternate

host plant. The migrant's digestive system

has degenerated, making room for her

cargo, a little bag of well-developed em-
bryos. Like many other plant-feeding in-

sects, she is genetically programmed to

recognize the right host. When specialized

sensory neurons in her antennae make
contact with the appropriate mosses, the

migrant aphid's behavior changes mark-

edly. Within minutes, her abdomen begins

to pulsate and she deposits a dozen or so

tiny offspring. Then, her abdomen empty
and shriveled and her progeny crawling

about on the moss, she dies.

The newborns begin feeding, develop-

ing, and reproducing new generations par-

thenogenetically. Lacking the safety of a

gall, each individual encases herself in

waxy secretions for protection against the

elements. The moss colony can therefore

persist for months or even throughout the

following year, surviving periods of desic-

cation, rain, and snow. Then in the spring

of the first or second year—this seems to

vary—a new generation of winged fe-

males arises in the mosses. These spring

migrants, however, prefer sumac, not

mosses. And they deposit a special type of

wingless progeny that includes not only

females but also males (the formation of

the males depends on the loss of one X
chromosome).

These new females and males do not

feed, but mate and die within a week or

less. The mating that takes place during

this one sexual generation gives aphids

from different colonies an opportunity to

intermix and produce offspring with new
genetic characteristics. After mating, the

females deposit their eggs on the bark of

the sumac stems. The next stage of the life

cycle has yet to be fully studied: we are

unsure whether the eggs develop and

hatch the same spring they are deposited

or whether they remain dormant for a

year. But eventually they hatch into a new
generation of fundatrices.

The switching of the host plants is ac-

complished through a whole array of spe-

cial adaptations. For example, the short-

ening days in autumn trigger hormonal

changes in the growing juveniles (orj|

their mothers) that lead them to mat
into winged migrants that are attracted ff

moss rather than to the sumac upon whi i

they developed. In spring, a comparal

:

sequence of events insures that host pr

erences are again reversed.

A survey of related aphid species, th
•

life cycles, and their preferred host pla;

;

leads me to conclude that, most likely, I

;

early ancestors of the sumac gall apl 1

once Uved only on sumac, depositing ef i

that could survive the winter months wb i

the host plant was dormant. For examp

,

some relatives of the sumac gall apll

form galls on Pistacia trees, members T

the same plant family as sumac, but i

;

plants other than mosses as their altemi

:

hosts. Both probably descend, therefo

,

from an ancestor that specialized in cc

nizing just the one plant family. But w/

would an ancestor of the sumac gall apl 1

have evolved to alternate between t)

hosts? At first appearance, this woii

seem a risky undertaking. Aphids are it

very good fliers and cannot live long in 1 r

harsh, dry world away from their hi

plants. A huge proportion of the wingl

migrants, bom and developed on one ht

but able to reproduce only on a complete

different type of plant, must die with( t

finding an appropriate site to deposit tbr
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Mature galls housing aphid colonies, left, hang

from sumac leaves in September. Below: Although

genetically identical to the other aphids in the

gall colony, the maturinggranddaughters ofthe

fundatrix have wings and darker, toughened bodies.
Photographs by Dwight Kuhn

spring. Nevertheless, this kind of life

cle has arisen in many different aphid

cages.

Biologists often interpret such arrange-

jnts as the "optimal" solutions to pre-

iling environmental conditions. Apply-

i this view to the sumac gall aphid, for

ample, one might expect to find that

mac is the ideal host in spring and sum-

:r and that mosses are the most nutritive

fall and winter. This is a useful starting

pothesis; but one of its Umitations is that

explains everything on the basis of the

esent plant conununity and fails to take

to account the past environment and

ssible constraints arising from past evo-

donary choices.

,
The sumac gall aphid's host preferences

\iK established before many modem
ant groups even existed. The antiquity

the associations can be established by

I iking at some of this aphid's close rela-

tes in eastern Asia. Like the North

(inerican species, these are members of

,e subtribe Melaphidina; the best-known

liian species is the Chinese gall aphid,

Mechtendalia chinensis, whose galls

live been important to the Chinese for

inturies as a source of black dye and
nnin (the use of galls for these purposes

also the source of the term gallic acid).

ninese researchers, interested in identi-

fying the conditions necessary for the

maintenance of gall populations, have

demonstrated that the Chinese species mi-

grates to mosses as its alternate hosts, just

as the sumac gall aphid does.

How did the Asian and American spe-

cies come to have the same hosts and such

a similar and peculiar life cycle? The only

plausible answer is that they have retained

these host affiliations and life cycles,

along with their similarities in structure,

from some common ancestor. So far so

good. But the ranges of the Asian and

American species are now separated by

some 5,000 miles or so of ocean, cor-

responding to a similar break in the distri-

bution of sumac. Even with the help of air

currents, the ancestors of these aphids

could not have dispersed over this dis-

tance. They must have been closer at some

time in the past.

The last time this was likely was about

48 million years ago, during the Eocene

epoch. Then, the planet was warmer, and

many plant groups grew farther north

than their relatives do now. Fossils of su-

mac leaves have been found in Alaska,

which at that time was connected to Asia

by a land bridge across the Bering Strait.

The Melaphidina must have already ac-

quired the habit of migrating between su-

mac and mosses by this time, before the

Old World and New World species were

separated.

Eocene plant communities were very

different from those that prevail today.

Many groups of plants that now abound in

north temperate regions had not yet

arisen, while some that were common are

now extinct or absent. For example, the

earUest known fossils confirmed as mem-
bers of the sunflower family, a dominant

part of most modem north temperate

plant communities, are only about 30 mil-

Uon years old, and most diversification of

that great family occurred milUons of

years later. On the other hand, some
plants that grew along with sumac in

Alaska are now confined to tropical or

subtropical regions.

Thus, out of all the plants available in a

modem conmiunity, sumac and mosses do

not necessarily represent some optimal

combination of hosts. On the contrary: the

antiquity of the Ufe cycle of the sumac gall

aphid suggests that the insect has become
evolutionarily "stuck," repeating its spe-

cialized alternation between hosts for mil-

lions of years, even though other plants

might theoretically be more favorable.

A number of insects maintain their an-

cient associations with plants, while others

have switched to entirely new hosts. But of

all the insects that feed on plants, only
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aphids ever alternate hosts. The evolution-

ary route through which this habit arose

seems to be connected with some special

feature of aphids.

The key, I believe, is that ancestral

aphid species were often polyphenic, pro-

ducing different morphs in response to

seasonal cycles. For example, the ances-

tors of the sumac gall aphid may have

Uved exclusively on sumac, producing sev-

eral morphs during the year. In the spring,

the morphs may have been modified in

ways that maximized their fecundity at

the expense of their capacities for defense,

mobility, and sensation. Such modifica-

tions—precursors of the fundatrix traits

we see today—would have been well

suited for the conditions encountered in

early spring, when plant sap is rich in

nutrients, budding leaves provide good

feeding sites, and natural enemies are gen-

erally scarce. Later summer generations

would have encountered more adverse

conditions. The morphs produced then

were probably more limited in their re-

productive capacities, but better at

searching out feeding sites and at defend-

ing themselves against enemies.

Polyphenism would have given the gen-

erations within the same lineage differing

abihties to colonize hosts other than su-

mac. Special traits that enhanced the suc-

cess of a fundatrix, such as the ability to

form galls, also anchored her to the old

host, the sumac. The late summer genera-

tion, being more adept at finding new
feeding sites or more tolerant of less-than-

ideal conditions, was more likely to suc-

ceed on a completely new host, in this

case, on certain mosses.

Although they are speciaUzed, aphid

Ufe cycles involving alternate hosts are

still capable of responding to changes in

the abundance or desirability of one of the

hosts. Some European relatives of the su-

mac gall aphid provide a dramatic exam-

ple. Sumac once grew in Europe but dis-

appeared from much of the continent as a

result of the glaciations of the Ice Age
between about 1.6 million to 12,000 years

ago. Native European sumac is now re-

stricted to the eastern Mediterranean re-

gion. In England and Scandinavia, how-

ever, a species of Melaphidina lives per-

manently on mosses. No migrants have

ever been observed in these colonies. Ap-

parently, the ancestors of these aphids

managed to omit the sumac portion of

their Ufe cycle when the host plant was

eliminated by the cold and ice.

In the long run, this solution may prove

far from ideal, for the loss of the sumac

phase of this aphid's Ufe cycle also en-

tailed the loss of sexual reproduction. A
similar absence of sexual reproduction has

been observed in other aphid species, in-

cluding some important crop pests. In al-

most every case, the loss seems to be re-

cent in origin; very few old Uneages have

completely given up sexual generation.

This parallels the pattern found in animals

generaUy: while permanently parthenoge-

netic lineages arise regularly in many
groups, they do not persist.

The ephemeraUty of asexual species im-

pUes a strong advantage to sex, at least in

the long term. What the nature of this

advantage is remains one of the outstand-

ing problems in evolutionary biology. But

while the EngUsh moss aphids may have

Uved without sex for tens of thousands of

years, probably they could not persist for

millions. Their relatives in China and in

Arizona's Catalina Mountains may have a

longer future, despite the hazards of their

annual sojourns. D
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September, the winged migrantforms ofthe aphid emerge

-)m theprotection ofthe gall, oppositepage, through slits

at have developed in its wall. One ofthesefemales, below,

posits her embryos on the moss that is the species ' alternate

me. Eventually, a new generation ofwingedfemales will

ise,programmed to migrate back to sumacs.
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Stilt Island, Lake Torrens, South Australia
Clive Minion

Sudden Life on

Stilt Island
Rainfall in an arid land is a windfall

for an Australian wading bird

by Keith Bellchambers and Graham Carpenter

Early in March of 1989, heavy rain f(,

across vast, arid stretches of inland Sou

Australia. For the first time in some 1(

years, 11,600-square-niile Lake Torrer

usually a bone^lry salt pan, filled wi

water. When such an event occurs, tl

lake is Australia's second largest. The w
ter level ranged from an inch or two at i

northern end to more than three feet in tl

south. The influx of fresh water stim

lated long-dormant eggs of tiny crust

ceans, such as brine shrimp, to hate

grow, and reproduce. The lake became

highly nutritious saline "soup," attractir

birds that quickly found out that Lai

Torrens was a living lake once more.

About a month after Lake Torrens w<

resurrected, a huge breeding colony (

banded stilts was discovered on small 1

lands in the lake. With a total estimate

population of 130,000 birds, banded stil
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5 the most numerous wading birds na-

) e to Australia, yet no scientific sightings

nesting stilts were made until 1930.

,
nee then, only about two dozen breeding

les have been found, most in scattered

ihemeral lakes in remote and inacces-

)le parts of the outback. Although the

cds are common much of the year along

ustralia's southern and southwestern

•asts, until 1989 they had been observed

•eeding in inland South Austraha only

ce before, in 1931. For ornithologists,

e discovery of the Lake Torrens colony

IS the opportunity of a lifetime, allowing

em to learn more about the species'

eeding biology and behavior in a month
an in the entire previous time the bird

d been known to science.

When the rains began in 1989, Ian

ay, of the South Australian National

irks and Wildlife Service, started a sys-

tematic aerial search of inland saline

lakes, hoping to make just such a find. In

mid-April, after sixty hours in the air with-

out a single sighting of a stilt, he came
upon the 100,000-strong Lake Torrens

colony. Two weeks later, we boarded a

helicopter and were dropped off on the

salty outskirts of the lake to observe and

make the first detailed records of how
banded stilts went about nesting and rear-

ing their young.

Our first sight of the colony was breath-

taking. As we circled over the largest ofthe

three breeding islands, we saw that the

nesting birds were tightly packed on sev-

eral low dunes along one side of the island.

From the air, the brooding birds—looking

like black and white dots—contrasted viv-

idly with the red sand on which they nested

and the green of the sparse vegetation that

grew nearby. Once on the ground, we set

up our camp about 200 yards from the

colony. The stilts gave constant, soft, yap-

ping calls, while circling silver gulls squab-

bled and screeched, eager to make an easy

meal of any untended egg or chick.

This bit of land, which we named Stilt

Island, had been formed over many years

as the precipitates of mineral-rich artesian

groundwaters reached the surface and

then hardened into a slab on the lake bed.

Wind-driven sand built up on the south and

west sides of this slab to form fringing two-

to four-foot-high dunes. Sparse, salt-toler-

ant vegetation sprouted on these dunes, but

the rest of the island was devoid of plants.

The Stilt Island colony was located on and

between the dunes. Because our attempts

to enter the colony disrupted the brooding

stilts and increased predation by the oppor-

turtistic gulls, we decided to retreat and

study the colony through telescopes.
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Unlike other wading birds, banded stilts breed in dense

colonies, placing their nest scrapes only about afoot apart,

oppositepage, bottom. The seclusion ofan islet in the northern

part ofLake Torrens, right, offers eggs and chicks protection

from land-rovingpredators, such asfoxes and dingoes.

We found that by the time of our ar-

rival, breeding was already well advanced.

About half of the estimated 1 00,000 birds

Ian May had seen just two weeks earlier

had left the island, along with their preco-

cious chicks. However, May continued to

conduct regular flights over the lake and

soon discovered the beginnings of another

colony on several islets sixty miles north,

at the end of the lake. We rapidly broke

camp and moved our field station there,

hoping to observe breeding in this new
colony from start to finish.

Two of the northern islands, each about

twelve acres in area, were almost com-

pletely covered by new nests. In contrast

to Stilt Island, these islands, characterized

by stony expanses known as gibbers, sup-

ported a sparse, low saltbush shrubland.

Various other wading birds, as well as

terns, ducks, and swans, found the islands

suitable for nesting, but they were greatly

outnumbered by banded stilts. We esti-

mated that about 50,000 stilts, or half the

number that had been on the southern

islands, were attempting to breed here.

Again, predatory silver gulls patrolled the

colony, so we opted to make most of our

observations from an aluminum dinghy

anchored some distance from the island.

From there, we were able to witness the

complete breeding cycle from courtship to

egg hatch.

The differences between this northern

colony and that on Stilt Island, separated

by only a few weeks and sixty miles of

water, were instructive and eventually

gave us greater insight into the behavior

and ecology of the bird, in particular the

extreme efficiency of its breeding cycle.

Banded stilts probably do not nest annu-

ally but only when rainfall creates tempo-

rary inland saline lakes and encourages

growth of their crustacean prey. Because

of their irregular nesting schedule and

their size—about sixteen inches tall—we
suspect that banded stilts are relatively

long-lived. In contrast to their closest Aus-

tralian relatives, red-necked avocets and

pied stilts, which nest in small, loose

groups or in pairs, banded stilts breed in

large, tightly packed colonies. These are

usually located on islands or other isolated

spots that afford some protection from

ground-dwelling predators, such as din-

goes, foxes, and feral cats.

To prepare its nest, a banded stilt makes

a shallow scrape in the ground and some-

times lines it with a few dry twigs. Nests

are spaced only about one foot apart, giv-

ing the birds just enough room to avoid

constant bickering with brooding neigh-

bors. Females usually lay a clutch of thi|j

or four eggs. Eggs vary between a

within clutches in size, color (white

tan), and markings (blotches, swirls, a

streaks). The eggs, similar in size to the

of chickens, are relatively large for sho

birds, roughly 18 percent of the adi

body weight of six to eight ounces.

Both clutch and egg size were smaller

the northern colony than on Stilt Islar

Although we have no direct evident

such as sightings of marked birds,

think that many of the birds breeding

this second colony may have been bii

that had completed breeding eariiest

the southern islands and that had enou

time, energy, and confidence to rene

Our assumption is based purely on nu

bers. If 100,000 stilts nested in the soi

and another 50,000 in the north, tl
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would exceed the total number of banded

stilts in Australia. Some birds, therefore,

must have nested twice.

During our many hours of nest watch-

ing, we occasionally witnessed one parent

bird reUeving another on the nest. Because

the sexes are alike in size and color, we
were not able to determine who was reliev-

ing whom. Most of these nest changeovers

were confused affairs, with the relieving

bird acting somewhat uncertain about

taking over the nest duties. Our observa-

tions of individual nests, combined with

the birds' behavior, led us to beUeve that

banded stUts sit on the nest for extended

periods, as they regularly took the time to

stand and stretch their wings and legs and

walked away from the nest briefly. This

left the nest vuhierable to the depreda-

tions of silver gulls. We observed two main
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Chicks emerge after a brieftwenty-one days in the egg, below.

As soon as their white down dries andfluffs, they are ready to

leave the nest scrape and headforfood-rich water Theyjoin

stiltsfrom other nests, right, before beginning the trek. Late

nesters, right, below, are invariably harassed by silver gulls

and usually lose all theiryoung to these boldpredators.

methods of attack. Most gulls lurked

among the brooding stilts, waiting for one

to make a careless move; then rushed in

and attacked the nest contents. Often the

ensuing melee displaced other stilts brood-

ing nearby, leaving more unguarded nests

open to attack and resulting in a widening

area of impact. Some gulls used a bolder

tactic, pulling brooding adults off the

nests and then raiding them.

The period from egg laying to hatching

is about twenty-one days, a very short time

for a bird of this size. But quick, efficient

breeding is an evolutionary necessity for a

species that nests on lakes that suddenly

appear and just as suddenly dry up, taking

away the food supply.

The chicks, too, mature rapidly. Unlike

the cryptically colored young of all other

shorebirds, banded stilt chicks are covered

with pure white down. They have well-

developed legs and are capable of extraor-

dinary physical feats within a few hours of

hatching. Adults never feed their chicks;

the young begin feeding themselves as

soon as they reach the water's edge after a

trek from the nest. This may explain the

large egg, its nutrients being needed to

sustain the chick until it reaches food-rich

water. Soon after the last chick emerges

from the egg, the family abandons the nest

scrape and heads to good feeding grounds.

We noted that one adult, of unknown sex,

guided each clutch of chicks. On leaving

the nest, they sometimes joined other

adults and chicks, presumably finding

some safety in numbers. These groups

were fluid, however, and tended to grow or

shrink freely and frequently. Adults often

attacked any strange chicks that blun-

dered within their immediate reach.

On Stih Island, the adults led theu-

chicks across the barren limy slab—a dis-

tance of about 500 yards—before escort-

ing them into the water and away from the

island. We counted many thousands of

chicks departing the islands on each of

several days, most beginning their odyssey

from midmoming to midday. All the

while the adults maintained contact with

their young with soft, clucking calls.

We tracked the birds that had left the

nest on the northern islets from a light

airplane and found them feeding in the

northern part of the lake where brine

shrimp were concentrated in only a few

inches of water. Here the chicks grew rap-

idly and the adults replenished their

strength. As soon as they reached water,

chicks formed feeding "creches" of up to

several hundred birds. Accompanied by a

few adults, the chicks worked their way
across the shallows, their white downy

bodies contrasting with the dirty brown

water. From the air, creches were vis! b

over a huge expanse of the lake, th r

movements reflected in intricate patte li

in the mud.

Creching is an unusual behavior i

shorebirds. In the case of banded stilts L

frees the majority of adults from pare i

ing duties even before the young hi.

fledged and gives them a chance to rem

should the usually short-lived lake wa

still be available. Precocial chicks, wa
water, a relatively mild climate, and a v

and readily usable source of food m
have fostered the development of crechi

behavior in banded stilts.

At six weeks of age, the chicks w(

fully feathered, lacking only the chesti

breast band of the adults. Now capable

strong and sustained flight, these imn

ture birds gathered in large flocks a I
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often "buzzed" us in the dinghy as we

went about our business on the lake.

Our observations suggest that banded

stilts have much in common with other

wading birds but also bear some striking

similarities to flamingos, which are known

in AustraUa only from fossil records. Like

banded stilts, flamingos tend to nest on

remote saline lakes when local conditions

are favorable. Relatively large eggs, hght-

colored chicks, and the creching of young

birds are other traits banded stilts share

with flamingos, but not with other waders.

Our observations of ecological and behav-

ioral similarities between these two spe-

cies lend support to previous studies of

their anatomy that suggest an ancient

relationship between shorebirds and fla-

mingos, via the banded stilt.

We found silver gulls to be main players
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On Stilt Island, below, adults shepherd chicksjust afew hours

oldon a 500-yard, half-hour march to salty shallows,

where they willfeedfor thefirst time. Right: Once

in the water, theyoungform groups known as creches

andfeed on tiny organisms, such as brine shrimp.
Keith Belk:hambers and Graham Carpenter

in the life of the colony. The few historical

accounts of nesting banded stilts mention

predation of eggs and chicks by crows and

ravens and birds of prey, but not by silver

gulls, even when the gulls were nesting at

the same site. In the Lake Torrens colo-

nies, silver gulls ate eggs, newly hatched

young, and downy chicks, and we esti-

mated that they preyed on the contents of

60 percent of nests. Once away from the

nest, chicks were relatively safe, although

we did see some plucked out of the water

as they swam. At a hatching weight of

about one ounce, chicks are slightly more

than a mouthful for a single gull, but after

being torn apart by a squabbling gang of

gulls, they are easily consumed.

While egg laying was largely synchro-

nous throughout a colony, some birds were

inevitably late in starting their nests. Early

nesters avoided the heaviest predation by

completing nesting and chick rearing be-

fore gulls flocked to the vicinity. These

birds also renested if conditions remained

favorable. Late nests were largely wiped

out by silver gulls. In the past, flooding or,

conversely, a drop in water level has

caused colonies to be abandoned. Enor-

mous numbers of flightless young can die

if the waters in which they feed dry up. On
Lake Torrens, gradually declining water

levels prevented many stilts from re-

nesting, but predation by gulls was the

factor that prematurely ended the life of

each colony.

In recent years, numbers of silver gulls

in coastal Australia have grown, probably

because of the availability of food at rub-

bish dumps. In very wet years, they move
inland en masse to nest. The eggs and

chicks of terns, plovers, cormorants, and

ducks are among their victims. Banded

stilts are at the mercy of these marauders,

their defense being limited to covering the

eggs or chicks and halfhearted pecking at

attackers. This lack of retahatory tactics

suggests that high levels of gull predation

are a new danger to banded stilts, some-

thing they have not had to cope with in the

past and that they are not evolutionarily

equipped to combat. This raises concerns

for the future well-being of the species.

The 1989 flooding of Lake Torrens was

a rare event, one that Australian banded

stilts put to full advantage. It also opened

an ornithological window, giving us a

chance to document the successes of, and

the new threats to, these birds on their

largely secret breeding grounds. Although

the scene at Lake Torrens may not be

replayed for another hundred years, we
hope to be able to add to our knowledge of

the elusive stilts when other salt pans

come to life. D
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This shallow-water hermit crab is well defended

by the sea anemones it carries on its snail shell.

S. Arthur Reed
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A Shell with aNew Twist
In the deep sea, anemonesprovide

hermit crabs with a golden home

by Daphne Gail Fautin

In 1989, 1 arrived in Hawaii with hopes

of observing two animals on the deep-sea

floor, a golden-shelled hermit crab and the

extraordinary sea anemone that rides on

its back. I had seen this symbiotic pair

languishing in aquariums, but now I had

the opportunity to see them in their natu-

ral setting—a quarter mile below the

ocean waves. I steamed southeast of Oahu

on a ship operated by the Hawaii Under-

sea Research Laboratory, and when we
reached a point above an undersea ledge,

the ship's crew lowered the small submers-

ible Makali'i into the water. Rough seas

had given me a mild case of seasickness,

but soon after the submersible was re-

leased from the ship and dropped beneath

the heaving waves, I was fine.

The day before, the same rough seas

had diminished my chances of spotting

the anemone-toting crabs. All dive opera-

tions had been canceled, including plans

to set out opened cans of cat food. The

crabs, being supreme scavengers, would

have gathered at the bait for my visit.

Nevertheless, the pilot of the Makali'i, Bo

Bartko, knew the area well, and if anyone

could guide me to my quarry, he could.

When we reached 1,200 feet, the maxi-

mum safe depth for the craft, Bartko lev-

eled off, and we cruised along a ledge of

congealed lava. We were just inside the

uppermost range of the deep-sea hermit

cribs, animals that have been found at

depths of half a mile. The darkness was

pierced by brief bursts of light—colorful

flashes emanating from sea fans and lumi-

nous jellyfish. Where the craft's flood-

lights illimiinated a small patch of the

rocky bottom, I scrutinized everything

that came into view. After following the

terrain for an hour, we finally spotted one

of the spindly-legged hermit crabs, its

golden shell concealed beneath an orang-

ish pink anemone. It was ambling across

the bottom, probably in search of its next

meal. I couldn't learn much from that

brief glimpse of the lone crab, but to me it

was more exciting than the whitetip shark

we saw circling the submersible two hours

later as we waited for the mother ship to

pluck us from the violent waves.

Ten years earUer, Hawaiian fishermen

who had recently begim setting traps for
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deepwater prawns inadvertently captured

hundreds of the anemone-toting craJss and

brought them to the attention of Ann
Fielding, a marine biologist at the Bishop

Museum in Honolulu. She, in turn, con-

tacted me at the California Academy of

Sciences in San Francisco, where I was a

curator in the Department of Invertebrate

Zoology. Because of my special interest in

anemones, she thought I might be able to

identify this species attached to the thin

golden shells of deep-sea crabs. Unable to

give her an answer without seeing them, I

asked if she could send me some speci-

mens. They turned out to be among the

most extraordinary examples of co-

evolution I had ever seen. But before ex-

plaining why, I should say something

about the symbiotic relationship between

anemones and hermit crabs.

Several dozen species of hermit crabs

carry sea anemones on their shells, and

marine biologists had assumed that the

crabs use the anemones for protection.

Donald M. Ross, a professor of zoology at

the University of AJberta, tested the idea

some twenty years ago. At the aquarium

of the Stazione Zoologica, in Naples, he

placed an octopus in a tank with shallow-

water Mediterranean hermit crabs lack-

ing anemones. The octopus easily pulled

the crabs from their snail shells, devouring

all six within a week. When he introduced

an octopus to six crabs with anemones,

however, none were harmed. In a typical

encounter, the octopus reached out to-

ward a crab with one arm, then extended

another, then a third, but upon contact,

the octopus abruptly withdrew its arms

and tucked the other five under its body as

it scuttled away in pain.

The anemone atop the crab had stung

the octopus so badly that it would prob-

ably never touch another hermit crab.

Like their cousins the jellyfish, sea anemo-

nes have tentacles that are studded with

thousands of microscopic stinging cap-

sules, or nematocysts, which fire hollow,

harpoonlike threads that may inject toxin

into an attacker's flesh.

Another series of experiments per-

formed by Ross and Sigurd von Boletzky

showed that, in the laboratory at least,

hermit crabs carry anemones only when

Daphne Gail Fautin

they are needed. Kept in predator-free

tanks for months, crabs lightened their

load by abandoning their anemones. If the

researchers introduced an octopus into the

tank, however, hermit crabs without

anemones would attempt to steal them
from crabs that had them, and crabs with

only a few anemones on their backs would

try to acquire more. In this game of "musi-

cal chairs," crabs unlucky enough to end

up without at least one sea anemone were

eaten, while the others were not. Ross and

von Boletzky found that merely running

water from a tank containing an octopus

into one with hermit crabs caused the

crabs to begin snatching anemones from

one another. The chemical cues that warn

of predators are usually present in the

wild, so crabs in nature maintain this pro-

tective behavior.

Anemones deter other predators as

well. Along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts

of the United States, a species of box crab

preys on hermit crabs using a claw tha

specially adapted for snipping open si

shells. Richard Mariscal and Rich

McLean, of Rorida State University

Tallahassee, found that these predat

crabs killed about 80 percent of the her

crabs that lacked anemones but less tl

10 percent of those bearing anemones

The anemones also benefit from

relationship. Most sea anemones seel a

more or less permanent attachment n

rocky areas of the sea floor where curre •>

bring them the food they need. A hena

crab's shell provides the needed foothd

and frees an anemone from its station v

existence. Mobility, in and of itself, is

no great benefit, but the crab takes

anemone to all the right places; crabs t

excellent scavengers, sensing food at gr t

distances and scurrying to it before ot r

scavengers, such as sea urchins, isopc»,

or shrimp, can devour it. The anemie

gets a free ride to the food, and as e
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» golden "snail" shell, left, top, is really the work ofa deep-

anemone, Stylobates aeneus, which expanded the original

\
tropod shell used by the hermit crab, visible at the center of

,
coil. Brought upfrom the depths offHawaii, a deep-sea

I
mone, left, bottom, still envelops the shell it madefor its

bpartner. With its long, spindly legs, a deep-sea hermit

: b, below, can move quickly across the ocean bottom.
ilrBimes

s'b tears away at its meal, the anemone
fi'its on scraps that drift about in the

»i;er.

'liis symbiotic relationship has draw-

fa ks for both animals, however. If there

»e no need for protection, the crabs

«^ild be better off without the burden of

tfir "machine gunners," as Randy
Bioks, a zoologist at Florida Atlantic

diversity, has called the anemones. He
ff'nd that in addition to slowing the crabs

dVn, carrying anemones is a balancing

a'. Brooks offered anemones of various

sizes to hermit crabs with naked shells,

and rather than placing them haphazardly

on their backs, the crabs arranged them so

that large anemones counterbalanced

smaller ones.

The anemones run the risk of being

abandoned by their partners when the

crabs upgrade their homes. Because the

hermit crab occupies a discarded snail

shell, it must seek larger and larger shells

as it matures. (If none are available, the

crab stops growing.) Crabs of some spe-

cies leave the anemones on the old shell.

which may be found and occupied by an-

other hermit crab moving up in the world.

Other species of crabs have evolved

behaviors that insure that the partners

stay together. If I try to remove an anem-

one from a shell, I usually tear the anem-

one because of its firm attachment. But a

crab that has just moved to a new shell

gently rubs the anemone on the aban-

doned shell, and presto—the anemone re-

leases its hold, and the crab transfers it to

the new shell, where it attaches iirmly.

More remarkably, some anemones initiate

the move. With its base still attached to

the old shell, the anemone bends over so

that its tentacles adhere to the new one. It

then releases its base, somersaults, and

attaches to the new shell.

When I examined the anemones adorn-

ing the deep-sea hermit crabs from Ha-

waii, I realized they were very different

from anemones that ride shallow-water

crabs, and that they had achieved an ele-

gant solution to the problems arising from

the crabs' need for ever larger shells.

In the deep-sea species, only one anem-

one is found with each crab, its base

wrapped entirely around the shell. And
rather than perching on top with its mouth

pointed upward, its body is slung beneath

the shell so that its mouth opens behind

that of its hermit partner (the better to

share its meal). Most hermit crab anemo-

nes are robust, but these are very deUcate.

The laboratory specimens that I examined

had been shnmk by the preservative, caus-

ing their bases to pull back and reveal a

glistemng gold shell that was so thin it felt

like parchment and could be dented hke a

Ping-Pong ball. When I removed the shell

from the fluid preservative, its shiny gold

dried to a chalky white. I came to the

startling conclusion that the anemone had

fabricated the hermit crab's "snail" shell.

I had never heard of such a thing. Nor
had my good friend and mentor Cadet

Hand, a professor emeritus at the Univer-

sity of California at Berkeley and an ex-

pert on sea anemones and their symbionts.

But after searching through a number of

scientific volumes, I found that my "dis-

covery" had been made twice before. In

1903, the famous American malacologist

William Healy Dall described a new spe-
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The whelk shell ofa shallow-water hermit crab, below, is

loadeddown with anemones. Right: A species ofanemone

not usually associated with hermit crabs has settled

on a shell andmay offer the crab someprotection.

cies of snail from deep waters near Ha-

waii. He named it Stylobates aeneus—the

brassy walker on stilts. Dall did not actu-

ally see the snail; his description was based

on its shell, which was occupied by a her-

mit crab and topped by a sea anemone,

both of which he discarded as uninterest-

ing to a malacologist. Several years later,

he pubhshed a short note revealing rather

sheepishly his conclusion that the shell

was made by the sea anemone on it, and

therefore the name Stylobates aeneus

rightly belonged to the anemone. Pub-

lished in a journal of malacology, this star-

tUng emendation escaped notice by stu-

dents of anemones.

In 1928, the most proUfic sea anemone

taxonomist of all time, Oskar Carlgren,

then of Lund University in Sweden, pub-

hshed a 144-page hst of the sea anemones

collected by the German Deep-Sea Expe-

dition, one of several expeditions launched

about the turn of the century to explore

the ocean depths by trawling and sam-

phng the bottom. (These efforts, which

emulated the British Challenger expe-

dition of the mid- 1870s, created the foun-

dations for many of the world's best ma-

rine zoology collections.) Buried amid

accounts of thirty-one new species was the

description of Isadamsia cancrisocia, an

anemone that makes a shell in which a

hermit crab lives (hence the species name
meaning "associated with a crab"). To

Carlgren, an anemone that made a shell

that looked precisely hke one made by a

snail was apparently unremarkable—sea

anemones, after all, live at all depths and

latitudes, form symbioses with algae and

fish, not to mention crabs, and are, all in

all, extraordinary beasts.

After examining the original anemones

Carlgren had studied, and hundreds more
from Hawaii and Guam, I concluded that

they belong to two species in one genus.

Stylobates aeneus is found throughout the

mid-Pacific, and Carlgren's species, now
properly termed Stylobates cancrisocia, is

known only from the German Deep-Sea

Expedition specimens, taken in the

Pemba Channel, between Pemba Island

(near Zanzibar) and the coast of East Af-

rica. Since rediscovering these creatures, I

have described a third species of shell-

making sea anemone from the coastal wa-

ters of Western AustraUa and am studying

spechnens of other new species from the

Coral Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. Al-

though some of the "snail" shells pro-

duced by these anemones are far from

perfect rephcas, they are all made of the

same brassy, parchmenthke material.

Each anemone is oriented somewhat dif-

ferently on its shell, and each associates

with a different hermit crab species.

With the help of Martin Liberman, a

chemist in San Francisco, I determined

that the organic material of the shell is

largely chitin, the substance of which crab

shells and insect cuticles are made.

Stylobates is not the only anemone cap-

able of producing chitin. In one genus, an

anemone uses chitinous material to con-

struct a spongy float, from which it dan-

gles, bobbing on the waves. An anemone

of one shallow-water European species

can add small amounts of the material to a

hermit crab snail shell, enlarging it so that

the crab does not have to change homes

frequently. Only Stylobates, however, can

build entire shells. The anemone begins

the process by attaching itself to a hollow

object (usually a shell from a small snail or

other moUusk) into which a tiny hermit

crab has inserted its abdomen. The anem-

one coats the object with the chitinous

material and then extends the coating as

the crab grows. Because the hermit cri 5

body is curved to fit into coiled snail sh« i,

the anemone's secretions—^guided by s

corkscrew shape of the hermit crab's ••

domen—produce a replica of a snail st

,

no matter what the shape of the obj t

originally inhabited by the hermit ci >.

The anemone produces the struct t

while perched on the crab, whereas e

snail constructs it from within. Tli,

through the coevolution of three unrela i

creatures, the spiral shape of the sna' >

rephcated by the hermit crab's abdon :

and then the anemone's shell. i

In the deep sea, the symbiotic relatik

ship is more than advantageous; it is ess

tial to the survival of both crab and am
one. By producing shells for the her

crabs, the anemones can Uve where

bottom is muddy or sandy, with no pi

for firm attachment. And the deep-

hermits, which are among the largest

their kind, need not expend energy find

larger homes as they grow. (There are

many large snails in the deep sea, wh
food is notoriously scarce.) Moreover, <

cium carbonate, of which snail shells

made, dissolves easily in the water of

ocean depths, so even if snails were pie

ful, their shells would not last as lonj

they would in shallow water. In the d

sea, the anemones' "fake" shells are be'

than the real thing.
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Crawl like a Crab,
Sting like an Anemone

Hermit crabs are not the only crabs

to take advantage of an anemone's
protective sting. By using small

anemones like boxing gloves, boxer
crabs ward off attackers. In this way,

anemone-bearing female boxers can
guard not only themselves but also the

tiny red eggs carried under their

abdomen, right. Also known as the pom-
pom crab, this species is found in shallow
tropical seas, mainly around Indonesia.

In the early 1 900s, these animals

aroused the curiosity ofJames E.

Duerden, a professor of zoology at

Rhodes University CoUege, in what is

now South Africa. To see how anemones
are recruited, he removed them from a
boxer crab in his aquarium and found
that the crab ignored the anemones until

it bumped into one. Upon contact,

however, the crab would pry an anemone
loose with a front leg and grasp it with

one oftwo small, slender claws used only

to carry anemones. Since damaged
anemones quickly regenerate, Duerden
reasoned that a crab might rip an

anemone in half, producing one for each
claw. When threatened, an anemone-
toting crab thrusts the anemones in the

direction of the attacker, stinging it upon
contact. Rather than immediately
retreating as most crabs do, the boxer
crab, Duerden found, instinctively

strikes out even when its slender claws
are not armed with anemones.

Porcelain crabs, below, also benefit

from anemones; they are closely related

to hermit crabs but resemble true crabs

in shape. These small, flat crabs live their

entire lives on and around giant sea

anemones. They often share their homes
with clownfishes, which also live under
the anemones' protective shield, rarely

venturing more than a few feet from
them. Like the fish, porcelain crabs live

in groups and remain safe from
predation as they move among the

anemones' tentacles, which are deadly to

other crabs their size. Why they are

immune and what, if anything,

anemones receive in return remain
mysteries.

—

D. G. F.

\

V

BurtJones and Maurine Shimlock

Fred Bavendam
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This Lan

Morman Branch, Florida
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

In the Big Scrub of central Florida,

ancient accumulations of windblown sand

provide a foothold for scraggly pines, tur-

key-foot oaks, and palmettos, as well as a

number of unique plant species. Several

threatened species of animals live there,

too; among them, the Florida scrub jay,

the sand skink, and the blue-tail mole

skink. Within this generally dry region, a

620-acre swamp and a 2-niile-long stream-

let known as Morman Branch provide an

oasis of moist habitat. Steve Orzell, a for-

mer student of mine who is now an ecolo-

gist with the Florida Heritage Program,

invited me to visit the area, which lies in

the Ocala National Forest.

We trudged in on a Forest Service

"road" consisting of deep sand not nego-

tiable by ordinary vehicles. For half a

mile, our route wound through scrubby

trees; except for lichens, vegetation on the

forest floor was sparse, exposing large

patches of bare sand. Soon we reached

Morman Branch, whose cool, flowing wa-

ter was so clear that we could easily see

the rippled, sandy bottom. The narrow

stream, a tributary of Juniper Creek,

passes through a swamp that occupies a

barely perceptible depression. The swamp
is fed by small springs and seepages cre-

ated by rainwater as it percolates through

the surrounding sand hills.

The soil is always moist in the swamp
and along the stretch of Morman Branch

that leads to Juniper Creek. Botanists Dan
Ward and Andre Clewell credit this to the

even flow of spring-fed waters throughout

the year. Among the plants growing in

Morman Branch is sago pondweed, a flow-

ering plant that cannot tolerate any degree

of desiccation. Other aquatic species are

pickerel weed, eelgrass, and coontail.

While most of the swampy habitat is

heavily wooded with black gum, red ma-

ple, loblolly bay, and sweet bay magnolia,

the occasional openings are dense with

grassy vegetation—and poisonous cotton-

mouths. Each opening has a shallow chan-
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nel of flowing water supplied by numerous

springs. Many plant species rare in this

part of Florida turn up here, including

Chapman's sedge and the large-flowered

grass-of-Pamassus. In the muck grows

flaccid quillwort. A distant relative of

ferns, this uncommon quillwort produces

reproductive spores at the bases of its

spreading, grasslike leaves.

Scattered along the stream and particu-

larly through the swamp forest are Atlan-

tic white cedars, cone-bearing evergreens

more common farther north, on the Atlan-

tic Coastal Plain. A rare species that

grows with the white cedars is the shrubby

star anise, a relative of magnolias. Its inch-

wide pale flowers give rise to ribbed, sev-

eral-pointed, anise-scented fruits. Another

unusual plant is climbing pieris, a vine

that climbs almost exclusively on Atlantic

white cedars or pond cypresses (most

vines are less particular, growing on what-

ever host is nearby).

Climbing pieris is one of the few vines

the heath family, which consists mostly

shrubs or small trees, including rhodod(

drons, azaleas, mountain laurels, blueb

ries, and cranberries. The vine grows
j

inside the bark of the white cedar or otl

host tree, periodically breaking throi

with short branches that bear clusters

leathery, evergreen leaves and elonga

sprays of small white flowers. With a

these branches die and break off", to

replaced by new branches higher up

the host. Ward and Clewell have obser

one branch of climbing pieris forty f

above the ground. As the bark on

lower parts of the white cedar trunk a

and begins to flake off", the reddish ste

of the vine are often revealed.

The stand of Atlantic white cedars t

grows along Morman Branch and in

swamp is the world's southernmost, oni

two very isolated colonies in peninsi

Florida. The species' main range exte

The Florida scrubjay, above, lives in dry, sandy areas.

Vines ofclimbingpieris, oppositepage, ascend a white

cedar trunk covered with mosses and lichens.
Kevin Barry (above) David and Hayes Norrjs (opposite page)
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Eelgrass grows in springs thatfeed Juniper
Doug Stamm; ProPhoto

from New Jersey to South Carolina, with

isolated stands in southwestern Georgia,

the Florida panhandle, southern Ala-

bama, and southeastern Mississippi.

The more northerly stands of white ce-

dars are often nearly pure groves of uni-

form age. They probably arose when seed-

lings germinated en masse after a previous

forest was logged or destroyed by fire.

Their growth rings are usually all about

the same width, indicating a fairly uni-

form rate of growth. In contrast. Ward
and Clewell have found that the Ocala

stand is not of uniform age and that the

cedars are mixed with several other woody

species. In addition, the annual rings show

that the growth of these trees was sup-

pressed when they were young, generally

for several decades.

These telltale features suggest that the

white cedars we see today have filled in

gaps created haphazardly in the forest.

When a large tree dies or a large branch

falls, more light reaches the forest floor,

stimulating the germination of numerous

Merman Branch

For visitor information write:

Supervisor

National Forests in Florida

227 N. Bronough Street, Suite 4061

Tallahassee, Florida 32301

(904) 681-7265

Creek.

white cedar seeds that lie dormant in the

soil. Before the seedlings are very old,

however, the canopy may close over, caus-

ing them to perish. But a new gap may
allow some to survive and grow into small

trees hardy enough to tolerate periods of

low light. Eventually, a few trees reach the

canopy, where their growth rate acceler-

ates. Finally, they produce seeds that per-

petuate the cycle.

White cedars are able to outdistance all

other trees in the canopy because of their

resistance to disease and decay. W,i

time, they tower well above other spec i,

becoming a target for lightning stril,.

the only natural danger that threats

them. Fire has not played a major rokn

the Ocala stand, as is evident from e

staggered ages of the white cedars. Win
they occur in this habitat, fires are dart,

ened by the wet soil and by the foliage*

mixed broad-leaved hardwood trees z

herbaceous undergrowth.

Ward and Clewell have studied er,-

ronmental conditions along Monrn
Branch to try to discover why white ceds

grow here and not in other, similar-looltg

wetlands in nearby parts of peninsui

Florida. One reason may be that ei

though they grow in a wet environme

.

white cedars cannot tolerate flooding; c

sequently, they do not live in the flo

plains of Florida's large rivers, where '

ter levels fluctuate drastically with '.

seasons. And because of their shall*

roots, the trees may be harmed by e

deposition of sediments.

Botanists are not the only forest visits

to pay attention to the white cedars. M s

Florida black bears mark tree trunks 3

warn off other bears. The largest wl s

cedar in the stand has been ripped <1

shredded to a height of six feet by tl r

claws, and coarse black hairs are emb -

ded in resin droplets that exude from s

scrapes. The layers of scar tissue on s

trunk show that this tree has been a te •

torial marker for several generations f

bears.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor en -

itus ofplant biology at Southern Illir s

University, Carbondale, explores the I
-

logical and geological highlights of J

156 U.S. national forests.
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EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept.

C-181), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Current openings
to $75,000-1-. Free Report! Employment International,

Box 5730-RP, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
U.S.A. $9.00; Overseas $9.00, England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, others $9.00 EISF, 4523 Andes, Fair-

fax, Virginia 22030

CASH GRANTS FROM FOUNDATIONS! Never repay!

410 sources/application instructions, $3.00. Fund-

search, Box 5730-RP. Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-

sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Furniture

UNIQUE HANGING CHAIRS, Hammocks and acces-

sories, outdoor furniture. Handcrafted for 25 years,

satisfaction guaranteed. Free Brochure. 1-800-688-

8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks, Rt. 4, Box 169-NH, Lou-

isa, VA 23093

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS Expenence the

Ultimate in Bnlliance and Clanty! Europtik, Ltd
,
PO

Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repaihng binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

TSN-2 & TSN-4

^
77 mm OBJECTIVE LENS

HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY
EXCEPTIONAL
BRIGHTNESS, CLARITY &

SHARPNESS
FULL RANGE OF
EYEPIECES

For catalog, call (518) 664-201 1 or write to:

BIRDING
rfflLyjiiiJieiiiiTMa

QUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We carry a

complete selection of brand name binoculars. We have
competitive prices and all the answers to your binocu-

lar questions. Call for our Free 'Binocular Buying

Guide'! National Camera Exchange, 9300 Olson High-

way, Golden Valley, MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

Rentals

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain

lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses, family

rates. American Plan. Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake,

NY 12864

HAWAII OCEAN FRONT HOUSE on Oahu's Windward
Coast, $450.00 weekly, $1500.00 monthly. Pultz, Box
47, Kailua, HI 96734 (808) 261-6594

HAWAII VACATION APARTMENTS all islands. Free

brochures. Paradise Management. 50 South Beretania

C207. Honolulu, HI 96813
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HEAVEN: secluded lakeside log cottage; fireplace, ca-

noe, many extras, beautiful fall foliage: $350 weekly:

Santa Claus Lake, Temple. I^aine 04984

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility

Write Jofin Gardner, Orangedale, Nova Scotia, Can-
ada

SICILY NORTH COAST—Modern 2br. 2b on 10 acres
overlooking Cefalu, $900 wk, Mattina, 510 E, Beckwith,
Missoula. MT 59801 (406) 728-5917

Resorts

BELIZE—PELICAN BEACH RESORT—Family-run.

Beactifront resort in Southern Belize. Comfortable
rooms overlooking Canbbean; Homecooked meals;
Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve; Manatees; Birdwatctiing;

Snorkeling and Island Cottage Rental. Ratfi, Box 14,

Dangnga. Belize. Tel: 01 1-501-5-22044 Fax: 011-501-5-

22570

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low cost
camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning pfiotog-

raptiy. Fascinating options: track gorillas, climb Kili-

manjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel
and tiike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts.
Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon Jungle/
Machu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

life and smoking volcanos. Small groups, expert
guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-

chures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, 134 W.
26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001.

MjJMjllll^i'JIJ>^iTTiT^TiTlT^

DIG WITH PROFESSIONALS
ON YOUR NEXT VACATION

Learn about the prehistoric

Anasazi Indians

Weekly Sun^merSe^i

Write PO Box 643
Cortez, CO 81321

Or Call Toll Free

1.800-766-7392

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

ris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free
24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel, 112 Pros-

pect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife/go-

rilla safaris to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda, Botswana,
Namibia. Also, Egypt. Galapagos, Far East. Wander-
lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver, CO
80218 (303) 777-5846

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

wildlife and cultures in depth. Outstanding guides,
small groups, excellent accommodations off the
beaten path. Walking and night game drives available.

Join one of our scheduled safaris or design a private

adventure of your own. Tanzania, Kenya, Botswana,
Namibia, Draw upon more than 20 years' experience.
Voyagers, Dept. NH-4, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851
1-800-633-0299

ALASKA-GALAPAGOS
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA - BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journey Specialists

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr., McKinleyiille, CA 95521

800-548-7555

ALASKA: Adventure travel and deluxe fishing lodge.
Alaska's premier small group safaris and world class
fishing. Great Alaska Fish Camp and Safaris, 1-800-

544-2261
. HC01 Box 21 8, Sterling, AK 99672 Brochure/

Video

ALASKA, AMAZON, COSTA RICA, GALAPAGOS, Af-

rica. Australia natural history expeditions. Small
groups, expert leadership emphasizing learning and
discovery Worldwide program, 19th year. Free bro-

chure. Nature Expeditions International, Dept. NHC,
PO. Box 1 1496, Eugene, OR 97440 (800) 869-0639

iCASMS}
10 Years of GEO ^"^^ '"'^ ^^*'
Quality EXPEDITIONS Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonera, CA 95370

I^^CI^K ^(.i^< 0<»]

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES operates some of

the most highly regarded natural history tours in

Alaska. The trips feature small group experiences com-
bining safe and fun outdoor adventuring with the secu-
rity of professional tour guides. Travelers are taken
beyond the ordinary activities of conventional bus
tours and cruises. Visit Denali National Park, Kenai
National Wildlife Refuge, Kenai Fjords National Park
along with other destinations. Over fifty departures.
Operating since 1977. For a 20-page color brochure
write: Alaska Wildland Adventures, Box 389-HN,
Girdwood, AK 99587, or call (800) 334-8730

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada. Wil-

derness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults, fam-
ilies, teens. Box 71 3H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207)
695-3668

AMAZON Expeditions led by authors/guides Milly

Sangama and Paul Beaver, Ph.D., 1824 N.W. 102nd
Way, Gainesville, FL 32606 (904) 332-4051

AMAZON. 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro
Rivers. Remote jungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia or Venezuela. Call for free information/bro-

chures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest
Hills, NY 11375. (718) 520-1845

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG/FIELD SCHOOL. Rediscover
the world Columbus never found. Write UMVARF, 221

6

W. 112th Street, Chicago, IL 60643

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES. Two Sf

sions of a four week Archeological Field School in ti

excavation of a late Pueblo II Anasazi site on the Ul£
Arizona border Section #1 June 9 to July 5, 1992 a

Section #2 July 7 to August 2, 1992. Intended
undergraduate college students. No experience
quired. Six quarter credits. Limited enrollment F

cost information write: Dr. Richard A. Thompson. P
Box 9581. Southern Utah University, Cedar City I

84720

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—Coronado's Trail, San Ju
River trips. Mesa Verde, Canyon de Chelly, Cha
Canyon, Santa Fe, Taos, and Mayan Ruins. Southwt
U.S. & Central Amenca. 1st Class. Guided by lead!

archaeologists Archaeological Conservancy, 415 (;

chard Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Natu
Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and campi
safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in N^

Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford Trai

Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Ban!
Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N. Sai'

Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

SCIENTIFIC
EXPEDITIONS
To join in archaeology and wildlife re-

'

search, request our 44-page newspaper^

Foundation for Field Research
P.O. Box 2010
Alpine. CA 91903-2010 (619) 445-926-

BORNEO—BALI—KOMODO ISLAND. Explore Asi

wonderful natural history. Voyagers, Dept. NB-4, [

915, Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

CHINA. NATURALIST-LED MOUNTAIN TREKKING
}

Western China. Himalayan plateau, Karakorum Hi

way, Pamirs, stops in Beijing, Kashgar, Xian, Cheng :

Canton, Hongkong. Will customize tours. Groups c

1 2. Oriental Connections 1 -800-747-1 683

Market, Pietrasanta, Italy
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3TA RICA The best programs by the most experi-

ed operators Wildlife, birdwatching. Whitewater

ng, wonderful beaches Call for free information/

;hures Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

i, NY 11375(718)520-1845.

^S§^i^
lOW

Raft Idaho's Wild Rivers
Walk Thru Hells Canyon
Turkey By Private Yacht

Jrochur. 1 -800-451-6034

'IRONMENTAL TOUR explores Argentina's

jonia and beyond, to the end of the earth—

uaia. Wildlife Tour focuses on the critically endan-

;d Muriqui monkey amid Brazil's Atlantic Forest,

ilian Views, 201 East 66th Street—21 G. New York

10021 (212)472-9539

APAGOS/ECUADOR: Best Yachts. Guides,

5s. Since 1 965. Also: Hike and Cruise, Diving. High-

s and Amazon; "La Selva". "Light Brigade",

yabeno".Machupicchu. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,

sant Hill, California 94523 (510) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS
, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

]list will soil by yacht to explore more islands

any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

,. Mbchu Picchu option. Free brochure.

iDca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

: APAGOS. 14 night cruise, Nov. $3,500. Xmas
: ses $2,700. Cruise plus rainforest Jan. '93 $3,300.

ides airfare from Miami. Excellent yachts, guides

i escorts. Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard East.
:' nto (vt4M 1Y5 (416) 469-8211 Fax (416) 463-5131

t APAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

\ life & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.
' « to " guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
"

el. RO, Box 1220. San Juan Bautista. CA 95045.

( ) 969-9014.

J DIG FOR DINOSAURS
Join top paleontologists for dinosaur
research in Colorado or Wyomingi

DAYS—FIELD & LAB WORK
lamation's Dino Expeditions
9-A Technology Drive
me CA 92718

( APAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air. Ec-

I or/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
( ey, LAST, Inc., 43 Ivlillstone, Randallstown, MD
'33(301)922-3116

VAII! Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

by l^ark Collins, Hawaii's top natural history guide.

I, June, August, November departures. Voyagers,
it, NE-4, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

lA. NEPAL. TIBET. CHINA, THAILAND. Tours, treks,

life safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

5 Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog.

alayan Travel. 112 Prospect St.. Stamford. CT
31 (800) 225-2380

N JAYA/BALI The land time forgot. An unforgetta-

tj experience/affordable prices! Expedition departs
i' ugusi Mexi-lvlayan. 2216 W, 1 12th Street. Chicago.
110643(312)233-1711

IVIAINE—PHOTOGRAPH EAGLES. Puffins, f^oose.

Guided Photo/Natural history field trips; Sparkling

clean lakefront log cabins. Pocomoonshine Lodge.

RR1. Box 1617B. Alexander. Ivlaine 04694 (207) 454-

2310

MAYA. OLMEC. AZTEC. TEOTIHUACAN books on ar-

chaeology, art, tropical flora and fauna. Excursions

accompanied by archaeologist Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth

to Bonampak, Piedras Negras, Calakmul, El Mirador,

Copan, Belize, etc. and Olmec ruins in Mexico, Guate-

mala, c/o 1000 Holt Ave -2675, Winter Park, FL 32789

OLDE YARD INN, an elegant yet simple restaurant and
inn on unspoiled Virgin Gorda, British Virgin Islands.

Hike, explore Coppermine, swim in grottos at baths, a

geological rarity. Summer rates $95 daily. (809) 495-

5544 or fax (809) 495-5986

AFRICA
Q^Q Tented Safaris to

EXPEDITIONS Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda &

10 Years of

Quality

Natural History

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Dotswana

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

lATA/TA/TA/TA/Th

PADDLE THE OKEFENOKEE. Backpack Costa Rica

Hike the Smokies. Save the sea turtles. Wilderness

Adventure, emphasizing natural history and environ-

mental awareness. 3-13 days. Free brochure. Wilder-

ness Southeast, 711-NH Sandtown Road, Savannah,

GA 31410 (912) 897-5108

Excellent boats. Plus Amazon & Andes.

COSTA RICA
In-depth tropical adventures. Small groups.

Voyagers, Depl. HG-4, Box 915, lllinai, NY 14851. 1-800-633-0299

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS;
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure. Hi-

malayan Travel, 1 1 2 Prospect St. , Stamford, CT 06901

(800) 225-2380

SONORAN DESERT TOURS; Beautiful Southern Ari-

zona-Northern Mexico. Customized Guided tours.

Kino Missions. Sea of Cortez. guest ranch. Southwest-

ern activities. Six persons Maximum. P.O. Box 10411.

Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel & Fax; (602) 840-9256

SOUTH AMERICA. Galapagos from economy to de-

luxe, trekking in the Andes, Machu Picchu, Patagonia,

Amazon. Conventional or remote destinations. Come
with the specialists! Call for free information/bro-

chures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

Hills, NY 11375(718)520-1845

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
. MEKONG and GANGES Rivers cruises.

Wodaatw Nomads of NIGER: BORNEO'S Dayak;

• Asmat of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros in ECUADORIAN
AMAZON; Dogons of MALI; Pygmies of the CAR.

• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. TXiaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA.

• View wUdlife in Brazil's PAIMTANAL, COSTA RICA,

PATAGONM, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA.
• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar, KASHMIR; LADAKH;
TURKISH archeo cniise; AUSTRALIAN Outback.

TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail TVail, Box#1147/NH Carefree, AZ 85377

SouthfasI Asia . . . 222Bd Supfrior Croup/

MS All Wc Do!
^^^^^^^ Independent Travel

GoLiic r-A^dvartrn fcs

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS; Affordable Nature.

Wildlife. Cultures. Hiking. Biking Galapagos/Ecuador.

Peru, Costarica, Venezuela, Belize, Patagonia, Brazil/

Pantanal. Indonesia. Thailand. Asia Europe Bo-

tswana, Zimbabwe. Namibia. Tanzania. Kenya.

Rwanda. Australia/NZ/PNG Antarctic/Subantarctic

Tall Ships. American Indian Journeys. North Amenca
Forum Travel. 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill. California

94523(510)671-2900

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA, Take a journey back

into time where every day is a different and exciting

adventure. Free brochure 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451-5344

TRIBAL TRIPS. Overlanding, camping, homestays, de-

luxe cities Hindkukush/Karakoram Himalayas. Land;

$4950. Capers, Box 2789, Beverly Hills, 90210

MOROCCO • INDIA :

10th Year of the Most Insightful. Original ;

Low-lmpaa Explorations Available ;

Exclusive Customized I

small-group J^fk >4h^-\rf|k
quality I

itineraries IM^^JTl^^ arrangements I

Cross Cultural Adventures •

PO Box 3285, Arlington, VA 22203; (703) 204-2717 ;

WHALE-WATCHING AT ITS BEST! 7-night cruise Odys-

sey to the world of whales. The St. Lawrence River is

the only place outside of the Arctic where you will sight

the snow-white Beluga . . . and you can sight Fins.

Minkes, Humpbacks, and perhaps the great Blue. Free

brochure 1 (800) 267-7868

COPPER CANYON
SIERRA MADRE RAIL EXCURSIONS

Dramatic train ride to a canyon targer ttran tlieGrand Canyon
Experience mountain lodges, pristine pine forests, canyon treks

to tropical depttTS, waterfalls and Taiohumora Indians.

1-800-843-1060 FREE BROCHURE
COLUMBUS TRAVEL. RT. 12. BOX 382-8. NEW BRAUNFELS. IX 76132

Wanted

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroideries.

Aubusson, Needlepoint, Oriental, European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls. Please send
color photos with size, condition and price to Renate

Halpern Galleries, Inc., 325 East 79th Street, New York

NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the April

1992 issue; ^.55 per word; 16 word minimum. Display

classined is $390 per inch- All advertisements must be
prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash

discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to. The Market. NATU-
RAL HISTORY Ivlagazine, Central Park West at 79th

St.. New York. NY 10024 Direct any wntten inquiries to

Eileen O'Keefe at the above address Please include

your personal address and telephone number, issue

preferred, and suggested category Deadline— 1st of

the month , two months prior to cover date (the January

issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready art is required tor

display ads, A tearsheet or copy of the page with your

ad will be sent upon publication.
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Celestial Event

Full-Moon Feasts
byGaUS.Cleere

Easter falls on April 19 this year. The
holiday has no fixed date, and its occur-

rence has thus been a source of confusion

through much of history. Easter Sunday is

the Christian holy day that celebrates the

resurrection of Christ, an event believed to

have occurred during the Jewish spring

feast of Passover, the timing of which de-

pends on the phase of the moon. Because

the date of Passover varies, so does the

date of Easter, although a different set of

rules determines Easter. In the fourth cen-

tury A.D., the First Council of Nicaea es-

tabUshed rules for fixing the date of the

holiday. But the timing remained a prob-

lem until the sixteenth century, when
Pope Gregory XIII finally settled it:

Easter would fall on the Sunday following

the ecclesiastical full moon that occurs on

or after the vernal equinox, defined as

March 21. Easter's date is then used to

determine the dates of many other Chris-

tian feast days throughout the year.

According to the eighth-century Eng-

lish historian the Venerable Bede, the

name "Easter" derived from a pagan god-

dess, Eostra, deity ofdawn and the spring.

Many of Easter's popular folk customs

persist from pagan times, but with a

Christian patina. The traditional Easter

sunrise service may stem from the ancient

practice of going to some high hill to

watch the sun rise about the time of the

equinox. The secular Easter bunny in all

probabiUty comes from the medieval

"hare hunts" that took place on Easter

Monday or from the later custom of eating

hare pies at Easter. But it is the Easter

egg, classic feast day food and focus of

Easter games, that endures and is most

famiUar. Universally recognized as a sym-

bol of life and spring reawakening, eggs

have been rolled, hunted, painted, and

dyed for centuries.

April Fools' Day
Astronomy pops up in the oddest

places. Take April Fools' Day for in-

stance. While its origins are obscure, some

claim that this day, set aside for fooUsh-

ness and pranks, has to do with the fickle-

ness of the weather, which does not always

follow the changing of the seasons. The
Greek version is embodied in the spring

versus winter story of Demeter, the Greek

goddess of fertility. Bereaved by the ab-

duction of her daughter by Pluto, king of

the underworld, Demeter punished the

earth by withholding her bounty. Later,

when Pluto agreed to allow her daughter

to return for six months each year, Deme-
ter made the earth fruitful again. Both the

Greek legend and the Roman feast day of

Cereaha (Ceres was the Roman name for

Demeter) have something to do with the

proximity of the vernal equinox (March

20 or 21)—the first day of spring. Is it

foolish to look for warm weather this time

of year?

The Planets in April

Mercury is not easily visible for observ-

ers in the Northern Hemisphere in April

and May. At its best on the 23d, it is only

five to seven degrees above the eastern

horizon at sunrise.

Venus hovers just above the horizon to

the east, half an hour or so before sunrise.

Despite its brilhant -3.9 magnitude, the

planet is soon obscured by the solar glare.

Mars rises about one and a half hours

before the sun all month, sandwiched be-

tween Mercury and Venus to its left, close

to the eastern horizon, and Saturn, Ura-

nus, and Neptune to its right, somewhat

higher in the southeast. This month ruddy

Mars resides among the faint stars of

Aquarius.

Jupiter, in Leo below the belly of the

lion, is just to the east of the bright st

Regulus. High in the southeast after sv

set, having risen in midaftemoon, it i

mains the lone planet in spring's early e\

ning skies, setting just before the onseti

morning twilight. On the 13th, Jupiter

six degrees above the waxing moon.

Saturn is in Capricomus, in the soul

eastern sky just before sunrise. Look 1

this ringed planet shining at -1-0.8 mag
tude amid stars that are 3d magnitudei

fainter. (Contrary to what one might i

pect, the greater the magnitude numt '

cally, the fainter the star or planet.) S

urn's closest stellar neighbor this mon

.

just left of the planet, is Deneb Alge

which means "tail of the goat." Look

Saturn on the 25th and 26th below (

waning crescent moon.

Uranus and Neptune are west of Sati

in the morning sky, in the summer »

stellation Sagittarius. About an hour 1

fore sunrise, look due south for this teap

shaped constellation. These dim plan-

can be found with the aid of special s:

maps published in popular astronoi

magazines.

The Moon is new on the 3d at 12:

A.M., EST; reaches first quarter on t;

10th at 6:06 a.m., EDT; is full on the 1'

at 12:42 a.m., EDT; and reaches last qu;

ter on the 24th at 5:40 p.m., EDT.

The Lyrid meteor shower peaks on t

;

night of the 21st/22d, but the moon ris

about midnight and will largely obsci:

the meteors. Chinese accounts of t^

Lyrids date back to 687 b.c, making tli

the first recorded meteor shower.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astrc

omy and is a founding member of t
'

International Dark Sky Association, i

organization dedicated to preserving t

'

skiesfor astronomy. >
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Advertisement

JAIURAL
llo 1Utvl Members' Market

I URAL HISTORY Magazme offers Membei's a free seivice. Ceitain advertisers indicated they will send you additional information.

\ btain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card corresponding U> the

1 ibers beside the advertisers inwhom you are interested. Please allow up to .six weeks for replies. Although each adverti ser has assured

; lat it will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so. Furthermore, the listing ofan advertiser

( . not constitute any affiliation with, or endorsement by, theAmerican Museum ofNatural History orNATURALHISTORY Magazine.

, )iii theAmericanMuseum ofNatu-

i Elistory. Membership benefits include

: ssues of NATURAL HISTORY and a

• ibership card entitling you to many
( ifits including free admission and dis-

: its. Send for free brochure.

, merican Museum of Natural His-

I ^/Discovery Cruises and Tours:

!' lore the world with naturalists, anthi'o-

d gists, art and political historians. Itin-

I* ies are worldwide: Afiica, Alaska and
' ria, Antarctica, China, Japan and Indo-

i' a, Melanesia, Mexico and Central and

h America, Egypt, Europe.

, ustralia. Send for your free 130-page

[I itination Australia" book with every-

' gyou need toknow about the landdown
:' ?r. Then come and say, "G'day." Well be

r ing for you.

i

. ritain/BritishAirways. Send for free

:olor brochures: British Airways Holi-

.

• "Europe Escorted" and the British

1' TSt Authority's 48-page "Britain" vaca-

i' guide.

.' anadian River Cruises. Choose from

hr 3, 5 or 7 night cruises aboard the

I' ant replica steamships Canadian and
" Drian Empress—St. Lawrence and Ot-

: 1 Rivers and Saguenay Fjord.

.' antasy Cruises. Fantasy Cruises 52-

) Cruise Around South America. Place

f )sit by April 15 and receive free airfare

1 7f off cruise only price ($5,995). CAll 1-

< 926-3800 today for free brochure 52S.
I

'.'leetwood. U.S. WUdflowers postage

taps—featured in Wildflowers of the 50
I' es First Day Covers, authorized by the

f ional WUdflower Research Center Free

fTrmationby mail!

'.Florida's Lower Keys." Let go in a

ild fuU of natural goodness. Explore

r'ical forests and incredible coral reefs.

' fmore information, call your travel agent

i'-800-USA-ESCAPE.

9. GermanRail. The GermanRailPass

gives visitors a terrific opportunity to take

advantage of Germanys marvelous rail

system in a unified country and saves a

great deal ofmoney in the bargain. Send for

your free brochure.

10. Government of India. Nothing com-

pares. From the Taj Mahal to the Bengal

Tiger Preserves to the Himalayas. Send for

our free guide to this exotic subcontinent

today!

11. Greek National Tourist Organiza-

tion. Spend your vacation in an affordable

countiy that will satisfy your mind as well

as your body. Greece. For additional infor-

mation, contact the Greek National Tburist

Organization nearest you and send for your

free brochure.

12. KD River Cruises of Europe. From
3- to 8-day cruises on the legendary Rhine

and the historic, romantic Elbe to multi-

coimtry river cruises, there's a KD cruise to

fit your itinerary. Call 800-2484126 or send

for your free brochure today.

13. Leica. Leica Binoculars—FuU size and

compacts. BriUiant, sharp, rugged. Retract-

able eyecups, close focused. Lifetime war-

ranty—3 year no fault passport protection.

Free color brochure.

14. Madagascar and Mamitius. Two

exotic islands in the Indian Ocean servedby

AfrMauritius. Madagascar, atreasure ti'ove

ofecological surprises. LuxuriousMauritius

with a heritage of French, Indian, African,

and Chinese cultures. Beautiftil beaches

and deluxe hotels. Free brochm'e.

15. Marathon, Florida Keys. Let go in

the heart of the Florida Keys. Enjoy

Marathon's watersports, shopping, dining

and history. Fly in or drive in. For more

information, call your local travel agent or

1-800-842-9580.

16.Newfoundland& Labrador. Explore

a World ofDifference in Newfoimdland and

Labrador, and di.scover a unique natural

history and culture dating back 500 years

beforeColumbus. Warm-hearted peopleand

chilling scenery await your visit. Send for

your free 150-page colour travel guide.

17. Northwest Territories. Within reach,

yet beyond beUef, receive your copy of the

Explorers' Guide to Canada's Northwest

Territories.

18. Nova Scotia Tourism Cultured Send

today for your free 270-page Nova Scotia

Travel Guide and famous TraHways Map.

19.JohnNuveen& Co., Inc.To learnmore

about tax-free investments, send for a free

informative brochure, which will be sent

promptly with a prospectus.

20. Park East Tom«, Inc. Operates many
museum and zoo tours plus wildlife and eco-

tomism itineraries. Tburs to Africa, Central

America, Australia and more.

21. Puerto Rico. The Shining Star- of the

Caribbean. No other island in the Carib-

bean offers you such a variety of vacation

experiences. Puerto Rico's beaches are a

paradise for water lovers.

22. Rail Europe. Travel throughout Eu-

rope by ti'ain and car with our Rail n' Drive

programs for as low as $269. Individual

country passes start at $129. Free cata-

logue.

23. Regency Cruises. Sail 7 days along

the Northeast Passage between Montreal

and New York. Explore historic ports and

cosmopofitan cities on this unique aaiise.

Summer and fall foliage season. Free bro-

chure.

24. Tourisme Quebec. From chateaus to

shopping, music festivals to haute cuisine,

summer feels so different in Quebec. Send

for your free brochm-e today.

25.VanKampenMerritt—For investing

with a sense of direction, call 1-800-DIAL-

VKM.



Romancing the Blackfeet
by Hugh A. Dempsey

In the late nineteenth century, people's

romantic ideas about the Wild West fo-

cused on explorers like Lewis and Clark,

Indian wars, gunfighters, and Texas cattle

drives. But as the West became more set-

tled by the turn of the century, the nation

"began to discover the rich heritage of its

original inhabitants, the Native Ameri-

cans. Confined to reservations and fast

disappearing through disease and neglect,

Blackfeet and Buffalo: Memories of

Life Among the Indians, by James Wil-

lard Schultz (Apikuni). University of
Oklahoma Press, $12.95; 384pp. Black-

foot Lodge Tales: The Story of a

Prairie People, by George Bird Grinnell.

Bison Books/University of Nebraska

Press, $7.95; 31 1 pp. Old Indian Trails,

by Walter McClintock. Houghton Miff-

lin Co.. $10.95; 400 pp., illus.

they seemed to typify the freedom and

grandeur that had once been part of the

western mystique.

Books on the Blackfoot Indians of

northern Montana and southern Alberta

were among those that gained instant

popularity during this period. The public

seemed to have an insatiable appetite for

stories about the people they had dispos-

sessed, supplanted, and almost annihi-

lated. Some of this interest was academic,

as evidenced by the work of anthropolo-

gist Clark Wissler, who produced six im-

portant monographs on the Blackfeet for

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory between 1908 and 1918. During the

same period, ethnolinguist Christian C.

Uhlenbeck undertook major Blackfoot

language studies, the first being published

in the Netherlands in 1911.

But the people who reached the broad-

est audiences and brought the Blackfeet

to international prominence were those

who wrote in a popular vein. And leading

this parade were three men who had lived

and traveled with the Blackfeet—James

Willard Schultz, George Bird Grinnell,

and Walter McClintock. Their books pre-

sented the Blackfeet as real people with

whom the public could identify. Today,

each of these authors has one or more

works in print.

Like many North Americans, my first

exposure to the Blackfeet in literature was

through the writings of James Willard

Schultz, a man who in the 1870s and

1880s had Uved with the Piegans (one of

the three tribes of the Blackfoot nation).

At the time, I was living in Edmonton,

Alberta, and dating the Blackfoot girl I

later married (we've now been married for

thirty-nine years). She was from another

Blackfoot tribe, the Blood, so I already

had some knowledge of the people. Yet

when I read Schultz's classic My Life as

an Indian, I was captivated by his roman-

tic view of the idyllic life Native Ameri-

cans had led before they were forced to

settle on reservations. Only later did I dis-

cover that Schultz was simply a story-

teller, and that what he created best was

atmosphere, not history.

In my view, Schultz wrote only two

works of nonfiction

—

Signposts ofAdven-

ture and, with Jessie Donaldson, The Sun
God's Children. My Life as an Indian and

its companion piece. Friends ofMy Life

as an Indian, are really in the realm of

semifiction. His more than thirty other

books are purely fiction, even though they

may be loosely based on historical fact.

But what fiction! Writing primarily for

young boys, Schultz had the ability to

bring Indian life into the hearts and imagi-

nations of his readers. Often the hero was

a young Blackfoot or white boy with

whom the readers could immediately

identify. When the hero was rescuing a

stolen horse or galloping wildly in pursuit

of a stampeding buffalo herd, the readers

were right there with him.

Since Schultz's death in 1947, several

books have been published that bringq

gether the many stories he wrote for bis

magazines, newspapers, and other pi(i

cations. They are vintage Schultz, Am

with all the romance and adventure oliii

earlier books. Blackfeet and BuffaUi

recent reprint, ranges from buffalo hit

ing to exploring with George Bird Grirtl

in what is now Glacier National Parli

Like Schultz's other books, it is a (ri

ous mixture of fact, fiction, and sni

fiction, all seemingly presented as lie

The author's accounts of his work di

Grinnell in establishing Glacier Nati Iti

Park and naming landmarks within il n

probably factual. -But his other "aut( o

graphical" accounts are suspect; thej n

exciting to read but are so dramatized al

one must approach them with cautio

;

For example, Schultz claims he a;

shot in the arm when he was with a Pii u

war party that killed an Assinibie

named White Dog. This story was©

printed from a 1939 account Sclti

wrote for a newspaper in Great fis

Montana. Yet, in his first version ofai

tale, related in 1 923, he was merely a c*li

at a trading post that supplied amirni

tion to the Piegans. Only later did ScMs

insert himself into the tale as a princai

participant. This is typical of Schut't

writings—highly entertaining but fau

ally suspect. '

It was his introduction to Schultz to

led Grinnell into a serious study offii

Blackfoot tribe. The two men met in

1880s when Grinnell, as editor of fc

and Stream magazine, began to pul

some of Schultz's stories. Grinnell trit

encourage the young man to write a 1

about the Blackfeet, but when Sch

demurred, Grinnell launched his

study. In 1892, after several trips to

Blackfeet Indian Reservation and to

cier National Park, Grinnell publisheitt

classic work, Blackfoot Lodge Tales.'

Unlike Schultz's folksy stories, C*
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t s work is a solid yet readable study of

li Blackfoot people. It is filled with ad-

« ure stories and legends as told by the

K ans themselves and concludes with an

ij nination of the social life and customs

! he tribes. While Schultz's work is

li ewhat dated, both in style and in con-

i| , Grinnell's book has stood the test of

i ! as an important contribution to the

i )ry and ethnography of the Blackfeet.

!as been reprinted steadily over the

s as the demand for it has remained

tant. It is also a book that for the past

Jen years I have had on a recom-

:i ded reading list for my ethnohistory

|i ents at the University of Calgary. For

il e of my Native American students,

f ling Blackfoot Lodge Tales has been a

I ige ofdiscovery into their own culture.

I Salter McCUntock stands about mid-

1 between Schultz and Grinnell in his

i tment of the Blackfeet. He first visited

[ reservation in 1896, when he was part

t government expedition recommend-
1! i national policy for the United States

': !st Reserves (which later became the
'

;st Service). He established close rela-

i 5 with the Piegan leader Mad Wolf

1 was adopted as his son. During the

H; fifteen years, McClintock made
ciy trips to the reservation. And in

|i5, he made a memorable journey with

' i Wolf to visit the Bloods and North
' ;ans on their reserves in Canada.

IcClintock's first book, The Old
^ th Trail, was published in England in

iO. Thirteen years later he rewrote the

Ire volume for an American edition en-

i d Old Indian Trails. In later years he
ill produced numerous monographs,

« icularly for the Southwest Museum in

/ Angeles, but all have been virtual

eishes of his original volume.

IcClintock's Old Indian Trails is an

*iguing and sometimes overwhelming

nture of stories, legends, and descrip-

ii s of religious rituals, all woven into his

ChiefMad Wolf
Walter McClintock

own personal account of his life with the

Blackfeet. He tells of being inducted into

the tribe, participating in ceremonies, and

living with his adoptive family—almost a

nonfiction version of some of Schultz's

stories, but lacking their excitement and

vitality. At other times McClintock takes

a serious anthropological approach as he

describes the social customs of the tribe,

including many of their songs, and cata-

logs the names, uses, and preparations of

various herbs and medicinal plants.

In spite of their importance and inter-

est, McClintock's books have not fared as

well as those of Schultz and Grinnell. Sel-

dom reprinted, they have been unavail-

able to most people, except for those who
can visit special collections in libraries.

This is a shame, for Old Indian Trails

has much more personal detail about

Blackfoot daily life than can be found in

any other sources from that period. Yet

the future of McClintock's works may de-

pend more on Native American concerns

than on the size of the market. Since the

revival of interest in their own culture,

which began in the late 1960s, the Black-

feet have become more and more sensitive

about such topics as native religion. Their

demand for the return of medicine bun-

dles from museums, their practice of ap-

plying religious taboos to things that were

secular a few years ago, and a general

feeling that the white man has "ripped

oflP' their culture have made the study of

Native American life an area to approach

with caution, understanding, and diplo-

macy. Today, many Blackfeet are tired of

being "studied," whether by social scien-

tists or century-old authors. For this rea-

son, McChntock's detailed descriptions of

medicine pipe ceremonies and other sa-

cred rituals in a book designed for broad

puWic appeal might be the basis for some

consternation.

This problem should not exist for

Schultz's works, which are simply pleas-

ant stories that consistently feature the

Blackfeet as heroes. Nor is Grinnell's

work likely to suffer, because of his fac-

tual and almost academic approach.

Yet the works of all three authors are

important—Schultz's for entertainment,

Grinnell's for knowledge, and McClin-

tock's for his descriptions of daily life. Any
or all may face some passing criticism

from the Native American community,

but I'm convinced that they will stand the

test of time because they were written

when the Blackfeet were barely into their

first generation of reservation life. That in

itself makes them important. Besides,

they are a good read.

Hugh A. Dempsey is chiefcurator emeri-

tus of the Glenbow Museum in Calgary,

Canada, and the author ofmany books on

the Blackfoot Indians. He expects his lat-

est 'work. The Reincarnation of Low Horn

and Other Blackfoot Tales, to be pub-

lished soon.
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jCience Lit

Dueling Proverbs
Can ayoungdog leam old tricks?

by Roger L. Welsch

My father is German, and he does some

German things, and I can say so, because

I'm a German. So don't send me letters

about how the Germans invented cream-

filled pastries, designed the first auto-

bahn, and used to have great singing con-

tests. I know all that. Being German, my
father speaks in proverbs. To him, prov-

erbs are Uttle nuggets of traditional wis-

dom that speak to every issue and ques-

tion. "Why can't I have a car of my own?"

I would ask, and Dad would answer, "The

apple doesn't fall far from the tree."

"Huh?" I would say.

Or maybe he would tell me to mow the

lawn and I would explain that I couldn't

because . . . because . . . because I had to

study for a woodworking shop exam the

next day. He would say, "Strain at a gnat

and swallow a camel." I would say,

"Huh?" And he would say, "Mow the

lawn." And I would think, "Germans!"

Now that I think of it, that was the

reasonable side of Dad. If I took a stand

and clearly had logic, justice, and maybe
Mom on my side, he would, without a

pause, say something like, "Augenflaugen

bracht magen Platz."

"What does that mean, Dad?" I'd ask,

even though I knew better.

Roger. Chris, andBertha Welsch,

circa 1942

"That means, 'Don't slander your

neighbor until you have walked six miles

in his moccasins.'

"

"After that it's okay to slander him?" I

asked, realizing at once that I would have

done better by asking him which of those

words was German for "moccasins."

"Flanzen bogen distel sichen Uni-

versitaet—Honor thy father or lose driv-

ing privileges until you graduate from col-

lege," he explained.

When I did go off to college, one of the

first things I did was take a course in

German to see if Dad was really speaking

German. As it turned out, he was, sort of.

But the real advantage of what eventually

became my graduate degree in German
was that I came to understand his prov-

erbs and learned enough more, thanks to

his tuition payments, to argue effectively

with him, using an arsenal of my own
proverbs.

In graduate folklore school at Indiana

University I learned that in many cul-

tures, proverbs are correctly considered to

be collective wisdom and can be mtro-

duced in court as common law. Never

mind that there are contradictory prov-

erbs: contradictory legal opinions clash in

American courts every day.

My old man hadn't been using conven-

tional debate and logic, perhaps, but he

was exercising some skills that constitute a

legitimate alternative for many peoples of

the world. Okay, two can play that game.

Armed with two degrees, two published

books, and a few more years of experience,

I returned home, ready to deal with Dad.

"I wonder if you'd loan me enough to

buy a new car, Dad. After all, 'As the twig

is bent, so grows the tree.'

"

"Champagne thirst, beer budget," he

responded.

"Well, maybe, but 'the Lord helps him

who helps himself.' 'Nothing ventured,

nothing gained,' " I said, firing both bar-

rels at once.

"Wer nicht hoert, muss fuehl."

"Well, I'm ready to take my own lumps

but. Pop, 'a burned child fears the fire.'

"

"Eigenlob stinkt," he said over the top

of his newspaper. "Vanity stinks." En^

conversation. Schluss. I was left prove

less. Hmmm. Apparently I hadn't leand

enough proverbs. Education or not, I \^

still outclassed when it came to duel

-

proverbs.

On one particularly memorable oc

sion, I thought I had him cornered,

were arguing about what keeps airpla

up. He said no one really understand

talked aerodynamics and noted thall

learned all this stuff in Air ROTC whe I

was in school. I explained that air passt

at high speed over the airfoil generates

pressure on the top. I did end runs aroi

.

his "The proof of the pudding is in e

eating" and "A man convinced against s

will is of the same opinion still." I r

missed "For every pot there's a hd'' i

irrelevant and countered "Look bel t

you leap" with "He who hesitates is lo
'

Thrust and parry, lunge and retr

,

slash and bum. Then I abandoned 9

game and tried to get the momentum •

ing my way. I turned to science. I :-

plained venturi tubes, drag, speed, lift 1

those things. Finally I turned to the tel i-

sion set where Bobby Rahal was expl jt-

ing the ground-effects race car. He tal d

about venturi tubes, airfoils, drag, sp( I,

lift, all those things. Rahal, a brainy gu

well as a top-notch car driver, used a 1

gram board and drew precisely the sa

ideas I had been trying to explain to E|L

For me, it was Uke a gift from heave

had independent, expert verification

my position, right there in front of us, v h

no possibiUty of Dad blowing it all a\ y

with some proverb.

In triumph I crowed and pointed to

television set. "There you have it, DL

Irrefutable evidence that I am right."

"The exception proves the rule,"

smiled.

I'm now fifty-five years old and )'»

seventy-eight and I don't even try a**

more. "There's more than one way to sn

a cat." i

Folklorist Roger L Welsch lives onai

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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OF SOUTH AMERICA
(including the Orinoco, Devil's Island and 1,000 miles

up the Aniazon)

Aboard the 80-passenger M.S. Polaris

with American Museum lecturers and friends
November 2-17, 1992

American
Muse
Natur
Histol

iscoverJMwu
m.

xperience with a team of experts from the American Museum of

Natural Histoiy an in-depth exploration of South America's mightiest

rivers - the Orinoco and the Amazon.

Our adventure cruise is led by Museum scientists who share their

knowledge and enthusiasm for the world's richest ecosystem through slide-

illustrated lectures, films and informal talks over cocktails at the end of

each day ashore.

We join these naturalists in zodiac landing craft to explore hidden

tributaries in search of sloths, monkeys, caiman, butterflies, exotic birds,

trees and flowers. We also explore traditional villages and markets,

museums and historic landmarks.

This jungle adventure provides great comfort and good fun. Our vessel

accommodates only 80 passengers including the lecture team, which as-

sures you of a small group experience aboard ship and ashore. Enjoy fine

cuisine, excellent service, comfortable cabins, and the company of distin-

guished experts and interesting participants.

For further information, write AMNH/Discovery Cruises, Central Park

West at 79th St., NY, NY 10024. or call (212) 769-5700. or toll-free out-

side New York State, (800) 462-8687 M-F, 9-5 E.S.T.



RWER
Cruising

COLUMBIA & SNAKE RIVERSALONG THE HISTORIC
LEWIS & CLARKADVENTURE ROUTE

Spectacular Scenerv along the Great Rivers of the West, cruis-

ing Washington, Oregon and Idaho. See nine National Scenic

Areas & Historic Sites Transil eigtit unique locks and dams.
Outstanding shore eicurslons included in cruise. Departures

trom Portland, Oregon, 6-Days/5-Hlghts. Full-Service Deluxe

Small Cruise Ship with 25 elegant staterooms, line Dining

Room, Lounge and spacious observation deck

for Brochures. Call 1"OUU"43l"39u^
\Acht5hip *^|- CrliiseLine
Or write: 520 Pike St,, Suite 1610, Dept. a\2B. Seattle, WA 98101

From 2 pj

good-tookiri'

luggoge" tc

kayak m less than 20 minutes.

FOLBOT
FREE COLOR CATALOG
CALL 1-800-533-5099,
IN CANADA 1-800-263-5099

Folbol. Inc.

PO Box 70877. Dept NH
Charleslon. SC 29415

FACTORY DIRECT
PRICES SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

:HI:M'Ja>^i^:
ONE ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, NY 10020

212 581-3040
9000 SUNSET BLVD, LOS ANGELES, CA 90069

213 272-0424

SAVE ON • RENTAL • Tax-Free LEASE • PURCHASE

KITES
I FREE COLOR CATALOG
I

Choose from over 200 exciting kites

I

• IMany unusual & innovative designs

I
Call or write for your catalog today!

Into The Wind • laoo) 541-0314

I
1408-N Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302

ISEE WHAT YOU MISSEdI
BINOCULARS. TELESCOPES

COMPASSES, WATCHES, KNIVES

^^If/CRg <fason'

"""''
Bn„.Lo„ BUSHOeLL

^ FREE CATALOG
WRITE: MONRAD. BOX 576292. MODESTO. CA 95357

I

_ORCAU.:_1-800-545-4205
|

At the American Museum

At the Planetarium
A progress report on the newest discov-

eries of the Hubble Space Telescope is the

subject of an illustrated talk by Eric

Chaisson, director of educational pro-

grams and senior scientist at the Space

Telescope Science Institute of Johns Hop-

kins University.

The lecture—on Wednesday, April 29,

at 7:30 p.m. in the Planetarium's Slcy The-

ater—is part of the "Frontiers in Astron-

omy and Astrophysics" series. Tickets are

$6 ($5 for members).

For additional information about spe-

cific Planetarium happenings, call (212)

769-5900.

China Month
The American Museum celebrates

China Month throughout April with

presentations of Chinese music, dance,

art, theater, and literature. Events include

performances by the Galapagos Puppe
Theater and the Nai-Ni Chen Dane
Company and talks on such subjects a

the Silk Road, the aesthetics of Pekin,

Opera, Taiwanese theater, and art trends

Except for April 18 and 19, the event

take place each Saturday and Sunday be

tween 1 :00 and 4:30 p.m. in the Leonhard

People Center and the Kaufmann Thel"

ater. There is an admission charge to ente

the Museum, but no additional charge fo|

these programs. Seating is on a first-come

first-served basis. No tickets are nece;

sary. These programs, presented by th

Museum's Department of Education, ar

made possible in part by the generosity o

the Vidda Foundation. For a full schedul

of events, call (212) 769-5315.

"People of the Forest"
Orangutans, the now endangered, eli

sive, tree-dwelling great apes, are the sut

"Ribbon Dance, "by the Nai-Ni Chen Dance Company
Martha Swope Associates/Carol Rosegg
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of a talk by Birute Galdikas, who has

up an orangutan research center in

ijung Puting National Park in Indone-

Speaking in the Main Auditorium at

D P.M. on Thursday, April 9, Galdikas

I discuss her conservation efforts, as

I

I

as her many discoveries about the

logy of these shy red apes. Tickets are

($15 for members).

I
; Casbah Dance Experience

"he Casbah Dance Experience, di-

ed by Carolina Varga Dinicu (also

wn as Morocco), performs ethnic

ces from the Middle East and North
I ica on Sunday, April 5, at 2:00 p.m. On
,
program are a mystical dance of bene-

: ion and thanksgiving, an Egyptian

: e dance, and several romantic and hu-

ous dances to traditional Middle East-

: and North African music. The pro-

; m will be held in the Kaufmann
•,ater, and tickets cost $10 ($6 for

nbers).

3LUTION OF Indian Clothing
vnthropologist Chantal Boulanger lec-

js on the evolution of Indian clothing

Friday, April 10, at 7:00 p.m. in the

der Theater. Boulanger will highlight

lion trends over the past two millennia,

uding the probable influence of the

!ek and Roman toga and the effects of

ia's trade with Egypt. For more in-

nation, call (212) 769-5606.

iVN Meeting
"he Museum's Ecology Club, in col-

jration with members of the Youth

rra Club at the 92nd Street Y and the

lior Academy of the Academy of Sci-

es, is sponsoring a town meeting to ad-

ss the solid waste crisis facing New
k City. The Ecology Club is a junior

1 senior high school student organiza-

1 dedicated to investigating environ-

ntal problems and actively pursuing

ir resolution. The meeting will be held

he Kaufmann Theater on Wednesday,

ril 8, at 6:30 p.m.

:se events take place at the American
seum of Natural History, located on

itral Park West at 79th Street in New
k City. The Kaufmann and Linder

aters and the Leonhardt People Center

i located in the Charles A. Dana Educa-
ti 1 Wing. The Museum has a pay-what-

y -wish admission policy. For more in-

ffTialion about the Museum, call (212)
71-5100.

MAINE
ISLAND

ECOLOGY

Botany & Ornithology

on pristine Maine Island.
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for the U.S. State Department - we offer

foreign-language mystery dramas,

dialogs recorded in Paris, games,

music, and many other helpful mate-

rials. And if you want to learn a new
language, we have beginning courses

for adults and for children.

We offer introductory and advanced

materials in most of the world's

languages: French, German, Spanish,

Italian, Japanese, Mandarin, Greek,
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courses in 76 languages. Our 20th year.

Call 1-800-551-6300 for FREE 36-
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A Matter of Tast

Montserrafs Secret Gardens
Against all odds, some West Indian slaves managed to

create their ovm economy and to invent a cuisine

by Raymond Sokolov

In this quincentenary year, much has

already been said about the Columbian

exchange of cultures and commodities af-

ter 1492, but the most eloquent statement

is entirely lacking in words. I refer to the

great com portal that is serving as an en-

trance to the "Seeds of Change" exhi-

bition at the National Museum of Natural

History in Washington, D.C. Here, hun-

dreds of ears of colorful Indian com have

been affixed to a columnar baroque arch.

Passing through this joint symbol of

New World fecundity and Old World civi-

lization, one continues on through a set of

diverse galleries filled with every kind of

relic and diorama, from Colombian emer-

alds to Amerindian horse regalia to a

Mexican colonial biombo, or "screen,"

that combines Asian and European art to

depict Cortes's conquest and its results.

The organizing principle behind this poly-

morphous array was a somewhat arbitrary

but provocative choice of five "seeds" to

illustrate the impact of 1492: sugar,

maize, disease, the horse, and the potato.

Well along in the exhibition, one

emerges in a somber mood from the simu-

lated interior of a slave ship into a re-

production of a village scene on the Carib-

bean island of Montserrat. There is a full-

size planked hut on piUngs; a one-room

modem-day general store that visitors can

enter; a sophisticated photodiorama that

shifts dramatically between the pre-

contact rain forest and a full-blown planta-

tion with cane fields, a mill, slave shacks

much like the "real" dwelling across the

gallery, and the planter's house. In a dis-

play case are coins, potsherds, fragments

of Staffordshire pearlware from 1 825, and

a slate pencil—relics of plantation life ex-

cavated from the mins of Galways planta-

tion on Montserrat.

This evocative section of "Seeds of

Change" is the brainchild of Lydia

MiheUc Pulsipher. She is a cultural geog-

rapher at the University of Termessee at

Knoxville and has spent years excavating

at Galways plantation and looking into the

history of Montserratian horticulture.

For someone who has not been follow-

ing recent research in Caribbean archeol-

ogy and social history, Pulsipher's work

comes as a welcome surprise. She has

\<^-

West Indian marketwomen "heading-up" their wares
National Library o( Jamaica, Kingston
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been digging, literally and figuratiw

into the physical evidence and documes

that throw light on the life of Afrid

slaves on Montserrat. In particular, is

has been able to show that slaves raiii

much of their own food in gardens tly

tended during precious spare time frj

plantation work. Some of these gardi

were at a distance from the slave villa i,

high in the mountains where growing ci-

ditions were better for certain crops, si a

as the tuberous rhizome called dashe i,

one of the various starchy vegetal /s

knovm in the EngUsh-speaking Caribb n

as ground provisions.

In an imaginative reconstmction c a

Sunday in slave days in the early n

teenth century, Pulsipher writes:

In a moment Margaret will join Beiw u

Lettice, Cumba, and Jenny Ebo for t

hour's walk to market; but first she remi s

Garrick to bring some dasheen down f; n

her mountain ground at Gadinge and s I-

lots and thyme from his garden at llg

Island. . . . The fertile dasheen plot «

first worked by Judy Congo, an Afria

woman who was grandmother to Margi it

and Venus. The use of the steep plot at 1 g

Island comes to them through Garri'-s

family, having been passed from uncl( o

nephew for several generations. Lying a

steep ravine within ten minutes of the p i-

tation, it is prized for its covert col^

nience. A third plot lies with many other n

a strange tabletop land formation oi-

pletely surrounded and shielded from V|W

by deep forested ravines. This secret gar Jn

also can be quickly reached from the slit

village but only via a steep treacheiis

track. The plantation manager knows of e

existence of these gardens, but he has ne ir

taken the trouble to look for them since t y
cannot be easily reached on horseback. !•

most daily his own kitchen is furnished vh

slave-grown produce, some of whiclis

given to him and some of which he buy it

reasonable rates.

In this way, in the middle of a bruty

efficient and cmel slave system, sles

carved out their own quasi-legal, capitiSt

market-garden system and estabUshedW
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facto rights to land and to control over

their own leisure time.

This "life-affirming saga of resilience,

resistance and creative adaptation" is not

an isolated phenomenon. In a pioneering

paper published in 1 960, Sidney M. Mintz

and Douglas Hall presented similar evi-

dence of an internal market-garden sys-

tem in Jamaica. In "Seeds of Change,"

David Barry Caspar paints a parallel pic-

ture of Antiguan slaves fighting to assert

themselves against the "worst tendencies

within slavery" by finding ways to take a

greater part in the economic life of the

island, in particular through gardening.

Cooking was another area in which

slaves mastered their new and restricting

environment. Pulsipher reminds us that

slaves adapted African plants to planta-

tion life and that they learned about local

plants from the indigenous Indians. Na-

tive cassava became a slave staple, and

evidence from the dig at Galways slave

village shows that slaves may have impro-

vised the mass production of cassava "as

an entrepreneurial activity. They used

metal griddles, rather than the stone-

shard board graters, basket presses and

sieves, and clay griddles of the native tool

complex."

In their kitchens, slaves mixed New and

Old World foods to invent a post-Colum-

bian cuisine. The ceremonial stew of

Montserrat called goatwater combines

West African (Yoruba) sacrificial ritual

elements with New World ingredients.

Duchno, a dish with a name probably de-

rived from an African word for millet, is a

mix of native (sweet potatoes, peppers),

Asian (sugar, coconut), and Near Easjrt

(wheat flour) ingredients, wrapped i j

banana leaf and then boiled.

Perhaps the most interesting of tls

post-African garden-kitchen adaptatu

arose when slaves applied themselvett

the production and consumption of^'

taro in the West Indies. I use the term

loosely for a very large and various gr

;

of related plants, because it has the wi^s

currency in English as a name for ed h

members of the arum, or Araceae, fai

(aroids include 2,000 species and 115;.

era, including decorative philodendris

dieffenbachia, and calla lilies). The lit

known taro dish is poi, the mucous Pol ,0

sian mush made from the plant's tubei^

rhizome and universally detested by t^

ists at staged luaus.
|

The taro behind this gastronomic ni^

mare is known, in myriad species and
p]

tivars, throughout warm parts of the jlc

World, from Pacific Asia to Africa. ^
genus is Colocasia. Its leaves are sin^

to spinach and are most frequently n

countered in the Caribbean soup ats.

calalu. Thetuberous rhizome (herein^p

to be referred to as root) is a starchy |K

source that, like all aroids, contains il

cium oxalate crystals in its sap. Tjsi

cause severe, long-lasting pain if ingep

when the root is raw. Cooking remove;^

danger.
\

Colocasia had. reached West Ah
and estabUshed itself in local diets ]{

before 1492. As a result of the slave ti e

Colocasia was naturalized in the isle Is

where it goes by a confusing multipl t)

of names descended from words in vai ^

Multicultural Shepherd's Pie

This recipe combines the culinary tra-

ditions of Monlserrat's two imported

forced-labor forces—indentured Irish

workers and African slaves. Traditional

shepherd's pie tops ground lamb with a

layer of mashed potatoes. Here two typi-

cal island ingredients—dasheen and

goat—are substituted. Actually, both the

traditional and this shepherd's pie are

multicultural, since neither lamb nor po-

tato were indigenous to the British Isles,

while goat and dasheen were both im-

ported to the Caribbean. Goat came first

with the Spanish.

IV4 pound dasheen {also sold as ma-
langa) or potatoes, peeled and cut in

large chunks

Salt

Milk
1 pound (4 cups) cooked goat meat (or

leftover lamb or beef)

2 cloves garlic, finely chopped

1 tablespoon chopped cilantro

rosemary)

5 tablespoons lard {or butter or oil

2'/2 tablespoonsflour

I 'A cup meat stock

Pepper

1

.

Boil dasheen in lightly salted water

cover until just tender, 20 to 25 m
utes. Press through the medium disk

a food mill. Smooth out with milk.

2. Combine goat meat, garlic, and cili

tro. Chop fine in food processor.

3. Preheat oven to 375 degrees.

4. Heat lard, add flour, and cook over I

heat until the flour browns. Stir in g<

mixture, add meat stock, and covei

5. Transfer meat mixture to 2-quart c.

serole. Spread dasheen puree over t

meat mixture.

6. Bake for 35 to 40 minutes or ui

dasheen is browned.

Yield: 8 servings
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^ican languages: dasheen, tania, eddo,

'anga, coco.

b complicate matters further, there

!;ady was another edible aroid under

' ivation in the Caribbean before 1492.

ne forty species of Xanthosoma go by

vernacular names of tania, tannier,

'anga amarilla, yautia, and cocoyam.

I; nomenclatural overlap with vemacu-
' names for Colocasia makes identifica-

! especially difficult for the neophyte.

Uunately, most North American retail

'rces, which are usually Hispanic, deal

<TO fairly distinguishable varieties. The

^ocasia is most often a smoothly cyhn-

P ;al, lightly hairy root whose brown rind

'ivs pink underneath when peeled. The

i te flesh shows patterns of dark lines,

ch Elizabeth Schneider, in Uncom-

|i Fruits and Vegetables (Harper and

i!v, 1986), says remind her of grated

^ colate. The Manhattan supermarket I

I sells Colocasia as malanga and mer-

;' ndises Xanthosoma as yautia.

ihe yautia I see at the market are

juried and hairier than the malangas.

^ flesh, visible through the rind, has a

' ow cast to it. When sliced, it is a pure

lite. Forced through a food mill, the

i 1 emerges dry and crumbly, but when

f ed with a small amount of milk it turns

^ a smooth paste somewhat like mashed

1 itoes. The taste is strong, earthy, and
'1 aely metallic. If cooked long enough,

'' tia breaks down into a smooth, creamy
^ stance that blends easily with and

} kens stews or mixes well with other

I vegetables, as in the plantain dough

i Puerto Rican alcapurria fritters.

he taste of malanga is similar to

I
tia's but more assertive. After cooking,

flesh turns purple. Malanga should

Dably not be eaten by itself as a puree,

in combination with other foods or

d as chips.

Tiis discussion only scratches the sur-

jof an extremely intricate subject. But

complexity was an open book to slave

deners and cooks. Island recipes call

one variety of aroid or another with

lit specificity. And slave gardeners also

tijited Colocasia andXanthosoma know-

ii y, according to their special cultural

ri^uirements. Pulsipher's research shows

tl t the moist conditions of the high, "se-

c " gardens of Montserrat (and else-

w ;re in the region) favored the cultiva-

li
I of Old World Colocasia. So in those

b vely nurtured aeries, slaves stole time

a, land from their masters to keep alive

tl! edible heritage of Africa.

I

hmond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

Cij' interests are the history andprepara-

th offood.
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Road Show
Some lions are less inhibited than

others. Often an amorous pair will

discreetly leave the pride for a secluded

spot. Others exchange intimacies while

relatives, rejected suitors, and curious

cubs look on. But one indication of the

degree to which tourist vehicles have been

accepted by wildUfem African preserves

is this scene in South Africa's Kalahari

Gemsbok National Park. The
photographer watched this preoccupied

pair for about half an hour as traffic

jammed and cameras whirred.

A female Uon's receptive period, known

as estrus, lasts about a week. A male is

quick to perceive the signs. When the

lioness accepts his advances, the two pair

offand are not out ofeach other's eyeshot

all week. They tend not to roam or even

eat. Because Uonesses do not ovulate until

after they have been stimulated

repeatedly, the week is devoted to

copulation. While mating, the male often

grasps his consort's neck in his jaws; his

teeth rest on but do not pierce her skin.

Occasional toothy snarls may remind both

parties ofthe powerful potential ofeach,

but constancy and a grufffondness are

sometimes evident, and reproductively

effective. The vaimed voyeurs were most

Ukely treated to an encore; during estrus,

lions mate about 100 times a day.

—

J. R.

Photograph by
Thomas Dressier
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Long before global warming became

a hot topic, Wallace S. Broecker (page

6) was investigating how the climate has

changed over geological time. He has

been particularly interested in how shifts

in large ocean currents can amplify

small changes in the climate, bringing

about rapid warming or cooling of the

earth. Broecker completed his under-

graduate and graduate studies at Co-

lumbia University and is now a professor

of geology at the university's Lamont-

Doherty Geological Observatory. He
served as one of the scientific advisors

for the American Museum's upcoming

special exhibition "Global Warming

—

Understanding the Forecast." For fur-

ther reading on cUmate change within

the recent past, Broecker recommends

Jean Grove's The Little Ice Age (Lon-

don: Routledge, 1990).

"I liked bugs as a kid, but I wasn't a

science nerd early on," says Nancy A.

Moran (page 34), now an associate pro-

fessor of ecology and evolutionary biol-

ogy at the University of Arizona at Tuc-

son. It wasn't until a junior-year course

in biology at the University of Texas

turned her on to the ideas of evolution

and natural selection that she was trans-

formed from an art major into a biolo-

gist. Later, graduate courses at the Uni-

versity of Michigan with evolutionary

theorists John Maynard Smith and Wil-

liam Hamilton inspired her abiding fas-

cination with the relationship between

evolution and modes of reproduction.

Aphids came into the picture "because

they can be sexual or not," she explains,

and thus are ideal organisms to work

with "in testing ideas about the evolu-

tionary costs and benefits of sex."

Moran's current research interests in-

clude the evolution of multiple pheno-

types within species and associations be-

tween insects and their intracellular

bacterial symbionts. Although she loves

"hiking and botanizing," her all-absorb-

ing recent "hobby" has been her baby

girl, bom this past September. For "lots

of information on aphids," Moran rec-

ommends Aphids, by Roger Blackman

(London: Girm and Co., 1974), and

Aphid Ecology, by A. F. G. Dixon (New
York: Chapman and Hall, 1985).

Measuring the paws of a tranquilL

young puma was all in a day's work

Warren E. Johnson (page 26) during

four-year field study of predators

Patagonia's Torres del Paine Natio

Park. One result of his stay was the a

cle on foxes in this issue. Another v

that he met his wife, Mariane, who wa

Chilean tourist visiting the park. (Tl

now live in Ames, Iowa, with their yeh

old son, Daniel.) Bom in Bangkok, Tl -

land, Johnson acquired his taste for r -

ural history while growing up in :

Philippines and later in Pern, where i

peripatetic father would take the fair -

camping in remote wildemess areas. ,

-

ter completing undergraduate workt

Oberlin College and gaining a mast{J

degree in wildlife ecology from Uii

State University, Johnson is now woi-

ing on his doctorate at Iowa State L -

versity. William Franklin, his zoologil

mentor and an expert on vicunas a I

guanacos, steered Johnson's interests)

the animals and ecosystems of Pataj-

nia. For further reading on the regioJ

wildlife, Johnson recommends Attei-

ing Marvels: A Patagonian Journal, '

George Gaylord Simpson (Chica;:

University of Chicago Press, 1982), a!

In Patagonia, by Bruce Chatwin (N<

York: Viking Penguin, 1988).
{
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In 1989, when 100,000 banded stilts

where discovered nesting in South Aus-

traUa, Keith Bellchambers and Graham
Carpenter (page 42) were ready on short

notice to investigate life in the huge col-

ony. Although common along parts of

the coast, the birds had never been stud-

ied in depth during their breeding cycle.

Bellchambers and Carpenter flew to the

colony by helicopter and were dropped

off with a full month's supplies. They re-

corded, for the first time, the details of

banded stilt nesting from courtship to

the fledging of chicks. A technical offi-

cer for the Arid Zone Research Institute

in Mce Springs, Northern Territory,

Bellchambers, above, has assisted re-

searchers in Papua New Guinea in stud-

ies of birds of paradise and bower birds.

His main project, however, involves the

reintroduction to the wild of an endan-

gered Australian mammal, the bilby.

Carpenter, below, a scientific officer

with the South Austrahan Department

of Environment and Planning in Ade-

laide, has long been interested in the

ecology of wading birds. In addition to

ornithology, he studies botany and is "a

jaffle [a cross between a pie and a waf-

fle] maker of some repute." He enjoys

any opportunity to get out into the bush

and combine the three interests. More
information on banded stilts is available

in The Atlas ofAustralian Birds, by M.
Blakers, S. J. J. F. Davies, and PN.
Reilly (Melbourne: Melbourne Univer-

sity Press, 1984), and John Douglas

Pringle's The Shorebirds of Australia

(London: Angus and Robertson Publish-

ers, 1987), with photographs provided

by the National Photographic Index of

Austrahan Wildlife.

Daphne Gail Fautin (page 50) \

spent many hours underwater on co

reefs studying clownfish, which live i

der a sea anemone's protective umbrel

But the subject of her article, deep-s

hermit crabs and their anemones, whi

spin golden shells,arrived at her office

jars. Nevertheless, as an anemone taxi

omist, she welcomed the chance to

spect this unusual symbiotic pair. F;

tin, who received her Ph.D. from I

University of California at Berkeley,

cently moved from her job as director

research and associate curator of inv

tebrates at the California Academy
Sciences to the Snow Museum of t

University of Kansas, where she is an e

junct professor. Although she lives I

from the sea, Fautin travels frequent

pursuing her interest in marine Ufe. S

plans to extend her research to inclu

the molecular evolution of sea anemor

and corals. A licensed pilot, Fautin c

joys flying as well as gourmet cookir

For additional reading on hermit era

and anemones, she recommends "T

Hermit Crab's Special Forces," an ar

cle by Randy Brooks in Sea Frontiei

July-August 1990.

The two accommodating lions in this

month's "Unnatural Moment" (page

76) rewarded tourists hoping for a close-

up encounter with wildUfe in South Afri-

ca's Kalahari Gemsbok National Park.

The catch for the tourists was sharing

the intimate look with vanloads of their

fellows. Photographer Thomas Dressier

captured the irony of the primal scene

played out in traffic last June. A native

of Germany, Dressier has lived in Spain

for ten years and resides near Malaga on

the southern coast. Before becoming i

professional photographer five year

ago, he led tours in Spain and North Af

rica. Dressier plans to travel to Australii

next year and is currently working on £

book of photographs of Africa.
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This View OF LiF

The Most Unkindest

Cut ofM
"What can be more insane than madness
that constructs its own byzantine taxonomy?"

by Stephen Jay Gould

Consider this unremarkable description

of a perennially pleasant pastime; unwind-

ing after a hard day's work—a smoke and

a drink around the fire:

I remember that at the end of this

conference, and I sat very cozily

near the stove and then I saw - - smoke
for the first time, and I thought to myself,
" smoking today"; I'd never seen

him do that. "He is drinking brandy": I

hadn't seen him do that for years. . . . We
all sat together like comrades. Not to talk

shop, but to rest after long hours of effort.

Now let's play "fill in the blanks." The

man who made such an exception to his

usual abstemiousness in order to celebrate

his pleasure at such a successful outcome?

Reinhard Heydrich, head of the Nazi se-

curity police and chief deputy to SS direc-

tor Heinrich Himmler. The location of the

cozy stove? The Wannsee Conference of

January 20, 1942, held to prepare a plan

for the Endlosung der Judenfrage— the

"final solution to the Jewish question," the

systematic murder of 1 1 million human
beings (by Heydrich's own reckoning) and

the genocide of a people. The man who
remembered the closing scene quoted

above? Adolf Eichmann, another partici-

pant and author of the Wannsee Protocol,

the infamous document that summarized

the hard day's work.

The maximally chilling content of the

Wannsee Protocol is enhanced by its eu-

phemistic and circumlocutory language.

Killing and murder are never mentioned

directly, and genocide sounds even more

evil (if anything can make the ultimately

hateful still worse) in its obtuse, but un-

mistakable, description as a "final solu-

tion." But Eichmann, at his trial, recalled

that the verbal discussions could not h:^

been more direct:

What I know is that the gentlemen c

vened their session, and then in very pi '

terms—not in the language that I hac

use in the minutes, but in absolutely bl i

terms—they addressed the issue, with

mincing of words. . . . The discussion c

ered killing, elimination, and annihilati

In its evasive first half, the Wanre

Protocol enumerates the Jewish pop

tion of Europe at some 1 1 million and 1

1

reviews the first two stages of former -

tion, now deemed unsuccessful and in -

ficient. At first, Hitler and company -

tempted "the expulsion of the Jews fi i

every particular sphere of life of the C -

man people"—read Kristallnacht, coi -

cation, and terrorism. The second strat v

stressed physical removal: "the expuls n

of Jews from the living space [leii

raum] of the German people." But, Ei

mann writes in the Wannsee Proto

emigration spawned too many obstai

'

and had not worked fast enough:

Financial difficulties, such as the demid

for increasing sums of money to be |

-

sented at the time of the landing on the f

'

of various foreign governments, lack :

shipping space, increasing restriction of i-

try permits, or cancelling of such, extrao i-

narily increased the difficulties of emij i-

tion.

On, then, to a third (and truly ultims

)

"solution"—kill them all. (In some sei :,

as so many others have noted, the m t

chilling aspect of the Wannsee Conl"-

ence and Protocol, held to initiate d
implement this third strategy, lies neit t

in Heydrich's ability to conceptualize <il

at such grand scale nor in Eichmars

2 Natural History 5/92
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propensities for composing plans in eu-

phemistic bureaucratese, but in the pains-

taking and deliberate construction of de-

tailed logistics for such an extensive

undertaking—the careful calculation of

railroad cars and their volumes, the siting

of death camps at the hubs of transporta-

tion lines, complex efforts to mask the true

intent by depicting genocide as relocation

and forced labor.) Eichmann then intro-

duces the new plan: "Another possible so-

lution of the problem has now taken the

place of emigration, i.e., the evacuation of

the Jews to the East, provided the Fuehrer

agrees to the plan" (Hitler had, in fact,

abeady ordered such a strategy). Eich-

mann continues with his masked descrip-

tion of forced transportation to death as

emigration for labor:

Under proper guidance the Jews are now to

be allocated for labor to the East in the

course of the final solution. Able-bodied

Jews will be taken in large labor columns to

these districts for work on roads, separated

according to sexes, in the course of which
action a great part will undoubtedly be

eliminated by natural causes. ... In the

course of the practical execution of this

final settlement of the problem, Europe will

be cleaned up from West to East. . . . The
evacuated Jews will first be sent, group by
group, into so-called transit ghettos from
which they will be taken to the East. ... It

is intended not to evacuate Jews of more
than 65 years of age but to send them to an

old-age ghetto.

Some camps-—most notably Ausch-

witz-Birkenau—served both as killing

places and prisons for forced labor (only a

slower form of death). But others were

gassing sites pure and simple—Treblinka,

Chelmno, Sobibor, Belzec. Architects of

the final solution never intended to imple-

ment their "cover story" of transportation

for labor. We sometimes get a false im-

pression of immediate death versus starva-

tion and forced labor at the camps—al-

though little preference can be specified

in such a grisly "Sophie's choice." Several

thousand survived Auschwitz-Birkenau,

and many have told their stories. But the

pure death camps are less well known be-

cause virtually no one survived: only two

people at Belzec; three at Chehimo {see

M. Gilbert, The Holocaust). The final

solution was always and only about mur-

der—total and unvarnished.

Clearly, I have nothing to add to this

ultimate story of human atrocity. I am
neither a poet nor historian, and I was not

there. Why take up such a subject in a

series of columns on natural history and

evolutionary theory? The answer lies in

the second half of the Wannsee Protocol

(and in a crucial first-half paragraph that

"It's good to see the shad coming back to the Hudson.

"

shall serve as the crux of this essay)—^t

section that is rarely discussed and alm(

never quoted. The rationale also rests w
Hitler's misuse of genetics and evolutic

ary biology as a centerpiece of plans i

plicitly stated right from the beginning,

the publication of Mein Kampf in 192

Insofar as Hitler's evil schemes shoi

be dignified by the term "theory" at all,

sunk his argument squarely in param

about racial purity and its biological i

cessity for triumphant peoples in a woi

of natural selection. The Aiyan nation h

been great, but its strength had be

sapped by racial mixing, encouraged

the insidious and Uberal propaganda

parasitic Jews, out to rule the world or

least to feed off the higher moraUty

Aryan virtue. Hitler wrote in Mt
Kampf:

The Aryan gave up the purity of his blc

and therefore he also lost his place in I

Paradise which he had created for himst

He became submerged in the race-mixtu

he gradually lost his cultural ability

... he began to resemble more the si

jected and aborigines than his ancestc

. . . Blood-mixing, with the lowering of i

racial level caused by it, is the sole cause

the dying-off of old cultures; for the pec

do not perish by lost wars [a comment
Germany's defeat in World War I], but

the loss of that force of resistance whicl

contained only in the pure blood. All tha

not race in this world is trash.

(I am quoting from the first compl

English translation of Mein Kampf, p

lished in America by John Chamber! |i<

and others in 1939 as a warning about
p

enemy we would soon need to confrc

My parents bought this book before

father left to join the battle. Through

my youth, I stared at this volume on

parents' shelves, taking it down now i

again—more to experience the frissor

touching evil than from any desire to re

When my father died a few years ago, i

my mother offered me his collection

books, I included this famihar volu

with its blood red jacket among the i

items that I wanted for my own. To hoi'

now, and to quote from it for the first tii

gives me an eerie feeling of connecti\

with my past and rekindles my dimm
three-year-old impression that World Vt.

II was a fight between my daddy an<»

bad man named Hitler.)

If the first (and oft-quoted) half of

Wannsee Protocol is a cursory and

phemistic account of genocide at w<l

sites and death camps, the highly specj

(and usually neglected) second half

detailed and specific disquisition on gei

ics and race mixing—and for an obvic

reason, given Hitler's eugenic ideas. Fr i

the Fuehrer's standpoint, killing 1 1 r -i

IicA
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lion people will not solve the Jewish prob-

lem if many German citizens still carry

tainted blood as a result of partial Jewish

ancestry through mixed marriages. A
truly final solution demands a set of rules

and policies for these Mischlinge (liter-

ally, mixtures). Kill the others and purify

yourselves. The two halves of the protocol

could not be more intimately connected

through the sick logic of Hitler's racial

doctrines. Eichmann's transition sentence,

written in optimally opaque bureaucra-

tese, states:

The implementation of the final solution

problem is supposed to a certain extent to

be based on the Nuremberg Laws [Nazi

legislation on eugenic marriage and ster-

ilization], in which connection also the solu-

tion of the problems presented by the

mixed-marriages and the persons of mixed
blood is seen to be conditional to an abso-

lutely final clarification of the question.

These pages on racial mixing reveal a

form of madness different from Eich-

mann's first half on genocide in the east. If

the first part of the protocol wallows in the

ultimate evil of euphemized mass murder,

this second half follows the steely logic of

total craziness reasoned right through,

with full coverage of all details. Only once

before have I experienced such a feeling

while reading an official state document:

when I studied the annual proceedings of

the South African racial classification

board as they tortured the logic of continu-

ity to find a discrete pigeonhole for each

individual under strict apartheid.

Needless to say, any such effort faces

an intractable dilemma at the start: people

are complexly interbred at all degrees of

mixture, and neither pure solution will

work. Is everyone with even the slightest

trace of Jewish ancestry a Jew (which

would condemn most of the nation) or

does salvation arise with any Aryan infu-

sion (which would be far too lenient for

zealous madmen)? Heydrich, Eichmann,

and company therefore invoke the usual

trick of argument for breaking a true con-

tinuum that lacks a compelling point for

separation: choose an arbitrary dividing

line and then treat it as a self-evident law

of nature.

The protocol basically proclaims: half-

breeds are Jews (offspring of one pure

Jewish and one pure Aryan parent); quar-

ter-breeds are German (offspring of a

half-breed and an Aryan). But this tidy

little rule required some nuancing at the

borders. At one end, half-breeds could

avoid their death warrant if they had chil-

dren by marriage to a person of German
blood (but not if such a union had no

offspring) or "if exemption licenses have

been issued by the highest Party or State

authorities."

Even this hope for mitigation carried

two provisos: first, each exemption must

"Oh, really? What kind oftrees?"

be granted on a case-by-case basis id:

only for "personal essential merit of e

person of mixed blood." Second, anyie

so spared must make a little gesturen

return: "Any person of mixed blood of e

first degree to whom exemption from e

evacuation is granted will be sterilizec-

in order to eliminate the possibility of F-

spring and to secure a final solution of "

problem presented by the persons

mixed blood." But wait, fear not: "1^

sterilization will take place on a volunly

basis." Consider the alternative, howe\-;

"But it will be conditional to a permissn

to stay in the Reich." One participani t

the conference made an astute obsen-

tion on this score:

SS-Gruppenfuehrer Hofmann advoccs
the opinion that sterilization must be h

plied on a large scale; in particular as e

person of mixed blood placed before c

alternative as whether to be evacuated o o

be sterilized would rather submit to s •

ilization.

At the other end, the supposedly

ceptable quarter-breeds could be
"

moted" to genocide for any of three i

sons, all designed to ferret out (i

unacceptable degree of racial taint: )

"The person of mixed blood of the sea 1

degree is the result of a marriage wh e

both parents are persons of mixed bio
"

(apparently, a child needs at least t

purely Aryan parent to enter the realn f

the blessed); (2) "The general appeara :

of the person of mixed blood of the seo 1

degree is racially particularly object -

able so that he already outwardly musi

:

included among the Jews"; (3) "The
i

•

son of mixed blood of the second deg

:

has aparticularly bad police and polit

record sufficient to reveal that he f

and behaves like a Jew."

In the gray area between, marriage:

two people with mixed blood sealed ev(

one's doom, parents and children ali

Even a normally exempt quarter-bn

must die (with all children) if such a p
-

son marries a half-breed:

Marriage between persons of mixed bh 1

of the first degree and persons of mi:i

blood of the second degree: Both partr s

will be evacuated, regardless of whethei r

not they have children . . . since as a r e

these children will racially reveal the -

mixture of Jewish blood more strongly tl n

persons of mixed blood of the second >

gree.

What can be more insane than madns

that constructs its own byzantine tax-

omy? Or are we just witnessing the orde/

mind of the petty bureaucrat applied d

human lives rather than office files?

The protocol's most stunning misuse f

evolutionary biology, however, appes
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not in this tedious taxonomy of genetic

nonsense but right in the heart of the docu-

ment's chief operational paragraph. I

quoted the words previously, but left an

ellipsis to signify an omission that I now

restore. Eichmann speaks of deportation

to the east, and of hard labor on the roads,

leading to the death of most. He then

continues (to flesh out my previous dots):

"The possible final remnant will, as it

must undoubtedly consist of the toughest,

have to be treated accordingly. ..." Let

me now switch to the original German:

"da dieser, eine natiirliche Auslese

darstellend, bei Freilassung als Keimselle

eines neuen jiidischen Aufbaues anzu-

sprechen ist." Or: "as it is the product of
natural selection [italics mine], and

would, if liberated, act as a bud cell of a

Jewish reconstruction."

Perhaps you do not see the special hor-

ror of that line (embedded, as it is, in such

maximal evil). But what can be more

wrenching than the violation of one's own

child, or the perversion for vicious purpose

of the most noble item in a person's world?

I am an evolutionary biologist by original

training and a quarter century of practice.

Charles Darwin is the resident hero in my

realm—and few professions can name a

man so brilliant, so admirable, and so ge-

nial as both founder and continuing inspi-

ration. Darwin, of course, gave a distinc-

tive name to his theory of evolutionary

change—natural selection. The theory

has a history of misuse almost as long as its

proper pedigree. Claptrap and bogus Dar-

winian formulations have been used to jus-

tify every form of social exploitation

—

rich over poor, technologically complex

over traditional, imperialist over aborig-

ine, conqueror over defeated in war. Every

evolutionist knows this history only too

well, and we bear some measure of collec-

tive responsibility for the uncritical fasci-

nation that many of us have shown for

such unjustified extensions. But most false

expropriations of our chief phrase have

been without our knowledge and against

our will.

I have known this story all my profes-

sional life. I can rattle off" lists of such

misuses, collectively called social Darwin-

ism (see my book The Mismeasure of
Man). But until the fiftieth anniversary of

the Wannsee Conference piqued my curi-

osity and led me to read Eichmann's pro-

tocol for the first time, I had not known

j!^f^1^\#^v;

"I'm sorry, sir, butyou 'II have to leave.

Ties andjackets are not permitted in thepicnic area.

about the absolute ultimate in all concc-

1

able misappropriation—and the discov(/

hit me as a sudden, visceral haymalc,

especially since I had steeled myself 3

supposed unshockability before readi>

the document. Natiirliche Auslese is i:

standard German translation of Darwis

"natural selection." To think that the 1/

phrase of my professional world Ues 5

perversely violated in the very heart of I:

chief operative paragraph in the most ei

document ever written! What symbol f

misuse could possibly be more powerf ?

Surely this is the hterary equivalent f

imagining one's daughter shackled in

dungeon operated by sadistic rapists.

It scarcely matters that the phrase is 3

ludicrously inverted in its misappli-

tion—for we dare hardly dignify Ei'-

mann's argument with space for refu-

tion. Natural selection is nature's proc 5

of differential reproductive success, he -

ever that advantage be attained (sor-

times by dominating one's fellows to :

sure, but also by cooperation for mutl

benefit). What could be more unnatui,

more irrelevant to Darwin's process, tl 1

the intricately planned murder and star -

tion of several million people?

I could simply end this essay h(

,

washing my profession's hands of all c •

ceivable responsibility. After all, ;

Wannsee Protocol would have proclain i

and implemented its horrors even if Ei -

mann had not employed Darwin's phr

:

to justify and embellish his major rea •

mendation. And Eichmann's use, in 1 /

case, is a perverse misinterpretation f

Darwin on both key grounds—the ft

;

application of a natural principle to -

man moral conduct and the distortion (

1

statement about differential reproduci

;

success into a bogus validation of m >

murder as natural. Of the latter mista ,

Darwin wrote in a key passage in the (,-

gin of Species: |

I should presume that I use the term Str -

gle for Existence in a large and metaphi -

cal sense, including dependence of one -

ing on another, and including (which s

more important) not only the life of 5

individual, but success in leaving proge'.

Two canine animals in a time of deai

.

may be truly said to struggle with en

other which shall get food and live. Bu i

plant on the edge of a desert is said

)

struggle for life against the drought.

But resolutions are never so clean r

simple. Science, as a profession, does he:

a little something to answer for, or at le t

something to think about. Darwin n.i

have been explicit in labeling the strug,:

for existence as metaphorical, but mt

nineteenth-century versions (includi;

Darwin's own illustrations, most of 1

2
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time) stressed overt competition and vic-

tory by death—surely a more congenial

image than peaceful cooperation for an

age of aggressive expansion and conquest,

both ethnographic and industrial.

Hitler didn't invent the mistaken trans-

lation to human affairs. Claptrap Darwin-

ism had served as an official rationale for

German military conquest in World War I

(while our side often used the same argu-

ment, although less zealously and sys-

tematically). In fact, William Jennings

Bryan first decided to oppose evolution

when hemistook Darwin's actual formula-

tion for the egregious German misuse that

so deeply disturbed him (see my essay of

November 1987).

Many scientists consistently opposed

this misapplication, but others, probably

the majority, remained silent (many en-

joying the prestige, even if falsely won),

while a few actively abetted the co-opta-

tion of their field for a variety of motives,

including misplaced patriotism and imme-

diate personal reward. Several English

and American eugenicists offered initial

praise for Hitler's laws on restriction of

marriage and enforced sterilization—be-

fore they realized what he was really up to.

And the text of this legislation borrowed

heavily from eugenical sterilization stat-

utes then on the books of several Ameri-

can states and upheld by the Supreme

Court in 1927. German evolutionists did

not raise a chorus of protest against Hit-

ler's misuse of natural selection, dating to

Mein Kampf'm 1925. Wannsee is the logi-

cal extension of the following fulmination

in Mein Kampf, with its explicit misani

ogy to nature and its call for eliminatii

and sterilization of the supposedly unfii

The fight for daily bread [in Nature] mal;

all those succumb who are weak, sickly a I

less determined. . . . The fight is alwayii

means for the promotion of the speci

health and force of resistance, and thu:,

cause for its development to a higher lev

If it were different, every further develo-

1

ment towards higher levels would stop, al

rather the contrary would happen. F.

since according to numbers, the infer

element always outweighs the superior e

ment, under the same preservation of 1

:

and under the same propagating possib-

ities, the inferior element would increase,)

much more rapidly that finally the b;

element would be forced to step into t;

background, if no correction of this con •

tion were carried out. But just this is dc:

by Nature, by subjecting the weaker pan i

such difficult living conditions that even

this the number is restricted, and finally

preventing the remainder, without choi

from increasing [did Eichmann have t\

passage in mind when he advocated 1:

same two-step process for the final solutii

starve to a remnant by "difficult living o
ditions," then kill the rest?]. . . . Man.
trying to resist this iron logic of Natu
becomes entangled in a fight against i

principles to which alone he, too, owes

existence as a human being. Thus his att;

is bound to lead to his own doom.

A scientist's best defense against si i

misappropriation lies in a combinati

that may seem to mix two dispar;

traits—vigilance and humility. Vigilai ".

in combating misuses that threaten eff •

tiveness (you don't have to go after ev

.^^OJot,*
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k who writes a letter to the local news-

er—time doesn't permit—but how

we distinguish the young Hitler from

it another nut"?). Humility in rec-

izing that science does not, and cannot

irinciple, find answers to moral ques-

s. A popular Unguistic construction of

would have us believe that morality

les packaged as a kind of "fiber"—as

igh one might measure its strength or

r it out of a cereal box prominently

;led (by exacting laboratory stand-

i) with precise content and contribu-

te minimal daily requirements!

cience can supply information as in-

to a moral decision, but the ethical

m of "oughts" cannot be logically

i
;ified by the factual "is" of the natural

'.

Id—the only aspect of reality that sci-

1 ; can adjudicate. As a scientist, I can

; te the stated genetic rationale for

i ;i evil and nonsense. But when I stand

i
nst their policy, I must do so as every-

1

1—as a human being. For. I win my
i t to engage moral issues by my mem-
hip in Homo sapiens—a right vested

Dsolutely every human being who has

' graced this earth, and a responsibility

: ill who are able.

{ ' we ever grasped this deepest sense of

I uly universal community—the equal

p th of all as expressions of a single en-

il the species Homo sapiens, whatever

I

individual misfortunes or disabil-

l|—then Isaiah's vision could be real-

ii , and our human wolves would dwell

[ eace with lambs, for "they shall not

I ; nor destroy in all my holy mountain."

' are freighted with heritage, both bio-

: :al and cultural, that grants us capac-

t x)th for infinite sweetness and for un-

1 ikable evil. What is morality but the

1 ggle to harness the first and suppress

1 second? Darwin's soul mate, the great

S erican bom on the very same day, said

r ;h the same in famous words of his first

rigural address in March 1861, when
ii till hoped to spare the nation from the

n -ors of Civil War. Lincoln asked us to

e ember the former unity of North and

5 th and to avoid destruction by apply-

r our better nature to this memory. Let

i: extend his hope to all bodies of the

ii :le human species:

r mystic chords of memory, stretching

r n every battlefield and patriot grave to

:iy living heart and hearthstone all over

i broad land, will yet swell the chorus of

i Union when again touched, as surely

;W will be, by the better angels of our

liire.

S ohen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

3j, and the history ofscience at Harvard
h versity.
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OnJanuary14,1992
weopened a

billion dollarplant
intheheartofDetroit.
Some saythat's stupid.

Wesayit'sresponsible.

OurJefferson North plant

is a commitment to the quality

of the product and the community.

We could have taken the easy way out, like a lot

of companies are doing these days. We could have

built our plant in a field outside a small town to keep

operating costs down.

Instead, on January 14th we opened one of

America's most advanced auto plants in the heart of

Detroit. We're keeping thousands of jobs where

they're needed most, in the inner city And provid-

ing millions in taxes.

Jefferson is going to show the rest of the indus-

try how to produce worid-class quality and improve

the quality of community life. For us, it's a good feel-

ing. For the consumer, it's a good product.

Environmentally,

it's one of the cleanest

plants in the world.

We think the new Jefferson plant will set new
standards of environmental responsibility We're

using breakthrough technology to reduce the

amount of waste materials in the earth and air.

Rather than having the overspray from painting

cars end up in a landfill, at Jefferson the paint over-

spray will be collected, recycled and can be used as

underbody paint.

We'll save more than 50,000 tons of scrap eves

year by using returnable shipping containers with

foam padding instead ofwooden crates and

cardboard.

We're using recyclable containers to transport

liquids. Not the old 55-gallon steel drums.

Storage tanks for gas, oil and solvents are

above ground to prevent contamination of water

supplies. And the tanks are placed within concrete

barriers.

Our own on-site water treatment facility clean:'

up 500,000 gallons of plant process water daily

Chrysler technology isn't just for the cars we

build. It's for where we build them.

Jefferson will be as efficient

as any import operation

in Tennessee or Timbuktu.

We're operating Jefferson on a lean productior

system. And that means lean in every step of the

manufacturing process.

Our people function as a team, not as special-

ists working separately Everybody together from

the start, solving problems to avoid downtime later

on. It makes sense and it saves dollars.

We have 206 robots at Jefferson, doing every-

thing from welding body panels to applying the



lish paint coat. That sounds like a lot of automa-

3n. But compared to most plants, it isn't. We're

iing just enough of the best technology to build

le best quality.

Parts delivery has been revolutionized. Instead

"one central delivery point, trucks can pull up to

) unloading docks placed around the plant. The

sembly line is routed to pass by a truck bay when

part is required. Need an engine loaded into a

'hide? The engine will be there when the line rolls

ound.

American plants usually have several days of

irts inventory stacked up. At Jefferson, we want to

;ep the parts inventory down to eight hours.

Minimizing waste and maximizing efficiency to

iprove quality. That's the whole idea behind

.fferson.

The most advanced technology,

and the safest way to use it.

I

We believe we have not only the best produc-
' Dn equipment at Jefferson, but also the safest

Drking environment.

Management and union safety representatives

2re involved in the design and building of every

3rk station in the plant. Safety features such as

!ht screens and pressure-sensitive mats have been

Jilt into the manufacturing processes. Even the

Mghts of the conveyors were carefully considered.

The goal at Jefferson was to set new standards

'worker safety for the whole industry We think

s've done it.

The Jefferson difference:

2 ,100 experienced pros with

I ahnost a million hours of training.

I

The work force at Jefferson has more car build-

g experience than any other in America, maybe
le worid. The average length of service for all

nployees is 26 years. These are the people who
ayed a major part in turning this company around,

liey know what it takes to build quality

I

But with all those years behind them, they still

;ceived over 900,000 hours of training. The new
lachinery in place at Jefferson isn't new to them.

You can buy technology. You can't buy experi-

ence, loyalty and pride. Those are the real

ingredients of quality

We built a whole new plant

to keep a legend alive:

Jeep*Grand Cherokee.

One brand sums up what four-wheel drive is all

about: Jeep? To the industry it's a .sport utility vehi-

cle. To the world, it's a legend.

When you build a legend, you never change it

unless you can improve it. The technology and

experience at Jefferson will produce the highest

qualityJeep* ever: Jeep* Grand Cherokee.

Grand Cherokee is the best-looking, roomiest,

most comfortable Jeep* we've ever turned out. The

engine is a 4-liter Power Tech Inline 6-cylinder, the

most powerful and fuel efficient in its class. Ride and

handling are better than ever. Anti-lock brakes are

standard. Even an air bag is standard. And like every

Jeep* it goes anywhere.

A lot of people love the Jeep* mystique, but still

want the feel of the family car For them. Jeep*

Grand Cherokee is the answer. And we'll build

plenty to go around-720 a day when Jefferson is at

full capacity

In a bad economy,

Jefferson is good news.

For the city, for Chrysler,

for the country.

Pick up any newspaper any day and all you read

are discouraging worcls. About the economy in gen-

eral, and the car business in particular.

Perhaps the prophets ofdoom should take a

hard look at what Chrysler is doing. We're opening a

plant, not closing one. We're breathing life into an

inner city not letting one die. We're supporting

American workers and what they can produce, not

giving up the quality race toJapan or Germany
In the car business you lead, follow, or get out

of the way

ADVANTAGE:CHRrSLERO
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No Fooling
Will the real ethnologistsplease stand up

by Roger L. Welsch

I'd like to consider a variation of the old

chicken-and-egg quandary: which came
first—the ethnologist or the comedian? I

understand that the original version of

that great problem of modem science

—

the primogeniture of the chicken and the

egg—has already been answered pretty

much to everyone's satisfaction. I think I

read it in Stephen Jay Gould's column:

Birds are descendants of dinosaurs and

dinosaurs laid eggs, therefore the egg

came first. In fact, lots of eggs came first.

Time to move on, and I'm just the guy to

make the move.

Fifty years ago Margaret Mead, Hor-

tense Powdermaker (no kidding), and

other ethnologists sat quietly in comers of

humble houses and huts all around the

world, observing, taking notes, and being

as unobtrusive as they could be, consider-

ing that they came from a difl'erent world,

were usually of a different race, embraced

alien thoughts, did utterly unthinkable

things, and were crouching in someone

else's bedroom. Today that role is filled by

stand-up comedians. (I don't know what

happened to the ethnologists; a lot of them
became folklorists, I think, and some were

retooled as accountants. The smart ones

became comedians themselves.)

Now and then I have the opportunity to

spend a night in a big-city hotel that has

cable television, and whenever I can, I

watch the VH-1, Showtime, and Home
Box Office charmels. A good part of the

programming on those channels consists

of stand-up comedians paying their dues,

doing their routines in nightclubs that ap-

parently specialize in stand-up comedy.

Indeed, the men and women doing stand-

up comedy on television have already paid

a lot of dues, and their appearance at the

Comedy Shop, the Improv, the Funny
Firm, and all the other boites that provide

a stage for comedy is for these performers

a main event rather than a preliminary.

Which is to say, these are not stmggling

amateurs a la Punch Line, Sally Field's

movie about stand-up comedy, but per-

formers equivalent to an assistant profes-

sor in anthropology with a leg up on tenure

and specializing in the Tlingit potlatch or

Uzbek rites of passage. They even work

with the same sort of material—econom-

ics, politics, kinship and caste systems,

rites of passage, religion, foodways, mate-

rial culture, courtship. It's getting so you

can't tell the diff'erence between an an-

thropology department catalog and televi-

sion hstings for "Comedy Tuesday."

The impetus for the transmutation of

ethnology probably came simultaneously

from two directions: Anthropologists in-

creasingly tumed their eye from exotic,

distant peoples and lands and began to

look instead at their friends and neigh-

bors—Mead and Powdermaker are a cou-

ple of good examples of that change of

focus—and comedians moved from inven-

tion to observation.

My suspicion is that it was George Car-

lin, the most important American ethnolo-

gist since Mead, who initiated the meta-

morphosis of humor. Carlin's work dwarfs

almost everything done in social an-

thropology before him; for example, there

is no clearer explanation of the hierarchy

of material culture than his hilarious

monologue on a traveler reducing his lug-

gage, step by step, tour by tour, to an ever

smaller, ever more refined inventory.

I heard the routine on Dick Cavett's

radio series, "The Comedy Show," while I

was driving somewhere. Carlin described

the traveler's mental process as he decides

what stuff—Carlin spat out the word as if

to emphasize what this essay was all

about—to take with him on a vacation to a

tropical paradise—Hawaii, I think. I

laughed, not because Carlin's thesis was

absurd, but rather because it captured

reality so well, and reality is so ridiculous.

I realized I go through the process he

described every time I pack a suitcase; it

was as if Carlin had watched me fl

. . . from a comer of my bedroon

glanced at my speedometer. Jeez, I $
driving thirty-two miles an hour on lie

freeway! I brought my car back u]

speed.

When Carlin's tourist arrives at his is-

tination, he unpacks his stuff in his hel

room and prepares for a short side trip la

neighboring island. He can't take all is

stuffin his small overnight case, so he u
to make decisions again about what s)fi

to take along this time. Then he han
decide which of his stuff he parks in ie

overnight lodging's bathroom, and wl it

stuffto pack in his pockets for the be: a.

Every step in the elimination of vital s f
required agonizing considerations, i

Carlin described each in detail. Carlin d

read my mind. I looked down. I was dc g
eighty-five and passing semis.

i

The techniques with which stand-up >•

medians present their observations ;d

conclusions about our behavior constide

the methodology of their science. Comi i-

ans (the scientists) study culture (p

things they joke about) with an analyti J

tool (the things we laugh at, or humi).

The corpus and its analysis is right then t

front of all of us; the comedians are

scholars who know how to bring :

method to the material and off"er us k-

sightful analyses, standing on a stage \-

stead of at a podium, laughing instead f

droning, in front of revelers rather thi

sleeping students.

(Caution! Do not confuse the term i

median with humorist. The diff'erence -

tween a comedian and a humorist is ab< t

500 decibels of laughter per punch li;

and a lot more pay per month. Humeri i

show up on educational television; i-

medians perform on VH-1 or HBO. h-

morists get more respect than comedia

.

but comedians get more money becat:

they are crazier and therefore more dc-

gerous to social and political stability

-
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are paid more by way of reminding

1 of whom they depend on for their

d and its butter. Mark Russell and

rison Keillor are humorists. Theirs is

; stuff of literature. They get invited to

; iVhite House. They are evenhanded in

i iistribution of their ridicule, so only a

il ;lessly poor sport could be offended by

jjr material. But comedians! Do you

I k Judy Tenuda, Robin WiUiams, and

i ithan Winters get many invitations to

^
White House?)

i he ethnologists of the Improv, Funny

h, and Comedy Shop variety laugh

( of all and best of all at themselves and

;hat which is in all of us, including

I n. Whole routines focus on the black

( wr bars we put between our groceries

fve feed them onto the supermarket

( /eyor: "Have you ever noticed that no

—no one!—ever violates the sanctity

>hose little black rubber bars? Why
I I we just buy enough of them to put
I veen countries like Kuwait and Iraq or

! a and Israel? Everyone would keep his

; «ries—^and armies—on his side of the

Der bar!" "Have you ever noticed how
ertain men are these days when they

(t to open a door for a woman? Is she

iig to thank him or call him a sexist

i" "Who puts all those pins in new
ts anyway? And why?" "Have you
• noticed how people answer the tele-

'ne? 'Hello?' What's that? It says noth-

I at all. Why not just grunt?" The new
erican humor finds its source in the

'syncrasies of what we all do on an

"ryday basis. Ethnologists like George
J lin help us stand aside from ourselves

( look back at our own behavior . . . and

(?h at it.

Tiey collect, analyze, and present field-

itiered data—just like the anthropolo-

is of the old school. Folk humor, of

urse, exists without a need for experts

medians) and is usually well ahead of

tn. Sometimes we are appalled at what

appears to be the insensitivity of "reaction

humor"—for example, the jokes that ap-

peared within hours of the Challenger di-

saster or the Thomas-Hill Supreme Court

hearings. But let's face it: we laugh at

those things that bother us, disturb our

tranquility, even threaten us—and that

sort of information is precisely what the

evening news tells us.

My son, Chris, is currently teaching in

Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, a nation

threatened by the tattered rennnants of

what was even originally a shabby indus-

trial complex. The butt of Bratislavan hu-

mor, Chris reports, is the Skoda, a tinny

car manufactured right outside of town.

Why does the Skoda have a back window

heater? To keep your hands warm while

you're pushing it. A fellow goes into a

parts store and asks, "Can I get a gas cap

for a Skoda?" and the guy behind the

counter says, "Seems like a fair trade to

me." The problem of the Czechs in Brati-

slava is the Skoda; but they can laugh at it.

When the bank in our Uttle village of

Dannebrog, Nebraska, failed, there was a

very real chance that our community

would not survive. I was out of town and

called my friend Eric. "How is everyone in

town taking it, Eric?" I asked gravely.

"Well, Rog, the biggest problem," he

deadpanned, "is that since there are no

two-story buildings in town, everyone's

trying to kill themselves by jumping off

the curb!"

Our fear was never the same. Couldn't

be. Once you've laughed at something

—

even something as enormous as disease,

murder, death, disaster, horror, or bank

failures—^you can never be quite as afraid

of it again. That's why so many gods in so

many religions laugh rather than growl or

thunder at evil; if there is anything evil

can't stand, it's being laughed at.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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"That Unmanned Wild Countrey"
Native Americans both conserved and transformedNew World environments

by Samuel M. Wilson

In the mid-1 600s, the English settlers

who had gained a foothold along the east-

em seaboard of North America began to

make a profit by growing Native Ameri-

can tobacco and selling it in European

markets. This kind of enterprise de-

manded farmland, and even more land

was needed by the increasing tide of colo-

nists arriving in the mid-Atlantic states

and New England. But the land from Flor-

ida to Maine was occupied by American

Indians—numbering in the hundreds of

thousands—who lived in permanent vil-

lages, hunted wild game in well-defined

hunting territories, and grew crops in

fields that were shifted in a regular pat-

tern as the fertility of the soil declined.

The Enghsh colonists came up with two

justifications for taking the Native Ameri-

cans' lands. First, they argued that colo-

nists would civilize the Indians and "cover

their naked miserie, with civill use of

foode and cloathing." In royal charters

given to the companies organizing the

colonization, mention was always made of

the obligation to bring Christianity to the

"savages." The other part of the rationale

was that Europeans could put the land to a

"higher use," making it more productive

by intensive cultivation and by bringing in

livestock. In 1625 Samuel Purchas argued

that God did not intend for the land to

remain as "that unmanned wild Countrey,

which [the savages] range rather than

inhabite."

In early laws in Virginia and Massachu-

setts, and in many recorded sermons, bib-

lical passages were quoted as justification

for the appropriation of land: "Ask of me,

and I shall give thee the heathen for thine

inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the

earth for thy possession" (Psalms 2:8);

and, "Whosoever, therefore, resisteth the

power, resisteth the ordinance of God; and

they that resist shall receive to themselves

damnation" (Romans 13:2). A contempo-

rary satirist (who wisely chose to remain

anonymous) put it succinctly in a sup-

posed summary of a Puritan town meet-

ing: "Voted, that the earth is the Lord's

and the fulness thereof; Voted, that the

earth is given to the Saints; Voted, that we
are the Saints."

The idea that land could be taken if it

was not being used as the English would

use it, or if the people on it were "uncivi-

lized" or not of the proper religion, was not

new. In the late 1500s, the English had

conquered parts of Ireland on the same

pretext. In 1978, Irish historian Nicholas

Canny noted that even though England

and Ireland were similar in terms of reli-

gion and land use, the Irish quickly came
to be viewed as uncivilized people, even as

cannibals (a charge that proved effective

in mobilizing force against Indians as

well): "Once it was established that the

Irish were pagans, the first logical step

had been taken toward declaring them

barbarians."

The idea that Europeans might put the

land to higher use required downplaying

how the native people were using it. This

was somewhat problematic because the

land the settlers desired most was the best

land, that which the Indians had already

cleared for their own crops of beans, com,

pumpkins, squash, and tobacco. The Eng-

lish were able, however, to construct an

image of the Indians as nomadic hunters

who did not change the landscape. Ac-

cording to historian Francis Jennings,

when the lawyer John Winthrop took con-

trol of an English company in the Atlantic

colonies in 1630, he declared that

most land in America was vacuum
domicilium—i.e., legally "waste"—be-

cause the Indians had not "subdued" it by
methods recognized in English law and
therefore had no "natural" right to it; the

alternative of "civil" right was impossible

for Indians because they did not have civil

government. In operational terms civil gov-

ernment meant European government

[The Invasion of America, 1976].

Later, in the eighteenth century.

Enlightenment thinkers such as Rousseau

saw the Indians as "noble savages" who
lived at one with nature, without want,

greed, or possessiveness, untainted by con-

tact with civilization. The eloquent and

influential nineteenth-century historian

Francis Parkman believed that the Indian

was "a true child of the forest and the

desert. The wastes and solitudes of nature

are his congenial home." In this way, the

Indians were nearly defined out of

tence, allowing frontier historian Frei?

ick Jackson Turner, in 1920, to say lit

the West had been "free land" and Wajr

Prescott Webb, in 1931, to refer to iv

"land free to be taken."

But New World people had chanid

the landscape, often in ways the Europi

colonists did not appreciate. Along ft

east coast of North America, the laU

that the English sought for tobacco 1.

tivation had been planted for thousand|rf

years. As fertility declined in some fies,

the Indians opened up others, leaving e

older ones to lie fallow. Later they mi it

retum to previously used fields, wl*

overgrowth of brush and small trees i

easier to clear than climax forest. By t

time the colonists arrived, the easin

woodlands had become a mosaic of Inc o

fields, some in use, some overgrown \ ^

brush, some nearly forests again. ,

Fire was a useful tool for renova g

farming plots: it not only cleared the ^

dergrowth but it also retumed nutri( s

from the vegetation to the soil. Indi|S

used fire widely in eastern North Ame a

to change the nature of the forests. E -

lish settlers recorded a marked shift in

forest vegetation after the Indians

treated farther west. At first the forest 5

described as "parklands," with little v£,>-

tation at ground level. After the Indi.s

died or moved away, the Europeans bej i

to describe the forest as dense ii

scrubby, with impenetrable thickets f

vegetation beneath the woodland cancf.

Native Americans had used control |i

buming to limit the growth of the uncr

story, thus making it easier to hunt, collt

wild foods such as hickory nuts li

acoms, and cultivate the land. They kr

»

that deer and the other animals tly

hunted thrived on plants that grew af r

the forest floor was burned. Prehistc:

land-use pattems can be reconstrucii

through archeological excavation and i

;

analysis of preserved plant pollen, i-

cheologist Jefferson Chapman and pal-

ecologists Hazel Delcourt and Pij

Delcourt, for example, have charli

10,000 years of human impact on the i-

vironments of eastem Tennessee (;?
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Worlds in Contact

rawberry Fields, Almost Forever,"

1 ura/ History, September 1989).

larther west. Native Americans used

1; to turn forests into grasslands and, in

I r areas, to keep prairies from becom-

chaparral or scrub deserts. In "Indian

Is of Spring" {Natural History, Janu-

1 1980), archeologist Henry Lewis de-

(bed how, for millennia, the Indians

I lified landscapes in Alberta, and how

lient-day environmental agencies are

j

scovering the advantages of controlled

I ling. The catastrophic fires in Yellow-

e National Park in the summer of

8 showed that fire is an inherent part

I he forest ecosystem, without which

e species cannot survive or reproduce,

y also showed the dangers of suppress-

natural fires for decades.

1 what is now the southwestern United

l.es and northern Mexico, people re-

ed the flow of rivers to create environ-

I Its capable of supporting large popula-

Is. For example, in about a.d. 1000,

I lokam Indians built an elaborate sys-

' of canals and irrigated fields in the

Idplains of the Gila and Salt rivers

j

ith of modem Phoenix). On a larger

le. Middle and South American peo-

' , such as the Aztecs, the Incas, and

|r predecessors, transformed land-

i )es with thousands of miles of canals
' extensive drained or irrigated fields.

\
he possibility that early Native Amer-

I

IS were responsible for the extinction of

: large animals of the Western Hemi-

!5re has been hotly debated by archeol-

'ts and vertebrate paleontologists for

' past thirty years. Many of the animals

'; were around at the end of the last

hiation 12,000 years ago—mastodons,

ht sloths, camels, giant beavers, and

'ly more—disappeared soon after the

I late warmed. The weapons and butch-

iig tools found with the bones of these

mals make it hard to argue that

'nans played no role in these extinc-

s. In the Caribbean the extermination

I'uch species as giant flightless owls can
Inore closely tied to the arrival of the

'; humans. Like the giant flightless

Is of New Zealand, the owls had no

I'jnses against human predation.

While some scholars have documented

the effect New World peoples had on their

environment, others have sought to cast

them as primitive conservationists, people

who knew the inner workings of ecosys-

tems and lived without changing them.

This view, which emerged in the nine-

teenth century, gained widespread favor

in this century. For example, in "Aborigi-

nal Conservators," a 1938 article in Bird-

lore, anthropologist Frank Speck wrote:

Do uncivilized tribes know the virtues of

conservation? The question would seem to

require an answer in the negative in view of

what is generally believed to represent the

intelligence standard of peoples who have

not reached the status of advanced civiliza-

tion. Surprising though it may seem, the

answer is, nevertheless, in the affirmative

so far as the eastern and northern forests of

the continent are concerned.

More recently, former Secretary of the

Interior Stewart L. Udall declared that

"the Indians were, in truth, the pioneer

ecologists of this country." And a televi-

sion spot makes use of this imagery: it

shows an unidentified American Indian

wearing a strange mixture of plains and

woodland clothes, paddling a canoe (from

yet another area), and beholding modem
pollution with tears in his eyes.

People who call Native Americans con-

servationists probably intend this as a

compliment to their sophistication. The

ability to wreak havoc on the environment

is no longer regarded as a measure of civi-

lization. But this compliment retains a

note of condescension, assuming that Eu-

ropeans had the ability to subdue the land,

even if unwisely, while native peoples

merely adapted to it, finding ways of sur-

viving without changing things. In other

words, for the Indians, environments

shaped cultures, but for Europeans, cul-

tures shaped environments.

The disdainful argument that Native

Americans did not destroy the land simply

because they did not have the means to do

so was put forward in 1968 by historian

Peter Farb, who wrote:

If the Northern Athabaskan and Northern

Algonkian Indians husbanded the land and

its wildlife in primeval times, it was only

because they lacked both the technology to

kill very many animals and the market for

so many furs. But once White traders en-

tered the picture, supplying the Indians

with efficient guns and an apparently limit-

less market for furs beyond the Seas, the

Indians went on an orgy of destruction

[Man's Rise to Civilization as Shown by

the Indians ofNorth Americafrom Prime-

val Times to the Coming of the Industrial

State].

This orgy of destruction, however, was

introduced by European Americarts; the

Indian participation is strong evidence

that the traditional cultural values of

northem forest peoples had eroded by the

eighteenth century. Historian Calvin

Martin's Keepers ofthe Game ( 1 978) pro-

vides a glimpse of the cultural mecha-

nisms that prevented overexploitation

even during the fur trade. "The single

most important deterrent to excessive

hunting . .
.

," he argues,

was the fear of spiritual reprisal for indis-

creet slaughter. Prior to European influ-

ence, these Indians of the Canadian forest

were on amicable terms with the spirits of

the game, including the game "bosses," or

keepers of the game, and it was the vivid,

daily awareness of this courteous relation-

ship which more than anything else pre-

cluded overkill.

Throughout North America, a similar

logic held. As the Ojibwa writer R Jones

observed of his own people in 1 86 1 , "They

suppose that all animals, fish, trees,

stones, etc., are endued with immortal

spirits and that they possess supernatural

power to punish any one who may dare

despise or make any unnecessary waste of

them."

Native Americans have been conceived

of in many ways, as both savage and noble.

The latest stereotype, as "ecological Indi-

ans," oversimplifies their interaction with

their environment. The important lesson

they offer is that they changed the New
World continents in ways that made the

land more productive, and yet they care-

fully avoided the destruction of the eco-

systems of the Americas.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropology

at the University of Texas at Austin.
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Nature's Infinite Boc

Our Phantom Children
Mostfertilized human embryos die before birth. Some seemingly lethal genes, like thosefor
juvenile-onset diabetes, maypersist by helping uspast that risk ofmiscarriage

by Jared Diamond

My maternal grandmother died when I

was seven years old—old enough to re-

member her but still too young to under-

stand her life story. I recall my surprise on

being told that Grandma had been so

grief-stricken on the death of an infant

daughter (one of my mother's older sis-

ters) that she scarcely smiled for a year

afterward. Why, I wondered as a child,

was someone with eight surviving children

so devastated by the death of a ninth?

Forty years later, the answer became
obvious to me when I nearly lost one ofmy
own children. Of course Grandma could

never forget, any more than can any other

parent who outlives a child. Decades later,

the bereaved parent still wonders, what

would my lost ghost be like now, if he or

she had survived?

Such questioning must have pervaded

life in past centuries, when infant mortal-

ity was high. Of Johann Sebastian Bach's

many children, ten died in infancy, as did

ten of Schubert's thirteen siblings. As has

often been pointed out, Bach's frequent

bereavements may have contributed to

the preoccupation with death in so much
of his music. Four of Bach's surviving chil-

dren became composers, although none

quite matched their father's genius. Was
there a potentially greater musical genius

among those of Bach's children and Schu-

bert's sibUngs who died as infants?

Today, when most of us survive to old

age, premature death is considered an ex-

ceptional tragedy. In reality, that's true

only if you define "us" as "those of us who
survive to be bom." In fact, the combined

risk of all postnatal premature human
deaths pales before the risk of death

through miscarriage. Of pregnancies

clearly recognized by the mother, only 15

percent end in miscarriage. However,

modem hormonal tests can detect many
other pregnancies that terminate within a

couple of weeks, indicating a total miscar-

riage rate of about 50 percent rather than

1 5 percent. Such early miscarriages either

escape the mother's attention entirely or

express themselves only as a slightly

strange sensation or slightly late men-

stmal period. Outcomes of attempted arti-

ficial fertilizations of ova within the fallo-

pian tubes suggest that still more embryos

are lost even before implantation, adding

up to a total loss rate as high as 80 percent.

As a result of all this prenatal mortality,

each of our recognized children is actually

the lucky survivor of a set of phantoms,

most ofwhom die before birth. Each of us,

too, is the survivor of a set of otherwise

unknown siblings. Look now at your chil-

dren or siblings and see how different each

is from the others. What sort of people

would those lost phantoms have turned

out to be?

Darwin taught us that whenever many
die and few survive, genetic adaptations

favoring survival automatically become

selected. In previous columns I have ar-

gued that many of our genetic adaptations

have been acquired at a price. That is,

genes protecting us against widespread

dangers often prove to expose us to differ-

ent, rarer dangers. For example, the

sickle-cell gene protects many Africans

against the nearly ubiquitous risk of ma-

laria, while condemning a few Africans,

so-called homozygotes (those who have

inherited the gene from both parents), to

the risk of sickle-cell disease (see "Blood,

Genes, and Malaria," Febmary 1989).

Other, more speculative examples of ge-

netic protection at a price involve the

genes for Tay-Sachs disease, cystic fibro-

sis, and hypertension, which curse some

individuals with those afflictions but i

protect many more against tubercul

bacterial diarrheas, and salt loss, res

tively {see "The Saltshaker's Curse,"

tober 1991). Evidently, nature hasn't \

able to design all our selected adaptatb

as unmixed blessings; we've often hate

settle for blessings that merely outwei , a

new curse.

By this logic, we might be expecte

have evolved some genetic adaptat

that protect us against miscarriage w

exposing us to new postnatal curses. F

the evolutionary point of view of a f( II-

ized embryo, it's worth paying a big p
pe

to reduce the risk of miscarriage, sina pe

embryo's entire child-bearing career ili

lies ahead, and since miscarriage ma k
the biggest single cause ofhuman deal

if one counts fertilized embryos as hur ii

Despite the good reasons why preral

selection should be important, virtuall ill

discussions of evolution since Darwin ) re

instead focused exclusively on postrai

selection. Prenatal selection is a plausi &

possibly pervasive, but hard-to-detect
|

&

nomenon in search of even a single p-

Crete example.

In this piece I'll discuss the most li

candidate, the genes of juvenile-onset jo-

called type I) diabetes. As ConstEW

Vadheim, Jerome Rotter, and their i

leagues at Cedars-Sinai Medical Ce

in Los Angeles have argued, those se n-

ingly lethal genes may persist by helijil

fetuses survive the dangers of gestatn

while exposing some of the fetuses ther

saved to the risk of diabetes after bin

You may recall that the more comi

form of diabetes is adult-onset (so-ca

type II) diabetes, whose evolution 1

cussed in my most recent column ("Sv

Death," Febmary 1992). Like adult-op
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diabetes, juvenile-onset diabetes involves

deranged control of our blood glucose con-

centration, leading in the absence of medi-

cal treatment toward kidney and nerve

damage, heart disease, stroke, and blind-

ness. However, the two forms of diabetes

differ in the mechanisms responsible for

the disorder. In the case of adult-onset

diabetes, derangement arises from abnor-

mal resistance of glucose-absorbing tis-

sues to the hormone insulin, which regu-

lates tissue glucose uptake. As the term

adult-onset implies, that common form of

diabetes typically develops after age forty.

Since the pancreas's ability to make insu-

lin usually remains intact, disease symp-

toms can often be controlled by diet and

weight loss alone.

In contrast, juvenile-onset diabetes in-

volves destruction of those pancreatic

cells (the so-called beta cells) that make
insulin. Until insulin was isolated and be-

came avaUable for treatment in the 1 920s,

juvenile-onset diabetics were condemned

to die before adulthood. Today they regu-

larly reach adulthood but remain abso

lutely dependent on daily insulin injec-

tions for survival.

Paradoxically, the body of a juvenile-

onset diabetic is programmed to destroy

its own beta cells. The culprit is our im-

mune system, whose normal function is to

destroy foreign invaders rather than our-

selves. Thus, juvenile-onset diabetes be-

longs to the class of illnesses known as

autoimmune diseases, in which our im-

mune system suicidally targets one of our

tissues. The diabetic symptoms of weight

loss, hunger, thirst, and profuse urine ap-

pear to come on suddenly, typically

around puberty. In fact, the disaster has

been brewing for months or years, as re-

vealed by the presence of antibodies

against the beta cells. Apparently, some

triggering attack on these cells, by rubella

virus, for instance, exposes their antigens

to the immune system, leading to progres-

sive destruction of the cells by an auto-

immune reaction. Only when about 90

percent of the cells' capacity for insulin

synthesis has been destroyed do diabetic

symptoms manifest themselves.

Obviously, most of us go through Ufe

with our immune system doing only what

it is supposed to do and not destroying our

beta cells. The reasons that about 1 in

every 300 Americans develops juvenile-

onset diabetes (which I shall henceforth

refer to just as diabetes, for short) are

complex. In the first place, both genetic

and environmental factors are involved.

This is clear because about 36 percent of

the identical twins of diabetics, but only 5

or 10 percent of fraternal (nonidentical)

twins of diabetics, develop the disease. If

the disease were purely genetic, idenc^-

twins would always either contract oel

cape diabetes. Thus, genes alone (-

guarantee diabetes; something else i

quired, such as a viral infection <

chance event in immune system devt

ment. On the other hand, if the disu

were purely environmental, identical m
fraternal twins, of the same age and si-

ing the same environment, would

similar risks. The much higher risl

shared diabetes in identical twins (In

share 100 percent of their genes) thair

fraternal twins (who share only 50 per r

of their genes) thus points to some ger.

component.
i

In the second place, that genetic clU'

ponent itself is complex. Simple geri

diseases like Tay-Sachs disease involl

single gene; a defect in that gene cal

the disease, regardless of the rest of cl

genetic makeup. In contrast, diab|

arises from interactions between sevli

different genes, spread over several c)»

mosomes. The most important of t;i»

diabetes-predisposing genes specify ci»

ponents of our immune system tertil

HLAs, standing for human leukote

antigens. HLAs are cell-surface prolns

that play a role in the immune systd's

ability to recognize and destroy for pi

antigens, such as those on the surfac of

invading microbes. In addition, for?r

HLAs themselves, such as those on n-

other person's tissues, trigger an imn ne

response that causes us to reject ai it-

tempted graft or transplant of that tis It

That is why, if you need a skin grai ir

kidney transplant, your HLAs wilx

compared with those of prospective o-

nors to be sure that they are compatibl ii

is most likely to be true if the donor is ; ir

parent or sibling.

In autoimmune diseases such as j e-

nile-onset diabetes, HLAs misbehave, tA

they mark for destruction not just for (H

antigens but also some of the body's m

antigens. In the case of diabetes, geric

analyses have shown strong correlator

between the risk of diabetes and the f

of a particular HLA gene termed H .

DR. Among the various forms, or alks,

of the DR gene, DR3 and DR4 showie

highest correlation with developmenal

diabetes: 95 percent of diabetic patiits

carry DR3, DR4, or both. These •

alleles appear to contribute in diffe

ways to the risk of diabetes, so that pa le

bearing both alleles together are at m'li

higher risk than people bearing either r.

alone. In particular, DR3 predispose

autoimmune diseases in general, w^
DR4 is specifically associated with ai»

immune response to pancreatic antigen

I reiterate that DR3 and DR4 by that
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i es don't cause diabetes, whereas a de-

ive Tay-Sachs gene by itself does

ise Tay-Sachs disease. DR3 and DR4
! common alleles, and while most di-

itics prove to carry them, the converse

liot true: most people carrying DR3
( /or DR4 do not develop diabetes. In-

iid, if you carry those HLA alleles and

I carry certain other non-HLA genes

i' you get infected by a predisposing

is, that combination of factors may re-

t in diabetes.

I Nevertheless, the obvious question still

(es: Why, if DR3 and DR4 smooth the

II to autoimmune suicide, weren't such

;y alleles eliminated by natural selec-

I long ago? Before insulin became

JQable for treatment, bearers of those

lies who developed diabetes would

e died without reproducing, and the

les would have declined in frequency

n generation to generation. That out-

le would be inevitable—unless (as we
w to be true for the sickle-cell gene)

3 and DR4 also had some separate

eficial effect that outweighed their

ative effect and paradoxically led to

roved survival. Hence the persistence

)R3 and DR4 obliges us to postulate

; such a beneficial effect exists, await-

j
discovery. What might that be?

jllues come from genetic studies by

i Iheim and Rotter and their colleagues,

I

tly confirmed by work of other scien-

1 1, although details are still in dispute.

; ile exactly half of the gametes pro-

I ed by parents carrying a single DR3 or

4 allele should carry that allele, more

1 half of the children bom to the par-

I
; actually carry the allele—suggesting

\
t fetuses with the allele have improved

I nces of prenatal survival!

"he basis for this remarkable conclu-

! I is as follows. Recall that we carry

I It of our chromosomes and genes in two

jies: one copy inherited from our

|:her; the other from our father. Now
jsider someone for whom one copy of

IHLA-DR gene is the allele DR4, while

( other copy isn't DR4. (In genetic ter-

^lology, that person is heterozygous for

1 4.) Half of that person's gametes (eggs

Iperm) should therefore carry the DR4
le, while the remaining gametes would

)ry the non-DR4 allele. Thus, 50 per-

< t of the person's children should inherit

liir parent's DR4 allele,

in a study of 107 families with at least

I! diabetic child, Vadheim and Rotter

sfirmed that simple expectation for

rismission of the DR4 allele from
I ther to child. However, not 50 percent

I 72 percent of children of heterozygous

j.4 fathers received the father's DR4,
•ile nearly 70 percent of children of het-

erozygous DR3 fathers or mothers re-

ceived their parent's DR3. In short, by the

time babies emerged at birth from their

mother's womb, an unexpectedly high

proportion of the babies carried DR3
or DR4. Conversely, a disproportionate

number of gametes or fetuses bearing an

allele other than DR3 or DR4 must have

died before birth.

By now. Natural History readers who
are sophisticated gamblers may have spot-

ted a potential flaw in the argument as I

have presented it. The 107 families se-

lected were not a random sample of fam-

ilies with DR3 or DR4 heterozygous par-

ents. Instead, the families were selected

precisely because they had at least one

diabetic child. But it is already well known

that (juvenile-onset) diabetes is strongly

associated with DR3 and DR4, and that

diabetic children are disproportionately

likely to carry those alleles. Doesn't that

mean that the 107 families were in effect

selected because they had already pro-

duced DR3 or DR4 children, so that the

sample of children was inevitably en-

riched in DR3 or DR4 kids? That sounds

like taking hundreds of pennies, flipping

them repeatedly to count heads or tails,

selecting 107 pennies that happened to

produce a disproportion of heads, and con-

cluding that pennies in general are loaded.

So at least it seemed to two sets of scien-

tists who read the analysis by Vadheim
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and Rotter and their colleagues in the

New England Journal of Medicine, and

who wrote to the journal to criticize the

analysis.

However, Vadheim and Rotter found

that DR3 and DR4 were overrepresented

not only in diabetic kids but also in their

nondiabetic siblings. Biased sampling

can't account for overrepresentation of

DR3 and DR4 in nondiabetic kids—if

anything, nondiabetic kids should have

shown too few DR3 and DR4 alleles, be-

cause of the known association of those

alleles with diabetes. In addition, reason-

ing based on biased selection of flipped

pennies would apply equally to fathers

and mothers and would fail to explain the

finding of unexpectedly large numbers of

babies bearing the father's (but not the

mother's) DR4. That observation argues

for a real phenomenon with a biological

explanation, rather than biased data selec-

tion. In fact, it had already been recog-

nized that diabetes is much more likely to

be inherited from one's father than from

one's mother: the risk of developing dia-

betes by the age of twenty is 6 percent

versus only 1.3 percent for children of

diabetic fathers and mothers, respec-

tively. The mechanism of that difference

may be the discovery, by the Vadheim-

Rotter group, of preferential transmission

of the diabetes-predisposing form of the

allele DR4 from fathers.
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Thus, heterozygous DR3 and DR4 ar-

ents in diabetic families produce gamis

of which only 50 percent carry DRia
DR4, but more than 50 percent ofjK

eventually resulting babies carry DRia

DR4. Some gametes carrying alleles o«
than DR3 or DR4 must have disappeist

at some point along the pipeline. Did t!ia

gametes tend not to get fertilized, or»!

the resulting embryos tend to get abor

The latter interpretation seems n

likely. Couples consisting of a DR4 faa

and DR3 mother—the combination m
likely to produce a diabetic child—

w

report a disproportionately high i»-

quency of spontaneous abortions. In In,

families, the birth of each diabetic c

leads to increased overrepresentatioi

DR3 and DR4 among younger sibling

as if each child predisposed to diabi.

somehow immunizes the mother H
makes nonpredisposed fetuses incrl*

ingly likely to miscarry in subseqiig

pregnancies. I

These findings about diabetic fam c

tie into a larger body of evidence aboui

role of the immune system in miscarri e.

Since our immune system is expressljfr

signed to expel foreign bodies, an obvi f&

still unsolved question is, why don't p g-

nant mothers routinely expel their feti as

just another foreign body? Paradoxic y,

it appears that a successful outcomot

pregnancy may require the fetus to ad r-

tise itself as foreign and alert the moi sr.

by displaying paternally derived anti; is

not shared by the mother. If those p; ;^

nally inherited antigens happen to be i- *
tical to maternal antigens, miscarriaj is

especially likely. It is as if the fetus he !o

wave a red flag at the mother's imir le

system, with the message, "Yes, I'm a i-

ally different, but that's the way I'm ^

posed to be, so leave me alone!"

HLA signals evidently constitute n

of this fetus-to-mother message. Cou is

sharing HLA alleles are prone to del t-

able spontaneous abortions because le

fetus can't inherit from its father an HA
allele foreign to its mother. HLA shaiig

also predisposes to fetal losses so early i it

pregnancy escapes detection. For exii-

pie, the Hutterites are a religious comiii-

nity especially attractive to geneticists, ^

cause they don't practice contraceprm

and have an average completed fan.y

size of nine children. Carole Ober and a

colleagues at the University of ChiciO

have enlisted the Hutterites for studie )f

human fertility unfettered by the c>

straints that most of us impose on cr-

selves. It turns out that Hutterite cou]»

who share an HLA-DR antigen t;.e

longer to become pregnant (five veins

two months), show a longer birth spacig
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(ween children (twenty-four versus

feteen months), and end up with a

, iller completed family (6.5 instead of 9

lis) than do Hutterite couples not shar-

t an HLA-DR antigen. Evidently, shar-

i of antigens must be inhibiting fertiliza-

ji, implantation, or early development

Kthe embryo even before the mother

jliws that she is pregnant,

afhus, the immune system plays some

I ; in the prenatal mortality that I men-

ded at the outset. In some way not yet

derstood, in families predisposed to dia-

ries, fetuses with the DR3 or DR4 allele

liuce their risk of miscarriage, com-

; ed with fetuses lacking these alleles.

Naturally, that would still do the DR3
)R4 fetuses no good if they were guar-

i eed to die of diabetes in puberty. They

i jldn't transmit their genes to any off-

i ing, and those genes would disappear

) 3Ugh natural selection. However, recall

( t your chance ofescaping diabetes is an

ouraging 65 percent even if your iden-

I d twin develops it, and is even higher if

. : merely carry the predisposing DR3 or

(
.4 allele. Thus, the DR3 or DR4 allele

(resents an evolutionarily balanced

j
able: less risk of being miscarried, in

lim for more risk (but still a modest

i :) of succumbing to diabetes later on.

lien Vadheim, Rotter, and their col-

^es calculated the actual numbers, it

i ned out that the observed prenatal ad-

I itage was just sufficient to maintain the

! betes-predisposing genes at their ob-

I red frequencies in the face of the ob-

Ifed postnatal risk. The high risk of

I ith before birth makes it certain that

er cases of genes sustained by prenatal

i 'antage will be discovered, whether or

! the evidence for such a role injuvenile-

! et diabetes proves valid.

*erhaps the concept of protection at a

ce may help us see some meaning in

I betes and other genetic diseases. We
I all familiar with life's normal dangers,

Ise awaiting us after birth. Yet life be-

i e birth is even more dangerous, proving

lal to most of us (most fertihzed em-

1 'OS, that is). The genes for juvenile-on-

! diabetes represent a bargain with the

i/il that natural selection has made for

» to improve our chances of passing that

fsnatal hurdle. Fortunately, the odds are

i eked in our favor, and against our get-

Ig diabetes. If it weren't for those genes

si others that offer prenatal protection,

' ourselves, the living, might have joined
||; ranks of our phantom siblings who
t:d before they could be bom.
I

if-edDiamond studies evolutionary biol-

W and teaches physiology at UCLA
Kdical School.
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The Adirondac
The vast, mountain-studded natural

treasure of northern New York has

escaped the heavy hand of civiHzation. But

will the "forever wild" park, which

celebrates its centennial this month,

continue to lead its charmed existence?



Little Indian Lake
Robert A Lubeck
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The Adirondacks

A Place

Between

Places
by Russell Banks

Bordered by the Champlain Valley in

the east, by the Saint Lawrence watershed

in the north, by the valley of the Hudson in

the south, and by the gently rolling hills

and valleys ofNew York State in the west,

this 6,000,000-acre region of mountain,

muskeg, maish, and pond, this land of

abbreviated summers and endless winters,

this "howUng wilderness," as the first

white settlers called it, was from the be-

ginning a kind of ultima Thule. In fact, it

was not until late in the nineteenth century

that it was properly mapped, long after

the northwestern territories of Washing-

ton and Oregon had been charted. The
Adirondack region is a true borderland, a

place between places, which in a sense is

what has preserved it more or less intact

into the late twentieth century. It may also

account for its continuing attraction for so

many writers, artists, and philosophers,

people whose hves depend for their mean-
ing on standing slightly outside the world.

From the wood engravings that picture

Champlain's tentative first encounter

with North American wilderness to the

svelte four-color ad inserts of Ralph
Lauren, from the pages of James Feni-

more Cooper to E. L. Doctorow's Loon
Lake, from the transcendentalists' Philos-

ophers' Camp to the U.S. Army's Fort

Drum, the word Adirondack has been

used over centuries to evoke a wide variety

ofimages and meaning. It's not clear if the

Algonquins used it first, to refer to the

Iroquois who hved on those dark, rock-

topped mountains and in birch and bal-

sam-covered valleys, or vice versa, but

in either case the word was translated

into nineteenth-century English as "bark

eater." It alluded, of course, not so much

to the natives' diet of choice as to one of

the more unpleasant consequences of their

having been forced by hostile and more
organized neighbors to reside in what ev-

eryone, Algonquin, Iroquois, European,

and Yankee, regarded as an essentially

uninhabitable region. A century or two

later, after the Revolutionary War, the

grateful Commander in Chief offered

chunks of the region to his New England

and New York soldiers as a veteran's ben-

efit. Despite the undeniable beauty of t

place—haunting mountain passes and w

terfalls, splendid primeval forests, glittc

ing chains of lakes, and abundant fish ai

game—there were very few takers. T'

cold, too much snow and ice, too lit!

arable soil, too many black flies and mc

quitoes in spring and summer. Landlei

veterans preferred to pay a pretty price f

'

Vermont acreage or simply moved we

and south to homestead in Pennsylvan'
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Maple and birch along the

Opalescent River

1 1 Ohio. The Adirondacks they left to

liters, adventurers, hermits, and, in

ie, to bluff and hearty millionaire

' mpers" on seasonal safari, roughing it

I heir accustomed Victorian splendor.

rhe region is situated at the southern

; ;e of Canada and the northern edge of

1 United States. Cut off from all the

lin waterways and canals, and in this

:itury bypassed by interstate and thru-

»y alike, it has always been too far from

large cities and their suburbs to invite

weekend tourists or casual visitors of any

kind. Except for a few, relatively brief

interludes in the nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, raw materials such as

iron, lead, and semiprecious stones were

more easily and cheaply obtained else-

where (outside of lumber, perhaps, and

even that industry has moved on in recent

years to places like Georgia and Washing-

ton State). Bypassed, too, by both the

aboveground and underground railways

(escaping slaves slipped into Canada by

way of the Hudson and Champlain valleys

or crossed over at Rochester and Buffalo),

the Adirondacks was not even one of those

places that you had to cross to get to some-

place else more important. You could al-

ways go around the area more easily than

through it.

Ironically, then, the importance of the

Adirondacks until recently may well have

derived from its perceived lack of impor-

tance. Perhaps this is why there was so

little resistance from the usual suspects

when, a century ago this year, the New
York State legislature created the Adiron-

dack Park, proclaiming that the region

was essential to the welfare of the whole

state. Over the years, conservationists,

year-round residents, and recreational vis-

itors from downstate have managed to co-

exist peaceably. The few remaining min-

ing operations were phased out, and the

lumber barons gradually sold off their un-

used forestland. The deUcate equilibrium

held—^at least until the 1980s, when infla-

tionary land prices, the growing tourist

industry, and a genuine housing shortage

for native Adkondackers suddenly made

that hundred-year-old balance dowiuight

precarious. Since then the fragility of the

Adirondack ecosystem has been mini-

mized, rationaUzed, and all but dismissed

by developers, banks, and real estate inter-

ests. In fact, the legislation that created

the park in 1892 probably could not be

passed in 1992.

The Adirondacks is, after all, border-

land, situated at the far edge of civiliza-

tion and the near edge of wilderness, and

therefore what happens here in the next

ten or twenty years will have profound

effects on both civilization and wilderness.

As the noveUst Doris Lessing has said,

"Things change at the edges." And indeed

they do, all the way in to the center. If we

do not want them to change catastrophi-

cally for the worse, then we must hold the

line at the borders. For what is happening

now at the edges of the Adirondacks,

where the old northeastern United States

cities bump up against the howUng wilder-

ness, where, one might say, the City of

Man meets the City of God, is very likely

to be occurring soon at the edges every-

where in North America. Ifwe do not hold

the Une here and now, then in future cen-

turies, if the word Adirondack is used at

all, it will refer in elegiac tones only to the

beginning of the end of both our wilder-

ness and our civilization.
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The Adirondacks

Tracing the

Blue Line
by Philip G. Terrie

The Adirondack Park is a jewel, set

aside as protected open space by one of the

nation's most urban, industriaUzed states.

Home to bears, moose, loons, and hun-

dreds of other wild species (as well as

130,000 year-round human residents), the

park contains alpine peaks, vast expanses

of forest, crystalline lakes, and rivers you

can still drink from. Yet the same era that

preserved this treasure was rotten with

corruption and environmental abuse. Cut-

and-run loggers razed forests across the

country, miners ripped minerals from the

earth, cities and factories poured unspeak-

able waste into rivers and lakes. It was an

age when opportunistic robber barons

made millions by raping the land and

stealing its resources.

So who saved this fragile and beautiful

region? And why?

It's a long story, but we can start with

George Perkins Marsh, a failed Vermont

politician appointed by Abraham Lincoln

to a consular post in Turkey. Shocked by

the scarred landscape of the eastern Medi-

terranean, Marsh pondered the conse-

quences of thousands of years of human
^use of the earth. He saw bare mountains

that in historical times had been covered

with lush forests, and he watched the rain

and snowmelt, once held and slowly re-

leased by those forests, come flooding

down the now lifeless slopes.

The result of Marsh's observations was

Man and Nature; or. Physical Geography

as Modified by Human Action, a lengthy,

densely written, copiously documented

technical treatise warning that if human
beings didn't change their wasteful ways,

their once hospitable world would turn to

dust. Published in 1864, this seminal book

quickly reached an international reader-

ship and is now hailed as a major fountain-

head of the worldwide conservation move-

ment; it also played a pivotal, although

perhaps unanticipated, role in the creation

of the Adirondack Park, which was signed

into existence by New York governor Ros-

well P Flower on May 20, 1892.

Marsh predicted that further "improvi-

dence" would lead to "the deprivation,

barbarism, and perhaps even extinction"

of humanity itself, and he especially

warned against cutting trees on steep

slopes. Mountain forests controlled the

runoff of rain and melting snow, and the

result of denuded hillsides was cata-

strophic cycles of flood and drought in the

valleys below. Man and Nature particu-

larly caught the attention ofNew Yorkers,

for it appeared just as loggers were swarm-

ing into the Adirondacks, eager to cut the

region's billions of board feet of virgin

pine and spruce.

Cut they did—with ruthless abandon

—

sending prodigious rivers of logs to bus-

tling mill towns like Glens Falls. But the

vast north country was big enough and

wild enough to supply both logs and wil-

derness, at least for a while. And William

H. H. Murray, a prominent Congrega-

tionalist minister from Boston, hit on a

sure best seller when he described the de-

lights of hunting and fishing while sur-

rounded by "magnificent scenery which

makes this wilderness to rival Switzer-

land." When Murray started camping in

the Adirondacks during the Civil War, he

found a rugged country barely touched by

civilization. Except for a few villages and

marginal farms and a scattering of mines,

an area the size of Massachusetts was as

wild and unknown as many parts of the

West. The source of the Hudson River,

Lake Tear of the Clouds, was unknown to

map makers until 1872, and there is no

evidence that Native Americans had ever

inhabited this region.

Murray's Adventures in the Wilder-

ness; or, Camp-Life in the Adirondacks,

published in 1869, was an efi"ervescent,

breezy narrative of hunting and fishing

exploits. It encouraged thousands of neo-

phyte shooters and anglers to head for the

Adirondacks, where, seduced by accounts

of deer behind every tree and trout in

every pool, they were quickly dubbed

Murray's Fools, while the author himself

was known for the rest of his life as Adi-

rondack Murray. Most of the tourists

searching for physical and spiritual revivi-

fication in nature found only black flies, a

paucity of deer and trout, and a damp
place to sleep, but the region had been

discovered; from then on it was a popular

retreat from the woes of an increasingly

urban society. A few of Murray's Fools

noticed they weren't the only people in the

woods; the lumberjacks were there, too.

The man who brought together Mars

environmental warnings and Murrs

passion for the wilderness was a yoij

Adirondack enthusiast named Verplau

Colvin. Bom to a prosperous family i

Albany in 1847, Colvin traded a posit t

in his father's law office for a life d(-

cated to exploring and protecting the j^.

rondacks, where he eventually landeci

job as a state surveyor (he was the disc

erer of Lake Tear of the Clouds and co

claim at least ten first ascents of mar

Adirondack peaks). Colvin's self-

pointed mission was to spread the wij

throughout New York that if the depre-

tions of uncontrolled logging were t

stopped, the state would lose, in one (•

mal environmental catastrophe, two -

valuable treasures: the watershed tt

guarded the flow of water in vital comir -

cial arteries and the scenic, forested pa -

dise that was the Adirondacks.

In 1 870, Colvin, along with Adirondi i

hunter and hermit Alvah Dunning, m;;

the first known ascent of Seward Mo -

tain, a remote peak far from roads or e' i

trails. Never one to miss a chance r

advancing his favorite cause, Colvin wi

:

up an account of this expedition for j

Albany Institute, later pubhshed by :

New York State Museum. After two d s

of bushwhacking through a dense, ne£ /

impenetrable forest, clambering over a

tiguing succession of ridges and f;

;

peaks, Colvin and Dunning reached :

summit of Seward at eight o'clock o i

chilly October morning:

The view hence was magnificent, yet dit -

ing from other of the loftier Adirondack i

that no clearings were discernible; wili

ness everywhere; lake on lake, river on ri

mountain on mountain, numberless.

But Colvin was interested in more tl i

spectacular scenery; in closing his nai -

tive, he seized the opportunity to reco t

the imminent threats facing the regi

He pointed out that the

Adirondack wilderness contains the spri s

which are the sources of our principal -

ers, and the feeders of the canals. E;ti

summer the water supply for these ri\iS

and canals is lessened, and commerce s

suffered.

The cause for this was not hard to find t

was precisely the evil that George Mail

had warned against:

The chopping and burning off of vast trajS

of forest in the wilderness, which have h r

erto sheltered from the sun's heat .

evaporation the deep and lingering sno

the brooks and rivulets, and the thick, so -

ing, sphagnous moss which, at times kii>

deep, half water and half plant, forms ha ;

ing lakes upon the mountain sides.
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ADIRONDACK
PARK

«^ Park Border

'Veighing what could be done to save

!; forested treasure—so important both

»mmerce and to the spiritual and rec-

|tional future of New York State

—

ilvin came up with a portentous pro-

lal: "The remedy for this is the creation

an Adirondack Park or timber pre-

ve." Colvin was the first person to use

term "Adirondack Park" in print,

in 1872 the legislature set up a special

inmission, with Colvin acting as secre-

y, to look into Adirondack matters. Al-

lugh the commission insisted that "the

rtection of a great portion of that forest

m wanton destruction is absolutely and

mediately required," for another dec-

; New York couldn't raise the steam to

live toward conservation. Meanwhile,

i; abuses of the forest continued un-

jcked, as logging companies bought

land from the state at absurdly low prices,

cut the marketable timber, and let the

property revert to state ownership when

the taxes were deliberately unpaid.

Meanwhile, transportation interests

gloomily predicted the demise of New
York's waterways, and hunters and an-

glers saw logging destroying their sport.

Behind them all, Verplanck Colvin thun-

dered endlessly that the last chance to

preserve the Adirondacks was sUpping

away. One state official who listened to

Colvin was Gov. Alonzo B. Cornell, who
warned ominously in 1882 that if current

logging practices did not change, "immi-

nent danger will threaten. . . . The rain-

falls will diminish, the springs and streams

fail and unaccountable loss will ensue."

Finally, in 1883, the legislature decided

that state lands were no longer for sale.

Two years later, New York designated

all public land in both the Adirondacks

and the Catskills as the Forest Preserve

and declared that it would be "forever

kept as wild forest lands"—hence the ex-

pression "forever wild," applied ever since

to the public domain in the state's two

mountainous regions. The same law cre-

ated a Forest Commission to manage the

Forest Preserve. The trouble with the law

was that the state didn't own enough of the

land it wanted protected, especially in the

Adirondacks, and nobody trusted the For-

est Commission. Merchants who de-

pended on a reliable watershed, sportsmen

who wanted a place to hunt and fish, and

doctors who believed the wholesome Adi-

rondack air offered hope to people suffer-

ing from tuberculosis insisted on effective,

regional conservation. The Forest Pre-

serve law of 1 885, which in fact permitted

some logging on state land, was woefully

short of providing the kind of protection

that Colvin and many others demanded.

The inadequacies of the law were the

subject of a series of muckraking articles

appearing in the New York Times in

1889. Finding corruption, avarice, and

environmental degradation throughout

the Adirondacks, an enterprising Times

reporter told how the lumber barons were

destroying the forests:

They say in this country that the only thing

which can elude a lumberman is a moose,

which, considering the last of these noble

animals was killed not far from where I am
writing some twenty-five years ago, is a

flattering testimonial to the ubiquitous tree

cutter.

The reporter's solution proposed that

the state buy up the privately owned for-

ests and consolidate a contiguous pubUc

domain. New York governor David B.

Hill agreed and in 1890 told the Forest

Commission to draw a line on a map of the

Adirondacks indicating "the wilder por-

tion of this region covering the mountains

and lakes, at and around the headwaters

of the several rivers that rise in that local-

ity, including the Hudson." After the state

bought all the private land, everything in-

side this line, declared an overly optimistic

Hill, would be the Adirondack Park. The
Forest Commission did what the governor

requested and on a map submitted to the

legislature drew a blue line aroimd the

area it wanted included in its proposed

park. Although the legislature took an-

other two years to pass the law creating

the park, its boundary has always been

called the Blue Line.

When Roswell Flower, Hill's successor,

inscribed his name on this bill and created

the Adirondack Park, both the governor

and the legislature expected that the state
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would eventually own all of the 2,807,760

acres then inside the Blue Line, even

though at the time the state owned only

551,093 acres, or just under 20 percent of

the total. But the park law, like the Forest

Preserve law before it, lacked teeth. It

delineated an area that the state had an

interest in and wanted to protect, but it

made no provision for confirming that in-

terest or effecting protection. The newly

established park had millions of acres of

private land owned by families, clubs, and

corporations, and it had thousands of peo-

ple living in it. It was a complicated check-

erboard of public and private ownership,

subject to two well-meaning but ineffec-

tive laws.

The loopholes in the Forest Preserve

law were eliminated at a state constitu-

tional convention in 1 894. Worried about

just the sort of chicanery and greed uncov-

ered by the Times reporter in 1889 and

doubting both the competence and hon-

esty of the Forest Commission, the dele-

gates unanimously approved a remark-

able conservation article for a new
constitution. Building on the current stat-

ute, this provision proclaimed:

The lands of the State, now owned or here-

after acquired, constituting the forest pre-

serve, as now fixed by law, shall be forever

kept as wild forest lands. They shall not be

leased, sold, or exchanged, nor shall the

timber thereon be sold, removed or de-

stroyed.

Precisely the same language has been

written into every subsequent state con-

stitution, affording the New York State

Forest Preserve just about the tightest pro-

tection granted any land in the world.

But the Adirondack region was—and

is—far more than just the public domain.

With the adoption of the new constitution.

New York had a Forest Preserve that was

securely protected but too small, and it

had an Adirondack Park that was more
dream than reality; the constitution did

nothing for the private land surrounding

the various parcels of the Forest Preserve.

As the park begins its second century,

pressures to develop private land show

that conservation is needed on a regional,

not a patchwork, basis. While the framers

of the park law recognized this goal, they

failed to achieve it. Now the hopes of

Verplank Colvin and David Hill reside in

a new generation of environmentalists,

who are still grappling with the problem

of saving the invaluable lands inside the

Blue Line. D

BeaverMeadow Falls, in the township of
Keene, ispart ofa tributary thatflows

into theAusable River.
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Still Rising

After All

These Years
by Yngvar W. Isachsen

Lxjng before politicians created the Adi-

rondack Park by encircling the region

with the Blue Line, geological forces had

formed the boundaries that define it. Not

part of the Appalachians, which lie just to

the east in Vermont and stretch from

Newfoundland to Georgia, the Adiron-

dacks have a distinct appearance that sug-

gests a different geological origin. Their

rough texture, highlighted by myriad riv-

ers and lakes, looks nothing like the long,

sinuous ridges and valleys of the Appala-

chians.

Viewed on a continental scale, however,

the Adirondacks are merely a bump on

the ancient Canadian Shield. This vast

conglomeration of deformed igneous and

metamorphic rocks, worn almost flat by

erosion long ago, lies exposed from Labra-

dor to the Northwest Territories. The Ca-

nadian Shield is the core of the North

American continent, a stable platform

welded together by repeated continental

collisions during Precambrian times. In

the United States, these rocks are largely

obscured, buried beneath layers of youn-

ger sedimentary rocks. The Adirondacks

are one of the few places where these

Precambrian "basement" rocks poke up

through the veneer of Paleozoic lime-

stones, sandstones, and shales. The moun-

tains are carved from a mix of complexly

folded metamorphic granites, gneisses,

marbles, and quartzites. The minerals of

the rocks, formed only at high tempera-

tures and pressures, attest to the rocks'

burial deep beneath a terrain resembling

the present-day Tibetan plateau.

The age of these rocks was easily deter-

mined to be about 1.1 billion years by

measuring the amount of radioactive de-

cay that has occurred within certain min-

erals. Figuring out when the rocks were

uplifted—the true age of the Adirondack

Mountains—is more difficult. One clue

comes from the pattern of rivers draining

the region. As the Adirondacks began to

rise, the flat layers of sedimentary rock

covering them were gradually arched up-

ward into a broad dome. From the highest

point, the rivers flowed down the sides in

all directions, forming a pattern resem-

bling the spokes of a wheel. Erosion easily

removed the blanket of sedimentary rock,

and then the rivers began to cut into the

complexly folded and faulted Precam-

brian basement rocks, across resistant and

weak rock formations. A river's abrasive

power acts slowly on hard rocks, such as

granite and gneiss. On softer marble, how-

ever, gravel and sand moving along the

stream bed cut steadily downward, while

the water, loaded with acids from decay-

ing vegetation, slowly dissolves the cal-

cium carbonate that makes up the marble.

(Today, as they continue to dissolve, these

marble belts neutralize the eff"ects of acid

rain in most Adirondack lakes at lower

elevations.)

If the Adirondacks had been uplifted

some fifty million years ago, the original

radial drainage pattern would have

evolved into one that closely mimicked the

pattern of the weaker rock formations.

But this has not happened. In the central

Adirondacks, rivers and, more recently,

glaciers have eroded the weakened rock

along ancient faults, forming a number of

prominent northeast-trending valleys

(such as those occupied by Long and In-

dian lakes), but most of the park's major

streams maintain a radial pattern, cutting

indiscriminately across weak and strong

rocks, often at right angles. Furthermore,

the northern and southeastern margins of

the Adirondacks, which dip toward the

bordering farmlands, are smooth, tilted

surfaces largely untouched by erosion; the

Precambrian rock surfaces look as if they

have only recently emerged from their

cover of sedimentary rocks.

With a rough idea of how fast erosion

works, I estimate that 10 to 15 million

years were needed to uncover the Precam-

brian rocks of the Adirondack uplift and

wear them down a bit. These mountains

are young, especially when compared with

the Appalachians, which are more than

350 million years old.

Considering their youth, I have long

wondered if the Adirondacks might still

be rising. In 1974, Sandford Holdahl, a

scientist then with the Vertical Network

Branch of the National Oceanographic

and Atmospheric Administration, told me
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Stages in the
Formation
OF THE
Adirondack Mountains

Twenty million years ago, before the

Adirondacks began to rise, upstateNew
York was relativelyflat. The upper

geological layers ofthe region were

deposited at the bottom ofshallow seas

during the Paleozoic,from 540 to 300
million years ago. Beneath these

sedimentary rocks were contorted

metamorphic rocks, the roots ofa very

high plateau that rose up some 1 .

1

billionyears ago and then succumbed to

erosion. These are the "basement" rocks

ofthe eastern United States.

Some 10 to 15 million years ago, the

earth 's crust was uplifted—probably by

a risingplume ofhot mantle rock—
forming the Adirondack dome. A radial

drairutgepatternformed, and erosion

began to remove the veneer of
sedimentary rocks.

Today, the dome has been breached,

leaving eroded, slightly tilted

sedimentary rocks around the margins of
the Adirondacks, which are themselves

carvedfrom the exposed basement rocks

at the center ofthe uplift.

that the survey lines his organization has

laid out across the country might provide

evidence of the Adirondacks' continuing

rise. At regular intervals along the survey

routes, brass plates are cemented into the

bedrock; the locations and precise eleva-

tions of these bench marks are recorded.

He mentioned that the lines are occasion-

ally resurveyed, and that elevations of

bench marks sometimes change between

surveys. On inquiry, I learned that one

survey line, along the eastern flank of the

Adirondack Mountains between Saratoga

Springs and the Canadian border, had

been made in 1955 and again in 1973.

When I compared the two lines, I found

that a slight uplift of one millimeter a year

had occurred. The greatest uplift corre-

sponded to the position of the High Peaks,

just to the west of the survey line. In 1 975,

Holdahl and I initiated the releveling of

another line that was made in 193 1 across

the central part of the uplift along the

abandoned trans-Adirondack railroad be-

tween Utica and Fort Covington. The re-

sults showed an upward arching similar to

that along the eastern flank of the Adiron-

dacks. Because an uplift of one millimeter

a year could raise the terrain half a mile in

a million years, I believe that the present

high rate represents only a spurt in the

much slower growth of the mountains.

In 1987, Carol Treadwell, a graduate

student at the State University of New
York at Binghamton, examined the sedi-

ments of river terraces for evidence of

recent Adirondack doming. Originally de-

posited by floodwaters from melting gla-

ciers, these sediments were exposed where

rivers cut through them. Treadwell com-

pared the old terraces above the East

Branch of the Ausable River with the pro-

file of the modem stream bed and found

that the terraces had tilted since their for-

mation, so that they are now higher to-

ward the central Adirondacks. This con-

firms that at least some of the doming has

taken place since the glaciers receded

some 12,000 years ago.

If the Adirondacks are indeed rising,

what is pushing them up and maintaining

their height against the onslaught of ero-

sion? Most of the earth's youngest moun-

tains are being forced up at plate bound-

aries. Along these margins, pieces of the

earth's crust collide, thrusting up such

mountains as the Himalayas and the An-

des. Elsewhere, plates pull apart, creating

midoceanic ridges, or grind past one an-

other, throwing up mountains like the San

Gabriels in California. The Adirondacks,

Lake Placid as seenfrom thesummit of
Whiteface Mountain

i
however, lie in the center of the Ni

American plate, almost 2,000 miles frl

the nearest plate boundary. Such uplj

within stable continental interiors «

among the few major features of :

planet that cannot be readily explained

the theory of plate tectonics.

In size and shape the Adirondack up

is unique among the elevated areas

North America, but similar uplifts occ

ring elsewhere in the world may o

clues to its origins. Some of these, sucF

the Tibesti Mountains in northern Ch
have signs of recent volcanic activity, ir

eating that the crust is being heated

higher temperatures than the surround

«

region. This heat causes the rock to ;•

pand, thereby producing the upli;

These localized "hot sjwts" result fr

plumes of abnormally hot mantle n;

that rise up from the earth's interior id

heat the crust (the most familiar exame

is the hot spot that has produced the li.-

waiian Islands in the center of the Pacb

plate). On the other hand, uplifts sucls

the Gory Putorana Mountains in Sib<a

lack evidence of volcanism or even t

springs. But the absence of such indicai

above a young plume is not surprising

cause rock is a poor conductor of heai

Bore holes drilled more than 1,200 lit

into the Adirondack uplifts show no

usually high heat flow. Like some of

other uplifts, the Adirondacks could h

risen fairly recently as the mantle

deep crust were warmed by a ris
j

plume; but the heat from such a pit s

may take another 20 million years to re i

the surface. Two geophysical studies c ^

ducted by researchers at Cornell Uni' •

sity offer indirect support for this vi
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khony Nekut and colleagues measured

lundredfold increase in electrical con-

litivity beneath the Adirondacks at a

l(th of twelve to fifteen miles. Such an

ease in conductivity could be pro-

ed by partly melted rock within the

1
ply buried gneisses—melt caused by

D heat of a rising plume. Another group,

a by Larry Brown, conducted a seismic

i/ey across the Adirondacks. Using spe-

lly equipped trucks that thump the

j;h, they sent sound waves into the crust

i picked up their reflections from layers

Up below. The survey detected numer-

ii reflectors at the same twelve to fifteen

(; depth, which also could have been

( sed by partly melted rock.

I Tie Adirondacks show no signs of high

( t at the surface, but the highly carbon-

I
i springs along their southeastern bor-

j may be the result of an uplift over a

spot. Carbon dioxide charged springs,

ii as those near Saratoga Springs and

Iston Spa, lie atop faults that run north

jig the eastern edge of the Adiron-

ks. Away from plate boundaries, such

ngs are rare and are restricted to the

ders of large blocks of crust, where

p faults provide the necessary plumb-

for carbon dioxide to rise up from the

itle or from a deep source of magma in

crust. The Island Spouter in Saratoga

ings State Park blows ten feet into the

like a geyser. Driven by carbon dioxide

ssure, it erupts like an improperly

ned bottle of champagne. Although

dng the drama of an active volcano,

spring marks a deep tear in the earth

;re ancient rocks of the Canadian

eld continue to rise above the lowlands

he young Adirondacks. D

Gore Mountain's Garnets
by William M. Kelly

Courtesy or ttie Adirondack Museum, Blue Mountain Lake. New York

Gore Mountain, in the central Adiron-

dacks, is best known for its ski slopes, but

on its north side is an open pit that has

made the peak world famous for garnets.

This was the Barton mine, above, which

yielded more of the burgundy-colored

mineral than any other in the world. Gar-

net is common throughout the Adiron-

dacks, whose rocks were once baked at

high temperatures and subjected to crush-

ing pressures miles below the surface. For

some reason the garnet crystals in Gore

Mountain grew to the size of cabbages;

some reached three feet in diameter The
process may have taken millions of years,

as minerals in the surrounding rock dis-

solved and their atoms recrystallized as

metamorphic garnet. Water, which facili-

tates this transformation as it percolates

through rock, may have played a key role

in producing the giant crystals; a fault

that borders the Gore deposit may have

served as a conduit, bathing the rock with

water. Or perhaps the special conditions

that initiate crystal growth spawned a lim-

ited number of garnets; all the available

material then gravitated to these crystals,

which grew to enormous size.

In the 1850s, Henry Hudson Barton, a

jeweler's apprentice in Boston, learned

that the garnets displayed in his employ-

er's store came from a large source of the

mineral located in the Adirondack Moun-
tains. Years later, in Philadelphia, he mar-

ried the daughter of the nation's first sand-

paper manufacturer. Knowing the great

hardness of garnets. Barton reasoned they

might make a better abrasive than the

quartz or flint in the sandpaper then avail-

able. Exploring in the Adirondacks, he

located the garnet source at Gore Moun-
tain and produced the first garnet-coated

sandpaper. Tested in several woodwork-

ing shops near Philadelphia, it proved to

be a superior product, and Barton was

soon selling all he could make.

Barton began mining at Gore Mountain

in 1878; nine years later he bought the

entire mountain from New York State.

Miners extracted the large crystals with

hammers and chisels, storing the ore on

the mountain until winter, when the gar-

net was sledded down to the railroad at

North Creek and shipped to the Barton

plant in Philadelphia. In 1983, the Barton

Mine Corporation closed its operation at

Gore Mountain because of concerns over

the stability of a 200-foot-high mine wall.

The mine was relocated to Ruby Moun-
tain, about four miles north, where it oper-

ates today, selling between 10,000 and

12,000 tons of garnet abrasives annually,

more than 90 percent of the world market.

The large crystals from Gore Mountain

are crisscrossed with natural fractures, so

that there is little unflawed material for

cutting gemstones larger than a few carats

in size. When crushed, however, Gore
Mountain garnet breaks with chisellike

edges, making it a better abrasive than

other garnets. As garnet paper is used, the

tiny grains continue to break with angular

edges, continually sharpening the paper.

Garnet has a variety of other industrial

uses, for example, in etching and grinding

glass. And the mineral is added to paint to

make nonskid surfaces, such as the orange

strips that keep people from slipping on

New York subway platforms.

fVilliam M. Kelly is an associate scientist

at the New York State Museum's Geo-

logical Survey and curator of the muse-

um's mineral collection.
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The Adirondacks

Bom-again

Forest
by Edwin H. Ketchledge

The pulse of a forest beats in years, not

in days. Change comes slowly and surely,

but shifts in any forested landscape must

be measured in decades, centuries, and

millennia. The primeval forests that

greeted the early explorers in the Adiron-

dacks were themselves new arrivals, the

older forests having been destroyed during

the Pleistocene Ice Age when continental

glaciers swept the landscape clean of all

vegetation. Less than 12,000 years on the

scene, the fifty or so species of trees en-

countered by the pioneers had not yet

fully settled into balance with the regional

climate and soils.

To the colonists, the Adirondack region

was nothing but a "dismal wilderness"—

a

vast, impenetrable barrier of trees, ex-

tending unbroken as far as the eye could

see and to be avoided during the westward

expansion. For miles and miles, four long-

lived species—sugar maple, American

beech, red spruce, and eastern hemlock

—

dominated the rich soils of the rolling up-

lands characteristic of most of the area.

Yellow birch was universally present too,

because it was an aggressive pioneer in the

wake of natural disturbances. The
branches of the hardwood trees met in a

dense canopy eighty or ninety feet above

the ground, leaving the shaded understory

to the few plants that could survive with a

minimum of sunlight.

Darker and gloomier in the eyes of their

first beholders were the conifer forests

that grew on the poorer, water-washed

soils at lower elevations. Here red spruce,

eastern hemlock, and balsam fir grew

close together in crowded stands. Fast-

growing eastern white pines, commonly

Protectedfrom the ravages of
logging, trees are reestablishing

themselves in theirformer stands.
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125 to 160 feet tall, were widely distrib-

uted throughout the Adirondacks, their

towering spires poking above the forest

canopy. Northern white cedar, too, could

be found along many a lakeshore and

streamside, but these species were neither

as abundant nor as continuous in distribu-

tion as spruce, hemlock, and the hard-

woods.

Logging changed all this, beginning in

1 820. First to go were the big pines, three

to four feet in diameter, and two or three

log lengths clear of limbs. After three de-

cades, the loggers had penetrated into the

very heart of the wilderness but had har-

vested only the white pines for logs and

Pioneer species, such aspaper
birch, grow in clearings where

theforest has been disturbed.

the hemlocks for their tannin-rich bark.

By the 1870s, however, a process to

produce pulp for the paper industry had
been developed that could use pine,

spruce, hemlock, fir, and aspen. In an-

other twenty years, even maple and
beech—heavy hardwoods previously left

standing because they would not float in

the log drives—were taken when railroads

pushed into the interior and could haul

every tree away. Of today's 6 million

acres, only 200,000 acres of virgin forest

remain in the Adirondacks (one-fourth of

them in the Five Ponds Wilderness Area
south of Cranberry Lake).

Loggers clear-cutting softwoods for

pulp left great piles of flammable limbs

and slash throughout the forest. Sparks

from locomotives' stacks and coals from
fire boxes frequently ignited the debris as

trains traversed the forest interior. Subse-

quent fires destroyed 464,000 acres of:

est cover in the spring of 1 903 and anot

346,000 acres in the fall of 1908.

Such severe fires set back the proces:

plant succession. The organic soil was
stroyed along with the vegetation. Coi
quently, pioneer species, such as quak
aspen, paper birch, and fire cherry, ha(

grow up before the climax specie

spruce, fir, maple, beech, and hemlocl

began to reestablish themselves as

dominant trees. Because of the loss of i

through erosion, fires on the stee

mountain slopes were especially devasi

ing, greatly delaying the return of foi

cover.

Trees were aff'ected not only by logg
j

and fire but by animal life as well. Dc,

for example, were not common within ;

original forest—too little browse grew i

the shaded forest floor in climax stan

.
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H the brushy growth that came in after

iging, fire, or blowdowns attracted

i
m. By selectively eating maple, birch,

J I white cedar and avoiding beech and

luce, large populations of deer altered

) successional trends—at least until the

(pie, birch, and white cedar grew be-

liid the reach of browsing deer.

Vhat comes as a surprise in the Adiron-

1 :lcs is that the forest, so heavily cut over,

[HOW a healthy ecosystem, rebounding

' jrousiy. Most of the modem park had

n cut over or disturbed to some extent

;: the time the Forest Preserve was cre-

ild 107 years ago. With thousands upon

.
usands of acres of virgin forest dis-

^bed, the modem forests today are

iitly transition forests, different from

i primeval stands first encountered. But

I important species of forest plant has

: n lost. On the state-owned Forest Pre-

serve lands, 42 percent of the Adirondack

Park, wildness is again returning, at its

own slow pace and sometimes in a differ-

ent but temporary guise compared with its

primeval composition.

Standing on one of the higher summits

or flying over the mountains in a small

airplane, one can see that the major fea-

ture of today's Adirondack forests is their

conspicuous separation into three eleva-

tion zones. The lowlands stand out be-

cause of the dark green foliage of the

swamp and bog conifers in the peaty,

mucky soils, and of the water-tolerant co-

nifers—red and black spmce, balsam fir,

and eastern hemlock—that surround ev-

ery lake and every stream system to the

exclusion of pale-foliage hardwood spe-

cies. On the sandy, water-washed soils bor-

dering the wetlands, where low slopes

blend into flat, wet ground, red spmce

outcompetes its more demanding hard-

wood brethren.

For miles around, the rest of the hilly

countryside is the pure yellow-green of

hardwood species. The heavy conifer log-

ging of yesteryear destroyed the mixed

woods (nearly equal numbers of hard-

woods and conifers) that once covered

these slopes. This landscape, so heavily

harvested, now includes sugar maple,

American beech, and yellow birch, along

with sun-loving hardwood pioneers such as

black cherry, white ash, balsam poplar,

American elm, eastern hop hornbeam,

and other species typically sparse in dense,

old-growth forests. Under this new canopy

of hardwoods, however, spmce, hemlock,

and fir are reappearing, so that in a couple

of centuries, conifers and hardwoods will

be reestablished in their primeval mix of

numbers and sizes. Now the ocean of pale

Trees for Soles
by Barbara McMartin

How did tanbarkers alter Adirondack

forests? Between 1 850 and 1 890, as many
as 20 million eastern hemlocks were har-

vested exclusively for their tannin-rich

bark. And since hemlock made up about

15 percent of the trees, tanning had a

staggering effect.

Ground up and leached, hemlock bark

produced tannin, which could turn animal

hides into leather for shoe soles. The hides

came from South and Central America

and were distributed to about a hundred

tanneries in the Adirondack region. About

five hemlocks yielded a cord of bark,

which could tan four or five hides.

In late spring, tanbarkers cut the hem-

locks, scored them into four-foot lengths,

pried the bark loose, and stacked it into

piles. In winter, teamsters hauled the bark

to tanyards, where it was piled into solid,

shedUke stacks 8 feet wide, 12 feet high.

and up to 600 feet long. A mile of stacks

could supply one large tannery for a year.

After the Mohawk and Malone Divi-

sion of the New York Central Railroad

opened up the heart of the Adirondacks in

1 892, no new tanneries were built. But the

bark was still harvested and shipped out to

tanneries elsewhere. By 1926, however,

chemicals had replaced bark as the tan-

ning agent for shoe soles.

Of the towns that grew up around the

tanneries, many still survive, but a hand-

ful, like Jerden Falls, below, are ghost

towns. Only its stone foundations, con-

cealed by thick forest, remain to indicate

that a tannery town ever existed there.

Barbara McMartin, author of Hides,

Hemlocks, and Adirondack History, is

head of the Committeefor the 1992 Adi-

rondack Park Centennial.

Old Forge Hlstorica! Society
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Paper birches coveringmuch ofCascade

Mountain (background) came in after the

1 903 wildfires and will, in time, be

replaced by balsamfir [foreground).

green is broken only on the bluffs and
rocky ridges, where just a few species of

conifers can grow in the poor soils.

In the High Peaks region, a third forest

zone caps the Adirondack landscape. Red
spruce and balsam fir thrive in the north-

em climate of high elevations; there, alone

among the hardwoods, paper birch holds

on for dear life. Even these three toughest

species drop out on a few of the highest

peaks and give way to an open, alpine zone

of tundra-type plants—dwarf shrubs,

hardy grasses, and tough mosses and
Uchens that withstand extreme winds and
wintery weather. These isolated summit
populations contain the highest concentra-

tion of rare, threatened, and endangered

species in New York State.

What will the forest look like in another

hundred years? On the private and com-
mercial lands of the Adirondack Park,

where lumbering activities and all sorts of

landscape alterations—such as tree

farms, hunting camps, recreational re-

sorts, and private homes and estates—^go

along with economic development, we will

see the highest ecological diversity. The
many disturbances will permit the growth

of hundreds of pioneering species.

Approximately half of the landscape

—

that in the Forest Preserve—^will be ap-

proaching the original wilderness. Contf-

erous stands will be dominated by red

spruce and eastern hemlock, but with tall

white pines on the steep bluffs and dry

moraines and an understory of balsam fir

in wetter areas. Black spruce and tama-

rack will continue to dominate sites with a

high water table, while red spruce and
balsam fir will prevail on terrain above

3,000 feet. Scattered hardwoods, such as

yellow birch, paper birch, and red maple,

will still grow among the conifers.

On the hardwood sites, sugar maple,

American beech, and yellow birch will

share dominance, mixed in with hemlock
and spruce. The vast array of pioneering

species, which now collectively attest to

earlier logging history, will be shaded out

by the increasingly dense canopy and will

only be found where natural disturbances

have created open, sunny spaces. Within
two hundred years, only the trained eye of

the expert will be able to discern any past

disturbances on Forest Preserve lands. By
then, for all practical purposes, a "second

generation wilderness," as I call it, will

have returned, and we will have success-

fully reclaimed our wildland heritage. D
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It's time for a change to Gallo.

iv

Shellfish bouillabaisse with cilantro.

©E. &:J. Gallo Winery, Modesio, CA.
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The Adirondacks

Doctors

ofthe

Wilderness
by Anne LaBastille

In my twenty-odd years as a New York

State licensed guide (#0227), I've been

privileged to meet many outdoor "living

legends." I've also read about a handful of

extraordinary woodsmen who "showed

the way" in Adirondack woods and waters

long before anyone thought of certifying a

guide. To me such guides were, and still

are, the ultimate woodcrafters, wilderness

experts, and caretakers of these magnifi-

cent mountains.

The first professional Adirondack

guides were few; they earned their reputa-

tions by guiding clients, or "sports," usu-

Rodney Ainsworth, above, carriedon the

tradition of "old-time " wilderness

guiding into the twentieth century. Right:

A Hunting Party in the Woods./In the

Adirondac [sic], N.Y. State, 1856, oil on

canvas, Frederic Rondel (1826-1892}

ally well-to-do urbanites, on hunting and

fishing expeditions in the wilderness. To-

day's guides still take their guests hunting

and fishing, but they also keep their fin-

gers on the ecological pulse of the park.

They may be the first to note changes,

then sound an alarm when ecosystems go

awry, the environment sickens, or fish and

wildlife disappear.

The old-fashioned guides—some of

whom I've known and loved—possessed

rare traits. Red Perkins, of Old Forge, who
guided at the ehte Adirondack League

Club for forty-five years, was a man of

prodigious strength and endurance. He
told me this tale from his youth.

Well, you see, this sport wanted his eighty-

seven-pound guideboat delivered from Lit-

tle Moose Lake to Honnedaga Lake for a

fishing trip. But I'd already promised my
gal to take her square dancing that same
evening. I was between a hard rock and a

stout spruce. I wanted the $15.00 for the

job, and I wanted to dance.

So the brawny six-footer shouldered

that boat at dawn and made the nine-mile

carry to Bisby Lakes in time for breakfast,

then back to Honnedaga by lunchtime.

Red returned in time for the dance

—

thirty-eight miles and nine hours later.

Another guide and friend, Rodney

Ainsworth, related how he'd meet the

sports at the Big Moose train station and

take them to Ainsworth Lodge. Then he'd

carry their duffle, guns, food, and fishing

tackle mto Queer Lake. He came back to

the lodge for a guideboat and carried that

in, too. He usually reached home after

dark, having covered twenty-eight miles

on trails. The next day, he showed his

carefree clients to the lake for a week of

hunting and fishing, trout and venison din-

ners, and balsam-boughed bivouacs.

Bob Burkhart, a New York City native

transplanted to the Adirondacks, was an

avid fisherman. He recounted to me his

best fishing days.

Took a party to Independence Lake. We
followed a stream way, way back until the

men refused to go any further because it

seemed so small. I told 'em, "Drop these

hooks here." We left that afternoon with

eighty-seven trout!

Guiding ethics have always required these

guides to keep within the legal limits and

never personally help fill a client's catch of

fish or bag of game.

Three of the mightiest Adirondack

guides plied their trade in the 1800s. Al-

vah Dunning, the hermit guide of

Raquette Lake, has been called "the most

wily and resourceful hunter, fisher, and

trapper ever to live in the Adirondacks."

He began guiding with his father in 1828

at age twelve. Often they killed and sc

three or four moose in a day. By the wint

of 1854-55, Alvah noted the sudd^

"petering out" of his favorite animal ai

wondered about it. Yet, he himsi,

claimed in March 1 862 to have killed ti

last moose in the entire Adirondac!

(This claim is contested. Another versii i

states that guide Ransom Palmer of Lot

Lake shot the last—an 800-pound cow-

on the Marion River in 1 86 1 .) Througho

his life, the tall, slim, beak-nosed man wi

the small, keen "snake eyes" lived alone

isolated huts. Dunning guided only the

men he liked and considered the bc;

sportsmen.

Eric Borg: courtesy of the Adirondack Museum, Blue Mountain Lake, Ne» *
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n distinct contrast, John Cheney, who

med the wilderness of Essex County

more than forty years, was well loved,

dressed plainly and carried only a jack-

fe and a long-barreled pistol with a

ch-root stock. His unassuming de-

anor and unlikely weapons gave little

e to his cool nature and expert marks-

nship. During the first thirteen years

t John guided, from 1830 to 1843, he

k 600 deer, 400 marten, 48 bears, 19

ose, 30 otter, 7 wildcats, 6 wolves, 1

ither, and 1 beaver.

^ike Dunning, Cheney never wasted an

mal, using its meat, pelt, or hide, and in

case of beaver, its glands. Despite the

numbers of animals taken, these men
probably had only a minor impact on

game populations. More likely, intense

logging and subsequent wildfires of the

late 1 800s caused loss of food and habitat

for most wildlife; market hunting also took

a great toll.

The last of this triumvirate of nine-

teenth-century guides was Mitchell Sa-

battis of Long Lake. He was a full-blooded

Abenaki Indian, and late in life was proba-

bly the only Abenaki living in the Adiron-

dacks. Shy, small, and resourceful, Mitch-

ell guided for J. T. Headley, author of

Lettersfrom the Backwoods (1850), and

for many ministers of eastern cities. Sa-

battis's own religious zeal was sparked af-

ter he stopped drinking and led to his

becoming a leading citizen of Long Lake.

Sabattis and Ransom Palmer are cred-

ited with "inventing" the Adirondack

guideboat. Guides needed something

faster and sturdier than a birchbark ca-

noe: a craft to transport heavy loads, to

portage easily, to use as a "tent" on shore,

to carry them across lakes swiftly and

safely, to hound deer with (dogs chased

deer into the water, where they were dis-

patched by hunters in boats). The first

guideboats must have been in use in 1 842,

for Dr. John E. Todd, a minister, wrote:

"We procured a little boat, such a one as a
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man can carry on his head thru the woods,

from river to river, and from lake to lake."

These sixty-five-pound, sixteen- to

eighteen-foot-long boats are still used by

guides, as are the traditional Adirondack

packbaskets. Probably more miles have

been covered in the fast, slim, double-

prowed craft, and more pounds have been

carried in the light, strong, ash-strip

packs, than in any other forms of gear in

the Adirondacks. They were the "work-

horses of the woods."

In this description of old-time guides,

I've not mentioned a single woman. Were

there any female guides then? Early

records are scanty. Not until 1919 did the

Conservation Commission of New York

State (now the Department of Environ-

mental Conservation) require guides to

register. It was not compulsory, but for

those "competent to engage in the busi-

ness of guiding," a license, badge, and

official standing certainly must have been

a compelling factor. That year, 176 guides

registered and many more applied. A few

years later, Julia Ann Burton probably

became the first licensed female guide.

Bom in a log cabin, she learned woods lore

and shooting skills as a teen-ager from her

French-Canadian-Indian father, then

went on to spend fifty years hunting, trap-

ping, and guiding in the Piseco Lake-

Jessup River area. None of her male cli-

ents ever objected to having a woman
"show them the woods." A photo taken in

1941 shows a short, plump woman with a

quaint little hat and baggy trousers. Bur-

ton was one of very few early guides

—

many of whom were almost illiterate

—

who wrote of her experiences. In the

1960s, she said:

Saw a beautiful doe in the red coat yester-

day, and that wonderful color showed so

vividly against the green fir trees. Sure was
a picture. I can say truthfully, I've enjoyed

the beautiful picture but also the tasty juicy

steaks—so beautiful on the hoof or on the

platter. Feast your eyes upon the picture,

fill your empty belly with the beautiful

meat. Both very satisfying.

Today, more women guide, but they

still come nowhere near the numbers of

men. In New York State, a total of 1,098

f)ersons are licensed as guides; 121 are

women. Some fifty of them guide in the

Adirondack Park.

One of them is me. I obtained my
guide's license in the early 1970s and

found it a fairly easy process. Bob Burk-

hart showed me dozens of local trails and

lakes over two summers and then vouched

to the Department of Environmental Con-

servation that I "knew the woods." Like

most guides, I concentrated on one or

two topographic quadrangles around my

home. No human being could ever be-

come familiar with the entire 6-million-

acre park, or even the 2.6 million acres of

Forest Preserve within it. After Bob filled

out a simple form, the local game warden

had to sign it, verifying that I really could

start a campfire, set up a tent, read a map,

and cook a meal outdoors. That was it

—

plus a $2.00 fee.

Today's guides have branched out, and

in addition to the traditional hunting, fish-

ing, and camping, many now offer rock

and ice climbing, rappelling, white-water

rafting, winter skiing, canoeing and

kayaking, and backpacking. Still others

offer slow-and-easy nature trips and never

hold a rifle or rod in their hands. The

licensing of a guide has become a serious

matter, involving courses and certification

in water safety, first aid, and CPR. A
statewide examination is given by the De-

partment of Environmental Conservation.

Those who pass pay a hefty fee for licens-

ing in the categories of their expertise. But

we do it willingly; wearing the oval metal

green-and-gold badge is an honor.

Back on June 27, 1 89 1 , a large group of

guides from all over the Adirondacks met

in Saranac Lake to discuss protection of

the natural resources, a standard wage,

and ethical conduct. Thus, a hundred

years ago, a code was established and a

private organization, the Adirondack

Guides' Association, was formed. It con-

tinues under the name of N.Y.S. Outdoor

Guides' Association. Members subscribe

to a rigorous code of ethics, including a

pledge to adhere to "a professional stand-

ard of wilderness travel and low-impact

environmental use," and to acquire "a use-

ful knowledge of local natural history and

the ability and willingness to impart this

knowledge to clients." In addition to hav-

ing had expanded training, most guides

own gear never imagined a hundred years

ago: aluminum canoes, Kevlar kayaks, in-

ner-frame backpacks, nylon ropes, out-

board engines, and Vibram-soled boots.

Adirondack guideboats and packbaskets,

however, are still used. Most guides carry

large insurance policies to cover them-

selves against lawsuits for negligence.

How is the Adirondack environment

they survey different from the wilderness

of the old days? Most importantly, popula-

tions of many fish and wildlife species are

much lower, and certain species have been

extirpated entirely. Verplanck Colvin, the

Albany surveyor who mapped the Adiron-

dack Mountains for twenty-eight years,

gives us a good sense of the fauna then. He
climbed trailless peaks and trod through a

"howling wilderness" where no white man
had ever set foot. In his personal diaries

and topographic reports he often noted the

abundance of game. In an 1 876 lectur

"Winter Fauna on Mount Marcy," he d

scribed meeting a "painter" (panther,

'

cougar)
—

"an Ishmaelite among beasts

He marveled at the "immensely muse

lar" cat and found "large massive fo

prints" all around the mountain. He al:

spoke of the "peeshoo," or Canadian lyn

the "black cat" (fisher), the "sable" (ma

'

ten), a bald eagle, and ravens.

Near Long Pond and Round Lake 1

reported "signs of bear abundant"

1873, and at Partlow Lake, he saw a pac

of wolves. Near there, a group of hunte

shot "sixty to seventy deer in a short sta)

to provide Colvin and his survey crew wil

much-needed meat and took the rest oi

by boat to sell at market.

This rich diversity of wildlife soon a i

lapsed. Colvin himself is said to hai

killed the last Adirondack panther

1877. The "Father of the Adirondac

Park" must have divined the changes

come. On Moose Mountain he wrote:

There lurked deer or bear; perhaps ptanr

gan and panther also in the wild desola

forest, living as they had lived since tl

dawn of creation; but now the march
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'ilization had reached even the flank of

s great mountain, the lumber roads and

id ways crossed and extended over the

lils of the wild game; yet, the dark moun-

n, in its massive strength, seemed to be as

reless as it was motionless, regardless of

5 [environmental] changes impending.

The changes that Colvin sensed have

en enormous. In 1901, the hounding of

er with dogs and guideboats was perma-

ntly abolished because of the decline in

i deer population brought about by

irket hunters. And in 1919, a law allow-

l the shooting of one doe per hunter was

ssed in an effort to reduce the large

mbers killed illegally. It didn't work.

;er continued to decline until the pres-

t Department of Environmental Con-

rvation took control; since the 1950s it

s passed a series of strict state game and

h laws. Today, wildlife of the state is

gulated by the department on a scien-

ic basis and is protected by environmen-

I conservation officers.

The Adirondack Wildlife Program at

e State University ofNew York College

Environmental Science and Forestry,

Tacuse, plans to help restore the former

diversity of wildlife by reintroducing Ca-

nadian lynx, moose, and perhaps wolves

and panthers if feasibility studies show

that both animals and humans will be safe.

Living in my log cabin over the past

twenty-odd years, I have witnessed many
more changes. On the dark side is the

steady increase in development and popu-

lation. One hundred and thirty thousand

people live full time in the park, and about

10 million tourists visit each year. An ex-

plosion of second homes crowd some

shorelines. Highway strip growth—small

shopping malls, fast-food establishments,

and local businesses—has appeared in

Lake George, Lake Placid, Saranac Lake,

Tupper Lake, and Old Forge.

In the past fifteen years, the native

brook trout in the lake on which I live, and

in another 300 to 400 Adirondack lakes,

have largely disappeared. Red spruce are

dying off. Acid rain has had, and contin-

ues to have, devastating effects. The grad-

ual deterioration that I witnessed in the

backcountry as I guided helped me testify

at legislative hearings about this menace

and alert the public through writing.

Carrying on the tradition of "doctors of

the wilderness," in the words of Ralph

Waldo Emerson, guides can be the first to

sound the alarm when rabies breaks out,

deer, snowshoe rabbits, or beavers decline,

or diseases appear in trees, fish, or game.

On the brighter side are the protected

areas of open space, silence, and beauty

treasured by most guides. Sixteen tracts,

or 1.1 million acres, designated true wil-

derness—the largest such expanse in the

eastern United States—now grace our

park. No motorized vehicles and no per-

manent buildings are allowed. Visitors

leave only footprints on the trails. More

than 1 ,200 miles of rivers have been desig-

nated "wild," "scenic," or "recreational."

Off limits to any damming, bridging, or

riverbank development, they belong to

anyone who wishes to fish, raft, canoe, or

kayak. These areas offer peace, enjoy-

ment, and ecological integrity. I can't

think of another place in the East I'd

rather live or guide in. D

The Sabattis brothers, three other guides,

andfour "sports" display their deer, in a

1914paintingby Fred Burns.
Anne LaBastille: courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. John Hossley
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The
Adirondack

Guide,

watercolor,

Winslow

Homer
(1836-1910)

Bequest of Mrs. Alma H.

Wadleigh; courtesy of th(

Museum of Fine Arts.
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The Adirondacks

High-

Fidelity

Deer
by William F. Porter

In the 1960s, white-tailed deer were at

the center of a controversy in the Adiron-

dacks. Browsers, deer live throughout the

Adirondacks and spend the summer
months feeding on tree seedlings and

other plants in the forest; they are espe-

cially fond of sugar maple, yellow birch,

and other commercially valuable species.

Therein lay the "problem": competition

between the deer, whose browsing inhib-

ited regrowth of trees, and humans, whose

livelihoods depended on harvesting and

regrowing the timber.

At that time, there was little debate

over what needed to be done—get rid of

the deer. There was also agreement over

how many deer had to be killed to allow

maple and birch seedlings to grow: a 50

percent reduction in the population was

hypothesized. Given the ruggedness of

much of the terrain, however, disagree-

ment arose over how to achieve that goal.

A young biologist at the Adirondack

Ecological Center proposed a seemingly

straightforward solution: to hunt inten-

sively on a relatively small test area of

5,000 acres. His aim was to reduce the

area's estimated 300 deer to 1 50.

Other biologists immediately ques-

tioned the idea. They maintained, reason-

ably, that much as gas molecules migrate

from an area of dense concentration to a

lower one, deer from the surrounding area

would move in to fill any territorial vacu-

ums. If the goal were tree regeneration on

5,000 acres, then deer would have to be

removed from a much larger area to com-

pensate for this "diffusion" effect. Since

some of these biologists were betting men,

the experiment became the subject of a

wager, with the stakes set at a case of beer.

The experiment was begun in the fall of

1967, and over the next four years, the

population in the study site was reduced

by the designated 50 percent. To the cha-

grin of the skeptics, deer from the sur-

rounding areas did not behave like gas

molecules. The wager lost and the beer

dutifully handed over, the next question

was. Why didn't the deer fill the vacuum?

Answering this has led to unexpected

findings about the social structure of

white-tailed deer in the Adirondacks. Dur-

ing the seventies, biologists at the Adiron-

dack Ecological Center radio collared

more than 100 deer. Because each trans-

mitter operated on a different frequency,

biologists could identify individual ani-

mals. For four years, the movements of

collared deer were monitored once every

three or four days, providing a picture of

the deer's movements over several winters

and summers.

The telemetry observations revealed

that the deer were absolutely faithful to

their seasonal ranges, using the same win-

tering and summering areas year after

year. For the deer, winter "officially" be-

gins as soon as fifteen inches of snow have

accumulated (usually by about the first of

January). At that time, the deer move
down to river valleys and lowlands. There,

coniferous trees, such as red spruce, bal-

sam fir, and white cedar, provide food,

shelter from the wind, and an overhead

blanket that reduces radiant heat loss

from the deer's bodies. Deer concentrate

in these areas, and the many trails they

create allow them to move more easily

through the deep snow and to escape from

coyotes and bobcats, their chief predate

Most years, the deer begin to move ci

of the "deer yards" about the first '

April, migrating up to fifteen miles to ji

to their summer range, where they stay
'

'

the next eight to nine months. The deei

fidelity to their summer range provid

the clue to the success of the populatii

'

reduction experiment: deer outside the

moval area were simply too strongly i

tached to their own range to be drawn i

the vacancies nearby. Reproduction

survivors would eventually bring l

population in the experimental area ba

to its previous level, but computer mod

'

predicted that would take about fi

years, just about the time it takes tii

seedlings to grow out of the deer's react

Such findings were undoubtedly si

isfying to management-minded biologisi

but scientists with a less practical inten'

also found them intriguing. How do de'

select their summer ranges in the fi'

place? And how do young deer lea

where to spend the winter? To answ'

these questions and others about the soc '

behavior of deer, I began a new round

radiotelemetry studies in 1985. My c

leagues and I radio collared adult femali

and as soon as they gave birth, genera

about the end of May, we radio collar'

their fawns as well. We also drew bloi

from every deer captured and used it I

examine their genetic relationships. '

For several decades, biologists ha'

conjectured that among herbivores, socii

behavior is strongly influenced by habit.'

In open environments, for example, bisC

caribou, and musk ox form large groups
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ect their young from predators. In for-

a female and her offspring stand a

er chance of avoiding predators by

ng. Deer Uving in forests, therefore,

tit be expected to be largely solitary

to display little social organization.

( he findings of the Adirondack studies

j
irted considerably from this expecta-

I
. The deer had fairly large summer
;es—an average of about 500 acres

I deer—but the ranges overlapped a

.t deal, at least among the females.

I etic analyses suggest that each sum-

range is shared by a group of related

viduals, probably the daughters,

iddaughters, and great-granddaugh-

of a single female. The deer do not

e as a herd in the forest, but we sus-

; that individuals within a family

ip are in contact with one another al-

t daily. Future fieldwork will show

i
how often the deer interact. There is,

ever, no question that all members of

oup migrate back to the same winter-

area, with young deer learning the

e from their mothers,

he emerging picture is that of a matri-

I ly, organized in what we think of as a

: petal pattern. As they mature, the

i majority (more than 95 percent) of

ing females establish summer ranges

partly overlap with their mothers',

1 petals on a rose. As more and more
ijrations of females are added to the

iily group, the summer range expands,

least for a while. Once the group in-

lles about nine or ten individuals, the

!?e stops expanding; additional females

I simply packed into the same area.

White-tailed deer on the manicured lawn

ofa private park

Between the family groups are areas

completely devoid of deer. We don't know

yet whether the presence or absence of

deer in such areas reflects active avoid-

ance of certain habitats or whether the

distribution is simply a historical reflec-

tion of where the few breakaway females

happened to start their own family groups.

Males follow a very different path. Te-

lemetry records show that more than 80

percent leave their natal area between

eighteen and thirty months of age. They
appear to move until they find another

group of females and then establish sum-

mer ranges near one or two such groups.

When the time comes, they tag along with

one of these groups to a winter range.

The durability of this social structure

depends on how long the females live,

which in the Adirondacks is frequently

past ten years. In the 1980s, we captured

two females that lived to be fourteen and

sixteen years old, respectively, before be-

ing killed by coyotes. Such longevity in the

wild is unusual, for over most of the white-

tailed deer's range, hunting pressure is

heavy, and females seldom live more than

three or four years. On farmland, for ex-

ample, up to 40 percent of the females are

killed every year. In the Adirondacks, the

inaccessibility of much of the land, and a

current ban on the harvest of antlerless

deer (females and young males), allow the

deer to live longer.

The size of social groups depends on the

severity of Adirondack winters. In theory,

deer populations can grow rapidly. Adult

females breed every year, generally con-

ceiving for the first time at eighteen

months of age. In their prime years—from

age three to eight—females tend to bear

twins. Under ideal conditions, a popula-

tion could quickly double.

Life in the Adirondacks, however, is far

from ideal. Winters are cold. Snow often

reaches a depth of three feet; more impor-

tantly, it lasts a long time. For fawns bom
the previous spring, winter often lasts too

long. Our data show that when winter (de-

fined as the number of days when snow on

the ground exceeded fifteen inches) lasts

more than eighty days, most fawns die,

succumbing not so much to the snow or

cold as to the lack of food. Fawns spend

most of their first summer growing, with

little energy left over for fat reserves.

Since the Adirondack winters are usually

a little longer than eighty days, the ines-

capable conclusion is that a large propor-

tion of fawns must die every winter

A few rough winters in a row are un-

likely to cause any immediately notice-

able decline in the population. Adults, un-

like fawns, do build up fat reserves over

the summer and can last a full 1 20 days on

the winter range. But in time, if no young

females are being added to the population,

it will grow smaller When winters are

mild (about a third of the time), many
more fawns survive. How one mild winter

affects the population depends not so

much on the very next winter as on the one

after that, when the fawns will have

reached breeding age. Then, if the winter

is mild again and if there are a healthy

number of adult females producing twins,

the population can increase dramatically.

We were somewhat surprised to learn

that predators have less influence on deer

populations than has sometimes been pro-

posed. Black bears and coyotes kill about

30 percent of the fawns each year, gener-

ally within the first four weeks after birth.

But once fawns have survived their first

month of life, their chances of surviving to

adulthood jump to 80 or 90 percent. Bar-

ring a severe first winter, that is. If enough

rough winters kill off enough fawns, then

every additional fawn or breeding female

lost to predators will drive the population

down and prolong its recovery time.

An estimated 75,000 white-tailed deer

now live in the Adirondacks. My col-

leagues and I plan to continue our studies,

and we hope that in the years to come we
may also have an opportunity to study the

largest member of the deer family, the

moose, in the north woods of New York

State. Moose disappeared from the Adi-

rondacks in the middle of the last century,

done in by unregulated hunting. In the

past twenty years, however, populations of

moose in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, and Quebec have grown dramati-

cally, and some moose have made their

way into the Adirondacks. Unfortunately,

most of the twenty to thirty now living

here are young bulls, the individuals most

likely to wander away from home.

There have been several proposals to

restore moose to the Adirondacks by live

trapping them from Canadian popula-

tions. None of these proposals has been

implemented, in part out of concern that

brainworm (a parasite common in deer

and thought by some researchers to be

lethal to moose) would kill any moose

brought to the Adirondacks. Recent re-

search has cast doubt on the seriousness of

the brainworm threat, however, and we
now believe moose can survive. A study is

currently under way in Ontario's Algon-

quin Park, and we are optimistic that one

day soon we will be seeing cow moose from

Ontario nursing their calves in Adiron-

dack meadows. D
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The Adirondacks

A Taste for

Venison
by Rainer H. Brocke

On the southwestern horizon, the glow
of sunset touched the top of Wolf Moun-
tain with soft pinks and reds, highhghted
by the first snow of early November.
Contemplating the silent scene beyond
the fire of my modest hunting camp—

a

lean-to, sleeping bag, backpack, and little

else—I was at peace with the world, a

peace I sought annually in my fall pilgrim-

age to this central Adirondack wilderness.

Suddenly, the silence was shattered by
howls, yips, and yodels, seemingly a mere
few yards away. I had heard coyote howls
before, but this was a full-dress concert of

unearthly exuberance. Mixed with the

deeper howls of adults were the high-

pitched yips and yaps of their progeny
Punctuating the serenade was the deep
wailing howl of a coyote that reminded me
of nothing other than a wolf. While most
coyote group howls rarely exceed two min-
utes, this one seemed to last an eternity.

As suddenly as it had begun, the con-

cert was over, but the peace of this night

was not to be restored for long. The coyote
group, or pack, as I prefer to call it, howled
repeatedly throughout the night, always
from the same location. At dawn, I jerked

awake to their finale. Apart from lost

sleep, I was delighted at this turn of

events, for I had made field contact with
no ordinary coyote pack. This particular

pack was being tracked telemetrically by
Gary Brundige, a graduate student of
mine and a Ph.D. candidate at the State

University of New York College of Envi-

ronmental Science and Forestry, Syra-
cuse. Brundige and I had been studying

coyote ecology at Huntington Forest, a

15,000-acre research station near New-
comb in the central Adirondacks. Re-
cently, these coyotes had shifted their ac-

tivities northward to the remote state

wilderness area where I was camped.
Judging by the consistent direction of

their concert, I was certain the pack had
something substantial to howl about. Had
they "camped" by a deer carcass, feeding

on it throughout the night? After a quick
breakfast, I headed in the direction of the

night's serenade, looking for coyote tracks

and evidence of predation in the snow.

I soon reaUzed that the coyotes hi

been farther from camp than I thought

a good 250 yards away. They were k;

gone by the time I arrived, but unde:i

dense stand of balsams, I found all tlit

remained of their kill—a few deer ver-

brae, a chunk of hide, and scattered h;
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\rsh mountain winters may haveforced

eastern coyote to adapt its diet.

r Schmidt; Valan Photos

irrounding this was a sea of coyote

: cks, but no other meat, bones, or body

:'ts. By following tracks in the snow,

: indige had learned that a pack of coy-

: s soon dismembers its kill, each animal
' ding on a chunk it has removed and

;' n stashing the uneaten portion in some

ing place away from the kill site, usu-

I
' in a pile of leaves or duff or in a

1 wbank. Presumably, the coyotes later

, ;over these edibles and consume them

ougher times.

So matter how many such kill scenes I

i , I am always impressed because—al-

jugh I know better—I have been thor-

!hly programmed to believe that the

ote is the smallish "song dog" of leg-

1, inhabitant of the western prairies, a

dator of mice, ground squirrels, and

k rabbits, when not pursuing cartoon

drunners over the horizon. As I sur-

ed the kill site that crisp November

rning, I might as well have chanced

m the work of the coyote's larger rela-

:, the one that dominated these lands

t 150 years ago, the one that inspired

name of the nearby pinnacle—Wolf

mntain. But the coyote can and does

deer, especially on the northern fringes

its range in northeastern, midwestem,

1 northwestern North America. The
'ote's propensity to prey on deer in the

irondack region confirms its great

iptabiUty—in this case, to harsh win-

5, deep snow, and a shortage of smaller

;y in winter.

To identify the seasonal composition of

! coyote's diet, Brundige collected and

ilyzed 1,007 scats (fecal droppings),

its were washed and broken apart to

larate hair, bone chips, and animal

ts. A look through the microscope at

; various hairs helped Brundige identify

at mammals the coyotes were eating:

; white belly hairs of a deer, for exam-

;, can be readily differentiated from the

ite hair of a snowshoe hare's winter fur.

e tiny skulls and bones of shrews and

ce are also diagnostic, as are insect

rts and berry seeds.

Some foods are more digestible than

lers; worms and some fruits, for exam-

;, are often nearly completely digested,

ving little evidence of their passage in

Its. Therefore, we can never be positive

It we have a complete record of all the

|)ds a wild animal has been eating. Care-

analysis can, however, permit a reason-

ily accurate picture of an animal's diet,

i;luding an idea of the relative propor-

ns of the various foods in it. Brundige's

calculations led him to estimate that

white-tailed deer make up in excess of 80

percent of the coyote's diet in winter, and

a significant, although lower, percentage

in spring and summer.

In the fall (September through Novem-
ber), deer consumption drops dramati-

cally. During this season, when a large

variety of food is available, the coyote

feeds on beavers, snowshoe hares, musk-

rats, porcupines, red squirrels, chip-

munks, and other small mammals, as well

as insects, birds, blackberries, apples, and

beechnuts. In short, if an item is edible

and available at ground level, the coyote

will eat it.

But fall smorgasbord aside, the white-

tailed deer is the principal food for coyotes

throughout most of the year in the central

Adirondacks today. Has it always been so?

To find out, Brundige designed his scat-

collection routes to coincide with those of

two earlier studies, one by William Hamil-

ton of Cornell University, conducted from

1956 to 1961, and another by Robert

Chambers of our college, conducted from

1975 to 1980. A comparision of Brun-

dige's results with those of the previous

studies indicated a definite trend over the

years: since the 1950s, coyotes in the Adi-

rondacks have been eating more and more

deer. The study demonstrated that winter

consumption of deer rose from about 40

percent of the diet in the fifties to nearly

90 percent in the seventies and more than

90 percent in the last decade. Summer
consumption also went up significantly.

During the same period, the percentage of

small prey in the diet declined, in both

winter and summer.

Significantly, coyote consumption of

deer went up independent of deer density.

The 1950s—when coyotes ate relatively

few deer—saw the highest deer popula-

tion densities ever recorded in the area:

about twenty-five deer per square mile.

Deer numbers subsequently dechned to

about five per square mile in the 1970s,

following severe winters; yet, at the same

time, coyotes increased their consumption

of deer to approximately the present high

levels. By the mid-1980s, deer numbers

were back up again, to about twenty per

square mile.

What then accounts for this trend in the

coyote's eating habits? Part of the ex-

planation may lie in changing coyote de-

mographics. At the turn of the century,

the eastern coyote was rare in the Adiron-

dacks if it was there at all. (There is cur-

rently some dispute among scientists on

this point.) The presence of the gray wolf

throughout the East in the 1600s and

1700s precluded significant coyote popu-

lations (gray wolves tend to displace coy-

otes from their home ranges). By the late

1 800s, however, the wolf had been extir-

pated by settlers. This predator vacuum,

coupled with the buck law (which made it

illegal to hunt doe deer), contributed to an

explosion of deer throughout the East dur-

ing the first half of the twentieth century.

Coyotes apparently spread into New York

and the Adirondack region from northern

Michigan and Minnesota and through

Ontario, Canada. This population front

appears to have reached the Adirondacks

in the 1930s, spreading to points east in

the 1950s and 1960s.

Up until the seventies, coyotes were

sparsely distributed in the Adirondacks,

and we hypothesize that they probably

hunted alone or in pairs. If true, this may
explain the low proportion of deer in the

diet during this period, for bringing down

a deer alone is hard work, even for the big

eastern coyote. (At an average weight of

twenty-eight pounds, and with weights of

up to forty pounds for males not being

uncommon, the eastern coyotes measured

in our study overlap the low end of gray

wolves in Ontario, which weigh from forty

to eighty pounds. One of the road-killed

coyotes we found weighed in at fifty-five

pounds.)

Currently, we calculate central Adiron-

dack coyote densities at about one animal

per every nine square miles. In his study,

Brundige counted track sets in snow and

dirt throughout the year and estimated

that in summer (when coyotes feed on

more small prey), more than three-quar-

ters were of solitary animals, while in win-

ter (when deer make up the bulk of the

diet), about 70 percent represented pairs

or packs.

In the central Adirondacks, we found

that coyote pack life revolves around a

dominant male and female, the breeding

pair. Young of the year remain with their

parents; hunting with them in winter, they

help raise a new Utter the next spring. The
packs, which resemble those of wolves,

operate essentially as a territorial family

unit. Over the course of the last thirty

years, the coyotes in these packs may have

developed a tradition of pack hunting, a

sort of deer-hunting culture.

Much is known about this intelligent,

adaptable predator. The Plains Indians

had a special respect for its intelhgence. In

their many myths and legends, it was Coy-

ote who performed the cleverest tricla,

who was given special cunning by the

Great Spirit, who danced with the stars,

who was sent to earth to kill the monsters

and other evil beings among the ancients,

and who taught the Indians how to do

things. Judging from our experience, Coy-

ote stiU has much to tell the world. D
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The Adirondacks

Beaver

Waterworks
by Dietland Miiller-Schwarze

In 1609 the French explorer and
founder of Quebec, Samuel de Cham-
plain, estimated the beaver population in

the area then known to Native Americans
as Couchsachraga, and now called the

Adirondacks, at one million. Although his

estimate was undoubtedly much too high,

the area was rich in these large rodents.

This abundance was reflected in the lan-

guage of both Indians and European set-

tlers. Couchsachraga has been variously

translated as "beaver hunting ground" or

"at the place of the beaver dams" (or,

according to another version, "dismal wil-

derness"). Maps of the region are pep-

pered with countless Beaver lakes and
ponds, Beaver creeks, Beaver meadows.

Native Americans used to trap beavers

for fur, moccasins, and meat, but that had
little effect on beaver populations. Shortly

after the Europeans discovered this valu-

able furbearer, however, fur wars broke

out in the Adirondacks between the AI-

gonquins and French in the north and the

Iroquois, Dutch, and British in the south.

By 1 623, the animal was so important to

the economy of New Netherland (the

Dutch colony along the Hudson River)

that it appeared on that colony's seal. For

the next two hundred years, the beaver

was trapped relentlessly. Its fine hair was
worked into felt for expensive beaver hats.

In the late 1600s, beaver pelts, or "brown
backs," served as currency in New York.

In the 1790s, the steel trap became com-
mon, making trapping even more efficient

and deadly. Excessive trapping was fol-

lowed by habitat loss, a result of both

settlement and logging. By 1820, fewer

than a thousand beavers survived in north-

em New York. Fortunately for these few
hangers-on, the fur of a South American
rodent, the nutria, entered the market at

this time as a substitute for beaver fur in

the making of felt. And soon, silk replaced

felt as the material of choice for hats. By
1 870 beaver hats were out of fashion.

But relief came almost too late. Beaver

numbers continued to drop until, accord-

ing to one 1 895 estimate, only five to ten

animals remained in all of northern New
York. That year, in an eleventh-hour at-

tempt to ward off" impending extinction,

the state passed laws decreeing that

"there shall be no open season for beaver."

In 1904, all trapping, molesting, or dis-

turbing of beavers or their dams and
lodges became illegal. In another move to

restore the species, the state of New York
bought seven beavers from the Canadian
exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exhi-

bition in Saint Louis and released them
near Old Forge in 1905. Two years later,

fourteen more animals were brought in,

this time from Yellowstone National

Park. Altogether, thirty-four beavers were
released between 1901 and 1907.

The beavers responded well to the ef-

forts on their behalf. By 1908, their num-
bers reached 150; by 1915, the population

had grown a hundredfold, to 15,000. The
beavers owed part of their remarkable re-

surgence to the destructive forest fires of

1903 and 1909, which cleared the land for

the aspen trees that grew in the fires' after-

math and on which beavers thrive.

Today, an estimated 14,000 to 18,000

beavers inhabit the Adirondack Park.

They are now so common that monitored

trapping is permitted, and hikers in the

north woods are well advised to filter all

water to avoid contracting giardiasis, also

known as beaver fever. This intestinal in-

fection is caused by the protozoan Giardia

lamblia, which is released in cyst form
into the water through beaver feces.

Thanks to the beaver's impressive re-

covery, biologists and visitors alike can

observe just how crucial a role this rodent

plays in the Adirondack ecosystem. The
region is blessed with an abundance of

water, but much of the land is steep and
rugged. Without beavers' dams, much of

the water would flow unchecked through

the heavily forested landscape. By im-

pounding water and felling trees, beavers

not only provide themselves with wood for

their lodges and twigs for food, they also

open up the dense woods, creating oppor-

tunities for a variety of plants and animals.

As more and more trees fall, sunlight

pours in through the new openings. It

warms up the shallow, slowly moving wa-

ter that now spreads beyond the original

stream boundaries to form a pond.

Grasses, sedges, raspberries, and wild-

flowers spring up along the pond margins.

Aquatic and land insects thrive, providing

a food base for such songbirds as song

sparrows, tree swallows, and cedar wax-

J

wings. Water birds, such as kingfishe;

mergansers, and wood ducks, breed ai

feed in the larger beaver ponds. Beavfi

killed trees provide valuable nesting cai

ties for many birds, including tree swa

lows, wood ducks, and mergansers. Toad

frogs, and newts propagate, often pri

fusely, in shallow parts of the ponds, pr

viding food for herons and mammalij!

carnivores. The water and its surroundiri

vegetation attract white-tailed deer, ra

coons, minks, and otters. Muskrats oft(

move right into the lodge with the beaveii

picking up their food scraps. Moose, no

returning to New York State, also benel

from the beavers' activities. In addition
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r'lii:

iding on vegetation both in and around
' ponds, moose wade out into the water

search of relief from biting insects,

n their early stages, beaver ponds often

: mit trout and other fish to grow larger,

ice they can find more aquatic insects

i i zooplankton to eat in the large volume

: warm water than they can in swift-

[wing, cold streams. But if water slows

: vn too much and becomes too warm,

tut begin to suffer. Cold-water fish,

tut spawn on gravelly stream bottoms;

3 mud accumulates on the pond floor,

t ;y can't spawn at all or their eggs suffo-

c e. But these are seldom problems in the

/ irondacks. For one thing, as a study of

tagged fish in California showed, the

dams present less of an obstacle to trout

movement than might be imagined: pro-

vided the water level is high enough, the

fish are able to cross beaver dams in both

directions. For another, the dams break

periodically, especially in steep terrain,

giving a boost to fish migration and dis-

persal; the rushing water that follows a

dam break also flushes out mud.

Over time, beavers remove all their fa-

vorite trees from around the pond. First to

go are the aspen, then the hardwoods.

Eventually, much less desirable spruce

and other evergreens dominate the shore-

line. When beavers abandon a pond—per-

A beaver colony opens up dense woods,

creating benefitsfor many animals.

haps when suitable trees have become too

hard to find and transport—the dam de-

teriorates and a beaver meadow develops

on the accumulated silt. Considered

choice grazing sites by early settlers, these

meadows often determined where settle-

ments would sprout up. In today's tree-

covered Adirondack wilderness, open ar-

eas are rare, and beaver meadows provide

grass for several species, including white-

tailed deer, moose, and even bears.

When looking for a place to build a new

dam, beavers prefer streams with a gradi-

ent of up to one percent: dams are easier to

construct there; a larger area can be inun-

dated; and destructive flash floods are less

likely. Also, in flat terrain the pressure of

the water that builds up in the pond can be

distributed over a longer dam.

At their present high population level,

however, some beavers are forced to eke

out a hving in much steeper terrain, even

near mountaintops. I found one marginal

site near the summit of Mount Marshall,

where, at 4,200 feet above sea level, a tiny

beaver pond sits, surrounded by nothing

but balsam fir, lowest on the beaver's diet

Ust. I encountered another at 4,350 feet as

I approached the summit of Tahawas, the

Cloud SpUtter, which is New York's high-

est mountain and more commonly known

as Mount Marcy. The beaver living there

had danmied up the highest creek in all of

New York State; its home pond is tiny

Lake Tear of the Clouds, the source of the

mighty Hudson.

The current abundance of beavers in

the Adirondacks has led to some com-

plaints. We hear about "nuisance bea-

vers" that cut down trees and flood valu-

able property or roadways. Beavers have

even been blamed for the acidification of

lakes. Their life style does put more dead

organic matter into the water, but recent

work demonstrates that at least in the

larger, slow-moving beaver ponds, bacte-

ria growing on decaying vegetation coun-

teract any increase in acidity that might

resuU from its decomposition.

By and large, however, beaver detrac-

tors are few and far between. The return

of the beaver, the official mammal of New
York State and keystone species of the

Adirondack wetlands, is generally a

source of pleasure and satisfaction to

young and old. And while not all animals

are as prolific or adaptable as the beaver,

its recovery inspires me to hope that simi-

lar success stories may one day be told

about other beleaguered species in the

Adirondacks and elsewhere. D
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The Adirondacks

Return ofa

Native
by Peter Nye

Loons wailing eerily in the early dawn

haze; a moose foraging in the shallows; a

cougar lapping water; a majestic bald ea-

gle perched silently on a stout pine limb

overhanging the water—this may have

been a typical scene at any one of many
Adirondack lakes in the early 1 800s. Bet-

ter make that the early 1700s, just to be

safe. By 1960, no nesting bald eagles lived

in the Adirondacks, and only one pair

were to be found in all of New York State.

To understand just what happened to our

national bird in the Adirondacks, we need

to take a look back at the region over the

last two centuries.

In his book The Adirondack Park: A
Political History, Frank Graham, Jr., pro-

vides some enlightening glimpses into

what was going on in "the great northern

wilderness" during this time. Trees along

the rim of this mountain region began to

be cut as early as 1763. The first of many
lumber mills in the area was built that

year in Glens Falls. Major rivers served as

conduits for floating logs from interior sec-

tions to the mills. In 1806, the New York

legislature declared parts of certain rivers,

such as the Raquette, Schroon, and

Salmon, "public highways," not only for

boats but also for the transportation of

logs, no matter who owned the shores.

Graham indicates that by this early date.

Glens Falls was on the verge of collapse, as

all the nearby forest had disappeared. The
town essentially got a new lease on life as

interior, upstate areas were lumbered and

logs were floated downriver to its mills.

By 1 845, 7,000 sawmills were operating

in New York. By 1 849, lumbermen were

cutting trees near Blue Mountain Lake,

considered the heart of the wilderness. A
staple commodity, wood was used for con-

struction and fuel; it provided charcoal for

the iron and steel industry, potash for

manufacturing, and bark for the thousand

tanneries in the state. Later, logs became a

valuable source of pulp for paper making

and wood for railroad ties. Incredibly, log-

ging hit its zenith in the upper Hudson
River watershed by 1872 and declined

thereafter. Even with the advent of the

crosscut saw in 1891 and the growth of

railroads during the late 1800s, the vol-

ume of logging never matched what was

taken out earUer by the ax.

Hunters, fishermen, tourists, and well-

to-do summer campers also flooded into

the Adirondacks. "Camps" were being

built by city folk as early as 1786. The

famous Prospect House, built on Blue

Mountain Lake in 1832, boasted 300

guest rooms. Hotels and guesthouses,

many of them opulent, sprang up through-

out the Adirondacks, and all proclaimed

the availability of fresh venison and trout

daily, providing some insight into the sta-

tus of game laws and the mind-set of the

day. By 1 836, Lake Pleasant, in Hamilton

County, had already become a popular

resort for hunters and anglers, and rum-

blings were heard that the fringes of what

we now know as the Adirondack Forest

Preserve were overused by hunting and

fishing parties. Many of the great camps

maintained logbools with columns not

just for visitors' names but also for the

number of "trout taken." Loons and ea-

gles, perceived as competitors for prized

brook and lake trout, were wantonly perse-

cuted. Nearly all the great camps of the

Adirondacks had at least one mounted

bald eagle, shot locally; in my early years

in the mountains I saw many of these

trophies.

Despite evidence that suggested the

Adirondack region, with its abundant wa-

ter and fish resources, was once prime

habitat for bald eagles, in reviewing the

literature of the 1800s I was surprised at

the absence of bald eagle reports. In every

description of a fishing or hunting party

gUding down a remote river or lake in

search of a "trout hole" or a deer on the

shore, I expected to find a sentence or two

describing a huge stick nest a hundred

feet up in a shoreline pine. I found no such

accounts (although I may have missed

some). This is even more startling given

the detailed accounts of other wildlife that

was still encountered, including rattle-

snakes, turtles, moose, bears, loons, trout,

and deer. Mention was occasionally made
of a perched eagle, but none of nests or

nest trees. From all of this, one can only

conclude that bald eagles were already

rare in the Adirondacks after 1 850.

Bald eagles are the only representative

of the family of sea eagles living in conti-

nental North America. Primarily fish eat-

ers, they are closely associated with riveld

lakes, and oceans. Early visitors to tfl

Adirondacks found a panoply of beautif^,

rivers and lakes replete with fish. A
counts abound of the sheer wealth

many species of game fish, particular

lake trout and brook trout. By 1870, he
ever, the fish resources of the Adiro

dacks were dwindling; many of the mc;

noted areas were said to be fished out.

The northern white pine, the favors

bald eagle nest tree in the northeast, w

,

also once abundant. According to tl

Roosevelt Bulletin of 1920: "In the orij

nal forest, white pine towered aloft as tl

most important element of the Adiro

dack mixed woods." White pines are oft(^

supercanopy trees: they provide both^

commanding view and large, horizontji

whorled support branches that make the

ideal as bald eagle nest locations. Williai

F. Fox, in his 1901 History ofthe Lumb
Industry in the State of New York, d

scribed New York in 1600 as nearly cor

pletely forested and essentially "a whi

pine state." Trees towered 125 to 160 fe

high and had two- to four-foot diametei

Given the water, isolation, abunda

fish, and white pines, bald eagles mi
have done quite well in the Adirondacks I

the 1600s and 1700s. Perhaps 100 to 2(

pairs made their home there. The numb
of places named after eagles is also sile

testimony to their former stature in t

region.

The bane of the Adirondack bald eaf

was most likely the destruction of its hor
|

sites. Softwoods, and particularly whi

pines and spruces, were in great demar

Beginning in the 1700s, white pines wi

their tall, straight trunks were prized

ships' masts. Their preference for low-1

ing, sandy soils that tended to be foui

immediately around lakes and rivers w
another strike against these mighty tra.

making them accessible to loggers bo

for cutting and for floating to mills. 1

1890, white pines had become scarce

the Adirondacks.

Despite dramatic historical accounts

the contrary, the Adirondacks were nev

logged over entirely. However, the pre

erential removal of white pines, partic

larly along watercourses, must have had

tremendous effect on bald eagles in tl

area. The loss of nest sites, combined wii

the loss of fish and the indiscriminate ki

ing, drove them from the region.

My colleagues and I identified eighi

locations in New York believed to h&\

been bald eagle nesting sites betwee

1880 and 1960. One-third were within tl

Adirondack region, primarily in Hamiltc

and Franklin counties. By 1940, only

handful of pairs could be identified; yi
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e oft-mentioned culprit DDT wasn't put

to use until the 1950s, when the last few

sting bald eagles were already strug-

ing for their survival here.

Fortunately, efforts begun more than a

indred years ago to create an Adiron-

ick Forest Preserve literally set and nur-

red the seeds of what are now 100- to

iO-year-old white pines. These were to

:come the pillars upon which a new
ipulation of Adirondack bald eagles

3uld nest. All we needed were the eagles.

In July of 1983, twenty-three nestling

lid eagles arrived by small charter jet at

ike Clear Airport in the heart of the

dirondacks. These eaglets, taken some
'enty-four hours earlier from productive

•sts in Alaska, were destined to become
)state "New Yorkers." My colleagues

id I were launched on an effort to restore

e bald eagle to New York and to the

dirondacks, once the bastion of the bird

our state.

The idea of releasing young bald eagles

in the absence of parent birds, a process

called hacking, was conceived by noted

ornithologist Tom Cade, then of Cornell

University. We began with the release of

two birds in central New York State in

1976 and expanded over the years to three

other locations in the state. The objective

was to release enough young eagles at vari-

ous locations so that at least some would

eventually mature and establish them-

selves as adult breeding birds.

Finding the right release site is the bed-

rock upon which a hacking project rests.

Wildlife biologist Gary Will and I re-

viewed the potential Adirondack choices.

"Too public" and "too much human dis-

turbance" quickly eliminated 75 percent

of them. Too little prey or lack of large

white pines ruled out others. Although it

was private property and access would be

a nightmare, I had chosen FoUensby Pond

before I ever laid eyes on it or had even

met the landowners, the McCormicks. A
visit to the place only confirmed my initial

Eaglets about two months old survey

their new home near Deer River

belief that this was the best bald eagle

rearing site in the Adirondacks. It was

centrally located; large, isolated, and un-

disturbed; full of fish and white pines; and

the very last occupied bald eagle nesting

location known in the region. Fortunately,

"Bird" McCormick strongly supported

our work.

Before the arrival of the eaglets, we had

boated supplies across the 1,000-acre

"pond" and built hack towers within

sturdy hemlocks on the shore. Roomy
hacking cages and a remote-controlled

video camera were placed atop the towers.

Once the eaglets were installed in their

temporary homes, our hacking team mon-

itored them twenty-four hours a day. On
August 16, 1983, the first two "new" Adi-

rondack eagles became airborne; the other

twenty-one duly fledged and followed. Af-

ter three years of hacking, forty-nine Alas-

kan-bom bald eagles were plying the pow-

der-blue Adirondack skies.

The science, or perhaps more appropri-

ately the art, of turning nestling eagles

into successful, independent young birds

that think and behave like eagles is diffi-

cult, yet critical. Even if successful, how-

ever, it leaves part of the job unfinished.

To reach the ultimate goal, these pioneers

must survive five years to sexual maturity,

find a mate and a nesting place, and pro-

create as per the grand plan. By 1988, part

of our "historic Adirondack wildlife sce-

nario" had been re<reated; a majestic

white-headed eagle perched silently in

search of food near its nest in Franklin

County. More nests were to follow in rapid

succession, and by the summer of 1991,

four nesting pairs had been confirmed and

six of their young were banded and

fledged that year. Over just four years,

fifteen eaglets have fledged and have

joined the growing Adirondack popula-

tion. And other, as yet unknown nests may
already be out there. Even today, many
"unpeopled" areas may be holding addi-

tional natural treasures. Nesting pairs

will accrue annually as more hacked

eagles breed and more of their young

come of age.

To check on the progress of our latest

pair of eaglets, I scaled a 100-foot white

pine and climbed into the six-foot-diame-

ter nest, joining its young occupants.

From this elevated vantage point, I gazed

at the white clouds and blue sky above

and the convolutions of the blue river

below—some of the best homecoming
sights the earth has to offer. Welcome
back, bald eagle. D
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The Adirondacks

Moonlight

Cantata
by Judith W. Mclntyre

In Adventures in the Wilderness

(1869), the Reverend William "Adiron-

dack" Murray described an encounter

with a common loon:

The shrill cry of a loon piercing the air

broke my heavy slumber, and brought me
to my feet in an instant, rifle in hand. . .

.

The sight was good and the lead well sent,

but the agile bird, ever on the alert, had
gone under with the flash.

Murray and a companion pursued the

bird by boat and, after fifty shots, finally

succeeded in wounding it. And what had

the loon done to provoke the murderous

chase? It had disrupted their fishing.

Common loons are indeed fish eaters; a

mated pair and their two young will con-

sume about half a ton of fish during a six-

to seven-month breeding season. But to-

day, while they are seldom shot by human
competitors for tasty game fish, loons face

new threats. Acid rain has killed off the

bounty of fish, motorboats buzz secluded

nesting spots, lead and mercury have infil-

trated once pristine waters. In 1979, I

compared old records with recent surveys

and estimated that 35 percent of New
York's natural lakes were no longer home
to nesting loons, as they had been forty to

seventy years earlier.

In contrast to this bleak picture, one

human artifact has proved, indirectly, un-

expectedly, and happily, to be a boon for

common loons, the species found in the

Adirondacks. Rivers have been dammed,
and the resulting reservoirs have become

prime real estate for these birds. The res-

ervoirs' islands and quiet back bays at-

tract breeding loons, while their size and

fish populations make them desirable

stopovers for migrating loons. Since 1977,

I have studied the loon population of Still-

water Reservoir and have found that it is

the largest for a single lake in New York

State, with between nine and sixteen pairs

nesting yearly.

Each spring, common loons fly from

Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coastal waters

to lakes in Canada and the northern

United States. There, pairs establish terri-

tories of some 50 to 1 50 acres, where they

nest and raise their young. Just before

freeze-up in the fall, they return to the

ocean. Some of the loons that winter along

the Atlantic coast nest in the Adiron-

dacks. We don't know if and where they

pause during migration; perhaps they fly

nonstop. With a flight speed of about sev-

enty-five miles per hour, and a good tail

wind boosting it to a hundred, just a few

hours of flight time could bring these loons

to their summer homes.

Pairs begin arriving in the Adirondacks

in April and immediately claim territo-

ries. Nesting may begin within two weeks,

but three or four weeks may pass if water

levels are too low or too high to reveal old

nest sites, which they often reuse. The
choice of territory is all important. The
key seems to lie in its appearance. Does it

seem to be private? Does, for example, a

promontory or a long spit separate two

bays on a lake, lending each an air of

seclusion? Neither humans nor other pairs

of loons are welcome as the birds settle

down to their intimate task. A pair will

often take over a small lake of fifteen or

twenty acres. Some pairs use two or three

lakes, keeping ownership over one for nest-

ing and using the others for feeding.

Once a territory is secured and a nest

site selected, the pair bring up plant mate-

rial from the bottom of the lake, throw it

shoreward, and take turns sitting on, shuf-

fling, and shifting the wet mound of vege-

tation until it begins to resemble a nest.

Females lay two eggs, and incubation

takes about four weeks. Sometimes the

male and female divide sitting duties

equally. But in 1991 my students and I

kept a vigil during the last sixteen days of

incubation for one Adirondack pair, and

we found that the male sat each night and

did about 60 percent of the incubating.

The eggs are covered by one or the other

parent at least 95 percent of the time. If

both members of the pair must leave the

nest to intercept an intruding loon, for

example, the eggs are vulnerable. Lacking

camouflage coloration, they can readily

be seen by predators.

Although loons run across water when

fighting or taking off, they cannot walk

and are reduced to scrambling awkwardly

up inclines to reach the nest. They build

nests at the water's edge so they can slide

underwater at the least sign of danger. But

if the water level drops, the distance be-

tween water and nest increases, and they

must then struggle overland to get on ai

off the nest. I have watched a loon spe:

half an hour clambering to its nest, but ti

more time and effort involved, the great

the chance that the loon will simply dese

the nest.

Nest loss is even more common wh(

water levels rise. Heavy rains, combin(

with an extensive watershed, cause maii

nests to flood. I found that nests were Ici

when waters rose more than eight inche;

Loons may attempt to ofi'set the risiii

water by adding more material to the nesi

but eventually, the eggs are washed ouli

Because of these precarious condition

with either too much or too little wati

leading to nesting disaster, some researci

ers have introduced floating artificial nesi

ing islands that have been accepted ar

used by loons in many northern lakes,

first placed artificial islands on Stillwati

Reservoir in 1986 and tested their stabi
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by sitting on one myself. Despite my
Tionstration, the loons ignored them.

In early June of 1 99 1 , 1 was determined

try them again; heavy spring rains had
ised water levels to rise at the beginning

the incubation stage. Because the sea-

1 was still young, I knew the loons would

)bably renest if their first attempt met
;h failure. (In contrast, in 1987, when

' ter levels rose late in June, only one

I ick was raised on the reservoir.) But I

I nted to see what would happen if the

lins were given positive encouragement

I use platform nests.

With the help of my students and my
Isband, I towed an artificial island

i ross the lake and positioned it next to a

lit that was being inundated with water.

e loon pair moved just far enough away
I watch yet still feel safe. I picked up an

ti that had washed into the water and
moved the other from the nest before

my companions hefted the soggy, forty-

pound nest onto the platform. I placed

both eggs back in the nest, one cold and

wet, the other still warm.

Would the loons accept this strange

structure? After we retreated, the pair ap-

proached the nest, looked in, and poked at

the vegetation. Then they swam around

and under the platform before climbing

aboard. We held our breath as one loon

flopped onto the nest, raised itself, turned

the eggs, and settled down to incubate.

On June 20, two fuzzy young appeared;

even the dislodged egg had survived to

hatch. Chicks hatch a day apart. The first

out of the egg takes short swims but re-

turns to be warmed by a parent until its

sibling hatches. When the second hatch-

ling is dry, both take to the water and a

fight ensues. This determines which will

be the dominant "boss baby," although

the older chick inevitably wins the fight

A common loon in breedingplumage

nests on the shore ofa lake

inNew York State.
Kip Taylor

and the privilege of always being fed first.

If the lake does not support enough small

fish to sustain both chicks, at least one will

be fed and have a chance to survive.

In the Adirondacks, where acid rain has

reduced fish populations, more and more

loon pairs are seen with only a single

young by August, although two-chick

broods were once common. The drop in

food supply, combined with mercury and

lead poisoning and human activities that

disrupt nesting, can seriously hinder com-

mon loon reproduction. Yet, the Adiron-

dack population I study is more than hold-

ing its own. I believe this is so because of

the benefits provided by reservoirs.

By going through old records, I tried to

reconstruct my study area, from the time

when only a river meandered through it to

the present day. In the mid- 1800s, the

Beaver River was adjoined by a few small

lakes, four of which were probably large

enough to have supported one loon pair

each. Over the years, massive lumbering

operations spurred the construction of ca-

nals, dams, and impoundments. A dam
completed in 1905 raised the water level

to 1,660 feet above sea level, many feet

higher than the original level. Early maps

suggest that the reservoir was large and

complex enough to accommodate eight

pairs of loons. By 1926, further dam con-

struction resulted in an expanded reser-

voir nearly twenty feet higher, with 6,300

acres of water and double the number of

prospective loon territories.

Since 1977, between 9 and 16 pairs

have occupied territories each year, for a

fourteen-year total of 168 pairs and 97

fledged young. The original four lakes and

river could have produced a maximum of

32 young during this same time. Average

productivity is now the same as that on

major Canadian lakes in the heart of loon

country. Indeed, if you are at the Still-

water on a midsummer's night in 1992,

you may think you are in the Canadian

wilds. One hundred years ago, loon calls

were rarely heard at the Stillwater. Today,

they echo nightly across the water and

across time.

During the day, the sounds of motor-

boats, jet skis, and firecrackers can be

heard. To preserve loon-filled nights, we
must be willing to control the pressure of

human-dominated days. Loon music is a

gift to wilderness visitors. It deserves a

reciprocal gift of protection from us to

assure that it rings out for the next one

hundred years. D
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The Adirondacks

The Once
and Future

Wilderness
by Bill McKibben

Pictures are a big problem. When pho-

tographers set out to capture the Adiron-

dacks, they are inevitably seduced by the

towering rock of the high peaks, by the

storms that bring record cold and snow, or

by the bears and deer and bobcats and

fishers and lynxes. Or by the perfect,

glassy lakes or the thousands of streams

and roaring wilderness rivers that drain

this great range. On film it always ends up

looking like Yellowstone East, minus the

bison but plus the loon.

And that is deceptive. Not that the Adi-

rondacks aren't a majestic, noble range,

every bit as grand and scenic as anything

in the West. Beyond that calendar fa9ade,

however, is another kind of glory and gran-

deur: the region's vast significance for

environmental questions that affect the

entire planet.

In the first place, not all of the Adiron-

dacks is eight-by-ten glossy grand. A lot is

"just" low forest, endless hills, thick

swamp—all the sorts of places that have

been cleared and civiUzed in the rest of the

lower forty-eight. Away from the rocks

and ice, the bulk of the roughly 3 milUon

acres of the Forest Preserve will never

draw vast numbers of tourists. It's more

important to biologists—for once, an en-

tire ecosystem was protected—and to

those of us who want a sense of what much
of the world used to look like: the great

transition forest stretching to the horizon,

unbroken by road or clear-cut.

But a second fact about the Adiron-

dacks may be even more salient. Unlike

Birches and understory vegetationfringe

a swift mountain brook in the Preserve.
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Condos and cabins on Lake Placid:

wilderness with all the creature comforts
Nancie Batlaglia

Yellowstone, this is not a wilderness set

apart. This is a wilderness interwoven with

human settlement. The park covers 6 mil-

lion acres (making it larger than Yellow-

stone, Glacier, and Grand Canyon na-

tional parks combined). Of that, about 3

million acres are public land, "forever

wild" under the state constitution. The

other 3 million, which weave in and out of

the state forest, are private land. Some is

timberland, some is vacation land, and

some houses the small hamlets that con-

tain nearly all the 1 30,000 residents of the

park. There are fairly tight regulations

—

in some places you need eight acres before

you can build; in others, it takes forty.

State review and permits are required for

any substantial development. But people

live there—people coexist with the mag-

nificent wildlands. And that makes it very

special indeed.

"It's the example that really casts a

beacon for the rest of the world," says

Thomas Jorling, the commissioner of the

state's Department of Environmental

Conservation (DEC). "You can't figure

out a way to manage wildlife on the Afri-

can plains unless you can figure out a way

to manage people as well."

Managing people is not an easy task

—

humans as a species are notoriously inde-

pendent, and Adirondackers are no excep-

tion. The history of the park is largely a

history of conflict between those people

who thought land use should be more

tightly controlled (for many decades,

mainly aristocrats who made their money
in Manhattan and summered on enor-

mous private preserves in the park) and

those who resented state oversight (mainly

people who lived here in the winter, too).

In recent times, much of that tension has

focused on the state-run Adirondack Park

Agency, and in particular on a commis-

sion formed by Gov. Mario Cuomo in

1990 to make recommendations for the

park's future.

That commission, after a year of hear-

ings and deliberation, produced a report

as visionary as any environmental docu-

ment ever written by a government

agency. Painting both with broad strokes

and in delicate detail, it proposed new

regulations on everything from the color

of guardrails to the creation of important

new wilderness areas: one to preserve the

rare tract of boreal forest on the park's

northern edge; another to link together the

vast Oswegatchie wilderness, nearly half a

million acres at the park's core.

But the report's ecological vision was

matched by a near-total political blind-

ness. Even before its official release,

Adirondackers were screaming about new

state schemes to regulate every detail of

their lives. And although much of the op-

position was manipulated by real estate

developers, it was hard to argue it entirely

away when the commission report recom-

mended restrictions on what colors people

could paint their roofs in an eifort to ease

the eyestrain on backpackers.

The reaction to the commission's report

dominated local politics for at least a year.

New groups sprang up—Solidarity Alli-

ances and Fairness Coalitions. It seemed

like every pickup in the park had a

bumper sticker reading The Adiron-

dacker: An Endangered Species. Hun-

dreds of people brought traffic along the

main interstate to a crawl by motorcading

to Albany at thirty miles per hour as a

protest demonstration. Someone even am-

bushed a truck belonging to the Adiron-

dack Park Agency, putting several bullets

in the occupied cab.

In the year since, the state bureaucrats

have been trying to pick up the pieces.

How they go about it will go a long way
toward determining the vitality of the Adi-

rondack idea. "The governor's genius has

been to realize that the commission's re-

port exacerbated hard-line feelings in

ways that were unnecessary," says Jorling.

"Ever since, we've been looking for com-

mon ground," most recently in a series of

new proposals by the governor.

And that common ground may not be

impossible to find. "Many people in the

Adirondacks hold the view that govern-

ment is patronizing, and that the less gov-

ernment the better," says Jorling. "But

the people who hold that view diff"er lii

;

[from environmentalists] with respect)

their value systems. Many of those pec

:

are just as open to protecting the grt

open spaces."

One aversion native Adirondackers i 1

"flatlander" environmentalists share is

)

the condoization of the park, which is

stroying the local culture as surely as i i

degrading the scenic hillsides. Th;

aren't many roads in the Adirondacks i

all the egregious new developments ;

quickly visible to everyone, a daily slaj i

the face—the prefab condos, the signs •

vertising subdivisions with names 1

;

"The Crick," aimed at people who th :

mountain folk talk funny. A stretch f

these monstrosities and you're yearn

;

for a junked car or two, even though ;

governor's commission called them e
-

sores and urged their removal from p.-

pie's yards. "I went to one meeting of i

Adirondack rights group that had b<i

opposing any restrictions," said DEC c

cial Robert Bendick, "and the first 1

1

who stood up said there should be no s
-

ond homes at all in the Adirondacks."

But the temptation to sell out has •

ways been strong for locals too—the A

rondack counties are perennially the po -

est in the state, finishing below eM

Brooklyn and the Bronx. To slow the h •

ter-skelter breakup of family lands, l:

governor recently proposed a series of ci
•

servation easements that would pay re-

dents to keep their land intact. At I:

moment, the debate centers on whetl'

the law would apply to the smaller parc>

many Adirondackers own. If it does, ma

'

of them would be happy at the prospect f

being paid to maintain their way of li-
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/e have to stop going along with the

tion that land exists to be whacked up

grids," says Robert Glennon, the ex-

itive director of the Adirondack Park

;ency.

Some in the Adirondacks may also be

rting to see that state regulation comes

h benefits as well as costs. In Decem-

1 99 1 , for instance, one of the counties

it straddles the park line decided to site

ew landfill within the park—a 375-acre

mp designed primarily for refuse from

tes outside the Adirondacks. Although

issue isn't settled, the state has taken

id steps to keep this kind of develop-

:nt at bay. If that happens, says one

al official, "we'll be able to say to peo-

, 'Look, state regulation isn't all bad.'

"

rhe slowly spreading reasonableness

—

1 confined to pockets of an as yet in-

med park—has begun to find a pohtical

ce in the newly formed Residents Com-
ttee to Protect the Adirondacks

CPA), the first conservation group in

: park's hundred-year history not domi-

;ed by outsiders (and a group to which I

belong). Some of the members of its steer-

ing committee are the sixth and seventh

generations of Adirondack families

—

typical Adirondack families, which is to

say poor Adirondack families. In a widely

read series of publications, they have

pointed out that the Adirondack legacy is

really two legacies. One is a fiercely inde-

pendent streak—locals don't want outsid-

ers telling them what to do. The other, and

it runs just as deep, is a love for the quiet

and beauty of the mountains. Increas-

ingly, Adirondackers are willing to sacri-

fice some of the first heritage in order to

preserve the second—a bargain, but per-

haps not a bad one. "The RCPA repre-

sents a rational strain that I think ought to

be encouraged," says Craig Gilbom,

director of the Adirondack Museum in

Blue Mountain Lake and a member of

the governor's controversial commission.

"There's simply going to have to be a

recognition that there will be limits on

what we can do with our property if we
want it to be like this in a hundred years."

DEC commissioner Jorling says he be-

lieves the state legislature will mark the

park's centennial year with at least some

legislation, perhaps adding additional (al-

though not ironclad) protection for shore-

lines and backcountry land and at the

same time approving the tax easement for

residents who keep their land intact. In

addition, the state continues to work on

economic development proposals that

could boost tourism and also improve the

economics of the local timber industry by

putting more furniture making and other

"value-added" activities within the park.

One task the financially strapped Em-
pire State will almost certainly not take on

this year is purchasing additional land

within the park. The future of land acqui-

sitions—chunks like the 50,000-acre

Whitney estate, or the 87,000 acres that

belong to a Georgia land speculator

named Henry Lassiter, or a 20,000-acre

tract of boreal forest now in the hands of

International Paper—was clouded in the

fall of 1990. Six months after a million

New Yorkers rallied in Central Park for

Earth Day, the state's voters nixed a bond

Climate Change in the Adirondacks
I

by Stephen T. Jackson

The hundreds of lakes studding the

I Adirondack landscape appear to most
I people as scenic breaks in the forest cover,

I
tubs full of game fish, or arenas for testing

I

their muscles or motorboats. While I too

I

marvel at their beauty and enjoy eating

I

their fish and stretching my tendons pad-

I

dling across them, I appreciate Adiron-

dack lakes in another, more peculiar way.

I see them as video cameras, f)ermanently

embedded in the landscape, passively re-

cording changes in vegetation and envi-
' ronment over thousands of years.

Each spring, flower-dust storms roll

through the air, depositing a yellow film of

i

pollen on lake surfaces. Wind gusts and

t

rivulets carry needles and seeds from
, nearby forests into the lakes. Much of the

,

pollen and plant debris sinks and becomes

entombed in the mud on the lake bottoms.

As the mud accumulates, each year's crop

of pollen and plant litter is preserved.

By plunging a hollow tube into the mud
of an Adirondack lake and hauling it up, I

can obtain a record of the history of the

surrounding forest over the past 10,000

years. Because pollen can travel many
miles on the wind, it records the large-

scale changes in forest composition,

smoothing over the more subtle shifts in

local stands of trees. The larger plant frag-

ments, however, provide a record of the

trees growing near the lake. By examining
the needles and seeds from the mud at six

Adirondack lakes, 1 have been able to

reconstruct forest changes at specific alti-

tudes, ranging from 2,100 to 4,300 feet.

Although vegetation patterns may ap-

pear to be permanently engraved on the

Adirondack landscape (barring human
disturbance), the lake-mud records lead to

a more dynamic perception of the vegeta-

tion. Climate change has resulted in

nearly continual changes in regional and

local forest composition during the past

10,000 years. As the climate changed, in-

dividual tree species shifted up and down
the mountain slopes. For instance, be-

tween 8,000 and 4,000 years ago, trees

now found at lower elevations—white

pine, hemlock, yellow birch—grew at alti-

tudes as much as 1,000 feet higher, indi-

cating substantially warmer temperatures

during that period. Cooling trends over

the past 3,000 years have led to the disap-

pearance of these trees from higher eleva-

tions and increases in spruce pwpulations.

During the elevation shifts, forest zones

(groups of associated species) were not

preserved; distinct zones emerged, per-

sisted for a while, and were then replaced

by new patterns. The characteristic zones

we see today, such as the subalpine forests

dominated by red spruce and balsam fir,

didn't exist until 3,000 years ago. Before

then, red spruce was rare throughout the

region, and forests of hardwoods and hem-

lock bordered high-elevation fir forests.

The region experienced different com-

binations of annual and seasonal tempera-

tures, rainfall, and humidity, which gave

rise to new combinations of tree species.

Based on the records from the lake sedi-

ments, global warming would not result in

a simple upward shift in the current vege-

tation zones of the Adirondacks. Future

climate changes and biotic responses will

probably be at least as complex as those of

the past 10,000 years. We can expect

changes not only in average conditions but

also in extremes, such as drought, and in

seasonal distribution of precipitation.

Changes in the frequency of fires and

blowdowns by strong winds could also

have a hand in reshaping the forests.

Attempts to preserve characteristic

Adirondack community types may be un-

successful in the face of climate change.

Because of its size, however, the Adiron-

dack Park may play a key role in preserv-

ing regional biodiversity during the next

century. The extensive tracts of undevel-

oped land connect diverse habitats, pro-

viding routes for plant and animal species

that will need to adjust their geographic

location and form new communities as the

climate changes. Elsewhere in the eastern

United States, the landscape has been

fragmented, and those habitats that have

been preserved are isolated, restricting

natural adjustment of communities to

large-scale environmental change.

Stephen T. Jackson is an ecologist at

Northern Arizona University.
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Gothics, Armstrong, and Upper Wolfjaw
mountains (left to right) in the

Adirondacks' "Great Range"
Clyde H Smith. Peler Arnold, I

act that would have freed funds for new

conservation land. Now, even though land

is available at bargain prices because of

the recession, there's no money to snatch it

up. The remaining parcels, which would

finally link the current wildernesses and

make the park a biological masterpiece,

may instead be developed for second

homes when the economy revives.

State conservation officials continue to

go through the motions, working with lo-

cal residents and environmental groups to

identify key properties that might be ac-

quired should the state ever recover finan-

cial health, but the frustration level is

high. Partly it's because there's no guaran-

tee the Adirondacks m\\ ever be a state

priority again. A hundred years ago they

were one of the great tourist attractions in

the New World, but now New Yorkers

can drive to LaGuardia and visit the Ba-

hamas as quickly as they can reach the

base of Mount Marcy. (And there are no

black flies in the Bahamas.) To many in

the state, Alaska's Wildlife Refuge or the

old-growth forests of Oregon seem more
real—they simply can't imagine that big

wilderness actually thrives four hours

from Co-op City. The Adirondacks pro-

vide concrete benefits to the state—they

were originally protected to preserve the

headwaters of the Hudson, a task that

remains important. But in many ways the

most vital role of the region now is as a

reminder and a beacon—a place where

hfe is still tied to the land, a place that is

dealing seriously with the conflicts be-

tween people and nature. Which are, of

course, precisely the conflicts reasserting

themselves around the world as we enter

this moment of environmental peril. Lab
and experiment both, the Adirondacks

should be as much a symbol of New
York's contribution to the world as the

statue in the harbor proclaiming liberty.

So while it's true that in this centennial

year the park is in trouble, it's also true

that the park has almost always been in

trouble. With hindsight, we can recognize

how lucky it was that a group of influential

people in the 1890s were able to begin the

long, slow process of protection, of creat-

ing a wilderness on the edge of the eastern

megalopolis. Now their ecological vision

has been proved correct. We inherit the

task of rounding out their creation and of

proving something ourselves: that people

can still lead decent lives in the same
places that beavers and pine trees and
moose are leading theirs. D
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The Living Museui

Earth's Hot Topic
How would you design a major exhi-

bition about an unintentional global ex-

periment with the earth's atmosphere,

whose outcome will not be clear until the

next century? That was the challenge

posed three years ago to a special task

force of scientists and exhibition staff at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory and their colleagues at the Environ-

mental Defense Fund, a national environ-

mental organization. Drawing advice and

information from dozens of specialists and

consulting the latest scientific reports, the

team has created a 7,000-square-foot exhi-

bition entitled "Global Warming: Under-

standing the Forecast."

The $3.4 million effort, opening May
15 at the Museum, presents evidence of

extreme climate changes in the past.

Global Warming: Understanding the

Forecast premieres at the American

Museum ofNatural History on May 1

5

and runs through January 1 7, 1 993. The
exhibition then travels to Los Angeles,

Washington, D.C., and other cities.

shows how warming of just a few degrees

would affect oceans, urban life, and agri-

culture, and demonstrates the choices fac-

ing us today if we want to change the

predicted climatic trend.

"Most exhibits in the Museum docu-

ment events that have happened in the

past; we're showing what may happen in

the future," said Eva Zelig, exhibition de-

veloper for the Museum. "And we also

wanted to show science in action," added

Stephanie Pfirman, the Environmental

Defense Fund's scientific coordinator for

the exhibition, who worked closely with

Zelig. "One thing we wanted to make sure

of was that the exhibition informs the pub-

lic without glossing over the complexities

of the issue. We want to give the facts, but

this exhibit—like science itself—is a mix-

ture of data, theory, ideas, interpretations,

and questions."

According to Michael Oppenheimer, a

scientist at the Environmental Defense

Fund, "We know that certain gases trap

heat, and that human activities are adding

more of them to the atmosphere. Venus is

much hotter than Earth not only because

it's closer to the sun but also because of the

great density of carbon dioxide there." A
greenhouse effect occurs when the sun's

rays (short-wave solar radiation) pass

through the atmosphere, and the accumu-

lated heat (long-wave radiation) becomes

trapped within the gaseous envelope. It is

similar to what happens inside a parked

car with the windows rolled up, or in a

gardener's greenhouse.

A natural greenhouse effect has been

generally beneficial to life on Earth, but

the effect is being greatly intensified as

human activities release immense quanti-

ties of otherwise harmless gases into the

atmosphere: carbon dioxide from burning

forests and fossil fuels, nitrous oxide from

fertilizers, and methane from rice pad-

dies, cattle, and fossil fuel production.

Automobiles and industrial processes

that bum oil, coal, and gasoline produce

the greatest quantities of greenhouse

gases. Another major source is the burn-

ing of tropical rain forests. Round-the-

clock incineration of vast tracts spews

enormous quantities of carbon dioxide

into the air, while destroying millions of

trees that could store the carbon. In all,

human activity releases about 26 billion

tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere

yearly; only half that much can be ab-

sorbed by oceans and forests.

The United Nations Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change and the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences have esti-

mated that average temperatures could

rise between three and eight degrees Fahr-

enheit by the middle of the next century,

making the earth warmer than at any time

in the past 10,000 years. Climate changes

could have wide-ranging implications,

with some parts of the world enjoying a

new boon in agriculture, while others reap

disaster. Some polar ice would melt, rais-

ing ocean levels and flooding low-lying

populated areas, an outcome dramatid

in the exhibition by an interactive dispy

of Washington, D.C., in the year 2050. y

pressing a button, visitors can initial a

fiber-optic storm that will cause the Po-

mac River to inundate the capital.

What else can a visitor see? Near e

entrance are reminders that climate s

changed drastically in the past, includg

the fossil of a huge tropical palm fni

that grew in Utah during the Cretaca i.

To illustrate the scale of glaciation 20,i

years ago, a model shows Manhattan i
'-

scrapers buried beneath massive e

sheets. At that time, the earth had n

average temperature only nine degis

Fahrenheit colder than it is today—ab t

the same difference as predicted for 21 1,

although in the opposite direction. ]

-

played in a special refrigerated glass c :,

Greenland ice cores formed 600 years d

contain trapped bubbles with a m li

lower level of greenhouse gases than

day's air. Visitors can examine rings fi i

a 2,000-year-old Tasmanian tree an a

sediment core from the Arctic Ocean v a

magnifying lenses to learn how scieni s

infer ancient climates from such evidei ;.

Diverse sources of today's greenhc e

gas buildup are also represented in e

exhibition. One display is the "burpg

cow," representing the world's 1.3 bif n

dairy and beef cattle. Like all rumina i,

their digestive systems process grasses, .-

pelling methane as a major byprodii.

Partly transparent, the cow's "gut" lig I

up at intervals. Each pulse of light a

vates a meter that registers a release

methane, accompanied by realistic sou

of bovine burps.

Visitors can see for themselves how

entists come up with climate predicti

on screens that convert mathemati

models into colorful graphic images,

teractive exhibits on climate systems si

what the role of clouds, plants, oceans, i

other factors might be in shaping fut

climate. Scientists are not yet sure h"

clouds and ocean currents will react o

global warming; these unknown variab s
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GLOBALWARMING
LIVDER8TA[VDI[VG THE FORECAST
Humankind has entered a brand new relationship

vith the earth. The constant and increasing pressures

ve are exerting threaten our planet's ability to sustain

life, itself. Change-in the way we think, and in the way

ive live-is needed now. Andy Revkin masterfully

l)resents the problem and powerfully calls each of us

action. GLOBAL WARMING is a significant contri-

mtion, indeed." -SENATOR AL GORE

Hardcover. 8x10,

180 pages, 152

dramatic photos,

137 in full color.

Printed on recycled

paper. Including

I'The Greenhouse Diet: " 20 Things You Can Do To Reduce the

iRIsk of Global Warming.

IS OUR CLIMATE TRULY CHANGING?

How are rising temperatures and erratic weather

patterns related to human activity on our planet?

What can we do about it?

GLOBAL WARMIING: Understanding the Forecast

examines these critical issues in the companion

volume to the special traveling exhibition developed

in an unprecedented collaboration between the

American Museum of Natural History and the

Environmental Defense Fund.

Illustrated throughout with the vivid color photo-

graphs of celebrated nature photographers and

photojournalists, author Andrew Revkin explores the

causes and effects of global warming and describes

the highly uncertain future our planet faces should

the emission of greenhouse gasses continue to grow.

Revkin, who has won numerous awards for his first-

class environmental reporting, through

his compelling narrative, leaves the

reader with a sense of empowerment

by explaining how our actions can

bring about positive change and soften

our impact on the atmosphere.

"Andrew Revkin tells the story of

global warming, the greatest environ-

mental problem of our time, in concise

and understandable language. The photos remind us

poignantly of the beauty that we're laying waste.

Together they may summon us to action.

"

-BILL MCKIBBEN, author The End ofNature

Save $5.00 over publisher's price of $29.95

TO ORDER send check or money order for only

$24.95 including shipping and liandling

within the United States and Canada to the

Members' Bool( Program.

American Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79tli Street, New York, m 10024.

Call toll-free, 1-800-437-0033 for Visa and MasterCard orders.

|PHOTO CRKDITS (CLOCKWISE KROM TOP); MEDIA SERVICES/NASA. FARREI.l. GREHAN/PHOTO RESEARCHERS, INC.. HANS REINHARD/OKAPIVPHOTO RESEARCHERS. INC.



may confound computer predictions.

In another interactive exhibit, visitors

can choose alternative future scenarios. A
visitor could decide to reduce carbon diox-

ide by a certain amount, for instance, and

immediately see the results projected on

world maps. These exhibits demonstrate

how models of global climate are con-

structed, but as Oppenheimer puts it,

"We can see the vague outlines with com-

puter simulations, but these are not accu-

rate predictions; they indicate a direction

of change and also serve to underscore

uncertainties." An overall trend of the last

century has been an increase in atmo-

spheric temperature of nearly one degree

Fahrenheit. While the 1980s was the

warmest decade in a century, scientists

cannot yet tell how much of that warming

was directly caused by the increase in

greenhouse gases. (There are always

short-term, random highs and lows in

global temperature.)

Global warming could undermine the

work of conservationists to save thousands

of species of animals and plants. One
three-dimensional display shows a pro-

tected stand of jack pine forest in Michi-

gan, the only nesting grounds of the en-

dangered Kirtland's warbler. Only a few

degrees of warming would change the

habitat, rendering the sanctuary useless to

the birds. Another diorama shows the salt

marsh on the Texas coast where the only

wild breeding population of 1 50 whooping

cranes spends the winter. Then, through

an arrangement of lights and mirrors, the

scene fades out and is replaced by a pos-

sible future scenario; the refuge flooded.

Museum paleontologist Malcolm Mc-
Kenna, another adviser to the exhibition,

has discovered crocodile and tapir fossils

near the North Pole, which has given him

a special appreciation for the impact of

climatic shifts. "Humans, whether we
know it or not and whether we like it or

not, are participating in a giant experi-

ment in climatic change," he said. "We
are part of the system we are changing,

not outside of it. Scientists need to make

At theAmerican Museum
San Francisco's Old Chinatown
On display in the Akeley Gallery

through June are photographs by Arnold

Genthe showing San Francisco's Old Chi-

natown before its destruction in the earth-

quake and fire of 1906. Four lectures and

two films on documenting ethnicity will

also be presented, and a play about Chi-

nese settlers in California will be per-

formed. For details, call (212) 769-5315.

Asian/Pacihc Month
In May, the Museum celebrates Asian/

Pacific Month with free programs.

Among the presentations are excerpts

from Cantonese opera, music and dance

from the Philippines, and Indian classical

dance. Lecture topics will cover New
York City's Chinese hand laundrymen,

the Korean American community, Philip-

pine cuisine, and Deepavali, the Indian

festival of lights. For more information,

call (212) 769-5315.

The Santana Fossils

Since 1817, when Europeans began ex-

ploring the region, the Araripe plateau in

northeastern Brazil has yielded well-pre-

served fossils about 1 10 million years old.

An exhibit displaying these diverse finds,

as well as habitat re-creations, opens on

Friday, May 1, in the Roosevelt Rotunda.

Through the philanthropy of Herbert R.

Axelrod, president ofTFH (Tropical Fish

Hobbyist) Publications, part of the pla-

teau has been set aside as paleontology's

first conservation site.

At the Planetarium
Weather and climate will be the theme

on National Astronomy Day, Saturday,

May 2. Related activities will be held

throughout the day. In addition to regular

sky shows, "Wonderful Sky," featuring

the Sesame Street Muppets, will be

shown at 10:30 and 1 1:45 a.m.

Richard Tresch Fienberg, president

and CEO of Sky Publishing Corporation,

will give an illustrated talk on the astron-

omy initiatives proposed by the National

Academy of Sciences for the 1990s. The
lecture, on Tuesday, May 19, at 7:30 p.m.

in the Sky Theater, is part of the "Fron-

tiers in Astronomy and Astrophysics" se-

ries. Tickets are $6 ($5 for members). For

more information, call (212) 769-5900.

HoMiNOiD Jawbone Discovery
The fossil jawbone of Otavipithecus, a

newly discovered species of prehuman,

will be on display in the third-floor Pri-

mate Hall beginning Tuesday, March 3 1

.

A joint American-French paleontology

team made the find last summer in an

abandoned mine dump in Namibia. The
exhibit will also feature other fossils from

the deposit that helped date the jawbone.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Museum has a pay-what-

you-wish admission policy. For more in-

formation about the Museum, call (212)

769-5100.

the public aware that it's like rowi

boat when a dangerous rapid looms al

;

early minor adjustments might save lo

of frantic activity later on."

To research the level of public av

ness of global warming, the exhibit

planners conducted surveys among
seum visitors. Many thought globa

mate was being heated up by the wide

hole in the ozone layer. (Actually, the

separate problems, and the relatior

between them is still being studied.)

ers asked what they could do to help

vent planetary warming. In one sectii

the exhibition, individuals can test

own "scores" in their choices of tran:

tation, food, and products to learn whc .

they are part of the global warming
\

lem or part of its solution.

Some scientists, like Wallace Broe

a professor at Columbia University,

argued that global warming is only

part of a very complex problem. Broe

insists that one cannot address any

ronmental issue in vacuo, without j&

fronting the time bomb of human poila

tion. "Almost every problem we ha\

the globe is made worse by having i

:

people," he says. "By far most of then ;.

going to be bom into poor countries, ic

they're going to live in already > w

crowded, energy-inefficient cities,

real question is what kind of planet i

be with 11 billion people on it bj

middle of next century." As a rest

Broecker's input, the exhibition has i

porated information about the perils c

population explosion. However, Pni

says her research on the exhibitior .;

modified her views on that questio

used to think it was a matter of abs i

numbers of people," she says, "but r

see that relative consumption is eq

important. An American's life style

sumes as much energy as do thirty pt

in a developing country. Cutting bac

energy expenditures by miUions of pt Hi

could make a serious contribution tc rt

stabilizing global climate."

Fred Krupp, the director of the 1

ronmental Defense Fund, hopes the i

bition will move those who see it.

"

country wastes vast amounts of enei

he says, "and it is the world's numbei

emitter of carbon dioxide. We can n

our economy leaner, both financial!}

in terms of reducing pollution, by g

toward energy efficiency. Even if we :r

to stabilize population at today's leve: i

people around the world came up tc^'

consumption level of the United St

we'd all be sunk. As I see it, we have t<

the American public ready to make sii

tough choices."

Richard Ml e
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VHAT IS GLOBAL WARMING ANYWAY

Get the real story. See the extraordinary exhibition.

"Global Warming: Understanding the Forecast"
Presented by the American Museum of Natural History and the Environmental Defense Fund.

\

Don't miss the enlightening new exhibition • Opens iVlay 15 • Hands-on exhibits • IVlultimedia events

Workshops and demonstrations • Energy-efficient products • What you can do now
Aiso at the Museum, Naturemax Theater: "Blue Planet" • Hayden Planetarium; "Amazing Worlds of Weather".

For more information call: (2 1 2) 769-5 100

American
Museum of

Natural
History

I place of wonder for New Yorl(. And the world.

Sponsored by

SHEARSON LEHMAN BROTHERS INC. ENVIRONMErrrAL
DEFENSE FUND

American Museum of Natural History. Central Park West at 791ti St., New York, N.Y. 10024



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery o( Prehistoric Paintings, 1202 Lexing-

ton Ave
,
Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads Stage
Fan Club. Inquire Box 39, Florham Park, NJ 07932-

0039

HANDCRAFTED WOOL RUGS. Hand dyed virgin wool,

linen warp, 3' x 5', woven in the Sangre de Cnsto
Mountains Beauty and quality which will last for gen-

erations Brochure $1 Blue Stallion, Dept NH, 114

West 6th, Walsenburg, CO 81089

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry— sandpaintings,
kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Treasures,

Box 9771 -NH. Phoenix, AZ 85068

Books/Publications

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Books for

Nature Lovers, Identification guides, reference works,

studies and more on animals, plants, marine life, birds,

more plus posters and postcards on nature subjects.

Most $3.95 to $10.00. Write Dover Publications. Dept.

A285. 31 E 2nd Street, Mineola, NY 11501

NATURAL HISTORY Rare. Old, Used Books. Specialty

Ornithology Catalog. Paul Woodbury Weld. 435
Lanning Rd,, Honeoye Falls, NY 14472 (716) 624-5178

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
VantagePress. 516W. 34St..NewYork.N.Y. 10001

PROFESSIONAL NO FEE BOOK SEARCH SERVICE.
Personal attention No obligation. Kensington. P.O.

Box 582NH, Clinton, WA 98236 (206) 221-3575. We get

results!

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept, NHE, 11 West 32 Street.

New York 10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross

Publishing. Inc.. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service. Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study. Free catalogue. (800) 362-7070
Dept. LF124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist Home Study. Free Career Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept CF124

LEARN INTERIOR DECORATING Home study. De-
velop your natural talent Free Career Literature (800)
362-7070 Dept HF124

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS To $1 ,000 daily! Overseas Stateside. Free
List! Zincvo. Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

TheMarH^t
BECOME A FEDERAL PARK RANGER this summer.
Updated publication $5. "Ranger." Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

EASY WORK I EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products
at home. Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the

US, Free details: EOV, PO Box 4957. Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept.

C-181), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS em-
ployment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R. 2257S Zenobia.

Denver. CO 80219 (303) 936-0270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Current openings
to $75,000-1-. Free Report! Employment International,

Box 5730-RR, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600 (LAI)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
Includes Mideast! Sampler: 3/$2,98. Free Brochure.

Multinewspapers. Box 866-203. Dana Point, California,

92629

Furniture

UNIQUE HANGING CHAIRS, Hammocks and acces-

sories, outdoor furniture. Handcrafted tor 25 years,

satisfaction guaranteed. Free Brochure. 1-800-688-

8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks. Rt. 4. Box 169-NH. Lou-

isa. VA 23093

Gourmet Interests

THE HUNGRY COWBOY: Food and lore of the West.
May "Recipe of the Month", $5.00. PO. Box 951-NA,

Laramie, Wyoming 82070

Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes.
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext, C-2605,

Merchandise/Gifts

TROPICAL MICRONESIAN Bird or Fish Posters, in color

25 Vj" X 35'/?". two in set. $15.00 includes mailing. Send
check or money order to: Micronesian Islands Con-
servation, Pohnpei Island, Box 159, FM 96941

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age. interests. Free reply. Harmony. Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experience the

Ultimate in Brilliance and Clahty! Europtik. Ltd.. PO.
Box 319-NH. Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-

lars since 1923, Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co . Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie. NY
12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS Sllig

1960 Offenng selection advice, 24 hour shippi"

deep discounts on most popular brands of binocui

scopes, tnpods, camera adapters, more Catalogui

request Birding. PO Box 4405NC, Halfmoon.,«
12065(518)664-2011

QUALITY BINOCULj^RS SINCE 1914—We can
complete selection of brand name binoculars We
competitive prices and all the answers to your bim
lar questions Call for our Free 'Binocular Buj

Guide'! National Camera Exchange, 9300 Olson F
way. Golden Valley, MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

I

Real Estate

WILD TURKEYS, JAVELINA AND DEER browse in 1

acre oak grove around this 3 bedroom, 2 bath, ci

and glass house in Texas Hill Country. From the c

fort of your sofa, watch painted buntings, quail

armadillos just a few feet away m their natural envi

ment. Share private park on Frio River. $149,000 I

Patrick Realty, Box 295. Leakey, TX 78873 (512)

5488

Rentals

HAWAII VACATION APARTMENTS all islands. I^e

brochures. Paradise Management, 50 South Beret a

C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breto

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranqu

Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova Scotia, (

ada

PRIMITIVE LAKESIDE OPEN SHED CAMPING $10C f

week. For Details, PO. Box 232, Georges Mills, i
03751

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling moui i

lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses, ff y

rates, American Plan, Timberlock. Box NH, Indian L •,

NY 12864

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT, Fleet of 20 sailbi

sailing instruction, heated pool, tennis. Write for to

Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safan
Kenya. Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low t

camping or deluxe Teeming wildlife, stunning phc i-

raphy. Fascinating options: track gonllas. climb i-

manjaro. visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snc 'J

and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles " Choice yaoi

Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes, Amazon Jun /

Machu Picchu options Costa Rica! Rainforest and i-

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical \ I-

lite and smoking volcanos Small groups, ex 1

guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free f

chures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours. IS' /

26 St. (C)NY. NY 10001.

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping s i-

ris. classic lodge safans, Kilimanjaro climbs, gca

tracking. London/Nairobi overland. Egypt, more, f s

24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel, 112 Pi-

pect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife, f

rilla safaris to Tanzania, Kenya. Rwanda, Botswn,

Namibia. Also, Egypt, Galapagos. Far East, Wan
lust Adventures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207. Denver

80218(303)777-5846

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures that explore Afriis

wildlife and cultures in depth. Outstanding gui(.,

small groups, excellent accommodations off ^

beaten path Walking and night game drives availa

;

Join one of our scheduled safaris or design a pri\3

adventure of your own Tanzania. Kenya. Botswji.

Namibia. Draw upon more than 20 years' experier'

Voyagers. Dept NH-5, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14'

1-800-633-0299
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\GASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada, Wll-

ess wildlife. Guided adventures for adults, fam-

leens. Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207)

tNTDONeSJA
ilzmA*CAmeoT>iA* laps
, BaUicr- AtJycnrw res

iCa.aiog 800-397-5917

.i.r/icn--=r Asi<n.— 1rs ALL Wc D<.»/

ZON. 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro

s. Remote |ungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador. Peru,

la or Venezuela. Call for free information/bro-

3S Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

NY 11375. (718)520-1845

HAEGLOGY TOURS—Coronado's Trail, San Juan

tnps. Mesa Verde, Canyon de Chelly, Chaco
on, Santa Fe, Taos, and Mayan Ruins. Souttiw/est

& Central America. 1st Class Guided by leading

aeologists. Arcfiaeological Conservancy, 415 Or-

J Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87501 (505) 982-3278

-EaWQS}
Years of GEO '^'"' ^'^ ^''*'

lality EXPEDITIONS Cruiseswith

tural History Naturalist

X Worldwide. 800 351-S041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonera, CA 95370

^<l|^0(|l$< ^<%:&<

FRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Nature,

g and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and camping
is, lodge stays, and island resorts in New
ind's scenic National Parks and Milford Track;

alia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier

Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa

ara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

TA RICA. The best programs by the most experi-

d operators. Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater

g, wonderful beaches. Call for free information/

lures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

NY 11375 (718) 520-1845.

FOR DINOSAURS THIS SUMMER! Join leading

jntologists in Western Colorado and Wyoming,
nation's Dinosaur Discovery Expeditions (800)

1503, (714) 753-9830

1 biologist from a major U.S. university

ir a visit to these renowned islands far i

amoved trom civilization. Must be able to

alk 2 miles on trails. 3 days in Andes Mtns '

Quito area, 7 days on Galapagos. Otavalo «
dians, giant tortoises, sea lions, blue-tooted

Dobies and more! S2195 includes all meals air

om Miami (air from other cities available) all tours ^

^its Stjndays Previous Client References in Brochuie

TRIPS MONTHLY- CALL FOR DATES [$2l95
NTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-800-622-6525

> APAGOS/ECUADOR: Best Yachts, Guides,
'I :s Since 1 965, Also: Hike and Cruise, Diving. High-
ii and Amazon "La Selva", "Light Brigade"',

('abeno " Machupicchu Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,
'Isant Hill, California 94523 (510) 671-2900

jlAPAGOSI—Excellent boats, small groups, natu-
a guides In-depth natural history and ptioto tnps
1 de mainland Ecuador, and optional Amazon Basin
Dision Voyagers, Dept. NP-5, Box 915, Ithaca, NY
' 1 1-800-633-0299

GALAPAGOS. 14 night cruise, Nov. $3,500. Xmas
cruises $2,700 Cruise plus rainforest Jan. "93 $3,300.

Includes airfare from Miami. Excellent yachts, guides

and escorts Galapagos Holidays. 745 Gerrard East.

Toronto M4M 1Y5 (416) 469-821 1 Fax (416) 463-5131

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.

"how to" guidebook ($1650 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel. PO. Box 1220. San Juan Bautista. CA 95045

(800) 969-9014.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, From $1785 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown. MD
21133(301)922-3116

AMAZON
Join a biologist trom a major U.S. university '

on a 90 foot riverijoat lor a 650 mile adventure

on the Amazon River! 8 days. 7 nights. $1595

Includes meals, air from Miami (air trom

other cities available), tours, entrance fees

side trips, transfers, 1st class hotel, and more \

Departs Saturdays. Previous Client References

in Bmchure. Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys
Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available

3 TRIPS MONTHLY- CALL FOR DATES

INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-800-622-6525

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, CHINA, THAILAND, Tours, treks,

wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog,

Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St,, Stamford. CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

PADDLE THE OKEFENOKEE, Backpack Costa Rica.

Hike the Smokies. Save the sea turtles. Wilderness

Adventure, emphasizing natural history and environ-

mental awareness. 3-13 days. Free brochure. Wilder-

ness Southeast. 711-NH Sandtown Road. Savannah,

GA 31410 (912) 897-5108

PERU—IVlACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure. Hi-

malayan Travel. 1 12 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901

(800) 225-2380

COPPER CANYON
SIERRA MADRE RAIL EXCURSIONS

Dramatic train ride to a canyon karger than ttie Grand Canyon.

Experience mountain lodges, pristine pine forests, canyon trete

to tropical depttis, waterfalls and Torahumoro Indians,

1-800-843-1060 FREE BROCHURE
COLUMBUS TRAVEL, RT, 1 2. BOX 382-6, NEW BRAUNFELS.TX 78132

SCUBA DIVE WITH SCRIPPS AQUARIUM in the Sea of

Cortez. Join biologists in observing and documenting

manne life in its natural habitat. October 4-10, 1992;

approx. $2,000 including air (619) 534-8665 or Scripps

Aquarium 0207. UCSD. La Jolla. CA 92093-0207

SONORAN DESERT TOURS: Beautiful Southern Ah-

zona—Northern Mexico Customized Guided tours.

Kino Missions. Sea of Cortez. guest ranch, Southwest-

ern activities. Six persons Maximum. P.O. Box 10411,

Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel & Fax: (602) 840-9256

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

Quality EXPEDITIONS
Kenya Tanzania,

Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

I/TA/TA/TA/TA/Tl

SOUTH AMERICA. Galapagos from economy to de-

luxe, trekking in the Andes. Machu Picchu. Patagonia.

Amazon. Conventional or remote destinations. Come
with the specialists! Call for free information/bro-

chures. Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St.. Forest

Hills. NY 11375(718)520-1845

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS: Affordable Nature.

Wildlife. Cultures. Hiking. Biking Galapagos/Ecuador.

Peru. Costarica. Venezuela. Belize. Patagonia. Brazil/

Pantanal. Indonesia. Thailand. Asia Europe Bo-

tswana. Zimbabwe. Namibia. Tanzania. Kenya.

Rwanda Australia/NZ/PNG Antarctic/Subantarctic

Tall Ships, American Indian Journeys North America

Forum Travel. 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, California

94523 (510) 671 2900

Excetknl bouls. Plus Amuzan & Amies

In-dcplli Iropkal udvenlures. Small groups

Voyogers, Dept. NG-5, Box 915, Ithoco, NY 14851. 1-800-633-0299'

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA, Take a journey back

into time where every day is a different and exciting

adventure Free brochure 1-800-trails-5 (305) 451 -5344

^ ALASKA-GALAPAGOS
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA • BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlije Journey Specialisls

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Oceaa Dr., McKinleyriBe, CA 95521

800-548-7555

WHALE-WATCHING AT ITS BEST! 7-night cruise Odys-

sey to the world of whales. The St, Lawrence River is

the only place outside of the Arctic where you will sight

the snow-white Beluga , and you can sight Fins.

Minkes. Humpbacks, and perhaps the great Blue, Free

brochure 1-800-267-7868

GALAPAGOS
You,

nofu

than

dote

9 other adventurers and our llcens

olist will sail by yacht to explore more islo

any other Galapagos expedition. 60

. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

ed

ids

rip

Video

FREE Award-winning VideoTours Catalog, Nineteen of

America's most famous Museums. Zoos. Aquariums,

and Historical Sites, Satisfaction Guaranteed, Write

VideoTours. Inc .
300 Winding Brook Drive. Dept NH.

Glastonbury. CT 06033 or call 800-869-6789

Wanted

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings. embroideries.

Aubusson. Needlepoint. Onental. European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls, Please send
color photos with size, condition and price to Renate
Halpern Galleries. Inc. 325 East 79th Street. New York,

NY 10021, Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3,55 per word; 16 word minimum Display classified is

$390 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St
,
New

York. NY 10024 Direct any written inquines to Eileen

O'Keefe at the above address Please include your

personal address and telephone number, issue pre-

ferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of the

month, two months pnor to cover date (the January

issue closes Nov 1), Camera-ready art is required for

display ads A tearsheet or copy of the page with your

ad will be sent upon publication.
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A Matter OF Tas'

Milch Ewe Millennium
Will high-tech sheep breedingyield an American Roquefort?

by Raymond Sokolov

At one point in time in the 1980s, two

women expatriates leading glamorous

lives in London were thinking a lot about

sheep. For most people, sheep are so

unstimulating that we count them at bed-

time in order to bore ourselves to sleep,

but for these two female cosmopolites,

sheep were exciting enough to keep them

up nights. Sheep were an inspiration.

Maria Jose Sevilla wrote a book about

the sheep-centered world of her people.

Joan Snyder left her job at Merrill Lynch

International and set up a sheep cheese

creamery in the Hudson Valley about two

and a half hours north of New York City.

For Sevilla, her book was a logical exten-

sion of her Basque heritage and her profes-

sional life as the Spanish government's

culinary missionary to the United King-

dom. For Snyder, her training as a mer-

chant banker led her to conclude that pro-

ducing cheese from sheep's milk was the

best way to make an income from the 200-

acre farm she had bought in northern Co-

lumbia County.

Both women found themselves leaving

behind highly urban careers to explore a

form of rural Ufe based on a primitive and

primordial activity, the herding of sheep.

Sevilla's research was not, of course, lim-

ited to the pastoral side of Basque gastro-

nomic life. She also looked into Basque

fishing, Basque markets, Basque farm-

house cookery, Basque cider, Basque eat-

ing societies, and even the sophisticated

heights of Basque nouvelle cuisine, la

nueva cocina vasca. But the most cen-

tral—and the most traditional—side of

Basque foodways that she recorded was

the nomadic life of shepherds pasturing

their flocks in the high meadows of the

Pyrenees, keeping them safe and well-fed

in return for their wool, meat, and milk.

In the market at Ordicia, a weekly af-

fair since 1798, Sevilla found the arcades

full of small stalls selling sheep cheeses,

many of them made in shepherds' huts

and brought down to town by their wives

and daughters. There is pungent smoked

70 Natural History 5/92

cheese from the Valle del Roncal, to be

eaten at the end of a meal. Others are

yellow from being smoked with fresh-

felled wood; Idiazabals, or those from the

Sierra de Aralar, are cylindrical and

weigh two to three pounds. There are also

the Baztan cheeses—eaten with aperitifs,

added to soup, melted into the com bread

called tabs. And all of them are made
from sheep's milk, often in the same way
that shepherds made cheese in biblical

days and in the days of Homer.

Between the months of May and Novem-
ber, Jose Martin is alone with his sheep, he

rises at six or seven o'clock each morning

and, after a light breakfast of goat's milk

and a little bread, goes out to milk his flock.

Sometimes they have slept in the fold, at

other times he has to go and find them and
pen them in before milking. The warm milk

squirts loudly into the plastic bucket as the

shepherd squeezes the ewes' teats.

As soon as he gets back from milking,

Jose Martin sets about making the cheese.

The first part of the process is to filter the

still tepid milk. If the milk has cooled down
too much he warms it gently to about 25° C
[77° F]. In the mountains the shepherds

still use natural rennet [a substance scraped

from the stomach lining of cows and other

ruminants that contains the coagulating en-

zyme rennin, which precipitates the cur-

dling of milk], which they thin with a little

warm water and add to the milk as it is

filtered. The mixture is left to stand for

three-quarters of an hour and then stirred

with the hand or a spoon until the whey
begins to separate from the curds. The liq-

uid [whey] is drained off little by little and

the curds pushed down to the bottom of a

plastic bowl. At this point the curds are cut

into the number of cheeses which he wishes

to make. Each piece is placed in a [perfo-

rated] plastic mold, left for a while and then

turned over. Until a few years ago Jose

Martin did everything by hand because he

had no cheese press; now he has a small one

where the cheese remains for about twelve

hours, after which it is passed through a

salmuera or brine solution, and then left for

another twelve hours. Some shepherds sim-

ply cover the surface of the cheese with salt.

Once they have been salted the cheeses are

placed on some boards where they are left

for about two months, before being

[Life and Food in the Basque Countt

Maria Jose Sevilla. New AmsteiF
Books, 1990].

I

Very traditional Basque cheese m;

milk sheep into a handmade wo

(birch) pitcher called a kaiku, whi

also used for cooking. Pebbles heatec

campfire (kaikuarris) are placed ii

kaiku, where they give a sought-

bumed taste to milk used for a fruit ji .l

known as mamia.

Perhaps the persistence of wood v( el'

in some places does contribute to the i

acter of Basque cheeses, as well as lii

them in the imagination to prehis

days when Basques had not yet lei

the art of making earthenware vessel k
any rate, Sevilla mentions other r le

ments that clearly do matter. For e t

pie, the breed of the sheep. Rasa ;

from the Valle del Roncal produce :

cheese, while the Latxa sheep o) Ik

Baztan valley are admired for vte

creamy cheese, best when young.

In those fast-disappearing farmsit*

and huts where the old ways continue ihi

funnel-strainer (idaztia) for the fresh ill

is lined with nettle leaves to remov. t

purities and hooked onto a two-har

pail {abatza). The curdled milk is st

with a spoon (malatza). The perfoi

mold (zumitzd) is carved with geom

figures that impress themselves or

cheese as it drains onto a board {kart •

Most of us will never taste one of i

cheeses, but in the ever-improving v

of U.S. food retailing, factory version ir

now available from Basque produce ii

both Spain and France. The varie '

impressive, but these cheeses are onh n

part of sheep cheese making. Ita

make pecorino and romano. Some G

fetas are ovine. And in central Spair

Mancha manufactures tons of mancl

:

The most famous of sheep chees

Roquefort, the crumbly, blue-green ]ni

ciUin-mold masterpiece. But even Roic

fort seems to be threatened by the



American Museum of Natural History

GRAND ALASKA EXPEDITION
August 13-27, 1992

and/or

GRAND NORTH PACIFIC EXPEDITION
August 25 - September 9, 1992

Discover remote islands and coastal parks of Alaska and Siberia this summer with an extraordinary team of

American Museum experts. Using the ultra-deluxe, 44-cabin Aurora as our base, participants can explore the

entire region from Prince Rupert to Hokkaido, Japan, or either half of the itinerary.

Highlights of the first luxury expedition cruise include:

• Renowned natural areas, including the Inside Passage, Prince William Sound and Kenai National Park.

• Remote islands such as Kodiak, Semidi, Unga and the Pribilofs, all teeming with wildlife.

• Deep fjords, glaciers, icebergs, ice floes, waterfalls, dense forests and lava floes.

• Harbor, hair and northern fur seals; sea and river otters; sea lions; walruses; black, brown and Kodiak bears;

wolves; deer; mountain goats; moose; Dall sheep; red foxes; lynx; minke, killer and humpback whales; and

hundreds of species of birds.

• Towns and villages along the way, including Yakutat, Seward, Kodiak and Dutch Harbor.

Highlights of the second luxury expedition cruise include:

• The Aleutian Islands, a remote string of volcanic islands

stretching from Alaska to the Soviet Far East and home to a

wonderfully diverse array of birds and marine mammals.

• Petropavlovsk, on the beautiful Kamchatka Peninsula in the

Soviet Far East.

• The volcanic Kurils, a dramatic group of islands along the

Pacific "Ring of Fire."

• Akan National Park on Japan's island of Hokkaido, a beautiful

park extending over two gigantic calderas of collapsed vol-

canic cones.

por further information

ontact:

American
Museum of
Natural

xSrii History

i Discovery Cruises

jCentral Park West at 79th St.

I

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or

« Toll-free (800) 462-8687



American Museum
of Natural History

ANCIENT EGYPT
AND
THE
NILE

600 Miles
from

Cairo to
Aswan

Oct. 27 - Nov. 13, 1992

Discover the many ancient treasures

found througtiout the extraordinary

Nile River valley in Egypt with a team
of three experts and just 53 partici-

pants. This relaxing, 11 -day cruise

along the entire navigable length of the

Nile is led by experts in Egyptian ar-

cheology. Islamic architecture and

natural history. Visit all the major sites

such as Abu Simbel, Luxor, Kamak,
Valley of the Kings, the pyramids at

Giza, Kom Ombo, Esna and Dendera,

as well as many of the rarely-seen sites.
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Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024
Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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sures of modem life. Protected until now
by a cozy arrangement of fixed high milk

prices for local sheepmen and a shrewdly

defended standard of quality, Roquefort

is, in effect, a monopoly cooperative run

by Societe des Caves et des Producteurs

Reunis de Roquefort. But that company is

controlled by Source Perrier, the mineral-

water outfit, which as of this writing is

itself a target for takeover by Nestle and

Fiat. And now that Europe is Europe,

there isn't much that Roquefort tradition-

alists can do to ward off control by foreign-

ers partial to chocolate or Gorgonzola.

Worse still, from the local sheep raisers'

point of view, new owners might not keep

up the milk price subsidy that has encour-

aged Roquefort sheepmen to breed sheep

that are superlative milkers. As a result of

this arrangement, Roquefort has a serious

sheep milk surplus.

Don't mention that to Joan Snyder. Or
her partner, the former journalist and gui-

tar pedagogue Ken Kleinpeter. Their

sheep cheese operation at Hollow Road
Farms in Stuyvesant, New York, is in des-

perate sheep-milk deficit. That's because

American sheep were not historically bred

as dairy animals. Our sheep were raised

for wool and meat.

So a typical U.S. ewe, during her 100 or

so days of lactation, will average a quart of

milk a day. Triple that would be an aver-

age output for a European milch ewe, ac-

cording to Kleinpeter, who tends pregnant

sheep immobilized with triplets as if he

had been doing it all his life. He and Sny-

der can currently fill only a quarter of the

orders they receive from restaurants and

gourmet food stores. When I visited them
in midwinter, the low end of their produc-

tion year (lambing peaks in the spring),

there was almost no cheese on hand.

The obvious solution for them would be

to buy high-yield milkers from Roquefort

or Spain. But that's against the law. The

only sheep that can be imported here are

sheep from countries declared free of a

deadly virus called scrapie. As it happens,

the only officially scrapie-free countries

are Australia and New Zealand, and they

don't have milch ewes. The scrapie em-

bargo also keeps out frozen embryos and

sperm. So Snyder and Kleinpeter, as well

as the handful of other American sheep

cheese pioneers, scrape around for milk

and breed for the future.

Since the mideighties, Snyder and

Kleinpeter have screened about 1,000

ewes and bred them selectively, with the

help of a computerized genetic data base.

That huge effort has identified twenty-

five to thirty super producers, ewes up to

the average standard of European dairy

ewes. At this rate, it would take many

years, well over a decade, to engi

enough optimal milkers to mainta

herd size they want: 300.

So this year, they hope to speed u]

breeding program with a sort of higl

ence form of ovine surrogate motherlii

Reproductive hormones will inia

hyperovulation in the superprodum

milkers, and the extra embryos wilb

implanted into "inferior" ewes,

should quadruple the rate of birth of s

rior milkers. By 1994, Hollow la

Farms will have increased the avef»

productivity of its milk herd by 50

cent, and by 1995 or 1996, the incr

should reach 100 percent.

The implications, nationally, are

significant. For the first time, this coi

would have a large herd of high-qu

milch ewes, a herd capable of suppi

other dairy operations around the coi

with milch ewes of their own. And the

:

American sheep cheese industry woul

a practical reality.

Perhaps the need for such a thing i

immediately obvious. After all, there]

lot of imported sheep cheese availabl

those who want it, and it's doubtful at

U.S. producers will ever be able to mc si

a significantly cheaper hard sheep cl s

as long as European exporters subs a

their industry. That was my view ui

tasted some of the remarkably rich

mild milk that Hollow Road Farms s
:f

are producing.

Sheep's milk is decidedly richer ii

either cow's or goat's milk. Here is H( ft

Road Farms' comparison based on i

ounces of milk:

Sheep Goat Cc

Calories 191 168 15

Calcium 568mg 327mg 29

Cholesterol 48mg 27mg 3

Protein 12.8g 7.5g

Fat ll.Og lO.lg

These figures may not encou

weight watchers and atherosclerotic

indulge in large amounts of sheep c

products, but the richness and sweet

of this milk is responsible for the tas fi

the yogurt, which is a revelation: luxuiB

and mild, no goatish fatty-acid aftejt

The same is true of the gently tangy f

cheeses. And the fresh-ripened, Can

bert-style cheese made' from a mi

sheep and cow milk is an original, deli

creation.

These fresh, perishable products d(

face serious competition from their E

pean counterparts. Yogurt is not imj

able by law because it is classified

fluid dairy product, and fresh che

tend to stay at home because they ai



-lived. So yogurt and fresh cheeses

vhat we are likely to see from U.S.

ucers in the near future. Neverthe-

the chauvinist in me hopes that with

iiiliennium will come a blue-green

sheep cheese made in the U.S.A. An
rican Roquefort. Manufacture will

mtered in Rockford, Illinois.

le very thought makes me want to

with joy.

nond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

nterests are the history andprepara-

offood.

Two recipes employing feta

eese, from Arthur Schwartz's What
•oCook When You Think There's

Nothing in theHouse to Eat,

HarperPerennial, 1992

Saganaki

tablespoons butter

ounces feta, sliced

Juice of 'A lemon

tablespoon brandy (optional)

n a small skillet, heat the butter over

nedium heat until it sizzles.

Vdd the feta and fry 2 minutes on

;ach side, until melted and lightly

)rowned.

iqueeze on the lemon juice and eat

mmediately. Or pour on the brandy,

gnite, and when the flames go out,

' prinkle on the lemon juice and eat.

Yield: 1 serving

ter unquestionably adds to the ap-

of the cheese, but feta is also good

ted under a broiler or in a toaster

1, on bread or not, with lemon juice

iOt.

Macaroni and Cheese
' Like a Greek Salad

^ pound macaroni

, ^ tablespoons fruity olive oil

1 tablespoon wine vinegar

2 ounces feta ('4 most supermar-

ket packages)

5 Kalamata or other Greek olives,

pitted and quartered

"'i teaspoon dried Mediterranean

oregano
I Freshly ground pepper

. ]ook the macaroni until tender.

)rain well.

. 'our into a mixing bowl and toss im-

nediately with the oil.

. \AA vinegar and toss again.

Add the feta, olives, oregano, and
everal grinds of the pepper mill. (Be-

ause the cheese is salty, additional

alt is probably not necessary.) Toss

gain. Serve hot or at room tempera-

ure.

CELESTRON — world renowned tor fine

optics. Quality binoculars and spotting scopes

for all your recreational needs. All come witti

Celestron's limited lifetime won'onty.

^ CELESTROn
Celestron International

2835 Columbia Sf. • Torrance, CA 90503

800/421-1526 213/328-9560

FAX: 213/212-5835

DISCOVER WILDLIFE
AND THE

ORIGINS OF LIFE.

• Kenya & Tanzania
• Galapagos Islands

Get new insights into life in the wild

on an expedition with Park East Tours-

a leader in ecotourism for 25 years. Our

expert naturalists and guides escort

you every step of the way
We conduct trips for the zoological

societies of NY, LA, Washington, Phila-

delphia, Atlanta, Indianapolis and many
more. For a free brochure and details of

our zoo programs, call 1 800 223-6078.

In NY, 212 765-4870.

wmm

The Last Gold
Coin of the
Romanovs

The 1897-1911 "Czar Nicholas 11"

Gold 5 Roubles of Imperial Russia

Only $125
while supplies last

Own beautiful Extra Fine to Alxjut Uncir-

culated gold coins of the Romanov dy-

nasty, which ruled the Russian Empire for

over 300 years. Each certified-authentic

coin contains 4.3 grams of .900 fine gold.

Special introductory prices: 1 coin, $125

(#10846). 3 coins, $365 (save $10). 5

coins, $595 (save $30). 10 Coins, $1,150

(save $100). 30-day no-questions-asked

return privilege. To order by credit card,

call toll-free 1-800-451-4463 at any time.

Or send your check or money order to:

International Coins & Currency, Inc., 11

E.StateSt.,Box218,Dept.2387,Montpe-

lier, VT 05601. Add just $2 for postage.

Be yourown
weatherman.

Why wait for a professional weather report

when you can have it at your fingertips

anytime you want. The Weather Monitor II

offers the most complete state-of-the-art

weather monitoring system you can buy.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•Inside & Outside Temps

•Wind Speed & Direction

•Inside Humidity

•Time & Date

•Barometer

•Wind Chil

•Alarms

'Highs & Lows

'Instant Metric

Conversions

'Outside Humidity

& Dew Point Option

'Rainfall Option

'Optional PC
Interface

Weather Monitor II
The Professional ;

Home Weather Station :

Order today:! -800-678-3669' '

M - F 7 a.m. 10 5:30 p.m. Pacific Time • FAX 1-510-670.0589

WC and VISA • One-year warranty • 30-day money-back guaranlee

BWIS hSTRlMliTS 3465 Diablo AVE., Haward.CA 94545
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Right after graduating from high

school in 1966, Philip G. Terrie (page

28) worked at an Adirondack summer
camp, where he fell in love with the wil-

derness. After attending Princeton, he

returned to the mountains to work at the

Adirondack Museum. For his doctoral

dissertation in American studies at

George Washington University, Terrie

chose the history of the idea of wilder-

ness in the Adirondacks, which became

the core of his book Forever Wild: Envi-

ronmental Aesthetics and the Adiron-

dack Forest Preserve (Philadelphia:

Temple University Press, 1985). Now an

associate professor of English and Amer-

ican culture studies at Bowling Green

State University in Ohio, his interests

have broadened to include all American

environmental history and literature.

Still, he remains obsessed with the Adi-

rondacks. Shown here with his daughter,

he and his family regularly summer at

their cabin on Long Lake, six miles from

the nearest road. In addition to studying

Adirondack history, Terrie enjoys back-

packing, hiking, and canoeing
—

"any ex-

cuse to get into the backcountry."

In eleven novels and numerous poems,

stories, and essays, Russell Banks (page

26) has evoked a powerful sense of place.

And each place he has lived, from New
Hampshire to North Carolina to Ja-

maica, invariably works its way into his

books. Banks first went to the Adiron-

dacks in 1987 at the urging of his wife,

whose family has summered there since

the nineteenth century. "It was very

much like a return to the northern New
England of my childhood in the 1940s."

Now, Banks divides his time between

Princeton University, where he teaches

creative writing, and the town of Keene

in the Adirondacks, which he has used as

the setting for his latest novel. The Sweet

Hereafter.

Except for military service during

World War II and Ph.D. work at Stan-

ford University, Edwin H. Ketchledge

(page 34) has spent his career working

on Adirondack natural resources and

natural history at the State University of

New York College of Environmental

Science and Forestry, Syracuse. "I have

watched wilderness return over the

course of sixty years roaming and study-

ing the Adirondacks, both as a profes-

sional forest ecologist and as a citizen

forest recreationist." Now retired,

Ketchledge remains an indefatigable

Adirondack activist, especially for the

conservation of rare ecosystems on high

alpine summits.

Yngvar W. Isachsen (page 31) has

cused on the geology of the Adirondac

for most of his career. He received

Ph.D. from Cornell University in 19!

for his mapping of the geology of t^

northwestern part of the mountains, h

ter a five-year hiatus, during which

explored for uranium deposits on t

Colorado Plateau, in Colombia, and

Turkey, Isachsen resumed mapping t

Adirondacks and drew up the first gf

logical map of the region published sin

1901. In the early 1970s, after ma;

field seasons tracing the geology frc

outcrop to outcrop—the nuts and bo

of the science—he turned his attentii

to larger questions: When and why we

the Adirondacks uplifted? Current

Isachsen is the principal geologist at tl

Geological Survey of the New Yo

State Museum and an adjunct profess

at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. I.

enjoys camping and canoeing in tl

mountains, where he and his family ha

built a camp on Brant Lake.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

DISCOVERY CRUISES

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS
Norway to Greenland

July 8-22, 1992

mote islands, fjords and archeological sites along an-

nt Viking routes, including the Faroe Islands, Iceland

i the Westmann Islands, and coastal towns of western

;enland - aboard the comfortable, 70-cabin Illiria.

ALASKA'S COASTAL WILDERNESS
July 27 - August 6, 1992

jctacular fjords, channels, rivers, glaciers, whales, por-

ses, sea lions, bears and a wealth of birdlife along

iska's Inside Passage - aboard the comfortable, 37-

lin Sea Lion.

BEYOND THE NORTH CAPE
Spitsbergen to Bergen, Norway

July 31 - August 16, 1992

iciers, icebergs, pack ice and Arctic flora and fauna

ile exploring Spitsbergen, Bear Island, the Lofoten

inds, Torghatten Island and the spectacular fjords of

rway - aboard the comfortable, 4 1 -cabin Polaris.

Can be combined with:

REDISCOVERING RUSSIA
AND THE BALTICS
August 16-30, 1992

;toric Baltic ports: Lubeck and Mukran in Germany;

ansk, Poland; Klaipeda, Lithuania; Riga, Latvia; Tallin,

onia; and Kaliningrad, Viborg and St. Petersburg in

ssia - aboard the comfortable, 41 -cabin Polaris.

GRAND ALASKA EXPEDITION
Prince Rupert to the Aleutians

August 13-27, 1992

National parks, towns and remote islands between Prince

Rupert and the Aleutian Islands, including the Inside Pas-

sage, Kenai, Kodiak Island, Katmai, and the PribiJof Is-

lands - aboard the 44-cabin Aurora.

Can be combined with:

GRAND NORTH PACIFIC EXPEDITION
Aleutians to Hokkaido, Japan
August 25 - September 9, 1992

Dramatic scenery and wildlife of remote islands along the

"ring of fire", stopping at Alaska's Aleutian Islands, Kam-

chatka and the Kuril Islands in Russia and Japan's island

of Hokkaido - aboard the 44-cabin Aurora.

ANCIENT CAPITALS AND
LANDSCAPES OF CHINA

October 14 - November 17, 1992

China's timeless beauty and ancient culmral heritage, in-

cluding Beijing, the archeological marvels of Xi'an, the

landscapes of Guilin and a cruise aboard the luxurious

55-passenger Bashan through the Yangtze River gorges.

ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE NILE
October 27 - November 13, 1992

An 11 -day cruise from Cairo to Aswan, visiting ar-

cheological sites such as Luxor, Kamak, Abu Simbel. the

Pyramids, Dendera, Kom Ombo, Beni Hassan, and more

- aboard the luxurious, 29-cabin Nile Sovereign.

JUNGLE RIVERS OF SOUTH AMERICA
November 2-17, 1992

The spectacular Amazon and Orinoco Rivers, flowing

through dense tropical jungles where sloths, monkeys,

caiman, butterflies, exotic birds, rare trees and flowers and

many other types of wildlife live - aboard the comfortable.

41-cabinPo/am.

merican Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

entral Park West at 79th Street/ New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday through Friday, 9-5 E.T.S.
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your vacation
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In the late 1960s, Anne LaBastille

(page 42) built her own log cabin and

took up residence on a remote Adiron-

dack lake; later, she became a registered

guide, A writer and photographer, La-

Bastille also earned a doctorate in wild-

life ecology from Cornell University.

The author of two books on her early wil-

derness and guiding experiences,

Woodswoman and Beyond Black Bear

Lake, LaBastille is now the president of

West of the Wind Publications, Inc., and

a commissioner of the Adirondack Park

Agency. She has studied the effects of

acid rain in the Adirondacks and has

spent part of each of the last twenty-five

years in Guatemala. She called attention

to the plight of the endangered giant

grebe of Lake Atitlan in her article

"Goodbye, Giant Grebe?" in Natural

History (February 1983) and in her

1 990 book. Mama Poc. Her latest collec-

tion of writings is The Wilderness World

ofAnne LaBastille, to be published this

month by West of the Wind.

Growing up in India, RainerH

Brooke (page 50) says he was privil ec

to observe large predators such as t :r

and leopards in their natural surroid

ings. Later, on coming to the Uiec

States, he was delighted to find a hecjh-

and interesting complex of pred:

here, too. In the Adirondacks, Bn
left, shown here with graduate stUf;

Gary Brundige, has concentrated oi||

coyote, the region's second largest |

predator (next to the black bij

Brocke, an associate professor at|j

State University ofNew York Collei o

Environmental Science and Foren

Syracuse, is also involved in an ongnj

project to restore lynx to the park.

Wild turkeys of the upper Missis ipi

Valley were the first focus of Wiliia F

Porter's interest in the relationshij )«

tween habitat, animal behavior, n'

population ecology (page 48). He m
to Syracuse in 1978 and has be

member of a long-term deer rese

team in the Adirondacks since 198i

a professor at the State Universii

New York College of Environnn

Science and Forestry, Syracuse, an

rector of the Adirondack Ecoio

Center, Porter also oversees gradi.

students working on deer (in New ir

and the Cape Cod National Seash''

moose (in Ontario), and wild tur

(in central New York).
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ietland Miiller-Schwarze (page 52)

I

professor at the State University of

1/ York College of Environmental

nee and Forestry, Syracuse. Origi-

i from Germany, he has been study-

Adirondack beavers since 1974. His

lary research interest is the animals'

nical ecology. Beavers use phenolic

other chemical compounds, derived

1 the plants they eat, to produce

oreum, a smelly paste with which

mark their family territories (and

;h humans have long used in the

lufacture of perfume). Miiller-

warze doesn't spend all his time in

uit of beaver pheromones, however

r the last seven years, he has climbed

)f the Adirondacks' forty-six High

cs (mountains more than 4,000 feet

i), all with his family.

eter Nye (page 54) began watching

I eagles in 1 976 while working for the

^ York State Department of Envi-

nental Conservation. A wildlife bi-

ist, Nye now heads the Endangered

cies Unit of the New York State Di-

m of Fish and Wildlife. These spe-

include local ones, such as the

ner blue butterfly, Allegheny wood

and Chittanango snail, as well as per-

ne falcons and bald eagles. Nye has

It eight summers in southeastern

ska surveying and collecting eaglets

elocation in New York, and has also

)ed other states with their bald eagle

troduction programs.
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After completing her doctorate at the

University of Minnesota, Judith W. Mc-
Intyre (page 56) moved to New York

State, where she is now a professor of bi-

ology at Utica College of Syracuse Uni-

versity. For twenty-five years, she has

studied common loon vocalizations in

Saskatchewan and Minnesota, wintering

loons off the coast of Virginia, and yel-

low-billed loon distribution on the North

Slope of Alaska. In a long-term study of

Adirondack loons, Mclntyre has investi-

gated conflict between people and loons

and the impact of environmental change

on breeding loons. She is the author of

The Common Loorv Spirit ofNorthern

Lakes (Minneapolis: University of Min-

nesota Press, 1988).

Bill McKibben (page 58) graduated

from Harvard College in 1982 and al-

most immediately launched a profes-

sional writing career by becoming a staff"

writer for the New Yorker, where he re-

mained for five years, contributing nu-

merous articles. His fiurst book, The End
of Nature, appeared in 1989 and has

since been published in sixteen lan-

guages. For his forthcoming book. The

Age ofMissing Information, McKibben
found the largest cable TV system in

America and got tapes of every program

that ran on its hundred channels for a

single day (nearly 2,000 hours of tape).

"Then I spent a year watching it," he

says, "asking myself, what would the

world look like if this was my main

source of information about it? And how
would my outlook diff"er if 1 spent a day

instead on top of an Adirondack moun-

tain and drew my lessons from that ex-

perience? It's as close as I'm likely to

come to a scientific experiment."

McKibben lives with his wife and dog in

the Adirondack Mountains, where he

teaches Sunday school in the local Meth-

odist church and is treasurer of the vol-

unteer fire department.

During the first week of May 1989,

George Bernard (page 74) set up his

camera in a Central American swamp to

capture the midnight release of tree frog

tadpoles from their egg mass. Great

numbers of tadpoles hatch out synchro-

nously when the rainy season begins. A
native Scot, Bernard studied biological

sciences at Aston in Birmingham, Eng-

land. He became interested in both

Latin America and photography in t

1970s, when, on a field trip, he diso

ered a new species of butterfly. Berm
worked for five years as a photograpl'

for Oxford Scientific Films and 1,

taken part in expeditions to Zimbab\ .

the Andes, Venezuela, Bolivia, and G
tral America. He shot this mont

"Natural Moment" with a Nikon ca

era and a 105mm macrolens.

Additional Reading

For more Adirondack-related reading,

our authors recommend the following:

Coyotes: Biology, Behavior, and
Management, edited by Marc Bekofl".

Academic Press, 1978.

Defending the Wilderness, by Paul

Schaefer. Syracuse University Press,

1989.

The American Beaver: A Classic of

Natural History and Ecology, by

Lewis H. Morgan. 1868 version

republished by Dover Publications, Inc.,

1986.

Adirondack Pilgrimage, by Paul

Jamieson. Adirondack Mountain Clw

1986.

Adirondack Country, by William

Chapman White. Syracuse University

Press, 1984.

Lumberjacks & Rivermen in the

Central Adirondacks, 1850-1950,

by Harold K. Hochschild. Syracuse

University Press, 1962.

Recording: Voices ofthe Loon, by

William Barklow. Guilford, NH:Nort.

American Loon Fund, 1980.
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Our Need For More Nuclear Energy

Is Up In The Air.

Because nuclear plants don't burn

mything to make electricity, nuclear

ilants don't pollute the air.

In fact, America's 110 operating

luclear electric plants displace other

)Ower sources and so reduce certain

airborne pollutants in the U.S. by more

than 19,000 tons every day. Just as

important, nuclear plants produce no

greenhouse gases.

To help our economy grow, this

country needs a secure, growing supply

of electricity More nuclear plants will give

us just that—without sacrificing the quality

of our environment. For a free booklet on

nuclear energy write to the U.S. Council

for Energy Awareness, RO. Box 66080,

Dept. AI 11 , Washington, D.C. 20035.

Nuclear Energy Means Cleaner Air.



Different Schools Of Thought
Thrive In The Same Company

G.I reat thinkers of many eras appear in Raphael's

classic masterpiece, The School ofAthens. The legacy of

their scholarly achievements still endures as a foundation

of modem learning and progress.

Today America's diverse "schools of thought"

flourish within a single organization: TIAA-CREF,

dedicated to providing financial security to 1.5 million

faculty and staff members from 4,800 education and

research institutions.

As the nation's largest pension system, TIAA-CREF

prudently invests over $100 billion in assets, providing

expert benefit counseling, aifordable insurance protection,

and retirement income that cannot be outlived.

TIAA-CREF: Ensuring the futurefor those

who shape it.

Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association

College Retirement Equities Fund

730 Third Avenue New York, NY 10017





Howdoyou make
thebest

niinivans better?

Makethetn safer.

From day one, the first minivans
have been the world's favorites.

We invented the minivans in 1984, and

they became the preferred family vehicles

almost overnight. By now we've sold over

three million, and we continue to outsell all

the competition combined.

If you own a Caravan, Voyager or Town
& Country, you know why. The front-wheel

drive, the handling, the ride, the room, the

comfort, the warranty*—nobody has put the

whole package together the way we have.

In the last 18 months we made only

those changes our customers told us to

make. We lowered the front end for more
visibility, and softened the lines for a more
aero look. We improved the front suspen-

sion system for a more solid feel of the road.

We gave you a choice of engines for the way
you drive. We put a child-guard lock on the

sliding door.

And during this period, we've been

putting our brains and technology to work
on an area of increasing concern: safety on
the road.

The driver's minivan air bag.

America asked for it,

we were the first to deliver.

By now, it's an accepted fact that air

bags save lives. A lot of lives.

First, we put an air bag in every produc-

tion passenger car we build in the U.St

Then we were the first to do it for minivans.

Today, a driver's minivan air bag is stan

dard on every Caravan, Voyager and Town 8

Country. It's fully effective only when used

with a seat belt. And it's the most effective

protection against injury you can get today,

And all our 1994 minivan models will have

an air bag for the front seat passenger as

well.

By the way, our driver's minivan air baj

is probably the most thoroughly tested pieo

of equipment we've ever installed. And the

test results show it works the way it's de-

signed to work.

Holding the road is another

reason why we're

holding the lead.

Our engineers have pulled out all the

stops to help you stop safely when the road

is wet and slippery. An anti-lock braking sys

tem is standard on Town & Country, and

available on Caravan and Voyager. It does

what the driver can't do in a potentially dan

gerous situation.

Special wheel speed sensors detect

lockup when it's about to happen. Then

braking pressure is selectively adjusted, up

to 15 times per second. If one front wheel

starts to lock, only brake pressure to that

wheel is reduced. If either rear wheel begins

to lock, brake pressure to both rear wheels



reduced. That helps you come to a safe,

ontrolled stop.

Our ABS system went through more
lan a million miles of testing before it went

to our minivans. So you can count on its

•liability.

All-wheel drive also makes a major con-

ibution to safety. It gives you much better

action than two-wheel drive on any kind of

)ad surface. It helps keep you in control

hen you're taking a tight corner in treach-

ous weather. And you can get it on any of

jr minivans.

The inside story of

I

minivan safety engineering.

Our safety engineers work with the

ost advanced technology available to

duce the chance of serious injury in the

^ent of an accident.

"Occupant Kinematics" is one of the

ncy terms they use. It's the study of

[Otion during a collision. Using kinematics,

'Straint systems are analyzed before testing

ir maximum safety by a computerized

iree-dimensional model.

We also have a special safety feature for

)me very special passengers. The worid's

rst built-in child-restraint seat, available on
aravan and Voyager. Our competition

Desn't have anything like it.

Nobody likes to think about trouble on
fie road. But if it happens, you'll be glad

ur engineers spend every day thinking

30Ut it.

When it comes to safety,

you don't play it safe.

When you build minivans, you make
ifety one of your top priorities. We do, be-

ause a lot of families are depending on us.

Over the years, Chrysler has added

safety feature after safety feature to its mini-

vans. We've met every government safety

standard on time or ahead of time, and set

new standards of our own. And we'll con-

tinue to do so.

The way we build our minivans, and the

safety we build into them, has kept us num-
ber one.

The final step in the

evolution of the minivan: ZEV.

That stands for Zero Emission Vehicle.

In other words, the electric minivan. The
worid is ready for it. We've been planning it

for years, and now we're bringing the plan

to production.

This September we'll start building a

limited number of electric Dodge Caravans

and Plymouth Voyagers. Like our present

minivans, they'll hold seven people and

plenty of cargo. They'll be front-wheel drive,

with electric-powered steering and brakes,

and optional electric-powered air-condition-

ing. The range is 120 miles on the highway,

90 in city stop-and-go driving. Then you

simply recharge the battery.

In the automotive business you lead,

follow, or get out of the way. Our aim is to

lead by building our minivans better, build-

ing them safer, building them cleaner. So we
can reach the only goal that really matters: a

satisfied customer.

Iaj>'<''^'^-^

ADVANTAGE:CHRYSLER^
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH DODGE -DODGE TRUCKS JEEP- EAGLE

'See limited warranties and restrictions at your dealer. fExcludes Dodge Viper and vehicles built for Chrysler: Imports, Laser. TaJon, Premier, Monaco, Sun:
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OF SOUTH AMERICA

(including the Orinoco, Devil's Island and 1,000 miles
up the Amazon)

Aboard the 80-passenger M.S. Polaris
with American Museum lecturers and friends

November 2-17, 1992
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Americ
Museur..
Natural
History

coverv Crui

xperience with a team of experts from the American Museum of

Natural History an in-depth exploration of South America's mightiest

rivers - the Orinoco and the Amazon.
Our adventure cruise is led by Museum scientists who share their

knowledge and enthusiasm for the world's richest ecosystem through slide-

illustrated lectures, films and informal talks over cocktails at the end of

each day ashore.

We join these naturalists in zodiac landing craft to explore hidden

tributaries in search of sloths, monkeys, caiman, butterflies, exotic birds,

trees and flowers. We also explore traditional villages and markets,

museums and historic landmarks.

This jungle adventure provides great comfort and good fun. Our vessel

accommodates only 80 passengers including the lecture team, which as-

sures you of a small group experience aboard ship and ashore. Enjoy fine

cuisine, excellent service, comfortable cabins, and the company of distin-

guished experts and interesting participants.

For further information, write AMNH/Discovery Cruises, Central Park

West at 79th St., NY, NY 10024, or call (212) 769-5700, or toll-free out-

side New York State, (800) 462-8687 M-F, 9-5 E.S.T.
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Great Expectations
Will the UnitedNations Conference in Rio live up to its advance billingi

Thousands of well-meaning represen-

tatives of the most destructive species on

our planet will gather in Rio de Janeiro in

June to decide the fate of the earth. Or at

least talk about it.

For life on earth, the current course of

human affairs is leading inexorably to-

ward disaster, like a ship on autopilot

bearing down on a rocky, storm-swept

coast. Strong forces are pushing the Good
Ship Earth toward the rocky coast: explo-

sive human population growth, the rising

expectations of people everywhere, and

economic systems that voraciously con-

sume energy and other resources and then

spew out wastes that destroy the life-pro-

tecting skies, pollute the precious waters,

and contaminate the lands.

The United Nations Conference on

Environment and Development, which

somewhat grandly calls itself the Earth

Summit, convenes in Rio from June 1 to

June 12. United Nations officials expect

more than 100 heads of government to be

there (the attendance of President George

Bush is a question mark), along with tens

of thousands representing nongovern-

mental organizations, youth and educa-

tional groups, businesses, indigenous peo-

ples, and others.

Man's capability to transform his sur-

roundings, if used wisely, can bring to all

peoples the benefits of development and the

opportunity to enhance the quality of life.

Wrongly or heedlessly applied, the same
power can do incalculable harm to human
beings and the human environment. We see

around us growing evidence of man-made
harm in many regions of the earth: danger-

ous levels of pollution in water, air, earth,

and living beings; major and undesirable

disturbances to the ecological balance of

the biosphere; destruction and depletion of

irreplaceable resources

A point has been reached in history when
we must shape our actions throughout the

world with a more prudent care for their

environmental consequences. Through ig-

norance or indifference we can do massive

and irreversible harm to the earthly envi-

ronment on which our life and well-being

depend

The Earth Summit will consider lo

themes that are in many ways incom t-

ible with current economic and social s-

tems: the well-being of the environnit

and the prosperity of all humankind, le

dark side of these two coins is the grovig

awareness that enviroimiental deteria-

tion or widespread human poverty ill

lead to future disaster.

The journey to the Earth Summit is

been a long one. A major point was it

United Nations Conference on the a-

man Environment at Stockholm exaly

twenty years ago, when the nations of ic

world accepted—in a sense—a resin-

sibility for the biosphere. Recent stepp i-

stones to the Rio conference include le

Brundtland Commission's report, ir

Common Future, in 1987, the Seed

World Climate Conference in Genev ji

1990, and four Preparatory Comm x

meetings, the latest one at the United i-

tions in New York from March 2 to / il

3. The optimists among the Earth Sun it

plaimers expected this last meetin, ffl

New York to come up with a draft a

strong and stirring declaration that W' id

be adopted formally in Rio. They \ t

disappointed. Encompassing twe y-

seven principles, the draft that emei xi

The natural resources of the earth, ;

eluding the air, water, land, flora and faui 1

and especially representative samples i

natural ecosystems, must be safeguard' i

for the benefit of present and future genei

tions

Man has a special responsibility to sal ;

guard and wisely manage the heritage ;

wildlife and its habitat, which are nc i

gravely imperiled

Demographic poUcies . . . should be a i

plied in those regions where the rate

population growth or excessive populatii i

concentrations are likely to have adver -•

effects on the environment

States have ... the responsibility to e

sure that activities within their jurisdictii

or control do not cause damage to the en'

ronment of other States

—Declaration of the United Natio

Conference on the Human Environme

Stockholm, June 16,19'
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from the meeting is full of political jargon

and compromises. It reflects the special

interests of, and great divisions among, the

many groups in the global ecosystem, as

well as the weak support of such major

players as the United States and China.

One female observer commented that the

conference consisted of "too many men in

pin-striped suits."

The Preparatory Conference in New
York did take some steps. It reaffirmed

the Stockholm declaration (see box on

page 4) and recognized "the integral and

interdependent nature of the earth, our

home." It called for "sustainable develop-

ment" (jargon for economic activity that

does not deplete the environment) and

"the essential task of eradicating poverty

as an indispensable requirement of sus-

tainable development." The draft touched

lightly on principles that have profound

implications, such as that "states should

reduce and eliminate patterns of produc-

tion and consumption and promote appro-

priate demographic policies" and that

"the polluter should, in principle, bear the

cost of pollution."

Missing from the draft and from other

preconference statements were any strong

positions on two crucial topics, climate

change and the loss of biodiversity (see

box above). The conference organizers

have hopes that conventions that will com-
mit nations to positive actions in both

these areas will emerge from the Earth

The development model which has pro-

duced the life styles that we in the industri-

alized world and the privileged minority in

developing countries enjoy is simply not sus-

tainable. The 1992 Conference will focus

largely on the changes we must make in our

economic behavior to ensure global environ-

mental security. . .

.

What is called for is nothing less than a

new "eco-industrial" revolution, one that

will not only preserve and extend the bene-

fits created by the industrial revolution, but

create a whole new generation of economic

opportunity and redress the gross imbal-

ances between rich and poor. . .

.

This will require serious examination of

the need to extend into the international

arena the rule of law and the principle of

taxation to finance agreed actions which

provide the basis for governance at the na-

tional level

. . . What is needed is recognition of the

reality that in so many fields, and this is

particularly true of environmental issues, it

is simply not feasible for sovereignty to be
exercised unilaterally by individual nation-

states, however powerful. Global environ-

mental and economic security require

global cooperation

The Rio Conference offers a unique

6 Natural History 6/92

Human activity may cause the extinction

of more than one quarter of the world's

species before the middle of the next cen-

tury. The catastrophe that may come with

this loss is difficult to imagine. Biological

species are not simply elements that exist to

edify our quest for scientific knowledge or

our passion for nature. Each species is con-

nected to others and to the environment,

forming the millions of strands of the

earth's biosphere. We have barely begun to

name the living creatures, much less under-

stand their interactions. The ecosystems of

our planet have evolved over thousands,

even millions of years, yet we are wantonly

destroying vital parts of these systems in

decades.

Myriad species are beneficial to human-
kind in providing food and pharmacological

products and in controlling pests and the

spread of diseases. For example, the major
destruction of natural habitats in India has

brought, along with the extinction of many
species, the irreparable destruction of more
than 20 percent of the land vital to sustain-

ing human populations in that country.

Summit. Perhaps they will during the

twelve-day meeting, but any convention

on world climate would be meaningless

without the support of the most populated

nation (China) and the most polluting one

(the United States). Similarly, any agree-

ment on biodiversity needs the backing of

the developing countries and the support

of the indigenous peoples who live in the

opportunity to provide the basis for the ma-
jor shift required to put us on the pathway to

a more secure and sustainable future. At
the core of this shift there will have to be
fundamental changes in our economic

life—a more careful and more caring use of

the earth's resources and greater coopera-

tion and equity in sharing the benefits as

well as the risks of our technological civi-

lization. Of particular importance is the

need to integrate the ecological dimension

into education and economics. . .

.

. . . The world community now faces to-

gether greater risks to our common security

through our impacts on the environment

than from traditional military conflicts with

one another. We must now forge a new
"Earth Ethic" which will inspire all peoples

and nations to join in a new global partner-

ship of North, South, East, and West
. . . The people of our planet, especially

our youth and the generations which follow

them, will hold us accountable for what we
do or fail to do at the Earth Summit in Rio.

Earth is the only home we have; its fate is

literally "in our hands."

—Maurice E Strong

Secretary General

UnitedNations Conference on

Environment andDevelopment

With the projected one billion peop:

be added to the planet in less than a de(

and the concomitant habitat destruc

and species extinction that sadly are

part of population growth and induslria

tion, the future probably will hold

greater suffering and misery.

The United Nations Conference on E
ronment and Development marks a piv

moment for the world and its leader

recognize the scope and irreparable na

of massive biological extinction and fo

nations to make a commitment to resol

this global challenge. The biodiversity c

is not limited to a roll call of snow leopa

elephants, and other treasured species,

is it restricted to the critical remnant
tropical rain forests. It applies on a gl(

scale to all subdivisions of life and all h

tats. The unique and subtle roles partic:

species play in an ecosystem cannot be

plicated or replaced. Worldwide atten

to the problem is long overdue.

—Michael J. Nova

Dean ofScit

American Museum ofNatural Hisi

tropical forests and other areas of

biological diversity.

Canadian Maurice F. Strong, w
Secretary General for the United Na
Conference in Rio, has been a strong

ponent of substantial progress at the I

Summit (see box below). Strong

headed the Stockholm conference tv

years ago, and he sees the Rio meeti

one step in a process necessary fo

"future generations, from whom we

borrowed a fragile planet called Ea

Strong also has gathered support f(

Earth Council, an independent bo(

elder world statesmen who would mo
future environmental developments

actions of countries. It would be a st

World Court for the biosphere.

Early in June, all roads (well, airpl;

will lead to Rio for dedicated environ

talists, reluctant politicians worried a

the green vote, enlightened business;

pin-stripe-suited United Nations

gates and officials, representatives o Id

vocacy groups, educators, the media, 'i

many others. The Earth Summit ma>

into a meaningless circus with a babbu

position papers.

But it may not. The ship of life is i'"

ing toward the rocks. Perhaps the E:

Summit will produce commitments tin

a few honest persons concerned aboui %

future of the biosphere and the ger a

tions of humans who will live in it. Perl f«

a few elders will push the tiller of the C x

Ship Earth a few degrees, and then of
will help and the children will join ther'

may work. Incidentally, the Good '

Earth does not carry lifeboats.

—

A. / "
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THE NATURAL fflSTORY MASTERCARDS... SUPPORT

THE MUSEUM WHILE YOU TRAVEL THE WORLD.

County Galway, 5 September... Celebrated with the

Galway Blazers last night, and heart all their stories' of the

i day's crosscountry gallup. Then we enjoyed a hearty Irish

dinner. I put it all on my American Museum of Natural History

Mastercard and feel great that I'm supporting the Museiim with

every purchase! Tomorrow we're off in search of the famous

/ Connemara ponies.

County Mayo, 7 September... The ponies wete magnificent! Thank

.
goodness they're about the one thing you can't buy with an AMNH

Mastercard, or I'd have bought a string! Can't get used to this driving on the

Tong side of the road... feel much better that this rental car is automatically

jred since I charged it.

'

ancient Celtic site, 10 September... The first disaster of our trip! Hiking

ind these ruins, somehow I managed to lose my billfold and my AMNH

lercard. Called MBNA America, and thank goodness! they said I'll have a new

tomorrow. Meantime, am getting th^^gg,

derful slides! ^^^M "\X

iin reslrictions apply to the

iant to licehse. MBNAAme

Dublin, 15 September... The Ceanannas Mor was incredible! I felt so much

mystery, so much history, and the butterflies we spotted were truly magnificent!

Have a new Mastercard today, so we bought our return tickets...and got $300,000

travel accident insurance and lost luggage protection, compliments of our card.*

^'ye've .justafew days le'ft...enough to make it to Waterford to buy presents for

everyone:^
.

.:

Waterford,, 17 September..; Another tragedy averted! Picked out the most

marvelous crystal', only .to discover my credit was used up. CaU^i^e joMt^

MBNA Amei-ica number, though, and jn an hour I had the er

Souvenirs for everyone, especially me!

New York, 19 September... Alas, back to reality! Ireland's just a happy memcj

now. But we'll always have the crystal...and the slides! :^^^^^^^
The American Museum of Natural History Ma$ter(^^^I^BpL donation

made to the Museum with every purchase and much m^^^^Bj^m 9,000,000

locations* common carrier accident insurance up to >iIuB^,jw^Msh access

through 40,000+ Cirrus® ATMs woridwide* Luggage protecti6n*-"F4eB""^xtia cards*

One-hour credit line increases* Toll-free reservations* All at no addifiormi chai;ge!

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION 1-800-847-7378, EXT. 5000

Be sure to use the priority code: PtJW
' naik of Visa, USA used
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A Naturalist at Large

Multiple

Occupancy
In the Georgia sandhills,

development threatens the gopher

tortoise's status as burrow landlord

by Russell L. Burke

One warm spring day I was in a longleaf

pine and turkey oak forest in the sandhills

of southern Georgia, trying to count go-

pher tortoises. With its widely spaced

trees, low ground vegetation, singing

birds, and scarcity of bothersome insects,

it was a very agreeable place to be. But

because this secretive tortoise spends 90

percent of its time hidden underground,

censusing was difficult.

Evidence of these burrowing reptiles

was everywhere, especially along an aban-

doned dirt road that wandered through

the gently rolUng hills. Numerous sandy

aprons marked the mouths of their bur-

rows, and trails through the wire grass

showed where these terrestrial vegetarians

came up to feed. But even after ten

months of work here, I had yet to see a

single tortoise.

Tortoises in general are of tropical ori-

gin, and North America's tortoise genus

Gopherus evolved some 25 million years

ago under relatively warm conditions on

what is now known as the Great Plains. As

climatic conditions cooled, many species

became extinct, but fossil evidence shows

that the four surviving American tortoise

species in the genus gradually shifted their

ranges south and developed burrowing

abilities.

Of the four, the gopher tortoise is best

adapted to burrowing. Its wide, short nose

and skull, sturdy, muscular neck, and ele-

phantine hind legs are modified to brace

A concealed camera catches a tortoise

entering its burrow.
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the animal as it digs with its powerful,

spadelike forelimbs. Gopher tortoises are

unusually tolerant of the high carbon diox-

ide levels in their burrows, the result of

decomposing fecal matter and poor venti-

lation. In addition, the humid conditions

within burrows protect the tortoises from

dehydration.

With its ten- to twelve-inch, mostly tan

or brownish black shell, a gopher tortoise

should stand out well against the vegeta-

tion. Although it feeds during the day, it

can go without food for weeks between

trips above ground. It is extremely sensi-

tive to ground vibrations and can detect a

human footfall from a considerable dis-

tance (relative to its head size, the vibra-

tion-sensing structures of its inner ears are

among the largest of any vertebrate).

The burrows are easy enough to spot,

but not all of them are inhabited. During

its long lifetime—perhaps more thaa sixty

years—a single tortoise may dig and

maintain a large number of homes. With
its forelimbs, it can shovel out thirty-foot-

long burrows (the record length is forty-

seven and a half feet) that may be more
than fifteen feet deep. The tortoise prefers

a tunnel not much wider than necessary

for its passage, but as it grows it needs a

larger burrow. Rather than simply enlarg-

ing the first, it often digs another or makes
use of a previously excavated one.

Tortoises may shift burrows seasonally

to follow food crops as they become avail-

able. Females often nest in the sandy

apron of a burrow that is exposed to sun-

light and may choose to move to such a

site just before egg-laying time. ,i

males maintain a number of burrowsir

short-term use as they wander in searcif

mates. Because the number of burrown

any given area is a poor index of how m \

tortoises are occupying them, I needo
quick, reliable way of determining k
many there actually were.

One of the time-honored waysif

censusing tortoises is to dig out the Ir-

rows. On a trip to Florida in 1917, T)

dore Roosevelt, then president of

American Museum of Natural Hisi

did just that. "The burrow was sha!

and we speedily dug out the occupant,

reported. "It was a fairly large specin

weighing 1
1

'/: pounds, with a shell I

inches long, 9 inches wide, and 5'/4 incx

deep. The gopher tortoise is a vegetic

feeder and its flesh is good eating."

Roosevelt was lucky. I've tried to c:

vate burrows using shovels and backh >:

both methods are extremely labor-in i-

sive. Burrows bend and dip in respons o

roots and rocks and tend to graduy

curve to the right, even in the absenc if

any obstructions. Nearly the entire If-

row must be excavated in order to find c

tortoise, resulting in an enormous \

"When my excavation was compleli

remarked one biologist early in the < i-

tury, "so large a pit had been dug th a

coach and a span of horses might \t

been swallowed up in it."

My censusing project took place a

small, old-growth forest known as «

Wade Tract Preserve. Before modern •-

estry, agriculture, and the developn ii

"It was delicious.

???,.

c^ij^HP
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K I, this type of longleaf pine and tur-

ij ak forest dominated the southeastern

n ;d States and was home to milHons of

r ses. The 200-acre preserve presented

u que opportunity to study tiie species

ii
ancestral home.

,iter I had spent several days search-

g nsuccessfully for a single tortoise, my

c er and father finally convinced me

a using their electrical, mechanical,

i( )ptical skills, they could make a re-

c -control carrier that would carry a

c camera down into the burrows. Af-

r :veral prototypes, a 9-by-6-inch min-

t ; "tank"—carrying a tiny video cam-

•£iind a motor to push its treads

—

r! ged. Powered by a small motorcycle

i- ry, the entire apparatus fit easily into

i)j napsack. I could now sit at the bur-

i\ nouth, operate the controls, and fol-

iv; he progress of the "burrow bug" on

i; wrtable monitor. (My previous ex-

: tice playing video games proved use-

erhaps for the only time in my life.)

tien I sent the burrow bug down a

iw for the first time, I realized that

)t for the camera's lights, I was see-

he burrow much as a tortoise does,

hard-packed floor sloped away into

less, while the walls and domed roof

ed alive with "gopher" crickets, wav-

leir long, sensitive antennae and flee-

i({ -om this strange intruder.

teered around several turns, past bro-

e roots and mysterious side passages

31 laps dug by other burrow inhabitants,

u DO small for the burrow bug). After a

Hi ey of a couple of minutes, I reached

K nd. Because of the camera's limited

ei 1 of field, I was not sure at first of

i\[ I was seeing. But after a little con-

rc d jiggling of the burrow bug, I real-

li that I was viewing the rear end of a

h; ortoise.

^er the next few weeks, I examined

h( nterior of numerous other burrows,

inng about thirty tortoises. In most

a: I, they were in the enlarged chamber

1 1 e bottom. Once, however, I encoun-

ei I a tortoise about six feet down. Fac-

nj he camera, it stood its ground for

.bit five seconds, bobbing its head vigor-

lu / as tortoises often do when encoun-

eijg other tortoises, and then whipped

in nd and headed for the bottom of the

)u 3w. (If I made the burrow bug more

oiiselike, I wondered, would I have a

hi ing match with a territorial tortoise?)

n these visits, I had only a tantalizing

i\ pse of some of the many organisms

hi share a gopher tortoise's burrow.

VI;e than sixty vertebrate species use the

3U0WS, from tiny toads and lizards to

ill ators and bobcats. Seven birds—bob-

>vl es, wild turkeys, burrowing owls, Car-

-y'-

^^
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olina wrens, American robins, Bachman's

sparrows, and rufous-sided towhees—use

burrows as shelters from predators and as

hunting grounds for invertebrates. Of the

latter, 302 species, including land snails,

crayfish, arachnids, centipedes, milli-

pedes, and insects, have been documented

in tortoise burrows.

Outside the burrows, gopher tortoises

feed on pine needles, herbs, various

grasses, fallen tree leaves, fruits, berries,

insects, mushrooms, and seeds. Because

tortoises often defecate outside their bur-

rows, the seeds from their meals are left in

packets of fertilizer along their feeding

trails. I've seen grasses, cactuses, and nu-

merous other plants sprouting from the

tortoises' feces, showing their importance

as seed dispersers.

The trails converge at a burrow mouth.

While most of the sand from the burrow is

merely packed against the tunnel walls,

enough is pushed outside to make a sandy

apron about one yard square. Often the

only exposed soil in the forest, the apron is

an excellent location for the tortoise to

bask and lay its single clutch of three to

twelve golf-ball-sized eggs each year (usu-

ally in May and June, beginning when a

female reaches ten years of age). The

apron's edges are colonized by annual

plant species rarely found elsewhere in the

forest, and here the absence of highly

flammable undergrowth and litter pro-

tects seeds and seedlings from fire. Even

long-abandoned burrows support a much
greater diversity of plants than surround-

ing areas do.

Squat, stout gopher frogs can be seen

poised at the mouths of burrows, perijj

waiting to snag insects coming to invii.

gate the cool darkness. The frogs d(ic

digging themselves but readily dive ic

the burrows for shelter if danger thm-

ens. They prefer inhabited burrows, :r.

haps because flies, beetles, crickets, ic

moths are attracted to cool, damp dk

ness and tortoise feces. At the begin

of the breeding season, gopher frogs h

their borrowed homes to congregai

breeding ponds. Afterward, many re

to the same burrows in which they n

«

morphosed two to three months befo'

In the more southern parts of theo

pher tortoise's range, the Florida m(it

may be found a little farther down ic

burrow. This largish mouse, recogni/

by its hairless ears, digs two types of c

tunnels. One is a roughly vertical "ci

ney," which may serve as an alterm

entrance or exit to the main burrow, le

other is a narrow side tunnel that ciia

back around to the main tortoise tur;l,

providing the mouse with another bk-

door for emergency exits. These side n-

nels also include an enlarged chan;i

where the female raises her young. Flo ia

mice readily utilize burrows that are n ,(ii

use by tortoises. From this base of of 3-

tions, the mice emerge at night to fora;

the surrounding vegetation.

Probably one reason that the mice c

so concerned about escape routes is ii

the burrows are also regular haunl )l

indigo snakes, pine snakes, black ra &.

and diamondback rattlesnakes. Snis

use burrows for hibernation and shf r,

and possibly as feeding grounds. a^

(^^djjiL

"Let there be cuckoos, a lark, and a dove.

But most ofall. Miss Prescotl. lei there he grosbeaks.



01 lly, snakes will eat a young tortoise.

) r the gopher tortoise, the long tunnel

redes a precise thermoregulation de-

ic Temperature, humidity, oxygen, and

ar m dioxide levels change gradually as

ie urrow descends but are remarkably

or ant at a given depth. Biologists at the

In^rsity of Florida monitored tortoise

ic ments and burrow conditions and

IS vered that a tortoise will move fre-

ui tly within the tunnel in order to main-

ii 1 relatively constant body tempera-

ur At the start of a winter cold snap, for

:x! iple, the tortoise stays in the bottom

:hi iber, where temperatures are highest.

Vs lid air seeps down, the tortoise moves

ip ith the remaining warm air until it is

lei' the burrow mouth. In spring, tor-

oi'; are often found near burrow en-

ra'es, taking advantage of the sunny

ve ler to warm themselves.

further stabilize body temperature,

I g her tortoise's large urinary bladder is

oc id against the rear of its shell. The

)l£' ler acts like a built-in hot-water bot-

le' : is easily warmed up while the turtle

)a' ; in the sun with its head facing down

h(' urrow, ready to make a quick dash

or ifety if danger threatens.

the bottom of the burrow is a some-

vl enlarged chamber with a layer of

ai dry tortoise feces several inches

hi . This mat is well drained, somewhat

wt smelling, and slightly damp. It

or 5 the basis for a little-known fungus

in inimal community similar to that of a

;a' but including numerous inverte-

)r; ; species found only in gopher tortoise

)u )ws. Many of these organisms are

;a d commensals because they do not

ip ar to benefit or harm the tortoise.

>Q ;, however, depend on the burrow for

h very survival: if the gopher tortoise

)e me extinct, these creatures would be

OS In other cases, the tortoise and the

'0 bitants may mutually benefit from
hi association.

: least twenty-one species of coproph-

ig s, or feces-eating, insects (scarab bee-

le ind specialized flies) have been found

ni e the burrows, as well as twelve kinds

)f edacious insects that eat them (rob-

)e ind stiletto flies). Gopher frogs and
)tl r burrow dwellers probably eat these

)e les and flies too. Thus, the plant mate-

iaand moisture the tortoise brings in

re 1 outside nourish an entire community
)n ;veral levels of the food chain.

hile most commensal species appear

ive little impact on the landlord, the

» ophagous insects may benefit the tor-

oi
. Although the interaction is not fully

Jn;rstood, these detrivorous insects may
«i at bay parasitizing flesh flies that

3U0W into the tortoise's tissue.

Besides providing special conditions for

a variety of long-term inhabitants, bur-

rows provide a vital shelter for temporary

visitors at critical times, especially during

fires, which are a frequent natural event in

the southeast. Most plants sacrifice some

tissue and survive with relatively minor

damage, while animals usually hide and

try to escape the fire altogether. Many
animals readily use the burrows for ref-

uge. On separate occasions, I've seen a six-

lined race runner lizard and a cottontail

rabbit dash at least forty feet toward an

approaching fire, then disappear into the

safety of a gopher tortoise burrow.

A young gopher tortoise may utilize a

nearby adult's burrow for a short time

after hatching, but it soon starts digging

its own home, sometimes enlarging an

abandoned rodent burrow. These smaller

burrows of young tortoises are often in-

vaded by juveniles of the same commensal

species that use larger burrows as adults.

Eventually, the tortoise outgrows its bur-

row and moves on, often reopening and

enlarging another abandoned one. Some
burrows are used for decades, if not by

tortoises, then by foxes, skunks, bobcats,

or weasels as shelters and denning sites.

Unfortunately, the rapidly growing hu-

man population in the southeast also

craves the upland habitats preferred by

gopher tortoises. While phosphate mining,

human predation (others besides Theo-

dore Roosevelt have enjoyed tortoise

meat), adverse forestry practices, rattle-

snake roundups, and agriculture have

taken their toll, urban development is cur-

rently threatening the remaining gopher

tortoises. (Over the last hundred years, the

tortoise population is estimated to have

been reduced by 80 percent.) In Louisi-

ana, Mississippi, and western Alabama,

the gopher tortoise is currently protected

under the Endangered Species Act and

various state laws, but the laws don't ex-

tend to all the commensal species associ-

ated with the burrow community.

Recently, efforts have been made to

remove tortoises from areas being devel-

oped and establish them elsewhere. But so

far no one has succeeded in relocating the

rest of the burrow community. Perhaps

money should be spent to protect existing

habitat, leaving the complex community

around a gopher tortoise intact. This ani-

mal lives a very long time. Certainly, its

health and the survival of its commensals

depend upon the health of the sandhill

habitat. And a tortoise burrow without its

tenants is an empty house indeed.

Russell L. Burke is an evolutionary ecolo-

gist in the University of Michigan's biol-

ogy department and museum of ecology.
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This View OF Li

We Are All Monkeys' Uncles
Ifkings are to hermits as we are to chimps

and gorillas, was Darwin wrong?

by Stephen Jay Gould

We learn from our errors, perhaps most

of all from our shameful mistakes. I there-

fore begin with a story at my own expense.

Many years ago, one of my students told

me about her father's brother, a severely

retarded man of childlike disposition.

When she described him as "my uncle," I

did a mental double take (and fortunately

said nothing, so the shame of my error

remained internal until now). I said to

myself: "Uncles are wise people who ren-

der free advice (not always worthwhile)

and take you to baseball games; how can a

person with such limits be an uncle?" I

then kicked myself (also metaphorically)

and continued the soliloquy: "He is her

father's brother; he is therefore her uncle

pure and simple; uncle is a genealogical

term of relationship, not a functional con-

cept of action; he is as good and as true an

uncle as any man who ever lived."

Evolutionary relationships are also ge-

nealogical, not primarily functional. We
all understand that whales are mammals
by history of common descent, not fishes

because they swim in the ocean. In genea-

logical terms, closeness is defined by posi-

tion in a sequence of branchings—what

Darwin called propinquity, or relative

nearness. I may look and act more like my
cousin Bob than my brother Bill, but Bill is

still closer to me by genealogy. Function

and appearance need not correlate

strongly with genealogical propinquity.

To cite a classic example used before in

these columns: all evolutionists agree that

genealogical relationships among trout,

lungfishes, and cows are correctly de-

scribed in the accompanying diagram.

Terrestrial vertebrates branched off the

line of early fishes at a point near the

ancestors of modern lungfishes; trout

evolved much later from a persisting ear-

lier line of fishes. Therefore, if we choose

to classify purely by genealogy, lungfishes

and cows must be placed together in a

group separate from trout. Many of us

rebel against such an idea because our

conventional classifications mix func-

tional and strictly genealogical relation-

ships. We may say that a lungfish looks

like a fish, swims like a fish, acts like a fish

and (presumably, for I have never had the

pleasure) tastes like a fish. Therefore, it is

a fish. Well, perhaps so; but by propin-

quity, lungfishes are closer to cows.

I don't wish to pursue this theoretical

point in classification any further in this

essay—although aficionados should note

that this is the issue now engulfing the

science of systematics in the debate about

"cladism." Cladists advocate classifica-

tion by pure genealogy (branching order),

with no attention whatsoever to traditional

concepts of similarity in function or bio-

logical role. For this essay, we need only

carry away the lesson that genealogical

and functional similarities are diff"erent

concepts, and that we can be terribly

fooled when we make a mistaken equa-

tion—particularly when we assume a

closeness in branching (propinquity) from

evidence of common appearance or

havior.

(Sorry, but I must add one more did

tic paragraph: if we call a whale a fish,

make a simple error by misunderstand

;

the evolutionary phenomenon of "con\

gence." The fishlike characters of wha i

evolved separately and independently i i

line derived from fully terrestrial vei'

brates. But the fishy similarities of tr

:

and lungfishes are- genuine evolution

marks of common ancestry. These simi

ities don't forge a closer genealogical h .

between lungfish and trout than betW' i

lungfish and cow because such shared I
•

tures are common characters of all ea

;

vertebrates; propinquity is marked •

shared characters of later derivation

would not, for example, use the charac

"five fingers" to unite humans and dc

,

while placing seals in another group
—

'

dogs and seals are genealogically close,

members of the order Camivora. Five 1
•

gers is a shared character of all ancest

mammals; it cannot help us make di'

sions within later mammalian evolutio

If you have found the foregoing less

abstract and dull, let me now reward yc

patience with a wonderful story (that 1

comes even better when you absorb t i

lesson). In functional terms, we would

;

knowledge maximal disparity betweer

king in his castle and a hermit in a hov

But, as I argued above, functional a

genealogical similarities need not

strongly correlated. Our legends are

plete with scenarios of rags to riches: p£

pers become kings and frogs turn ii

princes. All the world's opulence does r

debar the possibility that a king's clos(

cousin might be the meanest hermit in t

land.
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Let us now contrast the kings and her-

mits, explicitly so called, of the world of

crabs. We could scarcely find two more

apparently different creatures in this ad-

mittedly limited domain. The king crab

{Paralithodes camtschatica), a paragon

A king crab, greatly reduced
Nature, vol. 355, 1992. p- 540

of size within the brotherhood, lives in

arctic and north temperate waters from

the northern tip of Vancouver Island, all

around Alaska, over to Siberia, and down
the eastern Pacific margin as far as Japan.

To borrow my earlier formulation for

lungfishes, it looks like a crab, moves like

a crab, acts like a crab, and certainly

tastes like a crab—the basis for a prosper-

ous Alaskan "fishery" (the correct Eng-

lish word, if taxonomically inaccurate in

this case), which, at its height in the early

1960s, yielded 180 million pounds per

year and a revenue equal to 40 percent of

what the lucrative salmon trade provided.

(Severe recent declines may be due to

parasitism, disease, or overfishing—there

we go again, with our chauvinistic verte-

brate-centered etymologies.) The largest

individual ever captured had a leg spread

of just under five feet and weighed 24.5

pounds. Ten pounders with a three-foot

leg span are common in the trade.

By contrast, consider the humble her-

mit crab—actually a large group of re-

lated forms, including some 800 species in

more than 80 genera. Most are an inch or

two in length and live curled up inside an

empty snail shell (which they eventually

outgrow and "trade in" for a larger

model). However great the difference in

size and habits, the disparity in form be-

tween king crabs and typical hermit crabs

is even more pronounced. King crabs look

like ordinary crabs: their carapace (outer

shell) is flattened and widened, and they

bear a pair of claws up front and three

pairs of long sturdy legs behind (most

crabs have four pairs behind the claws).

By contrast, I don't know why anyone

ever decided to designate the hermits as

crabs in the first place. Crabs form one of

three major divisions—with lobsters and

shrimps as the others—within the large

group of marine crustaceans called

Decapoda. (The Arthropoda, biggest

all phyla, contains three great groups: t

Crustacea; the Uniramia, including

sects, millipedes, and centipedes; and t

Chelicerata, including spiders, scorpioi

and horseshoe crabs.) True crabs belo

to the order Brachyura, meaning "shi

tail." As a defining feature, their abc

mens (rear ends) are shortened and n;

rowed, tucked around the back of t

body, and firmly pressed against the i

derside. (The flat and wide crab shell C(

responds with the front part only of a k
ster or a shrimp's body. The abdome

source of good eating, extends out ai

back in shrimps and lobsters but disa

pears from sight—as a remnant tuck

underneath the body—in crabs. Take t

front end of a lobster, flatten it out, p

from both sides until the shell becom

wider than long, reduce the tail and tucl<

under the body—and, voila, you have

crab. The relationship among the thr

major decapod groups becomes cleai

with this thought experiment.)

So why call hermits crabs at all? Tb

are not members of the Brachyura by
j

nealogy but form a separate group, call

Anomura, in a never-never land betwe'

conventional shrimps and other decapo'

Their bodies are elongate, as in shrim

They have only two strong pairs of 1(

behind the frontal pair of claws (the t

highly reduced pair's farther behind fu

tion to hold the animal within its borrow

shell). Most importantly, the abdomer

not reduced or folded up under the bo
'

Instead, it is strongly altered and v,

adapted for fitting into snail shells. Hi

mit crab abdomens are soft and decal'

fied, all the better to slip neatly intc

shell. Moreover, the abdomen is coiled

one side, mimicking the shell that v

serve as its abode. So why are these en

tures called hermit crabs? I would ha'

thought that hermit shrimps fit appe

ances better.

And yet, experts have suspected foi

long time that king crabs are not tr'

brachyurans either, and that these Al;'

kan giants (and other members of th

family Lithodidae) are closest cousins

hermit crabs. But how could such prop

quity in genealogy permit the devek

ment of such maximal disparity in foi

and function? And how, given this dispi'

ity, did anyone ever suspect propinquity

the first place? Three arguments ha

been presented, and they make a strong

not entirely convincing, case.

1. The abdomen of adult king cral

although diminished in size and fold

under the body as in true crabs, is asyi'

metrical in form, recalling the rear end

hermit crabs. A few other features

1 6 Natural History 6/92



1 ncal hermit crab, with

r it-twistingabdomen
Bi I Museum (Natural History) Zoo/ogy, vol.

a It anatomy also suggest hermit crab

oj ins. Decapoda, the crustacean group

oj rabs, lobsters, and shrimps, means ten-

lt|!ed. In true crabs, a frontal pair of

cj vs and four posterior pairs of legs make
u| the complement of ten. In hermit

cj )s, as stated above, only two pairs of

si ng legs follow the claws, with the final

t' pairs reduced to small protuberances

tl ; grasp the borrowed snail shell. In king

c )s, the first pair of reduced legs is sec-

arily enlarged to form a third pair of

SI ng legs behind the claws; but the sec-

pair remains small and inconspicu-

0, ly situated under the body.

. These sporadic similarities in adult

f< n would never have made a strong case

b themselves. Confidence in this odd

li age of kings and hermits rose, how-

e r, with the discovery of profound and

p/asive likenesses in the larval forms of

tlj two groups. Adult animals are often so

singly specialized and differentiated

tijl most signs of ancestry are hidden or

Iterated. But early larvae or embryos

on retain the ancestral mode of devel-

lent, in part because the complex as-

s< ibly of adult from egg leaves little flex-

il ity for substantial modification and in

p t because larval environments often re-

Hi n stable while adult habitats change. I

li to call this common (but by no means
ir iriable) observation of larval conserva-

ti 1 the Sacculina principle, to honor a

fiious parasite of crabs (as it happens)

tU looks like little more than a blob of

f(:nless reproductive tissue when adult in

tl host's body, but shows clear signs of its
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Glaucothoe (late stage) larvae ofthe hermit crab Pagurus

bernhardus {left} and king crab relative Lithodes maia (right)

Proceedings of the Zoological Sociely ol i.
I, vol 128, 1957, pp- 221 and 247

barnacle ancestry in free-living larval

stages.

On the Confucian theme of equating a

good picture with 10,000 words, the ac-

companying figure, from a crucial 1957

article that established the point, shows

glaucothoe (late larval) stages of Pagurus

bernhardus, a standard hermit crab, and

Lithodes maia, a smaller relative of king

crabs {see J. D. MacDonald, R. B. Pike,

and D. I. Williamson, Proceedings of the

Zoological Society of London, vol. 128,

pp. 209-57). Some of the adult differ-

ences are already established (although

the abdomens have yet to assume their

asymmetry): the king crab cousin has al-

ready developed its characteristic spines

and elongated the third pair of legs behind

the claws. But the striking similarities of

form now overwhelm the differences.

3. In the most fascinating and general

point of all, convergent evolution to

crablike form is an oft-repeated trend in

decapod crustaceans. I will not speculate

on either the advantages or ease of such a

transformation, but merely record its mul-

tiple occurrences. Flatten the carapace,

pull it out to the sides, suppress the abdo-

men and curl it under the body—and you

have a crablike creature. So common is

this trend that it even has a special

name—carcinization ("crabification" in

the less dignified vernacular)—conferred

in 1916 by the celebrated British zoologist

L. A. Borradaile. (Remember that we also

call a cancer-producing substance a

carcinogen, and that cancer itself comes

from the Latin word for crab—a refer-

ence to the central mass and clawlike ex-

tensions of many tumors.)

Many evolutionary lines of hermit

crabs have undergone carcinization. In

some, the result is only partial—but half-

way points give us especially valuable in-

1 8 Natural History 6/92

sights into the full process. Consider the

accompanying picture of Probeebei mi-

rabilis, a partly carcinized hermit crab

properly classified in 1961 by the Danish

zoologist Torben Wolff ("Description of i.

Remarkable Deep-sea Hermit Crab, with

Notes on the Evolution of the Paguridea,"

Galathea Report, vol. 4, pp. 1 1-32). Note

that the abdomen is still asymmetrical and

twisted to the right, but it has become

secondarily calcified. The two pairs of legs

behind the claws are now strongly devel-

Partly carcinized deep-sea hermit

crab Probeebei mirabilis, with less

twistedand calcifiedabdomen and
strong legsforfree walking
Galathea Report, vol, 4. 1961, p. 13

oped for free walking and extended to :

sides, rather than protruding from ,•

front (the proper position for sticking it

from a snail shell). The basic reasons t

such a change are probably not too faij

seek in this case. Probeebei lives in do

waters off the coast of Costa Rica (Woh
specimens came from a depth of mi;

than 10,000 feet). Snail shells (and otir

potential homes) are rarely availablett

such depths.
i

Two other cases hold special interest r

understanding the transition and its fi-

quent occurrence. Porcellanopagur\,

the subject of Borradaile's original stu,

develops a shortened and fairly symme •

cal abdomen. But this creature usesi

clam shell, rather than a snail shell, foi

cover—and you don't have to twist tot

under a basically flat plate. Birgus lai,

the large and well-known "robber" or "i-

conut" crab of Pacific islands, shows j

much of the process in its own growth, le

adult is fully terrestrial and crablike i

appearance, but juveniles still h;.;

twisted abdomens and inhabit snail shi

;

at the shoreline.
i

We may move from these pajp

carcinized lines to four cases of virtuj

'

complete assumption of crablike foi

Most successful, of course, are the tc

crabs (brachyurans) themselves, wi

thousands of species and worldwide dis ,•

bution. But three- other lines of fi

carcinized crustaceans arose from her

crab ancestry—two groups little knowi i

nonspecialists (the famiUes Lomisiii

and Porcellanidae, the porcelain cral,

and the family Lithodidae, including ;

king crab (and fifty-two other species i

sixteen genera—mostly much smaller i

mals and denizens of cold waters).

If doubts of the close propinquity

tween hermit crabs and king crabs f

sisted, they were recently dispelled, a|

convincing new proof provided, in an<[

gant study just published in the Februir

6, 1992, issue of Nature, the inspirat'i

for this essay ("Evolution of King Cnfe

from Hermit Crab Ancestors," by C. |.

Cunningham, N. W. Blackstone, a

!

L. W Buss).

This study, done in the laboratory of i

friend and colleague Leo Buss of Y;!

University, takes advantage of the revci-

tion in taxonomy now under way thanks*

recent technological advances that alli'

us to sequence DNA cheaply and rapid.

Conventional taxonomy struggles wi

fewer morphological, physiological, a I

behavioral traits often frustratingly si-

ject to convergence. Sequencing of D>.

and RNA provides hundreds or thousan

of newly available characters (the ord-

ing of strings of nucleotides, often higH'



served in evolution). These are, of

rse, equally subject to convergence

other forms of confabulation, but

it a bounty of novel evidence!

iuss and colleagues sequenced part of

important gene that codes for ribo-

lal RNA, and they found 108 "phylo-

etically informative" positions—an

rmous increase in the number of useful

racters for classification. They devel-

d a matrix of similarities for all pairs of

iparisons among twelve species of her-

and king crabs and a thirteenth more

ant relative, chosen to anchor the tree

d called an outgroup in our jargon;

y used the brine shrimp Artemia sa-

i). They then applied a variety of stand-

tree-building techniques to this matrix

elative similarities. They achieved the

le basic result with either of the two

it common methods for tree build-

—distance analysis, which works only

1 measured degrees of overall similar-

and parsimony, which constructs trees

1 the minimal number of evolutionary

)S. The invariant result from different

cedures greatly increases our confi-

ce in their findings,

"heir remarkable and enormously sat-

ing result is shown in the accompany-

diagram, reproduced directly from

their article. Artemia is, as expected, sep-

arated from the twelve other species at the

oldest division. The next dichotomy (A on

their diagram) follows traditional classifi-

cation by dividing hermit crabs with large

left claws (the two lower species) from

their cousins with large right claws. The

large upper clump of ten species repre-

sents ordinary, traditional hermit crabs of

the family Paguridae, The next division (B

on their diagram) makes a basically geo-

graphic separation within the Paguridae.

We now come to the truly remarkable

point: Notice the two lower species in the

Diagram ofgenealogical relationships ofhermit crabs and king

crabsfrom a recent article by Cunningham, Blackstone, andBuss
1.355. 1992. p. 540
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upper clump—the king crab {Paralitho-

des camtschatica) and its close relative

Lithodes aequispina. Now consider the

species in the two major subclumps of this

larger group formed at the separation of

right- and left-clawed lines at division A.

The upper subclump represents species of

the genus Pagurus. the standard hermit

crab of any textbook or local seashore. But

now look at the lower subclump—and

note that it includes two further species of

the genus Pagurus, along with the two

species from the king crab line. In other

words, king crabs are so close to hermit

crabs by the proper criterion of propin-

quity that they actually branch off/ram
within a narrowly restricted genealogical

grouping so conventional in form and be-

havior that they have all been included in

the canonical genus Pagurus.

The form of the tree also allows us to

make a reasonable inference for the time

when the king crab lineage split from con-

ventional hermit crabs. Point A, the split-

ting of left- and right-clawed hermit crabs,

can be estimated at some 73 to 78 million

years from independent evidence of fos-

sils. The geographic division of regions

within right-clawed hermit crabs (point B)

occurred some 35 to 40 million years ago,

again by independent geological and pa-

leontological evidence. By extrapolation

downward, king crabs split from the genus

Pagurus some 13 to 25 million years

ago—a good stretch of time, but not a

great deal (geologically speaking) for the

evolutionary work accomplished.

One tangential point before leaving this

elegant study. Critics of evolution often

charge that the subject is untestable and

therefore not properly scientific at all.

This claim is rhetorical nonsense. How
could you ask for a better test, based on a

very risky prediction, than this. The
counterintuitive link between king and

hermit crabs was postulated on the basis

of classical evidence from morphology

(the arguments detailed in points 1 to 3 in

this essay). This prediction was then

tested by the entirely separate data set of

DNA sequence comparisons—and con-

firmed in spades, with even closer propin-

quity than suspected between king crab

and hermit crab lines.

I regard this story of king and hermit

crabs as one of the most elegant that I

have learned of late in evolutionary biol-

ogy—a lovely combination of a fascinat-

ing and counterintuitive tale; a multifac-

eted, rigorous, and convincing pile of

supporting data; and a lesson of intriguing

generality (the difference between genea-

logical propinquity and any functional

meaning of similarity—and the overriding

importance of propinquity). But can I

bring you along with me in the face of an

obvious demurral that many readers will

offer: yes, I do grasp your story, but I'm

not moved very much by crabs. They just

don't intersect my life very often, so why
should I care? Let me try to overcome this

reticence by giving another example of

precisely the same evolutionary phenome-

non—one to which you simply cannot be

indifferent.

The accompanying genealogical dia-

gram epitomizes our surprising crab story.

King crabs branch off from the hermit

line within the space of the genus Pagu-

rus, the most ordinary and conventional of

all hermit crabs. Who would have thought

that such a difference could be achieved

in so little genealogical space? Who would

have imagined that kings and hermits

could be so close by the most important of

all evolutionary criteria—propinquity, or

genealogical distance?

I now reproduce the exact same dia-

gram. I have made no changes whatever

in the positions and orderings of branches.

I have, however, substituted different

names, for I now wish to diagram our best

knowledge of propinquity in the so-called

higher primates. Interestingly enough

—

for this was my second inspiration in de-

ciding to write the essay—the geneak-

cal story of how humans fit with clos'i

primate relatives is exactly and fomiL,

the same as the tale of propinquity

tween king crabs and hermit crabs.

Darwin correctly surmised, and lii;

doubt has been entertained by scientis

ever since, that chimps and gorillas ;;

our closest relatives. But Darwin, al

nearly everyone else until recently,

sumed that chimps and gorillas rep

sented the closest genealogical pair amc

the three species—only reasonable af

all, given the evident similarity betwe;

the two apes, and our obviously exalll

separateness. (But remember that fui-

tional and genealogical similarity need ii;

correspond.) All the evidence is not yet

,

and the issue is still subject to wide deba;,

but most of the latest information sugge

;

that we have been wrong—and ti

chimps and humans form the closest
]

nealogical pair, with gorillas branching

a bit earlier.

Chimps and gorillas are conventiona

classified in the family Pongidae, w
humans in the separate family Homi

dae. But if my diagram is correct, tli|

humans arise within the space of 1

Pongidae and cannot therefore represen

separate family, lest we commit the
;

nealogical absurdity of uniting two m(

distant forms (chimps and gorillas) in 1

same family and excluding a third cr

ture (humans) more closely related to c

of the two united forms. I surely cam

claim to be more closely related to i

uncle than to my brother, but we mz

exactly such a statement when we arg

that chimps are closer to gorillas than

humans—see the third diagram of idei

cal topology.

my
great- my my
uncle uncle brother

my da

my grandpa

my great-grandpa

Hermit crabs and king crabs tell e

actly the same story. Our instincts infer

us that the two groups should be separat(^

in classification to recognize their pn

found differences in form and functid

But king crabs arise genealogically with'

the space of hermit crabs—indeed with

20 Natural History 6/92



t restricted space of the canonical genus

Igurus. So how can we place king crabs

ii, one evolutionary group and hermit

cbs in another? Similarly, how can we

c itinue to rank humans in glorious sepa-

r ^ness, while we unite chimps and goril-

1: in the family Pongidae?

iVe may legitimately inquire how such

a larent differences could arise in such a

r tricted genealogical space. But perhaps

\ are fooled by appearances, and the

iilerlying differences are not so great (or

J
haps they are truly profound and evo-

iionary rates have been enormously ac-

c srated in the king crab and human

1; ;s). Small underlying changes can yield

li'e accumulated effects if introduced

£, ly in growth, with cascading conse-

(ijnces thereafter. Maybe carcinization

iiiot so big a change after all—flatten

i|i widen the carapace and reduce the

i lomen. Maybe all this can occur as

([ (sequences of a single coordinated

t nsformation in growth (as the authors

(j the Nature article suggest). After all,

;|
gus latro, as discussed previously, un-

(|
goes such a transformation in its own

IJiwth—as it lives with a twisted abdo-

i| n in a snail shell during its youth, but

ll n carcinizes and becomes free living as

i: adult. Moreover, the large size of king

crabs, however impressive, need not repre-

sent a major evolutionary change. Aban-

don the necessity of finding a shell for a

house, and limits to size are abrogated.

Any carcinized free-living hermit crab

may possess the capacity for greatly ex-

panded size.

Similarly for humans: are we really so

different from chimps as we so confi-

dently and arrogantly assert? In appear-

ance, sure (reduced hair and erect posture

have a strong visual impact). In brain-

power, undoubtedly (chimps are smart as

hell, but they will never ponder the genea-

logical position of king crabs). But the

underlying biological differences need not

be so great. Strengthen and straighten the

legs, enlarge the brain. The consequences

have been enormous and unprecedented

in all the history of life, but I am not so

sure that the topological and genetic trans-

formations have been so profound. Conse-

quences are effects, and effects are not the

same thing as generating forces and mor-

phological results. Small changes can

have cataclysmic effects.

People of good will and intelligence

readily acknowledge our kinship with apes

and monkeys. We know it in our heads and

can parrot the appropriate phrases. But

we have never incorporated this vital

knowledge deep within our guts. We have

not been able to do so, in large part, be-

cause we have mistakenly assumed that

functional and genealogical distances

must be strongly correlated. If we look so

unlike a chimpanzee, then wc must really

be very different, whatever our kinship.

But if we ever properly grasp the primacy

of genealogical distance as an evolution-

ary measure, and if we ever understand

how illusory an outward appearance can

be as an indicator of fundamental differ-

ence, then we might reassess to our enor-

mous (if humbling) advantage. Kings can

be hermits and humans can be closest

brethren to chimps.

The motto of the functional view pro-

claims: Der Mann ist was er isst (you are

what you eat). But an evolutionist must

add the defining voice of history: you are

what you have been and what your closest

genealogical nexus shares. Think kinship.

We will be a bit freer, a bit more enlight-

ened, a bit readier to work for planetary

preservation with the rest of kindred life,

when we truly know why each and every

last one of us is a monkey's uncle.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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This Land

[faspesie Park, Quebec
Lobert H. Mohlenbrock

nging 1,500 miles northward from

gia, the Appalachian Mountains end

; Shickshock Mountains of Quebec's

e Peninsula. The peninsula is framed

le north by precipitous cliffs that

above the Saint Lawrence River

m the south by gentler terrain that

s into the Bale des Chaleurs. Numer-
)icturesque fishing villages nestle in

3ves around the coast, but the moun-

us interior is nearly uninhabited by

ms. The highest peaks have been set

as part of Gaspesie Park, a 310-

square-mile preserve administered by the

provincial government.

Gaspesie Park is home to some 250

woodland caribou, most of which live on

the flattened summit of Mont Jacques

Cartier, several hundred miles south of

other populations of this species. (Log-

ging, farming, and hunting have elimi-

nated the animals from the intervening

territory.) The park is the only area in

North America where white-tailed deer,

moose, and woodland caribou share a hab-

itat. Black bears are found there as well.

The Gaspesie also boasts an unusual

combination of plants. In addition to bo-

real forest species, such as white spruce,

black spruce, balsam fir, and dwarf birch,

there are plants typical of the Arctic,

about 1 ,400 miles farther north, and of the

Rocky Mountains, 2,000 miles to the west.

Some of this diversity can be traced to the

effects of the last Ice Age, which reached

its maximum some 80,000 years ago and

ended about 12,000 years ago.

One of the first scientists to examine the

impact of this glaciation on the Gaspe was

'h 'reelesssummit ofMont Jacques Cartier, left, is the

•St point ofthe Shickshock Mountains, an extension

'Appalachians. Above: Caribou on Mont Albert.
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Gaspesie Park

For visitor information write:

Pare de la Gaspesie

MLCP
10, Boulevard Sainte-Anne

R O. Box 550

Sainte-Anne-des-Monts

Quebec, Canada GOE 2G0
(418)763-3301

geologist A. R Coleman. Unable to find

glacial drift on the mountains, he pro-

posed in 1922 that the ice sheet from the

north had missed the interior of the Gaspe

Peninsula, with one lobe passing to the

east and another to the west. Based on this

suggestion, botanist Merritt L. Femald
speculated that at the height of the glacia-

tion, the Shickshock mountaintops pro-

vided a refuge for arctic and Rocky
Mountain plants. But in 1935, glacial drift

and smooth boulders were discovered in

the Shickshocks, showing that the entire

range, including the summits, was proba-

bly once covered by ice. As a result, bota-

nists now conclude that plants colonized

the mountaintops after the ice had re-

treated to the north.

The arctic species, which presumably

had been driven southward as the glaciers

advanced, recolonized the mountaintops

as conditions again became favorable.

The presence of Rocky Mountain species

is more difficuU to explain. Some North

American plant species appear all along

an arc that curves from the Rocky Moun-
tains northeast to the Arctic and then

southeast to the Gaspe highlands, while

others grow only at each end of this arc.

Ecologist V. C. Wynne-Edwards has spec-

ulated that at the height of the glaciation,

all these species ranged across North

America south of the ice sheet. As the

climate warmed and the plants migrated

northward, the hardiest ones were able to

colonize the Arctic, but the least hardy

were able to survive only at the eastern

and western ends of their distribution—in

the Rocky Mountains and in the

Shickshock Mountains.

Variation in the type of rock that forms

the Shickshocks has promoted the devel-

opment of several plant communities. The
4,160-foot summit of Mont Jacques Car-

tier is a tableland of pink and red granite

with a rounded, treeless dome. Forests of

spruce, fir, and birch cover the lower

slopes of the mountain, but at about 2,900

feet, an entangled growth of stunted, in-

tertwining spruces makes hiking ex-

tremely treacherous. Above this krumm-
holz, or "crooked tree," zone is the open

summit, called Botanist's Dome by early

naturalists. Bordered by granite boulders

of various sizes, it is home to arctic-alpine

vegetation.

Over thousands of years, freezing and

thawing have broken down the granite,

creating an acidic soil supportive of plant

life, including many members of the acid-

loving heath family. On the summit of

Mont Jacques Cartier grow Labrador tea,

Lapland rosebay, alpine azalea, two kinds

of mountain laurels, mountain heath, bog

rosemary, leatherleaf, bearberry, bog bil-

berry, and rock cranberry. Most of these

species have a circumpolar arctic distribu-

tion that extends north of the tree line

from Labrador across Hudson Bay and

the Northwest Territories and down

through Alaska to the Seward Peninsula,

as well as across the arctic regions of Eu-

rope and Asia.

In contrast, Lac aux Americains, nes-

tled several hundred feet below the moun-

Lapland rosebay, a rhododendron, gn s

best in acidic soil.

tain summit, is partly bordered by 1
c

stone cliffs, which have weathered to I ir

a basic soil. The plants growing here, s

than four miles from the summit of N ^

Jacques Cartier, are "calciphiles." 1

include holly fern, two native te:--

grasses, five sedges, two rushes, falsfiis

phodel, alpine rock cress, snowy cirne-

foil, and—growing mostly in small p It-

ets on the cliff face—four kindsol

saxifrages. While some of these are r
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mlwiar arctic species, a number of

le are boreal, since they do not grow

31 of the northern conifer forest.

'
e summit of Mont Albert, nearly 400

;elower than Mont Jacques Cartier, is

mirlain by serpentine rock that is home
) ii arctic-alpine flora peculiar to itself.

lc!i Albert has a rather flat top that is

bci 3.5 miles long and 2.5 miles wide.

kl(:g the edge of the plateau on the north

idiis a dense krummholz of low-growing

pr;es. The branches of these dwarfed
r&i lie nearly prostrate; any upright

ira;;hes are usually killed by the drying

ct n of the high winds that frequently

gust across the mountaintop. The rest of

the plateau is treeless.

Serpentine rock, named for its undulat-

ing, layered texture, contains unusually

large amounts of magnesium and iron.

According to botanist Arthur Krucke-

berg, serpentine soils are thin because

they lack clay, and they are so inhospi-

table to plant growth that only certain

highly adapted species can survive on

them. Nonetheless, nearly two dozen spe-

cies of plants are found on Mont Albert.

Six—Christmas fern, wild oat grass,

rough fescue grass, and three low-growing

willows—grow in the Rocky Mountains as

well, with few or no locations in between.

Although serpentine rock weathers to

form a basic soil, several acid-loving spe-

cies are found on Mont Albert, growing in

raised bogs that are apparently little influ-

enced by the rock beneath them. These

plants include cloudberry, sheep laurel,

small-leaved cranberry, leatherleaf, bog

bilberry, and mountain honeysuckle.

This month, Robert H. Mohlenbrock,

professor emeritus of plant biology at

Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,

has ventured beyond the U.S. national

forests that make up his usual beat.
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Science Lif

Bagging Game
Meet me where the lilac blooms

by Roger L. Welsch

Vito's instructions surprised me; I had

expected intrigue, but his approach was

straightforward: "Come to the house

about ten in the morning Sunday. Park

out in front of the house. Everyone in the

neighborhood will be getting ready for

church. I want 'em to see you. Knowing

there is a stranger with me, they'll never

suspect that I am making a 'run.' Wear
clothes like we was going to the library.

Don't bring anything that looks like a con-

tainer. Don't carry anything in your hands

or even your pockets. I want to look like

we're going out to look at used cars or talk

about life insurance."

During the long negotiations leading up

to this moment early in spring, Vito had

impressed me with his insistence on abso-

lute secrecy. "I am sharing with you what

a man shares only with his son," he said.

"And just like you was my son, if you

betray this confidence, I'll nail your giz-

zard on a fence post someplace west of

Wahoo." I assured Vito that I understood

the importance of secrecy, that I held sa-

cred his confidence in me, and that being

the kind of guy who is uneasy about get-

ting a haircut, I was not likely to place my
gizzard in jeopardy.

Just as Vito had told me, I arrived at

precisely 10:00 a.m., parked in front of his

modest home on Omaha's south side,

walked boldly up to the front door, and

knocked. Vito opened the door widely and

invited me in. We had a cup of strong

coffee while Vito reminded me again of

his requirements: "My grandfather is

probably spinning in his grave, what I'm

doing today. Nothing you write or say to

anyone better lead anyone to where we're

going, not that you're going to know, once

we get there, where we've been."

"What you just said," I nodded.

"Let's go."

We went out the side door to the tiny

garage beside the house and crawled into

his immaculate '57 Chevy. "I would have

guessed we would take your old van for a

job like this," I said.

"Nah. If I fired up that old beast, every-

one in the neighborhood would know what

I'm up to. Even over in the Slovak part of

town, they know that van. I've gone past

Pavelka's tavern in that van at straight-up

noon, and by the time I went past the

Sokol Hall at 1 2:05, there was already six

Slovak cars sitting there waiting to follow

me."

He started the Chevy, raced the engine

a couple of times, and then sat in the

driveway for a few minutes warming up

the engine—and making it clear to his

neighbors that we were in no hurry and

were not trying to hide anything. Al-

though of course we were.

As we drove through Omaha (I won't

tell you what direction we took, mostly

because I don't know what direction we
took), every now and then Vito made a

quick right or left turn and circled around

a couple of blocks to see if we were being

followed. After an hour or so of looping

around the city and then snaking along

gravel and finally dirt roads in the Mis-

souri River bottoms, Vito pulled up his

Chevy behind a decrepit com bin.

"The farmer knows me," Vito ex-

plained. "For a share of the take, he lets

me use the place. If someone's following

me, he chases them off" with a double-

barreled ten-gauge. Here," he handed me
a plain paper bag, a little smaller than the

ones you get in a grocery store. "Put this in

your back pocket. I don't want it out

where it can be seen."

"But ..."

"And don't talk out loud about what

we're here for. The worst thing you can do

is let your guard down now. We're not

alone."

We walked through heavy woodlands

for another quarter of an hour, stumbling

down a ravine and across a couple of a

creeks. Woodlands are not, strictly sg

ing, a usual part of the Nebraska

scape, except where we were, alonjle

banks of the Missouri. We came t

small, level clearing—no, not rea i

clearing: there were still a lot of trees ml

they were dead and so sunlight reaec

the forest floor and gave an impressi ot

openness. Vito reached back with hi jfi

hand and without looking at me pi

«

against my chest, signaling me to sto] no

stay. He stepped slowly into the clee ig

He patted his left back pocket, chec nj

to see if the paper bag was still then -fc

stepped around a large, dead hackbe •. 1

could see his face. What had beer ir-

rowed with intense, worried lines n
opened up like this spot in the foresi uli

of light. Vito held both arms far out i us

sides, his fingers open, the palms c lis

hands upward and open. He tiltedis

head to one side and laughed.

He circled the tree, squatted, no

looked up. He stepped close to the ec

and then well back from it. He moti eo

me forward. "Now you," he said. "Lo ai

them from every angle. Squint. Open ui

eyes wide. Teach your eyes what it is e\

should be seeing. Look at the color ain Ik

texture. See how the light hits them. 1 ok

up close and far away." He held ujiis

hand to cast a shadow on the tree trpt

"Look in shade and in light."

I stepped around the tree and looki a;

the bracket fungi known around Onfe

as beefsteak mushrooms—huge, \^

fleshy.

"Don't pull out your sack until theiS'

moment," Vito said. "The beefs ai:

knows. You'll scare away others."

Czechs, Germans, and even Omah; n

dians had told me the same sort of t.nt^

about mushrooms: Mushrooms kj*

When you hunt mushrooms, you walk|to

the woods as if on a stroll, whistling a tie,
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enjoying the spring scenery, maybe even

carrying a camera or fishing pole. No con-

tainer should ever be carried in the open;

mentioning the name of your quarry in-

sures failure.

Woods and forests are not common on

the Plains, so neither are mushrooms. I

restrict my own searches to morels, inky

caps and their relative the shaggymane,

and when I am on the eastern fringes of

the Plains, puffballs (known in Latin as

Calvatia gigantea, but around here better

described as Calvatia punyea).

Inky caps and shaggymanes are rela-

tively easy to find (inky caps, for example,

like elm stumps, and one of the reasons we
don't have many trees these days in Ne-

braska is that we have increasing numbers

of elm stumps). They are also relatively

easy to identify, which has been an impor-

tant factor to me since the day I read a

detailed account of how one dies after

ingesting the romantically named De-

stroying Angel. But these two abundant

and deUcious mushrooms, the inky cap

and shaggymane, have the extraordinarily

unpleasant side effect of making a lot of

folks sick when either is combined in a

meal with alcohol. If you're a Baptist,

you'll love them.

Morel mushrooms are more elusive geo-

graphically than inky caps and shaggy-

manes but more seasonally restricted,

sparing us the trouble of looking for them

most of the year. I have heard a lot of folk

theories about when one should seek the

succulent morel, but traditional timing

systems have their problems. Perhaps the

most commonly mentioned sign for gath-

ering morels, for example, is "when the

leaves of an oak tree are the size of a

squirrel's ear." But the time required to

find an oak and catch a squirrel might be

better spent looking for morels. "The last

full weekend in April" is another unreli-

able guide, at least in Nebraska, where it

can be 108° F in the shade the last full

weekend in April or, alternatively, you

might have to wear snowshoes.

Another traditional belief is that morels

pop out when lilacs bloom. The Mr. Sci-

ence in my life, Russ Meints, an old buddy

who is a life-science wizard at Oregon

State in Corvallis, explained to me that

this belief probably arose because lilacs

and morels operate on the same light

schedule. So, when lilacs have had enough

light to bloom, morels have had enough

light to bloom too.

I suppose the real question about col-

lecting mushrooms is. Why bother, when
we can buy little wooden baskets of per-

fectly nice, safe mushrooms at the grocery

store? But of course it's worth it! I even get

a kick out of growing store-variety mush-

rooms from boxed kits I get by mail order

from Pennsylvania.

Me: I grew these mushrooms myself,

right here in the laundry room.

Guest: Goodness, what a genius you

must be!

Me: Oh, it's nothing, really.

The magic of morels and beefsteak

mushrooms is even more powerful than

that of button mushrooms grown under

cover of my used socks. I grew up secure

in the knowledge that no one could grow

morels in captivity. If you want morels,

you know where and when to look, you go

out when the conditions are just right, you

carry a paper sack in your back pocket,

you don't say the word morel out loud, and

you go get them. That sort of world makes

sense to me. To the victor goes the prize,

faint heart never won fair lady, and no

morels without stumbling around in the

woods all day on the right day.

Now, I understand, some French lunk-

head has devoted his life to figuring out

how to grow morels commercially, and if

he has his way, ne'er-do-wells who don't

even own a paper bag will soon be able to

walk into the supermarket and say, "Why
don't you give me a pound or so of those

wrinkly tannish things over by the kiwi

fruit?" I like to think that morels will

never put up with that sort of nonsense.

You're thinking, this guy actualh

lieves mushrooms see, hear, think,
i

scheme. Well, yes, I do, and I have piiij

of evidence to support that understamig

Mushrooms even have a sense of huij.

I once took a class of college stuci»

out on the Platte River for a nature v,

end—last weekend in April, lilacs bh

ing, oak leaves . . . well, you get the i

Our intent was to gather morels and

asparagus (which, around here, stab

ward the sky about the same time m'

show up). Kim Pfeiffer, sister of m\

pal Phil Pfeiffer, was in the front ol

canoe, and as we skimmed along the r

bank, I tried to help her identify ectii

wild plants for a school project.

"That gray-green, fuzzy plant I'v

there . . . there to your right . . . that's

nip. Lovely mint. Makes a nice tea.

that is a chokecherry bush; it will

about the first week or two of July."

But there were no morels, and we

on the river for morels. Kim had r

seen a morel, so I tried to describe tlit

"They are sometimes called 'coral' nii

rooms because they are wrinkled up 1 iS

brain, sort of, except they have pits n a
than wrinkles, as opjwsed to false mc Is.

which have wrinkles rather than a.

They are light tan, taller than the) a
wide, kind of pointy on the top, abou

"Tel! Pa the gin is running.

"
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z )f my thumb." But we saw no morels.

ow, if you were a morel, what would

)jlo to embarrass the wise-guy profes-

(ri ho is playing nature boy with a beau-

fiicoed in a canoe? I know what you

old do if you were a morel: you would

u'er down under some leaves so the

Dd jerk would go home without having

)iii one morel to show the young lady.

/(I, that's not what a morel would do.

i; were floating along a small island

)ii where between Grand Island and

leral City when Kim asked over her

K Ider, "Professor Welsch, is that a mo-

di She pointed. I gasped. I fell over the

ai of the canoe. I struggled through the

'ar toward the island. I stuttered. I

ti ed. There was a morel as big as my
ei.

I thought you said morels are as big as

Q. thumb," Kim said.

ragaboogada!" I sputtered, or some-

lii , hke that. I picked up this Mother of

d' lorels. It weighed pounds. This was a

/(J nan schwarzkopfea. Later, when we

luliered that morel, we found that al-

\v\ih it was hollow, like all morels, it

lined a second mushroom, so that the

was fully an inch thick. We halved it,

quartered the halves. Each eighth of

hil mushroom covered one huge T-bone

t£:.

tood holding that mushroom until I

e| ned some hint of composure and was

b t to say something like, "Kim, every-

hi ; I told you about morels is true. This

n( 1 is a one in a trillion, mutant ninja

m iroom." But before I could say a

n , I saw another morel, just as big, a

ei steps away. And then another, and

,n ler, and another. Kim and I picked

if morels that day, so huge they were

m ; than the two of us could carry back

le canoe in one trip. Morels have a

ei ; of humor; no more were found that

la So Kim Pfeiffer, to this day, thinks

1 aorels are about the size of a profes-

01 head, and (2) both are hollow.

Vre you okay?" Vito asked, startling

ni

feah, I was just daydreaming about

01 ; other mushrooms I've known," I an-

wed.

Veil, don't stand there too long. Take
in her look at this beefsteak and let's get

!0 g. I don't want to sit here any longer

h; I have to. Let's pick what we can and

;e )ut of here. There's been talk about

ioi i of the Slovak boys renting a helicop-

ei

(ushroom hunters are funny folks, all

ri| t. But then so are mushrooms.

Pc-.lorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

fo 1 in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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and rough non-lawn areas with ease.

Mows over 1/2 aae per hour!

CUTS tall grass, weeds, brush,

brambles, sumac - even tough

saplings up to 1
" thick!

• Plus

CHOPS/
MULCHES most

"^

eveiything it cuts;

leaves NO TANGLE of

material to trip over or to pick up like

hand-held brush cutters and sicklebar mowers.

. POWERFUL 8HP Briggs & Stralton engine

with BIG 20" SELF-PROPELLED WHEELS!
Rolls through ditches, furrows, over bumps and

logs with ease.

Perfect for low-maintenance wild/lower

meadows. . . European-style woodlols free of undcr-|

So,

WHY
MESS

I with hand-

I held brush-

/cutters that are

/ so dangerous,

slow and tiring

to use. . . OR with

sicklebar mowers
that shake unmerci-

fully and leave such

a tangled mess?

rcu fftte

PLEASE MAIL
COUPONfor FREE

DETAILS about the Amazing
DR^FIELDand B_R_USH_MqWER!_

'yES'. Pleas~rush com"nlele FREE DETAILS oflhe,

DR® HELD and BRUSH MOWER including pric-
J

es, specifications of Standard and PRO models, and
,

"Ofl-Season" Savings now in effect.

Name t

Address __s

growth. . . walking paths ... any area that you only

want to mow once a month. . . or once a season!

State ZIP

To; COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS«, Depi 20206F

Box 89, Fcrryjload, Charlotie, _yT 05445_ _
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When Is a Stick Not a Stick?
When it is a sexualpartnerfor life

by John Sivinski

Insect copulations often have a certain

vulnerable quality. Bodies ill designed to

embrace appear awkward during mating.

Courtship and copulation are sometimes

very conspicuous, and almost always en-

grossing. Common sense suggests that na-

ture would exact a price for awkwardness,

as well as for inattention. To be obvious,

oblivious, and shackled to each other

would seem to be extremely dangerous.

Anyone who has witnessed the disorgan-

ized flutterings of some mating butter-

flies can imagine the ease with which an

observant blue jay could snatch a meal.

Given our perception of how perilous

they are to the performers, we might ex-

pect insect pairings to be kept to a mini-

mum, and indeed, for many species, sex is

short-lived. In some wasps, the whole af-

fair—from frenetic courtship to rapid

ejaculation—spans less than a minute.

The male cricket in one species passes his

spermatophore (a capsule containing

sperm) to his mate in under a second. Yet

for a sizable minority of insects, matii

far from fleeting, and for a few, the i

ward postures and hobbled captivit

pairing are practically a way of life.

Among those that endure nearly i

visible union are certain species of s

insects. Also known as walking sti

phasmids, and specters, stick insects o

closely resemble parts of plants,

mimicry frequently enables these hert*

rous, leaf-eating insects to escape dt

tion by predators.
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^ ny stick insects are little and spindly

id lok very much like twigs. A few are

m ierably bigger, more like small

a hes: at thirteen inches, the female of

lepecies from Borneo is among the

nj it of all insects. Many species have

Id onal details mimicking their par-

:i- r environment. Green and thick as a

ig!, members of the genus Hermar-

it iiave swollen ridges along their bod-

s I
it turn them into bamboo shoot look-

ili. Numerous tropical forms bear

warty excrescences, leafy flaps, and 11-

chenous crusts on their abdomens and

legs, enabling them to disappear into a

background of foliage and mossy bark.

One ten-inch giant of the Congo River

basin carries a splintery, hornlike growth

on its head that resembles the snapped-off

stump of a smaller twig.

A few stick insects look like leaves. One
species from Malaysia, for instance, is pe-

culiarly expanded, flattened to a leafy

thinness, and freckled with funguslike

blemishes. Even the eggs of stick insects

are sometimes not what they seem, often

looking something like small seeds. On
occasion, eggs closely match the seeds of

the plants the insects frequent. One stick

insect from the mountains of New Mexico

glues its long, pointed eggs to grass stems,

where they faithfully reproduce the ap-

pearance of the plant's own seeds.

A particularly graphic example of spe-

cialized plant mimicry is Diapheromera

covilleae, a North American stick insect

that lives solely on the creosote bushes of

the southwestern deserts. The blotchy

green-and-brown juveniles match the thin,

fresh growth of their host. Even the bases

of their legs take on the color and shape of

the leaf petioles among which the insects

graze. As the insect grows, the adult male

puts on a light brown dead twig disguise,

while the larger female imitates the pur-

plish gray of larger creosote branches.

Stillness is perhaps the essential quality

of the stick insect. I once saw a living

specimen that was being used as one of the

structural supports in a spider's web. Oc-

casionally, a stick insect will sway as if

tossed by a breeze, but otherwise it spends

its daylight resting time motionless, often

contorted in remarkable postures to con-

ceal its "insectness." Legs, for instance,

can be dead giveaways. Stick insects elim-

inate the problem by stretching out, their

front legs forward and hind legs rearward,

sometimes pressed close to the plant.

The main body, too, no matter how well

camouflaged, might still cause a telltale

thickening of a branch and so must be

projected or suspended at an angle sugges-

tive of a sprouting twig. Males of one

species actually grasp plant stems with the

genital claspers they use to grip females

during mating and, so anchored, stick out

stiffly into the air. Even in the grip of a

predator, a stick insect sometimes retains

its sticklike rigidity. When working with

captive Mexican jays, I have often seen

birds familiar with stick insects picking at

twigs of the insects' host plant, apparently

confusing the vegetable for the animal.

On occasion, I've noticed the birds drop

stiff insects, perhaps making the opposite

mistake.

A number of species, several from Mi-

cronesia, have added hardened spines and

"armor plate" to their body design. The
spines not only break up the outline of

their cryptically colored bodies but also

are sharp enough to pierce the tender

paws of insectivorous mammals. The
great spines on the legs of one species can

draw blood from a careless finger and

were used by the indigenous people of

Goodenough Island as fishhooks.

As impressive as stick insects' poses and

disguises are, they don't always work. For-

tunately for the insects, they also have an

array of physical and chemical strategies

to avoid being eaten. Birds—the insects'

chief predators—tend to be nervous, and

stick insects have ways of making them
jump. Some flightless stick insect species

have retained wings that unfurl rapidly,

with a startling sound and a flash of bright

colors and bold patterns.

Some stick insects' bright colors are

bluffs, but others advertise genuine and

potent defenses. One blue-green, black,

orange, and red species of the North Mo-
luccas has fury behind its flash: from two

glands just behind its head, this insect can

project foul-smelling vapors up to twenty

inches forward and backward. Less dra-

matic looking, but just as capable a

squirter, is a pudgy brown-and-white spe-

cies from the southeastern United States.

Neither rain norfear ofpredators keeps these North American

stick insectsfrom matingfor aprolongedperiod.
Stephen P. Parker; Photo Researchers. Ini
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The active ingredient of its spray,

anisomorphol, acts as an irritant, deter-

ring birds, mice, ants, and beetles.

Still other species use a shorter-range

chemical weapon in the form of distaste-

ful additives mixed with their own blood.

One, a native ofNew Mexico's arid grass-

lands, can force drops of viscous yellow

blood through the joints of its legs and the

places where the plates of its exoskeleton

come together This blood (actually hemo-

lymph, the circulating fluid in insects) is

apparently repulsive to predacious ants,

which, if they touch the fluid with their

mouths, will drop their intended prey and

rub their jaws in the sand.

Like their distant relatives the grass-

hoppers, stick insects can spit, or more

accurately vomit, when harassed. The

fluid from at least one species I know
well

—

Diapheromera veliei—is consid-

ered inedible by insect-eating mice, which

sometimes carefully pull out the insect's

gut before sitting down to their meal.

Living the life they do—^nearly motion-

less for hours, only infrequently and slowly

walking from one resting spot to another,

their bodies swaying like twigs in the

wind—stick insects give an impression of

patience, almost forbearance. Their ca-

pacity for prolonged sexual coupling is

equally impressive. Depending on the spe-

cies, male and female may remain at-

tached for hours, days, or even weeks. At
present, the New World record is five

weeks. This eff"ort, however, is surpassed

by an Indian species, in which the pair

mate for up to seventy-nine days.

A male stick insect certainly do'l

need weeks to ejaculate. In fact, a ite

riding about on a female and attache to

his mate by genital claspers only peri-

cally inserts his penis. Why, then, doe b

stick so closely to his mate? One possic

explanation that I have considered in •>

work is that stick insects may be see

security through coupling. Could it be

example, that members of species '

powerful sprays are pooling their chi

cal weapons in a defensive alliance?

Cooperation to form a living fortreii

unlikely to be the sole purpose behind »

longed matings; otherwise, homosejji

couples would be a common sight. Butie

increased safety enjoyed by a mating o
pie might have driven evolution to ts

what was initially a brief interlude 'd
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GUnter Zlesler

The crypticposture and color ofmany stick insects make them

nearly impossible to see in their natural environment, such as a

stand ofgrasses in Brazil, left. But ifdiscovered, they are still

farfrom helpless. Some, like this individualfrom West

Australia, below, rapidly unfurl brightly colored wings and

swish them about to startle predators.
Jan Taylor; Bruce Coleman, Inc.

n ;h it out. In some cases, both partners

Z\ benefit. Whatever their particular

iij ry of weapons, the two together can

li p a more formidable defense. Also, a

gag pair is unwieldy, and the increased

1 3er of waving and grasping legs is

s ncerting.

I

one species at least, one partner fares

;i! r than the other D. veliei is a desert

Ki es with days-long matings. It has no

Mit spray, but it does vomit distasteful

i and drip noxious blood when at-

cjd, and it has spines on its legs. It is

s relatively big (three and a half inches

n|i, the female being larger than the

ic; slender male. For much of the year,

y sexes are equally abundant and ap-

Sii to be preyed on more or less to the

Uj! extent. But when local birds, such as

western kingbirds and flycatchers, are

feeding their fledglings, females become

scarce. Perhaps birds hit harder on fe-

males because they are meatier

One refuge open to the female D. veliei

may be her mate. Armed with blood,

vomit, and spines, he stands upon her back

like a shield. Perhaps as important as any

of his weapons, when attacks come from

above, he is in the way. Unfortunately, in

this case the male derives little security

from the sexual union. If a bird manages

to hang on to a pair of mating D. veliei, it is

generally because it has a good grip on the

male. The bird may fly with its awkward

catch to a feeding perch and dine on the

male, while the female, along with dis-

carded male limbs and other bits of un-

appetizing rubbish, falls away.

Could males have evolved long copula-

tions to protect their mates and not them-

selves? Under certain circumstances, yes.

Females are often less abundant than

males and thus great prizes. For a male

lucky enough to inseminate one, any sacri-

fice—even his life—to protect her, and

thus his genetic future, may be worth it.

There is, however, another, equaUy sat-

isfying explanation for protracted copula-

tion. Perhaps it is not the female's life that

is being guarded, but rather the male's

sperm. The immediate fate of insect

sperm after mating is not like that of their

human counterparts. Instead of striving to

fertilize an egg quickly or dying in the

attempt, most insect sperm are held in

receptacles that branch off" from the fe-

male's interior egg-laying tube. Sperm are
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released to fertilize eggs only when the

eggs are being laid. In some insects, sperm

may wait years for release.

If a female mates only once, the male

can ejaculate and then leave to hunt for

more females. His sperm will be left undis-

turbed to do their work when the time

comes. But what if a female remates? Un-
fortunately for the first male, his sperm
are often displaced, replaced, blocked, or

removed by the next male to come along.

For example, some damselfly males use

combhke structures on their intromission

organs to rake out any sperm left by prede-

cessors before depositing their own. In

other insect species, old sperm may be

crammed to the rear of storage organs,

unlikely ever to reach an egg.

So a male whose mate may copulate

again faces a dilemma: should he use his

time and energy to mate with many fe-

males, trusting to the odds that at least

some of his matings will lead to offspring,

or should he concentrate on preventing his

present sexual partner from mating again?

Often, guarding an already inseminated

female turns out to make the most sense.

Guarding can be done in a number of

ways. A male honey bee simply detaches

his penis and leaves it as a plug inside his

mate, a fatal subtraction (for after giving

up his penis, the male dies). Similarly, a

tiny Canadian fly allows his mate to pierce

his head and suck up his body fluids as

they mate, until all that remains is his

empty shell hanging from her genital

tract, eff"ectively blocking access to it.

Less drastic are the plugs and glues used

by some other males; diving beetles, for

instance, smear white "cement" across

their mates' rear ends.

Rather than leave behind a body part or

substance to do the job, some males stay

with their mates and, at least for a time,

protect their paternity themselves. Few,

however, hang on to their mates as long as

stick insects do. Why? Unlike the many
insects that lay batches of eggs at a time,

female stick insects often drop only a few

eggs a day Depending on the species,

adults live for several weeks to several

months (female D. veliei, for example, live

an average of eighty-three days), and
given a chance, females will mate more

A male stick insectfrom Trinidad transfers his sperm
capsule to his mate, below. Males ofmost species are smaller

than thefemales, as in the odd couple at right.
Raymond A. Mendez

than once. There is thus no safe time for a

guarding male to dismount and move on.

And since any new female would produce

eggs in the same way anyway, he might as

well stay put. Unless, of course, rivals are

few. In that case, it may be safe to leave

one mated female and go off" in search of

others. Research with D. veliei suggests

that they are flexible: males appear to cut

short their couplings when caged alone

with multiple females and extend copula-

tions when other males are introduced.

Under normal, natural conditions, how-

ever, such sexual freedom is seldom pos-

sible. For much of the year and in most

places, competition is fierce because adult

female D. veliei are rare, relative to adult

males. The ratio may be even more lop-

sided in other species: one female from the

Seychelles was found with six males dan-

gling off" various points of her abdomen
and a seventh was standing nearby. Com-
petition could be responsible for the

stretched-out mating times we now see

with stick insects.

A few cases of ferocious combat be-

tween males have been observed. Two
male D. veliei, for example, may attach

themselves to the tip of a female's abdo-

men with their genital claspers, then hang
freely, forcing the female to support their

combined weight while each boxes with

his front legs and attempts to punctur

opponent with spine-studded middle

Although no one knows for sure yei

female's role appears to be a passive ^<..

Even during combats, she will contin

feed, her jaws working unfalteringl

she carries about the thrashing and si

times bleeding combatants. Unlike r

other female insects, she does not see

choose a mate from among her suito

to discourage any passing male

mounting her. Perhaps, for stick ins

the time and energy required to picl

best and fight off" the rest is more pi

ably spent producing young, or per

the protection that any male can pre

against bird attacks is most importai

In the end, stick insect behavior rei

a certain ambiguity that seems fittin)

creatures that survive largely by m
recting attention through false apf

ances. We know that the world of

insects (whose unusual looks and calnio

meanor sometimes lead to their being P
as pets in England) is not entirely pic

And we can be pretty sure that their rr

thon couplings are not the result of r'

inertia. But whether predation or se

rivalry, or some combination of the tw

resfwnsible, we don't know; these in;

haven't yet divulged all the secrets of t

amorousness.
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In a painting, circa 1915, by William Herbert Dunton

(1878-1 936), Sioux and their allies attack Custer

and his troops on Last Stand Hill.
Courtesy of Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, Wyoming

*.^-\AS?
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Bloody Knife's Last Stand
The scout and hisfriend Custer shared the same enemies andfate

by J. Daniel Rogers

On June 25, 1 876, two men died along

with many others on the grassy plains near

the Little Bighorn River. One was a bril-

liant and brash young veteran of the Civil

War; the other a respected Arikara war-

rior. They clashed in mortal combat, but

not with each other. Lt. Col. George Arm-

strong Custer and Bloody Knife were not

enemies; they were allies and close

friends. Together they fought the Sioux

(Dakota) and Cheyenne in the most fam-

ous battle of the American West.

Riding a wave of boundless aspirations

as the leader of the Seventh Cavalry, Cus-

ter sought a victory that he hoped would

catapult him into the presidency. Bloody

Knife, less blinded by ambition, knew im-

pending folly when he saw it but was

bound by his warrior's honor, respect for

Custer, and an authentic desire to defeat

the Sioux and their allies. On the morning

of June 25, even before coming into sight

of the Sioux and Cheyenne camp, Bloody

Knife said, "I shall not see [the sun] go

down behind the hills tonight— I am
going home today, not the way we came,

but in spirit, home to my people." Custer

expressed no such apprehension.

Also known as Tamena Way Way or

Nes I Ri Pat, Bloody Knife was bom in the

early 1840s to a Sioux father and an

Arikara mother. He spent his childhood

among the Sioux, where he endured much
ridicule because of his mother's tribe (she

may have been brought to the Sioux as a

captive). Eventually, Bloody Knife and

his mother returned to the Arikara, with

whom he spent the remainder of his life as

a mortal enemy of his father's people.

Bloody Knife may have held a personal

grudge from childhood against the Sioux,

but his real enmity came from the genera-

tions-old conflict that raged between the

Arikara and the Sioux. Unlike the no-

madic Sioux and many other Plains tribes,

who hunted bison over a vast territory, the

Arikara and their neighbors, the Mandan
and Hidatsa, lived in fortified earth lodge

villages along the Missouri River in

present-day North and South Dakota. In

the river bottomlands they planted maize,

beans, squash, tobacco, and other crops.

While the palisades around the villages

offered some protection, the Arikara and
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their neighbors were easy targets for the

raiding Sioux.

Often their villages were under siege by

the nomadic groups, making it difficult to

venture out even to tend the crops. About

1804 the trader Tabeau said that the

Sioux "steal the [Ankara] horses and they

beat the women and offer with impunity

all kinds of insults." More than once the

Arikara endured this treatment rather

than shatter the fragile peace and suffer

the consequences of new raids by the mo-

bile and more numerous Sioux. At other

times the Arikara swiftly retaliated. In

this world of conflict, Bloody Knife gained

a reputation for bravery and ruthlessness.

There were few whites in the plains

region of Wyoming and the Dakotas be-

fore the 1700s. The first to arrive were not

geared toward settlement but sought to

trade in the products of the prairies and

rivers, principally furs and hides. For

more than a century. Native Americans

dictated the terms of trade. The Arikara,

Mandan, and Hidatsa villages were espe-

cially well known as trading centers, ac-

quiring furs from the nomadic groups to

the west and trading them to the whites.

For a time, the village groups enjoyed a

certain affluence from their intermediary

role. In 1805, when Lewis and Clark

passed through the villages en route to the

Pacific, a member of the expedition de-

scribed the Arikara as "the most cleanly

Indians I have ever seen on the voyage; as

well as the most friendly and industrious."

Unfortunately, epidemics of Old World

diseases raged periodically through the

settlements. Smallpox, cholera, measles,

and other diseases were especially deadly

in the tightly packed villages. By 1 794, the

number of AJikara villages had been re-

duced from eighteen or more to only two.

The epidemics did not sweep as fiercely

through the Sioux, who lived in less dense,

highly mobile settlements.

Trade relations soon deteriorated as

well. The War of 1812 interrupted fur

sales to England. Demand for furs from

the Plains dropped sharply, and the trade

in European and Euro-American weap-

ons, tools, and luxuries that the Arikara

had come to depend on dried up. The
Arikara attributed the situation, in part, to

The exploits ofBloody Knife, who was a scoutfor the U.S.

Army, were copied by Philetus W. Norrisfrom the Arikara

warrior's original robe. One scene, below, top, shows Bloody

Knife {right} about to strike, but not kill, an enemy, an action

known as counting coup. Another scene, bottom, shows Bloody

Knife scalping a man described as an army officer. Right: Two
prominent chiefs at the Battle of the Little Bighorn, Crazy

Horse andSitting Bull, areportrayed in an illustration byAmos
Bad Heart Buffalo (1869-1913). an Oglala Sioux historian.
National Anttiropological Archives. National Museum of Natural History

a Euro-American unwillingness to barter.

Although the drop-off in trade lasted

only a brief time, pressure on the Ankara
accelerated as whites continued to push

west. The Arikara tried desperately to re-

strain white trading parties, but the fron-

tier had moved west, and their favored

trading position vanished. Arikara hostil-

ity toward whites continued to grow, and

for a long time the Arikara were known

among white traders as the "horrid tribe."

What the Arikara called the traders is not

recorded.

By the 1 860s and 1 870s, promoters and

politicians had repackaged the wonders of

the western landscape—once know as

the Great American Desert—as pin

farmland free for the taking, and easi d-

ers and newly arrived immigrants b<ui

coming to this promised land by the \t

of thousands. As many pioneers cair u

understand all too well, the Great PIk

were not empty. This vast region was*

ancestral homeland of many New

Americans. For the Arikara and tiir

neighbors, these were times of famine »

intermittent warfare with other tribe;

Having accepted whites as necesrj

allies against the Sioux, the Arikara, a ig

with the Mandan and Hidatsa, movec'or
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B Tillett. Wnd on the Butlalo Grass

jction into Like-a-Fishhook Village at

: Berthold. The similar life styles of

I J three tribes allowed them to band
I ther against the Sioux as a means of

i ing off their continuing raids.

jginning in 1868, the Ankara were

: ed to enlist as scouts in the United

I es Army at Fort Stevenson. Among
i;irst to enlist were members of a war-

B group that functioned as a tribal po-

: force under Chief White Shield. Most
I ; experienced warriors. Although they

; ited the decision to work with the sol-

1 i, few of the White Shield warriors

ijted to pass up an opportunity to fight

I. Sioux while getting paid,

i^juts functioned in the most danger-

proles. They carried mail, conducted

! nnaissance far ahead of the main col-

tji of troops, and served as early warning

iiries at camp outskirts. Their roles be-

i, e even more important when, because

rowing hostilities between the Sioux
' whites, Custer and the Seventh Cav-

transferred to the Dakota Territory in

S|3. As Bob-tailed Bull, a leader of the

:|its, said to Custer, "My brother ... I

!p had experience fighting the Sioux,

and when we meet them we shall see each

other's bravery."

Custer had graduated last in his class at

West Point but, through his Civil War
exploits, rose to brevet brigadier general

by the age of twenty-three. When assigned

to the northern Plains, he already knew a

great deal about Indian warfare in the

western territories. Between 1864 and

1 873 he had been stationed in Texas, Kan-

sas, and Kentucky. In Oklahoma he led

the Seventh Cavalry in the Battle of the

Washita.

Ostensibly brought in to maintain the

peace, the increased military presence on

the northern Plains was intended to clear

the way for additional westward expan-

sion of the United States. In 1873 the

Seventh Cavalry helped the Stanley Ex-

pedition survey a railroad route along the

Yellowstone River. Just a year later Cus-

ter and his regiment prepared to hit the

trail again, this time to the Black Hills,

deep within the Sioux reservation.

By this time. Bloody Knife was Custer's

friend and chief scout. The Bismarck Tri-

bune for April 29, 1874, singled the scout

out for special mention, reporting that

"Bloody Knife who was of such great

value to Gen. Custer last summer, on the

[Stanley] expedition, is expected in a day

or two to enlist." For his valuable services

Custer bought Bloody Knife a gift and

arranged for additional compensation.

Like Custer, Bloody Knife had a com-

plex personality, not always marked by

good judgment. Unlike most Arikara,

Bloody Knife developed a drinking habit

that sometimes brought him to the brink

of disaster. On June 2, 1 875, the Bismarck

Tribune reported that a Missouri River

steamboat captain had refused him pas-

sage because of his drunkenness. In anger

Bloody Knife exchanged gunfire with the

crew. Fortunately, all escaped injury.

The historical records made by whites

detail few of Bloody Knife's exploits; luck-

ily, however, we know of another oflScial

document that recorded his story

—

Bloody Knife's "war robe." This was a

special robe made of several hides sewn

together and covered with drawings de-

picting his exploits. Designed less for its

visual appeal than as a testament to brav-

ery, the robe presented twenty-four inde-

pendent battle scenes, not unlike the cam-
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Amos Bad Heart Buffalo drew on the victors ' eyewitness

accounts when he created this and other depictions

ofthe Battle ofthe Little Bighorn.
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paign ribbons, service marks, and medals

earned by soldiers the world over

About 1 875, Philetus W. Norris, an am-

ateur scientist, approached Bloody Knife

in hopes of purchasing the robe; another

scout, Charley Reynolds, served as inter-

preter. Bloody Knife refused to sell, but he

did allow Norris to make a copy of the

drawings on the robe. Charley Reynolds

died with Bloody Knife at the Little Big-

horn, while Norris went on to become the

superintendent of Yellowstone National

Park and later worked for the Srhithso-

nian Division of Mound Exploration. The
fate of the robe is not known, but Norris

thought the Sioux might have taken it in

the battle's aftermath. Fortunately, the

drawings and Norris's hastily scribbled

notes on Bloody Knife's explanations of

some of the scenes have survived.

The robe followed an ancient Plains tra-

dition of hide painting. Many tribes had

developed distinctive styles and uses for

the painted bison hides—from beautifully

decorated tepees to colorful storage

pouches. While many designs were identi-

fied with a particular band or tribe, others

were more documentary in nature. The
Kiowa tribal calendars, for example, were

graphic reminders of important events in

tribal history. Such paintings were often

the work of a designated tribal historian.

Other renderings, such as Bloody Knife's

robe, were far more personal, yet followed

widely recognized conventions. Clothing

and hairstyles, for example, were used to

indicate the tribal affiliation of the indi-

viduals depicted. The location of figures,

weapons used, styles of horse gear, and

other markings also helped tell the story.

All the scenes on Bloody Knife's robe

depict moments of triumph. In one image,

he dismounts and races toward two kneel-

ing figures with flintlocks. To show his

bravery. Bloody Knife carries his own

flintlock stock first, preparing to strike,

but not kill, one of the men. This type of

action, knovm as counting coup, humili-

ated the opponent and conferred great

honor upon the warrior. In the same scene,

a warrior allied with Bloody Knife spears

the other figure, who has two marks above

his head, indicating he has already had

two coups counted against him, perhaps
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Counesy o( Little Bigtiorn Battlefield N

Curly, White Man Runs Him, andHairy Moccasin, below,

three Crow scouts who led Custer to the Sioux camp,
commemorate theforty-fifth anniversary ofthe battle.

Oppositepage: Photographed on the 1873 Stanley Expedition,

which surveyed a routefor the North Pacific Railroad,

Bloody Knifepoints to a map on Custer's lap.

W. Wildscttut; (X)urtesy of National Museum of ttte American Indian, Smithsonian Institution

by other members of Bloody Knife's war

party. The ally wears a bison headdress

and carries a shield depicting a bison; he is

probably a Mandan and a member of that

tribe's Bison Society. Based on hairstyles,

the enemies are probably Sioux.

Another scene portrays Bloody Knife's

greatest feat in battle: in an encounter

with nine Cheyenne, he managed to kill

three of his opponents and wound another.

However, Bloody Knife related to Norris

that he could retrieve only two of the

scalps. Norris reported in his notes that

most Native Americans deemed losing

the scalp of a slain enemy "a misfortune

only excelled by loss of their own."

Most of the scenes involve Bloody Knife

in combat with Sioux, Cheyenne, or Crow.

Only one deviates from this theme; ac-

cording to Norris's notes, it shows Bloody

Knife's encounter with a cavalry officer,

the only white man Bloody Knife claimed

to have killed. The motive was revenge for

the officer's "clandestine intimacy" with

Bloody Knife's wife. She Owl. Bloody

Knife said he took the officer's scalp.

Considering that the scouts lodged

complaints detailing sexual transgressions

against their wives by U.S. soldiers, and
that orders were issued making the scout

camp off limits, such an incident seems
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possible. But if Bloody Knife had killed an

officer after joining the scouts, there

would have been a formal inquiry, with

duly recorded testimony. No such record

exists. Perhaps the army did not know
Bloody Knife was responsible for the

death of the officer or perhaps Bloody

Knife was referring to a time before he

joined the scouts, when the Arikara were

intermittently at war with the United

States. A third possibility is that the scene

depicts the scalping of a trapper named
Le Franc, whom Bloody Knife was alleged

to have killed in 1868.

The 1874 Black Hills Expedition, in

which Bloody Knife accompanied Custer,

was organized to survey the region and

verify earlier reports of gold there. Custer

confirmed the reports, and when the news

hit the East, a headlong push opened the

area to mining and settlement, despite

treaties that promised the Sioux inalien-

able rights to these lands. Hostilities grew,

and in the summer of 1876, the army
began a campaign in the Black Hills to

"end the Indian threat." Bloody Knife and

the other scouts took their place ahead of

the advancing columns.

Custer had sought command of the en-

tire expedition, but his inclination toward

brash action nearly cost him any role at

all. Ultimately, he was allowed to n

command of the Seventh Cavahy. A
tion kept his spirits high. He saw the

ture as a chance to get some perft

timed publicity, just what he needeS

capture the nomination for presideilai

the Democratic convention later that ill

mer. Custer gave Bloody Knife a hancB

chief and medal and told the assemw

scouts that if he could win even a s

victory he would become Great Fa

president of the United States, and

Bloody Knife would accompany hii

Washington.

Early on the morning of June 25 be

scouting vanguard sighted a vast can Ic

Sioux and Cheyenne. Custer, sensii

quick victory, pushed ahead without ' ii

ing for reinforcements. The scouts wa w

of the enemy's strength, but there wt

turning back. The well-known results

'

catastrophic for the army and stand

heroic and important symbolic victor

Native Americans {see "Post-mortei

the Little Bighorn," Natural His

June 1986).

Custer and his detachment died

knoll above the Little Bighorn R
Bloody Knife fell in a grove of co

woods, along with some members of

jor Reno's detachment, which had cro

the river but was then forced to reti

One story told by the Sioux states

Bloody Knife's head was severed

taken back to camp as a war trophy.

Bloody Knife and the other scouts

rode with Custer lived during a tim

change. Warriors all, they sought to b

honor to themselves and their fam

through success in battle against

Sioux and Cheyenne. But govemn

agents were already planning the brea

of native communal life and property,

government imagined a future of si

rate, well-controlled, acculturated Na
American families, each farming a pk

land. Soon the Sioux and Cheyenne wc

be forced to accept defeat, and tl

would be little call for warrior skills,

realities of reservation life presented i

and harsh challenges that could not

dealt with in the old ways, challenges t^l

the Arikara and their neighbors still sirs'

gle with today. P
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A lone common tern stands amid a group

ofblack skimmers on a barrier beach off

Long Island, New York. Before nesting,

the birds will stake out small territories.

Joanna Burger



Terns for the Better
For black skimmers, nothing beats sharing a beach

with thousands ofnoisy, aggressive common terns

by Joanna Burger and Michael Gochfeld

As the sunset reddens the roOing dunes,

an onshore wind bends the wispy beach

grass. The waves of the rising tide cascade

over the beach, muting the cries of com-

mon terns flying in from their last feeding

trip of the day to the colony a hundred

yards from shore. Nestled between grassy

foredunes and back dunes cloaked with

angular pine trees and rounded bayberry

shrubs is one of the largest common tern

colonies in the world. More than 5,000

pairs of these small, black-capped sea-

birds make their nests—slight scrapes or

depressions in the sand or grass—on a

half-mile stretch of Cedar Beach, on a

barrier island off Long Island, New York.

On this late May evening, nesting is

well under way, and the tern colony is

frenetic. Some of the male terns carry fish

to their mates at the nest; some males and

incubating females fiercely defend their

territories from intruders—usually other

terns that venture too close to the nest

scrape. Near the center of the colony

stands a group of more robust birds,

twenty-six black skimmers. They face into

the wind, their jet black backs and white

undersides contrasting with their vibrant

red bills. Each bird, although it seems to

stand randomly within the flock, is actu-

ally one of a pair and is slightly closer to its

mate than to its neighbor. The sexes are

easy to distinguish, for the male is a third

larger and heavier than the female and his

bright red bill is longer. About 200 pairs of

skimmers share Cedar Beach with the

terns. They tend to be found in groups of a

dozen to forty pairs and always nest in the

most open spaces of the colony.

Some miles away, on Bamegat Bay off

the coast of New Jersey, other congrega-

tions of terns and skimmers are also in the

midst of nesting. These colonies are situ-

ated on salt marsh islands, rather than a

barrier beach. The nests are placed, not

among dunes and tall beach grass, but on

mats of dead eelgrass, strewn upon the

marshes by the high, stormy tides of win-

ter, and on the surrounding Spartina, a

short, tough marsh grass. Because they

have withstood the high tides of many

years without being washed away, old

mats are wide and bleached white by the

sun. Nesting on such mats gives the birds
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some insurance against the high tides that

wash out eggs and chicks nearly every

year in some colonies.

Along the Atlantic coast from Florida

to New York, black skimmers almost al-

ways nest within colonies of terns. The
reverse is not true, however; common
terns often nest without associates. We
have spent twenty years studying the nest-

ing association of these two species in New
York and New Jersey. Since 1976, we
have found common terns nesting at more

than a hundred sites on salt marsh islands,

spoil islands, and barrier beaches in

coastal New Jersey. Skimmers nested at

only thirty-seven of these, almost always

in a tern colony on a salt marsh island. Do
skimmers pay a price for nesting where

they are vastly outnumbered by terns? Or
are there advantages to this arrangement?

To find out, we observed several colonies

over many breeding seasons, from April,

when the birds first arrive, to late summer,

when they desert the colony. In autumn,

skimmers travel to the southern United

States, and terns migrate to their winter

quarters in northern South America.

One dynamic of the mixed colonies was

obvious. Skimmers tended to be in the

center, while terns occupied the periph-

ery. This held true for both beaches and

salt marshes. On salt marshes, a secon-

dary sorting out was apparent. Skimmers

predominated on large central mats of eel-

grass; terns on smaller mats. We wanted to

know whether this reflected the habitat

preferences of the birds or was the result

of competition between the species.

Both skimmers and terns are territorial,

so sharing a colony inevitably entails some

competition for nest sites. Skimmers ar-

rive at the colony somewhat earlier than

the terns and stand around the beach or

marsh. When the terns begin to settle into

the colony in considerable numbers,

groups of skimmers shift to a centrally

located open patch of sand or a wide mat

of marsh vegetation. Simple colony occu-

pation then gives way to the serious task of

territory acquisition. Both species spread

out and begin to defend individual territo-

ries, skimmers predominating in open

patches on the beach and wide mats on the

marsh, ringed by terns. The thin boundary

areas between skimmers and terns are \t

sites of most of the turf battles. '

For both species, displays, chases, id

overt attacks, which we observed from ir

blind, are means of acquiring territ

Only the males vie for territories early i.

But after pair bonds are fully renewed ^ ic

same pairs remate year after year), t ii

sexes of both species defend their turliii

early to mid-May, skimmers defend t<li"

tories against the smaller terns neari;is

often as against other skimmers. Wit! fe-

males weighing about half a pound o

males about three-quarters of a poi

skimmers usually defeat the quarr-

pound terns, even though they settle ffl

the mats a few days later than the tern; If

territorial disputes continue through «

breeding season, young chicks that wv

der from their nest can be injured or ki d

by aggressive neighbors. The larger ski*

mers have the edge here. They occas i-

ally prey upon and devour tern chick n

nearby nests; terns peck at and can inj*

skimmer chicks but don't eat them.

From 1983 through 1986, we built n's

of different colors and sizes on sevdi
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Week-oldskimmer chicks seek relief

from the heat in the shadows cast by their

parents, left. These skimmers nested on a

shell-strewn habitat in Texas. On salt

marsh islands in the northeast, skimmers

and terns viefor nesting sites on raised

grassy wrack, below.

^

N Jersey salt marsh islands in an at-

ipt to distinguish competition from

Terences. In April, before the birds ar-

d, we fabricated white mats from old,

ayed, and bleached eelgrass left be-

i by winter storms in previous years,

dark mats from fresh eelgrass strewn

:he marsh by recent high tides. With a

en people using two boats, we placed

mats on four matless islands.

Ve waited anxiously to see if the terns

I skimmers would accept our handi-

:k. By early May, our labors were re-

rded. Incoming terns took up residence

over the mats, but a few days later

ids of skimmers, which had been stand-

placidly along the shore and on the

d flats, staked claims and scattered the

ns from the widest mats. After minor

ritorial clashes, the birds sorted them-

ves out, with the skimmers in the center

i terns everywhere else. All of the sixty-

ir skimmer nests were on white mats,

irer the center, and 73 percent of the

n nests were on white mats, nearer the

?es. Moreover, the pale skimmer eggs,

t not the dark tern eggs, were well cam-

ouflaged on the white mats. Skinuners, at

least, preferred wide white mats and may
well have been excluding the terns. But

would terns nest on wide mats in the ab-

sence of skinuners?

This part of the experiment had to wait

until the next year. We constructed new

mats, some narrow (three feet wide) and

some broad (twelve feet wide), and placed

them on three islands in Bamegat Bay. All

mats were separated by about six feet of

marsh grass. This, we reasoned, would

give the terns and skimmers a choice. On
only one of the islands were there no skim-

mers. And here, terns nested all over even

the wide mats. We had our answer, when
skimmers are present, they drive the terns

from the center of large mats.

Over the years, our observations of ag-

gression and territorial clashes and our

experiments with mats of different sizes,

shapes, and colors indicate that skinuners

and terns do indeed compete for mat

space and that skimmers usually win the

best places. Other dynamics also became

apparent as we watched the day-to-day

interactions of mixed colonies.

Both terns and skimmers fish in estu-

aries, bays, and the open ocean. During

courtship, tern and skimmer males bring

fish to feed their mates, thereby contribut-

ing to the production of the females' eggs.

Skimmers usually lay three or four eggs,

although in good food years a few may lay

five or six. Throughout the colony, fe-

males stand patiently on territories, wait-

ing for males to return with fish. The male

skimmer flies out to a salt marsh creek or

shallow bay and skims along the water's

surface, his lower, knife-edge bill—longer

by about an inch than the upper bill

—

sHcing the water, ready to grasp a fish.

As if somehow coordinating their fish-

ing efforts, several skimmer males return

to the colony together. After exchanging

vocalizations with the females, the males

present the fish to their waiting mates,

who turn and crouch, allowing the males

to mount. Copulation ensues, accompa-

nied by staccato calls and a characteristic

wing-flapping display visible across much
of the colony. This display seems to excite

neighboring pairs and may contribute to

synchronizing reproduction.

But so many birds returning with fish

makes piracy a temptation, and some

terns, and even a few skimmers, prefer to

steal fish from a bird in flight rather than

forage on their own. Piracy has a greater

cost for the terns (on some days up to 16

percent of their fish are pirated) than for

the skimmers (only one percent). Skim-

mers bring back relatively large fish for

their mates (averaging more than three

inches), switch to much smaller fish (one

to two inches long) when they have baby

chicks, and gradually increase the fish

length to four to five inches as the chicks

grow. Pirates, on average, steal fish that

are three to four inches long; in other

words, they steal when they can obtain

enough food to make it worthwhile. None-

theless, skimmers only lose food to other

skimmers, and they are not particularly

successful at stealing from terns, so the

costs of piracy are not greater for skim-
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Namedfor theirfishing technique,

skimmersply open water with their long

lower mandible. When afish is

intercepted, the skimmerfiips it into its

beak and carries it back to the colony.

mers that nest with terns than for those

that might nest alone.

After being incubated for about three

weeks, skimmer eggs begin to hatch in

mid-June. Parents make soft mewing

noises in response to the begging calls of

chicks. The female begins incubating af-

ter laying the second egg of her clutch, so

that her first two chicks hatch an hour or

two apart, but the third hatches a day

later, and the fourth, if it hatches at all,

still a day later. Such asynchronous

hatching results in nestlings of different

sizes. Nearby, other pairs incubate eggs,

feed or brood tiny chicks, and stand guard

over larger ones. A few yards away, com-

mon terns, which lay eggs and begin their

twenty-four-day incubation earlier than

the sldmmers, return to feed their already

two-week-old chicks, which beg by jump-

ing up and down and calling loudly.

As we watch from our blind, the colony

abruptly falls silent and hundreds of terns

take to the air, first circling in a random

fashion, and then coalescing noisily

around a dark female marsh hawk flying

low over the colony. The skimmers, too,

take wing, but they fly in a dense flock

away from the colony and over the beach

and waves. Making large, sweeping cir-

cles, they avoid the hawk but hardly con-

tribute to the colony's defense. Despite the

loud calls and diving attacks by the terns,

the hawk plunges to seize a small tern

chick and sails out of the colony with the

victim. On rare occasions, these hawks

actually seize adult terns out of the mob-

bing flock.

Because terns and skimmers nest out in

the open, they attract a host of predators.

The New Jersey and New York colonies

we studied endured the depredations of

herring gulls, ruddy tumstones, marsh

hawks, great homed owls, cats, dogs,

minks, and foxes. Although skimmers are

as aggressive as terns in claiming nesting

territory, they are far less assertive with

predators. Common terns mob, circle, and

dive at most predators that enter the col-

ony. They are most aggressive when their

chicks are small, and they modify their

approach according to the type of preda-

tor. If the invader is a cat, dog, or hawk,

the birds usually circle well above it, but if

the predator is not big or scrappy enough

to hurt them (a gull, tumstone, squirrel, or

crow), the adult terns dive directly, often

hitting the intruder on the head or back

with their bills. Fifty or sixty terns may
circle above a marsh hawk, but they will

make only eight to ten dives in any minute;

in contrast, only twenty or thirty terns may
circle a herring gull, dive bombing it sev-

enty or eighty times a minute.

Many but not all predators leave the

colony when pursued by terns. Even hu-

man intruders are intimidated. We have

seen children running frantically for the

edge of the colony, pursued by twenty-five

or thirty diving terns. Responding to simi-

lar human invasions, skimmers merely cir-

cle low over the far dunes or ocean, return-

ing only minutes later to swoop, but rarely,

if ever, attempting to strike. A skimmer

may defend its nest by giving an elaborate,

injury-feigning distraction display, dip-

ping to the ground, flopping its wings,

dragging its feet, and pressing its body to

the sand or pattering its feet as if it were

too heavy to take flight. If a predator

comes too close, the skimmer flies safely

away. Such performances are characteris-

tic of solitary nesting species (such as kill-

deer or sandpipers) that try to lead preda-

tors away from a concealed or cryptic

nest. Distraction displays by skimmers in-

dicate that they are not as closely related

to terns and gulls as we once thought.

While their distraction displays may di-

vert predators, skimmers rely primarily on

the early warnings of their numerous tern

neighbors. Biologists call this use of an-

other species as a sentinel a form of in-

formation parasitism. Likewise, the skim-

mers' reliance on the terns' greater

aggression is a form of social parasitism,

although it does not harm the terns.

Although skimmers nesting in tern colo-

nies must compete with terns for space

and expend some energy in defending

their territory and small chicks from terns,

they are the clear winners in terms of

gaining prime nesting territory and in be-

ing protected from predation. Overall,

they pay a very small price for many clear

benefits. Sharing the beach and marsh

with common terns seems to give skim-

mers the best of both worlds. D
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Carrying divers and equipment/or underwater exploration,

the USS Safeguard, a navy salvage ship, heads across

the North Pacific toward Kiska Island.
Larry Murphy; National Park Service



Aleutian Affair
Archeologists return to Japan's

World War II beachhead in Alaska

by Daniel J. Lenihan

Unconsciously sidestepping a few feet

to the right, then to the left, we converse

on the deck of the USS Safeguard, a navy

salvage ship, as she is buffeted by rolling

North Pacific swells. Although it is early

September, visible puffs of breath punctu-

ate Larry Murphy's words as he briefs me

on the progress of a three-week expedition

to locate and document remains of the

only real fighting during World War II on

what could be considered North Ameri-

can soil. We are heading west to the island

of Kiska, hoping to finish survey work

there and move on briefly to Attu, nearly

200 miles farther away, at the western end

of Alaska's Aleutian chain. The Japanese

occupied both islands in June of 1942 and

were not dislodged until a year later.

Our expedition is unusual in that we are

exploring underwater as well as on land.

Diving rangers and archeologists from the

National Park Service are aboard, includ-

ing Larry, Mike Eng, and me from the

agency's Submerged Cultural Resources

Unit and Susan Morton from our Alaska

office. Representatives of the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service and U.S. Air Force

round out the primarily navy complement

of shipboard personnel.

The Navy's willingness to adapt its ship

schedule enables us to carry our historic

preservation mission to this remote area,

while providing realistic "readiness" train-

ing for navy diving and salvage teams. The

navy divers are from the Safeguard itself

or from the Mobile Diving and Salvage

Unit in Pearl Harbor. The latter are men

and women we have worked with before in

similar ventures from Pearl Harbor to Pa-

lau {see "The Arizona Revisited," Natu-

ral History, November 1991).

With the tough diving conditions we are

facing, the presence of the navy divers is

particularly welcome. The water tempera-

ture hovers around 36° F, and the weather

is alluded to in the Coast Pilot as "the

worst in the world." In most theaters of

the war, the chief adversary was the ene-

my; in the Aleutians it was the elements.

Some air and sea engagements took place

with the opposing sides never seeing each

other, more faith being placed on blips on

radar screens than ever before in military

history. Squadrons of planes from both
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The Yomlurl Shimbun

Adm. Isoroku Yamamoto, below, was the

architect ofthe Pearl Harbor attack and

commander in chiefofJapan 's Combined

Fleet. He was killed when his plane was

intercepted by U.S.fighters on April 18,

1 943, exactly oneyear after the

'Doolittle raid. " Right: Japanese aircraft

and crews in the Aleutians.
USS Arizona Memorial, National Park Servi

c^^

sides were decimated when fog and 100-

mile-per-hour winds caused them to miss

both the enemy and the way home. Re-

turning stragglers, out of fuel, crashed into

treeless hilltops, leaving stark testimony

on the Aleutian landscape of the human
costs of wan

The same violent weather that con-

fronted Allied and Japanese fliers during

the war has already hampered our project.

Several of my colleagues and I were

stranded for four days at the naval base on

Adak, an island 250 miles east of Kiska.

We had hoped to get a lift on the regular

Coast Guard C-130 transport plane sup-

ply run to Attu and rendezvous there with

the ship. Instead, Larry finally decided to

suspend operations and come get us; we
are now making our way back to Kiska in

moderate seas.

Larry informs me that despite the

weather, he has successfully surveyed

much of Kiska Harbor with side-scan so-

nar. He and our navy comrades have

found several sunken vessels, including

one submarine. The strategic bombing

survey and other archival reports indi-

cated these sites should be there some-

where, but now we know where "some-

where" is. The landlubbers have made
excellent headway too; they report that

the landscape of Kiska Harbor is totally

dominated by the almost fifty-year-old

residues of war.

In 1942, the Imperial Japanese Navy
was still riding high from the attack on

Pearl Harbor Further victories in the

Philippines, Guam, Hong Kong, Java,

Burma; a perceived victory in the battle of

the Coral Sea; and the sinking, off" Indo-

china, of the two largest British warships

in the Pacific—all made a "Greater East

Asia Co-prosperity Sphere" under the ae-

gis of Japan seem an attainable dream.

Hawaii and the western Aleutians were

not necessarily excluded from this vision.

The prospect of a final confrontation with

the U.S. Navy loomed.

The more cautious among the Japanese

leaders knew that anything less than quick

elimination of the U.S. Pacific Fleet

would spell eventual disaster for Japan.

Admiral Yamamoto, architect of |
Pearl Harbor attack, was convinced IS

an all-out battle had to be prove id

quickly, instead of being fought at An il-

ea's convenience. He had spent enoii

time in the United States, studying it

Harvard and serving as a naval attachiM

understand the overwhelming indusisl

capacity of that nation and to be less t n

confident in the view, then prevalen n

Japanese military circles, that Amerii.

lacked the will to fight.

A particularly disquieting event >

curred during these months of headl g

victory to give pause in this regard.
'

April 18, about lunchtime, sixteen Am
can B-25 bombers appeared, seemir

from nowhere, and bombed Tokyo

several other industrial areas to the soi >

including Nagoya, Kobe, and Osaka. I-
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gh its tactical effect was negligible,

'Doolittle raid" was a stunning and

ng attack, difficult to reconcile with a

:less enemy. Also, the uncertainty of

re these planes had come from raised

rightening possibility that the United

es had managed to build long-range

ber bases in the Aleutians.

II reality, the planes had flown from

leeks of the aircraft carrier USS Hor-

] which, escorted by the carrier USS
^rprise and other vessels, had slipped

(ithin 600 miles of the Japanese coast.

; Japanese had even detected the car-

force but considered it too far away to

;aten the homeland (normally, air at-

!:s were not launched until carriers

I
d maneuver to within 300 miles or less

ilheir target). That the Americans

Id risk two carriers at this low point in

the war was itself remarkable; that the

payload would be twin-engine, long-range

bombers never intended to fly from air-

craft carriers was beyond imagining. Con-

fusion reigned as reports of the air raids

began to pour in to the high command.

Over time the Japanese became in-

creasingly convinced that the bombers

emanated from the carriers, but they

could not be sure. The Aleutians were the

only real alternative (President Roose-

velt's helpful suggestion that the planes

came from Shangri-La went unappreci-

ated). At any rate, the raid drew Japanese

attention to the north, and to the need to

neutralize or forestall the establishment of

Allied bases there. From the Aleutians,

the Japanese would also be within striking

distance of the Canadian west coast and

Seattle. The light carrier Ryujo and the

larger Junyo, accompanied by more than

a dozen other vessels, were assigned to

spearhead an attack.

A conventional theory is that Admiral

Yamamoto launched the Alaska assault to

distract the American Pacific Fleet from

the real Japanese target, the American

naval base at Midway, an island group at

the extreme western end of the Hawaiian

chain. But this argument does not explain

why he would have removed two valuable

carriers from the main fray simply as a

diversion, or how it would have helped

him fulfill his stated strategy of drawing

the U.S. fleet together for the big kill. In

any case, the value of any diversion be-

came moot because, unknown to the Japa-

nese navy, the Allied intelligence commu-

nity had broken the imperial code and

knew perfectly well that the Combined

Fleet (as the Japanese navy, exclusive of

the forces in China, was referred to) was

headed toward Midway.

Although stronger than the rebuilding

U.S. Pacific Fleet, the Combined Fleet

was operating below planned carrier

strength. A month earlier, the Japanese

had claimed a victory in the naval air

battle of the Coral Sea, having sunk more

tonnage, including the carrier USS Lex-

ington. But one of their own light carriers

was destroyed, and two heavy ones were

temporarily put out of commission. In ad-

dition, the Aleutian contingent was off" on

its own mission.

Early in the morning of June 3, the

Japanese initiated an air strike on Un-

alaska Island, in the eastern Aleutians,

and experienced their first taste of the

adverse environment. Of the forty-five

planes launched from the carriers, one

crashed immediately into the sea, and less

than half were able to find Unalaska, let

alone the diminutive targets: Fort Mears,

an army base, and Dutch Harbor, a naval

base on Amaknak Island in Unalaska Bay.

And they barely made it back to their

carriers through the fog before running

out of fuel. For their troubles they de-

stroyed some buildings at Fort Mears. kill-

ing twenty-five and wounding twenty-five

more. Forays later in the day did little

more damage, while the unexpected ap-

pearance of U.S. fighters indicated the
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The Japanese invasion ofthe Aleutians (outlined below) ma;

have cost them the pivotal battle ofMidway. Right: In the

years since World War II, the harsh Aleutian elements

have nearly consumed the wreckage ofthe Nojima Mam,
an armed transport that was attacked in Kiska Harbor
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(3) Hawaiian Islands

1. April 18, 1 942: "Doolittle raid" bomb
Tokyo

2. May 3-8, 1 942: Battle of the Coral Se

(southeast of New Guinea) claims the

U.S. carrier Lexington, but one Japar

light carrier is sunk, and two heavy on

are put out of commission and cannot

returned to service in time for the batt|d

Midway
3. June 3, 1 942: Battle of Midway begin

Japanese Combined Fleet encounters

U.S. land-based aircraft

4. June 3, 1942: Planes from Japanese

aircraft carriers Ryujo and Junyo ht{\

bombing Dutch Harbor

5. June 6, 1942: Battle of Midway ends;

Japanese losses include four aircraft

carriers, 332 planes, one heavy cruise

and 2,500 casualties; U.S. losses incli

the carrier Yorktown, 147 planes, one

destroyer, and 307 casualties

6. June 7, 1 942: Japanese invade and oc

Attu and Kiska

7. May 1 1-30, 1943: Attu retaken by

United States in bloody fighting

8. July 28, 1 943: Kiska evacuated by

Japanese forces

9. August 1 5, 1 943: U.S. and Canadian

forces retake Kiska

presence of an airfield (a new base had

been established at Umnak Island).

The same morning, the battle of Mid-

way began, with the two sides making

some tentative contact and engaging in

minor skirmishes. Yamamoto's fleet con-

sisted of four of Japan's largest carriers,

along with more than 100 support ships,

among them the great battleship Yamato.

The fleet was split into various compo-

nents, including mobile attack and inva-

sion forces and support groups, separate

from the main body of heavy sluggers.

Yamamoto's plan was to launch naval air

strikes on Midway, then invade and oc-

cupy the islands, leaving the Japanese in

position to threaten the main Hawaiian

islands. This would force the weakened

Pacific Fleet to confront the Combined
Fleet, which would deal the deathblow. A
peace favorable to Japan's interests in the

Pacific could then be negotiated.

On June 4, however, two squadrons of

American dive bombers engaged in the

battle of Midway happened upon the
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main carrier force of the Combined

Fleet—with its planes refueling on the

decks. Within minutes the fortunes of war

shifted. With three of his four heavy carri-

ers headed to the bottom (the fourth soon

followed, along with a heavy cruiser), Ya-

mamoto frantically ordered the Aleutian

strike force to break off and proceed to-

ward Midway. But he was soon talked out

of that decision by his staff", who suggested

that even a small victory on American soil

might help psychologically to off"set the

disaster at Midway. The northern force

was ordered to proceed with its original

mission. Before dawn on June 7, at least

1,200 Japanese invaders easily captured

an American crew of ten manning a radio

shack on Kiska. A similar-sized force in-

vaded Attu, inhabited only by a small

community of Aleuts and a sixty-year-old

white teacher and his wife (the teacher

was gunned down trying to flee).

Three more years of bloody fighting

throughout the Pacific were to follow, but

in five days the course of the war had

changed. Would the result have beei

same if two of Japan's fleet carriers

been at Midway rather than wrestlinj

banks in the Aleutians? Hard to say

this question was probably asked r

times in the smoke-filled meeting root

the Japanese high command.

The Japanese quickly set about foi

ing Attu and Kiska against invasion^

moved seaplane bombers and fighte

to support their naval operations in

area. The Aleutian occupation was an

inous development in the eyes of

American public. With the fuzzy ex

tion of some border disputes with Me:

it was the first time enemy troops

taken U.S. soil in North America sina

War of 1812.

Prior to the war, Washington legisl;

had been slow to recognize the si{

cance of Alaska. Not until German tr

stormed through Europe in 1 940 did

struction begin on new bases on main

Alaska and at Kodiak and Dutch Ha;

With the impetus of Pearl Harbor, »
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1,500-mile-long Alaska Military Highway
from Dawson Creek, British Columbia, to

Fairbanks, Alaska, was built by the Cana-

dian and U.S governments in just eight

months.

Standing alone on an open-air walkway

on the starboard side of the Safeguard's

bridge, I examine the shoreline where the

morning fog has joined the normal over-

cast to form a thick, low ceiling of clouds.

Having reached Kiska Harbor during the

wee hours of the morning, our ship is now
moored in comparatively calm waters.

Some crab pots on the dock are the only

sign that anybody has been here since the

Japanese departed. There are no trees in

the Aleutians; severe rock outcrops con-

trast with the soft green, rich brown, and

red of soil and tundra. Before the hillsides

disappear into the mist I can see that they

are heavily fortified with earthworks and

gun emplacements and pockmarked with

bomb craters.

Kiska was the second of the two islands

to be retaken from the Japanese. In an

effort to avoid the sort of hardships en-

countered on Attu (where 549 Allied sol-

diers were killed), the American and Ca-

nadian military spared no expense in

hardware to soften Japanese resistance on

Kiska. From May to August of 1943, U.S.

Eleventh Air Force and Royal Canadian

Air Force planes made numerous bomb-

ing runs from their new bases on Adak,

Shemya, and Amchitka islands, dumping

as much as 300,000 pounds of explosives

in one day. The bombing runs were sup-

plemented by bombardment from ships

carrying guns with five-, eight-, and four-

teen-inch bores, far larger than the .50-

caliber machine guns that rest silent ur r

the tarps on the Safeguard.

Briefly, the sun wins out in its struj*

with the fog, and I glimpse a smolg

volcano in the distance. I expect to sc a

prehistoric creature stick its head up fi n

the shallows at any moment, but my i

'

erie is broken by a sailor summoning m o

the aft deck. The fantail is alive with ac '-

ity, a break in the weather setting oia

frenzy to get mobilized. Two 35-fit

launches are being lowered to tow so r

gear and deploy shore parties, while r>-

ber boats are readied for the diving opu-

tions. I am soon bouncing my way ouio

my first dive with Mike Eng. Our brit

red dry suits, designed for cold-water c-

ing operations, contrast wildly with e

drab black boats and subdued tones of e

Aleutian hillsides, especially since e
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Michael Eng: National Park Service

Nearlyfiftyyears after it was abandoned, a 75mm
Japanese gun, left, overlooks Kiska Harbor. Below:

A workparty ofJapanese soldiers in the Aleutians.
The Vomiurl Shimbun

;rcast is already beginning to recover

m its minor setback.

Cold-water diving makes one aware of

ts of the anatomy usually taken for

inted. Sinuses, for example, are like

aghnut holes: empty spaces that are sig-

icant only because of their location,

le is not likely to forget them, however,

len diving in 36° water. They seem
ked to the eyes, inner ear, and teeth

ough some kind of icy bond of pain. I

lb the video camera handed down to me
im the rubber dive boat and begin to

me to terms with the cold water as I wait

my diving partner.

At times like this I usually mutter to

/self, confiding to my regulator mouth-

;ce profane observations on the tooth-

icking cold, the slothful nature of my
iociates, and the general injustice of the

human condition. As Mike and I begin our

descent, my body begins to adjust to all

the insults it has received, life regains its

purpose, and my companions magically

return to being competent and the salt of

the earth.

We follow a white nylon buoy line that

has been set by a navy team near one of

our sonar contacts: a Japanese submarine

lying in about 100 feet of water. Soon we

are filming and sketching the remains of

what archival documents tell us should be

RO 65, a "Vickers Class" medium sub,

noted in the Japanese records as an acci-

dental loss. This conflicts with the U.S.

Strategic Bombing Survey, which lists it

as sunk by U.S. bombers out of Adak. We
immediately note that whatever accident

sank RO 65, it blew off the entire conning

tower and left it (periscopes, snorkels, and

all) several feet away from the upright,

otherwise intact sub.

Northern Pacific anemones adorn the

hull in splashes of white, red, and purple.

Some wood decking survives, but most is

in poor condition. We pass the torpedo

tubes through which swimming bombs

were helped on their way toward their

targets by a burst of high-pressure air. The

greatly superior quality of the Japanese

torpedoes that emerged from these tubes

became a major military scandal in the

United States during the war. American

sub skippers and their crews, who risked

weeks of privation and danger waiting for

the opportunity to launch torpedoes, often

had to watch helplessly as their defective

"fish" bounced off" their targets.

Next we pass, mounted on the forward

deck, the transducer for the upward-look-

ing sonar, a device that was one of the

inevitable technological turnabouts of

war. Sonar was originally developed in

1918 as part of the tool kit of the surface

forces that hunted submarines, but during

World War II, the submariners adapted it

to track their own prey from below. Sud-

denly, another feature of the sub absorbs

all my interest: the hatch on top where

torpedoes would have been loaded aboard

the submarine. It would hardly be remark-

able except that it is wide open. Like all

openings into shipwrecks, it beckons.

I check my air-pressure gauge, which

assures me that I still have more than two-

thirds of my air supply remaining in the

double eighty-cubic-foot tanks strapped to

my back. Then I look over at Mike, my
glance conveying much in the silent lan-

guage of divers. He shrugs and nods.

Translation: "Yeah, I see it; okay by me if

you go for it." Mike has temporarily ab-
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solved me of my responsibility to be an

attentive buddy.

I extend the video light in my right

hand down the slanting shaftway. I see no

entanglements that can't be negotiated, so

I pull myself down headfirst with my free

hand. My movement stirs a light flurry of

the silt that collects in shipwrecks, while

my tanks scrape noisily against the edge of

the hatchway. With a dull clank, I settle in

a sitting position on a smooth, slanted sur-

face, apparently the ramp down which the

torpedoes were slid. The beam of my light

is mesmerizing in the clear void.

I see some wiring covered in shiny insu-

lation, to which silt doesn't seem to ad-

here. There are arrays of circuit breakers,

electrical switches, and valves—the func-

tion of which are a mystery to me. Small

signs on the panels may be in English,

although I can't quite make them out.

Like many other pieces of Japanese mili-

tary hardware, this submarine was mod-

eled after prototypes originally manufac-

tured in the British Isles.

I know my movements, no matter how

careful—even the air bubbles escaping

from my regulator—will disturb the sedi-

ment and mar the crystal-clear water.

Quickly I extend my hand back through

the hatch where Mike is already handing

down one of our small video cameras.

Leaning forward, I start to record with one

hand whatever is caught by the beam of

the light held in my other hand. I slide

forward over the ramp I am straddling to

see if I can find and film a torpedo. As the

camera and my eyes pan down slowly,

following the light beam, they simulta-

neously take in an important fact: I am not

straddling a ramp but am astride a
'

pedo, warhead in place. This make:

exciting video; luckily there is no st

track to record the muffled exclamaim

from my regulator mouthpiece.

I have been around a lot of munif'

underwater, but, no ordnance expert,

a firm believer in the no-touch rule.

Navy Explosive Ordnance Disf

compadres say most of it is harmless,

the stuff" that isn't will turn you into

soup very quickly. I gingerly extricate

legs from around the lethal tube and

my leave of the compartment. ^

reaches down for the camera and lii^

and I am soon back on the sub's dik

Further examination reveals that the *t

has a heavy chain stretched undern(tl!

the stern at the propellers. A navy salves

diver later explains that this is a comi»«
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Michael Eng; National Park Service

Abandonedon Kiska, a midget sub, left, bears a large

scarfrom an explosive charge set by the retreating

Japaneseforces. Below: The Nissan Maru lies at the

bottom ofKiska Harbor, its bow gun still in place.
Larry Murph Nfttir al Park Service

in the procedure to salvage a subma-

Seems plausible, but raises the ques-

of who the would-be salvors were:

inese or American?

rush of bubbles and surface sounds

I find myself bobbing in the water in

t of our black rubber boat. The navy

master is querying me with a hand

al to find out if I am okay, index finger

thumb curled to form a circle, the

r three fingers pointing skyward. My
Js are too full of cameras and other

irding paraphernalia to return the sig-

so I satisfy him by nodding vigorously,

ile the support team helps Mike into

boat, I do a slow pirouette in the water

scan the brooding landscape,

he remains of hearths and stone tools

n island off Umnak show that the first

lan invaders of the Aleutians arrived

at least 8,000 years ago. By 4,500 years

ago, the Aleuts had emerged as an identi-

fiable people skilled at utilizing local

marine resources. Then, in the mid-eight-

eenth century came the Russian explor-

ers, sealers, and fur traders {see "Russia's

American Adventure," Natural History,

December 1989). As a result of disease

and exploitation, the Aleut population

plummeted from an estimated 12,000 to

just 1,500 in 1825. The sale of Alaska to

the United States in 1867 brought in a

new horde of interlopers.

The Aleuts were themselves latecomers

in the eyes of the otters, seals, birds, and

other inhabitants of an archipelago left

blessedly undisturbed by human intrusion

for all the preceding millennia. The mar-

velous sea cows, already under pressure

from Aleut subsistence hunters, barely

made it a generation after the coming of

the Russians, their passing into oblivion

recorded by naturalist Georg Steller. This

displacement of one species by another, or

one race or nationality by another, is some-

thing we have come to accept as the natu-

ral course of events.

On our last day, Larry and I opt to join

the land crew on a walking survey around

the harbor, where we witness the remains

of Japanese occupation forces: artillery

emplacements, flattened buildings, com-

plex caves dug into hillsides with machine

guns still lying in them, and even a com-

plete water system, including a fire hy-

drant with Japanese characters. This unin-

habited island that has no vehicles or trees

still has the scars of roadbeds and the

remains of wooden bridges. A midget sub

abandoned in its pen on land shows signs

of a hasty departure: at least one of the

gaping wounds in its metal side came from

charges deliberately set from within.

On Attu, retaken by U.S. forces after

bloody fighting from May 1 1 to 30, 1943,

the last of the Japanese soldiers held hand

grenades to their chests and pulled the

pins rather than suffer the dishonor of

being captured. Five hundred young men
soaked the tundra with their blood and

body parts. The defenders of Kiska took a

different tack. One may recall the peace

slogan from the sixties, "What if they gave

a war and nobody came?" The Japanese

just weren't there, not one. On July 28,

while a U.S. battle group headed north to

intercept a series of radar blips that turned

out to be an electromagnetic Aleutian fan-

tasy, the Japanese defenders boarded de-

stroyers that had slipped through the fog

to take them home.

Kiska was retaken August 1 5 to 1 8. The
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Cormorants populate a small island

inAttu's Massacre Bay.
Wolfgang Kaehler

lack of enemy forces didn't prevent

twenty-nine fatalities from accidents,

booby traps, and "friendly fire" when

American and Canadian troops stormed

the island and confirmed the growing sus-

picion of their officers that there was no

one there to fight. The U.S. destroyer

Abner Read struck a mine in Kiska Har-

bor, carrying seventy-one men to the bot-

tom in her stem.

As we make our way back to the launch

that will take us to the Safeguard, I am
intrigued by one of the bald eagles that

began circling our little party as we
bounced back down the last green slope of

springy tundra. It settles on a surviving

communications pole and stares down at

us, wings outstretched as if, distracted by

the scurrying humans below, it has forgot-

ten to fold them. It finally pulls in its wings

and solemnly turns its back.

Back on board the Safeguard, Larry

and I have assumed the chill-inspired,

hands-in-pocket, hunched-over position on

the fantail. We discuss with Susan Morton

and Mike Boylan our project goals and

accomplishments. Mike, manager of this

refuge area for the Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice, has a what'd-I-tell-you look on his

face. He knows that we are overwhelmed

by the scenic splendor and archeological

richness of his remote island domain.

No, we're not finished here; we will

return if we can. Places like Kiska are

precious. The bleak landscape provides a

backdrop for this old killing field that

speaks against taking life in any form.

Some of the residues of war have been

declared "historic" and protected, others

viewed as "junk" and cleaned up by the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. We hope

that on Kiska and Attu, tidiness will not

override our link with the past.

But we have used up all our ship time on

Kiska and haven't even had a chance to

touch Attu. Perhaps the Navy can be per-

suaded to help us again; their cooperation

in these investigations, dubbed Project

Seamark, is crucial when the targets are

so remote. A slow, deep rumble begins in

the bowels of the Safeguard as the engines

warm up for our departure. I look back to

where we last stood on shore and wonder if

that eagle will notice us leave. D
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Triumph ofthe Closet Naturalist
by Joseph Kastner

In 1845 John James Audubon got into

an argument with John Cassin at the

Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadel-

phia. Audubon was sixty, world famous

for his monumental Birds of America.

Cassin was half his age, a businessman

who had recently been named curator of

ornithology at the Academy, a position

that carried much prestige but no pay.

On the face of it, this seems like a huge

mismatch: the renowned star of art and

natural history versus a semipro upstart.

The argument itself—over the naming of

Harris' sparrow—was of little impor-

tance. But a century and a half later, Rob-

ert McCracken Peck, currently a fellow at

Illustrations of the Birds of Califor-

nia, Texas, Oregon, British and Rus-

sian America, by John Cassin, with an

introduction by Robert McCracken Peck.

Summerlee Foundation of Dallas-Texas

State Historical Association, $29.95; 298

pp.. illus.

the Academy, wisely uses the incident to

preface the handsome, new facsimile edi-

tion of Cassin's best-known work. Illustra-

tions of the Birds of California, Texas,

Oregon, British and Russian America,

which has been out of print since 1 856.

The confrontation that spring afternoon

signaled the end of a great era in Ameri-

can natural history—the romantic period

when adventurous naturalists wandered

through the wilderness searching for the

natural marvels of the New World. Now
the last of these men was being pushed,

not too gently
—

"Audubon talked like a

fool," said Cassin tartly—into the past

and into the company of a bygone cast of

characters: Mark Catesby, the English

amateur, who in the early 1700s roamed
the South, living with Indians (and once

sleeping with a rattlesnake), bringing new
species to science and a new natural style

to art; John Bartram, the self-taught

Quaker farmer whom Linnaeus called

"the greatest natural botanist in the

world"; Alexander Wilson, the Scottish

weaver who painted America's birds and
then traveled all over the country peddling

his books about them; Thomas Nuttall,

the best field naturalist of his time, who
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had an instinct for nature but no sense of

direction, and who was always getting lost

on his transcontinental treks. And Audu-
bon, the failed frontier storekeeper who
became the finest painter of birds the

world had ever seen.

The man disputing Audubon—and his

whole era—at the Academy hardly ever

went birding beyond the environs of Phila-

delphia. John Cassin was a part-time sci-

entist playing truant from his import-ex-

port business to observe, not living birds,

but their carcasses in the dusty rooms of

the Academy—an inside man, what Au-
dubon and his contemporaries called with

some contempt a "closet naturalist."

Cassin brushed aside the epithet.

"There is an indescribably pitiful display

of ignorance and meanness of idea," he

wrote, "in arrogating a superior position

for the 'field naturalist' over the 'closet

naturalist.' As well might he who navi-

gated a sloop presume on being the great-

est of astronomers." Cassin had few

doubts about himself. He knew that he

and his colleagues were the future of

American natural history. The early natu-

ralists, self-taught and self-directed, had

done their indispensable job of discover-

ing the New World's plants and animals.

Now the institution would displace the

individual. The stay-at-home naturalists

would tell the field naturalists where to go

and what to send back so that they,

their book knowledge and laborator

pertise, could classify and fit every!

into the revolutionary restructuring

Darwin was fomenting.

A company of wide-minded men,

much aware of their roles and respon

ities, would now run the natural

ences—such men as John Torrej

Princeton and New York, who
worked to replace Linnaeus' taxon

with one that could accommodate thq

understandings; Asa Gray, of Han
doing over American botany and be»

ing Darwin's chief advocate in Amea:
Spencer FuUerton Baird, using the iv

emment's money and facilities to (

mand cadres of field men and to rer

both the Smithsonian Institution

American natural science.

And there was John Cassin, who w ic

be recognized as the country's preemi m
ornithologist and the only Americai*

ceived as an equal among the omit o-

gists of Europe. For him and his al-

leagues of the closet, adventure lay n in

the wilderness but in the study, nc so

much in discovery as in enlightenme

As I write this, I hope I am not pu ig

too heavy a load on an unassuming t k
pushing it beyond the particulars tha :11

of its search for science's small-sit

truths. Illustrations consists of fifty fe

Lithograph ofGambel'spartridge in Cassin's Illustrations
Texas State Historical Association



Reviews

sries, each illustrated with a painting,

i; a brief technical description. The

mg is specific and careful. The paint-

pire accurate but not very convincing.

1 book was an important contribution

nithology in its time but has been a

: cted work of our natural sciences.

> issin himself has been neglected, and

;i provides the first satisfactory, if nec-

ily too brief, biography. Born in

—just two weeks after Alexander

3n died—Cassin grew up outside of

i.delphia and attended Westtown

I ol, a Quaker institution that nurtured

ij-alists. Thomas Say, the first impor-

American entomologist, studied

;, as did John Kirk Townsend, the

;ering ornithologist of the American

, and Edward Drinker Cope, the zo-

st and paleontologist.

1842 Cassin was elected curator of

kcademy, and he soon turned that

;ly honorary position into a full-scale

itific job, putting the Academy's col-

Dns of bird skins in order and adding

i he coaxed from his business clients

her parts of the world. A bird bonanza

nto his lap when Edward Wilson, a

thy Philadelphian, bought 25,000

> from the Duke of Messina.

1852 Cassin began issuing sections of

llustrations, finally putting them to-

er as a book four years later. He con-

ited very few of his own observations

le book; a good many came from men
worked for the U.S. government

;r as naturalists assigned to various

;ditions or as soldiers in the field,

his connection of government to natu-

history has been time-honored in

5rica. Following President Jefferson's

•uctions, Lewis and Clark collected

dreds of plants and animals on their

oration of the West. President Jack-

had Audubon to the White House for

;h (the toothless president had a mush
read and milk; Audubon ate wild tur-

that had been shot a few blocks from

White House) and assigned a navy
I to help the artist find Texas birds.

retary of War Jefferson Davis as-

led naturalists to the Army's topo-

Jhicai expeditions surveying railroad

les. Army officers in the West often

ected birds and wrote about them.

Through the life histories in Cassin's

volume, I became acquainted with the

eloquence and wry humor of Col. George

A. McCall (later inspector general of the

U.S. Army), who reported on Gambel's

partridge:

I had halted to rest my jaded mules after a

toilsome march. Figure to yourself a por-

tion of this fair earth where for some hun-

dreds of miles the whole crust seems to have

been reduced to ashes by the action of inter-

nal fires; behold a vast plain of desolation

glowing under the direct rays of a midsum-
mer sun ... a few stunted Cottonwood trees.

. . . Here it was that I first heard the plain-

tive voice of this bird as he strove to cheer

his mate whilst occupied in the tedious

task of incubation . . . kaa-wale, kaa-wale

. . . something extremely plaintive in this

simple love song.

Going through the book, I came upon

naturalists I had encountered before. John

Bell, for example, mentioned for his col-

lection of California birds, once saved Au-

dubon from being trampled by a wounded

buffalo; shot the last known living Labra-

dor duck; and in his New York shop,

taught the rudiments of taxidermy to

young Theodore Roosevelt. The section on

the ferruginous hawk cites Adolphus

Heermann, whose mother flirted with a

younger Audubon when he taught her

how to draw, and Richard Kern, who went

west with Fremont and later died in the

infamous Gunnison massacre.

Illustrations, important in its day for

introducing dozens of species to nine-

teenth-century ornithology, reintroduces a

fine scientist to our own times. The work is

not—nor does it pretend to be—anything

more than a detail in American natural

history. But the history of our natural his-

tory consists too much of such details,

seldom put into any intellectual and cul-

tural context. Natural history has always

held deep meanings for Americans.

Through it they have tried to understand

their country, and through it they have

expressed a rich and unprejudiced patriot-

ism. But only a few historians have dealt

with such generalities—writers like A.

Hunter Dupree, Raymond Phineas

Stearns, Robert Henry Welker, Roderick

Nash. Cassin's book has its own historical

worth, but as a piece in an incomplete

mosaic.

Getting out Illustrations was a struggle

for Cassin. He had trouble finding good

artists and a good printer for the book and

never caught up with his sub.scribers. He
took on other ornithological projects,

collaborating on the 1858 Catalogue of
North American Birds, the first modem
work of American ornithology. Almost

paranoid about letting anyone else handle

his precious bird specimens, he worked

over each one of them himself. Breathing

in the arsenic dust used to preserve the

specimens probably brought on his un-

timely death at fifty-five in 1 869. He was

remembered by future generations only

by the sparrow, finch, and locust that have

been named after him.

A brusque, sarcastic man, condescend-

ing toward other scientists ("our predeces-

sors have not been well versed in the his-

tory of ornithology"), Cassin was still a

loyal and warm friend and thoughtful

about matters outside his science. In one

strange passage, he writes that hawks

"owe their existence to rapine and vio-

lence . . . [and] appear to personate one of

the most momentous and mysterious of

problems, the existence of evil in the

world."

He denigrated fieldworkers: "Betake

thyself not to the wilderness longer than

forty days," he advised them. From time

to time, in the stiff expositions of Illustra-

tions, a different character peeks through,

as when Cassin talks of his own field ex-

periences—of watching the migrating

hawks in the fall, checking out the birds at

Cape May with his friend Stephen Fuller-

ton Baird, and going out just to listen to a

bird's song. As all birders do at some time

or another, he tries to explain why birds so

attracted him: "Delicacy of form, beauty

of plumage, liveliness of disposition, ele-

gance of motion" is the best he can do.

From John Cassin's own writings and

Robert McCracken Peck's understanding

text, we get glimpses of a man who knew

the pleasures of nature but was kept in the

closet by his own precepts.

Joseph Kastner, a former editor of Life,

and that magazine's first nature editor,

has written on the history of natural his-

tory in Species of Eternity andA World of

Watchers.
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A New African Ancestor
by John Van Couvering

"Hullo, here's a jaw." With these

words, uttered fifteen minutes after pull-

ing up to the foot of a mine dump in the

Otavi highlands of northern Namibia, pa-

leontologist Martin Pickford broke the un-

official world speed record for finding a

new kind of prehuman fossil. It was June

4, 1991. Pickford, from the Institut de

Paleontologie at the Musee National

d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris, and three

colleagues—Brigitte Senut of the same

institute, team leader Glenn C. Conroy of

the Department of Anthropology at

Washington University, Saint Louis, and

I—had just arrived at the inactive Berg

Aukas vanadium mine for three weeks of

prospecting in the local limestone caves

for fossil-bearing deposits. We came as

guests of Gold Fields Namibia, a subsid-

iary of the largest mining company in

southern Africa. After the 300-mile drive

from Windhoek, we were looking forward

to cold beer, hot showers, and braai (bar-

becue) at the former mine manager's

mansion. Unable to resist the last half-

hour of daylight, however, we opted for a

quick look at the huge dump behind the

headquarters building to see if the mining

operations had left behind any fossilifer-

ous rocks from buried cave deposits.

As we soon discovered, the Berg Aukas

mine doesn't just intersect a cave, it is a

cave. According to the company geolo-

gists we met the next morning, the mineral

ores in Berg Aukas and the other big

mines of the region occur entirely within

ancient cave systems under the Otavi

landscape. These caves and fissures are

completely plugged with a natural con-
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Crete known as cave breccia, a solid mass

of broken rock, dirt, and travertine, ce-

mented by lime and crisscrossed by seams

of black, yellow, and green ores. For sixty

years, miners at Berg Aukas worked re-

excavating one such petrified treasure

cave, which slanted downward for more

than half a mile. The water table under

the Otavis at the edge of the Kalahari

Desert is surprisingly high, and when min-

ing was suspended in 1976 and the pumps

were silenced, the tunnels flooded to

within fifty feet of the surface. There is

now no access to the tunnels; the only way

to study what is left of the mine's interior

is to climb over the rubble thrown out

Stillpartly encased in cave breccia, this

Otavipithecusyow/ram Namibia is

believed to be 13 millionyears old.

during excavation. Most of it is ban

limestone from the walls of the ancit

cave, but mixed in among these jaj d

blocks are bits of cave breccia that \

«

too low-grade to go into the crushers.

The geologists explained that the f s-

ence of the vanadium, copper, lead, d

zinc ores was the result of mineral-

h

fluids seeping upward through e

groundwater that saturated the cave

posits, gradually cementing and har

ing them like glue soaking into a spo

Later, when we studied the fossil

dence, we concluded that the caves
j

been open several times, probably w

the lime-rich groundwater levels were
|

and the cave deposits were attacked

fresh surface water. Bats and owls roa

inside, leaving their remains and garbr

such as the pellets of rodent bones 4

teeth that owls regurgitate. These we

later mixed with bones and dirt washe n

by the rains, until the groundwater i e

again and the cementing process resuff I.

When Pickford spotted the jaw, it '
s

enclosed in a fist-sized chunk of redcli

yellow, porous material resembhng cose

firebrick, which he had picked up fri

the rubble heap. All that could be seet f

the fossil itself was a curved bit of yell -

ish bone with a damaged chin and 8

sides of three molar teeth, chocol:

brovm with the patina of ages and gle£-

ing like cabochons in the dusk. The ft

clue had come a few minutes earUer,s

the team examined a similar chunk foii

half-buried amid the shrapnel of dy-

mited limestone. Its uneven bricky texti:

gave it away as cave breccia; better ><

Glenn C. Conroy and Tom H
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At the American Museum

Work in Progress: Drawing Board
TO Dinosaurs
The fourth-floor fossil halls are under-

going renovation. Until the process is

completed, some of the dinosaurs and

other fossils from the Museum's collec-

tion will be shown on the first floor in Gal-

lery 77. After viewing the fossil material,

designers' sketches, blueprints, and mod-

els of the new halls, visitors are invited to

give their opinions and suggestions. The
contents of Gallery 77 will change as the

development of the new halls proceeds.

Latin American Month
Latin American history and cultural

traditions, which developed from Euro-

pean, African, and indigenous roots, will

be highlighted by lecture-demonstrations,

traditional and contemporary dance and

music performances, and films. For a full

schedule of events, call (212) 769-5315.

SoMos BoRicuAs! We Are
Puerto Ricans!

Puerto Rican music is the focus of the

Somas Boricuas! celebration. In a series

of performances, workshops, lecture-dem-

onstrations, and panel discussions, artists

from Puerto Rico, as well as from Phila-

delphia and New York City, will compare

musical traditions that have developed in

Puerto Rican communities. For informa-

tion about activities, call (212) 769-5315.

SuNSPOTS and Earth's Climate
Studies of sunspot activity over the last

several centuries may help scientists un-

derstand global climate. On Tuesday,

June 2, at 7:30 p.m. in the Sky Theater,

Sallie Baliunas, of the Harvard-Smithso-

nian Center for Astrophysics, will present

an illustrated talk, "Changes in the Sun's

Energy Output and Global Climate

Change." The lecture is the first in a

three-part series presented by the Hayden
Planetarium in conjunction with the Mu-
seum's exhibition "Global Warming: Un-

derstanding the Forecast." Tickets are $8

($6 for members). For information about

tickets, upcoming lectures, and Planetar-

ium show times, call (212) 769-5900.

Klezmer
Instrumental Yiddish folk music, or

klezmer, was played by traveling bands in

Eastern Europe for hundreds of years. A
new generation of klezmer musicians

—

many with jazz and bluegrass back-

grounds—will perform in the Main Audi-

torium on Wednesday, June 3, at 7:00

P.M. Tickets are $20 ($12 for members).

For additional information, call (212)

769-5606.

Identification Day
On Saturday, June 20, from 1:00 to

4:30 P.M. in the Hall of Ocean Life, staff

scientists will be on hand to identify, ana-

lyze, and classify artifacts and natural ob-

jects (no gemstones, please) for the pub-

lic. Also on display will be selected

specimens from the Museum's collec-

tions. Experts from New York City's De-

partment of Environmental Protection

will test water samples and answer ques-

tions. For additional information, call

(212) 769-5305.

Global Warming
"Global Warming: Understanding the

Forecast," an exhibition jointly produced

by the American Museum of Natural His-

tory and the Environmental Defense

Fund, will run through January 19, 1993,

in Gallery 3. A refrigerated core of an-

cient Greenland ice and a 2,000-year-old

Tasmanian tree section will be among the

displays showing past climatic changes,

while computer models and multimedia

exhibits will project new developments in

global climate and show fwssible conse-

quences for humans, plants, and animals.

"Explainers" will be available each day

from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. to answer visitors'

questions.

On the weekends of June 20 and 2 1 and

July 1 1 and 1 2, science demonstrations in

the Blum Lecture Room (on the first

floor) will simulate various aspects of cli-

mate change, including how greenhouse

gases trap heat.

A day-long film series, "The World of

the Future: Science Fiction Films on the

Environment," will be presented in the

Kaufmann Theater on Saturday, June 27,

from 1 1:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For informa-

tion, call (212) 769-5305.

Two day-long field trips will explore the

computer simulations and predictive cli-

mate models that scientists use to monitor

worldwide changes in the environment.

Stuart R. Gaffin, a research scientist for

the Climatic Change Program of the

Environmental Defense Fund, will lead

the trips on Saturday, June 6, and

Wednesday, June 10. The cost is $150 (no

discount for members). For details, call

(212)769-5310.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann Theater is lo-

cated in the Charles A. Dana Education

Wing. The Museum has a pay-what-you-

wish admission policy. For more informa-

tion about the Museum, call (212) 769-

5100.

tiny jagged needles of white and yelk
ji

the rock—the scattered and broken bif

of bats and rodents—attested to the

ence of fossils. The team was just fan

out to search for more breccia bl

when Pickford reached down for the

distinguished lump at his feet.

Discussions around the barbecue

cool winter's evening were very animi

Although the specimen was clearly !«

an anthropoid about half the size

grown human, not enough could be set

identify it further. There were er

sockets for a row of small front teeth a

broken-off root where a very large cai

or eyetooth, had been. The molars

though well preserved, were only p;

visible; in particular, the all-impoi

crowns were buried in the matrix,

tusklike canine ruled out the possit

that the specimen was an Australop

cus, the group directly ancestra

humans, known primarily from M
pansgat, Taung, Sterkfontein, and c;::

caves in southern Africa in deposits*

tween 4 and 2 million years old. Coi y

who had come to the Otavis hoping to

more australopithecine caves, cautio

or perhaps pessimistically, voted for i

boon. I voted for chimpanzee, althou;

would have been the first fossil of its 1

Pickford voted for the most unlikely o

Kenyapithecus, the African dryop o

cine. Baboons and chimpanzees, as i d-

em genera, go back no more than 5 mi )n

years. Dryopithecines, on the other h

date from the middle Miocene, 15 t .

million years ago; their remains are kr m

from Europe, Asia, and the Near Eas

»

well as from Africa. They represent v

last common ancestor leading to the ^

apes (chimps, gorillas, and orangutan; ju

the one hand, and the hominid line lea i|

to australopithecines and humans on 'f

other. Pickford's guess, however,

nothing if not informed; over the year

had discovered most of the known sj

mens of Kenyapithecus. Still, to fir

cave deposit this old in the Otavi lifr

stone was very unlikely, as Pickford i

mitted. Brigitte Senut, a specialist in h (h

inid limb bones, refused to specute

without a long bone to sink her teeth i
^

All the next day, the team clambt

over the mine dump—a pile of jumi

and broken stones the size of the M
Trade Center toppled on its side

—

searched out dozens of fossiliferous b

cia blocks, some of them packed with

bones, without finding remains of anoi:r

large mammal of any kind. Frustrated d

unwilling to wait longer for the identiti

our prize, the team agreed to begin a f
v

tie chemical cleaning. Setting the fossin

a soup bowl, we added several cups)f
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i hen vinegar and left the mild acid to

fly break down the limy matrix and

yal the crown surface of the molars.

ijDons, being monkeys, would have

)i-cusped molars, with the cusps in two

El 5 separated by a central valley. Chim-

i tees and kenyapithecines, being homi-

os, would have five-cusped molars,

I the cusps in a pattern like the tips of

ns fingers bunched together.

hree days later, a hominoid had

: rged. Whether chimp or kenyapithe-

, it was the first ever found in southern

. ca, and the find would be important

I icity for the fledgling nation of Na-

1, ia, just one year after it had won inde-

ij ience from the Union of South Africa.

( fax to our hosts in Windhoek about

I find had already started the publicity

i> churning, and we knew we would be

I !Cted to answer all kinds of questions

nt the new fossil. Of course the first

j ition we wanted answered was the age

|ne specimen, so Pickford and Senut

the residue from the vinegar bath

c to France to be examined by Pierre

n, an expert on fossil rodents. Under

microscope, Mein found among the

I grains many tiny teeth that could be

tified as those of bats, shrews, ele-

it shrews, and six different species of

i;t rodents whose age was known

1 other deposits.

nly a week later, we were somewhat

;d to find ourselves billed as "fossil

t" discoverers at a govemment-orga-

d press conference held in the man-
of Namibian president Sam Nujoma,
Vindhoek. On the morning of that

It, just before we were to go before the

i.eras, Conroy and I received a fax with

news we had not dared expect: the

net rodents confirmed that the breccia

Dsit was of middle Miocene age, prob-

13 million years old. The hominoid

;imen was therefore a relative of

yapithecus—very far from Kenya,

very significant as a member of the

est unknown group that includes the

imon ancestor of apes and humans!

iter the specimen was cleaned and

lyzed at Conroy's laboratory at Wash-
on University, the team concluded

. this could be a wholly new type of

Dpithecine, for which we coined the

le Otavipithecus, ape from the Otavi

ilands. In its specific characteristics,

existence of this unique southern

to-ape appears to indicate that the Af-

n dryopithecines were more abundant,

irsified, and common than had been

Dected. The problem remains, how-

r, that there are no fossils representing

course of hominoid evolution in Africa

ing the almost 10 million years that

followed the last known dryopithecines.

The advanced prehuman Australo-

pithecus first appears in the middle Plio-

cene, 3.5 million years ago, and gorillas

and chimpanzees have almost no fossil

record whatever. The 8-million-year-wide

chasm of ignorance in the late Miocene

and early Pliocene is informally known as

the hominoid gap because it is the un-

known period during which the ancestral

hominoid lineage must have evolved. Pre-

sumably, it was during this period that

some populations of African dryopithe-

cines differentiated into the three modem
groups: orangutans; chimpanzees and go-

rillas; and humans.

This hominoid gap is doubly frustrating

to paleontologists because the lack of fos-

sil evidence has allowed molecular biolo-

gists to lay claim to this special bit of

evolutionary terra incognita. Based on

analyses of several different proteins,

some have claimed that the biochemical

difference between humans and their clos-

est relatives, the chimpanzees, is so small

that the split between the two must have

happened no more than 4 to 6 million

years ago. To most paleontologists, this

seems to be an implausibly short time,

because so many "human" characteristics

are already highly developed in the 3.5-

million-year-old australopithecines. Physi-

cal anthropologists have therefore begun

to study the dryopithecines on the far side

of the hominoid gap with renewed inter-

est, to search for hints and clues as to what

may have happened in Africa during the

late Miocene and early Pliocene while the

paleontological lights were out. The addi-

tion of Otavipithecus to the middle Mio-

cene lineup, from a wholly different part

of Africa, suggests that the mystery of the

African dryopithecines may be even more

complicated than anyone has suspected.

John Van Couvering is a geologist and
editor ofMicropaleontology Press at the

American Museum.

Apes or Ancestors:
A Hominoid Update

The discovery of the Otavipithecus iav/ is

the latest in a spate of middle Miocene

dryopithecine finds from different parts of

Africa, the Middle East, and the Mediterra-

nean. Many of the new specimens, however,

have not yet been written up or even identi-

fied. For scientists, this is a frustrating state

of affairs, for it is difficult to borrow speci-

mens or casts, let alone visit all the fossil

collections around the world. To pool these

recent discoveries of early hominoid fossils,

the American Museum of Natural History,

together with the Wenner-Gren and

L. S. B. Leakey foundations, sponsored a

gathering of paleontologists and their finds

at the Museum. Twenty leading scholars

were invited to bring their specimens and

casts to New York for an unprecedented

one-day "show and tell" workshop on

March 28, just before Otavipithecus was to

go into its temporary exhibit case. Intense

discussions across a long table covered with

trays of fossils lasted into the evening, dur-

ing which the scientists had the opportunity

to trade information and discuss interpreta-

tions of the evidence. Here is a capsule

summary of the highlights.

• Meave Leakey, of the Kenya National

Museum, announced that the genus

Xenopithecus, or "strange ape," which had
always been problematical because its char-

acters seemed unlike those of other middle

Miocene hominoids, has been redated. New
geological studies of the fossil beds west of

Lake Turkana now place it squarely in the

upper Oligocene, 28 million years ago. This

creature, therefore, is at least 5 million

years older than any other known hominoid.

• Louis deBonis, of Poitiers University

(France), displayed a new skull, with com-
plete cranium and jaw, of Ouranopithecus,

a large hominoid from lO-million-year-old

beds in northern Greece. Although some
fragments of the teeth and face had previ-

ously appeared to link this genus to ances-

tral orangutans, deBonis now beUeves the

more complete specimen shows hominid af-

finities. It is thus a new candidate for oldest

true hominid, but its place in the lineage

remains enigmatic.

• The most baffling specimen was provided

by Elwyn Simons of Duke University, one

of the founders of middle Miocene paleo-

anthropology, who discovered a hominoid

arm bone while prospecting long-neglected

Miocene fossil beds at Moghara, in north-

western Egypt. This black, mineralized hu-

merus appears to belong to an unknown
arboreal hominoid, unlike others from this

time period.

• The hominoid gap became slightly nar-

rower with the report of new potassium-

argon dating in Kenya that expands the

time range of the best-known African dryo-

pithecine, Kenyapithecus, to as recent as 12

miUion years ago. Also, after looking over

the material, participants clearly favored

the view that the African and European

dryopithecines were more closely related to

hominid origins than to the origin of the

orangutans. Otavipithecus seems to share

more characters with these non-Asian fossil

primates than with any other.
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Got a Second?
byGailS.Cleere

Time is that odd fourth dimension we
curse, bless, take for granted, and com-

plain we never have enough of. We wear it

on our wrists and hang it on the kitchen

wall. It regulates our lives. In the greater

sense, of course, it is the passage of the

seasons, years, lifetimes, planets, stars,

and galaxies—an endless transition be-

tween what was and what will be. How
wonderful, then, to apparently add a mo-

ment more when it is needed, as we will on

June 30. By international agreement, a

leap second will be added at the end of the

month to keep our clocks closely matched

to mean solar time, marked by the rotation

of the earth.

People have traditionally set clocks by

marking the passage of the sun and the

stars across the sky—in effect, measuring

the time of one rotation of the earth on its

axis. The earth, though, is not perfect; its

spin is gradually slowing, but sometimes it

speeds up, making it irregular in a way

that we cannot predict. The sources of

these irregularities in the earth's rotation

are still not completely understood. Tidal

friction caused by the gravitational attrac-

tion of the sun and moon, and the sloshing

of the earth's fluid core, seem to play the

largest role; atmospheric conditions and

prevailing winds may account for smaller,

short-term variations. The present day's

length is about an hour and a quarter

longer than a day in the age of the dino-

saurs. As our clocks and our methods of

observing distant astronomical objects im-

proved, the discrepancy between the

clocks and the earth's rotation became

apparent. Our clocks are now the better

timekeepers, and the two kinds of time

occasionally drift apart.

Time in the United States is kept offi-

cially by the master clock at the U.S.

Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C.

It is actually based on the time kept by an

ensemble of atomic clocks, which "tick"

away totally independent of the earth and

its rotation. At the same time, astn

mers around the world make observatB

of quasars, the most distant objects in «

universe. Since quasars show no inhe w

motion themselves because of their g w

distance, they serve as fixed referese

points against which the rotation of e

earth can be measured with incredible >

curacy. When quasar observations ^

compared with the clocks, irregularitie n

the earth's rotation show up.

Any change in the clock is momeni ,s

news in the world of navigation, wle

time is distance. The earth's rotatiois

good only to within a thousandth d
second. Today's atomic clocks are goo o

within a billionth of a second per da -

and getting better—a feat of measi>

ment equivalent to figuring the distanc io

the sun to within a half inch. In cele; il

navigation, an error of one second ill

throw a ship crossing an ocean off coi K

by a quarter of a mile. The differe

«

between atomic clock time and solar 1 c

should not exceed nine-tenths of a sect i

Leap seconds are inserted now and the o

maintain this level of agreement, as ill

happen at midnight on June 30.

The Planets in June:

Mercury is visible from midmonth.

on the west-northwest horizon just a

sunset. During the week of the 14th, 1

for the planet just below Gemini's i

stars, Castor and Pollux.

Venus is essentially invisible all mo

because of its proximity to the sun

reaches superior conjunction on the 1

directly behind the sun as seen from

earth's perspective, and then enters

evening sky.

Mars is well above the eastern hori:n

by sunrise, amid the stars of Pisces (rat r

faint) and .^ries. On the 26th, the 4

crescent moon is just a few degrees lef f

the ruddy planet.

Jupiter is in Leo, high in the southw i
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LESTiAL Events

I

le sky grows dark. The planet moves

I

ly to the east below the bright stars

I

liIus and Denebola. On the evening of

j6th, the waxing moon (nearly first

jter) forms a triangle with Regulus

j

Jupiter.

litum rises about midnight and by

II is nearly halfway up the southern

On the night of the 19th-20th, the

I

ng gibbous moon passes just above

inged planet.

j

ranus and Neptune are the two blue-

! n worlds that can be seen with binocu-

,

just east of the teapot-shaped con-

ition, Sagittarius, rising one and a

I

hours after sunset. Consult a detailed

;hart in one of the popular astronomy

azines for the exact location of these

1 ets. On the 17th, observers with small

!
copes in eastern North America can

:h the moon pass in front of Neptune

' it midnight.

2t Moon reaches first quarter on the

It 4:47 P.M., EDT; is full on the 1 5th at

.0 A.M., EDT; reaches last quarter on

23d at 4: 11 a.m., EDT; and is new on

I !Oth at 8: 1 8 a.m., EDT. A partial lunar

)se, obscuring the upper two-thirds of

"ull moon, will be visible on the night

le 14th- 15th. The moon will be in the

; part of the earth's shadow (the um-
i: between 11:27 p.m. and 2:27 a.m.,

if, in the southern part of the sky as

:i from the East Coast,

he Sun reaches the summer solstice on

Ii20th at 11:14 p.m., EDT, when it

es directly above the Tropic of Can-

: bringing the longest day of the year to

iNorthern Hemisphere. On the 30th, a

1 solar eclipse is visible in the South

antic.

'

' 5. Cleere writes on popular astron-

'.' and is a founding member of the

'motional Dark Sky Association, an

iinizalion dedicated to preserving the

hfor astronomy.

P.O.P.
Personal
Ozone
Protection

Our Great Looking Campesino Hat...Just $21. Postpaid!

In these trying times of global waiming and increasing ozone depletion isn'l it

nice to know you can do something to protect yourself. In this regard, we
proudly offer the Camf)esino Hat. This is the traditional, lightweight canvas hat

worn in Costa Rica to provide cooling protection against the harsh, tropical sun.

Now, it is available here. TTie Campesmo Hat is the perfect protection to wear

Fishing on the ocean, boating on the bay, strolling on the beach, relaxing by the

pool or walking city streets. Wear it gardening, hiking, camping, jogging,

sailing or travelling. It features a tie-down chin strap for those windy days and a

wide 3" brim that protects you front and back. The lightweight crown crushes

for easy travel. The Camjjesino Hat comes with four loops that allow you to

style it with the hatband or bandana of your choice. This handsome hat looks

great on men and women. Natural white in color, the Campesino Hat is 1009!

cotton canvas. Available in five sizes: S(63/4-7). M(7i/8-7i/4), L(7i/4-7i/2),

XL(7 1/2-73/4) XXL(73/4+). Just $21 postpaid for each Campesino Hal with

tie-down chin strap. Multi-color bandanas just $4.each additional.

Our Simple Guarantee: If you do not like this hat or it does not fit properly

simply return it for full refund or free replacement. Order by phone or mail

&l'S^al:J?mSSie. Harnson-Hoge Industri^^

NY Residents please add sales tax. o'^ w^ ' q? . mv n 77V
VISA. MC, AMX. Checks & MOs accepted.

Po" Jefferson Suit.on, NY 1 1 776

Revolutionary 2-in-1

TRIMMER/MOWER!
so MUCH EASIER to use than hand-held trimmers OR
small-wheels mowers! TRIIVIS plus MOWS everything from

whole lawns (even wet, without clogging\) to tough, waist-high

grass and weeds with incredible ease! Rocks, etc. do it no harm

because it has no steel blade to bend, break or dull. Perfect for use

with riding mowers for finish-up trimming and mowing. . . and for

ALL trimming and mowing around vacation homes, hunting

camps, etc.

"Your machine is all you say it is. 75% quicker than a hand-held

trimmer because of the extra power and heavier cord that enables

me to wade right thru heavy grass and weeds. There isNO heavy

load to swing back andforth tiring your arms and shoulders.

It makes weed wacking 'duck soup'!
"

-Tom Lawrence, Somerville, NJ

So,WHY HASSLE
with hand-held uimmers or

small-wheels mowers? Please

mail coupon belowTODAY
forFREE DETAILS about

the Revolutionary DR®
TRIMMER/MOWER!

YES! Please rash complete FREE
DET/ULS of Uie Revolutionaiy DR®
TRIMMER/MOWER including prices

,
and specifications of Manual and

Electric-Suiting Models and "Off- To: COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS*, Dept. 20206 ,

[season" Savings now in effect. _ _ Box 89, Ferry_Road, Charlotte, VT_05_445
^

City.
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1 202 Lexing-

ton Ave., Suite 314, New York. NY 10028

AFRICAN ARTS & CRAFTS Wildlife carvings, cala-

bashes Wnte: Coramar Stewart, 166 Clinton Place,

Newark, NJ 07112

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request

photos, IvIcCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads Stage
Fan Club Inquire Box 39. Florham Park, NJ 07932-

0039

NAVAJO. ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings.
kachinas Wholesale catalog $3.00 Indian Treasures.

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

Books/Publications

NEW ELECTRON CONCEPT correlates "L" Shaped-
Wire movement with Electricity, Magnetism, Saturn

Rings, Atomic Structure and why Matter Particles are

held together. $1195 G/L Industries, 150 West
Oneida, Preston. Idaho 83263

PROFESSIONAL NO FEE BOOK SEARCH SERVICE.
Personal attention. No obligation Kensington. P.O.

Box 582NH, Clinton, WA 98236 (206) 221-3575. We get
results!

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St., New York, N.Y. 10001

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHF, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

SOCIOBIOLOGY BIBLIOGRAPHY (1986-1991); 48 pp
of annotated, interdisciplinary citations to behavioral

ecology for $6.00. ppd. Order: BioDiversity Unlimited.

Armington. IL USA 61721

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Inc.. Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York. NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service. Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL Work with attorneys Lawyer
instructed home study. Free catalogue (800) 362-7070
Dept. LG124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist. Home Study. Free Career Literature (800)
362-7070 Dept. CG124

LEARN PERSONAL COMPUTERS. Become an expert.

Approved home study Free career literature, (800)
362-7070 Dept, KG 124

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS To $1,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside Free
List! Zincvo. Box 585. Dearborn. Ml 48120

BECOME A FEDERAL PARK RANGER this summer
Updated publication $5. "Ranger. " Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

TheMarl^t
EASY WORK I EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products
at home Call toll free 1-800-467-5566 Ext 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept
C-181), 500 South Broad, Menden, CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS em-
ployment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 2257S Zenobia,
Denver, CO 80219 (303) 9360270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Current openings
to $75,000-t- Free Report! Employment International,

Box 5730-RS, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!—
Current openings, all occupations—Western US —
Free details. 311-NC 14th, Glenwood Springs, CO
81601 (303)945-8991

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000, Free recorded mes-
sage (707)449-8600. (LAI)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
Includes Britain! Sampler: 3/$2.98. Free Brochure.
Multinewspapers, Box 866-206. Dana Point. California

92629

Furniture

UNIQUE HANGING CHAIRS. Hammocks and acces-
sories, outdoor furniture Handcrafted for 25 years,

satisfaction guaranteed. Free Brochure 1-800-688-

8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks. Rt 4, Box 169-NH, Lou-
isa. VA 23093

Merchandise/Gifts

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books Authenticity guaran-

teed Color catalog $2. Bethany Sciences. P.O. Box
3726-N. New Haven, CT 06525

SAVE 50% ON ANY HOTEL ROOM or suite! Industry

insider reveals amazing secrets A must-read booklet

for travelers! Savings guaranteed, $1000: Tully Enter-

prises, 4143 West Waters Ave., Suite 203, Tampa,
Florida 33614

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age, interests Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars, published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co , Inc ,331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie. NY
12192(518)731-2610

BINOCULARS, TELESCOPES for naturalists. Over 70
models, all beautifully illustrated Your questions an-

swered Marderon Optics, 4 Spartan Circle, Stoneham,
MA 02180

QUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We carry a
complete selection of brand name binoculars We have
competitive prices and all the answers to your binocu-

lar questions Call for our Free Binocular Buying
Guide! National Camera Exchange, 9300 Olson High-

way, Golden Valley, MN 55427 1-800-624 8107

Real Estate

NORTH CALIFORNIA NATURE RETREAT 41 acr
slope of BoggsMtn At 2000 ft elev 2'/2hrs no.i

Francisco Rugged environment Year-round s'

draws bobcat, mountain lion, ouzel See blue h
from the breakfast table Almost new house, mo
with spacious guest quarters And a pool Drink

own spring water and breathe really clear

$280,000 Call for flyer (707) 965-2085

HAWAII VACATION APARTMENTS all islands,

brochures Paradise Management. 50 South Beri

C207. Honolulu. HI 96813

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breh
land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranq

Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova Scotia,

ada

SANCRISTOBAL, Chiapas, Mexico, center Mays
ins, villages. Neocolonial townhouse, 2 br, ga
hsekp services, $1000/mo. (212) 362-7659

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mou
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses, f

rates American Plan Timberlock. Box NH. IndianI

NY 12864

BELIZE—PELICAN BEACH RESORT—Familj

Beachfront resort in Southern Belize Comfot,

rooms overlooking Canbbean. Homecooked rr

Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve; Manatees; Birdwatd
Snorkeling and Island Cottage Rental. Rath. 8c
Dangnga. Belize Tel 01,1-501 -5-22044 Fax: Oil-.''

22570

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of 20 sailt:!

sailing instruction, heated pool, tennis Write for f
[

Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

Tours/Trips

[tfilMi/iW.W
Excellent boats. Plus Amazon & Andes.

COSTA RICA!
Voyagers, Dept. NG-6, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safa m
Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe Low,si

camping or deluxe Teeming wildlife, stunning phiO
raphy Fascinating options: track gorillas, climt;S

manjaro, visit Vic Falls Galapagos! Swim, sail, sn^fl

and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles " Choice yaft
Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes Amazon Juia^

Machu Picchu options Costa Rica' Rainforest ancij

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical jt

life and smoking volcanos Small groups, em
guides Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free T
chures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, i;

'

26 St (C)NY, NY 10001

MOROCCO • INDIA
10th Year of the Most Insightful. Original

Low-Impact Explorations Available

Exclusive Customized

small-group J. ^Kk-yik
quality

itineraries g^i^HjU^jQi arrangemenl

Cross Cultural Adveptures
FO Box 3285, Arlington, VA 22203; (703) 204-2717
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ma biologist from a major U.S.untveretty X' I ^ .

/

I a visit to these renowned Islands far
{ f

'
t' J 1

I noved from civilization. Must tK able to U *

lY^ y
/

Ik 2 miles on trails. 3 davs in Andes Mtns i L f ' ^ F I

ma biologist from a major U.S. university X'
'

a visit to these renowned Islands tar

noved from civilization. Must be able to ,^.

Ik 2 miles on trails. 3 days in Andes Mtns \
\

Quito area, 7 days on Galapagos. Otavalo

iians, g^nt tortoises, sea lions, biue-tooted > v

obles and more! $2195 Includes aii meals air
\.^

m Miami (air from other cities available), aii tours
\ ""

arts Sundays. Previous Client References in Broctiure

'RIPS MONTHL Y-CALL FOR DA TES [$2l95
ITERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-800-622-6525

A ENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

ri: ;iassic lodge safaris. Kilimanjaro climbs, gonlla

tr ing, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free

a age color brochure. Himalayan Travel, 112 Pros-

pi St.. Stamford. CT 06901 (800) 225-2380

A CA! Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

A fe and cultures in depth. Outstanding guides,

Si, I groups, excellent accommodations off the

b 3n path. Walking and night game drives available.

Ji one of our scheduled safaris or design a private

» nture of your own. Tanzania. Kenya, Botswana,
N ibia. Draw upon more than 20 years' experience.

V gers, Dept. NH-6, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
1 )-633-0299

H AFRICA
\fears of GEO Tented Safaris to

"^'^,^.. EXPEDITIONS Kenya, Tanzania,
tural History Rwanda &
K Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 36S6-C9, Sonera, CA 95370

l/TA/TA/TA/TAyrl

» ^GASH CANOE TRIPS. I^aine and Canada. Wil-

li ess, wildlife Guided adventures for adults, fam-
li teens. Box 713H. Greenville, I^E 04441 (207)

* 20N 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro
1 fs. Remote jungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,
i ia or Venezuela. Call for free information/bro-

; es Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St.. Forest
NY 11375. (718)520-1845

TRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Nature,
ig and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and camping
'is, lodge stays, and island resorts in New
'and's scenic National Parks and Milford Track;

1' ralia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier
> Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa
: lara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

?iZE. BAY ISLANDS, TIKAL. COPAN. Individualized,
r active vacations: English-speaking native guides;
!,jrienced travel counselors. Great Trips (800) 552-

.OPPER CANYON
IIERRA MADRE RAIL EXCURSIONS

I motic train ride toa canyon larger ttxin the Grand Canyon.
I eilence mountain lodges, pristine pine forests, canyon treks
' opicol depttis, waterfalls and Torahunrrara Indians.

1-800-843-1060 FREE BROCHURE
i
UMBUS TRAVEL. RT 12. BOX 382-B. NEW BRAUNFEli, TX 78132

'-^A NATURALIST-LED MOUNTAIN TREKKING in

'ilern China Himalayan plateau, Karakorum High-

J .
Pamirs, stops in Beijing, Kashgar, Xian. Chengdu.

- ton. Hongkong Will customize tours Groups of 8-

I Oriental Connections 1-800-747-1683

COSTA RICA. The best programs by the most expen-
enced operators Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater
rafting, wonderful beaches. Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest

Hills, NY 1 1375 (718) 520-1845.

GALAPAGOS/ECUADOR: Best Yachts, Guides,
Prices, Since 1965, Also: Hike and Cruise, Diving High-

lands and Amazon: "La Selva", "Light Brigade",
"Cuyabeno". Machupicchu. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,
Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (510) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS. 14 night cruise, Nov, $3,500. Xmas
cruises $2,700, Cruise plus rainforest Jan '93 $3,300.

Includes airfare from IVliami. Excellent yachts, guides
and escorts. Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard East,

Toronto M4M 1 Y5 (416) 469-821 1 Fax (416) 463-5131

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
. MEKONG and GANGES Rivers cruises.

Wodaabe Nomads o! NIGER: BORNEO'S DayaJc,

• Asmat of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros in ECUADORUN
AMAZON; Dogons of MALI; Pygmies of the CAR.

• Cross the SAHARA Dewit w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBU, ETHIOPIA.

View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA RICA,
PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA.

. RAJASTHAN and Pushkar, KASHMIR; LADAKH;
TURKISH archeo cruise; AUSTRALUN Outback.

TURTLE TOURS
(602) 224-5804

9446 Quail Trail, Box #U47/NH Carefree, AZ 8S377

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/
wildlife & photo workshops- Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel, PO. Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA 95045,
(800)969-9014.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air. Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

AMAZON
Join a biologist from a major U.S. university /
on a 90 foot rivertxHt lor a 650 mile adventure

j

on Itic Amazon River! 8 days, 7 nights. $1595 I

includes meals, air from Miami (air from j

other cities available), tours, entrance fees

sldetTips,transfers, 1st dass hotel, and more
'

Departs Saturdays. Previous Client References

in Bnjdiure. Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys V
Cusco and Machu PIcchu extension available i^^ mr^m
3 TRIPS MONTHLY - CALL FOR DATES |$1595
INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-800-622-6525

INDIA, NEPAL. TIBET, CHINA, THAILAND. Tours, treks,

wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog.

Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

PADDLE THE OKEFENOKEE Backpack Costa Rica
Hike the Smokies, Save the sea turtles. Wilderness
Adventure, emphasizing natural history and environ-

mental awareness, 3-13 days. Free brochure Wilder-

ness Southeast, 711-NH Sandtown Road, Savannah,
GA 31410 (912) 897-5108

PERU—MACHUPICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises Free brochure. Hi-

malayan Travel, 1 12 Prospect St,, Stamford, CT 06901
(800) 225-2380

SONORAN DESERT TOURS: Beautiful Southern Ari-

zona—Northern Mexico Customized Guided tours.

Kino Missions, Sea of Cortez, guest ranch. Southwest-
ern activities. Six persons Maximum, PO Box 10411,
Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel & Fax: (602) 840-9256

SOUTH AMERICA, Galapagos from economy to de-
luxe, trekking in the Andes, Machu Picchu, Patagonia,
Amazon, Conventional or remote destinations Come
with the specialists! Call for free information/bro-

chures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St,, Forest
Hills, NY 11375(718)520-1845

GALAPAGOS

gos expedition. 60 trip

on. Free brochure.

.......^,., 510-420-1550
1 311 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS: Affordable Nature,
Wildlife, Cultures Hiking, Biking Galapagos/Ecuador,
Peru, Costarica. Venezuela, Belize, Patagonia, Brazil/

Panlanal. Indonesia, Thailand, Asia Europe, Bo-
tswana, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Tanzania, Kenya,
Rwanda, Australia/NZ/PNG, Antarctic/Subantarctic
Tall Ships. American Indian Journeys. North America-
Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, California

94523(510)671-2900

JNTDONeSfA
BUlZmA*CAmBOT:>fA* LAOS
Call for

SoM<r,-AJver.rur-<r*
iuf„m,

FREE Catalog 800-397-5917 Independe.

Sc^Lirhacx^r Asic^-lts ALL Wc D.../

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA, Take a journey back
into time where every day is a different and exciting

adventure. Free brochure, 1-800-trails-5 (305) 451 -5344

^GA[APAGO$
10 Years of GEO ^'"^ ^'^ ^^'*'

Q""li'y,.. EXPEDtTioNS Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

WHALE-WATCHING AT ITS BEST! 7-night cruise Odys-
sey to the world of whales. The St. Lawrence River is

the only place outside of the Arctic where you will sight

the snow-white Beluga , , and you can sight Fins,

Minkes, Humpbacks, and perhaps the great Blue Free
brochure 1-800-267-7868

Wanted

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroideries,
Aubusson, Needlepoint, Onental, European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls. Please send
color photos with size, condition and price to Renate
Halpern Galleries, Inc., 325 East 79th Street, New York,

NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.55 per word; 1 6 word minimum. Display classified is

$390 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.
Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.
All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St.. New
York, NY 10024 Direct any wntten inquiries to Eileen

O'Keefe at the above address Please include your
personal address and telephone number, issue pre-

ferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of the
month, two months prior to cover date (the January
issue closes Nov 1), Camera-ready art is required for

display ads, A tearsheet or copy of the page with your
ad will be sent upon publication.
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A Matter OF Tas'

This Is Quinoa
A little-known grainfrom the Andes has attracted the attention ofthe nutritiortrconscious

by Raymond Sokolov

In this year of fussing over the 500th

anniversary of Columbus's first landfall,

much heat but little light has been gener-

ated. Nevertheless, it can be safely said

that a few lessons have been learned by

millions. Quincentenary is now a house-

hold word. And it will no longer get you

any credit at cocktail parties if you an-

nounce that the tomato, the potato, and

the green bean were unknown to Julius

Caesar, Rabelais, and even Donatello, be-

cause these Old World culture heroes

Uved too soon to benefit from the enrich-

ing of the European larder that came after

1492.

This once esoteric notion about human
ecohistory is now as unremarkable a cU-

che in our lives as the tomato, the potato,

and the green bean. So the time has come
to leave off exclaiming over the exotic

origins of the familiar and to examine,

with open minds and intrepid palates,

foods—and food ideas—that did not get

caught up by the Columbian exchange

and did not get transplanted halfway

around the world.

This project sounds simple and straight-

forward enough, but it actually involves a

couple of basic conceptual difficulties.

First, it's hard to talk about motion (of

anything, not just foods) unless you know
where you are. The physics of relativity

turns on this question, and even the hum-
ble gastroethnographer has to think about

his location in the universe before he cah

talk intelligently about his relation to the

cuisines of the world and their ingredients.

If I were Chinese and living in Shang-

hai, I would have a very different attitude

toward a baked potato than if I were a

person of Irish heritage living in Boston.

The Chinese in Shanghai would almost
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certainly regard a potato as a foreign mys-

tery or at least as something that hadn't

estabUshed itself in their normal food envi-

ronment. Maybe they would know some-

thing about the importance of this Andean
native plant to the history of Ireland, but

they could not possibly have the profound

sense of it, as would Irish Americans,

whose ancestors migrated here because of

the potato blight of the 1840s.

My own basic perspective is that of a

native-bom citizen with a semiactive East-

em European Jewish heritage. I try hard

to consider food migration from the stand-

point of people bom and formed elsewhere

or from a culturally neutral position, but

in the end I think that it is more feasible

and useful to constme the world from

where one actually is than to try to adopt

some universal outlook in which one pre-

tends to observe the food of the world

from outer space. So for some readers I

will always be sounding naive, or at least

unredeemably North American, and also

Umited by my historical experience.

As a person ofmy time and place, I will

always think of the mango as an exotic

fruit I never encountered fresh until I was

thirty years old. Consider how this sets me
off from miUions of people in India or

Haiti, people who undoubtedly don't feel,

as I do, that buckwheat groats (kasha) are

quotidian fare.

Being who I am where I am, I am also

more likely to have enlarged my diet to

include foods I didn't know as a child. The
United States has been much more wel-

coming to food unports than most other

countries. Recently, the nouvelle cuisine

has put a premium on novelty, which has

also encouraged the food industry to take

a chance on kiwis and Japanese buck-

wheat noodles. For their part, health

enthusiasts and new-age radicals eml

new foods because they question the

they have inherited from Europe and

parents, and because they wish to

their sympathy for Third World cult

something often easier to do at tah

one's own house than in a more c

fashion. Finally, and most cmcially

country continues to welcome newcc

from abroad. Immigrants bring a hi

for familiar foods with them, and

soon find ways to appease that hi'

either by importing the food or by grc

it here.

Every one of these factors has coi

uted to bringing us quinoa. Chenopo> kfi

quinoa is an annual, broad-leaved, ( S

yledonous herb usually standing ; *

three to six feet high. Leafy flower ui

ters (panicles) rise mostly from the t

the plant. The dry, seedlike fmit is

;

two millimeters in diameter and i

closed in a hard, shiny, four-layered

wall (pericarp) containing bitter sap n

Quinoa seeds are usually flat and al

yellow and can be steamed, ground al

flour, or fermented to make a mildllii

toxicating beverage. Quinoa leaves *r

highly edible and are often used for

stock feed.

I acquired all this knowledge and r

else from a pubhcation of the Nat

Research Council, Lost Crops of th

cos: Little-known Plants of the A
with Promise for Worldwide Cultivc

(National Academy Press, 1989).

learned study surveys thirty-one plani

A Chipaya woman ofthe Bolivian

altiplano winnows quinoa.
Photographs by Loren Mclntyre
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plant types), ranging from the achira, a

starchy tuber related to the ornamental

canna lily, to the popping beans called

nuhas.

Some of these tropical highland flora

have already established themselves in

large-scale cultivation and don't really be-

long in a book on "lost" plants. Passion

fruits, tamarillo, and cherimoya are now
available in U.S. markets as specialty

items, and they are routine in many parts

of tropical America. Even exotics like oca

(another tuber) and tarwi (a legume) are

not endangered species or even obscure on

their native South American ground.

Perhaps it would have been better to

Basic Recipe for Quinoa

1 cup quinoa

1

.

To remove the sticky, bitter, soapy sa-

ponin that may still be present on the

surface of quinoa, put the quinoa in a

blender or processor with 2 cups of

water. Turn the motor on and off

briefly a couple of times. If the water

turns cloudy, drain through a fine-

mesh strainer and repeat until the wa-

ter remains clear. This can also be ac-

complished manually, by rubbing the

grains in a bowl full of water.

2. Bring 2 cups of water to a boil in a

medium saucepan. Add the quinoa

and cook over medium heat, covered,

for about 12 minutes or until the water

has been absorbed. Alternatively, com-

bine the quinoa with the water and

bring to a boil. Let cook for 2 minutes,

then let stand, covered, for 30 minutes

or until the water has been absorbed.

Yield: 4 cups

Ch'aqe de Quinua

Thick Quinoa Vegetable Stew

(Adapted from Nelly de Jordan's

Nuestras Comidas, Cochabamba,
Bolivia, 1962)

8 cups meat stock

1 pound stewing lamb, cut into 1-inch

cubes

'A cup finely chopped onion

'A teaspoon ground cumin
'A teaspoon ground oregano

'A teaspoon ground black pepper

1 tablespoon cayenne pepper

I 'A cups quinoa, thoroughly rinsed

'A cup peeled and skinnedfava beans

'A cup peas

8 small potatoes (as a substitute for

the variety called imilla in Bolivia,

which holds its shape during cook-

ing, use Yukon gold)

1 tablespoon salt or to taste

1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley

1 . Bring the stock to a boil with the lamb.

call this extremely interesting book aui-

vey of useful cultivated plants fron:hi

Andes that should be better known ti

rest of the world. Quinoa is, happily,

on its way.

You will find it easily in health

stores in the United States. The tw

ounce box of Ancient Harvest brand

noa I bought sold for an impressive $

(the equivalent of $4.25 a pound) and

tained quinoa grain imported from Be

and Peru. The packaging was pure (

fomia, with color graphics, recipes,

some self-contradicting nutritional c

The recycled paper box aimounced

quinoa is the highest in protein of

Add the onion, cumin, oregano, bU

pepper, and cayenne. Reduce heat a

simmer for 15 minutes.

2. Stir in the quinoa and simmer unti

swells and softens (about 1 2 minutt

3. Add the favas, peas, potatoes, and sj

Cook for 20 minutes more or until i

potatoes are soft, stirring from time

time to prevent burning.

4. Sprinkle with parsley and serve.

Yield: 8 servings

Note: The final result will inevitably be

approximation of the country stew de J

dan intended. For ch'aqe, she recc

mends a roughly processed form of quii

not available here, "the imilla potato, w

its many eyes and gritty (harinoso) t

ture, is also not a practical choice. F

haps it would make better culinary ser

given the cooking qualities of our fa

and peas, to add them when the potat

are almost done. In any case, I present t

recipe for its "flavor" more than as a sti

set of directions for reproducing the d

as one might find it in a Bolivian horn

Quinoa Pilaf

(Adapted from Maria Baez Kijac's Th

Art ofCooking with Quinoa, PM
Publishing, 1991)

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

1-3 cloves garlic, minced
1 medium onion, chopped

1 cup quinoa, thoroughly rinsed

2 cups chicken stock or water

1. Heat the oil in a medium saucepa

Then saute the garlic and onion for

minutes.

2. Add the quinoa and continue sauteii

for another 5 minutes, stirring.

3. Add the chicken stock or water ai

bring to a boil. Cover, reduce heat, ai

simmer slowly for 1 2 minutes or un

all liquid has been absorbed. Let stan

covered, for 5 minutes before servin

Yield: 4 cups
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I's grains. This claim is supported by

es printed on one side of the box but

hose on the opposite side. One chart

5 that quinoa is 16.2 percent protein,

; the next highest would be wheat

14 percent. Another chart, however,

the consumer that a 34 gram serving

lontain 4.4 grams of protein, or by my

ilation, only about 1 3 percent.

) doubt the discrepancy is a result of

igruent data sources. In any case, the

al of quinoa is not so much for its

jinal advantage in protein content

other grains, but for the quality of its

;in.

lu will recall that traditional nutri-

tional science urges human beings to con-

sume what has sometimes been referred to

as the complete protein. This ideal protein

would be composed of amino acids in

amounts appropriate for human diet.

Crudely, the complete protein's amino-

acid spectrum coincides with the amino-

acid spectrum of red meat. Vegetables do

not match the profile, lacking the right

amount of one essential amino acid or

another. But defenders of vegetarian diets

have traditionally countered by showing

us that a judicious mix of vegetables will

fill in the blanks, as it were. By mixing

com and beans, for example, the Aztecs

are said to have overcome the scarcity

^ ... 1 -H

r?

C hipaya husk quinoa by stamping on it.

of meat protein in their traditional diet.

Quinoa has attracted the interest of the

nutritionally conscious vegetarian be-

cause its protein component has an amino-

acid profile that very closely parallels the

ideal protein standard sanctified by the

Food and Agricultural Organization of

the United Nations. As the authors of

Lost Crops confirm, "Quinoa's protein is

high in the essential amino acids lysine,

methionine, and cystine, making it com-

plementary to other grains (which are no-

tably deficient in lysine), and to legumes

such as beans (which are deficient in

methionine and cystine)."

Yes, but how does it taste? Following

the directions on the box, I cooked it "like

rice," steaming it in twice its volume of

water for about fifteen minutes. The

grains fluffed up nicely, turned translu-

cent. The taste was mild—all the bitter

saponin on the surface of the grains must

have been washed away by the manufac-

turer. And the texture was delicate and

appealing.

Quinoa can be substituted for rice and

most other grains in literally thousands of

familiar recipes from non-Andean cul-

tures. The inevitable process of creative

adaptation is already happening, judging

from the recipe for quinoa stuffed peppers

with Mexican salsa on the Ancient Har-

vest box. This does not seem to me a sin

against ethnographic or gastronomic prin-

ciples. After all, some very traditional iso

lated villages in the Andes adopted Euro-

pean barley centuries ago and consume it,

by preference, in greater quantity than

they do quinoa. Younger villagers who can

afford it prefer another nonnative crop,

rice, to all other grains, according to M. J.

Weismantel's Food, Gender, and Poverty

in the Ecuadorian Andes (University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1988).

As experimental restaurateurs and the

general public learn to cook quinoa, the

demand will surely grow. Even now, do-

mestic U.S. production, in Colorado and

other climatically suitable locations, is al-

ready beyond the pioneer stage. We can

expect to see scientists improve new vari-

eties of this member of the goosefoot ge-

nus (Chenopodium) to suit modem North

American conditions. Will the eating

quality and diversity of Andean quinoa

strains be maintained? Or will space-age

agronomy degrade the plant, as it has so

often in earlier situations where an eco-

nomically insignificant and horticultur-

ally inconvenient plant fell afoul of Big

Farming?

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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Ban the

Soleil
An African four-striped grass mouse nibbles new leaves as it

balances atop a three-thorn bush in the Kalahari Gemsbok
National Park in southern Africa. Although it usually dines on
the green grass, roots, and seeds it finds on the ground, the
mouse can skitter up fragile limbs to fetch tempting morsels
dangling three feet overhead.

Most mice are nocturnal, but the grass mouse, with its

chipmunklike stripes providing camouflage, scampers about in

broad daylight. The fierce tropical sun is a formidable enemy,
beating dovm throughout the mouse's range—the semidry bush
and scrub habitats of eastern and southern Africa. This tiny

creature has evolved adaptations to ultraviolet radiation,

especially useful near the equator, where the sun's rays are most
intense. Beneath its black and tawny fur, the mouse's melanin-
pigmented skin is one shield; another is a melanin-pigmented
tissue layer between the skull and skin that provides extra

protection for the brain. At least three other types of diurnal
African mouselike rodents are equipped with such "skullcaps"
to protect them from the tropical sun. And according to Robert
M. Timm, curator ofmammals at the University of Kansas
Museum of Natural History, white tent-making bats in the
Central American tropics have similar adaptations in their skull

tissue. The bats sleep during the day, but curled up with their

heads exposed to the sun.

On cooler days, the four-striped grass mouse seems to enjoy
basking in the sunshine—an activity many humans have been
cautioned to avoid.

—

Laura S. Carter

Photograph by Charles G. Summers, Jr.
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American Museum
of Natural History

THE GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
AND
HIGHLANDI
ECUADOR

aboard the

20-cabin

Isabela II

January 8-20, 1993

Discover the spectacular Galapagos Is-

lands with a team of Museum experts

and naturalists/guides. Explore tower-

ing volcanos, crater lakes, lava forma-

tions and beautiful beaches. Enjoy

diverse and fascinating wildlife, in-

cluding giant tortoises, seals, sea

lions, penguins, marine and land

iguanas, boobies, albatross, flamin-

goes, Darwin's famous finches, and a

host of other animals. High in the

Andes of Ecuador, we visit the beauti-

ful city of Quito, stunning Volcano

Cotopaxi National Park, and the excit-

ing Andean market of Otavalo.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

iMK'iP History

Discovery v^ruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192
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Having written his doctoral dissej.

tion on the archeology and history of -

Arikara, an Indian group in the Dako

J. Daniel Rogers (page 36) was exc

by a discovery he made at the SmitI

nian Institution: in the National

thropological Archives were dra\M

and a manuscript that described a r

belonging to Bloody Knife, an Arik

scout who died at the Battle of the Li

Bighorn. Curator of anthropology at

Smithsonian's National Museum
Natural History, Rogers has inv( i

gated various archeological sites, e;i

cially in his native state of Oklaho

For additional reading, he recomme

Son of the Morning Star, by Evai

Connell (New York: HarperColl

199\); The Village Indians ofthe Up

Missouri, by Roy W. Meyer (Line

University of Nebraska Press, 19

and "Ghosts on the Little Bighorn,'

Robert Paul Jordan (National C

graphic, December 1986).

When an opportunity arose to pursue

the heritage of World War II in the

Aleutians, underwater archeologist

Daniel J. Lenihan (page 50) leaped at the

chance. He had been primed by stories

his wife told of her years as a fisher-

woman working out of Dutch Harbor

(she had even built her home from the

remains of military buildings). In 1989,

with the assistance of the U.S. Navy,

Lenihan and his colleagues surveyed the

waters and surrounding landscape of

Kiska Harbor; other members of the

team flew to Attn Island in 1991 for

some land-based reconnaissance. A
live of New York City's Lower 1

Side, Lenihan now lives in Santa

New Mexico, where he is chief of

National Park Service's Submer

Cultural Resources Unit. For additi(

reading, he recommends Thousc

Mile War, by Brian Garfield (f

York: Bantam, 1990); The Forgo i

War, by Stan B. Cohen (Missoula: Pi

rial Histories Publishing Compi

1981); and Miracle at Midway, by (

r

don W Prange (New York: McGri'

Hill, 1982).



Authors

jhn Sivinski (page 30) first became

ous about stick insects when he was a

luate student at the University of

V Mexico. He had picked up a mat-

pair while on a walk and was im-

sed to discover that they were still

ched to each other a day later. His

rest in insect mating unabated, he is

in the early stages of investigating

females compare males when shop-

;
for a mate. A research entomologist

I the Insect Attractants, Behavior,

Basic Biology Lab of the United

..„ Department of Agriculture,

nski primarily studies fruit fly ecol-

and mating systems and the eff"ects

predators and parasites on insect

ulations. For additional reading, he

igests Hugh Cott's Adaptive Color-

m of Animals (London: Methuen,

0), an early and unexcelled compen-

m of animal colorations and how they

tect aninials in nature; David L. Ev-

and Justin O. Schmidt's Insect De-

ses (Albany: State University of New
k Press, 1990), a more recent and so-

5ticated analysis of insect coloration;

I Randy Thornhill and John Alcock's

? Evolution of Insect Mating Sys-

is (Cambridge: Harvard University

ss, 1984), which does for sex what

t did for coloration.
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As a young teen-ager, Joanna Burger

(page 44) began observing birds by fol-

lowing nesting killdeer hatched under

squash plants on her parents' farm in up-

state New York. In addition to studying

avian nesting and coloniality, Burger is

interested in birds as indicators of envi-

ronmental quality; she serves as a U.S.

representative to an international com-

mittee on environmental problems. She

is currently a professor and director of

the graduate program in ecology and

evolution at Rutgers University in New
Jersey. Michael Gochfeld, who has both

a medical degree and a doctorate in envi-

ronmental biology, is director of occupa-

tional health for the Robert Wood John-

son Medical School. His studies of

colonial seabirds augment his current re-

search on biomonitoring of human and

ecological exposure to such hazards

.

heavy metals. His interest in the soc

interactions of large flocks of nesti;

seabirds was piqued when he saw co

nies of terns and other seabirds on Lo
Island. Subsequent observations rais

questions about the birds' choice of p;

ticular nesting spots and the "sign

cance of their impressive attacks on t

human intruder, me." Burger and GoC'

feld, who are married, have done fie

work in Africa, Australia, and throug

out the Americas. They share their ho<

with a thirty-seven-year-old pari

named Tico. They have coauthored T
Black Skimmer: The Social Dynam
of a Colonial Species (New York: (

lumbia University Press, 1990) and 7

Common Tern: Breeding Biology a.

Social Behavior (New York: Columb
University Press, 1991).

Wildlife photographer Charles G.

Summers, Jr., (page 76) thought he saw

fruit hanging m three-thorn bushes m
Africa's Kalahari Gemsbok National

Park, until a warden told him he was see-

ing mice. Summers drove slowly toward

the skittish creatures, shut off" the car's

engine, and coasted to a stop until he was

only nine feet away. But he never got out

of the car. "I had to take the pictures

fast. Once they realized I was close, the

mice generally scampered away" Sum-
mers gave up a career in mechanical en-

gineering to photograph wildlife around

the world. He is also a partner in a Colo-

rado-based company that publishes

computer software for photographers

and photo libraries. For this month's

"Natural Moment," he used a Nikon F4

camera with a 600mm lens and an exten-

sion tube.
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It can be a source of comforting predictability. Like
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stretch of woods. And we, at John Nuveen &. Co. Incor-
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things in life that are the most reassuring. '^^1% For
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with a dependable source of income is something
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And we're confident that your financial adviser will
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Overheated Elephants

I do not know whether dinosaurs were

endothermic or ectothermic, but Peter

Dodson ("Letters," April 1992) is wrong
to suggest that the elephant cooling system

is taxed in full sunlight, based on the ani-

mal's physiology when sedated. The main

drugs used for immobilizing noncamivo-

rous wildlife are Etorphine (M-99) and

Carfentanil, which not only sedate an ani-

mal but also shut down its thermoregulat-

ing system. In Alaska, even during the

winter at -20° F, care must be taken to

prevent the death of moose and caribou

during capture operations. If the animal is

chased for long distances before it is in-

jected with an immobilizing drug, the heat

produced by the physical activity cannot

be dissipated. Even small deer can die

from heat stroke while under the influence

of these drugs.

African elephants are not unique in this

drug sensitivity. Having seen them run for

long distances under the hot African sun

and not finding them dead later, I seriously

doubt that their vascular systems used for

cooling are indeed taxed in full sunlight.

The s^me is probably true of the great

whales during their bouts of intense phys-

ical activity in tropical waters.

Timothy Osborn

Galena, Arkansas

Lamarckian Child-Rearing

Regarding Stephen Jay Gould's April

1992 essay, "Does the Stoneless Plum In-

struct the Thinking Reed?": Burbank's

two final steps in his human eugenics

method are clearly Lamarckian, yet I'll

confess a certain attraction to his recom-

mendations for the raising of children.

And as a further argument in support of

these methods (snakes and mud pies, hay-

fields and huckleberries), I'll offer this jus-

tification: While human biological evolu-

tion is certainly operating according to

Darwinian principles, our cultural evolu-

tion is more nearly Lamarckian. Cultur-

ally, people will tend to pass on what

they've inherited, and if they've been for-

tunate enough to be raised with decency

and consideration (instead of oppression

and abuse), one hopes and suppose

they would be likely to provide their ill

dren with a similar environment.

Craig Hoh.\i.

Penn Yan, New

SuPER-DUPER Oxygen f
Perhaps all that superheavy oxyge ir

there in Greenland is causing the cli ii,

changes Wallace Broecker discussi ii

"Global Warming on Trial" (April l'2l

Down here in Texas we only have the m

ventional stuff: eight to ten neutron: le

eight-proton oxygen atom.

Nicholas E. PingitoriIr

University oflOi
El Paso, 1 0!

Because of an editing error, the word «•

tron was substituted for nucleon. The is-

take gave oxygen eight more neui

than it really has. Our apologies tc

Broecker and the readers.—£"^5. '

Poisonous or Not?
Nice piece by George Barroi

"Jekyll-Hyde" mushrooms in the h
1 992 issue. However, I was amused tc

a shaggy Pholiota mushroom caption

"poisonous." I beUeve this is P. squar

which I have been collecting and e.

for years and which is listed in

Miller's Mushrooms ofNorth Amerii

"edible/common." In fact. Miller says

there are no reports of toxins in the /

iota genus and that most species are

qualified edibles.

Jim Col

Brimfield, Massachu

George Barron replies;

In the original hard-cover versioioi

Orson Miller's book, P. squarrosa as

listed as "edible," but the listing of thi a."^

well as of some other Pholiota spec-s.

was changed in later editions to "poin-

ous." The problem is that many pece.

like you, can eat and enjoy Pholiota miti-

rooms. Others suffer gastrointestinal s-

tress. While the toxins are not life thiit-

ening, the public should be made avre

that there is a chance of such upset.

1?
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A Naturalist at Large

Ten Years on an

Aspen Branch
For nesting broad-tailed hummingbirds, a certain limb

held an attraction—and a curse

by William A. Calder

Our lives are too brief for us to learn all

there is to know about the biosphere's

complexity. Naturalists can only sample

here and there—running transects up

mountains, comparing plots in forests or

meadows, censusing the life in a pond or a

tree, or studying the biology of a single

bird species. But can a single tree branch

tell us much about life?

Each spring, broad-tailed humming-

birds begin their migration from Mexico

to their summer home in the Colorado

Rockies. For many years I too have mi-

grated there, to observe their nesting

cycle. The dramas played out over a dec-

ade on a particular aspen branch have

given me a great appreciation for the odds

against which these birds must struggle.

Broad-tailed hummingbirds often nest

in quaking aspens, slender deciduous trees

with smooth, gray-green bark. Individual

trunks rise forty or more feet from a single

base plant. Aspens cover most of a slope

north of the former mining town of

Gothic, Colorado. The slope's rocky de-

bris, dumped by a melting glacier some

10,000 years ago, was gradually clothed

by lichens, mosses, cinquefoil, aspen, and

finally, a forest of spruce and fir. In the late

1800s, silver mining, logging, and fires

left few of the trees standing. After the

mines were abandoned early in the 1900s,

another round of succession began. As-

pens once again shield the slope, at least

part of the year, from the cold night sky

and intense sunlight. Pioneer trees, aspens

thrive in sunshine. When higher branches

or overtopping conifers intercept its sun-

light, an aspen branch will drop its leaves

and die in a natural pruning process.

After flying some 1,200 miles north

from Mexico, the hummingbirds need six

weeks—more than half the length of the

subalpine summer—to build a nest, incu-

bate two eggs, and raise the chicks. A sec-

ond nest is feasible only if the first fails

early in the season. Quality, not quantity, is

what counts in hummingbird reproduc-

tion. At 9,500 feet in the Elk Mountains,

the aspens leaf out in late May. The ensu-

ing wildflower season, which provides

nectar for the birds, is spectacular but

brief. At first, the hummingbirds will settle

for pussywillows and glacier lilies or fly

back down the valley to hummingbird

feeders, but they later rely on the flush of

Nelson's larkspur, red columbine, scarlet

gilia, Indian paintbrush, and Barbey's

larkspur for sufficient energy to stay warm
at night, for daytime flights, and for the de-

mands of nesting.

A nest on the lowest intact branch of an

aspen will give a hummingbird a good

view, a clear flight path, and protection for

her young. Male hummingbirds claim

feeding territories in open meadows and

willows where, from late May through

June, they mate with females coming to

feed but take no part in nesting. Thus,

when the hen is away to feed, the nest is

unguarded. While the smooth bark of the

aspen trunk generally offers a poor grip for

the claws of a hungry red squirrel or

weasel, aerial attacks, from a sharp-

shinned hawk, pygmy owl, Steller's jay, or

gray jay, are more likely. The choice of

where to build the nest is based not only

on the branch itself but also on what hangs

over it. A crooked deformity in the nest

branch, a second, unusually close branch

overhead, or proximity to part of a trunk

bowed by a past ice storm are features that

4 Natural History 7/92



A female broad-tailed hummingbird at

her nest in a subalpinefir
Arl Gingetl
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This misshapen aspen branch attracted breeding hummingbirds almost every yearji

a decade. Projecting above the nest rim are the heads oftwo hatchlings.

provide shelter and make for an attractive

nest site. Scarcely larger than a halved golf

ball, the nest is painstakingly constructed

of spider webs and plant down, decorated

and camouflaged outside with paperlike

bits of aspen bark held together with more

strands of spider silk. By early June it will

hold two pea-sized eggs, which each

weigh one-seventh of the mother's weight,

and in sixteen to nineteen days, two

chicks.

By day, the "roof formed by an upper

branch or crook shields the nest and its

contents from predators' eyes and from in-

tense mountain sunshine. By night, the

roof helps conserve heat. (Since the at-

mosphere is about a third thinner at this el-

evation than at sea level, the greenhouse

effect is correspondingly diminished.

Consequently, animals rapidly lose heat to

the unobstructed mountain sky.) Without a

roof, the tiny hen's warming ability would

be overwhelmed by rain, sleet, or snow,

even in summer, or her body heat would

dissipate too readily into the chilly, occa-

sionally subfreezing air. A hummingbird's

image of a secure nest site takes into ac-

count her need to conserve heat—her 190-

milligram brain stores an effective energy

policy. Only when storms prevent her

from feeding sufficiently during the day

will she have to tum down her thermostat

and go into a minihibemation state, appar-

ent to observers from the accompanying

lethargy or torpor {see "Energy Crisis of

the Hummingbird," Natural Histoiy, May
1976).

Claims have been made for the same fe-

male bird returning to the same tree, bush.

or branch for several years. These rep

usually assume that the birds are lo

lived and have a bond to "home," a p

nomenon known as site fidelity, or ph-

patry. Do these presumptions hold up p

do they simply indicate that all hummi -

birds have a common nest-site image, n

innate picture of the ideal spot for reai

:

young?

My colleagues and I, with the long-ti i

support of the National Geographic Si -

ety, spent many summers trying to 1

1

out, among other things, which bro -

tailed huinmingbirds were nesting wh .

Because physical peculiarities that car

;

readily distinguished by an observer .•

rare in birds, and because feathers are •

placed annually, the only way we have f

knowing an individual bird from yeai

)

year is by its band number, and a band t,t

fits above a tiny hummingbird foot is ,•'

most invisible to the field observer. He

ever, small dabs of paint on the comer c i

tail can be seen from below with binoi

lars, and this is how we mark and reci

nize our hummingbirds in Colorado. '

capture hummingbirds at feeders, tin

weigh, band, mark, and release the biri

.

While bands last from year to year, i-

birds must be caught and painted ani

each season for easy field identificatic.

Chances are limited, however, for mate

ing known birds with known nests. Ir.

good year, about one in ten females evad

capture for marking, and we find only o

nest for every six females captured.

Thirty feet above ground and just wf

of the fork between old mine roads to V

ginia Basin and Copper Creek is the lo^



;sjnpruned branch on aspen 12-84. A

u iranch crooked under the main branch

b IS a seemingly perfect nest site, and in-

Itl, a hummingbird nested there each

r(r from 1981 through 1984—our
;est series up to that time for one site.

\ it the same hen each year? Only in

<2 did the occupant manage to avoid

K g captured and painted for identifica-

ii . In the other years, color codes, corre-

ad with band numbers, indicated a

u over of three different birds. None of

h e attempts to nest succeeded. The fe-

r as had flown 1,200 miles only to have

: r nests fail ten to seventeen days short

i-]ie time the chicks were to fledge. Per-

ils a hawk, owl, or jay made the nest

( :ents on this branch a favorite annual

ii;k. Our checks were made through

iculars from a distance that does not

• bit the normal activity of a nesting

imingbird but does keep us from being

i| to see into the nest thirty feet above,

I've were unable to determine exactly

it mishaps had occurred.

I hummingbird hen is not likely to re-

r in a spot where she came to grief the

/ious summer. But a newcomer would

know the history of the branch, only

'

, physically, it meets the criteria for a
' d nest site. I was almost reheved when

bird nested on this seemingly cursed

ich from 1985 through 1987.

^er four years of tragedy and three of

ancy, the branch attracted another

numingbird in 1988. With other nests to

p track of, we were unable to docu-

it her every move, but our intermittent

7 entries recorded her progress when-

r we caught up with her.

ilay 28: An unhanded female comes to

feeder and feeds until she reaches a

ight of one-eighth of an ounce. We
igh and band her and mark her tail with

)s of yellow and violet. (Hummingbirds

not little people, but we can call her

i for convenience.)

fune 3: Sue weighs a full sixth of an

ice after feeding, suggesting that she is

rying eggs under production.

June 8: Sue patiently incubates for

;nty or more minutes at a time, oblivi-

5 to her branch's ominous history.

/une 21: Sue perches on the side of the

it, with her tail propped, woodpecker

hion. Her eggs have hatched! Rapidly

1 repeatedly, she thrusts her head down
the nest cup and back up, like a little

A'ing machine, pumping food into

cks that are not visible from flie ground.

July 9: Above the rim of the nest, a

led head and a tail are now visible side

iTograni
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by side—two chicks facing in opposite di-

rections.

y/(/v 12: Chicks are sitting high, looking

like real hummingbirds.

July 14: One chick perches on the edge

of the nest, which has stretched from a cup

into a platform. It preens and exercises its

wings; this indicates self-awareness and

growing freedom of movement.

July 15: At 7:16 a.m. both chicks are

still on the flattened nest. At 9:05 just one

chick is visible; Sue comes to feed it. A
mule deer doe walks past, taking my atten-

tion from the scene overhead. When I look

back to the nest, it is empty. Sue flies to

some branches about ten feet away in an

adjacent aspen, where both tiny chicks are

preening. She feeds each and disappears.

One of the chicks, then the other, ventures

farther into the canopy of quaking aspen

leaves.

The young birds had outlived confine-

ment to the nest and had fledged. Had the

curse on that branch run out? One scenario

would be that the unknown predator had

met with its own tragedy before the annual

hummingbird raid. This year, it was the

hummingbird chicks' turn to survive. Per-

haps they would find their way back to the

ancestral home in Mexico and live to re-

turn to their birthplace to breed next sum-

mer. We banded ninety-one juveniles by

the summer's end and recaptured twelve

of them the next year, although we had no

way of knowing which nests they had

come from.

Having broken the curse, would Sue try

it again next year? When she failed to

show up at the feeder trap for re-marking

in 1989, 1 began to patrol the aspen woods,

to no avail. On June 1, a female flew di-

rectly to the old nest. She inserted new

material with vigorous thrusts, smoothing

the exterior with the underside of her bill,

rearing back and vibrating as her feet

tamped in the bedding. Every two minutes

or so, she made a trip for more material.

However, this bird, color coded red-blue,

was not Sue; we called her Rosie.

During one of Rosie's brief absences,

another female came in and began snatch-

ing away the nesting material with her

beak. On a second thieving visit, she was

caught in the act and chased away by

Rosie. Was the second bird the former

owner, Sue? Had she arrived late, and was

she perhaps trying to even the score by

claiming some of the nest insulation, if not

the site itself? Searching the woods below,

where the thief had retreated, we found

three other females building nests within

ninety yards. They were all marked, but

Sue was not among them.

We were away from Gothic at the end

of June and on our return were unable to

spot Rosie or any bird at the nest. By now,

any surviving chicks should have been

visible above the nest rim, although not

scheduled to fledge for at least ten more

days. The lip of the nest cup was some-

what tattered and not as high as it had been

when we left. At some point, the fine ma-

terial had been removed. In a rainstorm on

July 23, Rosie did come to our cabin, pre-

ferring a quick sip at the feeder to flying

through a wet flower patch for droplets of

nectar. At least she had survived, and per-

haps renested.

The next year, on June 7, an unidiji

fled female began constructing a nesM

the aspen branch. A week later, shejd

disappeared, and by June 16, the nest a

terial was gone. Females expend consi

able energy gathering the fine organic

that are the makings of a nest, so r

cling, salvage, or thievery of such m;

iai, for nesting elsewhere, is common.

That was the seventh nesting attenij

ten years, our longest record for any ij

site. A different hummingbird nested ti

fime, with the possible exception of 1''

and 1990. when the females were

marked, so the branch configuration n

ously fit the innate image of the ideal

Not so obvious were the predatory-ne

,

bor problems. How long does a frustr.KJ

mother carry the scars of such failure?

«

the urgency of fattening herself up for I-

gration and her instinct for self-survil

dispel any grief, as the endocrine cle

shifts from a breeding to a trave
g

mode? Such questions go beyond sci*

tific inquiry but nonetheless have com o

mind during my summers in the Rock .

The biological lesson of the as n

branch is the tenuous nature of hi i-

mingbird reproduction. Of seven rod

trips from Mexico, six nesting tries v e

in vain, unless some tenants of the brs h

moved elsewhere in time to succeed w :

replacement nest. With odds like that,

have hummingbirds persisted? To m -

tain a stable population, the hens r d

only to replace themselves and tl r

mates, averaging two offspring that I o

survive to breed successfully themsel i.

If only one in seven nestings acd

plished that, the average reproductive :

span would need to be seven years to -

sure the species' survival. Our oldest -

male broad-tailed hummingbird was ;!

recaptured in Gothic when she was at li
'\

twelve years old, setting the North Am -

can record. However, parenthood is i
•

ally squeezed into a shorter span, avei •

ing three years in this population.

A hummingbird's life is not an easy i
-'

of zipping from one flower to another i

average, a female broad-tail has just th

years, three migrations, three chance-

nest. And averages do not tell the i

story. The hummingbird's choice of a i

site is a crucial mixture of parental s

and sheer luck against great odds.

William A. Calder, a professor of ecolcf

and evolutionaiy biology at the Univenf

of Arizona, Tucson, does research at <'

Rock}' Mountain Biological Laboratory

Gothic, Colorado.
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A Humongous
Fungus Among Us
The discovery ofan enonnous underground organism
raises some basic questions about individuality

by Stephen Jay Gould

When an animal achieves disembodied

immortahty by becoming a verb, human
speakers usually honor its behavior: we
hawk our wares, gull or buffalo our naive

competitors, hound our adversaries, and

clam up in the face of adversity; we have

also been known to man the barricades

and kid around with our companions. But

plants and other rooted creatures do not

feature so great a range of overt actions,

and our botanically based verbs therefore

tout growth and appearance as sources of

metaphor.

Consider the two most prominent ex-

amples, citing comparable phenomena but

with such different meanings—for one

usually expresses ourjoy and the other our

fear. Art and prosperity "flower"; taxes

and urban violence "mushroom." The bur-

den of difference reflects an obvious

source in our culture and legends. We love

the bright flowers of "higher" plants, ei-

ther radiant in the sunlight or jewellike in

the quiet darkness of a forest. We loathe

the spongy, fruiting bodies of "lowly"

fungi, growing in dank dampness, sprout-

ing in cancerous formlessness from rotting

logs. (Even a colorful mushroom usually

strikes us as sinister rather than lovely.) I

well remember a common schoolyard

taunt, often cruelly directed at unloved

classmates: "There's a fungus among
us"—a cry that always inspired the ritual-

istic retort: "Kill it before it multiplies."

Combine this image of uncontrolled

and noxious fungal growth with our gen-

eral fascination for superlatives—the

biggest and most persistent in this case

—

and we can easily understand the fluiry of

press commentary that greeted a technical

article by M. L. Smith, J. N. Bruhn, and J.

P. Anderson in the April 2, 1992, issue of

Nature: "The fungus Annillaria bulbosa

is among the largest and oldest living or-

ganisms." On the same day, the New York

Times reported the discovery in a front-

page story with a more sprightly headline:

"Thirty-Acre Fungus Called World's

Largest Organism." [Editor's note: As this

column was being prepared for press, the

Associated Press reported the find of a

larger fungus, an Annillaria ostoyae, cov-

ering about two and a half square miles in

the state of Washington. Larger organisms

probably will be found, but the discoveries

will not change the point of this piece.]

We divide muticellular life into three

great kingdoms: animals, plants, and

fungi. How does this new Annillaria stack

up against flie champions of the other do-

mains. Blue whales, by far the largest ani-

mals that ever lived (edging out both Ul-

trasaiinis and Sitpersaunis from the world

of dinosaurs), may reach 100 feet and as

many tons. (Incidentally, since female

whales exceed males in size, the largest in-

dividual animal of all time was undoubt-

edly female.) Sequoia trees are bigger by

far, sometimes exceeding 1,000 tons (al-

though mostly in nonliving wood), not to

mention heights measured in hundreds of

feet and years in thousands.

Annillaria bulbosa lives in and around

tree roots in European and eastern North

American mixed hardwood forests.

Clones begin as a single fertilized spore

and then spread out by vegetative growth.

The basic unit of spread is a hypha, or

threadlike filament fliat forms the sic

tural unit of growth in many fungi

Annillaria, the hyphae are then bun

into cordlike accumulations called

zomorphs. Since these rhizomorphs
f

and extend underground (in and arc

tree roots), a human observer sees not

of this interwoven subtertanean mat

cept for the occasional and spatially

continuous mushrooms that poke thr(

the forest floor.

Since we mistake an individual m
room body for a discrete organism,

might look at the area of this Annili

clone and, seeing nothing of the ur

ground continuity, view the specie

consisting of a few widely scattered,

tirely separate items—a population of

eral insignificant individuals. But Si

and his colleagues, working in a fc

near Crystal Falls on flie Upper Penin

of Michigan, found a region of some tl

acres underlain by the interconnected

zomorphs of a single Annillaria cl(

Extrapolating from best assessment;

rhizomorph growfli rates, they infer a r

imal age of 1,500 years—probably a s

stantial underestimate since neighboi

clones have inhibited further spread

some time, while the calculation assui|

continuous expansion. They estimate 4

weight of rhizomorphs in the soil at at it

ten tons, but this figure excludes mucl il

flie clone's bulk growing in places hai:r

to assess—for example, within tree res

and deep in the soil. Moreover, this fige

excludes the mass of fine hyphae fliat ;•

tend from the rhizomorphs into surroul-

ing soil and wood. Smith and his c
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leagues estimate that the weight of the en-

tire clone may exceed their figure by ten

times or more, yielding a total closer to

100 tons.

Thus, this champion Annillaha clone

may weigh as much as a blue whale (al-

though substantially less than a large se-

quoia) and probably lies in the ballpark of

the oldest u^ee for age. Its claim to "firstest

with the mostest" must rest upon the

added criterion of lateral spread—in other

words, of mushrooming. Thirty acres,

however thinly distributed in spots, makes

quite a creature. Even the Blob, of B-

movie fame, will have to take a back seat.

As so often happens in the first flurry of

commentary on scientific findings, the

wrong aspects get emphasized and the

truly interesting concepmal issues fall into

the background. I can get as het up as the

next guy about claims for maximal age,

size, and weight. 1 know that Robert Wad-

low nearly reached nine feet, that Robert

Earl Hughes exceeded 1 ,000 pounds, and

that Mr. Izumi of Japan lived past his

120th birthday. The Michigan clone of

Armillaria, while falling short in weight,

and perhaps in age, does enter my mental

list as the biggest organic spread. But the

deeper fascination of this tale lies else-

where—in the striking way that this un-

derground fungal mat forces us to wrestle

with the vital biological (and philosophi-

cal) question of proper definitions for indi-

viduality.

First of all, the novelty of Smith, Bruhn,

and Anderson's study Ues not in the dis-

covery of something so big but in the es-

tablishment of criteria to test the clone's

status as an individual. Large and continu-

ous underground mats of fungal
(jj

zomorphs have long been recogni^

Heretofore, however, we had no wa«(

ascertaining whether or not they forej

from a single source. Fungal sporesji

everywhere (as we all know from oui»

periences with bread mold). A si

mushroom can produce up to a millioni

tile spores per hour over several

With so many spores, representin;*

many different clones, falling all oveii

forest floor, why suspect that a large ^
of rhizomorphs should represent grci

from one initiating spore, and therei

count as a single individual by genealcf

Why not propose that such gigantic lA

of rhizomorphs are actually congerie:f

aggregations, made of products gD)|

from several founding spores (represt

ing many different parents), all twii

and matted together—in other wordf

heap rather than a person? i,

Spores are certainly ubiquitous, bi|

constant rain does not guarantee a coon

ative matting together to form massive
j

gregations, for organisms have immi)

logical mechanisms for distinguishing!

from nonself and rejecting amalgamaj

(abutting coral colonies do not genei|

fuse on growing reefs), while Darwi n
theory views competition among diffe i{

genetic units within a species as a n '

thrust of life's gaine. Thus, single vt

multiple sources for large fungal matb u

been viewed as an open and interesig

question for some time.

Genetic tests are now available fo

solving such an issue. Smith and i

leagues first sampled several portion rt

the Armillaria mat both for genes thai !-



r ine compatibility in breeding (called

ing-type alleles) and for several frag-

ets of mitochondrial DNA. Both the

jing-type and the mitochondrial genes

fliighly variable within the species

I 'liana bulbosa, but all samples of the

ligan mat yielded the same array. This

nistiates close genetic relationship

1 ices not prove individuality, for how

I we know whether the mat is made

, many highly inbred siblings or from

igle founder? An additional genetic

; then indicated a single founder. Ra-

iled close inbreeding leads to a marked

ijction of genetic variability among off-

d [g—a presumed "deep reason" behind

;l /arious laws and taboos against inces-

is marriage. Genes that are variable

I in an individual (called heterozygous

I
use the maternal and paternal copies

I r) win tend to become uniform in off-

ig if that individual mates with very

ie relatives. Smith and colleagues

I
'd markers of several DNA sequences

1 heterozygous genes throughout the

and found no reduction in their vari-

ty—a sign that the entire mat has

/n from a single source and does not

jsent an incestuous amalgamation of

erous sibling subclones,

ut this elegant demonstration that the

higan mat formed from a single source

opens the more interesting and por-

ous issue of defining individuality

—

central question, as we shall see, for

ying Darwinian theory to nature. The

higan Armillaria mat grew vegeta-

ly from a single source, but does it

ify as an individual under our usual

lacular definitions? CUve Brasier ad-

sed this question in a commentary that

)mpanied Smith, Bruhn, and Ander-

s original article:

suggestion of Smith et al. that [the

higan mat] deserves recognition as one

le largest living organisms, rivaling the

whale or the giant redwood, invites

er scrutiny. The blue whale and red-

id exhibit relatively determinate growth

lin a defined boundary, whereas fungal

:elia do not.

n other words, a whale is a whale, with

pers and tail, but the Michigan mat just

'ads. Moreover, we cannot be sure that

Michigan mat is truly continuous

)ughout. Pieces may break off and be-

le physically separated from the main

?s; but a whale's flipper, if broken off,

lead meat, not a miniwhale. Brasier

icludes, with justice:

although [the Michigan mat's] reputa-

1 as a champion genotype [discrete ge-
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netic system] may yet be secure, its status as

a champion organism depends upon one's

interpretation of the rules.

What, then, shall we accept as definitive

of individuality, and why is this issue im-

portant to biological theory, not merely a

verbal game? A single genetic origin fol-

lowed by growth in physical continuity

might represent a good first stab, but the

Michigan mat raises a cardinal issue also

illustrated by many other creatures, in-

cluding grass blades and bamboo stalks

(although the problem may only represent

an unfortunate parochialism based upon

our unfair extrapolation of what we know
about the character of our own bodies to a

false criterion for all life).

Our canonical individuals are bounded

entities with definable form—a whale, a

tree, a cockroach, a human being. By anal-

ogy, we wish to label a grass blade, a bam-

boo stalk, or a mushroom as an individual.

But consider the proposed criterion of

contiguity and unique genetic origin. A
bamboo stalk looks like what we call an

entire plant in other circumstances, but

each stalk in a field may arise from a com-

mon system of underground mnners, all

united and all formed by vegetative

growth from a single seed. Isn't the bam-

boo stalk then just an organ of this larger

individual, as the mushrooms of Armil-

laria are only the visible fruiting bodies of

an underground totality? (Bamboo sfc

are giant grass blades, so the same ;ni-

ment applies to our lawns.)

Botanists, more often than zooloju

must deal with this problem of appim;

organs that look like individuals (althiel

a colony of coral animals raises ex;

the same issue). Botanists have thert

devised a special terminology to

these ambiguous cases of parts that ari

tire organisms in vemacular usage bu

gans of a larger totality by genetic de

tion. They speak of the morphologii

well-defined part (the grass blade, ban

stalk, or mushroom) as a ramet and tht

tire interconnected system (the un

ground runners and stalks, the mat ol

zomorphs with occasional mushn
buds) as a genet. In other words, the

nacular individual is a ramet; the gei

individual, a genet. This terminology i

not solve the conceptual problem of d.

ing individuality but merely dev

names to acknowledge the classical se

of inherent ambiguity.
|

The vemacular and genetic definit

can be driven even further apart by re<

nizing that even the chief character of i

nectedness can fail when we advocati

genetic criterion. In 1977, zoologist

Janzen wrote a provocative article on :

subject in the American Naturalist, W
the subheading: ''What Is an AphI

"And this is the gnu—a large African antelope prized highly

by compilers ofthe New York Times crossword puzzles."
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Many aphid species breed sexually just

once a year. Females bom from this sexual

union produce subsequent all-female gen-

erations by parthenogenesis—that is,

without fertilization. The parthenogenetic

offspring are all identical, both to their sis-

ters and their mothers (except for rare new

mutations). In other words, they form a

clone of genetically identical bodies—and

billions of aphids may ultimately arise

from one stem-mother. (Eventually, the fe-

males begin to produce some male off-

spring and fertilization can then ensue

—

but this is a different story.)

Now what are all these aphid bodies in

a single parthenogenetic clone? By any

vernacular criterion, they are individuals.

They look like any other unambiguously

individual insect—like a cockroach, a la-

dybug, or a cricket. They have mouths and

six legs, just like any ordinary insect. Yet

they are part of one genetic system, all

formed by an analogue of vegetative

growth from a single starting point (the

stem-mother). The entire clone of sepa-

rated aphid bodies is just like the stalks of

a bamboo field or the mushrooms of an

Annillaria mat, but without the under-

ground connections. The aphid bodies are

disconnected ramets of a single genet.

Why, Janzen argues, should we not label

the aphid bodies as parts and the entire

clone as a single EI, or "evolutionary indi-

vidual"? This redefinition has some star-

Uing consequences, as Janzen notes (you

may need to read this quotation twice to

put yourself in its unconventional frame-

work, but the impUcations are surely ar-

resting):

Each EI grows rapidly by parthenogenesis,

with occasional pieces (aphids) being bitten

out of it by parasites (in conventional discus-

sions these would be called... predators). Only

very rarely is an EI preyed upon {i.e., all of it

eaten), since part of its growth pattern is to

spread itself very thinly over the surface of the

plants in its habitat, so thinly that a potential

predator is very unlikely to find all of it at once.

Before this sequence of increasing am-

biguity becomes any more maddening, let

me propose a different approach, and a po-

tential solution. Terms are best defined

within the context of explanatory theories.

Gravity may have a variety of vemacular

meanings, but its changing technical defi-

nition in the successive formulations of

Newton and Einstein define its character

as a scientific concept. Similarly, individ-

ual has a central role and meaning within

Darwinian theory, our ruling paradigm for

understanding nature. Shouldn't we ac-

cept this theoretical definirion as our pri-

mary biological meaning? (The ven'

lar may stray, but science cannoii

should not conu-ol all ordinary usage
[

Darwin's central postulate states

natural selection works upon indivi,

engaged in a struggle (metaphorica;

without conscious intent to be sure) [V

productive success. Individuals that

more surviving offspring obtain a Dui!

ian edge, and populations change the!

Fine, but who is the "individual" eng

in such a stmggle? Darwin gives us a

answer: individuals are organisms-

is, conventional bodies (with some ni

ing for ambiguous cases like mushri

and aphids). Nafiiral selection work

creatures—on individual Uons fightin

a limited supply of zebras; on indiv

trees stmggling with others for light.

This emphasis on ordinary vema
organisms was central to Darwin's ra

reformulation of nature, for he was

sciously sUiving to overthrow the

forting and conventional idea of nat

intrinsic benevolence, with a creator

ioning good organic design and ha

nious ecosystems directly. How delii

to contemplate that these "benevolem

suits arise only as side consequences

mechanism operating "below" divin

perintendence, and having no "goal

the selfish propagation of individui

that is, organisms 'struggling for per

reproductive success and nothing elsi

We continue to accept Darwin'i

stract formulation today—indivic

struggling for personal reproductive

cess—but a substantial rethinking ha

larged Darwin's concept of individu

For Darwin, only organisms are indi'

als, or "units of selection." But what
\

erties does an entity need to operate

Darwinian individual—and are organ

the only such entities? We can specify

such properties: an individual must hi

clear beginning (or birth) point,

ending (or death) point, and sufficien

bility between to be recognized as ar

tity. These first three properties suffix

define an individual in the most abs

sense. But an entity requires two r

properties to enter a Darwinian proceil

reproductive competition: it must

children, and these children must be

duced by a principle of inheritance

makes offspring resemble parents witl|

possibility of some differences.

Darwin was surely right that ordii

organisms (also Aivtillaria mats and a||it

clones) possess these five properties

ai^e bom and die at definable points:

are stable enough during their lifetiils
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M.V. Sea Lion

Experience the spectacular desert

wilderness of the Baja Peninsula and
the rich marine environment that sur-

rounds it. See multitudes of seabirds,

manta rays, sea lions, tropical fish,

enormous cacti, rare plants, flowers

and the great whales up-close during

their peak courting and breeding

season. A team of American Museum
lecturers who are eager to share their

insights into and enthusiasm for the

splendid plant and animal life of the

Baja Peninsula lead this land and

cruise program.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

in New York State (212) 769-5700

and they have children that resemble them

with the possibility of difference. Organ-

isms can therefore be units of selection.

But what about entities either more or

less inclusive than organisms? What about

genes "below" organisms, and species

"above"? We usually think of genes as

parts and species as collectivities, but

maybe this conventional view only repre-

sents the bias of restricted focus on our

personal lives. Maybe genes and species

are just as good Darwinian individuals as

bodies. After all, species are bom when a

population becomes isolated and branches

off from its parental stock. Species die un-

ambiguously at their extinction. Most
species are quite stable throughout their

geological duration. Genes also possess

the five key properties of birth, death, sta-

bility, reproduction, and inheritance with

the possibility of difference.

Thus, individuality extends beyond
Annillaria mats and aphid clones to en-

compass different levels of biological or-

ganization—so different that we have usu-

ally called them parts or collectivities

under the parochial assumption that only

organisms can be individuals. Genes and

species are also Darwinian individuals,

and selection can operate upon them as

well. Selection does not only sort organ-

isms, as Darwin thought; it operates si-

multaneously at several levels of a ge-

nealogical hierarchy—on genes and cell

lineages "below" organisms, and on popu-

lations and species "above" organisms.

All these levels of the hierarchy produce

legitimate Darwinian individuals—and

this is the large, inclusive, and proper

logical sense of the term individual.

Evolutionary theory does not opera

Darwin imagined when selection act

multaneously upon several kinds and

els of individuals. Balances and feedb

rather than adaptive perfection, bee

the source of temporary stabilities. F;

feathers are wonderful for an indivi

peacock but harmful (in geological ti

for the individual species Pavo cristc

Roger Clemens's salary is terrific for

and his family line but of dubious v

for long-term persistence of the indivi(

called Major League Baseball.

Nature is not an intrinsic harmon;

clearly defined units. Nature is built

multiple levels, interacfing fuzzily at I

borders. We cannot even formulate an

ambiguous definifion of individual at

single level of organic bodies—as Ar

laria mats and aphid clones demonsti

Moreover, in Daiivinian terms, legitir

individuals exist and operate at sev

levels of a genealogical hierarchy—gf

and species, as well as organisms,

what a fascination when this maelstror

differing individuals forms its meshv

of interaction to produce life's historj

Darwinian evolution. Does nature hei

then sing Walt Whitman's Song ofMys

Do 1 contradict myself?

Very well then I contradict myself

(I am large, I contain multifiides.)

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, i; I

ogy. and the history ofscience at Hai

University

ASTRO-TURF HOPPER

I
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The Gardeners ofEden
A bouquet ofexoticflowers was one trophy ofEuropean expansion

by Samuel M. Wilson

Gardens and gardening flourished dur-

ing the Italian Renaissance, reflecting both

the rebirth of interest in classical philoso-

phy and aesthetics and the emergence of

the natural sciences. The remarkable Nat-

ural History written by Pliny the Elder

(A.D. 23-79) was resurrected as holy writ

by Renaissance gardeners. Pliny's prin-

ciples are still adhered to in modem gar-

dens, especially his emphasis on integrat-

ing the rooms of the villa with the "rooms"

of the garden and the importance of main-

taining harmony between the villa garden

and the surrounding landscape.

The villa at Careggi was just one of the

country estates that the Medici family of

Florence owned in the late 1400s, but its

Renaissance garden was Lorenzo de'

Medici's favorite. He spared no expense in

researching and obtaining the most exotic

plants for it: a fifteenth-century poem by

Alexander Bracci lists more than 100

species that Lorenzo planted. Leonardo da

Vinci, who lived from 1452 to 1519, spent

considerable time at Careggi. creating

sculpture and perhaps even designing

parts of his patron's cherished garden. As

botanist William Emboden has shown,

Leonardo was as passionate a student of

botany as he was of nearly everything else

in his world. His voluminous notebooks

contain thousands of detailed sketches of

plants, with notes on their characteristics

(set down in his mirror-image handwrit-

ing), as well as sketches of gardens.

More than four centuries later, in an-

other country, 1 too keep a garden. Mine is

certainly not impressive by any measure,

even compared with those on our street.

But my international hodgepodge of

plants would have thrilled Lorenzo de'

Medici, Leonardo da Vinci, and Pliny the

Elder. Leonardo never saw the explosion

of New World plants into the gardens of

Europe and the rest of the world. He men-

tions only one or two Native American

plants in his notebooks—com (maize) and

possibly a New World bean. He died just

as Cortes's expedition was making its way

toward the Aztec capital and some of the

world's most remarkable gardens. So

Leonardo never tasted chocolate, one of

the things Cortes brought to Europe.

Describing the extraordinary things

Cortes and his army saw in Montezuma's

palaces, Bemal Dias del Castillo wrote, in

The Discovery and Conquest ofMexico:

We must not forget the gardens of flowers

and sweet-scented trees, and the many kinds

that there were of them, and the arrange-

ment of them and the walks, and the ponds

and tanks of fresh water where the water en-

tered at one end and flowed out of the other;

and the baths which he had there, and the

variety of small birds that nested in the

branches, and the medicinal and useful

herbs that were in the gardens. It was a won-

der to see, and to take care of it there were

many gardeners.

The sixteenth-century chronicler Fer-

nando de Alva Ixtilxochitl was bom to a

noble Aztec family but educated in Span-

ish mission schools. In his Historia Clii-

cliimeca he described the precinct of the

Aztec aristocracy as a huge walled park,

containing palaces, temples, and the build-

ings of the state bureaucracy. The rest of

the precinct was given over to gardens

with many fountains, ponds and canals,

many fish and birds, and the whole planted

with more than two thousand pines... and

there were several mazes, according to

where the king bathed; and once a man was

in he could not find the way out... and far-

ther on, beside the temples, there was the

bird-house, where the king kept all the kinds

and varieties of birds, animals, reptiles and

serpents that they brought him from every

part of New Spain; and those which were

not to be had were represented in gold and

precious stones—which was also the case

with the fish, both those of the sea and those

20 Natural History 7/92



WoRi^DS IN Contact

The Renaissance garden of the Medici

family's villa at Careggi contained many
spectacular plants, mostfrom the

Mediterranean and Near East.
Ghigo e Lorenzo Roll, Italy; Grazia Neri



that lived in rivers and lakes. So no bird, fish

or animal of the whole country was wanting

here: they were there either alive or figured

in gold and gems.

In the 1570s. Francisco Hernandez and

a group of Aztec artists and draftsmen

made a large compendium of Aztec plants.

Unfortunately, the original drawings, con-

taining additional notations and details in

the Aztec language. Nahuatl, were de-

stroyed in 1671 with a large part of the fa-

mous library at El Escorial, a Spanish

palace and monastery. But copies of them

appear in Historia Naturae Maxime Pere-

griiiae (1635), by the Jesuit Juan Eusebio

Nieremberg.

Another source describing the Aztec

flora is the 1552 Badianus Manuscript.

This extraordinary catalog of medicinal

plants, with still-vivid, natural-dye illus-

trations, was made by two Aztec scholars

educated at the Colegio de Santa Cruz de

Tlateloco. Martinus de la Cruz composed

the text, and Juannes Badianus translated

it into Latin. The book sat in the Vatican li-

brary for nearly four centuries before its

facsimile was published in 1940.

Many of the New World's most spec-

tacular contributions to modem gardens

were slow to appear in Europe. The con-

querors paid more attention to crops that

could be profitably sold. Two of the most

addictive, and thus most profitable, were

cacao (the source of chocolate) and to-

bacco. Tomatoes were slower to catch on

in Europe, only becoming widely grown

in the late nineteenth century, surprising as

this may seem to those of us somewhat ad-

dicted to tomatoes.

Potatoes, squashes, pumpkins, arrow-

root, manioc, and other food plants were

not addicting but became popular and im-

portant in many parts of the world. Some
Native American crops, Uke the peanut,

have come into their own only in the last

century or so. And some, like the wonder-

ful Jerusalem artichoke, a member of the

sunflower family, have not yet become

popular but should (its intriguing name is

a corruption of the Italian girasole, mean-

ing "turn to the sun").

The chili pepper {Capsicum annuum
and others) well illustrates the massive

diffusion of plants that has taken place

since 1492. In his journal of the first voy-

age, Columbus noted:

There is also much chili, which is their pep-

per, of a kind more valuable than [black]

pepper, and none of the people eat without

it, for they find it very healthful. Fifty car-

avels can be loaded with it each year in His-

paniola.

This remarkable plant—domesticated,

bred into dozens of varieties, and culti-

vated in the New Worid for thousands of

years—made its way around the globe in

just a few decades. The .spicy cuisines of

South Asia, Thailand, Vietnam, and

Sichuan in China are unimaginable with-

out chili.

Scholars have often noted the dramatic

effect of the exchange of New and Old

World food plants—including com, pota-

toes, and tomatoes going one way and

wheat, rice, and bananas going the other.

In sheer numbers of species, however, the

relocation of omamental plants has been

vastly greater than the movements of eco-

nomically important species. Ironically,

many domesticated and well-bred New
Worid omamental plants, left to fend for

themselves when their gardeners died or

left their gardens, were rediscovered by

Europeans as "wild" flowers.

The twelve species of dahlias grown by

the Aztecs were warmly received in Eu-

rope, but they did not reach England until

1790. The zinnias and marigolds were

probably grown earlier in Spain and other

Mediterranean countries but were first

recorded in England in 1753. The glorious

liUes of the Andean Incan gardeners, such

as the hardy amaryllis, the Peruvian lily,

and rain lilies, are widely cultivated today.

Both Incan and Aztec gardeners grew

many varieties of bromeliads (relatives of

the pineapple, another New World domes-

ticate), whose vast family spreads over all

the tropical Americas (see "Epiphytes of

El Yunque, Puerto Rico," Natural History,

October 1991).

Others among die countless New World

flowers in global cultivation are phlox,

morning glory, fuchsias, Michaelmas

daisies, and yuccas. Anyone who gardens

is probably growing New World domesti-

cates, including those who dedicate all

their efforts to trying to grow the elusive

1,000-pound pumpkin. Thousands of

wildflowers are also finding increasing

popularity among gardeners. Just a few of

the sophisticated native plants I have

growing in my garden are the primrose,

Mexican mint marigold, butterfly weed,

black-eyed Susan, and hairy zexmenia.

Such wild plants are the raw material

for gardeners. With food crops, cultivators

can select for edible wild plants that yield

more food per plant, are better suited to

particular conditions, more hardy, and so

forth. Gardeners select blooms and foliage

for size, form, texture, and color. Five

hundred years ago, the New World, Asia,

and Africa were full of raw material for

A passionate student ofbotany,

Leonardo da Vincifilled his notebook

(written in mirror-image script)

with countless sketches ofplants.

Although many of his drawings were

made in the sixteenth century, only or

two were ofnative American plants.
Giraudon/Art Resource, New York

plant domestication, while Europe hac

atively little. In The Principles ofGat

ing, Hugh Johnson argues that the flo

Europe suffered much greater dan

during the last glaciation than did th:

Asia and the Americas. In North Am
and China, plant communities survive ly

migrating southward as the glaciers cjj

forward, and they recolonized as the

ciers retreated. European plants weri:

off by the Mediterranean Sea, and onb ic

most hardy survived.

Europe's colonial expansion chand

that, and European gardens began tell

with the exotic flowers of Africa, A

and, eventually, the Americas. The

represents a delightful combination o1

musk rose of the Mediterranean and I

East and the Chinese rose, neithe

which in its wild form is as glorious a; le

hybrid offspring. The Renaissance pai {r

Botticelli sprinkled some of the early i-

brid roses around in the background it

The Birth of Venus. We have seen oi

few centuries of the combination ant

combination of the lesser-known spe s

in the world's flora, and other startling '-

brids have yet to appear.

Europe's expansion was driven I: a

growing population and an even fai

growing aristocracy, which generate a

demand for gold, spices, and other e

and exotic goods. Columbus sailed we: D

find a quicker route to these luxurie a

good shipload of which—safely de -

ered—could allow a captain to retire i

life. While they might seem secondar n

importance to economic crops, exofic '

namental plants, destined to grace e

celebrated gardens of the Renaissa e

aristocracy, were valued for their aesthi:

properties. Just as I can imagine an Az;

king conquering whole provinces to

tain the twelfth dahlia, I am confidt

Lorenzo de' Medici would have beenw
ing to pay more than the total costf

Columbus's first voyage to get a few m

'

specimens for his garden at Careggi.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropoid

at the University of Texas at Austin.
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ScENCE Lite

Bait and Switch
What's the difference between an australopithecine and an automotive parts store?

by Roger L. Welsch

People are always interested in origins.

What were the beginnings of the universe?

What causes mountains? Who invented

the chia pet? Who put the "bop" in the

bop-she-bop-she-bop? Who put the "ram"

in the ram-a-lam-a-ding-dong? Questions

like these could remain the subjects of

campfire conversations and the grist for

academic mills, but increasingly, Ameri-

cans are staking their positions in impor-

tant social conflicts and legal wars on the

basis of cosmic posers. So, I'm going to

clear things up right here and now by sur-

veying everything we know about the ori-

gins of life and humans. Then, if I have

any room left at the end of this column, I'll

throw in my recipe for catfish bait.

I have always supported the idea of

teaching creationism in schools, right

alongside geology, paleontology, and
other old-stuffologies. The only complica-

tion that troubles me is the choice of which

creation stories we are going to include.

The dilemma is being resolved in part by
scientific and biblical approaches squish-

ing together I read somewhere that clay

may be the fossil remains of the earliest

forms of life, which fits in quite nicely

with the bibhcal notions of human origins.

"A-dam" means "from the earth." (And
then there's "dust thou art, and unto dust

shalt thou return," which has always
struck me as a remarkably square deal,

considering.) So science says, "dirt," and

the Bible says, "dirt." Next problem.

Dilemmas are best resolved and ques-

tions best answered, an old-timer once

told me, by solutions that convince each

side that it has won or, at a minimum, that

the other side has lost. Thus, we should be

grateful for the ambiguity made evident in

jokes like the one about the little child who
comes home from Sunday school, having

discussed the "dust-to-dust" thesis, and
tells her mother that someone is under her

bed, but she can't tell whether he is com-
ing or going.

My own early confusion about this

issue came from a conversation I over-

heard when I was an inquisitive stripling.

24 Natural History 7/92

A bunch of dopes who probably couldn't

have told the difference between an aus-

tralopithecine and an automotive parts

store were arguing evolution when one ge-

nius brought things to a halt by demanding

to know why, if evolution was indeed fact,

scientists had never found the missing

Hnk. "Be... be... because," stuttered the

smartest guy in the huddle, "we 're proba-

bly the missing link!"

Some scientists seem embarrassed
when their conclusions suit creationists,

and vice versa, but plenty of doubt re-

mains to provide ample antagonisms for

both sides for a long time to come. To me
the most appealing version of creationism

socked me in the face one day when I was
visiting a Native American shirtmaker in a

pueblo in New Mexico. As I entered his

workshop, I noticed a large, peculiar stone

in the pueblo's plaza, about fifty feet from

his doorway; the stone was striking not

only because it was large and the only

stone in the plaza but also because it had

feathers, ribbons, and little mounds of

commeal on it and the only grass I could

see in the village was growing in a ring a

couple of feet around the stone.

"What's with the rock?" I asked.

"It's the earth's navel," the Indian

craftsman told me. "That's where man-
kind came up onto the earth from the un-

derworld. Then the first humans rolled

rock into the hole to keep monsters f

following them up here."

Now, imagine the following three c

versations and consider their implicati

for religion, science, and education:

Conversation No. 1

:

Kid: Hey, Reverend, where did the

men and women come from?

Preacher: The Bible tells us that (

created them, man from dust and woi

from man's rib, and they were put in

Garden of Eden, but they tasted of the i

of the tree of knowledge against his i

and so he made them ashamed and kic

them out of the garden.

Kid: If they ate of the tree of knc

edge, how come there are so many di b

people around today? Why would M
create knowledge if he didn't want pe

to have it? And if knowledge is so

why do I have to go to school? And w

is the Garden of Eden?

Preacher: Uh, God destroyed it. It

somewhere around Iraq.

Kid: Uh-huh.

Conversation No. 2:

Kid: Hey, Mr. Science, where did i

and women come from?

Mr. Science: It's pretty complica

but through the long and elaboi

- s.Gm
"I'm it. Tliere was a craMown by the Humane Society.'



sses of evolution, humans evolved

the primordial oozes, then became

hy things, then creepy things, and

^cai'y things, and now here we are.

d: How come deer inherit speed,

inherit a good nose, cats inherit bal-

birds inherit the ability to ily, and we
ms don't inherit hardly anything

I bragging about?

I. Science: Natural selection and en-

ment and heredity and some things

till don't understand. Besides, I'm

I busy.

3: Uh-huh.

'ERSATION No. 3:

y. Hey, Mr. Indian, where did men
/omen come from?

3IAN: Over there, from under that

o:0h.

id now, as if it weren't enough of a

Dr philosophers like me to come up

an explanation for the origins of hu-

ind, struggles in courts and legisla-

have also thrust on us the issue of

life begins in the individual. Well,

off, I think we can forget the Stella

s thesis of a couple of generations

lat life begins at forty. To be honest, I

dy have real doubts about sixty,

sked around town and got a good ran-

sample of what today's Americans

about the problem of when life be-

Stefanie Steffenhagen, sixteen, says

egins when you get a driver's license;

)lks say that life begins when the chil-

leave home. On the other hand, I

d point out a couple dozen kids

id town who are prima facie evidence

luman life doesn't begin at birth, and

)e not even by junior high school.

ick, up at the tavern, says that he was

to a discussion the other day that just

speak to the problem: One old-timer

that his memory was so good, he

1 remember the priest putting water

is head at his baptism. The second

5d that by saying that he could re-

iber the look on the doctor's face

when he was bom. The third walked away

with the morning's prize, however, when

he claimed that he could remember going

to a dance with his father and coming

home with his mother.

I'm not even sure it makes any differ-

ence how much intellectual energy indus-

trial-grade thinkers like me devote to such

problems as "How did humankind be-

gin?" and "When does hfe begin?" be-

cause just as sure as we start picking away

at one end of the issue, we lose ground at

the other end. For example, up until re-

cently, even though there was consider-

able argument about when life begins,

there wasn't much doubt about death.

Well, hah! Science, philosophy, and

folklore are now conspiring to blur the

clarity of even that final rite of passage we
always thought we could count on. The

Nebraska legislature is currently consider-

ing a Living Will Bill that will make it

possible for you to tell people when you

think you ought to die, although there is

still considerable question in the State

House over whether your death is really

any of your business. And yesterday's

newspaper had an Associated Press re-

lease that human conception can occur

with dead sperm! And prisoners on death

row are demanding the right to conceive

new life even though they have taken it

upon themselves to terminate lives-in-

progress. And what about Elvis Presley?

What's that all about?

Slick, Dannebrog's sage and bartender,

has taught me most of what I know about

life, and as usual he managed to put a

pretty good edge on this issue, consolidat-

ing all my confusions about origins, life,

and death into one grand confusion. I

threw my philosophical cards on the table

and said, "Slick, ol' buddy, what do you

think?" And Slick said, "You live and you

learn. And then you die and forget it all."

Good advice if I ever heard it, and there's

no room left for my catfish bait recipe.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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Hundreds ofBewick's swans spend the winter at the Wildfowl

and Wetlands Trust resetye on theflooded pastures of the

Ouse Washes, Cambridgeshire, England.

Swans Semper
Fidelis
Bewick 's swans pairfor life and are faithful year round

by Dafila Scott

In the early 1950s, Bewick's swans, the

smallest of the northern swans, first began

visiting the estuary of the Severn River in

the west of England. Occasionally, they

flew into the newly established enclosures

of the Wildfowl Trust in Slimbridge. This

organization, now known as the Wildfowl

and Wetlands Trust, was set up in 1948 by

my father. Sir Peter Scott, and is devoted

to the conservation of waterfowl. In the

collection of captive birds at that time

were some whistling swans. Now known

as tundra swans, these birds are close

North American kin of Bewick's swans;

the two are races of the same species. The

captive tundra swans attracted their wild

confreres, and when the captive swans

were moved to the pond in front of our

house in February of 1964, the wild swans

followed and also landed on the pond.

Within a week, all twenty-four swans in

the vicinity were flying in daily from the

estuary half a mile away.

Within a few days, my father realized

that individuals could be recognized by

differences in the black-and-yellow pat-

terns on their bills. These were like finger-

prints, but much more obvious, and en-

abled us to give each bird a name (which

we thought easier to remember than num-

bers). In mid-March the swans departed

on migration, undertaking a 2,400-mile

flight to their breeding grounds in the

Russian Arctic. The following November,

familiar individuals returned to Slim-

bridge bringing their young, or cygnets, of

the year and also some of their "friends."

(Some of the swans that breed in Russia

winter in eastern Asia; others in western
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Europe, mainly in the Netherlands and the

United Kingdom.) Sixty-eight swans were

recorded at Slimbridge in the winter of

1964-65, and the following year the total

was 147.

I became hooked on Bewick's swans

early in 1966, when I was thirteen. Sent

home from school because of an illness

and forbidden to go out-of-doors, I spent

much time staring out the window at the

beautiful white birds floating on the pond.

To my surprise, I found I could easily

identify individual swans, and I soon

learned to recognize the whole flock.

More and more swans arrived at Slim-

bridge each year; one day in early 1971,

we counted more than 400. Since then, an-

nual numbers have leveled off at about

500. Over the yeai's, our interest grew into

a long-term study that involved not only

me and my parents but also colleagues,

such as Mary Evans and Eileen Rees, who

have spent more flian ten years studying

the swans. By 1988, we had named more

than 5,000 swans. Each bird has its own

dossier with arrival and departure dates,

identity of mate, portrait drawing, and

photo where possible. We also record the

number of cygnets associated with a pair

each year as a measure of breeding suc-

cess. By finding out the lifetime breeding

success of individuals, we can discover

which birds will leave more genes in the

next generation.

Because remembering an ever increas-

ing number of different faces proved diffi-

cult, and also because we wanted to docu-

ment the swans' migratory movements,

we have caught and marked more than
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Ryukichi Kameda: Nature Production

An adult Bewick's swan, attended by three juveniles,

threatens an opponent (out ofpicture), below. Adult males

often engage in dominance battles, cheered on—through

calling and body language—by their mates and offspring.

While many of the Bewick 's swans that nest in the Russian

Arctic spend the winter in England and the Netherlands,

others head east. In Japan, wintering Bewick 's

swans, right, share wetlcmds with ducks.
Ptiilippa Scott

2,500 swans, using large plastic rings that

can be read up to 200 yards away in good

light. We have also devised a computer

code for the bill patterns of unringed birds.

In 1972, we also began studying Be-

wick's swans at the Wildfowl Trust's re-

serve on the Ouse Washes at Welney in

Cambridgeshire. There, in the heart of the

flat fenlands, the birds roost on the flooded

pasture of the Washes between two artifi-

cial rivers dug in the sixteenth century. Re-

cently, the swans have "discovered" win-

ter wheat; by day fliey graze on the wheat

or eat waste potatoes in nearby fields, re-

mming to roost in the evening.

Because individuals are so easy to dis-

tinguish and return each year to the same

wintering place, we have been able to fol-

low the lives of many swans. After dec-

ades of observation we are now able to an-

swer some basic questions, such as how
long Bewick's swans live, whether pairs

stay together for life, how many cygnets

they raise in a lifetime, and why some
raise more healthy young than others.

Our studies at Slimbridge and Welney

have shown that most individuals that sur-

vive their first winter go on to live to about

twelve years of age, although some live

much longer. Our oldest, Prongy, failed to

return only after her twenty-sixth winter.

Individuals do indeed pair for life. We

have recorded no case of divorce among
pairs that have raised young and only

twenty cases among a thousand pairs that

never bred successfully.

Bewick's swan partners not only re-

main faithful to each other over many
years but also keep close company within

winter flocks. At first I wondered why this

intimacy was necessary. Then I discovered

at Welney that there was considerable

competition within flocks during feeding

and that winners of disputes gained access

to good feeding sites—a dense patch of

waste potatoes, for example—at the ex-

pense of their opponents. Pairs almost al-

ways displaced single swans; the reverse

was infrequent. By following members of

pairs, I confirmed that when they were to-

gether they won a higher percentage of

contests than when they were separated.

This held true even for high-ranking pairs

in the swans' social hierarchy. Both part-

ners benefited from being together be-

cause they were able to feed without being

bullied off the choicest sites; but since fe-

males didn't fare as well as males when

separated from their partners, they gained

slightly more from the association. I be-

lieve that is because the ability to win

fights is related to body size, and males, at

about thirteen pounds, are 13 percent

larger than females.

While fills may explain the impon cf

of staying together over flie short tei

does not explain why partners re

faithful for many years, even when

fail to raise young. By following the I

ries of known pairs, we have disco

that the longer they stay together, the

offspring they raise per year. Durini hi

first eight years after pairing, succcii:

raising young gradually increased 'Ix

greatest improvement being betweerhi

swans' first and fifth years as a pair r

improvement was independent ol

chronological age of the birds. Most

had only one mate during their lives

swans that lived to age thirteen had a.

ter than 50 percent chance of having im

than one mate. (As a swan aged.h'

chances of its mate dying increased.

)

Even when they remated, these wii

and widowers showed lower bree

rates, partly because 40 percent of i

took more than one year to find am

mate (and a few took up to six yeais

addition, the new pairs seldom refii'
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lets in their first or second year te-

ar Even birds at peak breeding age

to ten years) usually took two years

ire breeding with a new mate, and

r birds took slighdy longer Partners

simply need some time to learn to get

ivith each other. Overall, the more

2S a swan had during its life, the fewer

I young it raised. So fidelity is impor-

. and loss of a spouse is not only sad

also cosdy in a reproductive sense.

1 October and November, as the first

I swans descend from the autumn sky,

try to guess which pairs will bring

lets. These are usually dominant pairs,

after they alight, much bughng and

g waving ensues as they dispute with

r pairs to establish their positions in

ivinter hierarchy. Rankings established

lis time usually remain stable for the

of the winter and are the same wher-

contestants happen to meet—either

he roosting site or out in the fields or

ded pastures where they feed. Domi-
ce displays are spectacular and have

often led people to believe that the swans

are singing or dancing. Arguments be-

tween pairs begin with the birds stretching

their necks low over the water and calling.

Then they pump their heads up and down

and may half open their wings. If this does

not deter the opposition, the contest esca-

lates. Both partners of each pair may
spread their wings fully and flap them up

and down, performing a bugling duet at

the same time. If the opponents are equally

matched, the males will resort to physical

combat. They grab each other at the base

of the neck and beat each other with their

wings until one opponent gives up and

flaps away. Sometimes the females join in

by fighting with each other, but fights be-

tween males finally determine which pair

dominates. More often, females are con-

tent to cheer on their mates with calhng

and head-pumping movements. Cygnets

join in the cheering but never fight.

My first insight into die importance of

the family unit in winter came as I

watched the swans feeding on flooded

meadows. I realized that the cygnets prof-

ited by their parents' ability to drive away

competitors. Although the cygnets were

three-quarters the size of adults by this

time, when they moved away from the

family group, they were often threatened

by other swans and were sometimes un-

able to counter the threat and drive off the

aggressor But when they were close to

their parents, cygnets were seldom threat-

ened, and if they were, they could usually

resist the opponent either alone or by call-

ing their parents to them with high-pitched

squeaks. When cygnets were separated

from their parents by more than a few

yards, they also spent less time feeding

than when they were close to them. Or-

phaned cygnets spent little fime feeding;

when they found a good source of food,

they were frequently displaced from it. In

general, parents dominated pairs without

young, providing effective protection for

theu- cygnets. Offspring of dominant pairs

did best. But even offspring of subordi-

nates benefited by keeping close to them.
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We do not yet know how much it matters

to cygnets whether their parents are domi-

nant or subordinate, but current evidence

suggests that parental status may have a

great impact on their hves. The offspring

of dominant parents are themselves domi-

nant as adults. We are waiting to see

whether they also produce more offspring.

We have little information on the be-

havior of individuals on their arctic breed-

ing grounds. Last year for the first time,

my colleague Eileen Rees and I were able

to visit the Russkiy Zavorot Peninsula,

which lies north of the Pechora River

Delta in the Nenetskiy National District of

Russia, where Bewick's swans fitted with

leg rings have been sighted in the past.

Until recently, this area was a restricted

zone even for Russian citizens. After

many years of waiting and hoping, we
were especially excited when permission

for our trip came through.

Our aim was mainly to assess the popu-

lation density, that is, the number of Be-

wick's swans on every square mile on the

peninsula, now a protected area, and to

compare this with previous estimates. But

we were also keen to identify known indi-

viduals from Slimbridge and Welney.

Imagine, then, our excitement when, on

our second day on the tundra, after trudg-

ing across soggy ground against an eye-

watering wind, Eileen thought she saw a

white ring on the leg of one of a pair of

swans nearby. I looked through my scope

and confirmed that the bird was indeed

ringed. At this point the problems began.

The swans are very wild on the tundra, sel-

dom allowing a viewer to approach within

300 yards. So in the end, we were unable

to identify this swan either by bill pattern

or by reading the leg ring. We saw two

more of our ringed swans in the course of

our stay and managed to identify one of

these, which turned out to be a swan
named leuan (the Welsh version of Ian),

first identified in December 1990 in Eng-

land. This male hid behind his mossy nest

mound so as not to draw attention to its

precious contents of four eggs—a typical

clutch size. He finally got up and took off

when I came within fifty yards. We have

seen him again this winter in his tradi-

tional wintering site in Lancashire, but

sadly he had no young in tow.

Studies of tundra swans in Alaska have

shown that individuals tend to return to the

same site to breed in successive years, as

do Bewick's swans. The results of our sur-

veys showed that the population density of

Bewick's swans on the Russkiy Zavorot

Peninsula has increased since 1980, a

good sign. However, the area is sur-

rounded by oil fields of potential eco-

nomic importance, and we hope that the

Russians will continue to safeguard :

haven for swans and other waterfowl

One thing about the tundra is cen i.

the timing of the spring thaw varies f'll

year, and this crucially affects m^
species of birds, including Bewii

swans. If the snow melts early, the sv

can build their nests and start laying e

and the water plants, which the family

need as food, can reach greater produt

ity earlier. Late thaws delay egg la\

and late-hatching cygnets have

chance of fledging before autumn am
In good years, when the thaw is e;ji
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pairs return with young, and cygnets

make up as much as 25 percent of the

"r population. In other years, the num-
f cygnets drops to only 7 percent. We
forward to collaborating further with

-Russian colleagues to discover in

detail what factors affect the breed-

mccess of swans on the tundra and

I'her swans bom in good years or in

:iyears fare differently as time goes on.

kently, I have been investigating in-

lual differences in lifetime breeding

3SSS. Some pairs manage to raise

shy young in poor years, while others

A family ofBewick's swans glide over the Welney wetlands,

below, left. Bewick 's are relatively small swans, with an

average wingspan ofseven feet. Even pairs of long standing

engage in courtship displays on the wintering grounds,

below. Copulation usually takes place during the spring

migration or when the birds arrive on the tundra.
Philippa Scott; NHPA

fail to do so even in good years. Although

successful pairs usually return to England

with two cygnets, they almost never return

with more than five in one year, and the

total varies greatly over the lifetime of dif-

ferent swans. Of those swans that survive

to breeding age and pair, some fail to raise

any young during their hfetime, while one

pair we ringed, Pangle and Poppylot, pro-

duced forty-two young in eleven years.

What made this pair and a few others that

topped the thirty mark so successful?

They all had one thing in common: the

male was large.

Over the long term, dominant pairs and

larger males and females raise more

young. When all other factors were con-

stant, the only significant predictor of such

success was the size of the male, as meas-

ured by his skull length. I had previously

thought that one male characteristic (per-

haps size) and one female trait (perhaps

body condition) might be equally vital to

long-term success in raising young, and I

was surprised to find that male characteris-

tics appeared consistently more important.

We do not know if as yet unmeasured

female characteristics will prove as impor-

tant as male size in determining breeding

success. If male characteristics are more

important, then the females that re-pair

should show a greater change in breeding

rate than do males that re-pair. Although

rate of breeding may increase or decrease

dramatically in either sex after re-pairing,

my data show a significantly greater

change in breeding rate among females

that take new mates on the death of their

spouses. So, on present evidence, male

characteristics appear to have the greatest

bearing on the number of cygnets raised

over the long term.

Why should male size be critical? I be-

heve this relates to fighting ability. Only

the outcome of fights between males de-

termines relationships between pairs. In

winter they fight for access to food, roost-

ing sites, and dominance within the flock,

while in summer they fight for breeding

territories. My observations of territorial

behavior among breeding Bewick's swans

in Russia agreed with those that I had

made on tundra swans in western Alaska

in 1976. At both sites, the swans' breeding

territories are large, up to half a square

mile in area. Pairs unable to obtain territo-

ries must forgo breeding for that year and

be content to join a nonbreeding flock.

Competition is fierce; observers ha\e re-

ported tundra swans fighting to the death
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An immature Bewick's swon will

acquire adult white plumage and a

characteristic black-and-yellow

bill at about one year ofage.
Ernest Duscher: Bruce Coleman, Inc.

to secure territories. My own observations

in Alaska showed that territorial defense

throughout the breeding season was un-

dertaken mainly by the male, while the fe-

male was responsible for two-thirds of in-

cubation duties and spent more time with

newly hatched young. Our preliminary

observations in Russia this summer con-

firmed this division of labor for Bewick's

swans as well. The likelihood of large

males winning more fights and maintain-

ing a good breeding territory may explain

why male size is so important to pairs.

Except for their disparity in size

—

known as size dimorphism—male and fe-

male Bewick's swans are outwardly iden-

tical. In many other monogamous birds,

such as storks, the sexes are alike in both

size and appearance. Unlike swans, how-

ever, storks share rather than split various

nesting duties. Perhaps male swans must

be large for tenitory acquisition and de-

fense, while females must be smaller to

conserve energy during the rigors of egg

laying and incubation.

With this in mind, I examined the liter-

ature on the whole range of waterfowl

species, most of which are monogamous

either over the long term or serially. Three

significant factors were associated with

size dimorphism: territoriality, nesting,

and pairing habits. As I predicted, territo-

rial species were more dimorphic than

nonterritorial ones. Hole-nesting species

and those that took new mates annually

showed greater size dimorphism than did

open nesters and those with long-term pair

bonds. These results suggest that the im-

portance of territorial defense may indeed

explain the size of male Bewick's swans.

To do justice to birds that live long and

breed into old age, such as swans, we need

long-term studies. To assure that Bewick's

swans thrive in the future, we must turn

our assumptions into facts and learn their

natural history on both their wintering and

breeding grounds, from England to the

Arctic and back. Legendary for their fi-

delity, the swans have inspired in our re-

searchers some of the same loyalty that the

birds themselves display. D

I

mm
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Using his own saliva and heatfrom the ritual fire,

the shaman 's son Leonid tunes a reindeer-hide

drum decorated with symbolic animalfigures.

Tubiakou's
Spirit Flight
A Siberian shaman adapts his ancient profession to modem times

Text and photographs by Alexander S. Milovsky

They still tell how, in the 1920s, the

man called Jukodeh became respected as

the greatest shaman of the Nganasan peo-

ple. He had agreed to heal his prospective

father-in-law, who was very ill, but first

felt called upon to test his powers on him-

self. So Jukodeh cut his own side open

with a knife, licked the blood off the blade,

extracted his spleen, buried it in snow, and

ate it raw and frozen, as the villagers in

this area of northern Siberia often eat rein-

deer meat. No one I met doubted that he

actually performed this feat, although I did

not speak to any witnesses. Even though

the man whom he had come to heal died,

Jukodeh was approved as a great shaman

and married his patient's daughter.

I had come to Ust-Avam, in the Siberian

tundra, to see Jukodeh 's son Tubiakou

Kosterkin, who is regarded as a great sha-

man in his own right. I came not only as a

journalist but also as a patient suffering se-

vere back pains. Although a shaman's tal-

ents are usually passed down only to every

second generation, grandfather to grand-

son, Tubiakou, at sixty-seven, is undis-

puted as his people's greatest living sha-

man. The Nganasan ethnic group, one of

the numerically smallest in the world, live

in the Taimyr (Dolgano-Nenets) National

District in Siberia's extreme north, well

within the Arctic Circle.

Tubiakou informed me that his powers

had declined in the past few years because

he had ignored a serious professional

obligation: to perform at least four sea-

sonal rituals yearly, including the Clean

Chum Festival on the vernal equinox, the

most important of all. A chum is the

portable, wigwamlike dwelling of North

Siberian peoples; during the annual cere-

mony, a shaman is expected to purify his

specially built chum, while pleading with

the spirits for good hunting and protection

of the tribe's reindeer from wolves. He
also inquires if any of his recently de-

ceased clansmen need anything in the

nether world and learns important infor-

mation about the group's future, including

the sexes of children soon to be bom.

Tubiakou beUeves that for not perform-

ing the ancient ritual, the spirits punished

him with the illness and death of his wife,

whom he was powerless to save. When
she died in 1986, he suffered a severe de-

pression, gave up his shamanic duties, and

even sold his unique ritual dress with all

its appurtenances to the Dudhinka mu-

seum. But a shaman cannot simply walk

away from his calling without permission

from the spirits of his shaman ancestors.

Eventually, he realized that he must take

up his profession again and asked for the

return of his magical clothing. Museum
curators prized it as a priceless ethno-

graphic rarity, however, and refused to

give it back. Only after a sympathetic

ethnographer interceded did the Russian

Ministry of Culture finally agree to lend

the clothing to Tubiakou for important

ceremonies.

The outfit is basically a parka, a shirt-

like, collarless garment made of reindeer

suede, with an iron chain sewn onto its

back. During deep trances, the shaman's

helpers hold the chain so they can pull him

back firom his dangerous journeys to other

worlds. Both the shirt and its breastpiece
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are profusely studded with copper, iron,

and carved bone figures that play well-de-

fined roles in the proceedings. The double-

headed copper navel, or kin, protects the

shaman's belly, and its iron geese com-

mand the elements of earth, air, and water,

assisting in his magical flights.

Sequined ribbons attached to a head-

band cross one another at the top of Tubi-

akou's skull, supporting the iron antlers of

the Heavenly Deer and a grooved copper

headpiece, from which is suspended a

dense fringe of suede strips. These hang-

ing strips completely hide his eyes and are

meant to protect people from the gaze of

the powerful spirits that will enter him

during the rite. Fur shoes and fingerless

mittens complete the ensemble. The sha-

man uses a traditional frame drum, whose

mammoth-bone clapper is sheathed in

camoos, the fine fur from a deer's legs.

Details may vary from clan to clan, but

a shaman's dress always resembles the an-

cient bird-beast with which his spirit

merges. When he flies right between the

spread legs of the white goddess in the

upper world, she dare not devour him be-

cause he is disguised as the oldest of the

ancestor spirits.

When my interpreter, ethnographer

Yuri Simchencko, and I went to Tubiakou

for my healing session, all the shaman's

paraphernalia was laid out. Clad in his

elaborate gear, Tubiakou was smoking his

pipe and sitting on a deerskin at the back

of the ritual chum, with his helpers squat-

ting at his sides. First among them was his

brother and chief aide, Boris, who acted as

the intermediary and "interpreter" be-

tween us and the spirit world. His son

Leonid, daughter Nadezhda, and nephew

Delsimjaku Demnimeh sat motionless be-

side him, enveloped by bluish smoke from

the central fire.

What made the picture even more sur-

real was a paper icon of the Virgin Mary

hanging from a pole, close to a wooden

carving of an ancestral nature spirit. Her

image had been placed there because the

patient—myself—was of the Christian

faith. Saints have been highly regarded in

Taimyr since the seventeenth century,

when Russian pioneers first ventured here,

bringing their icons with them.

Missionaries believed that the shamans

probably had the power to cast out minor

demons, and they raised no objections so

long as the practitioner sought to ease suf-

fering and neither served the devil nor

went against the Almighty. Many Khants,

Mansis, and Dogans have been baptized

over the past few centuries, but shaman-

ism and its ancient nature-spirit reli Ji

have managed to survive alongside C is

tianity in Siberia.

The Communists were not as tolera a

the missionaries. Many locals tell bid

curdling stories of how shamans \ n

ruthlessly killed during the govemmit':

attempt to wipe out their religion. In ni

infamous incident, officials lured se>'a

shamans into a house for a parley, »'

locked the doors and burned thenil
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.'e. Tubiakou spent two terms in one of

tin's concentration camps for belong-

to a "seditious profession"; only re-

itly has this fierce persecution ceased.

Fypically, 'Shamanic rites induce a state

ecstasy, accompanied by singing and

shaking and beating of frame drums,

nilar ceremonies are performed among
Inuit, Native Americans, and many

)ples of Africa and North and East

lia. In some places, shamans are not

Tubiakou beats on the sacred drum 's rim to summon his

helper spirits, left, while a Christian icon and Nganasan nature

deity gaze downfrom their place ofhonor on a chum pole.

Below: Before his spiritflight, symbolized by the iron goose he

wears, the shaman 's helpers anchor him to the central

pole. Ifhe is drawn too deeply into the spirit worlds, they believe

they can pull him back with the chain.

only physical healers but also keepers and

guardians of the spiritual and cultural her-

itage of their clan or tribe—an important

function among peoples who lack a writ-

ten language. Tubiakou is a living reposi-

tory of orally transmitted myths and sto-

ries, which he has recorded on tape for

ethnographers and folklorists. The ancient

Nganasan epics—the rich legacy of a peo-

ple who now number barely 900 men,

women, and children—turned out to ex-

ceed twelve times the combined length of

the Iliad and the Odyssey.

On these tapes, Tubiakou explains that

the universe consists of three spheres: the

upper and middle worlds and the lower

one, which is not necessarily subter-

ranean. The world began when Earth

Mother, or, more precisely, World Female,

was an indivisible part of another creature,

named Ice Mother, personifying cold and

the nether world. When Sun Mother, the

third creator, came close to the other two.

her warm rays divided them, creating two

lesser spirits. Water Mother and Gods'

Mother.

Gods' Mother is conceived of as a huge,

naked woman reclining, somewhere in the

middle world, with her legs spread wide.

Water flows constantly from her genitalia

past her knees, which, like cliffs, divide

the sti-eam into three channels of life. All

the subsidiary gods were begotten by this

woman and began to run the world. In so

doing, some remained above, while others

descended and became intermediaries be-

tween all living things and the spirit of

Cold. Tubiakou communes directly with

seven of them: three spirits of the lower

world, three of the upper, and one of the

middle. He also addresses Daibango. the

tribe's patron god.

A shaman inherits some of the spirits

from his predecessors and contacts others

on his own. Tubiakou holds that his sha-

man soul came from his grandfather and
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that some of the spirits came from his fa-

ther, which is unusual.

Gods" Mother places a special soul into

a shaman, who may then become the

founder of a shamanic family. When he at-

tains a certain age, helper spirits, or ja-

madas, come to him as intermediaries be-

tween himself and the lesser gods.

Tubiakou has twenty-one of them, a sa-

cred number. Spirits torment future

shamans, knocking out of them all proper-

ties that make them ordinary. This reshap-

ing process may be difficult, long, and

painful. Developing shamans often fast for

long periods and may live as hermits on

the tundra for several months, sometimes

even years, during which they often fall ill.

Tubiakou's father, Jukodeh, told people

that one of the spirits, the ironsmith, dis-

covered that he had three redundant sets of

eyes and ears, which allowed him to see

and hear everything that went on in three

places at once. Jukodeh tried to argue with

the spirit, maintaining that he had no extra

body parts, but was finally compelled to

realize that he could, indeed, monitor what

was happening on three planes simultane-

ously during his ritual trances.

Before their initiation, aspiring sha-

mans pass examinations in the presence ol

their clansmen: they look for and find hid

den objects while blindfolded, sense holes

and bushes in their path, and in the case of

some Siberian peoples, lick red-hot metal

with their tongues. Tubiakou told me that

if a man could not cut himself open with a

knife in front of his clansmen to prove his

supernatural powers, he had no right to be

a shaman.

The journey to the spirit world is very

difficult and dangerous, and the shaman's

soul may be intercepted by spirits who
will not let it return. If he is not tough

enough to best the spirits, his patients may
be killed by them. The Nganasans told

ethnographer Galina Gracheva about a

shaman named Juare, who once failed to

control his spirits, and some people died

after his rites. Tubiakou had assured me
that all forces in the inner worlds were

neutral and that there were no evil or kind
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Sweating and gaspingfrom llw exertion, the sixty-seven-year-old

shaman cajoles powerful spirits into helping his client.

His rich ceremonial garb includes a hear-paw bracelet

and iron deer antlers contributed by kinsmen.

spirits any more than there were white or

black shamans. He admitted that he had

occasionally called the spirits against evil

people who had killed or robbed someone

of his clan, and that those people had died.

But he had done such things strictly in de-

fense, not as a malicious abuse of his pow-

ers. During dangerous contacts with spir-

its, all the shaman's strength is required to

avert accidental fatalities or other disas-

ters, which is why the ceremony often ex-

hausts him. Jamada helpers lead the sha-

man through their lands, where more

powerful spirits dwell—areas that corre-

spond mystically to the earthly territory of

his clansmen.

Shamans used to have three special

travel costumes for venturing into the

upper, lower, or middle worlds. A shaman

visiting a woman having complications

following childbirth, for example, dresses

in the lower earth costume, because such

healing would require a visit there to trace

the patient's past and find the source of her

problem. Performing rites in the upper

world requires a drum with an appropri-

ately colored wooden frame. The lower

world, on the other hand, requires one

made of mammoth bone, because all the

spirits there ai^e mammothlike.

Shamans used to heal only their clans-

men or relatives, but in the nineteenth cen-

tury it became part of professional ethics

to help anyone in need. Jukodeh said the

spirit who gave him his supernatural pow-

ers constantly admonished him: "If you

meet an orphan or a widow, try to help

them. Do not scorn them and never say

they have no kith and kin. Do not pass

them by, or I will cut off your breath."

An ordinary man cannot communicate

with the upper forces of nature, although

he can address them directly by sacrificing

a deer. With the shaman's help, his request

will certainly reach the ears of the deity,

for he can summon his jamada helpers,

who take him to one of the spirits. They in

turn may appeal to such superior creatures

as Gods' Mother or Sun Mother, who can

answer all questions.

Why would a spirit deign to help a sha-

man? Spirits need food, and he leeds them

with various sacrifices. To get their atten-

tion, the shaman traditionally burns deer

fat in the ritual fire, but Tubiakou prefers

to offer vodka. He takes a few swigs him-

self, rather than pouring it directly into the

flames. Ethnographers have reported that

some Siberian shamans have traditionally

eaten hallucinogenic mushrooms to alter

their consciousness, but the only mind-al-

tering substance I observed was Russian

vodka. Tubiakou began the new practice

after his abstemious father died. Life had

been rearranged in recent years, he ex-

plained: In former times, women would

never think of stepping over a sleeping

husband's head or even walking over his

property. Now people live in houses where

women walk about on upper stories over

the heads of men. When the worid order

changed, the spirits' diets changed, too,

and they commanded Tubiakou to drink

vodka during the ceremony.

The sacred drum was tuned by Tubia-

kou's son Leonid. After smoking the pipe

for a while, Leonid seized the drum and

jiggled it about over the fire. Now and then

he spat on the tightly stretched skin,

spreading his saliva with the clapper, and

tested the sound. When the tone was what

he wanted, Leonid began rhythmically

striking the stretched skin with the clap-

per, summoning his father's spirit helpers.

Similarities between Siberian shamans"

frame drums and those of North American

Indians suggest that they may date back

thousands of years, prior to the ancient mi-

gration from Asia to America across the

Bering land bridge. Among the Nganas-

ans, the drum is associated with reindeer.

Four forged iron staples, called the legs,

hold the stretched skin of a wild male rein-

deer to the inner side of the frame. Beads,

known as teeth, are sewn onto the skin.

After several minutes of drumming.

Tubiakou acknowledged that all his spirit

helpers were present and issued the an-

cient call, expressing his desire to meet

with them. "Ta-ma-ny." he chanted,

stretching out the sound, while four of his

clansmen repeated: "Ta-a-ma-a-ny-y."
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Calm, motionless, and exhausted, Tnhiakon has "landed" hack on

his deerskin; now his helpers can safely unfasten the chain,

signaling that the dangers ofhis spirit flight are oven

My ethnographer friend Yuri Sim-

chenko, who had known Tubiakou for

more than twenty years, indicated that I

must now put my problem before the sha-

man and his spirits. According to a

Moscow doctor, I had radiculitis, a chronic

inflammation of the spinal nerve roots.

Not without misgivings, I knocked on the

drum's rim with a stick and begged,

"Please, relieve me of my radiculitis."

Tubiakou struck his drum vigorously

with the clapper, lowered the fringe of

suede strips over his eyes, and "took off'

on his mystic flight, with all his twenty-

one spirit helpers.

The kamlaniye rite had begun. Tubia-

kou always begins and ends it with his

personal song about a reindeer doe, which

Gods' Mother had taught him. Altogether,

there would be seven songs. While the

shaman sang incomprehensible words, his

brother immediately translated them for

the summoned spirits.

I had been warned that I could be

helped only if I treated the proceedings

with complete respect and allowed myself

to suspend disbelief In this mystical at-

mosphere, convinced that many had been

healed in this way, I did not find it difficult

to be receptive.

Tubiakou sang on and on. From fime to

time, his melodious voice seemed to be in-

terrupted by intrusive otherwordly

screeches and animal bellows, the excla-

mations of the helper spirits. Tension in

the chum built up as the drumbeats be-

came more intense. Tubiakou was coming

closer and closer to the first major spirit,

the eight-legged Bydytangu. The sha-

man's son poured a glass of vodka, and

Tubiakou drank it quickly; then he

knocked a little stick against the edge of

the drum, asking the spirit who had just

been fed to help him. Since this spirit was

apparently unwilling or too busy to assist

with a stranger's medical problem, Tubi-

akou again knocked on the drum to sum-

mon his helpers, rose to his feet, excitedly

hammered on the drum, and began leaping

about. Leonid nimbly seized the chain on

his father's back and, securing it around

the pole of the chum with his uncle's help,

hung on to it. Tubiakou was being dragged

deeper into another world, but his human

helpers and the chain anchored him in this

one. Finally, on his magical flight, Tubi-

akou saw "land," where the two-faced

one, a spirit he had inherited from his fa-

ther, reclined. Half of its face was calm,

while the other half burned with anger.

The two-faced one evidently had no de-

sire to dig about in my past, looking for the

origin of my back problems—perhaps a

boyhood swim in ice-cold water. Tubi-

akou pressed him and began to beat the

frame drum frenziedly as he jumped

about, half crouched over. Now he en-

countered a more powerful spirit, the Bear

Khenko. Suddenly, the shaman began to

imitate a bear's way of walking, and his

song suggested its roar. "Hello, it is me.

Uncle," Tubiakou said to this spirit.

"A-o-u, o-a-u! Antyna, man-ty-na, ha-

ku-ai!" the bear growled in reply.

Tubiakou spun around three times, then

sat down, while Boris poured some more

vodka. A swig, and the spirit entered the

shaman. Black Bear questioned me

through him, trying like a tracker to trace

my life's path.

"Last year you had three big problems

at your job. You settled two of them, but

failed to settle the third. Am I right?" He

asked a few more personal questions, and

suddenly I felt the pain in my neck recede

and the tension drain from my aching

muscles. I turned my head without the

usual effort or pain, and my shoulder no

longer ached from carrying my heavy bag

of photographic equipment.

After thanking the spirit and treating

him to another shot of vodka. Tubiakou

shook, jumped about, then "landed" safely

back in the chum. Lowering himself heav-

ily onto the animal skins, he brushed the

fringe from his eyes. Sweat was streaming

down his face and his whole body showed

the fatigue of a gi'eat effort. He lit his pipe

and pulled on it, while his human helpers

sat motionless again. The Virgin Mary

looked down upon me with empathy from

the post of the shaman's chum.
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Monkeys with Inflated Se
As breeding season approaches, some male squirrel monkeys grow alluringly plump

by Sue Boinski

It was late August, and in Parque Na-

cional Corcovado, on the Pacific coast of

Costa Rica, squirrel monkey mating sea-

son had finally begun. Ignacio, the largest

of five adult males in the forty-member

troop I was studying, woke from a mid-

morning nap in a peine de mico tree and

scanned the nearby foliage for caterpillars.

As I watched him, I was amazed at the

tiansformation he had undergone. During

the previous three months, his body mass

had increased by about 25 percent. The in-

crease was largely in his upper torso, but

his testes had also more than doubled in

size. This temporary, seasonal enlarge-

ment of his body tissues so encumbered

Ignacio that he had acquired a somewhat

rolling gait reminiscent of John Wayne's.

As Ignacio awkwardly made his way to

the ground to pluck a leaf-mimic grass-

hopper from the litter, five adult female

members of his troop spotted him and

gave chase. These females had been

searching for him, prowling the two acres

of rain forest in which troop members

were dispersed that afternoon. Ignacio fled

but soon relented. During the next twenty

minutes he engaged in his third and fourth

mating of the day with the female that

caught up with him first.

By late afternoon, Ignacio was again

fast asleep in an out-of-the-way clump of

vegetation. He had already mated at least

eight times that day. Rosa, who had not yet

been successful in her pursuit of Ignacio,

approached to within eight inches, calling

vociferously. She nuzzled his face, then

turned around and positioned her genital

region so that it touched his face, but Igna-

cio did not even open his eyes. When that

maneuver failed, she abandoned him. I

followed her until she found Pedro, a male

that had swelled to become the second

largest male in the troop. Within thirty sec-

onds of her approach, the two mated.

The interplay between Ignacio and the

females was one of many scenes I wit-

nessed indicating that sexual receptivity

among female squirrel monkeys was un-

usually synchronized and that females

strongly preferred to mate with the largest

\^W^'
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Adult male South American squirrel monkey
Gerry Ellis; The Wildlile Collection
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male around. (Ignacio was involved in 70

percent of the copulations that season.)

What I saw over the three breeding sea-

sons consistently confirmed that female

choice is very important to the squirrel

monkey breeding system and that smaller

males generally get their opportunities to

mate only when large males reject fe-

males' solicitations.

Although squirrel monkeys are wide-

spread throughout the tropics of South

America, the small Central American pop-

ulation is extremely endangered. The

species used to be common in the Pacific

lowlands of Panama and Costa Rica but

now seems to be extinct in Panama and

nearly so in Costa Rica, because of exten-

sive deforestation for agriculture and tim-

ber and a now-defunct live-animal trade.

In Costa Rica the recent upsurge in

tourism development on the west coast is

rapidly eroding the monkey's remaining

Central American habitat. The roughly

160 square miles of Corcovado is home to

perhaps 450 squirrel monkeys.

I had come there to study many aspects

of squirrel monkey behavior, including

vocal communication and foraging, but

pressing most persistendy for explanation
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was the species' unusual annual reproduc-

tive cycle. I knew that numerous studies in

primate laboratories and a few brief field

observations had established that these

monkeys differ from all other primates

with respect to mating and birth. First, all

known wild squirrel monkey populations

(and well-established captive groups as

well) have unusually predictable mating

and birth periods, which seldom exceed

two months' duration and which are sepa-

rated by five and a half month intervals.

Each female usually mates for just one or

two days of each breeding season. When
the time comes for the babies to be bom,

many of the troop's females give birth

within a week or two of one another Sev-

eral mothers may give birth on a single

night, and many of the rest follow suit

within a few weeks.

The second notable feature of squirrel

monkey reproduction is the seasonal en-

hancement in male body size. During

most of the year, males cannot be distin-

guished from one another on the basis of

size, but two to three months before the

breeding season, males start to swell up as

water is deposited between the skin and

muscle layers of the shoulders, back, and

upper arms. Neither increased food in e

nor decreased activity causes this size •

crease nor is it related to reproductive ;

ity, for males are fertile year round.

Laboratory investigations of anir ^

from a South American squirrel mony

population have documented the phy i-

logical mechanisms (apparently uniqu o

the genus) that underlie the enlargen u

phenomenon. The hormone testosteroi

converted to estrogen, a female reproi

tive hormone. The more testosteror a

male has, the more estrogen he prodi s

and the more he enlarges. The swellin s

brought on by an altered water bala e

similar to that causing many womero

swell toward the end of their menst il

cycle. Yet to be elucidated is how this :
i-

sonal enlargement is triggered in the v.i

where it anticipates estrus by one or o

months.

Male size hits a peak during the he :

of the breeding season, strongly suggi-

ing that the swelling may be a produof

sexual selection. Darwin developed s

theory of sexual selection to explain e

evolution of sexually dimorphic trsi.

such as large antlers and extravagiit

plumage, that are of little obvious utilitn
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Gregory G. Dimijian; Photo Researchers, Inc.

A Costa Rican squirrel monkey leapsfrom tree to tree, left.

Below: The martenlike tayra is one of the monkey's many

predators in the forests of Costa Rica.

ly life. He argued that these traits

lived because they increased an indi-

ual's mating success, through either in-

exual competition (usually in the form

Tiale-male contests over access to fe-

les) or intersexual mate choice (usually

lale discrimination among males).

^ly breeding-season observations led

to think that female choice, not male

npetition, lies behind the evolution of

sonal swelling in squirrel monkey
les. In my study population, juvenile

lales leave their natal troops and even-

I

lly join other groups. But males seem to

1/ at least for the four or five years it

'es them to mature sexually. At that

I nt they either wait until they succeed

o the reproductively successful position

!d by a few adult males in their own

3p or go off with the others in their birth

lort and try to oust the breeding males

(another troop. Within their own troop,

wever, males are peaceable. Males

i/er force females to copulate, and I

!'er saw males within the same troop

'npete among themselves, even during

Hing season. In fact, Costa Rican squir-

' monkeys are among the most egalitar-

:' primates in the world, unusual in this

respect even when compared with their

South American counterparts. No domi-

nance hierarchies are discernible, and in

my study troop, the closest that males

came to physical competition was their

frequent rough-and-tumble play wres-

tling. (Studies of South American captive

squirrel monkeys, however, show that the

degree of male enlargement correlates not

only with testosterone levels but also with

social dominance. It is possible that in

their bouts of play, the monkeys in my
troop are establishing some kind of subtle

hierarchy.)

To investigate what lies behind female

choices, I had to find out whether large-

ness in males signals any hidden genetic

or social advantages and why the females'

periods of sexual receptivity are so syn-

chronized. This required getting to know

the monkeys well. In Corcovado, thirty-

five to sixty-five squirrel monkeys make

up a troop. Troops never subdivide into

separate foraging groups, but members

may disperse over an area of more than

three acres and often engage in very dif-

ferent activities. Some may be searching

dead leaves for insects, others foraging for

fruits, and still others resting or playing.

After my first year, I had no difficulty

keeping up with a traveling troop (unless

they entered a particularly nasty part of

their range filled with dense patches of

six-foot-tall terrestrial bromeliads). But in

the beginning it was challenging to follow

these often rapidly moving monkeys. I had

to learn to focus on one individual and not

be distracted by the movements and activ-

ities of its neighbors. Moreover, as their

name suggests, the animals are small. Out-

side of the breeding season, females weigh

about twenty ounces; males, twenty-eight.

One of my first goals was to find a way

of identifying the individual animals in my
main study troop. The squirrel monkey's

looks are striking; its masklike white face

contrasts sharply with its black muzzle

and black cap of fur, and its golden or

bronze-colored long limbs and tail often

seem to glow in the sun. Age and gender in

the troop are easy to distinguish because

of marked differences in genital develop-

ment among age groups. Given enough

time, I could distinguish individuals by

their unique scars, tail kinks, facial discol-

orations, or hair whorls. But picking up

these subtle cues was often impractical

when the troop was traveling and the ani-
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Too big to he carried underneath its mother's belly, this South

American squirrel monkey baby, right, will spend much of its first

few months traveling around on her back. Below: A juvenile

female explores a laurel negro tree in the Costa Ricanforest.
Roger "ndman

mals were high in the trees. The marking

technique I devised was of great help in

studying individuals in the field. It was

easy, albeit messy, to apply permanent

black dye with a squirt gun; it took me
weeks to learn not to squirt into the wind.

The animals did not react adversely to

being squirted; many looked up as though

it were raining.

Fortunately for me, Corcovado squirrel

monkeys tend to stay only fifteen to thirty

feet above the ground most of the time.

Also, unlike squirrel monkeys in some

other areas, they sleep in the same tree for

months on end, so even if a troop eluded

me during the day, I knew where to find it

the next morning.

In Corcovado, squirrel monkeys use a

mosaic of habitats, including primary for-

est, selectively logged forest, and second-

growth forest (from small farms aban-

doned when the park was created in 1975).

Over the course of 300 feet, the habitat

may change from stands of five-foot-tall,

bananalike /j/a/fln(7/o to forests with 120-

to 150-foot canopies. Squirrel monkey
troops can exploit these different types of

forest because the insects they feed on,

such as caterpillars and grasshoppers, can

be found wherever there are leaves. The

monkeys also eat soft, berrylike fruits

such as figs.

Annual rainfall in Corcovado is about

200 inches, most of it falling during an in-

tense wet season from September to mid-

December. In contrast, January to late

April is a time of very little rain, usually

less than ten inches total. The ecological

contrast between these two periods is

comparable to that of winter and summer
in temperate climates. To document how
the squirrel monkeys are affected by dif-

ferences in the two seasons, I carefully

noted the ups and downs in their foods

each month at locations scattered ran-

domly throughout the site. I found that

during the wet season, populations of

arthropods—insects and spiders—crash

for two reasons. First, little new foliage

(the food of many of the insects eaten by

squirrel monkeys) grows during this sea-

son. Second, the heavy rains simply wash

many arthropods off the leaves. The more

rain, the more time squirrel monkeys
spend looking for food: during the wet

season, they devote more than 70 percent

of each day to obtaining food; this figure

falls to 40 percent during the dry season.

The ups and downs in food supply

surely affect the fiming of reproduction:
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babies would not survive if born wiicn

food is scarce. But seasonal differences in

food could not fully explain the tight syn-

chrony of births so early in the dry season.

After all, births are tightly clustered within

a six-week period between February and

April, but peak food availability is in May
and June, and food is still relatively abun-

dant until September. Since babies are

usually weaned when about four months

old, there is a broad window of time in

which they can be weaned withoutiaunch-

ing them in a lean season.

I then looked at the role of the monkeys'

predators. I suspected—as it turned out,

correctly—that the conspicuous way
groups of these small animals moved

through their large home ranges made

them prime targets for eagles, hawks, and

falcons. During my three years in Corco-

vado, I saw more than forty attacks by rap-

tors, five of which were successful. The

monkeys are extremely vigilant against

such attacks, frequently interrupting what-

ever they are doing to crane their heads

back and scan the sky. Whenever a mon-

key spots a raptorlike object, it gives a dis-

dnctive, high-pitched alarm peep and

dives for cover, as does every other troop

member within hearing range. The mon-

keys err on the safe side in giving alarms,

calling at the first hint of possible danger

and taking a second look only once they

have found a protected position. Erring on

the side of caution, the monkeys peeped

not only in response to eagles and falcons

but also to small airplanes, falling

branches, and even big leaves.

In early February I began to see signs

that predation might indeed play a crucial

role in the monkeys' reproductive cycle.

One morning, I came across two females

huddled together so closely that they were

rubbing against each other. I was startled

because for most of the year, female squir-

rel monkeys in Costa Rica have essen-

tially no social bonds. They pass their time

dispersed throughout the troop, ignoring

one another and everyone else, except dur-

ing tiieir brief, tumultuous estrus. Even

during pregnancy, when their silhouettes
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Birds ofprey, such as the ornate hawk-

eagle, below, are a threat to all sqiiirre

monkeys and may pull babiesfrom

mothers' backs. Right: Except during

breeding and birthing seasons, squirre

monkeys are not very social and usuall

forage independently within the troop.

alter radically, their social behavior, or

rather, their lack of it, remains unchanged.

I have never seen one squirrel monkey

groom another, and mothers largely ignore

even their own babies once they reach four

or five months of age.

I was intrigued, therefore, to see the two

females, Gladys and Carmen, so intimate.

As I looked, I noticed that they seemed to

be anxious, spending a lot of time staring

into the sky and swiveling their heads

around. Eventually, I realized that each

was carrying a scrawny baby on her back.

Within two weeks of my seeing Gladys

and Carmen and one more female with

newborns, nine more of the fourteen preg-

nant females in the troop gave birth. Five

babies were bom on one night and four

more within the next seven nights. One fe-

male gave birth a month after the birth

peak; another, two months later. Immedi-

ately after parturition, each female under-

went the same dramatic change in behav-

ior as had Carmen and Gladys. Until the

babies were three months old, mothers

tripled the amount of time they were vigi-

lant, and they stayed in close-knit groups

for all activities.

There is little question in my mind that

the threat of predation accounted for the

females' behavior. Seven of the fourteen

babies bom in the troop had disappeared

by April. Circumstantial evidence sug-

gests that they were eaten. The amount of

time that raptors were either directly above

or near the troop rose from 2 percent in

January to 10 percent in Febmary, when

the babies were popping out like popcorn.

Eight times I saw collared forest falcons

try to grab a baby right off its mother's

back; each time, the falcons were mobbed
and driven off. Some of the mothers that

lost their babies had scratched and bleed-

ing backs like those of monkeys I have

seen attacked by falcons. Several other

species of birds also launched attacks at

this time. Once I watched as two chestnut-

mandibled toucans glided into a cluster of

mothers and scooped up two babies. When
a baby disappeared, its mother immedi-

ately returned to her former solitary ways.

Assuming that increased group vigi-

lance saves more babies' lives than does

individual watchfulness, birth synchrony

may also have evolved in response to pre-

dation pressure. Supporting this hypothe-

sis are my preliminary data indicating that

babies bom before and after the birth peak

are more likely to be killed by predators.

The rate of survival is greater when sev-

eral mothers are present. In order to bene-

fit from the increased vigilance of a group,

the otherwise unsociable females must

raise their young during the same short pe-

riod, and for that to happen, they must

mate more or less at the same time. In the

mating season, male squirrel monkeys

face a horde of females with overlapping

estrous periods. Unable to physically

dominate them or to defend them from

other males, male squirrel monkeys have

no choice but to wait until females select

them as mates.

And there is no question that the fe-

males prefer to mate with the swollen

males. But why? Is seasonal size enhance-

ment a signal of quality? If so, what are the

criteria? Males do not control access to

food patches; the insects they eat are scat-

tered throughout the forest and cannot be

monopolized. Nor can male enlargement

deter predators when it counts most: males

are most enlarged during mating season,

not after babies are bom.

Two features of these males, however,

do stand out as significant. One is that the

most enlarged males are the ones that have

lived in the troop for long periods, often at

least three years, regularly resisting chal-

lenges from outside males that try to oust

them. The other is that the most enlarged

males are consistently vigilant throughout

the year and most likely to intervene di-

rectly when babies or other troop mem-
bers are threatened. These reproductively

successful males spend about 5 percent of

their time actively on the lookout for trou-

ble, which is two to four times more than

that of adult females, except those carry-

ing young babies. In one eleven-month pe-

riod, I observed twenty-four instances of

males—usually those that became the

most enlarged during the breeding i

son—retrieving and aggressively defe

ing babies and subadults from such po

tial predators as tayras, opossums, sp

monkeys, coatis, collared forest falci

crested eagles, and snakes. The role of

fender exposes a male to serious risk

once witnessed a crested eagle snatch

one of a group of males that were mob!-

it. But the risks may be worth it: the b

a male saves may well be his own.

From the females' point of view, the

tractiveness of big males may lie in tl

capacity to defend the troop. Or fem;

may be "attempting" to select good ge

for their offspring; perhaps, for exam]

the largest males are more resistant to
i

asites. Possibly, large size confers no i

vival advantage at all; males selected

largeness may simply produce large sc

which in turn will also be attractive to

males—an example ofmnaway sexual

lection. I sometimes wonder if I will e

successfully tease apart all the possit

ties. As I watch the females frantic;

chasing after the big males, however, I

alize that the morJceys suffer from no si

doubts.
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A copy ofa wall pointing from the tomb ofUserhet,

in Thebes, depicts a hunt during the reign of the pharaoh

Amenophis II (ca. 1438-1412 B.C.). The chariot was

a legacy of the Hyksos, invadersfrom the northeast who ruled

Egyptfrom about 1650 to 1540 B.C.

Egyptian Expedition of ttie Metropolitan Museum of Art. Rogers Fund, 1 930



Old Sports
The Olympic Games were not the earUest athletic rituals in the eastern Mediterranean

by Allen Guttmann

X ^- ^

Every four years at Olympia. the ath-

letes of ancient Greece paid homage to

Zeus by demonstrating their arele, their

excellence of mind and body. According

to Hippias of Elis, the nearby city-state

that organized the competitions, the

Olympic Games began in 776 B.C. with a

simple footrace, and other events were

subsequently added. But the list of victors

Hippias compiled, sometime about 400

B.C., exaggerated the age of the games, ap-

parently to aggrandize the glory of his na-

tive city. Plutarch admonished that Hip-

pias "had no fully authoritative basis for

his work," and historians now believe that

the games began, with as many as five dif-

ferent sports, about 600 B.C., more or less

at the same time as the sacred games at

Delphi, Corinth, and Nemea, which

rounded out the four-year cycle of Greek

athletics. (Isaac Newton anticipated mod-

em scholars, estimating the games' later

origin by recalculating the duration of

royal reigns and accurately dating eclipses

referred to by ancient astronomers.)

The true precursors of the sixth-century

games remain elusive, but we do know

that the Greeks were not the only people of

the eastern Mediterranean to emphasize

athletic ritual as a religious and political

statement. In ancient Egypt, for example,

from at least 3000 B.C., physical prowess

was a necessary sign of a pharaoh's fitness

to rule. As a representative of divinity on

earth, his role required him to maintain

order against the forces of chaos. A
pharaoh commemorating the thirtieth an-

niversary of his enthronement would for-

mally prove his fitness by executing a cer-

emonial run in the jubilee known as the

Festival of Sed. The course, from one

mark to another and back, symbolized the

boundaries of the kingdom he protected.

The earliest known turn markers, at the

pyramid of Djoser (ca. 2600 B.C.), lie

about sixty yards apart.

There were numerous other occasions

for a pharaoh to display his strength and

stamina. Inscriptions and reliefs testify to

almost superhuman demonstrations of

hunting skill, events that may or may not

have actually occurred. Tuthmosis HI, for
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example, one of the monarchs of the

Eighteenth Dynasty (1552-1306 B.C.),

boasted, "In an instant I killed seven lions

with my arrows." Similarly, he and several

other monarchs of that dynasty were said

to have so mastered the composite bow

(made of hardwood, softwood, and horn)

that their arrows were able to transfix

sheets of copper "three fingers thick."

(Modem attempts to replicate this feat

have failed.) The pharaoh had to be seen

as the mightiest archer, most successful

hunter, and swiftest runner. An American

president can lose a tennis match without

unleashing the forces of chaos, but Tuth-

mosis m was required to surpass all mor-

tal achievements.

In the biography of Cheti, prince of

Siut, who lived during the Eleventh Dy-

nasty (2134-1991 B.C.), we read that "he

learned to swim together with the children

of the pharaoh." But despite the central

role of the Nile in Egyptian life, there is no

evidence that the pharaoh was expected to

demonstrate his prowess at swimming. Or

perhaps Egyptian artists considered the

physical movements too undignified to

show in a representation of divinity. There

is, however, an inscription telling of the

amazing boating exploits of the Eight-

eenth Dynasty monarch Amenophis II.

who was said to have steered his "falcon

ship" for three itrw (about 18.6 miles),

when others gave up in exhaustion after a

mere half itrw. And according to Egyptian

legend, the gods Horns and Seth, both of

whom claimed the right to rule the uni-

verse, agreed to settle their dispute with a

diving contest.

If the quantity of visual evidence is any

indication, wrestUng was among the most

popular Egyptian sports. Murals discov-

ered in the eleventh-century tombs at Beni

Hasan depict nearly every hold known to

modem wresflers. Although the sport has

a religious character in many cultures, in-

cluding those of Africa south of the Sa-

hara, for the ancient Egyptians it seems to

have been a purely secular contest. A
pharaoh thrown roughly to the ground

would have been a terrifying portent of

disaster.

The pharaohs most celebrated for their

athletic achievements were the martial

monarchs of the Eighteenth Dynasty, es-

pecially Tuthmosis III, Amenophis II,

Tuthmosis IV, and Amenophis HI. These

were the immediate successors of the

Hyksos, a seminomadic people whose

warriors swept from the northeast into the

valley of the Nile about 1650 B.C. Their

war chariots spread terror among the

Egyptians of the time, for whom this as

an unknown weapon. For more than a n-

tury, the Hyksos usurpers mled Eg't

once they were expelled, more empl i

than ever was placed on the phara

physical prowess. Even Queen Hatslp-

sut, an Eighteenth Dynasty monarch ic

mled as if she were a man, had to pivf

her fitness with the time-honored cerea-

nial mn. A relief discovered at Kamaks-
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t wearing one glove, young boxers, left, spar in afrescofrom

skind ofThera. Outposts of Crete 's Minoan civilization,

etllements on Thera were destroyed by a cataclysmic

mic eruption about 1500 B.C. Below: Wrestling holds

letailed in a mural discovered in an eleventh-century

nian tomb at Beni Hasan.

her in the middle of the ceremony,

mpanied by the bull-god Apis. The

t exception was the pacific Ameno-

rV (who ruled as Akheneten), best re-

ibered for his heretical monotheistic

ious views.

le Hyksos were expelled; the chariot

lined. It was used for hunting as well

3r waging war, and pharaohs were

1 portrayed wielding spears or draw-

bows from the basket of a chariot,

not races as such were not part of an-

t Egyptian culture, despite the suit-

ty of the terrain. But later, during the

enistic age (fourth to first centuries

i, when Alexander the Great and his

essors spread Greek culture through-

the eastern Mediterranean, chariot

s became immensely popular in Alex-

ia and elsewhere in Egypt,

he Egyptians seem never to have been

nassionate about horses as were the

'SOS, the Hittites (of what is now cen-

ilTurkey), the Assyrians of Mesopota-

I' (modem Iraq), and other peoples of

1 Near East, who devoted enormous

1'unts of time and energy to their care

'breeding. An obscure fourteenth-cen-

1* Hittite named Kikkuli has left us a de-

id account of these matters in writings

betimes referred to as The Book of

Horses. The later Persian empire, which

came close to overwhelming Greek civi-

lization in 490 B.C., had similar roots. As

Xenophon and other Greek historians

made clear, equestrianism was an essential

aspect of the education of a Persian prince,

whose skill as a rider and hunter was a

warranty of fitaess to rule.

We know little about the role of sports

in the great Minoan civilization, which

reached its height on the island of Crete

between 2200 and 1400 B.C. The written

language remains mostiy a mystery. But

few frescoes have engendered more spec-

ulation than the one excavated at the

Palace of Minos in Knossos, which shows

adolescents, a boy and two girls, seizing

the horns of a charging bull and somer-

saulting over its back. Ever since Arthur

Evans discovered the image in 1900,

scholars have wondered whether people

really performed this dangerous stunt and,

if so, what it signified. Was it a contest in

which youths competed against each

other, like modem gymnasts, or was the

bull their adversary, as in a Spanish cor-

rida de toros? Another fresco from Knos-

sos, now at the National Museum in

Athens, depicts a group of male and fe-

male spectators arranged on terraces, or

tiers. Whether the audience consists of as-

sembled worshipers or sports enthusiasts

is not clear, but .some scholars believe they

are attending a bull-vaulting performance.

Vases, statuettes, coins, and other re-

mains of Minoan culture attest to the pop-

ularity of hunting, boxing, and wrestling.

Among the most tantalizing discoveries is

a fresco from the island of Thera, a Mi-

noan outpost, that shows two boys wear-

ing some kind of boxing gloves, squaring

off as if in a modem ring. The guides in

Thera call them the "boxing princes," but

whether they really were princes proving

their fitness for mle or merely two boys at

play remains the artist's secret.

The Etmscans, whose civilization flour-

ished during the seventh century B.C. in

the region north and west of Rome, were

enthusiastic about sports, perhaps as a re-

sult of Greek influence. The murals inside

the so-called Tomb of the Monkey and

other burial sites feature Etmscan wres-

tling and boxing, while chariots race

across the walls of the Tomb of the Olym-

pics, Tomb of the Two-Horse Chariots,

and others. The murals of the chariot races

include the spectators and perhaps the of-

ficials, at least one of whom seems to have

been female. Jean-Paul Thuillier, the lead-

ing authority on Etmscan sports, argues

that these types of murals represented fu-

neral games, traditionally held to honor

the dead. This is plausible for many sports,

but one wonders about the scenes in the

Tomb of Hunting and Fishing, which in-

clude a fine picture of a man diving.

A mysterious Etmscan sport appears in

the Tomb of flie Augurs and Tomb of die

Olympics. Known as the Phersu combat,

from a word inscribed in the latter tomb, it

pitted a masked man against a dog held on

a leash by a second man. It may have in-

spired the later Roman combats of men

and animals (venationes).

Scholars once beUeved that die Etms-

cans also gave the Romans the idea for

their munera, combats between pairs of

armed gladiators. An origin in Campania,

south of Rome, or Samnia, east of Rome,

now seems more likely. The precedent

may have been a deadly funeral contest

that had evolved from a still earlier ritual
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of human sacrifice. Such sacrifices would

have been made to provide dead heroes

with an entourage and appease the gods of

the underworld. Eventually, death in com-

bat might have been deemed a better offer-

ing than the less thrilling sacrifice of a pas-

sive victim. The Romans took the ultimate

step of making a fight to the death a grue-

some form of entertainment. (The reli-

gious trappings of Rome's pagan games,

incidentally, were what horrified Christian

theologians like Tertullian, who deplored

idolatry more than the martyrdom of his

fellow believers.)

Funeral games may also have been the

chief precursors of the Greek Olympics.

Our best early source is not visual art or

archeology but literature: Homer's Iliad, a

ninth-century account of the Trojan War,

which probably occurred in the thirteenth

century B.C. In Book XXIII, the Greeks,

who have not yet captured the city of Troy,

celebrate funeral games for Patroklos,

who has been slain by the Trojan hero

Hektor. Lavish prizes are offered by the

great Achilles, Patroklos's bosom friend.

The first event of the games is a chariot

race, for which Achilles offers five prizes,

chief of which is "a woman skilled in fair

handiwork." Although Greece was not the

ideal place to breed horses, chariot ra-

were apparently common in Attica. Th •

saly, and other places where the tern

was not too forbidding. The plain bef
'

"the topless towers of Ilium" provide i

suitable course, but the race is a rough o

.

with the goddess Athene intervening to
•

sure victory for her favorite, Diomedi.

(Fair play, which requires that everj'c;:

compete under the same rules, is as niu

a nineteenth-century concept as the nea

defunct amateur rule of the modo

Olympics.)

The chariot race is followed by the be-

ing and wrestling contests. The first is vvi
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ig women and a young man (centerfigure) engage in the

loan sport or ritual of vaulting over the back ofa charging

!, The fresco was discovered in a labyrinthine palace on Crete

\l is regarded as one of the inspirationsfor the legend of

f;eus and the Minotaur
Harding Picture Library
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conclude with the hurtling of the discus

and with an archery contest in which the

target is a dove tethered to a ship's mast.

(The javeUn contest, which was supposed

to end the games, is canceled when
Achilles, deciding that Agamemnon is

certain to win anyway, gives him the

prize.)

In Homer's dramatization, we can see

that the games were a form of religious rit-

ual, an appropriate way to worship the

gods and to honor a fallen warrior. The

contests also emphasized the skills and ac-

complishments of warriors. Both themes

were eventually incorporated in the Greek

ipeius, who fells his opponent with a

hty blow to the cheek. The second is

ared a draw when neither Odysseus

Ajax can throw the other. Then comes

xiotrace, in which Athene again inter-

;s, this time to favor Odysseus, whose

|)s she lightens. The oafish Ajax she

lies to slip and fall on offal left from the

il slaughter of oxen.

i/hen Ajax recovers, he is matched
Inst Diomedes in potentially deadly

jed combat, but the spectators stop the

It when Diomedes thrusts fiercely at

f<'s throat. Ajax has apparently suf-

id enough for a single day. The games

^'^Wi'i^i'iVi'^

Olympics, although the nature of the con-

testants changed somewhat. At first they

were aiistocratic warriors, but later, ordi-

nary Greek men also competed and the

role of the full-time athlete grew.

Pelops, a local hero said to be buried at

Olympia, may have been honored by fu-

neral games, and subsequent commemo-
rative contests may explain wh)' the site

was chosen when the official games were

instituted about 600 B.C. Originally, the

Olympics probably consisted of a number

of events, foremost of which was the

short-distance race, or stade. from one end

of the field to the other (a stadium for the
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Disco\ end in the tomb oj Tiitankhamon (ca. 1347-1338 B.C.),

the hack oj a gold plated throne below, shows the young

pluiiaoh huntme, Left Tiitankhamon wields a harpoon, perhaps

in put suit of a Nile hippopotamus
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footrace built later at Olympia may still be

visited). The other events may have m
eluded a chariot race and the pentathlon or

its constituents—a footrace the discus

long jump, javelin, and wrestling. Other

contests added over the years included

longer footraces, a race in armor, and

boys' events.

Neither the Iliad's archery contest nor

its armed combat were a part of the

Olympic Games. Nor, despite the location

of most Greek cides on the shores of the

Aegean or on the banks of a river, were

there swimming events at Olympia or any

of the other sacred games. This was true

even of the Isthmian Games, held at Cor-

inth in honor of Poseidon, god of the sea.

Although the Greek athletic festivals

were not the only, or even the earliest, rit-

ualized sports of antiquity, they, more than

any others, characterized an entire culture

and embodied many of its people's highest

aspirations. When, nearly a century ago,

Pierre de Coubertin championed ancient

Greece as an inspiration for modern

games, he chose his model wisely. Amen-

ophis n proved his divinity by his super-

human (and probably imaginary) athletic

performance. Olympic victors, true exem-

plars of human physical excellence, won

their immortality the hard way.
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Sport ofKings
by Richard D. Mandell

On a magnificent carved relief from

Kamak, Amenophis II, alone in a speed-

ing two-horse chariot, shoots arrows at his

target. The accompanying inscription tells

us, "The perfect god, mighty in his

strength... shoots at the copper ingots

...transfixing them like papyrus." The

scene is more than 3,000 years old and, ac-

cording to Wolfgang Decker in Sports and

Games ofAncient Egypt, "deserves a lead-

ing place among the masterpieces illus-

trating the world history of sport." And so

it does. But did this pictured act of balletic

prettiness actually occur? In fact, it did

not. And so we come upon a fundamental

Sports and Games of Ancient Egypt, by

Wolfgang Decker, translated by Allen

Guttmann. Yale University Press, $40.00;

206 pp., illiis.

problem in this survey of Egyptian sports

and indeed in almost any investigation of

sports before modem times.

The Egyptians' obsessively lavish bur-

ials and the desert that preserved them

have saved for our perusal enormous

amounts of artifacts attesting to their life:

ships, clothing, bakeries, politics, and en-

tertainment. And among the last two clas-

sifications, we can include sports or some

approximation of sports as we know it. We
have balls for tossing, fighting sticks,

board games, and even eight intact chari-

ots. In Decker's book, the drawing of a

chariot from an Eighteenth Dynasty tomb

(1552-1306 B.C.) suggests a spare ele-

gance rivaling that of our racing bicycle.

The translation and publication of this

book is an event in the legitimization of

sports as a solid historical subject. The

German author, the reigning expert, tells

us a lot. We leam of training runs for Nu-

bian troops, of female gymnasts and hip-

popotamus hunts, and see reproduced in-

ventories of allowable holds for wrestlers.

As in all surveys of Egypt, we are re-

minded yet again of the antiquity and sta-

bility of Egyptian society. Here, too, the

interrupting incident of the Hyksos con-

querors plays a big role. To regain control

of their land, the Egyptians were forced to

adopt the foreigners' war horses, chariots,

and compound bows.

Although claiming to be a survey of

forty centuries, this 200-page volume,

shaped by available evidence, dwells on

the wealth of pictorial and inscribed infor-

mation from three generations of "athletic

kings" who ruled just after the Hyksos:

Tuthmosis HI, Amenophis II, and Tuth-

mosis rV.

In this volume, more so than in other

discussions of ancient public life, we leam

that beneath the visual and written evi-

dence, which communicates elegance and

power, there was a miasma of fear. The

ruling elites wanted protection from a re-

currence of the Hyksos interruption and

assurances against any sort of change. The

lower orders feared disruptions in agricul-

tural routine.

The descriptions of sports rituals, and

especially the preserved reports of dis-

tance running and of marksmanship from

chariots, celebrate impossible feats. The

god-kings had to demonstrate awesome

powers—less sport than propaganda

—

guaranteeing that they were supematurally

dependable. Decker admits that he de-

scribes "a society remote from our con-

ception of reality." "Unlike Greece," he

says, "where as early as the fifth century

B.C. critical historians like Herodotus and

Thucydides were analyzing events with

more or less modern criteria, ancient

Egypt had no 'private' historiography [of

sports] ... [royal inscriptions] report the

course of events as they, ideally, had to

have been."

Despite such demurs, we have here the

overeagerness of an enthusiast. This
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Reviews

A ritual run was an important part ofEgyptian jubilee

festivals. A block from the Temple ofKarnak shows Eighteenth

Dynasty Queen Hatshepsut in full stride.

Wolfgang Decker
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A "riding ball game," painted on a tomb wall at Beni

Hasan, resembles a game played by the ancient Greeks.
WoUgang Decker, from O. Keel, Die Weisheit spiett vor Go\X

Egyptologist covering relatively new
ground hopes to fix the high legitimacy of

this subject, especially vis-a-vis the al-

ready well-established, indeed venerable,

topic of athletic contests in classical

Greece. (See Allen Guttmann's article,

page 50, which explores the roots of sports

in history.) Decker sometimes expresses a

sort of gee-whiz attitude, as when he says

that girls swam and muscular youths

leaped in the air. Haven't children always

played monkey-in-the-middle, leapfrog,

and jump rope? Aren't gaffers perennially

fishing and fowling? Throughout history,

boys and men have raced across fields to

or around a distant tree. I feel that we
should be casual about all these things. In-

ventive play and contests have probably

always been with us—anthropological

constants.

There are some points that the author

might have expanded upon. In a nice pas-

sage, he ranks the recently discovered

"Running Stela of Taharqa" as being

"among the most important known
sources for ancient Egyptian sports." King

Taharqa (690-664 B.C.) may have run part

of a fifty-kilometer training run with his

Nubian troops. Taharqa was a king in the

Twenty-fifth—the so-called Ethiopian

—

Dynasty. Were black Africans noted for

being outstanding distance runners this

early? Is it possible that Decker has found

some additional evidence for the now

spicy discussions of the "blackness" of an-

cient cultures? Did Nubian athletic prac-

tices subsequentiy have some impact on

the almost obsessive integration of sports

in classical Greek life? In his partisanship

for Egypt, these issues are not pursued.

Much of what is described here is of im-

mense antiquity—much older than the

sports of even preclassical, Homeric

Greece. Decker gives the oldest evidence

of funeral games (which subsequently

played a large role in the Iliad). He sug-

gests that the Egyptians invented the dis-

cus and contests in tossing it. Egypt had

heroic archery contests long before the

contest of Odysseus who, after his jour-

neys, returned to bend his bow to compete

with the suitors of Penelope. Yet the parti-

sanship for his topic causes Decker merely

to mention these incidents, which would

enhven current debate in classical scholar-

ship as to the independence and su-

premacy of high Greek culture. Egyptian

sports, as well as other aspects of that cul-

ture, must have appealed to Greek travel-

ers long before they had their own big

sports festivals.

The book is nicely written and lucidly

(indeed charmingly) translated. However,

it has become an incident in a couple of

scholarly polemics. A big debate among

present-day sports scholars posits the

uniqueness of modem sports, or, otiier-

wise put, the extent to which publicly

viewed sports and the ceremonies aroi s

them are manifestations of, or even s i

ports for, social and political life. So 1

writers on modern sports stress \

uniqueness of the present: legalism or c

stitutionalism in the form of written m i

scientific precision as evidenced in tfi is

ing for high performance; and our cosn )r

ogy as demonstrated by modem notions i

time and space in the concept of the sp( [|

"record."

I am a player here. I claim that
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An Eighteenth Dynasty spoon, combining the

forms ofa duck and a swimming girl, was

probably used to dispense ointments.
Mus6e du Louvre

; record is a recent invention and a

lan for the idea of progress in a disci-

i, industrialized, meritocratic mass

y. Decker would make my distinc-

fuzzy. He presents evidence for

rds" in Egypt. Successive Eighteenth

sty kings, with much publicity,

nstrated that they could control

/ bred horses and compound bows

than their unbelievably (literally, for

li any case) excellent predecessors,

br cites the numbered and measur-

able precision of the descriptions as

"records," even though the incidents could

not have realistically occurred. Roger

Bannister, on the other hand, really did run

a mile in 3 minutes 59.4 seconds at Iffley

Road Track on May 6, 1954.

The survey is perhaps overly thorough.

No evidence is neglected that bears tan-

gentially on sports as we modems know it.

The author, who is a professor in Cologne,

has employed all the earlier work in all the

languages. Although he does not fix his

subject as ranking with modem sports or

that of ancient Greece (which was inte-

grated into all aspects of high culmre as

never before or since). Decker's book is

further proof that sports history is real his-

tory and that scholarly work can be good

reading.

Richard D. Mandell. professor of histoiy

at the University ofSouth Carolina, is au-

thor ofThe Olympics of 1972: A Munich

Diary and Sport: A Cultural Histor)'.
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^oykin Springs Longleaf, Texas
3^
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

hen the first European settlers arrived

r 10 southeastern United States, they

d id longleafpine forests carpeting some
': lOO square miles of the Coastal Plain

cent to the Atlantic Ocean and the

f of Mexico. During the last century,

y of these longleaf pine stands were

;o that crops could be grown and cattle

Id graze; others were harvested for

;r pulp and turpentine.

lear-cut areas were frequently re-

ited with slash pine, a faster growing

species suitable for paper pulp. Moreover,

the suppression of natural forest fires was

detrimental to the longleaf pines, which

depend on fires to expose bare soil for

good germination of their seeds and to

suppress other woody plants. Southeastern

Texas, for example, once contained 1 ,500

square miles of longleaf pine forests,

largely in a wild, undisturbed region

known as the Big Thicket. By 1935, barely

thirty square miles of these old-growth

stands remained, and today the state's Nat-

her plants and Texas sunnybells, left, bloom on a hillside

p hog, a moist contrast to the generally dry habitat

3oykin Springs Longleaf. Above: Young longleafpines

upy a patch ofhilly land.
len Kirkpatrick

ural Heritage Program categorizes this

dwindling habitat as threatened.

Throughout much of their range, from

southeastern Virginia to southeastern

Texas, longleaf pine stands are parklike,

with an understory sparse in other woody

species but rich in grasses and wildflow-

ers. These communities, known as long-

leaf pine savannas, range from being very

wet to very dry. A wet longleaf pine sa-

vanna, with saturated soil, was described

in the November 1991 "This Land." An
excellent example of a dry, upland one is

Boykin Springs Longleaf, which occupies

350 acres of Texas"s Angelina National

Forest. Here water is scarce because it

drains rapidly through the sandy soil of the

region's rolling hills.

Research by botanists Edwin Bridges

and Steve Orzell indicates that the oldest

stands at Boykin Springs Longleaf date

back more than a century. Human disturb-

ance has been minimal, and bums by the

Forest Service, carried out every three to

five yeai's during the nongrowing season,

help maintain the balance of vegetation.

In most of the forest, the most common
understory plants are bracken fern, poison

oak, and a rich layer of grasses, including

little bluestem, slender bluestem, and

pineywoods dropseed. But Bridges and

Orzell have identified nearly 250 species

of flowering plants, from such shrubs as

beautyberry, deerberry. St.-Andrew"s-

cross, highbush blueberry, and the aro-

matic wax myrtle to such wildflowers as

blue larkspur, purple coneflower. dwarf

yellow milkwort, blazing-star, rattlebox.

and black-eyed Susan. Of particular inter-
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Joe LeMonnier

Boykin Springs Longleaf

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

National Forests in Texas

Homer Garrison Federal Building

701 N. First Street

Lufkin, Texas 75901

(409)639-8501

est is the slender gay-feather, confined to

only six adjacent counties in southeastern

Texas. Known only since 1959, its laven-

der-purple spikes bloom in July.

In the driest parts of Boykin Springs

Longleaf, where the soil is sandiest and

has the fewest available nutrients, the

longleaf pines become more scattered and

a significant midcanopy appears, com-

posed chiefly of bluejack oak. Vegetation

on the forest floor is sparse: longleaf wild

buckwheat and sawtooth nerveray are

common, but sizable patches are bare or

covered with lichens.

At the wetter extreme, seven hillside

seepage bogs are found on short, steep,

south-, southeast-, or southwest-facing

slopes. These bogs have formed where a

permeable layer of sandy soil lies atop a

more impenetrable layer. Unable to con-

tinue its downward flow, percolating water

spreads out horizontally, emerging from

hillsides into shallow depressions. Most of

the seepage bogs at Boykin Springs Long-

leaf are small, but Bridges and Orzell have

recorded nearly 150 plant species in them,

including nearly two dozen rare species.

Sphagnum moss frequently carpets the

bog. Other typical species include two

kinds of insect-trapping sundews, a

pitcher plant, bogbuttons with spherical

white flower heads atop slender leafless

stems, nine kinds of yellow-eyed grasses

(not true grasses), bog violet, rose pogonia

orchid, bishop's weed, round-leaved and

perfoliate-leaved bonesets. Cinnamon
fern, royal fern, and Virginia chain fern

grow three feet tall or more.

Bog coneflowers are confined to these

and other hillside seep bogs in four south-
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eastern Texas counties and one adjacent

western Louisiana parish. Flowering vig-

orously in June, this three- to six-foot-tall

plant bears up to a dozen flower heads;

each has an elongated, purple-brown cen-

ter, or cone, surrounded by several lemon

yellow, petallike rays that hang down-

ward. Large leaves as rough as sandpaper

grow at the base of the plant, with progres-

sively smaller leaves found partway up the

stem. Despite the conspicuous nature of

the bog coneflower, it was not described as

a species until 1986.

Drummond's yellow-eyed grass has an

unusual, disjunct range, growing in a few

bogs from Tallahassee, Florida, to Gulf-

port, Mississippi, then in western Loui-

siana and southeastern Texas, including at

Boykin Springs Longleaf. Another rare

species is the yellow fringeless orchid,

which until its rediscovery here, by

Bridges and Orzell, was last seen in the

state in 1950.

A few wetland trees and shrubs—such

as sweet bay, red maple, swamp red bay,

bayberry, and poison sumac—sometimes

grow in the bogs. These species are most

likely to intrude from an adjacent wetland

forest if periodic fires are suppressed.

From a geographic and biological

standpoint, the Coastal Plain of the Gulf of

Mexico can be divided into the East and

West Gulf Coastal Plain, with the Missis-

sippi River being the dividing line. Biolo-

gists have tended to regard the longleaf

pine savannas west of the Mississippi

River as impoverished examples of those

to the east. While tiiis may be true of the

shrubs and trees, the work by Bridges and

Orzell has shown that when the herba-

ceous plants of the savannas are analy

the West Gulf Coastal Plain longleal

vannas boast nearly fifty species ab

from the East.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor en

tiis of plant biology at Southern lili

University'. Carbondale. explores the

logical and geological highlights oj

156 U.S. nationalforests.

Drummond's yellow-eyed grass, abovi

only afew inches tall, grows in

scattered bogs on the Coastal Plain

of the GulfofMexico. Right: Slender

gay-feather, a member of the sunflowe

family, is confined to afew

counties in southeastern Texas.

Photographs by Alfred Schotz
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ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free book-
let available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings. 1202
Lexington Ave., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN ARTS & CRAFTS. Wildlife carvings, cal-

abashes. Write: Coramar Stewart, 166 Clinton Place,

Newarl<,NJ 07112

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, re-

quest photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads
Stage Fan Club. Inquire. Box 39, Florham Park, NJ
07932-0039

ANCIENT ART ON silk screened shirts. Cave paint-

ings, Abohginal dancing spirit women, and more!
Write for free catalog to Glyphware, Dept. 22, 10727
5th Avenue Northwest, Seattle, WA 98177

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaint-
ings, kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian
Treasures, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

INTRODUCING ALLOSAURUS- Available fortfie first lime, a
museum quality skeletal model of ttie Jurassic carnivorous
dinosaur, Allosaurus frag/fe- over 1 50 fiandcast polyurethane
resin pieces - assembles bone by lifelike bone. Completed
model is 26 inches long (1:12 scale). An illustrated review of

the literature included. Plastic kit with hardwood base - $1 75.

Completed model in bronze available. Dealer inquiries also

welcomed. Call or write for information.

801 Encino Place NE, A3, Albuquerque, NM 87102

1 800-642-9267

Books/Publications

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS—Rare and out of print

books on birds, mammals, plants, ecology, and more.
Write for free catalog: Discovery Books, 102 Geneva,
Hamilton, MT 59840

PROFESSIONAL NO FEE BOOK SEARCH Service.
Personal attention. No obligation. Kensington, P.O.
Box 582NH, Clinton, WA 98236 (206) 221-3575. We
get results!

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.
All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHG, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-
ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or out-

line for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San
Clemente, CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys.
Lawyer instructed home study. Free catalogue. (800)
362-7070 Dept. LH 124

BECOME A REAL ESTATE APPRAISER. Home
study. Earn Professional Designation. Free literature.

(800) 362-7070 Dept. RH 124

LEARN INTERIOR DECORATING. Home Study De-
velop your natural talent. Free Career Literature.

(800) 362-7070 Dept. HH 124

TheMarl^t
AN ACADEMIC
ALTERNATIVE
HOME STUDY • ENRICHMENT

• teach your child at home
• complete curriculum kindergarten-8

• no experience necessary

• traditionai, classical education

• accredited, nonprofit program

• advisory teachers available

• all materials included

• French and music courses offered

• send for free information

Calvert School
(41 0)243-6030 fax (410)366-0674

Jlept. NN72, 105 Tuscany Road, Baltimore, MP 21210^

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble prod-
ucts at home. Call toll free. 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bul-

letin lists environmental job openings throughout the
U.S. Free details: EOV, RO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-
181), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 2257S Zeno-
bia, Denver, CO 80219 (303) 936-0270

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Furniture

UNIQUE HANGING CHAIRS, Hammocks and acces-
sories, outdoor furniture. Handcrafted for 25 years,
satisfaction guaranteed. Free Brochure. 1-800-688-
8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks, Rt. 4, Box 169-NH,
Louisa, VA 23093

Merchandise/Gifts

"I V OWLS" Bumper Sticker $1 . Owl lovers' catalog
$1. 1993 Owl Calendar $13. Owl's Nest, Box
990(NH), Depoe Bay, OR 97341

miMMidS^ NATURE SONGS FOR CHILDREN

$8.95 Each Cassette
Giondpo An l f^^^ 52 00 Postage & Handling

Sings ADOUl l per Shipment (t to 4 Cassettes)

1-800-227-2712
8AM-5PM EST

MasterCard & Viso

RECYCLED PAPERS—Premium quality personal
and commercial stationery—printed or blank,
brochures, NCR sets, etc. Discounts available to non-
profit organizations. For free informational brochure
on recycled papers, paper samples and order form,

call (201) 467-4422 or write to Ace Printing Company,
RO. Box 121, Springfield, NJ 07081

IVIiscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting
friendships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony,
Box 82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Expei
the Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik'

RO. Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717)1

NEW!! 7 X 50 NIGHT-VISION BINOCULARS-
from manufacturer. Rubberized, perma-focu
mour-coated, splashproof. Lifetime Warranty. »
postpaid. Catalog $3 (refundable). Rokina ln«
tional. Suite 5H, 141 East 89th Street, NY NY 2
(212)289-1812

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS S

1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shi;

deep discounts on most popular brands of bine:

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Cat;

on request. Birding, P.O. Box 4405NC, Halfmo
12065(518)664-2011

QUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We c.7(

complete selection of brand name binocular;*
have competitive prices and all the answers tt

binocular questions. Call for our Free Binocuta

ing Guide'! National Camera Exchange, 9300
Highway, Golden Valley, MN 55427 1-800-624-J

Rentals

HAWAII VACATION APARTMENTS all islands

brochures. Paradise Management, 50 South B
nia C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife i lis

in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe »
cost camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, sli

"'

photography. Fascinating options: track gorillas

Kilimanjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swirr

snorkel and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles. " (

yachts. Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Ar

Jungle/Machu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rair

and jungle expeditions alive with dazzling birds .

cal wildlife and smoking volcanos. Small grouf i«

pert guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures ee

Brochures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest rs,

134 W. 26 St. (C) NY NY 10001.

AMAZO
.«?.'

on a 90 foot rivertxiat for a 650 mile adventure
on the Amazon Rfver! 8 days, 7 nights. $1595
includes meals, air from Miami (air from
other cities available), tours, entrance fees,

side trips, transfers, 1st class hotel, and more.
Departs Saturdays. Previous Client References
Available. Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys.
Cuscoand Machu Picchu extension available.

Sepf.5; Oct. 10; Nov. 14; Dec. 5

International Journeys, Inc. 1 -800-622-6

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical campii

faris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs,

tracking, London/Nairobi overiand, Egypt, more
24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel

Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800) 225-231 _
AFRICA! Affordable adventures that explore A J's

wildlife and cultures in depth. Excellent guideiiic

itineraries. Draw from 20 years' experience. VoyfifS

Dept. NH-7, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851. 1-80CO-

0299

iMMS]-
10 Years of GEO ^'"^ '-''^ "*''

Quality
. EXPEDiTTONs Ouiseswith

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonofa, CA 95370

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzla

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botsvia.

Zimbabwe. Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. TreiW

NY 12457 (800) 724-1221
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PPPER CANYON
Irra madre rail excursions

II 3tic train ride too canyon toige' than Ihe Gcand Canyon.

(l
ence mountain lodges, pristine pine forests, canyon treks

) 'ical depttis, waterfalls and Tarahumora Indians,

1-800-843-1060 FREE BROCHURE
3 IBUS TRAVEL, m. 12, BOX 382-B, NEW BRAUNFELS, TX 78132

GASH CANOE TRIPS, Maine and Canada,

il ^ness wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,

n js, teens. Box 71 3H, Greenville, ME 04441

695-3668

\/ ON, 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro

V ,. Remote jungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

3 a or Venezuela. Call for free

f( lation/broctiures. Terra Adventures, 70-15

ji in St„ Forest Hills, NY 11375, (718) 520-1845

——_^=^

800-741-5335
I BROCHURE CONTACT THE DREAM TEAM

R EOLOGICAL TOURS, Over 20 years of experi-

K n providing tours to unique destinations. Learn

)r t^^iaya, Pre-Columbian and Inca cultures.

u mala, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Ar-

>r! a. Customized tours also offered. Tours Interna-

)r' 1 4855 Memorial Drive 811, Houston, TX 77079

i) 13) 589-0870 (800)-247-7965

J RALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS; Na-

n liking and the Outdoors, Enjoy hiking and camp-

g faris, lodge slays, and island resorts in New
3i' id's scenic National Parks and Milford Track;

j:! lia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier

&' ='acific Exploration Co,, Box 3042-N, Santa Bar-

ItbA 93130 (805) 687-7282

^7^A/LA^s/D
JNTDONeSfA

Z(iiA*CAmeor:>iA* laos
eoLic^Kdy^cnCu^CS

Superior Croup/

R Jialog 800-397-591 7 mdependem Travel

Vrhcc^<c A^ic-lrs ALL \Va D...'

E E, BAY ISLANDS, TIKAL, COPAN, Individual-

ei nteractive vacations; English-speaking native

ji'.,; experienced travel counselors. Great Trips

iOJ 552-341

9

A RICA! Natural history adventures and family

ipAlso custom designed trips for small groups,

0) ers, Dept, NE-7, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851,
-8 633-0299

0 A RICA, The best programs by the most experi-

nc operators. Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater
afi^, wonderful beaches. Call for free
lit lation/brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15
lai m St„ Forest Hills, NY 11375 (718) 520-1845,

'IG OR DINOSAURS THIS SUMMER! Join leading
all ilologists in Western Colorado and Wyoming,
lin lations's Dinosaur Discovery Expeditions, (800)
47 503,(714)753-9630

^-TAFRICA
of GEO Tented Safaris to

^''^^. EXPEDmoNS Kenya Tanzania,

Nural History Rwanda &
T

; Worldwide. aOO 351-5041 Botswana,

P.O. Box 365&<:9, Sonora, CA 95370

i/TAAfA/TAyTA/Th

GALAPAGOS!—Excellent boats, small groups, natu-

ralist guides. In-depth natural history and photo trips

include mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin

extension. Voyagers, Dept, NG-7, Box 915, Ithaca, NY
14851, 1-800-633-0299

GALAPAGOS, Free info on-your-own Discovery

Tours/wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential

250 pp, "how to" guidebook ($16,50 postpaid), Gala-

pagos Travel, RO, Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA
95045,(800)969-9014,

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, From $1785 including air,

Ecuador/Peru options and archeological tours,

Joseph Colley. LAST, Inc, 43 Millstone, Randallstown,

MD21133 (301) 922-3116

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, CHINA, THAILAND, Tours,

treks, wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge
range of trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color

catalog, Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect SL, Stam-

ford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380

NATURE, RAINFOREST AMAZON, Birdwatching,

Divine Beaches, To the most unspoiled territories with

the most experienced tour operator, Costa Rica,

Ecuador, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, Brazil,

Aruba, Chile, Argentina, Customized tours also of-

fered. Tours International, 14855 Memorial Drive 811,

Houston, TX 77079 Fax (713) 589-0870 (800) 247-

7965

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—Galapagos:

Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure, Hi-

malayan Travel, 112 Prospect St,, Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

SOUTH AMERICA, Galapagos from economy to

deluxe, trekking in the Andes, Machu Picchu, Patago-

nia, Amazon, Conventional or remote destinations.

Come with the specialists! Call for free

information/brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15

Nansen St„ Forest Hills, NY 11375 (718) 520-1845

SPECIAL PROGRAMS: Tracking, Alpine & Winter

Ecology, Northern Lights, Bears, Wolves, Cats; Africa,

Arctic, Australia, Canada, China, US.—A Natural-

ists's World, Box 8005, Suite 357N, Boulder, CO
80306-8005 (303) 440-0902

GALAPAGOS
[$2295

4.J
^-t

Join a biologist from a major U.S. university y /

fora visit lo these renowned Islands far / ,

removed (rom civiiization. Must be able to
'

vi/all( 1 mile on trails. 3 days in Andes Mtns.

& Quito area, 7 days on Galapagos. Otavalo

Indians, giant tortoises, sea lions, blue-fooled

boobies and morel $2295 Includes all meals, air

trom Miami (air Irom other cities available), all tours.

Departs Sundays. Client References Available

Oct 17 24- Nov 7 21- Dec. 5. 26

International Journeys, Inc. 1 -800-622-6525

TRAVEL WITHOUT A CROWD! One to ten person ad-

ventures in remote areas worldwide. Amazon Explo-

ration/Camel Riding in Australia/Trekking. Dogsledding

and Skiing in the Canadian Rockies/Kayaking oft

British Columbia/Hell-Biking in New Zealand/Whale
Watching all over Free brochure. Outer Edge Expedi-

tions, 45500 Pontiac Trail, Ste G, Walled Lake, Ml

48390 (31 3) 624-5 1 40 (800) 322-5235

WHALE-WATCHING AT ITS BEST! 7-night cruise

Odyssey to the world of whales. The St. Lawrence

River is the only place outside of the Arctic where you

will sight the snow-white Beluga. ..and you can sight

Fins, Minkes, Humpbacks, and perhaps the great

Blue, Free brochure 1-800-267-7868

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3,55 per word; 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $390 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable

to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St„

New York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquiries to

Eileen O'Keefe at the above address. Please include

your personal address and telephone number, issue

preferred, and suggested category. Deadline—1st of
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Milk distribution at a marlcet in Tamil Nadu, India
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Celestial Even

Dog Days
by Gail S. Cleere

On July 1 the sun and the dog star Sinus

are in conjunction; that is, lined up in a

north-south direction in the sky. Accord-

ing to the ancients, this alignment will un-

leash the dog days—those long, hot, sultry

days of summer. Shius, the brightest star

in the sky, is found in the constellation

Canis Major, the Great Dog, just below

and to the left of Orion throughout the

winter months. As the earth orbits the sun,

Sirius becomes lost to us in solar glare by

the beginning of May. Then, after reaching

conjunction with the sun in early July, Sir-

ius begins to creep slowly back into view

in the morning twilight, becoming visible

by the latter part of August.

The idea that the hottest season of the

year is ushered in by the reappearance of

the brightest star in our sky is at least

5,000 years old. In ancient Egypt, Sirius

reappeared several months earUer than it

does today because of precession, that

slow gyration of the earth's poles, which,

with the passing centuries, causes the stars

to appear to sUp generally eastward with

respect to the sky's reference circles.

Sirius is one of the few stars identified

with absolute certainty in the ancient

Egyptian records. The star's hieroglyph

was a dog. The heliacal rising of Sirius (its

first appearance in the morning sky just

before sunrise) was a major event in an-

cient Egypt—signaling the rising of the

Nile's floodwaters. The Egyptians be-

lieved that the Dog Star, called Sothis,

brought the inundation of the river's delta,

renewing the fertility of the fields. Several

temples are oriented to the rising of Sirius.

Just before the sealing of Egypt's royal

tombs, grains, symbolic of life, were

sprouted upon an image of the god Osi-

ris—a possible source of the star's current

name (although the name appears to be de-

rived most directly from the Greek for

"sparkling"). Even the ancient Egyptian

calendar measured the year from one heli-

acal rising of Sirius to the next.

By the time of the ancient Greeks and

Romans, however, Sirius had lost favor as

the bringer of Ufe and was thought to bring

forth only fever and madness. Homer

compared the glint on the armor of

Achilles to the blaze of the Dog Star and

further went on to tell us how unhealthy it

was: "His burning breath taints the red air

with fevers, plagues, and death." In the

eighth century B.C., the Greek poet Hesiod

wrote: "When Sirius parches head and

knees, and the body is dried up by reason

of heat, then sit in the shade and drink."

Virgil instructed the farmer to sow his mil-

let at the star's heliacal appearance and

wrote in the Aeneid: "The Dog Star, that

burning constellation, when he brings

drought and diseases on sickly mortals,

rises and saddens the sky with inauspi-

cious light." Indeed, the Romans set about

sacrificing young dogs to the star when it

began to approach the sun's twilight glow

in May, and it was they who coined the

phrase dies canisulariae, or "dog days."

In medieval Europe, at about the time

Sirius was appearing in the sky, the

"spirit" of the first grain of summer was

thought to take on the form of a dog.

among other beasts. Dante spoke of "the

great scourge of days canicular." And
Shakespeare set the start of his tale of

Romeo and Juliet at this time of the year.

In this story of passion, temper, and "star-

crossed" lovers, Benvolio says: "In these

days is the mad blood stirring."

During the nineteenth cenmry, a small,

faint companion star was found orbiting

Sirius. Called the Pup, Sirius B became

one of the first white dwarf stars ever clas-

sified as such (1925). Now both sire and

pup continue to dog us throughout the

long, hot days of summer.

The Planets in July

Mercury reaches its greatest elonga-

tion east of the sun on the 5th and is there-

fore visible just after sunset early in the

month. On the 1st, watch for the tiny sliver

of the crescent moon passing just below

the planet.

Venus rides very low in the western sky

at sundown late in the month and is just

barely visible in twilight. As the year pro-

gresses, Venus climbs slowly into the

evening sky.

Mars rises between approxima|

1:00 and 2:00 a.m., EDT, as July >

gresses. During the month, the red pla

moves in an easteriy direction amonjie

stars of Aries and Taurus, and by mor's

end, it is in Taurus between the Plei s

and Hyades clusters. On the night olie

24th-25th, the waning crescent n^ia

passes between Mars and the Pleiadcf

Jupiter remains in Leo, setting witle

Lion shortly after sundown. On the t

look for the giant gas planet nearly e

west, above and to the right of the wa ig

crescent moon. Jupiter sets about o

hours after the sun at midmonth, shi

brightly at a respectable -1.8 magnitu

Saturn rises about an hour after si a

at midmonth and by midnight is co^

niently placed in the southeast in C )•

comus. On the 16th, watch as the wa is

gibbous moon passes just above

lovely ringed planet.

.Uranus and Neptune both reach c

sition in July: the former on the 7th

latter on the 9th, rising as the sun set! lu

setting as it rises. These planets re is

within 2° of each other, just above ai to

the left of the "handle" of the Sagitt B

teapot. On the 14th, viewers in ea-ra

North America can watch as the full r «

occults Neptune low in the southwe iii

sky just before sunrise.

Pluto continues its slow orbit arc id

the sun (actually about 7,000 mph) as

the border of the constellation Libra, di

in the south at sunset. The planet ren os

closer to us than Neptune does and v I'l

reclaim the distinction of the most di ni

planet until 1999.

The Moon reaches first quarter or u

6th at 10:43 p.m., EDT; full moon ol r^

on the 14th at 3:06 p.m., EDT; last-qu a

moon falls on the 22d at 6:12 RM., El-

and new moon occurs on the 29th at
''

p.m., EDT.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular asiii-

omy and is a founding member ojv

International Dark Sky Associationvn

organization dedicated to preserving'^

skiesfor astronomy.
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Some Arguments For Nuclear Energy

Are Smaller Than Others.

\round the nuclear electric plant on Florida's America's 110 operating nuclear plants satisfy the nation's growing need for elec-

|lutchinson Island, endangered wildlife don't pollute the air, because they don't tricity without sacrificing the quality of our

lave a safe haven. The baby sea turtles burn anything to generate electricity Nor do environment. For a free booklet on nuclear

latching on nearby beaches are more they eat up valuable natural resources such energy write to the U.S. Council for Energy

mdence of the truth about nuclear energy: as oil and natural gas. Awareness, P.O. Box 66080, Dept. TRll,

't peacefully coexists with the environment. Still, more plants are needed— to help Washington, D.C. 20035.

Nuclear Energy Means Cleaner Air.



American Museum
of Natural History

THE GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
AND
HIGHLANDI
ECUADOR

aboard the

20-cabin

Isabela II

January 8-20, 1993

Discover the spectacular Galapagos Is-

lands with a team of Museum experts

and naturalists/guides. Explore tower-

ing volcanos, crater lakes, lava forma-

tions and beautiful beaches. Enjoy

diverse and fascinating wildlife, in-

cluding giant tortoises, seals, sea

lions, penguins, marine and land

iguanas, boobies, albatross, flamin-

goes, Darwin's famous finches, and a

host of other animals. High in the

Andes of Ecuador, we visit the beauti-

ful city of Quito, stunning Volcano

Cotopaxi National Park, and the excit-

ing Andean market of Otavalo.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687

At the American Museum

The Prehistoric Mammals of

Charles R. Knight
Artist Charles R. Knight (1874-1953)

was a pioneer in the creation of accurate

restorations of prehistoric animals. More
than thirty of Knight's paintings and sculp-

tures of early mammals will be on exhibit in

the American Museum's Akeley Gallery

from Friday, July 24, through the end of Oc-

tober. Featured are six large paintings, de-

picting scenes from various geological

epochs, that were used as studies for

Knight's murals in the Museum's fossil

halls. Memorabilia related to Knight's life

will also be on display.

Geology and Climate Change
Recent studies of rock cores from New

Jersey point to the powerful roles played by

the motion of the planets and our moon in

effecting global climate change. Paul Olsen,

of the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observ-

atory of Columbia University, will discuss

these studies in an illustrated talk, "Using

Local Geology as a Probe of Global Climate

Change." The lecture, on Thursday. July 23,

at 7:30 RM. in the Sky Theater, is the second

in a three-part series presented by the H
den Planetarium in conjunction with the

hibition "Global Warming: Understanc}

the Forecast." Tickets are $8 ($6 for nn-

bers). For information about ticket a\

ability, upcoming lectures, and other Pk

tarium events, call (212) 769-5900.

Field Trip: Global Warming and Yoi

On Wednesday, July 15, and Wednesd',

July 22, Sidney S. Horenstein, coordiriT

of the Museum's environmental public
|

grams, will lead a workshop-field trip.

'

two-day program will examine dome
and industrial activities that release gri

house gases, as well as explore the w;

cycle process, from a garbage collec

center to a landfill area to a methane ga

cility. For information and applications.

(212)769-5310.

Planet-Walk
The planet-waUc is a 1 ,000-yard modi I

the solar system—with the earth the si2 i

a peppercorn and the sun that of a bow e

ball—devised in 1969 by astronor'-

teacher Guy Ottewell. On Sunday, Jul) 1,

The extinct ungulate Uintatherium dominates the foreground of
Charles R. Knight's painting ofan Eocene environment.



30 P.M., Robert Campanile will lead a

walking tour through this model uni-

•. Participants will meet on the Mu-

I's front steps. Central Park West and

Street. To register and for further infor-

m, call (212) 769-5566.

IREMAX

irough Saturday, October 31, Nature-

Theater will be showing Ring of Fire

i at 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. and 1:30,

and 3:30 p.m.) and Blue Planet (daily

::30 and 4:30 p.m.). Ring of Fire ex-

s the 30,000-mile circle of volcanoes

e Pacific rim, while Blue Planet pre-

film footage from four space shuttle

:s. On Fridays and Saturdays, in addi-

:o the weekday schedule. Ring of Fire

Ne Are Bom ofStars will be featured at

and 7:30 p.m.

e events take place at the American

2um of Natural History, located on

ral Park West at 79th Street in New
City. The Museum has a pay-what-

vvish admission policy. For more infor-

)ncall(2! 2) 769-5100.

Estate of Lucy Knight Steel

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

DISCOVERY TOURS
Land Adventures with Expert Lecturers

The Great Migration

in Tanzania

January 1-13, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngoron-

goro Crater, Tarangire and Lake

Manyara.

Exploring Belize

January 12-21, 1993

Chan Chich, Chaa Creek

Reserve, Mountain Pine Ridge

Reserve, Xunantunich and Am-

bergris Caye.

Treasures of West Africa

Jan. 13 - Feb. 3, 1993

Tombouctou, Dogon country,

Mopti and Bamako in Mali;

Dakar and Saloum in Senegal;

Abidjan and Senoufo country in

Cote d'lvoire.

Natural History of

Costa Rica

February 7-19, 1993

Monteverde Cloud Reserve,

Cahuita, Santa Rosa, Tortuguero

and Braulio Carrillo National

Parks.

Kenya and Tanzania

February 11-26, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngoron-

goro Crater, Masai Mara Game
Reserve, Samburu and Lake

Manyara.

Archeology of Guatemala
February 20 - March 1, 1993

The ancient sites of Tikal and

Iximche, as well as Guatemala

City, Antigua, Chichicastenango

and Lake Atitlan.

Folk Art and Archeology

of the Oaxaca Valley

March 6-14, 1993

Towns, villages and markets in

the Oaxaca Valley and the ancient

sites of Monte Alban and Mitla:

Mexico's Copper Canyon
and the Sierra Madres
March 13-20, 1993

The Sierra Madres, Copper

Canyon and the towns of Creel,

Divisadero and El Fuerte.

Archeology of the Yucatan,

Chiapas and Tabasco
March 15-24, 1993

The ancient sites of Chichen Itza,

Uxmal, Coba, Tulum, Palenque

and Mayapan.

American
Museum of
Natural

l^^ii History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in NYS
Toll-free (800) 462-8687

Mon. - Fri., 9-5 E.S.T.

I.
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The Barley Eaters of

Zumbagua
High in the mountains ofEcuador, an Old World grain is the staffof life

by Raymond Sokolov

New foods swim into our ken with

amazing frequency these days. Are they

fads or trends based on not much more

than marketing or glamour? To some de-

gree, yes, but in almost every case, the

new foods that fashion seizes on have a

down-to-earth, established role in other

cultures, and they fit into some niche or

fulfill some need in the evolving, polyglot

cuisine of the United States.

Often, new foods arrive with new im-

migrant groups. The sudden popularity of

Sichuan food in the population at large

was an indirect result of a change in the

U.S. immigration law in the sixties that

greatly expanded the chance for Chinese

to settle here. But not every new immi-

grant wave brings with it something that

Everyeater learns to love. Koreans, for ex-

ample, have established themselves thor-

oughly in New York City. Their foods are

profusely available in supermarkets and in

scores of restaurants from midtown to

thither Queens. But I know almost no non-

Koreans who have acquired a taste for Ko-

rean specialities. Certainly it would be im-

possible to talk about any aspect of

Korean food as a current fad or trend in

this country, even though, ironically, Ko-

rean grocers are making a major contribu-

tion to everyone's gastronomic well-being

with their excellent vegetable markets,

which have spread from one end of town

to the other.

But what about the exotic foods that do

make it? Like best sellers, each one has its

own special reasons for success. If it were

possible to predict the next food trend, we
would all have invested in pizza parlors.

Even hindsight is sometimes not a totally

reliable guide in such matters, since the

perceptions people in one culture have

about another can be grossly inaccurate,

which means that the reasons Americans

batten on some new food may bear very

little relation to the actual role the food

plays on its home ground. And recipes

presented as authentic in Chicago or San

Francisco may very well strike a native

consumer as literally outlandish.

On top of all that, there is the factor of

nutrition, a science whose shifting stan-

dards have pushed the consumer worried

about diet and survival in diametrically

opposite directions during the past forty

years and longer. I can remember friends

of my parents' "dieting" on steak and

pushing potatoes aside. Today, of course,

fatty red meat is a no-no in nutritionall}'

correct circles and starchy pasta is as wel-

come as a wonder drug.

In this dust storm of misinformed or

half-informed food frenzies, trend spotters

might want to note the paradoxical rise of

quinoa. Since it is almost invariably found

in health food stores, we may assume that

its main appeal is nutritional. Quinoa is

said to supply the complete protein, all by

itself. Secondarily, I think it is fair to say

that its association with the poor, op-

pressed indigenous people of the high

Andes gives it an attractive sociohistorical

flavor. Here is a food untainted by any

connection with animal fats or animal hus-

bandry, rich in all the essential amino

acids otherwise available only through

meat or carefully arrived-at combinations

of vegetables. And it comes to us from a

blameless culture surviving for cenmries

in a harsh climate permitting only a Spar-
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A Matter of Taste

Barleyfields in the Ecuadorian Andes:

a legacy of the Spanish empire
Photographs by Loren Mclntyrt



Sopa de Quinoa

'/ pound quinoa (washed)

1 pound pork, cubed

2 tablespoons cooking oil

2 tablespoons chopped onion

Salt

Ground cumin

Achiote

2 ounces ground roasted peanuts

2 cups milk

1 pound potatoes, peeled and diced

Chopped parsley

1. Combine quinoa with 2 quarts cold

water in a large saucepan. Bring to a

boil, then add the pork.

2. In a skillet, heat the oil and saute the

onion with salt, cumin, imd a few
grains of achiote until the onion is

translucent.

3. Add the peanuts and the milk to the

skillet, bring to a boil, reduce heat

uTimediately to prevent overflowing,

and simmer slowly for 5 minutes.

Then stir the entire mixture into the

"soup" from step 1

.

4. Add the potatoes and cook until ten-

der. Sprinkle with parsley and serve.

Yield: 3 to 4 servings

tan diet based chiefly on air-dried potatoes

and quinoa. Quinoa, by this account, is

good for you—and good.

As I made clear in last month's column,

I think quinoa is a dandy grain, and I be-

lieve, along with its most fervent propo-

nents, that it is good to eat, in every sense.

But, as it turns out, neither the nutritional

pitch made for it nor the ethnographic ha-

giography completely stands up to close

scrutiny.

"Concern about the complete protein is

passe," says Marion Nestle, chair of the

Department of Nutrition at New York Uni-

versity. "The low amount of individual

amino acids in vegetables is compensated

for by quantity. There are two issues, calo-

ries and variety. Most people don't realize

how easy it is to meet the recommended

protein requirement."

As Nestle points out, all vegetables

have all the dietary amino acids associated

with animal protein, although not in the

same amounts. But if people simply con-

sume enough vegetables, they will still in-

gest enough of all the amino acids, as well

as acquire enough calories for the body's

basic energy requirements. Problems arise

when people, especially children, depend

on a single food for both calories and es-

sential nutrients. For example, the classic

deficiency disease pellagra afflicted peo-

ple who ate almost nothing but com.

These ideas are borne out by the field-

work Mary J. Weismantel did for Food,

Gender, and Poverty in the Ecuadorian

Andes (University of Pennsylvania Press.

1988). She lived in the highland commu-
nity of Zumbagua, studying this rural sub-

sistence society through its food. What she

recorded is in every way remarkable.

Here at last is a full-scale anthropologi-

cal investigation of a culture built around

food for its own value as a basic part of

material culture and as an analytical lens.

Weismantel's specific findings are espe-

cially surprising. In the sensitive portrait

she draws of a village not far, but spiritu-

ally remote, from Quito, we do not see a

pristine Andean society surviving on pota-

toes and other native tubers with regular

protein supplements from llamas and

home-grown guinea pigs. In Zumbagua,

poor Indians aren't eating potatoes much
at all. They eat barley and fava beans,

mostly barley:

At the other exd-eme from the diet of the

well-to-do, who occasionally eat entire

meals that contain no barley and might per-

haps go an entire day without eating it, is the

monotonous diet of the extremely poor. In

some households, day follows day without

anything being cooked and eaten in the

kitchen except barley gruel. In fortunate

households, the potage may be flavored

with sugar or salt or a lump of fat. A
chopped onion or a few small potatoes

might be added; in season, the leaves of ad-

ventives [weeds] can be stewed together

with the grain. But I have frequently shared

meals that consisted solely of ground barley

and water.

While most children in the parish do not

appear to suffer from malnutrition, in these

households there are periods of extremely

inadequate diet. Nevertheless, this stone-

ground barley meal is far superior to its

equivalent among poor Ecuadorians who
are severed from an agrarian base: babies in

the cities eat white-flour gruel and drink

sugar water. In Zumbagua, nutritionally in-

adequate meals (I have never seen a meal in

which there was an insufficient amount of

food; it is only the full nutritional comple-

ment that is sometimes missing) are typi-

cally a sporadic occurrence.

This barley cuisine is, to an overwhelm-

ing degree, the staff of life in a depress-

ingly monochromatic diet, leaving only a

minor place for traditional Andean crops.

Weismantel says, "Barley is prepared in

two different ways: heavily toasted, twice

ground and sifted to a consistency as fine

as com starch {mdchia/inasca); or lightly

toasted and coarsely ground (arroz de ce-

bada/arrus [barley rice]). These two

foods... form the foundation on which

both diet and cuisine rest."

There is somewhat more variet\
i

poor Zumbaguan tables, but the full [.

ture given in Weismantel's study still
f ^

barley squarely in the center of mt

meals. Apparently, in the depleted soi

the region, barley is a more depends-

crop. So in this Andean fastness, insi

of some pure survival of pre-Hispii

days, the visitor finds an almost total

pendence on a grain long ago impor;

from Europe to suit the habits of the Sp

ish colonists. Evidently, the Zumbagu

manage to consume enough calories .,

supplement their barley diet with jl

enough foods to survive. I

Barley is also a staple in the worl

highest inhabited region, the Himala^i

but that is as much the Old Worid as Sp

To find barley as a staple anywhere in

New World is a surprise, but especial!'

.

X -v'*
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lome of such world-beating starch

;es as the potato and com. The fava

, another Old World import from

1, is the other main calorie source,

irony compounds itself when Weis-

el considers the place of the food of

bagua within the national cuisine of

dor.

most urban households in the coun-

le barley-centered foodways of Zum-

a are as foreign as they are to us. The
- of the popular Ecuadorian cookbook

loria Juanita shows a plate of meat,

tables, and potatoes with a mound of

; rice topped by a fried egg. Rice

nates the dish. And it is rice that epit-

es the diet that poor Zumbaguans call

te." They know about this food be-

; there are Zumbaguans who eat it.

y, perhaps most of them, are no

whiter, in their skin color or ethnic her-

itage, than the barley eaters. As Weisman-

tel explains it, whiteness in Zumbagua sig-

nifies an exotic way of life coming from

outside the village and includes all sorts of

differences. We might say that for Zum-
baguans, to be white is to assimilate into

the master culture of Quito and the coast.

And rice epitomizes that world, which

menaces Zumbaguan traditions as surely

as the imported life style of American pop

music and fast food strikes conservative

residents of Quito as a threat to their civi-

lization.

Rice is, of course, as much a legacy of

the Spanish empire in Ecuador as is barley.

And if one looks back far enough, rice in

Spain is a legacy of the Moorish conquest

of the Middle Ages, and the Moors got it

from other Islamic peoples who them-

selves were in contact with Asia. But in

the narrower perspective of a h(;useho!d

clinging to life in Zumbagua, rice signifies

the exotic, modern, cash-centered world of

"whiteness."

For us, this remote social polarity is yet

another proof of the complexity of life

even in places we tend to think of as plain,

simple, and static. 1 wonder what they

would think in Zumbagua if someone told

them that literally white North Americans

are paying several times the local cost of

rice to buy quinoa, because they think it

will bring them long lives and pure souls.

The idea is enough to make you yearn for

a big bowl of bariey gruel.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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Men reaping barley, the basic diet ofZumbagua 's poor
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Bear-back

Rider
Given Alaska's size, why walk when

you can ride? For several days in June,

this grizzly bear cub was seen cruising

the tidal flats of Kamishak Bay atop his

mother. When other bears approached or

when the cub emerged cold and wet from

a river, he bounded up to his warm,

secure perch and sometimes stayed

aboard for an hour or so, leaving his

sibling to follow along in the grass.

About four months old, the cubs had

probably been out of their den for four to

six weeks. Nursing, nibbling on tender

grass shoots, and quarreling over fish

scraps, they accompanied their mother as

she grazed on protein-rich sedge grasses

and caught early-run sockeye salmon.

Because the abundant food of the

estuaries attracts many other grizzlies, the

sow was constantly guarding her young

against other bears. Her clinging cub

posed a problem when she stood to scan

the tidal flats for threats or surged

forward to defend.her young. After a few

days of tolerating her youngster's curious

and, according to veteran grizzly

watchers, exceptional behavior, the

mother lost patience and shook the

youngster off whenever he scrambled

aboard.

—

R. A.

Photograph by

Kathy Dawson
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. BeautifuMiand painted Turtle

. Blue-green with black eyes, solid porcelain
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Dafila Scott (page 26) became inter-

ested in Bewicic's swans as a young teen-

ager, wtien, recuperating from an illness,

she observed the swans congregating on

the pond near her home in Slimbridge,

England. Her interest in these long-lived,

paired-for-life birds continues today. Scott

earned her doctorate from Cambridge
University after a study of the social be-

havior of Bewick's swans, and she has

served as a research fellow at Oxford and

as a research scientist for the Wildfowl

Trust in England. Recently, she has been

able to complement her work on wintering

swans by traveling to their summer breed-

ing grounds on the Russian tundra. Scott

plans to return to the Arctic to study com-

petition for nesting sites between Be-

wick's and whooper swans, in a collabora-

tive project with Russian scientists. In

addition to her seasonal scientific studies,

she works as a wildlife artist and in 1991

was elected to the Society of Wildlife

Artists. For more information on Bewick's

and other swans of the world, Scott rec-

ommends The Swans, by Peter Scott and

the Wildfowl Trust (London: Michael

Joseph, 1972). Essays on reproductive

success in a variety of species can be

found in Reproductive Success, edited by

T. H. Clutton-Brock (Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1988).

Well before perestroilia, Moscow jc

nalist-photographer Alexander S. Mil

sky (page 34) yearned to explore and p.

tograph the hundreds of regional culti!

that made up the USSR. After leaving f

national cultural publication Kultu

where he had worked as a senior s

writer until 1980, Milovsky set out to i.

ument the vitality of sacred traditions i

supposedly atheistic society. His n

books, including a recent German- ^

guage guide to ancient towns of Ruj

(Der Goldene Ring, 1991), feature p
tographs of churches, tribal festivals, !•

digenous arts, monasteries, and little-; [

rituals. About his article on a Siberian i-

man, Milovsky commented, "Tie

Nganasan people and their nature-s il

religion are practically unknown eve o

the Russian people. They live in a ver >

mote region, and their religion had ti o

underground for years. I was like a
y

from New York City penetrating the st :l

rites of an isolated pueblo somewhei n

the American Southwest." Recommei i

books on the subject include Siiaman i;

Soviet Studies of Traditional Religio n

Siberia and Central Asia, edited by f r-

jorie M. Balzer (Armonk: M. E. Sht :,

1990), and Siwmanic Voices: A Sun'i ij

Visional-}' Narratives, by Joan Hal -t

(New York: NAL-Dutton, 1979). w,h

includes a first-person narrative l a

Nganasan shaman.
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Sue Boiiiski (page 42) grew up in Wis-

consin, playing in the woods and watching

the deer, ducks, and squirrels that lived in

them. Her life, she says, is still pretty

much the same, except that the rich diver-

sity of plants and animals in the tropical

rain forests where she works makes her

fieldwork several magnitudes more fun

than her childhood roamings. The fun is

tempered, however, by the realization that

the rain forests are fast disappearing:

forests she visited in Costa Rica only four

years ago are gone. Boinski has recently

completed field studies of the vocal be-

havior of squirrel monkeys, capuchin

monkeys, and golden lion tamarins. While

she expects to continue this work, she also

hopes to coordinate another long-term

ecological study of squirrel monkeys, this

time with a population in northern South

America. Boinski is now an assistant ad-

junct professor in the anthropology de-

partment of the University of Florida in

Gainesville; the study reported on in the

present article, however, was written while

she was a staff fellow in the Laboratory of

Comparative Ethology at the National hi-

stitutes of Health in Maryland. For addi-

tional reading, she recommends Five New
World Primates, by John Terborgh

(Princeton: Princeton University Press,

1984), and Frank H. Bronson's Mam-
malian Reproductive Biology (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1989).

While teaching in Germany in 1968,

Allen Guttmann (page 50) attended a

soccer game in Berlin's Olympic Stadium

and marveled at the spectacle of 50,000

fans going wild over a sport that is practi-

cally ignored in the United States. This led

him to wonder about the relationship of

sports to culture, and the result has been a

series of books devoted to sports history

and sociology. His studies encompass the

modern Olympic Games, spectators,

women's sports, and the difference be-

tween ancient and modern sports.

Guttmann recently completed an English

translation of Sports and Games of An-

cient Egypt, by Wolfgang Decker. A pro-

fessor of English and American studies at

Amherst College, he now plans to exam-

ine the diffusion of modem sports from

England and America as a case of cultural

imperialism. For additional reading he

recommends Athletics of the Ancient

World, by E. Norman Gardiner (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1930).

In a photograph taken by her hush;

Tony, Kathy Dawson (page 76) rests

n

the cliffs of Round Island, a sanctuarn

Alaska where walruses congregate on -

beach. She photographed this moii

"Natural Moment" on one of her ni

trips to remote locations in the Alas

bush. Having been an aerial mapping p

tographer, Dawson has logged ni;

hours in the air and continues to fly r

Piper Super Cub from her home in ^
chorage to the isolated parts of the sj

that she loves best. Now a free-lance

ture photographer and writer, Daws(

work has appeared in many wildlife

news magazines. She is also the field

tor for Alaska magazine. Currently, sh

photographing in the Arctic Natio

Wildlife Refuge and collaborating v|

her husband on a book about grizzlies,

imals that have intrigued her since her

visit to Alaska's McNeil River StateW
life Sanctuary in the 1970s. To capture

grizzlies on film, Dawson used a Nikon

and a 400mm telephoto lens.

i
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MustWe Shoot Deer^

to Save Nature?
Alas, nature can 't manage most nature reserves without our help

by Jared Diamond
I

Last October I spent a magically beauti-

ful, but painfully upsetting, day in Fon-

tenelle Forest near Omaha. On a flood-

plain in a loop of the Missouri River stood

a climax forest of magnificent tall oaks,

shagbark hickories, and lindens at the

peak of their fall colors. In the last warm
weather of autumn, the forest pools were

teeming with America's loveliest water

bird, the wood duck, while frogs basked

on logs and deer browsed through the for-

est. From an overlook on a ridge rising out

of the floodplain, the great river shone

through the mist in the distance.

The silence, and the scene's peaceful

magic, let me imagine that nothing had

changed for thousands of years. I could

easily forget that Fontenelle Forest is just a

1 ,300-acre reserve left from the Missouri's

formerly extensive floodplain forests,

most of which have long since been de-

stroyed in the cause of human progress.

Around the reserve stretch suburbs and

farmlands, an artificial landscape against

which Fontenelle Forest stands in contrast

as if stamped out by a cookie cutter.

For the survival of the forest today, we
can thank the Fontenelle Forest Associa-

tion, a private nonprofit organization

founded with the stated goal of preserving

the forest in its natural state. Without any

help from tax dollars, Omaha citizens

raise money from private sources and

serve without pay as directors. The associ-

ation's rule 1 for visitors to the forest

reads, "All plant and animal life is strictly

protected"; rule 2, "No hunting, fishing, or

weapons." The underlying philosophy for

operating the reserve is one of no manage-

ment, no interference by humans.

I wish I could report that these efforts

were safeguarding the future of this m
derful ecosystem. They were not, an( ui

was the painfully upsetting part o n\

visit. Closer examination of the fssi

showed that all the oaks, hickories, ncl

lindens were mature trees; 1 saMii

seedlings. On the forest floor wereiw

acorns and hickory nuts needed fohe

forest's continued regeneration. The ''

felt like visiting an apparently thr

country and suddenly realizing that i a

inhabited mainly 'by old people, anc lai

most of the infants and children had id.

While I expected to find dense thi %
under the scattered crowns of the «ai

trees, the forest understory was actua so

open that I could walk through most it.

Most of the saplings were species ke

ironwood and hackberry, which are.o-

neers in disturbed environments id

which reproduce themselves by v d-

blown seeds or tiny fruits rather th^b)

big nuts. Ecologists would describik

forest as in reverse succession: no hi

usual pattern of shrubs yielding with a
to saplings yielding in turn to tall old l ».

but the reverse. What's going wrong itli

Fontenelle Forest?

A significant part of the answe in-

volves the deer I saw browsing in their-

est. In the Omaha area, as througu;

much of the Midwest and East, dee k

becoming abundant, thanks to our un-

tended help. We provide the equivale ol

supermarket conditions for deer by bi k

ing the landscape into the habitat moio

that they prefer, planting crops on wi:li

they feed, and eliminating the big c?ii-

vores that used to keep down their nn-

bers. The deer contribute to prever-ig

Fontenelle Forest's regeneration by e;tig

2 N.^TURAL History 8/92



is and nuts, from which new oaks and

iries would sprout, and by browsing

IS and low saplings. Deer thereby in-

tly affect most of Fontenelle's other

and animal species as well. Under-

bird species that would normally

I or winter at Fontenelle are declining

, as are butterflies, which depend on

rstory plants for food, and wintering

Ipeckers and jays, which feed on

n nuts. The forest understory is

ging a nursery for oak and hickory

ings into a haven for "deer-proof

s, such as poisonous snakeroot and

ing netdes.

lis tragic situation arose out of the

jnelle Forest Association's laudable

y of noninterference. Specifically, the

nation has rejected proposals to con-

leer numbers by shooting the animals.

Me can understand why this proposal

athema: it's diametrically opposed to

, 1 and 2 for reserve visitors, and to

; one feels the guiding ethical prin-

ts of nature preservation should be.

^ine trying to explain to Sunday visi-

why they shouldn't even pick flowers,

e the reserve's directors are shooting

y at the deer! Alas, rules 1 and 2 are

;by frustrating the association's de-

id ultimate goal of "preserving Fon-

lle Forest in its natural state." The for-

s instead becoming degraded,

ontenelle exemplifies the paradox un-

ying a bitter policy dispute affecting

but perhaps the largest wilderness

s. This paradox is that the twin goals

oninterference with nature and of pre-

ing pristine natural habitats are incom-

ble. Both wildlife managers and con-

ation biologists are being forced to
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acknowledge that nature resen'es can't be

left to nature alone to manage.

When I began to be active in conserva-

tion biology eighteen years ago. my as-

sumption, like that of many of my col-

leagues, was that our guiding principle in

managing nature reserves should be

"hands off." For hundreds of millions of

years before the rise of humans, nature

managed just fine in preserving the

world's biodiversity. Our own disastrous

impacts are the very reason that we now

have to be setting up nature reserves at all.

Since even wildlife managers admit that

they don't possess a fraction of the knowl-

edge they need in order to manage ecosys-

tems well, we felt that the first nile of na-

ture reserve "management" should be to

eliminate human interference.

This laissez-faire philosophy of reserve

management may be reminding readers of

Ronald Reagan's laissez-faire economic

philosophy (get government off the backs

of business, and business will do fine).

This week, when the formeriy healthy sav-

ings and loan association where I've

banked for the last twenty years joined the

hundreds of others that have collapsed, I

became painfully aware of the disastrous

consequences of laissez-faire economics.

Laissez-faire doesn't work for nature re-

serves either. It has produced some spec-

tacular and well-publicized disasters, such

as the degradation of Kenya's Tsavo Na-

tional Park, where park policy forbade

shooting elephants even when they be-

came so abundant that they began to de-

stroy their own habitat. Similar disasters

were averted at some other national parks

only by "culling" (euphemistic for killing)

elephants and other large mammals, a re-

pugnant policy of last resort. Today, U.S.

conservationists debate whether to shoot

deer in Gettysburg National Military Park

and bison and elk in Yellowstone National

Park.

Why doesn't a laissez-faire policy work

for nature reserves? Why can't they be left

again to nature, as they always used to be?

The simplest answer to these questions

can be given for reserves that have already

lost a so-called keystone species—that is.

a species of overwhelming importance to

ecosystem function because it directly and

indirectly affects habitat structure and the

abundances of many other species. Into

this category fall especially the top carni-

vores (such as lions and grizzly bears) and

the big herbivores that they eat (such as

zebras and elk). If these keystone species

are gone, what we're trying to preserve is

no longer the pristine self-sustaining

ecosystem that nature could manage unas-

sisted, but an already collapsing ecosys-

tem incapable of sustaining itself. Big

predators reduce prey numbers not only

by killing but also by making it too dan-

gerous for prey to forage in many places or

at many times of day. (Do you think i n

the elk you saw foraging in Yellowstoi s

open meadows in broad daylight wo;d

have dared to do that if wolves had bn
around?) Big herbivores in turn contil,

by their grazing and browsing and tr;i*

pling, the habitat on which mice, flowis^

and butterflies depend. Thus, suiprisinjig

it may at first seem, grizzly bears ptt

foundly affect butterfly abundance.

The classic example of mismana

ment of keystone species in the Uni

States was the disastrous sequence

events on the Kaibab Plateau north of

Grand Canyon, where thousands of mo
tain lions, wolves, coyotes, and bohi.

were killed early in this century in an

fort to protect 3,000 Rocky Mount n

mule deer. The effort succeeded so vll

that deer soared in numbers to nea

100,000, severely overgrazed the vegi.

tion, and destroyed populations of m; \

other species before most of the d r

themselves died of starvation.

A similar chain of events unfolded i

South Africa's Hluhluwe-Umfolozi 1
-

serve, where the practice of vermin C' -

trol prevalent early in this century nei

.

exterminated all the top carnivores (lie

spotted hyenas, cheetahs, and Afrii

hunting dogs). This led to the number;

zebras, wildebeests, and nyala soaring i

of control, with such undesired result!' s

overgrazing, soil erosion, and river si -

FonteneUe Forest, bordered an the north by the Missouri River,

is surrounded byfannland and Iwusing.
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tion; drastic declines in the rhinoceroses,

waterbucks, bushbucks, and blue duikers

because of habitat changes and competi-

tion; and local extinction of thirteen bird

species dependent on the now-degraded

grassland and river-edge habitats. The re-

serve managers were eventually forced to

begin shooting zebras and wildebeests and

to go to the expense of reintroducing the

lions and cheetahs that they had worked so

hard to eliminate. The Hluhluwe-Um-

folozi story will sound painfully familiar

to recent visitors to Yellowstone National

Park, where our shooting-out of wolves

and mountain lions caused elk numbers to

soar to the high levels that we now see.

Competition with all those elk helps ex-

plain why you probably won't see the

bighorn sheep and deer that used to be

more numerous in Yellowstone.

The disappearance of major predators

provides one easily understood reason that

the surviving rump communities within

reserves may not be viable without our in-

tervention. Now we have to control prey

numbers, the former task of keystone car-

nivores. We also must deal with intro-

duced pest species that can change habi-

tats (and reserves) drastically. Notorious

examples include the feral goats that have

stripped bare much of the vegetation on

the California Channel Islands, visible on

a clear day from my home in Los Angeles;

and the pigs and rats that are still at work

exterminating the native plants and ani-

mals of Hawaii. Some people who would

otherwise advocate hands-off manage-

ment agree that it's proper to try to elimi-

nate introduced pest species.

But such decisions are especially

painful when the pest species is a native

one that formerly lived in or near a reserve

and whose numbers have skyrocketed be-

cause of human activities. For example,

one of the greatest threats to the survival

of Kirtland's warbler, confined as a

breeder to jack pine habitats of Michigan,

is nest parasitism by another native bird

species, the brown-headed cowbird, which

has profited by the spread of farms and

pastureland. Moved by the plight of Kirt-

land's warbler, most bird watchers have

accepted the painful necessity of an ongo-

ing program that annually traps and as-

phyxiates thousands of cowbirds. The

cowbirds have fewer defenders than do

Fontenelle's deer, because they're less

cute, and also because they threaten the

survival of an entire species rather than of

a local ecosystem.

Even reserves that retain their native

species and haven't acquired pest species

usually need ongoing human management

because the area within the reserve is not

ecologically self-contained. We stamp

down our cookie cutter, convert every-

thing outside the reserve boundaries to

wheatfields, and—lo and behold—life

within the reserve is supposed to go on un-

changed. In reality, of course, life within

the reserve was always sustained by

processes originating outside the reserve,

so that even the world's largest wilderness

areas are not self-sustaining. The most ob-

vious example of such processes is the ar-

rival of waterbome and airborne nutrients

from beyond the reserve's boundaries.

Less obvious but equally indispensable

are arrivals of new animal "colonists."

Small populations depend on immigrants

to rescue them if they temporarily go ex-

tinct and to prevent inbreeding. A popula-

tion of even as many as 100 animals is at

risk. That's roughly the number of grizzly

bears in Yellowstone, of African hunting

dogs in Kruger National Park, and of lions

in Hluhluwe-Umfolozi Reserve. But tiv

reflect what 100 animals mean: roughl\0

males and 50 females; perhaps 20 of e h

may be of breeding age; many of those ()

are siblings or cousins, so they're geni

cally equivalent to perhaps 8 unrelated
j

imals; but only a couple of those anir

succeed in producing most of the sur

ing young. This quick calculation il|

trates why populations of even 100

mals are at great risk from inbreeding.

Because of inbreeding, the few rem^

ing elephants of South Africa's Addo ]

tional Park tend to be without tusks, I

lions of Tanzania's Ngorongoro Crzj

may be losing their immune resistancto

diseases, and the wolves of Michiga s

Isle Royale National Park are becomg

infertile. To combat the risk of inbreed"

and promote exchange of genes. So

Africa's conservation agencies now

vote a substantial fraction of their bud

to airlifting rhinos and other large m;

mals between reserves. Crazy as it nv
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sound. I foresee the day when grizzly

hears will have to be airlifted between

Glacier National Park and Yellowstone.

Still another reason that cookie cutter

reserves can't be self-sustaining is that

some species used to migrate seasonally

across what are now boundaries. Birds can

continue to fly across a reserve's bound-

aiies, but flightless mammals face prob-

lems. If the reserve is unfenced and the

mammals wander outside into the sur-

rounding farmland, they're likely to be

shot. If the reserve is fenced, the mammals

are forced to remain inside in all seasons,

and if they're big herbivores, they may

end up degrading the habitat. In what is

now Kenya's Tsavo and Amboseli na-

tional parks, elephant populations used to

migrate in and out seasonally. But when

migration across the parks' boundaries be-

came difficult, elephants overgrazed and

destroyed the woodlands. Even South

Africa's giant Kruger National Park began

to be damaged by wildebeests when erec-

tion of a fence around the park severed mi-

gration routes. Human management of

Kruger's wildebeests by shooting them

now replaces nature's former management

by migration.

Once again, Yellowstone raises these is-

sues in acute form, as its soaring elk and

bison populations spill out of the park in

winter. The National Park Service can't

just allow its elk and bison to breed with-

out limit and then let those animals be-

come someone else's problem when they

invade adjacent ranches in the winter.

With justice, ranchers hold strong views

about those invasions, especially because

brucellosis carried by bison can infect cat-

tle. Pictures of your friendly park ranger,

his trademark hat in one hand and a smok-

ing gun in the other, standing beside the

bison calf that he has just shot, don't fit our

National Park Service's self-image. But

the Park Service can't escape public anger

by subcontracting the dirty work of shoot-

ing bison calves to other marksmen.

Unfortunately, we can't wriggle out of

the odious task of managing nature re-

serves, even if all that we want to do is to

maintain their status quo. The smaller the

reserve, the more dependent it is on nat-

ural processes formerly originating out-

side its boundaries, and the more we'll

have to intervene. Can our management

efforts at least work toward the target of

maintaining something like a "pristine

condition," whatever that is?

The emerging answer to this question,

too, has been painful to conservation biol-

ogists. For most of the earth's surface ex-
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cept Antarctica and some remote islands,

the concept of a pristine condition is ficti-

tious, because humans have had an impact

on species and habitats for thousands of

years. The pristine prehuman condition

can't be restored; all we can do is to select

one of many possible human-modified

conditions as our tai^get.

To appreciate this dilemma, again con-

sider Yellowstone. Some have said that

Yellowstone should be restored to its "nat-

ural" state as of 1 872—the year that it was

declared a national park—and then main-

tained in that state. But Europeans had by

then already been modifying Yellowstone

species and habitats for many years, by

trapping beavers and other activities. Then

should we instead restore Yellowstone to

its state as of 1492, just before Europeans

reached the New World? But Native

Americans, like all other peoples, greatly

affected their environments and had been

modifying Yellowstone by hunting and by

lighting fires for at least 10,000 years.

Should we instead aim at restoring Yel-

lowstone to its state as of 11,500 years

ago, just before ancestral Indians arrived

in the lower 48 states? That's an unattain-

able target, because the climate was differ-

ent then, and because the disappearances

of many big mammal species coincided

with (were caused by?) that first arrival of

Indians. We can never repopulate Yellow-

stone with its mammoths and saber-

toothed cats because they're extinct. We
could still repopulate it with its original

lions and cheetahs, but you can imagine

how ranchers who object to the proposed

reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone

would feel about lions and cheetahs.

In short, for most of the earth there is no

pristine state, unaffected by humans, to

which we can point—at least, none that

we could attain again. Instead, we must

choose one among many human-altered

states for our management efforts. We
can't duck out of that responsibility by

electing not to manage a reserve at all, be-

cause inaction is in effect a management

choice, often carrying heavy conse-

quences. Our choice involves difficult de-

cisions about values, and we'll undoubt-

edly want to make different choices for

different nature reserves.

For example. South Africa has elected

to surround Kruger National Park and the

Hluhluwe-Umfolozi Reserve with fences

and to manage them for maximal diversity

of life, even though Hluhluwe-Umfolozi

is really too small to sustain a full suite of

big carnivores. That decision will prob-

ably mean, among other things, having to

i

bring in more lions periodically. The nn

agers of another small, fenced Sat

African reserve, Rooiport, decided ncti

maintain large carnivores or other "i»

gerous" big mammals, like elephants 4

buffaloes. That commits them to maip

ing the many herbivore populations

j

shooting. But Rooiport thereby becan i

reserve where it's safe for humans to v |

around, whereas in Kruger you are stri
^

forbidden (for your own protection) to|

out of your car. Rooiport doesn't mfe

mize biodiversity, but it has its own m i|

cal beauty. After a day of walking thro I

Rooiport, my dreams that night were fi |

with replays of the antelope pounding
|

me in endless herds.

The corresponding policy decisions f
Yellowstone are now being bitteriy

bated. Some people feel that Yellowst

should be managed for maximal biodi'

sity. In particular, they note that Yell

stone and Glacier are the only two park

the lower 48 states large enough to sus

populations of our two top carnivo

wolves and grizzly bears. That chc

would mean reintroducing wolves to

lowstone and perhaps occasionally airp

ing in some grizzly bears to prevent

breeding. But Yellowstone's grizzly bi

already pose public relations probl<||

and constitute real dangers to the safet

hikers. The National Park Service is re

tant to compound this problem by br

ing in wolves and thereby outrag

neighboring ranchers. But without woi

and grizzly bears, the Park Service

eventually have to outrage the public

"culling" elk and bison. The Fonten

Forest Association faces a sim

dilemma: it can shoot deer or it can lei

magnificent forest go on being degrade

It's easy for me, as a biologist with|

personal responsibility for these choic

to say that Yellowstone and Fontem

should both be managed for biodivers

I'm not the one who will have to explaii

the public why they can't pick flowers i

reserve where deer are shot, or why tl

should accept some dead sheep and hik

as a reasonable price to pay for the sa

faction of maximizing biodiversity,

comes down to what you, the public, W£

[Note: While reading the galley proofs

this piece, I leaiTied that the Fontene

Forest Association has decided to devel

a plan for active management of its fore:

Jared Diamond teaches physiology

UCLA Medical School and practices a
servation biology in Indonesian M
Guinea.
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Sweetness and Light
According to Aesop, the bee ranged through every comer ofnature

to furnish "mankind with the noblest of things"

by Stephen Jay Gould

"Sweet is pleasure after pain." This

motto will be familiar to all, but I venture

that few readers will know the source. The

line is a paean to Bacchus, as voiced by

soldiers to celebrate the joy that can follow

a fight:

Bacchus, ever fair and young.

Drinking joys did first ordain.

Bacchus' blessings are a treasure.

Drinking is the soldier's pleasure. .

.

Sweet is pleasure after pain.

John Dryden's Alexander's Feast,

source of these lines, tells the story of

music's power over the emotions. (Dryden

wrote the poem as an ode to Saint Cecilia,

patron of music. Several composers set the

verses for chorus and orchestra; Handel's

version of 1736, written thirty-six years

after Dryden's death and quoted above, re-

mains a staple of the choral literature.)

Alexander the Great, with a woman at his

side and a glass from Bacchus in his hand,

listens to Timotheus playing his lyre and

succumbs to every emotion that the great

musician evokes:

Sooth'd with the sound, the king

grew vain,

Fought all his battles o'er again,

And thrice he routed all his foes,

And thrice he slew the slain.

The phenomenon of replaying old tunes

is pervasive in our lives and cultures. And
how could it be otherwise, for talented

folks are many, but the good tunes few. Al-

fred North Whitehead commented that the

entire European philosophical tradition

"consists of a series of footnotes to

Plato"—by which he did not accuse his

colleagues (and, by implication, himself)

of stupidity or plagiarism, but merely

noted that truly great problems are evident

and finite and therefore properly delin-

eated (if not solved) by the first compre-

hensive thinker of extensive record.

Alexander, at least, vaguely knew what he

was doing—even if he was drunk, emo-

tionally manipulated, and playing the old-

est of all games in embellishing war sto-

ries (a hundred bucks says he could never

have bested my late Uncle Milton in that

genre).

Better stories, more ripe for satire in

Dryden's mode, arise from unconscious

rediscovery—especially when people, in-

toxicated with the excitement of a novel

personal insight, think that they have just

discovered an ancient truth for the very

first time. A lovely example of this phe-

nomenon has been circulating of late

through the "letters to the editor" section

of the leading British scientific journal.

Nature.

On January 16, 1992, Zakaria Erzincli-

oglu of the zoology department of Cam-
bridge University wrote to complain most

vociferously about a false and harmful use

of language:

One of the most absurd and persistent mis-

uses of words in science is the use of the

word "ancient" to describe species that

flourished millions of years ago.... The
truth is that organisms that lived long ago

are "young" relative to those alive today.. .

.

The animals themselves are not ancient in

any sense at all. They died out a long time

ago when the Earth was young. Why do we
persist in misusing the term in this way?

Ralph Estling then responded on Febru-

ary 20. (British periodicals do have a ten-

dency to go on and on with disputes of

such quirky interest but Umited imp

Some regard the tradition as cranky; 1

1

it charming.)

From our point of view which is gener

the coordinate system we favor, trilob

and Aristotle are both; they were here e.

(earlier than we were), younger than we
but from our habitual standpoint of look

back through time from where we happe

be at the moment, they are ancient

therefore older than we are.

Now I have no quarrel whatever \

Estling's pluralistic judgment, and I

:

agree with Erzinclioglu's closing p(

that choice of words is neither tiivial

arbitrary:

What does it matter whether we call e;

life "ancient" or not? It can be said that

merely a convention and that it is sh

pedantry to split hairs over this matter,

not believe so. Words can play subtle tri

in the mind and any scientific word !,

might lead us astray in our thinking rr

surely be replaced with one that is m
subtle.

I enter this fray to make a histori

point, not ajudgment. This dispute may

a goodie, but it is also a real oldie. (

protagonists, in fact, have just redisci

ered one of our most ancient

youngest?) linguistic wrangles, a clas

paradox of our fiterary traditions. Fran

Bacon made the canonical statement,

Latin epitome, in his Advancement

Learning (1605): Antiquitas saeculi,

ventus mundi (or, roughly, "the good (

days were the world's youth"). He la

expanded this theme as aphorism 84 of 1

Novum Organum. {The Organon is a &

lective title of Aristotle's treatises on log

In claiming to start things again with
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New Organon. Bacon displayed his char-

acteristic flair for self-promotion):

The old age of the world. . . is the attribute of

our own times, not of that earlier age in

which the ancients lived; and which, though

in respect of us it was the elder, yet in re-

spect of the world it was the younger

This puzzle became a major issue in

British seventeenth-century thought and

polemic for an interesting reason, centered

on the origins of modem science, that I

shall soon illustrate via Jonathan Swift.

Scholars referred to this problem as the

Baconian Paradox. Robert K. Merton, our

leading sociologist of science, has traced

the history and uses of this debate in his

wonderful book On the Shoulders of Gi-

ants (first published in 1965 and continu-

ously in print ever since). Merton grants

Bacon the classical formulation but finds

earlier hints and partial statements ranging

from Giordano Bruno right back to the

apocryphal book 2 Esdras of the Vulgate,

or Latin Bible. Merton also documents a

history of later rediscovery, with credit

claimed for originality each time—a con-

tinuing tale with a new chapter now added

from Nature. Jeremy Bentham, for ex-

ample, left this aphorism among his unfin-

ished papers (published posthumously in

1824): "What is the wisdom of the times

called old? Is it the wisdom of gray hairs?

No.—It is the wisdom of the cradle."

Unlike Alexander's slaying of the slain,

I can offer no resolution of this issue to ac-

company my documentation of its venera-

bility. The seventeenth-century debaters

were right; Bacon's observation is a true

paradox—that is, a seemingly self-contra-

dictory or absurd statement that happens

to be true. We get different answers from

two equally proper and justifiable vantage

points. Trilobites are both young (looking

up from the origin of multicellular life)

and old (looking back from 1992). Both

perspectives, from both ends, are "cor-

rect"—and they do contradict. As with all

the classical paradoxes that so fascinate

and frustrate us, we both wince at and

revel in Bacon's dictum because it embod-

ies one Of the inherent ambiguities of our

complex lives. Just a week after Estling's

response to Erzinclioglu, Rossini reached

both his 200th and his 48th birthday on

Februaiy 29, 1992 (yes, 48 and not 50;

1800 and 1900 were not leap years in our

Gregorian calendar). Frederick, the pirate

apprentice, subject to the same ambiguity

(and faced with the prospect of bondage

until his 21st birthday at age 88—not 84

because 1900 wasn't a leap year), gently

touched the heart of this predicament in

W S. Gilbert's words: "How quaint the

ways of paradox! / At common sense she

gaily mocks!"

So why bother with this story at all? Is

my correction and commentary any more

than worthless pedantry and antiquarian

"gotcha"? So might we judge this entire

tale if Bacon's paradox did not illustrate

such a central episode in the history of sci-

ence and continue to prompt our attention

to such an important issue today. Why did

R. K. Merton bother to trace Bacon's para-
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"The bad news is they're all dark meat."

dox, and what are the "shoulders of

ants" (in his title) anyway? Merton's bi

is a delightfully whimsical search thro

history—he gets all the way back

Bernard of Chartres in 1 126—for the

gin of a quotation usually attributec

Isaac Newton (from a letter he wrots

Robert Hooke): "If 1 have seen farther,

by standing on the shoulders of giants.'

Merton shows, Newton was staking

claim to linguistic novelty but merely

peating a phrase so widely regarded

common property that it demanded

quotation marks. Merton had two lai

purposes beyond the sheer intellectual

of romping through centuries in searcl

a phrase. First, he has spent a good slu,

his career studying the phenomenon

"multiples" in scientific discovery. (

mythology venerates the lone genius

most great innovations arise several tin

often in virtual simultaneity (the calcu

by Newton and Leibniz; natural select

by Darwin and Wallace). What better

lustration for the social context of kno

edge than a documentation of thoughts

pervasively "in the air" that several srr

people pull them down at the same tir

And what gentler illustration than a gi

quotation, supposedly the unique props

of a singular genius but actually a cc

mon phrase for a millennium?

Second, Merton 'is an expert on I

most fascinating period of the seventee

century when the concept of progn

prompted by the beginnings of mod
science, first became a dominant motif;

driving force in Western culture. Dw;

on the shoulders of giants may have bi

kicking around as a metaphor of mode^

(or false modesty) for centuries, but Ne

ton and his seventeenth-century c

leagues elevated this image to new pv

tige and familiarity because it epitomi;

the ambivalence that any intellectual m
feel in a world that sees itself as contii

ally improving: namely, how can we f

homage to the past while still acknowlec

ing our superiority? Dwarfs on the sho

ders of giants is nearly ideal for such a p

pose: we can praise our forebears as (

intellectual superiors, while still mainta

ing that we now stand on higher ground

Bacon's paradox, of course, just fi

tures another facet of the same imagery

and Merton treats this phrase as a si

sidiary theme to dwarfs and giants,

some ways. Bacon's metaphor is ev

more biting, particularly if you wish to c

fend the rights of dwarfs (moderr

against the supposed wisdom of the giai

(ancients). If those giants were just lit

12 Natural History 8/92



|ls in the world's youth, perhaps they

l:ren't so transcendently brilliant—and

I'haps we modems, with our gray beards

the earth's old age, are the true reposito-

s of accumulated wisdom.

As a scientist, I feel the tug and rele-

nce of these twinned metaphors (dwarfs

rsus giants, and ancient times as the

•th's youth) because their potent im-

;ry is a product of the world that my
|i)fession helped to create. Debate on the

i;inparative values of past and present did

;i dominate our discourse until histori-

[) m and the notion of progress became

iramount in Western traditions—and

I

'se seminal ideas first arose with force

j

ring the seventeenth century, when the

ginnings of modem science and com-

;rce conjured up visions of steady and

ixorable improvement. Why worry

3ut whether the past was old or young if

le mns in the repetitive cycles of Plato's

eat Year and does not either advance or

p-ess? Bacon's paradox only has mean-

; in the world constructed by science.

In the seventeenth century, all these

irling issues came to a sharp focus in a

;pute that evoked great passion then

d, in only slighdy modified form, now

gulfs the academy again—the "battle of

; books," or the relative merit of ancient

d modem leaming and literature. (The

venteenth century pitted Aristotle

ainst Descartes; now we counterpose

; canon of "great books" by DWEMs

—

ad, white, European males—against a

are diverse contemporary literature.)

)nsider the seventeenth-century context

the original battle: Latin and Greek

formed the cornerstone of the curriculum;

the learning of ancient Greece and Rome
set an unsurpassable standard for all that

would ever arise afterward (remember that

the Renaissance received its name, mean-

ing "rebirth," for attempting to recover,

not to exceed, the glories of classical civi-

lization).

Thus, the original battle of the books

contrasted a curriculum of Greek and Ro-

man classics with an attempt by mod-

ernists to grant equal (or greater) status to

contemporary works of literature, philoso-

phy, and science. Bacon himself supported

the moderns and used his paradox to good

effect, invoking the obvious simile of

time's passage with the accumulation of

knowledge in human aging:

And truly as we look for greater knowledge

of human things and a riper judgment in the

old man than in the young. . .so in like man-

ner from our age. . .much more might fairly

be expected than from the ancient times,

inasmuch as it is a more advanced age of the

world.

For contrast, let us turn to the most fa-

mous defense ever penned by the other

side—the brief for the ancients embodied

in Jonathan Swift's wonderful and cele-

brated satire of 1 704, A Full and True Ac-

count ofthe Battle Fought Last Friday Be-

tween the Ancient and the Modem Books

in St. James's Libraiy, usually called, for

short, the Battle of the Books. All might

have been well if the two parties had made

a concordat and kept to their own proper

spaces. But the librarian had fostered dis-

cord by intemperate mixtures in shelving.

As with nearly everything in Swift, the

satirical reference is to something contem-

porary and specific, not universal and ob-

vious. Swift comments here on an attempt

by one of his colleagues to brand many of

the fables attributed to Aesop as modem
interpolations—hence meriting a reshelv-

ing of this ancient on the other side:

In replacing his books, he was apt to mis-

take, and clap Descartes next to Aristotle;

poor Plato had got |wilh| H()bhs...and Vir-

gil was hemmed in with Drydcn.

(Note how the source of my opening line.

Swift's unloved colleague, becomes a pri-

mary symbol of modernism in this pas-

sage.)

Early in the text, both sides use Bacon's

paradox to advance their respective argu-

ments. (Swift, in a marginal note inserted

at this point, explicitly places Bacon's ar-

gument in the context of disputes between

early and recent leaming by writing: "ac-

cording to the Modem Paradox"):

Discord grew extremely high, hot words

passed on both sides, and ill blood was plen-

tifully bred. Here a solitary ancient,

squeezed up against a whole shelf of mod-
ems, offered fairly to dispute the case, and

to prove by manifest reasons, that the prior-

ity was due to them, from long posses-

sion.... But these [the modems] denied the

premises, and seemed very much to wonder,

how the ancients could pretend to insist

upon their antiquity, when it was so plain (if

they went to that) that the modems were

much the more ancient of the two.

The bulk of Swift's text describes the

actual battle, with his own sympathies for

the ancients scarcely hid—as in this pas-

sage, where Aristotie misses the inventor

enture
•orsGui'^
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of "the modem paradox" but kills Des-

cartes instead (as the greatest French mod-

em falls into the vortex of his own theory):

Then Aristotle observing Bacon advance

with a furious mien, drew his bow to the

head, and let fly his arrow, which missed the

valiant modern, and went hizzing over his

head; but Descartes it hit: the steel point

quickly found a defect in his head-piece; it

pierced the leather and the pasteboard, and

went in at his right eye. The torture of the

pain, whirled the valiant bowman round, till

death, like a star of superior influence, drew

him into his own vortex.

But Swift introduces the actual battle

with a verbal curtain raiser—a three-page

gem that forms one of the greatest ex-

tended metaphors in all Western literature:

the dispute of the spider (representing the

modems) and the bee (the ancients). In the

library, a spider dwells "upon the highest

comer of a large window." He is fat and

satisfied, "swollen up to the first magni-

tude, by the destmction of infinite num-

bers of flies, whose spoils lay scattered be-

fore the gates of his palace, like human
bones before the cave of some giant."

(Swift, I assume, did not know that males

of most orb-weaving spiders are small and

do not build webs—and that his protago-

nist is undoubtedly a "she." So for I

matter, come to think of it, is the indus

ous bee, also a "he" in this text.)

Swift leaves us in no doubt about the

tended comparison; the spider, spirin

such a mathematically sophisficated v

from his own innards (and not relying

an external source of succor), is a sci

fific modem:

The avenues to his castle were guarded v

turnpikes, and palissadoes. all after

modern way of fortification [Swift's italii

After you had passed several courts,

came to the center, wherein you might

hold the constable himself in his own lo

ings, which had windows fronting to ei

avenue, and ports to sally out upon all oc

sions of prey or defense. In this mansion,

had for some time dwelt in peace
plenty.

A bee then flies in through a brol

pane and happens "to alight upon one

the outward walls of the spider's citadf

His weight breaks the spider's web,

the convulsions of the resultant turn

awaken the spider, causing him to mn
in fear "that Beelzebub with all his

gions, was come to revenge the death

many thousands of his subjects, whom
enemy had slain and devoured." (A n

1

"There 's no inscription. We 'II probably never brow whether it 's Ozymandias or Lenin



•uch. Beelzebub, a popular name for the

';vil, is literally "lord of the flies.") In-

;ad, he finds only the bee and curses in a

Vie called Swiftian ever since:

,

plague split you...giddy son of a whore.

Could you not look before you, and be
' mned? Do you think I have nothing else

' do (in the Devil's name) but to mend and

pair after your arse?

The spider, calming down, now takes

> his intellectual role as a modem and ex-

iriales the bee with the crucial argument

)m his side: you advocates of the an-

;nts are just pitiful and unoriginal drones

lio can create nothing yourselves but can

ily forage among other people's antique

'sights (the flowers in the field, including

;ttles as well as objects of admitted

:auty). We modems build new intellec-

al stmctures from the heart of our own

:nius and discovery:

hat art thou, but a vagabond without

luse or home, without stock or inheri-

nce? Bom to no possessions of your own,

It a pair of wings, and a drone-pipe. Your

'elihood is an universal plunder upon na-

re; a freebooter over fields and gardens;

id for the sake of stealing, will rob the net-

; as readily as a violet. Whereas I am a do-

esfic animal, fumished with native stock

ithin myself. This large castie (to show my
iprovements in the mathematics) is all

lilt with my own hands, and the materials

;tracted altogether out of my own person.

The bee then responds for all devotees
" ancient learning: I borrow but cause no

urn in so doing, and I transmute what I

)rrow into new objects of great beauty

id utility—honey and wax. But you,

hile claiming to build only firom your

Nn innards, must still destroy a hecatomb
' flies for the raw material. Moreover,

Dur vaunted web is weak, temporary, and

Dhemeral, whatever its supposed mathe-

latical beauty (while the distillation of

icient knowledge endures forever). Fi-

ally, how can you claim virtue for a prod-

ct of your own spinning if the material be

oison based on your own gall and the ef-

;ct thereof destmction?

visit, indeed, all the flowers and blossoms

f the field and the garden, but whatever I

oUect from thence, enriches myself, with-

ut the least injury to their beauty, their

mell, or their taste. Now, for you, and your

kill in architecture, and other mathematics,

have litde to say: in that building of yours,

lere might, for aught I know, have been

ibor and method enough, but by woeful ex-

erience for us both, 'tis too plain, the mate-

lals are naught, and I hope you will hence-

3rth take warning, and consider duration

nd matter, as well as method and art.

You boast, indeed, of being obliged to no

other creature, but of drawing and spinning

out all from yourself; that is to say, if we
may judge of the liquor in the vessel by

what issues out, you possess a good plenti-

ful store of dirt and poison in your breast;

and, tho' I would by no means, lessen or dis-

parage your genuine stock of either, yet, I

doubt, you are somewhat obliged for an in-

crease of both, to a little foreign assis-

tance.... In short, the question comes to

this; whether is the nobler being of the two,

that which by a lazy contemplation of four

inches round; by an overweening pride,

which feeding and engendering on itself,

turns all into excrement aiid venom; pro-

duces nothing at last, but fly-bane and a

cobweb; or that, which, by an universal

range, with long search, much study, true

judgment, and distinction of things, brings

home honey and wax.

No one has ever said it better in nearly

300 years since. Most thoughtful people

come down somewhere between the bee

and the spider, but extremists on both sides

are still using the same arguments. Current

partisans of the spider claim that the "great

books" of traditional learning (now in-

cluding such former modems as Swift and

his Gulliver's Travels) have become both

unreadable and irrelevant for modem stu-

dents—and might as weU be dropped (or

lightly retained as a few excerpts for a lick

and a promise) in favor of direct engage-

ment with modem literature and science.

At worst, they may actively disparage the

old mainstays as nothing but repositories

of prejudice written by that biased subset

of humans called white males.

Current partisans of the bee can dis-

pense worthy platitudes about upholding

standards and retaining a canon univer-

sally validated by endurance through so

much time and turmoil. But these good ar-

guments are so often accompanied by

blindness, or actual aversion, to the scien-

tific and political complexities that perme-

ate our daily lives and that all educated

people must understand if they are to be

effective and thoughtful in their profes-

sions. Moreover, defense of the great

books is too often a smoke screen for po-

litical conservatism and maintenance of

old privileges (particularly among folks

like me—white professors past fifty who
don't wish to concede that other kinds of

people might have something important,

beautiful, or enduring to say).

How can we resolve this ancient debate

from the youth of time? In one sense we
can't, at least to anyone's clear victory, for

both sides have good arguments, just as in

Bacon's paradox that once epitomized the

ongoing argument. But an obvious solu-
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second offame

by-

Gary Hush,

student

There was something odd happening on

Hollywood Boulevard the other day.

This will not be news to many of you.

In addition to fourteen robed cultists

selling roses and a tour bus from Tupelo,

Mississippi (all carrying maps to the stars"

homes), a man was traveling at 15 mph

wearing half a pair of pants and holding a

curious electronic device.

It was Gary Hush, on skates, carrying

the Nikon N6006, participating in what

many call just another day in Southern

California.

How normal it all must have seemed.

Mr. Hush is a photography student and

crack roller skater from the Art Center

College of Design in Pasadena.

He was using the Nikon N6006 because

it is a very sophisticated SLR that also

happens to be easy to use. Mr. Hush, you

see, is averse to slamming into parked cars

or robed fanatics while fiddling with /stops.

Neither forgive. Unlike the N6006.

Should you feel you are doing something

wrong, you simply push two buttons and

r
Gun' Hush.

Full-time student.

R>rt-time skater.

Immortalized on

Hollvnood Blvd. by

the Nikon N6006.'

The N6006: built-in

fill-flash, autofocus,

interchangeable

Nikkor lenses. Call

I-800-NIKON-35

for afree booklet.

©1991 Nikon Inc.

the camera will revert to totiiliy automatic.

Its autofocus works quickly and accu-

rately in light as dim as a single candle.

You control the N6006 with a multi-

button keypad and a command dial next to

your thumb.

It has Spot Metering, Center-Weighted

Metering, and Nikon's exclusive Matrix

Metering, which reacts instantly to rapidly

changino light conditions or fast action.

See ihe N6006 at aitrhorized Mkon Dealer.':.

Jtisr look for this svnibol. For more about ««_.
Itie N6006 and llw benefits ofllie exclusive l?*^'
Nikon MasterCard, call l-SOO-NIKON-35. ^*^

invoked a feature called Rear Curtain

Sync, which, well, basically puts a blur

behind a moving subject.

The N6006 also has our legendaiy lens

mount, so you can use nearly every Nikkor

lens made since 1977, including more

than twenty autofocus Nikkors made with

our own glass and coatings. They are the

Look out! Man with a cane ahead!

Got him.

There's even a built-in flash with 28mm

coverage. Mr. Hush brightened his lovely

legs (and aren't we all glad he did) by

powering up the flash one stop and adjust-

ing exposure compensation on the camera

minus 1.3 stops to retain sidewalk detail.

To create the sense of motion, he

same lenses carried by nearly seven out of

ten professionals who use 35mm.

The N6006, however, is the Nikon we

recommend when your mind is on photog-

raphy and your body is on something else.

Like vacation. Or a safari. Or skates.

Uwk out!

TV mom at one o'clock ! f'f®,^-
\\fe lake Ihe workft
grealesl pictures.'

Got her See?



II n stares us all in the face if only we

I uld overcome the narrowness and paro-

I iality that leads any partisan to fortify

1 ; barricade. The answer has been with us

i
ice Aristotle in the ancient days—in the

tn of the "golden mean." It speaks to us

lenever the still, small voice of reason

;onciles two warring parties by com-

lling attention to good points on both

les. It lies embodied in a famous epi-

m of Edmund Burke (1729-1797),

ce a modem in the original battle, but

w an arch-conservative among the

»VEMs: "All government—indeed,

ery human benefit and enjoyment, every

tue and every prudent act—is founded

compromise and barter." We must hy-

dize the bee and the spider, and then, in

od Darwinian fashion, select for the

st traits of both parents in a rigorous

jgram of good breeding (education).

le spider is surely right in extolling the

:hnical beauty of his web, and the ab-

: lute need for all contemporary people to

derstand both the mechanics and aes-

;tics of its structure. But the bee cannot

faulted for insisting that fields of well-

dlled wisdom await our entirely benign

ploitation for enjoyment and enlighten-

jnt, and that we would be utter fools to

pass such a rich store.

I can argue the virtues of both sides,

t since I live in the world of science and

perience its parochialities on a more

stained and daily basis, I feel more im-

lled to advance the bee's cause. Distilla-

m may be biased, but anything that en-

ires for hundreds or thousands of years

t least in part by voluntary enjoyment

ther than forced study) must contain

mething of value. No one celebrates di-

rsity more than evolutionary biologists

:e myself; we love every one of those

illion beetle species, every variation of

'ery scale count, every nuance in the eol-

ation of feathers. But without some
)mmon mooring, we cannot talk to each

her. And if we cannot talk, we cannot

irgain, compromise, and understand. I

n sad that I can no longer cite the most

)mmon lines from Shakespeare or the

ible in class and hold any hope of major-

/ recognition. I am troubled that the pri-

lary lingua franca of shared culture may
)w be rock music of the last decade—not

jcause I regard the genre as inherently

iworthy but because I know that the lan-

jage will soon change and therefore sow

lore barriers to intelligibility across gen-

ations. I am worried that people with in-

iequate knowledge of the history and lit-

ature of their culture will ultimately

become entirely self-referential, like sci-

ence fiction's most telling symbol: the

happy fool who lives in the one-dimen-

sional world of pointland and thinks he

knows everything because he forms his

entire universe. In this sense, the bee criti-

cizes the spider properly—an ephemeral

cobweb "four inches round" is a paltry

sample of our big and beautiful world. I

can't do much with a student who doesn't

know multivariate statistics and the logic

of natural selection; but I cannot make a

good scientist—although I can forge an

adequate technocrat—from a person who
never reads beyond the professional jour-

nals of his own field.

I give the last words to Swift. When the

bee and the spider finish their dispute,

Aesop steps up and praises both parties,

who have "admirably managed the dis-

pute between them, have taken in the full

strength of all that is to be said on both

sides, and exhausted the substance of

every argument pro and con." But he then,

as befits his station and status, supports the

bee. A person who ignores accumulated

wisdom perishes in his own thin web:

Erect your schemes with as much method
and skill as you please; yet if the materials

be nothing but dirt, spun out of your own
entrails (the guts of modem brains) the edi-

fice will conclude at last in a cobweb: the

duration of which, like that of other spider

webs, may be imputed to their being forgot-

ten, or neglected, or hid in a comer.

Aesop ends by praising the bee and in-

venting a proverb that forms one of the

loveliest conjunctions in English. I began

this essay with a rough saying about

sweetness; I end with the most noble trope

on the same word. Did you know that the

phrase "sweetness and light"—the ab-

stractions of honey and wax—entered our

lexicon of sayings as the culmination of

Swift's defense, via Aesop, for the ex-

tended hive of our greatest intellectual tra-

ditions?

As for us, the ancients; we are content with

the bee, to pretend to nothing of our own,

beyond our wings and our voice: that is to

say, our flights and our language; for the

rest, whatever we have got, has been by in-

finite labor, and search, and ranging through

every comer of nature: the difference is, that

instead of dirt and poison, we have rather

chose to fill our hives with honey and wax,

thus fumishing mankind with the two no-

blest of things, which are sweetness and
light.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Long Lake Fens, Colorado
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Near the dwindling mining town of

Ward, Colorado, a well-maintained Forest

Service road climbs steadily westward to-

ward the Continental Divide, the bound-

ary between the Adantic and Pacific wa-

tersheds. A backward glance to the east

reveals the Great Plains, here only twenty

miles from the Divide. After passing

Brainard Lake, a popular recreation area

and campground, the road ends at the

Long Lake parking lot. Long Lake lies a

little beyond, within the Indian Peaks

Wilderness, a 43,000-acre region adminis-

tered by the Arapaho and Roosevelt Na-

tional Forests. The wilderness gets its

name from several mountains more than

12,000 feet tall, including Arikaree,

Navajo, Apache, Shoshoni, and Pawnee.

The trail to Long Lake begins in a small

patch of subalpine forest. Engelmann

spruce is the dominant tree at this eleva-

tion, 10,521 feet, while thickets of the

wiry-stemmed, pale-green-leaved bil-

berry, a relative of the blueberry, occupy

much of the understory. A myriad of

shade-loving mountain wildflowers—in-

cluding a blue Jacob's ladder, a white

East ofthe Continental Divide, Long

Lake, left, isfed by abundant snowmelt.

Above: Elephant's head grows in wet,

open habitats.

R. and J. Pollock
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Long Lake Fens

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Arapaiio and Roosevelt National Forests

240 W. Prospect

Fort Collins, Colorado 80526

(303)498-1100

lousewort, a yellow arnica, and twisted

stalk (a cream-colored, lilylike flower)

—

brighten other parts of the forest floor.

The trail soon emerges into a huge

opening containing Long Lake, with a

backdrop of towering mountains more
than 13,000 feet above sea level. The high

peaks within view include Mount Navajo

to the west on the Continental Divide and

Mount Audubon to the northwest. As it

approaches Long Lake, the trail divides.

One branch continues west along die north

side of the lake, the other leads south

across a bridge over bubbling South Saint

Vrain Creek. Hikers can walk around the

lake either way or turn off to more remote

destinations. One route leads across the

Continental Divide at Pawnee Pass, while

another goes to Isabelle Glacier, a nearby

reminder of the Ice Age glaciers that

sculpted the region.

Immediately east of the bridge, in a

shallow depression carved out long ago by

glaciers, lies a five-acre meadowlike area

kept moist by the seepage of groundwater

fed by the abundant snowmelt. This type

of wet meadow is known as a fen because

the water has become alkaline (a result of

flowing through limestone rock). A nar-

row band of the shrubby flat-leaved wil-

low, growing in foot-deep standing water,

20 Natural History 8/92

forms the fen's tangled border. Within,

spongy, moundlike hummocks of assorted

flowering plants overiie a gradually built-

up foundation of sphagnum moss. Shal-

low rivulets of cold water separate the

hummocks into tiny islets.

Near the fen's edge grow a tiny purple

gentian, a magenta-flowered shooting star,

and the remarkable elephant's head,

whose purplish flower is an excellent

replica of an elephant's head, complete

with trunk. The fen's interior contains an

astounding collection of grasses, sedges,

and rushes, many of fliem rare, all of them

adapted to a cold, wet habitat and short

growing season of no more than three and

a half months. The most common grass is

the tufted, bluish-tinted hair grass. An oc-

17 ^

casional white, fluffy head of narr(

leaved cotton grass (actually a sec

stands a foot above the other vegetat

Various sedges belonging to the ge

Carex, none more than six inches

make up most of the rest of the vegetal

The Carex sedges are perennials wh
underground rhizomes store an abund;

of carbohydrates to fuel the plants dui

the short growing season. The rhizoi

also stabilize the plants in their so]

habitat. In six black-headed species, c

scales surround the plants' tiny, petal

flowers, giving the flower clusters a bl

appearance and absorbing heat. In this

even the flower heads of the somew
taller Nebraska sedge appear black,

though at lower elevations they are m
typically brown.

A second fen lies west of the trail, i

narrow strip along the soutii edge of L(

Lake. A fringe of subalpine forest alonj

southern border provides shade for a ni

ber of species that do not survive out in

open. Among them are another bla

headed Carex sedge, white marsh m
gold, and Parry's pink primrose. Also (

tinguishing this fen are isolated patche:

fine, yellowish gravel covered by ab

one inch of clear water. Although rr

plants find this wet, rocky ground inh

pitable, two diminutive rushes grow hi

each barely four inches high.

\

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor em
tiis of plant biology at Southern lllit

University, Carbondale, explores the I

logical and geological highlights of

156 U.S. nationalforests.

7"-;:- V /^' : .'/. 1^

A black-headed sedge of the genus Carex, above, mingles

inconspicuously with rose crown. Right: Early spring growth

provides the first hints ofgreen to the openfen east ofLong Lake.
Kent and Donna Dannen
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Nature Unforced
"Picking wild berries is the sweetest and best ofour vagrant summer pleasures'

by Ronald Jager

It's a nice way to live,

Just taking what Nature is

willing to give,

Notforcing her hand with

harrow andplow.

—Robert Frost

"Blueberries"

Although I write from New England,

where Robert Frost harvested blueberries

and gathered poetry along with his crop,

some of his strongest lines invariably yank

me back to Michigan, my native state, and

to prosaic thoughts of huckleberries. Sud-

denly it's Michigan in the early forties

again. We are a Missaukee County farm

family of seven. Lingering Depression

and advancing World War are in the air,

and so is the squeak of rusty windmills,

the rattle of horse-drawn mowers, the dust

of country roads, and the long, receding

hooting of trains cruising through McBain

on the way to Cadillac. Picking wild

berries is the sweetest and best of our va-

grant summer pleasures, the fruit some-

times abundant beyond belief. It's a nice

way to live. If we had to drive some dis-

tance to get them, so much better the

berries, so much stronger the mystique.

Although berry picking was a regular

part of our family routine, we did not take

it lightly, approaching it rather in the rare

high spirits of a picnic-in-the-offing, al-

most a festival, aware that gathering from

these unharrowed, unplowed fields was a

serious part of our domestic economy.

Three or four times a summer, berry pick-

ing was our excuse for a full-scale family

outing, a respite from the routines of hay-

ing and hoeing, and satisfying as a diver-

sion even if the berry crop was a bust.

Adapted from Eighty Acres: Elegy for a Family Farm, by

Ronald Jager. Published by Beacon Press. Copyright ©
1990 Ronald Jager.

Huckleberries in July and blackberries in

August were what we sought, and there

were years when my mother canned more

than a hundred quarts of them.

These berries grew profusely in the ex-

treme eastern and northem edges of the

county, exotic areas known to us simply as

the "Plains"—large cutover timber tracts

of an earlier generation, the soil too poor

ever to have been farmed, now partly

growing up to scmb oak, jack pine, and

wild berries.

On the appointed day, as determined by

the neighborhood grapevine report on the

berry crop, or by the calendar, or simply

by our success as children at badgering

our parents, we prepared for the excursion

by tying a ten-gallon cream can on the rear

bumper of the '32 Chevy, fastening it se-

curely with recycled baling wire at the

bottom and binder twine at the top. That

can would hold the berries, for there would

be no room inside the car. We equipped

ourselves with a recycled Karo syrup pail

apiece, and if we were to be gone through

midday, my mother and sister prepared a

stack of sandwiches. A green gallon jug

made of light metal and heavy crockery al-

ways went along filled with Kool-Aid.

The blackberry Plains was an hour's

drive to the north, the huckleberry Plains

an hour to the east. ("Plains," like "oats,"

was often treated as a singular word.) En

route to the Plains we stopped at a grocery

store to buy bologna to put into our sand-

wiches; we also bought chewing gum to

shore up our willpower. Gum was rare at

home and forbidden in school and was

therefore one of the minor attractions of

the occasion. The family rule about berry

picking was concise: pick first, eat last.

The gum made compliance easy, since

you can't chew gum and eat berries at the

same time. Fathers did not chew gum;

they chewed Red Man tobacco. Mothf

went without, needing no props to susti

their willpower. Kids went straight

Black Jack gum.

Having secured the bologna and Bla

Jack, we headed toward the Plains, eve

tually tuming off the gravel road intc

twisting, sandy lane, a pair of ruts that h

started hfe long ago as a lumbering ro

and was now kept open by hunters a

gatherers and others similarly unauthi

ized. We seldom saw other cars in the

remote Plains, miles from the nearn

farm. We parked the Chevy under a tn

inhaled the pungent air, distributed Bla

Jack and syrup pails, sampled the Ko
Aid, and then scattered to the four wir

in pursuit of adventure and berries—to s

what nature was willing to give.

In the huckleberry Plains, the landsca

and flora were utterly different from ari

thing in our neighborhood. Here was s

too sandy, too dry to support a decent sc

Young jack pine and small white oak a

huge white pine stumps of Michigai^

golden timber age flanked intermitte

clearings where shadbush, bracken, ai

sweet fern formed a framework for m
lions of low huckleberry bushes. Anthi

and deer trails and fox dens and horr

nests and bird songs were different fro

what we knew at home. The rich ambian

of the Plains in high summertime, its eei

silences and wildness, its beloved seer

of sweet fern and of hot sun on dry pii

needles, still mingles in memory with tl

taste of warm blue huckleberries.

If the regions near the parking place hi

been picked over, we would wander f

afield—all except my mother. This w.

one of the rare times when there wasn't

volunteer baby sitter among us older si

lings, for we had learned that the fun so(

goes out of trying to keep a huckleberr
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fanatic two-year-old from stuffing his face

with a cheerful blend of green berries and

leaves. Returning with full pails, we often

found that Mother, besides baby tending,

had filled and emptied her pail already,

having found excellent picking nearby.

She told one of her secrets: "My mother

taught me to pick with both hands, like

this. Watch." We watched. Impossible: too

many fingers, leaves, bushes to keep track

of. "Just work at it; it'll come." It came.

But not right away, not that year.

Inevitably, there were times when we
went to the Plains and found almost noth-

ing. Once, searching for huckleberries, we
were wandering about in circles of frustra-

tion among the barren bushes, appalled at

the thought of going home to the hoeing

fields, when we found some tall bushes

loaded down with deep purple berries.

This was strange fruit but not forbidden,

so far as we knew. We tasted them cau-

tiously, and when we were not struck

down in our tracks, we tried more. They

were tart and juicy, rather intriguing. We
bent the bushes and filled our pails with

the strange berries, staining our hands in

their juices a deep, dark purple. Just taking

what nature was willing to give, we
brought the berries home, cooked some up

into a sauce, and pronounced the results

okay. We then urged Mother to try the de-

finitive experiment, which was a pie.

By this time we were calling the new

fruit by a Dutch slang name that, although

it probably was not our family's invention,

may never have been committed to writ-

ing until now—the berries were "smeer-

pootjes." (If this name were translated,

which I don't recommend, it would come
across as something like "little hand-stain-

ers.") Well, smeer-pootjes pie passed our

critical palate test very well: maybe not

quite up to the scale of huckleberry pie, a

very lofty standard, but not bad at all, in a

lean year.

It was probably decades later that we
identified the plant as shadbush, or June-

berry, a many-specied genus (Amelan-

chier) of the rose family. The chief differ-

ence between the New England shadbush

and the Michigan varieties is evident only

in July: in New England the berries nor-

mally shrivel into hard and seedy little

beads, tasteless and barely capable even of

staining your hand, suitable at best for bird

food; but in Michigan, if the rains come in

season, the berries often turn into juicy

and tasty smeer-pootjes, suitable for ersatz

huckleben-y pie.

Once my father and I were far from the

car, picking blackberries side by side with

pails nearly full, when we came upon a

berry patch so copious and lush with ripe

fruit that it brought tears to our eyes. Here

were gifts far beyond what our pails could

possibly hold. "I have an idea," said Dad.

"The car's quite a ways off—you want to

wait here while I go as quickly as I can to

empty the pails? Then you can guide me
back here by calling." / stay here? I didn't

want to say no. Off he went with our full

pails, telling me emphatically to stay right

there. I sat down to wait. Endless acres of

silence spread out in every direction. I was

all alone amid the blackberries, and the

berries were all alone amid the vast, m -

terious Plains.

What if Dad didn't find the car, just ka

on walking? Did he ever get lost? Dar.l

Boone said that he'd never been lost. It

he admitted that he had been bewildeil

once for three days. I was bewildered -

ready; lost might be next. In the midst f

the Plains, where only God and the bii-

and the blackberries could see me, I i

and pondered. Did birds ever get lo.'

How did they find south when they hadr

go? Which way is north? Could I find i

car if I had to? How would I know h>

Blackberries, ripe and unripe
John Shaw: Bruce Coleman. Inc.
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,iig I had to wait before I had to do some-

ing? The blackberries around me
emed to shrink.

i
The Plains was a light and airy region:

;any clearings, few large trees, scarcely a

I
rest, not intimidating. Still, I had no idea

all where I was or where anything was.

II the flat and open terrain of our farm

immunity we could always at least tell

lections, for we were seldom out of sight

roads and fields that ran north-south

id east-west. Now a sense of direction

id place, when I wanted to lean on it,

Tiply wasn't there at all. It took about

'0 hours to get through the next twenty

inutes. But I mark that remote spot in

ne as the point where I first began to

ink that there are two kinds of people:

ose who have an inner compass and

ose who do not.

To have an inner compass is to have, for

ample, a ready answer to the question,

Tiich way seems north? Those with the

impass have a mental quirk by which the

ick of their mind is always busy noting

rections, making corrections, generating

instant low-level interest and informa-

)n about north-south-east-west. In con-

ist, those without an inner compass can

ove for days, even through unfamiliar

aces, entirely heedless of directions;

)rmally they simply don't care about

em. People with inner compasses do

ire; for them the difference between

)rth and east has a vividness like the dif-

rence between left and right.

None of this is based on scientific ob-

rvation—just careful observation. It's

'ident that those with an inner compass

ive a certain advantage and bear a certain

irden. The advantage is that the compass

often uncannily right and a powerful

ly in finding the way, whether one is

lixed-up downtown or wandering

irough the blackberries in the Plains. The

urden is more mysterious. The inner

impass may sometimes point the wrong

ay or even get stuck off course. (I knew

man who moved to a new state and there

)und his directions mixed. He couldn't

X it. Day after day the sun rose in the

3Uth, set in the north: for nine months his

'orld was always distressingly ninety de-

rees askew. Then he returned to Michi-

an and had to releam to trust his intu-

ions, which were in tune again.) To those

/ithout the inner compass, this could not

appen, and, indeed, it usually strikes

iem as a preciously loony problem; they

imply consult the objective facts about

irections and make the mental correction.

To psychology and sociology I leave it

to discover, if they can, how much of this

is true; and to philosophy to help resolve

the quandary, if it can, of what facets of the

inner compass belong to nature and what

to nurture.

Very faintly, my father's distant voice

drifted from the vastncss into the direc-

tionless patch of Plains where 1 kept vigil

with my blackberries and my thoughts. 1

bellowed in response and waited. Silence.

Exultation and despair. Then another call,

then another, and then I guided him in; and

then the blackberries, which had shrunk to

insignificance, swelled out again to lus-

cious fullness. We quickly filled our pails

once more, and then we tossed away our

Black Jack and Red Man and filled our

stomachs. Those blackberries loom in

memory as being as thick as a man's

thumb and almost as sweet as jelly, the

standard against which I forever measure

blackberries. When we were ready to go.

Dad, pointing, said, "We'll head off that

way, just a little to the right of the sun, and

when we get to the third clearing we'll

bend more south." We did that, and the

route led directly to the car.

From that day I began to pick up on the

fact that fostering one's own compass in-

volves drawing habitually on all kinds of

data, slant of the light and shape of the ter-

rain among them, and on cultivating in fa-

miliar territory, and inadvertently at first, a

lively roster of mental habits, mental map-

pings. In time it became a point of pride

among us—my father, brothers, friends

—

to work our way through strange forests

without becoming disoriented, a skill that

can become a sixth sense of forester and

hunter, or even of the wandering berry

picker. Those of us who grew to adulthood

on a mental landscape that nurtured an

inner compass have probably lost the abil-

ity to shake it off; everywhere it shadows

our steps, unforced, like a gift of nature,

whispering directions, quietly pointing.

We were in no hurry to leave the rich-

giving Plains. We had filled our contain-

ers, filled our stomachs, nearly filled our

souls. When we got home we were com-

fortably behind schedule, a reminder that

the day had been unusual. By the time the

chickens were fed and the eggs gathered

and supper prepared and consumed and

the cows milked and the milk separated

and the calves and pigs fed and the dishes

done and the table cleared and the toddler

packed off to bed, it was dusk. But fresh

berries do not keep, certainly not in a hot,

closed cream can, so they had to go into

the canning jars tonight for processing to-

morrow. Blackberries would go almost di-

rectly into the Mason jars with only the

most cursory sorting needed; but huckle-

berries required more attention, since

young, unskilled two-handed pickers also

collect refuse with the berries. We had to

sort the good fruit from the chaff.

Imperceptibly, these excursions off the

home grounds became parables for us, in-

advertent and unrecorded as such, but not

without effect—tokens of the larger ad-

venture of life. The Plains that seemed so

vast and giving, so unbounded, so alive

with the scent of mystery, yielded a sweet

and simple berry harvest, certainly, and

something far beyond that too. There, if

anywhere, were intimations that some-

where we might gather where we had not

sown; there too were hints of uncharted

territories of the future where we could no

longer take our bearing from serene and

cozy farmscapes but would have to extract

it hopefully from the scattered data in a

larger, wilder world, from the source and

direction of light, and from an inner com-

pass, probably nurtured unconsciously,

but yet mysteriously aligned, one might

hope, with the encompassing moral order.

But we had to get the chores done. That

accomplished, we assembled around the

kitchen table, dishpan heaping full of

huckleberries as centeipiece, each of us

equipped with a flat tray, its bottom cov-

ered one tier deep with berries. The kero-

sene lamp above the table, the kitchen's

only light, was suspended by an adjustable

chain; so we pulled down the lamp until it

brooded low over the berries, until its

round glass globe had combed all the su-

perfluous light down off the kitchen walls

and gathered it on the table directly in

front of us all. Seated in the pale glow of

that family circle, heads bent over the

berries, arranged in our best Norman
Rockwell pose, we might have appeared

to be praying. But no; that we had done al-

ready. We were moving the berries from

one vessel to another, from cream can to

dishpan to sorting tray to Mason jars, per-

forming the last of the simple ceremonies

of the harvest, carefully picking over the

entire batch, tray by fray, getting the last

fragments of the Plains out of our berries.

Getting the Plains, temporarily, out of our

system, too. Tomorrow would be hoeing

and haying again. But we were also clos-

ing in on the next day's huckleberry pie.

It's a nice way to live.

Ronald Jager, a former professor of phi-

losophy at Yale Universit}'. is cwrenrly a

free-lance writer living in Washington.

New Hampshire.
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Science Lite

Food for Thought
Act globally, think locally

by Roger L. Welsch

I know you've seen more than enough

about global warming. My editor at Nat-

ural Histoiy told me so: "Welsch, I hope

you're not planning to do something on

global warming. Our readers have seen

more than enough about global warming."

That is like telling someone not to think

about the word elephant—for days, the

poor guy will think of nothing but ele-

phant, right? So for weeks, my mind has

been locked onto global warming. Or

cooling. And there's the problem. The

question is not. Is it getting warmer or not?

No, that would be easy. What complicates

matters is that some credible scientists say

the planet is getting colder. Well, great.

Are we going to have high tides in

Cheyenne or do we have to think about

Atlantis as an NFL expansion team? Or

will we have to deal with both disasters at

once? Science has never looked worse.

Three of my favorite locals were re-

cently gathered in Slick's Big Table Tav-

ern up in town when I saw pass before me
a metaphor for the confused readings of

our global thermometer. The issue under

consideration in the Dannebrog think tank

was, What has been the greatest advance

in science during the past century? Slick, a

philosopher, spoke first: "I think the tran-

sistor will eventually be recognized as the

greatest advance in science during our

century because it has changed so many
things in our lives—travel, information

dissemination, scientific calculation, data

storage and retrieval, publishing.. .

."

Those in attendance at the Big Table

thought about that for a while with such at-

tention that if you leaned forward, you

could smell mental bearings overheat.

Then Woodrow, a plumber, spoke up:

"Me, I think the greatest advance in sci-

ence during this century has been space

exploration. It has taken us away from

worrying only about the small matters of

village and state and has forced us to think

instead about the earth as a common home

for us all in a vast emptiness."

Not bad, for Woodrow. The table fell

still. More thinking, more overheated

brain bearings.

Then Lunchbox cleared his throat and

we all turned to him in anticipation.

Lunchbox is an auto-body repairman and

spends a lot of his time waiting for lacquer

to dry, during which time he thinks, so his

opinions are prized. "I think," Lunchbox

said, "the greatest scientific advance of the

twentieth century is the thermos bottle."

Slick spoke for us all when he sput-

tered, "What? The thermos bottle? All it

does is keep stuff hot or cold!"

"Yeah," said Lunchbox deeply, "but

how does it know?"

Obviously, the problem(s) of global

warming/cooling could use a little of

Lunchbox's thermos bottle theorizing.

The next day Slick said that he had

done some scientific legwork, and instead

of finding an intellectual Ararat, he was

now as much at sea as all the other scien-

tists. He reported that he sold his first gin

and tonic of the year in early April—a full

month earlier than usual—but over at the

grocery store Kerry reported he was still

selling hot chocolate mix well into June.

Even organisms closely affected by

changes in our climate seem uncertain

about the direction of those changes.

For my pait, I thought I could con-

tribute something by looking into my ex-

tensive archive of American folk wisdom.

If the confusion in this debate is sonv

thing new, I reasoned, that might sigl

something out of the ordinary is taki

place—possibly change, maybe e\

heating or cooling. But I found that me

orological contradiction is anything I

new. Almost twenty years ago an old p

neer remarked to me, "Sure has be

hot... for being so cold." And it's bt

nearly forty years since I first heard the (

1

standard about the time the temperati •

dropped so rapidly, 'and lakes and ri\

around here froze so fast, the ice was >

warm.

On the other hand, it was only last y

that a Sandhills rancher gave me food

thought when he reported, "It was

nearly as hot this past summer as t

pected, but then no one thought it woi I

be." No help to be found within traditi(

.

it seems.

Not at all easing the ponderings of thi

of us who care about such things are I

deliberate efforts on the part of mei i

weather forecasters to muddy climatolo,

cal waters. When it's warm enough—si

102° in the shade—meteorologists (W'

curiously never report the status of me

ors) talk about the "discomfort inde

being 116°. They say that when you cc

sider all sorts of other factors like humi

ity, wind speed, and the price of Fud

sides, it feels like 116°, which is li

saying, "Don't think about the word ei

phant, and whatever you do, don't co

sider global warming." Then, six mont

later, when the temperature is -16°, met

orologists (still with nothing to say abo

tektites and such) tell us that the "wii

chill factor" is ^6°. Never mind what tl

thermometer says; when you add in tl
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amidity, wind speed, and price of fire-

ood, we're as miserable as if it were ac-

lally -^6°. That's not science; that's con-

"essional accounting. Why not calculate

le wind chill factor in August or the dis-

jmfort index in February and make us all

;el just a little bit better about things in-

ead of a Uttle bit worse?

By now you know that I'm not one to

ave you hanging out there wondering. I

ave an explanation for all this. As is so

ften the case, the confusion here stems

om scientific specialization: scientists

'orking in climatology have spent far too

luch time in front of a computer and not

early enough time in an easy chair watch-

ig television. The solution for all this ap-

arently contradictory evidence of global

'arming and global cooling was pre-

3nted on television, on every channel, in

etail, if the scientists had just taken the

me and trouble to watch the evening

ews: ketchup is no longer America's

umber one condiment; salsa is. And there

ou have it.

The meteorologists were close, but no

igars. Humidity, wind, carbon dioxide,

loud cover, volcanic ash, rain-forest de-

truction, ozone layer, methane, Ray
-harles and the Rayettes. . .yes, they prob-

bly all contribute to some degree to

:lobaI warming or cooling. But the fact

s—and you can take my word for this

—

hey are of only modest significance in

omparison to the Salsa Factor. Whatever

he weather does now is of no conse-

|uence. America is warming up—from

!he inside out.

^olklorist Roger L Welsch lives on a tree

'arm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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!n South Africa 's Icnvveld, a giraffe cowfeeds on theflowers

ofa kiwbthom acacia. Becausefemale giraffes lower their

necks tofeed and males reach to the highest branches, the

two sexes rarely competefor the samefood.



\\^nmng by aNeck
Some trees succeed in life by offering giraffes a meal offlowers

by Johan T. du Toit

A person has time to think when sitting

in a parked car, waiting for someone. I

often found myself in this situation while

studying the feeding patterns of giraffes,

kudus, impalas, and steenbok in South

Africa's Kruger National Park. On a typi-

cal day, lunchtime music was playing

softly on my radio, and cicadas shrilled in

the grass. The landscape was dry and

dusty, except for the rivers in the distance,

which were visible as bands of green veg-

etation that stood in bold contrast to the

brown hills. I might have been watching

one ofmy study animals, perhaps a giraffe

cow ruminating in the shade of a knob-

thorn acacia. Beneath a veil of creamy

white flowers, the gray limbs of the tree

shimmered in the midday heat. The gi-

raffe, her ears laid back and her eyes half

shut, chewed steadily on acacia flowers.

This scene is typical of the late dry sea-

son in the lowveld. South Africa's expanse

of semiarid savanna. The lowveld receives

only twenty-four inches of rainfall each

year, mostly in the austral midsummer

from November to February. During this

short wet season, plants sprout new leaves

and many burst into flower. Antelopes and

many other medium-sized herbivores

calve at this time to take advantage of the

plentiful food. With the onset of the dry

season, however, conditions begin to dete-

riorate as soil moisture evaporates and

seeps into the folds of the landscape. By

August, most trees are dormant, standing

bare over the brown earth and brittle grass,

and most large herbivores have moved

downslope to riverbanks where they can

stiU find some green leaves to browse on.

The animals must survive several more

hot, dry months before purple-gray rain

clouds arrive. Ribs and pelvic bones will

protrude farther before the green flush of

the next rainy season.

During my three years in Kruger Na-

tional Park, I spent my days tracking the

movements of my study animals and

recording their choices of habitats and

food. Many interesting results emerged as

my work proceeded, but perhaps the most

remarkable was the relationship between

giraffes and the knobthom acacias {Acacia
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Mitch Reardon: Photo Researchers, Inc.

Moving among the branches ofa knobthom acacia, below,

a giraffe easily crops the bottle-bnish flowers, which

are poorly defended by short, knobby thorns. In contrast,

a giraffefeeding on the small pompon flowers o/Acacia

nebrownii, right, must contend with long, sharp thorns.

nigrescens). common trees of the dry

plains and ridges. Toward the end of the

dry season, giraffes are lured away from

the riverine vegetation by the ioiobthom

flowers. Borne in clusters on the ends of

branches, knobthom blossoms are easily

cropped by giraffes as they roam from tree

to tree, and provide them with up to a

quarter of their food during August and

September, when the trees are in full

bloom. Other browsers lack the giraffes'

height advantage and are unable to reach

flowers on most knobthom trees, although

I often saw impalas scavenging dead flow-

ers that had fallen to the ground.

At various times of the year, I observed

giraffes feeding on the flowers of other

tree species, but these provide little food

compared with the knobthoms. I found it

odd that only the knobthoms produce such

an abundance of flowers at a time when
the giraffes need them most as food. In the

dry season, the survival of plants depends

on adaptations that protect them from

browsers. So why hadn't the knobthoms

evolved defenses to protect their flowers'?

Wouldn't the loss of so many flowers re-

duce the trees' ability to reproduce?

As my research progressed, I began to

wonder if the relationship between giraffes

and flowering knobthoms might not be as

one-sided as it first appeared. Perhaps the

giraffes were paying for a palatable meal

by carrying pollen between patches of

flowering knobthoms. This possibihty be-

came increasingly plausible as I learned

more about the reproductive biology of

African acacias.

Although the pollinators for only a few

species of African acacia have been iden-

tified, the general assumption has been

that insects perform the task. (The pollen

grains of acacia trees are too large and

heavy to be effectively dispersed on the

wind. Birds and bats are unlikely polUna-

tors, because the knobthoms do not pro-

vide the nectar they seek.) Therefore, on

the plains of a semiarid savanna, it makes

sense for a tree to flower in the wet season,

especially after each rainstorm, when fly-

ing insects that are likely to transfer pollen

are most active. The umbrella thorn (Aca-

cia tortilis), one of the most common trees

in my study area, follows this pattern,

flowering sporadically in the wet season.

Each flowering is triggered by recent rain

so that the same tree may flower several

times a season.

During the hot dry season, however,

bees are rarely found far from water; I

often saw swarms of them along the edges

of stagnant pools or on damp sand in dry-

ing riverbeds. It makes sense for riverine

trees to flower in the dry season when

competition for insect pollinators is lo

and bee activity is restricted mainly to tl

same habitat as the flowering plants, li

deed, Kipling's fabled fever trees (A. .\ai

thophloea) occur only along rivers ar

bloom in the late dry season, when the

golden "pompon" flowers sweeten the a

and the riverine canopy hums with bees.

The distribution of flowering knot

thorns, however, does not appear to mal^

much sense. Although they also flowt

late in the dry season, they are rarely four

along rivers and are often miles from su

face water—and bees. On the hot, ari

plains, their flowering canopies are striJ

ing to the eye, but they are neither fragrai,

nor humming.
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Based on the general appearance of

heir flowers, taxonomists divide the

d'rican acacias into two different groups.

)ne, which includes the umbrella thorn

nd the fever tree, generally has bright

;olden or orange-yellow pompon flower

lusters and is probably pollinated by in-

ects. These acacias flower at times when

lying insects are active in their habitats,

heir fragrance and colors attract insects,

ind their spiny thorns protect their flowers

irom browsing herbivores. The other

;roup, which includes the knobthom, has

liower clusters that resemble slender bottle

irushes and do not seem to be as well

|idapted for insect pollination. In fact, the

pobthom's pale flowers fit the tendency

for flowers pollinated by mammals to

have dull colors.

Bats are the most common mammalian

polhnators, but within the last decade, a

number of small, flightless mammals have

also been found to transfer pollen. For in-

stance, Delbert Wiens, a biologist at the

University of Utah, found that the flowers

of the South African protea are polUnated

by rodents (see "Secrets of a Cryptic

Flower," Natural History, May 1985).

Mammals are covered with fur or hair,

which is good for collecting and carrying

pollen grains, and because they are so

much larger than insects, they can carry

more. Their biggest disadvantage is that

most mammals cannot fly, making them

poor cross-pollinators. Efficient cross-

pollinators must have easy access to flow-

ers in the tree canopy and the ability to

travel directly between widely distributed

plants of the same species. Giraffes meet

all these qualifications. While browsing

fifteen feet above the ground, flieir heads

and necks become covered with pollen as

they shake branches and brush through

clusters of blossoms. (While inspecting

trees on which the giraffes had fed, I inad-

vertently collected pollen on my fore-

arms.) Giraffes are capable of traveling

more than ten miles a day between stands

of flowering trees.

All plants poUinated by animals have to

pay a price for the service, usually in the
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For a meal ofknobthom flowers, below, giraffes may travel miles

across the plains. Right: To reach the upperflowers, a male

giraffe uses his tongue to extend his reach by almost afoot.
Norman Owen-Smith

form of pollen and nectar, which are rich

in energy and protein. Because giraffes

operate on a larger scale, their reward is

whole flowers—the one disadvantage to

the tree of giraffe pollination. Their poten-

tial as pollen vectors remains academic

unless the benefits of pollen transfer over-

ride the drawbacks of flower loss.

Browsing by giraffes is less of a threat

to the reproductive fitness of flowering

knobthoms than might be imagined, how-

ever. Despite swarms of flying insects

around the flowers of some species,

African acacias are noted for a particularly

low ratio of seed pods to flowers. Many of

the flowers may never get fertilized, but

another reason for the small number of

pods may be that most, and possibly all,

African acacia flower clusters are mixtures

of bisexual, male only, and sterile flowers.

Some botanists have suggested that large

numbers of male and sterile flowers could

function as petals and are simply there to

attract pollinators. The loss of sterile flow-

ers to giraffe browsing is of no conse-

quence to the reproductive fitness of the

acacia trees. Nor is the consumption of

male flowers if their pollen is transferred

in the process. Furthermore, since all the

knobthorns produce flowers simultane-

ously, the giraffe population (which is lim-

ited by the scarcity of food during the rest

of the dry season) cannot consume a sig-

nificant fraction of the female flowers in

the short time that the trees bloom.

Even though an animal may be capable

of transferring pollen, it is not necessarily

a reliable pollinator. The animal must visit

the plants regularly, as part of its usual

feeding pattern, hi central Kruger, this is

precisely the case. Knobthoms provide gi-

raffes with much more than flowers. Dur-

ing the wet season, knobthom fohage is

the staple diet of giraffes, making up more

than 40 percent of their annual diet. The

intimate link between the two species is

reflected in the distribution of giraffes and

knobthorns in the park, which can be

neatly superimposed upon a map.

Perhaps the strongest support for my
suggestion that giraffes pollinate knob-

thoms is the trees' lack of defenses. If gi-

raffes browsing on flowers were harmful

to the reproductive success of knobthoms,

there would be selective pressure for the

evolution of an effective defense. Witness

the well-defended pompon flowers of the

umbrella thom, a species that is pollinated

by insects. Borne on short stalks, the

flower clusters lie close to the branches,

between long and formidable thoms. In

contrast, the knobthorn's bottle-brush

flowers extend beyond the protection of

the trees' prickles. Nor are the knobthom

flowers defended by noxious chemicals. In

contrast, I never saw a giraffe even nibble

at the spectacular bright yellow flowers of

a Cassia abbreviata, a tree related to aca-

cias, even though they are easily acces-

sible, suggesting that they may contain a

particularly unpleasant toxin.

While I still lack definitive proof that

giraffes are pollinating knobthoms, there

is solid evidence for the coevolution of

some acacias and large African herbi-

vores. The seedpods of the umbrella thom

are aromatic and nutritious, so when they

are shed in the dry season they are avidly

sought out by impalas, kudus, steenbok,

and other herbivores. Their hard, thick

coats protect the seeds from damage as

they pass through the herbivore's gut, and

the seeds are ready for germination when

they are eventually deposited in dui

some distance from the parent plant. If c

evolution between large herbivores a

Afiican acacias could result in an efficie

system of seed dispersal, I see no reas'

why it could not lead to efficient poll

dispersal as weU.

Traditionally, pollination by animi

has been regarded as the exclusive doma

of small species that fly. Only within £

last decade have some small flightle

mammals proved to be pollen vectors, ai

these discoveries were initially consider

bizarre. Now I am really bucking traditi(

by suggesting that some acacias may 1

polhnated by the tallest living animal,

must point out, however, that this sto

represents only the first step of scientif

inquiry: the formulation of a testable h

pothesis. My next step will be to te

whether making knobthoms inaccessib

to giraffes will significantiy reduce pn

duction of knobthom seeds. This will n^

be easy, however, because any barriers

erect to exclude giraffes must be stror

enough to avoid destinction by elephant

which can wreck just about anything-

pecially fences. But the effort will t

worthwhile if it confirms that the knol

thom has evolved a pollination system th

relies on the world's tallest animal. C
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A Kurdish girl does some washing, Iran ^
F, Jackson; Robert Harding Picture Library

Moonrose
Watched Through a Sunny Day
by Erika Friedl

Child labor within the family economy—standard practice in most parts of

the world—is underreported, especially for little girls whose work at home is

easily downplayed as unimportant. For girls like Moonrose-Goli, who lives

in a village in Iran, childhood is packed with chores; playing and dreaming

happens in stolen moments between baby-sitting and carrying water, between

washing and running errands as a servant to everybody. Skinny, with quick

eyes and rough hands, running fast on tea-and-sugar energy, the girls try to

discharge their responsibilities without proper authority, strength, help, or

recognition. Watching such children in Iran and Turkey, I wonder where they

get the endurance and the good humor that sees them through their loaded

days. I wonder how much of the work needed to sustain families the world

over is contributed by those whom we, ethnocentrically and without much re-

flection, label "vulnerable" and in need of care and sustenance.

There isn't a rose in sight where

Moonrose lives: not in the large,

dung-strewn courtyard, not in the

alleys along the water channel, and not on

the sun-bleached, brown-mottled hills be-

hind the village. In spring, the hedge roses

around the orchards—small, nearly white

blossoms on prickly stems—bloom for a

short while, but they wilt quickly and

don't smell like much. Yet Rose is a com-

mon name for women in the village.

Moonrose is Mahgol; everybody except

her mother calls her Goli.

Goli is a tiny flower, nine years old,

small, scrawny, with narrow-set brown

eyes and a long nose. Her pointy face is

framed by a pinkish gray scarf that mats

down her many dark, thin braids. She has

just finished third grade. Goli's mother is

up somewhere in the greenish haze behind

the gray rocks of Snow Mountain, gone

for the summer with the sheep and goats.

Her father makes the four-hour trek sev-

eral times a week along the steep Q-ails ra-

diating out of the village toward the cool

valleys and high plains where the herds

are in pasture camps. He is on his feet

from well before dawn until after night-

fall, day after day, all summer long.

Goli's grandmother went up with him a

few days ago, to help Goli's mother at the

birth of a sixth child. Goli, all skin and

bones and sinew under her tattered gray

sweater, long, heavy skirt, and dark, dusty

pants frayed at the ankles, was left at home

to take care of her father and her brothers

all by herself

The family's mud-brick living quarters
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Vashing cooking pots at a well, Iran

iinhold Loeffler

A Kurdish girl makes a firefor lea, Turkey
Reinhold Loeffler

ave been built atop barns and sheds,

loli's father's two rooms are between his

rother's rooms and her grandmother's

)om, which doubles as a storage space. A
at, extended dirt roof shades a narrow

orch running along the front of the house,

eyond it, a wide, uncovered veranda

oof to bams and sheds below) stretches

) its unprotected edge some ten steps

way. In the shade of her porch, the wife

f Goli's uncle, her eyes closed, weak and

red as usual, leans against the gritty wall

nd rocks a cradle. Two of Goli's little

jusins throw rocks at chickens in the

ard. The midsummer sun scorches the

ir, bakes the walls, the dirt floor.

Goli almost bums her hands on the alu-

linum tray propped against a roof post;

le needs it to take a heap of dirty clothes

own to the water faucet. With her foot,

le pushes the tray into the shade to cool

hile she shuffles next door in her father's

irge, plastic flip-flops. "I need soap from

rrandmother's room," she says to her

alf-dozing aunt. "Give me the key."

v^ithout opening her eyes, the woman
nds it in the inside pocket of her red vel-

etjacket. "Wash the baby's rags too, dear,

/ill you?" she asks. Goli pulls a face of

isgust, but the woman does not see it.

Vhen Goli brings back the big pile of

/ash she carried to the water, the sun is

igh, her back aches, her arms are red, and

le skin on her fingers is wrinkled.

Goli is sitting on the floor in the

shade of the roofed porch outside

her father's kitchen-living room,

lent over a mound of rice on a shallow

Juminum tray. With a flick of her fingers

he scatters a handful of rice kemels to-

vard her on the silvery surface, picks out

ittle stones and seeds, chaff and dirt, and

leaps the clean rice along the wall of the

ray. One of her cousins, a square little boy

I couple of years younger than she, with a

unny nose, dirty hands, and dirtier feet,

quats on the other side of the tray, helping

ler. When Goli tums her head to call his

ister away from the dangerous edge of the

/eranda, his fast, grimy fingers grab a

landfill of clean rice from Goli's side and

drop it on his small pile. Goli has seen it.

She laughs, pinches his hand, kicks him

with her foot. "Rascal," she says. "Work

right or else I'll kiU you." On his feet in a

flash, the boy slaps his hands hard into the

hill office. The di7 kemels scatter all over,

the boy mns out into the sun. "Get lost,"

Goli shouts, "I'll kill you for sure."

Holding her uncle's baby under his

armpits, Goli swings him slightly.

She sits with her back pressed

against a big sack of fleece on her uncle's

porch. "Oh, baby dear, oh, little boy," she

hums. He smiles. Goli moves him faster,

lifting and dropping him jerkily, chanting:

"The moon is so bright, the moon is so

bright, the wolf will get the shah's sheep

tonight. The moon is so bright, the

moon...." The boy, red faced, dangling

limply, head crammed between his

squeezed shoulders, screws his eyes shut

and whines. "Don't like it?" Goli asks,

swinging him sideways and panting from

the exertion. He whines louder. "Listen to

this: 'Hosein dear, Hosein dear, beets are

gone, tumips aie here' . . .well?" The baby

is crying now; his cotton pants have slid

down and his ragged T-shirt is bunched

around his neck. Standing him on her lap,

Goli slides him back into his pants and

then props him against her knees. "Don't

cry, don't cry dear, dear," she says, touch-

ing his chin, his lips, his chin again to

make him smile, but he does not stop cry-

ing. She catches a hen and slaps the baby's

hand on its brown back. "Hit it, hit it," she

tells him. As the cackling and flapping hen

pecks at his hand, he starts crying bitterly.

Goli lets go of the hen and cradles the

baby in her arms, rocking him gently.

"Lalai, lalai," she sings, as if putting him

to sleep. As he quiets down, she pulls his

cap up, smooths his shirt, and jingles the

amulets—beads, a tiny iron spit, a smooth,

polished salt crystal—pinned to his shirt.

She waves flies away from his watery

eyes, wipes his snotty nose with her skirt.

He stops crying, and she holds him still,

studying his face intently.

A t the water faucet in the alley. Goli

/\ washes the picked-over rice in a

A \. battered aluminum pot. A neigh-

bor girl fetches water in a white plastic

can, and one of Goli's aunts scmbs a big

copper pot with sandy mud from around

the cement-encased faucet. GoU swishes

the rice around in the milky-gray water

—

back and forth, up and down, round and

round. The smooth, pearly-hard grains

trickle through her fingers. Straw floats to

the surface, and Goli skims it off before

she drains the dirty water, tilting the pot
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A girl milks as her baby sister sleeps on her skirt, Iran
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Staggeringfrom the weight ofwater buckets, Turkey
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ever so carefully. The neighbor girl pours

fresh water over the rice, and Goli again

swishes and sloshes and drains. Straight-

ening up, she yanks her scarf down over

her face and then back over her forehead

in a swift, practiced movement that packs

her untidy hair under the washed-out pink

buds on her scarf.

She picks up her pot for a last rinse,

turning to the faucet jutting out of the

chipped and crumbling concrete block.

The faucet is tricky: turned a little too low

or too high, the water will squirt every

way but down. Impatient or just unmind-

ful, Goli turns the wobbly brass lever a

notch too far and is instantly doused from

her face down to her knees. "Watch it,

girl," her aunt cries, leaning away from the

jet of water. Goli clonks the pot down on

the muddy grille and wipes her face with

her arms. "Death and ashes on my head!"

she cries, jumping up and down. "You'll

catch cold," warns her aunt. Goli is still

jumping up and down. "I am cold, I am
wet, a water sack is on my back," she

chants, flapping the frayed sleeves of her

soaked sweater. She picks up the pot and,

legs bent to balance herself, shuffles up the

steep, short stairway across the channel to

her house. "I am cold, I am wet, a water

sack is on my back," she chants loudly to

the rhythm of her shlap-shlapping shoes.

Crouching in front of the fireplace,

Goli coaxes a fire of brush and oak

branches. The fireplace, a curbed

niche at the foot of a mud-brick wall, is

black with the soot of years. Heavy gray

smoke billows up from the brush. Goli

leans forward, blowing with all her might,

cheeks full of air, like bellows. The smoke

is choking her and burning her eyes al-

though she has them shut tight. She

coughs and wipes her eyes. The fire will

not catch. She has carried the wood up

from the shed below because there was no

gas in the bottle under the gas stove in the

kitchen. With a deep breath she blows a

long, sustained stream of air, ending with

some fierce huffs, which make the gray

ash of a dead fire fly up and settle on her

head and arms. She gets up and brings a

bottle of kerosene from the kitchen. Stand-

ing back a step, she pours the kerosene

over the smoking wood and puts the bottle

into a niche in the wall. Then she lights a

match and drops it onto the smoky pile,

shielding her face with her arm. The evap-

orating kerosene explodes in a high yellow

flame. The wood is on fire.

G oil's younger brother and her

cousin are ambling across the ve-

randa. "I want bread," her brother

cries, "1 am hungry."
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"Get lost," Goli says crossly, without

looking up. Leaning against the porch

beams, the boys watch the fire and Goli as

she pours the washed rice from the alu-

minum pot into a copper cooking pot. The

copper is black from the smoke of count-

less fires; inside, it is tinned, silver bright.

Goli fetches a water kettle from the

kitchen and swings it toward her brother's

belly. "Go get water," she tells him.

"No," he says, "I want bread." Goli

shrugs as if she never expected compli-

ance anyway and leaves for the water

faucet. The little boy runs after her, ham-

mering his fists into her back. "Bread,

bread," he yells. Goli ignores him.

Back with the dripping kettle, her

brother in tow, Goli rinses the last grain of

rice from the aluminum pot into the cook-

ing pot. The fire is dying again in smoke;

kneeling down, she blows life into it vig-

orously. "Black death on the damn thing,"

she mutters, but then turns and unleashes

her fury on her brother, who is pulling

down her scarf. "Beat it or Til thrash you
!"

Her brother disappears into the kitchen

and comes out with his hands full of bread.

He has ripped it from the neatly folded,

paper-thin flatbreads that are stored there.

Goli watches the fire. Behind her back, her

brother swipes the matches she had left on

the floor—matches are scarce, a prized

possession. She notices both thefts as she

is about to take the kerosene bottle back to

the kitchen. But a furious yell and a streak

across the wide, sunny veranda in her bare

feet are futile: the boys have vanished.

With a black smear along the side

of her nose, a hot, flushed, and

disheveled Goli drops an iron

tripod over the low-burning wood and

heaves the cooking pot onto it. She pours

water from the kettle over the rice, and

more water after yet another trip to the

water faucet. She pours a handful of salt

from a yellow tin can into the rice pot. stir-

ring it slowly with a long-handled, flat alu-

ininum ladle. While flie rice is popping up

and down in the bubbling water. Goli takes

a stubbly broom firom a comer and sweeps

die breadcrumbs out toward tlie edge of
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Carrying a younger child, Iran
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the veranda, where a small hen is leading

three chirping chicks. Her agitated cluck-

ing at the bread brings two more hens and

a rooster running. The rooster and the hens

are much faster than the chicks. Goli

throws dirt at the hens, but it scares the lit-

tle chicks more than the hens. They peep

and run and flap their tiny yellow wings.

Goli shrugs her shoulders. "Little ones are

always hungry," she says.

Her uncle's wife helps Goli strain

the half-cooked rice through a

sieve. The chickens are waiting

for the few spilled rice grains. Goli spoons

a ladleful of yellow, coarse cooking fat

from a big square tin can into the empty

copper pot on the tripod again and pours

the rice back in, adding a bowl of cooked

lentils. Her little cousin is yanking at

Goli's skirt, whining for rice. Goli ladles

some back into the sieve for her. "It is not

cooked yet, you'll get a tummy ache," she

says. Despite her own warning, she scoops

a ladleful out for herself, blowing at it and

then swallowing fast, while the toddler sits

at the kitchen sill, out of the range of heat

from the fireplace, eating with both hands.

"Sit down right, eat right," says Goli. The

little girl licks her fingers.

Goli sprinkles water over the rice and

lentils, spreads a singed rag over the pot,

then presses the lid down tightly over the

cloth. Carefully, she ties the comers over

the lid so that the rag does not bum. Sur-

veying the scene, she collects the sieve,

the ladle, and the aluminum pot and wipes

her face with her skirt. Then she climbs a

few feet up the wall, using rough mud
bricks as holds, and shouts over the top:

"Hoi, Fateme, hoi, hoi, I'm ready, hear

me?" And from somewhere beyond,

Fateme answers, "I'm coming."

Under an apricot tree in one of

Goli's father's gardens, Goli and

Fateme squat face to face. Propped

against the tree are two woven backbags

filled with grass. Two sickles lie in the

withered weeds. The afternoon is dry,

dusty, heavy with hot, shimmery heat. For

Goli and Fateme, the visible world ends at

the dark, high brambles around them. It is

filled with sunlight, filtered and softened

by dense leaves above them, with the twit-

ter of sparrows in the tree, the irritating

buzzing of countless flies, the gurgling of

water from an irrigation ditch nearby. On
the almost bare ground between them is a

handful of smooth pebbles for playing

haftuk. Fateme holds a pebble in her right

fist. "Watch it," she says. She throws it

straight up in the air, following it with her

eyes, while her hand picks up a pebble so

fast that it is ready to catch the first one as

it is falling. Next, Fateme throws up two

pebbles, grabs a third, catches both; at the

third move, one of the three pebbles in the

air spins sideways and falls to the ground

uncaught. Now it is Goli's turn. Goli,

mouth puckered in concentration, catches

one, two, three, four pebbles. At the fifth

turn she misses a catch. "The sun blinded

me, it was the sun!" she cries.

"Lies, lies, you just missed," says

Fateme, raking in the pebbles. Goli throws

her pebbles to the ground and gets up.

"Let's go," she says. Staggering a little

under its weight, she heaves a sack onto

her back by its straps. Fateme throws a few

more pebbles into the air, misses, aban-

dons the game. Goli has akeady cUmbed

over the hedge.

Walking along the path between hedge

roses and blackberry hedges and the irri-

gation channel, the girls cut some grass

growing in clumps here and there along

the water. When they reach the village, the

minty smell of the cut grass on their backs

and in their arms blocks the pungent odor

of trampled dust hanging in the alley be-

tween the hot walls.

Next to the kitchen door, Goli's fa-

ther and elder brother sit on the

threadbare rug Goli has spread for

them. On a small, shiny tray between them

is a bowl holding lumps of sugar and two

small glasses on gold-rimmed china

saucers. Goli's father pours tea and water

from a dented yellow enamel teapot and a

water kettle, black with bumed-in soot.

The man and the boy had driven their don-

keys back from the nearby wheat fields.
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loaded with straw stuffed in huge net bags.

By the time they had unloaded and come
upstairs, Goli had steeped the tea and put

the tray on the rug. Now she sits on the

floor a little away from her father, leaning

against the house bricks, feet tucked under

her skirt, looking at the sunburned faces of

her father and her brother, the straw in

their hair, the dusty jackets. She watches

them slurp tea from the saucers. While her

father refills the glasses from the pot and

the kettle, her brother, without looking up,

says: "Get me water." Goli fetches a small

leather bag with an aluminum cup over its

neck from the far side of the porch, filling

the cup on her way back. The boy takes a

sip and spits it out behind him. "Warm,"

he says with a grimace, pouring the rest on

the floor. "Get cold water." Goli. walking

across the wide veranda toward the stairs,

empties the leather bag with sweeping

splashes. Little dust clouds burst where

the water hits the dirt floor. The men do

not wait for her, however, but stop to drink

the water from the faucet on their way out

of the house. Goli watches them drive the

two donkeys out through the open door on

a trail of golden straw. Then she sits down
by the teapot and pours herself a glass of

dark tea, adding hardly any water at all.

She pushes the saucer off the sugar bowl,

where her father had put it to keep the flies

out, and pops two lumps into her mouth

before taking a big sip of tea. She pours

more tea, drinks it over more sugar, pours

another glass and yet another, until the pot

is empty and the sugar all but gone.

From the kitchen door, Goli yells at

her little girl-cousin squatting near

the edge of the veranda. "Black

death, girl-brat, nothing but troubles all

day long, may an evil spirit get you. What
are you doing there? Sarah! FU kill you!"

she shouts, "I'll tell your mother for sure.

Woe to me, ashes on my head for having

to watch such a brat." The little girl stirs

mud into a pile of chicken shit with her

fingers. "I am making bread dough," she

says. "Leave me alone."

"Dirty, filthy," GoU yells, pushing her

backward. "Ugly brat, look at your hands.

%V
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A young woman supports a load of washing on her head as a child

carries a skin bagful! of water, Iran
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Taking care ofducklings, Turkey

look at your face!" She yanks her up by

her shoulders, and half lifting and half

pulling her by her left arm, and staggering

under the weight, drags her down to the

water, accompanying the child's screams

with a stream of curses. At the faucet, she

clamps Sarah tightly between her legs

while she scrubs her face, hands, and arms

until they are red with cold and both she

and Sarah are drenched.

A httle later, picking dry clothes from

the line, the wall, and the ground, Goli

finds Sarah huddled with two other Uttle

girls in the wide shade of a wall, mixing

earth with water from a long-spouted,

green plastic toilet can. Goli stops and

looks down at them over the big pile of

wash in her arms. One of the girls is form-

ing small mud balls between her hands.

On a flat rock, Sarah is rolling out a ball of

mud dough with a twig stripped of bark.

"Dear, dear, my dough is ripping," she

mumbles, patting it into shape with her

hand. Goh shifts her feet as if to squat

down but then thinks better of it. "It needs

more kneading," she says from up high.

"Don't you touch my dough," Sarah says.

"Go away, your hands are dirty." And Goli

slowly turns and leaves.

In the kitchen, dim light falls on Goli

from the half-closed door and a small win-

dow set deep in the thick mud-brick wall.

She kneels on the gray gypsum floor, bent

over a heap of flour in a large round basin.

Fateme slowly pours water from an alu-

minum pitcher on the flour. Goli, sweater

sleeves rolled up above her bony elbows,

mixes dough from the flour and water. She

had measured twenty double-handfuls of

wheat flour into the basin, and she had got-

ten Fateme to help her. Making dough and

baking bread requires the strength and ex-

perience of a woman. But Goli. a helper to

her mother at this chore for a long time,

has baked alone before this summer, and

anyway, what choice was there? Barely

enough bread was left for the morning

meal.

When the girls decide that the dough

has enough water, Fateme kneels at die

other side of the basin, turns up her

sleeves, fastens her headscarf, says. "Bis-

millah o Raham o Rahim" (in the name of

God, the merciful and compassionate), as

her mother does when she starts this work,

and pushes one knuckled fist into the

dough, then the other, in and out. just as

Goli does on her side. Their heads almost

touch. When they have covered all the

dough with their knuckles, they fold half

of it over the other half and punch it down

again. The dough sticks to their hands.

Goli rubs her shoulder against an itchy

spot on her cheek. Her scarf has slipped
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off her braids, and three red beads on a

string in her left eai'lobe are bobbing up

and down. The girls are breathing hard as

they punch, fold, and punch in a perfect

harmony of sound and movement, as if

somebody is keeping time for them.

Slowly, the dough is turning smooth,

sticking to itself rather than to the hands

and the basin. Goli decides it is done.

They wash their hands on the veranda

with water from the kettle. Fateme leaves,

flapping her anns to shake off the water.

Back in the kitchen, Goli pats the dough a

little before pushing the tray into a comer

and covering it with heavy sacking. The

dough will rest here overnight. Eaily to-

morrow, Goli will roll the breads on her

mother's heavy oak board and bake them

on the griddle. It will take all morning, but

perhaps her uncle's wife will help her.

Goli sits on the kitchen sill, elbows

on her knees, chin in her hands,

chewing gum. The sun is down.

Goli has fed the chickens some bread

dough and locked them up for the night.

She has washed the tea things. The alu-

minum pot is at her side, ready to be used

as a milk pail as soon as the cows are

home. From the walnut tree in the yard,

where a flock of sparrows gather every

evening, comes loud twittering and chirp-

ing. Two boys at the other side of the

courtyard shoot at the birds with rubber

slings. There is a sharp, cracking sound,

and the bird noise stops suddenly. Goli

blows a pink bubble that sticks to her lips

when it pops. Dusk is falling from the pale

sky, is creeping out of comers. The coals

in the fireplace on the porch glimmer

faintly under the water kettle. Goli's aunt

talks to her crying baby. From behind the

wall a woman yells for Fateme. Goli

blows another big bubble and looks down

at it along her nose, cross-eyed. The bird

noise has started again. A breeze touches

Goli's cheek. She is waiting for the cow;

for her father and her brothers; for the din-

ner she will serve on the nig; for the neigh-

bors' lamps; for the stars above the

roofs—for the short night under her heavy

cotton quilt.
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val-shaped chloroplasts, the tiny organs that power photosynthesis

all green plants, are visible here within a leafofCanadian pondweed,

agnified to 1 ,800 times life size. Almost all the oxygen in the atmosphere

id oceans is a byproduct ofphotosynthesis.
;hard Kirby; Oxtord Scientific Films

O^Q^gen, the Great Destroyer
hanks to green plants, oxidation is the fate that awaits us all

y George Hendry

When life on Earth began, the atmos-

lere contained httle or no oxygen. Since

en, over the course of three billion years,

e concentration of oxygen in the air has

owly risen. Today oxygen makes up

ore than 20 percent of the global atmos-

lere, and all living things, from bacteria

i higher animals, fungi to plants, have

id to adapt to it or shun it. To the most

icient organisms, the anaerobes, oxygen

a poison, and they seek refuge from it in

;ep muds. But the more highly evolved

)rms of Ufe that now dominate the planet

•e completely oxygen dependent.

What makes oxygen so special is that it

:acts readily with many other elements, a

uality put to good use in the fundamental

rocess of respiration. Almost all aerobic

rganisms use oxygen to "bum" the fuels

lat cells live on and to carry away the

;sidues. When we breathe in, we absorb

xygen. When we breathe out, we release

in the form of carbon dioxide (a carbon

torn bound to two atoms of oxygen) and

/ater vapor (two hydrogen atoms bound

) one of oxygen). Unlike oxygen, these

/aste gases are relatively unreactive;

hemists would describe them as inert.

Tie water ends up in the sea; the carbon

ioxide is taken up by plants in photosyn-

lesis or accumulates in the atmosphere as

"greenhouse" gas. The early forms of

ife, which lived in the absence of oxygen,

ised elements such as nitrogen or sulfur

nstead. Then, as now, these anaerobic or-

lanisms emitted some unpleasant-

melling waste gases, including ammonia
nd hydrogen sulfide (the stench of rotten

ggs). In comparison, life in a world of

ixygen may seem to us sweet and clean.

Unfortunately, living in a world of oxy-

gen also exacts a price. Oxygen in its nor-

mal atmospheric form—the paired atoms

known as O,—is a powerful oxidant and

can be destructive. Perhaps the simplest

way to appreciate the element's double-

edged nature is to look at how it affects

some familiar substances. In the air or dis-

solved in water, oxygen attacks iron, caus-

ing it to rust and decay. Oxygen also tar-

nishes silver, sours milk, spoils wine, and

tums butter rancid. The biggest problem

faced by the food manufacturer is not so

much the food-spoiling germs in the air

—

heat can destroy them—but oxygen,

which rapidly combines with all foods.

Oxygen in the an is so reactive that one

careless match can destroy a forest.

hi chemical terms, the element is so re-

active because each atom lacks two elec-

trons in its outermost "shell" and hunts for

these two missing electrons by bonding

with other elements. When it fails to pick

up a full complement of electrons, how-

ever, oxygen becomes "activated" and is

even more destructive than in its usual

form. To take a simple example, one mol-

ecule of oxygen readily combines with

four molecules of hydrogen to form two

molecules of water, standing to gain four

electrons in the process. If the electrons

are not captured simultaneously and the

oxygen molecule obtains only three, two,

or one, then it relentlessly and sponta-

neously hunts out alternative sources of

electrons, attacking its nearest neighbor-

ing molecule, which could be in an iron

nail, a pound of butter, or proteins in hu-

man tissue.

Almost any natural chemical process

that involves oxygen (fire, heat.-volcanic

eruptions, energy from sunlight, cell me-

tabolism) can create activated oxygen. It

forms when ozone (O,—a three-atom

form of oxygen) from industrial pollution

reacts with water in a rainstorm. It forms

when sunlight, particularly ultraviolet-B

radiation, interacts with gases in the at-

mosphere, and this chemical reaction is

probably one reason that early life forms

avoided exposure to the element.

Within a living cell, some activated

oxygen is inevitably produced during the

chemical processes of respiration or pho-

tosynthesis, and it can attack cell tissue

within microseconds. (The familiar yel-

lowing of dying plants signals the last

stage of an internal attack by activated

oxygen.) Any such assault on cell proteins

can cause the cell's enzyme-controlled re-

actions to fail. If activated oxygen gains

access to the cell's DNA, it can rapidly

maim the genes, interfering with their vital

functions. Although the effects on proteins

and DNA may not show themselves until

after days or even weeks of assault, dam-

age to the compartments within the cells is

almost immediate. Lined with fatty mem-
branes, cell compartments keep the or-

derly processes of life from slipping into

chaotic chemical reactions. Cell mem-
branes, just like butter, become hard and

rancid when attacked by oxygen, and

many scientists believe that such mem-
brane oxidation lies at the heart of the

aging process.

Scientists also belie\e that activated

oxygen is the underlying agent of cell

damage in many otherv\ise unrelated

human diseases, from rheumatoid arthritis
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The rusting hulk ofa car. right, testifies to the silent but ceaseless reactivity ofoxygen

in the air Because oxygen readily attacks exposed iron, free oxygen did not begin to

accumulate in the oceans or atmosphere until much of the available iron had been

oxidized. Below: A conflagration in the Brazilian rainforest: the l^eatfivm one small

match is enough to energize oxygen to react spontaneously through combustion.
H. Silvester; Black Star

to malaria to pollutant-induced lung dam-

age. In essence, oxygen, once described as

the elixir of life, wears us out.

Were it not for plants, including sea-

weeds, there would probably be little or no

oxygen in the atmosphere. Over millions

of years, plants have released oxygen into

the sea and air, enabling all the oxygen-

respiring organisms to evolve. Plants,

using the energy of sunlight in photosyn-

thesis, convert carbon dioxide (our waste

gas) into carbohydrates, including sugars.

This process is, in effect, the opposite of

animal respiration and insures that the car-

bon dioxide exhaled by animals and other

organisms is rapidly recycled. Since the

earth has a lot more plants than animals

—

99 percent of the earth's biomass is vege-

tation—plants take up carbon dioxide al-

most as fast as animals can release it. This

is why the gas makes up such a small part,

0.03 percent, of the planet's atmosphere,

even with the rise in COj of the past fifty

to a hundred years. Oxygen, on the other

hand, has been released by plants over

millions of years at rates much faster than

can be consumed in animal respiration or

by forest fires. Thus, today's plants are

starving in a world of depleted carbon

dioxide and drowning in one of excess

oxygen. For 400 million years, plants have

been polluting their own environment by

producing oxygen. Other forms of life, in-

cluding humans, have of course benefited

from this pollution.

How do plants survive in the oxygen-

rich worid they have unleashed? From one

perspective, that of productivity, they do

relatively pooriy. A plant like the soybean,

if raised in an artificial atmosphere of just

5 percent oxygen, grows faster and pro-

duces more beans than it does in today's

atmosphere of 22 percent oxygen, perhaps

because its ancestors, the first land plants,

evolved in an atmosphere of 5 percent

oxygen or less. Atmospheric oxygen hin-

ders plant growth because it interferes

with the enzyme that fixes gaseous CO,
into the organic acids that are in tum con-

verted to sugars. This enzyme, ribulose

bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase, is i

all plants and is, incidentally, the mo:

abundant protein on earth. At warm ten

peratures, it reacts with oxygen instead (

carbon dioxide, a largely wasteful procej

that destroys many of the plant's hard-wo

sugars. Studies of Kentucky's tobacc

crops are an often-cited example of ox)
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^en-induced loss of productivity—a con-

uderably greater problem for plants now

han it was 400 million years ago.

Plants, like animals, suffer from the ef-

fects of activated oxygen produced in the

;ell. The minute green organelles called

;hloroplasts are the cell's powerhouse of

photosynthesis and work as an electrical

circuit does: electrons released from the

plant's water are directed through the pho-

tosynthetic apparatus, creating useable

power. Just as happens in a test tube when

electrons are passed through an atmos-

phere of oxygen, activated forms of oxy-

gen are generated in the chloroplast.

Plants are also exposed to activated oxy-

gen when environmental stresses—^from

drought to acid rain to toxic metals in the

water or soil—short circuit the photosyn-

thetic apparatus of the cell.

Remarkably, even though increasing

oxygen, depleted carbon dioxide, and a

barrage of environmental pollutants have

made their world more and more hostile.
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plants continue to thrive. Of all organisms,

they are by far the longest lived. Seeds

may survive under cold and dry conditions

for a hundred years or more. Trees com-

monly live even longer. One of the reasons

for the longevity and hardiness of plant

cells is that they contain a battery of de-

fenses against the ravages of oxygen. The

plant chemicals known to us as vitamins

A, C, and E are important in controlling

oxidative damage. In addition, chloroplast

is richly endowed with special proteins

—

superoxide dismutase, ascorbate peroxi-

dase, and glutathione peroxidase—that

seek out and destroy activated oxygen.

The carotenoids—hydrocarbons, of

which betacarotene is a widespread ex-

ample—are forms of vitaminA closely as-

sociated with the green pigment chlon

phyll. Carotenoids take the punch out i

"singlet oxygen," a high-energy form c

the element that bleaches chlorophyll th

way that sunlight fades dyes in clothes c

curtains. Because of carotenoids, greei

leaves do not fade slowly over time. (In

terestingly, mutant strains of com occa

sionally arise that are unable to mak
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Within a chloroplast, seen here in a cross

section magnified 45 ,()()() times,

photosynthesis inevitably generates

activated, toxicforms ofoxygen. Ifnot

scavenged by antioxidants such as

vitamin E or C, which are made in all

green plants, activated oxygen will

rapidly destroy the green chlorophyll

and surrounding structures.

Biophoto Assoc/Science Source; Photo Researchers. Inc.

noicnoids. The seedlings of such mu-

nts can only be kept alive under anaero-

ic conditions, and any oxygen released

y the plant must be removed as soon as it

produced.)

Plants make large quantities of vitamin

, a fat-soluble chemical that protects the

itty components of cell membranes. Also

ssociated with the chlorophyll molecule,

vitamin E protects the plant from highly

toxic forms of oxygen called oxygen radi-

cals. These damaging molecules, formed

by the inevitable wear and tear of the elec-

trical circuits in cells, attack and punch

holes in the fatty walls of cell compait-

ments. Vitamin E deposits sit strategically

across the membranes and mop up any

stray radicals. Ascorbic acid, or vitamin C,

is a water-soluble antioxidant that protects

proteins outside the membrane and prob-

ably on the membrane surface. It also re-

pairs "used" vitamin E.

The most evolutionarily advanced ani-

mals, including humans, have lost the abil-

ity to synthesize these antioxidant vita-

mins intemally and depend on foods to

supply them wholesale. Plant-eating ani-

mals, from caterpillars to cows, have di-

rect access to a rich supply of vitamins A,

C, and E and, provided their food supply

does not run out, are reasonably well pro-

tected from oxygen attack. Animals that

secure much or all of their food from eat-

ing other animals have only indirect ac-

cess to plant antioxidants. Camivores such

as polar bears, for instance, don't have ac-

cess to fruits and vegetables. They get

iheir vitamins by consuming the seals that

eat the fish that eat the protozoans that, in

turn, do eat plants—the algae. But all ani-

mals must procure vitamins in some form.

Most cannot survive without pro-vitamin

A, a carotenoid, in their diet—not only be-

cause it helps make the light-absorbing

pigments of vision but also because it

scavenges activated oxygen. In humans,

deficiencies in vitamins A, C, and E have

long been known to cause such diverse

disorders as night blindness, scurvy, infer-

tility, and retarded growth. In some cases,

specific plants were prescribed for defi-

ciency diseases well before the identit}' of

the missing compound was known to sci-

ence, hi Britain and Scandinavia, for in-

stance, the seashore plant called scur\'y

grass, exceptionally rich in vitamin C. was

used for its medicinal. scur\'y-preventing

properties until (in the British navy, at

least) it was replaced by limes.

But whether plant or meat eating, ani-

mals under stress, from disease or cold or

lack of water, increase their demand for \'i-

tamins—a need that can be met only by in-

creasing intake of specific foods, not al-
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The rust red layers ofAustralia s

Hamersle}' Basin represent thousands of

years ofsedimentation in an ancient sea.

Among the oldest red iron oxide deposits

on the planet, they wereformed in waters

rich in oxygen and signal the rapid

expansion ofphotosynthesis by

microscopic algae 2.5 billion years ago.

Reg Morrison: Auscape International

ways easy or possible. As many fanners

know too well, demand for extra vitamins

by stressed animals often occurs when the

raw source, plants, is not available.

In terms of antioxidant defenses, plants

are more self-reliant than animals. We, at

the University of Sheffield, as well as

other researchers, have shown that plants

under stress can rapidly turn on their vita-

min-making processes. Just how rapidly

can be seen in plants exposed to drought.

When water shortage starts to bite, the first

line of defense appears to be vitamin C,

usually present in some excess. As the vi-

tamin C is used up during the first day or

two of drought, the plant opens up a sec-

ond line of defense. Some plants, particu-

larly those growing in nitrogen-rich fertile

soils, produce considerable quantities of

another water-soluble antioxidant, glu-

tathione. Others take their defenses back

into the fatty membranes and rapidly lay

down large amounts of vitamin E. Using

these three antioxidants, the plant can pro-

tect the vital functions of the chloroplast

for at least several days. If the water short-

age continues, the plant begins to divert its

resources into making a number of elabo-

rate, metal-containing protective proteins.

One, superoxide dismutase, catalyzes the

rapid destruction of one kind of oxygen

radical and seems to be able to do so for

many days. The plant cannot, of course,

survive a drought indefinitely. But the

function of the antioxidants and protective

enzymes is to see plants through a short-

term crisis.

The humble plant, faced with both nat-

ural and unnatural environmental fluctua-

tions—from scorching days to freezing

nights, from floods to droughts, from her-

bicides to industrial pollutants—takes a

battering. The key to its resilience may be

the ability to stop oxygen in its destructive

tracks. In this way, a plant is far better

adapted to living in a world of oxygen than

almost any other organism. D
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otharctus. an extinct North American primate, is depicted leaping

irouiih hardwoodforests 50 million years ago.

991 Jay H. Matlernes (or AMNH

Alas, Foot Notharctus
n ancient lemuroid skull tells of life—and sudden death—in Wyoming 's forests

y John P. Alexander

On June 12, 1988, paleontologists Eu-

;ne Gaffney and Frank Ippolito of the

merican Museum were searching for

)ssil turtles in the layered badlands of the

ridger Basin, in the southwest comer of

/yoming. When they spotted some frag-

lents of an unknown fossil protruding

om a rock waO, Ippolito dislodged a

avy block and began removing periph-

"al pieces to lighten it. A chance hammer

low spht the stone in half, revealing the

'ell-preserved skull and skeleton of a

nail mammal. The team wrapped the

Decimen in a jacket of plaster and burlap

ad later drove it to New York, along with

leir prize catch of Eocene turtles.

Several members of the staff of the De-

artment of Vertebrate Paleontology were

n hand when the fossil-bearing rocks ar-

ved at the Museum's laboratory. I re-

larked that an exposed elbow in the

lammal-bearing block looked primate-

ke. Malcolm McKenna, Prick Curator of

'aleontology and a world authority on the

volution of early mammals, gave the

pecimen a cursory inspection. He thought

lat several broken cheek teeth, which had

leen exposed in profile, resembled Hyop-

odiis, a small, vaguely hyraxlike creature

ommon in Bridger Basin deposits. As
nanager of the Museum's fossil mammal
ollection, I was expected to catalog the

pecimen and deposit it with the condy-

arths, a group of primitive relatives of the

loofed mammals.

Museum collections are often better

)laces to make extraordinary discoveries

han the field. Had I put it away immedi-

itely, this specimen might have resided

inrecognized among our Hyopsodus col-

ection for years. Instead, I set the thing on

ny desk and stared at it on and off for sev-

ml weeks. One quiet Saturday afternoon.

I took the block into the empty lab and

began working with a miniature pneu-

matic hammer to release the smooth

brown bone from the grip of the ancient

rock. Within five minutes, I had exposed a

postorbital bar on the skull. The sight

jolted me. Such a bar, formed by exten-

sions of the frontal and maxillary bones,

creates a bony ring ai^ound the eyeball.

Most mammals lack this feature; modem
primates are among the few groups that

have it. After an hour I knew that I had one

of the half dozen most complete primate

skulls that had ever been found in North

America. At that moment McKenna hap-

pened to walk into the lab. With a grin he

remarked that it was the strangest Hyopso-

dus skull he had ever seen.

At first I thought the specimen was

Smilodectes, a kind of early prosimian

best known from skulls in the Smithsonian

Institution collection. In an important

study published in 1958, paleontologist C.

L. Gazin had described examples of the

ancient primate Smilodectes and the re-

lated genus Notharctus. But whereas

Notharctus had for decades been recon-

structed as a fox-faced little primate simi-

lar to today's ring-tailed lemur, Gazin's re-

constmction of Smilodectes suggested that

it was a more advanced form. None-

theless, when I cleaned my new "Smilo-

dectes' I noticed that its dentition was that

of a Notharctus, examples of which had

been in our collection for years.

This clue led me to realize that the new

skull could revise our understanding of

both creatures. It was the first complete

and uncrushed representative of an early

notharctid prosimian. For the first time we
could see what the heads of these animals

looked like: the small, broad face with

fully binocular vision was close to what

one might expect of the common ancestor

of monkeys and apes. Neither the long-

muzzled, narrow-faced image of Notharc-

tus, reconstmcted by William King Gre-

gory in the 1920s, nor the arch-nosed,

broad-faced reconstruction of Smilodectes

gracilis derived from Gazin's later work

could be accurate.

Guided by the anatomy of related living

prosimians, such as the sifaka of Mada-

gascar, I anticipated new details with each

bit of rock removed. The large canine teeth

and the sagittal crest, or ridge of bone, on

the top of the head (for attachment of pow-

erful jaw muscles) were secondary sex

characteristics commonly seen in anthro-

poids but not in modem lemurs, and they

indicated that I was dealing with a male.

As it emerged from its rock matrix, the

skull presented another surprise. Just

above and behind the left eye I encoun-

tered a hole, about as wide as a pencil, that

wasn't supposed to be there. Next, 1 found

a hollow depression punched into the bone

behind the other eye and a small nick in

the cheekbone. Assuming the role of a

coroner 50 million years after the fact. I re-

alized that I had a "notharcticide" on my
hands, a conclusion further supported by

evidence of a puncture wound to the first

neck vertebra and the splitting of the third.

I named the little victim Butch Casualty in

honor of his Wyoming origin and his cmel

demise. Somewhere among the long-van-

ished treetops of Wyoming's Eocene

forests. Dutch's neck had been broken by a

bite from behind, and the right side of his

face cmnched in the jaws of a predator.

Notharctus shared its prime\'al forest

with a rogues" gallery of archaic predators,

ranging in body mass from the jaguar-

sized Patriofelis to the weasel-sized

Thinocyon. Whichever hunter was respon-
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John P. Alexandei

Vulpavus, a tree-living hunter, drags a dead

Notharctus to a convenient limbforfeasting,

above. Butch Casualt}''sfossil skull, right, bears

a circular puncture on its cheek, presumably

made by a predator'sfangs.

sible had possessed upper canines that

were oblately triangular in cross section

and spaced about half an inch apart: a

mammal about the size of a pine marten. I

had to exonerate those suspects that were

the wrong size or whose canines were the

wrong shape. Machaeroides, for instance,

was a saber-toothed predator with a mink-

like body and fangs that were too long and

lozenge-shaped in cross section. I ruled

out each animal in the lineup except a

creature called Vulpavus, an arboreal

predator with robust limbs, which enabled

it to shinny up a tree like a wolverine. Vul-

pavus had flat feet tipped with large,

bladelike claws, and its anatomy is consis-

tent with that of a tree-dwelling predator.

Today, the only carnivore like it is the bin-

turong, a wiry-haired relative of the mon-

goose from the forests of Southeast Asia.

My excitement in discovering Butch

prompted me to spend every spare mo-

ment during the next year reexamining the

American Museum's large Eocene mam-
mal collection. Drawer by drawer, I

searched for additional examples of

Notharctus that may have escaped proper

identification. Among my discoveries was

a second skeleton of Notharctus that, ac-

cording to our records, had been collected

by Paul C. Miller in 1922. It had been

misidentified as a carnivore, and later its

head and body had been inadvertently sep-

arated. I reunited the skeleton and named

it Harry in honor of the corpse that keeps

disappearing and rematerializing in Alfred

Hitchcock's film The Trouble with Hany.

Harry possesses the best-presei"ved shoul-

ders and hips of any example of the genus.

Together, Butch and Harry have filled in

many of the missing pieces of an old puz-

zle that had intrigued some of the greatest

names in vertebrate paleontology.

For decades Notharctus had been char-

acterized as the "best-known" early pri-

mate, yet we still knew little about the an-

imal. Many details of its skull and skeleton

had been inferred from the better-known

prosimian primates of Europe, the adap-

ids, leading to the erroneous conclusion

that North American forms were more

primitive than their European counter-

parts. In fact, Notharctus had a mm
smaller muzzle than either extinct adapi

or many living lemurs and may have ind

pendendy evolved a few features of a

thropoids, such as the reduced lachrym

bone of the face. I tend to believe that

some ways Notharctus more closely r

sembles the ancestral stock that product

the monkeys and apes than the line that li

to the Malagasy lemurs and sifakas.

Since Butch's discovery in 198'

Lemurs, Then and Now
Today's Malagasy lemurs may be de-

scended from European adapids, an ex-

tinct early primate group that shared

common ancestors with the North
American nothaictids back in the early

Eocene. But by the later Eocene, when
Notharctus was leaping through the

trees of ancient Wyoming, the land route

between Europe and North America had

been broken, and the two lineages had

already gone their separate ways. Al-

though Notharctus and its North Ameri-

can relatives can be characterized as

lemurlike, they were not true lemurs.

The lemurs living on Madagascar today,

including related indrids such as the

sifaka and the enigmatic aye-aye, repre-

sent a separate line that has diversified

into a great number of ecological niches.

However, the sifaka Propithecus ver-

reauxi is the living primate most analo-

gous to notharctids and can give us a

vivid idea of what these ancient crea-

tures may have been like.

Active in the daytime, modem sifakas

feed on fruits and foliage and occasion-

ally venture down to the forest floor. On
the ground, sifakas have a tendency to

rise up on their hind legs and amble

about bipedally, making short sideways

leaps—actions Notharctus may also

have performed. Most species of lemurs

travel on all fours, have flat nails on their

hands, and possess a specialized "toilet"

claw on their hind feet, with which they

groom their fur. Like monkeys, most

lemurs have binocular vision, reduced

reliance on the sense of smell, and grasp-

ing hands.

A caprice of biogeography allowed

prosimians to reach Madagascar and live

unmolested by most predators for tens of

millions of years. Beginning a few thou-

sand years ago, human settlers hunted

thirteen species of native lemurs to ex-

tinction. The largest of them, the ape-

sized Megaladapis, was finally extermi-

nated only a few centuries ago.

Today's remaining Malagasy prosimi-

ans are also threatened with imminent

extinction because of relendess hunting

and deforestation by humans. Unless

significant efforts are made toward habi-

tat preservation, it appears that these

creatures, which are so much like the

early ancestors of all anthropoids, may
soon disappear at the hands of the

world's most recently evolved primate.
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oughts about this little Notharctus domi-

ited my waking hours. I hoped to find its

jht hand, a part of the skeleton that was

issing. When I had the opportunity to

in a University of Colorado field team

orking at Bitter Creek, east of the

ridger Basin, in 1991, 1 jumped at the

lance to spend a day trying to relocate

e site of Butch's discovery. Three col-

agues and I managed to find the spot, but

ifortunately, the only fossils evident

ere were a few toe bones from a rhino-

:e beast called Hymchyus.

July 11, 1991, was a special day: as-

)nomers from Hawaii to Baja California

5re busy observing one of the premier

lal solar eclipses of the century. Recall-

g admonitions never to look directly at

eclipse, I projected a reversed image of

s sun onto the ground through my binoc-

ars. One of my colleagues, Robert

iiemone of the State University of New
)rk at Geneseo, glanced at his watch and

minded me that our available search

ne, as well as the eclipse, was waiting.

Returning my attention to fossil hunt-

g, I picked up the Hyrachyus toe bones,

lagining the thud of hoofs and the

stling of fronds as this boar-sized rhino

lusin galloped through palmetto glades. I

anned the high desert before me and re-

inded myself that this land was once wa-

red by a chain of broad blue lakes ringed

' lush forests comparable to today's

orida Gulf Coast. Palms, cypresses, fig

jes, and willows grew in the basins,

ardwoods, such as elms, oaks, and

-eches, yielded to conifers at higher ele-

itions, where dense forests once contin-

;d up to 6,000 feet. Some of the best evi-

;nce of such Eocene forests, which

anketed much of the Northern Hemi-

ihere, have been found on Axel Heiberg

land above the Arctic Circle in Canada's

r north, where actual wood and leaves

we been preserved.

As the Western Rockies were being

rust upward to ever greater heights, vol-

inoes in what is now Yellowstone Na-

jnal Park frequendy belched plumes of

ih that intermittently blanketed the area,

ainstorms washed these volcanic cinders

own stream beds and into aggrading

isins, forming sedimentary strata that in-

rred the remains of many forest animals,

lillions of years later, erosion and

eather exposed them to the surface

gain, like slices of a layer cake. Today

lese Wyoming badlands contain some of

le best-preserved early mammal fossils.

We had to quit early to rejoin our col-

fagues at the Bitter Creek camp ninety

Based on recent discoveries, a

new skeletal mount shows

Notharctus with a reducedface

and poised more like a leaper

than a quadruped.

miles away, but we decided to allow our-

selves one more hour of prospecting for

fossils. About twenty minutes later, I no-

ticed bits of bone at the surface of a clay

stone bed. I quickly fitted the fragments

together and realized that I was holding a

whole jaw of Notharctus tenebrosus, in-

cluding the mandibular symphysis, which

joins the two halves together—a superior

specimen. The large canine socket indi-

cated it was probably the jaw of a male. I

called to my colleagues, who converged

on my location like ants at a picnic.

On our hands and knees, we scrutinized

the ground until Linda Levitch, of the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, drew my attention to

a tiny bone exposed on the white cliff face

about six feet from where we found the

first mandible. When I told her that it was

the phalanx, or finger bone, of a Notharc-

tus, Bob Anemone guffawed and accused

me of seeing a Notharctus under every

bush. In fact, I had become so famifiar

with the anatomy of Notharctus that if one

had been under a bush, I'd have been

likely to find it. Less than an inch behind

this phalanx we found another complete

jaw and an associated partial skeleton of a

female Notharctus that had not seen the

light of day for almost 50 million years.

Only two of the ninety-eight Notharctus

jaws collected by the American Museum
dimng the past century are as complete as

the pair we found that afternoon of the

eclipse. I nicknamed the new specimens

Cosmo and Cosema in honor of the cos-

mic circumstances of their discovery and

the astronomical odds against it.

On our way back down the highway, we
toasted our good fortune with ice cream

cones at the Little America Truckstop. The

first paleontologists to pass through the

Bridger Basin more than a hundred years

ago would have been lucky to slake their

thirst out of a wet horseshoe print. Much
has been written about the hunt for early

primates in such far-off locales as the

Great Rift of Africa or the "dragon bone"

caves of China, but we had the pleasure of

finding distant relatives of humankind just

off Wyoming's Interstate 80, which paral-

lels the old Union Pacific right of way. Our

site has turned out to be one of the richest

repositories of fossil primates in North

America.

Eocene sediments of western Europe

contain a splendid fossil record of adapids,

but the exact relationship between them

and their North American cousins is still

obscure. During the early part of that pe-

riod, animals were still able to travel be-

tween the two land masses across the then

temperate Arctic. The fossil record indi-

cates that a few million years later, con-

nections between the populations were

severed. Continental drift eventually

widened the distance between Europe and

North America, and prosimian groups in

the Old and New Worlds seem to have

evolved separately.

World temperatures began to cool in the

Oligocene, and the vast, continuous wood-

lands gave way to many areas of grass-

lands, or savannas. In the higher latitudes

of North America, primates were steadily

excluded from their former extensive

ranges. Some prosimians may have sur-

vived the Oligocene in Mexico and Cen-

tral America until the advent of New-

World monkeys, which seem to have

taken over their arboreal niches. The last

prosimians known from North America
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The Changing Image of Notharctus

This classic restorationfrom the 1920s depicts Notharctus

as a fox-faced, quadrupedal lemur
Francis L. Jaques; AMNH

In 1869, shortly after the Union Pa-

cific Railway linked the continent from

coast to coast, museum collectors from

the East headed for the fossil-rich west-

em badlands, where the earth was yield-

ing hundreds of previously unknown
species. Field teams on muleback, sent

by rival pioneer paleontologists Edward
Drinker Cope and Othniel C. Marsh,

scoured the Bridger Basin and shipped

tons of fossils back to Boston and New
Haven by rail. An enigmatic little jaw
collected from Cottonwood Creek was
part of the treasure trove of ancient

mammal remains.

In 1870 the relic was described by

Joseph Leidy, of Philadelphia's Acad-

emy of Natural Sciences, who named it

Notharctus tenebrosus, or "dark spuri-

ous bear," because he thought it might be

related to raccoons. Later, he decided

that the jaw had more in common with

early ungulates.

In 1902, Henry Fairfield Osbom, the

director of the American Museum of

Natural History, was the first to recog-

nize the fragment as possibly the oldest

example of a primate, but its relationship

to lemurs, monkeys, or apes has been a

matter of debate ever since. When Os-

bom sent a field team to retrieve more
Eocene mammalian fossils from Wy-
oming, he alerted them to search for

more complete specimens of Notharc-

tus. The first skull was found on the last

day of June 1903 by L. S. Quackenbush
in the company of Walter Granger, who
wrote "?Notharctus" in his journal.

Granger also found parts of two skele-

tons, each about 20 percent complete.

A description of that badly cmshed
skull formed the basis of a hefty tome
published in 1920 by William King Gre-

gory of the American Museum, which

became the definitive description of the

genus for decades. Following Gregory,

Museum preparator Alfred Thomson as-

sembled a mounted skeleton oi Notharc-

tus that was about 20 percent fossil and

80 percent plaster It became a classic

exhibit, on display continuously for sev-

enty years, during which its picture ap-

peared in hundreds of publications, from

scientific journals to children's books.

Our present image of Notharctus, re-

lying heavily on the specimens known as

Butch Casualty and Harry, shows the an-

imal with a shallower face than had been

thought, which is consistent with a

leaper rather than a quadruped. John

Alexander's new skeletal mount and Jay

Mattemes's mural depicting Notharctus

in life will be displayed in the American

Museum's Hall of Human Biology and

Evolution, scheduled to open in the

spring of 1993.

A tree-dwelling leaper and climb

Verreaux's sifaka ofMadagascar is i

closest living analogue o/Notharcti

On rare excursions to the grow

it may resort to an awkwardfoi

ofbipedal locomotic
Frans Laming; Minden Picli

date back to the early Oligocene (27 to

million years ago) and were found

southern California and the Big Bend at

of Texas. After that time, the fossil recc

of prosimians in Europe also dwindl

away. Remains of lemur cousins, such

lorises and bush babies, from the later T(

tiary have occasionally been found in A;

and Africa, where these animals dw'

today, but the only post-Oligocene fos

record of lemurlike creatures comes fix

comparatively recent deposits on the

land of Madagascar, the last stronghold

living prosimians.

Notharctus was a forest dweller w
long and powerful hind legs for leapi

from tree to tree, like modem sifakas frc

Madagascar, which can clear twenty-fc

gaps with ease. Most modem lemurs te

to have long feet with grasping big to

but Notharctus also had long hands w
elongated fingers for clinging to tmr

and branches. Like today's Malaga

lemurs, Notharctus had a long tail tl

probably helped the animal balance wh

it performed its arboreal acrobatics.

What is most impressive about A

tharctus is that it demonstrates that a re

tively advanced state of primate evoluti

had been achieved by the first half of t

Eocene, 50 million years ago. Its graspi

hands and feet, with nails instead of clav

were already very much hke those of lai

anthropoid primates. This basic prime

adaptation for manipulating food and c;

rying it to the mouth eUminated relian

on an elongated muzzle. The anima

eyes were set far enough forward to pr

duce stereoscopic vision, or depth perce

tion—no small advantage in the maze

the treetops. Such an overall gain

awareness of the environment may ha

set the stage for the further expansion

primate brains that occurred in ti

Oligocene. By studying today's lemui

we are able to gain some idea of what tl

lives of our ancient relatives such

Notharctus were like, and thus to pictu

more accurately the early stages of o

own evolution.
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The ArtistWho Saw
Through Time
by Robert McCracken Peck

"As a small boy," wrote Charles R.

Knight (1874-1953), "all sorts of living

things intrigued my youthful imagination

and inspired my endeavors to place on

paper somehow and in some way a repre-

sentation of the animal forms to which I

was so devoted. There was no special art

consciousness about these attempts,

merely a primitive urge to depict what I

saw before me, much in the manner of the

A special exhibition, The Prehistoric

Mammals of Charles R. Knight, will be

on display in the American Museum of

Natural History's Akeley Gallery through

the end of October 1992.

ancient cave man who loved to grave and

color upon the walls of some remote cav-

ern the shapes, tints, and actions of the

various wild beasts that existed in his im-

mediate neighborhood."

Knight's urge to depict his surroundings

led him, in time, to a career as the coun-

try's most influential painter of the prehis-

toric world, making him the man many
credit with bringing dinosaurs—and a host

of other long-extinct creatures—out of the

attic and into the public eye. While his

own Brooklyn neighborhood was decid-

edly lacking in wild animals, New York

City's Central Park Zoo and the American

Museum of Natural History, "at that time

only a single red brick building which rose

from a pile of broken rods in the center of

Manhattan Square," offered more than

enough exotic creatures to satisfy the

imagination of a lonely but creative child.

With special visiting privileges ar-

ranged by J. P. Morgan, for whom
Knight's father served as a private secre-

tary, the young boy first began coming to

the Museum before the age of five. As he

recalled later in life, "The long tiled halls

filled to overflowing with glassy-eyed

birds and animals, each on its own ma-

hogany base, fascinated me, and we had

them all to ourselves, as the Museum was

not then open to the public on Sundays. I

presume the taxidermy was pretty bad,

and many of the specimens were old,

cracked, and faded—but to me they were a

wonderful show and I vastly enjoyed look-

ing at them. I particularly remember one

striking group of an Arab camel rider

being attacked by a lion...only an artist

could have done it. The man of course was

wax, but his expression as he sat astride

the camel's neck to escape the claws of the

big cat was well worth seeing.. . . All these

little excursions into the vast realms of an-

imal life must have stimulated in my
youthful mind an already intense desire to

draw or otherwise portray the forms and

colors of the creatures that I now realized

lived in the world about me. Gradually I

began to draw, at first from copy books,

but later from living animals."

At the age of fifteen, Knight began tak-

ing classes at the Metropolitan Art School

in the basement of the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art. The next year, he added

classes at the Art Students League. After

his father's death in 1892, Knight moved

into Manhattan and found the American

Museum's collections not only stimulat-

ing but also central to his education: "I

loved to hang about the mussy little

wooden shop that in those days passed for

a taxidermist's studio, there to feast my
eyes upon what seemed to my prejudiced

gaze a galaxy of treasures in the form of

mounted animals, birds, skins of various

kinds, and plaster casts of dead specimens.

Even the walls were decorated with heads

and horns, trophies of the chase from all

quarters of the globe. To anyone not

keenly set upon such things, this bizarre

conglomeration would have been truly

distasteful, but to me it proved a verita

mine of knowledge and instruction."

By this time, in the early 1 890s, the N

seum had grown, with a new south w:

added to the red brick building in the m
die of Manhattan Square. Evidently, a s

cial arrangement existed between the N

seum and the Central Park Zoo, becai

Knight wrote in his unpublished memo

:

"We used to wait eagerly for specimen; i

arrive from the old Central Park Zoo. u

ally in pretty poor condition.... Nevert

less, we got busy on them right awa; I

drew close-ups of noses, eyes, paws, ei

,

and the boys made plaster casts before ; I

after skinning. Then we'd study the m •

cles and the bony structure, and again i

draw assiduously from the defunct ; I

sometimes smelly cadavers. It was a 1

1

anatomy course, as far as it went—a di I

tiger, a lion, a queerly formed kangaroo r

a much disheveled macaw or pelican, tl /

all came one after another, under our a-
fill scrutiny, and we learned a lot ab I

their forms and proportion.. . . I very sc i

found that when I again drew from hv;

animals, my bone and muscle studies 1

1

given me a far deeper insight into tfr

general construction than I had forme'

possessed, and that I was able better to •

terpret the position and flow of the m
cles as the animals moved about in th

cages."

In 1 893, between art classes and regu r

visits to the Museum and the Central P;;

Zoo, Knight began to seek free-lance w(

;

in illustration. In order to devote mc
time to his smdies he had given up a ji

painting creche animals for a compa'

that produced stained-glass windows
'

churches. But now, driven by a need

funds and a desire to prove his worth in I

;

marketplace, he began to show his port-

lio of animal drawings to New York pi-

lishing houses and magazines.
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The Living Museum

In 1890, the American Museum ofNatural History, below, was in the

midst ofexpanding its quarters. Bottom: Jules Verreaux's Arab Courier

Attacked by Lions was displayed at the 1869 Paris Exposition and later

transferred to the Museum, where Knight saw it as a five-year-old hoy.

At first he was received rather coolly,

It he proved to be persistent, "going back

ain and again to see editors, sub-editors,

d just office boys. Finally, and at a lucky

y for me, I went to the American Book

Dmpany a second time and there met an

sistant editor. This handsome young

an, with deep black eyes and curling

ir, received me most graciously, listened

what I had to say, and then promptly of-

red me several small illustrations to do

r children's readers. I was delighted.

;re at last was an opening.. . . He offered

e $25 apiece for the pictures, which was

ry good pay, as they each took me less

an a week to do. I trod on air all the way

Harlem [where Knight was living at the

ne]. It was truly a windfall, as my
lends were making from $2 to $12 per

eek, working hard all day in some down-

wn office, and here I was an independent

)ung man, just beginning, getting $25 at

ast every week for a few days' work and

home and in my own time. It was won-

;rful and my stock rose tremendously in

e estimation ofmy friends. ... It gave me
tremendous mental stimulus, this sort of

ork, and it was just what I had always

anted to do without knowing just how to

;t at it.... I was now an illustrator... and

nbarking on what was really to be my
fe career."

While still in his early twenties. Knight

;gan to free-lance for McClure 's, a popu-

\i magazine notable for its scientific arti-

es, its portraits of people, and its fresh

lid lively fiction. Here he met and worked

I'ith an impressive array of talented writ-

rs, including Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and

udyard Kipling.

• With each published illustration,

.night's reputation as an artist grew, and

n it did, his friends at the Museum began

I) treat him more as a professional col-

;ague than a student. One day John Row-
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For a mural depicting Cro-Magnon

painters, right, Knight chose the

mammoth scenefrom the limestone cave

ofFont-de-Gaume in Dordogne, France.

Below: A photograph ofKnight taken in

1894, when the artist was twenty.

Photographs courtesy of AMNH

ley, the Museum's head taxidermist, asked

Knight if he would like to put his anatom-

ical knowledge and drawing ability to

work reconstructing a fossil animal.

Knight was intrigued by the challenge.

"My modest reply was that I would try,

and what was the beast he had in mind?"

he recalled. "It proved to be a curious

piglike animal

—

Elotherium, with special

and peculiar characters which set it off

more or less in a class by itself. I com-

pleted the drawing satisfactorily in black-

and-white watercolor, and it still hangs in

the Museum by the specimen. The date

was 1894. Thus, without realizing it, I had

stumbled on a kind of work which was to

occupy me much of my time for the next

forty years or more."

Although earlier artists had tried to de-

pict creatures of the prehistoric world,

none had started with Knight's combina-

tion of anatomical knowledge and artistic

ability. In the early nineteenth century,

prehistoric fossils were rarely found in

natural history museums. Those that were

were not displayed with much imagina-

tion until 1868, when Philadelphia's

Academy of Natural Sciences employed

the British sculptor Benjamin Waterhouse

Hawkins to reconstruct a skeleton of Had-

rosaiirus foulki. The effect was dramatic,

and attendance skyrocketed as thousands

flocked to view the bony behemoth. I

couraged by the public's response

Philadelphia, other rrtuseums rushed to

cure and display prehistoric fossils of th

own. At the time Knight began working

the American Museum, the institution v

just beginning to amass a collection of f

sil skeletons. By adding flesh and fur

these bones. Knight seemed to breathe I

into the subjects of his paintings. Inadv

tently, he had discovered—and filled-

niche in which he could combine his t

ents in science and art.

The person who most fully appreciai

the educational and commercial potent

of Knight's talent was Henry Fairfield C

bom, the head of the Museum's paleonti

ogy department (and later, president of t

Museum). "Professor Osbom was your

well trained, and enthusiastic," recall

Knight, "and he wished to make a fi

showing of things prehistoric for \

newly acquired department. Above all,

was something of a naturalist and an art

at heart, and he had a great appreciation

all things living and beautiful. Also, :

saw the necessity for embarking on son

plan or method of installation that wou

interest the intelligent laymen in his ff

growing gallery of fossil creatures. V

saw eye to eye from the first in these m;

ters and realized the possibilities ahead
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us and set to work with a will to make our

schemes a success."

When Osbom arrived at the Museum to

3Stablish its paleontology department in

1891, Yale and the Academy of Natural

Sciences dominated the still-nascent sci-

ence of paleontology in America. Under

Osbom's dynamic leadership, the Ameri-

can Museum's collections began to grow

in size and importance. Knight could not

have been on hand at a better time.

"While the laboratories hummed with

the sound of drills, scrapers, and mallets

wielded by the skillful hands of numerous

excellent preparators, specimens of all

sorts, shapes, and sizes poured in from the

field expeditions, several of which were

out most of the summer, and big and little

bones were unearthed from their long rest

beneath the soil of some western state and

later assembled and placed on exhibition.

It was an inspiring time for all of us—we
were young, strong, and energetic, filled

with enthusiasm and determined to make

our halls the finest in the world. In my
modest role as artist, I modeled and

painted the various extraordinary crea-

tures as they were set up, and my produc-

tions were placed close by the mounted

specimens as a guide to the imagination of

the public."

Under Osbom's direction (and with fi-

nancial support from J. P. Morgan),

Knight went on to paint thirteen immense

murals of prehistoric life for the Museum.

Seven of the murals are undergoing restor-

ation for the new Hall of Vertebrate Pale-

ontology, opening in the fall of 1993. In

addition. Knight's mural of Cro-Magnon

cave painters is being restored for the

opening of the Hall of Human Biology

and Evolution in May 1993, giving sup-

port to Osborn's bold prediction that

Knight's work at the Museum would "en-

dure for all time." Although subsequent

discoveries have changed our knowledge

about some of Knight's subjects, the

power of his paintings still grips us today.

During his long and prohfic career (he was

still painting at the time of his death in

1953), Knight painted murals of prehis-

toric life for museums in Washington,

D.C., Pittsburgh, Chicago, Los Angeles,

and Scranton, Pennsylvania, but it was the

American Museum that—from the age of

five—he always considered home.

Naturalist and historian Robert Mc-
Cracken Peck is a Fellow of the Academy

ofNatural Sciences of Philadelphia. He is

the author ofA Celebration of Birds: The

Life and Art of Louis Agassiz Fuertes and,

most recently, Land of the Eagle: A Nat-

ural History of North America.
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SAILING THE CARIBlii:AN

Aboard the Sea Cloud

January 14-24, 1993

This winter, step back in time and share

with distinguished lecturers of the

American Museum a unique and

luxurious sailing program to many of

the breathtaking islands that so in-

trigued Columbus. We sail aboard the

magnificent tall ship. Sea Cloud, which

has four masts reaching 20 stories high

and 29 sails utilizing 34,0(XJ square feet

of canvas. Participants aboard this

fabulous yacht need extraordinary in-

ducements to go ashore, and we have

designed the itinerary accordingly. We
will visit St. Lucia's splendid beaches,

bubbling sulphur springs and dramatic

mountains. We will journey into

Grenada's lush Grand Etang National

Park, and Dominica's rain forests,

where several bird species found

nowhere else in the world reside. Spec-

tacular underwater views highlight our

snorkeling
stops in the

Grenadines
and Anguilla,

while St. Kitt's

magnificent
Brimstone
Hill fort offers

panoramic
views of the

Caribbean.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

„ l-SrlH History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West 1 79th Street

NewYorlt,NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New Yorlt State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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At the American Museum

An Astronaut's View of

Planet Earth
Donald Thomas, an astronaut with

NASA Johnson Space Center, will pre-

sent an illustrated talk on satellite studies

of Earth in the 1990s. Thomas will dis-

cuss NASA's goal of understanding and

predicting natural and human-induced

changes in the planet's land, atmosphere,

and oceans.

This lecture, on Thursday, August 6,

at 7:30 p.m. in the Planetarium's Sky
Theater, is the last in a three-part series

hosted by the Hayden Planetarium in

conjunction with the Museum's exhibit

"Global Warming: Understanding the

Forecast." Tickets are $8 ($6 for mem-
bers). For information about ticket avail-

ability and other planetarium events, call

(212) 769-5900.

Origami Folding
An origami event will take place daily

from Monday, August 3, through Sun-

day, August 16, during Museum hours.

Expert folders will be available in the

Hall of Ocean Life to teach Museum vis-

itors to make a variety of origami shapes.

from balls and balloons to swans and

jumping frogs.

Naturemax
Through Saturday, October 31, Na-

turemax Theater will be showing Ring of

Fire (daily at 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. and

1:30, 2:30, and 3:30 p.m.) and Blue

Planet (daily at 12:30 and 4:30 p.m.).

Ring of Fire explores the 30,000-mile

circle of volcanoes of the Pacific rim,

while Blue Planet presents film footage

from four space shuttle flights. On Fri-

days and Saturdays, in addition to the

weekday schedule. Ring of Fire and We
Are Bom ofStars will be featured at 6:00

and 7:30 p.m. We Are Bom ofStars is a 3-

D film presentation on the evolution of

the solar system. Call (212) 769-5650

for further information.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Museum has a pay-what-

you-wish admission policy. For more in-

formation about the Museum, call (212)

769-5100.

On display in the Museum's exhibition "Global Wamii?ig:

Understanding the Forecast" is a "burping cow,
"

representing the world's 1.3 billion dairy and beef cattle.

Every time a cow burps (eve)y minute or so), it expels a

greenhouse gas, methane, into the attnosphere.
Craig Chesek; AMNH
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A Serious Candy
In the tropics, gastronomes are nuts about cashew apples

by Raymond Sokolov

At the entrance to a recent open-air

food festival in the colonial fort at Santo

Domingo, fruits and vegetables were piled

up high to celebrate the coming quincen-

tennial of Columbus's arrival in the New
World. Santo Domingo is the capital of

what is now the Dominican Republic, the

Spanish-speaking eastern half of the Car-

ibbean island of Hispaniola (Haiti is the

western half), where Columbus estab-

Ushed the first European settlement in the

New World, having landed there just be-

fore Christmas in 1492. So it is no wonder

that Dominicans are eagerly preparing for

Columbus Day 1992, since for them it is

not just a landmark in world history but a

kind of local birthday. That food was used

to symbolize the "encounter" that began

on Hispaniola so long ago was particularly

fitting, for the exchange of foods between

the Americas and the rest of the planet is

the most important positive result of

Columbus's blundering "discovery."

At the Santo Domingo fort, the festoons

of locally grown products exemplified this

benign and creative culinary cross-fertil-

ization. There were native guavas and

chilies, as well as mangoes and bananas

descended from Asian ancestors. And
under nearby tents, restaurant crews were

serving Creole dishes based on pork and

goat and salt cod, ingredients originally

imported from Europe.

Anyone who has spent time in island

markets and food stalls could have easily

named just about everything on hand. But

there was one pile of red and yellow fruits

that stumped me. At first glance, I thought

they were somewhat wilted bell peppers.

But on closer inspection I realized they

were something I hadn't seen before. A
Dominican friend picked one up and un-

hesitatingly identified it as a cajuil. This is

not a word you will find in an ordinary

Spanish dictionary or even in the polyglot

lists of vernacular names in Alan David-

son's authoritative Fruit.

I tasted the fruit. It was juicy and astrin-

gent. The next night I deduced what it

was. At a formal dinner, there was the

same attractive, red tetrahedral object in a

centerpiece in the middle of the table. I

picked it up. Hanging from it was a kid-

ney-shaped, dark green thing I knew in a

flash was a cashew.

The cashew nut we eat in North Amer-

ica is, botanically speaking, the true fruit

of the tropical evergreen tree Anacardium

occidentale. But this is not the whole

story. In nature, the cashew does not sim-

ply hang, as do most nuts, from the

branches of its tree or slumber safely in-

side a fleshy or spiky outer envelope, like

a chestnut or black walnut. After a certain

point in its fruity career, the cashew nut's

stem, or peduncle, swells and turns into a

fleshy mass known in botany as a recep-

tacle, or disc. This cashew "apple" is what

I had been seeing in Santo Domingo.

Frankly, I couldn't work up a lot of ex-

citement over the puckering taste or

stringy texture of it. But then the next af-

ternoon, I heard a child's voice call out,

"Cajuil." There was no bright fruit this

time. The girl was leaning out the window

at the front of her house to sell me a black

fruit preserve, which turned out to be

made from the cashew apple.

This is a serious candy, sober both in

appearance and in taste. I recommend it to

anyone, especially anyone visiting in the

colonial section of Santo Domingo, where

cashew conserves are sold in little markets

and may well be still available from the

girl who lives across from the elegant

stone church of Los Mercedes, whose

doors open for mass in the early evening,

offering refuge from the heat and a view of

two painted eighteenth-century baroi

wooden altarpieces (retabios).

That cashew conserves should coinc

with a colonial church in the Caribb

seems appropriate, since the trees w
brought in from their native ground

Brazil as a byproduct of Spanish imper

ism. And it also seems appropriate 1

modem Dominican gastronomes atten

ing to distinguish their cuisine from

generalized Creole cuisine of the Cai

bean should display the cashew fruit i
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A Matter of Taste

In Brazil, where the cashew tree is

native, the receptacle, or "apple,"

is as important afood as the

nut that hangsfrom it.

,'ple and claim them as jealously as they

I habichuelas con duke (a sweet dessert

ade of pureed red beans).

Many other cultures, from Mexico to

idia, can now also call the cashew their

ivn, but the Brazilian origin is clear,

any of the world's vernacular names for

je cashew descend from the Amazonian

Ijpi word acaju: cajuil, the Portuguese

Ijju, the English cashew.

Brazilians know their cashews and con-

me them in every conceivable way, as

they have since before the arrival of the

Portuguese. A sixteenth-century chroni-

cler reported cashew trees in cultivation

by Indians on the coast of Bahia and a

wine made from the cashew apple (which

is now called pera, or pear). Today, a

cashew apple wine (cajuada) is still pro-

duced, and Brazil is the only country

where the cashew apple competes with the

nut as a consumer item. It is found in pre-

serves and many other preparations, no-

tably cashew apple juice (cajuina), which

is three times as rich in vitamin C as its cit-

rus equivalent. The nut, called chestnut, or

castanha. is also a fundamental part of the

cuisine. A delicious example of this Bra-

zilian zest for the cashew, a kind of

cashew fudge, showed up this year among

the exotica in a Dominican-owned super-

ette on West Ninety-third Street in Man-

hattan.

The cashew tree will grow in this coun-

try, but basically only in south Rorida. It is

tropical, as is its main economically useful
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Cashew Punch

(Adapted from Traditional Jamaican Cookery,

by Norma Benghiat, Penguin, 1985)

3 cups juice ofcashew apple

Juice of 1 orange

Juice of 1 lime

Sugar

1. Combine the three juices. Add sugar

to taste. Serve over crushed ice.

Yield: 4 servings

Cashew Jam

4 cups cashew apple, peeled cmd
diced

4 cups sugar

1 . Combine the diced cashew apple and

the sugar. Cook slowly until the fruit

is tender and the mixture will set.

Pour into sterilized jars and seal.

Yield: About 1 quait jam

Habichueias con Dulce

(Adapted from Cocinando con Chea de Ortiz.

by Mercedes Manzano de Ortiz, Editora Corripio, Santo Domingo, 1985)

8 ounces red beans

2 sticks cinnamon
10 tablespoons milk, approximately

'A pound batatas (white-fleshed

sweet potatoes), peeled and diced

1 clove

Pinch ofallspice

Vj cup canned coconut milk

(available in Asian markets)

'A teaspoon salt

10 tablespoons sugar

'A cup raisins (optional)

1 tablespoon butter

1 . Let the beans soak overnight.

2. In a stockpot, combine the beans

with 4 quarts water. Add 1 cinnamon
stick, bring to a boil, and simmer
slowly for 3 hours or until the beans

have softened completely and can be

easily mashed with a spoon. By the

end of this process, the water will

have almost completely evaporated.

Be careful to stir and add water if

necessary to prevent scorching. Add
6 tablespoons milk and let cool.

3. Discard cinnamon. Using the steel

blade of a food processor, puree the

beans.

4. While the beans are cooling, simmer
the batatas with the remaining milk,

cinnamon stick, the clove, and all-

spice. Cook until tender. Combine
with the bean puree, coconut milk,

and salt. Press through a strainer.

5. Place over low heat and stir con-

stantly until the mixture begins to

boil. Add the sugar (and the raisins, if

used) and simmer for five minutes,

stirring constantly.

6. Remove from heat and beat in the

butter. If the mixture seems too thick,

add more milk. Serve at room tem-

perature.

Yield: 10 servings

relative, the mango. These fruit trees are

both members of the Anacardiaceae fam-

ily, which also includes the pistachio, poi-

son ivy, poison oak, and poison sumac.

You can see the family resemblance best

by carefully cutting away the outer shell of

a mango pit to expose the heart-shaped

seed lurking inside the hollow space,

much like a peach seed inside a peach pit.

The mango seed looks almost exactly like

a cashew nut.

Perhaps this similarity helped predis-

pose people in India, where the mango is

native, to eat the cashew nut when it was

imported from Brazil to the Portuguese

colony at Goa. Indians, who have tradi-

tionally made a flour from mango seeds,

would have had no trouble experimenting

with their cashew kin. And today, Indian

cooks lead the world in ingenious culinary

exploitations of the cashew. India is also

the leading producer of the nut.

Especially in the south of the subconti-

nent, the cashew is ubiquitous. It appears

in desserts and, ground to a paste, thickens

luxurious sauces. It is chopped, fried, and

added to breakfast cereal. Cookbook au-

thor Julie Sahni reminds us that cashews

are a standard ingredient in the Mysore

lentil-rice-vegetable specialty, the cele-

brated bese bele of Bangalore. At Kanchi-

puram, a Hindu center in the south, the

cream-of-wheat dumplings called idlee

are traditionally studded with cashews.

Indians have a highly developed reper-

toire of sweets and candies, among which

cashews play a major role. One example is

cashew baif, a fudge. And at the summer

feast in honor of their elephant-headed

god Ganesha, a favorite treat is kajupoli, a

Anacardium occidentale, the cashew u
Jany Sauvanel; Photo Researchers,

sweet cashew-flour poori, or air-pufl

fried bread.

The Portuguese also naturalized t

cashew in Mozambique, and it becam(

major cash crop. The Spaniards took t

nut across the Pacific from Mexico to I

Philippines in the Manila galleons tl

opened up Asia to the Spanish impei

system in the sixteenth century. Most i

production even in these established ce

ters is from semiwild small holdings, a

the harvest is laborious. A typical yit

weighs 100 to 150 pounds (apples a

nuts together). Twenty pounds of this

unhuUed nuts, which results in a mere ;

pounds of dried, raw white kernels; or

roasted, they become the nuts we knc

and love.

Along the way, the cashew farmer fat

a problem quite apart from the usual ris

and labors of pomological enterprise. T

family connection with poison ivy asse

itself in caustic nut shell liquid (CNSL)

toxic substance found on the inner hull

the nut, which contains cardol and ai

cardie acid (something like this also (

curs in mango rinds) and can cause act

dermatitis, swelling, and blisters said to

far more serious than the lesions brouj

on by skin contact with poison ivy.

No one should eat green cashew ni

But roasting eUminates the danger. 1

traditional method, open-fire roasting,

unhealthy for workers. Today, advanc

modem methods remove the risk and sa

the CNSL, which is valuable in the mar

facture of brake linings because it absoi

heat efficiently.

So every time you come to a safe stop

a red light, thank the cashew. But then,

you start up again, consider how you i

missing out on cashew apples and thi

many byproducts, including the soft dri

cashola and the brandy/e/!/n' from Goa,

well as koniagi from Tanzania, whii

Frederic Rosengarten in The Book ofE

ible Nuts describes as a "ginlike liquor."

In a well-run world, the true cashe

lover, or anacardiophile. would dri'

home after a hard day at the office and m
a koniagi martini lightly stirred with

trace of cashew apple vermouth and g£

nished with one unsalted cashew nut

stead of an olive.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose sp

cial interests are the history and prepan

tion offood.
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Celestial Event

Perseus' Diamond Sword
by Gail S. Cleere

On any clear night you can see meteors

streaking across the sky, but some nights

are better than others, and the night of Au-

gust 11-12 will be one of the best. Just

after midnight the Perseid meteor shower

will peak at a rate of about fifty to sixty

meteors per hour. These meteors typically

leave bright, multicolored traces across

the sky and appear to emanate from the

northernmost part of Perseus, hence their

name. The Perseids can usually be seen at

a quarter of the peak rate for two days be-

fore and after the maximum. This year the

nearly full moon will slightly hamper

viewing because it will not set until morn-

ing twilight.

The Perseid meteor shower is one of the

oldest recorded. These fiery meteors may
have inspired the Greek myth that the god

Hermes gave Perseus a diamond sword to

sweep across the sky. In a.d. 36, the Chi-

nese recorded that "more than 100 mete-

ors flew in all directions in the morning."

Since medieval times, these meteors have

been known as the tears of Saint Lawrence

or the sparks of Saint Lawrence's grill.

According to legend, in a.d. 258 the

Roman emperor Valerian demanded that

Lawrence bring him all the Christian

church's treasures. Instead of presenting

the treasures to the emperor, however,

Lawrence presented him with the church's

poor, and the emperor retaliated by having

him roasted over a red-hot grill. The Au-

gust meteors dependably show up on the

date of Lawrence's martyrdom.

The Perseid meteors are remnants of

Comet Swift-Tuttle, first spotted in 1862

from Rochester, New York, by renowned

comet hunter Lewis Swift, who thought it

was another, known comet he was search-

ing for. A few days later, Horace P. Tuttle

observed it from Harvard University and

recognized it as a new comet. Orbital cal-

culations made in 1866 revealed that

Comet Swift-Tuttle traveled in the same

orbit as the Perseid meteor shower. The

comet's predicted return in the early 1980s

was not observed.

Astronomer Brian Marsden, of the Har-

vard-Smithsonian Center for Astro-

physics, speculates that Comet Swift-Tut-

tle could be the same comet that was

observed in China in 1737 by the Jesuit

priest Ignatius Kegler. Working this infor-

mation into his calculations, Marsden be-

lieves that the comet may return this year

in November. But he admits that this pos-

sibility is a long shot; his new arrival time

assumes that some force other than grav-

ity, such as outgassing from the comet's

nucleus (which would act like rocket

thrusters), has significantly altered the

comet's orbital period.

Despite the mystery surrounding the

comet, the Perseid meteor shower's orbital

path around the sun is known with cer-

tainty. When the earth passes through the

shower's path on August 12, debris left

behind from the nucleus of Comet Swift-

Tuttle (usually sand-grain-sized particles)

will enter the eaith's atmosphere, produc-

ing meteors, which are also known as

falling or shooting stars. Meteors (which

can also come from bodies other than

comets) heat up from friction as they enter

the earth's atmosphere. Of the millions of

meteors that enter the atmosphere each

day, most bum up, but larger objects do

survive to reach the ground. Meteors from

comets do not appear to have the bulk, or

strength, to survive a trip to the ground.

The Planets in August

Mercury slips between the earth and

the sun on the 2d, but by midmonth, this

fast-moving planet is far enough away

from the sun for viewers to spot it in the

early moming. Mercury's greatest elonga-

tion west of the sun occurs on the 20th.

Venus appears very low in the weste

sky after sundown but is difficult to (

serve because of its proximity to the he

zon (yet because of its brilliance it can

spotted if the horizon is unobstructed),

the year progresses, Venus will slov

climb higher in the evening sky.

Mars is now rising just after midnij

in the constellation Taurus. About I

10th, the ruddy planet will be above the

shaped group of stars called the Hyac

and some five degrees above the reddi

star Aldebaran, which was known
God's Eye to the ancient Hebrews.

Jupiter is visible in the west early

August just after suiiset. On the 1st, Ic

for the planet above and to the right of

crescent moon. By midmonth, Jupitei

too close to the sun to be seen easily

twilight.

Saturn reaches opposition on the 1

rising as the sun sets and setting as the 5

rises. Saturn is well placed for observati

among the rather faint stars of Capric

nus, just east of Scorpius and Sagittarius

the Milky Way. On the 12th, look for S
um just south of the nearly full moon.

Uranus and Neptune remain in Saj

tarius and are easily seen with binocul;

on dark nights. To locate these plane

consult the special sky maps that appear

popular astronomy magazines. On t

10th, the waxing gibbous moon will be:

the left of these blue-green worlds.

The Moon reaches first quarter on t

5th at 6:48 a.m., EDT; is full on the 13tb

6:27 A.M., EDT; reaches last quarter

the 21st at 6:01 a.m., EDT; and is new

the 27th at 10:42 p.m., EDT.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astro

amy and is a founding member of t

International Dark Sky Association,

organization dedicated to preserving t

skiesfor astronomy.
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/Crafts

:URATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free book-

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202
ington Ave., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

1ICAN ARTS & CRAFTS. Wildlife carvings, cal-

shes. Write; Coramar Stewart, 166 Clinton Place,

oark.NJ 07112

1ICAN MASKS & FIGURES, $150 — $350, re-

st ptnotos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads
je Fan Club. Inquire. Box 39, Florham Park, NJ
32-0039

"lENT ART on silk screened shirts. Cave paint-

;, Aboriginal dancing spirit women, and more!

e for free catalog to Glyphware, Dept. 22, 10727
Avenue Northwest, Seattle, WA 98177

)SEOUT "LIMITED EDITION" signed and num-
!d wildlife prints — Catalog $2.00. Meyer, 10991-

;an Jose Blvd. #149, Jacksonville, FL 32223

'AJO, ZUNI — OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaint-

,
kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Trea-

ts, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, A2 85068

ODUCING ALLOSAURUS - Available for the first time, a

;um quality skeletal model of the Jurassic carnivorous

aur, Allosaurus fragilis - over 1 50 handcast polyurethane

pieces - assembles bone by lifelike bone. Completed

il is 26 inches long (1:12 scale). An illustrated review of

lerature included. Plastic kit with hardwood base - $1 75

oleted model in bronze available. Dealer inquiries also

welcomed. Call or write for information.

801 Encino Place NE, A3, Albuquerque, Nlul 87102

1-800-642-9267

3ks/Publications

/IRONMENTAL NEWSLETTER. Receive
'Sletter by nonprofit organization dedicated to edu-
3n, research and fresh alternatives to environ-

ital issues. Get the unbiased facts through inquiry,

:hesis and global perspectives from Ph.D. scien-

. Your contribution of $65 or more entitles you to

sues and full membership privileges in: Nature/

nnology Alliance, P.O. Box 8005, Baytown, Texas
22-8005. Trial issue $10.

-:E ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Books
Nature Lovers. Identification guides, reference
ks, studies and more on animals, plants, manne
birds, more plus posters and postcards on nature

jects. Most $3.95 to $10.00. Write Dover Publica-

s, Dept. A285, 31 E. 2nd Street, Mineola, NY
01

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
iding subsidy book publisher seei<s manuscripts
all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly
i juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Id for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W,82
,ntage Press, 5 16 W. 34 St,, New York, N.Y. 1 000

1

3LISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors,
subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful
ks. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuschpt
3rt. Carlton Press, Dept, NHH, 11 West 32 Street,

V York 10001

ITieMarl^t
Bargain Books

Save up to 80% on publistiers' overstocks, imports, re-

mainders Choose from up to 8,000 titles including 600-1 ,500

new arrivals each month! Biograptiy History Art, Fiction,

Politics, Literature, Nature, Cooking, Gardening—some-

thing for everyone. Fast shipment, rnrr pAT/ll np
moneyback guarantee. Write for rnLL unlHLUU
Hamilton box

Merchandise/Gifts

: namillOn 60x15-733, FallsVlllage,CT06031 J

WE FIND OUT OF PRINT BOOKS. No fee. Personal

attention. No obligation. Kensington, P.O. Box 582NH,
Clinton, WA 98236 (206) 221-3575. We get results!

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscnpt or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San Cle-

mente, CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys.

Lawyer Instructed home study Free catalogue. (800)
362-7070 Dept. LJ124

BECOME A PROPERTY MANAGER. Home Study —
rental and commercial property. Free Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. MJ1 24

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist. Home Study Free Career Literature. (800)

362-7070 DepLCJ 124

LEARN INTERIOR DECORATING. Home study. De-
velop your natural talent. Free Career Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. HJ 124

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free. 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES — Monthly
bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout
the U.S. Free details: EOV, P.O. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-1 81 ),

500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
employment! Send SASE to MWE0-4R, 2257S Zeno-
bia, Denver, CO 80219 (303) 936-0270

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER
Current openings, all occupations — Western US —
Free Details. . . 311-CD/-14th, GS, CO 81601-3949
(303) 945-8991

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (U\1)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/Magazines.
Includes Britain! Sampler: 3/$2.98. Free Brochure.
Multinewspapers, Box 866-208, Dana Point, Califor-

nia 92629

Furniture

LETTER FILES — PRINT FILES. Beautiful oak files.

Contemporary Traditional. Brochure $1 .00. Nova De-
signs, Box N, 16801 Hw/y. 88, Jackson, CA 95642

UNIQUE HANGING CHAIRS, Hammocks and acces-
sories, outdoor furniture. Handcrafted for 25 years,

satisfaction guaranteed. Free Brochure. 1-800-688-

8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks, Rt. 4, Box 169-NH.
Louisa, VA 23093

"I y OWLS" Bumper Sticker $1. Owl lovers' catalog

$1 . 1 993 Owl Calendar $13. Owl's Nest, Box 990(NHf,
Depoe Bay, OR 97341

METEORITES — RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES
Display specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guar-

anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

NEW WILDLIFE T's! Giant Panda, Grevy's zebra.

Polar bear. Unique designs. Free information: Havelock
Enterphses, Dept. 2000, 4 Parkside, Kincheloe, Ml
49788

OVER 100 RECYCLED PAPER PRODUCTS for

home and office. Free catalogue: Atlantic Recycled
Paper, Box 39179, Baltimore, MD 21212 (800) 323-

2811

RECYCLED PAPERS — Premium quality personal
and commercial stationery — printed or blank,

brochures, NCR sets, etc. Discounts available to non-
profit organizations. For free informational brochure
on recycled papers, paper samples and order form,

call (201 ) 467-4422 or write to Ace Printing Company,
PO. Box 121, Springfield, NJ 07081

fti^^^Jli]/] ff:Q NATURE SONGS FOR-CHILDREN

$8.95 Each Cassette
GrandpoAti i f^^^ 52 gg Postage & Handling

Sings ADOUi I Pei shipment C l fb 4 Cossertes)

800-227-2712
8AW-5PM EST

MostefCard & Visa

l\/liscellaneous

MINIATURE HORSES AVAILABLE. Wide variety of

colors and ages. Show and pet quality. Phone or leave

message (501) 443-3828 Foxfire Farms.

PENFRIENDS — ENGLAND — USA. Make lasting

friendships Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony.
Box 82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing
binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

QUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We carry a
complete selection of brand name binoculars. We
have competitive prices and all the answers to your
binocular questions. Call for our Free Binocular Buy-
ing Guide'! National Camera Exchange. 9300 Olson
Highway, Golden Valley MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

Rentals

HAWAII VACATION APARTMENTS all islands. Free
brochures. Paradise Management. 50 South Bere-

tania C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

Resorts

BELIZE— PELICAN BEACH RESORT— Family-njn.

Beachfront resort in Southern Belize. Comfortable
rooms overlooking Caribbean: Homecooked meals:

Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve; Manatees; Birdwatch-

ing; Snorkeling and Island Cottage Rental. Rath, Box
14, Dangriga, Belize. Tel; 011-501-5-22044 Fax: 011-

501-5-22570

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping sa-

faris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking. London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free

24 page color brochure Himalayan Travel, 112
Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380
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fMhVMi^l
Join a biologisi from a major U.S. university

'l-^. [ ..fit | CQC
on a 90 n riverboat for a 650 mile adventure

(
f*Vjkplj"p

onthe Amazon River! S1595 includes meals,
'""

air from Miami (air from other cities available),

tours, entrance (ees, side trips, transfers,

lodging. Previous client references available.

Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys, natives.

Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available. ^^*
Sepf.5; Oct. 10: Nov. 14; Dec. 5; Jan16

International Journeys, Inc. 1 -800-622-6525

GALAPAGOS- Free info on-your-own Discovery
Tours/wildlife & photo worksiiops. Also the essential

250 pp. "how to" guidebook (S16.50 postpaid). Gala-
pagos Travel, P.O. Box 1220. San Juan Bautista, CA
95045. (800)969-9014.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From S1785 including air.

Ecuador/Peru options and archaeological tours.

Joseph Colley LAST. Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown.
MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

INDIA. NEPAL, TIBET CHINA, THAILAND. Tours,

treks, wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge
range of trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color

cafalog. Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stam-
ford, CT 06901 (800) 225-2380

' INTDOSieSIA

oil for
R.lWc- A.V,.-.,.-.,,-..-

FREECal,,l„s 800-642-ASIA

SPECIAL PROGRAMS: Tracking, Alpine & Wi
Ecology, Northern Lights; Bears, Wolves. Cats; Af
Arctic. Australia. Canada. China, U.S. — A Natura
World. Box 8005, Suite 357N. Boulder. CO 80;

8005 (303) 440-0902

AFRICA! — Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

wildlife and cultures in depth. Excellent guides and
itineraries. Draw from 20 years' experience. Voyagers.
Dept NH-8. Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-

0299

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya. Tanzania.
Rwanda. Ethiopia. Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana.
Zimbabwe. Kenya Consultants. Box 216. Mt. Tremper,
NY 12457(800)724-1221

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada.
Wilderness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,

families, teens. Box 71 3H. Greenville. ME 04441
(207) 695-3668

AMAZON, 4-daY cruises along the Amazon or Negro
Rivers. Remote jungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia or Venezuela. Call for free information/
brochures- Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St..

Forest Hills. NY 11375. 1-800-53-TERRA

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Na-
ture. Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback. Tropical North, and Great
Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara. CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BELIZE. BAY ISLANDS. TIKAL. COPAN. Individual-

ized, interactive vacations; English-speaking native

guides; experienced travel counselors. Great Thps
(800)552-3419

GALAPAGOS
J, 9 other adventurers an.

..-.uralistwill sail by yacht to expL.^ —^ ,„,„,„

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 tri

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 510-420-1550
1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

COSTA RICA! Natural history adventures and family

trips. Also custom designed trips for small groups.
Voyagers. Dept, NE-8, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851
1-800-633-0299

COSTA RICA. The best programs by the most experi-
enced operators. Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater
rafting, wonderful beaches. Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St..

Forest Hills. NY 11375 1-800-53-TERRA

GALAPAGOS! — Excellent boats, small groups, natu-
ralist guides. In-depth natural history and photo trips

include mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin
extension. Voyagers, Dept. NG-8, Box 915, Ithaca. NY
14851 1-800-633-0299

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

S"^'''V^, EXPEDITIONS Kenya, Tanzania,
Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

i/TA/TA/Ti./TA/Th

GAL\PACOS
1

10 Years of GEO First Class Yacht

Quality expeditions Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

^<14^ ^<!i^< ^h<.i
1

PERU— MACHU PICCHU— AMAZON— Galapagos;
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure. Hi-

malayan Travel. 112 Prospect St.. Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

SOUTH AMERICA. Galapagos from economy to

deluxe, trekking in the Andes, Machu Picchu, Patago-
nia, Amazon. Conventional or remote destinations.

Come with the specialists! Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., For-

est Hills. NY 11375 1-800-53-TERRA

WANTED: Deep sea diving helmets. Write: Lyie D;
PO. Box 60063. Phoenix. Arizona 85082

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

S3.55 per word; 16 word minimum. Display class

is $390 per inch. All advertisements must be pref
Rates are not structured for agency or cash discoi

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL I

TORY'S discretion. Send check/money order pay
to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU
HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th
New York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquirie

Eileen O'Keefe at the above address. Please inc

your personal address and telephone number, is

preferred, and suggested category. Deadline

—

V.

the month, two months prior to cover date (the J;

ary issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready art is reqi

for display ads. A tearsheet or copy of the page
your ad will be sent upon publication.

Woman drying papads in the summer sun, Benares, India
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Reviews

I!rimes Against Nature
David E. Powell

^ decade or so ago, Adam B. Ulam,

of America's leading specialists on the

iet Union, half-ironically posed the

stion: "Do we know all there is to

w about the USSR?" In Ulam's view, a

sterner who really wanted to could un-

stand that country's politics, econom-

and society. He was right. A careful

iing of Soviet newspapers, magazines,

scholarly journals—even during the

zhnev era, when censorship abounded

the country was mired in "stagna-

i"—permitted anyone with sufficient

rest and energy to grasp the essence of

iet life.

)ne of the most accomplished practi-

lers of the art of ferreting out valuable

)rmation from fugitive Soviet sources

been Murray Feshbach, formeriy of

U.S. Census Bureau's Foreign Demo-
phic Analysis Division and currently

fessor of demography at Georgetown

iversity. Feshbach was, and still is, leg-

3CIDE IN THE USSR: Health and Na-

;e Under Siege, by Murray Feshbach

1 Alfred Friendly, Jr. Basic Books.

100; 376 pp.

lary for his ability to obtain access to

plications issued in editions of only a

/ hundred (or a few dozen) copies, to

ablish contact with a wide range of offi-

1 and unofficial sources, and to help the

t of us understand the importance of de-

opments about which we were only

illy aware.

Mow, with the profusion of data coming

: of the fonner USSR, he is in his ele-

nt. With Alfred Friendly, Jr., a former

respondent for Newsweek and the New
k Times, Feshbach has put together a

npendium of facts and commentary

jerally quoting the observations of offi-

cials, scientists, journalists, and environ-

mental activists in Russia, Ukraine, and

other fonner Soviet republics) that will tell

readers virtually everthing they would

ever want to know about the status of pub-

lic health and/or the environmental situa-

tion in the fonner USSR.

The authors' message is almost unre-

servedly gloomy. Indeed, the very first

lines of the book read: "When historians

finally conduct an autopsy on Soviet Com-
munism, they may reach the verdict of

death by ecocide.. . . No other great indus-

trial civilization so systematically and so

long poisoned its land, air, water and peo-

ple. None so loudly proclaiming its efforts

to improve public health and protect na-

ture so degraded both." Relentlessly, but

relying scrupulously on evidence obtained

from Soviet sources, including interviews

with ecological specialists in the USSR (or

certain states created from the former

USSR), Feshbach and Friendly document

their case thoroughly. So well do they but-

tress their arguments that I suspect some

readers will be numbed, unable to distin-

guish what is merely appalling from what

is genuinely tragic.

Shortly before the breakup of the Soviet

Union, one member of the USSR Acad-

emy of Sciences described official policy

toward the environment as "an ecological

crime... ecological genocide." Another

academician, writing at about the same

time, declared that those in charge of the

economy "behave toward nature like con-

querors in a foreign land." Yet another em-

inent scientist concluded that "the entire

teiritory of the country is an ecological

disaster zone." These are not the rantings

of the lunatic fringe; these are the observa-

tions of some of the (fonner) USSR's most

distinguished scientists.

How could this tragedy have occuned?

One might have expected the Soviet

Union and its leaders to be in a preeminent

position to preserve and enhance nature's

gifts. Having seen capitalism's terrible

blunders, the authorities, who dictated

production priorities and selected appro-

priate technologies, and in the basic sense,

controlled all political and economic deci-

sions, could have enforced their will on

any problem facing the nation.

But the Soviet leaders were never inter-

ested in balanced growth; these socialist

industrialists, no less than their capitalist

counterparts, showed themselves to be ca-

pable of despoliation on a massive scale.

Indeed, centrally determined priorities, al-

locations, incentives, rewards, and punish-

ments meant an excessive fixation on pro-

duction at the expense of all else and an

undervaluation of such basic resources as

land and water ("free goods," as they were

known). Factories and farms were encour-

aged to deal with the environment through

the "residual principle"—that is, capital

investment and operating costs were allo-

cated to insure production, and only if any

funds were left over were the needs of na-

ture considered.

Take, for example, the damage done to

the nation's streams, lakes, rivers, and

seas. Constantly assaulted by industry and

agriculture, and given little protection by

their nominal custodian (the Ministry of

Land Reclamation and Water Resources),

they were aptly described by Izvestia dur-

ing the Gorbachev years as "having been

reduced to a lamentable condition." (In

1989, water-pollution levels at more than

one-third of the sites monitored by the

USSR State Committee for Enxironmen-

tal Protection exceeded the maximum al-

lowed by a factor of ten or more.)

Even Siberia's Lake Baikal, one of na-

ture's grandest n^easures, continues to suf-

fer "barbarous exploitation." asserted a

prominent Soviet analyst not long before
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the Communist regime was toppled.

Every year, factories dumped millions of

tons of waste water containing zinc, mer-

cury, tungsten, molybdenum, and other

poisonous substances into Baikal—de-

spite dozens of official resolutions, de-

crees, proclamations, and promises. Some
700 agricultural facilities—livestock pens,

sheds containing fertilizer or chemicals,

and so on—also poured caustic organic

chemicals and fuel oil into the lake.

The Communist system was equally

profligate with its use of the land. The sys-

tem of collective and state farms was a

tragedy in many ways: the peasants were

hardly a powerful political constituency,

and the land that had once belonged to

them (or to their forebears) was treated

with very little respect. No less a figure

than Mikhail Gorbachev told a Party Cen-

tral Committee session in March 1989 that

over the previous twenty-five years, some

54 million acres of developed plowland

had been lost. Thirty million acres were

given over to industrial construction and

roads; the rest, including some of the

country's most fertile meadows and pas-

tures, disappeared beneath what he termed

"poorly thought-out projects" for dams,

reservoirs, and hydroelectric power sta-

tions, or was simply abandoned.

Constmction projects designed to regu-

late the flow of water or to "improve" the

land were seen as an end in themselves,

even though such designs often required

the "drowning" of prime farmland. At the

same time, teams responsible for planting

trees frequently found their work undone

by farm managers who believed that "un-

productive" use of the land would inter-

fere with the fulfillment of agricultural

production quotas. The harvest inevitably

took priority over planting trees, even

though the latter could have prevented

erosion and flooding; similarly, "the plan"

took precedence over crop rotation and

other efforts to prevent depletion of the

soil. Topsoil and the earth beneath it were

regularly washed away. Animal fertilizer

was generally kept in containment tanks

located close to rivers and streams—an

arrangement that regularly helped to bring

about ecological catastrophes. As one

Russian analyst put it, "A heavy rain—not

to mention the spring floods—is enough to

send an avalanche of accumulated poison

cascading into the river."

Nowhere has the link between the mis-

use of the land and filthy water been man-

ifested more clearly than in Central Asia.

There, a combination of unfiltered drink-

ing water, untreated sewage, and large

quantities of pesticides, herbicides, de

liants, and fertilizers has done massi

damage to the population's health, not

mention causing severe economic loss

For decades, pure water from the regioi

rivers has been diverted to irrigation pi

jects (especially for cotton), and the w a

remaining in rivers and streams is alni(

always badly polluted. Noting that nn

than three billion cubic meters of agrici

tural, industrial, and human waste flow

into the Amu-Dar'ya each year, the min

ter of health of Soviet Turkmenia t

scribed that waterway several years ago

"little more than a sewage ditch." E\

today, however, local residents—inch

ing children—take their drinking \\a

from the Amu-Dar'ya.

A large portion of the Feshbai

Friendly volume details the health cii

that the USSR and its successor sta

have had to confront. Some of the mater

may be familiar to readers of Natural H
tory, as the U.S. government, the Em
pean Economic Community, the Inten

tional Monetary Fund, and the Woi

Bank debate emergency aid to the foni

Soviet Union. But Feshbach and Friem

go far beyond the superficialities of ma
media debate. Again, by utilizing oftic

statistical compendiums, newspaper

tides, interviews with officials, and i

statements of outraged Russians, Ukrai

ans, and others, they carefully oufline

dimensions of the country's (or, nn

properly, the countries') public hea

problems.

They point out that the Soviet gove

ment's failure to invest effectively

health care and environmental protect!

"brought the average life expectancy of

citizens down to the average life e

pectancy in Paraguay" (63.8 years

1989). In 1990, the life expectancy

Muscovites was ten years below what

had been in 1979, and Moscow w

ranked seventieth out of the worid's nint

largest cities. The authors cite other hi

rific data: At the end of 1990, almost h

of all mral hospitals and polyclinics h

no sewer connections, 80 percent had

hot water, and in nearly 75 percent t

tween six and fifteen patients we

squeezed into four-bed wards. Similar

X-ray machines were available in oni

half of all hospitals in the country, aii.

only 2 percent of these health-care instit

tions had the equipment to perform ulti

sound tests.

In Central Asia, the situation is evu

worse: Feshbach and Friendly cite a 191'

report on obstetrician-gynecologists



: piinince in Turkmenia. This docu-

ni revealed that 70 percent of the spe-

lists lacked surgical skills; as a result,

f their patients who underwent surgery

d. According to the report, follow-up

dies of the "deceased pregnant women,

ently confined women and gynecology

ienis make it clear that two out of every

:c deaths could have been prevented."

Fi) cite additional examples would be

letitious, but the interested reader will

.1 them in abundance. What, then, is one

iiake of the book? It obviously demon-

utes scrupulous research and an ency-

I
pedic knowledge of the Soviet Union,

I
component parts, and its successor

j

tes. It tells its story—one that has some

the same traits as a Greek tragedy

—

verfully and persuasively. The two au-

irs are to be commended, even ap-

uded, for a remarkable achievement.

Nonetheless, I have two criticisms.

St, it is sometimes difficult to grasp the

1 significance of certain information, es-

:ially when comparative data are lack-

. Knowing how many tons of soot fall

Magnitogorsk or how much untreated

ste is allowed to wash into the Baltic

1 Black seas is only helpful if we know

nething about the situation in New
rk, London, or Venice.

Second, the authors give too Uttle atten-

1 to the emergence of a "green" move-

nt in various parts of the former USSR,

be sure, they point out the crucial role

yed by environmentalists in Lithuania

1 elsewhere—brave men and women
challenged the old authorities and the

1 priorities. But the Soviet Union no

iger exists, and leaders such as Boris

Itsin are seeking to introduce political

Tiocracy and a market economy. What

: the ecological implications of these

anges? Socialism certainly failed to pro-

t the environment, but has capitahsm

ich to be proud of? What kinds of poli-

os toward the environment are we likely

see in the states that once made up the

viet Union?

I must emphasize, though, that these are

nor complaints. They do not detract sig-

icantly from a major contribution to our

owledge of the USSR and its successor

ites, as well as health care and environ-

;ntal protection more generally. This is

important book that deserves to be read

.dely.

ivid E. Powell is afellow at the Russian

search Center and a lecturer at the

hool ofPublic Health, both at Haiyard

tiversity.
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For Male
Bees Only
On a riverbank in Costa Rica, jewellike orchid bees (genus

Euglossa) visit a blossom. In addition to the mby- and emerald-

colored species shown, bright orange and indigo bees also

hover around the flowers. The orchid, a species of Monnodes,

offers neither nectar nor useable pollen, but the flower's -

aromatic oils lure male orchid bees from the surrounding rain

forest. (The attraction is so powerful that to catch these swift,

elusive bees in the forest canopy, entomologists bait traps with

cotton balls soaked in similar aromatics, such as oil of

eucalyptus, wintergreen, and citronella.) Because the

compounds closely resemble the male bees' sex pheromones,

entomologists believe that the bees gather the oils to

manufacture the chemicals they need to attract females.

While gathering the chemicals that promote their own
reproduction, the bees inadvertently pollinate the flowers.

Charles Darwin, intrigued by the elaborate pollination

mechanisms that had evolved in orchids, was the first to figure

out how the twenty or so species of Monnodes reproduce. Once

attracted by the odor, a bee landing on the flower's lip may
trigger a hinged appendage that strikes the insect's back. Two
masses of pollen at the tip of the appendage break free and

become cemented to the bee's back, ready to be transported to

the next orchid.

—

R. A.

Photograph by Kamaljit S. Bawa
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Erika Fried! (page 34), a professor of

anthropology at Westem Michigan Uni-

versity in Kalamazoo, describes herself as

"one of the fortunate people for whom job,

hobby, and diversion are one." Since she

was a teen-ager in Vienna, Austria, she has

been intrigued by "all things Middle East-

em and by watching people." She is usu-

ally involved with one or the other—or

both—when she is not teaching or writing

or hiking in the woods of Michigan. In the

course of her ethnographic fieldwork in

Iran during the last twenty-five years, she

became especially interested in the role of

children and in the philosophies of

women. One outcome o\' her work is 1

book The Women ofDeli Koh: Lives in

Iranian Village (New York: Viking P(

guin, 1991). Friedl notes that very lil

has been written on children in Iran, or

the Third World generally, but reco

mends Javady Alley, a study of a per

Iranian family, by Manny Shirazi (Lc

don: Women's Press, 1984), and Rob

Coles's series. Children of Crisis (Bosti

Little. Brown and Company, 1973-198,

which pioneered enthnographic-cogniti

:

research on children in the United Stat

.

Friedl is pictured here with children in I

;

village of Deh Koh.
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"I get paid peanuts, so I have to enjoy

lat I am doing," says Johan T. du Toit

age 28), wtio studies the ecology of

uthem Africa's savannas. While living

South Africa's Kruger National Park, a

ierve about twice the size of Yellow-

)ne, du Toit noted that when the knob-

)m acacias burst into blossom each dry

ison, the giraffes would suddenly aban-

n the green vegetation along the rivers

feed on the trees' flowers. This curious

havior eventually led him to suspect that

; giraffes were pollinating the acacias.

1 Toit, who was born in Marondera,

mbabwe, received his Ph.D. in animal

alogy in 1988 from the University of the

itwatersrand in Johannesburg, South

rica. He is currently a lecturer on the

alogy of large mammals at the Univer-

y of Zimbabwe. In addition to publish-

l his work on the feeding habits of

jwsing mammals in Kruger, du Toit is

ping to get a grant to finish his research

giraffe pollination of acacias. He is also

crested in elephant conservation on the

bal pastoral lands in northwestern Zim-

bwe. For additional reading on poUina-

n by mammals, he suggests "Pollina-

in by Lemurs and Marsupials," by R. W.

iSsman and P. H. Raven (Science, vol.

0,1978, pp. 731-36).
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Milford Sound, Mount Cook Na-

tional Park, Auckland, Rotorua,
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If George Hendry (page 46) could be

granted a "magic wish," he would ask to

be transported 50 to 300 million years into

the past to get a firsthand look at ancient

climates and "early moves" in the evolu-

tion of plants and animals. "I would even

be content with ten minutes at 100 million

years ago," he writes. A native of Scot-

land, Hendry lives and works in England,

where he is an honorary lecturer and a re-

search scientist in the Unit of Compai'ative

Plant Ecology at the University of

Sheffield. His research has centered on

such questions as how plants process oxy-

gen and how they survive stress. Future

plans involve taking similar concerns to a

global level: How will the earth's vegeta-

tion respond to atmospheric warming and

an increase in ultraviolet radiation? For

more information on the double-edged na-

ture of oxygen, he recommends the "read-

able and authoritative" Free Radicals in

Biology and Medicine, by Bairy Halliwell

and John M. Gutteridge (New York: Ox-

ford University Press, 1990).
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John P. ("Alex") Alexander (page 54)

admits to an obsession with the life and

tiines of Notliarctus. a cat-sized prosimian

that leaped through the trees of North

America some 50 million years ago.

Shown here with his fossil mount of the

creature. Alexander can usually be found

in the Museum's Department of Verte-

brate Paleontology, where he has been the

collection manager of fossil mammals
since 1983. With degrees in anthropology

from the University of Arizona and

Hunter College of the City University of

New York, he has collected fossils in Ari-

zona, Wyoming, Oregon, New Jersey, and

Texas. In his spare time, he illustrates sci-

ence fiction tales and is proficient at knap-

ping his own "Paleolithic" chipped to.

from flint and glass. Alexander commu

,

to the Museum from Astoria, Queens, o i

mountain bike, dressed in black Ke\

body armor and a helmet of his own de\

ing, which has built-in, mouth-operai

directional signal lights. He claims he

"known to the New York Police Dep;

ment as the Road Warrior." For furti

reading on early fossil hunting

Wyoming's Bridger Basin, he reco

mends The Bone Hunters, by Carl L

ham (New York: Columbia Univers

Press, 1973). A good overview of li\

and fossil primates is given in Prim

Evolution, by Glenn C. Conroy (N

York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1990).

While conducting fieldwork in Costa

Rica, Kamaljit S. Bawa (page 76) hap-

pened on an orchid surrounded by four

differently colored species of Euglossa

bees—metallic red, green, orange, and in-

digo. But when he tried to photograph

them, he was unable to capture more than

two in the frame at one time. Bawa has

been interested in plant-animal interac-

tions ever since the early 1960s, when he

began fieldwork for his doctoral thesis in

the tropical forests of his native India.

Since then he has done extensive work on

the reproductive biology of tropical forest

plants. A professor of biology and a Pew

Scholar in Conservation and the Environ-

ment at the University of Massachusetts at

Boston, Bawa is now studying the effects

of deforestation and habitat fragmentation

on genetic diversity in rain forest trees of

Costa Rica and Sri Lanka. The photograph

for this month's "Natural Moinent" was

taken with a Nikkormat camera and a

105mm lens.
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\\^thering Heats
Global warming will be the last strawfor many threatened species

by Andrew Dobson

Last September, a remarkably well-pre-

served 5,000-year-old man was removed

from a glacier near the Austrian-Italian

border. For reasons unknown, he had died

huddled in a small trench and was then

freeze-dried by the frigid air and engulfed

in glacial ice. Ice Man, as he is known,

may be the first of a string of lost Bronze

Age alpinists to come to hght as glaciers

continue their rapid retreat up mountain

valleys—an exciting prospect for archeol-

ogists. But for the rest of us, the shrinking

A special exhibition. Global Warming:
Understanding the Forecast, will be on

display at the American Museum of

Natural History through January 17,

1993. The exhibit, jointly produced by

the Museum and the Environmental

Defense Fund, will then travel to Los

Angeles, Pittsburgh, Denver, Saint Louis,

Washington, D.C., and other cities.

glaciers are an ominous sign that we are

entering another period of global warm-

ing—one brought on by human activities.

The last warming, which ended several

millennia before Ice Man perished, was

part of the natural climate swing between

glacial and interglacial conditions. Fol-

lowing 100,000 years of the coldest cli-

mate our planet has experienced and last-

ing some 10,000 years, it melted the vast

ice sheets that covered much of the north-

em continents and left only glaciers in the

high mountains. As the ice retreated, en-

lire ecosystems were transformed.

As North America warmed, open

spruce forests shifted northward and gre

more dense; hardwood forests and gras

lands replaced them. A great many pla

and animal species vanished as the me:

global temperature rose a mere 9^

Mastodons, saber-toothed cats, gia

ground sloths and armadillos, nati\

horses and camels, and others—almc

three-quarters of the continent's lar;

maiTunals—all became extinct during tl'

period. Although overhunting by huma

(who had recently migrated across tl

Bering land bridge) has been blamed f

the extinction of the large mammals, rat

cal changes in the environment probab

contributed to their demise.

Despite the difficulties of proving that

new warming is already upon us (.V(

"Global Warming on Trial," Natural Hi.

tory, April 1992), most climatologists ai

now satisfied that greenhouse gases, ii

eluding the carbon dioxide released froi

burning fossil fuels and forests, will wan

the lower atmosphere. They expect carbo

dioxide levels to double by the middle t

the next century and average global ten

perature to rise 2° to 9°, with the large'

changes at the poles and more moderai

ones at the equator. (For much of life's e.\

istence on the planet, even warmer tern

peratures have prevailed; when the di

nosaurs roamed, the global climate was

steamy 27° F warmer than it is today.)

Much has been said about the warm

ing's possible effects on agriculture, wate

supplies, and sea level, all of which ma;

affect human communities, but what abou

the rest of the natural worid? Will globa

warming increase the already high extinc

2 Natural History 9/92
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The isolated ranges ofNevada 's Great Basin National Park are among the

mountainous regions tluit will lose biodiversity as rising temperatures

force species to retreat uphill into shrinking habitats.

Jeff Gnass Photography

tion rates caused by the rapid destruction

of rain forests and other habitats?

Predicting how a particular species will

fare as the world warms is exceedingly

difficult. Computer models of the earth's

cUmate provide only a rough idea of the

temperature changes that may befall any

region. They do show, however, that the

warming will be uneven and that the great-

est temperature increases will occur in the

polar regions. We also know that rainfall

will change significantly as the planet

heats up.

As the climate warms, plants and ani-

mals that can tolerate temperature ex-

tremes and drought will be relatively unaf-

fected. They may even expand their

ranges. But those that are adapted to live

within a narrow set of climatic conditions

will suffer. Portions of their current ranges

may become too hot or dry, restricting

them to increasingly small patches of land.

In the Northern Hemisphere, the sur-

vival of the more sensitive plants and ani-

mals will depend on their ability to adapt

or expand their range northward at rates

that compensate for the warming. A shift

of sixty to a hundred miles toward the

higher latitudes will compensate for a 2°

rise in global temperature. But because the

warming is expected to occur far more

rapidly than previous cUmate changes, or-

ganisms will have little time to adjust.

Many animals may be able to shift north-

ward, but for plants—which most other

organisms rely upon for food—picking up

and moving is a less viable option. Forests

are particularly vulnerable to climate

change. Using fossil pollen to reconstruct

past distributions of deciduous trees, Mar-

garet Davis, an ecologist at the University

of Minnesota, has found that trees migrate

at maximum rates of 125 miles a century,

with 6 to 25 miles being more typical.

Plants that reproduce with spores or

whose seeds are carried by birds may be

able to keep up with the change, with mi-

gration rates of 20 miles or more in a sin-

gle year. But trees and other plants with

heavy seeds that drift only a short distance

on the wind will not be able to keep up

with the rapid warming, which would re-

quire them to shift as much as several hun-

dred miles in less than a century.

A computer simulation by Jerry Lev-

erenz, a plant physiologist at the Univer-

sity of Umea, Sweden, and Debbrah Lev, a

graduate student at the University of

Washington, showed what might happen

to Douglas firs in the early part of the next

century. Without the winter chill in t

lowlands of Oregon and northern Califc

nia, the firs' seeds would no longer gem

nate and spring growth of new shoe

would cease. If the heavy rainfalls alo:

the coast diminished, the growth rate

the remaining trees would slow. Althoui

they would continue to grow at higher tl

vations, the firs would be replaced t

other trees in the lowlands of the Sier

Nevada and the coastal ranges, complete

changing those forest ecosystems. (B^

cause the Douglas fir is the lumber indu

try's most important species its declir

might appear to affect the Pacific Nortl

west's economy, but by the end of th

decade most of the remaining trees wii

have been logged or will be protected i'

nature reserves.)

A preliminary study undertaken b

Hank Shugart, of the University of Vu

ginia, suggests that a doubling of atmoj

pheric carbon dioxide could change vege

tation over about 30 percent of the earth"

land surface. Shugart's model predicts

shrinking of subtropical forests, borea

forests, polar deserts, and tundra and ai

expansion of savannas, tropical rail

forests, and hot deserts. As plants are slov

to colonize a new area, the losses are likel;

4 Natural History 9/92
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to occur more rapidly than the expansions.

As different species disperse at different

rates, we will see considerable scrambling

and reorganization of forest communities.

Some animals will surely disappear

along with their habitats. Daniel Botkin, a

forest ecologist, and his colleagues at the

University of California at Santa Barbara

believe that the Kirtland's warbler—

a

small yellow-and-gray songbird—may be

one of the first species to become extinct

as a direct result of global warming. The

400 or so surviving birds nest on the

ground beneath the low branches of young

jack pines in a small region around

Grayling, Michigan, where well-drained,

sandy soil prevents rainwater from flood-

ing the warblers' nests.

The warblers' habitat has been in de-

cline for some years, because the young

pines grow only after fires, which are now

suppressed. Global warming, however, is

likely to eliminate the jack pines in this

part of Michigan; the trees are extremely

sensitive to changes in temperature and

soil moisture. If the climate warms as ex-

pected, in about fifty years quaking aspens

and oaks will replace the pines along the

southern margin of their range. The war-

blers cannot gradually shift their nesting

sites northward because they are unlikely

to find jack pines growing in sandy soil.

Unless extraordinary measures are taken

to maintain the warblers' habitat or to

transplant them to similar habitats far to

the north, the species will become extinct.

Least threatened by warming may be

the plants and animals living in high

mountains, which would seem to have an

advantage in the face of global warming.

First, mountain habitats have escaped

much of the development and fragmenta-

tion suffered by low-lying regions. Sec-

ond, a relatively short move up a steep

slope puts an organism in a substantially

cooler "microclimate." (A 1,500-foot

cUmb compensates for a 5° increase in

temperature.) On the other hand, the avail-

able space decreases toward the mountain

peaks. Dennis Murphy and Stuart Weiss,

conservation biologists at Stanford Uni-

versity, have studied the animal popula-

tions in the mountains of Nevada's Great

Basin, and they predict that the habitats

occupied by upwardly mobile species will

shrink so much with a 9° increase in tem-

perature that 10 to 50 percent of the mam-
mal species will disappear from the area.

In the Great Basin, the plants and ani-

mals live on mountain ridges that are es-

sentially islands. Rising thousands of feet

above the desert floor, one group of moun-

tains is isolated from the next by stretca

of hot, barren land. Such natural bang

have always isolated populations and (

tributed to species extinctions in the f|

of change. But now the world is fura

fragmented by expanding agricultural id

urban areas. Species once free to mig

across continents as climate changed

now trapped in islands of wilderness.

Over the long haul, genetic adapta:

has allowed many plants and animal'

survive and evolve as new situali

arose. Climate change is just one of

many pressures that have favored some

dividuals over others, driving evolutioi

the slow process that has led to the i

diversity of life. With rapid warmi:

however, there will be little fime for w
generic variations to arise through mi

tions or recombination; the ability ^

population to adapt will therefore dep

on its present level of genetic variabi

For example, as temperatures rise, a

individuals of a population may aire

carry in their genes some trait that

give them an advantage over the other

warmer conditions. In the laborati

under artificial selection, such benefi d

traits usually spread throughout a popi .-

tion within twenty to thirty generatic

and then rapid adaptation ceases. Tfi

species with the most genetic variabilit o

draw upon—and therefore best prep; i

to cope with climate change—are th e

with large populations spread over v e

geographic ranges. But few of these ;
-

cies are threatened. Most endangered ;
-

cies have restricted ranges and are o

fragmented into small populations with

duced genetic variability.

Species that are adapted to environir

tal stress might seem to have an advant

in a world of rapid climate change, but

is not necessarily the case. Desert anim

for instance, are adapted to require I

water than similar-sized species living

less arid habitats, but they achieve :;

with reduced metabolic rates. Ary H(

man and Peter Parsons, entomologists

the University of Adelaide, have foi

that in numerous animals, from fruit f

to cattle, greater resistance to a varietv

stresses is genetically Hnked to lowe

metabolic rates. Fruit flies bred to re

desiccation developed tolerance to a rai

of other stresses, such as starvation, h

shock, and toxic concenfrations of orga

;

poisons, but they also grow and reprodt!

at lower rates than other flies. Organis

with low metabolisms use scarce

sources for maintenance and surviv.

which allows them to cope with envirc
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mental extremes, but slow growth and low

fecundity is the price they pay. Thus, if

human intervention is required to help a

species cross habitat barriers, individuals

should be taken from across the species'

range; this will insure that the genes from

more resistant marginal populations, as

well as those from more fecund individu-

als near the center of the range, will be

passed on.

Climate change will also affect compe-

tition between species. In the late 1940s,

Charles Park, an entomologist at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, conducted his classic

experiments on competition between two

species of flour beetle, showing that they

could coexist only within a narrow range

of temperature and humidity. Under hot,

moist conditions one species consistently

dominated the other, while under cool, dry

conditions the outcome was reversed. Cli-

mate, therefore, can tip the balance in

favor of one species over another, playing

a crucial role in determining which species

will increase its nimibers and which will

fade into extinction. In complex natural

communities, the outcome of even simple

competition is likely to be compounded by

the cascading effects that result from sub-

tle and intricate ways in which species are

joined together in food webs. Small

changes that diminish the competitive

edge of one species may be magnified by

predator-prey and host-parasite interac-

tions, causing extinctions in other parts of

the food web.

Tsetse flies provide an excellent, if

somewhat unusual, example of how the

demise of a single species may affect the

structure and integrity of a whole animal

community. As transmitters of try-

panosomes, the organisms that cause

sleeping sickness in cattle and humans,

tsetse flies have discouraged people from

planting crops and raising cattle across a

wide swath of Africa. This exclusion has

saved much of the savanna and its herds of

wild animals from destruction. David

Rogers and Sarah Randolph, ecologists at

Oxford University, have shown that tern-

ORPINARV POLLOCK

OACKSON POaOCK

perature and humidity are crucial in de

mining the range of tsetse fly populatii

A temperature change of less than

could shift the flies' distribution sigi

cantly over the next fifty years. Ts(

numbers may decrease in much of ceni

Africa, opening up large areas for culti

tion and ranching and thereby reduc

biodiversity in the Central African Rep

lie and Uganda.

At the highest latitudes, entire ft

webs may be disrupted by global wa
ing. Vera Alexander, of the Universitj

Alaska, has shown that near the poles,

ice bends and concentrates the su

oblique rays, promoting phytoplank

bloom beneath the edges of ice rafts. M
life in the polar oceans depends on i

abundance of single-celled plant food

the sea ice coverage is greatly reduced,

amount of food available to marine

will drop significantiy.

How much the sea level will rise as

polar ice melts is debatable, but a rise

only a few feet would inundate large ai

of coastal habitats, the crucial spawn

grounds for many marine organisms.
''

Florida Everglades would lose ms

square miles with even a modest rise

sea level, threatening the national p;

which had the highest biodiversity in

United States when it was found

(Within the last ten years, there has b

an enormous drop in the number of 1

species found in the Everglades.)

The world's greatest diversity of s

cies lies in the tropics, where the wanrn

will be minimal. The clearing and bunv

of tropical rain forests, however, rema

the largest cause of species extinction

also accounts for almost 25 percent of I

carbon dioxide we are adding to the

mosphere. Slowing the rate of rain foif

destruction would not only slow the or

of global warming but would also limit

loss of species, especially if areas parti'

larly rich in species were saved.

With the threat of global warming

the horizon, biologists must add clim

change to the Ust of other human dist

bances that eat away at our planet's ext

ordinary diversity of life. Managing i

reserves we have set aside to defe

against the encroachment of humans is

longer enough. Now we must also anti

pate how the changing climate might w

der the remaining wilderness unsuital

for many species.

Andrew Dobson is an assistant profess,

in the Department ofEcology and Evoi

tionary Biology at Princeton University
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Magnolias from Moscow
A colorful 20-million-year-old leaf is an elegant test of the theoiy of evolution

by Stephen Jay Gould

I had to go all the way to Moscow to

complete my roster of fifty states

—

Moscow, Idaho, that is. My childhood was

entirely northeastern. I wandered more in

my twenties, hit the outposts of Hawaii

and Alaska in my thirties, and filled in

nearly all the blanks in my forties—Mon-

tana as forty-eighth, Mississippi as forty-

ninth. But I had always missed Idaho,

often by just a few miles (during visits to

Yellowstone National Park, for example).

So an invitation to complete fifty at age

fifty could not be refused, and I gave a talk

at the University of Idaho in Moscow a

few months ago. While ruminating upon

the symboUsm of double fifty, I did fear

that something terrible might happen once

I crossed the state line after landing at the

airport in Spokane, Washington. Perhaps

God would ask me to intone Simeon's

prayer, "Oh, Lord, now lettest thou thy

servant depart in peace. .
." and then strike

me dead. But I guess he doesn't care much

about artificial boundaries on his boun-

teous real estate (or maybe he just isn't

spending every moment watching over

me). Frankly, westernmost Idaho looks

just like immediately adjacent, eastern-

most Washington.

Moscow certainly sounds vestigially

radical. They must have had some trouble

during the McCarthyite hysteria of the

1950s. The local pizza joint is still called

Karl Marks's. The town's name records

only a distant Russian link. A local post-

master in the late nineteenth century had

naming rights, and he so designated the

town because the local topography re-

minded him of the terrain around a vil-

lage—also named Moscow, and presum-

ably for a Russian connection—back in

his home state of Pennsylvania.

In fact, Moscow seems the very antithe-

sis of dangerous and discordant foreign

values. Could we possibly find anything

more stereotypically apple-pie American

than a town that advertises itself as the

"dry pea and lentil capital" of America

and has a "skyline" dominated by grain el-

evators at the railroad tracks? Summer
noncredit courses at the university include

"Bake a pie for the fair," "Pickle making

for the fair," "Growing big pumpkins,"

and, for the truly risque and adventurous,

"Wine fasting in Spokane," the nearest

city of any size.

From a loyal and lifelong eastern urban-

ite like myself, a New Yorker no less, such

observations might elicit the most con-

temptible form of parochialism—the silly

name-calling that elevates one's own inse-

curity to supposed superiority and pre-

cludes any understanding of different

styles and terrains. I'll take a good bowl of

lentil soup and a nice slice of pie at the

country fair any day over much of the

tedious, incomprehensible, and self-

congratulatory debate that passes for pro-

fundity in urban intellectual centers.

Moreover, we eastern urbanites from tra-

ditional elite universities have the actual

situation backward when we imagine our-

selves immersed in more stimulating dis-

course than our colleagues at isolated state

colleges. In fact, few of us at Harvard talk

much to our colleagues, especially those in

fields even marginally distant from our

own immediate work. We are all insanely

busy with our own overcommitments, and

we don't bother to set up any continuing

network of intellectual discussion with

local colleagues, if only because we sit

upon a crossroads and compatriots from

all over the world eventually come to us if

we wait long enough.

But the faculty in Moscow, Idaho, must

make everything happen locally. Visitors

are not so frequent, and intellectual stimu-

lation has to be indigenous. I have seen

same phenomenon in so many places

main routes. Lubbock in western Te>

for example, is perhaps the most isola

population center in America (the r

Texas is as big as \he legend, and Lubbc

is actually closer to Denver than to Ho
ton). I so admire my colleagues at Te

Tech University for the beehive of in

lectual activity—seminars, discuss

groups, reading circles, local perfoi

ances—that they have established entii

by and with their own effort. I now ext(

this praise all the way to Moscow.

As another advantage offered by n

tively isolated places, visitors receiv

warm and welcome treatment. I once g

a supposedly prestigious lecture serie:

Yale. No one was mean to me (and

talks were well attended), but no one co

figure out what to do with me eitl

Everyone was busy, and I visit N
Haven for other reasons frequen

enough anyway. So I gave the lectuj

went right down to tht raikoad stati

and AMTRAK'd my way back to Bost

In Moscow, I just knew that folks were

ally happy to see me, and nothing make

person feel better.

As one sign of hospitality, my host,
^

lerie Chamberlain, and other geologi

took me on a field trip to their most p

cious local site (where "local" mean;

couple of hours of driving): the Mioce

lake beds (17 to 22 million years old) (

posed near the town of Clarkia. Westf

fieldwork conjures up images of Strug!

on horseback (or the minimal moi

known as shank's mare)—toughing it (

on one canteen a day as you labor up a

down mountains. The value of a site

supposedly correlated with the difficu

of getting there. This, of course, is roiiK

tic drivel. Ease of access is no measure
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importance: the famous La Brea tar pits

are right in downtown Los Angeles. To

reach the Clarkia lake beds, you turn off

the main road at Buzzard's Roost Trophy

Company and drive the remaining fifty

yards right up to the site. Francis and

Vickie Kienbaum, who own and run the

company, gave their property a street ad-

dress—Eighty-fifth and Plum because, as

they explained, it is about eighty-five

miles from Spokane "and plum out in the

middle of nowhere."

Francis Kienbaum discovered the lake

beds in 1971 when he was bulldozing his

land to make a skimobile race track (now

named the Fossil Bowl). The family busi-

ness of trophy making began as a cost-cut-

ting measure for supplying symbols of

victory to winners at the track and then ex-

panded to the usual roster of bowling

clubs. Little League baseball, and so on.

The Kienbaums still purchase the simu-

lated metal (actually plastic) tops—the ho-

munculi who bowl, bat, and race—but

they manufacture the wooden bases on

their wonderful collection of restored an-

tique machining and carpentry tools. (I am
always fascinated to meet people involved

in businesses that most of us never think

about, although they occupy an occasional

comer of our Uves. After all, I represent a

profession—paleontology—that most

people never think about at all. 1 once had

a remarkable airplane conversation with a

woman who sells department store man-

nequins—a larger and more serious busi-

ness than you might imagine, complete

with trade journals, juicy gossip, and a

range of issues [high-priced lines for yup-

pie boutiques versus lower lines for K-

Mart; colors and sizes geared to local dif-

ferences].)

If the Kienbaums now make their living

from the abundant wood in surrounding

forests, their great discovery of 1971 ex-

tended our knowledge of local botany 20

million years back. Kienbaum, noting fos-

sil leaves that peeled off the rock layers as

black films and blew off in the wind, and

recognizing the leaves as unrelated to any

trees now living in the area, called the ge-

ology department in Moscow. Fortunately,

Charles J. Smiley ("Jack" to his Mends

and colleagues), an expert paleobotanist,

was on hand and able to take up the work.

Jack Smiley has focused his research on

the Clarkia site ever since and has enlisted

an impressive and international array of

experts to collaborate on the bounty.

Now fossil leaves from ancient lake

^fl^'Orr-J-'d/i--'

"There are three ways to cook: over the fire, in the fire, and near the fire.

"

beds are not rare (the site also contain

large array of microscopic forms and 1

abundant insects and fish). The fame i

uniqueness of Clarkia rest upon the exi

ordinary preservation of the fossils. 1

shales are waterlogged and very fin

bedded. Kienbaum, who greeted us on (

visit, broke out large blocks with his bi

dozer. I was handed several chunks

told to split the layers and look for leav

I expected to grab a large chisel and g(

logical hammer and bash away in t

usual manner. Instead, I was handed an

dinary kitchen knife and told to slice p
allel to the bedding as if the block wer

giant seven-layer cake. I laughed with

credulity, for I don't believe in usi

ridiculously flimsy tools for hefty work

legacy of a teen-aged month in Frai

spent at a "work camp," euphemistica

so called, trying to demolish some hyp

sturdy barracks, built to last a thousa

years, with mallets).

Well, it looked like a big rock, but

sliced like butterscotch pudding. The ro

split cleanly at bedding planes, reveali

abundant leaves at each fracture. I n(

saw at first hand what has been amazii

my colleagues for twenty years: the leaM

look as fresh as the day they fell into 1

lake. They retain their original color, uj

ally green, but often an autumnal red'

brown. After just a few minutes of exj

sure and drying out, they oxidize befi

your eyes to a black film. This qui

change in modem air makes us realize til

the leaves hadn't been exposed to oxyg

since their burial. They must have faU

into a stagnant lake, been rapidly covei

in bottom sediments devoid of oxygf

and then remained buried (and wat(

logged) for all 20 million years since.

The Clarkia lake formed when a la

flow blocked a stream valley, forming

narrow body of water, some twenty mil

long and surrounded by forests. The la

gradually filled during its thousand or

years of existence, leaving a sedimenta

sequence some ten feet thick. The comp

sition of die flora clearly indicates mui

warmer climates then than now, for mai

of the trees are close relatives of fom

now living in southern Appalachi;

swamps and uplands (bald cypress, tupel

magnolia, for example). Interestingly, se

eral of the Clarkia genera now live only

eastern Asia, indicating a previously wid

range for these warm temperate forest

followed by later constriction as the ean

cooled (and eventually went into a set (

ice-age cycles), with some genera survi'

ing only to the west in Asia and others n
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maining in eastern areas of North Amer-

ica. Of Asiatic components in the Clarkia

beds, the genus Metasequoia, the dawn

redwood, has excited most interest—for

this form was first discovered as a fossil

and only later found living in a few remote

valleys of central China.

Preservation with this degiee of fidelity

requires an unusual set of circumstances.

(I can hardly describe the thrill and eerie

feeling of splitting a 20-million-year-old

rock and finding a leaf clothed in unaltered

autumnal colors!) In this case, three happy

circumstances conspired to present us

with fossil leaves that look as fresh as the

day they fell off their trees. First, many of

the leaves blew directly into the lake; they

were not altered and mashed up in long-

distance transport. Second, the stagnant

lake bottom contained no oxygen, hence

no organisms to promote decay of the

leaves. They were quickly buried and

sealed in fine-grained sediments. Third,

the rocks have remained unoxidized and

water saturated ever since. When we split

the rocks today, we expose the leaves to

oxidation for the first time—and just a

minute or two changes a glistening autum-

nal red into a dry black film, thus accom-

plishing in a moment what 20 million

years didn't even begin.

Of course. Smiley and his colleagues

noted the gorgeous and extraordinary

preservation right away. They published

several articles on details of cellular struc-

ture (including such organelles as nuclei

and chloroplasts) retained by these ancient

leaves, fruits, seeds, and stems. Other sci-

entists then began to realize that if original

form can be preserved in such fine detail,

perhaps one might find some aspects of

original chemistry as well. Karl Niklas,

my brilliant paleobotanical colleague from

Cornell University, then published several

papers (with a number of co-workers) dur-

ing the late 1970s and mid-1980s, report-

ing many remarkable details of "fossil

chemistry," as unchanged by time and

burial as the fine features of form.

These are the preludes to the latest

chapter of Clarkia's fame, the first discov-

ery that brought these wonderful fossils

into an international and public spotlight

(we professional paleontologists have de-

lighted in them from the first)—the extrac-

tion and sequencing of DNA from chloro-

plasts of leaves in two genera. Magnolia

and Taxodium (the bald cypress). (I have

read all the major press reports of this dis-

covery. They are generally accurate in de-

scribing the results but often misleading in

not reporting the antecedents. One might

think that the leaves were discovered

terday, popped into a fancy machine a

modem molecular biology lab, and tui^

into a string of DNA base pairs. SciencK

continuity; science is lots of patience;

enlists, following Edison's famous q

perspire much more than they inspire,

never would have gotten to the DNA w

out Francis Kienbaum's bulldozer, J

Smiley's unparalleled expertise in ti,

tional systematics, and Karl Niklas's si

in chemical analysis. And the DNA
quence would mean very little witi

these equally important supporting i

from other disciplines, most not so fi;i

and trendy as molecular biology.)

We have extracted DNA from anc

creatures before, but nothing that w(

inspire more than a "harumph" from a

paleontologist. Egyptian mummies, qi

gas (zebra relatives that became exi

about a century ago), even frozen m.

moths have yielded DNA. Before Cla „

the record went to a 1 3,000-year-old si i

By moving from 13,000 to more tn

1 3,000,000 we have extended the rang

preservation for DNA more than a tl

sandfold. Such an enormous gain is bo i

to inspire some doubt amidst wondemi t.

Many biologists had previously thoilt

that DNA could not survive without c !-

radation for more than a few million y >

at most; consequeiitly, some colleai.

originally doubted the Clarkia results

though all, I think, are now satisfied). (

the extraordinary preservation of e

Clarkia leaves—the main and repeid

theme of this essay—has allowed this i-

possible dream to come true.

The first report, from Mike Clegg's ^

at the University of California at Ri

side, was published in the April 12, 1

'

issue of Nature ("Chloroplast DNA •

quence from a Miocene Magnolia s

cies," by E. M. Golenberg et al., vol.
."

pp. 656^58). Golenberg and colleagues

quenced an 820 base-pair fragmeni

DNA from a chloroplast gene called i1

in the Clarkia species Magnolia latuli

sis. (Most DNA resides on chromoso:

in the nucleus. But the mitochondria

"energy factories," and chloroplasts.

photosynthetic organelles, also conl

small DNA programs.)

This discovery could not have bti

made ten years ago and is now only pi-

sible thanks to a revolutionary technii-

called PCR (polymerase chain reactic

which can isolate and amplify ti

amounts of DNA. Even with PCR, '

might not have found any Clarkia Dh
except for two happy features of chio
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psts. (No nuclear or mitochondrial DNA
|; yet been extracted from these leaves.)

f.sl, each cell contains many chloro-

j sts. Second, for reasons not well under-

s:od, chloroplasts preserve far better than

aj/ other cell organelle at Clarkia. (In a

|i^5 paper, K. J. Niklas, R. M. Brown, Jr.,

al R. Santos randomly sampled 2,300

c Is from leaves in the Clarkia beds. They

fund that 90.1 percent contained chloro-

f
sts, 26.0 percent mitochondria, and

i y 4.3 percent nuclei.) Thus, if any

li IA is likely to be preserved, chloroplast

{I les are the obvious place to look.

1 n comparing this 820 base-pair se-

( mce with the same region in a closely

ruted hving species, Magnolia inacro-

l\4la, Golenberg and colleagues found
( "erences in only seventeen positions.

'
: nature of these differences confirms a

I itral fact about the evolution of DNA
(i i surprising, but always nice to have di-

r t evidence from ancient DNA). Each

I
ition of a DNA string may contain any

I lour base pairs (called A, G, C, and T,

1, adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thy-

Hie). Each sequence of three base pairs

cj les for an amino acid (and a chain of

b ino acids makes a protein, the building

l; ck of organic matter). The DNA code

i 'redundant" in the third position—that

ii i change in base pair in the last position

(i a triplet code does not alter the amino

! d built from the triplet, whereas most

( inges in the first or second position do

I d to a different amino acid. Base-pair

( inges that do not alter the amino acid

; called silent substitutions because they

( I't change the chemical structure of the

t ;anism—and natural selection, working

(• organisms, will not notice them. Since

i: ural selection regulates rates of evolu-

li [1, and since the stability of good design

ii vastly more common than change,

ii ection works to maintain existing

iangements almost all the time. There-

1 e, silent substitutions (which natural se-

ll tion can't detect) should be far more

(inmon than those first and second posi-

Im changes (called nonsynonymous) that

; :ld a different amino acid, thereby alter-

i; the resulting protein. The Magnolia

<i:a provide a striking confirmation for

I s expectation. Of the seventeen substi-

t'ions between the fossil Clarkia magno-
I DNA and the homologous sequence in

Jliving species, thirteen are silent and

( ly four change the amino acid involved.

The second study, published at the be-

pning of this year, offers more data and

(en more direct insight into evolution

(\n rbcL sequence from a Miocene Tax-

W
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odium [bald cypress]," by P. S. Soltis, D.

E. Soltis, and C. J. Smiley, Proceedings of

the National Academy of Sciences, Janu-

ary 1992, pp. 449-51). Soltis and her col-

leagues sequenced a long 1,320 base-pair

sequence of the same rbcL gene from

chloroplasts of Clarkia bald cypress. (The

entire gene has only 1 ,43 1 base pairs, so

the fossil is most of totality, not a mere

fragment.) They found only eleven base-

pair changes between the fossil and the

homologous sequence in modern Tax-

odium distichum—and all substitutions

were silent third-position changes. Thus,

the amino acid sequence for rbcL in bald

cypress has been unchanged for 20 million

years. Moreover, they compared this 1,320

base-pair sequence with a series of three

other genera of increasing taxonomic and

morphological distance, and they found a

perfect correlation between total amount

ofDNA change and inferred evolutionary

separation. For example, the dawn red-

wood Metasequoia, next in degree of re-

semblance, differs from fossil Taxodium

by thirty-eight base-pair substitutions.

The difference in amount of change

—

less than one percent of base pairs in Tax-

odium, more than 2 percent in Mag-
nolia—is intriguing. Perhaps Magnolia

just evolves faster, but the two cases are

not really comparable, and Taxodium may
be more revealing. In Magnolia, the fossil

and modem species are different. We are

not certain that the modem species is the

direct descendant, only one event of speci-

ation removed from Magnolia latahensis

at Clarkia. Perhaps several episodes of

branching intervened; perhaps the two

species are not parent and direct daughter

on the evolutionary tree of Magnolia.

Thus, the more than 2 percent difference

records an uncertain evolutionary dis-

tance. But modem Taxodium may belong

to the same species as the Clarkia leaves.

In other words, in this case we may be

looking at an unbroken and unbranched

evolutionary sequence—a tme continuity

over 20 million years—and the smaller

percentage of changes, with no alterations

at all in amino acids, may record the actual

architecture of evolutionary stability.

Extraction of fossil DNA will not make

the traditional paleontology of overt fos-

sils obsolete. First of all, to make the obvi-

ous (but not adequately appreciated)

philosophical point, a DNA code and an

organism are not the same thing. One is

not more "basic" than the other or closer to

the "essence of life," whatever that means.

Organisms have DNA codes, and they

have external forms and behaviors. Both

^.(^(^5:

"Gofor the bronze, baby!"

are equal and fundamental compom
of being. DNA does not even build an

ganism directly, but must work throi

complex intemal environments of emt

ological development and extemal ei

ronments of surrounding conditions,

will not know the core and essence of

manity when the human genome proje(

completed.

Second, to make the practical point,

traction of DNA from Clarkia leaves

precious rarity, not the harbinger of a g
eral revolution in practice. DNA quic

degrades in almost every situation wh
fossils are preserved; virtually no ot

known spot on earth can preserve such

cient DNA. Only the gorgeous {

uniquely exquisite preservation of

Clarkia leaves permits the preservatioi

a molecule that most scientists oi

thought incapable of such long survii

Even at Clarkia, successful extraction

DNA is scarcely routine, but exceptio

and difficult. Scientific papers traditi

ally do not report failures; you have to

around to get the full picture. I did so

.

discovered that DNA extraction is no
]

nic or panacea. The great majority of 1

sil-leaf scrapings yield nothing, and I

procedure is therefore long, expensi

and frustrating. (If extraction were es

cheap, and routine, we would have see

flood of papers, not just two reports—

though several more will be forthcomii

Moreover, only chloroplast DNA has

far been recovered, and chloroplasts
]

serve better than any other organellt t

Clarkia. Unfortunately, nuclei are It i

stable, and most of the DNA resides th

We are not about to sequence the entire •

netic program of a fossil magnolia.

Is flie tale of Clarkia DNA then noth

!

but an isolated story in natural history

episode with neither extension nor gei

ality? Not at all, for this discovery of ;

most ancient DNA raises several deep •

sues in evolutionary theory—and at

most basic level that professionals raj

consider in their day-to-day work but 1

1

forms the heart of a series of essays

general readers. Above all, the sequenc :

of fossil DNA provides a striking illusi

tion of the best kind of evidence that :

can produce for the factuality of evolut i

itself.

Our creationist detractors charge 1

1

evolution is an unproved and unprova :

bit of secular religion masquerading >

science. They claim, above all, that evo-

tion generates no predictions, never c

poses itself to test, and therefore stands -

dogma rather than disprovable scieni.
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This is nonsense. We make and test risky

predictions ail tiie time; our success is not

dogma, but a iiiglily probable indication

that evolution is true. As in any historical

science, most predictions are about an un-

known past (technically called postdic-

tions in the jargon). For example, every

time I collect fossils in Paleozoic rocks

(225 to 550 million years old), I predict

that I will not find fossil mammals—for

mammals evolved in the subsequent Trias-

sic period (while young-earth creationists,

claiming that God made life in six 24-hour

days, should expect to encounter mam-
mals in all strata). If I start finding fossil

mammals, particularly late-evolving crea-

tures, such as cows, cats, elephants, and

humans, in Paleozoic strata, our evolution-

ary goose is cooked.

As a paramount prediction from the

different subdiscipline of taxonomy, we
hold that well-established evolutionary

schemes of classification and phytogeny

should be affirmed in broad outline by any

new and independent criterion of evi-

dence. We have a reasonable classification

of forest trees, based on tried and true Lin-

naean criteria of external morphology in

the complex shapes and structures of

leaves and flowers. With respect to this es-

tablished scheme, biochemical data of

DNA sequences represent an entirely sep-

arate domain of new evidence.

We predict that an evolutionary tree

built from DNA resemblances should be

congruent with the traditional classifica-

tion based on morphology. Creationists,

on the other hand, should expect no such

similarity, for God may do as he pleases,

and why should entirely different criteria

record the same supposedly nonexistent

pattern of evolutionary branching. (Of

course, one might say that God chose to

create with such congruence, but then God
becomes meaninglessly omnipotent—that

is, so flexible, so capable of being invoked

for any conceivable result that he becomes

truly impotent for failure to illustrate any

distinctive act that might test the nature of

his ways and power.) I am thrilled that we
can extract 20-million-year-old DNA and

find that the sequences fit perfectly with

expected evolutionary relationships. What

better evidence can we offer, what predic-

tion more triumphantiy affirmed, than this

fossil record of DNA changes fully con-

gruent with the independent evidence of

leaves and flowers?

The Clarkia work also helps us under-

stand the proper relationship of reinforce-

"Miss Hodgson, my wife doesn't understand pterodactyls.

"
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ment and mutual respect among subdi?

plines of evolutionary science. Molecu

biology is trendy and expensive; fossil c

lecting and curation in museums stri

many people (including, unfortunately, i

press) as stuffy and antediluvian. E

DNA is no holy grail, and the specific

quence of base pairs that makes a chlo

plast gene in a magnolia is no more fun(

mental to the species than the shape a

cellular architecture of its leaf

The saddest thing about second-cli

citizenship is the self-hate and deprecati

that builds among the afflicted. Despis

groups often tell jokes about themselv

Rural people often cede to urban opini

and do not assert their own legitimate c(

cems. This culmre of poverty also tends

afflict my colleagues who work w:

whole organisms in museum-based colli

tions. Too often we bow before the ice

of expensive molecular research and st

to agree that the big boys really should

;

all the new buildings and the funds; we

most apologize for our existence, ask

nothing, and seem content so long as

powers that be don't fold our jobs to fti

the expansion of a parking lot or a new i

ministrafive building.

We need to be more assertive. Ourw
is just as modem and just as important

anything in evolutionary science. We n

use molecular data on differences betwf

humans and chimps to infer that we

shared a common ancestor 6 to 8 mill

years ago; but no evidence ft'om mod
genes wiU tell us what that creature loot

like. We will need fossils (which we do

yet have) for this crucial information.

'

can extract DNA from Clarkia leaves, 1

die gorgeous red autumnal colors of ma

leaves express the same phenomenon a

different scale

—

the extraordinary geolc

ical circumstances that preserved be

color and chemistry. Praise Mike Cle

witii his PCR and his banks of lab equ

ment. And praise Jack Smiley with 1

kitchen knife at the outcrop.

Two threads of this essay therefc

unite at the end. I heard too many jok

about backwardness and insignificance

Idaho. I encounter too much resignati'

and self-hate among my colleagues wi

work in museums. Enough apology. M
seums are our intellectual (and viscen

glory—and Idaho was fiftieth on my I

because any savvy person always sav

die best for the last.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, gee

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harva

University.
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Death and Taxus
A plant with a morbid reputation has become a tree of life

by Rob Nicholson

A bad reputation can sometimes take

thousands of years to overcome. Sucii is

the case with the yew tree, known to

botanists as Taxus, a familiar conifer in

parts of the Northern Hemisphere.

The yew's negative associations date

back to classical Greece and Rome. Pliny

the Elder reported that the berries of the

yew were a mortal poison, and Plutarch

claimed that its shade was fatal to those

who slept beneath it. Centuries later, in the

British Isles, the yew became a fixture of

the cemeteries surrounding churches,

adding to its long and dreary link with

mortality and things funereal. Men of let-

ters cast the yew as the botanical equiva-

Pacific yew bark is currently the main

source ofthe drug taxol.

Photographs by Sleven C Wilson, Entheos
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lent of a grave robber or vampire. Robert

Blair wrote in "The Grave":

Well do I know thee by thy trusty Yew,

Cheerless, unsocial plant,

that loves to dwell

Midst skulls and coffins, epitaphs

and worms....

The most graphic lines were penned by

Alfred Lord Tennyson in "In Memoriam":

Old Yew, which graspest at the stones

That name the underlying dead.

Thy fibers net the dreamless head.

Thy roots are wrapt about the bones.

Only recently has the yew begun to

shed its aura of morbidity, becoming in-

stead a symbol of hope and a restorer of

life. For within its branches and bark Ues

taxol, a molecule shown to arrest a variety

of cancers.

The antitumor potential of taxol, an

agent that prevents cell division, was first

realized in the late 1970s. While it proved

ineffectual in early trials with mouse cell

cultures, clinical trials on human cell lines

in the early to mid-1980s were promising.

In recent clinical studies, patients with ad-

vanced ovarian cancer have -shown a 30

percent rate of improvement—either par-

tial or complete response—after treatment

with taxol, and the drug shrank tumors in

48 percent of patients with advanced

breast cancer who had previously failed to

respond to chemotherapy. Other studies

indicate that taxol may also help combat

malignant melanoma and lung cancer The

low supply of the drug, which is found

only in minute quantities in yews, has

been a constant obstacle in clinical trials,

and research reports usually mention only

limited regimens and dosages. Chemists

are now struggling to synthesize the taxol

molecule, so that it can be produced artifi-

cially in the laboratory, but its complex

has so far stymied such efforts.

The eight species of yew in the gen

Taxus are found in a variety of climab

frigid forests in Scandinavia and N(

England, steamy ravines in Florida, a

cloud forests in Mexico and Asia. Tb

are usually members of the forest und

story and thrive in moist, dark, dank cc

ditions. Yews vary in size and habit. The

in the Philippines are reported to gr(

ninety feet tall, while the Canadian yew

eastern North America is a scruffy, cref

ing shrub. Yew foliage consists of she

broad, green needles. Seeds are not boi

in cones, like those of pine and fir, but

;

Sixteen tlwusand pounds ofyew bark at i

needed to produce 2.2 pounds of taxol.
j



, -shy red coatings called arils surround the single seeds ofthe Pacific yew.

[ en C Wilson: Entheos

d singly and enveloped by a fleshy mu-

iginous covering called an aril.

Taxol was first extracted from the bark

the Pacific yew, Taxus brevifolia. Al-

)ugh other yew species contain taxol

i traces of the substance are found in

w needles, Pacific yew bark continues

be the major source. Long considered a

ash tree" by the timber industry, the

mber of Pacific yews has been drasti-

Uy reduced—perhaps halved—by clear-

tting, the logging practice that totally

ips a targeted area. While bark suppliers

".trying to recover as much of this log-

ig slash as possible, the coUection of

;h supplies from the wild is complicated

!! environmental considerations. Barring

breakthrough in synthesis, plantation

Iture of selected high-taxol clones of Pa-

Iic

or other species of yew may offer a

lution. Botanists and chemists are exam-

ng ways to maximize production, but

1st they must answer basic questions.

hich species or cultivated variants of

'w hold the most taxol? Is production

asonal? Why does the yew produce this

olecule in the first place? Can we find

ways to manipulate plants to increase their

yield of the drug?

With these questions in mind, an expe-

dition was mounted in the fall of 1990 to

collect a rare species of yew in remote

mountain regions of Mexico. Biochemist

Melvin Shemluck and I had the good for-

tune to join forces with John Fairey and

Carl Schoenfeld, two ardent plant explor-

ers with three dozen trips to the region

under their belts, and Eduardo Estrada, a

botanist from the University of Nuevo

Leon. Our destination, the Sierra Madre

Oriental of northeastern Mexico, is a

rugged series of peaks, ridges, and valleys.

Rising to 12,000 feet above sea level, this

mountain chain acts as a barrier to rain-

bearing clouds blowing in from the Gulf

of Mexico. The mountains channel the

clouds as boulders channel a brook, steer-

ing them into valleys and canyons, allow-

ing passage over lowlands or totally block-

ing the clouds' progress and creating a rain

shadow on the far side of the range. This

rain channeling, combined with varied

soils and temperature regimes, has created

a mosaic of mini-ecosystems. Within the

Mexican states of Nuevo Leon and Ta-

maulipas, one can find alpine zones, cac-

tos fields, pinyon pine forests, and lowland

swamps. The land can change dramati-

cally and rapidly from desert to forest in

the space of a few miles.

Our quarry was one of the least-known

yews, Taxus globosa, the Mexican yew. It

ranges sporadically from northern Mexico

as far south as El Salvador and Guatemala.

We wanted to investigate this as yet uncul-

tivated species to find out if its presence in

lower latitudes might signal an amenabil-

ity to warmer chmates. If so, plantation

culture may be practicable in countries

where subsidized, commercial growth of

yews could both supplant the production

of narcotic plants, such ^s opium poppies

and coca, and theoretically provide a

source of now scarce taxol.

During our first day in the field, we

drove to the summit of Cerro Potosi. a

12,000-foot peak capped with an alpine

zone that is home to a rare Mexican dwarf

pine. That night, we descended into Mon-

terrey, a modem industrial city of three

miUion, divided by a six-lane highway but
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The Mexican yew. one ofeight species of Taxus, grows

in the Sierra Madre Oriental ofMexico.
Rob Nicholson

ringed by dramatic mountain peaks. We
rose early the next morning and began our

trek to the yew area, passing by highway

laborers warming their morning tortillas

on a hubcap over an open flame. We
turned off the main road and drove by

pecan plantations and a road-drenching

waterfall before heading up into the

mountains.

The stand of yews we were searching

for grew at the end of a long valley, some

twenty miles away over snaking, cliff-

hugging, rutted roads. Descending into the

valley, we drove through a botanical par-

adise of black-stemmed oaks, their trunks

festooned with bromeliads, ferns, mosses,

and even epiphytic cactuses. Flowers of

lantanas, ipomeas, and lobelias added

splashes of vibrant color to the misty

woods. We reached the bottom of the val-

ley at the convergence of four rivers,

which our Land Cruiser briskly forded.

The next fifteen bone-jarring miles are re-

flected in our field notes taken en rou

barely legible even to us.

As we left the oak-pine forest, a difft

ent set of woody elements took over, i

eluding mixed stands of redbud trees a

dogwood, an association also common
the United States. A wood-plank shai

with a tin roof completed the picture:

could have been in a hunting camp in tl

Appalachians.

We found our first Mexican yew

4,400 feet. Melvin and I photographed ai

measured the object of our pilgrimage, r

lieved that we had found it at all. That d;

we began a process that we were to repe

with individual trees of as many differe

ages and from as many microclimates

possible in three populations of yews

least one hundred miles apart. We esl

mated the trees' ages and recorded the

sizes and whether they were male or f

male. We also noted environmental cond

tions, including whether the plant w;



bwing in full sun or shade or was surviv-

1;
under stress, such as grazing by cattle.

; hope that some correlation might

intually come to light linking high taxol

Intent with a physical or environmental

lor. We collected a half pound of stems

Id leaves from each yew, then cataloged

1 attached numbered metal tags to the

es. We labeled the trees so that if a par-

ular one was found on chemical analy-

to be especially high in taxol and to

irrant further collection, we would be

le to find it again. (In my nightmares,

;se numbered labels are fashion items

long the teen-age farm girls in the

)untains.)

Finally, our vehicle could go no farther;

; hit a long, steep incline of slippery red

ly and were forced to park. After brac-

; against constant lurching, walking was

jrapeutic. As we climbed through the

ol forest, we recognized many more

nperate-zone plants. These mountains

;re apparently a flight path for flora mi-

lting southward from both the east and

;st coasts of the continent. Maple, wal-

t, spruce, hop hornbeam, and witch

zel were driven south during climatic

ifts in millennia past. We were seeing

populations that persisted only in these

isolated mountain pockets.

As we continued, more and more moist

temperate species appeared, including

roses, blueberries, hollies, and firs. At one

point, the temperature abruptly cooled, the

air became damp, and we were confronted

with the unexpected vista of a dark forest

of spruce and fir deep in the mountains of

Mexico. This pocket of El Norte is only a

mile long and half a mile wide and is nes-

tled beneath a massive white-faced lime-

stone cliff that must face rainstorms like a

barricade. We found yews here as abun-

dant understory trees tolerating dense

shade. The foliage was a fresh lime green,

with maximum needle lengths of a Uttle

more than an inch. Probably the most dis-

tinctive feature of the Mexican yew is its

large fruit, with a globular cardinal red aril

about the size of a chickpea. Most of the

yews under these cliffs were less than

fliirty feet in height, with round canopies

and often with multiple trunks. Farther

south, however, we encountered more

treelike specimens, some about sixty feet

high with trunks one foot in diameter.

After two weeks, we headed back down

the mountain trails with a heavy load of

yew samples and seeds from a number of

tree species for distribution to botanic gar-

dens. Subsequent analysis of our yew by

Su.san Brobst, of the National Cancer In-

stitute, showed a wide variability in the

taxol content of our samples, some having

ten times more of the molecule than oth-

ers. While the average percentage of taxol

in all our samples was good (in the mid-

range as far as all Tcaus go), a few trees

were relatively rich in the drug. In the fu-

ture, they may be collected and grown

commercially in plantations or nurseries.

Recently, some Mexican yews were taken

to Peru to be incorporated into trial plots

of narotic replacement crops.

While the struggle to increase the sup-

ply of taxol will continue for years to

come, its discovery and development

point to the logic of species preservation

as a strategy fundamentally linked to our

own preservation. The success of the yew

as a medicine has finally freed it from the

realm of myth and superstition and given

it a new, scientific reputation as a healer

Rob Nicholson studies rare plants at the

Botanic Garden of Smith College in

Northampton, Massachusetts.
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Nature's Inflntte Booi

The Mysterious Origin

ofAIDS
Why did a vims ofAfrican wild monkeys take so long to infect us?

by Jared Diamond

How did the precursor of the AIDS
virus pass from monkeys to humans if it's

correct—as often assumed—that the pre-

cursor was a virus harmlessly infecting

African wild monkeys? And why, after

millions of years of coexistence between

monkeys and humans in Africa, did AIDS
emerge in us only recently? This article

doesn't claim to solve these grimly inter-

esting questions, because the solution isn't

known yet. We're still groping for expla-

nations, and AIDS research is a fast-mov-

ing field. Instead, I'll lay out the present

status of the debate and a framework for

understanding future developments.

As background, let's remind ourselves

of the many ingenious mechanisms that

microbes have evolved to spread from one

host to another. Microbes may wait for

their host to bite, or to be bitten or eaten

by, a new host. They may cause sores on a

host's body and then pass through the

sores into a new host when it rubs against

or has sex with the old host. Or they may
make a host sneeze, cough, or have diar-

rhea, thereby spraying microbes into the

air or the drinking water of a new host.

A disease will eventually disappear, at

least locally or temporarily, if natural

transmission of the responsible microbe is

too inefficient (less than one new victim

per old victim on average); or if transmis-

sion is interrupted by public health mea-

sures (as when cholera reached my city of

Los Angeles earlier this year); or if every-

one susceptible becomes infected and then

either dies or recovers and becomes im-

mune to reinfection (as used to happen

during measles epidemics); or if the dis-

ease kills off the entire exposed population

(as the incurable viral disease kuru, ttans-

mitted by cannibalism, was on the way to

doing to the Fore tribe of New Guinea

until cannibalism was suppressed).

With this brief crash course in disease

transmission, let's now consider the origin

of AIDS. There are at least two related sets

of human viruses that probably infected

and evolved in us independently. They're

termed HIV-1 and HIV-2, where HIV
stands for "human immunodeficiency

virus." The less virulent HIV-2, virtually

confined to coastal West Africa, is most

nearly similar to a virus termed SIVsm,

which is widespread and harmless in wild

sooty mangabey monkeys living in the

same part of coastal West Africa where

humans are affected by HIV-2. (SIV

stands for "simian immunodeficiency

virus," while "sm" stands for "sooty

mangabey.") HIV-1, the virus responsible

for the worldwide AIDS epidemic,

reaches its highest frequency in people of

central and East Africa. It is most similar

to viruses occurring harmlessly in wild

populations of various African primates,

including African green monkeys, man-

drills, and (rarely) chimpanzees.

AIDS was first recognized as a disease

in 1981. However, the earliest-known

AIDS-related human death, recognized in

retrospect by molecular studies on stored

blood samples, occurred in 1959. Given

the odds against the preservation of sam-

ples from early AIDS victims, the first

deaths probably occurred some time be-

fore 1959. The actual first infections may
have preceded those first deaths by a dec-

ade, the typical interval between infection

and death today. Most scientists believe

that AIDS arose in central or East Afiic

because that's where cases (as diagnosi

in refrospect) first began to appear ft

quently, where the AIDS epidemic is no

furthest advanced, and where the relatt

simian viruses occur naturally.

We can't automatically assume that t

AIDS virus spread from monkeys to i

perhaps it actually spread from us to mo
keys. But that seems much less likely t

several reasons. The benignness of SIVsj

wild African monkeys, in contrast to ti

lethal outcome of HIV-1 infection in h'

mans, suggests a much longer evolutio

ary coexistence between SIV and mo-

keys than between HIV-1 and human

Another argument in support of a long

existence of the virus in monkeys is tH

their variety of SFVs is much greater th;

the variety of HIV- 1 s in humans. There a

several plausible hypotheses for how ti.

virus might have gotten from wild mo
keys to humans. No one, however, h

been able to suggest how it could ha>

gotten from humans to wild monkeys.

The differences in molecular structu

between SFVs and HIVs have been used

estimate how long ago the ancestral vin

passed from monkeys to humans. Give

the observed differences in structure (

HTV- 1 strains themselves that have arise

in recent decades, scientists usually quel

the following estimates: HIV-2 arose froi

SlVsm several decades ago; and HIV-

arose from related SFVs earlier—perhaps

century or two ago, perhaps even a thoi

sand years ago. Interesting as they art

though, those widely quoted estimates ai

based on some very uncertain assump

tions. In addition, the estimates don't nee
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essarily pinpoint the time of origin of

AIDS as a disease. The estimates are

based on HIV/SIV differences in total

molecular structure. But the virulence of

AIDS (contrasting with the benignness of

SrV infection) might arise from only a tiny

fraction of those structural differences. For

example, a mutation in only a single nu-

cleotide seems to have been crucial to the

notorious virulence of the bacterium re-

sponsible for bubonic plague. Thus, even

if an SIV infected humans a thousand

years ago, and even if the accumulation of

molecular differences between HIV- 1 and

SrV had already started then, the mutation

that made HIV-1 virulent could still have

occurred much more recently.

How did an SIV get from some African

wild monkey into humans? In fact, there

are dozens of precedents for a pathogen of

animals being transmitted to humans and

evolving into a specialized human path-

ogen. That's how many of our best-known

infectious diseases, such as measles and

smallpox, evolved. We're constantly pick-

ing up microbes from our pets, livestock,

and wild animals by the usual means

—

getting bitten by an animal or having con-

tact with its sores, blood, or feces. (For ex-

ample, I'll bet that the children of some of

you reading this piece have picked up cat

scratch disease from your pet cat.)

In particular, there's nothing surprising

about our picking up SIVs, because many
Africans hunt and eat wild monkeys and

even keep young animals as pets. In the

process, thousands of Africans must have

gotten scratched or bitten by monkeys,

gotten monkey blood on a skin wound
while cutting up a dead monkey, or eaten

undercooked monkey meat. Similarly,

when Asian macaques kept in the same

cage with sooty mangabeys picked up

SlVsni, the transmission presumably oc-

curred by some prosaic mechanism rather

than by cross-species sex. There is one

recorded case of what seems to be STV^^

itself in a West African farm worker, who
presumably picked it up from a sooty

mangabey in some equally prosaic way.

Thus, infection of humans with SIV
over an extended period of time seems so

inevitable as to demand no special expla-

nation. In that light, the lack of pre- 1959

evidence for AIDS cries out for explana-

tion. Why, since African humans have

"These pristine mountain lakes used to he swammg with frogs. None seem to have

adapted to today's toxic environment!"
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been handling African monkeys for ir

lions of years, was the origin of AIDS i

parently so recent? That question seems

me the real mystery of AIDS origii

Three types of explanations, acting alo

or in combination, suggest themselves.

According to theory 1, the recency

AIDS is just by chance. Perhaps vii

transmission by handling a monkey
much more inefficient than transmissi

between humans. Perhaps SIVs thei

selves are as benign in us as in Afric

wild monkeys, and perhaps the mutati

making HIV virulent was a rare, unlite

mutation. In that case, the cross-speci

transmission or evolution of virulence c

curred by coincidence for the first tit

within our own generation.

In support of that theory, one cot

point to many other new pathogens of h

mans that have arisen in modem times a

either persisted or disappeared. For i

stance, O'nyong nyong fever was t

name applied to an epidemic that e

ploded in northern Uganda in 19f

Caused by a mosquito-borne virus,

spread during the next two years to otH

areas of East Africa and infected 2 millii

people before disappearing as myste

ously as it had come. No one seeks reasc

other than chance to explain the mode

emergerice of such diseases; why look ai

further for the origins of AIDS? But!

sO"ains one's credulity to dismiss as char

two independent and nearly simultanec

appearances of SFV-derived human pat!

gens, HIV- 1 and HIV-2, within our q\

generation, after our millions of years

exposure to monkey blood.

In contrast, theory 2 accepts the reaso

ing that conditions adequate for infecti'

of humans by African monkeys have e

isted for a long time. According to this tH

ory, though, conditions for efficient spr&-

of the resulting HIVs within and betwa

human populations didn't exist until ve

recently. Local human populations in tt

ditional rural Africa, or in the rest of tl

traditional rural world, may have bei

sedentary. Traditional societies may ha'

imposed powerful injunctions against fr

quent changes of sex partners. Yes, peop

occasionally were infected by handlir

monkeys, but the resulting AIDS infectic

had little chance to spread before dyir

out. The few AIDS-related deaths woa
have been hardly noticeable against tl

background of frequent fatal infections

traditional societies. A man dies of pnei

monia one year; perhaps his wife dies

few years later; perhaps another woman i

the village also dies, and then her husban



.1 one knows, though, that the second

inian had had clandestine sex with the

St man. Who sees any unique signifi-

nce to those deaths, amidst all the other

I

aths and births in the village?

Only in recent times, according to this

=ory, did changed social conditions and

.-hnology in Africa permit one AIDS

;tim to infect dozens of others. The rea-

ns seem obvious: the rise of cities, with

ofcssional prostitutes; men coming to

ics to work, leaving their wives in the

llages, and resorting to prostitutes;

o\ ements of people over long distances,

e to civil wars in many countries; the

c of other venereal diseases, causing

;
nital sores; and use and reuse of hypo-

rmic syringes for medical care.

To many scientists, this is the most

iusible theory to account for the recency

AIDS origins. To me this theory seems

assume a fictitious dream-view of

iicid. sedentary, traditional Africa until

j 159. In reality, African history is full of

\n\ unrest and movements ideal for the

read of AIDS. During World War I, hun-

eds of thousands of soldiers moved back

jid forth for four years across German

1
ist Africa and neighboring colonies, the

rrent area of highest AIDS frequency in

i vvorid. In the early nineteenth cenmry,

I

e Mfecane (the migrations triggered by

I

e rise of Zulu military power) drove mil-

I
ms of people thousands of miles over the

I
ea from Tanzania to South Africa. For

i any centuries until the 1 800s, more than

|) million people were marched from

!
frica's interior to the coast and then ex-

)rted as slaves by European and Arab

< iders. From late in the first millennium

(D. onward, military kingdoms depen-

. jnt on cavalry fought over the same areas

." West Africa infected today by HIV-2.

'ven earUer, the Bantu expansion swept

It of West Africa to engulf almost the

hole of sub-Saharan Africa. All those

irlier uprooted peoples were no more

kely to have been celibate and in perfect

jalth than their modem equivalents. If

IDS existed at any of those times, how
3uld it not have become widespread?

That difficulty leads directly to theory

. Whereas theory 2 invoked new condi-

ons for the spread of HIV between hu-

lans, theory 3 invokes new conditions for

le spread of SIV from monkeys to hu-

lans. By far the most efficient means of

ansmitting the AIDS virus is by direct in-

culation of virus-infected blood or tissue

om one victim to another. Whatever the

angers of unprotected sex, transfusion of

lood or blood products or tissue products

remains far more dangerous. Only in mod-

em times has the technology for such in-

oculation been routinely available. Could

that technology itself have transferred SIV

from monkeys to humans?

Attention has recently been drawn to

several now-discontinued programs under

which many humans did receive blood or

tissue of African monkeys. In one pro-

gram that began in 1922, malaria re-

searchers injected blood of chimpanzees,

occasionally of sooty mangabeys or other

monkeys, into humans, in order to test

whether primate malaria parasites could

infect people. Published case reports doc-

ument dozens of people injected directly

with African primate blood in these exper-

iments. Dozens of other people were in-

jected with blood of people or Asian pri-

mates that had been injected with blood of

African primates. Other such experiments

may have been carried out hut not pub-

lished. If any of the chimps harbored SIVs,

and if any of the mangabeys harbored

SIV,„„ the precursors of HIV- 1 and HIV-2,

respectively, would almost certainly have

been transferred to humans. A complica-

tion in linking such experiments to AIDS

origins is that most of the experiments

were performed in Europe and America,
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but AIDS and HIV-2 infection apparently

spread first in Africa.

A second program that transferred

African primate tissues to humans also op-

erated in the 1920s and 1930s. A theory

was then current that normal aging in men
is due to a decline in testicular secretions

with age. If so, perhaps the progress of

aging could be halted by grafting the testes

of a young man onto an older man. (Pure

testosterone would of course have been

preferable to testis grafts, but testosterone

had not yet been isolated.) Not surpris-

ingly, few young men volunteered their

testes to meet the consumer demand by the

hundreds of older men clamoring to be re-

cipients. Hence many grafts were instead

taken from the testes of chimps or mon-
keys. If any of the donor animals were in-

fected with SrVs, the viruses would almost

surely have been transferred to the human
graft recipients. The program wound
down after 1935, when testosterone was

isolated and shown to be without value in

retarding aging. Again, a complication in

attributing AIDS origins to these testis

grafts is that the recipients were mostly

Europeans or Americans rather than

Africans.

Yet a third program was the preparation

of an oral polio vaccine by growing weak-

ened polio virus in cultures of monkey
kidney cells. In 1957 and 1958 the vaccine

was tested on several hundred thousand

Africans in Zaire, Rwanda, and Burundi.

There is at least one precedent for infec-

tion of humans with an animal virus in the

course of vaccine preparation: Marburg

virus fever is the name applied to a discs

that broke out in 1967 among workers a

vaccine manufacturing plant in Marbi

(Germany), where African green monke
were being used. However, there are ma
serious difficulties in proposing tl

1957-58 polio vaccine trials as a route

SIV transmission to humans: for examp
whether the kidneys came from African

Asian monkeys is unknown. In additic

the trials took place only one or two ye<

before the first identified AIDS death, t

the interval between known AIDS inf(

tion and death is about ten years. Mc
generally, if molecular biologists are c(

rect in their estimates of the time elaps

since HIV origins, the age of HrV-2 (se

eral decades) fits with a theory based

modem medical technology, but the mc
uncertain estimate of the age of HIV-1

century to a millennium) does not.

Thus, all three theories to account 1

the apparent recency of AIDS—chanc

new conditions for human-to-hum:

transmission in Africa, and new technol

gies for monkey-to-human transmi

sion—pose difficulties. If the theories a

dressed an insignificant problem,

could debate them dispassionately. T
tragic importance of AIDS, howevi

charges the debate with strong emofioi

Many Africans initially denied reports

AIDS' high frequency in Africa as rac

slander, although those reports have m-

proved to be correct. Some Africans i

still oufraged at the conclusion that t

AIDS virus arose from viruses (SfVs)

African monkeys and apes. Many bi

medical researchers are outraged at h

potheses that transfers of SIVs to huma
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t )k place as a result of biomedical tech-

r logy. In a few years, historians may cite

I
- current theories as evidence of racism,

I
vLudditism, or antimedical hysteria.

l,)m our present perspective, it looks dif-

t ent. We acknowledge that we're grop-

i [ for answers. All three competing theo-

I s are unproved and face serious

(ijections but don't seem impossible. We

j t lack the foresight to know which (if

ji/)
of the theories will prove correct.

I

The future of AIDS is as uncertain as its

I
St. Will humans become selected,

l.ough the deaths of some infected peo-

j,
and the survival of others, for genetic

i|istance to AIDS, as happened during

I, other great plagues of history (see my

li

ce "A Pox upon Our Genes," Natural

, story, February 1990)? Will efforts to

I .elop an AIDS vaccine succeed? Per-

! 3s. but several decades of effort to de-

op a malaria vaccine have failed, and

. DS viruses have even more slippery

;i

;igens than do malaria plasmodia. Will

i^orts to develop anti-AIDS drugs suc-

ij ;d? Perhaps, but our track record for de-

loping antiviral drugs is poor. Will

DS remain incurable? Perhaps: medi-

le has had zero success at combating the

w virus responsible for kuru and some

ler viruses.

I

In fact, we already know enough to stop

I

)st transmission of AIDS viruses except

, It from mother to fetus. The rules in-

;
ide: practice safe sex and don't share in-

I.venous needles. The main obstacles

l^n't inadequate technology or knowl-

ge, but inadequate will. Govemment-

onsored campaigns of advertisements

, d education, and subsidy or free distri-

tion of condoms, would help a lot. Of

urse one can object that such measures

)uldn't stop AIDS transmission com-

2tely. But even if they decreased trans-

ission by only 25 percent, they would be

st-effective, because each AIDS case is

expensive of money, medical care, and

iman potential.

The problem is that our govenmients,

fleeting the will of many of our citizens,

cline to support such measures, or even

lively oppose them. This attitude is

irder to excuse in poUticians of countries

ke our own) with a high standard of ed-

ition than in poUticians of developing

)untries. If AIDS does decimate the pop-

ations of many nations, it will have done

) with our permission.
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Digging Beneath the Silk Roa
Do the sands of China 's "sea ofdeath " conceal the tracks ofearly humans?

by John W. Olsen

Arid plateaus, pebble-strewn plains,

and desert basins seem unpromising

places to look for signs of prehistoric hu-

mans. Yet earlier this cenmry, major inter-

national expeditions, including those of

Roy Chapman Andrews for the American

Museum of Natural History, scoured the

wastelands of Mongolia and western

China for fossils, under the assumption

that central Asia was the cradle of human-

ity. As far as early human fossils are con-

cerned, these expeditions returned empty-

handed. We now know that the earliest

human ancestors lived in Africa, as long as

three million years ago, while their de-

scendants left no clear traces in Asia be-

fore about one million years ago.

But some of the world's best preserved

specimens of our ancestor Homo erectiis,

which arose in Africa about 1.6 milhon

years ago, have been found in East Asia.

Among these are the remains of Peking

man from Zhoukoudian in northern China,

where cave deposits have yielded fossils

of at least forty-five individuals, along

with thousands of stone tools and other

cultural debris. Other finds come from

northern India and the western regions of

central Asia, especially Uzbekistan. As
uninviting as they seem today, the regions

in between must have been traversed in

ancient times, or even occupied.

Hoping to uncover some overlooked

prehistory, I have been investigating the

southern margins of the Tarim Basin, a

130,000-square-mile depression in

China's Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Re-

gion. The basin contains one of the most

formidable arid areas on earth, the Takli-

makan Desert. Larger than New Mexico,

the Taklimakan figured prominently in

China's dynastic history as a barrier to

East-West communications. The great

Silk Road, which once linked the Chinese

and Roman empires, divided on the east-

em edge of the basin, passed along its

northern and southern margins, and joined

again on the western periphery, near what

is now the frontier between China and

Kirghizstan. Many of the spring-fed oases

that once served as caravansaries along the

southern arm of the Silk Road have been
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A dust storm near Turpan engulfs the ruins ofa city on the

Silk Road, the overland trade route that linked China and

the West beginning in the sixth century B.C.

Gary Wolinsky; Trillium

1





)well; Mountain Light

•ghiz riders, left, pass before sand dunes near the Pamir

mntains in western China. Map, below: The narrow piedmont

ion between theformidable Taklimakan Desert and the towering

nlun Mountains may have been a hospitable pathwayfor

iy human ancestors migrating through Asia.
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allowed by the shifting sands, evidence

at the desert has spread in historic times,

/en the once-great trading center of

)ulan, located just west of an ephemeral

<;e. Lop Nur, was apparently unable to

pport its burgeoning population when

s lake became permanently dry, and was

landoned in the early fourth century a.d.

'hen Marco Polo passed through his

;houl-infested Desert of Lop" in 1224,

)ulan had already lain beneath the sands

r nearly a thousand years. Today China

sts her nuclear weapons in this region.

Numerous archeologists have explored

e southern Silk Road searching for arti-

facts from the early Chinese dynasties, the

Han (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) through the Tang

(a.d. 618-907). Beginning in the midnine-

teenth century, scholars from nearly every

comer of Europe, America, and Japan

flocked to northwest China to investigate

claims ofruined cities and richly furnished

burial grounds in the heart of the TakUma-

kan Desert. One after another, leading ex-

plorers of the day such as Przewalsky,

Hedin, Stein, Pelliot, Otani, and Le Coq

found peasants' reports of lost cities and

cemeteries to be true, and all carried off

vast quantities of Chinese relics to adorn

the exhibit cases of their national muse-

ums. Since proper archeological proce-

dures were not yet developed, let alone

followed, this flurry of antiquarian inquiry

destroyed many of the important clues that

are uncovered during excavation; it also

failed to yield any substantial evidence of

the Tarim Basin's earliest populations.

The Taklimakan Desert proper—

a

nearly featureless expanse of sand with

dunes up to 300 feet high—is uninhabited;

a popular Chinese term for the area is si-

wang zhi hai, or "sea of death." Early ex-

plorers often wrote in awed tones of the

much-feared kara-buran, or "black

storms," that engulfed whole caravans

during some seasons of the year and were,

in part, responsible for giving the Taklima-

kan Desert its evil reputation among trav-

elers. Having experienced what I consid-

ered to be harsh sandstorms several times

in the Sahara Desert, I was curious about

the dreaded kara-buran. In 1987, my cu-

riosity was more than satisfied. Late one

afternoon as the wind began to pick up,

my coUeagues and I returned to a small

village nearby to pass the night indoors

rather than sleep out under the stars. In the

Wee hours of the morning we were awak-

ened by a ferocious, howling wind.

Switching on our flashhghts, we found we
could not see our hands before our faces.

The room was filled with a mist of talcum-

powder-like sand so dense that our flash-

Ught beams resembled glowing soUd bars.

The dust was thick and choking; I finally

fell asleep with a damp handkerchief tied

across my nose and mouth to filter out the

larger particles. When we awoke the next

morning our room resembled an archeo-

logical dig itself—everything, including

us in our sleep, had been covered by an

inch or more of the Taklimakan's notori-

ous sand. (We also learned that in October

1986, several dozen residents of soufliem

Taklimakan oases were asphyxiated when

a particularly violent kara-buran caught

them far from any shelter.)

People do hve along the Tarim River

valley, wliich forms the northern border of

the basin, and in the string of more than

fifty oasis settlements found on the south-

em iringe of the sand sea. Today these
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oases are occupied mainly by a Muslim

Turkic nationality, the Uygur [Takliinakan

itself comes from the Uygur word mean-

ing "labyrinth"). Most scholars believe

that the Uygur are comparatively recent

arrivals, having settled in southern Xin-

jiang sometime after the ninth century

A.D., when they fled Mongol domination

on the central Asian steppes. These agri-

culturists grow fruit and grain in settle-

ments ranging in size from a few families

supported by a dozen acres of cultivated

land to such huge aggregates as Hetian

(Khotan) Oasis, which has a population of

roughly 1 .2 million.

To the south lies the Kunlun massif, the

northern flank of the world's tallest range,

the Himalayas. The peaks reach up to

23,000 feet above sea level, or 19,300 feet

above the Taklimakan sand sea; they are

called the mountains of darkness because

they are largely shadowed when viewed

from the north.

During our fieldwork in southern Xin-

jiang, we made a side trip into the foothills

of the Kunlun Mountains to visit the small

village of Chahar, not far from the Tibetan

frontier. Sir Aurel Stein, a great British ex-

plorer, had passed through here in 1907

and had indicated the small cluster of

mud-brick houses on his maps. Arriving in

the village on market day, we were con-

fronted by hundreds of curious Uygur

farmers and their families, who called out,

"Look! Foreign friends!" as we passed. In

this realm where even Chinese people are

an oddity and Beijing is a mythical city far

to the east, we were not surprised to learn

that we were the first foreigners of any na-

tionality that most had seen. What did take

us by surprise was an elderly man who re-

membered the day Aurel Stein and his

party entered Chahar on horseback; he re-

counted to us how he, as a child of eight,

had run after the horses, shouting and

laughing, exactly as the village children

had done on our arrival by Land Cruiser.

In between the mountains and the desert

is a sloping, thirty-mile-wide gobi, or

gravel-paved plain. This piedmont area,

which serves as a watershed, is dissected

by watercourses that flow north from their

Jeffrey Alford; Asia Access

Ancient river deposits on the sides of the

Niya River gorge, below, are a promising

sitefor archeological exploration. The

Kunlun Mountains, right, are the

northern range ofthe Himalayas. Right,

below: Goats graze near the northern

margins of the Taklimakan Desen.
John W. Olsen

souices m Kunlun glacieis nito the Idnni

Basm. Only the Hetian River flows sea-

sonally across the desert to join the Tarim

River; all the other watercourses simply

soak in and disappear beneath the Takli-

makan's thick mantle of sand. The historic

Silk Road cities—Dandanoilik, Niya,

Karadong, Endere, and a host of others

—

were associated with major rivers, but

thousands of smaller watercourses parallel

them. Today many are inactive or carry

water only seasonally. Apart from the

spring-fed oases, these sites seem to repre-

sent the only places in the southern Tarim

Basin where large groups of people could

have lived in the past.

Although the cores of some of its

deserts date back 65 million years, central

Asia was relatively moist during much of

the Pleistocene epoch, which lasted from

roughly 1.8 million to about 12,000 years

ago. During the extended periods of

glaciation that characterized the Pleis-

tocene, when snow cover and glacial

packs of the Kunlun Mountains were

heavier, the piedmont gobi must have sup-

ported richer plant and animal communi-

ties. Standing between the impassably

high Kunlun peaks and the barren wastes

of the Taklimakan, this area would have

offered resources to human populations

and acted as a natural conduit for hunti

gatherers traveling back and forth from t

montane steppes of western central A'

to the hilly, deciduous forests of the CI

nese interior. With this in mind I set c

with a team of scientists in 1986 to sur^ i

the Kunlun piedmont and the adjace

desert, focusing on a sixty-mile-long se

ment between the Hetian and Cele oase^

Upon arriving, I decided the most pra

tical way to learn about the Tarim Has

was to take a public bus that traveled alor

its margin. Even today, foreigners are st

uncommon on public transportation ou

side the major tourist centers, but in 19^

my presence for the duration of wh

turned out to be a ten-day journey cause

quite a stir. I was immediately adopted I

several older women, who made sure I gi

enough fresh mulberries to eat from tret
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along the roadside and paid thie appropri-

ate prices for noodles and mutton at each

of our rest stops. One of my fondest mem-

ories of the journey is of sitting next to an

old Uygur gentleman for days on end, nei-

ther of us speaking the other's language.

Somehow I got across to him that I had

come to southem Xinjiang to study "his"

desert; thereafter, every few miles or so he

would gently tap me on the shoulder and

point out some unique desert feamre—

a

falcon carrying off its prey, an unusual

dune formation, the ruins of a former car-

avan station. When we finally arrived at

his destination, a small desert outpost mid-

way between Kashgar and Hetian, he

hugged me and gave me his brass-

sheathed dagger—the type for which the

western Tarim Basin is renowned through-

out central Asia.
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Along with valuable information from

local farmers familiar with the lay of the

land, we used high-tech remote-sensing

systems to identify the types of geological

settings most likely to yield prehistoric

sites. We pored over data from Landsat's

multispectral scanners and thematic map-
per and the space-shuttle-based large for-

mat camera. In addition, we made use of

the shuttle-borne synthetic aperture radar

(SAR), which had akeady enabled arche-

ologists to peer for the first time beneath

the surface of the Sahara Desert. Able to

pick out features as little as 130 feet wide,

SAR can expose ancient river channels

and other geological features that lie be-

neath the sand. Such radar images cur-

rently exist for only the eastern margin of

the Tarim Basin, but they have taught us

what aboveground features to look for that
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Uygurs make soup, left, in the butchery section of the large

market held each Sunday near Kashgar A vendor offers

platters and kitchenware, left, below, in the city's daily market.

Below: The interior ofa Uygur home in Kashgar
Galen Rowelt; Mountain Light

likely to be near buried extinct water-

lys and oases.

The complex winds in the Taklimakan,

eluding the much-feared kara-buran,

e also important agents in exposing

cheological remains. Early explorers of

uthem Xinjiang recognized that cata-

ysmic storms often brought to light

aces of early historical settlements.

)ace-bome remote sensing has proved

:tremely useful in identifying interdunal

)ckets, or "blowouts," where ancient

nd surfaces are exposed, often yielding

cheological materials otherwise discov-

able only by chance. Similarly, artifacts

ive turned up in the desiccated sediments

marshes and lakes dating from soon

lerthe end of the Pleistocene. These sed-

lents must have been covered up rapidly,

herwise the Tarim's fierce winds would

have blown away the soil, leaving only a

jumble of artifacts on the surface repre-

senting thousands, perhaps tens of thou-

sands, of years of human history.

The 1986 survey enabled us to identify

the most promising places in which to

concentrate our future efforts. At the end

of that expedition, we also found our first

evidence of early prehistoric human occu-

pation. In the midst of the towering dunes

of the southern Taklimakan sand sea, we

discovered a half dozen exposed gobi sur-

faces with archeological remains. These

were simple, flaked quartzite tools, such as

choppers and chopping tools—pebbles

that have been irtegularly chipped along

one or two edges to produce a sinuous yet

effective cutting edge. These sites, which

consist of little more than scatters of stone

tools, are difficult to interpret but may be

the remains of temporary hunting camps.

Quartzite pebble choppers are not much

to look at, but we were gratified to uncover

them since they bore no resemblance to

later Stone Age materials that have been

found elsewhere in the southern Tarim

Basin. The choppers were associated with

geological strata dating to the last major

cold snap of the Pleistocene, between

20,000 and 15,000 years ago, a time when

some regions of the world became unin-

habitable. So far these tools represent the

earliest-known evidence of human popu-

lations in Chinese central Asia. (For a dis-

cussion of the possible significance of

pebble tools in Asia, see "Bamboo and

Human Evolution," Natural History, Oc-

tober 1989.)

In 1987 and 1990, 1 returned with geog-

rapher Richard W. Reeves and archeolo-

gist Sari Miller-Antonio, both colleagues

from the University of Arizona: archeolo-

gist Huang Weiwen of the Chinese Acad-

emy of Sciences; and geologist Lei Jia-

qiang of the Xinjiang Instimte of Biology,

Pedology, and Desert Studies. We set up a

staging point in the Hetian Oasis in order

to explore the south-central rim of the

Tarim Basin, particularly the valleys of the

Karakax (Black Jade), Yurungkax (White

Jade), Cele, Keriya, and Niya rivers. We
followed the courses of these principal

rivers both north into the parched heart of

the Taklimakan Desert and south to the

point where they issued fi^om the flanks of

the Kunlun Mountains.

The gravel piedmont proved to be the

most fruitful area for our search, since the
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major rivers had cut deep canyons in some

places, leaving a series of terraces, or rem-

nant banks. The archeological remains

found along these terraces can be assigned

relative ages, enabling us to determine

whether they are from Pleistocene times

or more recent. Simple chipped-stone

choppers and chunks of quartzite used as a

source of raw material also turned up near

smaller waterways, many of which are

now extinct but which once flowed at least

seasonally.

Other sites lay on the middle reaches of

the Kenya and Niya rivers. These con-

sisted of surface scatters of stone tools,

sometimes accompanied by shallowly

buried scrapers, choppers, and other

chipped-stone artifacts of the same age. In

several cases, artificial alignments of

rocks and boulders appeared to be the sur-

viving foundations of simple lean-to huts

and animal-hide shelters. Located on an-

cient river banks, such sites reflect a time

when the Tarim Basin's resources were

abundant and game flourished along the

margins of these now-dry stream beds.

The surface finds and excavated materi-

als demonstrated at least two periods of

prehistoric human occupation in the

southern Taklimakan. One, which we cor-

relate with the last glacial maximum, dates

to between 20,000 and 15,000 years ago

and is characterized by choppers and

chopping tools made from pebbles and

other simply chipped scraping tools made

from large flakes. These artifacts were

probably made by nomadic hunting-and-

gathering people to kill and butcher game

and to collect and process wild vegetables.

The other prehistoric tradition we are

able to identify belongs to a period of opti-

mal cUmate, from about 7,000 to 4,000

years ago. The artifacts are dominated by

microliths (exceptionally small stone

tools) but include fine red, sand-tempered

pottery; both are clues to a relatively re-

cent age. Pottery is one of the defining

traits of the Neolithic period, or New
Stone Age, beginning about 10,000 years

ago, when human groups became more

settled and began to cultivate food. The

pottery remains may thus indicate the be-

ginnings of food production in central

Asia. Microliths are generally associated

with hunters, however, suggesting that if

these were fanners they nevertheless con-

tinued to supplement their diet with game

and probably wild plants, perhaps on a

seasonal basis.

In contrast to the nomadic or semino-

madic Pleistocene hunters, these later peo-

ple may have lived most of the year in set-

tled homesteads, even villages. Since our

finds do not include substantial house

foundations or cemetery sites, they may
only represent seasonal camps. Possibly

the inhabitants gathered in larger settle-

ments during part of the year but dispersed

at other times, according to the local avail-

ability of water and of wild resources such

as migrating herds of game.

So far we have no proof of a human

presence before 20,000 years ago. In addi-

tion, our archeological record has two

gaps. One, from 15,000 to 7,000 years

ago, came between the Pleistocene hunter-

gatherers and the makers of microliths and

pottery. Another gap followed the disap-

pearance of the microlithic tools about

4,000 years ago and the florescence of the

Silk Road trading centers, such as those

represented by the first century B.C. ruins

in the oases of Hetian, Yutian, and Min-

feng. The possibility remains that further

fieldwork will help fill these gaps, but

since we surveyed many kinds of places

where artifacts could have been preserved,

we believe the southern Tarim Basin was

probably used little or even abandoned

during these times.

Climatic changes may be partly to

blame. During the late Pleistocene, for ex-

ample, environmental conditions fluctu-

ated greatly, and at times essential re-

sources, notably water, may have become

scarce. Given the localized nature of the

Taklimakan's resources and the sensitivity

of arid lands in general to human overex-

ploitation, even a sparse population of

hunter-gatherers could then have helped

make the area inhospitable. We suspect

that, first, the early nomadic hunter-gath-

erers overhunted the game, making the

area unattractive for those depending on

A camel 's back, right, provides secure

passagefor a Uygurfamily in the Pamir

Mountains. Below: A Uygur shepherd

and his daughter at thefamily 's

permanent winter quarters.

that resource. Later oh, people equippt

with some knowledge of food productit

could have found the region more ho

pitable. But they too may have exhaustt

local resources and been forced to mo\

elsewhere.

A central purpose of our research is i

clarify the mechanisms of desertificatic

in this region. Chinese historical source

including travelers' diaries and the man

fests of provisions stocked by Chines

garrisons, and the corresponding archec

logical record suggest that a combinatio

of chmatic deterioration and agrarian mis

management in the historical period cor

tributed to creating the impoverished envi

ronment we see today. These observation

are helpful to us in trying to understam

the more distant past. At the same time

we hope our research will prove of somi

practical benefit. Many of the oasis settle

ments of the southern Taklimakan Desei

have grown explosively in the past hal

century—in some cases the populations o

small settlements have more than quadru

pled. In making decisions about the Tarin

Basin's future development, China's plan

ners may want to review both the sue

cesses and failures of the region's long

forgotten prehistoric peoples. C
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Tarantulas lie in wait for their prey, insects and even small

vertebrates, but they themselves may become victims of larger

animals. When threatened, this tarantula, found in Venezuela,

raises itsfivnt legs to appear morefearsome.
Stephen Dalton; Oxford Scientific Films



he Importance of Being Hairy
Instead ofusing theirfangs, many tarantulas rely on theirfuzzy coatsfor defense

by Samuel D. Marshall

As I worked my way up a thickly

forested hillside in the Kaw Mountains of

French Guiana, horseflies swarmed

around my head. The afternoon was hot

and humid, and despite the shade cast by

the tall trees, I was dripping with sweat.

My eyes were focused on the ground,

which I searched thoroughly, looking

alongside each rock, root, and fallen

branch for tarantula burrows. A short

while earlier, I had found a burrow con-

cealing a Theraphosa leblondi. (T. le-

hlondi, the only species in the genus, is the

world's largest spider. It weighs in at al-

most a quarter of a pound and has a leg

span of ten inches.) Knowing that the bur-

rows of these tarantulas are usually found

in clusters, I intensified my search. Finally,

I turned up a second burrow about nine

feet from the first. The entrance, which

was almost completely obscured by fallen

leaves, was covered with a fine mesh of

silk, and hiding within was a female spider

guarding her egg sac. When I dug up the

burrow, the spider, clutching her egg sac in

her fangs, reared up and produced a hiss-

ing noise. Despite the spider's warning, I

continued to excavate the burrow. She re-

sponded by brushing a rear leg rapidly

downward across the rear of her abdomen,

releasing a small cloud of shed hairs. Sud-

denly, my hands and throat were burning

and itching furiously, a sensation that per-

sisted for several days.

The memorable hissing sound and the

irritating hairs give these tarantulas an ef-

fective two-stage defense analogous to a

rattlesnake's rattle and bite. Such large

spiders would make a good meal for ani-

mals, such as coatimundis and peccaries,

that root in the soil for food. But after re-

ceiving a snootful of tarantula hairs, these

predators learn to avoid spiders that give a

warning hiss.

Tarantulas do bite in defense, but usu-

ally only as a last resort. And despite their

dark reputation, none can inject a venom

that is fatal to humans, although some spe-

cies possess venom capable of killing ro-

dents. (The force alone of a TJieraphosa

bite is sufficient to kill mice, which the

spiders will almost always strike in the
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head or neck.) To deter vertebrate preda-

tors, however, many New World species

use a more subtle defense mechanism

—

their hairs. Although many plants, such as

stinging nettles, are equipped with "hairs"

that produce hives, among animals such

hairs are found only on tarantulas and the

larvae and adults of some moths. While

the unpleasant effects of moth hairs may
be caused by a chemical coating, as well

as their structure, tarantula hairs produce

itching and swelUng with their structure

alone: each hair is covered with hundreds

of tiny barbs and has a sharp, penetrating

tip. As the hairs work their way into the

skin of the victim, the barbs can trigger a

severe reaction.

The unpleasant effects of tarantula hairs

have long been known to people that keep

the spiders for research, but the phenome-

non was not studied in detail until the early i

1970s, when John Cooke, an associate cu-

'

rator in the American Museum's entomol-

'

ogy department, Vincent Roth, then direc- i

tor of the Museum's research station in
'

Arizona, and Frederick Miller, a medical '

doctor at Nassau County Medical Center,

:

examined preserved tarantulas in the Mu-

1

seum's collections. They found four dif- i

ferent types of defensive hairs in the New
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' orld species, but none at all in the Old
' orld tarantulas. Work with live tarantu-

i ! revealed that the effects of these hairs

I uld be quite specific. For instance, hairs

und in tarantulas from Arizona appear to

I specially adapted to inflame the nasal

I

ssages of grasshopper mice (which feed

II invertebrates, such as spiders), with

tal results. These same hairs have a neg-

;ible effect on the skin of humans.

Samuel D. Marshall

Newly hatched tarantulas of the species Theraphosa leblondi,

the largest spider in the world, are dwarfed by their

mother, left. Amid the litter ofa Peruvian rainforest, below,

a disturbed tarantula rubs a hind leg against its abdomen

to shed irritating hairs in defense.
Rick C West

Spiders on the whole are hairy. Their

hairs serve so many functions that the term

hair, with all its mammalian associations,

is misleading. More properly called setae,

the hairs are part of the spider's cuticle,

and many are actually organs of touch,

taste, and hearing used for sensing the cU-

mate, finding food and mates, and detect-

ing predators. Only in tarantulas, however,

have hairs been modified for defense.

The hissing sound produced by Thera-

phosa is not unique; other spiders make

similar noises when threatened, but this

tarantula's hiss is the loudest. Scientists

assumed that Theraphosa produced the

sound the same way other tarantulas did,

by rubbing together opposing spines near

the bases of their front legs. In the 1980s,

however, George Uetz, an arachnologist at

the University of Cincinnati, Ellen Thorns,

then an entomologist at the Cincinnati

Zoo's Insect World exhibit, and I discov-

ered that Theraphosa produces sound in

an entirely different way. The outer sur-

faces of its pedipalps (the appendages next

to the mouthparts) and the opposing sur-

faces of the first two pairs of legs are cov-

ered with hairs that resemble bottle

brushes. When threatened, the spider rears

up in a typical tarantula display. It then

draws the opposing surfaces of the first

two pairs of legs against each other and the

outer surface of the pedipalps, producing a

hissing sound that is similar to white noise

and can be clearly heard several yards

away.

To show that these hairs, not the previ-

ously described spines, were indeed the

source of the sound, we anesthetized sev-

eral spiders and shaved their legs. This ef-

fectively silenced their display. While the

brushlike base of the hairs can be seen

with the naked eye, only scanning electron

microscopy reveals that they also have a

toothed area at the end. The sound is pro-

duced as the teeth on the hairs of one leg

are combed through the brushes on the

hairs of the opposite leg.

In addition to warning off vertebrate

predators, Theraphosa must also defend

itself against parasites. When 1 collected

the spiders in French Guiana. 1 noted that

many had small gray flies on their bodies.

The flies had emerged firom pupal cases,

which looked much like grains of brown

rice and which were attached to the top of

the central portion of the spiders' bodies.

The flies feed on the remains of prey and

other material in the spider's burrow but

stay near the host, safe firom retaliation be-

cause of their diminutive size. These flies

turned out to belong to a previously unde-
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Samuel D. Marshall

Hairs (magnified 1,200 times)from the abdomen o/Theraphosa,

below, bristle with the barbs that cause burning and itching

upon contact with skin. The barbed hairs (magnified 525 times)

ofanother tarantula, right, show a different design, but

their effects are similarly unpleasant.

scribed species of scuttle fly (in the genus

Megaselia), found only in association

with Theraphosa.

I also saw the larvae of this fly crawling

around the bases of the spiders' legs,

where they appeared to be feeding on the

spiders' blood. Laboratory observations

led me to wonder if the defensive hairs

might help TJieraphosa rid itself of these

unwelcome parasites during the critical

period just after the molt when it is essen-

tially defenseless. Hours before it sheds its

skin in its burrow, Theraphosa, like other

tarantulas, lays down a silk mat approxi-

mately equal in circumference to its leg

span. But immediately before molting, the

spider also brushes hairs off the sides and

end of its abdomen, so that the silk mat be-

comes covered with hair. I conducted a

few tests to see if the larvae of Megaselia

scalaris (a closely related scavenging fly

commonly found in the United States)

might have more difficulty crawling on the

hair-laden silk mats than on the hairless

silk mats of other tarantula species. I

placed fly larvae on both types of mats;

most eventually stopped crawling, but the

maggots on the hairy material stopped

much sooner When I observed the larvae

under magnification, the cause was obvi-

ous: on the hairless mats, the setae of the

larvae (used for locomotion) had become

entangled in stray strands of silk, while on

the Theraphosa mats, the larvae were

writhing around, completely wrapped up

in the long, barbed hairs. Presumably, the

entrapped larvae would not be able to

transfer to a newly molted spider.

Theraphosa also incorporates defensive

hairs into the white silk of its egg sac. The

female lays down silk in a circular mat and

strokes the sides of her abdomen with her

last pair of feet, knocking off the hair, until

she has built several layers of hah- and silk.

The resultant material is so hairy that it re-

sembles coffee-colored terry cloth. She

then deposits her eggs on the mat and

gathers up the edges to form a sac. This

explained the curious balding patterns that

I noticed on female spiders I had collected.

Tarantulas will often denude the rear end

of their abdomen when shedding defen-

sive hairs; indeed, captive spiders are

often bald there from being disturbed too

often. (Lost hairs are replaced when the

spider molts and gets a new skin.) The

Theraphosa females, however, were often

bald on the sides of their abdomen.

Parasitic flies attack spider eggs as well

as adults. To see whether the hairs protect

the eggs from the depredations of a gener-

alized scavenger such as M. scalaris, I

compared the hairy egg sac material use

by Theraphosa with the egg sac materiii

used by red-knee tarantulas, a species thii

does not incorporate hairs into its silk, i

put bait (dead crickets) into glass vials anii

covered some of the openings with egg s&\

materials and others with mesh. I foumi

that the two kinds of egg sac material werti

equally effective at excluding scuttle fl;'

larvae, while the mesh covering did no'

prevent the maggots from getting insidei

While the test revealed that the hairy mai

terial offered no additional protection, i

suspect it may camouflage the egg sact

from more specialized predators that usti

olfactory cues to distinguish the eggs froni

the mother '
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During four trips to French Guiana, I

)llected eight tarantula species in five

;nera. After Theraphosa, the best-known

rantula in French Guiana is Avicularia,

ferred to locally as the matoutou. It is the

irden-variety tarantula, found in a wide

nge of locations. This spider seems to

mefit from human activities, building its

Iken retreat under the eaves of houses, as

ell as in cultivated crops, such as banana

jes and pineapple plants. The only place

the wild I've seen it is in trees on the

)astal savanna. The matoutou also has

jdominal hairs that cause itching, but

ey differ in structure and use irom those

' Theraphosa and others. These are the

ily defensive hairs that are attached to

the spider by short stalks, with the sharp,

penetrating end directed inward toward

the skin. When handled, the spider is very

docile and does not rear up and brush the

hairs off with its hind legs; instead, it

brushes its abdomen against you, detach-

ing hundreds of tiny harpoons from their

stalks. The movements are slow and ca-

sual, hardly what we expect defensive

movements to be, but there is nothing ca-

sual about the itching that follows.

Tarantulas without defensive hairs

seem to compensate for this lack of pro-

tection with aggression. Related to the

matoutou is a tarantula of the genus Tapin-

auchenius, which also fives in silken re-

treats in trees. It lacks defensive hairs but

is very aggressive and bites with little

provocation. This same comparison may
be drawn between the Old and New World

tarantulas. In my experience, African and

Asian tarantulas are surprisingly aggres-

sive compared with most of the tarantulas

from the New World. I have even heard a

story of an Old World tarantula that reared

up, threatened, and then chased a dog that

was disturbing it.

I discovered that tarantulas in the genus

Ephebopus, also found in French Guiana,

bear defensive hairs on their mouthparts.

instead of on their abdomen. These taran-

tulas live in burrows in the forest and

along road banks. One especially attrac-

tive species, with canary yellow stripes
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Anthony Bannister. NHPA

A pair ofMexican red-knee tarantulas mate, below. The

completely bald patch on the abdomen of the spider in the

foreground is typical ofmany captive tarantulas; overhandling

causes them to shed all their defensive hairs. A monkey

spiderfrom southern Africa, right, rears up in an aggressive

threat display common to Old World tarantulas.

Bill Ivy

running down its jet black legs, is fairly

aggressive. When threatened, it brings its

pedipalps down across the base of its fangs

in a scrubbing motion, releasing a cloud of

hairs. When I looked at the inside surface

of a pedipalp, I saw a gold-colored brush

of hairs, which readily detach. When I ap-

phed these hairs to my forearm, there was

no reaction; but when 1 exposed mice to

the hairs, they began to groom and scratch

furiously.

Over evolutionary time, a multitude of

uses can often be found for preexisting

physical structures. Bird beaks are a famil-

iar example. They have evolved into spe-

cialized tools used for cracking seeds, sift-

ing mud, or tearing flesh. All spiders have

silk glands, which they use for many pur-

poses, the most familiar being the con-

struction of delicate aerial webs by the

orb-weaving spiders. Even spiders that

don't ensnare their prey use their silk to

fashion shelters, wrap their eggs, or line

their underground burrows. In New World

tarantulas, another preexisting structure,

their hairs, has been modified to perform a

remarkable number of defensive roles. But

Theraphosa may provide the single best

demonstration of the importance of being

hairy. Despite its large size and powerful

fangs, the spider uses its hairs to hiss, to

throw up a cloud of irritating barbs, to en-

trap parasitic fly larvae when molting, and

to protect its unhatched young. D
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Paintings by Douglas Henderson

A pod ofichthyosaurs—Stenopterygius

adults and their yoimg^mrsue and

attack a group ofsquidlike cephalopods.
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Ancient Mariners
Some predacious ichthyoxaurs were builtfor speed, othersfor stealth

by Judy A. Massare

Through the clear, sunlit waters, the

predators spotted their quarry. Members

of a small pod, the dozen hunters effort-

lessly picked up swimming speed and

gave chase. Their back fins occasionally

broke the surface as they rose to breathe.

Then they arched and descended, their

crescent-moon-shaped flukes the last part

to disappear under the waves. The prey, a

congregation of squidlike cephalopods,

could not outswim their pursuers, swift

and agile as fish. Once overtaken, many

were grasped and innmobilized by'their at-

tackers' battery of small teeth.

The long-extinct predators in the above

scenario, ichthyosaurs known as Stenop-

terygius, were shaped like fish, had heads

like those of reptiles, and flippers and tail

flukes like those of whales. Paleontolo-

gists of the early nineteenth century exam-

ining the fossil remains of these creatures

and their relatives gave them the name

ichthyosaurs, or "fish-lizards." Marine

reptiles, ichthyosaurs inhabited the

world's oceans from about 85 to 245 mil-

lion years ago. More closely related to

lizards than to either dinosaurs or croco-

diles, ichthyosaurs ranged in size from the

three-foot Mixosaurus to the forty-foot

Shonisaurus, the largest vertebrate of its

time—210 to 230 million years ago—on

land or sea. But the best-known ichthyo-

saurs, and the ones that were first studied,

including Stenopterygius, were of more

moderate size, some six to nine feet in

lengfli. They are preserved in rocks some

190 to 200 million years old from Lyme

Regis, in southern England, and from

Holzmaden, in southern Germany. The

black, bituminous shale of Holzmaden

preserves not only fossihzed skeletons but

also carbonized skin impressions, clearly

outlining the body, including limbs, tail,

and dorsal fin. These ichthyosaurs bear a

striking, although superficial, resemblance

to modem dolphins, and they were compa-

rable swimmers.

Ichthyosaurs gave birth to Uve young in

the water. One fossil from Holzmaden

clearly shows a small ichthyosaur in the

birth canal of the adult, leaving litfle doubt

about the animal's mode of reproduction
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Rock-a-Bye, Ichthyosaur

and raising some interesting questions

about how such a transitory event came to

be fossilized. Unlike many seagoing rep-

tiles such as sea turtles and saltwater croc-

odiles, which haul out on land to lay eggs,

sea snakes and some lizards retain eggs

within the body as the embryos develop, a

process known as ovoviviparity. This dif-

fers from mammalian placental reproduc-

tion in that the embryo in the egg sac gets

its nourishment from the egg yolk, not

from the mother. Ichtliyosaurs developed

ovoviviparity, an adaptation to life in the

sea, early in their evolution. Even the most

primitive ichthyosaurs display many
adaptations to a marine habitat and are

very ditTerent anatomically from terres-

trial reptiles. Few ichthyosaurs retained

even a vestige of a sacrum, the connection

between the pelvis and backbone that is

necessary for crawling on land, and their

vertebrae were simple, lacking the bony

struts that stiffen and strengthen the back-

bone of land animals for support. By free-

ing ichthyosaurs from the necessity of vis-

iting land to lay eggs, ovoviviparity may
have been a major factor allowing even

early ichthyosaurs to develop great spe-

cialization as swimmers.

The number of embryos found in fossil

ichthyosaurs ranges from one to a record

eleven. Because ichthyosaurs were carniv-

orous, some doubt exists as to whether all

these remains were embryos or whether

some merely represent a last meal. The

position of a small ichthyosaur within an

adult is critical to this question. A small,

whole ichthyosaur in the pelvic region, es-

pecially one that appears to be in or near

the birth canal, is probably an embryo,

whereas a jumbled one in the gut region,

especially if it is associated with cephalo-

pod booklets or other hkely stomach con-

tents, is apt to have been dinner. The size

of the suspected embryo is another impor-

tant criterion. No known juvenile ichtliyo-

saurs have skulls less than about six inches

long, so smaller individuals within adults

are probably embryos.

Such well-preserved fossils as those

firom Holzmaden not only provide a win-

The preservation of embryos and juve-

niles is a rare occurrence in the fossil record.

The tiny, delicate skeletons are usually scat-

tered by scavengers or desu-oyed by weath-

ering before they can be fossilized. Ichthyo-

saurs had a higher chance of being

preserved than did terrestrial creatures be-

cause as marine animals, they tended to live

in environments less subject to erosion.

Still, their fossilization required a suite of

factors: a slow rate of decay of soft tissues,

little scavenging by other animals, a lack of

swift currents and waves to jumble and

carry away small bones, and fairly rapid

burial. In short, the animals had to have died

in a protected environment and to have es-

caped being fed upon by scavengers or rav-

aged by bacteria. Given these factors,

areas have become a treasury of well

.served ichthyosaur fossils. But even

remarkable than the fine preservation

unexpected concentration of ichthyosai

some localities.

The deposits at Holzmaden, Gem
present an interesting case for analysis

ichthyosaur remains are found in blac)

luminous marine shales deposited

1 90 million years ago. Over the years

sands of specimens of marine reptiles,

and invertebrates have been recovered

these rocks. The quality of preservati

outstanding, but what impresses me
more is the number of ichthyosaur fi

containing preserved embryos. Most c

dow on ichthyosaur biology but also give

us an ecological perspective on these ani-

mals as the dominant large marine preda-

tors of their time. The ichthyosaurs most

familiar to the public date from the later

part of the Early Jurassic, some 190 mil-

lion years ago. They were superb swim-

mers. Their streamlined bodies; crescent-

shaped, or lunate, tails; and dorsal fin

gave them speed, maneuverability, an

sustainability. The various genera also dis.

play an array of tooth forms, suggestin;

that they filled nearly all the large predate,

niches. The largest ichthyosaur from th

Holzmaden shales, Leptopterygius, som

twenty-six feet long, pursued and de
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ant females belong to two species of

oterygius, the most common Holz-

1 ichthyosaur. Ichthyosaurs with em-

have been reported from six different

of the shale in a small area around

laden, suggesting that a specific site

sed by large numbers of ichthyosaurs

edly over time. The embryos are quite

ced in their physical development;

laddles, for example, are already well

d. One specimen is even preserved in

rth canal. In addition, the shale con-

he remains of many twenty- to thirty-

3ng "newborns."

y are there so many pregnant females

jung at Holzmaden when they are so

sewhere? While the quality of preser-

vation is almost unmatched, and quarry op-

erations have been carried out carefully

with an awareness of the value of the fos-

sils, these factors alone fail to account for

the concentration of pregnant ichthyosaurs

in a particular place very close to their time

of giving birth.

I believe that Holzmaden was a breeding

and birthing ground, similar to some of the

shallow, nearshore areas frequented by

whales today. Like such whales as grays and

humpbacks, ichthyosaurs were wide rang-

ing. Such animals could well have devel-

oped a behavioral adaptation for congregat-

ing at a certain time of the year in a spot

particularly favorable for giving birth.

These nurseries may have been in calm wa-

ters, and the sheer numbers of mothers and

young may have afforded them some pro-

tection from predators, such as the ferocious

ichihyosaur Iwplopteryi^ius.

Although they were open-water, mobile

creatures, ichthyosaurs, unlike whales and

dolphins, lacked the acute hearing neces-

sary for long-distance aquatic communica-
tion. Thus, their seasonal congregations

may also have served as social arenas where

the sexes could meet and mate.—/ A. M.

A female Stenopterygius/row the

Holzmaden deposits was preserved along

with seven embryos, an unusually high

number. One is near the pelvis.

AMNH

*'ured large prey, perhaps even other ich-

1/osaurs. Its sharp, robust teeth show the

;me type of wear as that seen on the teeth

|| living killer whales. Other ichthyosaurs

';re more like dolphins, both in size and

i their preference for squidlike cephalo-

I'd prey. Their teeth are fairly small and

i't very pointed, suggesting that they

were used to grasp rather than impale prey.

Still others, such as Eurhinosaurus, had

sharp, slender teeth ideal for piercing

small fish.

Such finely tuned adaptations represent

the result of tens of millions of years of

evolutionary experimentation. Although

later ichthyosaurs shared the basic body

plan of those of the Jurassic, many earlier

ones did not. The fossil record of ichthyo-

saurs goes back to the Early Triassic pe-

riod, approximately 240 to 245 million

years ago. some 15 milhon years before

the first dinosaurs appeared. Although the

earliest ichthyosaur fossils are fragmen-

tary, they indicate that a variety of ich-
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A lone hunter, the long, sinuo.

ichthyosaur Cymbospondylus may lia

ambushed prey that inhabited reej

thyosaurs existed and that they ranged

from Europe's oceans to those of North

America, Japan, and China. These reptiles

differed greatly from their Jurassic de-

scendants in body plan, and thus also in

life style and general ecology.

The best known of the Triassic ich-

thyosaurs is Mixosaurus, from the fossil

beds of Monte San Giorgio in Switzerland

and Besano in Italy. More elongated than

most Jurassic ichthyosaurs, Mixosaurus

most likely also had a broad, rather than a

crescent-shaped, tail fin. The clue to the

probable shape of an ichthyosaur tail is the

presence or absence of a bend in the lower

backbone. Jurassic species with lunate

tails have a distinct "tail bend," where the

backbone supported the lower lobe of the

tail fin {see "Bent out of Shape," Natural

History, May 1990). While Mixosaurus

lacked a tail bend, it displayed an unusual

feature—greatly elongated neural spines

at about the position of the tail bend in

later ichthyosaurs. These spines would

have broadened the tail, in somewhat the

same way that the tails of crocodiles are

broadened, or perhaps the spines sup-

ported the upper lobe of a very asymmet-

rical tail fluke.

The less compact, more elongated body

form of most Triassic ichthyosaurs is seen

in the extreme in Cymbospondylus, from

the Middle Triassic. It had a long torso,

with sixty-five vertebrae between the head

and pelvis, compared with about fifty in

most Early Jurassic ichthyosaurs. Such

sinuousness would have increased drag

for a given size and made such Triassic

forms less efficient swimmers.

Although slower in the water, Triassic

ichthyosaurs were widespread and di-

verse, successful by all the usual meas-

ures. Rather than viewing them as mere

precursors of the later streamlined forms, I

prefer to think of them as adapted to a dif-

ferent kind of life. In their overall propor-

tions, and probably in their swimming
abilities as well, Triassic ichthyosaurs can

be compared to modem crocodiles. Rather

than pursue prey over long distances, croc-

odiles lie in wait for prey, then lunge at it

with a single burst of speed. For them, en-

durance is not as important as accelera-

tion. Long-bodied animals that can undu-

late in a large wave are better at picking up

speed than at high-speed endurance. A
broad tail would have been ideal for pro-

ducing the necessary thrust for a rapid

burst of speed. This was likely the strength

of Triassic ichthyosaurs. I believe that like

crocodiles, they were ambush predators.

What we see in Jurassic ichthyosaurs, in

contrast, are animals designed for mini-

mizing drag, for fast, continuous swim-

ming in open water. Thus, an ecological

shift must have occurred among the ich-

thyosaurs late in the Triassic, a transition

period for which we have few fossils. In-

terestingly, seagoing crocodiles known as

teleosaurs appeared in the Early Jurassic.

Their long, narrow bodies and long, broad

tails are reminiscent of the adaptations for

ambush predation in Triassic ichthyo-

saurs. Perhaps the teleosaurs took over the

ambush predator niches vacated by ich-

thyosaurs at the end of the Triassic.

Because of their adaptations for rapid

and prolonged pursuit of prey, one might

expect Jurassic ichthyosaurs to have lived

in deeper water than their predecessors.

The picture, however, is murky. While

Mixosaurus remains are found in rocks

that originated in shallow lagoons, fossils

of larger Triassic ichthyosaurs, such as

Cymbospondylus, come from deepwater

limestones. Most of these limestones were

deposited near offshore reefs, a feature

that would have added the necessary phys-

ical complexity required to ambush prey.

Many of these fossil reefs, however, were

not the large, wave-resistant structures that

we recognize as reefs today, and they give

few clues as to just how the animals would

have used them for concealment and sur-

prise attacks.

Another ecological difference between

Triassic and younger ichthyosaurs is re-

flected in their teeth. A number of Triassic

ichthyosaurs, such as Mixosaurus, pos-

sessed slender, sharp front teeth and blunt,

robust back teeth. This suggests that they

could have eaten a variety of prey, crush-

ing sheUfish with the back teeth or cheek

teeth and impaling softer and perhaps

quicker prey on the points of the fro

teeth. Later ichthyosaurs had just one kii

of tooth in their jaws, as is the case in li

ing whales and dolphins. Many species

Triassic ichthyosaurs probably avaik

themselves of a whole spectrum of se

food. This is consistent with the idea th

Triassic ichthyosaurs were ambush pred

tors that waited for prey to swim or cra\

by, rather than active hunters. Teeth c

pable of processing anything that pr

sented itself would have been an adva

tage. Jurassic ichthyosaurs, in contra;

were built for sustained swimming ai

could search for specific quarry over ve

hunting grounds. Prey specialization b

came a possibility.

Ichthyosaurs thrived for the better p;

of 160 million years and reached the

peak diversity in the Early Jurassic. Pe

odically, however, critical events, such

changes in climate or in water temperatu

and levels, changed the composition oft

marine predator community. One su^

episode occurred about 170 to 185 millii

years ago. By the end of this time, ichthy

saurs had declined in diversity and abu

dance. The many varieties seen in foss

from deposits like those at Holzmadi

were gone. A new predator was in the e

cendant. Plesiosaurs, especially the shoi

necked pliosaurs, became more abunda

and took over many of the niches former

filled by ichthyosaurs.

Whether this replacement resulted fro

competition—something extremely difi

cult to determine from the fossil record

or whether plesiosaurs were less affects

by some extinction event that decimate

the ichthyosaurs is unknown. But th

marked the beginning of die end for tl

ichthyosaurs. By the Cretaceous peria

beginning some 145 million years ago, a

ichthyosaur species were so similar th.

they have been grouped together into

single genus, Platypterygius. The last icl

thyosaur vanished about 85 miUion yeai

ago, fully 20 million years before th

demise of the dinosaurs. Although not i

climactic a decUne as the dinosaurs', tt

disappearance of these superb marii

predators is no less an enigma.
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A four-toed elephant-shrew at thefoot ofa forest

tree at Gedi Ruins in Kenya
Galen B. Rathbun

,r*i«>

The Fairly True
Elephant-Shrew
The male ofthis odd, long-nosed mammal isfaithful but notfatherly

by Galen B. Rathbun

y«'i»'^fi'€%...

In 1970, as an eager graduate student, I

traveled to coastal Kenya in search of

dugongs. Some of these gentle cousins of

the better-known manatees are known to

live in the shallows off the eastern coast of

Africa, and I hoped to make them the

focus of my dissertation research. How-

ever, after spending several months in the

field without spotting a single dugong, I

was facing the very real prospect of fail-

ure. Discouraged, I took a day off to visit

the Swahili ruins at Gedi, north of Mom-
basa. There, beneath towering trees and

crumbling mosques, I saw my first ele-

phant-shrews. As I watched the little

mammals foraging among the ruins, their

dSv ]
golden rumps flashing in patches of sun-

vVm^-^ light on the forest floor and their long

snouts constantly probing the leaf fitter, I

*m was immediately captivated. I abandoned

the elusive dugong and began wfiat turned

out to be a six-year study, in the wild and

in captivity, of the ecology and behavior of

elephant-shrews.

As I soon discovered, virtually no field-

work had been done on elephant-shrews,

so almost everything I discovered about

them was new to biology. Neither ele-

phants nor shrews, these mammals, also

known as jumping shrews, came by their

common names because of their long,

trunklike noses; because like true shrews,

they feed on invertebrates; and because of

the impression—false—that they can

jump on their large rear legs like kanga-

roos. I came to prefer the monikers hose-

noses or flute-snoots.

Ever since the first species was de-

scribed in 1829, biologists have disagreed

on the elephant-shrews' ancestry. Over the

;n.

years, they have been mistakenly associ-

ated with true shrews, tree-shrews, ungu-

lates, and monkeys, but most biologists

now agree that they have no close living

relatives and that they belong to their own

group, the Macroscelidea (from "long"

and "thigh" in Greek). To understand the

evolutionary origins of elephant-shrews,

some paleontologists think we would need

to go back 50 or 60 million years, to the

distant ancestors of rabbits and hares.

The Macroscelidea, including all ex-

tinct forms, are limited to Africa. The fif-

teen fiving species share a similar body

plan, but they vary greatly in size: some

are as tiny as a mouse; others as large as a

small cat. Adaptable creamres, elephant-

shrews can be found in nearly all types of

African habitats. Among the smallest, the

one-and-a-half-ounce short-eared ele-

phant-shrew {Macroscelides proboscid-

eus) lives in the Namib Desert and other

parts of arid southwestern Africa. The

slightly larger rock elephant-shrew (Ele-

phantulus myurus) lives in huge boulder

fields, or kopjes, in southern Africa, while

the North African elephant-shrew (£.

rozeti) inhabits arid montane areas of

northwestern Africa at elevations up to

8,200 feet.

Several species, including the seven-

ounce four-toed elephant-shrew (Petro-

dromus tetradactylus), occupy the vast,

arid grasslands and woodlands of central,

eastern, and southern Africa. The three

species of giant elephant-shrews (genus

Rhynchocyon). weighing in at a hefty

nineteen ounces or so. li\'e in forested

areas of central and eastern Africa. With

their contrasting, bold colors of amber.
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Jen and Des Barllett; Bojce Coleman, Inc.

Itsfiic3'fi(r identifies this golden-nimped elephant-shrew, below,

as only recently weaned, but it is already proficient at poking

around in the leaf litterfor earthwonns and other invertebrates

to eat. A pair ofelephant-shrews, right, pause together on

afallen log in the underbrush.
Galen B. Ralhbun

gold, black, rust, and white, these latter

elephant-shrew species are among the

most colorful of small mammals.

All elephant-shrews eat mainly inverte-

brates, such as insects, spiders, centipedes,

millipedes, and earthworms. An elephant-

shrew uses its nose to find prey and its

long, extensible tongue to flick small food

items into its mouth, much like a miniature

anteater. Relatively large prey are more of

a challenge. A giant elephant-shrew strug-

gUng with a six-inch-long earthworm, for

example, first pins its prey to the ground

with a forefoot. Then, turning its head to

one side, it chews pieces off the squirming

animal with its cheek teeth, much like a

dog chewing a bone. This is a sloppy proc-

ess, and many small pieces of worm drop

to the ground; these are simply flicked up

with the tongue. Some elephant-shrews

also feed on small amounts of plant matter

when available, especially new leaves,

seeds, and small fruits.

All elephant-shrews have long, thin an-

telopelike legs that enable them to run ex-

ceptionally fast (up to seventeen miles per

hour in Rhynchocyon). Most species re-

produce several times a year. Litters are

made up of one to four fuUy furred young.

The majority of elephant-shrew species

are active mostly at dawn and dusk; some

are also active at night, while yet others re-

strict their activity to dayUght hours. All

species, however, are active during at least

a few daylight hours, and with patience,

they can be observed with relative ease.

The main object of my attention at Gedi

Ruins was the golden-rumped elephant-

shrew (R. chrysopygus), found only in a

narrow, fragmented strip of lowland dry

forest along the coast of Kenya, from the

Somalia border south to Mombasa. I chose

Gedi as a study site because the forest

canopy there is only about sixty-five feet

high and the understory is fairly open, im-

portant factors if I hoped to watch wild an-

imals in the forest.

I captured about twenty-five animals

and tagged each individual on both of its

long, skinny rear legs with a unique com-

bination of colored rings designed for

banding birds. I then regularly walked a

grid of small paflis that I cut through the

forest and recorded where and when I en-

countered marked individuals. I had to

move very slowly and carefully along the

paths so that I would not frighten the ani-

mals when I came upon them. If I was suc-

cessful, I used binoculars to watch them. If

not, they noisily bounded out of sight.

Rhynchocyon (from "nose" and "dog"

in Greek) is active only during daylight

hours, spending nights in a nest made of

dead leaves on the forest floor. Each indi-

vidual elephant-shrew maintains seve

widely spaced nests, which are used

different nights. Golden-rumped elepha:

shrews spend nearly four-fifths of their i

tive time slowly walking about on the ft

est floor foraging in the continuous caq:

of dead leaves. About 80 percent of n

sightings were of lone animals, which

first appeared to confirm the general vie

that this species was sohtary. Most mar^

mals fliat are sohtary show little prefti

ence for individual mates, but rather ha'l

various forms of promiscuous mating sy

tems. After several months of gatherii^

information on Rhynchocyon, however,

realized fliat this species had a social org

nization fliat could best be described as

type of monogamy. Male-female pai

were distributed throughout the fore:
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h occupying an exclusive territory. The

ne ranges were surprisingly consistent

size, averaging four and a half acres

h. Furthermore, and most important,

pairs were stable, changing only with

death or disappearance of a member.

Occasionally, I observed wild zigzag

ises through the forest, one elephant-

ew in hot pursuit of another Several

es, the chase led to a fight, and the two

ppling animals disappeared in a blur of

ng leaves. The chases, which usually

led on borders between the home
ges of adjacent pairs, almost always in-

ved members of the same sex: males

Lsed males and females chased females,

th sexes also scent marked their territo-

i with a secretion from a large gland at

base of the tail.

When a female entered estrus, the pair

became inseparable, the male following

his mate closely everywhere she went. His

protectiveness almost guaranteed that only

he got to mate with the female.

The mating period, which lasted several

days, was followed by six weeks of gesta-

tion, when the pair returned to their "soli-

tary" habits. The female then gave birth to

a single young in one of her leaf nests. Un-

fortunately, I had trouble determining

which nest contained the baby, so I was

unable to observe the first few days of an

elephant-shrew's life. I estimate that the

young remained hidden in the nest for

about ten days. When it emerged, it was

weaned and essentially independent of its

mother. I rarely saw a father associate or

interact in any way with a mother-young

pair: no grooming, no sharing of food.

And once the young was weaned, the fe-

male, too, continued her more solitary

ways. The juveniles were tolerated on the

parental territory until they found their

own territory or disappeared—presum-

ably eaten by predators. At all times, how-

ever, the male and female stayed within

their borders, spending a significant

amount of time together only every six to

eight weeks to mate. Unless, that is, deadi

intervened.

How do elephant-shrews die? Field bi-

ologists, or at least those working with

small mammals, may know when an ani-

mal is bom into their study population, but

when an individual disappears, the time

and cause of its demise are less certain. I

suspected, for example, that southern
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banded harrier eagles, which were com-

mon at Gedi, took a toll on elephant-

shrews, because I frequently saw them

hunting in the forest there. Only once,

however, did I see an eagle successfully

capture an elephant-shrew, in this case a

recently weaned juvenile.

There were other potential predators at

Gedi, such as mongooses, wild cats, and

snakes. These, too, were seldom coopera-

tive enough to hunt when I was around,

but there was one time when I came close

to understanding what it might feel like to

be an elephant-shrew caught unawares. I

was sitting on one ofmy trails, intent on an

elephant-shrew foraging about fifteen feet

away, when I heard a soft rustling in the

leaves behind me. Thinking it was another

elephant-shrew, I remained motionless so

that I would not disrupt what I hoped

would be an interesting interaction. But as

the rustling got closer, something told me
that the sound was not right for an ele-

phant-shrew; it just seemed too consistent.

As I slowly lowered my binoculars and

cautiously turned my head, I found myself

facing a seven-foot-long forest cobra com-

ing up the trail toward me. I sprang to my
feet and, followed within seconds by the

elephant-shrew, retreated farther into the

forest, where I watched the cobra cross the

spots where the elephant-shrew and I had

been just a moment before. Herpetologists

have reported finding partly digested

Rhynchocyon in dissected cobras and

black mambas, and I have little doubt that

these snakes were responsible for the dis-

appearance of some of my animals.

Final as it is for the victim, death

seemed to have little effect on the repro-

ductive output of the surviving mate. Lost

mates were replaced within a couple of

days by recently weaned or otherwise un-

attached animals.

After nearly two years at Gedi Ruins, I

had learned enough about the golden-

rumped elephant-shrew to know that its

social behavior was unusual for a mam-
mal—only about 7 percent of all mam-
mals are monogamous. I decided that in

order to better understand Rhynchocyon, I

needed to compare it with another ele-

phant-shrew, preferably one that lived in a

very different habitat. I spent a year study-

ing the behavioral ecology of the rufous

elephant-shrew {Elephantulus rufescens)

at a remote safari camp called Bush-

whackers, just outside Tsavo East Na-

tional Park in Kenya. This species, at two

ounces, is about one-tenth the weight of

the golden-rumped. It also has a shorter

nose, less spindly legs, and larger eyes,

and with nearly uniform gray fur, it is not

as colorful.

Elephantulus ("little elephant" in

Greek) is widely distributed in arid scrub

and woodlands of eastern Africa. These

elephant-shrews are active mostly at dusk

and dawn, which adds to the difficulties of

observing them in the dense, low brush

that makes up their habitat. Fortunately,

unlike golden-rumped elephant-shrevi

which wander unpredictably through th i

territories, rufous elephant-shrews confi

their movements to a complex network

trails. By precariously perching on tc

foot-high towers placed throughout ti

study area, I was able to watch the anim;

move about on their trails below n

Being ten feet above such small creatun

of course, made identifying particular a:

mals tricky, but thanks to binoculars a

the colored ear tags that I put on a numb

of the animals, I was able to follow ti

movements of some twenty individuals.;

To my surprise, despite the considf

able differences in their body size ai

habitat, the two species seemed to have

similar social organization. Nearly all n

sightings were of lone individuals, but
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bore, when all sighting records were

ptted on a map, they showed that fe-

ll le-male pairs lived on exclusive home

n ges, each about four-fifths of an acre.

1 ritorial defense was again sex specific,

i' again females and males interacted

n inly when the females were in estrus.

P that time, the males became very pos-

Ssive of their partners, chasing off in-

tiling males. As in Rhynchocyon, only

ttitory holders bred, as far as I could tell.

L ers of one or two young were produced

a)ut every two months. Like male

gden-rumped elephant-shrews, male ru-

fi s elephant-shrews seemed to ignore the

fnale when she was raising the young. In

fit, 1 rarely saw a male near his mate or

tlir young at this time.

3ne of the more interesting aspects of

A mother rufous elephant-shrew peeks over the edge of

a rock, left, at her two clay-old offspring, born in captivity.

Standing on tiptoe to look larger and thus more intimidating,

a pair offree-ranging femcde rufous elephant-shrews,

below, confront each other at a territorial border.

Photographs by Galen B, Rathbun

rufous elephant-shrew biology is the net-

work of trails maintained by the pair. This

species uses neither bun-ows nor nests, but

relies instead on the system of trails to

search for food, make unobstructed es-

capes from predators, sleep, and even give

birth. Living in the open on trails this way

is possible only because these elephant-

shrews are especially swift (even the

young are able to race along the trails

within a few hours of birth) and because

they fastidiously maintain the trails. Out of

the ten to fourteen hours a day that adults

are active, about 30 percent is spent care-

fully sweeping aside leaves, twigs, and

grass, leaving a clear path through the leaf

litter. At Bushwhackers, the males seemed

to spend more time cleaning trails than did

the females, an observation I later con-

firmed with a captive colony 1 estabUshed

at the Smithsonian Institution's National

Zoological Park in Washington, D.C.

There, males spent about 40 percent of

their waking hours trail cleaning; females,

about 20 percent.

In the field, I found that Elephantulus

uses several different glands to scent

mark, but this behavior was too compli-

cated to be understood by field observa-

tion alone. Again, the colony at the Na-

tional Zoo proved invaluable. Biologist

Fred Koontz spent several years unravel-

ing the role of scent marking in rufous ele-

phant-shrew society. He found that they

mark their territories with a secretion pro-

duced from a large gland on their chest. As

the elephant-shrews travel about on their

territories, they periodically rub this gland

on the ground, leaving behind a distinctive

odor. The scent is used to communicate in-

dividual identity, sex, reproductive condi-

tion, and, of course, location. Koontz

thinks that scent marking helps the ele-

phant-shrews establish and maintain con-

tact with their mates, their young, and ad-

jacent territorial pairs without frequent

visual contact.

When death comes to the rufous ele-

phant-shrew, the most common cause. I

suspect, is snake predation. I saw five at-

tempts by speckled sand snakes to capture

rufous elephant-shrews, and one was suc-

cessful. Other possible predators are mion-

gooses, genets, servals. and birds of prey,

especially owls.

When 1 began my research in the Gedi

Ruins, I did not know that German biolo-

gists Franz and Elinore Sauer were just

completing their seven-month-long field

study of the short-eared elephant-shrew in

the Namib Desert. Wliat they had found

was a social system similar to what I dis-
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covered in the two species I studied: lim-

ited monogamy, with no apparent paternal

assistance in raising young (and clearly no

need for it, since young survived without

it), but a pair bond that lasts until death.

Generally speaking, mammals are less apt

than birds to be monogamous, but when

they are. paternal care is common: fathers

may groom, feed, defend, or carry their

offspring. Examples include most human
societies, of course, but also many species

of other primates, such as marmosets, and

many carnivores, such as foxes and

wolves. In elephant-shrews, however, no

such fatherly help exists. Why then do

these three species of elephant-shrews, be-

longing to three different genera and living

in three quite different types of habitat, en-

gage in any sort of monogamy at all?

All three species—whether in desert,

forest, or bushland—feed primarily on

small terrestrial invertebrates. Typically,

these food items are fairly evenly distrib-

uted throughout the habitat, especially

where leaf litter or desert gravels are more

or less uniformly distributed on the

ground. In addition, the abundance of in-

vertebrates does not vary greatly from wet

to dry season. This is in contrast to the

foods that many other mammals rely on,

which may be highly seasonal, predomi-

nately clumped, or very dense. Examples

include monkeys that seek trees that fruit

only once a year, lions that rely on herds of

antelopes, and some mice that feed on

grasses. The food supply of elephant-

shrews, therefore, is generally a reliable

one that is spread out, with no particularly

rewarding clumps, so the animals must

cover a fair bit of ground in order to find

enough to eat.

Under these conditions, females would

very likely be widely dispersed, and any

male that attempted to mate with several

of them would be forced to spend a great

deal of time searching for them instead of

for food. And when he finally found a sex-

ually receptive female, he might well have

to compete for her with other males, some

of which may have reached the prize be-

fore he did. In a dispersed population, a

better reproductive strategy for the male

Some elephant-shrews make nests out ofdead leaves or burrow in

loose soil: others take advantage ofexisting shelters, like the

tennite mound below. With their big eyes, big ears, and small size,

elephant-shrews, right, bear a superficial resemblance to small

rodents, but they actually have no close living relatives.

Phyllis Greenberg

may be to stick to one female and guard

her closely, thus making sure that he, and

only he, is nearby when she comes into es-

trus. And since females can breed several

times a year, a stay-at-home male may sire

as many as a dozen offspring a year.

Another reason for the similar social or-

ganization in the three species of elephant-

shrew may simply be their shared ances-

try. The constraints of genetic history may
contribute to a relatively inflexible social

system. Determining the relative roles of

"phylogenetic inertia" and environmental

factors is difficult. However, certain obser-

vations suggest that both are important.

Sex-specific aggression, for example, is

probably innate and may be why only one

female elephant-shrew occupies any sin-

gle territory. But the size of the territory,

which determines how far apart females

are and thus influences the males' repro-

ductive strategy, is more likely determined

by the environment.

On several occasions in both of the spe-

cies I studied, a territorial female lost her

mate. Within a day or two, a male from an

adjacent territory began defending both

his old territory and the widowed female's.

This situation was always short-lived,

however, because tiie would-be polygy-

nous male was soon driven back to his

original territory by an unattached "fio

ing" male that came in to pair with

widow. The amount of real estate nee

sary to keep company with more than c

female is apparently more than a sin

male can defend.

The rufous elephant-shrew is intrigui

to me because certain aspects of its tri

building behavior suggest the possibil

of an intermediate stage between limii

monogamy and a more cooperative p

bond. As I saw in both the field and i

zoo, the male spends considerably nn

time—the zoo work suggested 50 perc

more—working on the trails than does

mate. Could it be that without this indir

paternal contribution, a pair could not si

cessfully raise their young? ff so, couK

be that I found a species that is indeed

termediate between limited monogai

and the sort of social arrangement we I

mans generally associate with monogan

in which both parents must contribute si

stantially to the care of the young? I'd li

to know the answers to these questio

but for the foreseeable future, I can oi

hope that someone else will search

them, for I have gone back to the sea, p

suing not dugongs this time, but infom

tion that wiU insure the survival of sea

ters off the coast of California.
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Consciousness-Raisingm
by John Alcock

In Animal Minds Donald Griffin contin-

ues his crusade for the recognition of ani-

mals" mental abilities, which he began in

1976 with the publication of The Question

of Animal Awareness. The central theme

of his third book on the subject is that an

unwise taboo on thinking about conscious

awareness in nonhuman animals has

blocked investigation into something that

could and should be studied scientifically

with great profit.

There is little doubt that most scientists

have avoided the question of whether the

"lower" animals have any of the attributes

that humans commonly label "conscious-

ness" or "thinking." As Griffin points out,

part of the reluctance stems from the influ-

ence of the behaviorist school of psychol-

ogy, which specifically rules out any at-

tempt to examine mental processes, even

in human beings. But many nonbehavior-

ists also question the productive investiga-

Animal Minds, by Donald R. Griffin.

University of Chicago Press, $24.95;

320 pp.

tion of nonhuman consciousness, primar-

ily because of the practical difficulties in-

herent in trying to figure out what other in-

dividuals are thinking, especially when

these individuals are members of another

species.

Griffin acknowledges that no one has

even begun to test the proposition that

nonhuman animals think in a manner sim-

ilar to that of human beings. That there is

no real evidence either way is the basis for

his arguing that it is just as plausible to ad-

vocate that animals "think" as to deny that

they do. To persuade us that many animals

are far more than "sleepwalkers" or ro-

bots, Griffin surveys at length three lines

of evidence that to him are suggestive of

consciousness: (1) the ability of some ani-

mals to change their behavior adaptively

under different and somei'mes novel cir-

cumstances, (2) certain similarities in

brain neural function between lower ani-
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mals and humans, and (3) the complex

communicative abilities of many species.

Griffin presented most of this evidence

in his second book. Animal Thinking. Al-

though he discusses some new material in

Animal Minds, the latest treatise really

constitutes a revised edition of his earlier

work, with a very similar organization and

central theme. However, those who are in-

terested in the versatility and complexity

of animal behavior will find many intrigu-

ing examples neatiy summarized and dis-

cussed in a readable fashion in Animal

Minds. The ability of certain small birds to

open milk bottles, the capacity of a Clark's

nutcracker to remember where it has hid-

den on the order of a thousand small

caches of seeds, the playful behavior of

foxes with small prey, the cooperative

hunting of lions, flexible communication

in weaver ants, the skill pigeons exhibit in

categorizing visual stimuli, the famous

dances of honey bees, the honey guide's

ability to lead humans and other animals

to distant bee colonies, the "linguistic"

feats of chimpanzees and gray parrots, the

complex deceptive signaling of fireflies

and mantis shrimps, all this and much
more is grist for Griffin's mill.

The various stories are entertaining in

their own right, but each and every one is

offered up to hammer home the idea that

animals other than ourselves exhibit the

kind of behavioral sophistication that is

compatible with conscious thought. The

underlying logic of the argument goes as

follows: Conscious awareness influences

at least some of the behavioral decisions

that human beings make; our consciously

driven behavior is complex and versatile;

because other species also possess com-

plex and versatile behavioral attributes,

they too might well possess something

like the consciousness that characterizes

human psychology. The rationale underly-

ing this position requires that caddis flies

and honey bees, weaver ants and bower-

birds, any species that exhibits behavioral

complexity or versatility (and almost

every species does) be a candidate for

consciousness of the sort humans exhil

Griffin repeatedly concludes, after an (

amination of one or another example, tl

the complex or versatile behavior of sj

cies X suggests or is indicative of or coi

be interpreted as evidence that the anir

was thinking about the consequences

goals of its actions.

And Griffin is right. It is possible thai

Egyptian plovers wet their belly feath

before returning to cool the chicks tl

have left far away they are thinking ab' t

keeping their young cool. Or that as cad i

fly larvae repair a damaged shelter tl

'

are thinking about what the end prod t

will be like and how to accomplish i

end. In fact, any animal carrying out

:

behavior could conceivably be ci

sciously aware of what it is doing .

:

why. If nonhuman animals do think,
|

-

haps they can (as Griffin argues) make I
-

ter (more adaptive) decisions by c

sciously considering the "multiple fac

that must be evaluated, and the un| •

dictable details."

Griffin tells us often that by keepini. i

open mind to this possibility progress '

'

eventijally be made on a topic that

great ethical, philosophical, and scieni

import. But more than an open mini

needed to investigate a topic scientific;

We need ways in which to test hypothi

in a convincing manner. In this regard

imal Minds disappoints, because it of

no practical guidance on how to i

whether consciousness is an all-purpi

problem-solving device widely distribu

throughout the animal kingdom. Mi

over, the book does not discuss in suji

cient detail the existing counterhypotj-

ses, permitting readers to evaluate

relative merits of competing proposals

;

see, in principle at least, how to cho

among them.

And there are alternative approache

consciousness not based on the beha\

istic principle that thinking cannot be st

led because it does not exist. For exam]

Richard Alexander, a zoologist at the 1 1-

versity of Michigan, has elaborated it
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length upon British psychologist Nicholas

Humphrey's proposal that human con-

sciousness is an adaptive tool useful in

promoting individual reproductive suc-

cess in the exti'aordinarily complex social

environment of our species. Alexander be-

lieves that human intellectual skills are the

product of past selection created by ag-

gression ainong groups, which favored in-

dividuals capable of strategic cooperation

(and pacific competition) within their own

band in order to deal effectively with po-

tentially aggressive groups nearby. These

are the special conditions that might favor

individuals with the ability to think

through the consequences of alternative

plans and to anticipate and thereby manip-

ulate the responses of others, while trying

to imagine how their ambitions and ac-

tions might be interpreted by potential co-

operators and opponents alike.

Griffin refers only in passing to Hum-
phrey and makes no mention of Alexan-

der's views, perhaps because his proposal

is so utterly at odds with Griffin's central

thesis. If Alexander is correct, human
"consciousness" actually consists of sev-

eral discrete psychological/cognitive abili-

ties, among them self-awareness, mental

scenario building, and the effort to inter-

pret the mental states of companions.

Whatever human consciousness is, it is (as

Griffin acknowledges) the outcome of

many millions (or billions) of brain cells.

These neurons cost something to build and

to maintain; if, in the past, individuals with

consciousness networks had not enjoyed a

reproductive edge over individuals with-

out these mechanisms, the ability to think

consciously would never have spread

through human populations to be transmit-

ted to those of us who are around today.

The Alexandrian position strongly sug-

gests that the spectrum of traits that we
call consciousness may have evolved only

in humans and perhaps a handful of other

species with similar social structures.

Thus, the benefits of thinking can compen-

sate for the physiological and other costs

of conscious thought only in a special kind

of social environment.

In contrast, for Griffin, consciousness is

essentially a unitary trait that occurs

widely throughout the animal kingdom,

appearing in all creatures great and small

(see the review of Animal Thinking, by

Colin Beer, Natural Histoiy, June 1984).

Griffin does at the outset acknowledge a

distinction between perceptual conscious-

ness and reflective consciousness, the first

term referring to a mental awareness of

one's perceptions and the second to self-

lllustration by Robert Giu r of Animal Minds, by Donald R . Griffin

awareness, the introspective ability to

think about one's thoughts and recognize

their origin. He suggests that most nonhu-

man examples he discusses are possible

cases of perceptual consciousness, but he

also argues that the distinction between

perceptual and reflective consciousness is

not important.

The difference between Alexander's

and Griffin's arguments is profound. No

one who accepts Alexander's positii

would be tempted to argue that caddis fi <

or Egyptian plovers have anything like I

same sort of thinking abilities as humai

.

even in rudimentary form.

How can we evaluate the plausibilit\

the two theories? One way, admittec

roundabout, is to ask whether mental at

ities that we can currently explore are u;-

versal and aU-purpose (the Griffin po-
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)n) or specialized and higiily distinctive

lutions to particular ecological circum-

inces (the Alexandrian position). We
low a surprising amount about the stim-

i that animals can perceive, and there is

doubt whatsoever that the sensory per-

ptions of species differ enormously in

ays that reflect their special environ-

;nts and ways of making a living.

Griffin himself contributed greatly to

is conclusion with his brilliant research

bat sonar. He showed that a little brown

t uses a highly complex perceptual ap-

ratus that is qualitatively different from

3se possessed by humans and the vast

ijority of other animals. These bats de-

;t and track down flying insects in com-

;te darkness by producing volleys of ul-

isonic cries and then listening for the

hoes bouncing off potential prey. The

es and the resultant echoes occur in a

ige of sound frequencies that the human

r is totally incapable of detecting.

In these nocturnal, flying, insectivorous

ammals, ultrasound perception evi-

ntly evolved as a navigational and prey-

pturing aid. The link between special

rceptual capacities and special ecologi-

1 problems has been shown over and

er in studies of nonhuman animals,

any of which have abilities completely

sent in ourselves and in most other spe-

;s. The same is true for learning abilities,

ale and female meadow voles, to take

;t one example, differ dramatically in

sir spatial learning capacity because

ale voles wander over much more terrain

an do the more sedentary females.

I think that the preponderance of evi-

nce is strong that psychological abilities

i discrete solutions to particular ecologi-

1 problems, not generalized, all-purpose

ols suitable for any niche and any spe-

;s. I will be astounded if consciousness

oves to be an exception to the rule. To

pect Uttle brown bats to think like hu-

ans strikes me as being about as persua-

de as the claim that humans share the

me sort of perceptual abilities as little

own bats. No harm will come from try-

g to test whether animals think as we do,

)wever. And if someone can devise a

lay to perform the necessary experi-

ients, it will say something about the re-

larkable nature of human consciousness,

i) matter what it shows about thinking in

tie brown bats and caddis flies.

\)hn Alcock is a professor of zoology at

rizona State University and the author of

inimal Behavior: An Evolutionary Ap-

roach and Sonoran Desert Summer.
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outside, some complete with verandah, all with the

amenities that world travelers have come to expect.

Choose your cabin with twin or double beds. Select from our menu of fine cuisine

in the open-seating dining room. A special 24-hour room service menu is also available.

Our 22-day cruises, packaged as 27- and 29-day SeaQuest™ tours, including air, and

pre- and post-land arrangements, begin at just over $400 per person, per day.* SeaQuest's

Antarctica explorations depart December 22, 1992, January 13 and February 3, 1993.

For your free 32-page New Explorer^' magazine describing Antarctica and other

unique SeaQuest^" voyages, contact your Travel Agent,

return this coupon or call 1-800-854-8999.

If you've ever _____________________
dreamed of exploring Please send me your free 32-page New Explorer'" magazine

Antarctica, Your Quest

Stops Here. i^—

Polar winds create intricate ice tonus.

SeaQuest.

The world as

few have ever

seen it. SeaQuest Cruises"' 600 Corporate Drive,

Suite 410, Ft. Lauderdale, H 33334

Pan 3iti Immigratkn dar^aKadii^ixiL

^I^GSebQiksi Glass. .yrateresT*fii
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White firs and other trees grow in the montane firforest

atop Mount Lemmon.
Steven C. Wilson; Entheos
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This Land

Mount Lemmon, Arizona
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The Santa Catalina Mountains loom

high above the north and northeastern

boundaries of the expanding desert city of

Tucson. Dominated by 9,153-foot Mount

Lemmon, the range covers an area of

about 200 square miles, most of which is

under the jurisdiction of the Coronado Na-

tional Forest. The Forest Service has pro-

vided many campgrounds, hiking trails,

and other amenities to serve the nearby

metropolis, including paved General

Hitchcock Highway, which ascends all the

way to the ski area near the top of Mount

Lemmon.
The thirty-five-mile drive from Tucson

to Mount Lemmon (less than twenty miles

as the crow flies) is often equated to driv-

ing from Arizona to Canada. The Sonoran

Desert, at 2,500 feet above sea level, con-

tains a great variety of cactuses and spiny

shrubs, such as ocotillo and cat's-claw

acacia. This community grades into a

desert grassland with many grasses and

several species of large century plants.

Above the grassland is the open oak wood-

land, dominated by Emory oak, Mexican

blue oak, and Arizona rosewood. This

shades into a pygmy conifer-oak scrub,

whose common species are pinyon pine,

alligator juniper, Arizona oak, Emory oak,

and two species of manzanita. Then, al-

most imperceptibly, a pme-oak woodland

of ponderosa pine. Chihuahua pine, silver-

le^ oak, and Arizona oak takes over. By

7,300 feet only the ponderosa pine and sU-

verleaf remain, while above 7,600 feet the

forest consists entirely of conifers—pon-

derosa pine, southwestern white pine, and

on the summit, a montane fir forest of

white fir and Douglas fir.

The differences in vegetation at differ-

ent elevations are due, in large part, to the

amount of moisture available and the posi-

tion on the mountain, that is, whether the

slope is north facing or south facing. The

desert zone, for instance, receives only

three to fifteen inches of rainfall each year

and therefore supports mainly cactuses

and various spiny shrubs and small trees

that are adapted to arid conditions. This

zone extends roughly from 2,500 feet to

4.000 feet on the hotter, drier south slope
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Joe LeMonnier

NEVADA

5 Mile:

NATtOIWt"

FOREST

MEXICO

Mount Leimnon

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Coronado National Forest

300 West Congress

Tucson, Arizona 85701

(602) 629-6483

of Mount Lemmon, but only to 3,200 feet

on the cooler, moister north slope. Simi-

larly, the desert grassland community Ues

between 4,000 and 6,300 feet on the south

side but between 3,200 and 4,400 feet on

the north side.

The desert is an open community, but

higher up the mountain, as moisture be-

comes increasingly abundant, the habitats

become more and more crowded with

plants until, in the fir forests at the highest

elevations, the trees grow very close to-

gether. Many desert plants are leafless or

have had their leaves reduced to spines,

minimizing water loss. The sequence pro-

gresses upward to grasses, to shrubs with

narrow but not needlelike leaves, to plants

whose elongated, thick leaves are densely

crowded at the plant base, to broad-leaved

evergreen shrubs, to broad-leaved ever-

green trees, and finally to needle-leaved

evergreen trees.

A century ago, naturalist Clinton Hart

Merriam called attention to the parallel be-

tween moving higher in elevation and

higher in latitude {see "San Francisco

Peaks, Arizona," Natural History, May
1988). At higher elevations, more of the

plants belong to species found mainly in

the northern United States and Canada,
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with fewer from the Southwest. For ex-

ample, Sonoran species are common in

the desert, while grasses from the Great

Plains are found in the desert grassland. In

the lowest forested areas, the species that

prevail are southwestern and Madrean

(from Mexico's Sierra Madre), while at

higher elevations are found such northern

species as harebell, lady fern, and golden

corydaUs.

About halfway to the top along the

General Hitchcock Highway, the Forest

Service has erected a large, informative

sign summarizing the biological life zones

that can be observed, from Lower Sonoran

to Upper Sonoran to Transition to Cai

dian. But the astute observer will note ik;

these communities are not completely d i

tinct and that others may be identified. 1

1

tween 6,000 and 7,000 feet, for example
|

mosaic of plants with various geograpl ti

affinities is found—typical Rocky Moiv

tain and northern species such as m

;

fern, small-leaved pussy-toes, green \v

rola, and snowberry; southwestern si<

cies, including Engelmann's prickly piij

and Arizona wheatgrass; and Madre li

species, among them Wilcox's barber
j

powderpuff bush, sotol, alumroot, anc j

century plant.

As a result of erosion and other geok

ical forces. Mount Lerrmion is more ii

lated today than it was milhons of ye^

ago, when a continuous chain of moi

tains, extending firom Canada to Mexi

permitted many species of plants to i

grate north and south. While new Mexic

and southwestern species continue to c

onize the lower, drier regions of the moi

tain, adding to the diversity of plar

northern species are no longer able

bridge the gaps to reach the high peak,

a result, Mount Lemmon and similar i

lated peaks are commonly referred to

Arizona as mountain islands.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor enu

tus of plant biology at Southern Illih

University, Carbondale, explores the I

logical and geological highlights of

156 U.S. nationalforests.

The granite pi?macles ofMount Lemmon, above, lie less than twenty milesfrom the

desert city of Tucson. Right: At a lower elevation in the Santa Catalina Mountains,

flooded Sabino Creekflows past cottonwoods and Arizona sycamores.
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Waldens

A polar bear

made of

recycled garbage.

. . .you'll think it's carved marble.

Plus bonsai redwood forests

and over 100 other eye openers.

Walden's. An inspired collection

of unique and earth-compatible

treasures - for the office, home,

and beyond.

For your free catalog call

1.800.336-4460
NH092

aHEI^IElHHI^BHO

We Offer You
The Natural World

African Safaris

• Amazon Cruises

^ , j - Galapagos Cniises

f/Jf 1 • Birding in Ecuador,

~Wf J Costa Rica, and Pa^iama

JP g*Natural History Workshops

m T"^ • Custom Designed Individual

^^ Tours by our Travel Specialists

Special Interest Natural History Tours

Call for reservations at Selva Verde

Lodge in Costa Rica, a 500-acre

tropical rain forest retreat with

hundreds of species of birds

HOLBROOK
TRAVEL, INC.

For information: For reservations:

904/377-7111 800/451-7111

3540 N.W. 13th Street

Gainesville, Fl 32609

At the American Museum

Margaret Mead Film and
'Video Festival

The Museum will celebrate the 1992

Margaret Mead Film and 'Video Festival

from Tuesday, September 29, to Sunday,

October 4. Among this year's highlights

are Mixed Feelings, about an interracial

South African couple living in a black

township; Summerhill at 70, a current

perspective on the renowned British pro-

gressive school; and Black Harvest,

about a Papuan who invests in a New
Guinea coffee plantation that fails. An
advance package ticket for three week-

day evenings and two weekend days of

screenings can be purchased by mail for

$40 ($36 for members). Daily admission

is $10 ($9 for members) at the box of-

fice, which opens at 5:00 p.m. on week-

days and 10:00 a.m. on the weekend.

At a fund-raising benefit on October

2, guests can meet with film and video

makers and view a special film event.

Tickets are $30 ($27 for members). For a

complete schedule, call (212) 769-5305.

Navaratri/Dussehra Celebration
Every year in India and in the Indian

communities in the New York tri-state

area, the ten-day festival known as

Navaratri is celebrated. According to

legend, no one was able to defeat the

demon-king Mahisasura until the god-

dess Durga finally triumphed over him
after nine nights (Navaratri). On the

tenth day (Dussehra), a new era began.

During the Museum's Navaratri cele-

bration, Saturday and Sunday, Septem-

ber 26 and 27, traditions and beliefs as-

sociated with this holiday of renewal

will be presented from different areas of

India. Highlighting the program will be

performances by two of India's outstand-

ing women artists: the dancer Lakshmi,

who will perform classical dance from

southern India in the bharata naryam

style; and the singer Savita Devi, who
will make her United States debut in a

concert of northern Indian vocal music.

Lectures and folk dance workshops

will be given, and traditional crafts will

be demonstrated, including the decorat-

ing of entryways with designs made

from colored rice flour and the weaving

of flower garlands. The "how-to" of

wearing a sari will also be shown.

Cosponsored by the Association of In-

dians in America, Inc., and the Mu-
seum's Education Department, these

programs are made possible in part by

gifts from the family of Frederick H.

Leonhardt and the Samuel and May
Rudin Foundation. The programs are

free with admission to the Museum. For

a detailed flier, call (212) 769-5315.

Astronomy in the Americas
Before Columbus
On Tuesday, September 29, Anthony

Aveni, a professor of astronomy and an-

thropology at Colgate University, will

present an illustrated talk, "Skywatchers

of Ancient Mexico: The Aztecs, Incas,

and Mayans." He wUl discuss how Maya
priest-astronomers observed the planet

Venus and were able to calculate its mo-
tion. He will also show samples of Maya

A scenefrom SummerhiU at 70, to be

shown at the Margaret Mead Film and
Video Festival.

Felicity Nock
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alendar documents in hieroglyphic

'riting and discuss the role of astronom-

;al orientations in Maya architecture,

he lecture will take place at 7:30 p.m. in

le Planetarium's Sky Theater. Tickets

re $8 ($6 for members). For informa-

on about ticket availabiUty, upcoming

;ctures, and daily Planetarium happen-

igs, call (212) 769-5900.

ALL Workshops
Participatory workshops will offer

jults an opportunity to learn the tango,

ipanese brush painting, Chinese hand

uppetry, gourd crafting, African batik,

fro-Caribbean dance, African cloth

anting, and Caribbean mask making,

hildren can choose between Caribbean

orytelling, Chinese music, and

.frican-American creative expressions,

he programs take place on weekends,

sginning Saturday, September 12, and

inning through Sunday, October 25.

ees range from $10 to $30. Early regis-

ation is recommended, as workshops

U quickly. For further information, call

112)769-5315.

iRiGiNS Reconsidered
On Thursday, September 24, at 7:00

!m. in the Main Auditorium, Richard

eakey, chairman of the National Muse-
ms of Kenya and director of its Depart-

lent of Wildlife Services, will lecture

n the reconstruction of human evolu-

on. Leakey's excavations at Lake
jurkana in northern Kenya over two

xades have yielded fossil human re-

tains that have been crucial to piecing

Jgether our ancestors' early history. Au-

)graphed copies of his new book, Ori-

ins Reconsidered, coauthored by Roger

ewin, will be available for purchase

tier the slide-illustrated talk. Tickets are

25 ($15 for members). Call (212) 769-

606 for ticket availabiUty.

hese events take place at the American
luseum of Natural History, located on

'entral Park West at 79th Street in New
brk City. The Museum has a pay-what-

ou-wish admission policy. For more in-

irmation call (212) 769-5100.

Revolutionary • EASY TO USE!

TRIMMER/MOWER/
BRUSHCUTTER
ON WHEELS!
The DR® TRIMMER/MOWER
rolls "light as a feather"on
two BIG WHEELS!
TRIMS far easier, better,

more precisely than hand-held

trimmers; MOWS everything

from whole lawns (even

wet!) to tough, waist-high

growth with ease!

CUTS BRUSH and
saplings up to 5" thick

with optional __
blade shown below

Perfect

for ALL
mowing and

jlf trimming

around smaller

properties, vaca-

tion homes, etc....

fmish-up mowing
and trimming after

riding mowers on

larger parcels...

clearing and
rough-area

mainlenance

everywhere.

Easy for anyone to use!

TOLLfeeai'BoozHrmi
Please mail coupon below for FREE
DETAILS about the Revolutionary

DR® TRIMMER/MOW'ER!
'yES! Please rush complclc free deuils of the Revolutionary

I DR* TRIMMER/MOWER including prices and specifications I

I of Manual. Eleciric-Suriing and Professional Models, and I

I
"Off-Season" Savings now in effecL There's no obligation.

I Name o:

"/ have never used a bnishcuner myself as
easy and efficient as this combination. And
believe me, being in the business, I've tried

them all."

-Jack Walden, President, Saw-Tech Industries

Address _

City, _Zip_

To: COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS®, Dept. 20209 ,

IBox 89, Ferry Road, Charlotte VT 05445 _ J
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ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS^ Free book-

let available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202
Lexington Ave., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS & FIGURES, $150 — 3350, re-

quest photos. McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads
Stage Fan Club. Inquire. Box 39, Florham Park, NJ
07932-0039

CARVE COLUMBUS' MERMAIDS: Wooden mana-
tees and other marine animals, October 10-12 with in-

ternationally famed Dr. Howard Suzuki. Buyer Wood-
carving Studio, 28 Power Street, Norton, MA
02766-3107

NAVAJO, ZUNI — OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaint-
ings, kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Trea-

sures, Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

Books/Publications

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Company with

70-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy Publish-

ing." 1-800-695-9599

Bargain Books
I

Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks, imports, re- i

mainders. Ctioose from up to 8,000 titles including 600-1,500 '

I new arrivals each month! Biography History, Art, Fiction, |

! Politics, Literature, Nature. Cooking. Gardening-some-

I
thingforeveryone. Fastshipment, rnrr niiT»| np I

I moneyback guarantee. Write for rilLL uHlnLUU I

I
Hamilton box is-yas, Fans Vmage.CTOeOSI J

MILLENNIUM NEWS. Monthly newsletter of ideas of

world transformation, from more than 450 current

sources. Sample $1, ten issues $30, US funds, MWI,
Box34021/nh, Philadelphia, PA 19101-4021

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept, NHH, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

WE FIND OUT OF PRINT BOOKS. No fee. Personal

attention. No obligation. Kensington. P.O. Box 582NH,
Clinton, WA 98236 (206) 221-3575. We get results!

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing. Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San Cle-

mente, CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

Education

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with Attorneys.

Lawyer instructed home study Free catalogue. (800)

362-7070 Dept. LK1 24

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist. Home Study. Free Career Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept OKI 24

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Lan-

guages as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study

cassettes/textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free cata-

log. Call Audio Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394

Employment Opportunities

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free. 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES — Monthly
bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details; EOV, PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

HieMarket
GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-332),

500 South Broad, Menden, CT 06450

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Current open-
ings to $75,000-1-. Free Report! Employment Interna-

tional, Box 5730-RW, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

FOUNDATION GRANTS for individuals, to $180,000
for widely varied uses. Free recorded message: (707)

448-2668 (2LA1)

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Furniture

UNIQUE HANGING CHAIRS, Hammocks and acces-

sories, outdoor furniture. Handcrafted for 25 years,

satisfaction guaranteed. Free Brochure. 1-800-688-

8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks, Rt. 4. Box 169-NH,
Louisa, VA 23093

Merchandise/Gifts

METEORITES — RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES
Display specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guar-

anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

'&mim^i/ NATURE SONGS FOR CHILDREN

1 $8.95 Each Cassette
Grandpa Art I ^^Icl S2 00 Postage & Handling

gjngS AbOUi I Per Shipment (1 to 4 Cassettes)

Bitds__J

—

.
—

1

Grandpa Art ^ 1-800-227-27)2

Insect Songs \ Bms pm est

MUSEUM OUALITY Model Dinosaurs and Marine Life

by Kaiyoda. Send $3.00 for complete catalog and cur-

rent price list: The Train Shop, 23 W. 45th, NYC, NY
10036 (212) 730-0409 Fax: (212) 391-4562

OVER too RECYCLED PAPER PRODUCTS for

home and office. Free catalogue: Atlantic Recycled
Paper, Box 39179, Baltimore, MD 21212 (800) 323-

2811

RECYCLED PAPERS — Premium quality personal

and commercial stationery — printed or blank,

brochures, NCR sets, etc. Discounts available to non-

profit organizations. For free informational brochure

on recycled papers, paper samples and order form,

call (201 ) 467-4422 or write to Ace Printing Company,
PO. Box 121, Springfield, NJ 07081

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS — ENGLAND — USA. Make lasting

friendships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony
Box 82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Ptioto/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experience

the Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik, Ltd.,

RO. Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-

6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing
binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

QUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We carry a

complete selection of brand name binoculars. We
have competitive prices and all the answers to your

binocular questions. Call for our Free 'Binocular Buy-

ing Guide'! National Camera Exchange, 9300 Olson
Highway, Golden Valley, MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

TSN-2 & TSN-4

<<.

. 77 mm OBJECTIVE LENS

• HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY
. EXCEPTIONAL
BRIGHTNESS, CLARITY 8.

SHARPNESS
• FULL RANGE OF
EYEPIECES

For catalog, call (518) 664-2011 or write to

BIRDING

GOVERNMENT LAND now available for claim. Up 1

160 acres/person. Free recorded message: (70'

448-1887 4LAI

HAWAII VACATION APARTMENTS all islands. Pre

brochures. Paradise Management, 50 South Ben
tania C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

"irSLIKEMITINGA

DREAM VAOmON HOME
FOR FREE!"
That's what people say about j

TRADING HOMES. Just pick a j^
destination and our directory puts you f r

in touch with others there who want

to trade homes for a vacation. Thousands

^^>> of detailed listings from

^mf^tt^^ all over the world.

(^^^^\
Instead of spending a

^^^^ • fortune on hotel rooms, spend

^^^^M your next vacation in the

B comfort and privacy of a lo\el\

M home... and experience the

V local lifestyle the way tourists

ne\er do.

lluDiNG Homes
INTERNATIONAL

Call or write todayfor a FREE brochure.

(800) 877-TRADE • (800) 877-8723

P.O. Box 787, Hemiosa Beach, CA 90254, USA

B

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economic,

camping safaris in Kenya & Tanzania, Kilimanjar

climbs, gorilla tracking. London/Nairobi overiand, mori

Also extensive selection of unique tours in Egypt, 1;

rael, Turkey, Jordan. Free color trip catalogs. H
malayan Travel, 1 1 2 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 0690

(800) 225-2380
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\DVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

n Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low

:ost camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning

)hotograpfiy. Fascinating options: track gorillas, climb

aiimanjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail,

,norl<el and hike Danwin's "Enctianted Isles." Choice

achts. Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon
ungle/Machu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest

ind jungle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropi-

al wildlife and smoking volcanos. Small groups, ex-

lert guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free

irochures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours,

34W. 26SL(C)NY, NY10001.

GALAPAGOS

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

' " :hu Picchu option. Free I

'" ^-

. Inca Floats 510-420-i jju

1 3 11 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

iFRICA! — Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

/ildlife and cultures in depth. Outstanding guides,

mall groups, excellent accommodations off the

eaten path. Walking and night game drives available.

Din one of our scheduled safaris or design a private

dventure of your own. Tanzania, Kenya, Botswana,

lamibia. Draw upon more than 20 years' experience,

'oyagers, Dept. NH-9, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 1-

00-633-0299

AMAZON
rW$loin a biologist from a maior U.S. university V (

an a 90 foot riveitoat for a 650 mile adventure

3n ttK Amazon River! B days, 7 nights. $1595

ncludes meals, air from Miami (air from i

ather cities available), tours, entrance lees i

skletrips, transfers, 1st class tiotel, and more '

departs Saturdays. Previous Client References

Available. Parrots, pink doipltins, monkeys

I

Cusco and Machu Picchu extension availab

Oct. 10; Nov. (4; Dec. 5; Jan. 16; Feb 13

NIERNATIONAL JoURNEYS, InC. 1 -800-622-6525

iFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

Iwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,

:imbabwe. Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,

JY 12457 (800) 724-1221

vLLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada.
Vilderness, wildlife. Guided adventures for adults,

amilies, teens. Box 71 3H, Greenville, ME 04441

207) 695-3668

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
. SAHARA Octal w. 1\ureg>; overlmdi: YEMEN,
TIMBUKTU, ETHIOPIA, OMAN, MADAGASCAR.

•MEKONG and GANGES Riven cruises. Wodaabe

Nomadi of NIGER; BORNEO'S Dayak; Asmst of

IRIAN JAVA; ECUADORIANAMAZON'S Tivaros;

MALI'S Dogon; CAR pygmies, MADAGASCAR.
• Wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA RICA,
PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, Safari, to NAMIBIA,
BOTSWANA, ZIMBABWE, MALAWI and ZAMBIA.

• RAJASTHAN and Pustakan LADAKB; TURKISH
archeo csuise; AUSTRALIAN Outback.

.TURTLE TOURS
Box #1147/NH • Carefree,AZ 8S377

(602) 488-3688 • Fax (602) 488-340t

„ ^ ISIlDOSieSfA *
,

X^cCncxtn (Z^cinnhcydicx Laos

ScUichcni^C A>-/<n-/r.< All \Vc UJ

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Na-

ture, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and

camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

Excelknl hnais. Phis Amazon & Andes.

COSTA RICA!
In-deplh iropkal advenliires. Small groups.

Voyagers, Depl. NG-9, Box 91 5, Ithaca, NY 14851

BELIZE, BAY ISLANDS, TIKAL, COPAN. Individual-

ized, interactive vacations; English-speaking native

guides; experienced travel counselors. Great Trips

(800)552-3419

BORNEO, BALI, KOMODO ISLAND—Orangutans,
Komodo Dragons, Balinese Culture. Voyagers. Dept.

NB-9, Box 915 Ithaca, NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

COSTA RICA. The best programs by the most experi-

enced operators. Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater

rafting, wonderful beaches. Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St.,

Forest Hills, NY 11375 1-800-53-TERRA

GAIAPAGOS
Join a biologist from a major U.S. universrty

for a visit to these renowned islands far

removed from civilization. Must be able to

walk 1 mile on trails. 3 days in Andes Mtns

& Quito area, 6 days on Galapagos. Otavalo

Indians, giant tortoises, sea lions, blue-footed

boobies and more! $2195 includes all n)eals, air

from Miami (air from other cities available),

tours, lodgings. Client References Available.

Oct 24- Nov 14- Dec 26 Jan "

International Journeys, Inc. 1 -800-622-6525

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery
Tours/wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential

250 pp. "how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Gala-

pagos Travel, PO. Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA
95045.(800)969-9014.

"GALAPAGOS ISLANDS": BEST YACHTS, PRICES,
Guides, Since 1965. Also; Diving, Ecuador's High-

lands, Amazon, Machupicchu, and more. Forum
Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510)

671-2900

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air.

Ecuador/Peru options and archaeological tours.

Joseph Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown,

MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

\MAZON, 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro
divers. Remote jungle lodges in Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia or Venezuela. Call for free information/

,3rochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen SL,

=^Orest Hills, NY 11375. 1-800-53-TERRA

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

Quality
EXPEDITION S

Kenya, Tanzania,

Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 36560, Sonora, CA 95370

^/A/TA/TA/TA/Th

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND. Tours, treks, wild-

life safans, overland adventures. Huge range of trips.

Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog. Hi-

malayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

ARCHAE0L06ICAL k CULTURAL TRIPS for

SMALL DKRIMINATINC ^^^o ^
INDIVIDUAL ...^•<iCfcW?i!ScJp.*Si'?Sr

(415) 457-4575 • 16 fern ln.-6; San Anselmo,U M9M

NATURAL HISTORY TRAVEL since 1957. Small

group size and superb leadership: Galapagos,
TrinidadATobago, Mexico Monarchs, Venezuela, Be-

lize, Costa Rica, India & Himalayan Foothills, Africa,

Alaska, Texas, Florida, Arizona. Free brochure. Mass-
achusetts Audubon Society, South Great Road, Lin-

coln, MA 01773 1-800-289-9504

SOUTH AMERICA. Galapagos from economy to

deluxe, trekking in the Andes, Machu Picchu, Patago-

nia, Amazon. Conventional or remote destinations.

Come with the specialisls' Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St.. For-

ALASKA-GALAPAGOS
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA - BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journey Specialists

BIOLOGICAL JOUIWffi;YS
1696N Ocean Dr.. McKinleyvilk, CA 95521

800-548-7555

SPECIAL PROGRAMS: Tracking, Alpine & Winter

Ecology, Northern Lights; Bears, Wolves, Cats; Africa,

Arctic, Australia, Canada, China, U.S. — A Naturalist's

Worid, Box 8005, Suite 357N, Boulder, CO 80306-

8005 (303) 440-0902

IGAIAPAGOS
10 Years of GEO '^''^ '"'^ ^^'*'

Quality EXPEDITIONS
Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

10<»^< ^'!*^&< ^t^

"SPECTACULjAR DESTINATIONS"—Affordable Na-

ture, Cultures, Wildlife, Hiking, Biking.

Galapagos/Ecuador, Peru, Costa Rica, Venezuela.

Patagonia, Brazil/Pantanal. Europe, Indonesia, Thai-

land, East and Southern Africa, Australia,

Antarctic/Sub-antarctic, North America. Fonjm Travel,

91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

WANTED

WANTED: Deep sea diving helmets. Write: Lyie Davis,

PO. Box 60063, Phoenix, Arizona 85082

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the October

1992 issue: $3.70 per word; 16 word minimum. Dis-

play classified is S405 per inch. All advertisements

must be prepaid. Rates are not staictured for agency

or cash discounts. All advertisements are accepted at

NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money

order payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Martlet.

NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at

79th St.. New Yort<, NY 10024. Direct any written in-

quiries to Eileen O'Keefe at the above address.

Please include your personal address and telephone

number, issue preferred, and suggested category.

Deadline— 1 st of the month, two months prior to cover

date (the January issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready

art is required for display ads. A tearsheet or copy of

the page with your ad will be sent upon publication.
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THESEARE THE TIMES.

WEARE THE PEOPLE.
If not now, When? If not you. Who?

Jean Houston, Ph.D.
with award-winning actress

Ellen Burstyn
A full one-day experience

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
HUMAN CAPACITIES

"Jean Is a great producer, a creator of significant

events... as she orchestrates the myriad of new

voices expressing alternatives ofconsciousness."

Margaret Mead

Saturday, September 26, 1992

New York Hilton 9AM-5PM $100

Presetiicd h\ Global Education Network

212-753-0I20

CALL-FOR-TIX (212) 307-7171

NATURAL X

Tyrannosaurus Rex T-Shirt
(Blue & Gold)

King of the dinosaurs on o top
quality 50% cotton, 50% polyester
t-shirt. Great as a gift. . .or for

yourself, Members save 25% so
order today!

Natural History T-Stiirt

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024
Members $8.95 Non-Members $ 1 1 ,50

Sizes: Adults, M,L, XL
Boys/Girls 10-12, 14-16

Quantity Size $

Quantity Size S

Postage and Handling $ 2.00

Tax (NVStatetesldsntsadd8-l/4%tax)

Total Enclosed

Name
Address

City

-Zip.

Heading South
by Gail S. Cleere

On September 22 the sun will reach the

autumnal equinox, the start of autumn in

the Northern Hemisphere—when the sun,

moving south in the sky, crosses the celes-

tial equator. On this day the sun will be di-

rectly overhead at noon at the earth's equa-

tor, one of only two times during the year

that this occurs. The other time is the ver-

nal equinox, on March 20 or 21. These are

also the only two times during the year

when the sun rises exactly in the east and

sets exactly in the west the world over (ex-

cept at the poles).

Equinox, which means "equal night,"

implies that the day and the night are of

equal length on this day. But the actual

date on which the day and night are each

twelve hours long, or most nearly so, is a

few days before the spring equinox and a

few days after the autumnal equinox and

varies depending on latitude. The actual

sunrise and sunset times are modified by

atmospheric refraction, which bends the

sun's light before it reaches us, so that the

sun appears to have risen even before it

has and looks like it is still above the hori-

zon when it has akeady set. Astronomers

define sunrise as that moment when the

sun's upper edge cUmbs up over the east-

em horizon, and sunset as when the upper

edge slips below the western horizon. The

times of sunrise and sunset Usted in the al-

manacs are calculated for the normal at-

mospheric refraction of thirty-four min-

utes of arc; at these times the center of the

sun is actually fifty minutes of arc below

an unobstructed horizon for an observer

on a level region, with no atmosphere.

Aside from these purely scientific defi-

nitions, the date of the autumnal equinox

is also the date of very old harvest celebra-

tions and traditions. The Jewish Feast of

Tabernacles, called the Feast of Ingather-

ing in the Old Testament, dates from those

ancient times when huts (or tabernacles)

were built in the fields for entire families

to dwell in while the harvest was being

gathered. Whether this was originally a

Hebrew festival or was adopted from th

Canaanites is uncertain. Until the lall

nineteenth century, the English celebrate

the festival of "harvest home," when con

mon laborer and master alike mixed free!

at a feast of thanksgiving for the season

abundance. Copious amounts of cider an

beer washed down goose, game, and bee

and thoughtful farmers made sure the bai

was open for those who might require re

and meditation. The oldest harvester pre

ent sometimes offered a toast, which

Somerset, England, went like this:

Here's to the health of our master,

the founder of the feast.

We pray to God his soul may rest

where all is love and peace.

While here it is our duty

to consider his demands.

And take it as a pleasure

to bow to his command.

This harvest festival was always timt

to occur on or around the date of tl

equinox and sometimes coincided wi

the full moon. Long after the asQ'onomic

significance of these harvest festivals w;

forgotten, in the midst of the Civil War

1863, Abraham Lincoln declared our ow

harvest festival, naming the last Thursdt

in November a national day of Thanksgi'

ing. From binding up tall sheaves of whe,

to the building of evening bonfires, the ri

uals reach back much further than the Pi

grim stories, to a time when the motion c

the stars across the sky in a comfortin

yearly pattern served as a calendar.

The Planets in September

Mercury is just above the bright st;

Regulus in Leo early on the morning c

the 2d. Moving rapidly eastward, th

planet reaches superior conjunction by tb

15th and enters the evening sky.

Venus moves more slowly out from be

hind the sun but is stiU too close to th

western horizon in the evening to be c

much prominence. In the coming month:
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Celestial Events

his brilliant planet will become increas-

ngly dominant in the evening sky.

Mars passes above the top of the mag-

lificent winter constellation Orion this

iionth, moving eastward from Taurus

llook for the V-shaped Hyades cluster

vest of the planet) and into Gemini (look

"or the twin stars. Castor and Pollux, to the

i

eft—east—of the planet). Rising about

Inidnight, ruddy Mars will be very near

• he last-quarter moon early in the morning

m the 20th.

Jupiter slips behind the sun on the

7th, passing from the evening to the

noming sky. During the rest of the year,

his very bright planet will dominate the

)redawn scene.

Saturn can be seen low in the southeast

IS soon as it gets dark. This ringed planet,

I magnificent sight even in small tele-

icopes, is found amid the faint stars of

Zapricomus just five degrees south of the

I vaxing gibbous moon on the 8th and 9th.

' Uranus and Neptune follow Sagittar-

us in the autumn skies, crossing your

ocal southern meridian about 8:30 p.m.,

. iDT, and setting after midnight. Currently

• juite near each other, these two blue-green

vorlds inch ever closer to a wonderful

';onj unction, due to occur early next year,

ifhey won't be this close again until the

( wenty-third century.

I
Pluto remains near the Serpens-Libra

oorder, no brighter than +13.7 magnitude,

ibout a thousand times fainter than the

'aintest star that can be seen with the

laked eye under ideal conditions.

The Moon reaches first quarter on the

3d at 6:39 p.m., EDT; full moon is on the

II th at 1 0: 1 7 P.M., EDT; last-quarter moon
3ccurs on the 19th at 3:53 p.m., EDT; new

noon is on the 26th at 6:40 a.m., EDT.

I

pail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of the

International Dark Sky Association, an

organization dedicated to preserving the

ikiesfor astronomy.
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Tomatoes

Potatoes

Amaranth

Vanilla

Maize

Capsicums

Cacao

Quinoa

Beans . .

.

Discover the biological and culinary

history ofNew World crops unknown to

Europeans before 1492 but now of global

importance. Essays by Gary Nabhan,

Alan Davidson and others will increase

your appreciation of these essential

foods— and of the Native American

fanners who first cultivated them.

Chilies to Chocolate
Food the Americas Gave the Worid

Nelson Foster & Linda S. Cordell, eds.

$13.95 paper/$24.95 cloth from

The University of Arizona Press

1230 N. Park Ave., Tucson AZ 85719

Visa/MC, call 1-800-426-3797

Create the

Ultimate
CnpOf
ColTee

Start with our Green Mountain Coffee

Roasters Coffee, ll's freshly roasted in

small batches JMx? hours (not weeks or

months!) before we rush it to you. The

difference in flavor is extraordinary.

We guarantee it!

Call 1-800-223-6768

for a FREE $5 GIFT
CERTIFICATE and a

brochure of SO delicious

gourmet coffees or mail the

coupon below.

33 Coffee Lane
Waierbury. VT 05676

~"~
223-6768

D Yes, please rush my FREE S5 certificate

and catalog of all 50 gourmet coffees.
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Infrequent Flier
There 's no there here either

by Roger L. Welsch

A friend of mine who icnows Mel
Brooks once felt obliged to tell him how
awful he looked. Brooks shook his head

and rolled his eyes and replied that things

were not going well at all. A couple of

nights before, he explained, he was in bed

reading Plato and ran across a passage in

which Plato reported that all men are mor-

tal. Brooks said he hadn't been able to

enjoy a cup of coffee since. Hard to imag-

ine a more unlikely circumstance (Brooks

reading Plato in bed), a more unlikely in-

nocence (needing Plato to tell him that

man is mortal), or a more unlikely conse-

quence (a loss of joy in a cup of coffee).

But realizations of one's own mortality

rarely seem so funny.

I once found myself cornered into con-

sidering the uncertain nature of my exis-

tence, alive or dead. I was in Jamestown,

North Dakota, for a conference. I flew into

town on one day, presented my paper, and

went back out to the small airport to fly

home the next day. I stepped up to the

ticket counter and presented my tickets.

The young man behind the counter looked

over my papers, poked at the computer a

couple of times, handed me back my ticket

envelope, looked me straight in the eye,

and said, "Sorry, Sir, but your return ticket

has been canceled." "Wha bu

uh huh?" "Since you didn't use the

first half of your ticket, the second half

was automatically canceled." "But I did

use the first half ofmy ticket. I flew in yes-

terday morning." "No, Sir, I'm sorry but

our records show you did not fly in, at least

not into this airport."

Jamestown, North Dakota, is a nice

place, and I wouldn't have minded staying

there another day or so until I got things

straightened out, but like Brooks, I was

shaken by the prospect of not being. As I

stood there looking at that ticket clerk, I

realized that it was his contention that I

was not there and it was up to me to prove

fliat I was. I had never had to do that be-

fore, so I really wasn't prepared to face

the charge: absent until proved present.

"How can I be standing here in front of

you if I didn't fly in yesterday?"

"I have no idea. Sir, but you did not fly

in."

"Look, here are the tags on my luggage

from yesterday's flight. How could I have

gotten the tags without being on that

flight?"

"I have no idea. Sir."

If it's difficult to come up with a way of

verifying my presence when all six foot,

two inches, 270 pounds ofme are standing

right there, mortality and its consequences

take on new importance and uncertainty.

I'm not the first person who has consid-

ered this problem. Philosophers and writ-

ers have devoted lifetimes to the task. You

know: Being and Nothingness; To be or

not to be; Cogito ergo sum. (I never think

of that last quotation wifliout also thinking

of a variation I once read on some newly-

weds' car: "Coito ergo sum.")

What are we, really? In the Western

world we seem to think that we are what

we have, but once we are gone, so is all

that we have, so.... Plains Indians hold

that we are what we give away, but once

we give it away.... The Vikings believed

that what endures of a person, and there-

fore what is important in Ufe, is reputation,

and they may be close to right, since some

ofthem remain with us in their reputations

as reported by millennium-old sagas. Is

our existence then embodied in the least

tangible part of us, our reputations? Where

does that idea leave us?

Not long ago, at the American Mu-
seum, I had an unpleasant recall of my
Jamestown experience. I have only been

in that wonderful place twice, both times

to visit the office of Natural History mag-

azine. The first time, I entered the Mu-
seum through the south entrance, which

meant that I was only a few steps from the

Natural History offices, but I saw enough

during my short walk in and my longer

stroll out that I knew I wanted to see more.

So, on my second visit, I entered the Mi

seum through the main, east door—the e;

trance farthest firom the magazine's conn

I walked in, approached the informaln

desk, and explained that I was on my w

;

to Natural History. The woman at the de;

called the editorial office to get me a pas

She handed the telephone to me so 1 cou

explain that it was going to take me son

time to get there because I was taking tl

long way through.

The editor on the line asked me, "A

you here?"

Maybe I'm dense, but I didn't knc

what to say. Of course I'm here. I'm ;

ways "here." The question was not my e

istence or presence but the nature

"here." I took too long to answer and tl

person on the telephone tried again: "A

you here?"

"Uh, yeah, I'm here, I guess."

"Then it won't take you long becau

you're only a couple of steps down t

hallway."

"No, I'm not tiiere. I'm here."

"So you're not here?"

"No, I am here. But I'm at the big do

in front, not the little door at the side."

"Here" is wherever I am. On the otii

hand, I am never "there."

The Lakota holy man Black Elk cm

took poet John Neihardt to the top of Ha

ney Peak in the Black Hills to pray. Nt

hardt asked Black Elk why it was nece

sary to go to Harney Peak. Black E

explained that Harney Peak is the center i

the world. Neihardt asked Black Elk wl

he thought Harney Peak was die center (

the earth, how he came to know such

thing. Black Elk chuckled at the whi

man's innocence and with studied p;

tience explained that on a ball like tl

earth, every place is the center. I gue;

that's the way we move through th

world, always in tire middle of where w

are.

Maybe it comes down to what the olc^

timer said when he first saw a steam ei
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Science Lite

ne: "I don't know what it is, but wtiat-

/er it is, there she be." Anyway, that's the

irt of unassailable logic I needed to get

It of my jam at the Jamestown airport. I

ood there in front of the stern ticket

erk, trying to figure out what I could

low him to document my Jamestown re-

ity. My business card wouldn't do any

)od; anyone could have my business

rd. My driver's license shows only that I

ive a driver's license. My VISA card

I
monstrates that someone else believes I

ist in a financially abstract sense but not

cessarily that I exist right here, at the

mestown airport, at this very moment.

"Sir, I am going to have to ask you to

ove so I can help other passengers," the

;rk said. I turned and saw that six or

ven would-be fliers, all probably able to

] monstrate their existence, were standing

hind me, Uned up at what was the only

unter in the airport.

^ "Sir, can I ask you to step aside?"

And then I realized that the best proof

my existence was. . .my existence. "Pay

' attention to me," I said. "You win. I'm

t here." I had him cornered. Even if he

lieved I wasn't there, even if he knew I

isn't there, circumstances were increas-

gly requiring him to act as if I were

ire. And finally that's what he did. I got

me that afternoon, considerably less

nfident than I had been the day before

t considerably more confident than I

d been that morning.

If I could talk with Mel Brooks, I would

ggest the same course of action for him.

•ink your coffee, Mel, and thereby

monstrate that at least for the moment,

u are here and not there.

ilklorist Roger L Welsch lives on a tree

m in Dannebrog, Nebraska. His latest

;ok is Touching the Fire: Buffalo

lincers, the Sky Bundle, and Other Tales

Ulard Books, 1992), an exploration of

es, objects, and places sacred to Native

nericans.
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Variable Firmness = Great Sleep

!g« concept

unparalleled support and comtort

Adjust Firnuiess to Your Exact Needs

Select Comfort's unique air support system lets you

control the feel and firmness of your bed — simply

by pushing a button. Your mattress can be firmer

than the firmest iruierspring or softer than the

softest featherbed... helping you sleep more

comfortably, reducing back pain and musde aches,

and providing hue support.

Dual Chambers Let You Both Sleep Great

Both you and your sleeping partner can now enjoy

relaxing, invigorating sleep because Select Comfort's

dual chambers adjust independently. Choose your

preferred comfort without affecting your partner's

side of the bed. You'll both enjoy total body support

and hue cradling comfort.

The Back Support You Need ~

The Comfort You Want.

Your Select Comfort conforms to your body's

nahiral shape so your back muscles don't strain to

hold your spme sfraight. Because air support is the

closest thing to floating, you'll wake up rested and

ready for the day.

"Thnlled imth tlie tomfort"

"We are thrilleil with the canforl of this bed. It 's

ioonderful to have oite side firm and one soft. Not only
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A Matter of Tasti

An Aristocratic Liver
With subtle and secret breeding, a controversial French delicacy is being

produced in the United States

by Raymond Sokolov

In the summer of 1962, my parents took

me to lunch in the Restaurant de la Pyra-

mide in Vienne in the Rhone region of

France. It was there that Femand Point had

created the most influential kitchen of the

post-World War II period. He was a fa-

natic apostle of the gospel preached by the

gastronomic writer Cumonsky: A dish

should taste of what it is. No frills, no

furbelows, no masking sauces. In his cru-

sade to preserve the natural flavors of in-

gredients. Point taught apprentices to fry

eggs over a candle. Some of those appren-

tices went on to develop the Vienne mas-

ter's ideas into what they came to call the

nouveUe cuisine.

This grand simplification of haute cui-

sine had not yet taken hold in 1962. But in

the garden of chez Point, at the age of

twenty, I got an inkling of the future. My

memory of what I ate is no longer com-

plete. The most vivid emotion I can recall

is fear. My father discovered that he had

left his wallet in the car—cash, traveler's

checks, passports—and I was sent to see if

it was still there. It was.

Earlier in the meal I had been equally

fortunate when the waiter prevailed on us

to accept a combination of first courses

chosen by him. Although I'm sure we
were told what each one would be, I must

have misunderstood or ignored the French

explanation. So these splendid hors d'oeu-

vres were for me a kind of blind tasting.

The best was a golden slice of bread

with a pinkish circle set in a hole at the

center. The bread was very fine, a dense,

eggy challah. But the pink matter was sub-

lime—smooth, unctuous, and with a taste

that summed up the gustatory possibilities

A goose near its traditional round stone hut. Aquitaine, France
Bruno Barbey; Magnum
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of red meat in its fleshy essence, with ;

vulgarity of blood and gristle expunged.

Having eaten this wonderful and alwa

expensive stuff a few times since, 1 knc

that we were served foie gras at Poii

Foie gras en brioche. (The brioche alo

was worth three stars in Michelin and h

helped me understand the fury of t

French revolutionaries when they hea

Marie Antoinette's reaction to the ne'

that some of her people had no bread

pain. "Let them eat brioche," she said, r

cake as the usual, gastronomically impi

cise translation has it.]

Foie gras is, literally, fat liver. In pn

tice the term refers to the oversized livi

of geese or ducks fed very intensively

order to increase the weight of the orj

well above the normal, to more than

pound, sometimes more than a pound a

a half. The result is one of the glories

French cooking. The high cost of foie gi

has effectively limited its appearance in

pure form to the tables of luxury resta

rants. But in origin, it is a rustic product

simple fanns, traditionally in southwf

France, where housewives in the Land

district below Bordeaux deliberately ovf

fed their geese with lots and lots of coi

According to legend, they nailed tl

geese's feet to the bam floor and perioc

cally inserted a tube down their loi

necks. A hand-cranked auger propelli

com down the tube until the food reserve

in the animal's esophagus (the craw,

crop) was full. Over the next few hours tl'

bird ingested the fodder, and then the tul

went in again and again, until the liver h;

expanded to optimal size.

I can't vouch for the nailing of the fat

but I have seen the traditional instrume

of stuffing, or gavage. The proprietress

the Paris restaurant Lous Landes showt

!
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To Most People, It's A Coiwplex Diagram.

To Scientists, It's A Clear Summary Of Safe

Nuclear Waste Disposal.

More than 30 years of scientific study liave confirmed and reconfirmed

how to safely permanently dispose of the used fuel from nuclear

electric plants: isolate it geologically

According to the National Academy of Sciences, "There is a

strong worldwide consensus that the best, safest long-term option

for dealing with high-level waste is geologic isolation." The used

nuclear fuel (in the form of ceramic pellets) would be sealed inside

layers of steel; put in carefully engineered structures at least 1,000

feet underground, within dry rock formations that have a long

history of geologic stability; and monitored closely.

Also agreeing on the safety and feasibility of this solution

are the Environmental Protection Agency and the American

Physical Society. For more information on the conclusions of

these and other independent authorities, please write to the U.S.

Council for Energy Awareness, RO. Box 66080, Department WAll,

Washington, D.C. 20035.



AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

ANCIENT TRADE ROUTES
A Voyage from Bombay to Alexandria

April 1-19, 1993

Sail in the wake of the ancient

mariners whose historic trade routes

connected East and West. A team of

American Museum lecturers leads

this voyage from Bombay to Alex-

andria aboard the luxurious Sea

Goddess II. Highlights include:

The ancient city of Petra, Jordan,

carved into the canyon walls.

Q Sana'a, Yemen's legendary walled

capital.

Muscat and Salalah, historic ports in

the rarely-visited country of Oman.

Jeddah, a modem Saudi Arabian city

with a fascinating old quarter.

Bombay, India and the magnificent archeological ruins on Elephanta

Island.

St. Catherine's Monastery, perched on a mountain slope on the Sinai

Peninsula.

Q A passage through the historic Suez Canal.

Alexandria, Egypt, one of the great cities of ancient times.

Suez Canal JORDAN
^^-N> • Petra

Alexandria. 1 ^ ^^^j,^
Cairo • \^sharTn-el-Sheik

\ SAUDI ARABIA Muscat^-^-v. INDIA

EGYPT \, Jeddah OMAN ) ^'~-~......,^

D J c!„„\ Salalah /Red Sea\ g^^g.^ ^ y
— • Bombay

\ * J
HodeidalK,* , /

Y YEMEN^ Arabian Sea

American
Museum of
Natural

r^ll History

Discovery Cruises

For further information contact:

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

me one in a matter-of-fact way. Then si

served us some remarkable foie gras.

In this counUy. fresh foie gras was ui

obtainable until the 1980s. Before then,

had always assumed that some agricu

tural regulation made its production illeg

or impossible because of American sen

pies about cruelty to animals. This was n

the case. Like many costly exotic foo(

stuffs without an established market her

foie gras produced by the tradition

method offered no obvious economic ii

centive to potential investors. And tl

French product (not to mention the Hui

garian and Israeli foies gras that have lor

dominated the indusU^y worldwide) coui

not be imported as raw liver because (

import barriers designed to keep out tl

flesh of diseased animals and to prote

U.S. producers against foreign compel

tion. The best that the foie gras-ale

American consumer could do was sett

for a very lightly cooked foie gras th

elite restaurants, such as Lutece in Ne

York, brought over in lieu of the vastly si

perior fresh liver. For the undiscrimina

ing, there was also an abundance

canned pate de foie gras, often truffle

adulterated in varying degrees, and alwa;

insipid, compared with the real thing

This situation made no sense. But a S'

lution was brewing quietly in Israel. Tl

first step was the invention, in that cou

fry, of a better bird. About 1974, the uac

tional foie gras goose was in trouble. Ej

demic disease threatened the industry,

producers were to continue in the old Wc

they faced the necessity of costly and pc

sibly dangerous courses of vaccinatic

and antibiotics. Instead they improvisi

the hybridization of the moulard due

This black-and-white marvel of hardine

and productivity is the sterile offspring

the male of the recently domesticated rei

jowled Muscovy, or Barbary, duck and tl

female of the fecund white Pekin, a cor

mon bamyard variety. The moulard is c

pable of withstanding a "strong program

That is how Amnons Israel, who partic

pated in the development of the moulai

in Israel, his native country, refers to tl

feed regimen he gives hundreds of moi

lards at Specialty Game Birds of Femdal

New York, in the heart of Sulliva

County's borscht belt, one of three sue

companies now producing foie gras in th s

country. if

The moulards are disease resistant ar tl

will grow big livers as scrumptious and e U

egant as anything a French goose ca i

manage. But their leading virtue—the si k

cret of the moulards' success in the higl

»

1
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id liver world—is the efficiency with

hich they are hatched.

At the core of the moulard-foie gras

isiness is a closely guarded technique of

tificial insemination. Without it, the sex-

lUy "lazy" Muscovy males, or drakes,

3uld not be economically viable sires,

d Muscovy hens aren't prolific egg lay-

But white Pekin hens happily supply

undant clutches of eggs containing

ioulard embryos if they are repeatedly in-

minated with Muscovy semen.

There is nothing unusual about the arti-

ial insemination of poultry. The difficult

rt—the heart of the matter for mou-

ds—is the extraction of semen from

3se farouche Muscovy drakes. This re-

ires careffil training of the birds and, as

ael puts it, a special touch. The tech-

}ue is hush-hush, the one part of the foie

js production system I didn't get a ffill

efing on during a recent visit to Spe-

ilty Game Bird's large bam and slaugh-

house. I can say, however, that the sixty-

e breeding drakes I saw looked healthy

d very glad to have humans come into

; room where they are caged.

For their part, the white Pekins were

an and active in the spacious pens,

eir moulard offspring also looked spry

1 content. They eat normally for twelve

«ks, taking feed as the yen comes upon

;m. Then, for an average of twenty-

;ht days, they are put through the pro-

ffli that is the reason for their existence,

works like this.

Each day, the moulards are fed a little

ore than the previous day. And each day

;ir appetite increases. "This is not force

;ding," says Israel. "They want the feed,

hen they stop taking it in, we stop the

jgram."

The goal is to have each duck consume

irty-three pounds of the pelletized high-

Jtein feed. Only in the last week of the

)gram does the fiver expand into a foie

as. In every one of those seven days, the

oulard adds 7.6 ounces to the weight of

liver.

All this while, the moulards are living

jrteen to a cage, moving freely in a

ace far more ample than battery chick-

s enjoy. Every eight hours an attendant

mes and inserts the moistened stainless

el tube of a funnel. A motorized augur

sstitutes for the hand crank of tradition,

ael insists the birds feel no pain. He is

-ely right that it is natural for them to

Id food in their esophagus during their

atively protracted digestion period. And
he pellets actually do stick in the bird's

iw, the program stops and the bird goes

American Museum of

Natural History

DISCOVERY TOURS
Land Adventures with Expert Lecturers

The Great Migration

in Tanzania

January 1-13, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngoro-ngoro

Crater, Tarangire and Lake Manyara.

Exploring Belize

January 12-21, 1993

Chan Chich, Chaa Creek Reserve,

Mountain Pine Ridge Reserve,

Xunantunich and Ambergris Caye.

Treasures of West Africa

Jan. 13-27, 1993

Tombouctou, Dogon country, Mopti

and Bamako in Mali; and Dakar and

Saloum in Senegal; with an optional

extension to Cote d'lvoire.

Natural Treasures of

Costa Rica

February 6-17, 1993

Monteverde Cloud Reserve, Cahuita,

Santa Rosa, Tortuguero and Braulio

Carrillo National Parks.

A Passage Through India

February 9 - March 1, 1993

Delhi, Agra, Khajuraho, Jaipur,

Ranthambhore National Park,

Jaisalmer, Varanasi and Jodhpur.

Kenya and Tanzania

February 11-26, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngoro-ngoro

Crater, Masai Mara Game Reserve,

Samburu and Lake Manyara.

Mexico's Maya and

Olmec Heritage

February 18-27, 1993

The ancient sites of Chichen Itza,

Uxmal, Coba, Tulum, Palenque and

Mayapan.

Guatemala:

Heartland of the Maya
February 20 - March 1, 1993

The ancient sites ofTikal and Iximche,

as well as Guatemala City, Antigua,

Chichicastenango and Lake Atitlan.

Splendors of New Zealand

February 20 - March 6, 1993

Milford Sound, Mount Cook National

Park, Auckland, Rotorua.

Queenstown, Dunedin and Napier.

Cultures and Folkart

of the Oaxaca Valley

March 6-14, 1993

Towns, villages and markets in the

Oaxaca Valley and the ancient sites of

Monte Alban and Mitla.

Mexico's Copper Canyon

and the Sierra Madres

March 13-20, 1993

The Sierra Madres, Copper Canyon

and the towns of Creel, Divisadero

and El Fuerte.

Cultures of Melanesia

and Polynesia

March 26 - April 10, 1993

Viti Levu Island in Fiji; Efate, Tanna

and Pentecost Islands in Vanuatu; and

Tongatapu in Tonga.

For more information contact:

American Museum of Natural

History/Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in NYS
Toll-free (800) 462-8687

Mon. - Fri., 9-5 E.S.T.



American Museum
of Natural History

EXPLORING
CENTRAL
AMERICA

Belize, Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa Rica

and Panama
February 9-21, 1993

Discover lush rain

forests, stunning

beaches, isolated

islands, coral reefs

and the spec-

tacular Panama
Canal with a team

of American

Museum scientists. Using the comfort-

able, 41 -cabin Polaris as our base, we
will explore Belize's renowned coral

reefs, the pristine Bay Islands and

Vivario Cays of

Honduras, the vast

waterway system

of Costa Rica's

Tortuguero Nation-

al Park, and

Panama's San

Bias and Las Per-

las Islands as well

as the dense

Darien Jungle.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

in New York State (212) 769-5700

Monday - Friday, 9-5 E.S.T.

to be slaughtered in the presence of a U.S.

Department of Agriculture inspector Spe-

cialty Game Birds uses the kosher method

of slaughter—slitting the throat—not out

of religious conviction but because, Israel

believes, the animal loses consciousness

immediately while the heart continues to

beat long enough to pump residual blood

through the liver, leaving it purged and

clean.

Recently, animal rights activists infil-

trated one of their members into another

Sullivan County foie gras company. Pic-

tures were taken, local law enforcement

was invited to take action, and articles

were written in the local press and eventu-

ally in the New York Times. In the end, no

legal action was taken, and the scientific

community, including veterinarians and a

poultry scientist, defended the foie gras

producer. But the controversy remains, be-

cause some people will always find foie

Terrine of Foie Gras

(Based on information and a recipe in

Foie Gras, Magret, and Other Good
Foodfrom Gascony, by Andre Daguin

and Anne de Ravel,

Random House, 1988)

1 wholefresh (raw) duckfoie gras,

1 to 1/2 pounds, at room
temperature

Salt

White pepper, freshly crushed

1. Preheat oven to 200 degrees.

2. Bring a large pot of salted water to a

boil.

3. Carefully examine the liver. It has

two lobes, one larger than the other.

Peel off any of the translucent mem-
brane that may be left on the outside.

Gently pull apart the two lobes. Re-

move any green bile spots in their in-

ternal folds with a knife. With a fin-

ger, gently probe the internal folds

and pull out the vein system in each

lobe.

4. Put the lobes in the boiUng water and

blanch for two minutes. Drain, pat

dry with paper towel, and season lib-

erally all over with salt and pepper

5. Line a 5-cup terrine mold or a 5-cup

square stainless steel cake mold with

plastic wrap so that there is a 5-inch

overhang on all sides. Place the foie

gras in the mold and fold the wrap
over the mold.

6. Cover the bottom of a deep oven-

proof pan slightly larger than the ter-

rine mold or cake mold with six lay-

ers of paper towel. Cover the terrine

or cake mold (for the cake mold or

IB

gras an unnecessary, repellent, and pc

sibly cruel exploitation of animals.

Many animal husbandry practices a

open to such charges. Foie gras simply c

fers a dramatic focus for such feelings, r

because its manufacture is vicious, but b

cause it is artificial, and even more so b

cause it includes intervarietal artificial i

semination.

A symbol of luxury and rarely cook

by nonprofessionals, foie gras, even

great restaurants, rarely ends up as an

thing more than plain liver served wiL

minimal garnishing. The ingredient is I
perfect and so expensive (about $40r

pound) that it almost always achiev

Cumonsky's ideal. Like other aristocra

it can afford to be itself.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose sp

cial interests are the history and prepar f

tion offood.

for a terrine whose cover has a han-

dle use a piece of cardboard cut to fit

tightly inside the mold) and set it on

the paper towel. Set the pan in the

oven and cook for approximately 40

minutes or until the internal tempera-

ture of the liver is 115 degrees (mea-

sured with a meat thermometer).

7. Set the terrine or cake mold in a pan

of ice water. Reverse the terrine

cover (if it has no handle) to increase

pressure on the Uver, or weight the

cardboard with several heavy cans.

This forces fat out of the liver When
the Uver is completely covered with

fat, remove the cardboard, cover

tightly, and refrigerate for two to

three days before serving. The Uver

will keep for up to three weeks if

kept refrigerated under a layer of fat.

8. To serve, remove the fat from the

surface, unmold, and cut into serving

sUces.

Yield: 7 to 10 servings

Liberty Potatoes

Reservedfatfrom 1 foie gras

terrine

6 medium potatoes, peeled and
sliced

Salt

1. Mehthefat.
2. Fry the potato slices, a handftil at a

time, until nicely browned. Drain

each batch and keep warm. Continue

with successive batches until done.

Salt to taste.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings
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ANTARCTIC PENJKSULA

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

NTARCTICA
LUXURY ADVENTURE CRUISE

January 21 - February 4, 1993

and on the wildest and most remote

continent in the world with a team of

American Museum scientists and naturalist-

guides. In the company of zoologists and naturalists,

see glaciers, icebergs, towering mountains and vol-

canoes, as well as thousands of enchanting penguins

and other fascinating seabirds, elephant seals,

leopard seals and numerous species of whales.

Experience Antarctica during the height of the

Austral summer, when temperatures are mild and the

days are long. Explore the seventh continent from

the comfort of the fully-stabilized, very comfortable

M.V. Illiria. There are only 70 passenger cabins with

90 crew members providing excellent service and

cuisine. This will be the Museum's sixth cruise to

Antarctica.

Optional extensions to stunning Iguazu Falls and to

Tierra del Fuego are available.

The American Museum offers you an ideal date, a

very comfortable and stabilized cruise vessel with

just 120 participants and very competitive prices.

For detailed information write or call the American

Museum/Discovery Cruise office today: toll-free out-

side New York State (800) 462-8687, or (212)

769-5700.

Please send me detailed information describing

the Museum's Antarctica Cruise

Name (please print)

City State Zip

^j!^»—fc American
yjjpjgwg Museum of

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
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American Museum
of Natural History

SAILING THE CARIBBEAN
Aboard the Sea Cloud

January 14-24, 1993

This winter, step back in time and share

with distinguished lecturers of the

American Museum a unique and
luxurious sailing program to many of

the breathtaking islands that so in-

trigued Columbus. We sail aboard the

magnificent tall ship, Sea Cloud, which

has four masts reaching 20 stories high

and 29 sails utilizing 34,000 square feet

of canvas. Participants aboard this

fabulous yacht need extraordinary in-

ducements to go ashore, and we have

designed the itinerary accordingly. We
will visit St. Lucia's splendid beaches,

bubbling sulphur springs and dramatic

mountains. We will journey into

Grenada's lush Grand Etang National

Park, and Dominica's rain forests,

where several bird species found
nowhere else in the world reside. Spec-

tacular underwater views highlight our

snorkeling
stops in the

Grenadines
and Anguilla,

while St. Kitt's

magnificent
Brimstone
Hill fort offers

panoramic
views of the

Caribbean.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

i>mrMii History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West 1 79th Street

NewYorli,NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687

China's Taklimakan Desert may seem

an inhospitable place for an archeological

venture, but Jolin W. Olsen (page 30) is

gambling that in the dim past, early hu-

mans passed that way and left their traces.

He is also drawn to the region for the

lessons it can offer in the causes and con-

sequences of desertification. An associate

professor of anthropology at the Univer-

sity of Arizona, Olsen has resided in China

on several occasions, most recently in

1990-91 as director of the U.S. National

Academy of Sciences Beijing office. Cur-

rendy, he is a Fulbright lecturer at Kazakh

State University in Alma Ata, Kazakhstan.

For additional reading, he recommends

The Archaeology of Ancient China, by

Kwang-Chih Chang (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1987); Foreign Devils

on the Silk Road: The Search for the Lost

Cities and Treasures of Chinese Central

Asia, by Peter Hopkirk (Amherst: Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Press, 1984); The

Silk Road, by Irene M. Franck and David

M. Brownstone (New York: Facts on File,

1986); and Owen Lattimore's 1929 book

The Desert Road to Turkestan (New York:

AMS Press, reprinted in 1975).

Paleontologist Judy A. Massare (pag

48) decided to specialize in the study c

extinct marine reptiles when she was

graduate student at Johns Hopkins Univei

sity in Baltimore, where she received he

doctorate in 1983. "Of all the marine rep

tile groups," Massare says, "I find the icl

thyosaurs the most interesting becaus

they are so highly modified for marin

fife." Her investigations into tooth shap

and the biomechanical aspects of swin

ming in ichthyosaurs have led her to nc

insights on ichthyosaur evolution and na

ural history. A former assistant professo

of geological sciences at the University c

Rochester, Massare now teaches earth sc

ence at the State University of New Yor

College at Brockport. She has done fiek*

At the Archbold Biological Station

Lake Placid, Florida, Samuel D. Ma
shall (page 40) posed with a scrub jay i

his shoulder. Although Marshall remaii

interested in birds (having once worked

the Department of Ornithology at il

Bronx Zoo), his favorite members of tl

animal kingdom have always been sp

ders, particularly tarantulas. In the at

knowledgments accompanying his late

publication in the Journal ofAraclmolov,

he wrote, "The senior author especial I

wishes to thank the Marshall family U

their support and toleration of a Tlieii

phosa colony in their basement during tl

early stages of his tarantula studies." Soo

after seeing his first tarantula at age fou

teen, Marshall kept about 100 of the largi

hairy spiders in the basement of his hom

in upstate New York. He claims that onl

one escaped, and it never made it upstair:

His fieldwork on tarantulas has taken hit

to French Guiana, Venezuela, Ecuado

and Arizona. Marshall is currentiy work

ing on his Ph.D. at the University of Ten

nessee, focusing on the territorial behavic

of burrowing wolf spiders. For furthe

reading on tarantulas, he recommend

Willis Gertsch's American Spiders CNe\

York: Van Nosti-and Reinhold, 1979).

J



Authors

)rk in Wyoming, Idaho, and Nevada

—

i relatively ichthyosaur-rich areas of

)rth America. At the Berlin Ichthyosaur

ite Park in Austen, Nevada, she helped

i
cavate the remains of Sl Shonisaurus, the

int ichthyosaur of the Triassic period,

r more information, Massare recom-

;nds Dinosaurs, Spitfires, and Sea

agons, by Christopher McGowan
ambridge: Harvard University Press,

91). Marine reptiles are also included in

ivid Norman's The Illustrated Encyclo-

dia of Dinosaurs (New York: Crescent

loks, 1985) and in The Macmillan Illus-

'ted Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs and

ehistoric Animals, by Dougal Dixon,

rry Cox, R. J. G. Savage, and Brian

irdiner (New York: Macmillan, 1988).

12DAY CRUISES FROM $99/DAY

Mayan Ruins • Jungle Rivers • Hccf SnorkclinS • Ikadi

Landings • Fine Dining • Informal, Congenial Atmosphere

Belize • Great Barrier Reef • Guatemala Lakes • Cancun
• Antigua-Grenada • Orinoco • Trinidad • Caracas • Florida

Everglades • Dry Tortugas • Bahamas • Virgm Is.

• Key West-New Orleans via Cull Intracoastal • RI-FL via

Atlantic Intracoastal • Canada Saguenay via Erie Canal

• Maine Coast • NE Whale Watching

800-556-7450 for Free Brochure
American Canadian Caribbean Line, Inc.

i'« Yean „f.Small Ship iSruismg Wdrrcn, 1(1 l)2S85

Rare Wood Egg Collecting
Over 150 different

woods from Africa,

India, Mexico, Brazil,

Middle-East, Asia, USA

Send $1.00 for brochure & price list.'

WOODS OF THE WORLD, INC.
897-B Nortfi Bend Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45224

Profits from the "Doonesbury Dinosaur" products

in ttiis program ore being donated to Friends of

Museum Pork for the restoration of the parl<

grounds at the American Museum of Natural

'^'5*°'Y.
^^sl write, caii

American Museum of Natural History

Museum Shop
79th Street at Central Part( West

New Yori<, NY 10024/212-769-5150

Rainforests
Ecological tours guided by

naturalists in the tropical fotc-sis of

The Amazon, Brazil, Ecuador,
Venezuela, Panama, and Costa Rica.

Advemurcs in the footsteps of ttic great nalur

iver-boat explorations, foiY;st lodges, hiking

expeUilions and a lot of fun

Call or write for a Free Catalog

Ecotour Expeditions 1-800-688-1822

P.O. Box 1066, Cambridge, MA 02238

Over 2

Long

. BeautlfuHrand painted Turtle

. Blue-green with black eyes, solid porcelain

. Absolute guarantee. Please send check or M.O.

Chesterfield's
# 569H-200West3rd. Street, Sumas.WA 98295-800C

FREE CATALOG
The Very Best of PBS
rruiii Ihc s|icllbiii(liriti, ilrariiJi nU, Claudius

and A Tii/c i)J Tin, Cilics Id |ir<jlili-s «\

liinsteiii and LH.I, liill yioyn Amaziruj

Grace, landmark Specials on the American

I ndian, nature, science, plus Agatha Christie

thrillers, diet and health prrjgrams, and

more—all great gift idea.s, too!

%>}
PBS HOME VIDEO

Dfpt. 2GI20, \\Hr,H l.a firiiit«i-, Uk Aji|>clfs, CA !)(I02.^

Toll Free: l-80n-.'):iH-.5856

l-The Artful Fish-
taiog of Fine Fish Exotica

for true 'afishionados!

"^SS^S/B^^^ i-^^^ographs. seafood cookery, wearable

I^^^^B^^^ an. jewelry, toys, ixxiks.—everything FISH!
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Alter gradLialing Ironi college in t

mid- 19605. Galen B. Rathbun (pa

54) traveled from California to Ken\

where he spent the next four years

the U.S. Peace Corps. At the end of 1

tour, he undertook graduate studies

the University of Nairobi, from whi

he earned a Ph.D. in zoology in 19"

His field research was on elephai

shrews. Back in California now, Ral

bun works for the U.S. Fish and Wil

life Service in San Simeon, where

is a research biologist and proje

leader for one of the service's resear

programs on endangered species in i

Pacific states. He is studying the t

havioral ecology of sea otters reinti

duced from central CaUfomia to t

Channel Islands, as well as the stai

,

and life history of declining reptil

and amphibians in central and soul

em California. Rathbun hopes to i

turn to East Africa to determine t

status of some of the forest-dwelli

elephant-shrews. For more on thei

little mammals, about which little f,-

been published, he suggests his o\.

1979 article, "The Social Structii

and Ecology of Elephant-shrew'

(Advances in Etlwlogy, supplement <

the Journal of Cotnparative Etholo, •

vol. 20, pp. 1-77)-, and an article by ;

Lumpkin, "The Elephant-shrew...

a Nose!" (Zoogoer, 1986), which v .•

based on a colony that Rathbun esti •

Ushed at the National Zoological P;

:

in Washington, D.C.

Bradford Winn (page 84) got his

photo opportunity for this month's

"Natural Moment" as he lay on his

belly on the beach watching herons

and egrets feeding. Just as the sun rose

above the trees, a reddish egret rushed

by and stopped suddenly—right in

front of Winn and his camera. Winn,

who has been interested in birds for as

long as he can remember, and who has

been photographing them since he

was eleven, works as an ornithologist

at the New York Zoological Society's

rare animal breeding and research fa-

cility on Saint Catherines Island,

Georgia. He spends much of his free

time photographing the wildlife of

coastal Georgia and is working on a

film about wetland habitats. He pho-

tographed the reddish egret with a

Canon Fl camera and a 400mm lens

with a 2x converter.
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Worlds in Contac

Columbus's

Comedown
"Where is my tenth, my eighth, my third?'

by Samuel M. Wilson

The Columbus of popular mythology

died destitute and alone. In fact, he died a

wealthy man, with his children at his bed-

side. Wherever he went in his last two

years he was able to rent a nice house, full

of servants. Near his chair he kept a small

box of gold coins, which, had he been a

different person, might have served to re-

mind him that he had done pretty well for

having been bom a Genoese weaver's son.

Instead, it acted as a painful reminder of

all the things he thought he was owed, and

all that had been taken from him.

Before his first voyage, Columbus had

been summoned to the royal camp at

Santa Fe, from which King Ferdinand and

Queen Isabella were directing the siege of

Grenada, the last Moorish stronghold in

Spain. There Columbus was granted per-

mission to set out across the Adantic, and

with representatives of the Crown, he

drew up a document called the Capitula-

ciones (agreements) of Santa Fe. Even in

the fifteenth century, lawyers managed to

make legal documents overly long, yet ob-

scure, but this agreement clearly contained

a number of items that offered Columbus

and his heirs great rewards. Juan de

Coloma, a senior official of the Spanish

court, negotiated the terms and notarized

each agreement for the king and queen

(and probably regretted it later). The first

two parts dealt with Columbus's title of

Admiral of die Ocean Sea and his titles on

any land he might find, viceroy and gover-

nor general:

Your Highnesses appoint Don Cristc

Colon to be your Admiral in all those

lands and mainlands which by his acti'

and industry shall be discovered or acqu:

in the Ocean Sea, during his lifetime,

likewise, after his death, his heirs and !

cessors one after another in perpetuit;

Likewise, that Your Highnesses appoint

said Don Cristobal Colon to be y
Viceroy and Governor General in all

said islands and mainlands.

The third part dealt with Columb

share of the profits:

Item, that of all and every kind of mercb

dise, whether pearls, precious stones, g«

silver, spices, and other objects and n

chandise whatsoever, of whatever ki

name and sort, which may be bouj

bartered, discovered, acquired and obtai

within the limits of the said Admiralty, Y
Highnesses grant from now henceforth

the said Don Cristobal, and will that he n

have and take for himself, the tenth par

the whole, after deducting all the expen

which may be incurred therein, so that

what part shall remain clear and free he n

have and take the tenth part for himself, i

may do therewith as he pleases, the ot

nine parts being reserved for Your Hi.

nesses.

The fourth part dealt with protect

Columbus from lawsuits, and the fi

stated that "the said Don Cristobal Col

may, if he chooses, contribute and pay

eighth part of all that may be spent in i

equipment [of voyages by others], andtl

likewise he may have and take the eigl

part of the profits that may result iT(

2 Natural History 10/92





Portrait ofColumbus, by Sebastiano del Piombo (1485-1547)
The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan. 1900

such equipment.—It so pleases their

Highnesses. Juan de Coloma." (Translated

by John Noble Wilford in The Mysterious

History of Columbus, 1991.)

Columbus lost most of the concessions

named in the Capitulaciones between their

signing on April 17, 1492, and his death

fourteen years later. The discovery of

gold-producing islands, and the ever in-

creasing prospects of other undiscovered

territories in the Americas, outweighed

both legal and moral restraints (certainly

little of either was shown the people who
had lived in these lands for ten millennia).

One by one Columbus's claims to the

wealth being taken from the Americas

slipped away. The "tenth" of everything

soon became a tenth of the Crown's "royal

fifth"—in other words 2 percent rather

than 10 percent (still a fortune). The
"eighth," his legitimate part of the profits

of any voyage that he invested in, was

very slow to arrive, if it ever did. As

4 Natural History 10/92

Columbus's health failed and he lost favor

with the king, his partners in these voy-

ages stalled on their payments.

Columbus also lost the tides of viceroy

and governor general, proving himself a

disaster as a leader. Columbus used people

as tools, bullied and cheated them, and

from the first voyage there was no short-

age of people who hated him. Columbus

even went back on his promise to give a

decent lifelong pension to the first sailor

who saw land on the first voyage: in the

early moming of October 12, 1492, Ro-

drigo de Triana saw the island of San Sal-

vador (Guanahani), but once it became

clear that it was land, Columbus remem-

bered that in fact he had seen land some

hours before.

Even Columbus's supporter, the priest

and historian Bartolome de Las Casas, had

to concede that the Columbus family, and

the Admiral of the Ocean Sea in particular,

"did not show modesty and discretion in

governing Spaniards which they shoui

have done." A foreigner—not even ;i

aristocratic foreigner—treated Spani^

gentlemen like they were servants. Ci

lumbus's brief reign as leader of the Spai

ish forces in the Indies was marked b

mutiny and rebellion. What he did to tl

indigenous people he met in the Nc
World was even worse.

In 1500, under orders from the Crowi

Francisco de Bobadilla sailed to Hispar

iola. took over the government, and ai

rested Columbus (then on his third vo\

age). Columbus was put in irons and sei

back to Spain. As far as the Spanish go\

emment was concerned, this took care

his claim to being viceroy and govern

general of the Indies. The Genoese C
iumbus had once again become a foi

eigner in the land. Although he and his di

scendants continued to battle in the court

they had little legal recourse against tb

Crown.

Columbus was not yet out of busines

however. Between 1500 and 1502 he de

uged the court, mostly the queen, with le

ters concerning a long-held obsession (

his—capturing Jerusalem and the sepu

cher of Christ, then under Islamic contrc

Historian Felipe Femandez-Armesto, i

his splendid book Columbus (1991), fine

that Columbus gave three arguments su|

porting his dream: first, the Holy Spii

had told him to do it, and in support of th i

he cited the many ways in which he ha

been given divine help in the past; secom

success would be certain if the king an

queen and their subjects had faith in Go

(and, Columbus believed, they did); f

nally, both scriptural prophecies and astrc

logical predictions
—

"signs in the hea\

ens"—indicated that victory was certaii

As Femandez-Armesto points out, thes

prophecies and predictions had to do wit

the coming end of the world, a prospec

that haunted Columbus.

Largely to get rid of Columbus, hopinj

that at last he would perish at sea, Ferdi

nand and Isabella gave him leave to mak'

one more trip to the Indies. Columbus se

out with four small ships; financing wa

easy to come by in this period of gre.i

promise, but he put up some of his ow i

money for the venture. The king aiii

queen expressly forbade him to go to His

paniola (except perhaps for a stop on thi

way back), but completely in character, h(

headed there first.

When he reached Santo Domingo

Spain's principal port in the Indies, Co

Iumbus was refused anchorage, so ht

stayed at sea off the southern coast of His

'
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paniola while he tried to negotiate with the

city's commander. Soon Columbus began

to observe changes in the winds, clouds,

and tides that were like those he had seen

in previous brushes with hurricanes. He

prepared his ships for the storm and sent

word to Santo Domingo advising captains

not to leave port. Despite Columbus's

warning, a treasure fleet of about twenty-

six vessels set sail for Spain. Columbus's

four ships managed to survive the hurri-

cane intact, but the treasure fleet lost

twenty ships and more than 500 lives,

among them were Bobadilla and the

courageous Taino chief Guarionex (see

"Columbus, My Enemy," Natural Histoiy,

December 1990).

Columbus then toured the coast of Cen-

tral America, where he had to abandon

two of his ships. They had been turned into

unseaworthy sponges by the borers that

feasted on their wood hulls. The other two

ships, the Capitana and the Santiago,

were nearly as bad off. They barely made

it to Jamaica, and on June 25, 1503, just

before they sank, Columbus had them run

onto a sand bar in Saint Ann's Bay. The

hulks were roped together and mmed into

swampy living quarters for the disgusted

and demoralized crew (an archeological

team from Texas A&M University is cur-

rently searching for the wrecks' remains).

On July 7, 1503, more than ten years

after he had landed in the Caribbean for

the first time, Columbus wrote to the

Spanish king and queen:

I came to serve Your Highnesses at the age

of twenty-eight, and now I have no hair

upon me that is not white, and my body is

infirm and exhausted. All that was left to me
and to my brothers has been taken away and

sold, even to the cloak that I wore, to my
great dishonor.. . . Until now, I have wept for

others; now may the skies have pity on me,

and may the earth weep for me. Of things

material I have not even a penny to give the

Church; in things spiritual, here in the In-

dies, I have been separated from any form

of Catholic life. Isolated in this pain, sick,

expecting death every day, surrounded by a

host of cruel savages and our enemies, and

thus separated from the holy sacraments of

holy Church, how neglected will be this soul

if here it parts from my body. Weep for me,

whoever has charity, truth and justice. I did

not come on this voyage to navigate for

gain, honor or wealth; this is certain, for any

hope I had of such things is dead. I came to

Your Highnesses with honest purpose and

sincere zeal, and I do not lie. I humbly beg

your Highnesses that, if God sees fit to re-

move me from this place, you will aid me to

go to Rome and on other pilgrimages. You
whose lives and high state the Sacred Trin-

ity guards and increases.

'We no longer accept the Discover card.

'

Half the company mutinied after a fe

months and wandered the northeastei

coast of Jamaica, preying on the Tai'no Ii

dians who lived there. Columbus sei

Diego Mendez de Salcedo to Hispaniol

in a Taino canoe with hired paddlers to g(

a ship to rescue him, but it was nearly

year in coming. Columbus and his crc

(including those who had mutinied) the

jammed themselves into a decrepit shij

smaller than any of the four caravels the

had begun the voyage with, and somehc

made it back to Hispaniola and then t

Spain.

The disastrous fourth voyage mine

any chance Columbus had of ever returr

ing to the Indies or of ever regaining hi

title of viceroy. It demonstrated that h

was washed up as an explorer and agent (

the king, and it finished the job of wreci

ing his health.

The king and queen were probably nc

thrilled to see Columbus return. Th

queen, who at many critical points ha

supported Columbus, was gravely ill an

died less than a month after his retun

Columbus had been stripped of all of h:

titles except that of admiral, and he was i

poor health and increasingly desperate. 1

every letter to the king he included th

same refrain: "where is my tenth, m
eighth, my third?" The "third" in th;

litany was a strange figment of his imag

nation and a symptom of his increasing!

irrational state of mind. Earlier admirals (

Spain's then-small island domains in th

Mediterranean, having paid for the cok

nization and development of the islanc

themselves, had kept a third of all profit

much the way a feudal lord got a large ci

of his estate's produce. In his mint

Columbus twisted this inappUcable prece

dent to mean that he should get a third c,

the proceeds of the Indies—not the 2 pei

cent he in fact received, nor the 10 percer

he demanded, nor the 20 percent the Span

ish government got, but 33 percent fo

himself and his descendants forevermore

For months on end the king ignorei

Columbus, not answering his letters o

asking him to visit the court. This was ai

exquisite form of torture for a person lik(

Columbus, who hated to wait for anythini

but had spent his whole life in excruciadnj

delays, broken by brief and usually calam

itous flurries of activity. Before his firs

voyage the king had kept him sitting anc

waiting for ten years for a license to sai

west, turning the matter over to committet

after committee or otherwise putting

Columbus on hold. When Columbus wa;

deposed as viceroy of Hispaniola in 150(

6 Natural History 10/92
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and sent back to Spain in chains (he re-

fused the captain's oti^'er to remove them).

the king and queen had let him sit (still in

chains) for six weeks after his arrival in

Spain.

Of all the periods of inactivity he was

forced to endure, this final one was the

most agonizing of all. because Columbus,

King Ferdinand, and everyone else knew

that Columbus did not have many months

to five. Soon, Columbus knew, his arthritic

and gout-ridden body would fail him, and

it would be too late. And Ferdinand knew

that soon he would be rid of this annoying

foreigner forever, this lowly born and

overly successful pest whom he had come

to genuinely loathe over the years.

Columbus sought comfort from his

children, whom he manipulated and used

but certainly seemed to love. Some of his

last letters to Diego, his son and heir (bom

to his wife. Dona Felipa Perestrello e

Monis, who had died young), contain

moving pleas for the respect or at least

love of his child. These letters all began,

"My very dear son," and ended "Your fa-

ther, who loves you more than himself."

The relationship of Columbus and Diego

was troubled, however, because Diego had

what Columbus wanted most—the ear of

the king. Diego had been in the queen's

guard at court, and after her death in 1504,

he had become part of the king's inner cir-

cle. So these letters between Columbus

and Diego are torn by the admiral's love

for his son and his urgent wish that Diego

press his compulsive and unrealistic de-

mands on the king.

Columbus's letter of December 1, 1504,

following another written three days ear-

lier, begins: "My very dear Son: After I re-

ceived your letter of November 15th,

nothing more has been heard from you. I

wish you would send me some small mes-

sage. Every hour I hope to receive a letter

from you." He rambles on about financial

problems, asking for information about

the king's state of mind on this and that

matter, mentioning again "the third and

the tenth," and complaining that he had

"not received the tenth, except the tenth of

what Their Highnesses receive." At the

end he reminds his son to write, adding, as

subtly as an unsubtle man was able, a hint

suggesting that Diego could send word if

he wanted to: "Every day messengers

from where you are arrive here." The letter

closes: "Our Lord help you in your sacred

duty. Done in Seville on the 1st of Decem-

ber. Your father who loves you more than

himself."

Columbus signed as always with his
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formal signature, a cryptic stack of letters

that he asked his heirs to use as their own

but never really explained:

r-

Although his meaning for the first three

lines probably will never be precisely

known, historian Samuel Eliot Morison

believed the simplest answer is that they

correspond to the Latin formula Servus

Sum Altissimi Salvatoris
—"Servant I am

of the Highest Saviour," with the third line

representing Christ, Mary, and Jesus, or

perhaps Joseph. But the signature may be

read up and down as well as across, and

according to some scholars, it contains

complex references to the North Star, San-

tiago, the Christian cross, and a ship's

mast. The last line in the signature ex-

presses the view Columbus promoted of

himself in his last letter: Xpo is a Greek-

like rendition of Cristobal and also Christ,

and FERENS means "carrier," referring to

the Christ bearer. Columbus thought he

was destined to expand Christendom, cho-

sen specifically by God to do what he had

done. In the last months he sometimes

slipped and spoke of the New World as he

conceived of it
—

"the Indies, which God
has given to me."

As Columbus neared death, he tried to

stop his pathetic and ineffectual strug-

gling. He wrote to Diego de Garza, a

sometimes sympathetic friend and eventu-

ally the archbishop of Seville, saying:

Since it appears that His Highness does not

intend to comply with the promise he made
me by his spoken word and in writing, to-

gether with the Queen who now is in

heaven. I think that my carrying on this

fight, being only a simple laborer, would be

like sailing into the wind; it would be well

for me to leave this to God our Lord. He has

always helped me and looked after my
needs.

Death, his destiny, and the deeds of his

enemies preoccupied Columbus. In his

notes, he wrote down biblical prophecies

and connections of his experiences with

lists of biblical passages, and in the margin

wrote a long and complex poem. The

poem was in Spanish but at the beginning

of each verse was a Latin phrase; when the

Latin phrases from the six verses are com-

bined they spell out a message: "Be mind-

ful of thy most recent actions and thi

shalt avoid sin in eternity." The last vei

of Columbus's poem, in the artful trans!

tion of Felipe Fernandez-Armesto. readi

Sinless be, and contemplate

The agonies of those who die.

How grief and terror are the fate

Of sinners in their wretched state.

Think well, as far as in thee lie.

Upon the just, released at last

From travails suffered in the past.

Into the light eternally.

On March 20, 1506, at the age of fifl

five, Columbus died. Around him were I

sons, Diego and Fernando; his brothei

Bartolome and Diego; and a few servai

and supporters. His last words are said

have been "in manus tuas, Domine, coi

mendo spiritum meum" (into your hanc

Lord, I commend my spirit)—

b

deathbed scenes are never quite so sai

tary and romantic as those writing lat

make them out to be.

What gold Columbus had accumulatt

dissipated in two generations. (Althouj

Diego married extremely well and link

the Columbus name with an establish

and powerful aristocratic lineage that e

dured, his son Luis traded any claim to t!

profits from the New World for a mu
smaller tide and fiefdom than those C
lumbus was offered, and then he squa

dered them.) The grandiose promises tli

the king and queen of Spain drew up t

fore his first voyage with such an unlike

prospect as the Italian Cristoforo Coloml

were one by one bought off or nullified

the interest of national security. Tl

Crown wrote this awkward association (

to experience and never made the san

mistake again.

Today, Cristobal Colon, the linear d

scendant of the sailor who ran into tl

West Indies on the way to the East Indil

and never knew the difference, is a liei

tenant commander in the Spanish Na\

Air Corps. With commendable patieno

and grace, he has weathered the misplace

adulation and indignities of being a tai

gible symbol of so many complicate

things, for he has about as much in con

mon with his ancestor as any of us has. Yi

on his business card, in small letters, U
neath his name, above his telephone, tele;

and fax numbers, is the title Columbi

fought the hardest to keep in his famil

forever: Almirante del Mar Oceano. Ac

miral of the Ocean Sea.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthwpolo^

at the University ofTexas at Austin.
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Life in a Punctuation
A visitor to Russia reflects on change in nature and the nature ofchange

by Stephen Jay Gould

We usually view textbooks as recorders

and repositories, rather than active build-

ers and definers of a field. But a few be-

come so influential, and so dominating in

their multiple editions, that they solidify

both the commitments and the directions

of a profession. Paul Samuelson's intro-

ductory textbook of economics has so per-

formed for this half of our century, but

even Samuelson cannot match the influ-

ence of his English predecessor Alfred

Marshall, who first published his Princi-

ples of Economics in 1890. This text ran

through twenty-four editions and domi-

nated the field to the days of Marshall's

greatest student, John Maynard Keynes.

Marshall stated his primary commit-

ment in as up-front a manner as possible

—

and I mean literally—for he emblazoned

his motto right on the title page: Natura

nonfacit saltum (Nature does not proceed

by leaps). This old Latin aphorism is so

common and canonical that its origins

have been lost in a forest of multiple

claims and attributions. Philosophers often

cite Leibniz, but biologists know (and the

latest edition of Bartlett's Familiar Quota-

tions gives us the nod) that Linnaeus codi-

fied and popularized the phrase by making

it the watchword of his Philosophia Bo-

tanica of 1150.

We also know that Darwin continually

invoked Natura non facit saltum as the

fundamental epitome for his broadest

view of nature. He cites the phrase seven

times in the first edition of the Origin of

Species, once as a chapter heading, and

described on all other occasions with the

well-chosen "canon"—as, for example,

"that old canon in natural history." In sev-

eral passages, Darwin explicitly identifies
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his theory of natural selection as the archi-

tect of such gradualism in nature:

As natural selection acts solely by accumu-

lating slight, successive, favorable varia-

tions, it can produce no great or sudden

modification; it can act only by very short

and slow steps. Hence the canon of "Natura

non facit saltum," which every fresh addi-

tion to our knowledge tends to make more
strictly correct, is on this theory simply in-

telligible.

But this phrase, and the image thus

evoked of imperceptible gradualism as na-

ture's mode of change, did not command
universal assent. Thomas Henry Huxley

may have been Darwin's "buUdog," but he

also made his disagreement clear, express-

ing his major reservation in a famous letter

to Darwin written just after his first read-

ing of the Origin: "You load yourself with

an unnecessary difficulty in adopting

Natura non facit saltum so unreservedly."

As illustrated by its focal status in fields

as diverse as economics and evolutionary

biology, Natura nonfacit saltum embodies

a major issue in science, and in all intel-

lectual life—for what could be more basic

or important than the nature of change.

And as demonstrated by Huxley's demur-

ral, the aphorism popularized by Linnaeus

and embraced as fundamental by Darwin

and Marshall represents no self-evident

truth, but a testable claim that might more

often be wrong than right.

In any case, this key question of the

pace and mode of change carries implica-

tions that transcend any scientific resolu-

tion, for practical questions of culture and

politics must inevitably be engaged. In

particular, a claim for the necessarily grad-

ual nature of change offers firm support

against the specter of revolution—both

conservatives who wish to maintain an

tablished order and to mild reformists w
advocate change at a balanced, measur

and imperceptible pace, with minimal d

ruption of social stability. A success

equation of gradualism with nature's

evitable way becomes a powerful politi

tool, whether explicitly so intended or r

Science and general culture must alwi

be intertwined, but the links are especia

clear for issues of such joint concept

importance and social implication.

Consider two examples: one rather c

tant from immediate American conce

(and therefore tending to strike us

merely amusing); the other much clo

and consequently more painful. C
might guess the man's social status £

implied politics from his name (and c

would be right in this case); so consi(

the brief against revolutionary char

penned by the British anthropologist A

gustus Henry Lane-Fox Pitt Rivers wh

he established a museum of die history

human technology in 1891. (Note also 1

specific invocation of Natura non fa

saltum in English U"anslation.)

For good or evil...we have thought proj

to place power in the hands of the mass

The masses are ignorant, and knowledge

swamped by ignorance.... The knowled

they lack is the knowledge of history. Tl

lays them open to the designs of derr

gogues and agitators who strive to ma
them break with the past, and seek the ren

dies for exisdng evils, or the means of futi

progress, in drastic changes that have r

the sanction of experience. It is by a knov

edge of history only that such experien

can be supplied.... The law that Natu

makes no jumps, can be taught by the h
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tory of mechanical contrivances, in such a

way as at least to make men cautious how
they listen to scatterbrained revolutionary

suggestions.

If you ever wondered why Booker T.

Washington was so lauded by white

Americans as an apostle of "Negro prog-

ress" in his day, but seems such an am-

biguous figure to most African Americans

today, consider his 1904 statement on the

necessarily gradual character of racial

equalization:

For my race, one of its dangers is that it may
grow impatient and feel that it can get upon

its feet by artificial and superficial efforts

rather than by the slower but surer process

which means one step at a time through all

the constructive grades of industrial, men-

tal, moral, and social development which all

races had to follow that have become inde-

pendent and strong.

I bring up this broad issue for a more

persona] reason based on a conjunction of

two events: a trip to Russia in July 1992,

which (among so many other complicated

thoughts and feelings) powerfully evoked

an interesting piece that I had read in the

Boston Globe for May 3, 1 992, by the syn-

dicated economic columnist David Warsh.

This article carried an odd title for a self-

professed capitalist: "Redeeming Karl

Marx."

Warsh bases his argument on a pungent

irony now being played out in Russia. On
the one hand, and for all the world to see,

Marx's economics has failed spectacu-

larly, at least in the largest and longest ex-

periment ever carried out in its name. (One

might, of course, keep the faith and label

the experiment a perversion, but only the

most religiously conmiitted could fail to

extract some powerfully negative evi-

dence from the Soviet collapse.) Warsh

writes, with measured voice and generos-

ity toward the vanquished:

Does that mean that Marx will be consigned

to the intellectual scrap heap? Probably not.

As a symbol, he'll be around as long as peo-

ple hunger for justice—a tarnished but

evocative figure, in whose name great

"Before trying surgery I'd like to wait and see ifyou just shed them in the spring.

crimes have been committed, not unlij

other great religious figures, Jesus and N.

hammed.

But Warsh then argues that as Mar
economics has failed, he is being :

deemed by the success of his broader, i

derlying philosophy—in particular, 1

commitment to the non-gradual, punc

ated character of change in complex s;

tems. Warsh continues from the previc

quotation: "Within social science, ho

ever, he's likely to be remembered for i

introduction of the theory of punctual

equilibria."

Warsh then uses the rest of his colui

to argue that the gradualist theory of g(

eral change, so important to Darwin a

others, is being challenged in field af

field by an alternative model positing s

bility as the normal (and actively pers

tent) state of complex systems, w
change as a rare and relatively rapid d

combobulation that moves the syst<

from one durable position to anoth

Warsh gives three diverse exampL
spread throughout our century and in

eating the broad nature of this puncti

tional challenge to gradualism (he mi|

have supplied many more, including

tastrophe and chaos theories in mathem

ics, and Foucault's notions of social i

intellectual change): introduction of

quantum in early twentieth century ph

ics; Thomas Kuhn's punctuational the(

of the history of ideas in science, with

distinction between long periods of "n

mal science" and short episodes of revc

tionary change (see The Structure ofS

entific Revolutions, 1962); and the thee

of punctuated equilibrium in evolution;

biology, proposed by Niles Eldredge a

myself in 1972.

Eldredge and I argue that most spec

are stable for most of their geological U

times, often lasting many millions

"years—the equihbrium—and that chan

does not usually occur by imperceptil

gradual alteration of entire species 11

rather by isolation of small populatic

and their geologically instantaneous traj

formation to new species—the punctii

tion. Our theory entails no new or viok

mechanism, but only represents the proj

scaling of ordinary events into the va

ness of geological time. An isolated pop

lation may take a thousand years to spe-

ate, and its transformation would therefc*

appear glacially slow if measured by t

irrelevant scale of our personal hves. Bui

thousand years, appropriately recorded i

geological time, is only an unresolvab

12 Natural History 10/92
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moment, usually preserved on a single

bedding plane, in the lifetime of species

that often live for several million years in

stasis. (In any case, our theory of punctu-

ated equilibrium is only one example of a

much broader intellectual movement, with

many antecedents. It was kind of Warsh to

borrow our name for the general phenom-

enon, but we cannot lay any claim to pri-

ority or originality for the overall scheme,

only for a particular application.)

Warsh certainly recognizes that this

theme invokes one of the "big" issues in

intellectual life:

More largely, the punctuated equilibrium

debate is really an argument about the fun-

damental nature of change. Is it "easy." or is

it "hard"?... In each case, punctuated equi-

librium seemed to strike at one of the very

deepest foundations at [sic] our knowledge

of the world, namely the conviction that

change would always be a matter of smooth

little increments at the margin of things.

Warsh then argues that Marx's theory of

economics and revolutionary historical

change represents the most important ex-

pression of punctuational thinking in the

social sciences. He also notes how con-

ventional economic gradualists under-

stood the challenge and responded:

Marx's opponents recognized immediately

the challenge that his views posed to their

science—not only in the streets, but at the

deepest intellectual levels. The marginal-

ists—Jevons, Menger. Walras—answered

almost immediately with the easily mathe-

matized concept of marginal utility and

equilibrium analysis, in which all elements

are kept in place by mutual counterpoise

and interaction, that informs our view of

economics down to the present day. [Warsh

then recounts the tale of Marshall and

Natura non facit saltiim and continues.]

From his Cambridge pulpit. Marshall's star

pupil, John Maynard Keynes, also preached

against the very concept of revolution, cit-

ing the same pieties about the impossibility

of discontinuous change that had comforted

Darwin 75 years before.

This argument brings Warsh to the cli-

max of his ironic theme: just as Russia dis-

plays the abject failure of the largest ex-

periment in Marx's particular economic

theory, the growth of punctuational think-

ing validates his broader views on the na-

mre of change.

Economics scholars are only now bringing

discontinuities into a central place in their

field, mainly through the study of increasing

returns to scale. Economics is finally mov-

ing slowly toward becoming a history of

technology and institutions, as Marx had

wanted. But you don't need even a smatter-

ing of recondite economics to understand

Marx's enduring place in the modem world.

His memorial is the word revolution, mean-

ing not so much the bullet in the eye of an

Eisenstein movie, as the relaUvely sudden

development, generally unanticipated but

quick to spread until people "accept die n(

as unthinkingly as they once opposed it,"

Cyril Stanley Smith once put it.

Obviously, I applaud and greatly app

ciate Warsh's argument and his identifi(

tion of the new Marxian irony. But

missed the most ironic point of all—prt

ably because you have to be "on site"

Russia today to see it for yourself. Yes, I

Russian reality does discredit a sped

Marxist economics, but Warsh didn't n

ognize that the same reality also ilh

trates, in a most eerie and striking mann

the second component of Marx's thes

the validity of the larger model of punc

ational change. As I look back on my i

cent week in Moscow and Saint Pete

burg and try to epitomize this remarkal

and unprecedented experience in my trs

els, I can only offer the following expn

sion: all the tension, all the strangeness,

the confusion can be integrated by recc

nizing that Russia now resides within tl

rarest of historical moments. Russia

presently in the midst of a punctuation tl

must soon resolve itself in one way or i

other—into some form of promise or pn

perity, or some species of chaos and diss

lution. The Russian people, betrayed

one side of an ideology, are now dispis

ing the valid generality of a deeper theo

of change.

As a former philatelist, I can experiei

punctuational chaos vicariously in i

pages of my stamp album by tracing

hyperinflations of Hungary in 1946 e

Germany in 1923. My first German ser

for the year, showing a bird on the wii

begins with 5 Pfennigs and ends with 2

Marks (a Pfennig is Ym of a Mark). T

next starts with a crew of workmen ai

Marks and ends with just numbers

75,000. The next begins at 5,000 Mai

(overprinted on an old 40-Pfennig start

and runs to 2 milUon (overprinted on

old 5,000-Mark stamp). Subsequent isst

show numbers only, for there is no roc

for any picture. My last sequence begins

500,00() Marks and ends with a stamp 1

50 billion (yes, 50,000,000,000—and

written out along the bottom edge). Goc

bye overnight to a lifetime of savinj

Workers were paid daily and then we

forth to buy anything they could find—^f

the money would be worthless tomorrov

The Russian ruble has not hyperinflat

to this extent, but the decrease in compi

ative value to the dollar is more than

hundredfold. In 1970, I rode the work

greatest system of public transportatic

the Moscow subway, for just 5 kopec
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rsatility that makes them a smart-choice alter-

fi itive to other popularly priced porro prism

Iands and especially the fixed-focus products in

e market

j Virtually none of the fixed-focus binoculars

irrently manufactured offer close-focusing
' )wn to at least 15 feet, (a distinct disadvantage to

rdwatchers) or essential diopter adjustments to

gulate strain-causing vision imbalance (the

trong eye vs. weak eye problem" many of us

ive). Without a focus control, it is virtually im-

)ssible to fine tune for a tack sharp image, hi

Idition, without manual focusing capability, like

i the Nikon StayFocus Plus Series, there is no

fay
to take advantage of the ample focusing

inge that exists in quality eyepiece lenses to

cus and regulate for most umstigmatic near-

' ghtedness and farsightedness. Therefore, not

^ ;ing able to release prescription wearers from

I
leir eyeglasses.

i Nikon recognizes the need for simplicity and

, jnvenience. . .like in so many consumer product

idustries. Although still believing that binocu-

rs, in tiieir traditional form, are easy to focus,

• ikon responded to market demands without

' Dmpromise, with a product in its own class, its

wn niche. Not simply another version of a fixed-

)cus binocular.

StayFocus Plus is a top qualify h-aditional-sfyle

'

inocular with a quick, smooth, full range central

jcus control that goes from ufKlose to infin-

y . . .and it has a Focus Lock. If you want the fea-

jre of "lift and Look," linkup tiie dot on the

ridge to the infinify mark (o°) and lock. Thafs it!

"he binocular is now in a no-focus mode i.e., 7x

40 feet to ~), lOx (80 feet to ~) until the lock is

eleased. And StayFocus Plus models give you

he major benefit of essential diopter controls for

Dng hours of comfortable viewing.
'

' This, tiien, is NIKON'S answer to tiie h-adi-

' ional popular priced binocular market and the

ixed-focus binocular concept. A binocular for the

: jirdwatcher who demands tack sharp up-close to

-= focusing and in the same product, a "lift and

ook" feature for those who desire it. StayFocus

^lus... affordable versatility available in 7x35,

ix40, 7x50 and 10x50 models. Without compro-

iiise, it is truly. . .'The Best of Both Worlds."

StayFocus Plus IF Binoculars

FULL SIZE

NIKONS
WELLWITHIN
YOUR RANGE.

If you always wanted a pair of full size Nikons

that give you the low-light advantage and wide

field of view no compact can deliver, zero in on

our StayFocus Plus II Series.

No other binoculars offer such a

range of features and versatilify in a

more reasonable price range.

Ultra responsive, they focus

from close-up to infinify, just like

all other Nikon qualify binoculars.

But they also have our special

setting that keeps action at a dis-

tance— a ball game for example
— always in focus. So you don't

have to lift a finger to enjoy

crisp, clear images. StayFocus

Plus II binoculars also have a

right eyepiece diopter

adjustment essential for

comfortable viewing, new
space-age rubber sfyling, and

they come in 7x35, 7x50, 8x40

and 10x50 models—all backed

by Nikon's limited 25-year

warranfy. Best of all, they're

Nikons. which means leg-

endary, precisely aligned,

multicoated optics that make
spectating truly spectacular!

See them at your Nikon

dealer today and get a

whole lot of binocular for

a lot less than you think.

Promotional offer good October 1

through December 31. 1992, Visit

or call your Nikon dealer for details

and a redemption fonn, or write:

Nikon Inc . Attn: Birdfeeder Promo,
1300 Walt Whitman Road, Mehrille.

NY 1 1 747-3064, c 1992 Nikon Inc.



(about 5 cents by the official rate of ex-

change—one ruble for one dollar). The

price has just risen twenty times to one

ruble, but the exchange rate now stands at

about 1 30 rubles to the dollar—and I now

rode the subways, still functioning and

still the world's best, for less than one cent

(an odd feeling for an old New York kid

who remembers the nickel ride of his

youth).

Kopeck coins are effectively worthless

and have largely passed from use, al-

though you need to save your old 2 kopeck

coins to make a (now virtually free) public

telephone work. Shoppers must walk

around with wads of bills to fit the old

cliche "thick enough to choke a horse," for

not enough new bills of higher denomina-

tion have been printed, and you need enor-

mous stacks of the old one-, three-, and

five-ruble notes to buy much of anything

in this purely cash economy.

I had never realized the full extent of

hardships and confusions caused by infla-

tion of this order. I was told over and over

again that most prices have risen thirty to

fifty times, while salaries rarely increase

more than tenfold (that is, when your em-

ployer can find enough rubles to pay you).

Combine this wage and price disparity

with the fall of the ruble relative to West-

em currencies, and you can sense the dual

frustration. Just two stories, among scores

that we heard and witnessed, as a testi-

mony to the annoyances, tensions, and

Catch-22s that arise in such a situation. I

journeyed to Russia as part of an Ameri-

can delegation of four evolutionary biolo-

gists sent by our National Academy of

Sciences to assess prospects for coopera-

-T'^C^Zl^
"Let's alljoin in saying 'hallelujah 'for the news that the science community has

scrapped the big-bang theory ofthe creation.

"

tion with our Russian counterparts. \

visited the wonderful paleontological m
seum in Moscow, built on the city's oi

skirts just a few years ago, and one of t

world's best both in content and displ;

But the museum is now closed indefinite

for two major reasons. First, they have k

all their best fossils to Japan, where th

will be displayed and televised for a fee

$100,000—a resistible temptation, pf

haps, in the past, but we are now speaki

of more than 10 milhon rubles, otherwi

unobtainable. Second, they used to p
their support staff from the small adm
sion fees that all could manage. Now th

cannot charge enough "at the gate" to i

ford the salaries that would keep the m
seum open. (I am reminded of Americ;

amateur musical groups that must lo

money every time they perform, even

they sell out the house—and can therefo

only break even by not performing at all

For a second tale, consider the irony

altered troubles. In the bad old days, scie

tists could rarely travel abroad because p
litical repression and bureaucratic inef

ciency conspired to make visas and oth

necessary paperwork almost unobtai

able, even when you had money for tickt

and expenses. Now you are perfectly fr

to go, but inflation has placed tickets a

solutely beyond reach (for intematior

fares are geared to Western prices). Lab

ratory directors who once made the equi

alent of several hundred dollars a mor

now earn between thirty and forty d<

lars—and even the hour's hop from Sai

Petersburg to Helsinki represents sever

months' earnings, while America can oni

be measured in years.

Of course, all these inflationary tali

only make sense when items are availat

that you wish to purchase. In some r

spects, Moscow has become an orgy

selling as individuals are now free to e:

gage in commerce, and most land is ui

owned and therefore available for yoi

shack, your stall, your table, or just yo

standing and silently holding the item

two that you wish to flog. Political fre

dom has spawned a predictable outpou

ing of once-banned items. I appreciate

the symbolism (at least) of religious calei

dars and charts of the Romanov dynasty <

czars. But I must confess to feeling son

dubiety as I purchased an astrologic

chart for 1992, a pamphlet entitled Nun

bers ofthe Kabbala, and a soft-pom papii"

named Venera, featuring articles on teei^

age sexuality, Don Juan, and syphili

(Other items, once favored, have foun

new uses. Real toilet paper, for example.
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Call fortheWild
Your Long Distance Calls Can Help . .

.

A Special Long Distance

Discount Program

Now, you can support the American

Museum of Natural History and save money

on all ofyour long distance calling when you

join our Members' Long Distance Advan-

tage program. You'll receive guaranteed

savings of up to 25% while helping the

Museum fulfill its mission to educate the

public, conduct research expeditions, and

mount fliture exhibits.

There is no cost to join the program and there are no monthly fees, minimum calling

requirements, or restricted calling circles. The program even pays the standard switch-

over fee charged by your phone company. It's an easy way to get significant everyday

savings on all ofyour long distance calls while providing valuable support to the

American Museum of Natural History. The Members' Long Distance Advantage

program is managed by Trans National Commimications and carried by one ofthe

"Top Three" long distance carriers.

• Support for the American Museum of Natural History at No Cost to You
• Guaranteed Savings on Every Call

• No Cost to Join

Card for Savings Away from Home

24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

MEMBERS' LONG DISTANCE

ADVANTAGE



If It's

Tuesday,

This Must Be
Funafuti.

If it's Thursday, it could be Komodo or

Kamchatka. But only on Ahercrombie

& Kent's Pacific Voyages of the Explorer.

With naturalists guiding the way, the

Explorer will take you far beyond the

beaten path. Zodiacs whisk you safely

from ship to seldom-visited places and

peoples. And because the Explorer

accommodates only 96 travellers, rest

assured she'll never overwhelm a

wildlife site or village. Send for

information, see your travel agent or

call(800) 831-8610. Ask for Lisa.

The Pacific Voyages

of the Explorer
Ahercrombie & Kent International

1520 Kensington Road, Dept. NH
Oak Brook, 11 60521-2141 USA

Q Yes, rush details of the Pacific

Voyages of the Explorer.

Name
Address
City State Zip

Phone
Travel Agent

Please send me information on:

Antarctica

South Seas to the Spice Islands

Vietnam to the Russian Far East

Micronesia to Easter Island

c^&FP
Ahercrombie 8l Kent International, Inc.

hard to come by. The stalls at the Vavilov

Institute of Genetics, named for Russia's

primary martyr to Lysenkoism. the great

agronomist who died in Saratov prison in

1943, provide old pamphlets, ripped up, as

substitutes. I deciphered two interesting

sources: election forms for the Supreme

Soviet of the USSR and a learned treatise

entitled Lenini.mi and Problems of World

Development.)

Anything available is sold. Stalls la-

beled "flowers" hawk vodka; others adver-

tising "ice cream" offer cigarettes. One

fanner plunked down thirty crates of cab-

bages outside the October Square subway

station. On Tverskaya Street, Moscow's

main drag (the old name from czarist days,

now reclaimed and replacing the Soviet

rechristening as Gorky Street), an old lady

sells eggs, one by one. Nearby, an entre-

preneurial young man hawks his disparate

stock of individually wrapped sticks of

chewing gum, cans of Pepsi, and dried

fishes—with each fish neatly propped up

between two soda cans.

But many items, much desired, are sim-

ply not available. Basic foods are easily

obtainable, but choice is nearly absent.

Bread is plentiful (and good as ever), but

meat and cheese stores feature thirty

empty shelves and one counter with o

selection (and no long lines or sense

panic, so I assume that only variety, rati

than substance, is lacking). I stayed a)

colleague's apartment in Saint Petersbu

As a superb cook, she lamented: "Befo

I used to decide what I wanted to ma
and then go out and buy the ingredien

Now I buy what I find and then deci

what I can make."

Odd patterns of fluctuating availabil

illustrate the chief dilemma of an eco

omy in disarray, with selling almost fevf

ish and orgiastic, but production stalled-

for it takes no particular genius to reali

that, ultimately, you cannot sell if you

not make. Consider a typical touristic

example (and therefore merely funi

rather than tragic, for only visitors are d

prived of nonessentials): You cannot b
either postcards or booklets of the Ht

milage, the great art museum of Saint F

tersburg, and even more magnificent th

my already exaggerated imagination h

anticipated. (Or rather, you can find one

two postcards of the most unpopul

items—the French rococo Triumph

Venus, by Boucher, for example, but not

ing by Leonardo or Rembrandt. Hawke

push pamphlets of the outlying palaces-

oooooooooo

'^'^niiijtf

"Globally warm enough for you?"
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jshkin, Pavlovsk, and Petrodvorets

—

)ping that visitors, unable to read the

jrillic titles, will mistake them for the

ermitage.) Since tourists carry precious

)llars (not only rubles), you can be sure

at postcards of the Hermitage would be

ailable in abundance (as they formerly

ere) if anyone could manufacture them,

ther there is no paper, no ink, no plates,

no working presses.

More seriously (since we now speak of

;ms that local people need), highly im-

)rtant (if not absolutely essential) non-

odstuffs cannot be found in stores—no

read, no glue. So what is to be done?

luman ingenuity now takes over. No
' read is being manufactured, but there is

read in Russia—an unused spool or two

most houses. So word gets around and

;ople with a httle disposable thread go

)wn to the impromptu market area with

e colorful and highly descriptive name
' tolchok—literally a "jostling place"

—

here thousands aggregate in tight knots
' humanity (this is not a flea market in

ly Western sense) and hold up the items

ey wish to sell. So you make a few

bles for your thread and then find the

)mer of the tolchok where other folks are

lling the glue. The tolchok is pure ten-

on, not rustic charm.

A week's visit by four evolutionary bi-

ioglsts cannot begin to sort out the rea-

ms for this economic punctuation, this

storical moment of dangerous instabil-

y. I got an eerie sense of incompleteness

om my inquiries. Just as, suddenly, all

)rmer Nazis disappeared into thin air

om Germany after World War 11, you

ainot find an admitted former Commu-
ist in Russia. My respondents, with some
v'ersimplification short of caricature, ba-

cally fell into two groups: Yeltsin people,

'ho admit to current chaos and hardship

ut say that Russian ingenuity, combined

'ifh new economic freedom, will find an

dt into capitalist prosperity; and Gor-

achev people, who celebrate the new po-

tical freedom but state that a tragic mis-

ike was made in dismantling the

conomy. The old system, they argue,

owever corrupt and inefficient, worked

fter a fashion. It needed massive reform,

ven complete restructuring along entre-

reneurial lines, but it should not have

een torn down before new modes had

een established to assure continuity in

'reduction. Now, too, much farming and

tianufacturing has simply ground to a

lalt. The tire factories used to make prod-

cts, and trucks or trains somehow got the

ires to the body factories where Ladas and

Volgas (unlovely but functional) were put

together. Now little is made, and what is

made often cannot be transported. On the

train from Moscow to Saint Petersburg

(eight hours with no food or drink), we
passed by one agricultural town after an-

other, with fields lying fallow.

It is almost a bitter joke. Marx lives in

Russia not as an economist—where their

version of his system failed so abysmally,

and of its own weight—but as a philoso-

pher of change, where his insightful and

accurate view of transitional stages cap-

tures the heart of their dilemma and dan-

ger: their cuirent (and necessarily transi-

tory) existence in the midst of a punctua-

tion that must soon lead to some stable

form of destruction or salvation. But you

cannot think much about the nature of fu-

ture stabilities when you must struggle to

keep daily food on the table. Immediate

survival is best buoyed by a good sense of

humor in the face of this bitter joke—and

no one can beat the Russians in this cate-

gory. The currently favored version of

Russian nesting dolls, available at all sou-

venir stands, features a big Yeltsin on the

outside and smaller dolls within— first

Gorbachev, then Brezhnev, Khrushchev,

Stalin, and finally, a tiny Lenin at the core.

Get
It
Neck
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American Museum
of Natural History

THE GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS pPt ^^
AND
HIGHLAND!
ECUADOR

aboard the

20-cabin

Isabela 11

June 8-20, 1993

Discover the spectacular Galapagos Is-

lands with a team of Museum experts

and naturalists/guides. Explore tower-

ing volcanos, crater lakes, lava forma-

tions and beautiful beaches. Enjoy

diverse and fascinating wildlife, in-

cluding giant tortoises, seals, sea

lions, penguins, marine and land

iguanas, boobies, albatross, flamin-

goes, Darwin's famous finches, and a

host of other animals. High in the

Andes of Ecuador, we visit the beauti-

ful city of Quito, stunning Volcano

Cotopaxi National Park, and the excit-

ing Andean market of Otavalo.

For father information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687

But one crucial difference between

Marxian and modem views of punctua-

tional change may well delineate both

Russia's dangers and hopes. Marx lived

and worked in the heyday of mechanistic

science, the height of general conviction

among intellectuals that the natural world,

and the social as well, worked in a pre-

dictable and lawlike manner and could be

explicated with rigorous methods that had

been so successful in the physical sci-

ences. Marx himself had a much more

subtle view than most of his contempo-

raries of the differences between human

and natural history. He understood that the

evolution of consciousness, and the conse-

quent development of social and eco-

nomic organization, introduced elements

of difference and volition that we usually

label as "free will." Marx penned a won-

derful aphorism on the balance of freedom

and necessity at the beginning of his pam-

phlet The Eighteenth Bmmaire of Louis

Bonaparte: "Men make their own history,

but they do not make it just as they

please." (The degree of social determin-

ism in Marx, and the nature of differences

between him and Engels, is a classic and

contentious issue in Marxist scholarship. I

cannot even begin to treat this subject here

and will only state my own "compromise"

feeling that whereas Marx may have been

•s

more aware than Engels of the differenc

between natural and social, and the less

determinism implied by social and ec

nomic causation, he was still a child oft

mechanistic age and fundamentally cor

mitted to the search for predictive laws

historical development. 1 regard S. I

Rigby's recent book Engels and the Fc

mation of Marxism as the best source (

this .subject.)

But Marx's punctuational view of hi

tory embodied a related conviction thatc

rections of change are progressive, pr

dictable, and well-nigh inevitable. H
closest friend and colleague, Friedrich E
gels, took a hard line in advocating i

"iron necessity" that evolution mu
progress to consciousness: "It is in the n

ture of matter to advance to the evolutic

of thinking beings" (quoted from The L
alectics of Nature). But Marx also adv

cated a predictive view of evolution ai

criticized Darwinian natural selection f

not upholding the inevitability of progres

In an 1866 letter to Engels, Marx praised

now-forgotten work of P. Tremaux as

very significant advance over Darwin" b

cause Tremaux supposedly established

rationale for necessary progress: "Pro

ress, which Darwin regards as purely ace

dental, is essential here on the basis of \i

stages of the earth's development."

@ '^



larx knew that social and economic

e.'lopment did not simply ape evolu-

( ary change, but he certainly hoped for

edictive theory of history, with pro-

r si\e stages proceeding in a punctua-

( j1 manner from primitive communism

3 avery to feudalism to capitalism and

I lly to true communism. And he stated

a^'Japital that his "own dialectical

nod" proved the forthcoming revolu-

( ory transition from capitalism to so-

i ism
—

"the necessity of the present

I T of things and the necessity of an-

t r order into which the first must in-

\i
ibly pass over."

hus, a Marxian style of punctuational

1 ige would lead us to view the current

I sian crisis as a break between stages

I a foreshadow of the next inevitable so-

i order. At least we would have the

. fort of predictability (with, perhaps,

sadness of not liking the next neces-

i, stage). But modem punctuational-

—especially in its application to the

aries of human history—emphasizes

concept of contingency: the unpre-

ability of the nature of future stability,

the power of contemporary events and

onalities to shape and direct the actual

I taken among myriad possibilities.

itingency may provoke more anxiety

n s failure to specify an outcome, but it

1 ;ly embodies more hope in the power

; ited to people over their own futures.

} are not pawns in a grand chess game

I 'ed by inexorable natural (and social)

; s, but effective rooks, knights, bishops,

L l&, and queens on a revolving board of

I rable history with no set outcome.

^t us give a last word about modem
! .sia to an older Russian who thought

I ply about history. Tolstoy discussed his

I NS on cause and indeterminacy in his-

( / in two long epilogues to War and

ice. In Chapter 2 of the first epilogue,

1 :aptured the essence of contingency in

I vely dialogue:

I y did it happen in this and not some
) er way? Because it happened so!

' lance created the situation; genius uti-

i d it," says history. But what is chance?

» it is genius?

think that I understand something of

:ince. Genius I cannot fathom, but I

K )w that it exists in abundance in Russia

i 1 elsewhere. Perhaps we will punctuate

111 better place.

iphen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

Cv', and the history of science at Harvard

I iversity.

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

ANCIENT TRADE ROUTES
A Voyage from Bombay to Alexandria

April 1-19, 1993

Sail in the wake of the ancient

mariners whose historic trade routes

connected East and West. A team of

American Museum lecturers leads

this voyage from Bombay to Alex-

andria aboard the luxurious Sea

Goddess II. Highlights include:

The ancient city of Petra, Jordan,

carved into the canyon walls.

Q Sana'a, Yemen's legendary walled

capital.

Muscat and Salalah, historic ports in

the rarely-visited country of Oman.

Jeddah, a modem Saudi Arabian city

with a fascinating old quarter.

Bombay, India and the magnificent archeological mins on Elephanta

Island.

St. Catherine's Monastery, perched on a mountain slope on the Sinai

Peninsula.

A passage through the historic Suez Canal.

Alexandria, Egypt, one of the great cities of ancient times.

Suez Canal JORDAN
^'^\* • Petra

Alexandria. 1 . Aqaba
Cairo • N^sharm-el-Sheik

\ SAUDI ARABIA Muscat • ^^-.„.,^
INDIA

EGYPT \. Jeddah OMAN ) ^--^-,,,,^

c.„j c„„\ Salalah /Red Sea\ g^^^;^ ^^^
— • Bombay

\ * J
HodeidalN,* „ /

I YEMEN^ Arabian Sea

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

For further information contact:

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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Columbus and
the River of Birds
77?^ great navigator's route intersected that ofother
long-distance travelers

by Edwin O. Willis

Five hundred years ago, and thirty-one

days out on the Atlantic, the sailors of

three small ships must have wondered if

they would end up in the Indies or at the

end of the earth. Near mutiny and false

sightings of land had left them divided on

what tack to take. Abruptly, on October 7,

1492, they sailed into a virtual river of mi-

grating birds, which continued south

throughout the night. None alighted on the

ocean, and some that came down on the

ships were land rather than marine birds.

Reassured, Columbus angled southwest

on October 8 to follow the avian river and,

four days later, discovered the New World.

Had Columbus sailed from the Canary

Islands two months earlier or just days

later than September 6, he may well have

missed this avian phenomenon. We now
know that the river of shorebirds, travers-

ing more than 2,500 miles of ocean be-

tween eastern Canada and South America,

flows only from August to mid-Octo

Taking into account the change in the

endar within the last 500 years, wt
places Columbus in the West Indies n:

than a week later than the dates usu.

cited, his fortunes were even more
markable, for he must have caught oni

the last waves of migrants for the yea

the men on Columbus's caravels had

sighted the birds, they might have con

ued west toward Florida or they m

Once-abundant shorebirds, Eskimo curlews are now almost extinct.
Oil painting by Robert Verity Clem; Library. The Academy o( Natural Sciences ol Philadelptiia
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Columbus's Route

31 Days Car

Isla

Curlews and Columbus?

Eskimo curlews migrated to their

wintering grounds by an eastern

transoceanic route. Columbus's

chance sighting took place late in

the fall migration season.

Tierra del Fuego

well have turned back; even Columbus

underestimated the distance to the Indies.

Today, the bird river that Columbus in-

tercepted at the very end of the migration

season includes shorebirds, notably thou-

sands of white-rumped sandpipers and

American golden plovers, and may in-

clude songbirds, such as blackpoll war-

blers. While the migrating river has

thinned over time, the phenomenon has at-

tracted much recent interest, from radar

studies of migration in progress to physio-

logical calculations of the fat and water

needed to fly the distance and conserva-

tion attempts to protect the food-rii

stopover sites where the birds pause to 1

fuel for the transoceanic flight. We cann

be certain which shorebird was most coi

mon in 1492, but one species abunda

then and absent today is the Eskin

curlew.

Curlews are large sandpipers wi

downcurved bills, nesting in the Arctic

northern prairies and wintering to tl

south, at times crossing thousands of mili

of ocean en route to South America, tl

Pacific islands, or Australia. The dowi

curved bill allows the tall birds to rapid
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1 V lip prey in mud or short vegetation

A lout crooking the head so much that

I v' w ould be unaware of the approach of

I iaitirs such as falcons. Ibises, which

lari:er and which dominate curlews in

n southern regions, have similar bills.

he Eskimo curlew is small in compar-

1 to its North American relatives, the

i-billed curlew and the whimbrel. Its

-csl relative is the little curlew of Asia,

ich winters in Australia. The last

, II lied specimen of Eskimo curlew was

t on Barbados in 1963, but there have

n a few sightings or photographic

Drds in every decade of this century.

)uring their fall migration over the

th Atlantic, Eskimo curlews tended to

so fat that nineteenth-century North

lerican hunters, who called them

ighbirds, claimed that their breasts split

mpact with the ground when they were

t down. The birds were reputed to dou-

their half-pound weight at staging

iS before undertaking long flights on

ir migration. The very strategy that

de the birds fit for a marathon flight

—

ting on fat at the onset—also made

m attractive market and game birds,

1 they were slaughtered wholesale.

lilar increases in weight are registered

5ome of their smaller sandpiper rela-

;s today, leaving the birds almost too fat

ly. While most individuals do not reach

; level (equivalent to a 150-pound man

ning his weight once over in less than a

nth), many increase in weight by half

eral times each year. Feeding glutton-

;ly at stopover sites, they use the fat as

1 on long migratory flights over oceans,

pical forests, and other areas where

)rebird fare is scarce. The record for

;ht time and economy of fuel is held by

landed semipalmated sandpiper, which

h only 23 percent fat (eight grams) flew

m Maine to Guyana in two days, per-

58 helped by tail winds.

Eskimo curlews nested inland, on the

)rt-grass tundra of Arctic Canada and

aska. In August, they began their

yssey by flying to the rocky plains of

I'brador and the Saint Lawrence River

1 don of eastern Canada. The lure of these

'irrens" lay in millions of low crowberry

Ishes. At summer's end, Eskimo curlews

i;ted and sometimes fed on the nearby

laches or headlands but spent the most

pductive time inland, gorging on crow-

Irries until their bulging bellies were

^incd purple. Also known as curlewber-

s. the fruits sustained hundreds of thou-

: ids of the birds. Crows and foxes also

I'ik advantage of the crowberry crop, and
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foxes relished the occasional succuL

curlew as well.

From late August to early Octot

flocks of fat curlews, stimulated by c

northwest winds, swirled over the bar

grounds and headed out to sea over easti

Canada. Adults migrated first and yoi

birds left later. Only with eastern ga

were they forced ashore at Cape Cod
fat they had put on during the previc

month gave the birds enough fuel

water to fly nonstop over 2.500 miles

hostile ocean, but not if they had to fi|

head winds. On days when warm wir

blew from the south, the curlews and otl

migrants rested. Presumably, a day or

before Columbus sighted the birds, ci

north Canadian winds had borne these 1

migrants in his direction; otherwise

avian river would never have materiali2

in his path.

The precise route of the migrati

curlews depended on winds encountei

during the journey. On September

1 85 1 , well east of Bermuda, schooner c;

tain Edwin Jones reported multitudes'

birds going south for two days and a nig

until, checked by a south gale, th

dropped in on Barbados, where ma
were killed. Fortuitously, Columbus \

seen his birds heading southwest tow;

die Bahamas or Antilles, perhaps becai;

of strong south or southeast winds. Had

not passed on a day of head winds,

probably would have seen birds correct

for the normal east breeze by flying sou

east, and had he followed them, he wo
have had a long trip to Surinam.

We do not know for certain where

curlews normally made landfall. Th

probably would not have descended on

shores of Venezuela or the Guianas, as

several other species of sandpipers,

they would have found many competiti

and little food on mud flats and san

beaches. The curlews, and the Americ

golden plovers that probably accompani

them, liked low-grass plains, such as the

of the llanos and savannas from inter

Colombia eastward. The now hung

curlews may have made one last, suprei

effort, flying over the eastern Andes

over coastal forests. In October, at the e

of the wet season, die interior plains

full of grasshoppers and other nourishi

insects.

After refueling on the savannas,

kimo curlews probably flew another the

sand miles or two across Amazon fore!

to the llanolike belt of savanna to t

south. Unlike the llanos, this open scru

land, or cerrado, of central Brazil ai
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I

ier breeding in northern Canada, semipalmated sandpipersfly to the

lantic coast and then over the western Atlantic to Venezuela and beyond.
ns Lanting: Minden Pictures

eastern Bolivia would be just sprouting

during the austral spring rains of Septem-

ber and October and giving rise to the

huge flights of winged ternnites that

emerge here when the wet season returns.

Written accounts are few, but we know

that in the early l80(Js, Austrian naturalist

Johann Natterer collected several Eskimo

curlews between vSeptember and Novem-

ber near the iron mines of Ipancma at the

south end of the cerrado. Some curlews

may have simply flown on to the pampas

of Argentina, without descending on the

bushy or weedy cerrado; others, however,

may have made pit stops along the way at

the many burned zones and open lagoon

areas that promised insects.

Such early naturalists as W. H. Hudson

(author of Long Ago and Far Away and

Green Mansions) reported curlews feed-

ing on the Argentine pampas, from which

many flew on to a final destination on the

steppes of Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego,

the southern counterpart of the treeless

tundras where they began their lives.

On the return trip during the following

southern autumn, they took a different

route, which Columbus could have

crossed only on his second and later voy-

ages. They flew north, with possible stops
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on the cerrado and llanos. The foniii

would have been full of late-summer ii

sects; the latter characterized by burnt

zones, new spring rains, and termites. '.

late April and May, the curlews arrivii

across the Gulf of Mexico descended (

the prairies from Texas north, where thf

fed before undertaking the next leg of tl

flight in May and June to their nestir

grounds on the tundra.

Along the route, nineteenth-centui

market hunters slaughtered the birds I

the thousands. This gauntlet, along wi

the ones the birds were forced to run du

ing the fall in eastern North America, c

the pampas near Buenos Aires, and elsi

where along the way, drastically reduce

their numbers. Once its numbers droppe

the species was unable to recover, eve

after market hunting ceased. Perhaps g
netic problems caused by a populatic

bottleneck overwhelmed the curlews, 1

perhaps the now fire-free or grazed pan

pas, cerrados, llanos, and prairies r

longer supplied their vital food needs,

just one stopover area vanishes, a speci(

can vanish as well.

We now know, that Columbus was mii

taken when he assumed that the river

"field" birds indicated that land wi

N*

The American golden plover winters on 'if

American grasslands.
Wayne Lankinen; Bruce Coleman. Inc.
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irby. Most, if not all, of these birds were

the middle of transoceanic flights of

usands of miles. How did this unlikely

nomenon begin? Perhaps a few lost

fat individuals occasionally managed

each land by traveling south over the

rather than along the shore. To the ex-

t that they followed a more direct route

heir wintering grounds and were able

ivoid predators, prevailing head winds,

I lack of food to the west, those birds

Lild have survived better than others of

ir population. Over time, this process

lid have created the fall migration far

over the Atlantic that Columbus en-

intered, barely in time, in 1492.

foday the curlews are almost gone, but

ir general route—across the Atlantic

1 Amazon to Argentina and back

)ugh central North America—is traced

American golden plovers. More than a

lion semipalmated sandpipers and

er shorebirds reach the mud flats of

tem Canada, then fly across the ocean

iimilar flats in eastern South America,

lite-rumped sandpipers fly across later

the fall and may have been "birds of

lumbus" along with curlews and

vers. "Gourmet" feeding sites are as

il to these birds as they were to Eskimo

'0H-

m

curlews. In spring, the mud flats of

Delaware Bay swarm with horseshoe

crabs depositing millions of eggs, which

in turn feed thousands of such Canada-

bound shorebirds as red knots. In autumn,

the land around the Bay of Fundy is a

feeding and staging site for more than a

million sandpipers and plovers headed for

South America. In the Western Hemi-

sphere, as in the Old World, networks of

such prime sites are being mapped and

protected as integral links in migratory

chains. Ifhumans turn these areas into sea-

ports, resorts, and power plants or pollute

them with wastes or raise sea levels with

atmospheric carbon dioxide, entire popu-

lations of birds stand to be eliminated.

In this quincentcnnial year of Colum-

bus's voyage, if we were able to take to sea

east of Bermuda in October to catch a

glimpse of the transoceanic river of birds,

we would see no Eskimo curlews. Other

birds that Columbus saw now carry on,

but perhaps not in such great numbers.

Concerted international conservation

measures can help insure that Columbus's

river of birds does not become a river of

no return.

Edwin 0. Willis is an associate professor

of zoology at the Universidade Estadual

Paulista, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
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Science LitI

Truth and

Consequences
What you don 't know can hurt you

Roger L. Welsch

Science and technology are wonderful

things, but like other wonderful things

—

fire, for example—they can be used for

hannful ends by some bad guy or may
simply fall into the hands of some dummy
who doesn't know their potential. Last

summer, for example, I was burning tent

caterpillars off some chokecherry bushes

with a butane cigarette lighter and started a

fire that burned twenty acres of grassland,

the mail I was carrying into town at the

time, and a litde bit of my left foot. I

wound up paying for that example of mis-

applied technology with a hundred-dollar

donation to the Dannebrog Volunteer Fire

Department, a painless penalty compared

with my embarrassment when my wife,

Linda, made me return the butane lighter

to Slick at the tavern and tell him that if he

ever gave me a lighter matches, or any-

thing ignitable again, he could donate a

hundred dollars to the fire department. Oh,

well. Look what Saddam Hussein did with

his butane lighter in Kuwait.

Anyway, all at once a lot of people are

worried about Soviet nuclear weapons

technology falling into the wrong hands.

Yes, we have much the same technology,

and yes, we have had it for a long time, but

we have known better than to use it (ex-

cept twice). So it is up to us, the fifth or

sixth most poweiful nation in the world, to

do what we can to head off disaster,

whether intentional or accidental. Imagine

Libya with long-range missiles, Iraq with

The Bomb, or my mother with a Cuisinart!

But let's not waste our time with hypo-

theticals. I can relate a scientific horror

story that will convince even the most

wild-eyed techno-chiphead that we don't

want a Technology ".H" Us free-for-a

A few years ago, at an auction here

Dannebrog, Winslow Bender bought

polygraph—a lie detector Don't ask i

how a polygraph made its way out he

where you can't even buy a movie tick

but it was a polygraph all right, a

Winslow, who can read a schematic L"

the rest of us read stop signs, knew wi

he had. It was small and primitive—

I

sort of apparatus used in high schc

labs—but it came complete with gra

paper pens, ink, and sensors to read g

vanic skin response, respiration, tempe

ture, and pulse. A bargain at two dollan

Winslow took the device home, clean

it up, plugged it in, and found to 1

amazement that he had a working lie c

tector right there on his kitchen table. T

paper rolled out from under the pens as

tinkered with the sensors. He couldn't L

lieve his good fortune: each and every o

of them did what it was supposed to. 1

decided to take it up to the town tavern a

show it off to SUck. Between the two

them, he reasoned, they should be able

figure out something to do with it.

Winslow took his prize to SUck, wl

agreed that nothing would be more fun

a small-town tavern than a lie detectc

Winslow and Slick set it up on the bi

plugged it in, and that very evening starh

hooking up locals and asking challengii

questions about their social lives. Th

generated a measure of instant hostili

and resentment from which Slick's bu;

ness has yet to recover, six years later t

it turns out, there are a lot of things mo

fun than a lie detector in a small-town b;

In fact, there's no room at all for truth in
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small-town tavern. For instance, the sign

above Slick's telephone reads.

Prices for Telephone Answers

Just a minute, I'll get him = 10 cents

I think he just stepped out for a second =

a quarter

He left hours ago = fifty cents

He hasn't been in yet today = $1

Who? = $5

So then Winslow and Slick got another

bright idea. They disconnected all the sen-

sors on that machine except the respiration

tube—a long rubber tube with an accor-

dionlike device. The tube and accordion

were designed to fasten around the vic-

tim's chest to measure the frequency and

depth of his breathing. Winslow and Slick

pulled the tube down behind the bar and

nailed its end to the floor, out of sight of

the customers. The plan was that they

would talk some poor sap into taking a lie

detector test. They would then hook up all

of the old sensors—which now went

nowhere except into a box with lots of

dials and flashing lights—while the only

thing governing the needles tracing inky

paths on the rofling graph paper would be

the rubber hose behind the bar, operated

by Slick's foot.

Slick and Winslow planned to do the

job up right, too. They would put petro-

leum jelly on the victim's wrists, carefuUy

attach sensors, adjust dials, and flip

switches off and on, convincing the sucker

that he was really hooked up to a lie detec-

tor They would even tell their victim that

they first needed to calibrate the machine

by asking some questions requiring

straight answers and then a question to

which they needed a false answer Then

they would perform the coup de grace

with a couple of nudges on the sensor tu

behind the bar.

For several days Slick and Winslow i

hearsed their script. It was going to

great. They figured they would pull t)

routine on every tourist who fell into thi

hands for the next twenty years.

Dreams do come true. The first ci

tomer stepping up to the glowing, hui

ming, blinking machine on the evening i

the grand unveiling of the Town Taven

lie detector machine was CeCe, the ah

sive and abrasive waitress from over at t

Chew 'n' Chat Cafe. Perfect. Slick mov

behind the bar to the back of the lie dete

tor machine, his foot resting lightiy agaii

the hose. Winslow attached wires ail

tubes to CeCe, told her to relax, mo\

dials, and checked gauges. He pushed

button, the machine hummed, and gra

paper started to roll from under the tr

chine's indicator pens.

Winslow intently asked calibrati'

questions while SUck fine-tuned the it

chine. "What is your name?" Winsk

asked loudly and deliberately, as if to c(

vince the machine that this was all on i

iup and up.

"CeCe Steffenhausen."

The pens didn't waver and black lir

flowed out onto the paper, straight ai

true. "What is your husband's name?"

"Carl Steffenhauseii."

Not a quiver, not a wiggle in the m
orable lines.

"What is your age, CeCe Steffe

hausen?" And under his breath, Winsk

whispered, "Remember, CeCe, lie on ti

one so we can be sure the machine

working." By now a sizable crowd h'

gathered.

"Sixteen," she straight-faced. And as

--^i^:ujiMkt(i,:^



b magic, the needles leaped into agita-

ti 1, the lines on the graph paper forming

vigles, peaks, and valleys. Out of the

c ner of his eye Winslow saw Slick move

efr so slightly as his foot kicked at the

bee under the bar, but CeCe and every-

else in the tavern were so mesmerized

bi the performance of the polygraph that

Si:k probably could have reached down

all batted the respiration hose with a ten-

D racket and no one would have noticed.

fhe crowd murmured. It was impres-

sj3, all right. "Okay, let's get on with the

til itself," Winslow said gravely, adjust-

iii a couple of dials. "Ready, CeCe?"

'Ready." She stared intently at the ma-

C| ne and the now quiet indicator pens.

! 'How many children do you have?"

"Three."

I *Jot a ripple.

j

'Names?"

'Tiffany, Phillip, Martin."

>ix arrow-straight lines.

vVinslow claims he doesn't know what

c ne over him—maybe it was CeCe's en-

c intment with the machine, maybe it was

t excitement of the crowd, maybe it was

s iply a matter of technology and science

f ing into the wrong hands—but what-

t T the reason, the next question he asked

\ ;, "'And are those children all Carl's?"

Z!eCe sputtered, "Of course, Winslow,

}i idiot," while at that very moment
! ;k started kicking the tube under the bar

; f he were stomping out a grass fire. The

I, idles on the paper went crazy. The mob
}i;ped, and CeCe stared with disbelief

; i growing fury at the mountain ranges

i 1 grand canyons springing out from

i.ier the polygraph's violently jerking

1 IS. She leaned over the bar, right over

t twitching pens, and shouted at them,

'
/ell, to the best of my knowledge!" The

t idles went still and the Unes again fell

i t on the graph paper CeCe raged out of

1 : bar to the cheers of her audience.

Later that evening Carl Steffenhausen,

'10 is about as big and ugly as a threshing

nchine except without the safety fea-

les, dropped by the tavern and had a

(inversation with both Winslow and

; ck. That polygraph is still sitting at the

( d of the bar in Slick's tavern, unused for

larly six years now except to hold the

1 ;t-and-found box.
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Lamotius
and His Marine Marvels
The Dutch commandant ofMauritius was a disastrous governor but an

artist-naturalist of rare talent

by Theodore W. Pietsch and Lipke B. Holthuis

Among the world's forgotten treasures are the rare and delicate paintings of Indian

Ocean animals created three centuries ago by the troubled governor of Mauritius, Isaac

Johannes Lamotius (ca. 1645-1718). Well educated for his time, Lamotius was a

student of history, art, botany, medicine, and theology who was chosen by

the Dutch East India Company to run a small part of its colonial island

enterprise. Isolated from his former intellechial life in Holland and

struggling for fifteen years to govern the small, unruly band of

Dutch colonists, Lamotius consoled himself by studying the biota

of the island, then practically unknown to European science.

During his first year as governor, Lamotius thoroughly

explored the perimeter of Mauritius on foot and made several

excursions into the interior. Later, he discovered a plateau in the

island's center and charted a relatively detailed map. Using

crude instruments, he correctly estimated the circumference

of the island, about 1 80 miles, and compiled a long list of

indigenous medicinal plants. But his greatest interest was the

marine creatures, which he devoted his spare time to observing

and documenting. Two hundred and fifty-one colored drawings

survive; there were probably many more. These illustrations,

unpublished until now, are superior bofii scientifically and artistically to most

efforts of his contemporaries. They are the earliest known descriptions of the

marine biota of Mauritius and the pioneering studies of any Indo-West Pacific habitat.

Although they are mentioned in several early nineteenth cenmry books, Lamotius's

paintings were wrongly attributed to Comelis de Vlamingh, who owned them at one

time. We now know that de Vlamingh, an employee of the Dutch East India Company,

was only a young boy when the artworks were made. After Lamotius's death, they

passed through a series of owners and evenmally were contributed to the archives of

the Bibliotheque Centrale, Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, where the

great French zoologist Georges Cuvier studied

them. (He mentioned their existence in the ^ ^^^^^^/i

first volume of his Histoire Naturelle des

Poissons, published in 1828, but by

then the credit for their authorship

had been shifted to de

Vlamingh.) They had been

in that archive for a

century and a half when

oneof us, Lipke B.

Holthuis, tracked them

down in 1959, during his

scholarly sleuthing into

the history of early

ichthyological illustrations.

After a detailed comparative study
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Distinguished by its alternating yellow and blue

stripes and its hooked tailfin, the lined

surgeonfish rangesfrom the coast ofEastAjr

to the central Pacific.

The widely distributed clown triggerfish

prefers coral-rich areas ofouter reef

terraces adjacent to steep drop-offs.

I iually solitary, the regal angelfish,

inges across the tropical Indo-Pacific.

1 fficult to maintain in captivity, those

]v that survived the long trip to

,nsterdam in Lamotius's time were

yiced in porcelain jars and given as

lized, ifephemeral, gifts.

iiitographs courtesy of the Bibliothfeque Centrale, Mus6um

lional d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris
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Extremely wary, the raccoon butterflyfish

swims alone, in pairs, or in aggregations

ofup to twenty individuals. Widespread

throughout the Indo-Pacific, its range

extends asfar east as Hawaii.

Sand stargazersfrequently bury themselves in sandy

bottoms, exposing only their upturnedfaces and stalked

eyes as they waitfor small prey to swim by.
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Namedfor the island group on

which iMmotius was imprisoned,

the Banda wrasse isfound in

abundance there.

of similar cightecntii-century worlds, Hoithuis concluded that

one or more artists had made multiple copies of Lamotius's

drawings and that some of these were copied

again and again. The third- and fourth-hand

versions were far removed from the

scientifically astute renderings of

Lamotius's originals; when some of the

diluted, derivative works were later

published, critics blasted them as exaggerated,

crudely drawn, and barbarously colored {see "Louis Renard's

Fanciful Fhhes" Natural History, January 1984).

We do not know if Lamotius had decided beforehand to

pursue the island's natural history when he arrived at

Mauritius with his wife and daughter in September 1677. The

former commandant had retired, and the new governor had

high hopes and detailed plans for bringing prosperity to the

island. All the elements for success seemed to be at hand

—

fertile and easily cultivated soil, plenty of stone and wood for

construction—but despite good intentions and hard work,

almost everything Lamotius attempted went wrong.

His first act was to order the clearing and replanting of the

company's garden, which the former administration had

allowed to fall into disuse. By August 1678, the crops were

doing well, but before they could be harvested they were

completely destroyed by locusts. In December 1677, Lamotius

began construction of a dam on the Nyon River, in order to

have a reservoir of water to operate a proposed sawmill and

tannery. Soon completed and in full operation, the water-

powered sawmiU began producing boards for export but was

stilled by an extraordinary drought. The tannery was also

successful at first but was destroyed by a hurricane; the

colonist assigned to its operation gave it up and turned to

agriculture.

Natural disasters took their toll, but human discord

ultimately ruined Lamotius. In 1677, the Mauritians numbered

about 135; by 1679 there were 153, including 28 employees,

63 slaves belonging to the company, 6 exiled persons, 43 free

colonists, and another 13 slaves belonging to the latter.

According to Albert Pitot, writing in his TEylandt Mauritius

(1905), the colonists were, for the most part, undisciplined and

easily discouraged from productive labor by storms, floods,

droughts, and the depredations of caterpillars, grasshoppers,

and vermin. As one witness, former governor of the island

Hubert Hugo, described it, the hordes of rats alone must have

been enough to destroy any human initiative:

They set up their headquarters in the roofing of the lodge under

the palm branches. At night they came down to the granaries in

their myriads, eating and making such a racket that no one could

sleep. They even came down into the bed chambers to sample

the Dutchmen, biting their hands and feet and running all over

them. Arsenic was resorted to, and in the morning, their dead

bodies were collected by the basketful, fallen from the roof and

lying on the ground the distance of a gunshot from the lodge.

The more they were killed, the more they came on. After two or

three days, the roofing had to be replaced because of the abom-

inable smell.
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Later in his rule, Lamotius became tyrannical, but at the beginning he was quite

friendly with the colonists, dining and drinking with them daily. Against company

regulations, he allowed them to supply maize, tobacco, and butter to English sailors,

who paid higher prices than the Dutch, with whom they were supposed to trade

exclusively. In 1679, a fire broke out in the fort that claimed the lives of

Lamotius's wife and daughter. After this personal tragedy, he grew despondent

and began to viciously attack his subordinates for their real or perceived laxity.

Punishment for infractions became severe, and colonists who defied the

governor found their houses or plantations burned down. In 1689, during a

dninken brawl with Abraham Steen, one of his chief subordinates, Lamotius

almost stabbed the man to death.

Although his reports and surveys had been well received by his superior,

the governor of the Cape of Good Hope, Lamotius was removed from office in

1692. So many people had sworn out complaints against his violent, repressive

rule that he was sent in chains to Batavia (present-day Jakarta, Indonesia) for

trial. There, in 1693, he was accused of having treated colonists and employees

harshly and unjustly and of currying favor with his EngUsh competitors. Execution

was a real possibility, but instead Lamotius was deprived of his position, rank, and

salary and condemned to forced labor on the island of Rozengain in the Banda

Archipelago, a small island group in the south-central Moluccas.

After serving his six-year sentence, Lamotius went to South Africa, where in

1718 he petitioned the governor and the council of the Cape of Good Hope to allow

him passage back to Holland on a company ship at his own expense. The request

was granted, and Lamotius left the Cape on April 7, 1718. His end is uncertain; he

may have been buried at sea during that homeward voyage.

Some historians have written off Lamotius as an inept, arrogant, mean-

spirited character deserving of few kind words. We who appreciate his

artistic and scientific contributions tend to take a softer view: that he

was ill prepared and inappropriately chosen for his job of

governor; that reverses, failures, and personal grief after

losing his family got the better of him; and that he

turned to his love of nature for solace from the

impossibility of his situation. One measure of

Lamotius's spirit is that even during his

darkest moments he continued to paint

the beautiful fishes and marine

invertebrates of Mauritius. Dates

inscribed on various illustrations

show that even after his forced

removal from office and while in transit

to Batavia, where he faced imprisonment

or death, he still continued to observe and to

paint. Lamotius surely deserves credit for a

remarkable scientific and artistic accomplishment,

made at a time when the vast majority of his

contemporaries saw little or no value in his endeavor. D

C^
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The black-belt wrasse, also called the

split-level hogfishfor its two-tone

color pattern, rangesfrom the tropical

western Pacific east to Fiji.

Sometimes called the white-banded, or

lagoon, triggerfish, this species is common
throughout the tropical Indo-Pacific. It

sleeps on its side andproduces a loud,

whirring noise when startled.

Jansen 's wrasse, another member ofthe

highly diverse wrassefamily, was called the

saddlefish by Lamotius's contemporaries.
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miters returning to the ice-bound shores ofLittle Diomede Island,

the Bering Strait, can easily pull their umiak out ofthe water and

trry it across the ice to the village. The ice is stained pink where

alms and seal meat were unloaded afterprevious trips.

Last of the Umiaks
or hunting walrus among the icefloes of the Bering Strait, the Inuit's

melons and resilient skin-covered boats have no equal

ext and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

The umiak is nearly extinct. Fewer than

)0 survive "in the wild," and only about

dozen dull, dusty specimens can be

und in the museums of the world. Once

5 range was immense: from eastern

beria to East Greenland. The spacious,

aworthy skin boat of the Inuit and their

ctic neighbors, the umiak was the perfect

)at for whaling and wabais hunting in the

e-choked, storm-haunted seas of the

3rth. The boat's size permitted trade and

igration, linking continents and cultures.

\fter the umiak was invented," wrote an-

iropologist Dorothy Jean Ray, "the

kring] Strait became an intercontinental

ghway, its coastal fringes occupied by

copies who had more or less the same

ay of life." Today the umiak is used only

a few locahties on the coasts of Alaska

id Siberia.

Capt. Frederick W. Beechey of Britain's

oyal Navy saw umiaks in 1826 on Little

•iomede Island in the Bering Strait and

)ok a sailor's delight in these craft, which

'ere "both light and phable and very safe

nd durable." In 1879, the Swedish ex-

lorer Nils A. Nordenskjold admired the

aidar (the Russian name for the umiak)

sed by Siberia's Chukchi: "It is so hght

lat four men can take it upon their shoul-

ers and yet so roomy that thirty can be

onveyed in it." Above all, the umiak was

uperbly safe and seaworthy in waters

v'here boats often become trapped in the

e. In the Arctic, "which is a graveyard of

roken boats," noted Dorothy Jean Ray,

the Eskimo umiak has proved its superi-

irity over all other boats time and again."

I quickly learned to admire the strength

f umiaks and the skill of their crews

vhen I lived for three months on Little

)iomede Island in 1975. In late May, we

were far out in the Bering Strait hunting

wahuses, which often rest on the ice as

they migrate north. A storm surprised us,

and suddenly we were caught in a mael-

strom of churning floes in the wind- and

current-driven pack. Leaping in and out of

the boat, the men poled and hauled the

umiak through cracks in the ice. Jagged

floes rasped against the boat's wahns-skin

cover, causing the flexible frame to buckle

but not break. When we reached a stretch

of open water, the captain (umialik) of the

boat gunned the 40 hp motor and raced to-

ward the largest floe. Our bow hit the edge

of the ice at full speed, and the crew and I

jumped from die rearing thirty-foot boat

and pulled it down and forward onto the

safety of the floe. "Relax," die umialik,

Tom Menadelook, told me with a reassur-

ing smile. "We have never lost a boat."

The boat was our home and shelter as we

drifted northward toward the Chukchi Sea

for two days until the ice opened up again.

When I returned to Little Diomede fif-

teen years later to spend another two

months during the wahiis-hunting season,

many things had changed, but the umiaks

and the spirit of their crews had not. The

population of Ignaluk, the small village

tacked to the base of the island's soaring

mountainside, had grown from 119 to 171,

but the number of umiaks remained un-

changed: three 18-foot craft used mainly

in spring to hunt ringed seals and bearded

seals near the island, and four 30-foot umi-

aks used primarily for the long and risky

walrus hunts in May, June, and early July

and again, briefly, in fall when some

200,000 migrating walruses funnel south-

ward through Bering Strait. The umiak

and the seal and walrus hunts were still the

basis of Inuit life on Little Diomede, as

they have been in much of the Arctic for at

least 2,000 years.

No umiak remains that old have ever

been found, but whaling and walrus-hunt-

ing implements of that age have been

found at archeological sites on both sides

of the Bering Strait. Because such hunts

would have been impossible with the

smaller kayaks, umiaks or similar boats

were probably in use 2,500 years ago, and

perhaps much earher. From this core area

they spread east as far as East Greenland.

Although in historical times there were

variations in the style and size of umiaks

in different regions, the essential shape

and design were similar along more than

7,000 miles of coast. The Chukchi

"atkuat," or baidar, "corresponds com-

pletely with the Greenlander's umiak or

woman's boat," Nordenskjold noted in

1879. In 1949, tiie Danish archeologist

Count Eigil PCnuth found a remarkably

well-preserved umiak on desert-dry Peary

Land at the northern tip of Greenland, less

than 500 miles from the North Pole. This

umiak was thirty-one feet long, and its

driftwood frame was lashed with baleen. It

had been built in about A.D. 1440, and in

size, design, and workmanship it was

nearly identical to umiaks used 400 years

later by Greenland's people.

Skin boats were not unknown in Eu-

rope. Small round ones, called coracles,

had been used since prehistoric times on

British lakes and rivers, and a few still ex-

isted in remote regions of Wales when I

lived tiiere thirty-five years ago. The Irish

used large, boat-shaped curraghs, their

light wooden frame covered with oak-

tanned oxhide, the double-sewed seams

coated with tallow. Similar canvas-co\-

ered curraghs were used bv the baskina
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Crews prepare their umiaksfor a walrus hunt, below. On a rare

clear day, right, tlie hunters approach an ice raft loaded with

walruses. Because the animals sink after they are killed, the

Diomeders hunt them on the icefloes.

shark hunters of Achill Island, Ireland,

with whom I spent the summer of 1960.

The first umiak known in Europe drifted

across the North Sea in about a.d. 1400

with, according to a contemporary writer,

a "kind of pygmies in it"; this boat hung

for years in the Nidaros (now Trondheim)

Cathedral in Norway. In his Historia de

gentibus septentrionalibus (History of the

Nordic people), published in Rome in

1555, the Norwegian bishop Olaus Mag-

nus knew that "the inhabitants of Green-

land are extremely good at sea; they use

skin boats which are very safe." Dionyse

Settle, the EUzabethan chronicler of ex-

plorer Martin Frobisher's second expedi-

tion to Baffin Island, observed of the Inuit

in 1577:

They have two sorts of boats made of

leather, set out on the inner side with quar-

ters of wood, artificially tyed with thong.. .

.

The greater sort are not much unlike our

wherries, wherein sixteene or twenty men
may sitte; they have for a sayle, drest the

guttes of such beasts as they kill, very fine

and thinne, which they sewe together.

Umiaks ranged in size from ten-foot

craft used in Labrador for hunting in shel-

tered fiords to sixty-foot boats with a

twelve-ton carrying capacity used in

Greenland 250 years ago. The typical

umiak was thirty feet long with a five- to

eight-foot beam and a depth of three to

four feet. It was flat bottomed throughout
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its range, sharp ended in the western Arc-

tic, and boxlike, with square stem and

stem, in the eastern Arctic. While it lacked

the grace and spirit of its sister craft the

kayak, the umiak was a stout and buxom
boat, roomy and safe.

The umiak frame was made of drift-

wood, a rare and precious commodity in

large parts of the Arctic. Stem and stem

were usually scarfed and treenailed with

bone or ivory pegs. Chines, stringers, and

ribs were lashed with seal thong or, where

available, with bowhead baleen, the ideal

material, for baleen neither expands nor

shrinks when wet, maintains flexibility,

has great tensile strength, and never rots.

The strongest, most durable covers

were made, where available, of split wal-

rus hide or of bearded-seal skins. The

Aleuts used sea Uon skins to cover their

large baidars; the Mackenzie Inuit were

beluga hunters and covered their umiaks

with beluga hide; on the West Greenland

coast harp-seal skins were used when
bearded-seal skins were not available; and

the Inuit of East Greenland often used the

skins of hooded seals. The finished craft

was light, buoyant (empty it had a three- to

four-inch draft), strong, and flexible. It

could carry thirty to forty people or about

five tons of cargo. In emergencies, tears in

the skins were temporarily plugged with

pieces of blubber until the damaged boat

could be pulled out of the water and prop-

erly patched. Such mishaps were rai

however—a close encounter with an e

raged wahns is about the only thing tK

can rip through the umiak's skin. (TK

danger to the craft is so great that durii

one of my trips, one of the crew chose

shoot at an attacking walrus through tl

bottom of the boat. The shot, which passf

a foot or two from my legs, put a sms

hole in the bottom of the boat but ms

have saved it from more serious damage

According to the Little Diomeder

their umiaks are virtually unsinkabl

They routinely go hunting in storn:

weather (calm days are rare in the Berir

Strait). A yard-broad waistcloth of canvi

(formerly sealskin), normally furle

against the gunwale, is raised on stoi

stanchions or on paddles during a storm i

keep the spray out. In the past they all

lashed inflated sealskin to the umiak's sic

as sponsons. In the 1870s, Smithsonij



i inologist Edward W. Nelson noted that

vith their boats fitted in this manner

lese people sail fearlessly along their

> )rniy coasts."

' For sailing in open waters the umiaks

i2re often equipped with a simple square

il with grommets and blocks carved of

ory. In the Aleutian Islands the sails

ere fashioned from densely woven grass

ats. Elsewhere, scraped seal, caribou, or

indeer skins or, more frequently, four-

ch-wide cleaned, translucent, sewn-to-

;ther strips of bearded seal or walrus in-

stine were used. Capt. George F. Lyon of

e HMS Griper bought such an "inge-

ously constructed sail" in 1824 from

udson Strait Inuit for a knife. The sail

as nine feet broad, thirteen feet high, and

eighed three and three-quarter pounds.

In 1881, Nelson met a flotilla of boats

;ar Alaska's Cape Prince of Wales and

rote: "The umiaks in full sail, crowded

with fur-clad people, dogs, and their vari-

ous possessions made a very picturesque

sight." Explorers were often astounded by

the volume and variety of cargo carried by

umiaks. While Captain Beechey watched

in 1826, Alaskan Inuit unloaded from two

umiaks "fourteen persons, eight tent poles,

forty deer skins, numerous skins [bags] of

oil, earthen jars for cooking, two living

foxes, ten large dogs, bundles of lances,

harpoons, bows and arrows, a quantity of

whalebone, skin bags full of clothing,

some immense nets made of hide for tak-

ing small whales and porpoises, eight

broad planks, masts, sails, paddles, be-

sides seahorse [walrus] hides and teeth"

and many other articles.

In 1990, "my" Little Diomede umiak

carried two outboard motors (55 hp and 30

hp), eight 5-gallon tanks of gas and one

50-gallon drum of gas, eight hunters and

me, nineteen guns, harpoons, great red

plastic floats, two axes, an ice chisel,

patches of leather and thong to repair the

boat, a large tool chest, paddles, poles,

gaffs, two marine compasses, coils of rope

and thong, food for many days, pressure

stoves, and waterproof sacks with spare

clothing, and if the hunt was successful,

we returned to Ignaluk with two or three

tons of walrus meat and ivory, piled onto

large plastic sheets dubbed "white man's

sealskins," for until recently sealskins

were used for this purpose. When the

hunters return to the village, the meat is

dried or stored in holes dug in the per-

mafrost, where it remains frozen. Once the

hunts supplied the islanders with nearly all

their food, but now only about half of their

diet is wahiis or seal meat.

Originally the umiak was probably both

hunting boat, stealfliily paddled or sailed

by men, and traveling boat, noisily rowed

by women. As whale hunting decUned.
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The skin ofa newly covered umiak right, glows golden yellow.

In 1975, Eva Menadelook, below, cut blubberfrom a walrus

skin. Fifteen years later far right, she has mastered the

technique ofsplitting the walrus skin into equal halves.

<^
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umiaks in Canada's eastern Arctic (in his-

torical times no umiaks were used in

Canada's central Arctic) and in Greenland

became increasingly women's boats—so

called, said the Greenland missionary

Hans Egede in 1745, "because the women

commonly row them. For they think it un-

becoming a Man to row such a boat." Con-

sequently, wives as rowers were in de-

mand. In East Greenland, the ethnologist

Gustav F. Holm noted in the 1880s, "A

second wife is sometimes taken in order

that the husband may always count on

having two rowers for his boat."

Inuit women were strong, enduring

rowers who often sang while they rowed.

The explorer-writer Peter Freuchen,

young, naive, and chivalrous, offered to

spell one of them at the oar and reported,

"But a couple of hours of the pace set by

the girls left me exhausted." The women

rowed on for thirteen hours, then attended

a party in the evening "and danced for five

hours." Migrations by the umiak could be

extensive. The Canadian Inuk Joe

Talirunilik described in 1965 how in the

1890s his people from the Povungnituk re-

gion of eastern Hudson Bay had searched

for a better life. Some forty men, women,

and children and all their belongings

crowded into one umiak and wandered for

two months until they came to the unin-

habited Ottawa Islands. They lived there

for several years and then returned with

their faithful umiak to the mainland.

In the nineteenth century, other boats

—

dories, whaleboats, and large canoes

—

began to supplant the umiak. By 1820, the

umiak was extinct in northern Hudson

Bay. Between 1861 and 1876 the number

of wooden boats in northern Labrador in-

creased from 1 17 to 237, while the number

of umiaks decreased from 14 to 4, and by

1916 the umiak had ceased to exist on the

Labrador coast. It vanished from Baffin Is-

land early in this century. There were 25

1

umiaks in West Greenland in 1880 and

339 in 1900, but after the turn of the cen-

tury they rapidly decUned. The last one,

used for a final hunting trip in 1966, is now

in a museum. The last East Greenland

umiak was used in Angmagssalik until

1970. The umiak then became extinct in

the eastern Arctic.

The whaleboat, often traded by whalers

to Inuit for baleen, ivory, or services or

sold to the natives, replaced all umiaks on

Saint Lawrence Island in the Bering Strait

early in this century. But then the whale-

boat died out (the last fully equipped

whaleboat was built in 1933 and sold to a

museum), and the Saint Lawrence is-
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landers reverted to the traditional but

somewhat changed umiak. Little Diomede

Island, with its boulder beach and pound-

ing surf, was death to wooden boats, and

the whaleboat was never adopted there.

But the Diomeders and other native

Alaskans did copy the round-bottomed

design of the whaleboat, and oval umiak

ribs are now made of steam-bent hard-

wood, instead of driftwood. These were

the only major changes in umiak design in

more than 2,000 years.

In coastal areas of Alaska and Siberia,

where the umiak originated, the boat per-

sists but its numbers are dwindling. One

last umiak remained in Shishmaref,

Alaska, in 1968, its driftwood-ivory-

whalebone frame buUt by Diomeders at

least forty years ago. Now it is gone.

Wales, Alaska, had fifty-one umiaks in

1891, four when I visited it in 1975, and

none when I returned in 1990. In addition

to Little Diomede Island and Saint

Lawrence Island, only the Inuit in Point

Barrow and a few other Alaskan settle-

ments still use umiaks to hunt whales and

wahuses among the ice floes.

On the Siberian side there are seven

baidars in Siremki, a walrus-hunting set-

dement, and a few in other villages, "but

they are poorly made," according to sev-
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eral Diomeders who have visited Siberian

Inuit. One problem with the boats seems

to be that in Siberia, the all-important

splitting of the walrus hide, traditionally a

woman's job, is done by men, and the re-

sult, say the Little Diomede women with a

certain superior glee, is deplorable.

The Little Diomeders are traditional-

ists; they tend to think highly of them-

selves and their umiaks. Skills and posi-

tions are passed on from generation to

generation. In 1975, Tom Menadelook, Jr.,

then eleven, spent the first hunting season

in his father's umiak, shot his first seal,

and then brought pieces of it to every

household in the village, including my
cabin, thus symbolically becoming the

ideal Inuit man: one who shares and pro-

vides. In 1990, Tom, Jr., now twenty-six,

was umialik of the Menadelook boat, and

most of the crew were young men. All

were excellent hunters, although perhaps

less daring than their elders, who were

famed as "Vikings of the Arctic Sea."

Umiak skeletons, when well built, last a

long time. The skeleton of John lyapana's

boat on Little Diomede was thirty-seven

years old in 1990; the one of the Ozenna

clan (boat crews are made up, in general,

of close relatives) was "at least" fifty years

old. The other two skeletons, belonging to

Albert lyahuk and Tom Menadelook, had

been built in 1974. They are made of

steam-bent hardwood and took about three

weeks to construct.

While the frame is long lasting, the wal-

rus-skin cover has to be replaced every

two to three years. To prevent the porous

skin cover from becoming waterlogged,

umiaks are frequently and liberally

smeared with seal oil. Despite that, covers

slowly rot and weaken and are no longer

strong enough to withstand the cutting

new ice or the grinding floes.

To cover the eighteen-foot umiaks,

three wahus skins are needed, and five

split skins are required for the thirty-foot

umiaks. Only the smooth skins of females

or young bulls are used; the skins of adult

bulls are too heavy, scarred, and warty.

First the blubber is removed from the skin,

and then begins the exacting task of split-

The captain ofan umiak, right, repairs a cracked rib in his

boat. Below: Hunters stopfor a lunch break along the

rocky coast ofLittle Diomede Island.

ting the two-inch-thick wabus hide into

halves of equal thickness. The women sit

on the ground or on a low bench or stool,

drape the skin over a well-anchored oval

board, and slice it in half with smooth,

even strokes of the razor-sharp ulu, the

crescent-shaped woman's knife.

When all the skins required for a cover

are split, they are soaked for several days

in seawater, depilated and thoroughly

cleaned, and carried into Ignaluk's com-

munity hall to be sewed together. Most

women in the village help, including two

nuns of the order of the Little Sisters of

Jesus—Sister Nobu, originally from

Japan, and Sister Damiene, originally

from Alsace, France. Both have lived on

the island for many years and are highly

respected walrus-skin splitters and sewers.

The skins are sewed together with the

"lost-stitch" technique, a double seam in

which the needle does not pierce the skin

from one side to the other. Braided rein-

deer sinew was used as thread in former

days; now, waxed and soaked in seal oil,

heavy cotton twine is used. Only the

leader is still made of sinew, so that needle

and thread can slip more easily through

the exceedingly tough walrus skin.

Skin-cover sewing is a social affair. The

umialik provides meals and endless tea

and coffee for all the people, and in abo

ten hours of sewing the -umiak cover is fi'

ished. Men stretch the still moist and su

pie cover over the umiak frame and lash

to the skeleton, now usually with hea\

nylon rope, in the past with walrus thon

which anthropologist Froelich Rainey h;

called "the strongest line known before tl

invention of the steel cable." Already ta

when wet, the cover becomes drum-tig

as it dries upon the frame.

The Diomeders are proud of their um
aks and say they will never abandon ther

But in 1978 the first aluminum boat can

to the island, and now several are used. S

far, they are mainly "fun boats," good ft

quick hunts in open water, but becaus

they tip easily and the metal is readily tor

on rocks or ice, aluminum boats are dai

gerous in storms and among floes. In n

ally dangerous conditions, the umiak hi

no equal, but despite its long tradition an

excellence, fewer and fewer are bein

used in Alaska and Siberia, and its epitap

may well be the little Inuit song the eti

nologist William Thalbitzer collected i

West Greenland at the beginning of thi

century:

My darling umiak

Now always on land, how deplorable!

About to fall in pieces.
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Seeing Red
Why does the homed toad cry tears ofblood?

Photographs by Raymond A. Mendez

Not really a toad at all, the homed toad

of the American Southwest is a small, flat-

bodied hzard related to iguanas. Its dociUty

has made it a favored pet, but for 120

years, its bizarre behavior has been cause

for controversy. Cowboys and countryfolk

swore they had seen the creature shoot long

streams of blood from its eyes; others

dismissed such accounts as tall tales.

In 1871, the earliest written account of

blood squirting was published by the noted

naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace, quoting a

letter from his brother John: "Under certain

circumstances, apparently as a means of

defense, this creature squirts out from one

of its eyes a jet of bright-red hquid very

much like blood. This I have observed

three times from three different individuals,

although I have caught many that did not

do it." During capture, only about 5 percent

of the lizards will squirt. Over the years,

scientists have tried to correlate this

behavior with sex, season, temperature, or

other factors—without notable success.

Recently, however, George Middendorf,

of Howard University, and Wade

Sherbrooke, of the American Museum of

Natural History, made an interesting

discovery while working at the Museum's

Southwestern Research Station in Portal,

Arizona. With the help of Dusty, a yellow

Labrador retriever, they found that dogs

can consistently ehcit blood squirting by

the lizards, while rough handhng and mock

attacks by humans cannot. Other variables

appeared not to matter; whether it was day

or night, hot or cold, the lizards

consistently sprayed blood only in response

to Dusty's threats. Surprisingly, they did

not shoot blood during attacks by

roadrunners or grasshopper mice.

Sherbrooke and Middendorf now

believe that blood squirting by homed

toads, documented for the first time in

these photographs, is a specific "anticanid"

defense. They plan to make further tests

with foxes and coyotes, which are among

the lizards' natural enemies.—/?. M.
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Basque shepherds move their flock on an Idaho ranch. The trek,

from summer pasture in the mountains to winter range at

lower elevations, can take a week.
John Baker



The Whistle Heard
Round the World

Humans and working animals around the globe have

developed their own Esperanto

by Patricia B. McConnell

I came back to consciousness encircled

by anxious Mexican stockyard workers. In

spite of my bleary state and limited Span-

ish, the rapid-fire speech of the onlookers

clearly conveyed to me their rising panic.

Exacdy what should they do with an un-

conscious middle-aged woman, laden

with tape recorders and cameras, who had

just been knocked out cold by a goat? Try-

ing to reassure them in English they could

not understand, I gathered my muddy

equipment and attempted to stroll scientif-

ically away.

Locking horns with a billy goat was not

the scenario I had in mind in my carefully

ordered plan to research how professional

animal trainers use sound to signal their

domestic animals. But since that incident,

I have successfully recorded the acoustic

signals used by more than 100 profes-

sional animal handlers. I call this my Dr.

Doolittle project, after the character of

children's fiction who learned to "talk with

the animals." Since professional animal

trainers must be able to communicate ef-

fectively with animals to make a living, I

suspected they had much to teach scien-

tists about how animals respond to differ-

ent sounds. In my research, I tried to dis-

cern universal patterns in both the way we

communicate with animals and the way

animals communicate with one another:

patterns that could be used to further our

understanding of animal communication

and perhaps even shed some Ught on the

development of human language.

The project grew out of a sttidy 1 began

at the University of Wisconsin-Madison

when ethologist Jeffrey Baylis suggested

that I look into a naturally evolved system

of communication between species—that

of shepherds and their sheep-herding

dogs. I located one of the country's best-

known sheep-herding dog trainers and

handlers within an hour's drive of Madi-

son. Jack Knox raises and trains border

collies, a breed of wily working dogs from

Scotland that manage more than two-

thirds of the worid's sheep.
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With a mmimwn.ofdirection from their handler, domestic ducks

below, negotiate a street in Yunnan Province, in the People 's

Republic of China. Opposite page: A team—man and border

collie—compete in international herding dog trials in Alnick,

England, near the Scottish border The maneuver, splitting

several sheep offfrom a flock, is a practical task on thefarm.

Franz J, Camenzind

Border collies are intense, effective

livestock herders. When working, they

neither bark nor bite, unless challenged by

a recalcitrant herdee. Instead, they control

the movement of livestock by assuming

the stalking posture of a predator. Just as a

domestic cat lowers its head and tail and

crouches as it sneaks up on a sparrow, bor-

der collies approach sheep with head and

tail lowered, body crouched, and most im-

portantly, a direct and intense stare. Herd

animals interpret this as a hunting posture

and first flock together (for safety in num-

bers), then move away. A well-bred and

well-trained border colhe is able to work at

the exact distance necessary to move the

stock forward without panicking the herd

into a run or challenging individuals to

stand and fight. Because the dogs rarely

take their eyes off the sheep, handlers rely

on sound rather than hand signals to direct

their dogs.

After recording hours of Jack's signals,

I traveled to the Southern Arizona Interna-

tional Herding Dog Trial in Tucson, Ari-

zona. Trials are timed competitions that

test the ability of both dog and handler to

work as a team at tasks similai- to those

necessary on the farm. I recorded the sig-

nals of fourteen teams and analyzed the re-

sults on a sonograph, noting the differen

durations, pitches, and amplitudes o

sounds used by handlers.

Handlers have many commands to in

struct their dogs, but all used four basi

ones: "walk up," or move in a direct liin

toward the sheep; "down," or stop movinj

(either stand still or lie down); and two dr

rectional commands that instruct the do}

to move to the right or the left around th(

flock of sheep.

Although handlers used a variety o

whistles to send their dog left or right, the]

all used similar whisdes to stop their dog

and to get them to walk up. The latte
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Overleaf: A Romanian gypsy and his horse
Josel Koudelka; Magnum

Pat/ick Mommaerts

histles were always given as at least two

lort, rapidly repeated notes, usually with

1 abrupt rise in pitch. Down whistles

ere usually given as one long note, either

le that rose and then fell in pitch or one

iiat continuously fell.

The use of similar whistles for com-

lands is not surprising. After all, handlers

am from other handlers; some even buy

ained dogs complete with cassette tapes

F the whistles to which the animals are

xustomed. But why would the two stop

id start signals be so similar and direc-

onal signals so varied?

This question started me thinking about

the many sounds that we make to our do-

mestic animals that fit the start-stop pat-

tern. Americans call cats with a series of

short notes: "Here kittykittykitty," start

horses with repeated chcks and smooches,

and slow dogs and horses with a long,

drawn out descending word like "stay" or

"whoa." We use these signals to change an

animal's rate of movement, just as the

sheep dog handler's walk up and down

whistles are given to stimulate or inhibit

activity. The dog handler's directional sig-

nals, however, convey conceptual infor-

mation and do not necessarily change a

dog's rate of movement, which may ex-

plain why they vary. Perhaps we use simi-

lar types of sounds to both start and stop

our animals because those sounds are

more effective at getting the desired re-

sponse. Some sounds might inherently

stimulate or inhibit activity in mammals,

and the animals themselves may have

taught handlers to use the sounds best

suited for a particular response.

I hypothesized that short, rapidly re-

peated notes stimulate motor activity in

mammals and that long, single notes in-

hibit activity. The hypothesis led to several

predictions that could be tested observa-

tionally and experimentally. If the type of

sound used is driven by an animal's re-

sponse, then animal handlers all over the

world, independent of hnguistic or cultural

background, should use similar types of

sounds to stimulate or to inhibit working

domestic animals.

To test this prediction, 1 went to Texas

to record Spanish-speaking race horse

jockeys and livestock handlers on the

Texas-Mexican border (where 1 butted

heads with the uncooperative goat). The

signals I recorded there fit my hypothesis

perfectly, but given the close relationship

between the Spanish and English lan-

guages, and numbers of handlers who did

speak some EngUsh, the data did not suffi-

ciently test the prediction.

To sample signals from many lan-

guages and cultures, I then recorded non-

English-speaking animal handlers who
were visiting the United States. Much of

this work was done in Wyoming, where

shepherds of several different language

groups and cultural backgrounds—includ-

ing many Basques from the mountains

between France and Spain—work on

ranches. I visited seven large sheep

ranches to record the vocal signals used to

control working sheep dogs and riding

horses. One of these remote spreads was

the Magnagna Brothers ranch outside of

Rock Springs, Wyoming. The night I ar-

rived with my husband and stepson (who

acted as field assistants), we shared in a
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A camel driver in Egypt, below, communicates with his

working animal with much the same pattern of

sounds used by a Basque shepherd In the American West

with his dog and horse, right.

dinner of lamb tail stew, traditionally eaten

during docking season when the lambs'

tails are removed to prevent later health

problems.

In what was to become a regular routine

that summer, the next morning I traveled

with the docking crew to a shepherd's

camp and recorded Basque- and Spanish-

spealdng horse and dog handlers during a

break in their duties. At other ranches I

was able to record Peruvian Quechua In-

dian, Navajo, Shoshone, and Arapaho

handlers giving vocal signals to their

working animals. The shepherds live in

the modem equivalent of a Conestoga

wagon, complete with tiny wood stove and

sleeping platform. All the shepherds had

at least one dog, and most had a horse to

help them move the flock to better pasture.

Back at the university in Madison, I was

able, over the course of several years, to

record animal handlers speaking sixteen

different languages, including Farsi to

camels, Pakistani to water buffaloes, Pol-

ish to geese, as well as thousands of vocal

signals in various tongues to dogs, horses,

cats, and poultry. Although I was always

careful in Wyoming and Texas to record

handlers actually working with their ani-

mals, some of my Madison recordings

were limited to interviews. I also traveled

around the Midwest, recording English-

speaking handlers of racing-sled dogs,

protection and obedience dogs, and trot-

ting, draft, dressage, and rodeo horses.

Each signal was analyzed for the number

of notes, the duration and band width of

each note, and the initial and terminal fre-

quency, or pitch.

Handlers of all these different back-

grounds consistently used short, repeated,

and broad-band sounds to activate their

animals and longer, continuous notes to

slow them. Horse handlers universally

made clicking or "smooching" noises to

start their horses, and dog handlers used

hand claps, finger snaps, and short re-

peated words or whistles to call their dogs

or to start them working sheep. Inhibiting

signals were somewhat less consistent, but

most were produced as a long, continuous

verbal note, including a "huush" used by
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camel drivers and a long, drawn out

"eeuuu" sound used by Chinese horse

handlers. Speakers of each language ap-

peared to have their traditional way of

communicating with animals, but the

sounds they used overwhelmingly fit the

pattern I had recorded and analyzed in

herding-dog systems.

Despite the many language groups I

recorded, my data were not sufficient to

show that these sounds are really more ef-

fective at eliciting a particular response.

The universal use of certain sounds could

simply be a species-specific tendency to

use some sounds in different contexts.

Short, rapidly repeated notes are common
in many species of animals when an indi-

vidual is excited. Producing the sound it-

self might change visual signals given off

by the individual who makes it, which in

turn influences an animal hearing it. Con-

trolled laboratory studies were needed to

determine if some sounds inherently stim-

ulate or inhibit motor activity.

For these studies, research assistants

and I raised twenty domestic dog pups in

an indoor/outdoor kennel on the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madison campus. The

pups participated in a study that linked two

different sounds to two different com-

mands: come and sit/stay. Half the pups

were taught to come to the trainer by a s

ries of four short, rising tones ("fo

short") and to sit/stay to one continue

descending tone ("one long"). The tor

were generated by computer, with t

same maximum and minimum freque

cies and total duration. (No tests were cc

ducted with four long signals, in order

control for total duration.) The other h;

of the pups were trained on the oppos

association of stimulus and respons

come to one long, and sit/stay to fo,

short. After ten days of training and te;

ing, each group was retrained on the opp

site association of stimulus and respom

For example, if a pup was initially traini

to come to four short, it was then retraini

to come to one long. This phase allowed

to compare each pup's response under tl

two conditions, an important procedu

given the highly variable behavior of inc

vidual puppies.

The pups had to be raised without ina

vertently learning to associate certa

types of sounds with a positive or negati'

reinforcement, and the research had to 1

carefully controlled to eliminate the poss

bility of visual cuing. The simplest sol

tion would have been to isolate the pu)

from human contact and acoustic stimu

Since that would result in abnormal pu)



It did not respond normally to humans

to unfamiliar sounds, the caretakers and

iners working with me restricted the

unds they used around the pups. Only a

ry quiet, low monotone voice was al-

^ed; visual signals and leashes were

io used to control the pups' behavior.

To prevent the pups from picking up in-

vertent visual cues, all tests were made

th the trainer and puppy facing in oppo-

e directions. The results showed that the

ur short, repeated notes were indeed

3re effective at training puppies to ap-

oach a human. Pups trained to come to

ur short responded correctly more often

an pups trained to come to one long,

oreover, all the pups originally trained to

ime to one long, and then retrained on

ur short, showed improvement. That

as not true with the group originally

taught to come to four short; when re-

trained to come to one long, few of them

improved their scores.

We also recorded the number of fore-

paw steps of each pup for three seconds

before and after giving the sound stimulus.

Pups increased their motor activity after

hearing four short and decreased activity

after hearing one long.

One long note, however, was not more

effective at teaching pups to sit and stay

for three seconds. The results may reflect

the complicated nature of that command;

stopping and sitting down is itself an activ-

ity that requires the control of many mus-

cle groups, while the subsequent "stay"

part of the command then asks the dog to

inhibit further movement. The data col-

lected from the handlers indicated another

factor at work: they divided "inhibiting"

signals into at least two groups. Signals

given to slow or calm an animal were pro-

duced as very long, relatively flat notes,

while signals given to effect an immediate

stop from a fast pace were usually one

short, highly modulated note. Since I

lumped the "slow" and "stop immedi-

ately" signals of herding-dog handlers to-

gether in one inhibiting category, the im-

portance of these subcategories did not

become clear until after 1 had finished the

pup experiment and was able to analyze all

the handlers' signals from the cross-cul-

tural project.

But the difference between short, re-

peated notes and one continuous note was

an important factor in whether an animal

responded by increasing motor activity or

decreasing it. That result was supported by

electrophysiological studies conducted on

the pups from the training study in collab-

oration with Dennis Molfese, of Southern

Illinois University. Through painless elec-

trodes glued to the pups' craniums (similar

to an EEG test on a human), we recorded

brain-wave responses to six different

sounds, including the two training stimuh,

before and after the initial training. In

brief, the results showed that before train-

ing, the pups attended to the number of

notes, as well as to the direction of pitch

modulation. However, after training, once

die stimuh were associated with increas-

ing or decreasing motor activity, they pref-

erentially attended to the number of notes.

All three research projects—the handler

study, the pup training study, and the elec-

trophysiological data—supported the hy-

pothesis that different sounds have differ-

ent effects on the mammal that hears them.

But the question remains: why should

some sounds be more effective flian others

at stimulating or inhibiting activity?

A growing body of hterature in animal

communication holds that in some species

the production of short, repeated notes in-

creases motor activity and approach to-

ward the signaler. The mobbing calls of

songbirds, characterized as short repeated

broad-band notes by ornithologist Peter

Marler and co-workers, result in high ac-

tivity levels and an approach from the
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birds who hear them. Experienced bird

watchers even use "smooches" and

"squeaks" to induce elusive species to

show themselves. Conversely, a long, nar-

row-band "hawk" call will cause other

birds to freeze in place. Many animals, in-

cluding dogs, sheep, horses, and song-

birds, use short, repeated notes to call their

young. House sparrows and herring gulls

increase the rate of note repetition of their

food calls—and thus attract other spar-

rows or gulls—only if the food available is

in large or divisible quantities. Although

each species uses its own characteristic

sound (horses "nicker," sheep "gurgle,"

dogs "whine"), these signals all fit the pat-

tern used by animal handlers to stimulate

their working animals.

This response is not confined to nonhu-

man animals. Composers are well aware

of the effect of many quick notes or of

long, drawn out notes on their listeners, a

response carefully exploited by those who

write the musical scores for dramatic

movies and TV shows. A dehghtful refer-

ence from the late 1800s describes playing

"soft music" (funeral marches) and "jigs"

to caged animals. The researcher reported

that lions and tigers lay down to funeral

marches and paced to jigs. Perhaps a bio-

logical basis exists for calUng music the

"universal language."

More recent research on newborn hu-

mans by psychologist Elliott M. Blass at

Johns Hopkins University found that very

young babies responded to "shush"

sounds by quieting and staying still. Cer-

tainly, auctioneers are well aware of the

opposite effect of rapidly repeated mean-

ingless syllables on the excitement level of

the crowd, just as a herding-dog trainer

uses short repeated notes to excite a dog

toward the sheep.

If mammals and birds tend to respond

in similar ways to different sounds, we

might evenhaally be able to translate the

acoustic signals of animals, to improve our

ability to communicate with them, and to

understand a bit more about the evolution

of human language. Maybe some day Til

know enough to go back to Texas and have

a long talk with that goat.
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jir day in Drumkeerin, County Leitrim, Ireland, brings farmers

idflocks to town onfoot. Ifa stop at the pub is in order, the

rding dog can be relied upon to mind the sheep.



Sure-

footed

Bats
When there are fish to be had,

these bats know how to put their

bestfootfonvard

Text by Anne Brooke

Photographs by
J. Scott Altenbach

In the cool of an early Caribbean eve-

ning, a group of three bats, each with a

two-foot wingspan, glided past me in a

line and disappeared into the night over

the bay. As I watched from a well-lit dock,

the bats returned, speeding just inches

above the water, and vanished again into

the dark. Then I heard the splash of a small

fish leaping out of the water. Seconds later,

the line of bats reappeared. The first bat

raked its feet over the water near where the

fish had splashed; the bats following be-

hind dipped their feet into the water at ex-

actly the same spot. In my excitement at

seeing them. 1 stepped forward for a better

view and fell right off the dock into waist-

deep water.

Several species of bats mclude fish in

their diet, but only one has the reputation

of being a fish specialist: the fishing bat,

Noctilio leporimis (also called the greater

bulldog bat because its drooping cheek

pouches, pointed ears, and blunt nose give

it a doglike appearance). Fishing bats

range from Mexico to Argentina, close to

lakes, rivers, or the sea. I study them on

the small Caribbean island of Culebra.

Fishing bats have unusual physical

characteristics that would seem of obvious

help in the hunt: large feet, with long,

talonlike claws to catch the fish, and long

canine teeth to hold the slippery prey. But

how the bats are able to detect fish in the

first place remained a mystery until re-

searchers using high-frequency sensors

showed that the bats' echolocation calls

were bouncing off fish fins sticking out of

the water and even off the ripples created

by a fish swimming just beneath the sur-

face. The returning echolocation pulses

enable the bats to determine a fish's speed

and direction and thus where to strike.

m
As a fishing bat strikes, it raises

wings. Once the fish is impaled on

claws, the bat lowers its wings in a power

ful downstroke that lifts it up away froni

the water. In a fraction of a second, ;

swing of the feet transfers the squirmin!'

fish into the mouth, where the bat's canim

teeth easily pierce and hold it. With thu

fish secured, the bat chews it like a hoi

dog, stuffing it headfirst into its two cheel

pouches, which can expand until they re

semble small balloons tied beside the bat''

chin. Once the fish is safely tucked awajr

the bat can either finish the job of eating iii)

flight or return to a perch to dine. r.

On Culebra, sheltered bays are home M:

enormous schools of sardines, silversidesi:

and needlefish. These small fish are mosii

vulnerable to predation just after sunsei:

when larger fish, such as barracuda ani.

jacks, chase them into the shallow wate'

near shore to feed on them. With few a\t

nues of escape left, the small fish atteni[

to flee by jumping into the air and soarin :.

for a few feet before splashing back int

the water. Small groups of fishing bats fl

back and forth just along the water's edgi.

seeking fish that have been driven to th |-

surface. The bats must -be within ten fen

or so of a fish in order to detect it. When u

fish jumps, the nearest bat maneuveiu

rapidly to the spot, with the others—pe i-



The Coribbean
ps eavesdropping on its echolocation

lis—close behind.

During the past year I have made

jhtly collections of guano and partly

en prey from beneath fishing bat roosts.

;

ter dissecting scats and carefully match-

l
up fish scales, beetle and fly frag-

;nts, and moth scales to whole speci-

;ns, I have a good idea of what the bats

;. Throughout the year, their diet in-

iides significant amounts of insects

Ihich they catch directly with their

I
)uths) and fish, but the relative propor-

I
ns vary with the seasons. During the

ny season, the most common items in

: guano are the remains of small flying

ects; in the dry winter montiis, when in-

;ts are less abundant, the bats eat more

1. Fishing bats also spice up their diet

th other, more terrestrial prey, using

;ir feet to snatch up fiddler crabs as they

ve their claws to attract mates on mud

ts and to scoop up scorpions and crick-

as they run across open ground.

Piscivory, or fish eating, seems to have

ived independently in several bat fam-

;s. As it turns out, size does not limit a

jcies' ability to catch fish (although it

ly influence tire size of fish any particu-

bat can catch). All the other species of

ts that catch fish are smaller than the

[ling bat. As for feet, some fish-eating

bats have feet that are even larger, relative

to body size, than the fishing bat's; others

have relatively small feet.

The greatest evolutionary modification

may have been in how feet are used. Un-

like hawks and owls, most bats do not use

their feet to capture prey. Their slender

legs and small feet are designed, not to

bear weight, but to grasp a foothold in the

roost, where the bats hang downward.

Bats typically snap up flying insects in

their mouths (which must be open for the

animals to echolocate) or "field" them into

their wing or tail membrane before sweep-

ing them into their mouths. Even species

with speciahzed foraging habits use their

mouths: round-eared bats hover while

plucking large insects off leaves, and frog-

eating bats capture their prey by homing in

on male frogs caUing for a mate and then

grabbing fliem in flieir sfi-ong jaws.

What, then, favored the evolution of

fishing with the feet in some bats? Cer-

tainly being near water would be a prereq-

uisite. Perhaps the ancestors of fish-eating

bats hunted floating or swimming insects

and then discovered that other food was

available in the water as well. How the

transition from eating insects to eating fish

took place can never be known for certain,

although a close look at the ecology and

behavior of some of today's bats may help

us one day have a better understanding of

the origins of fishing bats.

There are currently five bat species that

regularly trawl with their feet for fish,

Noctilio leporinus being the largest. (An-

other four species occasionally catch fish,

but we don't yet know h(jw they go about

it.) Twelve .species are known to trawl for

insects; whether any of these bats also

catch fish has not yet been determined. In-

terestingly, N. albiventris, a Central Amer-

ican relative of the species I have been

studying, is entirely insectivorous. Just

why it does not fish has remained a mys-

tery so far: although smaller than N. lepor-

inus, it is larger, and has larger feet, than

some of the other bats that do fish with

their feet. I plan to keep asking questions

about this and other species, but I also sim-

ply delight in watching N. leporinus, the

bat with tire impressive footwork. Now I

just try not to fall into the water. D

Huntingforfish, a fishing batflies low

above the water, left. Once a fish is

detected, the bat lowers its bigfeetfor the

strike, below. With afirm grasp on its

catch, next page, the bat begins to

transfer the fish into its mouth; it will then

eat on the wing or on a shoreside perch.







This Land

Aripo Savannas, Trinidad
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The southernmost Caribbean island,

Trinidad lies only seven miles from the

coast of Venezuela. Geologists estimate it

was still connected to South America as

litde as 6,000 years ago, and die island's

plants and animals are more typical of the

continent than of other West Indian is-

lands. But Trinidad has been isolated long

enough that as many as 10 percent of the

2,250 species of its plants are unique to the

island.

Trinidad is roughly rectangular, up to

sixty-five miles north to south and fifty

miles east to west, and contains three par-

allel mountain ranges. Along the south

coast are the low Trinity Hills, presumably

the "three hills" Columbus first saw in

1498 and for which, according to legend,

he named the island (another legend has it

that he gave thanks to the Holy Trinity for

finally sighting land). The hills are partly

cloaked in a seasonal evergreen forest, but

most of the area has been tied up by large

oil companies that have gated nearly all

the access roads. Farther north are the

Montserrat Hills, nearly 1,000 feet high.

These are accessible but, as a result, have

been subjected to timber cutting, farming,

and settlement. The Northern Range,

thought to be an extension of the Andes,

includes 3,083-foot El Cerro del Aripo. It

is covered with tropical rain forest, most of

it impenetrable and unexplored.

South of the Northern Range are nearly

flat alluvial terraces that are about 100 feet

above sea level. Much of this zone is

forested, occasionally by very wet forests

known as marsh forests. The trees, which

sometimes grow more than sixty feet tall,

include white olivier (related to the rose

family); a type of Diospyros related to the

persimmon of the United States; and two

moisture-loving palms, the moriche and

the euterpe. Scattered among the forests,

especially between the Aripo and Quare

rivers, are nearly a dozen open areas,
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known as the Aripo savannas, where

woody plants simply do not thrive.

The savannas, each only a few acres in

size, have infertile, sandy soil underlain by

an impermeable layer, or hardpan, of

sandy soil cemented with iron oxides.

During the rainy season, from May to De-

cember, the hardpan prevents the rapid

percolation of rainwater, and the soil be-

comes waterlogged. As a result, plant

roots are deprived of the oxygen they need

for good growth. During the dry season,

on the other hand, from January to April,

the savannas receive inadequate rainfall.

This combination of conditions appears

sufficient to keep trees and shrubs from

colonizing the savannas. In most regions

of the world, fire is an essential part of sa-

vanna ecology, suppressing the growth of

woody species while promoting the

growth of grasses and other herbs with the

nutrients derived from the ash. But fires do

not seem to have played a role in main-

taining the Aripo savannas, since the wa-

terlogged soils deter the starting an

spreading of natural fires and lightnin

strikes are infrequent.

The savannas are not perfectly flat bi

contain small hummocks and depressions

The hummocks develop partly as a resu

of the presence of many termites an

earthworms, whose behavior modifies th

soil. Botanist Paul Comeau has observe

that the termites create a fine-texture

upper soil layer free of stones and play a

important role in breaking down dea

plant tissues and releasing nutrients int

the environment.

The dominant grasslike plant in the s

vannas is actually a sedge, Lagenocai-pi

guianensis. This large, clump-formin

species is able to tolerate the drastic se:

sonal fluctuations in moisture. A fc

grasses play a secondary role in the Arip

savannas; according to Winston Johnsoi

a botanist from the University of the We
Indies, they include a thread-leaved blm

stem, a beadgrass, and three species c

At times waterlogged and at times too dn\ the infertile soils of the

Aripo savannas, above, do not support the growth of trees. Right:

Ginger grows on a trail leading to one savanna.
Photographs by Hans Boos
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panic grasses. Other herbs include at least

four species of beaked rushes. The sa-

vanna sedge, grasses, and rushes are

mostly perennials that grow from under-

ground rhizomes. Few annual flowering

plants have been recorded here: they grow

on bare ground between the clumps of

grasses and sedge, where competition for

survival is not as great.

Among the many small herbs in the sa-

vannas are two terrestrial orchids: one

white flowered; the other red. Also con-

spicuous when in bloom are two species of

yellow-eyed grass—not true grasses

—

whose solitary yellow flowering heads

stand atop unbranched leafless stems. The

larger of the two is the same species I have

seen countless times on the Coastal Plain

of the Carolinas. Spreading over some of

the low-growing vegetation are the or-

ange, stringy, leafless stems of Cassytha,

the tropical parasitic flowering plant

equivalent to the dodder found in temper-

ate climates.

Carnivorous plants, which absorb nutri-

ents from the insects they trap, are plenti-

ful. Pink sundew, the same species that

grows in the eastern United States, entan-

gles insects in the sticky hairs that pro-

trude firom its leaves. In shallow depres-

Aripo Savannas

For visitor information write:

Director

Forestry Division

PO. Box 30

Long Circular Road

Port-of-Spain, Trinidad

sions, which often contain standing watt

as many as twelve species of bladderwor

wait to capture tiny aquatic insects in a

bladders attached to their roots.

Here and there in the savannas ai

small, isolated clumps of a broad-leave

shrub with the unlikely name of fat por

But the most conspicuous intrusions in tl

open savannas are occasional oasislil

clusters of moriche palms, which grow i

to thirty feet high in small pockets whe

the soil texture allows better drainage,

few shrubs also grow in these "palm i

lands," often bedecked with air plants

the bromeliad, or pineapple, family.

Between the open savannas and tl

marsh forest that surrounds them are trai

sitional zones where the soil, moistun

and oxygen conditions are too poor to suf

port the larger trees of the marsh forest bi

El Cerro del Aripo

V^I^ncia/' \ l,_t|j:_

AripO;" A "^

Joe LeMonnier



ink sundew supplements its diet in the

itrient-poor savanna by using its sticky

iirs to entrap insects.

tura Productions

'0 rich to exclude a variety of other small

ses and shrubs. The spiny bactris palm is

1 important member of the transition

)mmunity, along with cuchape (related to

[

le sea grape of peninsular Horida), wild

\ .ora, wild calabash, and a species called

ild mangrove (which is not a mangrove

all, even though its prop roots resemble

lose of the red mangrove). A giant sedge,

hose sharp leaf edges inspired its com-

lon name—razor grass—grows nearly as

ill as the shrubs.

The Aripo savannas are considered

mong the best savannas in the Caribbean,

^espite various disturbances that have

Iireatened them. The United States built

i

n air base in the area during World War 11,

/hile gravel mining is currently encroach-

ig on the savanna borders. In addition, al-

lough natural fires apparently have not

layed a major role in the development of

|ie Aripo savannas, recent fires presum-

bly set by vandals have begun to alter the

abitat. Susan Schwab, who has studied

le effects of these fires, has noted which

pecies seem to thrive following burning

ind which ones are harmed. Her findings

uggest that if the fires continue, many rare

ilants may eventually disappear.

liis month, Robert H. Mohlenbrock, pro-

essor emeritus ofplant biology at South-

rn Illinois University, Carbondale, takes

I departure from his usual beat, the 156

J.S. nationalforests.
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A Matter of Taste

America's First

Food Writer
Columbus described the preparation ofthe cassava bread that

is still baked in the Caribbean

by Raymond Sokolov

Here we are at last, celebrating the

500th anniversary of the landfall of

Columbus. So the least a humble gastro-

ethnographer can do is return to the scene

of the first encounter between hemi-

spheres, the Caribbean, and watch a mod-

em native of the region cook her slightly

updated version of the first recorded

American recipe.

Columbus himself set down directions

for the dish in the log of his first voyage

just before and after Christmas in 1492.

He had already made himself the first

American economic botanist with his dis-

cussions of unfamiliar edible plants he

happened upon. But by paying careful at-

tention to a novel and locally important

recipe on the island he named Hispaniola

(on land now part of the Dominican Re-

pubhc), he laid claim to the title of first

American food writer. Here is what he

wrote:

Sunday, Dec. 16, 1492: These fields are

planted mostly with ajes. The Indians sow
little shoots, from which small roots grow
that look like carrots. They serve this as

bread, by grating and kneading it, then bak-

ing it in the fire.

Dec. 26, 1492: The King [of Hispaniola]

dined with me on the Nifia and afterwards

went ashore with me, where he paid me
great honor. Later we had a meal with two

or three kinds of ajes, served with shrimp,

game and other foods they have, including

their bread; which they call cazabe.

What we have here is a good, if terse,

account of the making of cassava bread,

the circular, fiat specialty of markets in the

Antilles even today. Although Columbus

used aje to refer to almost any indigenous

root or tuber, here he clearly meant the

white, fleshy, underground portion of

is

Manihot esculenta (known variously a ta

manioc, cassava, and in Spanish, yuca).

Not to be confused (as it constantly is »

with the agave plant known to warm-cl ;.

mate U.S. gardeners as yucca, manioc is

South American native spurge (from th|ji

Euphorbiaceae family) that prospers i

slash-and-bum agriculture, as well as i

more conventional fields, and which cor

tinues to be a staple in many cuisines c

tropical America as well as Africa. It cairlJ!:

to Hispaniola with the South American It n

dians (known to ethnographers, with di ii

fering degrees of specificity, as Carib- i

Arawaks, and Tainos) who migrated nort a

and eventually succumbed almost entire! nl

to the Spaniards and the new diseases the i

brought with them.

Some of these Amerinds have survive

Beulah Riley pushes cassava roots

through a motor-driven grater
Lydia Pulsipher
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The Caribbean

toe is an enclave on Dominica. But the

ost vivid legacy of their pre-Hispanic

:yday is cassava bread, toasted in a wood

e, slightly chewy and long lasting.

Every week, Beulah Riley bakes many

aves for sale in the market near the port

' Plymouth on the green volcanic island

' Montserrat. Columbus first sighted

[ontserrat while sailing through the Lee-

ard Islands on his second voyage in

W3. He named it after the mountain

onastery near Barcelona where Ignatius

oyola was inspired to found the Jesuit

der. But in the fullness of time, seven-

enth-century Irish settlers made the is-

nd their own and began to exploit its po-

ntial for sugar with the help of Irish

identured workers.

Soon, African slaves took over the work

is well as the Irish names of their prede-

jssors and owners). Today the majority

f the 12,000 people on the island are

lack. By their choice, Montserrat remains

colony ("dependent territory") of Brit-

in, and visitors get a shamrock stamped

1 their passports in green ink.

None of this takes away from the

rimeval authenticity of the basic method

mployed by Beulah Riley in her home in

hillside village called Long Ground,

v'ith her Amerindian physiognomy, Riley

uts one in mind of a time long before air-

lanes or sugar or other European influ-

nces came across the sea. She is happy to

ase her cassava-grating labors with an

lectric motor (which replaces the foot

eadle of living memory, itself an im-

rovement on the hand grating once nor-

lal all over tropical America in precon-

ict villages), but the fundamental

xjhnique is what Columbus saw, and the

read she produces must be virtually the

Jo mucin to see, so little lime, from beaches to mountains,

rfoll resorts to nistorical settings, it s all here in Virtfinia.
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same as what the king of Hispaniola of-

fered the future Admiral of the Ocean Sea.

Riley's house floats in a sea of green,

chaotic to the naive eye but as orderly as

an Iowa farm once you learn to separate

\he banana plants from the dasheen (taro)

and the red-stemmed stands of cassava.

Nothing is accidental, least of all the proc-

essing of the cassava.

It stretches over two days. By the time I

got there the first morning, two large plas-

tic containers were filled with peeled cas-

savas soaking in water. Riley's son-in-law

was brushing the roots until they were a

uniform white. Riley herself was checking

out the grating area, a wood table with a

hand-punched metal grating disk con-

nected by belts to an electric motor. When
the machines were run by foot treadles,

the same person would pump with his or

her foot and also push root after root into

the mean-looking, spinning grater. As the

Two West Indian cassava

recipes adapted from Winifred

Grey's Caribbean Cookery,

Collins, London, 1965

Cassava Pone

2 cassava (manioc or yuca)

tubers

1 coconut

'A cup sugar

'A teaspoon freshly grated or

ground nutmeg

'A teaspoon cinnamon

'A cup currants

2 tablespoons shortening

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

2. Peel, wash, and grate the cassava.

Grate the coconut meat.

3. Mix all ingredients with enough
water to make a stiff dough.

4. Spread in a well-greased shallow

baking dish and bake until brown,

about 1 '/2 hours.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Cassava Bread

4 cupsfinely grated cassava

2 teaspoons salt

1. Mix the salt and the cassava. Tak-

ing one cupful at a time, place the

meal in a strong cloth and wring

out all the juices. Crumble the meal

and rub it through a fine sieve.

2. Put a baking stone or iron on an

evenly glowing fire and sprinkle a

little cassava meal on it. When the

meal browns, the stone is hot

enough. Brush off the meal and

roots get worn shorter and shorter, the

peril of pushing a finger into the grater in-

creases.

Riley, her hair out of harm's way in

many pigtails, wearing a sober Giorgio T-

shirt and a jean skirt, protects her hands by

grating two roots at a time, holding one in

each hand. The roots are almost never the

same size; so when one gets too small to

hold safely, she pushes it into the blade

with the longer root. And so it goes, root

after root: white, mushy grated cassava

spins off the blade and falls through an

opening in the table to be collected under-

neath. Riley leans into a shoulder-high

vertical board nailed to the end of the

table. It not only braces her but it also

catches the splash of grated cassava that

the blade sometimes sends back at her.

The work is slow and steady. An evan-

gelical radio station plays in the back-

ground. One of Riley's daughters looks

place tin rings on the stone. Spread

a thin layer of meal in each ring. As
soon as the steam rises, shake and

remove the ring.

3. When the bread is firm enough,

turn with a knife. Turn frequently

until dry and stiff. Do not touch the

bread with the hands but remove
from the stone with a knife and

stand on edge. It can be stored in a

tin. Before serving, toast and butter

or spread with melted butter and

brown lightly in a quick oven.

Yield: 2 to 6 rounds depending

on size of rings

Cazabe Tostado con Mantequilla

y Queso Parmesano
Venezuelan cassava bread toasted with

butter and Parmesan cheese

(Adapted from Armando
Scannone's Mi Cocina a la Manera

de Caracas, Edicion Bolsillo,

Caracas, 1986)

Cassava bread

Butter

Finely grated Pannesan cheese

1 . Preheat the oven to 350 degrees.

2. Cut the cassava bread in small

pieces. Spread them on one side

with butter. Then dredge the but-

tered sides in the grated cheese.

3. Set the prepared slices cheese side

up on a bciking sheet and bake for

about 10 minutes or until the

cheese melts and turns golden
brown.

4. Remove from the oven and serve

immediately.

after a new baby (another daughter i

studying in Texas). But eventually, th

son-in-law has the whole batch trussed u i*'

in a large, strong, but porous plastic ba fif

lined with a flour sack.

Milky liquid starts pouring out immed:

ately as he tightens the ropes around th ff

bag. This is the toxic juice of the cassav. i^

high in hydrocyanic (a.k.a. prussic) acic

an aqueous solution of hydrogen cyanidf 4

HCN. To get rid of it, the son-in-law set ^

the cassava bag in a tongue-in-groov

press whose handle fits into a notch cut i

a tree. Then he weights the press wit t)

large stones and leaves them there, whil

white liquid pours out the grooves in th

press, until evening. If he leaves the cas («i

sava in the press any longer, he says, it get i

too dry for baking.

But what about the residual cyanide

Why isn't it toxic? And isn't there a tradi

tional Guyanese condiment called cassa

reep made from the supposedly poisonou

juice pouring out of that bag in the press

The North American observer is also curi

ous as to why the cassava he buys in Ne\

York markets doesn't kill him. Are thes

the so-called sweet cassavas that aren

poisonous? Or is the heat of cooking whi

neutralizes the prussic acid?

Even in manioc-consuming areas, naivifm

questions like these come up constantly ii

conversation, even though the scientifi

facts are well estabUshed and show ho'fttl

safe a plant cassava is under almost ai ij

likely circumstances.

Cassava becomes toxic only when th

outer covering is cut. Then small sac

exude a milky latex containing manihc

toxine, a cyanogenetic glucoside th

breaks down into prussic acid, glucose

and acetone. No doubt this whole proces

evolved as a defense against animal ant

insect attacks. The human animal discov

ered, however, that he could promote thi

elimination of the poison and thereby pu

rify cassava by soaking it in water, by cut

ting it up into small pieces, or by milt

heating. All these methods promote thi

contact of a naturally occurring enzymi

called linase with the acid. Linase liberate;

the acid into the air.

The original cassava farmers discov

ered how to exploit this biochemical proc

ess without understanding how it worked

They also noticed that some varieties o:

manioc were not toxic, and they assumed

as did botanists until quite recently, tha

the "sweet" varieties resulted from somf

generic difference. It turns out that the ea-

vironment is the decisive factor. Clones oi

poisonous plants will grow up sweet ir
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icw settings and vice versa. My assump-

ion is that the cassava in supermarkets is

lontoxic, but I am unwilling to test this

)roposition by gnawing on a raw root.

In any case, the primordial technique

liai Beulah Riley and her family use in

)reparing cassava meal incorporates two

)f the methods science endorses for purg-

ng the root: laborious soaking and thor-

)ugh chopping. The prolonged pressing

md draining ofjuice offers still a third exit

oiite for residual poison and linased acid.

Finally, on the morning of the second

lay. Riley's son-in-law sifts the pressed

neal through a galvanized metal circular

ieve shaped like a French tamis but cre-

ited by punching holes in the metal with a

lail. What's left in the sieve—root frag-

nents that didn't get finely grated—is fed

n the pigs. It's called musha, and after it

las dried, it traditionally has been the base

if \ arious country dishes, including Bar-

ladian jug jug. Teen-age girls say to each

)ther, "Who has musha in sun, looks for

ain." They mean that a girl who has

.omething valuable out in the open (espe-

;ially a boyfriend or fiance) must be wary

of competition from other girls).

Meanwhile, Riley is tending a fire of

mallish branches, mostly driftwood. She

ans the fire with a spray of mango leaves

)ulled from a tree, heavy with red-blush-

ng fruit, behind the house. Her griddle is a

ectangular piece of sheet metal scav-

;nged from a construction site. She sets

wo metal rings on the griddle. They are

ibout sixteen inches in diameter and a

:ouple of inches high. Inside these rings

>he spreads a thin layer of salted cassava

neal and smooths out the top of the

'loaves" with a flat wooden baker's peel

;the underside wiU keep its original coarse

cexture).

The meal is barely a quarter inch thick,

and when it solidifies (the rings have been

removed), Riley deftly flips over the whole

loaf and cooks it a bit longer, so that both

sides are brown. She then folds the bread

in half (while it remains on the griddle),

and when she thinks it has cooked through

sufficiently, she sets it to one side where a

stack will soon collect.

Cassava meal has many other uses be-

sides bread—as porridge, in dumplings, in

chicken stuffing, as filler for blood sau-

sage. But the bread is the link with the dis-

tant past: the past into which Columbus

brought the future 500 years ago.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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At the American Museum
I

Contact: Cultural Change,
Alternate Perspectives

In conjunction with the quincentennial

celebration of Columbus's arrival in the

New World, the Museum's Education De-

partment will be exploring the changes and

new developments that occurred among in-

digenous and non-European cultures after

European contact.

Among the scheduled programs are a talk

by musician-folklorist Tchin, "Christopher

Columbus: Dispelling the Myth, 500 Years

of Resistance and Survival of Native Peo-

ples," on Tuesday, October 6; a dance-

drama about the 1791 revolution that estab-

lished Haiti as the first free black republic in

the New World, presented by the Children

of Dahomey on Saturday, October 17; An-

dean music and its Spanish themes, demon-

strated by Pepe Santana, Rothman Teran,

and Paco Moreno of Inkhay on Saturday

and Sunday, October 3 and 4; a participa-

tory performance of African American mu-
sical traditions rooted in the Gullah experi-

ence, by David Pleasant and Company, on

Saturday and Sunday, October 24 and 25.

For a schedule of events, call (212) 769-

5315. These programs are free and made
possible in part by gifts from the Vidda

Foundation, the Samuel and May Rudin
Foundation, and the family of Frederick H.

Leonhardt.

Film Festivals

Presentations from the 1992 Margaret

Mead Film and Video Festival continue

through Sunday, October 4, with 2000 Years

ofFreedom and Honor: The Cochin Jews of
India and Marriage Egyptian Style. At a

benefit event on Friday, October 2, the audi-

ence will meet with film and video makers

and view Jean Rouch's film Margaret
Mead: A Portrait by a Friend, as well as his

work in progress on Margaret Mead. Bene-

fit tickets are $30 ($27 for members). An
advance package ticket for three weekday
evenings and two weekend days of screen-

ings is $40 ($36 for members). Daily tickets

are $10 ($9 for members).

An international film series on environ-

mental themes related to climate change and

cultural attitudes will be shown on Sunday,

October 18, from noon until 5:00 p.m. These

films are free with Museum admission.

For a complete schedule of film Events,

call (212) 769-5305.

Fall Lecture Series

Issues of public interest raised by the ex-

hibition "Global Warming; Understanding

the Forecast" will be addressed in a four-

part program beginning Monday, October
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19, with a talk by Michael Novacek, Mu-
seum curator and dean of science. On Mon-
day, October 26, Michael Oppenheimer, se-

nior scientist for the Environmental

Defense Fund, will discuss climate change.

The series continues for the first two Mon-
days in November,

Drawing on themes from her new book.

Anatomy ofLove: The Evohition ofMonog-
amy, Adultery, and Divorce, anthropologist

Helen Fisher will examine brain and behav-

ioral differences between men and women
in two Tuesday-evening lectures, October

20 and 27.

Charles J. Cole, curator in the Depart-

ment of Herpetology, will present two Mon-
day-night lectures, October 19 and 26, on

the reproduction, genetics, ecology, and
evolution of unisexual lizards and their bi-

sexual relatives.

On Thursday, October 22, Natural His-

tory senior editor Richard Milner will give a

slide-illustrated talk, "Charles Darwin and

the Victorian Spiritualists," about an acri-

monious court battle between scientists and

psychics during the great naturalist's secret

crusade against supematuralism.

Beginning October 22, Sidney S. Horen-

stein, coordinator of the Museum's environ-

mental public programs, will give four

Thursday-evening talks on overlapping is-

sues in geology and the environment in met-

ropolitan New York.

Environmental history and new art gen-

res will be the subject of talks on Tuesday,

October 20 and 27, by Barbara C. Matilsky,

curator of "Fragile Ecologies: Artists' Inter-

pretations and Solutions," an exhibition at

the Queens Museum of Art.

William Schiller, lecturer in botany at the

Museum, will explore the role of coastal

plants along the Atlantic seaboard in a four-

part series, on Monday afternoons from
2:30 to 4:00 rm. starting October 19, or

Thursday evenings from 7:00 to 8:30 rm.

starting October 22.

For times, ticket prices, and other infor-

mation, call (212) 769-5310.

Fall Workshops and Field Trips

A climate-modeling workshop, led by

Stuart R. Gaffin, research scientist for the

Environmental Defense Fund's Climatic

Change Program, will be held on Saturday,

October 24. This program exploring the pa-

rameters and assumptions behind the global

warming forecast is recommended for

adults with some science background and

will include a trip to the NASA Goddard In-

stitute of Space Studies.

William Schiller, the Museum's lecturer

in botany, will lead three two-hour expedi-

tions in Central Park to observe season;

changes and discuss plant identification an

ecology. The trips are scheduled fo

Wednesday, October 14, and Saturday, Oc
tober 17. For more detailed informatior

call (212) 769-5310.

The Sephardic Diaspora
An exhibition at Yeshiva University Mt

seum, "The Sephardic Journey; 1492
1992," portrays the breadth and diversity c

the Diaspora after the Jews were expelle

from Spain. On Thursday, October 2:

Gabriel Goldstein, an assistant curator <

Yeshiva University Museum and a memb«
of the international team that developed th

exhibition, will trace the flowering of hui

dreds of Jewish communities from the Mic

die East and North Africa to Europe and th

New World. This lecture takes place at 7:0

RM. in the Main Auditorium. Tickets ai

$10 ($7 for members). Call (212) 769-56C

for ticket availability.

Nightwalkers
Storyteller Laura Simms returns to th

Museum on Friday, October 30, in th

Kaufmann Theater to tell^host stories froi

around the world. The Halloween prograi

for children (ages five through twelve) bi

gins at 6:00 rm. and includes "The B:

Bird," "Witch," "Skeleton Woman," ar

other tales of witchcraft, magic, and wai

dering spirits. "Abu Sultan's Tongue,"

story from Basra, and "Bear," a shaman
Inuit tale, will be among those presented i

the adults, beginning at 8:00 rm. Children

tickets are $8 ($4 for members); adult's ticl

ets are $12 ($8 for members). Call (2L
769-5606 for ticket availability.

Early Sky Watchers of North
America
On Monday, October 5, Edwin C. Krupi

director of the Griffith Observatory in Lc

Angeles, will talk about the traditional as

tronomy and skylore of Native American:

This lectiu-e, at 7:30 rm. in the Planetai

ium's Sky Theater, is the second in a twc

part series: "Astronomy in the America

Before Columbus." Tickets are $8 ($6 fc

members). For more information abot

Planetarium events, call (212) 769-5900.
Ii

These events take place at the America

Museum of Natural History, located o

Central Park West at 79th Street in Ne\

York City. The Kaufmann Theater is locate

in the Charles A. Dana Education Winj

The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad

mission policy. For more information aboi

the Museum, call (212) 769-5100,
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Celestial Event

Halfway to Winter
by Gail S. Cleere

Halloween, once the eve of the pagan

fall festival of Samhain, is celebrated on

the last day of the month. In olden times it

marked when the sun was midway be-

tween the autumnal equinox and the win-

ter solstice. Samhain was a particularly

auspicious day for the ancient Celts—the

start of their winter season and the only

day of the year when the dead could revisit

the living. On this night in ancient Ireland,

a new and sacred fire was kindled, from

which all the fires of Ireland would be lit.

This tradition, which was believed to ward

off evil spirits, is retained in our country

bonfires and front porch jack-o'-lanterns.

That name itself comes from the old Irish

tale that tells of a stingy man named Jack,

who, barred from Heaven for his penuri-

ousness and barred from Hell for his prac-

ticaljokes on the Devil, was condemned to

walk the earth with his lantern until Judg-

ment Day.

In the Middle Ages, the church at-

tempted to root out the paganism associ-

ated with the Samhain festival by naming

November 1 All Saints' Day (Allhallows),

and November 2 All Souls' Day. Mum-
ming (actors performing in disguises) was

popular, and the poor went begging for

"sweet soul cakes," which would be given

as payment for prayers they promised to

say for the dead. They chanted: "Soul,

Soul, for a souling cake, I pray, good mis-

sus, a souling cake. Apple or pear or plum

or cherry. Anything good to make us

merry." The alternative, one supposes,

would make them mad. This may be the

origin of the current trick or treat, along

with the costuming and general mischie-

vousness. One might also note that the

prayers have been forgotten altogether, not

to mention the astronomy.

The Planets in October

Mercury is difficult to spot this month

if your horizon is obstructed. In the latter

part of the month, look for the planet low

in the west in early evening. The path the

planet traces through the sky is at present

at a very low angle to the horizon. On the

evening of the 27th, the planet can be

found just below and to the right of the

thin crescent of the two-day-old moon.

Venus finally emerges from the solar

glare, gleaming brilliantly at -4.0 magni-

tude, low in the southwest after sundown.

On the 27th, look for Venus just above the

red star Antares in the heart of Scorpio. On
the 28th, you'll find Venus near the three-

day-old crescent moon, which will be to

the left of the planet, the two of them form-

ing a stunning sight.

Mars rises in the late evening, easily

found high above the left shoulder of the

great constellation Orion, not far from the

twin stars Castor and Pollux in Gemini. By
morning, this threesome is high in the

southern sky. Look for Homer's "blood-

stained, murderous god of war" just 3°

north of the waning gibbous moon on the

18th.

Jupiter emerges from the morning twi-

light glow and can be seen low in the east

before sunrise. This gas giant is now found

between Regulus in Leo and Spica in

Vu-go, closer to the latter star.

Saturn, a showpiece in early evening

skies as a lone luminary in the southern

sky after sunset, sets just after midnight.

Found amid the fainter stars of the constel-

lation Capricornus, Saturn remains the

brightest object in a somewhat subdued

area of midevening constellations.

Uranus and Neptune remain in Sagit-

tarius, gradually leaving the evening scene

as they move toward the evening twilight

glow along with the rest of the summer-

time stars. With binoculars or a small tele-

scope, look for them low in the southwest

at sundown. Consult a star map in one of

the popular astronomy magazines for the

exact positions of these distant planets. On

the 3d the moon passes above these tv

blue-green worlds.

The Orionid meteor shower occurs (

the night of the 21st. This is usually tl

third most reliable shower of the ye£

after the Perseids of August and the Gen

inids of December. The Orionids can ave

age anywhere from ten to seventy meteo

an hour. As is the case with all meteoi

what we are seeing is the debris left behir

in the path of a comet, a small amount

which encounters the earth and bums up

its atmosphere (in this case the debr

comes from Halley's comet). The meteo

will be seen best in the hours just befo

moonrise all over the sky, although the r

diant, the point where they appear to ori

inate, is located in the constellation Orio

This is predicted to be a particularly got-

year for the Orionid meteors.

The Moon reaches first quarter on tl

3d at 10: 12 a.m., EDT; full moon is on A

11th at 2:03 p.m., EDT; last-quarter moo

is on the 19th at 12: 12 a.m., EDT; and ne

moon is on the 25th at 3:34 p.m., EST.

October's full moon is traditional)

called the hunter's moon. It follows tl!

harvest moon (which occurs either in la

September or in early October and is tl

full moon closest to the autumn;

equinox). For a few days before and afti

these two full moons occur, moonris

tends to be earlier in the evening than

usually is at this phase. People wh
worked the land in earlier times were thi

able to continue their harvesting and hun

ing past sunset to lay in their provisions ft

a long winter.

Note: Daylight saving time ends at 2:0

A.M. October 25. Set clocks back one hou

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astror'

omy and is a founding member of tl

International Dark Sky Association, d

organization dedicated to preserving tn^

skiesfor astronomy.
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EMBERS'CHOICE
L collection of books and gift items chosen especially for members of the American Museum of Natural History

Dear Friends

of the IMuseum,

II is wilh pleasure ihat we invile

you 10 browse through this year's

Vlcmhers' Choice CollecUon.

\im will nolice thai many of

I lie l)ooks and gifl items we have

included reflect our concern for

I he environment. Our goal was

1(1 lind exceptional books for you

and your children thai would

inform, enlighten, and entertain.

To complement our books and

enhance our collection are beau-

tiful pieces of jewelry, adorable

toys, exquisite scarves and more.

Best of all. as readers

of Natural History, you may
purchase your favorites at

special reduced NH prices.

All sales support the American

Museum of Natural History.

Scarlett Lovell

Manager of Special Publications

DI\OLA\D
Featuring a yellow stegosaurus,

a purple Iriceratops, and Tive

other colorful hand-embroidered

dinosaurs which attach with

Velcro to a prehistoric back-

ground. Toddlers will delight in

this easy-to-carry dinosaur land.

Zips open to 18" X 14." #301

Retail $35.00 IVH $31.50

KAI IL A^D HIE
DI^OSAIRS
JAMliS MAYIIRW

When Katie visits the

Natural History

Museum she steps

back in time to a prehistoric

jungle where she rides an

Apatosaurus,confronts a

hungry Tyrannosaurus rex,

and helps a young Hadro-

saurus find his wayhome.

Ages 4-8. 9 3/4" X 8 1/2,"

32 pages. #302 Retail $15.00

Nil $13.50

Katie and the Dinosaurs

Sill
This 100%
cotton suit is

silk-screened

with ten bright

yellow dinosaurs

on the front and

American

Museum of

Natural

History"

printed on the

bottom. Snap

closure allows

easy diaper

change Specify size

(i 4 mo or 12 18 mo #305
Raii[$1f.00 IVH $14 40

CHILDREN'S
GLIDE TO
DINOSALRS
and Other
Prehistoric

Animals
PHILIP
WHITFIELD

Some books on

dinosaurs are

better than others.

This one is easy to use and intro-

duces children to 125 animals in

bold handsome Individual pro-

lilcs Fully illustrated, orga-

ni/ed geographically within

each era. Ages 7 and up.

9'\ 11 1/4," 96 pages, #303

Retdil $16.95 1\H $15.25

DINOPALM PIN
Graceful lines

characterize

this beauti-

fully hand-

crafted

sterling silver

dinosaur pin

1 1/2" tall. #304
Retail $35.00

Mil $29.5

DINOTOPIA
JAMES GURNIiY

In the Jules Verne

tradition, comes
the saga of a

biologist and his

young son who
disappear on an

exploration voyage

in 1862 and are

transported to

the lost island of

Dinolopia. Here,

dinosaurs and

humans live

together in

peaceful inter-dependence.

Exquisite illustrations detail

this magical place with its

own language, art, and

social customs—a fantasy

land to challenge the

maginations of readers

voung and old.

10 1/2" X 9 11/16,"

160 pages, #306
Retail $29.95

\H $26,95

miss
Scenes Frorr)
Decx) Tin u;

SCENES FROM DEEP
TIME: Early Pictorial

Representations of the

Prehistoric World
MARTIN J. S. RLDWICk

How did the earth look in

prehistoric times? Trace hou

scientists and artists have

attempted to visually recon-

struct the earth's past from

fragmentary evidence. An

intriguing analysis of stun-

ning 18th and 19th ccnlurs

lithographs and engra\-

ings. 8 1/2" X 9 1/4."

304 pages. #307
Retail $45.00 IVH $40.50

DINO TIE
A dashing all-silk

tie made expressly

for the American

Museum of

Natural Hlstor\.

#308
Retail $35.00

IVH $31,50

DINOSAIRS IN

THE ATTIC
DOLGLAS J. PRESTON

Take a fascinating "armchair"

tour of the American Museum
past and present.

Go behind-the-

scenes to learn

about collections

expeditions, and

personalities in

this history of the

most famous and

beloved museum
in the world.

Paperback,

288 pages,

4 1/4" X 6 3/4."

#309 Retail S4.50

IVH $4.05

DINOSAURS^
IN THE ATTIC ^
Ttie American MiBetim

of Natural History



AMERICAN IMLSELM

GOLDEN
PHEASANTS
SCARE
Tht' magniricence

Ufa pair of golden

pheasants are cap-

lured here in pure

silk. You'll delight

in wearing this

lovely 36" square

scarf reproduced

from the work
of Charles R.

knight. Rolled

hems. #310
RcLail $40.00

MH $34.95

^^^tBS^-

^»UECt*** OF IVATLRAL HISTOR

THE LIFE A^D LORE
OF THE ELEPHANT
ROBERT DELOKT

s&ikMa

Deity, beasl of burden, delight

of children. Discover how the

elephant evolved, how it

communicates, and why it now
faces a questionable future.

This little book is a treasure

of information, beautifully

produced. Paperback.

5"x7." 192 pages. #311

Retail $12.95 [\H $11.65

HO^EY^lOO^ Pl^
Capture the romance of the Victorian period

with this lovely brooch. Tradilionally. given as

a gilt to the bride-to-be. the crescent moon
refers lo Ihc lirsl blissful or hoiicN-inonlh

after the ucddinj;. from llic llisloric New
Orleans (;{}|k'(lion. Handmade sterling silver

with opal inset. I" tall. #312 Rciail $25.00

[VII $19.95

THE HATIR^L HISTORY
OF THE WILD CATS
ANDREW KITCIIRNER

An absorbing study of the world's

cats. The detailed text of social

behavior, breeding biology, and

hunting strategies is comple-

mented by graphs, charts, and

drawings. 200 pages. 20 color

plates. 100 black and while

illuslrations. 6 1/8" x 9 1/4."

#313 Retail $27.50 ^H $24.75

Stori

BABY A\niALS
Five Slories

DEREK HALL
ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN BUTLER

A baby elephant squirts his

mother with a irunkful of wafer.

A polar bear cub is rescued

from a fall into the icy ocean.

Charmingly Illustrated stories

of endangered animals will cap-

lure the hearts of youngsters.

Ages 3-6. 7 1/2" x 9."

64 pages. #315
Retail $14.95 MH $13.45

ELEPftY^T PIIV

A shadow box pin hand-

made in sterling silver wllh

an inlay of vibrant malachite

from central Africa.

1 3/8" tall. #314
Retail $70.00

Ml $62.50

ELEPHANT
HANDCAR
An elephant that fits

perfectly under a

little person's hand.

Natural wood lac-

quered wilh bright

yellow non-loxic

painl. 4" tall.

2 3/4" wide

(wheel to wheel).

5 3/4" long. #316
Retail $9.00 IVH $7.95

FINGER PIPPETS
What would a giraffe say lo a lion

,

if ihey were to meet? Invite your

children lo create conversations

between these four winsome fell

animals. Made in England.

Each4"lall. #317
Retail $9.95 IVH $8.95

ELEPHA\T BRACELET
This handcrafted sterling silver

bracelet is elegance at its best. A
percentage of the profits directly

benefit The Nature Conservancy,

as it works lo protect elephants.

Fits any wrist. Photographed

actual size. Made in USA.

#318 Retail $45.00

IVH $39.95

TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE I-800-437-0033
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SHADOWS OF AFRICA
PKri'lRMATTIIIKSShlN

PAINTINGS BY MARY PRANK

A lyrical, moving collaboralion

belwecn aulhor and arlisl Ihal

elegantly conveys Itie nature of

endangered species in the

African wild. Mallhiessen's

essays are a tribute to majestic

animals as well as a warning

against their looming extinction.

Frank's images—71 in all.

including 23 color—are evocative

and poignant. Both author and

artist arc donating a portion of

their earnings to Wildlife

Conservation Inicrnaliimal.

10 1/4" X 9 3/4." 120 iKigcs.

#323 Kciaii $;m.<i:> mi $;{i.4r.

E^DA^GERED A\IMALS
A really good-looking T-shirt

featuring 42 endangered animals

A portion of the proceeds from

this shirt will support efforts to

protect endangered species and

habitats. All-

cotton, ash

grey. Please

specify size.

#319

Youth S(6-8).

M(10-12).

L(14-16)

Retail $12.95

[\H $11.65

#320 Adult

S, M, L, XL
Retail $16.95

IMH $15.25

ANIMAL TWISTS
\n elephant with feathers'' A

kangaroo with a beak? These are just

iwo of the strange and amusing ani-

mals you can create with this pair of

animal twists. Made in Italy, the ani-

mals are exquisitely painted on

rotating maple wooden blocks

2 1/2" tall. #321

RcUiil $19.95 INH $15.95

GO\E WILD SCARF
Our glamorous "Gone Wild" scarf

from the Echo Design Group is

the perfect complement to

your wardrobe's basic

black. Patterned in

beautiful earthy

tones with a black

border on luxu-

rious silk satin.

Rolled hems.
36" x 36."

#322
Retail $60.00

Ml $49.95

"In Mr. Curlis's work we have both

an artist and a trained observer...

whose work has far more than mere

accuracy, because it is truthful."

—Theodore Roosevelt

SHADOW CATCHER
Photographs ol \orlh

American Indians

199.^ Wall Calendar
KDWARD S. CURTIS

Twelve moving portraits of a poised

and dignified people, reproduced

in the sepia-tones of the original

photogravures. 24" x 12" open. #324 Reiaii $10.95 Ml $9.85

CITIES OF GOLD
DOUGLAS J. PRESTON

Journey on horseback across the

American Southwest in the foot-

steps of

Coronado.

Find

adventure,

history,

and breath-

taking

beauty

on the

author's

1989
journey

retracing

the famed

explorer's quest for the fabled

cities of gold. Savor a glimpse of

the last true West. 6 1/8" x 9 1/4.

480 pages, maps. #325 Retail

$24.50 ^H $22.05

ORIGII^S RECONSIDERED
In Search of

What Makes Us Human
RICHARD LEAKEY
and ROGER LEWIN

"How did we become human, and

what does human' mean?" are the

funda-

mental

questions

ihat

Leakey

IW probes

«i*MluHn^li in this

landmark

work. In

explaining

how we
obtained

the

attributes

of con-

sciousness and humanity he

incorporates intriguing theories

from philosophy, anthropology,

and molecular biology.

6 1/8" X 9 1/4". 512 pages,

40 b&w photos. #327

Retail $25.00 NH $22.50

Origins

THE DISCOVERY
OF THE AMERICAS
BETSY AND GIULIO MAESTRO

An ALA Notable Book Award

winner that traces the history

of the arrival of different peoples

to the Americas. Panoramic

illustrations invite young readers

to become a part of the

adventure. Ages 6-13.

9 1/4" X 11," 96 pages. #326

Retail $14.94 NH $13.45

11 IE DlSCO\Ti:RYi

%TkEAA'IERICAi

THE SEARCH FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL
LIFE
WILLIAM A. GUTSCH

Is there life elsewhere in space?

If there is. how might we make

contact? Join William Gulsch.

chairman of the American

Museum's Hayden Planetarium, in

this engaging exploration of the

search for intelligent life in space.

Ages 10-14. 7 3/8" X 9."

144 pages. #328 Retail $14.00

I\H $12.60
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SPLIT TWIG
MICKLACK
Made originally

between 3200 and

5000 years ago

from a single

splil willow or

colldnwood Iwig.

llicsc liyiirincs are

Ific most uniiiue

human arlifacl

found in the Grand

Canyon. Replicated by

hand in sterling

silver,

the fasci-

nating

figure

on a

natural

leather cord. Photographed

actual size. #329 Reiail $24.00

l\H $21.60

JOH\ JAMES AUDIBO^
JOSEPH KASTNER

The first comprehensive biog-

raphy on Audubon for young

readers, tracing his interest in

nature as a boy through his suc-

cessful career as a painter.

Includes forty-six beautifully

reproduced Audubon paintings.

7 1/2' X 10 1/8." 92 pages. #335
Retail $19.95 l\H $17.95

"...Revtiin masterfully presents

the problem and powerfully calls

each of us to action."—At Gore

GLOBAL nARMi\G
Inderstandlng the

I'oiTcast

\\DRi;\\ REXKl^J

Is our climate truly changing?

How are rising temperatures

related to human activity on our

planet? What can we do about it?

These critical issues are exam-

ined in the companion volume to

the special exhibition developed

b\ the American Museum and the

Kiniroiinicnliil Defense I'und.

K('\kins compelling narrative

explores the causes and effects

ol fiidhal warming and leaves

the reader with a sense of

empowerment by explaining

how our actions can bring about

positive change and soften our

impact on the environemnt.

Illustrated throughout with vivid

color photographs by celebrated

nature photographers. Includes

a list of 20 things you can do to

help. Printed on recycled paper.

8"x10." 180 pages. #331

Retail $29 05 Ml *20.9r)

GLOBAL
W A R M i N G

A R1V1ER RA\
WILD
LYNNE CHERRY

When English sctlle-

menls sprang up on the

banks (it the siiarkling

Nashua ki\er, tlie> dis-

placed the native

Algonquins and gradu-

ally polluted the pristine

river. Only by waging a

great campaign many
years later were local

citizens able to save the

Nashua. This inspiring

book includes maps, a timeline, and rich borders that add fascinating

detail. .Ages 6-10. 1
1" x 9," 40 pages. #333 Retail $19.95 MH $13.45

"...a deftly written account

of a journey upriver."

—The Philadelphia Enquirer

VATIRAL Li\ES
MODERN TIMES
BRUCE STLITZ

Join Bruce Slutz. features editor

at Audubon, on a trek along the

350 mile Delaware River. Meet

duck hunters, nsherman, and

others whose lives are sustained

by the river. This work is a

IP ^ORTH AT THE CABi\
MARSHA WILSON CHALL
PAINTINGS BY
STEVE JOHNSON

Experience the magic of summer
and the exuberance of childhood

at a remote cabin in the northern

woods. Richly poetic and

rendered in gentle hues, it is a

book to be treasured long after

summer is over. Ages 5-up.

9" X 11," 32 pages. #330
Retail $15.00 IVH $13.50

poignant and entertaining blend oi

the human, industrial, and natural

history of a majestic but environ-

mentally threatened river,

6 maps, 6 1/8" x 9," 400 pages,

#334 Retail $22.00 [VH $19.80

THE SIG\ OF THE SEAHORSE
GR/\EME BASE

Begin at the underwater Seahorse Cafe and

travel through the doomed coral gardens of

Reeftown in an environmental drama of

intrigue and adventure. Rhymed text and

brilliant, detailed drawings by the much-
acclaimed author will delight readers

of all ages. 10 5/8" x 12". 48 pages

#332 Retail $19.95 IVH $17.95

1^ SATIRE WE TRUST
Simply stated and printed w ilh environmentally friendly

water-based inks on a 100% cotton ash grey T-shirt.

Please specify size. Adult S, M, L, XL. #336
Reiail $16.95 MH Price $15.25

TO okd(:k call toll-iri:!:; i-800-4:t7-oo;t;t



JlieMarl^t

t/Crafts

CURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free book-

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202

<ington Ave., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

RICA: COLLECTION RITUAL staffs, masks,
shes, pipefieads, weapons, divination bracelets,

otos available. Pablo, POB 469, NY NY 10003

RICAN MASKS & FIGURES, $150 — $350, re-

9St ptiotos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

FOSSIL REPLICAS
^^^^ Authentically

^JIIC^S Detailed Sculpture

Jf\^""^ Catalog $2.00^ ANCIENT IMPRINTS
30X 7652 Dept N, CHICO. CA 95927

L NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads
age Fan Club. Inquire. Box 39, Florham Park, NJ
932-0039

ICIENT JEWELRY: Egyptian, pre-Columbian, Clas-

. Beautiful reproductions and adaptations. Free
)cnure. call 1-800-959-7772 or write the Armchair

:haeologist, 1275 4th Street, Santa Rosa, CA
404

iVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaint-
is, kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Trea-

-es. Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

joks/Publications

\NUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Company with

-year tradition. "Author's Guide to Subsidy Publish-

I

'
1 -800-695-9599

tUTHORS WANTED
eading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts of

II types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly, |uve-

ile and religious works, etc. New authors welcomed,

end for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

'antage Press, 516 W 34 St., New York, NY 10001

ILLENNIUM NEWS. Monthly newsletter of ideas of

Drid transformation, from more than 450 current

lurces. Sample $1, ten issues $30, US funds MWI,
)x 34021/nh, Philadelphia, PA 19101-4021

EW BOOK SENSATION: The Gay population explo-

Dn, and why? The new genetic evidence. $9.00 ppd.

jwell Perfectbound Publishing, Box 736, Powell, TN

Bargain Books
Save up to Wit on publishers' overstocks, imports, re-

mainders. Ctioose from up to 8,000 titles including 600-1 ,500

new arrivals eacfi montfi! Biograptiy History. Art. Fiction,

Politics, Literature, Nature, Cooking, Gardening—some-

thing for everyone Fast shipment, rnrr p»TA| np
moneyback guarantee. Write for rrlCL linlHLUU

Hamilton box 15-783, Fans Village,CT06031 j

UBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors,

subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

Doks. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
iport, Carlton Press, Dept. NFHJ, 11 West 32 Street,

ew York 10001

-D PUBLICATIONS: Posters, books, View-Master
«lsl For a most unusual catalog, please send $1 .00

efundable with order!) to: Cygnus Graphic, Box
2461 -N, Phoenix, AZ 85064

WE FIND OUT OF PRINT BOOKS. No fee. Personal

attention. No obligation. Kensington, RO. Box 582NH,
Clinton, WA 98236 (206) 221-3575, We get results!

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or out-

line for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, inc., Dept, NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San
Clemente, CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys.

Law/yer instructed home study. Free catalogue. (800)

362-7070 Dept. LL124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist. Home Study. Free Career Literature. (800)

362-7070 Dept. CL1 24

COLLEGE DEGREES WITHOUT CLASSROOMS.
Complete information on hundreds of accredited

schools. Free recorded message: (707) 447-3053
(6LA1)

C\Speak Spanish "^
like a diplomat!'

Learn on your own with audio-cassette courses used
by U.S. State Dept. Programmed for easy learning,

76 languages in all. Comprehensive. Call or wnle for

I
free catalog. 1-800-243-1234 Our 20th year .

LEARN INTERIOR DECORATING. Home study. De-

velop your natural talent. Free Career Literature. (800)

362-7070 Dept. ML 124

Employment Opportunities

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES— Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, RO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept.

C-332), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
employment! Send SASE to MWEO-4R, 2257S Zeno-
bia, Denver, CO 80219 (303) 936-0270

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Merctiandlse/Glfts

I

I

I
Foreign Periodicals

I
WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/Magazines.
Includes Britain! Sampler: 3/$2.98. Free Brochure.

Multinewspapers, Box 866-200, Dana Point, Califor-

nia 92629

Furniture

UNIQUE HANGING CHAIRS, Hammocks and acces-
sories, outdoor furniture. Handcrafted for 25 years,

satisfaction guaranteed. Free Brochure. 1-800-688-

8946. Twin Oaks Hammocks, Rt. 4, Box 169-NH,
Louisa, VA 23093

ARCHEOPTERYX FOSSIL T-SHIRT, Black on White

$12.00 ppd. Existential Screenprinting, 2316
Delaware #116, Buffalo, NY 14216

CLOISONNE TRILOBITE PINS. Multicolored 1'/,",

send $14.45 or write Trilobite Treasures, P.O. Box
232-N, Thompson, CT 06277

Tlify • ^ 'f >J'y- 1
('^£*^ NATUfJF SONGS FOR CHIIDPEM

$8.95 Each Cassette
Grandpa Art I ^^Jcl '2 00 Postoge * Handling

Sings About \ Per sr.ipmerit M to 4 Cassettes;

Birds
GrondpoArt^

1
1-800-227-2712

Insect Songs \ aw/i-s pm eot

METEORITES — RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES.
Display specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guar-

anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, Box 3726-N,

New Haven, CT 06525

MUSEUM OUALITY Model Dinosaurs and Marine Life

by Kaiyoda. Send S3.00 for complete catalog and cur-

rent price list: The Train Shop, 23 W. 45th, NYC, NY
10036 (212) 730-0409 Fax: (212) 391-4562

RECYCLED PAPERS — Premium quality personal

and commercial stationery — printed or blank,

brochures, NCR sets, etc. Discounts available to non-

profit organizations. For free informational brochure

on recycled papers, paper samples and order form,

call (201) 467-4422 or write to Ace Printing Company,
PO. Box 121, Springfield. NJ 07081

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS — ENGLAND — USA. Make lasting

fnendships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony,
Box 82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on our

U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue

on request. Birding, P.O. Box 4405NC, Haltmoon. NY
12065(518)664-2011

OUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914 — We carry a

complete selection of brand name binoculars. We
have competitive prices and all the answers to your

binocular questions. Call for our Free 'Binocular Buy-

ing Guide'! National Camera Exchange, 9300 Olson

Highway Golden Valley MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

Resorts

BELIZE— PELICAN BEACH RESORT— Family-run.

Beachfront resort in Southern Belize. Comfortable

rooms overiooking Caribbean: Homecooked meals;

Cockscomb Jaguar Resen/e: Manatees: Birdwatching;

Snorkeling and Island Cottage Rental. Rath. Box 14,

Dangriga, Belize. Tel: 011-501-5-22044 Fax: 011-501-5-

22570

SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation.

Bequia, St. Vincent Grenadines. Secluded beach,

pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box 1 9251 A,

Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202
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Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

In Kenya. Tanzania. Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low
cost camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning

pfiolography. Fascinating options: track gorillas, climb

Kilimanjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail,

snorkel and hike Darwin's "Enctianted Isles." Choice

yachts. Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon
Jungle/Machu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest

and jungle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropi-

cal wildlife and smoking volcanos. Small groups, ex-

pert guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures Free

Brochures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours,

134W. 26St. (C)NY, NY10001.

GAL A P A G O S
COSTA RICA
AFRICA

First Class Cruises with Naturalisl Guides.

Naural History Adventures to Costa Rica

Tented Safaris to Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda &

Botswana

10 years of Quality Natural History Trips

Worldwide

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT; Economical

camping safaris in Kenya & Tanzania, Kilimanjaro

climbs, gorilla tracking. London/Nairobi overland,

more. Also extensive selection of unique tours In

Egypt, Israel, Turkey, Jordan. Free color trip catalogs.

Himalayan Travel. 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

AFRICA! — Affordable adventures that explore

Africa's wildlife and cultures in depth. Outstanding

guides, small groups, excellent accommodations off

the beaten path. Walking and night game drives avail-

able. Join one of our scheduled safaris or design a

private adventure of your own. Tanzania, Kenya,
Botswana, Namibia. Draw upon more than 20 years'

experience. Voyagers, Dept. NH-10, Box 915, Ithaca,

NY 14851 (800)633-0299

AMAZON
.$^

JoinaDiorogisuromamajoru.i.universny fu j 'Jh ^
'~ 'A '

^
on a 90 foot riverboat for a 650 mile adventure i v 1 j>lo"5
on the Amazon River! 8 days, 7 nights. $1595 I

^^.:t^^——.j^

includes meals, air from Miami (air from i

other cities available), tours, entrance fees
^

side trips, transfers. 1st class hotel, and more \
Departs Saturdays. Previous Client References
Available. Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys
Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available

Nov. 14: Dec. 5; Jan. 16; Feb. 13

International Journeys. Inc. 1 -800-622-6525

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya. Tanzania,
Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe. Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,

NY 12457 (800) 724-1221

AMAZON EXPEDITIONS. The leader in remote
wilderness and wildlife expeditions for over 10 years.

Amazonia Expeditions. 1824 N.W. 102nd Way,
Gainesville, FL 32606 (800) 262-9669

AMAZON, 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro
Rivers. Remote jungle lodges In Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

Bolivia or Venezuela. Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St.,

Forest Hills, NY 11375. 1-800-53-TERRA

ARCHEOLOGICAL TOURS. Over 20 years of experi-

ence in providing tours to unique destinations. Learn

about Mayan, Pre-Columbian and Inca cultures.

Guatemala, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Ar-

gentina. Customized lours also offered. Tours Interna-

tional, 14855 Memorial Dnve 811, Houston, TX 77079
Fax (713) 589-0870 (800)-247-7965

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Na-
ture, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and
camping safans, lodge stays, and Island resorts In

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Mllford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great

Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

BELIZE, BAY ISLANDS, TIKAL, COPAN. Individual-

ized, interactive vacations; English-speaking native

guides; experienced travel counselors. Great Trips

(800)552-3419

BELIZE/DOMINICA/NEWFOUNDLAND/LABRADOR.
Guided tours emphasizing ecology, wildlife, cultural

understanding. Mystifying Mayan ruins and wildlife in

Belize; Rainforest hiking/beach tours In Dominica,

W.I.; Whale research expeditions In Newrfoundland/

Labrador. Earth Tours, Ltd. 93 Bedford Street, NY, NY
10014(212)675-6515

BORNEO, BALI, KOMODO ISLAND — Orangutans,

Komodo Dragons, Balinese Culture. Voyagers, Dept.

NB-10, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS WITH GREY WHALES, blrd-

ing and mangrove exploration using skiffs from island

camp, San Ignacio Lagoon, Mexico: Feb. 6-10, Birch

Aquarium 0207, UCSD, La Jolla, CA 92093-0207
(619)534-8665

COSTA RICA. The best programs by the most experi-

enced operators. Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater

rafting, wonderful beaches. Call for free information/

brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St., For-

est Hills. NY 11375 1-800-53-TERRA

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adv

than any other Golap

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochu

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

GALAPAGOS. Bargain Hunter special on the comfy
yacht. Marigold, $1,750. includes air from Miami.

Brochure. 1-800-661-2512. Galapagos Holidays, 745
Gerrard Street East, Toronto M4M 1Y5

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery
Tours/wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential

250 pp. "how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Gala-

pagos Travel, PO Box 1220, San Juan Bautlsta. CA
95045.(800)969-9014.

"GALAPAGOS ISLANDS": BEST YACHTS, PRICES,
Guides, since 1965. Also: Diving, Ecuador's High-

lands, Amazon, Machupicchu, and more. Forum
Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510)

671-2900

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including i

Ecuador/Peru options and archaeological tourl

Joseph Colley LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstowl
MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

UNIQUE DESTINATION
. SAHARA Desert w. Tuaiegi; overlandi: YEMEN,
TIMBUKTU, ETHIOPU, OMAN, MADAGASCA

• MEKONG and GANGES Riven cruises. Wodaabe

Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S Dayak; Asmat of

IRIAN JAVA; ECUADORIANAMAZON'S Jivaros;
|

MALI'S Dogon; CAR pygmies, MADAGASCAR.
. Wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA RICA,

PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, Safaris to NAMIBIA,
BOTSWANA, ZIMBABWE, MALAWI and ZAMBIA

• RAJASTHAN and Pustaliar, LADAKH; TURKISH
archeo ouise; AUSTRALIAN Outb«:k.

TURTLE TOUR.^
Box«1147/NH • Carefree,AZ 85377

(<i02) 488-3688 • Fax (602) 488-3406

GUATEMALA, PERU, BALI-INDONESIA CRAI
Tours — Explore key cultural arts centers with folk ,

collector/photographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-thr

years experience. Small groups. Contact: Gord
Frost, PO. Box 2-NH, Benicia, California 94510 (7C

747-1316

,, ^ jsi'oosiesiA * .

\^eVrKx>-r> - (Zcxunhcdicx 1-cu.r

C.illf„r
R.[.A-.-A.Ac.,r,..-<r.., ,„p„„„c

FREE ( ,>l.lloB 800-642-ASIA indrprndcm

Sc^ud^c^r A.^!n-lcs A.LL \Vc U

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND. Tours, treks, w
life safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of tri:

Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catair

Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford.

06901 (800) 225-2380

WHALES
Visit the friendly whales of Baja. Mexico. Pet a gentle

35 ton whale. Affordable, personalized private trips

Experience of a lifetime.

AMISTAD, Inc.
Dept ;V. 107 SliUweadow Ln.

Hnl Springs. AR 71913

(501) 525 0964

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja Callforn

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, e

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration;

;

perb bird photography. Excellent crew and blologi:

8/9 day expeditions. December-April. Pacific Quee

Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, S

Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228; (619) 224-4965

NATURAL HISTORY TRAVEL since 1957. Sm
group size and superb leadership: Galapagc
Trinidad/Tobago, Mexico Monarchs, Venezuela, E

lize, Costa Rica, India & Himalayan Foothills, Afri(

Alaska, Texas, Florida, Arizona. Free brochure. Me

sachusetts Audubon Society, South Great Road, I

coi n, MA 01773 1-800-289-9504

SONORAN DESERT TOURS. Beautiful Southern ^

zona-Northern Mexico. Customized guided exci

slons. Kino Missions, Nature-Walks, Sea of Cortt

Great Photography. Six persons maximum. B

1 04 1 1 , Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel/Fax (602) 840-9256
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)UTH AMERICA. Galapagos from economy to

luxe, trekking in the Andes, Mactiu Picchu, Patago-

I, Amazon. Conventional or remote destinations,

ime witti the specialists! Call for free information/

ichures. Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St., For-

,1 Hills. NY 11375 1-800-53-TERRA

IgJpR DINOSAURS
Join top paleontologists for dinosaur

'
research near Monterrey, .Mexico.

,. 6-dav/6-night expeditions. March 1993.

Xl'IMM 1-800-547-0503
.inuums DiBossiir Discover)' Expeditions W-k Tedmolog)' Dr. Irtine, Ci. }i718

^ECTACULAR DESTINATIONS"—Affordable Na-

e. Cultures, Wildlife, Hiking, Biking. Galapagos/
uador, Peru, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Patagonia,

jzil/Pantanal, Europe, Indonesia, Thailand. East

i Southern Africa, Australia, Antarctic/Subantarctic,

rth America. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant

,CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

E WONDERS OF NATURE: Explore the most fas-

ating and unspoiled terntories. Diving, birdwatch-

,
cross-country skiing, cruising, fishing, etc. The

jhty Amazon River and rainforest. Fjords of Chile

d the Atacama Desert. Patagonia's spectacular

ciers. whales, penguins, sea elephants. The in-

idible Galapagos Islands. Costa Rica, rainforest,

'ks, Tortuguero, Banana train and cruising unex-

red areas. The impressive 'Tepuis" and the Angel

lis of Venezuela. The unique fishing of "El Dorado"
Bolivia and many other options. Custom designed
irs also available. 20 years of experience guarantee

) success of your thp! Tours International, Inc.

855 ti/lemorial Dr. 811, Houston, TX 77079 (800)
7-7965

Video

BELIZE: THE SEA, THE LftND, THE PEOPLE. 30
minute, Color Video. Outstanding Natural History Pho-
tography. $25.00 ppd. Naturalight Photography, Box
197, Kerrick,IVlN 55756

Wanted

NATURALISTIC RESEARCH, POSITION DESIRED.
. . . Assistant Needed? Available for several week pe-

riods. Experience: Borneo, Orangutans. Interests: An-

thropology, writing. Education: Psychology, Nutrition.

Contact: E. Dayan. LA. (213) 857-1439

WANTED: Deep sea diving helmets. Write: Lyie Davis,

PO. Box 60063, Phoenix, Arizona 85082

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.70 per word; 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $405 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable

to NATURAL HISTORY to: The I^arket, NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St.,

New York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquiries to

Eileen O'Keefe at the above address. Please include

your personal address and telephone number, issue

preferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of

the month, two months prior to cover date (the Janu-
ary issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready art is required

for display ads. A tearsheet or copy of the page with

your ad will be sent upon publication.

'ullon Market, on the pier. Courtesy of The New York Hislor c

American Museum
of Natural History

EXPLORING THE
VIRGIN ISLANDS

January 9-16, 1993

The Virgin Islands, with numerous iso-

lated anchorages, coral reefs and beauti-

ful white-sand beaches, offer some of

the best swimming and snorkeling oppor-

tunities in the Caribbean. Join a team of

lecturers from the American Museum
this winter aboard the 5 1 -cabin Nantuck-

et Clipper as we explore the tropical is-

lands of Tortola, Virgin Gorda. Jost Van

Dyke and St.

John. Enjoy the

convenience

and comfort of

a yacht, which

allows us to

anchor virtual-

ly anywhere to

explore reefs,

beaches, parks

and seaside

grottoes.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

in New York State (212) 769-5700



Wildeiis
*«LJ5r»

A polar bear

made of

recycled garbage . .

.

. . .you'll think it's carved marble.

Plus bonsai redwood forests

and over 100 other eye openers.

Walden's. An inspired collection

of unique and earth-compatible

treasures - for the office, home,

and beyond.

For your free catalog call

1-800-336-4460
NH092

HPIEHHI^EHIOII^H

Donald R. Griffin

"An involving, important, scholarly

report. . . . Griffin infers manipula-

tive behavior in apes and foxes, fear

in mantis shrimp, deception in fire-

flies and dreams in sleeping birds."

— Publishers Weekly

Cloth $24.95 320 pages

At bookstores

University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Ave., Chicago,

The Innocent Science
by Joseph Kastner

The Botanizers is an uncommon natural

history book. It has very little to do with

sepals and calyxes and the expected stuff

of botany and a great deal to say about

self-improvement, natural theology, and

the fabric of American culture in the nine-

teenth century. In taking up what was

called the innocent science, Elizabeth B.

Keeney shows us how the urge to know

nature is woven into that fabric.

Botanizers were the amateurs of botany,

as distinguished from botanists, who were

the professionals—pretty much as birders

The Botanizers: Amateur Scientists in

Nineteenth-Century America, by Eliza-

beth B. Keeney, The University' of North

Carolina Press, $34.95; 195 pp., illus.

today are distinguished from ornitholo-

gists. In the nineteenth century, which is

the period Keeney covers, hundreds of

thousands of Americans occupied their

spare time by finding plants, identifying

and classifying them, and preserving them

between sheets of delicate paper. But their

interest in this discipline—taxonomy

—

was secondary. They were more commit-

ted to self-advancement, Keeney empha-

sizes, than to the advancement of science.

Keeney keeps her eye on the moral and

social impulses that motivated the bot-

anizers, finding her sources not so much in

manuals and learned journals as in

Godey's Lady's Book, The Youth's Com-

panion, and the novels of Louisa May Al-

cott. Her points are bracketed by two nine-

teenth-century quotations assessing the

virtues of botanizing. "Botanizing," said

one proponent, "accustoms the mind to

systematic arrangement, definite rules of

classification, and strict attention to the

importance of terms." Moralists, holding

that "the natural tendencies of botany are

altogether good," saw it as "the best c( E

rective of the heartless and demoralizL

state of society."

It all began with Carl Linnaeus, wi li

had brought order out of the chaos

botany by devising the first workable s}

tem of identifying and classifying plan al

Based on the number of pistils and si %

mens in flowers, the system was straigl

forward and consistent—and also super

cial and relatively short-lived. Still,

impact on the intellectual life of the Welii

em world was enormous, because aim* m

anybody with will and patience cou

master the identification and classificati'

of plants. Botany became the most aco

sible of sciences and, in an unprecedeni

way, opened science itself to the untraind

Generations of "virtuosi," educated a

mostly upper-class men, formed an inh

lectual elite known as the natural histo it

circle, the most cohesive scientific gro

of the Enlightenment.

American botanizers were more pilpi

beian, as befitted their new democraj

Some, having mastered the rules of taxo it

omy, reached professional levels. B

most worked along the fringes of the dis»

pline, settling for the rudiments and co

cemed largely with building up collectio)

of plants.

Not everybody could botanize. One hi

to be literate enough to understand tl

manuals and prosperous enough to hai j(

the time. It was a middle-class activity, r

fleeting in its earnestness the Protesta

work ethic, the Calvinist insistence (

seeking worthy ways and egalitarian d

mands for self-betterment—to take advai jj

tage, it was said, of "the improving handi

culture." "In an age buzzing with reform

says Keeney, "the image of botany as

improving activity served firmly to estai

lish its popularity. Self-improvement Wf

an inexpensive and available means of 2
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Reviews

ning social and economic advancement

exercising each individual's obligation

cultivate God-given abilities to his or

r fullest potential."

This led to another virtue. Botanizing

is, to a contemporary, "so pure, so re-

ed, and so unalloyed by human pas-

ms" that it stood as "the most genteel

d delicate" of sciences. It did not in-

Ive handUng dead animals, which zool-

ists had to do, or shooting birds, as or-

'hologists then did. "To middle-class

oralists," Keeney remarks dryly, "gentil-

was a compelling call to botanize."

Women were especially keen botaniz-

i, as they were normally excluded from

manly outdoor activities of hunting

d fishing. Female seminaries took the

id in teaching botany, although, Keeney

ints out, "pedagogy and morality" got

3re attention than science. Women filled

; audiences at natural history lectures,

pecially those given by the enormously

pular Amos Eaton, who had learned

tany in jail (after having been unjustly

arged with forgery), and who went on to

ite and sponsor botanical guides, in-

liding the 1817 best seller Manual of

nanyfor the Northern States. One of his

pils, Almira Hart Lincoln Phelps, was

i most influential of the female botaniz-

s and the author of Botany for Begin-

rs. which went into more than forty edi-

ms and printings.

Thus instructed and inspired, women all

It took over the genteel science. Doctors,

ho worried about the sedentary lives

;ll-bred young ladies led, prescribed

itanizing's long walks and fresh air as

onducive to health and cheerfulness."

omen organized their own botanizing

ubs and formed a widespread floral sis-

rhood through correspondence and

capping plants and solutions to prob-

ms. One persistent problem was their

PHOTO
CONTEST

The American Vacation

PRIZES
CAMERAS • TRAVEL • EXHIBITION

UNIQUE TOP AWARD
Your vacation photographs can win

valuable prizes. Prints and slides

accepted. Awards in several categories.

SASIi to: VACATION PHO'I'OS, Dept. N
P.O. Box 029189, BrooklvTi, N"! 1 1202

TOP AWARDS
Rare Wood Egg Collecting

Over 150 different

woods from Africa,

India, Mexico, Brazil,

Middle-East, Asia, USA.

Send $1.00 for brochure & price list.'

WOODS OF THE WORLD, INC.
897-B North Bend Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45224

12-DAY GROSES FROM $99/DAY

Mayan Ruins • Jungle Rivers Reef Snorkeling • Beach

Landings • Fine Dining • Infonnal, Congenial Atmosphere

Belize • Great Barrier Reef • Guatemala Lakes • Cancun
• Antigua-Grenada • Orinoco • Trinidad • Caracas • Florida

Everglades • Dry Tortugas • Bahamas • Virgin Is.

• Key West-New Orleans via Gulf Intracoastal • RI-FL via

Atlantic Intracoastal • Canada Saguenay via Erie Canal

• Maine Coast • NE Whale Watching

800-556-7450 for Free Brochure
American Canadian Caribbean Line, Inc.

28 Years ofSmall Shii> Cruising Warren, Rl 02885

Graduate School of Environmental Studies

Incerdlscipliniiry iKademic program at

Bard GiUcge for a

Master's Degree in three summers

914-758-7483 or write:

GSES, P.O. Box 5000, Att: NH
Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504

men'sWIDE SHOES
EEE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13
Extra width for men who need It in /*>

excellent uariety, styling and
*

~,Z^f
quality. Available only through .^* •^^Sri

our FREE CATALOG ^ "*

Send for it!
' *

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF THE WIDEST SHOES ANYWHERE!

HITCHCOCK SHOES. INC.
Dept. 72 W Hingham, MA 02043

Beautiful

ANIMAL RINGS bymotoko

"Choose the One You Love!"
SIfOWN ONE ilALH ACTUAL SIZH

LOVING GIRAFFES
$245 - 14KT Gold
$55 - Sterling Silver

Available sizes 5-10

LOVING ELEPHANTS
^ $295 - 14KT Gold
* . $60 - Sterling Silver

. Available sizes 5-10

' DOLPHIN
$195 - 14KT Gold

t $45 - Sterling Silver

Jf Adjustable

HUMPBACK WHALE
. $195 - 14KT Gold
' $45 - Sterling Silver

Adjustable

All Have a Beautiful Sparkling Finish

Satisfaction Guaranteed

x.^^^^r. Free Gift & Catalogue with Order
ivlU 1 UWJ
6 Tannery Brook Rd, VISA/MC/AMEX
Woodslocl(,NY 12498 914-246-9563

l-The Artful Fish
A catalog of Fine Fish Exotica

for true afishionados'l

Lilhographs. seafood cookery, wearable

I. jewelry, toys, books. —everything FISH!

Write or call today for your free copy!

I
P.O. Box 40-P • SanU Cruz. CA 95063 • I -800-82 1 -8777

a

P^

Send Cor FREE dolphins poster and catalog.

t4l Blackberry Inn H llfeavervUle, NC 28787

THE POKE BOAT'
rrS MORE THAN A CANOE, BUT WEIGHS

OPffl.Y 28 LBSI

Remarltably stable, A For a brochure call

durable and easy 'o / V Phoenix Products * Inc-

use. All for less / V\ toU-free at

than $800. /,.<a>% I-SOO-SS-MISK)

Turtle Pendant

Sterling silver

with 20" chain

and gift box

' Mailed immediately with catalog of °"^

nature/wildlife treasures

Full refund, and return postage if you are

^not delighted.

Please send check or money order;

Chesterfield's
S69H - 200 West Third Si.

Sumas WA 98295-8000



Recorded Books
The sound of unabridged best-sellers

Catch up on all the books you never have

time to read. Best-sellers, mysteries,

histories, classics and

much more on cassette.

Call for a free intro-

ductory catalog;

l-(800)-638-1304.

Ask about our easy

rentals by mail

270 Skipjack Road,

Prince Frederick.

MD 2067 S

UNIQUE GIFTS

Foca catalog of Qxqui

qualily fossil tcpficas, send $2.00 to:

SKULLDUGGERY^24-SoiU!lB Street

Dept NJ2 • Tustin, CA 92680 • (714) 832-8488

««felU!
16 days, $1988 p.p.

Incl. air roundtrip from Europe to Africa, 7-day

^iie cruise. 3-day safari in Kenya, hotel and all meals.

1-800-S44-0934
or your travel agent.

World's Largest Tour Operator to Kenya j

Tourist Reservation Service Inc. FL Lie. #11719

2170 Southeast 17tti Street, Suite 303
Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33316 • (305)523-3553

/ auDia-^QRurn'ofies \
the best in self-instructional foreign

- language courses using audio cassettes— m
featuring those used to tram U S State Dept I
personnel in Spanish, Chinese, Japanese
German. Greek, French. I ^^^MM* I
Portuguese, Hebrew, tCCia II I
Italian Arabic, _^ 4.-^--,»».S^««^ _
and more 3 TOrGiyil

|

language on
your own! cataog

Our 20th year. I
•

jST Call toll-(ree:1-800-551-6300| I
Audio-Forum

Room 2523. 96 Broad St . M
I Guilford. CT 06437 (203) 453-9794 #
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clothing. Long skirts caught on briars, and

tight dresses hampered action. Only a bold

few adopted Amelia Bloomer's radical

pantaloons.

The effeminization of botany presented

problems for young men. While their

teachers told them that botanizing was

ideal for the "able-bodied and vigorous

minded," their peers jeered at their taking

up girls' work. The more susceptible were

lured into helping females who had been

advised to flatter young men so that they

"will scale rocks and jump from bog to

bog to secure plants for you," thus turning

the effeminate activity into an act of

chivalry. At Antioch College, certain

botanizing days were restricted to female

students, other days for males. On soi

days, however, the bars were let down

that both sexes could go plant hunting-

and these may have been the best-attend

botanizing sessions.

For many, botanizing had a religio

cast expressed in what was called natu

theology, which taught that a better und<

standing of God and his work could

reached through understanding the woi

ings of natural law. "Delicate wildflo'

ers," said one sermonizer, "seem to wh
per a lesson of love for Him who h

manifested His goodness by placing fon

of beauty everywhere." A children's sto

told of the atheist who, while studying

rose, burst out: "What a fool I am! Hen

ey%g^.

y/r rA«.*51IOIN' K!i. 'ElA 'yjr/o//y.^ /r> ////' r////j

;VN!);S'A:i!iKl.raiiA .'///// (y/r/r/' iP^iK'TAIS'.BRlA.
From The Young Botanist (1 835); reproduced in TTie Botanizers: Amateur Scientists in Nineteenth-Century America



AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

NORTHWEST
PASSAGE

EXPEDITION
July 19 - August 5, 1993

The Northwest Passage, an ice-packed sea route connecting the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans through Canada's northern waters, eluded explorers for centuries. Only in 1906

did explorer Roald Amundsen finally conquer the Passage, a feat that fewer than 40

ships have managed since then.

Join the American Museum next summer on a voyage through this legendary sea

passage aboard the very comfortable Kapitan Khlebnikov, one of the world's most

powerful icebreakers. 'We will be able to break through frozen icepacks that have

thwarted countless ships and our vessel's strength will allow us to make the voyage

early in the season, the best time for viewing arctic wildlife.

Beginning in Provideniya, Russia, we will explore several islands along the

Siberian coast before crossing the Bering Sea and entering the Northwest

Passage. We will visit remote Inuit villages and historic islands, keep watch

for polar bear, musk ox and whales, and witness the astonishing power of our

icebreaker as she makes her way across this icy passage. The scenery,

always spectacular, is especially so in the brief arctic summer when the

tundra is ablaze with color and the sun shines nearly 24 hours a day.

The 56-cabin Kapitan Khlebnikov comes equipped with its own helicopters

and fleet of zodiacs that will enable us to land wherever we wish. Join us for

an extraordinary and unusual expedition!

Point Barrow Banks I.

Beaufort Sea

Resolute »

RUSSIA

Provideniya

"—

—

^~^S.ii_c _C i r c ] e
Coronation

Gil

Gjoa Haven

ALASKA
Qulf__ Queen Maud

~Gulf

Northwest Territories

CANADA Hudson Bay

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th Street New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or tol-free (800) 462-8687



BRAZILS

AMAZING AMAZON

Beiem, on a branch of the mighty Ama-
zon river is famous for its beautiful, old

buildings covered in Portuguese, French

and German tiles, its worm and w/elcoming

people, and its interesting open air market

selling everything from exquisitely crafted

folk art to local herbs and roots w/ith special

"magical powers."

From Belem you'll travel to Monous built

on the bonks of the Rio Negro, another

branch of the mighty Amazon. Manous is a

wonderful combination of a modern "free

port" city surrounded by a mysterious,

impenetrable jungle filled with sights,

sounds, smells and legends that boggle

the imagination.

The boot trips, the fauna, the flora, the

food,thepeople..oll unforgettable. For the

adventure lover in oil of us, Brazil is truly a

unique vocation experience.

Brazil's beauty and all its

natural splendors await you,

Coll yourtrovel ogenftodoy or send in the

coupon below for more information on

VARIG's very affordable Amazon odventure

packages.

Sounds fantastic! Tell us more.

Name

Address

Glt\'

VARIG Brazilian Airlines

P.O. Box 4800
Dover, N.J. 07802-4800

. State

.

-Zip.

am trying to make myself believe there is

no God when I see the mark of His fingers

on everything around me"—and he then

burned "his infidel books."

Keeney is often academic in her U^eat-

ment and tends to keep repeating her

points. And she never really communi-

cates the plain pleasure of plant hunting

—

the excitement over new finds, the exhila-

ration of being out in nature. But she is

blessed with what eighteenth-century nat-

uralists called a curious mind—one given

not to idleness but to inquiry—and she

livens her accounts with homely details.

She catalogs the botanizer's gear: Vials,

knives, trowels, a small lens ($1 .50 would

buy a useful one), and local maps, since

the botanizer had a tendency to get lost

when absorbed in the hunt; an umbrella,

not just to protect the complexion but to

shake down nuts and fruits from inacces-

sible branches and to pull water plants

closer to shore; ammonia for insect bites,

quinine for malarial areas, brandy for

emergencies, and, said one frank manual,

"a mild laxative is also desirable." Bot-

anizers prized their self-sufficiency and

spurned special equipment. Henry

Thoreau, for example, carried his speci-

mens in his hat, and instead of buying

plant presses, thrifty collectors used the

weighty congressional reports.

Some botanizers became the peers of

professionals. To restore his health follow-

ing imprisonment as a conscientious ob-

jector in the Civil War, Cyrus Guernsey

Pringle took up plant gathering and

amassed an unmatched collection of

50,000 plants native to his Vermont home.

Earlier in the ninetenth century, botanizers

had useful contacts with professional sci-

entists like John Torrey of New York's

Lyceum of Natural History, Asa Gray of

Harvard University, and Spencer Baird of

the Smithsonian Institution. "Cadres of

willing disciples," says Keeney, collected

plants for them, sent them their rarer finds,

and reported on local conditions. In return,

they were given guidance and encourage-

ment. Appreciative botanists occasionally

acknowledged the discovery of a new va-

riety by naming it after the botanizer who
found it. This was the ultimate reward, and

when Asa Gray named a plant after J. G.

Lemmon and his wife, Sarah, they reacted,

as Mr. Lemmon described it, in "a grand

celebration, dancing around the room al-

ternately shouting for joy and weeping

with gratitude."

As botany merged into biology and dis-

carded Linnaeus for a more natural and

more complex system, a "new botany"

was created that emphasized plant phys

ology, structure, and relationships. Tl

laboratory worker became more importa-

than the field collector. The differences h
tween botanizer and botanist becan-

sharper, and the status of botanizing d

minished. After the Civil War, with urbaj

ization and the growth of industry, Amer

cans had more spare time and develops

different attitudes about how to use the

leisure. They were inclined toward pk

and sport, rather than rewarding activit

Traditionalists who declared that "a supe

ficial study will be of little u.se" began i

sound like kill-joys. Gradually, botanizir

grew more relaxed and less committed n

the advancement of science. The innoce
j

science as a popular movement faded ani

in schools, was changed into a vague n.

ture study, with pupils sprouting beans c

blotters and growing terrariums on wL

dow sills.

All through The Botanizers, Keene

evokes the attitudes of the era. In her me
sured way she shows a sympathy for tl

aspirations, intellectual and social, th

impelled the botanizers. She skewers tl

eminent scientist who patronized helpf

botanizers by remarking, "The world

made up of ordinary men and it is part

common sense not to despise their d
ings." But she does not overlook tl

botanizers' pretensions and snobberie

putting down the lady who sniifed th

botanizing should not be mistaken f

gathering flowers, which was "a pastir

of the lower classes and the more ignora

downtrodden portions of the people of E
rope." And though she always keeps

scholar's straight face, a pleased amus

ment peeks through when she tells of tl

1 850s feminist who, while out plant bur

ing with a gentleman acquaintance, o,

jected to his use of tobacco, while he c!'

jected to the bloomers she wore becau;

they robbed her of her femininity. B

botanizing brought them together, ar

they parted as friends. "You ha\

promised to give up tobacco and advoca

freedom for women, even in dress," si

wrote him, "and thus shall man be free."

The perceptions that lie behind Elizi;

beth Keeney 's substantial work are wh;

make it such a good reminder of ho'

much natural history has both reflecte|

and contributed to the American psyche.

Joseph Kastnei; whose biography ofJob

James Audubonforyoung readers hasju.

been published, has written on the histoi

of natural histoiy in Species of Etemit

and A World of Watchers.



American Museum of

Natural History

DISCOVERY TOURS
Land Adventures with Expert Lecturers

The Great Migration

in Tanzania

January 1-13, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngoro-ngoro

Crater, Tarangire and Lake Manyara.

Exploring Belize

January 12-21, 1993

Chan Chich, Chaa Creek Reserve,

Mountain Pine Ridge Reserve,

Xunantunich and Ambergris Caye.

Treasures of West Africa

Jan. 13-27, 1993

Tombouctou, Dogon country, Mopti

and Bamako in Mali; and Dakar and

Saloum in Senegal; with an optional

extension to Cote d'lvoire.

Natural Treasures of

Costa Rica

February 6-17, 1993

Monteverde Cloud Reserve, Cahuita,

Santa Rosa, Tortuguero and Braulio

Carrillo National Parks.

A Passage Through India

February 9 - March 1, 1993

Delhi, Agra, Khajuraho, Jaipur,

Ranthambhore National Park,

Jaisalmer, Varanasi and Jodhpur.

Kenya and Tanzania

February 11-26, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngoro-ngoro

Crater, Masai Mara Game Reserve,

Samburu and Lake Manyara.

Mexico's Maya and

Olmec Heritage

February 18-27, 1993

The ancient sites of Chichen Itza,

Uxmal, Coba, Tulum, Palenque and

Mayapan.

Guatemala:

Heartland of the Maya
February 20 - March 1, 1993

The ancient sites ofTikal and Iximche,

as well as Guatemala City, Antigua,

Chichicastenango and Lake Atitlan.

Splendors of New Zealand

February 20 - March 6, 1993

Milford Sound, Mount Cook National

Park, Auckland, Rotorua,

Queenstown, Dunedin and Napier.

Cultures and Folkart

of the Oaxaca Valley

March 6-14, 1993

Towns, villages and markets in the

Oaxaca Valley and the ancient sites of

Monte Alban and Mitla.

Mexico's Copper Canyon

and the Sierra Madres

March 13-20, 1993

The Sierra Madres, Copper Canyon

and the towns of Creel, Divisadero

and El Fuerte.

Cultures of Melanesia

and Polynesia

March 26 - April 10, 1993

Viti Levu Island in Fiji; Efate, Tanna

and Pentecost Islands in Vanuatu; and

Tongatapu in Tonga.

For more information contact:

American Museum of Natural

History/Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in NYS
Toll-free (800) 462-8687

Mon. - Fri., 9-5 E.S.T.

American Museum
of Natural History

SAILING THE CARIBBEAN
Aboard the Sea Cloud

January 14-24,1993

This winter, step back in time and share

with distinguished lecturers of the

American Museum a unique and
luxurious sailing program to many of

the breathtaking islands that so in-

trigued Columbus. We sail aboard the

magnificent tall ship. Sea Cloud, which

has four masts reaching 20 stories high

and 29 sails utilizing 34,000 square feet

of canvas. Participants aboard this

fabulous yacht need extraordinary in-

ducements to go ashore, and we have

designed the itinerary accordingly. We
will visit St. Lucia's splendid beaches,

bubbling sulphur springs and dramatic

mountains. We will journey into

Grenada's lush Grand Etang National

Park, and Dominica's rain forests,

where several bird species found

nowhere else in the world reside. Spec-

tacular underwater views highlight our

snorkeling
stops in the

Grenadines
and Anguilla,

while St. Kitt's

magnificent
Brimstone
Hill fort offers

panoramic
views of the

Caribbean.

For further information contact:

America I

Museum u.

Natural
History

Central Park West t 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687



Roommates

Back to back, on a reef

near the island of

Sulawesi (formerly

Celebes) in Indonesia,

two male ribbon eels

gape and undulate,

waving the leaflike

sensory appendages on

their nostrils. Half-

hidden in their burrows,

these eels spend hours

swaying and gulping,

tasting the water foi'

chemicals that emanate

from the small fish and

crustaceans on which

they prey. Flaring nasal

palps help direct water

into the snout, where

cilia aid its flow, then

expel it through tubes

above the eyes. At the

same time, in a separate

system for extracting

oxygen, the mouth gulps

water, expanding the

eel's pleated throat.

Contracting when the

jaws are closed, the

Natural History 10/92



The Natural Moment

throat pumps water over

the gills and then out

through an opening

behind the jaw. Both

these males may not

remain males. Ribbon

eels are hermaphroditic,

and sex change is a

normal part of their life

cycle. All begin as black

juveniles, with the

characteristic yellow

dorsal fin of the species.

When mature,

individuals turn a

brilliant blue, develop

male gonads, and

sometimes take up

residency with another

adult male. Eventually,

some will become

transformed into entirely

yellow females and go

on to produce thousands

of eggs during their

lifetimes.—/?. M.

Photograph by
Mike Sevems
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Author;

An ichthyologist and historian of science, Theodore W.
Pietsch (page 34) is a professor and curator of fishes at the Uni-

versity of Washington's School of Fisheries in Seattle. Known for

his studies of such strange creatures as anglerfish, sea mice, sea

moths, and frogfish, Pietsch, above, became interested in the his-

tory of marine zoology and enjoys tracking down rare early

sources. An acquaintanceship with Lipke Holthuis led him to pur-

sue the story of Lamotius, the subject of their article. "The work

could not have been done without Holthuis," writes Pietsch. "He

not only found the mislabeled manuscript paintings in Paris and

established the identity of their creator, but he translated and made

available to me all the primary source materials at The Hague per-

taining to Lamotius." Coauthor Lipke B. Holthuis spent the first

seven years of his life in Indonesia, where his father taught school,

then was educated in his parent's homeland, the Netherlands.

After graduating from Leiden University, he eventually became

curator of crustaceans at Leiden's National Museum of Natural

History, where he worked for about fifty years. Retired in 1986,

Holthuis still studies the museum's crustacean collections, espe-

cially from former Dutch colonies such as Indonesia. In 1959 he

became fascinated with the pioneering work of Isaac Lamotius,

the naturalist governor of Mauritius. Through Holthuis's efforts,

Lamotius's paintings are published here for the first time.

Writer-photographer Fred Bruemmer (page 40) is a frequf

contributor to Natural History. A veteran traveler of the Arct

he has studied its people and wildlife for thirty-five years. Bom
Riga, Latvia, in 1929, Bruemmer immigrated to Canada in 19

and worked for a year in an underground gold mine before Ian

ing jobs at a photo studio and a newspaper in northern Ontari

Bruemmer's love of the Arctic began in the 1950s with trips

Lapland and Spitsbergen. His intimate knowledge of the noi

comes from living with natives for months at a time. Bruemir

made his first trip in an umiak, the skin boat featured in this issi

in 1975 when he visited Little Diomede Island in the Beri

Strait. In 1990 he returned to the island for another season of Wi

rus hunting. This summer he joined an archeologist on Ellesmf

Island in Canada's High Arctic to investigate the ruins of Eskir

dwellings abandoned hundreds of years ago. For further infonr

tion on life on Little Diomede Island see Bruemmer's article "L

on a Cold Rock," {Natural History, March 1977). For more

umiaks, the author recommends Stephen R. Braund's The Si

Boats of Saint Lawrence Island, Alaska (Seattle: University

Washington Press, 1988).
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

DISCOVERY CRUISES

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
AND QUITO

January 8-20, 1993

rortoises, turtles, marine and land iguanas, sea lions,

I magnificent array ofbirdlife, and dramatic volcanic

' andscapes - aboard the first-class 20-cabin Isabela 11

as well as the ancient city of Quito in highland

licuador.

EXPLORING THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
January 9-16, 1993

inorkeling, swimming, beach walking, white-sand

reaches, seaside grottoes and tropical ports on the

slands of Tortola, Virgin Gorda, Jost Van Dyke and

>t. John - aboard the deluxe 51 -cabin Nantucket

Clipper.

SAILING THE CARIBBEAN
ABOARD THE LEGENDARY SEA CLOUD

January 14-24, 1993

Sailing aboard the 41 -cabin tall ship. Sea Cloud, to

>ee whales, dolphins, seabirds, hummingbirds, par-

rots, spectacular snorkeling, volcanoes, bubbling

sulphur springs, charming colonial towns and rain

forests.

ANTARCTICA
THE SEVENTH CONTINENT
January 24 - February 4, 1993

Tierra del Fuego and the 700-mile-long Antarctic

Peninsula with remote research stations, awesome
icebergs, mountains, glaciers, seals, whales and sea-

birds, including millions of penguins - aboard the

very comfortable, 70-cabin Illiria.

EXPLORING CENTRAL AMERICA
Belize to Panama

February 9-21, 1993

Lush rain forests and jungle rivers, birds, monkeys,

secluded white-sand beaches and coral reefs in Belize,

Honduras, Costa Rica and Panama - aboard the

comfortable, 4 1 -cabin Polaris - as well as the historic

Panama Canal and an optional extension to Tikal.

IN THE WAKE OF THE GREAT WHALES
Cruising the Baja Peninsula

February 10-22, 1993

Grey whales congregating for their breeding season,

desert landscapes, dramatic coasdines, unusual plants,

multitudes of seabirds, seals, etc. - aboard the

comfortable, 37-cabin Sea Lion.

TREASURES OF WESTERN SOUTH
AMERICA: Chile and Peru

March 31 - April 15, 1993

Peruvian and Chilean islands teeming with penguins,

sea lions, seals, sea turtles and seabirds, as well as the

coastal cities, towns and archeological sites such as

Paracas, Chui Chui and Chan Chan - aboard the

luxurious, 75-cabin World Discoverer.

ANCIENT TRADE ROUTES
A Voyage from Bombay to Alexandria

April 1-20, 1993

Ancient and modem cities of the Middle East, begin-

ning in Bombay, India and including Muscat and

Salalah in Oman; Sana'a, Yemen; Jeddah, Saudi

Arabia; Petra, Jordan; and the Suez Canal and Alex-

andria in Egypt - aboard the luxurious, 64-cabin Sea

Goddess II.

American Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday - Friday, 9-5 E.S.T.



"A pretty face does not get the ram into

the truck," comments Patricia B. Mc-
Connell (page 50) on the judging of bor-

der collies. This breed of herding dogs that

naturally and enthusiastically tend sheep is

evaluated not on looks but on working

ability and stamina. An interest in how hu-

mans communicate with such working an-

imals led McConnell to study not only

herding dogs but also an array of domestic

beasts—from camels to geese—and train-

ers that spoke languages from Farsi to

Basque. A lecturer at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison, where she received

her doctorate in zoology, McConnell also

uses her knowledge of ethology and do-

mestic animal-human communication in

her applied animal behavior business.

Dog's Best Friend. During her doctoral

work, says McConnell, "I became so im-

pressed with border collies that I bought

one. Since then I got him the most expen-

sive dog toy on the market—a farm and a

flock of sheep. Now I raise sheep and bor-

der collies and compete in herding-dog tri-

als." For further reading, McConnell rec-

ommends Donald McCaig's Eminent

Dogs and Dangerous Men: Seeking

Through Scotland for a Border Collie

(New York: Haiper Collins, 1991) and for

those interested in the study of communi-

cation among animals, Communication,

volume 2 of a series entitled Animal Be-

havior, edited by T. R. Halliday and P. B.

Slater (New York: W. H. Freeman and

Co., 1983).

Anne Brooke (page 60), seen here

holding a friendly young mammal, has not

always been a bat watcher. Early studies in

FiiJand and the United States led to ten

years as a textile designer. She says her in-

terest in bats began in Costa Rica, when

she walked under a leaf "tent" of the Hon-

duran white bat. Several years later, after

receiving a master's degree from Boston

University, she began her study of fishing

bats and shortly thereafter fell into the

water while watching them hunt. Brooke

is currently a doctoral candidate at the

University of Tennessee in Knoxville. The

focus of her field and laboratory research

is the behavior, ecology, and genetics of

the fishing bat. For more information on

all kinds of bats, she recommends Just

Bats, by M. Brock Fenton (Toronto: Uni-

versity of Toronto Press, 1983), and Bats:

A Natural History, by John E. Hill and

James D. Smith (Austin: University of

Texas Press, 1984).

An early wanderlust led Mike Sevems

who photographed this month's "Natuia

Moment" (page 88), to leave his natiw

Virginia after only a year of college. Hi

headed for Australia at the age of eighteen

then hitchhiked across Asia to Europe ii

1971. Eventually, he settled in Hawaii anc

completed a B.A. in biology at the Univer-

sity of Hawaii. In collaboration witl

Smithsonian Institution scientists, he ha'

pursued such projects as plotting the distri

bution of tree snails and prospecting foi

bird fossils in East Maui. Sevems is cred-

ited with discovering seven previously un-

known extinct flightless bird species, one

of which is named after him, and scores ol

oflier fossil birds. Currently concentrating

his photographic efforts on Indonesia,

Sevems photographed the blue ribbon eels

on a reef flat near Manado, Sulawesi. He

spotted fliem in four feet of water and pho-

tographed them with a Nikon F3 with'

Aquatica HI underwater housing, and two

underwater strobes. Sevems and his wife,

biologist Pauline Fiene-Sevems, have just

pubUshed their first book of underwater

photography, Molokini: Hawaii's Premier

Marine Preserve (Maui: Pacific Islands

Publishing).
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HIDDEN
DETAILS
Without binoculars it's difficult to spot

the details that make outdoor adven-

tures truly remarkable.

The same can be said of binocular

design and construction: hidden

details make the difference between

a great viewing experience and a

headache. Pentax makes your

search easy by producing a complete

line of binoculars you can rely on to

be perfect in every detail.

Thanks to the most precise alignment

of optical tubes obtainable, you will

never experience eye fatigue due to

Pentax optics. Special BaK4 optical

prisms allow you to see the sharpest

images possible. Super multicoating

on all optical surfaces in-

creases light transmission

and reduces flare, giving you

the brilliant images you

expect from the world's .

finest binoculars!

Make sure you don't miss

the details— in the store

or in the field —choose
Pentax binoculars.

Pentax binoculars carry a
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A Naturalist at LarH

Secrets of Siberia's

White Lake
How we discovered a new species in a predator's stomach

by Mikhail Skopets

It was the last week in July; another

fishery biologist and I were huddled in our

little tent in the midst of thousands of

miles of northeastern Siberian tundra.

Heavy snows, driven by forty-mile-per-

hour gusts, whipped our fragile shelter.

We spoke little, hstening to the whistling

winds and the sounds of high waves crash-

ing on the lakeshore twenty feet away.

There were no trees or bushes we could

bum to keep warm, but I was happy to be

at this isolated spot I had long dreamed of

exploring.

During my investigations into the distri-

bution and ecology of salmonid fishes,

which include salmon, chars, grayling,

trout, and whitefishes, my home base had

been the Institute of Biological Problems

of the North, at Magadan, on the Sea of

Okhotsk in eastem Siberia. A seaport built

in the 1930s to supply the Kolyma gold

mines, Magadan (population 150,000) is

not reachable by any roads or trains from

the rest of Russia, which we refer to as

"the mainland." Unless you are wiUing to

spend weeks on a slow, occasional

freighter, the only way to reach it from

Moscow is by an eight-hour airplane

flight. During the summer of 1978, 1 was

doing fieldwork in Chukotka, about 800

miles to the northeast of Magadan, when I

heard from geologists and from the native

Chukchi reindeer herders about an inter-

esting site I should investigate. They told

me of a remote lake that contained two

species of char unlike any they had seen in

other lakes.

The following year I persuaded our in-

stitute to fund a field helicopter for me to

reach this lake, which is about an hour a

a half by air from the nearest town. Wl

two colleagues, I arrived on July 18, 191

at Lake El'gygytgyn, which means "whi

lake" or "ice lake" in the local Chuk(

language. For ten months out of the y^

this lake is entirely covered by ice^

spring, it can be six feet thick. Only du

July and August does the ice melt,!

though in colder years the lake is never!

tirely free of large chunks. It is among"

coldest continental lakes in the world a

can be compared only with Hazen Lake

Ellesmere Island in northernmost Canai

Near the lake's surface the temperature

always only about 34° F, and near the b

torn it is no more than 36.5° F.

Fifteen hundred feet above sea level a

surrounded by a ring of mountains, the c

cular lake is eight miles in diameter a

600 feet deep. Known to outsiders oi-

since the 1930s, when it was first se

from the air, scientists at first thought

was a volcanic crater. In 1977, howevi

some geologists from Kiev demonstrat

that the lake bed was actually an imp£

crater formed when a huge meteori

smashed into the mountains about 3.5 m
lion years ago. Of the earth's mete

craters younger than 4 million years old.

is believed to be the largest.

Our Uttle expedition lived in tents by tl

side of the lake for three weeks. That ye

in Chukotka the weather was very ba

two snowstorms in July and eight in A*

gust, sometimes with temperatures belo

zero. We found only one big predatoi

char, of a known species, and then n

friends had to return to Magadan. I ri
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A male longfin char
Patricia J. Wynne

mained for another month, and by the first

days of September, I had caught 200 spec-

imens of a small char, which later turned

out to be a previously undescribed species.

During this period, the little char began to

spawn and many ventured near the shore,

where I easily caught them in my gill nets

at a depth of only ten feet. In 1 98 1 we pub-

lished the description of these smallmouth

char, Salvelinus elgyticus, which we
named after the lake. This fish, we later

found, Uves on the sloping bottom, from

the shoreline to a depth of about 300 feet,

where it feeds only on zooplankton.

Near the end of summer, I used spin

tackle and a lure (a perfectly respectable

method of collecting scientific specimens)

and caught a twelve-pound char. In its

stomach I found some remains of small

fishes and collected fragments of their

skulls. Later, during the winter, I showed

these bones to one of my colleagues, an

expert in the morphology of salmonids. He
told me some were from the smallmouth

char, but that others were from a species

he had never seen before. So now we
knew that there was a third form of

salmonid fish in this unusual lake—per-

haps also unknown to science.

It took another six years before I was

able to get the funds to return to Lake

El'gygytgyn. On August 20, 1985, four

scientists from our insfitute (with only one

other ichthyologist, Igor Chereshnev) flew

to the lake for a ten-day stay. Our only way

of exit would be to float in an inflatable

boat 250 miles down the single river outlet

of the lake to the nearest village, racing to

beat the onset of winter. I set my gill nets

4 Natural History 11/92

near the shore, but all I caught were the

two species I had seen before: the large,

predatory char and flie smallmouth form

we had discovered six years earlier In the

stomachs of the predators, I again found

some partly digested bodies of the third,

unknown species. We were really excited

because we felt we were closing in on the

creatures, but these decomposing corpses

were not complete enough for a good sci-

entific description.

It occurred to me that perhaps these elu-

sive fish lived only at a great depth, where

they were eaten by the big char, so I deter-

mined to set my gill nets more than 200

feet deep. In the morning, in the midst of a

windstorm, I went out about half a mile in

the inflatable boat to locate my buoy

marker. I had some difficulty pulling the

nets up but was overjoyed at what I found:

about sixty individuals of the unknown

species, a salmonid with very unusual

body shape and colors.

Without die distinctive feeding habits

of the large predatory char, we might

never have known of the existence of the

elusive, deep-dweUing species. The lake is

so cold that this large char, which catches

its prey mostly at great depflis, has devel-

oped the habit of coming up and staying

near the warmer (43° F to 46° F) mouths

of small tributaries in order to digest its

food.

The ecosystem of this lake appears to

be very simple. The food chain goes from

algae to zooplankton, then to small fishes,

and finally to big predatory fishes—an

ecosystem similar to that of the open

ocean; most lakes have more complex sys-

tems, involving fishes that prey on b(J

tom-dwelling invertebrates.

Later, we discovered that the predatoi

dinner, of which we now had scores of u

damaged examples in our nets, belong

not only to a new species but to an entire

new genus. Most genera of salmonids h

been described in the nineteenth centui

only one more had been added during t

1930s. Our newly discovered species w
noteworthy not only for its shape and

place in the ecosystem but also because

may be the most primitive representati

of its group. In 1990, after a detailed stu(

of its anatomy, specialists concluded tl,

the species is closer to the ancestors

chars than any other living salmonid.

Because of its ample fins, we gave it tl

name Salvethyinus svetovidovi, longf

char. Our genus name, Salvethyinus, inc

cates that it looks like something betwet

a char and a grayling, although it is not

hybrid. Our largest specimen was on

thirteen inches long and weighed about

pound, yet it was thirty years old—det£

mined by counting the annual rings on t

small stones (otoliths) in the inner ear.

Longfins live mostly beneath 200 fe

of water and inhabit the entire lake, i

eluding its deepest part. They are near-bc

tom feeders that eat mostly zooplankti

and sometimes small amphipods. Wh
short-finned, long-bodied trout make fa

straight runs when feeding, the shape

the longfin char allows precise movemei

when capturing very small prey withe

moving far. Although they can spawn .

year round, most longfin char lay tht

eggs in May and June, about 300 fe

under the ice.

All the species in Lake El'gygytgyn a

weU adapted to extreme cold. During tl

periods of Pleistocene glaciations, Ch

kotka was not covered by ice shields

was North America, but developed patcl

glaciers in valleys, like those in the prese

Himalayas or Rocky Mountains. Many i

the region's lakes were carved by the:

local glaciers, but Lake El'gygytgyn's mi

teor crater was an exception. Under thic

ice, but not destroyed by glaciers, i

ecosystem has persisted without intenru]

tion for more than 3 million years, makin

it a sort of "lost world" preserve. In con

parison, most Canadian lakes have ecc

systems that have been functioning coi

tinuously for only 10,000 years or so.

When I brought some small lake inva

tebrates back to the institute, some c

them, too, turned out to be previously ur

known in the scientific hterature. I was nc

surprised. C
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What Is a Naturalist,

Anyway?
In a perplexing time, a writer contemplates his grandfather's "old-fashioned" science

by John T. Nichols

One of my earliest wonderful memories

is of riding on a Long Island Rail Road

train in the late 1940s. I am seated beside

either my dad, David Nichols, or my
grandfather John T. Nichols, after whom I

am named. We are going to spend a day at

the American Museum of Natural History

in Manhattan, where Grandpa was curator

of fishes for many years. My excitement

and anticipation are boundless.

As I recall it through a small child's

eyes, my grandfather's office at the Mu-
seum was a magical and chaotic place fea-

turing stacks of books and papers, messy

ashtrays full of burned pipe tobacco, and

countless bottles and jars of pickled fishes.

I don't recall any ofmy conversations with

the old guy on those occasions—in fact, I

recollect that he was a fairly taciturn bloke

when it came to small, hyperactive chil-

dren. Yet he allowed me free rein to poke

about, gawk, and of course, ask endless

questions, such as, "What is this weird

thing. Grandpa?" and "Wow, what is tfiat

funny looking thing?"

Granted, I have no tape recordings of

his replies, but I suspect they were more or

less like the answers my father, who was

inspired to be a naturalist by his father,

often gave to similar queries. Namely,

"That's a Rana grylio, John," and "That's

a Storeria occipitomaculata." And of

course, "We call that Lucanus elephus."

Hence, at an early age I was forced to learn

how to translate Latin into real language,

such as "That's a big green frog," and

"That's a little snake," and "That's a fat

black beetle with very big pincers." In this

manner I first became enamored of, and

privy to, the incredible secrets of the nat-

ural world.

When I think back to who first inspired

me to delve into that world, it's hard to dif-

ferentiate between my tall, skinny grand-

father and my tall, skinny dad. The ge-

netic, spiritual, and intellectual lines of

connection pass directly from my grandfa-

ther through my dad to me, and of course I

have since bequeathed the passion to my
own children.

In my early childhood, the best thing

about being a budding naturalist was that

you got to kill things and inspect them

close up. I know that the indiscriminate

application of this practice is frowned

upon today, since the rare snaffular gros-

beak that one shoots and prepares for a

museum collection is liable to be the last

of its species. But back in those profligate

days, when nature was still in flower, if one

wished to understand better the marvels of

life on earth, one went out and harvested

living things by abrogating their life ex-

pectancies with an abrupt appUcation of

extreme prejudice.

One could also mix epicurean delights

with scientific research. For example,

here's one of my favorite passages from

my grandfather's journals, dated August

21,1915:

We got up before dawn and crossed the bay

to Little Beach Point for snipe. It was a bad

morning, nothing doing. After a time a sin-

gle large bird, which might have been a

Greater Yellowleg came in with steady

flight, high up. I pronounced it a Willet,

and. . .did not, until late in the evening of the

following day, after having gone through the

painful process of making a skin of it, and

having eaten my share of the succulent bird,

realize my mistake. Then, starting to mea-

sure the skin for eastern or western race of

Willet, I. . .became suspicious of its identity

and promptly determined it as Ring-tailed

Marlin.

I would suppose that after making a

number of observations in this manner,

my grandfather eventually was able to dis-

tinguish between a marbled godwit and an

igneous avocet by using his educated

palate rather than a field guide, provided

that he had not ladled on too much garlic

during the preparation of the specimen.

Only a week later, my grandfather was

again out observing nature, this time ac-

companied by his good friend, noted or-

nithologist Ludlow Griscomb (who was

also a prominent member of the Linnaean

Society). To quote JTN's notebook:

In the afternoon with an easterly coming on

we found two Northern Phalarope on

weed in Beach Point Cove. In the ea

morning of the 30th after the storm, p
sumably the same two birds were still thi

They were very tame and when flushed fl

only a short distance before alighting agi

L.G. tried unsuccessfully to "harpoon" c

with a paddle of the canoe.

Now, I myself was never prone to h

pooning phalaropes with canoe paddles

the name of science; I much preferred

attack them with a slingshot—at least ui

I was old enough for BB guns. Eventual

I outgrew my lust for death, however, a

many a tiny bird or scurrying little ma
mal breathed easier after my conversioi

Nevertheless, I shall always be vt

grateful that as a child I had access to i

close-up study of those moribund critte

My proximity to countless organis

pickled in jars or stretched out on mou
ing boards created in me a fascination t

has led me to spend much of my adult 1

agitating on behalf of animals.

In my grandparents' attic in Gardl

City, Long Island, there was a treasi

trove of specimens that I always inspecfi

first thing whenever we went to vis

These were mostly oceanic birds that i

grandfather had collected in his young

days during his two voyages around Ca

Horn. But it was at my grandparents' sm

mer home in Mastic, on the south shorei

Long Island, about sixty miles east of Ni

York City, that I really went to town,

that old house was a fantastic collection

stuffed birds, including a stately great bl

heron, which in memory looms taller th)

myself. Beside it were all sorts of ducksi

ring-necked pheasant, numerous shoil

birds in the sanderling/sandpiper/plov

category, and a rare and imposing snov

owl. And there was a large butterfly al

insect case, which I guarantee still has n

greasy childhood fingerprints pressed i

delibly into the glass.

The Mastic estate consisted of 6(i

acres of virgin forests and fields, mo!

which is still preserved as a histo;

monument and conservation area. I si
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all my days there avidly collecting things.

Among the wild charms of the place was a

colony of native box turtles that roam the

grounds to this day. For decades, my
grandfather had marked the shells of indi-

viduals with identifying codes, and he ac-

tually paid for turtles that I and other fam-

ily members brought in (see "Evidence of

Things Seen," Natural History. June

1988). And as any naturalist knows, a love

of the natural world is always enhanced

when there's a bit of filthy lucre at the end

of a day spent in the field.

I also gathered bats from behind the

window shutters of the old colonial house

at Mastic and plucked monarchs and skip-

pers from the butterfly bushes planted

around it. I gathered thousands of tiny

hoptoads in cardboard boxes and watched

them for hours as they scriggled about. I

climbed down into the icehouse to retrieve

rabbits that had fallen in. And using a

flashlight and a gob of peanut butter in a

mayonnaise jar, I caught live mice in one

of the bams, collecting a dollar a mouse

from my dad, until he realized I had

enough skill to catch thousands and he

canceled the reward. I also helped my fa-

ther run traplines for small mammals and

would sit at a table, enthralled, while he

and/or my grandfather prepared them as

specimens.

My grandfather and my father spent

many hours in blinds photographing birds,

but most often they strolled about the Mas-

tic woods and wetlands, hardly missing an

insect, flower, or birdsong. I followed and

I listened. Whenever a bird went "tweet,"

my dad or grandfather said, "Hmm, there's

an ovenbird" or "Yup, a red-eyed vireo" or

"Hear that hermit thrush?" Naturally, they

usually added absent-mindedly, ''Seiurus

aurocapillus" or "Vireo olivaceus" or

'"Catharus guttatus." If I picked up a

feather, they almost immediately gave it

an identification: "towhee," "bluejay,"

John T. Nichols, with the author, John T. Nichols II, left, at the

family's estate in Mastic, New York, 1941.

"osprey." Almost anything I stumbl

upon they could identify, quantify, or cd

gorize, be it animal, vegetable, or miner

As a result, I had feather collectioi

butterfly collections, leaf collections,

eggshell collection, a bird's nest colli

tion, a snakeskin collection, a skate's e

collection, a seashell collection, a bee

collection. You name it, I had it—

d

played in a box, in a Riker mount, or oi

shelf. I also had my own frogs, snaki

minnows, tadpoles, and newts pickled

jars. My father and grandfather were qu

free with naphthalene, formaldehyde, a

arsenic (to cure the pelts of little animal

I probably could have wiped out a sm
city by dumping the lethal chemicals

my arsenal into the local water supply.

Another activity at Mastic was collei

ing animal tracks. We poured melt

paraffin into a fox's or deer's or raccooi

footprints, encircling the casting with ai

can from which both ends had been c

Then we pressed the wax form into a di

of plaster of Paris, and

—

voila!—

t

tracks were transformed from soft m
originals into hard copies. I was also i

trigued by animal scat because my fath!

and grandfather saw nothing wrong W'

squatting and intimately inspecting f

droppings or owl pellets and commentii

at length on the dietary habits and intes

nal fortitude of the excretor involved

So one of the traits' that marked r

grandfather, and that he passed on to i

dad, who passed it on to me, was his c

riosity about almost everything in the m
ural world. Grandpa was an eclectic m;

of science. To earn a living, he wound

specializing in fishes, but he was also

avid and respected ornithologist, a fan

weasels, a good man with a bat (the flyii

kind), a turtle junkie—and was intrigue

by almost everything else. In a 1916

tide entitled "Primarily Unadaptive Vai

ants," he ran through a wide gamut of di

cussion, including observations

black-backed gulls and Spanish mac;

erels, tree squirrels and bay-breasted wa

biers, black bears and wild guinea pigs.

The man was also a philosopher ai

poet, and he had a sometimes wacky sen;

of humor The same mind that ranged !

widely over the mysteries of natural hi

tory was also capable of conjuring up n
favorite poem of childhood:

I had a niece

Who ate a piece

Of candle grease.

For goodness sake,

How it did it make
David G. Nichols
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Her stomach ache.

Run. run, anyone

Get a gun.

Because we love her

We can't let her suffer,

We'll shoot her and stuff her.

All these reflections on my grandfather

lead me to ask, '"What is a naUiralist, any-

way?" This same question was asked by

my Grandpa in a short autobiography he

wrote in 1923. He answered his own query

in this manner, and it is the way he defined

himself:

A naturalist, it would seem, is one interested

in natural phenomena. The term may be fur-

ther limited, however. AH persons working
in the broad field of science deal with nat-

ural phenomena, but the modem tendency
to specialization has carried the majority of
scientists into fields of thought far removed
from those of the old-fashioned naturalist;

and in the study of animals, for instance,

there are anatomists, cytologists, physiolo-

gists, geneticists, etc., so numerous, that in

its narrower sense it is convenient to reserve

the term namralist for those investigating

life from an older, different viewpoint. A
naturalist takes the most obvious first phe-
nomenon, the individual animal, for the

basic unit of his science, and instead of cat-

aloguing its parts, investigates its place in

nature, and that of the larger units, such as

the species, of which it is an integral part.

My grandfather's definition of a nafia-

ralist reminds me of a statement by John

Muir, which I feel best describes the situa-

tion of all life on earth. Muir said, "When-
ever we try to pick out anything by itself,

we find it hitched to everything else in the

universe."

Of course, that's obvious, and it should

be the first building block of all knowl-

edge. Yet in a world that has reached its

current technological ascendancy largely

through specialization, we have all but

forgotten that nothing exists apart from
everything else. And so we find ourselves

in a major-league pickle that feahires a di-

minishing ozone layer, the greenhouse ef-

fect, and perhaps ultimately, the premature

end of most evolution on earth.

The responsibility of scientists in this

dilemma was emphatically driven home to

me some years back when I was working

with the European film director Costa-

Gavras on a movie (never produced) about

the daily lives of some nuclear physicists.

All of them were brilliant, dedicated, and
compassionate people, but their depen-

dency on government money for the per-

petuation of their scientific specialties ulti-

mately led them to create a technology of

10 Natural History 11/92

megadeath. During my research for this

film, I repeatedly came across warnings by
various knowledgeable authors on the

danger of the growing chasm between
human values and the scientific enterprise.

Biologist Jacques Monod, for instance,

proclaimed that "any mingling of knowl-

edge with values is unlawful, forbidden."

Sociologist Max Weber put it this way:

"Whoever lacks the capacity to put on
blinders, so to speak...may as well stay

away Irom science." And science historian

Steve J. Heims once wrote that "in the

nineteenth century, any consideration of

social responsibility in connection with

scientific research became a direct viola-

tion of the standards and values of the pro-

fession. Thus, falling into a false inno-

cence was the price paid for 'benefits' of

scientific progress."

Two of the more interesting thinkers I

met in my reading were the astrophysicist

Freeman Dyson and the physicist Max
Bom. In his book Disturbing the Uni-

verse, Dyson speaks of how some modem
molecular biologists have adopted a nar-

row definition of scientific knowledge, "by
reducing the complex behavior of Uving

creatures to the simpler behavior of the

molecules out of which the creatures are

built. . . [results in a] reduction of the ap-

parently purposeful movements of an or-

ganism to purely mechanical movements
of its constituent parts." Elaborating on
how this tendency has transformed the en-

tire modem workplace, Max Bom says

that "most workmen know only their spe-

cial tiny manipulation in a special section

of die production process and hardly ever

see the complete product." So, "naturally,

they do not feel responsible for the prod-

uct or its use." Bom then states that this

kind of technical specialization, which
"separates action from effect," reached its

zenith in Nazi Germany, where mass mur-
derers "pleaded not guilty because they

'did their job' and had notiiing to do with

its ultimate purpose."

While Bom felt that scientific research

has led to an enormous widening of the

horizon of knowledge. . .this gain is paid for

by a bitter loss. The scientific attitude is apt

to create doubt and skepticism toward tradi-

tional, unscientific knowledge and even to-

ward natural, unsophisticated actions on
which human society depends.

Bom concludes:

I am haunted by the idea that this break in

human civilization caused by the discovery

of the scientific method may be irreparable.

The political and military horrors and com-
plete breakdown of ethics which I have wit-

nessed in my lifetime may be not a symp-

tom of social weakness, but a necess;

consequence of the rise of science—wh
i

in itself is among the highest intellect!

achievements of man.

Now it may seem that I have strayeci

bit far afield from my tall, lanky grand-

ther, dressed in a mmpled blue suit ane

tattered old fedora, with a pipe hangi

out of his mouth, squinting as he notch

yet another box turtle and then leaned a\

slowly to set it free in the grass. Yet I ha

always felt diat in that man, and in t

legacy he passed on to my father and th

to me, there was an important lesson to

leamed. It was evident in his strength

character, in his personality and his vi{

of the world, in die disciplines he chose

follow, in the curiosity he had for ma
things, and in the humility diat typified 1

way of doing science. But most imp(

tantly, my grandfather saw the natui

world as an interconnected whole: he u

derstood, and sympathized with, "t

complete product."

Today, science is much more sophis

cated dian he ever could have imagine

Yet in this world of vast complexity, i

slant communication, and technologic

sophistication, we seem to have cot

pletely lost track of the overall scheme
filings. This has led to what many see a;

building ecological catasfrophe, perha

of insurmountable proportions. And intf

estingly, it seems as if-my grandfathe

perception of the world, placing value

biodiversity, is increasingly one that t

environmental movements of today a

adopting as fiieir own in order to save t

globe. At a recent meeting of the Ame:
can Society of Ichthyologists and He
petologists, an organization fiiat my grans

father helped to found, between a fouii

and a diird of the presentations dealt wi

conservation, endangered species, env

ronmental damage, biodiversity, specii

protection, and die relationship of "anthr

pogenic perturbation to tiie extirpation

species." I find that both sad and hopefij

Sad because, obviously, each day there ai

many fewer snakes and fishes and sali

manders out fiiere to leam about. (Appro)

imately 3,(KX) species became extinct i

die United States alone last year.) But

also feel hopeful because obviously th

conscience of science today is struggUn

to leam how to rectify the situation.

In a book called The Tangled Wing, th

biological andiropologist Melvin Konni

writes, "We are losing the sense ofwonde
die hallmark of our species and die centri

feature of the human spirit." And he \x

Ueves that:



the conclusion of all our studies we must

once again to experience the human soul

soul, and not just as a buzz of bioelectric-

; the human will as will, and not just a

rge of hormones; the human heart not as a

^ reus, sticky pump, but as the metaphoric

;an of understanding.

I think my grandfather probably always

erated on those presumptions. He was

ed by the mystery of things. And he

ver could ignore his own emotional re-

onses to a beautiful seascape or butterfly

nply because he understood a great deal

out the factual components that made it

autiful.

So, "What is a naturalist, anyway?"

ell, I would propose that a naturalist is a

rson whose curiosity is boundless. He or

e is interested in kinkajous and stickle-

cks, in astronomy, French wine, mag-

'I|;s, baseball, prairie rattlesnakes, quan-

m mechanics, com on the cob, great

erm whales, and even Bolsheviks and

immingbirds. A naturalist is a person

tio tries to delight in everything, is in

ve with the whole of life, and hopes to

alk in harmony across this earth. A natu-

list might also be a lunatic like myself

ho would like to overthrow an economic

'Stem based on planned obsolescence

j
id conspicuous consumption because he

' ;lieves that it is a formula for planetary

1 licide. Put another way, a naturahst prob-

)ly understands that human growth for

' e sake of growth is the ideology of die

' incer ceU. So a naturalist most likely gets

' vasectomy or a tubal hgation after 1.8

'lildren and sends lots of money to

' fanned Parenthood, hi a naturalist's life

yle, a lot less "stuff' is consumed, so that

1 the other critters he or she loves can use

lat unexploited biological capital for their

wn benefit and survival.

In short, a naturahst chooses not to be

nthropocentric, believing, rather, that

verything has an equal right to life on

arth—whether it's an elephant, a peasant

om El Salvador, an African cichhd, or a

ny bacterium. A naturahst understands,

nd defends, the product as a whole. I feel

' ertain that the answer to our future lies in

his world view. And I am grateful I

;amed it as a child, because it has en-

iched my life immeasurably.

Novelist-screenwriter John T. Nichols is

luthor ofThe. Milagro Beanfield War and

nost recently of an environmental photo

'ssay, The Sky's the Limit. This article is

idapted from his keynote address at an

\merican Society of Ichthyologists and

^erpetologists meeting, held at the Amer-

'can Museum ofNatural History.
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"Red in Tooth and Claw"
Few scientists know of the thinking and pain behind the most overused one-liner in biology

by Stephen Jay Gould

If buttercups buzzed after the bee

If boats were on land, churches at sea

If ponies rode men and if grass ate

the cows

If cats were chased into holes by

the mouse...

"Then all the world would be upside

down"—an apt description of his plight,

or so Cornwallis undoubtedly thought

when he instructed his pipers and drum-

mers to play this ditty during his surrender

to Washington at Yorktown (the Ameri-

cans responded with "Yankee Doodle").

Such reversals of established order in-

trigue us for their challenge to our "safe"

assumptions. I keep a file for biological

examples—carnivorous plants, worms
that eat frogs, marine phytoplankton (sin-

gle-celled, photosynthetic forms) that re-

lease toxins to poison fish and then digest

flecks of tissue dislodged from the dying

vertebrates (see report in the July 30,

1992, issue of Nature). This month marks

the hundredth anniversary of another curi-

ous reversal, sociological this time but

from the heart of British science. The No-

vember 1892 edition of The Nineteenth

Century, perhaps the leading British re-

view of the time, published a series of trib-

utes to Alfred, Lord Tennyson, the poet

laureate who had died the month before. A
memorial from Thomas Henry Huxley

—

in verse—led the parade. This tribute has

never won any prizes for rhyme or meter,

but I still delight in the thought that

Britain's leading scientist chose to honor

Tennyson in the poet laureate's own
medium. Huxley spoke of Tennyson's

company in Westminster Abbey, undoubt-

edly evoking his old friend Darwin as ex-

emplar of the last couplet:

And lay him gently down among

The men of state, the men of song;

The men who would not suffer wrong;

The thought-worn chieftains of the mind;

Head servants of the human kind.

But why did Huxley choose to memori-

alize Tennyson? They knew each other

only slightly. Both belonged to the Meta-

physical Society, an ehte club of Victorian

intellectuals, but Tennyson almost always

remained silent at meetings. Tennyson

liked Huxley, but recorded only two visits

of the scientist to his home. Huxley re-

solves this riddle for us in a letter to the

secretary of the Royal Society (Britain's

leading association of scientists), urging

that an official representative be sent to

Tennyson's funeral. Huxley honored Ten-

nyson from general respect, not personal

friendship:

He was the only modem poet, in fact I think

the only poet since the time of Lucretius,

who has taken the trouble to understand the

work and tendency of the men of science.

Even so, why should this series of

columns, devoted to evolutionary sub-

jects, choose the old device of a funerary

centennial to honor Tennyson? His gen-

eral interest in science will not suffice, es-

pecially in the light of other monumental

events in 1892, equally worth memoriaUz-

ing: the election of Grover Cleveland, the

birth of Haile Selassie, Monet's beginning

of the Rouen Cathedral paintings, the

pugilistic victory of Gentleman Jim Cor-

bett over John L. SuUivan, and the compo-

sition and first performance of 'Ta-ra-ra

boom-de-ay."

I choose Tennyson (and have, in fact,

been looking forward to this excuse for

several years) for a very definite and

parochial reason. Many subjects have

canonical descriptors, snippets of phrase

that, in knee-jerk fashion, identify the ite

with all the immediacy of a psychiatris:

test in word association. If I say "the Gee

gia Peach," you will reply 'Ty Cobb"

you know anything about baseball). II

say "the Big Apple," you will reply "Ne

York City" (if you know anything abc

anything). Darwinian evolution also has

canonical descriptor, this time, a snatch

poefry: "Nature, red in tooth and claw."

Every evolutionist knows the line,

slips out in lecture after lecture, artic

after article—even following that Ne

Year's pledge never to quote the clic

again. Its parodies are also legion. My ci

league Michael Ruse, for example, on

subtitled a book about Darwin's intelle

tual struggles with his contemporarit

Science Red in Tooth and Claw.

Every evolutionist can cite the line (\

would draw and quarter any impostor w:

couldn't); we all think that it describes

biological world reconfigured by evol

tionary theory; nearly all of us know thai

began as a hne of poefry; most of us a

aware that Tennyson is the source; I su

pect half of us even know that it com

from In Memoriam; I'll bet a thousai

bucks that fewer than one in a hundred

us have ever read the poem (and I stoc

among the ninety-nine until last weel

Don't be too quick with your opprobriur

In Memoriam, after all, is not a Haiku wi

seventeen syllables, or a sonnet with fou

teen lines. In Memoriam runs to 131 se

tions and more lines than I care to ecu

(fiUing eighty pages in my edition). Ar

these days, long Victorian poems are ni

high on the hit parade, even of most ser

ous intellecmals. So, initially, I decided i

write this essay in the year of Tennyson

centenary in order to discover for mj

self—and to convey to my colleagues an

14 Natural History 11/92
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readers—the actual context of a line that

we have repeated too often and without

any background. As so often happens, the

story became broader and more interest-

ing as I probed.

Tennyson was bom in 1809, the same

year as Darwin. As an undergraduate at

Trinity College, Cambridge, he met
Arthur Hallam, handsome and brilliant

son of the historian Henry Hallam. Their

ardent friendship was clearly the key emo-

tional experience of Tennyson's life. (I will

not speculate on its nature, and the litera-

ture continues to maintain a discreet si-

lence, largely for lack of evidence—for

Hallam's father destroyed all his son's let-

ters to Tennyson, while Tennyson's son

later burned all Hallam's letters to his fa-

ther. Arthur Hallam was engaged to Ten-

nyson's sister at the time of his death, so

complexity probably reigned, but if the in-

tense bond between Arthur Hallam and

Alfred Tennyson didn't have at least a re-

pressed sexual basis, then... well, I'll be a

monkey's uncle.)

On October 1, 1833, Tennyson received

a letter from Henry Olden, Hallam's

uncle, and his world collapsed:

Your friend. Sir, and my much loved
nephew, Arthur Hallam, is no more—it has

pleased God to remove him from this his

first scene of Existence, to a better world,

for which he was created. He died at Vienna
on his return from Buda, by apoplexy—and
I believe his Remains come by sea from Tri-

este.

Arthur Hallam was twenty-two years old

when he died.

In Mernoriam, published in 1850, is

Tennyson's extensive tribute to this extra-

ordinary friendship, and to the emotional,

religious, and philosophical meaning of

such loss. (Tennyson originally published

anonymously—although his distinctive

authorship didn't elude a soul in the

know—under the full title In Mernoriam

A. H. H. Obit [died] MDCCCXXXIII.) The
poem was an instant success and surely

played a large role in Tennyson's appoint-

ment (following the death of Wordsworth)

as poet laureate later in 1850. Queen Vic-

toria and her husband. Prince Albert, espe-

cially liked the poem. After Albert's death

in 1861, Victoria regarded //; Mernoriam

as important solace in her extended grief.

"Next to the Bible," she stated, "/« Merno-

riam is my comfort." She even altered one

of Tennyson's verses in her private copy,

substituting "widow" for Tennyson's

"widower" and "she" for "he"—so that

the lines could be recast as mourning for

Albert:

Tears of the widow, when she sees

A late-lost form that sleep reveals,

And moves her doubtful arms, and fee

His place is empty, fall like these.

Victoria requested (I think one sa;

"commanded") a visit from Tennyson

1 862, and later wrote in her diary:

I went down to see Tennyson who is ve:

peculiar looking, tall, dark, with a fine hea

long black flowing hair and a beard—odd
dressed, but there is no affectation abo
him. I told him how much I admired his gl;

rious lines to my precious Albert and he

much comfort I found in his In Memorian

With this background, we can grasp tl

setting for Tennyson's famous image >

"Nature, red in tooth and claw." And v

can understand why evolutionists have i:

misinterpreted the phrase as either a ha

binger or a description of Darwin's wori

First of all—and sorry to sound so defe

sive—the error is not entirely our fau

(The most basic of all facts can make ev

lutionists seem mighty stupid when thi

argue that Darwin's new formulation i

spired Tennyson's line—for In Memoria
appeared in 1850, while Darwin kept h

views close to his chest before pubUshii

The Origin ofSpecies in 1859.) A long tr

dition of literary criticism has read evol

tion into the biological passages of

Mernoriam and the uniformitarian geoloji

of Lyell into Tennyson's Unes about tl

earth and its historical changes. Dutch hi

torian of science Nicolaas A. Rupke pi

sents an extensive Ust of such Uterary cit

tions and writes (in his important bo(

The Great Chain of History, Oxford Ur

versity Press, 1983):

It has become customary to read in...

Mernoriam not only organic evolution, b

also the geology of. . .Lyell. Because the re

evant sections were written... long befo-

Darwin's Origin of Species .. .some literal

critics have interpreted these passages as

;

anticipation of the theory of organic evoli

tion by the intuitive genius of a poet, befo

the analytical mind of Darwin dared to a

rive at the same conclusion. "How did tl

poet come to forestall the scientists in the

own game?" one critic asks.

If In Memoriam is a grieving man
quest for peace, transcendence, renewe

faith, resolution, acceptance, or whatevt

(all and more have been proposed), the

what role does science play in thi

search—and remember that Tennyson wa

a champion of science, not an embodii

ment of the unjust (and probably nonexis

tent) stereotype of an affected, antitechno

logical, romantic poet. The scientifii

verses of In Memoriam are among thi

16 Natural History 11/92



i 3st famous, and critical commentary has

ivays viewed them as essential to the

] rrator's quest in the poem.

Tennyson dismisses a silly argument

; out science, the kind of sophistry woven

1; such tormentors as Job's "comforters."

iw can any grieve so deeply in a world

ide so exciting by scientific advance:

. time to sicken and to swoon,

Vhen Science reaches forth her arms

feel from world to world, and charms

;r secret from the latest moon?"

nnyson replies with two affecting

rses, also invoking an image from na-

•e. How can you compare a happy gen-

ility with my private desolation:

:hold, ye speak an idle thing;

Ye never knew the sacred dust.

1 do but sing because I must,

id pipe but as the Unnets sing;

id one is glad; her note is gay.

For now her Uttle ones have ranged;

And one is sad; her note is changed,

;cause her brood is stolen away.

Tennyson's serious examination of na-

re as a possible source of solace occu-

3S a crucial place in three consecutive

ctions (54-56), just before the poem's

idpoint. In section 54 (which I shall

lote in full), Tennyson uses the first four

:rses to express a standard argument of

e "natural theology" so popular in the

;neration just before his—that good must

j
; behind nature's apparent evil:

I , yet we trust that somehow good

Will be the final goal of ill.

To pangs of nature, sins of will,

efects of doubt, and taints of blood;

hat nothing walks with aimless feet;

That not one life shall be destroyed.

Or cast as rubbish to the void,

/hen God hath made the pile complete;

hat not a worm is cloven in vain;

That not a moth with vain desire

j

Is shriveled in a fruitless fire,

\k but subserves another's gain.

iehold, we know not anything;

I can but trust that good shall fall

At last—far off—at last, to all,

ind every winter change to spring.

Nicely said; but then, as a stunning re-

ersal in the last verse, Tennyson labels

lis conventional belief a vain reverie:

lo runs my dream; but what am I?

An infant crying in the night;

An infant crying for the light,

Vnd with no language but a cry.
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The narrator must now examine nature

more honestly—as Tennyson does in sec-

tion 55. In some of the poem's most fa-

mous hnes, Tennyson expresses a theme

that would be important to Darwin (al-

though scarcely original with him), and

that strikes the narrator as such a mockery

in his grief: why does nature, while pre-

serving stability of species, permit such a

hecatomb of individual and untimely

deaths:

Are God and Nature then at strife,

That Nature lends such evil dreams?

So careful of the type she seems,

So careless of the single life.

That I, considering everywhere

Her secret meaning in her deeds.

And finding that of fifty seeds

She often brings but one to bear.

Tennyson then looks to large scales for

an answer. Perhaps the carnage of individ-

uals (like Hallam) subserves a larger good

over eons:

I stretch lame hands of faith, and grope.

And gather dust and chaff, and call

To what I feel is Lord of all.

And faintly trust the larger hope.

But Tennyson is not optimistic; he has

already labeled this solution as a "faint"

hope. He then opens section 56 with my
favorite lines of all, the geological verses

of In Memoriam. Nature mocks his own
observation in section 55 by showing that,

in the fullness of time, even species must

die. "All shall go," and momentary suffer-

ing supports no permanent stability:

"So careful of the type" but no.

From scarped cliff and quarried stone

She cries, "A thousand types are gone;

I care for nothing, all shall go.

"Thou makest thine appeal to me:

I bring to life, I bring to death;

The spirit does but mean the breath:

I know no more."...

And so, we finally come to "Nature, red

in tooth and claw." One hope still remains:

nature may savage individuals and eventu-

ally remove species, but does this carnage

(however paradoxically) eventually lead

to human nobility and the soul's immortal-

ity? Tennyson, in a long question spread

through four verses, answers "no" and, in-

voking the famous image, even chides the

narrator for imagining such a solution in

the light of nature's factual rapacity:

JflK^

...And he, shall he,

Man, her last work, who seemed so fair,

Such splendid purpose in his eyes.

Who rolled the psalm to wintry skies,

Who built him fanes of fruitless prayer,

Who masted God was love indeed

And love Creation's final law

—

Though Nature, red in tooth and claw

With ravine, shrieked against his creed—

Who loved, who suffered countless ills.

Who battled for the True, the Just,

Be blown about the desert dust.

Or sealed within the iron hills?

Later in the poem, as the narrator n

solves his grief, Tennyson does take con

fort from the progressive pathway that li

infers from geological history. "Conten

plate all this work of Time" he states i

beginning section 118. Perhaps the anciei

dead are harbingers of better things l

come: "But trust that those we call th

dead / Are breathers of an ampler day

For ever nobler ends." He then describe

geological history—an earth that "in trac

of fluent heat began. . .Till at the last aro;

the man...The herald of a higher race

The section ends with a plea for hum£
betterment:

Move upward, working out the beast,

.

And let the ape and tiger die.

(I assume he means the ape and tigi

within us and that these lines are not pn

hunting propaganda!)

Tennyson ends In Memoriam (sectic

131) with a happy epithalamium (a fane

name for a marriage ode). He returns

the theme of historical progress and con

pares the growth of the child that will issi

from this marriage with advance of tl

race: "And, moved through life of lowi

phase, / Result in man, be bom and think

This ray of comfort, drawn irom nature

the very end of the poem, may strike us

hokey today, but I am inclined to respet

any rationale invoked (however tenu

ously) to describe a gain of emotion

peace by someone who has grieved s

long and deeply. Tennyson argues thi

modem humans are in transition to som
higher stage, that our current suffering

aid this progress, and that Hallam was

premature representative of these noble

beings:

No longer half-akin to brute,

For all we thought and loved and did.

And hoped, and suffered is but seed

Of what in them is flower and fruit;

Whereof the man that with me trod

This planet was a noble type

1 8 Natural History 1 1/92
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Appearing ere the times were ripe.

That friend of mine who lives in God.

The sources of these "nature passages'"

have almost always been misconstrued be-

cause we remember and honor supposed

"winners" and forget the scientists now

branded as wrong. Tennyson's biology is

almost always viewed as evolutionary and

his geology as following Lyell's unifor-

mity of slow and steady change. In fact, as

Rupke shows so well (and as should be

clear to anyone who reads In Memoriam

with adequate knowledge of British nine-

teenth-century geology), both facets of

Tennyson's natural history derive from a

single and different source—the progres-

sivist and catastrophist geology that repre-

sented the main line of early nineteenth

century thought (and that Tennyson had

studied at Cambridge under his tutor, the

great philosopher of science William

Whewell, who knew and supported the

catastrophists, and who even coined their

name.)

The catastrophists—Buckland, Sedg-

wick, Conybeare, and others—although

not generally remembered today, were the

geological giants of Tennyson's youth.

They argued for a nonevolutionary, direc-

tional history based on successive cre-

ations of increasing excellence, separated

by catastrophic episodes of extinction.

Tennyson often cites them directly. Sec-

tion 118 describes the origin of the earth

by the nebular hypothesis (coalescence

from rings of hot gases spun off from the

sun), a central idea for catastrophists (as a

starting point for life's progressive history,

keyed to the earth's cooling), but denied

by Lyell, who advocated a climatic steady

state
—

"in tracts of fluent heat began,"

Tennyson writes. The famous lines about

extinction ("from scarped cliff. ..all shall

go") are descriptions of catastrophic

episodes. Later in section 56, Tennyson

even cites the favorite case-suidy of cata-

strophists, the Mesozoic "sea-monsters"

(ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs): "Dragons

of the prime, / That tare each other in their

slime."

In this Ught, we have no reason to re-

gard Tennyson as an incipient evolutionist

because he speaks so often about progress

in life's history, for advance by successive

creation was a hallmark of catastrophist

geology. Tennyson may have been favor-

able to some form of evolutionary think-

ing—a subject widely discussed in the

years before Darwin's Origin. He presum-

ably imagined human spiritual progress as

gradual and uninterrupted. But the biolog-

ical and geological passages of In Memo-

riam record the progressivist catas-

trophism of his time, not the evolutionary

theory of Darwin's world to come.

An old cUche proclaims that each gen-

eration reads great works of literature in a

different and distinctive way, and that a

"Doctor Ziegler and I studiedflies and miceforforty-one years. Now we

have gotten rid of the flies and mice so we can study zebra fish and zebrafish

embryos. Ach! Are we glad to be rid ofthefiies and mice!

"

primary sign of greatness lies in the intrii

sic richness that permits so many chanj

ing interpretations. Tennyson's contempt

raries read In Memoriam as a gre;

religious poem, an odyssey in the redii

covery of faith, following deep grief ar

doubt bom of a senseless and untimel

death. The great liberal theologian Charle

Kingsley, good friend of Huxley and ai

thor of Water Babies and Wesnvard Ho
wrote a major review of In Memoriar

{Fraser's Magazine, September 1850). H

called Tennyson a "willing and deliberal

champion of vital Christianity," and h

beled In Memoriam "the noblest Christia

poem which England has produced fc

two centuries... [expressing] an orthodox

the more sincere because it has worked uf

ward through the abyss of doubt."

In his 1936 essay on In Memorian

T. S. EUot takes an almost opposite pos

tion. Tennyson, he says, "had the finest e;

of any English poet since Milton." Eli(

acknowledges the usual Victorian readinj

"Tennyson's contemporaries. . .regarded

as a message of hope and reassurance I

their rather fading Christian faith." Bi

Eliot then demurs and supports the rel

gious character of the poem from an ii

verted, modem perspective:

In Memoriam can, I think, justly be called

religious poem, but for another reason the

that which made it seem religious to h

contemporaries. It is not religious becau:

of the quality of its faith, but because of tl

quality of its doubt. Its faith is a poor thin

but its doubt is a very intense experience..

Tennyson seems to have reached the end (

his spiritual development with In Meim
riam; there followed no reconciliation, r

resolution.

As a totally naive reader, I experience

the poem differently again, and in an unc,

iginal manner that will probably b

viewed as stereotypical for this genen

tion. I find it hard to discem any consister

intellectual or philosophical answer to th

key issue of Hallam's death and its mear

ing. The poem is full of contradictions an

nonresolutions—as in Tennyson's shiftin,

use of historical progress (dismissal as so

lace early in the poem; acceptance as sub

sidiary comfort at the end, when he view

Hallam as a harbinger of higher stages).

I read the poem instead, and with an in

tensity that brought me to tears in places

as a wonderful and deeply truthful accoun

of the psychology of mouming. You an

devastated by an event that cannot be ex

plained or reconciled: the love of your lift

is lost so young. Fundamentally, the pri'

mary thing you must do is wait—wai

20 Natltral History 1 1/92
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while the long process of emotional heal-

ing, something deeply constitutional

within us I suspect, plays out its long

course of years. If you succeed, and do not

sink permanently into despair, you eventu-

ally reconstruct your life. You find no an-

swers, but you do accept because you

must, and you move on. To me. In Memo-

nam is an odyssey in the working out of

extended grief. I am awestruck all the

more because Tennyson composed the

verses in haphazard fashion over seven-

teen years, yet the sequence of 131 sec-

tions rings so true as a chronological ac-

count of grieving. How could Tennyson

remember and capture the sequence so

beautifully? How could he integrate the

swirling and swinging moods: the anger,

the despair, the emptiness, the search for

answers, the exultation of temporary reso-

lution ("Ring out, wild bells, to the wild

sky" of section 106), the renewed despon-

dency, the final acceptance without real

answers?

Above all, I admire Tennyson's treat-

ment of the relationship between science

and human values—for I believe that his

answer is entirely right, and just as impor-

tant (if not more so) in our times. The nar-

rator of In Memoriam probes several

sources for answers to his quest for mean-

ing—science prominently among them.

He presents several characterizations of

nature, some contradictory—red in tooth

and claw, a domain of death for all species,

a realm of steady progress through history.

And he rejects them all as potential resolu-

tions of his ethical and emotional quest.

On one obvious level, the narrator must

reject science or any source of objecfive

information—for how can any exterior

knowledge extinguish the primal pain of

personal grief? But Tennyson goes further

and argues that, in principle, science can-

not provide answers for moral questions

about life's meaning. As a champion of

science, not a detractor sniping from an-

other profession, Tennyson lauds its

power to build a global network of rail-

roads, feed nations, answer empirical rid-

dles of the universe—^but he knows that

science cannot tell us why a man should

die so young or how a grieving lover

should resolve his suffering.

Tennyson consistently held this posi-

tion on the separateness of scientific and

moral knowledge. He stated (as reported

by his son whom, to add a footnote to the

poignancy of this story, he named Hi

lam):

We do not get this faith from Nature or t

world. If we look at Nature alone, full

perfection and imperfection, she tells us t!

God is disease, murder and rapine. We
|

this faith from ourselves, from what is hij

est within us.

In Memoriam features the same sen

ments. Early in the poem, in section

Tennyson considers and rejects nature a

source of moral instruction ("my natu

good"):

And shall I take a thing so blind,

Embrace her as my natural good;

Or crush her, Uke a vice of blood,

Upon the threshold of the mind?

Later on, in section 120, he refutes the id

that our essence is nothing but our matJ

ial self: "I think we are not wholly brail

Magnetic mockeries." In a wonderful cc

plet, Teimyson allows that science mij

establish a material basis, but still woi)

not speak to our moral struggles:

Let Science prove we are, and then

What matters Science unto men.

Setting forth the proper logic of a qm
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)n does not guarantee an answer. I accept

;nnyson's separation of scientific from

oral and ethical quests; but few of us

ese days would be satisfied with Ten-

'son's particular answer, especially for

solving his grief at Hallam's death. Ten-

'son, by his own statements and all his

lends' memories, was obsessed with the

iue of personal identity for the soul after

:ath. Following one of his few long talks

ith Tennyson, Huxley remarked that

mmortality was the one dogma to which

;nnyson was passionately devoted." And

;nnyson himself stated: "The cardinal

)int of Christianity is the Life after

eath." Thus, insofar as In Memoriam

aches a moral conclusion at all, Ten-

/son celebrates his voyage from reli-

ous doubt to confidence that he will

eet Hallam again in heaven—a resolu-

)n that strikes most modem readers as

me after so much struggle.

y own dim hfe should teach me this.

That life shall live for evermore,

Else earth is darkness at the core,

nd dust and ashes all that is.

Immortality, moreover, must be per-

inal. The fusion of Hallam's soul into a

ob of general good is not enough:

And I shall know him when we meet;

And we shall sit at endless feast,

njoying each the other's good.

But the particular character of Ten-

/son's personal solution doesn't vitiate

le principle that answers to questions

)out ethical meaning cannot come from

;ience. Tennyson, in fact, revered both

)urces and knew that "the good life"—

a

iched phrase perhaps, but do we not all

;ek it?—required their successful inte-

ration. Two separate sources; Huxley's

orld and Tennyson's. (Huxley, by the

'ay, took the same position on the sepa-

ite and equally necessary contributions

f science and ethics to a reasoned life

—

26 his famous essay Evolution and

'thics, often quoted in these columns.)

ennyson called these two sources knowl-

dge and reverence, personified as mind

nd soul. And he spoke of their union with

metaphor from the discipline that owns

harmony" as a technical concept:

-et knowledge grow from more to more.

But more of reverence in us dwell;

That mind and soul, according well,

/lay make one music, as before.

tephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

'gy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

Jniversity.
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Reviewj

Rattling Round Beantown
by Richard F. Welch

Approximately ten miles south of

Boston lies a rise of rocky ridges called the

Blue Hills. Through a series of historical

accidents, the Hills became the last re-

maining habitat within a hundred miles for

a species that once ranged throughout

Massachusetts and New Hampshire and

Landscape with Re,ptile: Rattlesnakes

EM AN Urban World, by Thomas Palmer.

Ticknor & Fields, $19.95; 340pp.

possibly into Maine. The creature in ques-

tion is the timber rattlesnake, Crotalus

horridus.

Although still plentiful in the Appa-

lachians and the South, in the Northeast

the species has suffered enormous losses

in habitat and population. Thomas
Palmer's Landscape with Reptile is an ac-

count of one reUct population of timber

rattlers, how it reached the reduced state in

which it is now found, and perhaps more

improbably, how it survives in its now ur-

banized and fragmented environment.

Palmer's approach is multifaceted, even

discursive. At times the rattler disappears

from the stage as the author recounts the

history ofhow the Hills were set up first as

a park for wealthy Bostonians and later as

a nature preserve. In one chapter, Palmer

digresses on the hermits and the homeless

who have lived in the Blue Hills. Al-

though the author skips around when it

suits him, most of the work is historically

oriented, beginning with the attitude oft!

local Indians—the Massachuset—towai

the timber rattler.

Of course the great change in the ra

tier's situation came with the arrival of tl

Pilgrims and Puritans, whose Jude(

Christian horror of snakes led them to sy

tematically exterminate the creatun

wherever they were found. The fear of tl-

rattlesnake was provoked and fanned \

outrageously exaggerated stories of its

leged aggressiveness, ferocity, and toxii

ity. As late as 1937, a reputable herpetol

gist at the Staten Island Zoo—Ca

Kauffeld—who certainly should ha\

known better, wrote up a "killer snak<

story about an incident in Windsor, Ol

tario, in May 1906:

The Blue Hills near Boston host a relict population oftimber rattlesnakes.

Ann Powers
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At this time eight rattlesnakes and two

pythons escaped from the Mount Clair

clinic and within one week the rattlers

caused the fatal poisoning of eleven people,

one of the victims, a man, being bitten while

he slept. For some inexplicable reason these

snakes showed a strange preference for

houses and office buildings, possibly be-

cause they had been in captivity for a long

period and felt more at home under a roof

than in their natural habitat out of doors.

Early settlers in the Boston area noted

that northeastern rattlesnakes were fond of

hills with rocky faces on which they could

sun. The animals also frequented the same

communal dens each winter, and these

could be easily located. Typically, farmers

sought out the animals as they emerged

from their winter dens and beat them to

death with poles and sticks. Despite the

rattler's popular reputation for ferocity and

aggression, there really wasn't much sport

in it. By 1 834, the timber rattler was ex-

tinct in most areas around Boston except

for the Blue Hills, which had proved un-

suitable for farming.

In the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, after the reptiles had been driven to

near extinction, amateur and professional

scientists, from Henry David Thoreau to

the members of the Boston Society of Nat-

ural History, began to view them less as an

example of terror in the woods and more
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as an attractive and desirable part of tl

natural world. Modem environmental coi

sciousness was bom.

As Palmer makes clear, from the begii

nings of European settlement into tl

nineteenth century, there were many wl

knew the truth about the timber rattler ar

even put their knowledge into print. Tl

animal was retiring, and generally shy-

especially around people. And while i

bite was toxic, it seldom caused deat!

With one possible exception. Palmer ci

find no example in Massachusetts of a I;

tality due to the bite of a Crotalus.

Among the more intriguing sections (

the book are those that deal with the a

tempts to find antidotes to rattlesnal

venom. In the 1620s, Thomas Morton.

Boston area pioneer who provided one i

the first generally accurate accounts of tl

snake, described how he saved his dog t

pouring "salet" oil—probably olive oil-

down its throat. Morton later reported tl

same result with a boy who had been hi

ten. Other cures included something calk

"snakeweed," which may have been ol

tained from the Indians.

Still later, the prescribed use of massi'

doses of alcohol, which increases has

rate, probably exacerbated the effects •

the venom. According to Palmer, in 19(

5 percent of snakebite deaths were act

ally alcohol overdoses. Interestingly, tl

common method of making incisions (

the bite to drain the venom and applying

tourniquet to keep the poison from travt

ing through the l5ody was known by ti

middle of the nineteenth century. In 192

a commercially prepared antivenin w
produced.

Although the timber rattler's bite ai

toxicity have been exaggerated, the exp

rience is no laughing matter Snake veno

probably evolved from digestive juice'

and the site of a bite looks much like i

area being converted into snakefood: ti

sues deteriorate, proteins and fats bre;

down, blood vessels weaken, and n

blood cells burst. This phenomenon

known as necrosis. If the effects are mo
generalized, repairs may become impo

sible, thus inviting bacterial attack and ti

sue loss. Serious tissue loss may even m

cessitate amputation of a limb. Usuall

however, the effects of the bite will beg;

to reverse after two to three days, and thei

are no permanent aftereffects—except i

memory. In rare cases, microscopic hen

orrhages in the kidneys or lungs ma

cause death.

The effect of snakebite depends on tl

species of snake, how much venom is ii
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cled (there is no venom injection in

iTOUt one in four bites), and the size, age,

id general health of the victim. Death is a

ghly unusual outcome; epidemiological

Indies estimate that the odds of dying

i'ter being bitten are about one in a thou-

juid. According to Palmer's figures, in the

inited States each year there are about

000 cases of snakebite from venomous

lakes—the various species of rattlers,

us cottonmouths and copperheads,

'aimer does not mention coral snakes,

lid it is unclear whether they are included

this total.) Additionally, most of the

tes are what Palmer describes as "illegit-

iiate," resulting from attempts to capture,

jstroy, or molest the animals.

Where does this leave the timber rattler

1 the Blue Hills? Palmer gives figures of

lOUt fifty to sixty adults in the area now

jsignated as a wildlife refuge. Unknown,

it clearly small, numbers of the rattler's

ss venomous cousin, the copperhead, are

so found in the Hills. C. horridiis is now

rotected by the Massachusetts Endan-

;red Species Act, which imposes a fine

[ $500 and a ninety-day jail term for a

rst offense.

Once the organized persecution ceased

y the mid- 1800s, the reptile might have

;en expected to recover its former num-

;rs. Unfortunately, suburban sprawl and

jiterstate highways consumed and

lopped up its territory. Palmer describes

ow the snake became involved in a dis-

ute over office and condominium devel-

pments, another example of conflicts be-

veen issues of environmental protection

nd economic development. This conflict

eated up into a resounding polidcal

:orm. Thanks to the real estate bust of the

ite eighties, however, the rattlers won out.

lut Palmer rightfully wonders what the

;sult would be if another development

roject threatened the snake's habitat and

opulation. Fifty or sixty adults are be-

ieved to be just enough to sustain a

ealthy population without genetic deteri-

ration. Obviously anything that reduces

his number threatens the small band of

urvivors.

Landscape with Reptile looks into the

onvoluted relationship between human
leings and a generally unloved and under-

ippreciated creature. In addition to biol-

)gy, ecology, and even toxicology. Palmer

ouches on such topics as suburbanization,

ransportation, the rock quarry industry,

he evolution of scientific thought, and

:ven the philosophical origins of the envi-

onmental movement. The book does have

.ome shortcomings, however. Aside from

serendipitous observation. Palmer seems

to have done no real fieldwork on the Blue

Hills rattlesnake population, and little

about their existence seems to come from

his direct experience.

Additionally, he .sometimes uses annoy-

ing "politically correct" or anachronistic

terms and phra.ses. For example, Indians

are "Americans" and white settlers are

"Europeans." William Cullen Bryant is

described as the first white person from

New England to call a rattler "lovely,"

which implies the Indians did so too, al-

though the author offers no evidence that

this was the case. Palmer apparently buys

the myth that the Indians possessed an in-

nate love and understanding of nature be-

yond the capacity of most Caucasiaris.

Nevertheless, landscape with Reptile is

an intriguing examination of a

human-wildlife relationship that will

probably become increasingly common as

the apparently inexorable pressures of

human populations and demands over-

whelm the natural worid.

Richard F. Welch leaches history at Glen

Cove High School and edits the L-ong Is-

land Forum. As a trustee of the Cold

Spring Harbor Fish Hatchery and Aquar-

ium, he pursues wide interests in natural

history, especially herpetology.
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Never having seen a live okapi. Sir Harry Johnston workedfrom

skins and skulls to paint a watercolor of the animals in 1901. Their

physical proportions are therefore not accurate.

Courtesy ot J B. Henderson

3f:
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Between Sun and Shadow
he vast rainforests of the Congo Basin have hidden the elusive okapifor millennia

y Terese B. Hart and John A. Hart

The okapi was an animal of mystery

en before it had been given a name or

;en seen by zoologists. At the turn of the

;ntury, the forests of central Africa,

here this creature was thought to exist,

id captured the imagination of Euro-

;ans. The accounts of early explorers and

ituralists actually perpetuated the mys-

^ue. Herbert Lang, who led the Ameri-

in Museum of Natural History's Congo

Kpedition from 1909 to 1915, character-

ed the okapi's haunts as "an appalling

ildemess." And in 1924, the naturalist-

anter Cuthbert Christy wrote of its "awe-

ispiring grandeur."

Even before 1888, when he led the first

cpedition across the forests of what is

3w northeastern Zaire, Henry Morton

tanley surmised that this region held "the

jreatest marvels of Africa," including

>trange mammals and birds." Later, in his

ook In Darkest Africa, Stanley reported

1 lat the Mbuti Pygmies knew of a donkey-

ke animal that "they sometimes catch in

its." As Stanley's own donkeys had died

1 the forest for lack of suitable forage, he

arther noted, "What they can find to eat is

wonder They eat leaves."

More than a decade later. Sir Harry

ohnston, special commissioner to

Jganda, decided to follow up on Stanley's

itriguing lead. In 1900, during an expedi-

ion to the eastern edge of the Congo
orests, he was able to obtain some bits of

triped skin from an animal known locally

s o 'api. At the London Zoological Soci-

ty the skin was identified as belonging to

I new species of horse. Less than a year

ater, however, when Johnston acquired

wo skulls and a complete skin of the ani-

nal, he realized it was not a horse but was

elated to the giraffe, and he tentatively

dentified it as a member of the extinct

genus Helladotherium. Further study re-

vealed that its greatest affinity was to the

paleotragines, the most primitive group of

fossil giraffes. This "living fossil" was

given the name Okapia johnstoni.

It was years before Western naturalists

would see an okapi in the wild, but they

were impressed by freshly killed speci-

mens brought in by native hunters. The

okapi was indeed horselike in its dimen-

sions, reaching more than five feet at the

withers, with a shorter, thicker neck than

that of the savanna giraife. "The cheeks

and jaws are yellowish white, contrasting

abruptly with the dark-colored neck,"

wrote Johnston in the Smithsonian Institu-

tion's Annual Report of 1901. "The fore-

head is a deep red chestnut; the large,

broad ears are of the same tint, fringed,

however, with jet black. The neck, shoul-

ders, barrel, and back range in tone from

sepia and jet black to rich vinous red."

Herbert Lang was struck by the okapi's

"delicately modeled deer-like head." In

the Zoological Society Bulletin of May
1918, Lang wrote: "The glossy brown and

purplish black of the body is set off by the

conspicuous white stripes and bands on

the limbs."

These sharply contrasting, zebralike

markings break up the outline of the

okapi's shape, creating an almost perfect

camouflage in the light and shade of the

forest understory. Despite its coloration

and short neck, the okapi's rightful place

within the giraffe family is affirmed by its

skin-covered horns (only in males) and its

bilobate canine teeth. The relationship is

even more obvious when an okapi is feed-

ing. Like its savanna relative, the okapi

browses by twining its long, prehensile

tongue around branches, stripping off the

leaves, and pulling them into its mouth. It

also uses it long tongue to groom all parts

of its face.

The first okapi to be successfully ex-

ported alive went to the Antwerp Zoo in

Belgium in 1919. But okapis were not

widely available to zoos until the 1950s,

when a capture station was established in

the Ituri Forest, on the banks of the Epulu

River. Okapis are still caught by tradi-

tional methods in deep, narrow pits in the

forest around the Epulu Station, currently

managed by the Institut Zairois pour la

Conservation de la Nature. Local Mbuti

Pygmies determine where pits should be

dug and provide forage for the animals.

Although captive okapis have been

studied in detail, little is known about the

animal in the wild. In 1985, when we
came to Epulu to begin the first field study

of the species, mystery still clung to the

okapi. Were okapis actually rare, as some

zoologists surmised, or did their particular

habits keep them out of sight? Okapis are

not seen in groups with other large forest

mammals at salt Mcks. They do not fre-

quent open riverbanks and rarely forage at

the borders of cultivated clearings. Even at

close range, okapis disappear from view

amid the tree columns and light flecks of

their forest understory world.

Our study in the Ituri Forest has devel-

oped through a synthesis of the lore and

skills of the traditional forest peoples with

some of the most recent technology avail-

able to field biologists. From the begin-

ning we have had the intimate collabora-

tion of the Mbuti, who have led us with

speed and assurance across large tracts of

pathless forest and. with equal confidence,

have inched us through the undergrowth to

follow the fresh spoor of an okapi. Just as

important has been the use of radioteleme-

ti7, which has allowed us to track animals
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that the forest conceals within its weave of

sun and shadow.

With the help of local Mbuti guides and

park guards from the Epulu Station, we se-

lected a site in undisturbed forest on the

banks of the Edoro River, twenty miles

from the village of Epulu. We constructed

a base camp, established an initial grid

system of paths for radio tracking, and

started digging and camouflaging pits like

those used to capture okapis at the sta-

tion—roughly eight feet deep, nine feet

long, and three feet wide.

Our first animal was memorable, a

young female christened Paskalina by our

assistants for the Easter Day of her cap-

ture. Paskalina stood in the pit quietly as

we leaned over and tried the collar first in

one position and then another until we
were satisfied that the radio transmitter,

with its short wire antenna, was fastened

securely but comfortably. We then filled

the pit in front of her with earth until she

was able to clamber up and out. She

paused for a moment, looked back at us,

then galloped off into the forest.

Paskalina initiated us into the skills and

patience needed for Our field study. Under

the tutelage of our Mbuti guides, we
learned to approach and observe Paskalina

and other okapis, although there were

frustrating times when we could hear but

not see an okapi less than fifty feet away.

In time we were able to teach a number of

our assistants, including several Mbuti,

how to use the portable receivers and

hand-held antennas to locate and map the

movements of collared okapis.

Our first discoveries came from watch-

ing okapis as they fed. Walking slowly,

with the slight stiffness of a giraffe's paral-

lel gait, an okapi moves through the shady

understory sampling leaves from the right

or left, sometimes stopping to strip more

than one branch from an especially palat-

able shrub. Although the okapis were usu-

ally silent, we were most likely to hear c

if it entered a small tree-fall opening. H(

it often paused and browsed vigorou;

before moving on. For those few rr

ments, the noise of bending branches a

tearing leaves was audible at a distance

sixty feet or more.

Henry Morton Stanley's statement w

correct: the okapi eats only leaves, t

though okapis eat the youngest leavi

even these are generally as tough as oak

sugar maple leaves. There is very lit

grass in the forest, so grass is not an altc

native. Nor do okapis feed on herbaceo

monocots, such as those in the arrowrc

and ginger families, that regularly grow

the forest openings and are important

the diets of chimpanzees and gorillas.

Yet diversity is the outstanding trait

the okapi's diet. Within the first year of o

study, we identified well over one hundr

species of broad-leaved plants that the a

imal eats; about twenty were particular
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vored. We also observed that the okapi

ijver eats one plant to the exclusion of

ihers. Even where preferred foliage is

Drouting in seemingly delectable abun-

iince, an okapi will almost certainly leave

j
luch of it untasted, preferring to move on

I sample other leaves. The okapi is an

clectic feeder but never a gourmand.

I The okapi's forest is traversed by many
ither hoofed animals. No other animal,

lowever, depends upon leaves in the

iiady forest understory to the extent that

lie okapi does. The forest duikers and

ihevrotains eat fallen fruits and seeds pro-

meed by canopy trees and lianas. Bongos,

:uffaloes, sitatungas, giant forest hogs,

nd elephants all feed on foUage, but these

nimals favor the vegetation growing in

unlit clearings, secondary forests, and

iwampy openings or along the edge of the

rarest where it meets the savanna. Even

tie pygmy antelope, the smallest of the

iorest ungulates and a strict leaf eater like

Naturalists first classified the okapi, left, as a species ofhorse,

while Herbert Lang was struck by the okapi's "delicately

modeled deer-like head." Lang returnedfrom his expedition in

1915 without a live okapi, but he did bring back okapi skins and

artifacts like the Azande hat, below.
Lynton Gardiner; AMNH

the okapi, is restricted to openings in the

forest. Because of its size (under five

pounds), the antelope can meet its dietary

needs within the circumscribed bound-

aries of small clearings.

Leaves in the forest penumbra are an

expensive item. Light energy for leaf pro-

duction is at a premium. "Shade" leaves

tend to be fibrous, chemically well pro-

tected, and mostly unpalatable. Even in-

sects avoid this foliage. Outbreaks of

caterpillars, we noted, occurred in the

sunny canopy, not in the light-deprived

understory. The okapi's habits, thus, are

exceptional. It keeps to the forest interior

and avoids even the moist galleries and

forest islands at the savanna edge. How
else might this unusual feeding niche, we
wondered, influence the okapi's behavior?

Over the four years following the cap-

ture of Paskalina, we have captured and

collared more than twenty okapis. In fol-

lowing these animals, our path system has

expanded to more than 180 miles in order

to encompass their home ranges. This trail

grid now covers twenty square miles (an

area nearly the size of Manhattan), which

we and our assistants patrol entirely on

foot. Some of the okapis we caught were

apparentiy merely passing through, disap-

pearing out of radio range after a brief

time in the area. During an aerial survey,

we picked up the signals of several of our

emigrating okapis more than ten miles be-

yond the perimeter of the study area. Fif-

teen okapis have remained resident for at

least a year since their capture. Our longest

record is for the female Bahati, whose

name means "good luck" in Swahih. We
were able to change her collar before its

battery expired and have collected infor-

mation on her for four consecutive years.

The most stable, although not the larg-

est, home ranges belong to the reproduc-

tive females and vary between one and a

half and two and a half square miles.

Young animals of both sexes have more

restricted ranges, overlapping at first with

those of their mothers. Many, if not all. of

these young eventually emigrate. Paska-

lina, for instance, disappeared nine

months after we first caught her and was

never found again despite extensive

searches. Adult males cover larger areas,

sometimes more than five square miles

during the course of a single year, and

their ranges overlap extensively with those

of other buUs.

Aduh females have exclusive use of

their territory, except when they have

young and when males make brief incur-

sions for mating. Female okapis lack
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With a tongue that can stretch to a length ofeighteen incites, below,

the okapi easily cleans its eyes and grooms its whole body. The

animal is so well camouflaged, right, that it is almost impossible to

detect in the shadowyforest understoiy. The traditional Mbuti

method oftrapping okapis alive in deep, narrow pits, below right,

is still the most effective way to catch the animal.
Photographs by Genevieve Renson

horns, but they weigh upward of 600

pounds and are noticeably taller and more

massive than the bulls. Both sexes mark

trees and shrubs with a brown, oily secre-

tion from their skin and tend to defecate in

selected areas. This may aid in marking

territories and in communicating their re-

productive state.

Male courtship is unobtrusive and cau-

tious. Twice we observed a male taking

the better part of a day to approach a fe-

male, announcing his overtures with low,

barely audible moaning calls from more

than fifty feet away. One male does not ap-

pear to have exclusive control over a cow.

We have seen Bahati associate with two

different bulls over the course of several

days by moving from one area of her range

to another. Such use of space is unusual

among ungulates. Even among the okapi's

closest relative, the savanna giraffe, bulls

are larger than cows and may attempt to

control their movements and groupings.

The distribution of the okapi's food

plants throughout the Ituri Forest favors

dispersed rather than congregated forag-

ing. We have observed okapis feeding in

swamp forests, in the tall ironwood and

mahogany forests of the rolling uplands,

and in the short forests on rocky hilltops.

Nowhere, however, is the okapi's forage

abundant or dense enough to support a

herd. Nor do okapis converge on seasonal

food sources, because year-round warmth

and rain promote continuous growth of

new leaves. The plants that are the okapi's

dietary staples in the Edoro study area

—

shrubs, lianas, and the saphngs of large

canopy trees—are widely, but unevenly,

distributed throughout the Ituri. We dis-

covered that the home ranges of breeding

females have more of these plants than the

home ranges of males and subadults.

Thus, adult females occupy the areas of

forest that are richest in food.

Once we were able to follow Bahati

through her reproductive cycle, the func-

tion of female territoriality became evi-

dent. Over the course of her fourteen-

month gestation period, Bahati's behavior

did not change markedly. Once her calf

was bom, however, Bahati, who had pre-

viously spent a considerable portion of her

day quietly resting, now began spending

more time feeding. She moved back and

forth across her range, often at some dis-

tance from the calf, which she left hidden

and visited just a few times a day for only

a few minutes each time. Although she ate

more and more, her physical condition de-

teriorated. Another female that we caught

during peak lactation was so thin that we
worried she might not be able to climb out

of the pit after we collared her.

During the lactation period, we found

stripped and nipped stems everywhere on

a mother's home range, whereas befc

the calving, signs of okapi browsing h

been sparse. One calf that we were able

coUar stayed with its mother for at lei

nine months. With mother and calf fee

ing on the same group of plants, these si

pies were almost depleted. Perhaps tl

only females to reproduce successfully s

those that can claim the best home rang

with the greatest amounts of palatab

leaves.

Unlike females, males are not restrict!

to areas where food is most abundai

Without the energy requirements of lacl

tion, males can spend more time roamii

in forest zones where palatable leaves a

sparse. The males' moi^e extensive roai

ings can be understood as an effort to ga

access to as many females as possible.

Although we have begun to elucids

certain patterns in the overall picture
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okapi biology, answers to some funda-

mental questions continue to elude us.

Why, for instance, is the okapi everywhere

a creature of forest shadows? Why doesn't

it range out into the broad transition zone

between forest and savanna, where many

of its favorite plants abound?

Sir Harry Johnston, writing at the time

he brought the Western world's attention

to the okapi, proposed that in the course of

evolution, the "defenseless" okapi re-

treated to the forest interior to avoid preda-

tors. Johnston discounted the leopard as a

potential okapi predator in the forest, be-

cause he thought that the cat was arboreal

and preyed mainly on primates. However,

okapis are indeed vulnerable to leopard at-

tacks. A number of both collared and un-

collared animals in the Edoro study area

have been killed by leopards during the

course of our smdy. An alternative expla-
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The okapi habitat group was createdfor

the Akeley African Hall of the American

Mitsewn ofNatural History in 1938.

Herbert Lini> collected the okapi in the

background, and William D. Campbell

collected those in theforeground in a

]937 expedition.

Arthur Singer; AMNH

,^^^^^

nation for the okapi's restricted niche is

that the animal has been "pushed" into the

forest by competition with other large,

hoofed animals—such as the bushbuck

and bongo—that specialize on the forest

edges and use them more efficiently.

Another observation for which we still

have no ready explanation concerns the

limited distribution of okapis in northeast-

em Zaire. The okapi's range does not cor-

respond to the distribution of its preferred

plants in the Ituri Forest. These same

plants occur in areas where the okapi is ab-

sent. Okapis also flourish in the Maiko

Forest, more than 125 miles southwest of

our study area, on entirely different sta-

ples. Why don't okapis range throughout

the entire central African forest zone?

Perhaps the history of the forest holds a

clue to the answer. The okapi is not the

only unusual animal endemic to the forest

areas of northeastern Zaire. As Stanley

predicted, there have been other remark-

able discoveries. The American Museum
expedition to the Congo came back with

specimens of a strange fishing genet and

the feather of a large, unidentified bird that

was later recognized as the only African

pheasant, the Congo peafowl. Are these

species, along with the okapi, relicts of an

earlier era when they were confined to is-

lands of forest whose borders they con-

tinue to respect even though the forest has

since expanded?

Whatever the case, today the okapi is

thriving in Zaire's Ituri Forest. Its exis-

tence seems assured as long as the old-

growth forest upon which it depends con-

tinues to exist. But the great forests of

equatorial Africa are once again at risk of

being reduced to islands, this time by the

hands of humans through bush fire, agri-

cultural immigration, and intensive hunt-

ing. Will this "surviving fossil" weather

these new pressures? Like all the Ituri For-

est's fauna and flora, the okapi's future

depends upon the ability of the people of

Zaire, with the participation of the inter-

national community, to stem the tide of de-

struction advancing on this still awe-in-

spiring forest. D
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rriarthrus, trilobites died hundreds ofmillions ofyears ago when

line mud suddenly blanketed their sea-floor home twar what is

now the outskirts ofRome, New York. Twofossilized graptolites

He between the trilobites.

rhomas Whitelsy

The Gold Bugs
Forfossil prospectors, the treasure in a New York quarry was trilobites

by Derek E. G. Briggs and Gregory D. Edgecombe

Some 450 million years ago, the rolling

hills, river valleys, and woodlands of cen-

tral New York State were submerged

under an arm of a great sea. A variety of

now-extinct creatures flourished in the

cold 300- to 600-foot-deep waters and in

the rich organic sediments of the dark sea

floor. Most abundant were trilobites, mem-
bers of the family of scuttling, many-

legged invertebrates with crusty outer

skeletons that thrived during much of the

Paleozoic era. The inch-long trilobite Tri-

arthrus scavenged organic debris from the

sediment and captured worms and other

soft, nonsheUy prey. Using its spiny legs, it

passed these morsels along its belly from

back to front toward the mouth before de-

vouring them, much as a horseshoe crab

does today. Another kind of trilobite,

known as Cryptolithus, was eyeless, but a

fringe on its head may have allowed it to

determine the direction of currents. Cryp-

tolithus scratched out shaUow burrows and

fed on tiny creatures in the sediment on the

sea floor. Trilobites shared the seabed with

brachiopods, corals, starfish, crinoids (also

known as sea lilies), and bryozoans (moss

animals), while beneath them, clams occu-

pied snug burrows in the mud and sand. In

the water above were long, straight nau-

tiloids and free-floating colonial grapto-

lites, rafts of tubular skeletons that housed

tiny, tentacled animals called zooids.

When these swimmers and floaters died,

they drifted to the bottom. Their soft re-

mains sometimes became food for scav-

engers and their shells became islands to

which brachiopods attached themselves.

At other times, they settled undisturbed

into the sediment.

This scene seems to have ended
quickly. A sudden, massive influx of fine

mud entombed the trilobites and the rest of

the aquatic community. But by rapidly

blanketing the animals, the mud also

helped preserve their remains. Their fos-

sils, found in a portion of the ancient sea

known today as Beecher's Trilobite Bed,

provide us with a snapshot of animals that

lived on and above the sea floor some 450

million years ago.

In 1884, WiUiam S. Valiant, who later

became assistant curator at Rutgers Col-

lege, discovered some trilobite fossils

along a creek near Rome, New York. In

1892, after repeated attempts, he located

the level of the outcrop from which the

trilobites had been dislodged. A lode of the

fossils was embedded in a stratum of rock,

known as the Frankfort Shale, that dates

from late in the Ordovician, the epoch that

lasted from about 510 to 439 million years

ago. The fossils were a paleontological bo-

nanza. They not only revealed the hard ex-

oskeletons of the preserved creatures but

also clearly dehneated their soft parts, in-

cluding the limbs, head appendages, gut,

and muscles. These tissues, as well as the

exoskeletons, had been filled or replaced

by iron sulfide, the mineral pyrite also

known as fool's gold. When cleaned, the

pyrite-filled forms of the creatures shine

against the black shale in which they he

embedded.

Pyrite, produced by sulfate-reducing

bacteria, forms readily in fine-grained ma-

rine shales where oxygen is absent. Al-

though it is usually scattered through the

sediment, in rare cases pyrite concentrates

around a carcass and results in the fos-

silization of soft tissues. Apart from this

fossil bed, the only other prime example of

soft-tissue pyritization is Germany's Hun-

sriick Slate. This Early Devonian rock,

about 390 million years old, holds a fos-

silized community of animals, mainly sea

Paleontologist Charles Emerson Beecher
Peabody Museum of Natural History, Yale University

lilies, starfish, and mollusks, but including

trilobites and other arthropods, their bod-

ies replicated in pyrite.

In 1893, Yale University paleontologist

Charles Emerson Beecher took over the

scientific study of New York's golden

trilobites. Beecher, whose name was given

to die bed yielding the fossils, carried out a

massive quarrying operation. During the

summer of 1893, he sent two tons of rock

to Yale, but just two years later, the site

was considered mined out. Beecher went

on to publish many papers on trilobite

limb structure and larval development and

died in 1904 while drawing a trilobite

from the Rome site.

After Beecher's death, the bulk of his

material disappeared and the exact loca-

tion of the bed was forgotten. In 1969.

John Cisne, of Cornell University, tried to

find the quarry along the creek. Although
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an overgrown section in the ravine near the

creek matched Valiant's field photograph

of the site, Cisne found no pyritized trilo-

bites. But trilobite aficionados are a persis-

tent breed, and the fossils are keenly

sought by collectors. In 1984, two experi-

enced collectors, Thomas Whiteley and

Daniel Cooper, decided to relocate

Beecher's Trilobite Bed to establish

whether it had indeed been depleted.

Using published accounts and maps, they

managed to pinpoint a probable quarry

and began to dig through a section of the

Frankfort Shale. They found a 1.5-inch

siltstone bed, which, upon being split, re-

vealed pyritized Triarthnis at the pre-

dicted level. In 1989, paleontologists from

the National Museum in Washington,

D.C., and the American Museum of Nat-

ural History in New York jointly con-

ducted an extensive excavation of the site,

the first in this century. The project offered

an opportunity to gather new material and

to investigate how and why the remark-

able pyritization had occurred. We joined

the researchers at Beecher's Trilobite Bed

in August 1989.

When we arrived at the site, the excava-

tor and bulldozer had moved tons of shale.

The trilobite bed was some four feet below

the level of the now-open face of the val-

ley. The beds of shale were thin, continu-

ous, and nearly horizontal—an example of

real layer-cake geology. The sequence of

beds was cut by straight vertical cracks

that crisscrossed the quarry at irregular in-

tervals, as if the cake had been cut. The

two of us and ten colleagues did much of

the fine excavation by hand. Although the

layer we were after is a mere one and a

half inches thick, it does not split easily.

The trilobites have to be prepared for

study in the laboratory. Occasionally, dur-

ing the field excavation we had tantalizing

glimpses of parts of a Triarthnis when the

heavy siltstone bed fractured, but the most

striking fossils we saw were a few straight

nautiloids more than two feet long that

emerged as the rock above the trilobite bed

was broken up and removed.

We needed to take samples not just of

the trilobite bed but also of the shales

above and below it. Blocks about four feet

thick were exfi-acted using hammer and

prise bars, and sections of these slabs were

sent to Leeds, England. Chemical analyses

showed that the sulfur isotopes in the

pyrite changed at various levels in the rock

sequence. A major change in the values at

the level of the trilobite bed indicates a

sudden geological catastrophe.

Fossils of soft body parts, like thosi

found in Beecher's Trilobite Bed, are no

simply preservational curiosities. The;

provide a rare and invaluable record of an

cient life. Most of the fossil record consist:

of teeth, shells, and bones and is primarib

a view of those creatures with parts that re

sisted decay. Much of our understanding

of patterns of diversification and extinc

tion, for example, is based on the shells oi
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vied with pyrite, orfool's gold,

le delicate paired legs and

ntennae ofa Triarthrus trilobite,

ft, are unusually well displayed,

canning electron micrographs of

!ryptolithus tesselatus, similar in

evelopment to Beecher's Bed

'ryptolithus, illustrate the

ilobite 's growth stages. The

and-grain-sized young larva,

ight, characterized by a bulbous

hield, floatedfreely in the sea.

lie larva then underwent a

letamorphosis, below, growing

ody segments, spines on the head

hield, and a headfringe. Such

iveniles were ready to take up life

s bottom dwellers. A later stage,

ottom, is peppercorn size and

?veals additional body segments

ltd rows ofsensory pits on

ie head shield.

I D. E. Chatterton

shallow marine animals. Without the occa-

sional preservation of soft parts—includ-

ing muscles, limbs, antennae, stomachs,

and even remnants of meals—many of the

unusual animals of the early Paleozoic that

lacked hard shells would be completely

unknown.

In rocks of certain ages and in certain

environments, soft-bodied fossils are rela-

tively common. The rocks of the Burgess

Shale in British Columbia, Canada, of

Cambrian age, some 560 to 520 million

years old, are renowned for a diversity of

soft-bodied fauna (see Natural History,

December 1985, January and February

1986). Pyrite, however, is a rare feature of

the Burgess Shale fossils, which are cov-

ered by a film of a complex alumino-sili-

cate mineral similar to mica. Other rocks

of similar age from localities as far apart as

Pennsylvania, Greenland, China, and Aus-

tralia have also afforded a look at the array

of creatures, both shelly and soft, that in-

habited the earth during the Cambrian. But

among more than sixty major examples of

soft-bodied-fossil preservation, the only

significant example known from the Or-

dovician is Beecher's Trilobite Bed.

Toward the end of the Cambrian period,

many life forms went extinct. Trilobites

were hit particularly hard, and many van-

ished. A number of families, however,

squeezed through and gave rise in the Or-

dovician to new and diverse groups, in-

cluding trilobites more specialized for cer-

tain ways of life than were their generalist

Cambrian ancestors. Some developed

enormous eyes; others, such as Cnp-
tolithus. became blind but evolved a sensi-

tive pitted fringe around the head shield.

Some were covered with extraordinary

spines, while others were smooth and flat-

tened. Equipped for varied life styles,

these trilobites became members of spe-

cialized new communites that colonized

the sea water, the sea floor, and die under-

lying sediment.

Because of the depth and cold tempera-

ture of the water, the diversity' of life in

Beecher's Trilobite Bed is not so great as

in the Burgess Shale. Still, about thirU' dif-
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ferent animals are known. The pyritization

of the fossils has given us insights into the

way the animals lived. Because pyrite is

opaque to X-rays, the fossils can be stud-

ied within the rock. Two X-rays taken

from different angles can be used in com-

bination to produce a three-dimensional

stereoscopic image of the animal. In the

early 1970s, John Cisne conducted de-

tailed X-ray studies on available remnants

of Beecher's original trilobite material.

His work revealed important new anatom-

ical information about Tharthnts. the

most abundant inhabitant of the bed, in-

cluding the first traces of trilobite muscle.

At Cambridge University, trilobite spe-

cialists Harry Whittington and John Al-

mond studied the legs of Triarthnis. which

have inward-facing spines, and recon-

structed the way that it might have

walked—with the right and left limbs of

each pair in phase, moving in concert like

those of a millipede. Triarthnis did not un-

dulate as do faster-running centipedes,

which move the right and left limbs out of

phase. The spines along the inner margins

of its legs probably helped Trianbrus to

capture small prey animals, which were

shunted from leg to leg along the belly to

the mouth. In addition to actively hunt-

ing—for example, uprooting worms from

the sea-floor sediment

—

Triarthnis may
also have scavenged remains of dead ani-

mals. On the outer branch of the limbs,

Triarthnis had numerous long, parallel fil-

aments that may have been used for oxy-

gen exchange in the manner of a giU.

The blind trilobite CryptoHthus is char-

acterized by a remarkable fringe around

the margin of the head shield. This head

shield tapered backward into two long, lat-

eral spines that helped support the animal

as it rested or fed in the sediment on the

sea floor. The fringe itself is covered with

regularly spaced pits, which may have

compensated for the lack of eyes by en-

abling Ciyptolithus to detect the depth of

the shallow excavations it made or to mon-

itor currents and thus stabilize itself on the

sea floor.

Other inhabitants of the beds that have
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been studied in their pyritized fossil form

include Climacograptus, the floating colo-

nial graptolite, the most abundant of the

animals fliat occupied the sea water. The

fossils look like tiny double-edged, ser-

rated swords, the "sawteeth" being the re-

mains of the now-flattened tubes in which

the individual zooids lived, filtering par-

ticles of microplankton from the water

with their "tentacles."

Like other arthropods, such as insects

and crustaceans, trilobites had a rigid exo-

skeleton and grew by molting in stages, or

instars, at periodic intervals throughout

their lives. Thus, as it grew, each individ-

ual trilobite left a series of molted outer

"skins," or exoskeletal remains, that have

in many cases been preserved. These

molts are hard and calcitic but rarely pyri-

tized because in contrast to carcasses, they

lack soft tissue for sulfate-reducing bacte-

ria to break down.

Given a collection of molts of varying

intermediate size, paleontologists ca

often match up larval and juvenile trilc

bites with the corresponding adult. Th
process is easier for those trilobites th;

changed gradually with increasing sizi'

but difficult with those that metamoi

phosed radically between the earliest lai

val stage and subsequent stages. Beecher

Trilobite Bed has yielded numerous bab

trilobites that exemplify both of these lil

histories.

By carefully poring over what was le:

of Beecher's original material, John Cisn

discovered the molts of many trilobite lai

vae. He demonstrated that the number c

individual trilobites decreased logarithmi

cally with each increase in size. They fol

low the pattern one would expect if cata

strophic burial preserved a population o

Triarthnis frozen in time, killing larg

numbers of larvae and juveniles but fewe

adults. (In contrast, when fossils of ani

mals that have died and accumulated ove



lermany's 390-million-year-old Himsriick Slate rivals Beecher's

nlobite Bed in the quality of its pyritizedfossils. The Hunsnick

irvertebrate community was graced by sea lilies, left, cmd

tarfish. below, shown in X-ray.

I Sturmer. Forschungsinstitut Senckenberg, Frankfurt; Catalog nos. 34 and 45

a long period are found together, they

show a much less regular pattern of size

distribution.)

The smallest larval trilobites found in

Beecher's Trilobite Bed are not baby 7/7-

aiihrus, but larvae of a completely differ-

ent kind of trilobite known as Comuproe-

tus. Although abundant in the bed as

larvae, it is rare in its adult form. In con-

trast, Triarthrus was dominant among the

adult trilobites but unknown in the bed in

its earliest larval form. The youngest lar-

vae of both Triarthrus and Comuproetus

must have been physically and ecologi-

cally separated from advanced juveniles

and adults, feeding in different ways and

occupying different habitats. Adult Tri-

arthrus and baby Comuproetus lived on

the sediment and both were overwhelmed

by the influx of mud that buried and pre-

served them. Adult Comuproetus and the

youngest stages of Triarthrus were not

buried and must have lived elsewhere.

Perhaps they sought shallow areas closer

to shore.

Ecological separation of larval and

adult trilobites is even more striking in

Cryptolithus, the blind trilobite and the

second most common in Beecher's bed. In

its very young larval stage, Cryptolithus is

globular, with a "crown of thorns" made

up of an array of downward-projecting

spines. These spines leave little room for

movement of limbs, indicating that the lar-

vae drifted with the plankton on the an-

cient sea. Because no intermediate steps

have come to light in the detailed fossil

record of the bed, we believe that Ctyp-

tolithus larvae metamorphosed in one step

into adultlike juveniles. This sudden, radi-

cal change in form probably corresponded

to a shift in the trilobite's ecology; like

many decapods (for example, lobsters and

crabs) in modem seas, it went from the

planktonic, seaborne life of a larva to the

bottom-dwelling, crawling life of an adult.

The life histories of the Beecher's Bed

trilobites helped determine how long these

animals would continue to populate the

world's oceans. Paleontologists Brian

Chatterton, of the University of Alberta,

and Stephen Speyer, of Arizona State Uni-

versity, have demonstrated that trilobites

that metamorphosed from planktonic lar-

vae to bottom-dwelling adults were much

more likely to have become extinct by the

end of the Ordovician than were trilobites

without a metamorphosis in the life cycle.

One of the largest marine extinctions, the

Ashgill event of 440 miUion years ago.

wiped out all trinucleids, the family to

which Cryptolithus belonged. While we
are not certain of its cause, we have some

clues. This worldwide event seems to have

coincided with a major fall in sea level.

glaciation of the Southern Hemisphere,

and changes in water temperamres. Being

especially vulnerable to fluctations in sea

temperatures. Cnptolithus and other crea-

tures characterized by a planktonic life

stage died out.

Life history, however, is not the only

factor that influenced trilobite sur\'ival.
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A reconstruction ofa shallow-water Ordovician scene,

below, depicts a giant nautiloid, trilobites. and other

invertebrates, whose deep-water counterparts inhabited

the seafloor that became Beecher's Trilobite Bed. Right:

The trilobite line lasted 320 million years and included

species large and small, smooth and spiny, giant-eyed and
blind. A 380-million-year-old specimen ofthe robust

trilobite Greenops boothi is in a rolled-up. defensive

posture; the spines at the edge of its tail shield project

forward from beneath the head.

A. Graftham; Visuals Unlimited

Triarthrus is a member of the olenids, a

family of trilobites that thrived in poorly

oxygenated, deep marine basins in the late

Cambrian and early Ordovician and
whose fossils today are found in the black

shales typical of such an environment.

While Cambrian sea level changes drasti-

cally affected trilobite families that lived

in shallow shelf areas, olenids and other

animals adapted to the tough life in deep

basins were largely unaffected. Even
among the hardy olenids, Triarthrus was a

notable survivor. It became the longest-

lived member of its line, carrying on
within its quiet backwater and extending

the range of its family to the end of the Or-

dovician. A biologist transported back in

time to the Ordovician seabed near Rome,
New York, would have regarded Tri-

arthrus as a "living fossil" even then.

What ultimately caused the extinction

of Triarthrus? Levels of oxygen available

in the trilobite "s last haunts may have been

crucial. At the end of the Ordovician, the

glacial icecaps melted and sea level rose.

The muddy sea bottoms favored by olenid

nilobites, the family including Triarthrus,

became even deeper. Oxygen may have

become scarce or been eliminated over

large areas of the world's now deeper

oceans. With a complete lack of oxygen,

even the well-adapted Triarthrus would

have died out. The last known species of

Triarthrus. however, lived in a single

basin in southern Ontario. Here local uplift

of the land may have increased erosion

and propelled great amounts of sediment

into the sea. This would have increased the

amount of oxygen available and reduced

the concentration of rich organic matter,

effectively wiping out the habitat of the

last Triarthrus.

Even after the extinction of Triarthrus,

other kinds of trilobites hved on. The trilo-

bite line stretches from the Cambrian,

along more than 300 million years of evo-

lution, extinctions, and radiations, to the

late Permian period, about 250 million

years ago. Beecher's Trilobite Bed offers

us a slice of life, a window on the long life

and sudden death of a few members of this

remarkable lineage. D
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The Bottom of the

Bottom of the World
Braving the Southern Ocean sfrigid waters, a diverfinds unexpected diversity on the sea floor.

by David G. Campbell

Roll on. thou deep and dark blue

Ocean—roll!

Ten thousand fleets sweep over

thee in vain;

Man marks the earth with ruin

—

his control

Stops with the shore.

—Lord Byron

It was snow-hailing the morning I made

my first scuba dive into the Southern

Ocean, the freezing sea that surrounds

Antarctica. The water temperature was

33° F, so cold that an unprotected diver

would lose consciousness and die after

only a few minutes' exposure. I donned

several layers of woolen underwear and

socks, a one-piece neoprene dry suit, a

hood, booties, and three-fingered mittens.

Only a few dozen people had previously

gone into this realm. Until the late 1950s,

when humans first began scuba diving in

antarctic waters, this sea floor was beyond

the reach—and the ken—of science. Dur-

ing the austral summer of 1987, 1 had the

opportunity to enter this cold and dark sea.

I was invited to Comandante Ferraz, the

BraziUan research station at the edge of

Admiralty Bay, a three-fingered fiord on

King George Island, sixty miles off of the

Antarctic Peninsula. There my Brazilian

colleague Renato Garcia and I were re-

searching the parasites of marine inverte-

brates and fish.

The dive was made from the beach, fol-

lowing a transect line to a buoy anchored

300 feet off shore. On this still January

morning, the underwater visibility was

sixty to ninety feet. Near the shore, ice-

bergs had plowed furrows in the soft bot-

tom and dropped boulders, worn smooth

by their long, grinding passage. Some
boulders were covered with a fur of brown

diatoms and green filamentous algae,

while others were scraped clean. Most of

the rocks had one or two antarctic limpets

grazing on them.

Adapted from The Crystal Desert: Summers in Antarctica, by

David G. Campbell. Published by Houghton Mifflin Co. ©
1992 by David G.Campbell.
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Even though sea spiders are mostly legs surrounding a diminutive

body, they are slow moving and awkward.
Bill Curtsinger
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Amphipods—small, shrimplike crus-

taceans abundant in the Southern Ocean

—

were feeding on the algal beds and scur-

ried beneath a rock. There are thirty-three

species of amphipods in Admiralty Bay

alone. Most are necrophagous—eaters of

dead bodies—a common niche in light-

less, deep antarctic waters where there is

no primary productivity, but there is a gen-

tie rain of organic material from the sunlit

waters above.

Releasing a few bubbles of air from my
suit, I eased down the undulating mud
slope to a depth of thirty-three feet. At this

depth, the antarctic continental shelf

changed its appearance. The soft bottom

gradually lost its ice scars and became a

plain etched by the tracks of foraging ani-

mals. The deepest furrows were made by

sea urchins. Covered with short, soft

spines, the urchins looked like calcium

mice. Although their spines seemed to be

rising and rotating in confusion, they all

were connected to a simple nervous sys-

tem that pushed each urchin through the

edible mud like a bulldozer.

Brittle stai's, long-legged relatives of the

urchins, also pressed their mouths to the

mud. searching for buried clams. In some

areas they were so abundant that they

piled up on top of one another. They

pulled themselves over the sea floor in

short spasms, stamping partial rosettes in

the mud; there were thousands of these

images. A few of the brittle stars stood on

their tapered leg-tips, a common behavior

for which there is no obvious explanation.

Fish hid in the cupolas formed by the brit-

tle stars' legs. In an abyssal plain where

every feahire is rapidly smothered by mud

and where there are almost no hiding

places, the fish make do with what shelter

they can find.

I swam to a depth of forty-five feet in

the gloomy plain, beyond the reach of

even the heaviest winter pack ice. Unlike

the shallower sea, this was a realm of rela-

tive stability, remaining at a neai^ly con-

stant temperature and receiving a stead}

rain of silt and nutrients from above. Here

nemerteans—yard-long, wormlike organ-

isms—lay on tiie surface of tiie mud. Each

was striated by hundreds of annulations.

die fi-acings of the muscles that push it

peristaltically tiirough the ooze. A wad of

nemerteans, the size of a basketball, con-

gregated in a prolonged communal copu-s
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A bottom-dweller in the shallow margins ofAdmiralty Bay, a

notothenidfish, left, must avoid contact withfragments offloating

ice, which could pierce it like a spear Below: The head ofan ice

fish makes up one-third of the animal's total length; its toothed lips

are well adaptedfor catching smallfish andfor plucking

invertebratesfrom the sea floor
David G. Campbell

lation. Nemerteans are gregarious at the

supper table as well. Hundreds of them

will gather atop a dead seal or other car-

rion on this sterile plain.

At these depths the ooze was aUve with

Scrolls polita, a flat, thumbnail-sized iso-

pod. The females were swollen with bright

pink eggs, and when they swam, their legs

beating in tandem like oars, they looked

like flower petals in the dark water. Their

segmented carapace, arched legs, and bi-

lobed compound eyes, each mounted on a

high turret, gave them the appearance of

extinct trilobites.

Scrolls is typical of antarctic marine in-

vertebrates, including mollusks, poly-

chaete worms, annelid worms, and sea

stars, most of which produce a relatively

small number of large, yolky eggs and

nurture them to an advanced state of matu-

rity before releasing them into the envi-

ronment. In a realm where food is hmited,

this adaptation economizes on energy. The

planktonic strategy of casting spawn to the

currents won't do for the sea floor of

Antarctica. Even the antarctic sponges

tend either to be viviparous or to have

some other form of brood protection. The

brooding of eggs and larvae and the

scarcity of island steppingstones in the

Southern Ocean have for millennia iso-

lated the antarctic shallow-water marine

invertebrates from the rest of the world

and have led to high levels of endemic

species. Ninety percent of the amphipods

and sea spiders, 77 percent of the sea

urchins, and 66 percent of the isopods are

restricted to these waters.

Thirty minutes after entering the water,

I arrived at the farthest point of my dive, a

ridge of rock that rose from the floor of

Admiralty Bay. Unlike the unconsohdated

silt, this rock was valuable real estate fes-

tooned with living things. Fixed organ-

isms such as tunicates, soft and hard

corals, and mosslike bryozoans projected

their siphons, mouths, and tentacles into

the nutritious water and in turn provided

habitat for all manner of invertebrates and

fish. At this depth, the full color spectrum

of sunlight was filtered by the water and

ice above, and the sea floor appeared gray

and gloomy. But when I turned on my
light, the beam was like a paint brush:

everywhere I swept it was splashed wifli

color. The anemones were orange, four

inches in diameter, and consisted of a

moutii (which doubled as an anus) fringed

by tentacles. The drooping soft corals,

which looked like long catkins, extended

into the water and were bright yellow.

Each coral colony consisted of thousands

of tentacled polyps embedded in a flexible

protein matrix. Each polyp, alfliough only

a fraction of an inch wide, was morpho-

logically identical to fliat of an anemone.

And like an anemone, each presented its

mouth to die sea.

There were even a few foliating red and

green algae at this depth, and aquatic

hchens that colored the rock face a deep

purple. Some of the rock itself was yellow

calcareous algae, which exti"acts calcium

that is dissolved in the sea and combines it

with carbon dioxide to form calcium car-

bonate. These plants barely survive here.

They scavenge hght from the sea, just as
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The foiir-inch-Iong giant isopod Glyptonotus antarcticus,

below, crawls over a rocky outcropfestooned with edible

algae, biyozoans, and corals. A sea anenome, right,

alarmed by a passing diver, withdraws its tentacles into

the muscular tube of its body.
Photographs by Bill Curtslnger

the animals with which they share this

rocic scavenge the rain of organic material.

Red sea urchins browsed on the algae,

which they prised from the rocks with a

rosette of spiny teeth. Bristled polychaete

worms insinuated themselves in this living

terrain, and sometimes entered the siphons

of sponges and tunicates. They grazed

upon the bryozoans and corals, munching

the tissues of the very hosts that sheltered

them. Frilled nudibranchs (snails lacking a

shell) scraped algae off rocks and fed on

the polyps of anemones and corals.

Glyptonotus antarcticus, a giant antarc-

tic isopod four inches long, walked

through the rock garden on six pairs of

legs. Segmented, its shell dorsally keeled

with flared margins, it looked as if it had

been chiseled from stone. Isopods of this

size are most unusual in shallow waters

but are abundant in the limiting conditions

of the abyssal depths of the world where,

as on the antarctic continental shelf, slow

growth to a large size is a common adapta-

tion to the scarcity of nutrients.

Another giant, an eight-legged sea spi-

der in the class Pycnogonida. was standing

on its pointed legs in the ooze at the base

of the promontory. Its rust-colored skin
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was crinkled by colonies of hundreds of

bryozoans. The pycnogonid seemed to be

all legs, moving hesitantly on its tiptoes.

These animals are not buUt for the chase,

but neither are their sedentary prey

—

sponges, corals, and bryozoans. They

have a proboscis so massive and complex,

relative to the minuscule body, that it is en-

dowed with its own ganghon of nerves, in

effect, a secondary brain. Many species

use the proboscis to suck the tissues and

fluids of their prey in a prolonged lethal

kiss, and some have paired fangs, called

chelicerae, which are used to prise off tis-

sue and pass it to the mouth.

This formidable animal, as big as my
palm, is another example of gigantism in

the Southern Ocean. Most pycnogonids

are minute, smaller than a fingernail, and

although common throughout the world's

seas, are seldom noticed. The sea sur-

rounding Antarctica is inhabited by ap-

proximately 100 species of pycnogonid,

several of which are giants.

The sponges on this promontory were

mostly white and tan, a few were dirty yel-

low. Some were encrusted and adopted the

shape of the rock on which they were

growing. Their smooth surfaces were

pocked with the incurrent and excurrent

siphons through which they filtered plank-

ton and organic material from the sea

water Others stood freely, cupping the

water and catching the nutrients that

rained from above.

Sponges are colonies of cells that are

barely consolidated as organisms; they

have no discrete organs, and the division

of labor among their cells is rudimentary.

Yet this lack of cell specialization endows

the sponges with great powers of regener-

ation. One can mash the tissues of a

sponge through a coarse cloth, and the re-

sulting inchoate broth of cells will re-

assemble into an entirely new organism.

Like the soft corals, the sponges have flex-

ible internal skeletons made of interlock-

ing pieces called spicules. In shallow trop-

ical waters, most sponges have spicules

that are made of flexible protein, but in the

deep sea and on the antarctic continental

shelf, the dominant group are the glass

sponges, which have spicules made of

brittle silicon, like the diatoms on which

they feed.

The tunicates, nacreous and as pale as a

dead man's fingers, also seemed part of the

fabric of the rock. As adults, they have the
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eneral appearance of sponges, with a

Dugh protein and cellulose outer tunic

after which they are named) and single

icurrent and excurrent siphons through

/hich they filter the water. But a cosmos

f evolution separates them from the

ponges. They have a gut, a nervous sys-

;m, and a circulatory system, complete

\iith a heart. More remarkable, tunicates

lave larvae that resemble tadpoles, com-

ilete with a dorsal nerve cord and a rudi-

nentary backbone called a notochord.

Tiis trait places them in the Vertebrata, the

ame subphylum as fishes, amphibians,

epfiles, birds, mammals, and humans.

Serolis and its giant isopod relatives, the

;iant sea spiders, as well as the glass

ponges so conspicuous and abundant in

he shallow fringes of Admiralty Bay, are

isually characteristic not of the shallow

ea but of the deep benthos, the abyssal

)lains miles beneath the surface of the sea.

n terms of the fauna, it was almost as if I

vere diving in the Mariana Trench, view-

ng scenes through the foot-thick porthole

)f a deep-diving submersible. Zoologists

lave long recognized the phenomenon of

:ertain deep-sea invertebrates appearing

n the shallows of polar seas.

The explanation can be iound 100 miles

offshore, where warm, deep water fi-om

the South Atlantic encounters the antarctic

continental shelf. There it upwells, spew-

ing nutrients into the shelf and, each

spring, fostering a bloom of phytoplank-

ton. This upwelUng, which is rich in life, is

known as the Antarctic Divergence. Part

of the Divergence heads north, creating a

huge vertical gyre; the water that heads

south from the Divergence collides with

Antarctica, eventually sinking and join-

ing the deepest layer of all, the north-flow-

ing antarctic bottom water.

The bottom water is bom of ice. When
sea ice forms, salt is concentrated in chan-

nels that slowly work their way to the bot-

tom of the floe and are extruded into the

sea. The water under the floe is therefore

near freezing and high in salinity, condi-

tions that make it dense. The antarctic bot-

tom water slithers far north, over the edge

of the continental shelf and into the

abyssal zones at the bottom of the oceans.

It oozes beneath the tropical seas, crosses

the equator, and insinuates itself into the

deepest areas of the North Atlantic and

North Pacific oceans, a journey that takes

decades, or even hundreds of years. All

the while, its temperature remains near

freezing. The abyssal areas of the world's

oceans are consequently remarkably uni-

form: dark, salty, and cold. And as a result,

the life forms that are found there are re-

markably similar to the animals that live in

the shallow seas surrounding the antarctic

continent.

During my dive, I couldn't count the

hundreds of species of invertebrates on the

rocky outcrop and muddy plain. Taxono-

mists have identified 1 29 species of tuni-

cates in the Antarctic, 875 species of mol-

iusks, 650 polychaetes, 470 amphipods,

310 bryozoans, 299 isopods, and 100 pyc-

nogonids. There are probably as many

more yet undiscovered. But the prolifera-

tion of sponges may be the most surprising

of all. More than 300 species have been

identified in antarctic waters. Indeed,

Antarctica today may have the greatest di-

versity of sponges of any place at any time

in the earth's history, more even than the

Paleozoic seas before the appearance of

the vertebrates.

I could visit these depths for only a few

minutes before the leaky suit and the cold

set me shivering. Back at the station. I

stood in a hot shower for half an hour and

ate two plates of black beans and rice.

Later in the afternoon, I returned to the bay

to collect fish, which are the other hosts of

the parasites that Renato and I were study-

ing. We sailed a Zodiac through a fibrous

slush of ice to pull in the fifty-foot giU net

suspended in the shallows on the opposite

side of the bay off Point Hennequin.

The net had twenty-six hving fish. All

were marbled notothenids about twelve

inches long except one. a Charcot's ice

fish—also in the suborder Notothe-

nioidei—twenty-eight inches long, with-

out scales, and streaming with mucus. An
armor-plated head was the first third of its

body, and through its thin skin I could dis-

cern the interlocking plates and sutures of

bone. It had a nose like a duck's bill and a

mouth with bony lips. As pale as a corpse,

only its golden-pupiled eye had any color.

Unlike the invertebrates, the fish fauna

of file Antarctic is strikingly poor. Of the
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approximately 20,000 species of fishes on

earth, only 120 occur in antarctic waters,

and of these, 95 percent are endemic. But

the 38-million-year-old fossil beds at Sey-

mour Island, on the other side of the

Antarctic Peninsula, have revealed a ma-

rine fauna that included catfish, rays, saw-

fish, and sharks. Most of these fishes

slowly became extinct as Antarctica

sheared away from the rest of Gondwana-

land and gradually cooled. Only the No-

tothenioidae adapted to the hostile condi-

tions of Antarctica's south polar position.

The challenge for these fishes was to

survive subfreezing temperatures without

being shattered by ice crystals. The ma-

rine invertebrates that live on the bottom

of the antarctic continental shelf com-

monly encounter temperatures as low as

27.1° F, but since their bodies contain the

same concentration of salts and minerals

(supplemented by sugars, excretory prod-

ucts, and amino acids) as the external en-

vironment, they don't freeze. Their strat-

egy 'is simply to stay away irom ice, and

since ice floats, this usuaUy means remain-

ing on the ocean floor.

The blood and intercellular fluids of

marine fishes are more dilute than the sea,

and their tissues freeze at a higher temper-

ature, about 31.7° F. Should an ice crystal

even brush against a fish at these tempera-

tures, it can propagate across the skin and

penetrate as lethally as a spear. Obviously,

ice is everywhere during the winter, and

most antarctic fish encounter it without ill

effects. How do they survive?

The question wasn't even asked by

physiologists until the 1960s, and the an-

swer was one of the surprising discoveries

of antarctic science: notothenid fish have

organic antifreezes in their intercellular

tissues and blood. The antifreezes consist

of glycopeptides—molecules made of re-

peating units of sugar and amino acids

—

which depress the freezing point of water

200 to 300 times more than would be ex-

pected from the physical properties of die

dissolved substances alone.

Another problem that notothenids faced

as the sea cooled over the millennia was

Amphipods ofseveral species congregate on the underside of ice,

below, where they browsefor algae andfeed on detritus.

Like many marine antarctic invertebrates, the starfish,

right, striding on their myriad tube feet over an undulating

plain ofglacial silt, scavengefor sealfeces.
Rick Price: Survival Angli

that hemoglobin, the iron-bearing mole-

cule that most vertebrates (and some in-

vertebrates, such as the nemertean worms)

carry in their blood corpuscles to transport

oxygen, becomes inefficient at low tem-

peratures. Hemoglobin requires a high in-

vestment of nutrients and energy to manu-

facture and push the viscous, corpuscle-

laden blood through narrow vessels. As a

result, the notothenids gradually became

more dependent on direct dissolution of

oxygen in their blood plasma, the most ex-

treme cases of this adaptive anemia being

the sixteen species of ice fishes.

Ice fishes have been recognized for

decades by antarctic whalers, who called

them white crocodile fish because of their

large, toothed mouths and pale color; even

their gills are creamy white, and then-

blood is transparent. But it was not until

1950 that biologists discovered that the

reason for the pallor was that ice fishes en-

tirely lacked hemoglobin and had only

vestigial numbers of corpuscles. Ice fishes

have anatomical compensations for their

anemia: a large heart and wide blood ves-

sels, creating a circulatory system of large

volume and low pressure. They are also

able to build up high temporary oxygen

debts in their tissues, to be repaid later dur-

ing periods of relative inactivity.

These compensatory adaptations al

most seem to be evolutionary after

thoughts that were jerry-rigged to enabli

the ice fishes to have the energy-saving

advantage of thin blood. Now the ic£

fishes are relegated to the bottom of the

bottom of the world, unable to colonize

more benign environments and face com-

petition from their red-blooded brethren

Back in the laboratory, we dissected the

invertebrates and fish, searching for para-

sites. Like pieces of a mosaic, each wouk

bear a clue to the diversity and complex

interrelationships of die animals in Admi-

ralty Bay. Now that I had dived in Admi-

ralty Bay, my attitude regarding Antarc

tica had changed forever: this peninsula nc

longer seemed to be a sere promontory ol

rock and snow, supporting a few hardy life

forms for a few months of the year.

Terrestrial Antarctica, so attenuated ir

life and diversity, is surrounded by a sea

that is a bouquet of species. These life-

cloaked plains and rocks, which begin jusi

beyond the reach of ice and weather, are s

frontier outcropping of strange faun£

growing perilously cloSe to the lethal in-

stability of the shallow sea. We scientists,

pilgrims in the last new land on Earth, are

just beginning to understand this unseer

underwater realm. D
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Tawanasha, left, the wife of the current Kel Fadey chief traces her

descent back to the tribe 'sfemale founders. She is in line to

become the keeper of the drum, the official instrument used to

assemble the tribal sections. Below right: Elbatul, a daughter of

the late chief holds herfirstborn.

Where All the Women
Are Strong
Wrestling caps a desert tribe's infant-naming ceremony

Text and photographs by Barbara A. Worley

"Tomorrow you shall see a real fight!"

Daguna rocked with laughter as she spoke,

vhile the other women in the tent reflected

ler satisfaction. Six nights before, Da-

^una's younger sister Elbatul had given

)irth to her first child, and her female kin,

nembers of the Kel Fadey tribe of pastoral

Tuareg, were preparing for two major ritu-

ils that celebrate the new mother's coming

)f age and welcome the newborn: the

blessing of the mother's tent and the

;hild's naming ceremony. For the new

nother the final honor would be a lively

display of wrestUng by the wealthiest and

nost prestigious women. "That is our cus-

om! We will wresde like you have never

>een before!" chortled Kazu, slapping Da-

|una's shoulder. "If I had some trousers, I

ould take her down in an instant!"

Daguna, chief Mohammed ag-Sidi's el-

dest daughter, and her cousin Kazu, the

ivife of the chief's youngest brother, were

vvaiting out the hottest afternoon hours,

vvhen the average temperature in the shade

IS 112°. They were relaxing in the tent that

belonged to Ayshatu, the chief's wife and

mother of Daguna and Elbatul. Ayshatu

prepared a hefty brew of Chinese gunpow-

der tea, heavily sweetened and served in

shot glasses from a tiny teapot.

Their camp was at a sandy river bed that

is dry except for a few days during the

rainy season from July to September,

when it may flow briefly with the runoff

from the Air Mountain range in northwest-

tm Niger. Here, in the desert regions of

the south-central Sahara, an environment

too arid for farming, the nomadic Tuareg

raise camels and goats. They move their

livestock from one pasture to the next in

an annual cycle, transporting their tents on

camels and donkeys.

The Tuareg have never been com-

pletely out of contact with the West nor

have they been isolated from urban soci-

ety, yet fliey take pride in remaining apart

and distinct. The desert is clean and

wholesome, they say, while the city is

filthy and full of evil. Their basic diet con-

sists of milk from their animals (fliey eat

meat only on ritual occasions) and whole

grain porridge. Grain, clothing, and other

necessities are purchased by the occa-

sional sale of male yearling livestock.

Tuareg women conserve surplus miUc by

converting it to buttermilk and cheese, and

during the rainy season they gather wild

plants to supplement their diet.

From ancient times to the early twenti-

eth century, the Tuareg dominated the car-

avan trade across North Africa and the Sa-

hara. They traded and fought with the

Pharaonic Egyptians, and they dealt in

turn with Phoenician, Greek, and Roman
invaders. They adopted camel pastoralism

from the Arabs, inventing a hghtweight

camel saddle fliat enabled Tuareg men to

move swiftly and fight with swords and

lances from atop the lithe Tibesti camel.

They supplemented their incomes with

protection payments from the trans-Saha-

ran trade and by raiding caravans.

The Tuareg became a familiar menace

to Europeans who attempted to penetrate

and conquer Saharan territories in the late

nineteenth century. Because their indigo-

dyed garments left a blue cast on their

skin, they came to be known as the Blue

Men. To those who admired their gal-

lantry and respect for women they were

the "knights-errant of the Sahara." To

those who were tricked, ambushed, poi-

soned, or terrorized by Tuareg warriors

they were the "brigands of the desert

waste." As the French gained the upper

hand in the central Sahara, they were able

to subdue the centuries-old power of the

Tuareg, using machine-gun fire against the

broad swords and addax-hide shields of

the Blue Men.

The Muslim Tuareg do not drink alco-

hol or use drugs, and their men fear the

loss of honor that would ensue from beat-

ing or raping a woman. Their women are

respected and own property in Uvestock.
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At a camp near that of the Kel Fadey,

men ofanother Tuareg tribe, right, race

their camels around women

participants at the naming ceremony

for a new infant. Below: His face veiled

according to tribal custom, Elbatul's

cousin Najem makes tea.

In many other Muslim societies, women
follow the Koranic directive to "cover"

themselves, through veiling and keeping

to private quarters. In Tuareg society,

however, the men wear the veils—not a

Mushm custom but one peculiar to the

Tuareg and other Berber peoples of the

central Sahara. Tuareg women wouldn't

consider veiling their faces, and they con-

tinue to assert their right to a public pres-

ence and to voice their opinions openly.

The Kel Fadey tribe say that their peo-

ple descend from two sisters who came

from the east, bringing with them live-

stock, herdsmen, and a large wooden drum

(the drum, kept by the chief's wife, is used

to call the tribal sections together for polit-

ical or military action). The Kel Fadey

reckon their most important kinship con-

nections through women (matrilineally),

and so a child's closest relationships are

usually with his or her mother's people,

especially the mother's brother. In the

past, both property inheritance and succes-

sion to the chieftainship followed maternal

Unes, from a man to his sister's sons and

daughters. A Kel Fadey child has the

greatest respect for his or her father, but

looks to the mother's brother for a jovial,

supportive relationship, and to the
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mother's brother's children as best friends

and, later in life, the people most likely to

be of economic and emotional assistance.

The special affection between a sister's

and brother's children, called cross-

cousins, often entails a level ofjoking and

teasing not appropriate between siblings.

Tuareg women consider themselves

very different from men, viewing their

own assertiveness as a desirable feminine

trait. One of the most valued roles in Tua-

reg society, according to both men and

women, is motherhood. Tuareg mothers

can support pregnancy and nurse children,

while performing the physically demand-

ing work of pastoralism, milking the live-

stock and packing and moving the tent

(which they own). Mothers have specia

knowledge of Tuareg cultural practices

herbal medicine, and history and, as a re

suit, are public persons who are sought ou

for their counsel.

The Tuareg believe that a successful

birth requires the mother's focusec

thought and physical stamina. A womai

prefers to give birth in an upright position

and her female kin support her shoulder!

and back so that she may squat comfort'

ably. An older, experienced womar

"catches" the baby as it emerges.

Elbatul's childbirth had been particu

larly difficult. The baby was turned side
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ways, and Elbatul's mother and mother's

sister had worked for almost seven days

massaging and pressing on the sides of her

abdomen to maneuver the baby into a

head-down position for its birth. The de-

livery was carried out entirely by women
in the privacy of Elbatul's own tent, on a

bed of clean, fine sand collected and

spread inside for the birth.

Several hours after Elbatul's baby was

bom—it was a boy—her brother sacri-

ficed a goat at a distance from the tent. He
took care to bury the blood that had spilled

on the earth to avoid attracting the blood-

thirsty jinn, or spirits, that live beneath the

desert. Elbatul's female cousins simmered

the goat's fiver in butter and prepared a

rich gravy from the meat to help Elbatul

regain her strength. She was first offered a

tasty concoction of ireshly ground millet,

crushed sun-dried dates, and cheese

topped with sweet buttermilk to encourage

her to sit up and eat.

Elbaml's mother washed her grandchild

and wrapped him in a blanket of new

printed cotton cloth. The infant's delicate

eyes and eyebrows were gently outUned

with black powdered tazolt (antimony

fiisulfide), a pigment beUeved to protect

against the jinn. The morning after the

baby's birth, Elbatul requested a steel

knife, which she plunged upright into the

sand next to her baby to ward off the jinn.

From time to time Elbatul's cousin tossed

a pinch of aromatic twigs and spices onto

the embers in a small wire brazier nearby,

sending incense throughout the tent for the

mother's enjoyment, as well as for the pro-

tection of the new child.

The Tuareg beUeve that when a woman

goes into labor, she and the unborn child

enter a dangerous threshold state. The

earth opens up beneath them, forming a

grave pit, and remains wide open until the

birth of the child. The Old Woman, the

elder among the bush spirits, rears her

ugly head from the earth and takes a seat

in the tent on the side where visitors gen-
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1 woman, left, pounds millet, a staplefood that the

pastoral Kel Fadey purchasefivmfarmers living

outh of the desert. Four-year-old Rakhmatu, below,

>roudl\ carries her three-month-old cousin.

rt^^tew*-:

rally recline, staring at the mother and

ireatening serious illness or death. Dur-

ig childbirth and for the six days that fol-

Dw, the mother and baby are in a state of

imbo, because no one can be sure that

ley will survive.

The Old Woman has a name—Wad-

iwa—but to pronounce it would risk

ailing her forth and empowering her, so

le Tuareg speak of her indirectly. In the

ix days following the successful birth of

[le child, the earth gradually begins to

lose, but the Old Woman is reluctant to

;ave. On the sixth day, she is finally

based out of the tent and the invisible

sepulcher is formally closed: the occasion

is the kishakish ritual, when the child is

brought out of the tent for the first time

and is socially bom.

According to custom, Elbatul's female

relatives performed the kishakish ritual at

sundown on the sixth day after the baby's

birth. They built a fire near the northwest

comer of the tent and tossed incense into

it. They closed the tent walls so that the

only opening remained on its western side,

the side away from Mecca, where the Old

Woman would be expelled.

Gathering her new grandchild into her

arms, Ayshatu joined several other older

relatives in a procession counterclockwise

around the tent of her daughter, who re-

mained inside alone. Their pace was slow

and their steps exaggerated, with feet lifted

high into the air, then planted firmly into

the sand. The women's clothing, heavily

dyed with aromatic blue indigo pigment

admired for its soothing and protective

properties, lightly brushed the tent as the

women encircled it. Young women and

children stood back and watched.

The first woman in line carried a knife,

which she sharpened rhythmically on each

side of a honing rod. The sound of the

clashing metal (KISH-a-kish) gives the

ritual its name. A second woman carried a

handful of freshly collected afazo reeds,

used daily to sweep the floor of the tent but

on this occasion used ritually to sweep out

the Old Woman. Third in line was Ay-

shatu, carrying the baby wrapped in a

cloth and clutched to her chest. The re-

maining women followed close behind.

Invoking the Islamic figures Fatima and

Aisha, the daughter and favorite wife, re-

spectively, of the Prophet Mohammed, the

women gestured broadly, bringing their

outstretched palms down on the roof of the

tent with each step to bless it and exorcise

the Old Woman, chanting:

KISH-a-kish, KISH-a-kish.

The Old Woman is leaving.

Fatima and Aisha

Are entering!

KISH-a-kish, KISH-a-kish,

Go on out! Go on out!

Fadma and Aisha

Are coming!

KISH-a-kish. KISH-a-kish,

Go on out! Enter!

Fatima and Aisha

Are entering!

KISH-a-kish, KISH-a-kish,

Shoo! Shoo!

Fatima and Aisha

Will be cutting your hair tomorrow!

The women circled the tent three times

with slow, deliberate movements. As they
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Daguna and Kazu, below, challenge each other to

wrestling, part ofthefestivities surrounding the naming

ceremonyfor Daguna 's nephew. Right: Daguna (hack to

the camera) gains the upper hand.

rounded the tent the third time to the open

doorway, they acknowledged the depar-

ture of the Old Woman with high-pitched

trills and ululations, and the leader came to

a stop and tossed her knife into the sand.

Little girls scrambled to get hold of the

knife, for the Kel Fadey believe that a girl

who captures it is guaranteed sex appeal

and many suitors.

The following morning the baby re-

ceived its formal name at a ritual orga-

nized by the women. In many other Mus-

lim societies, the naming ceremony, as

with all public rituals, tends to be male

centered. In a naming ceremony I attended

among Hausa-speaking merchants at the

nearby oasis of In Gall, for example, men
were entertained by a local comedian in

the most comfortable quarters and served

sumptuous foods, while female invitees

watched over their children in separate

quarters and ate leftovers. At a Kel Fadey

naming ceremony, by contrast, men and

women eat, talk, and make merry together.

As the sun rose above the horizon,

Ayshatu made tea for her daughter El-

batul. Inside her tent the new mother

washed and made herself lovely and fra-

grant. She put protective black tazoh on

her own eyes and eyebrows and red ocher

powder on her cheeks, nose, and forehead.

Her freshly washed hair was left in loose

braids to be coiffed later in the morning as

part of the celebration.

The closest relatives began to arrive in

midmoming, and three of Elbatul's broth-

ers each proposed an Islamic name for the

child. They assigned the names to three

reeds of varying lengths, and Ayshatu 's

sister selected one reed, conferring upon

the baby his formal Muslim name, Zuher.

Later, as he grew and developed a unique

personality, the child would likely acquire

a personal Tuareg name from his mother,

the name by which everyone would come

to know him.

Preparations for the noontime feast

began. Away from camp, but within

earshot of the tent, a man of the black-

smith group within the tribe sacrificed a

ram donated by Elbatul's father's brother.

As he cut through the animal's jugular

vein, he announced the baby's name. The

tenderloin meat was secured high up in the

rafters of Elbatul's tent, between the aca-

cia root stringers and palm mat roof, for a

special meal reserved for her to eat later.

The smith kept the head, neck, and hide of

the sacrificed animal as his payment, anc

Ayshatu distributed the remainder of thf

meat to close female relatives to cook foi

the feast. On this occasion men take a spe

cial interest in the preparation of food. Ke

Fadey men often b^e bread for famil)

meals, but at this event they also sit neai

the fire to help tend the meat sauce, nor

mally the task of the women.

Heavy bowls of cooked millet wit!

sauce and trays piled high with meat were

distributed to guests in the vicinity ol

Ayshatu 's tent. After the guests began tc

feast, the cooking pot, in which the ram'.'

intestines were still simmering, became

the center of attention. Men related to the

new mother through matrihneal kin ties

tried to wrestle the pot away from the

women, including Elbatul's mother and'

sisters. The ram's guts, particularly the
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lembrane lining the stomach, symboli-

illy represent the matriMneal descendants

if the two ancestral sisters.

A general free-for-all broke out, as a

ozen or so women pressed around the

leat pot and held on to it, while their hus-

ands, brothers, and male cousins tried to

I

Tench it from them. At the center of the

tawl, Ayshatu held on to the pot for all

le was worth. When the men finally

/renched the pot free, they ran off with it,

hooping and laughing. The triumph of

le baby's mother's brothers in seizing the

un's guts reaffirmed the family's identity

id solidarity as matrilineal kin.

After the feast, the men returned to their

'ives' tents and settled down for an after-

oon siesta. But the event was not nearly

yer yet. Women guests, neighbors, and

iditional relatives dressed in holiday ap-

parel continued to arrive from all the

camps along the valley for tea, gossip, and

wrestling, carrying on the celebration until

sundown.

For good luck, the baby's hair was

trimmed in front and along the temples

and fine bits of hair were slipped into

cracks in the wood cross-members of the

mother's bed. The rest of the clippings

were sprinkled into a winnowing basket

with freshly ground sweet millet. Elbatul's

female relatives tossed coins into the bas-

ket and daubed little spots of the mixture

on their cheeks, noses, and foreheads. The

rest was given to little girls to taste.

Because this was the naming ceremony

of a firstborn, one whose mother was di-

rectly descended from one of the tribe's

founding sisters, the gathering of women
was full of enthusiasm. Throughout the af-

ternoon, small groups of women accom-

panied by their children came from all

over. As the visitors arrived, women who

were seated ululated or—especially for

cross-cousins—rose to greet them. They

would shake hands and go through formal

greetings, while at the same time renewing

the cross-cousin tie by casting humorous,

devastating insults on the newly arrived

guest. Some of the women became in-

creasingly aggressive in their joking and

teasing, verbally assaulting one another in

crude terms, laughing the whole time.

Pairs of women began to grab each other's

shoulders or wrists, with a view to tackling

and pinning an opponent.

With mischief in her eyes. Kazu. a ro-

bust mother of five, ambled over to where

her cross-cousin Daguna was seated. Da-

guna, also sturdily built, stood up to ex-
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Kadiya, below, sets up her tent while her

yoiingesl child plays on the bed. Eight months

pregnant, Kadiya prepares to place the tent

supports into pestholes she has dug.

m.^m^:

h^'^^''^4S??'

change greetings, holding the youngest of

her seven children in one arm. Kazu

grasped Daguna's wrist tightly. "Well

now," she said, "I see you're an old bag

and can't fight me any more!" Daguna, ac-

knowledged as her family's champion

wrestler, struggled to keep her balance and

hold the baby at the same time. After Da-

guna's seven-year-old daughter came to

rescue the infant, everyone moved out of

the way as the two women began their

skirmish, alternately laughing and clench-

ing their teeth with determination.

Finally, Daguna got a solid grip aiound

Kazu's shoulders and dramatically toppled

her. On the ground they continued to

struggle, tumbling over and over again in

the sand for nearly ten minutes, until Da-

guna firmly pinned her opponent. While

Kazu kicked and squirmed, Daguna stuck

her fist in the air repeatedly, like a prize

fighter, and looked aiound defiantly, ulu-

lating in triumph. Later, I saw her rubbing

her wrist and asked if she'd gotten hurt.

She looked me in the eye and grinned, say-

ing, "I never get hurt!"

Tuareg women are strong, accustomed

to the exhausting physical work of digging

postholes, erecting and dismantling tents,

and packing heavy tents and household

furniture onto camels and donkeys. Thei

hands are lai'ge from milking the livestoc'

and are roughly calloused from grippin

and thrusting the four-foot, heavy woode

pestle with which they pound their fan;

ily's millet. They do not view thei

strength as masculine, and they believ

their participation in wrestling contribute

to the honor they receive as females an^

mothers.

During the afternoon, a delegation o

women from a rival political family ap, ,-

proached, causing a major free-for-all. A

dozen pairs of women wrestled at once|
{;

refereed by several of their relatives. A >

soon as a woman succeeded in downing ai

opponent, she would jump up and begii,^

looking around for someone else to coiii
f

front. Winners would sometimes run uju

behind a seated woman and pull her alonji t;

backward if she refused to get up and paTj r

ticipate. Only a few of the women reall;i ,?

did not want to wrestle, and the other; ,

hounded them, pulling at their shoulder

and arms. Sometimes the women wouK

trip over one another in their enthusiasn

and fall into a heap together.

Women of all ages participated in thi
j

rough play. A sixty-year-old woman waij
.,

caught by surprise as she was attemptins
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climb down a ten-foot embankment

long the riverbed and was thrown by her

ross-cousin over the edge. She lay at the

ottom of the riverbed for several minutes

afore getting up and dusting herself off, a

it stunned, but nevertheless unwilling to

:knowledge that she'd been bettered.

The wrestling occupied most of the af-

moon hours. Some contestants even bit

leir opponents and pulled at their large

irrings. In all the tussles, however, the

omen joked and laughed. Later, they

ould brag about who had trounced

horn, and kid one another about their

"uised arms and twisted wrists. Close

iendships were cemented, not destroyed,

/ the competition.

The culminating attraction of the nam-

g ceremony came when a robust sixty-

ve-year-old woman approached Elbatul's

fty-eight-year-old mother, Ayshatu. A
road-shouldered, sturdy mother of

velve grown children, Ayshatu was

;ated in a circle of older women having

a when the contender lowered herself

3wn in front of her and seized her upper

ms. The two of them tugged forward and

ickward, their pendulous breasts lolling

ick and forth, until finally Ayshatu

3wled over on top of the other woman,

actically flattening her. Laughing and ul-

ating, all the women had gathered in a

rcle around them.

Later, everybody said what a good

irty it had been, and how well the women
id fought, especially Daguna. Ayshatu

id shown her great strength, even at her

It. The ceremony would not have been
' any value, they said, if the women had

i3t wrestled. A woman of high stature,

hich Elbatul certainly was, deserved a

'eat naming ceremony for her firstborn,

le which had good food, plenty of tea

id chewing tobacco, and good fighting,

his naming ceremony had drawn the

"eatest women wrestlers, and they had

irformed well. No one would forget how
•aguna had toppled her cross-cousin

azu. And Kazu would continue to tell

/eryone that if only she had some men's

ints she could certainly beat Daguna. D
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Family Man
Three is the loneliest number

by Roger L. Welsch

A lot of fuss has been made during the

past year about the importance of family

values, and little agreement has been

reached on what exactly those values

should be. As usual, I'm a word or two be-

hind things because I am still trying to sort

out what a family is. Political moralists

long for the good old days of June, Ward,

Wally, and the Beaver. But that vision is in

reality far too puny.

The lesson came home to me in vivid

fashion twenty-six years ago when my
first wife gave birth to our son. A couple of

days after we welcomed Chris into the

world, I drove to the hospital and went to

the front desk. The nurse went to get my
wife and son and brought them to me at

the hospital door. "There you are, Mr.

Welsch," she said, handing me five dia-

pers, a botde, a sample box of formula, a

blanket, my wife, and a baby. "Goodbye

and good luck."

A few weeks earher I had bought a used

car from Weird Wally. Wally is weird but

he can be down-to-earth when he has to

be: "I need to see your insurance papers,

driver's license, and loan agreement." To

get those three documents required a writ-

ten exam, a driving test, proof of identifi-

cation, a photograph, and a demonstration

of financial responsibility. It took me days

to get the stuff together. When they hand

over a car to you, they want lots of evi-

dence that you have some idea what you

are doing. A baby? "There you are, Mr.

Welsch. Goodbye and good luck."

That was only the beginning—for both

the baby and the automobile. Two or three

times a day my wife called my mother, her

aunts, friends, and neighbors to find out

how to run this little mechanism we called

Chris. "What's it mean when he spits up

clear stuff and cries with little short blasts

like 'Wahn wahn wahn'?" Two or three

times a week I called my father, my pals,

and the guy at the filling station to find out

how to run this mechanism I called "that

damned Ford." "What's it mean when it

makes clunking sounds in the rear wheels

like 'Wunk wunk wunk'?"

Forget single mothers. Here we were,

the ideal American family, and still we
were woefully understaffed. Generally,

throughout a good part of the worid a fam-

ily includes at least a husband, a wife, their

children, and the surviving grandparents.

That's the way it was in the United States,

too, until fairly recently. If that tradition

hadn't faded, my mother and father and

my wife's father would have been living

with us—available to serve as built-in

baby sitters, cooks, mechanics, therapists,

and, as we later needed, chaperons and

marriage counselors. The concept of fam-

ily held by those who consider themselves

defenders of "family values" turns out to

be a radical departure from tradition.

Even the old-fashioned family arrange-

ment—parents, children, and surviving

grandparents—is a trimmed down version

of the [/r-family. Within my foster culture,

the Omaha tribe of eastern Nebraska, a

family is much wider. I once asked a niece

of my Omaha brother. Buddy Gilpin,

"Where is Buddy?"

"Dad is in Lincoln," she said.

Okay, so her dad is in Lincoln, I

thought. What about Buddy? I tried again.

"But where is Buddy?"

She looked at me curiously and tried

again, "Dad is in Lincoln."

Then it dawned on me. Within tradi-

tional Omaha culture, when a man died,

his brother married the widow—a crucial

economic and cultural safety net in a soci-

ety where a woman alone was in peril.

Similarly, when a woman died, her sister

married the widower—to keep house, sup-

port the hunting, provide food, make hunt-

ing tools and clothing, and care for his

children, who otherwise would have no

one. Thus, your mother's sisters were po-

tential mothers for you, while your fa-

ther's brothers were potential fathers

—

and that is how they are labeled in th

Omaha kinship system. My brothe

Buddy, this woman's "uncle" in standan

American terms, was in her world am

mind, her father, just as surely as her bic

logical father.

Within Omaha culture, kinship term

are also used honorifically whenever

kinlike relationship is established. For ex

ample, Omaha children, even adults, fre

quently move from one biological famil

unit to another for any number of reason;

A family with economic problems migl

ask another family to take children for

year or so until things get better, or a chil

who shows a talent for singing may be ser

to live for a while with a family noted fc

its repertoire of Helushka songs. As a re

suit, members of the host family ar

viewed as kin. I once sent a child of mir

to live with Comanche friends becaus

they kept horses, my daughter love

horses, she was having a lot of problem

and we all thought a summer with the Cc

manches and their horses would help. S

off she went—not as a gesture of despat

but of love. My daughter now has a Cc

manche uncle and aunt and cousins.

Among the Omahas several peopl'

were especially kind in guiding m
through my efforts to understand the way

of the tribe. They weren't just friendly-

they took chances for me, they stood be

side me in important ceremonial trial;

they loved me, and I certainly loved then

So I wound up with an Aunt Elizabetl

Uncle Clyde, Cousin Dennis, Cousin Age

among others. And they are as close to m
as those biological brothers and sisters c

my German father and mother I cal

"aunt" and "uncle."

And that isn't all there is to an Omah
family. I was adopted by Buddy Gilpin a

his brother in 1967, during a long evenini

of solemn, yet joyful ritual on the Omah
reservation near Macy, Nebraska. In re

ceiving my Omaha name I not only ac
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Science Lite

uired a brother but entered the roster of

" le Wind Clan.

The following week I was at another

)niaha celebration, and when the singers

-egan the song called "The Half-Breed

)ance," I rose to dance. My Omaha
riends had always made a fuss about

laking me get up and dance "The Half-

ireed Dance" because they said I ate so

luch com soup and frybread and spent so

luch time among them, that by ingestion

nd association, I had become a half-

reed. This time, however, my friends

jshed to pull me back to my seat. I could

longer dance "The Half-Breed Dance,"

ley explained, because I was no longer a

alf-breed. Or a white man. The adoption

'

• eremony was not merely a gesture. In the

; linds of my friends, I had become an

)maha, a part of The Family, and there-

)K I had a whole bunch of relatives I

idn't even know about.

In fact, nearly everyone I know in the

)maha tribe calls me "uncle" or "cousin"

' r "nephew." Old men of high station call

le "uncle." Children call me "nephew."

eople I've never seen before call me
Dad." I might just as well go ahead and

ay that the entire Omaha tribe of 5,000

ouls is my family.

Of course, here at the farm there is my
amily of my wife and child, but we three

re a pretty lonely tribe, out here in the

.'orld all by ourselves. So, even though I

ve 150 miles from the Omaha reserva-

on. I find a lot of comfort in knowing that

11 of those relatives of mine are out there

.henever I need them.

And surely, surely, one of them has to

e a good auto mechanic.

olklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

2rm in Dannebrog, Nebraska. His latest

<ook. Touching the Fire: Buffalo Dancers,

lie Sky Bundle, and Other Tales (Villard

tooks, 1992), explores rites, objects, and

'laces sacred to Native Americans.
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Alexander Springs, Florida
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Issuing clear water at the rate of sev-

enty-eight milhon gallons a day from a

large limestone cavern twenty-five feet

belowground, Alexander Springs has the

greatest flow of any natural spring on U.S.

Government land. The 300-foot-diameter

pool it supplies is the main attraction of a

recreation area in Ocala National Forest,

in the center of the Florida peninsula. At a

constant 74° F, the pool is a favorite of

swimmers and scuba divers. The crowds

do little harm to the environment, al-

though they stir up sand on the adjacent

beach, sending it into the rolling water.

The cavernous limestone that conducts

water to Alexander Springs was laid down

by a process that began several tens of mil-

Uons of years ago, when a warm, shallow

sea covered what is now peninsular

Florida. Small invertebrate animals and

plants died and their hard parts accumu-

lated on the sea floor, forming a layer of

limestone bedrock several thousand feet

deep, over which additional layers of

sandy limestone and sand were deposited.

After a fall in sea level, die present penin-

sula emerged as dry land, and the deposits

became subject to erosion. Today the

Ocala area is a roUing landscape fliat con-

sists mainly of exposed sand, with a few

limestone outcrops.

The pool created by Alexander Springs

lies in a shallow basin. Among the trees

that grow nearby in the sandy soil are cab-

bage palms, water oaks, and willow oaks

draped with Spanish moss. Probably no

oak species in the country has as many

leaf shapes as the water oak, varying from

highly lobed to not lobed at all. And wil-

low oak, except for its acorns, looks litde

like an oak, because its leaves are ex-

tremely narrow, toothless, and lobeless.

In the deeper parts of the spring pool,

threadlike stems of naiad, a flowering

plant with microscopic flowers, form mats

just beneath the surface. The water along

the shoreline is clogged with water hy-

acinth, whose gorgeous pink flowers can

scarcely compensate for its aggressive na-

ture. A native of South America, it was in-

troduced as a novelty at the 1892 Louisi-

ana Exposition, from which it spread with
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Cabbage palms line the poolfed by Alexander Springs.
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Shermanlike speed across the south. But

the water hyacinth also has its share of

virtues. It is able to absorb toxic chemicals

from polluted water, and its massive rhi-

zomes provide a perfect home for the

inch-long apple snail with its paper-thin,

brown shell. At Alexander Springs, the

apple snail is the only source of food for

the limpkin, a brown, awkward-looking,

two-foot-tall bird that tiptoes on spindly

legs along the water's edge.

The marshy soil adjacent to the water

hyacinth is home to several small wetland

species of flowering plants, including pen-

nywort, whose rounded leaves disguise its

memberhip in the carrot family; the nod-

ding frog-fruit of the verbena family; and

the weak-stemmed bedstraw, with whorls

of narrow leaves up and down its stem.

Growing as a web over much of the vege-

tation is the slender, viny Florida vetch,

whose pale lavender, sweetpea-shaped

flowers appear in May and June.

From the pool, water channels into

Alexander Springs Creek, which flows

through a cabbage palm-hardwood "ham-

mock," grassy wetland flats, and a shady

hardwood forest, to empty into the Saint

John's River sixteen miles to the east. A

hammock, or hummock, is a slightly ele-

vated tract of forest in a marshy area. The

one through which the creek flows is cov-

ered with an unusual mix of temperate and

subtropical vegetation. Sixty-foot-tall cab-

bage palms from the tropics stand beside

red maples, commonly associated with

New England, and sweet bay magnoUas

and Carolina ashes from the Appalachi-

ans. In the shrub layers, saw palmettos of

the tropics live with wahoo of the eastern

United States and leatherleaf leucothoe of

the Appalachians. Virginia creeper and

poison ivy, so common in the Northeast

and Midwest, climb on the same trees as

do the Florida wild yam and the climbing

hydrangea of the Southwest.

Ferns, many with three-foot-long

A limpkinfeeds on an apple snail.

John Hendrickson
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leaves, create impenetrable thickets ir

places. Common temperate species are

royal fern, cinnamon fern, netted chair

fern, and marsh fern, while golden poly-

pody is subtropical. The small gray poly-

pody, which has a broad range, ofter

grows as an epiphyte (air plant), blanket

ing the upper side of tree branches. Shal

low depressions in the cabbage palm-hard

wood hammock periodically retain watei

supporting such wetiand plants as arrow

head, hzard's-tail, and an assortment o

grasses, sedges, and rushes. Most are tem

perate but at least one, Horida brookweed

is a subtropical species. To protect botl

the ecosystem and the visitor, the Fores

Service has constructed a trail, much of i

on elevated boardwalks, throughout thi

jungle.

One unusual plant in the hammock
whose divided leaves suggest a cross be

tween a fern and a palmetto, produce

cones resembling those of a pine. Knowr

locally as coontie, it is a cycad—a specie:

that is not a fern or conifer or flowerinj

plant, but is a member of a primitive grou]

transitional between ferns and palms

Today only a few cycad species exist ii

the world, although the fossil recon

shows that they were the dominant plant:

200 milUon years ago. The coontie is con

sidered rare in most parts of Florida, bu

Indians and early European settlers usee

its starchy underground stems as an im

portant source of food.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri

tus of plant biology at Southern Illinou

University, Carbondale, explores the bio

logical and geological highlights of th

156 U.S. nationalforests.
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fnendships. Send age. interests. Free reply. Harmon
Box 82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairir

binoculars since 1923. Alignment performed on oi

US Navy collimator. Free catalog and our artic

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Mag(
zine. Mirakel Optical Co., Inc.. 331 Mansion St.. We
Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

OUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We carry

complete selection of brand name binoculars. V
have competitive prices and all the answers to yo
binocular questions. Call for our Free 'Binocular Bu.

ing Guide'! National Camera Exchange. 9300 Olsoi

Highway Golden Valley. MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

Rentals

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACI
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watchetf

paradise. Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlottevillt

Tobago, West Indies. Pan Caribe Tours (800) 52(

9209. Man Friday Diving Tel/fax (809) 660-4676

Resorts

SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillsio

hideaway on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plai

tation. Bequia, St. Vincent Grenadines. Seclude

beach, pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility Be

19251A, Minneapolis. MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE BELIZE—Exciting Maya/River tripi

fnendly people, delicious food, cool comfortable co

tages overlooking bay Adventure Inn, P.O. Box 31

Corozal Town. Belize, Central America 501 4 2218

Fax 501 4 22243

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safan

in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Lc

cost camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunnin

photography Fascinating options: track gorillas, dim'

Kilimanjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sal

snorkel and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choic

yachts. Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazo
Jungle/Machu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainfore;

and jungle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, trop

cal wildlife and smoking volcanos. Small groups, e)

pert guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Fre

Brochures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Touri

134W. 26St. (C)NYNYIOOOI.
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AMAZON
oin a biologist from a major U.S. university - / ij'-i rt\r
in a 90 loot riverboat for a 650 mile adventure

(
., IVIStS

<n the Amazon River! 8 days, 7 nights. $1595 ^r^^'^ r~days, 7 nights,

icludes meals, air from Miami (air Irom

ither cities available), tours, entrance fees

ide trips, transfers, 1st class hotel, and more
)eparts Saturdays. Previous Client References

wailable. Parrots, pink dolphins, monkey:
:usco and Machu Picchu extension availal

Nov. 14; Dec. 5; Jan. 16: Feb. 13

^
[ERNATioNAL JouRNEYs, Inc. 1 -800-622-6525

DVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical

imping safaris in Kenya & Tanzania, Kilimanjaro

imbs, gorilla tracking. London/Nairobi overland, more.

ISO extensive selection of unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

jrkey, Jordan. Free color trip catalogs. Himalayan

avel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800)

^5-2380

fRICA! — Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

ildlife and cultures in deptfn. Outstanding guides,

nail groups, excellent accommodations off ttie

;aten patti. Walking and nigtit game drives available,

)in one of our scheduled safaris or design a private

Iventure of your own. Tanzania, Kenya, Botswana,

amibia. Draw upon more than 20 years' expenence.

jyagers. Dept. NH-11, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

00) 633-0299

AJ^^TARCTICA
The Lure or Great naventures
—COLUMBUS CARAVELLE —
An Unusual Ship tor Unusual DesUnaUons

• At^AZON • SOUTH AMERICA • CANADA
• CARIBBEAN • GREENLAND • AND MORE!

10-6712900 Forum International Fax 510-946-1500

91 Gregory Lane #21 • Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 y

VIAZON GALAPAGOS IN ONE BROCHURE, Every

uise, lodge and expedition rated according to com-
rt and degree of difficulty. Programs available for all

terests and levels of expenence. Unique map of

Tiazon Basin. Also ask for Costa Rica. Belize,

jnezuela. 30 years of dedicated service. Sunny
ind Expeditions, 166 Main St., Hackensack, NJ
'601 1-800-783-7839

JSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Na-
re. Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and
imping safans, lodge stays, and island resorts in

ew Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

ack: Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great
arrier Reef Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

anta Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687.-7282

mazon Canoe Safaris, Pantanal Lodges,

"Rio Like A Native" Tours,

Bahian Beach Resorts,

and more!

Unbealabie prices. Unsurpassed service.

Unparalleled expertise

Brazil Nuts

1 1 50 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430
(800) 553-9959

ELIZE, BAY ISLANDS, TIKAL, COPAN. Individual-

ed, interactive vacations; English-speaking native

jides; experienced travel counselors. Great Thps
100)552-3419

I

ORNEO, BALI, KOIVIODO ISLAND—Orangutans,
omodo Dragons, Balinese Culture. Voyagers, Dept.

B-11,Box915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (800)633-0299

BROOKS RANGE—ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE
Refuge. Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding

the unique natural history of the high arctic. Custom
and scheduled river and backpacking trips. Wilder-

ness Alaska, POB 113063NH, Anchorage, AK 99511

(907) 345-3567

GALAPAGOS. Bargain Hunter special on the comfy

yacht. Marigold, $1,750 Includes air from Miami.

Brochure. 1-800-661-2512 Galapagos Holidays, 745

Gerrard Street East, Toronto M4M 1Y5

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventur

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

Inca Floats 510-420-1550

131 1-N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery
Tours/wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential

250 pp "how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Gala-

pagos Travel, RO. Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA
95045, (800)969-9014

G A L A P A G O S
COSTA RICA
AFRICA

First Class Cruises with Naturalist Guides.

Naural History Adventures to Costa Rica

Tented Safaris to Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda I

Botswana

10 years of Quality Natural History Trips

Worldwide

"GALAPAGOS ISLANDS": BEST YACHTS, PRICES,
Guides, since 1965. Also: Diving, Ecuador's High-

lands, Amazon, Machupicchu, and more. Forum
Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510)
671-2900

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1785 including air.

Ecuador/Peru options and archaeological tours.

Joseph Colley LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown,

MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

[cfiUiWiW.Mt
E-tcellent beats. Plus Amazon S Andes.

COSTA RICA
In-iJEpth ratural tiistory adventuies. 3ib11 groups, i

Voyagers, Dept. NG-11, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851, 1-800-633-0299

GUATEMALA, PERU, BALI-INDONESIA CRAFT
Tours—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art

collector/photographer Gordon Frost, Twenty-three

years expenence. Small groups. Contact: Gordon
Frost, RO. Box 2-NH, Benicia, California 94510 (707)

747-1316

ALASKA GALAPAGOS ^

• BAJA CALIFORNIA •

AUSTRALLV- ARCTIC
Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journey Specialists

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr., McKinleyyille, CA 95521

800-548-7555

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
, SAHARA Dctcrt w. -luaj-cjij; ovo-liindi: YEMEN,
TIMBUKTU, ETIIIOPU, OMAN, MADAGASCAR.

. MEKONG Mid GANGES Riven cniiia. Wodaabc

Nomadj of NIGER; BORNEO'S D«y«k; Aimat of

IRIAN JAVA; ECUADORIAN AMAZON'S Jivgroi;

MALI'S Dogon; CAR pygmlei, MADAGASCAR.
. Wildlife in BnuU'i PAf^TANAL, COSTA RICA,

PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, Safarii to NAMIBIA,
BOTSWANA, ZIMBABWE, MALAWI uid ZAMBIA.

• RAJASTHAN «nd Puihlmr, LADAKB; TURKISH
•rcheo cruile; AUSTRALIAN Outlxick.

TURTLE TOURS
Box#U47/NH • Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 488-3688 • Fax (602) 488-340<i

HAWAII! Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

Led by Hawaii's top naturalists and photographers.

Call for Itineraries and dates. Voyagers, Dept. NE-11,

Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 1-800-633-0299

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND. Tours, treks, wild-

life safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of trips.

Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog.

Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Mexico aboard the Pacific Oueen, Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration: su-

perb bird ptiotography. Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April, Pacific

Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garnson Street,

San Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228 (619) 224-4965

JAVAN RHINO • ORANG UTAN BORNEO KOMODO DRAGON •

SUMATRAN TIGER • STONE AGE TRIBE OF IRIAN JAYA

UNIQUE CULTURE OF SUHBA TREKKING, HIKING, 15 DAY

BIRDWATCHING TOUR - 20 DAY NATURAL HISTORY/

WILDLIFE TOUR
AeroTouri Internaliona!

eOO-223-4555-(212) 979-5000

NATURAL HISTORY TRAVEL since 1957. Small

group size and superb leadership: Galapagos,
Trinidad/Tobago, Mexico Monarchs. Venezuela, Be-

lize, Costa Rica, India & Himalayan Foothills, Africa,

Alaska, Texas, Florida, Anzona. Free brochure. Mass-
achusetts Audubon Society, South Great Road, Lin-

coln, MA 01773 1-800-289-9504

\AaCrTcuyy Ccurjfocci'ci Zurtt^s

Call for
L-<„i,ic,-y\,Uc.,r.:.-<r~

Superior C

FREE Catalog 800-642-ASIA mdependenl

».fimvt»,^

PATAGONIA CUSTOM TRAVELS, local naturalists,

comfortable accommodations, limit 8. "Whale Watch-
ing" in Trelew; six-days cruising Chile's emerald lakes,

glaciers and fjords. Brazilian Views. 201 East 66th

Street, New York City 10021 (212) 472-9539

SONORAN DESERT TOURS: Beautiful Southern Ari-

zona-Northern Mexico. Customized guided excur-

sions. Kino Missions, Nature-Walks. Sea of Cortez.,

Great Photography. Six persons maximum. Box
1 041 1 , Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel/Fax (602) 840-9256
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL i CULTURAL TRIPS for

SMALL DISCRIMINATING ... -.-

GROUPS i. ^^\»<v'''

INDIVIDUALS Jwif^Ac-

JlieMarl^t
RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.70 per word; 16 word minimum. Display classified

is $405 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid,

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS-

TORY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable
to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL

HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th Si

New York, NY 10024, Direct any written inquiries 1

Eileen O'Keefe at the above address. Please indue
your personal address and telephone number, issi

preferred, and suggested category. Deadline

—

the month, two months prior to cover date (the Jam
ary issue closes Nov 1), Camera-ready art is require

for display ads, A tearsheet or copy of the page wit

your ad will be sent upon publication.

SOUTH AMERICA-NEPAL. Costa Rica ecoadven-
tures. Galapagos Islands cruises. Amazon lodges &
cruises. Andes Inca trails and Patagonia Trekking

Nepal. Guaranteed departures & customized itiner-

aries. Call/write for tree information. Terra Adven-
tures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375 (800)
53-TERRA or (800) 538-3772

"SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS"—Affordable Na^

ture. Cultures, Wildlife, Hiking, Biking
Galapagos/Ecuador, Peru, Costa Rica, Venezuela
Patagonia, Brazil/Pantanal, Europe, Indonesia, Thai

land. East and Southern Africa, Australia
Antarctic/Subantarctic, North America. Forum Travel

91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

Video

BELIZE: THE SEA. THE LTVND, THE PEOPLE. 30
minute. Color Video. Outstanding Natural History Pho-
tography. $25.00 ppd. Naturalight Photography, Box
197, Kerrick.MN 55756

WANTED: Deep sea diving helmets. Write: Lyie Davis.

PO. Box 60063, Phoenix, Arizona 85082 Mobile eiupohum. Monte San Savino. Italy
Steve Meitz

American Museum of Natural History

BERLIN TO ISTANBUL:
A TRAIN JOURNEY
ABOARD THE RED

PRUSSIAN
May 13-26, 1993

Join a team of American Museum and guest lecturers

next spring for a fascinating train journey through

newly re-opened Eastern Europe. Traveling from

Berlin to Istanbul aboard the magnificent Red

Prussian, follow the tracks of the legendary Orient

Express through Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland,

Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey. Along the

way, visit historic cities such as Berlin, Dresden,

Prague, Krakow, Budapest, Sofia, Plovdiv, Edirne

and Istanbul, as well as small towns and picturesque

villages that have retained their rural charm.

Our luxurious, privately-chartered train, once used

exclusively by Eastern European dignitaries, is an

ideal base for exploring this region. Enjoy a front

row seat from which to watch the beautiful land-

scapes and historic cities of Eastern Europe unfold.

American
Museum of
Natural

>et^MH History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in NYS or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

Is



Advertisement

MAIURAL
tllSTORYMembers' Market

ATURAL HISTORY Magazine offers Members a free service. Certain advertisers indicated they will send you additional information.

3 obtain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card correspfjnding trj the

ambers beside the advertisers inwhom you are interested. Please allow up to six weeks for replies.Although each advertiser has assured

5 that they will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so. Furthermore, the lasting ofan advertiser

)es not constitute any afBHation with, or endorsement by, theAmerican Museum ofNatural History orNATURALHISTORY Magazine.

. American Cobbler. Free cata-

)g. Sheepskin, Moosehide and
owhide Slippers and casual shoes

'ladeinUSA,

. Join the American Museum
f Natural History. Membership
enefits include 12 issues ofNATU-
AL fflSTORY and a membership
ird entitling you to many benefits

icluding fi"ee admission and dis-

pimts.

.AmericanMuseumofNatural
IBstory/Discovery Cruises and
iburs: Explore the world with

aturalists, anthropologists, art

nd political historians. Itineraries

re worldwide: A&ica, Alaska and
iberia, Antarctica, China, Japan
nd Indonesia, Melanesia, Mexico

nd Central and South America,

Igypt, Europe.

. Chesterfield's. Delightfial selec-

on ofnature and wQdlife treasures,
latching wildlife in porcelain,

nique jewelry, lifelike figurines,

eepsake boxes, and scrimshaw re-

' roductions. Free color catalog.

i. Guatemala Tburist Conunis-
ion. Nature is away oflife in beau-

iful Guatemala. Mountains, volca-

noes, lakes, rivers, jungle and two
ea coasts. Call for free literature 1-

;00-742-4529.

1. Holbrook Travel. Holbrook
Vavel: Exclusive visits to East Af-

ica, or Selva Verde Lodge in Costa
Hca's rainforest. 1-800-451-7111.

'. Government ofIndia. Nothing
ompares. From the Taj Mahal to

the Bengal Tiger Preserves to the

Himalayas. Send for our free guide

to this exotic subcontinent today!

8. Lands' End, Inc. If you would

like to receive a free catalog, call 1-

800-356-4444.

9. Leica. Leica Binoculars — Full

size and compacts. Brilliant, sharp,

rugged. Retractable eyecups, close

focused. Lifetime warranty — 3

year no fault passport protection.

Free color brochure.

10. Levenger. Enhance your read-

ing and writing environments.

Levenger specializes in firmiture,

lighting and equipment designed to

make you more comfortable at

home and more productive at work.

(800)544-0880.

11. Little, Brown & Company.
Realms of the Russian Bear: A
Natural History of Russia and the

Central Asian Republics. This
handsome companion voltome to the
public television series captures the

spirit of the Riassian landscape in

over 150 spectacular photographs,

$29.95.

12. Newfoundland & Labrador.
Explore a World of Difference in

Newfoundland and Labrador, and
discover a unique natural history

and culture dating back 500 years

before Columbus. Warm-hearted
people and chilling scenery await

your visit. Send for your free 150-

page colour travel guide.

13. Nikon, Inc. If photography is

your passion, thenlearnmore about

it at Nikon School. For more infor-

mation write: Nikon School, 1300

Walt Whitman Rd., MelviUe, NY
11747-3064 or call (516) 547-8666.

14. John Nuveen & Co., Inc. To

learn more about tax-free invest-

ments, send for a free informative

brochure, which will be sent

promptly with a prospectus.-

15. Renaissance Cruises. Eight

new cruise ships, all outside cabins,

maximum capacity of114 guests, of-

fering itineraries to Europe,
Seychelles Islands (4-day A&ican
Safari optional), Caribbean, India

and the Asian Islands.

16. SeaQuest Cruises. SeaQuest

offers in-depth exploration of fasci-

nating regions on well-appointed

vessels to Antarctica, Australia and
more. For a free copy of the "New
Explorer" brochure caU 1-800-854-

8999.

17. TIAA-CREF. TIAA-CREF is

dedicated to providing retirement

security exclusivelyto people in edu-

cation and research. lb receive your

free Retirement Investment Kit,

caU 1-800-842-2733 Ext. 8016.

18. Van Kampen Merritt— For

investing with a sense of direction,

caU 1-800-DIAL-VKM.

19. Joseph Van Os Nature
Tours. Travel Wild — experience

the widespread reaches of Alaska

with our 1993 Nature Tduts. We
bring your Wildest Dreams to life.

Call for free brochure. 800/368-

0077.



Too Much Light on the Subject
by Gail S. Cleere

For many people, the dark of night is

something to be feared and, if possible,

conquered with bright lights. Astron-

omers, however, have come to regard such

lighting as a form of pollution. At its worst

around major urban areas, unwanted light

obscures all but the brightest stars and

planets. Illumination from street lamps,

advertising signs, and other sources is

scattered and reflected by water vapor and

dust in the atmosphere, causing the night

skies to glow a dull pink. Few places in the

country have skies dark enough for what

professional astronomers call "deep-sky

observing," in which the targets are faint,

distant objects such as clusters, nebulae,

and galaxies. In his book of essays. Saving

Graces, Roger Swain wrote, "For most of

us the nights are not what they used to be.

Sunset near human habitation is not fol-

lowed by the Stygian darkness of antiquity

but by an artificial dusk that is turned off

only by dawn."

Light pollution, a result of urban

growth, is destroying our view of the uni-

verse. In many places there's so little real

darkness that we have forgotten what it's

like. Whole new generations will never

see the Milky Way simply because they

can't. Astronomers were the first to recog-

nize that legions of humanity wouldn't

know a constellation from a prune danish,

let alone the brilliant arm of our galaxy.

In 1988 a commission of the Interna-

tional Astronomical Union met in Wash-

ington, D.C., to discuss the problem of

light pollution. At the meeting this sum-

mer of UNESCO's Division of Basic Sci-

ences in Paris, the problem was discussed

further. David Crawford, an astronomer at

Kitt Peak National Observatory, and pres-

ident of the lAU's Commission on the

Protection of Observatory Sites, said, "We
have created a pennanent twilight in many
places. We must learn about better light-

ing. Neither the birds nor the astronauts

need all the light we are throwing up into

space." Dan Brocious of the Smithson-

ian's Whipple Observatory in Arizona

added that "at least $1.3 billion a year is

spent in the United States on electricity
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that is wasted to light up the night sky.

This is more than the entire budget for as-

tronomy in the United States."

But there's a move to change this. Cam-
paigns have been mounted to curb exces-

sive and unnecessary lighting near obser-

vatories. Cities in Arizona and elsewhere

have passed ordinances requiring that

lighting be shielded so that illumination is

directed downward rather than up to the

sky. Tucson, Arizona, near which several

major observatories are located, requires

that all outdoor advertising signs Ut from

below with lights directed upward must be

turned off by 1 1:00 p.m. The use of low-

pressure sodium bulbs for street lighting

has also been encouraged because such

bulbs emit a relatively narrow spectrum of

light and thus interfere less with astronom-

ical observations.

Nobody advocates bad lighting or light

pollution—not even the lighting indus-

try—and that is precisely why many in the

industry support the work of Dr. Craw-

ford's International Dark Sky Association,

an organization formed to combat light

pollution around the world. For more in-

formation, write: Dr. David Crawford, In-

ternational Dark Sky Association, 3545

North Stewart Ave., Tucson, AZ 85716.

The Solar System in November
Mercury swings from the evening sky

to the morning sky this month, passing be-

tween the earth and sun on the 2 1st. At the

beginning of November, this swift, elusive

planet is low in the southwest, setting

about an hour after the sun. By month's

end. Mercury rises an hour and a half be-

fore sunrise in the southeast.

Venus is low in the southwest just after

sundown, growing brighter and more

prominent all month. On the 27th, Venus

is just south of the three-day-old waxing

crescent moon, Uranus, and Neptune.

Throughout history, Venus has startled us

with her brilliance, frequently causing, as

astronomer Bob Berman put it, "Earth's

inhabitants to go on a binge of misidentifi-

cation." A French port commandant in

1835 mistook Venus for an enemy balloon

shining lights on his harbor installation

and he sent gunboats to shoot it down;

1945, Allied bombers attempted the san

feat as they returned from a mission ovi

Japan; and as recently as 1969, Jimn

Carter, a trained navigator and futiu"e U
president, mistook Venus for a UF(
Achieving magnitudes in excess of -4.

Venus can even be seen in daytime if oi

knows exactly where to look.

Mars pays the twin stars Castor at

Pollux a fairly close call this month. Tl

planet rises about 9:00 p.m., EST, at mi^

month and is high along the meridii

(your north-south line across the sky)

4:30 A.M., EST. Look for Mars high abo'

and to the east (left) of winter's most ma
nificent constellation, Orion the Huntf

On the 15th, Mars is just north of (abov

the waning gibbous moon. All year Ion

Mars has been moving eastward in the si

relative to the background stars. This is ti

normal way of things; a '^bird's-eye" vie

north of the Solar System would show ;

planets, including earth, moving counte

clockwise (or eastward from our eart

bound perspective) around the sun. C

November 29th, Mars appears to end

eastward motion against the backgroui

stars, after which it drifts westward. Tb

retrograde motion of an outer planet (su(

as Mars) occurs when earth overtakes tl

planet in its own speedier orbit around tl

sun, causing the outer planet to appear f

a time to move backward. The retrograi

motion of Mars will continue until mii

February 1993, when the red planet r

sumes its eastward motion.

Jupiter remains in Virgo this month,

very bright object (-1.8 magnitude)

predawn eastern skies. This giant plan

can be seen just above-right of the brig:

star Spica (-i-I.O magnitude) in the san

constellation. On the 20th, both are ne

the waning crescent moon.

Saturn is low in the southern skies aft

sunset, and sets around midnight. Look f(

the ringed planet midway between tl

bright first-magnitude star Altair, high

the southwest, and the bright first-magn

tude star Fomalhaut, low in the southeas



ELESTiAL Events

atum will be the only bright object in the

;gion between these two stars.

Uranus and Neptune can be seen with

inoculars this month by scanning the

des on the 27th just after sunset, and

)oking between the three-day-old cres-

;nt moon and Venus. If you have dark,

llear skies, look for two bluish green star-

j ke objects, with Neptune, the fainter one,

;ing closest to the moon.

Pluto is in conjunction with the Sun on

le 15th, thus lost in the solar glare all

lonth.

First-quarter Moon occurs on the 2nd at

: 1 1 A.M., EST; fuU moon occurs on the

3th at 4:20 a.m., EST; last quarter on the

7th at 6:39 A.M., EST, and new moon oc-

jrs on the 24th at 4: 1 1 a.m., EST.

The Leonid Meteor Shower will peak

a the evening of November 16-17, but

i lis year the moon will be up after mid-
I ight and may hamper viewing somewhat,

he Leonids are an interesting shower

—

Dmpletely unpredictable. The shower has

iiled to show up at all in some years, and

et in 1933 the Leonids were described as

eing "like a child's sparkler held against

le sky." In 1966, they burst over the cen-

ral and western United States in the great-

ist meteoric display in history (150,000

leteors an hour for forty minutes.) Spec-

icular displays such as these tend to occur

very thirty-three years.

The Leonids are remnants of Comet
empel-Tuttle, first seen in France in De-

ember 1865 by Ernest Tempel. One
lonth later the comet was discovered

irom the rooftop of the Naval Observatory

ii downtown Washington, D.C., by an am-

Iteur astronomer, Horace P. Tuttle. As the

-ivil War was ending, Tuttle received per-

iiission from the Navy Department to

Haul his small telescope up to the Observ-

tory's rooftop to search for comets.

ml S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

•my and is a founding member of the

ntemational Dark Sky Association, an

irganization dedicated to preserving the

kiesfor astronomy.
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Museum Shop
American Museum
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At the American Museum of
Natural History

Galaxies and Dark Matter
Vera Rubin, observational astronomer

at the Department of Terrestrial Magnet-

ism, Carnegie Institution of Washington,

will explore the geography and structure

of the universe in a slide-illustrated lec-

ture, at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, November
10. The lecture is part of the Frontiers in

Astronomy and Astrophysics series and

will take place in the Planetarium's Sky

Theater. Tickets are $8 ($6 for mem-
bers). For information about ticket avail-

ability and other Planetarium events, call

(212) 769-5900.

Contact: Cultural Change,
Alternate Perspectives

In conjunction with the Columbus
quincentennial this year, the Museum's
Education Department will continue of-

fering weekend programs that present

the cultures of people contacted by Eu-

ropeans. Performances by the Viva
Brazil Dance Company, the Louines

Louines Haitian Dance Theater, and the

Ramnarace family of the America Sav-

ashram Sangha group will be among the

programs. For a complete schedule, in-

cluding films that will be shown each

weekend, call (212) 769-5315.

Naturemax
Starting Sunday, November 1, and

running through Friday, April 30, 1993,

Naturemax Theater will be showing

Tropical Rainforest (daily from 10:30

a.m. through 4:30 p.m., every hour on the

half hour). From rain forests of Malay-

sia, Costa Rica, and Queensland, Aus-

tralia, choreographer/dancer Geoffrey

Holder narrates the story of their 400-

milUon-year evolution and the biological

diversity of animal and plant life found

within iheir borders.

On Friday and Saturday evenings at

6:00 and 7:30 p.m., The Magic Egg will

be included in the program. This com-
puter-animated journey showcases the

technology of IMAX filmmaking.

Tours in Sign Language
Tours of Museum highlights in sign

language will include the 50-foot-tall

barosaurus, the 94-foot-long blue whale,

and the 34-ton meteorite, among other

exhibits. Starting at 2:00 p.m. on Satur-

day, November 14, Wednesday, Novem-
ber 18, and Saturday, November 21,

tours will leave from the information

desk in the second-floor rotunda and are

free of charge with Museum admission.

For further information, call (212) 769-

5566 (voice).

Sci-Fi Classics

The first of six classic science-fiction

films will be presented on Saturday, No-
vember 7, in the Kaufmann Theater at

3:00 P.M. Before showing the 1951 film,

"The Day the Earth Stood Still," Brian

Galactic City, a painting by Brian Sullivan Hayden Planetarium
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iullivan, the Hayden Planetarium's pro-

luction designer, will spotlight some

ci-fi movie milestones over the last 50

ears. Tickets are $7 ($4 for members).

Members' Programs
Sidney Horenstein, the Museum's co-

irdinator of environmental public pro-

;rams, will discuss New York's water

upply system—from Manhattan's first

uthorized municipal well in 1658 to

Dday's reservoir systems, which supply

rater to more than nine milhon people,

'he slide-illustrated talk will be given on

'riday, November 6, in the Kaufmann

lieater at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are $10 ($5

or members).

Former chief scientist at the National

)ceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

ion, Sylvia Earle, marine biologist,

iceanographer, and aquanaut, will dis-

uss subsea technology and wilderness

ones. Her talk "What Price Oceans?"

vill be held in the Main Auditorium on

liursday, November 12, at 7:00 p.m.

tickets are $20 ($12 for members).

For details about members' programs,

;all (212) 769-5606.

'all Lecture Series

Sir Crispin Tickell is warden of Green

College, Oxford, president of the Royal

jeographical Society, and chairman of

he Climate Institute in Washington,

).C. He will talk about the impact of

;hanging climate on the diversity of life

rhursday, November 5, at 7:00 p.m. in

he Main Auditorium. In a slide-illus-

rated talk, mountaineer and scholar

idwin Bembaum will tell the story of

lis journey to Kenya and Kilimanjaro,

he sacred peaks in East Africa, and his

jxploration of the area's diverse wildlife,

/egetation, and peoples. The program

>vill be held on Tuesday, November 10,

It 7:00 P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater.

Tickets are $15 ($13.50 for members).

For more information about the fall lec-

ure series, call (212) 769-5310.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann Theater is in

the Charles A. Dana Education Wing.

The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish

admission policy. Call (212) 769-5100

_for Museum information.

I
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Twelve memorable photographs of a

poised and dignified people repro-

duced in the sepia-tones of the orig-

inal photogravures. 12" x 24" open
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Anthropology

Very few strangers have visited the

fascinating but inaccessible world of

the Mru in the Chittagong Hill Trats, the

southeastern corner of Bangladesh.

This book offers us some insight into

their lives - their work and their everyday

life as well as their ceremonies and

festivals. It shows us unique pictures,

and describes a culture which is not

described in detail anywhere else.

The two authors lived for a long time

with the Mru. Out of their experience

they have created a document which is

unique, and may well remain so forever,

because the culture of these hill-people

is threatened with extinction.

"Put together by a photographer and

an anthropologist, this book combines

beautiful Illustrations with serious

ethnological study.
"

GEOGRAPHICAL

Award "Creativity"

New York

Claus D. Brauns/Lorenz G. Loffler

Mru
Hill People on the Border of Bangladesh

Translated from German by

Doris Wagner-Glenn

248 pages, 172 illustrations,

112 colour plates. Hardcover.

$ 49.95

ISBN 3-7643-1816-3

Please order from:

Birkhauser Boston, Inc.

c/o Springer-Verlag

Fulfillment Center

P.O. Box 2485

Secaucus

NJ 07096-2491
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Birkhauser Verlag AG
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History in a Stewpot
Irish and Yoruba traditions meet on the island ofMontserrat

by Raymond Sokolov

Thomas West is standing uphill from a

crowd of his happy neighbors. He has a

goat with him, trussed and hung from a

branch. He and the others have come up a

steep road from their seaside village of

Saint Patrick's to Galways, a ruined seven-

teenth-century sugar plantation. The site

has been partly restored under the direc-

tion of Lydia Mihelic Pulsipher, a cultural

geographer from the University of Ten-

nessee. She has been coming to the Carib-

bean island of Montserrat for many years

to do the research that recently culminated

in the section on Montserrat in the Smith

sonian's "Seeds of Change" exhibition

Pulsipher has also set in motion thi

gathering—a feast centered on Montser

rat's famous special dish, goatwater. Thi

traditional goat stew is wrapped in mys

tery. Recipes are not hard to find, am
goatwater has even made its way to Ne\

York and onto the menu of a Greenwic

Village restaurant, Caribe. The mystery c

goatwater is not its nature, but its origin

In her essay on Montsenrat in the "Seed

of Change" catalog, Pulsipher wrote thi

In Montserrat. preparing goatwater is a communal affair Here,

the goat has been butchered in preparationfor an outdoorfeast on

the grounds ofGalways, a seventeenth-century sugar plantation.
Lydia M. Pulsipher
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/Iatter OF Taste

e traditional preparation of goatwater in-

udes elements of Yoruba ritual preserved

/ the descendants of slaves from West

frica. Another theory, entertained by the

[ontserratian writer Howard A. Fergus, is

lat goatwater is a form of hish stew.

Since Montserrat was settled by Irish

atholics in the early seventeenth century,

lis is not a wild claim. Before there were

lack slaves on the island, Irish indentured

jrvants worked the cane fields. The
iricans who replaced them eventually

isimilated into a way of life that even
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today has a Hibernian cast to it. Typical

names of black Montserratian families are

Riley. Farrell, Ryan. Montserrat is known

as the Caribbean's emerald isle, and you

get a green shamrock stamped on your

passport when you arrive. So the national

dish might easily be a version of Irish stew

embraced by transplanted Africans. But it

might just have easily have survived from

tribal days in West Africa, as have such

other dishes as Brazilian acarajes (black-

eyed pea flour fritters) and their northern,

maize-based cousins, hush puppies.

Barring the lucky if improbable discov-

ery of a clarifying seventeenth-century

document, the first step in sorting out the

question at this late date would be to ob-

serve the preparation of goatwater in an

unselfconscious setting on Montserrat. So

I went there and asked Pulsipher, as much

an insider as a North American white

could hope to be, to arrange an event.

There is no denying, then, that this goat-

water feast was staged for my benefit and

at the expense of this magazine, but I have

reasons to believe that what I saw was no

different from what the people of Saint

Patrick's would have done if they had been

entirely on their own.

The first reason is that the goatwater

was prepared as a communal event. I did

not request a feast, but 1 got one. No one

even considered just taking me home and

cooking a stew on the stove—or starting

with a live goat in a private setting. So it

seems fair to say that my goatwater was

typical in being a public feast. Second, the

slaughter of the animal was also public.

Clearly, the killing and butchering could

have been done in an enclosed area, but

Thomas West set up his alfresco chamel

house in view of everyone. To my eye, he

looked a bit embarrassed, as if he might

have preferred to get the job done more

discreetly, but he went ahead with it in the

way that a slightly reluctant performer sol-

diers through his act—because fliere is no

other way to do it.

Third, the slaughter and the cooking oc-

curred outdoors, over an open fire with im-

provised pots (two large biscuit tins). Was
this just a surrender to necessity and con-

venience? A way to feed a lot of people in

one place, and without the fuss of drag-

ging a kitchen up the hill to Galways? Or

was it part of the tradition?

Not obviously burdened by such

thoughts, Thomas West raised his machete

(he would call it a cutlass) and dispatched

the goat. It was an expert performance.

methodical, practiced, almost awesome i

its economy of motion and neatness. Ha^

ing skinned and gutted the animal, 1:

quartered it without ever having to let tl

main carcass touch the ground. A group (

women tending a fire nearby in the shelU

of a stone archway finished the job wit

knives, leaving the bones attached to tt

meat. This seems to be canonical, as it

specified in the most widely circulate

printed recipe, in Montserrat Cookboc

(published by The Montserrat Old Pec

pie's Association in 1973 and still i

print).

After cutting the meat, the elderl

women cooks washed it in salt water, als

specified in Montserrat Cookbook
recipe. Up to this point, the classic metl

ods for goatwater and Irish stew are bas

cally the same—the meat is cut in piec«

and left unboned. But the rinsing in sa

water is unique to goatwater. It does m
take a Ph.D. in anthropology to specula:

that this may be a vestige of a purificatic

rite (an analogy to the rinsing of koshi

meat is hard to avoid). And the possibilii

that the salt water is a survival from a tin

when the meat was rinsed in the sea is a

tractive (especially in the light of seawat

immersion rites brought from Africa
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ortheast Brazil, which are still widely

. racticed today).

j: At this point, Irish stew and goatwater

C|;converge. Solid ingredients are im-

li lersed in plain water, seasonings are

ided, and cooking continues (at Gal-

ays, the semi-detached metal tops of the

iscuit tins were folded back over to their

riginal position, to form lids) until the

leat is tender. In other words, looked at

itirely in terms of basic structure, Irish

ew and goatwater are quite similar (salt

ater immersion aside). They seem to dif-

;r primarily in their ingredients.

An Irish stew conventionally is a lamb

ew. Goatwater obviously is a goat stew,

oth dishes contain onions. Irish stew has

i-'Dtatoes while goatwater gets its starch

lickening from a slurry of raw flour

Ided toward the end of the cooking.

Finally, there is the matter of color. Irish

ew is an unbrowned stew. This is not a

i\ iality. The celebrated Parisian restaura-

ur Denis once told me he considered the

iiiission of an initial browning stage for

le lamb in Irish stew as its defining char-

:teristic. The French analogue, navarin

'agneau, starts out like most stews with

le cubed meat being seared and its juices

iramelized, in order to produce a dark

)lor.

Goatwater, however, is unbrowned, just

ke Irish stew. Yet goatwater chefs make

p for this by adding flour and a commer-

lal browning preparation. To a French

3ok, this would amount to the addition, in

vo stages, of what classic French cuisine

oes in one, with a roux (flour browned in

utter).

As it happens, roux is typical of New
/orld Creole cooking, something

abitues of New Orleans cuisine know
ell. And so, it is entirely possible (even

kely. considering the clumsy, ad hoc

lethod) that the flour-and-browning stage

f goatwater is a New Worid fillip added

ither to an African original or to Irish

tew, in an attempt to assimilate a method

tontserratians would have picked up

om non-Montserratian islanders or from

iritish masters who wanted color and

lickness in the stews their cooks had first

;amed to make from the island's Irish in-

abitants.

Either way, the flour and browning in

oatwater are not essential to a definition

f the original dish, although contempo-

ary goatwater lovers see fliis stage as cru-

ial (one young man from Saint Patrick's

Did me that a goatwater rose or fell on the

inesse and timing of the addition of the

lour). Could it be that this shortcut to

thickening started out as a response by

those early Irish cooks to the lack of pota-

toes on the island? I don't think so, since

many other fleshy native tubers were

available on Montserrat from the earliest

days of settlement and could have served

as potato substitutes.

A better question is: Did Iri.sh stew in

the early seventeenth century have pota-

toes in it? C. Anne Wilson, in her authori-

tative Food and Drink in Britain, From the

Stone Age to the 19th Century (1973),

finds evidence that soldiers who returned

to England before 1657 "gave reports of

whole fields in Ireland overrun by pota-

toes." This suggests that flie Irish love af-

fair with the potato was in full force

among poor Irish peasantry at about the

same time Irish indentured workers were

being settled on Mcjntscrrat. But the tropi-

cal conditions on Montserrat would not

have favored the cultivation of the potato

as a cheap staple crop. So if goatwater did

begin in eariy colonial days as an olfshoot

of Irish stew, that imported ragout would

not have had potatoes in it. In other words,

the seventeenth-century stew the Irish

would have improvised on Montserrat

must have been a mixture of meat and

onions and sea.sonings. And no potatoes.

Thus the only difference between this

hypothetical potatoless early-modem Irish
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ANCIENT
CIVILIZATIONS OF
MESOAMERICA

Amid ihe tangled

jungles and picturesque

valleys of Mexico and

Guatemala stand

vestiges of Meso-

america's great ancient

civilizations. Well over

1 ,000 years ago. the

Maya and Olmec built

vast cities and awe-

inspiring ceremonial

centers. The American Museum is offering

three different trips accompanied by experts

in the ancient and modern cultures of this

region. Join us for a look at Mesoamerica's
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American
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(212) 769-5700 in NYS or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

stew and contemporary goatwater (if we
overlook salt-water immersion and, possi-

bly, flour and browning) is in the meat. But

that is only an apparent dissimilarity if we
accept the tradition, reported by Malachi

McCormick in Irish Coiiiitiy Cooking

(1984), that the original Irish stew was

originally made with goat (the meat of a

male kid).

Goatwater could easily have begun,

then, as an unbrowned stew of goat and

onions originating in Ireland and brought

to Montserrat by the island's Old World

settlers. Over the centuries, black Africans

imported to the island as slaves adopted

the European stew and added local spicing

and a primitive form of the roux popular

throughout the region, especially among

French settlers on nearby (juadeloupe.

This scenario has an appealing coher-

Irish Stew

(Slightly adapted from Malachi Mc-
Cormick's Irish Countrv Cooking,

Clarkson Potter, 1984)

2 pounds lar)ib {best end of neck)

8 medium-size potatoes, sliced

but not peeled

3 large Spanish onions, sliced

2 tablespoons choppedfresh pars-

ley'

I tablespoon choppedfresh thyme

or 1 teaspoon dried thyme

Salt andpepper

1

.

Trim excess fat off meat. Do not re-

move the bone. Cut the meat into 2-

inch chunks with a cleaver or knife.

2. Put a layer of sliced potatoes in a

large stewpot, followed by a layer

of onions, and then a layer of meat

chunks, sprinkling parsley, thyme,

and salt and pepper between the

layers. Continue layering and sprin-

kling, ending with a layer of pota-

toes.

3. Add 2 cups water, cover, and bring

to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer
gently for 2 hours or until the meat

is very tender. You may have to stir

and add a littie water from time to

time to keep the liquid level up. Be
careful not to overdo it, however:

Irish stew is a thick stew and should

not drown in its own broth.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Mary Lake's Goatwater

(Slightly adapted from Montserrat

Cookbook (The Montserrat Old

People's Association, 1973)

ence, but there is no reason why the san

stew (with some American starch and cc

oring element as the precursors of floi

and cominercial browning) couldn't ha\

originated in West Africa and crossed tl

Atlantic westward in the minds of tho;

slaves who were offloaded at MontseiTc

This African scenario has the advantage

easily explaining goatwater's salt-wat

immersion and the public sacrifice of tl

eponymous goat.

Both stories make sense, the Irish ar

the African. Barring the emergence (

hard evidence one way or the other, I ai

cept them both, two strands of culinai

history meeting on one green island.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose sp.

cial interests are the history and prepan

tion offood.

2 quarters goat or sheep

Salt

4 onions cut up

Herbs and chible (local name
for scallions and thyme)

% cup cooking oil

Handfid fresh marjoram
4 cloves garlic, minced
I tablespoon whole cloves,

crushed

1 tablespoon mace
2 tablespoons catsup,

1 hot green pepper, whole

Pepper

2 cupsflour

Browning (Kitchen Bouquet or

Cross & Blackwell)

Whiskey or rum (optiotml)

1. Cut the meat into 2-inch cubes,

being sure to leave bones in.

2. Wash in salt water and place in a

large saucepan. Cover with cold

water, bring to a boil, and simmer,

covered, for 5 minutes. Skim and

continue simmering, covered,

adding onions, herbs and chible,

oil, marjoram, garlic, cloves, mace,

catsup, green pepper, salt and pep-

per to taste; add boiling water as

necessary.

3. When meat is nearly tender, com-
bine flour with enough cold water

to make a smooth paste. Stir

enough of this mixture into the

stew to give desired thickness, and

add some browning for color.

4. Half cover the pot and continue

simmering until meat is done. Add
whiskey or rum if desired. Serve in

cups or bowls, very hot, with the

bones.

Yield: 24 servings



American Museum of

Natural History

DISCOVERY TOURS
Land Adventures with Expert Lecturers

Exploring Belize

January 12-21, 1993

Chan Chich, Chaa Creek Reserve,

Mountain Pine Ridge Reserve,

Xunantunich and Ambergris Caye.

Treasures of West Africa

Jan. 13-27, 1993

Tombouctou, Dogon country, Mopti

and Bamako in Mali; and Dakar and

Saloum in Senegal; with an optional

extension to Cote d'lvoire.

Natural Treasures

of Costa Rica

February 6-17, 1993

Monteverde Cloud Reserve, Cahuita,

Santa Rosa, Tortuguero and Braulio

Carrillo National Parks.

A Passage Through India

February 9 - March 1, 1993

Delhi, Agra, Khajuraho, Jaipur,

Ranthambhore National Park,

Jaisalmer, Varanasi and Jodhpur.

Kenya and Tanzania

February 11-26, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngoro-ngoro

Crater, Masai Mara Game Reserve,

Samburu and Lake Manyara.

Mexico's Maya and

Olmec Heritage

February 18-27, 1993

The ancient sites of Chichen Itza,

Uxmal, Coba, Tulum, Palenque and

Mayapan.

Guatemala:

Heartland of the Maya
February 20 - March 1, 1993

The ancient sites ofTikal and Iximche,

as well as Guatemala City, Antigua,

Chichicastenango and Lake Atitlan.

Splendors of New Zealand

February 20 - March 6, 1993

Milford Sound, Mount Cook National

Park. Auckland, Rotorua, Queens-

town, Dunedin and Napier.

Cultures and Folkart

of the Oaxaca Valley

March 6-14, 1993

Towns, villages and markets in the

Oaxaca Valley and the ancient sites of

Monte Alban and Mitla.

Mexico's Copper Canyon

March 13-20, 1993

The Sierra Madres, Copper Canyon

and the towns of Creel, Divisadero

and El Fuerte.

Cultures of Melanesia

and Polynesia

March 26 - April 10, 1993

Viti Levu Island in Fiji; Efate, Tanna

and Pentecost Islands in Vanuatu; and

Tongatapu in Tonga.

China's Silk Road by Train

May 7-21, 1993

Beijing, Xi'an, Binglingsi Buddhist

Caves, Jiayuguan, Dunhuang, Mogao

Caves, Turfan, Urumchi and Chengdu.

Berlin to Istanbul by Train

May 13-26,1993

Berlin, Potsdam, Dresden, Prague,

Krakow, Budapest, Transylvania,

Sofia, Plovdiv, Edime and Istanbul.

For more information contact:

American Museum of Natural

History/Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in NYS
Toll-free (800) 462-8687

American Museum
of Natural History

THE GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
AND
HIGHLANDI
ECUADOR

aboard the

20-cabin

Isabela II

June 8-20, 1993

Discover the spectacular Galapagos Is-

lands with a team of Museum experts

and naturalists/guides. Explore tower-

ing volcanos, crater lakes, lava forma-

tions and beautiful beaches. Enjoy

diverse and fascinating wildlife, in-

cluding giant tortoises, seals, sea

lions, penguins, marine and land

iguanas, boobies, albatross, flamin-

goes, Darwin's famous finches, and a

host of other animals. High in the

Andes of Ecuador, we visit the beauti-

ful city of Quito, stunning Volcano

Cotopaxi National Park, and the excit-

ing Andean market of Otavalo.

For futher information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687



Outta the Pool!

On a September afternoon in

Botswana's Chobe National Game Park,

about fifteen bull elephants returned to

their favorite water hole to discover some

unwelcome occupants. A pride of lions

had taken over the precious pool, which

was rapidly drying into a mud wallow.

Between May and September,

competition for water may become a

matter of life and death on the African

plains. Elephants, which each need at

least twenty gallons daily, dig many of

the water holes themselves. After sensing

hidden moisture with their noses, they

can excavate five to eight feet of dry earth

using their tusks and trunk. For their role

in creating water holes, as well as in

clearing brush, elephants are considered

"keystone" species—their activities alter

the landscape, creating new niches that

benefit many kinds of creatures.

Although elephants usually avoid

hons, especially when traveling with

calves, this group of young bachelors had

no hesitation about challenging the "king

of beasts." One young bull fanned his

ears, waved his trunk, and made straight

for the big cats, which scattered in all

directions. He and his group then settled

in for an afternoon of guzzling, mud
wallowing, and playful spritzing.

—Melissa Gedachian

Photograph by
Gregory G. Dimijian
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Fishery biologist Mikhail B. Skopets

(page 2) is shown here with a twenty-

pound char he caught through the ice at

Lake El'gygytgyn, in northeastern Siberia.

Bom in Ykaterinburg, the largest city in

the Ural Mountains, Skopets comes from a

family of musicians and physicians. As a

boy, he loved game fishing and wilderness

hiking and decided to make his hobby his

profession. (As a naturalist, he says, he

was "the black sheep" among his rela-

tives.) After graduating from Ural Univer-

sity, Skopets joined the Institute for Bio-

logical Problems of the North in Magadan,

Siberia, and earned an advanced degree in

biological science from the Institute of

Marine Biology in Vladivostok for his

work on Siberian grayling. An interest in

cold-water ecosystems and little-known

areas of northeastern Asia led to his

salmonid studies, including those in Lake

El'gygytgyn.

In 1989, when Beecher's Trilobite Bed

near Rome, New York, was opened for re-

excavation after more than ninety years,

paleontologists Derek E. G. Briggs and

Gregory D. Edgecombe (page 36) seized

the opportunity to shoulder pickaxes and

prise bars in search of the quarry's unusi

fossils, which are filled with pyrite,

fool's gold. After leaving their rock-brea

ing tools for the precision instruments

the lab, they analyzed the newly acquin

fossils from different perspectives. Brig;

(left), a reader in paleobiology at En

land's University of Bristol, has long L

vestigated exceptionally preserved fossi

and what they can reveal of life's ean

evolution. Among other projects, Briggs i

studying the Hunsriick Slate of German

the only other known instance of pyritizi

tion on a par with Beecher's Bed. Edg(

combe (right), a postdoctoral researcher

the University of Alberta, in Edmonto;

Canada, is interested in the larval stages (

trilobites and plans to study life historit

and relationships of South American trili

bite families. Fossil fans can find moi

information, and excellent pictures, i

Riccardo Levi-Setti's Trilobites: A Photc

graphic Atlas (Chicago: University (

Chicago Press, 1975), and Niles E

Natural History 11/92



Authors

A primary goal of their research, say

Oerese B. and John A. Hart (page 28), is

promote conservation of Zaire's Ituri

'crest. Terese and John met at Carleton

College. Upon graduating, John went to

he Ituri on a fellowship in 1973; the next

'ear Terese was a Peace Corps volunteer

learby. After earning advanced degrees

rom Michigan State University in geog-

aphy and fisheries/wildlife (John) and en-

omology and botany (Terese), the Harts

etumed to the Ituri, where they have

ince worked as associate research zoolo-

;ists with Wildlife Conservation Intema-

ional, a division of the New York Zoolog-

cal Society. This May, Zaire designated

nore than 5,000 square miles within the

'crest as an okapi reserve. The Harts'

uggestions for reading include "The Re-

ationship of the Okapi," by E. H. Colbert

n Journal ofMammalogy (vol. 19, no. 1,

938), and Island Africa, by Jonathan

Cingdon (Princeton: Princeton University

'ress, 1989).

dredge's Fossils: The Evolution and Ex-

inction of Species (New York: Abrams,

1991). Trilobites by H. B. Whittington, a

eading authority on these popular fossils,

tvili be published this fall (Rochester:

Boydell & Brewer, Inc.).
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A Train Journey Through- China

Mat) 7-21, 1993

More than 2,000 years ago, caravans of merchants first began to travel along the

ancient Silk Road, a great overland trade route from eastern China to the door-

step of Europe. Join a team of lecturers from the American Museum for an

extraordinary journey by private train as we trace the paths of the ancient traders

who forever transformed the cultures of both East

and West. For today's traveler, the intrigue of the

Silk Road lies not only in its historical signifi-

cance, but also in the complex diversity of

customs, scenery and fascinating sites seldom

seen by Westerners. Making our way across great

deserts, plains and mountain passes, we will travel

over 2,000 miles from Beijing to Urumchi,

stopping along the way at ancient caravansaries of

the Silk Road, including Xian, Lanzhou,

Dunhuang and Turfan, with an optional extension

to Tibet.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York. NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

or in NYS (212) 769-5700



Since the age of nine, when she Hngered

after drawing lessons at the Toledo Mu-

seum of Fine Arts to gaze at the Egyptian

collections, Barbara A. Worley (page 54)

has been intrigued by the cultures of the

Sahara. Although she has never been

camping in the United States, she has

made three field trips to the central Sahara,

sharing the nomadic ways of the tent-

dwelling Tuareg for a total of almost four

years (the photo shows her, center, with

members of the Kel Fadey tribe, includ-

ing, to her right, Daguna, the late chief's

eldest daughter). "Women's social promi-

nence has a long tradition among the Tu-

areg, and the men take great pride in it,"

she says. "The Tuareg see their political

identity as being closely tied to female ori-

gin myths and to wealth that once be-

longed to women." Worley received her

doctorate from Columbia University and

is currently a visiting scholar in the depart-

ment of anthropology at Harvard Univer-

sity, where she is completing a book on

Tuareg matrihneal kinship and gender ide-

ology. For additional reading she recom-

mends People of the Veil, by Francis Ren-

nell Rodd (London: Macmillan, 1926);

Ecology and Culture of the Pastoral Tu-

areg, by Johannes Nicolaisen (Copen-

hagen: National Museum, 1963); and The

Last Caravan, by Thurston Clarke (New
York: Putnam, 1978).

"Diving in the Antarctic is the closest

thing on earth to walking in space," says

David G. Campbell (page 46), a biologist

with a doctorate in disease ecology from

Johns Hopkins University. Growing up as

far afield as Brazil and Kenya, he has con-

tinued to visit all comers of the earth in his

research work—to date, 120 countries and

all eight continents (Campbell declares

that Antarctica is actually two continents

fused by ice). A former director of the Ba-

hamas National Trust, a research fellow at

the New York Botanical Garden (where he

conducted extensive ecological studies c

Amazonian plant communities), and a k
cipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship

Campbell is currently Henry R. Luce Pre

fessor of Nations and the Global Enviror

ment at Grinnell College in Iowa. He r

working on a book about Amazonian bic

diversity. He and his wife, Karen Lowell,

medicinal chemist, plan to spend part c

next year as visiting professors at the Un
versity of Nanjing in China, where he wi

teach biodiversity; she, natural produci

chemistry.

Gregory G. Dimijian (page 84), pic-

tured above with his wife, Mary Beth,

practices psychiatry in Dallas, Texas, and

is an assistant professor of psychiatry at

the University of Texas-Southwestern

Medical School, where he also teaches a

course in behavioral ecology. A dedicated

wildlife photographer, Dimijian has trav-

eled to eastern and western Africa, Cost

Rica, Antarctica, Alaska, and Hawaii, a

well as to coral reefs in the PhiUppines ant

Behze. This month's "Natural Moment
was taken while he was on an East Africai

safari with his son David. To capture th(

elephant and lions on film, Dimijian use(

a Nikon F4 and a 300mm f2.8 Nikkor lens!

Natltral History 11/92



AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

NORTHWEST
PASSAGE

EXPEDITION
Fuly 19 - August 5, 1993

The Northwest Passage, an ice-packed sea route connecting the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans through Canada's northern waters, eluded explorers for centuries. Only in 1906

did explorer Roald Amundsen finally conquer the Passage, a feat that fewer than 40

ships have managed since then.

Join the American Museum next summer on a voyage through this legendary sea

passage aboard the very comfortable Kapitan Khiebnikov, one of the world's most

powerful icebreakers. We will be able to break through frozen icepacks that have

thwarted countless ships and our vessel's strength will allow us to make the voyage

early in the season, the best time for viewing arctic wildlife.

Beginning in Provideniya, Russia, we will explore several islands along the

Siberian coast before crossing the Bering Sea and entering the Northwest

Passage. We will visit remote Inuit villages and historic islands, keep watch

for polar bear, musk ox and whales, and witness the astonishing power of our

icebreaker as she makes her way across this icy passage. The scenery,

always spectacular, is especially so in the brief arctic summer when the

tundra is ablaze with color and the sun shines nearly 24 hours a day.

The 56-cabin Kapitan Khiebnikov comes equipped with its own helicopters

and fleet of zodiacs that will enable us to land wherever we wish. Join us for

an extraordinary and unusual expedition!

Point Barrow Banks I.

Beaufort Sea

Resolute*

lUSSIA

'rovideniya

Herschel I.—~-Ar^tj_c_Cire,_e

ALASKA

Coronation
Qulf__ Queen Maud

UuTf

Gjoa Haven

Northwest Territories

CANADA Hudson Bay

American
Museum of
Natural

>s»'iM History

Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th Street New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in N.Y.S. or tol-free (800) 462-8687



Catch

Picture

Release
With the new IQZoom 90WR from

Pentax, you baby the fish, not your

camera! Until now you had to be
careful during outdoor activities or

moisture and dirt would destroy your

camera. Now the IQZoom 90WR
brings weather resistantzoom lens

technology to action photography.

Besides weather resistance, the

IQZoom 90WR features a unique

wireless remote control that allows

operation of both zoom and shutter.

The 90WR also has red-eye reduc-
"

tion, automatic zoom flash, multi-

beam or spot auto focus, and full auto

back-light compensation. Whether or

not catch and release is your sport, if

you want a full-featured camera that

can survive the outdoors, you need
theQOWR.

Wet or dry, the Pentax IQZoom,
90WR is the camera for active

lifestyles.

Manufacturing and Servicing Fine Camera^Lene^ *-Binoculars • l\Aonoculars • Spotting ScoO<Slf'* Vii
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For People Who Can't Wait To See

What HappenedAThousandYearsAgo.
Aeromexico has one of the highest

on-time arrival rates of any airline

in history—97%.

But that remarkable figure

becomes even more amazing

when you realize that within the

space of a few hours Aeromexico

flights can take you on a historic

journey back through time to a

world that existed over a thousand

years ago. To marvel at the

mysteries of the Mayas, a brilliant,

creative civilization that developed

advanced mathematical and writing systems, and

a precise calendar, centuries before

Columbus was born.

It's all here waiting for you

to explore as part of a tour or

by yourself. The fabulous ruins

of Chichen-Itza and Uxmal.

The temples of Tulum and

Coba. The Teotihuacan

pyramids and the world-

famous archaeological

museum of Mexico City.

The pyramids and paths,

sacrificial altars and

Mayan Safari
from

«756
Daily Departures

8 Days/7 Nights

*

fortifications of legendary Yucatan

cities like Dzibichaltun.

Call your travel agent now
and make your reservations with

the airline that won't keep you

waiting to see archaeological

wonders that have been waiting

for you for more than a thousand

years.

*Package includes 2 nights at

the Casa Del Balam/2 nights in

Chichen-Itza at the Mayaland/

3 nights in Uxmal at the Hacienda.

FEATURES:
• Roundtrip airfare on Aeromexico from Miami or

New Orleans

• Meeting service upon arrival

• Sightseeing tour to Chichen-Itza

• Sightseeing tour of Uxmal and Kabah
• Sightseeing tour to Labna, X-Lapak and Lotun
• Transportation between Merida/Chichen-Itza/

Uxmal/Merida
• 10% Mexican value added tax.

Note: optional transportation is available from Merida

to Cancun.

Price is per person, double occupancy and includes roundtrip airfare on
Aeromexico from I^liami or New Orleans. Price does not include $6 U.S.

departure tax, $7 federal inspection fee, or $11.50 iviexico departure tax

which must be paid in Mexico by the passenger. Departures also available

from most major gateways.

For reservations, have your travel agent contact

Aeromexico Vacations at 1-800-245-8585.

mexico^v
t-:i VACATIONS ^
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How Many Molecules?

In "Oxygen, the Great Destroyer," by

George Hendry (August 1992), the state-

ment is made that "one molecule of oxy-

gen readily combines with four molecules

of hydrogen to form two molecules of

water." Of course, it is two molecules—or

four atoms—of hydrogen.

Louis P. Pushkarsky

Trenton, Missouri

Natural History regrets the error, which

occurred in the editing process and is not

the author's.

Two Sets of Brothers

In "Doctors of the Wilderness," by

Anne LaBastille (May 1992), the caption

over the painting on page 45 is incom-

plete. Although I do not recall the exact

year, I remember well my father working

on this painting some time in the 1960s.

He worked from a photograph that tnay

have been taken in 1914. It is not of the

Sabattis brothers, but of the Stanton broth-

ers: on the far left is my mother's father,

George B. Stanton; third from the right is

his brother, Henry Stanton. Both were

Adirondack guides. At the far right is Ray-

mon Sabattis, son-in-law of George Stan-

ton and also a guide.

Mildred Burns Dechene

Long Lake, New York

The owners of the painting, right, report

that a handwritten note by Fred Bums on

the back of his painting lists not only the

Stanton brothers but also Raymon and

Joseph Sabattis, as well as two other men,

Everet Boyden and Claude Towns. The

painting is dated 1960 and was based on a

1914 photograph.—Ed.

Must We Shoot Deer?

Congratulations on Jared Diamond's

"Must We Shoot Deer to Save Nature?"

(August 1992). No doubt, an organization

such as the American Museum is sub-

jected to a tremendous amount of political

pressure to ignore the facts of game man-

agement. Thanks for sticking to science,

and not politics.

Bruce J. Mincher

Shelley, Idaho

Thank you for "Must We Shoot Deer to

Save Nature?" It presented one of the mc
thoughtful explanations of the subject th

I have read. Like it or not, humans ha'

caused this situation. By eliminating tl

larger predators, and failing to take ov

their role, we are endangering the remai

ing prey species.

Carl A. Zei

Morrisonville, New Yo

It seems strange that we in the Omal

area get so excited when someone comi

from another state and tells us how oi

small wilderness area is on the brink i

some terrible calamity and how, after i

these years of a gentle, hands-off polic

we need to exert the "man's control ov

nature" policy. At the time of Diamond

visit, Fontenelle Forest had just con

through a five-year drought and two yea

of late-spring freezes and was still thri

ing. If Diamond had checked, he wou
have seen that it was frost-kill, not det

that caused the lack of acorns and hicko:

nuts in the forest, as well as the loss

many Iruits across the midlands.

Diamond said we have only whi
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Letters

lake root and nettles in August. That is

!cause these are the wildflowers that are

en in the late summer forest. Our other

i] ildflowers have bloomed, gone to seed,

id disappeared until next spring. The

iggestion to cut out old trees to make

lom for more vegetation would only in-

easc deer habitat and consequently deer

ambers. Old trees will fall in their own
me and open the canopy. Experienced

ike IS say that they see plenty of new

-fiaks, hickories, and other tree seedlings

n the forest floor this year to replace the

Id ones. When Diamond described

iplings only of ironwood and hackberry,

id he reaUze that what looks like an iron-

'ood sapling can actually be a forty- to

fty-year-old tree? They grow in the un-

erstory naturally and are not a pioneer

ee in a disturbed environment.

We are not destroying the forest by

;aving it alone. The problem may be the

ictreme impatience of people who do not

ave time to let nature work things out in

s own way. The deer are not starving

—

ley will increase or decrease in number

aturally, according to the varying condi-

tion of their habitat. The trees are nol

dying out—the forest is dynamic and con

tinually undergoing change.

Elaine Sabin

Bellevue, Nebraska

Jared Diamond replies:

I wish I had the power to convince ex-

cited readers in other states how to manage

their wilderness areas. Actually, it was the

Fontenelle Forest Association itself that

recently decided to develop an active man-

agement plan, and to stop pretending thai

nature was working without interference

at Fontenelle. That decision was based on

years of study by Association members

and staff. They have no problem telling

the difference between young and old

ironwoods, noticing what flowers are or

are not blooming each month, and realiz-

ing that failure of oak and hickory regen-

eration predates the past five years. The

area has become a virtual deer park in

which the beautiful climax forest that Ms.

Sabin admires is being replaced by deer-

proof vegetation—not "the right stage," in

the Association's opinion.
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Columbus Cracks an Egg
Was the great voyager also a heavy-handed trickster?

by Stephen Jay Gould

The moment of truth—put up or shut

up—has arrived. It is September, and this

column has a lead time of tliree months. I

either write about Christopher Columbus

now or I miss the opportunity to note the

most important quincentennial of my life-

time. Five hundred one just doesn't have

that nice, even ring that we associate with

celebrations.

Obviously, since I have delayed to the

last possible moment, I have experienced

no burning desire to address this subject.

My reluctance does not arise from any

doubt about the importance of the event,

or of its relevance to natural history, but

only from a widely shared feeling of per-

sonal ambivalence toward the value and

meaning of Columbus's Bahamian land-

fall. History is full of horror, and we prefer

to commemorate rare moments of light. I

did not note, in 1983, the 500th anniver-

sary of Torquemada's leadership of the

Spanish Inquisition, so why should I cele-

brate, nine years later, an expedition that

led to even more bloodshed and chauvin-

ism (and was, incidentally, not unrelated

to Torquemada's success)?

I am scarcely alone in my ambivalence,

and this greatest opportunity for a white

man's patriotic outburst has been a muted

thing indeed. The usual, and entirely vahd,

reason for subdued acknowledgment

arises from the treatment of indigenous

peoples by their European conquerors—

a

panoply ranging from enslavement to

genocide, with occasional islands of de-

cency. For a natural historian, the further

theme of environmental rape and pillage

only adds to the profound feeling of ambi-

guity. While fully allying myself with

these reasons for doubt, I would rather em-

phasize another set of home-grown fac-

tors, all too rarely discussed (and often not

even mentioned) in popular statements of

reluctance to celebrate.

Fourteen hundred ninety-two was an

amazing year in Spain, a moment of triple

coincidence. We may now be marking

Columbus's quincentenary, but 1992 is

also the 500th anniversary of military vic-

tory over the Moors and of the expulsion

of all Jews from Spain—and the three

events are complexly intertwined, for this

is a causal coincidence, not a fortuitous

array of simultaneous happenings. More-

over, Columbus's expedition ranks last in

time among the three, and was partly a

consequence of the other two, not a prod.

The marriage, in 1469, of Ferdinand of

Aragon (roughly east Spain) and Isabella

of Castile (roughly west Spain) began a

train of events that led to both increased

power and, in a term now tragically in

vogue, to "ethnic purification" for a white

and Catholic Spain. Isabella's victory in

her war of succession against Afonso V of

Portugal, and Ferdinand's accession to the

throne of Aragon, following the death of

his father, John II, in 1479, established a

powerful joint monarchy, committed to

the expansion of power and territory and

the contraction of the ethnic and religious

diversity that had marked the Iberian

peninsula for centuries.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica's article

on Spanish history notes: "With its large

Moorish and Jewish populations, me-

dieval Spain was the only multiracial and

multireligious country in Western Europe,

and much of the development of Spanish

civilization in religion, literature, art, and

architecture during the later Middle Ages

stemmed from this fact" (quoted from the

1980 edition, before contemporary termi-

nology of "political correctness" came into

vogue—so don't blame this claim on early

1990s fashion).

But the reyes catolicos (the Catholic

kings), as Ferdinand and Isabella were

called, struggled to terminate this diversity

and succeeded in the Columbian year (

1492. The campaign against the Moor
who had held power for nearly 800 yeai

and had once ruled almost all of Spaij

had been proceeding for centuries. Th

final conquest of Granada and its Alhan

bra, with the capitulation and exile c

Boabdil, the last Muslim ruler, ended

long process of conquest and removed tl

last handhold of Islamic temporal pow(

in Western Europe (although the Turks bi

sieged Vienna in 1683). Aided greatly fc

internecine warfare within the Mooris

ruling family, Ferdinand and Isabella pn

vailed and received the keys to Granac

from Boabdil on January 2, 1492 (in mi

dieval walled cities witH gates, keys

towns were more than symbolic). Accon

ing to legend, the weak ruler (derisive

called el rey chico, or "the little king," 1:

the Spaniards) took one last look over h

shoulder and burst into tears as he di

parted into exile. His powerfijl mother n

sponded with the most viciously sexi

one-liner in history: "Cry like a womz
for what you could not hold as a man."

As for the Jews, Ferdinand and Isabel

had obtained a papal bull from Sixtus I

for setting up an Inquisition in 1478. (Sb

tus later regretted his decision when he ur

derstood the ferocity of the institution h

had permitted and the ecclesiastical pow

ers that he had given away.) The Inquis

tion itself—and this is widely misunda

stood today—did not persecute professin

Jews because it was established to root oi

heresy within Catholicism. Its ardor tume

instead to the so-called comersos, or Jew

ish converts to CathoUcism, whose sue

cesses and large numbers (some 300,00C

had frightened the older establishment. I

a mixture of paranoia and expediency (fc

the property of those convicted was con

fiscated and redistributed), the inquisitor

searched for "Judaizing practices" amon
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[

" focusing and in the same product, a "lift and
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I
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"/ think Bob is on steroids."

the converses as signs of their insincerity

and their conspiracy to usurp the church

from within. They used a variety of tech-

niques that became a textbook for such

later organizations as the S.S. and K.G.B.,

including networks of informers (who

looked for such signs as failure of con-

verso neighbors to buy adequate amounts

of pork, or lack of chimney smoke emerg-

ing on Saturdays), interrogation with no

right to counsel and no opportunity to con-

front hostile wimesses, and of course, tor-

ture and burning.

But when Tomas de Torquemada (iron-

ically, from a converse family himself) be-

came head of the Inquisition in 1483, he

began to badger Ferdinand and Isabella

about the professing Jews (who may have

numbered close to 200,000). As this well-

and long-estabhshed community retained

such a focal role in arts and commerce, the

monarchs were at first reluctant to follow

Torquemada's advice. But their growing

power and success, particularly in victory

over the Moors, boosted their confidence

and their narrow piety, and they issued an

order for the expulsion of all Jews in

same focal year of 1492. Thus began

diaspora of the Sephardic (Spanish) Jewl

first largely into Portugal (where marj

were killed or forcibly converted in 149

and thence to more accepting Musli

countries (where many still live today,

at least until recent migration to Israe

and to a few pockets of relative tolerati(

in Europe, notably the Netherlands whei

among many others of note, the gre

philosopher Spinoza lived and worked.

A few days after the final departure

the Jews in July, Columbus set sail on A
gust 3. I do not, of course, claim that tl

eventual, crucial patronage of Ferdinai

and Isabella (after so much dithering ov

so many years) arose directly from the

"cleansing" of both Muslim and Jew fro

their lands, but these prior events of 14f

surely set a climate of narrow piety ai

aggressive expansionism that great

boosted support for Columbus's plans,

any case, I cannot, both as a Jew and as

general celebrator of diversity and its ci

tural benefits, view Spain in 1492 as ;

object of wholehearted commemoration!

And yet, I really don't want to bypa

something so important by an almost co^

ardly silence. I therefore take recourse
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\\o of my own traditions. If I cannot cele-

irate the broad generality, let me looi<. for

: tiny little something about Columbus

which may then cascade by implication

a statement of wider worth), and let me

i;o. once again, to my intellectual hero

i?harles Darwin for inspiration.

! In his autobiography. Darwin writes

ibout his excitement in formulating the

"rinciple of natural selection as a young

nan in 1838. But he then chides himself

or having ignored a crucial problem that

n) evolutionary theory must resolve (we

vill return to the nature and identification

)f this problem at the end). Darwin writes:

Jut at that time I overlooked one problem of

aeat importance; and it is astonishing to

ne. except on the principle of Columbus

ind his egg, how I could have overlooked it

ind its solution.

Now this is a famous quotation in the

Darwinian brotherhood; it is cited over

ind over again, and I have been encoun-

ering it throughout my professional life in

lumerous guises. But something about

his statement always bothered me: I didn't

mderstand the reference to Columbus and

lis egg—and no one ever bothered to ex-

jlain it by commentary or footnote. As a

/oung man, and with the usual diffidence

)f those years, I hypothesized my own stu-

pidity and shut up. That is. I assumed that

everyone else grasped something I ought

:o know, and that one day I'd figure it out.

Better not embarrass myself by asking. As

1 got older and learned the ways of the

world, I realized that if I didn't compre-

hend the line, maybe no one else did ei-

ther—and the fact that every citationist

passed by Columbus's egg in silence could

just as well signify ignorance as compre-

hension. Yet Darwin's mention is so off-

the-cuff that he, at least, must have re-

garded Columbus's egg as a schoolboy

tale known to all. But times change, and

the folk wisdom of one generation may be

oblivion to the next. Will our children rel-

I

ish the details of Woody and Mia; do we
^ even remember much about Joe DiMag-

gio and Marilyn Monroe or Grace Kelly

and the Prince of Monaco or Edward VIII

and Ms. Simpson?

Cambridge, Massachusetts, is a funny

place. The town is not so rarefied and intel-

lectual as some folks think, but it certainly

provides a great advantage if you want to

pursue Columbus's egg by the ait of sur-

vey. I began by asking several of my con-

temporaries, and not a soul had ever heard

of Columbus's egg. So I queried some

older American colleagues on the theory

that Darwin had cited a former school-

boy's tale, now extinct. None of them had

a glimmer As a last effort, I then ap-

proached some older colleagues who had

spent their childhoods in prewar Europe,

conjecturing thai Darwin might have cited

folk wisdom that never crossed the ocean.

I finally got some return, but no solution.

Two of my colleagues (neither English,

but both continental) remembered such a

story but could not recall the details.

So I gave up, and Columbus's egg re-

mained in limbo for me—there are, after

all, more important matters demanding at-

tention during our short sojourn in this

vale of tears. Then, as so often happens.

the solution dropped into my lap when I

wasn't looking. The scene switches to the

spring equinox of 1989. The editorial and

letters column of the New York Times arc

buzzing with an exchange about an old

(and truly foolish) chestnut—the issue of

whether or not one. can balance an egg on

its end during the equinoxes, but on no

other day (now how many of you have en-

countered that one!). A Mr. Louis

Marck—bless his soul—contributed the

following letter on March 26, not only re-

solving Columbus's egg, but also ac-

knowledging the failure of the story to

penetrate our culture:
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In "It's Spring. Go Balance an Egg" (editor-

ial March 19). you say that cheaters "crack

the shell to create a flat bottom." According

to a tradition strangely unknown in this

country, one person who did that very thing,

not as a cheater, but to prove a point, was

Christopher Columbus.

My German dictionary of quotations

places the apocryphal incident in 1493, at a

banquet given in honor of Columbus by

Cardinal Mendoza. When the difficulty of

his voyage of discovery was put into ques-

tion, Columbus challenged his interlocutors

to balance an egg. When they failed, he did

it by cracking the shell.

In German, as well as Spanish, "the egg

of Columbus" has become proverbial for

solving a difficult problem by a surprisingly

simple knack or expedient.

Fine. A welcome solution. But why

have I chosen this obscure item of

Columbiana for my essay on this quincen-

tenary? I may not particularly like the

man, and I may feel nothing but ambiva-

lence in contemplating his achievements,

but I am both too vain and too conscious

of duty to blow an essay by mock celebra-

tion of a triviality. The image is as colorful

as the expression is cliched: I will not cut

offmy nose to spite my face. No, I actively

Uke the story of Columbus's egg and find it

wonderfully illustrative of an important

principle of science and intellectual life in

general. Columbus's egg is an emblem for

a different kind of ambiguity that we all

must face.

Did Columbus achieve a fair solution of

the puzzle that he himself had set? He asks

his dinner companions to balance an egg.

They assume that they may not destroy the

object as they attempt to stand it on an

end—and they fail as the egg rolls back

each time. Columbus cracks the shell at its

bottom, and the egg stands. I'm sure that

he fractured the shell ever so gently—just

enough to achieve a sufficiently flat bot-

tom. But he still destroyed the egg. Does

the destniction of an object count as a fair

solution to a puzzle posed about it? Were

Columbus's dinner guests unoriginal, ob-

tuse, or bovine—or were they just prop-

erly respectful? And does such respectful-

ness always indicate a hidebound

resistance to innovation?

The story of Columbus's egg is, of

course, a metaphor about creativity and its

meaning. Any true creator must wield a

mallet against an accepted framework.

The word iconoclast, after all, means

"image breaker." We reserve the primary

niches in our intellectual pantheon for

great iconoclasts: For Galileo, fracturing a

limited, earth-centered universe; for Dar-

win, shattering a system of created, im-

mutable species. Our great intellectual

revolutions are never simple infusions of

knowledge into a previous void; they are

always exercises in destruction and re-

placement.

But the dark figure, the fallen angel of

mindless, truly anti-intellectual destruc-

tion always waits in the wings, carefully

watching any potential episode of icono-

clastic creativity, trying to impart the

3iUern Still Bittern But
Receiving Profes-sional

Help

yCt^Uo

small nudge that pushes a potential inte

lectual triumph into the abyss of thoughi

less destruction. The frenzied mob thi

cries for the blood of old privilege is n

better than the king's polite executione

The rabble who cursed and spat

Lavoisier on his way to the guillotin

might just as well have been the henchme

of Torquemada tightening the rack or th

thumbscrews.

Consider the classical example of

"clever" response that overstepped th

boundary and substituted thoughtless di

struction for genuine resolution—th

story of Alexander and the Gordian kno

In 333 B.C. after victories in Asia Mine

and as he began a campaign that would de

feat Darius and the Persian Empire

Alexander marched to Gordium, the cap

tal of Phrygia (now in central Turkey

There he was shown the famous Gordia

knot, an enormously complex configun

tion (with a hidden end) that lashed th

chariot of Gordius, ancient founder of th

city, to a pole. According to legend, th

man who untied the Gordian knot woul

conquer all of Asia. Alexander took on

look at the knot, drew out his sword, an

cut it clean through. (If you don't like tale

from antiquity, consider the best modei

example from one of the Indiana Jone

movies. Jones is challenged by a muscul;

local hero, who takes out his sword an

puts on a long preliminary display t

graceful and pyrotechnical brandishing

his preferred weapon. Jones withdraws h

gun and promptly plugs his adversary bn

tween the eyes.)

For that matter, I'm not so sure w
should be celebrating the original icono

clasts by incorporating their name in sue

a favorable way into our language. Th

iconoclasts objected to veneration of icor

or images of human faces, citing an inte:

pretation of the biblical prohibition in th

Ten Commandments against worshipin

graven images (Exodus 20:4). (Tradition;

Islamic and Jewish religious art avoids in

ages for the same reason.) The iconoclai

tic movement twice won power, only to b

reversed within the Byzantine Empire dui

ing the eighth and ninth centuries, torn

cally, the Christian art of Constantinopl

was ravaged twice—both times by Chris

tians. First, by the iconoclasts during thei

temporary ascendancy; second, by th

armies of the Fourth Crusade who, havin,

failed in their objective of capturin

Jerusalem, turned their marauding atten

tion to Christians of another stripe. Th

Latin rulers of Byzantium (1204-1261

plundered the city, destroyed its art, anj
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/en melted down most bronze statues for

)in. When Mehmed 11 took Constant! no-

e for the Turks in 1453, he did not en-

age in the wholesale destruction of

yzantine art, which he admired. Islamic

orship precluded veneration of human

jures, so when many Christian churches

ere converted to mosques, the great

yzantine mosaics were often plastered

.er, rather than ripped apart—and so,

ankfuUy, we may still enjoy them today,

> restored in such shrines as Hagia

- jphia and the museum of the former

lariye mosque (Saint Savior in Chora

ider the Byzantines).

Alexander's assault upon the Gordian

lot remains one of the most ambiguous

/ents in our history or legends. Some

: ) ive praised Alexander, either for seeking

3vel solutions apart from expected path-

. ays or simply for taking decisive action

hen the situation demanded an immedi-

e response. But intellectuals have gener-

ly read the story in a deeply negative

ay. and I must align myself with my own
ibe in this case.

The quick and violent fix, particularly

le that destroys the very object that set

le puzzle, must be viewed as the antithe-

s of our best mental functioning. I do not

ly that all worthy intellectual activity

lust follow the silly stereotype of ponder-

Lis contemplation (the professor knitting

IS brow and chewing on the end of his

lasses). Brilliant insights are often the an-

ihesis of calm and may be sudden or

ven violent. But a revolutionary solution

) a problem must at least honor the

: rocesses of thought and not belittle our

lentality for the sake of expediency.

I At least I can document this negative

1 se of Alexander's example over severaJ

i enturies of commentary in my own field

if geology. In 1690, Thomas Burnet called

jar a naturalistic rather than a miraculous

interpretation of the Flood by attacking

I

[lose who would simply attribute the ex-

I

ess water to God's creating power: "They

ay in short, that God Almighty created

ivaters on purpose to make the deluge, and

hen annihilated them again.... This is to

ut the knot when we cannot loose it."

And, in one of the most famous passages

n all geological writing, Charles Lyell ex-

coriated the miraclemongers with the

ame image in 1833: "We see the ancient

;pirit of speculation revived, and a desire

nanifested to cut, rather than patiently to

intie, the Gordian knot."

Now I admit that cracking an egg at a

!)anquet may not be so drastic as severing

I venerated object at the outset of a war.
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But Columbus's solution still evokes the

whiff' of the philistine. Cracking the bot-

tom was clever, but it violated the rules in

a manner that sU'ikes me as destructive of

a legitimate game.

How then shall we define that most pre-

cious, yet most elusive, property called

creativity? I don't know the answer of

course. But we can at least state some

properties and specify some criteria. The

most historically potent and positive form

of creativity must occupy the middle

ground between strong respect for ac-

cepted norms and accumulated knowledge

and Alexander's or Columbus's tactic of

destroying rules and objects for an imme-

diate and narrow victory. Maximally use-

ful creativity will surely not arise from the

immobilization of the obsessive t-crosser

and i-dotter; but the waste and careless-

ness of a brilliant scholar who refuses to

build upon the fruitful work of others, or

even acknowledge past tradition (if only to

break it), rarely yields much of use either.

Let me tell one personal story about a man

who, in my opinion, sti'ayed too close to

the Columbian end of this spectrum. Many
people regard Richard Feynman as the

greatest scientific genius of recent times.

Perhaps so; as I said, I hardly know what

the term means. But I do think that Feyn-

man's antischolarly approach led him to

waste a great deal of time, at the very least

(and he died too young, with too much un-

done). Despite his stunning raw mental

power, Feynman was a self-proclaimed

and vigorous philistine. He simply would

not consult anyone else's work or ac-

knowledge that anything already in the li

erature might be worth his attention. F

insisted on working everything out ft

him.self from first principles.

One may admire the audacity, but wh
an inefficient system. The world, after al

is not entirely inhabited by morons, ai

some conclusions of quality can be four

in published sources. Several years ago,

visited CalTech to give a lecture and spei

the night in a suite that Einstein had occi

pied. In the best conceivable follow-u

my host told me the next morning thi

Richard Feynman wanted to have breal

fast with me because he had "figured oi

some things about evolution" and wante

to discuss them with me (tell them at rr

would be more accurate, as it turned out)

was delighted, of course, for I had nev<

met the man and knew him only by his ii

candescent reputation. We sat for thre

hours, long past closing time for bacon an

eggs. I was fascinated but also disturbed

Feynman told me that he had reache

some conclusions about evolution thi

were probably important and no doul

novel—all by reasoning from basic prii

ciples of Darwin's theory of natural selei

tion. Well, he had figured out about half

dozen things, and they were all correct (s

far as we know). But I was as dumbstruc

as I have ever been in my intellectual lifi

Every one of his conclusions can be four;

in chapter one of any elementary evoh

tion textbook. They were all figured oi

more than a hundred years ago, mostly b

Darwin himself. (Feynman, for exampl

had rediscovered Darwin's principle (

sexual selection in both versions of maj

combat and female choice.) I said to him

"Dick, that's all well and true, but we rf

ally do know these things; they are th

basis of our science; didn't you ever er

counter them in your readings?" H
replied that he had read nothing, on pui

pose.

Now Feynman could get away wit

such an antischolarly approach because h

was so brilliant, and because the metho

had served him well. But he had firittere

some time away in this case—and I woul

certainly not recommend this tactic to oi

dinary mortals, even highly intelUgent am

creative ones. My colleague Sid Colemai

spoke of Feynman's willful ignorance o

past work (quoted by James Gleick, Ne\

York Times Magazine, September 20

1992):

I'm sure Dick thought of that as a virtue, a

noble. I don't think it's so. I think it's kid

ding yourself. Those other guys are not all i

collection of yo-yos. Sometimes it would bi
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letter to take the recent machinery they

lave built and not try to rebuild it, like rein-

'enting the wheel. Dick could get away

vith a lot because he was so goddamn
mart.

The intellectual version rarely produces

eal injury, and the cracked egg probably

lidii't spoil Cardinal Mendoza's dinner.

Jul the destructive side of exploration can

ause painful, palpable harm when the ob-

ect involved is an inhabited land rather

hail an abstract concept.

I must recall the other column I once

onsidered writing for the quincentenary,

wanted to illustrate the biological impor-

ance of taxonomic diversity by pointing

)ut that I could personally solve the old

lebate about Columbus's Bahamian land-

all if only he had collected a single Ce-

ioii shell (they live right at the coastline)

IS he stepped off the boat. Several islands

lave been proposed as the spot that

"olumbus called San Salvador; most his-

orians accept Watling (now officially

ailed San Salvador), but Cay Sal and sev-

:ral other spots have their defenders. Ce-

ion, the focus of my personal research, is

I highly diverse land snail with absolutely

listinctive populations on each of the pro-

)osed islands. A single snail marked

"This is the first thing I picked up when 1

landed on October 12, C. C." would settle

the issue forever.

But then 1 thought, what irony! We
know the distinctness of each island's Ce-

rion because humans have never bothered

them, and they have suffered no extinction

or transportation. We have not disturbed

these snails because they have absolutely

no impact upon us: they are not agricul-

haral pests and they taste terrible. They do

not fight back; they cannot be enslaved;

they know nothing of gold. But humans

are exploitable, and their original Ba-

hamian diversity was shattered in the

wake of a man whom legend honored be-

cause he broke an object to illusfrate his

ability to manipulate it, and who sailed as

emissary of a nation that had just purged

the twin sources of its internal diversity.

Let us return then, in conclusion, to the

subject of Darwin's attention when he

cited the story of Columbus and his egg.

What was the "one problem of great im-

portance" that he had overlooked? Ironi-

cally again, Darwin identified the missing

piece in his system as an explanation of di-

versity. Darwin realized that his original

(1838) version of natural selection only

told how one population might evolve into

another of different form, but not how di-

versity might be produced—that is, how

one population might branch into two de-

scendants. He wrote, just after citing

Columbus's egg: 'The problem is the ten-

dency in organic beings descended from

the same stock to diverge in character as

they become modified."

Darwin now undcrsto(jd that he would

not have a complete theory until he could

explain the origin of species, the process

of making new twigs on life's bush—the

source of the stunning variety that is both

the glory and the staying power of life on

earth. And so Darwin celebrated and

sought to explain the very property that

Spain had eliminated at home and Colum-

bus diminished abroad—the diversity that

is our ballast, our anchor, our only safe

mooring in the flood of time. We either

preserve this nurturing variety, or ulti-

mately, we may intone a requiem for all

humanity with Shakespeare's words for

Hamlet (using a Columbian style of frac-

ture): "Now cracks a noble heart. Good
night, sweet prince."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Wet Watchers
There's a 90 percent chance you 've heard this one before

by Roger L. Welsch

A few years ago I indulged my thirty-

seventh mid-life crisis and attended a

school for auto racing. We spent a day

driving forward and backward, in circles

and arcs, and then my instructor, Parker

Johnstone, said, "Okay, Welsch, put it in

reverse and go as fast as you can." One of

the many things that crossed my mind on

that occasion was that of all the millions of

word combinations I had heard in my life,

I had never heard that one. Now comes an-

other one of those Unguistic rarities, so Ms-

ten closely: It's been a wet year here in

Howard County, Nebraska.

Wet years don't happen very often on

the edge of the sandhills—maybe every

twenty or thirty years. We have cold win-

ters and hot summers in just about equal

balance, and as a result, America's princi-

pal agricultural product—tall tales—is

also produced in roughly equal parts in re-

gard to cold and hot. For every story about

the day it was so cold that folks were going

to church just to hear about hell, there is

one about the day it was so hot, the farm-

ers had to feed the chickens cracked ice so

they wouldn't lay hard-boiled eggs.

But it doesn't work that way with pre-

cipitation: throughout most of my life,

we've had one dry year, and then another

dry year, and then another and another.

The clear preponderance of the tall-tale in-

ventory has run toward the arid: so dry

that I saw a cottonwood tree following a

dog; so dry that catfish came up from the

river to get a drink at my pump; so dry that

when a farmer in the field was struck by a

raindrop, he fainted in astonishment, and

to bring him around, his wife had to throw

a bucket of dust in his face; so dry that this

year Oak Creek ran only a half day a

week. There just isn't equal opportunity to

dust off (so to speak) the rainy weather

tall-tale inventory.

Puffball mycelium will lie buried in the

dust biding its time for years, I have been
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told, just waiting for an auspicious occa-

sion to send its white balloons into the

light, and tall tales must operate on pretty

much the same survival strategy. We get a

wet summer and all at once, everywhere

you look you see puffballs and every con-

versation is seasoned with wet-weather

stories.

Sure, almost every summer we get a

gully washer or two, but on those occa-

sions, humor focuses not so much on the

season as on the event:

"I hear you got over twelve inches of

rain last year?"

"Yep, and I felt lucky to be home that

night, too."

"I don't know for sure how much rain

we got last night, but a five-gallon bucke

in my backyard was full up and wouli

have been even fuller if it weren't for thi

two-inch hole in the bottom!"

Prairie deluges are often not only shoi

in duration but limited in area. I was ono

driving on Interstate 80 and I could s&

clearly that it was raining across the me
dian in the westbound lane while I wa
completely dry heading east. Storytellet

have to go some to outdo reality. No thun

derstorm season would be complete with

out someone telling about the time he wa
coming home from town with a team ani

wagon, spotted a cloudburst coming m
behind him, made a mad dash for home

and arrived there dry as toast—only t(

\1 yji^--k<i^h
/f(/ id
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ScffiNCE Lite

Imd that his poor dog had drowned in the

-"ackof the wagon.
li That story usually initiates a series of

fforts by other liars to recall even more

pectacularly localized rains, like the

iiilkmaid carrying two empty buckets,

:
1 -ying to outrun a Plains storm, and arriv-

ag at the bam with one bucket full of

' i'ater and the other empty. Or my favorite,

' he hunter who leaned his double-barreled

hotgun against a fence post as he crawled

hrough, when a storm suddenly swept by,

illing one barrel full of water but leaving

:
he powder in the other absolutely dry.

j

Such brief cloudbursts are not grounds

:nough to say something as rash as, "It's

I

leen a wet year here in Howard County,

Nebraska," or to open the floodgates for

vet-weather hes. The point of rural folk

lumor remains the fickle nature of the

ains: "Yep, best time to plant alfalfa is just

jefore a two-inch rain." "Only rains twice

n Nebraska—once too late for the wheat,

)nce too late for the com." "Dee Steffen-

lagen heard there was a 50 percent chance

rf rain this morning so she wore one over-

shoe to town." "When I was working con-

struction, we used to call off work on ac-

:ount of rain when six raindrops hit one

brick. Of course, sometimes we had to

move that brick around a lot."

Then, about the first of July, when the

rivers are still running full, frogs still

singing at night, and puffballs flourishing,

you begin to sense that the old-timers may
just about be ready to declare it a wet year

and break out the old classics no one has

heard for so long. What a relief it was, for

instance, that it only rained twice last

week: once for three days and a second

time for four. Or the most-beloved of rainy

weather stories on the Plains, the one
about the farmer who couldn't even get

out his muddy lane for several months and
finally had to walk into town just to get

some basic supplies—flour, sugar, salt.

news. About a mile out, he found his way
blocked by a puddle that was more like a

lake. He started to walk around that body

of water and about halfway around, he

spotted a real nice hat floating off shore.

He reached out with his foot and kicked

that hat closer so he could grab it, but

imagine his shock when he found a head

under the hat! "Are you okay, stranger?"

the farmer gasped. "Well, I guess so," said

the traveler. "I'm on horseback."

There are mmors about a farmer who
had so much flooding in his pastures, he fi-

nally had to cut an opening in his barbed

wire fence to let the water mn out. And
about harvesttime, stories drift in about

farmers who, instead of pulling wagons to

take the grain from their combines, are

simply pulling barges along behind; about

the guy who last year had his com just dry

up and fall off the stalk, only to find that

this year the carp ate it off at the water line.

So often in today's America, orally

transmitted stories grow like mushrooms,

swelling into full maturity in a couple days

and then disappearing. What happened to

all the elephant riddles, light-bulb gags,

Polish jokes, Zsa Zsa Gabor gibes? Gone.

They were suddenly here and suddenly

gone. (Mercifully, we can anticipate the

same fate for blonde jokes.) On the mral

Plains, wet-year knee slappers have a sim-

ilarly brief moment of life, but when
they're gone, they're not really gone. Like

puffballs when drought returns, the

mycelium of folklore is replanted in the

minds of the next generation. Sooner or

later, when the rains come and stay again,

it will be my turn, or my daughter's, to say,

"Yeah, I'm getting a little worried about all

this rain. I hear that Gaylord Obermiller

has been gathering animals over at his

place, two by two."

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives on a tree

farm in Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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Reviews

Dragons in Eden
by Matt Cartmill

"At last the Dodo said, 'Everybody has

won, and all must have prizes.'
"

—Lewis Carroll

We can never find out all we would like

to know about the distant past, and we al-

ways have to fill in missing information by

extrapolating from the way things are

today. As a result, we somefimes wind up

imposing our own fears and fantasies on

prehistory, like a paranoid seeing the faces

of imaginary enemies in a Rorschach

inkblot. And as different people see differ-

ent things in the same inkblot, so different

generations see the same past in different

lights. These two handsomely illustrated

books point to some striking differences

between images of dinosaurs in the mid-

1800s and the 1990s, which tell us at least

as much about the differences between

that time and this as they do about prog-

ress in paleontology.

Martin Rudwick's Scenes from Deep

Time chronicles the early history of artists'

conceptions of extinct creatures and the

prehistoric landscapes they inhabited. The

first published pictures of fossil animal

on the hoof were simple outline drawing

of Eocene mammals; they appeared ii

1822 in the second edition of French natu

ralist Baron Georges Cuvier's book oi

fossil bones. Eight years later, the Englisl

geologist Sir Henry De la Beche venturcj

the first picture of a prehistoric landscape

based on marine fossils from Jurassif

strata of southern England. De la Beche'!

picture of Duria antiquior (more ancien

Dorset) shows an antediluvian world fill

of cheerful, incessant carnage, with ich!

. m
Duna antiquior, a depiction ofpielnstonc life, diawn about 1830 b^

Henl^ De la Beche and lepwduced in Scenes Irom Deep Time
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lyosaurs crunching up fish, squid, and

lesiosaurs while another plesiosaur in the

ackground snatches a screeching ptero-

actyl out of the air.

This sort of reconstruction is so famihar

jday that it is hard for us to grasp what a

;at of imagination it tooic to make that

amp from fossil bones to images of living

lonsters cavorting in a primeval land-

cape. Surveying the history of such im-

ges with an art historian's expert eye,

vudwick demonstrates De la Beche's orig-

lality by showing how much everybody

Ise borrowed from Duria antiquior. Fig-

ires and motifs from De la Beche's pic-

ure—those ammonites decked out with

ails like the fabled nautilus, that ichthyo-

aur clutching a plesiosaur 's serpentine

! DiNOTOPiA, by James Gumey. Turner Pub-

ishing, Inc., $29.95; 160 pp., illus.

SCENES FROM DEEP TiME: EARLY PlCTOR-

AL Representations of the Prehistoric

vVoRLD, by Martin J. S. Rudwick. The

j

University ofChicago Press, $45; 296 pp.,

I'llus.

laeck in its crocodilelike jaws, those pte-

rosaurs hanging flat and motionless in the

sky as though they were nailed to it—kept

on appearing in books and prints by Eng-

lish, French, and German geologists for

decades afterward.

Once De la Beche set the example, pre-

historic landscapes swiftly became an es-

tablished genre of scientific artwork, at-

tracting better artists with newer ideas.

John Martin's mezzotints of hideous

primeval monsters battling by moonlight

were especially popular with Gothic-

minded Victorians. Mesozoic scenes

began to appear in cheap, mass-circulation

magazines in 1833. TTie first children's

book on dinosaurs came out in 1837. In

1849, John Emslie hit on the idea of de-
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Boulevard scenefrom James Gumey's Dinotopia
''?*^SE>.

i!

picting geological time as a spatial vector

within a single panorama, in which primi-

tive ancestors at one end are gradually re-

placed by more advanced descendants as

you move toward the other end. Emslie's

image of the geological record as a march

of progress took sculptural form in 1854

when a procession of full-sized concrete

statues of ancient amphibians and reptiles

arranged in chronological order went on

display at London's Crystal Palace. By the

early 1860s, virtually all the modem con-

ventions for representing scenes from

deep time were in place, along with the

theoretical Darwinian machinery for ex-

plaining the march of prehistory, and here

Rudwick brings his story to a close.

If European science popularizers of the

midnineteenth century put so much inge-

nuity and enthusiasm into the reconstruc-

tion of prehistoric landscapes, why didn't

they get started until the 1 830s, long after

the scientific study of fossils had gotten

under way? One reason, which Rudwick

notes, is that it was not clear until the early

1800s how very different ancient faunas

and floras were from those of moden
times. But I suspect that there was more tl

it than that. The differences between ou

world and the lost worlds of the distaB

past had to be given some sort of meanin)

before they could attract the imagination

of artists and the public. Those difference

became meaningful only after Cuvie|

Lamarck, and others came up with wajj

of seeing geology and prehistory as a stoij

with an edifying moral. Cuvier and his foj

lowers saw that story as jerky and epj

sodic, whereas the evolutionists saw it a

Dinosaur paradefrom Dinotopia
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100th; but all parties agreed that it was

; story of man's progress toward civi-

ation, and that it had a happy ending and

jiratifying moral punchline. Because the

nosaurs were savage, backward, and

ly. they had been supplanted by more

vanced forms of life—just as, say, the

ckward savages of America, Africa, and

' istralia were being pushed out and re-

iced by civilized white people. Prehis-

ric narratives became interesting, and

enes from deep time became imagina-

ely compelling, only after they had ac-

lired this underlying moral: in the end,

vages are losers.

That moral is obvious in many of the

neteenth-century pictures and captions

it Rudwick reproduces, which stress the

liness and ferocity of the doomed pre-

itoric monsters and the gloominess of

;ir world. "Looking back retrospectively

r over the wintry Ocean, into Pre-

jamic Shades," wrote one science popu-

izer in 1840, "we encounter execrable

id dreary things in the abounding

laos." Another declared, "All that sur-

ves of these once-grim and omnipotent

lorigines are a few crushed bones as un-

^htly as they are rare." A similar con-

mpt for our own ancestors, plainly

iked to imperiahst contempt for the con-

j

lered races, is evident in one of the very

St reconstructions of the evolutionary

ik between ape and man, which Rud-

ick reprints from an 1861 pop-science

)ok by the French Darwinian Pierre

oitard. Boitard's text describes his imag-

ary ape-man as a "singular and horrible"

lima! resembling a "squat and thickly

uscular" orangutan. His illustrarion

lows the creature as a well-built, hairy

ack man with a simian head and feet and

lick Negroid lips, clad in a dashing fur

ipe and brandishing an Iroquois toma-

iwk.

Western convictions about historical

rogress and the superiority of European

vilization are not so firm nowadays as

ley were in 1861. Many intellectuals

)day find the whole concept of progress

uaint and disreputable and reject the no-

on that history's losers deserved to lose,

he current fashion is to think of losers as

agic victims of circumstances beyond

leir control. Interestingly, our ideas about

inosaurs have been changing to corre-

jpond to the new fashion. Dinosaurs, pale-

ontologists increasingly assure us, were

|ot sluggish, brainless reptilian monstrosi-

[es but warm, nimble, sensitive, birdlike

reatures with large brains and high meta-

olic rates, which would still be ruUng the

earth if an unlucky asteroid impact hadn't

brought them to an untimely and unde-

served end 65 million years ago.

This new image of the dinosaurs is the

point of departure for James Gurney's

Dinotopia, a juvenile picture book that

tells the story of a Victorian adventurer

and his twelve-year-old son cast up by

shipwreck on the shores of a large, un-

known island. The island turns out to be

inhabited by human castaways of all races

and nationalities, coexisting in multicul-

tural peace and harmony with each other

and with dozens of species of intelligent,

reasoning dinosaurs that have survived on

the island since the Mesozoic. The book is

illustrated with nearly two hundred paint-

ings depicting the dinosaur-human civi-

lization. All these lovingly imagined and

elegantly rendered pictures, which look

like stills from a hundred-million-dollar

Lucasfilm travelogue about Munchkin

Land, give the book a lot of charm and are

sure to appeal to its younger readers.

Unfort:unately, Gumey is not nearly as

good a writer as he is an artist. His Victo-

rian narrator writes imitation nineteenth-

century prose except when he forgets,

which he does all the time, so he sounds

like Martin Van Buren in one paragraph

and Abigail Van Buren in the next. The

story he tells about all the marvels he en-

counters is a rambling traveler's tale, with

little plot or point to it. The book's real

point is all the emerald green ecopieties

that make up the religion of this saurian

Oz. In Dinotopia, universal peace and har-

mony prevail. All animals are equal, in-

cluding the human ones. All species treat

one another with courtesy and respect, ad-

mire one another's distinctive arts and

crafts, and help one another recycle ma-

nure and tend babies. (In Dinotopia, the

small dinosaur known to science as Ovi-

raptor, "egg-stealer," is rechristened Oviii-

utrix, "egg nurse," and works in a day-care

center.) There is no population pressure,

because dinosaurs lay only two or three

eggs in a lifetime. All the heavy work is

done by the larger dinosaurs, who are

proud to employ their great strength to

serve the common good. Everybody is a

vegetarian, except for a few grumpy tyran-

nosaurs who five in the jungle by them-

selves and are fed pickled fish to keep

them quiet. Nobody even fells timber; all

the lumber comes from trees that have

died of natural causes. Dangerous sports

like mountain climbing provide an occa-

sional jolt of adrenaline for the citizens of

this sleepy Shangri-La, but the general

tone of the local culture is acutely so-
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porific. The conventional greeting in

Dinotopia is "Breathe deep, seek peace."

which strikes me as a pretty good descrip-

tion of a yawn.

It is not easy to write interesting stories

about Utopia. Most interesting stories

have a moral of some sort, and it is hard to

find a moral in a story where everybody is

one of the good guys. The nineteenth-cen-

tury writers and artists showcased by Rud-

wick sought the moral of the story in their

ideas of historical progress and the strug-

gle for existence. Intellectuals today are

increasingly repelled by those old ideas,

suspicious of stories with morals, and re-

luctant to judge one species, culture, or

way of life as superior to any other. Our

forebears wanted to see dinosaurs as crea-

tures too stupid and primitive to survive

under the scourge of nature's pitiless com-

petition; we prefer to think of the di-

nosaurs and other losers as innocent vic-

tims of random accidents. This may b

closer to the truth about the dinosaurs, bi

it makes for a boring narrative. And as sci

entists, at some point we have to ask oui

selves: If all accounts of prehistory are ul

timately pointless, and there are n

general truths to be learned by working oi

the stories of the winners and losers, the

why should we go on putting so much el

fort into gathering facts about the remot

past? Unless some of history's victoria

and losses were merited and predictable-

as the theory of natural selection im

plies—the story of who won and who lo5

is ultimately not very interesting as sci^

ence, or even as storytelling.

Matt Cartmill is an anthropologist a

Duke University. His book. Nature's Edge

a history of ideas about hunting aru

human origins, will be published by Hai

vard University Press in 1993.
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"Fossil Man," from Pierre Boitard's Paris before Men reproduced

in Scenes from Deep Time
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Worlds in Contact

The Emperor's Giraffe
Not every powerful country chooses world domination

by Samuel M. Wilson

A huge fleet left port in 1414 and sailed

westward on a voyage of trade and explo-

ration. The undertaking far surpassed any-

thing Columbus, Isabella, and Ferdinand

could have envisioned. The fleet included

at least sixty-two massive trading galle-

ons, any of which could have held Colum-

bus's three small ships on its decks. The

largest galleons were more than 400 feet

long and 150 feet wide (the Santa Maria,

Columbus's largest vessel, was about 90

by 30 feet), and each could carry about

1,500 tons (Columbus's ships combined

could carry about 400 tons). More than

one hundred smaller vessels accompanied

the galleons. All told, 30,000 people went

on flie voyage, compared with Columbus's

crewof 90-some.

The commander's name was Zheng He
(Cheng Ho), the Grand Eunuch of the

Three Treasures and the most acclaimed

admiral of the Ming dynasty. He was sail-

ing from the South China Sea across the

Indian Ocean, heading for the Persian

Gulf and Africa. As the historian Philip

Snow notes in his wonderful book The

Star Raft (1988), "Zheng He was die Chi-

nese Columbus. He has become for China,

as Columbus has for the West, the person-

ification of maritime endeavour." The

flotilla was called the star raft after the lu-

minous presence of the emperor's ambas-

sadors on board.

Zheng He did not really set out to ex-

plore unknown lands—neither did Colum-

bus, for that matter—for the Chinese were

aware of most of the countries surround-

ing the Indian Ocean. For centuries, China

had been a principal producer and con-

sumer of goods moving east and west

from Mediterranean, African, and Middle

Eastern trading centers. With this trade

22 Natural History 12/92

came cultural and ideological exchange.

Zheng He, like many Chinese of his time,

was a Muslim, and his father and his father

before him had made the pilgrimage to

Mecca. But in Zheng He's day, the trade

routes were controlled by Arabian, Per-

sian, and Indian merchants.

Private Chinese fraders had been barred

from traveling to the West for several cen-

turies. China had been conquered by

Genghis Khan and his descendants in the

1200s, and the Mongol emperors of the

subsequent Yiian dynasty were the first to

impose these constraints. In 1368 the Chi-

nese expelled the Mongol rulers and estab-

lished the Ming dynasty, which was des-

tined to rule for the next 300 years. (Thus,

in 1492 Columbus was searching for a

"Gran Khan" who had been put out of

business 124 years earlier) After the pe-

riod of Mongol rule, China became
strongly isolationist, placing even more

severe restrictions on Chinese traders.

In 1402 an outward-looking emperor

named Yong'le (Yung-lo) came to power.

Seeking to reassert a Chinese presence on

the western seas and to enhance the pres-

tige of his rule and dynasty, he began

funding spectacular voyages by Zheng

He. As sociologist Janet Abu-Lughod
notes in Before European Hegemony
(1989), "The impressive show of force

that paraded around the Indian Ocean dur-

ing the first three decades of the fifteenth

century was intended to signal the 'barbar-

ian nations' that China had reassumed her

rightful place in the firmament of na-

tions—had once again become the 'Mid-

dle Kingdom' of the world."

As Zheng He pressed westward in

1414, he sent part of the fleet north to Ben-

gal, and there the Chinese travelers saw a

wondrous creature. None like it had eve:

been seen in China, although it was no

completely unheard of. In 1225 Zhao

Rugua, a customs inspector at the city o;

Quanzhou, had recorded a secondhand dei

scription of such a beast in his strange ano

wonderful Gazetteer of Foreigners. Hi

said it had a leopard's hide, a cow's hoofs

a ten-foot-tall body, and a nine-foot necl

towering above fliat. He called it a zula

possibly a corruption of zurafa, the Arabi(

word for giraffe. 1

The giraffe the travelers saw in Bengal

was akeady more than 5,000 miles fron

home. It had been brought there as a gil

from the ruler of the prosperous Africaj

city-state of Malindi, one of several trad

ing centers lining the east coast of Afric;

(Malindi is midway along modem Ken

ya's coast, three degrees south of the equa

tor). Zheng He's diplomats persuaded th(

Bengal king to offer the animal as a gift t(

the Chinese emperor. They also persuadec

the Malindi ambassadors to send home fa

another giraffe. "When Zheng He returnee

to Beijing, he was able to present the em-

peror with two of the exotic beasts.

A pair of giraffes in Beijing in 1415 wa'

well worth the cost of the expedition. Ir

China they thought the giraffe (despite its

having one horn too many) was a unicorn

(cli'i-lin). whose arrival, according to

Confucian tradition, meant that a sage ol

the utmost wisdom and benevolence was

in their presence. It was a great gift, there-

fore, to bring to the ambitious ruler of a

young dynasty. The giraffes were pre-

sented to the emperor Yong'le by exotic

envoys from the kingdom of Malindi,

whom the Chinese treated royally. They

and their marvelous gift so excited China's

curiosity about Africa that Zheng He sent

_I
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ANCIENT TRADE
ROUTES
A Voyage from

Bombay to Alexandria

April 1-19, 1993

Sail in the waice of tiie ancient mari-

ners whose historic trade routes con-

nected East and West. A team of

American Museum lecturers leads this

voyage from Bombay to Alexandria

aboard the luxurious Sea Goddess //.

Our itinerary includes the ancient city

of Petra, Jordan: Sana'a, Yemen's leg-

endary walled capital; Muscat and

Salalah in the rarely-visited country of

Oman; Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; Bombay,

India and the magnificent archeologi-

cal ruins on Elephanta Island; St.

Catherine's Monastery on the Sinai

Peninsula; a passage through the his-

toric Suez Canal; and Alexandria,

Egypt, one of the great cities of an-

cient times. Join us for the trip of a

lifetime.

American
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Tribute Giraffe with Attendant, an earlyfifteenth i

Philadelphia Museum of Art: Gift of John T. Dorrance

entuiy painting on silk by Shen Tu

word to the kingdom of Mogadishu (then

one of the most powerful trading states in

East Africa and now the capital of modem
Somalia) and to other African states, invit-

ing them to send ambassadors to the Ming
emperor.

The response of the African mlers was

overwhelmingly generous, for China and

Africa had been distant trading partners

from the time of the Han dynasty (206 B.C.

to A.D. 220). In the Universal Christian

Topography, written about a.d. 525 by

Kosmas, a Byzantine monk known as the

Indian Traveler, Sri Lanka is described as

a trading center frequented by both Chi-

nese and Africans. Envoys from a place

called Zengdan—the name translates as

"Land of Blacks"—visited China several

times in the eleventh century. And a Chi-

nese map compiled in the early fourteenth

century shows Madagascar and the south-

ern dp of Africa in remarkable detail,

nearly two centuries before the Portuguese

"discovered" the Cape of Good Hop&
Archeologists find china (why the Englisi

word came to be synonymous with glaze

pottery and porcelain, instead of silk o

spices, is unclear) from the Han and late

dynasties all along the east coast of AfricE

The African emissaries to the Mini

throne came with fabulous gifts, includin]

objects for which entrepreneurs had lonj

before managed to create a market in thi

Far East—tortoise shell, elephant ivorj

and rhinoceros-hom medicine. On thei

many visits they also brought zebras, os'

triches, and other exotica. In return, thi

Ming court sent gold, spices, silk, am
other presents. Zheng He was sent with hi:

fleet of great ships on yet another voyagt

across the Indian Ocean to accompany

some of the foreign emissaries home. Thi:

escort was the first of several imperially

supported trips to Africa. According to of

ficial records, they went to Mogadishu

Brava, and perhaps Malindi; Snow (in Thi



tar Raft) suggests that these Chinese ex-

editions may have gone still farther—to

;anzibar, Madagascar, and southern

vtVica.

Meanwhile, as the Chinese were push-

ig down the east coast of Africa. Por-

iguese mariners were tentatively explor-

ig the west coast. They had started the

' recess in the early fifteenth century and

ere steadily working their way south.

iartolomeu Dias reached the Cape of

iood Hope in 1488 and was the first of

lese mariners to see the Indian Ocean.

Lirely the Europeans and Chinese were

joised to meet somewhere in southern

Africa, where perhaps they would have set

p trading depots for their mutual benefit.

This did not happen, however Emperor

''ong'le died in 1424, and by 1433 the

/ling dynasty discontinued its efforts to

ecure tributary states and trading partners

round the Indian Ocean. In Beijing, those

ivoring an isolationist foreign policy won

ut, and the massive funding needed to

upport Zheng He's fleet—difficult to sus-

iin during what was a period of economic

recline in China—was canceled. As

idwin Reischauer and John Fairbank note

I East Asia: The Great Tradition (1960):

'he voyages must be regarded as a spectac-

lar demonstration of the capacity of early

/ling China for maritime expansion, made
II the more dramatic by the fact that Chi-

icse ideas of government and official poli-

' ies were fundamentally indifferent, if not

ctually opposed, to such an expansion.

This contrast between capacity and per-

ormance, as viewed in retrospect from the

antage point of our modem world of trade

ind overseas expansion, is truly striking.

The contrast also refutes the argument

hat as soon as a country possesses the

echnology of overseas trade and conquest

t will use it. Zheng He's fleet was 250

imes the size of Columbus's, and the

v4ing navy was many times larger and

nore powerful than the combined mar-

time strength of all of Europe. Yet China

perceived her greatest challenges and op-

portunities to be internal ones, and

Yong'le's overseas agenda was forgotten.

Restrictions on private trade were reim-

3osed, and commercial and military ven-

ules in the Indian Ocean and South China

Sea in subsequent centuries were domi-

nated by the Portuguese, Arabs, Indians,

Spaniards, Japanese, Dutch, British, and

Americans. Zheng He's magnificent ships

finally rotted at their moorings.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropology

at the University of Texas at Austin.
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During several days of filming in the waters around Islas de

Los Coronados, Baja California, Howard Hall and his crew

were visited by hundreds of dark purple jellyfish of a

previously unknown species; each measured almost twenty feet

in length and had umbrellalike bells almost three feet in

diameter. Rhythmic contractions of their bells propelled the

giant medusae slowly through the water, but the strong current

carried them toward a reef near shore. Swimming alongside a

jellyfish, the divers could see a multitude of other animals

living around and within the long, pleated oral arms dangling

from the medusa's bell. As the jellyfish approached the reef,

bright orange garibaldis and other reef fishes emerged from the

sheltering rocks to nibble at the tentacles of this floating giant

(the word tentacle refers only to the wispy appendages that

hang from the outer edge of the umbrella). Kelp bass followed,

waiting for tiny crabs and other organisms to fall from the

jellyfish, which would probably be killed by the surf.

Much as a reef or a kelp forest provides shelter for larval

fish, young fiartles, and other vulnerable creafiares of the open
ocean, the purple jellyfish, too, harbors communities of its own.
Small fishes and crustaceans, such as crabs and amphipods,

hide among the folds of the jellyfish's oral arms. Covered with

stinging cells called nematocysts, the oral arms sfian small prey

that brush up agamst them. A coating of mucus traps plankton

encountered as the jellyfish drifts through the water. In jellyfish

of this size, the oral arms may have a surface area of almost a

hundred square feet, and the food they gather is passed upward
to the mouth of the animal.

Scientists do not know why, but the jellyfish's passengers are

immune from this fate. These "kleptoparasites," picked up by
the jellyfish during its travels, live by steahng bits of their host's

food. Most kleptoparasites attach to the host as larvae, but

judging from the size of some of the crabs on these giant

medusae, free rides may last several years.

In size, the purple apparitions rivaled other large species

found on the West Coast and elsewhere. What made them
extraordinary was their apparent rarity: the species, tentatively

called Clnysaora sp., had never been described by scientists.

According to Ron Larson, a marine biologist at the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service in Brunswick, Georgia, who is classifying

the dark purple medusae, "It is extremely rare to find a new
species of this size that has gone unnoticed, especially in an

area like California where the marine life is so well known. But
ocean currents occasionally shift and bring new species to

fight." Dark puiple jellyfish started to appear on the beaches of

Baja California in July 1989, and as the summer progressed,

their corpses were found washed ashore as far north as Santa

Monica. Larson believes that a cuirent from the south probably

carried them in from tlie open ocean or from waters off the

Mexican coast, areas that remain relatively unexplored.—/?. A.

Pages 26 and 27: A purple jellyfish ofa recently

discovered species drifts with the currents off the

northwest coast ofBaja California (a shadowx
companion can be seen in the background). A crab,

below, is one ofmany "kleptoparasites " on the

jellyfish 's anns. Near right: A diver approaches the beL

of the jellyfish. Center right: A medusa fish and tiny

crabs are protected by the jellyfish 's stinging tentacles.

Far right: Near the reef bright orange garibaldis and
other reeffishes nibble at a jellyfish.

/>
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Afterfinishing their afternoon chores, Shipibo

women in Paococha gather with their children for

a visit. A Shipibo woman has an average often

children during her lifetime.
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amily Planning, Amazon Style
Amid cultural change, high fertility imposes new hardships on an Indian people

Text and photographs by Warren M. Hem

"When you come back, don't forget to

bring tootimarau," Chomoshico called to

me. I was leaving the Shipibo Indian vil-

lage of Manco Capac, on the banks of the

Pisqui River in the Peruvian Amazon,

where I had been doing medical research.

Chomoshico was nearing the end of her

eleventh pregnancy. She already had

seven living children. Neither she nor her

husband wants more. "Enough. Clothes

cost," they told me. "I'm tired of having

children," she said. "I almost died with the

last one." Her husband has tuberculosis.

Tootimarau means "medicine to keep

from being pregnant"—birth control. I

knew I could promise Chomoshico worm
medicine for her children's parasites, and I

might be able to bring her vitamins and

iron for her pregnancy, even medicine for

tuberculosis. But while I could informally

provide other kinds of medical care, I

could not arrange to bring her birth control

without risking reprisals from politicians

who are against it. The Shipibo have been

asking me for tootimarau for more than

twenty-five years, but I haven't been able

to arrange any yet. I can only refer them to

a Peruvian doctor in Pucallpa, many days

away by canoe. Most can never get there.

The men even pull me aside to ask if I

know about an operation to "fix" men

—

vasectomy—and, again, I tell them the

name of my medical colleague in Pu-

callpa.

In the same village, a few weeks before,

a young girl had died on her thirteenth

birthday trying to give birth to twins. And
in that girl's natal village, just up the river,

I had just seen my first case of frank star-

vation among the Shipibo Indians, with

whom I had worked as a physician and sci-

entist since 1964. The starving man had

tuberculosis. His family, which would nor-

mally have taken care of someone so ill,

was away working for a logging company.

Chomoshico's desperate request for

birth control, the death of the thirteen-

year-old girl, and the plight of the starving

man are all related. The Shipibo's own
high fertiUty, uncontrolled by any effective

means, is compounding the problem of the

population pressure created by an influx of

outsiders, who are moving into Shipibo

territory and destroying the natural re-

sources.

The Shipibo Indians who live along the

Ucayali River and its tributaries, such as

the Pisqui, notice that the fish are getting

smaller and harder to find, and that the

game animals they rely on during the rainy

season—when fish are almost impossible

to catch—are more elusive than in the

past. Palm leaves for thatching roofs seem

scarcer, and people have to trek long dis-

tances, sometimes a mile or -more, to

gather firewood, once available a few

steps away. People are aware that their

own village is growing, that they do not

know all its inhabitants, that the village

school is crowded. Sometimes they have

to go all day without eating fish. The Ship-

ibo word for fish, piti, is also their word for

food: a Shipibo without fish is truly poor.

In this crisis, the Shipibo are not alone.

The Peruvian government has urged des-

perate people from the crowded coastal

cities and Andean communities to settle

and live in the jungle "paradise." They

have. Pucallpa, the major port on the

Ucayali, the "highway" river that becomes

the Amazon, was probably an aboriginal

Shipibo settlement (its Shipibo name

means "red earth"). In the 1940s, just be-

fore the trans-Andes highway was put

through to Pucallpa from Lima, the settle-

ment's population was about 2,500. When
I first visited PucaUpa in 1964, the popula-

tion had grown to about 25,000. It was a

raw, dusty, frontier town with dirt streets

and Saturday night gunfights. More than

250,000 people live there now—a hun-

dredfold increase in fifty years.

With the local waters already depleted,

fishing boats from Pucallpa speed down-

stream more than 150 miles, where they

take all fish more than two inches long

with drift nets, pack the fish in ice, and

start back up the river. The smaller fish are

discarded to rot. There is not much left for

the Shipibo, for the mestizo colonists from

elsewhere in Peru, for the large fish, for

the alligators, or for the wading birds that

used to line the shores of the Ucayali.

Areas around Pucallpa that were covered
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A Shipibo man skins a fifty-six-pound armored catfish, below,

one ofmany catfish speciesfound in the Ucayali. In recent years,

however, such catches are exceptional. The human population

along the river has been growing explosively, and the Shipibo

report thatfish—their traditional staplefood—are smaller and

harder to find. Right: Shipibo women from the village of

Paohydn har\'est rice cultivated on a dn' lake bottom.

by canopy rain forest in 1964 now look

like Oklahoma. The hundreds of bird spe-

cies that enhvened the forest have been re-

placed by emaciated cows. Swamps filled

with fish are replaced by causeways carry-

ing buses and motorcycles. Twenty years

ago, a traveler camped on the beach of the

Ucayali River could not sleep for the

sounds of fish splashing and alligators

hunting them. There aren't enough fish to

keep one awake now; the traveler is kept

awake by the whine of fishermen's out-

board motors.

Instead of living by subsistence fishing

and horticulture, as the Shipibo principally

do, their new neighbors exploit the envi-

ronment to make money. First come the

timber cutters, followed by cattle ranchers,

conmiercial fishermen, and the farmers of

bananas, rice, and other cash crops. The

resultant deforestation and flooding have

eliminated some crops and game animals
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that were sources of food for the Shipibo

in the rainy season. The Shipibo them-

selves are drawn into the money economy

and sometimes sell products from scarce

animals (such as water turtle eggs) in order

to get cash.

The Shipibo painfully admit that, al-

though they work much harder than be-

fore, they don't have enough money for

clothes (which they used to make by hand

from woven cloth) and schoolbooks for

their children (not a factor thirty years

ago). They now have to buy food at times,

even though it was previously plentiful.

The Shipibo (and the closely related

Conibo) are the dominant indigenous peo-

ple of the upper Peruvian Amazon. They

have survived there for about a thousand

years, but only by battling fiercely with

other tribes and exhibiting a pragmatic

tenacity in the face of colonization. Before

the European conquest, they may have

numbered more than 50,000. By the earl}

twentieth century, fewer than 3,000 re

mained. Somehow they escaped the fui •

ther decimation or complete extinctioi

that befell many other Amazon tribes ex

posed to European diseases, enslavement

intertribal warfare sponsored by rubbei

tappers, and other openly genocidal at-

tempts to rid the Amazon of its native in-

habitants. Their population is now aboui

30,000 and growing.

The last smallpox epidemic was in

1964. But now, in addition to the modem
plagues of tuberculosis and cholera, the

Shipibo have a new health problem: high

fertility, which places pressure on re-

sources and takes a heavy toll among

Shipibo women.

In the past the Shipibo controlled their

birth rate and population growth in a vari-

ety of ways: by sexual abstinence, by abor-

tion (using pressure on the uterus), by in-
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anticide, and by the use of herbal contra-

eptives. Knowledge of these contracep-

ives was passed down through the gener-

itions from mother to daughter, from

^•andmother to granddaughter. But sev-

;ral things happened to interrupt this tradi-

ion. The horrifying epidemics that wiped

)ut whole villages following European

;ontact prompted shamans in related

ribes to forbid the practices of infanticide

ind abortion. The Shipibo shamans may
ilso have taken this step, but more hkely,

Christian missionaries played a role in dis-

rupting the cultural traditions that con-

trolled fertihty. In 1697, the Shipibo mas-

sacred a group of Franciscans who were

insisting that the Shipibo give up polyg-

yny (multiple wives). Today, the custom

remains strong in some parts of the Ship-

ibo culture area but is declining in villages

close to centers of Western influence.

Even though polygyny allows some

men to have more offspring than others, it

permits women to have fewer children

with longer intervals between births. This

arrangement has several important effects:

it allows women to recover from each

pregnancy; it allows children to gain matu-

rity before being weaned and placed on a

diet of all solid foods; and it reduces the

total number of children borne by individ-

ual women. The result for the group is that

women have a better chance of recovering

from pregnancy and therefore of living

longer, and child survival is better.

These advantages of polygyny are often

cited by members of traditional societies,

whose strategy is, not to have as many

children as possible, but to have as many

as possible that survive to adulthood. A
final result of polygyny, paradoxically, is

that community fertility could be re-

strained.

My acquaintance with Shipibo methods

of controlling fertility began in 1964.

when I was a third-year medical student

from the University of Colorado. I had just

finished working intensively for several

months at the Hospital Amazonico "Al-

bert Schweitzer" near Pucallpa. and had

traveled to the Shipibo village of Pao-

cocha to learn about native ideas concern-

ing the nature, treatment, and control of

disease. A Shipibo friend who was helping

me, Ambrosio, came to me one day to tell

me that his wife was bleeding to death: she

had just had a baby. Ambrosio asked me to

see her, and I treated his wife for retained

membranes and postpartum uterine atony

(relaxation of the uterus). She recovered,

and he asked me what he could do for me.

I told him I would like to learn about med-

icines that women use to control preg-

nancy. His aunt Juha was the local expert.

From Julia I learned that Shipibo

women have several such herbal prepara-
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tions. One of the most common is called

tootimahuasle (tooti means "pregnancy,"

ma means "not," and huaste means
"herb"). Taken as a tea during three suc-

cessive menstrual periods, it is supposed

to cause sterility.

In 1969, for my master of public health

thesis, I returned to the village to conduct

a more formal census and collect the in-

habitants' reproductive histories. I asked

the Shipibo women in my survey if they

knew about these medicines and if they

used them. They roared with laughter at

the idea of a male gringo asking these inti-

mate questions in their language. Then

they usually told me that they knew about

them; many had used them. Some of the

women had seriously harmed themselves

by using highly toxic natural substances in

a desperate attempt to control fertility.

At first I was puzzled to find that

women who had used the herbal contra-

ceptives had more children, on the aver-

age, than those who hadn't. This turned

out to be because older women, who had

already had many children, were more

likely to have used the herbal contracep-

tives. But my doubts about the effective-

ness of the traditional contraceptives were

renewed when I analyzed the results ofmy
two population studies in 1964 and 1969.

The Shipibo in Paococha turned out to

have the highest fertility ever recorded for

a human group, with a woman having an

average of ten births during her reproduc-

tive life.

Moreover, their rate of population

growth was nearly 4.9 percent per year,

with the population doubling every 14.5

years. Such a population explosion had to

be fairly recent, for if such a rate had been

in effect for very long the population

would have been huge. The phenomenoi

could not be completely explained by bel-

ter medical care (some of which I had pro

vided) and a declining death rate. Eithe

the herbal contraceptives didn't work, or

wasn't getting all the information.

There were two other factors. By 1969

a large extended family from down thi

Ucayali river, at the periphery of the Ship

ibo territory, moved into Paococha. Sev

eral of the men had multiple wives. (Tht

local, "downtown" Shipibo assured mt

that, unlike themselves, the new famil)

was composed of salvajes—savages—

and that they practiced the old ways, in-

cluding polygyny.) Because missionaries

and schoolteachers discouraged it, this

family structure was becoming rare.

The second factor was suggested to mei

when I remembered that the Shipibo al-'

ways observed certain taboos, including
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'dieting," when taking medications of any

Idnd. I asked the women what they did

when they took tootimahuaste. They
repHed that one cannot eat salt, honey

from the forest or other sweets, ripe ba-

nanas, and certain kinds of fish. And a

woman taking tootimahuaste may not

have sex. This would mean an abstinence

of three months or more. Right away, I

suspected what epidemiologists call a

"secondary noncausal association" be-

tween the use of herbal contraceptives and

fewer pregnancies.

Postpartum sexual abstinence is often

linked with polygyny in tribal societies.

The woman who has just given birth may
not sleep with her husband for a period of

time, which may be from three months to

three years. During that time her husband

sleeps with one of the other wives. In

Shipibo tradition, it is not uncommon for a

A Paohycin family, left, takes refuge in its pole-and-thatch house

during an exceptionally high seasonalflood of the Ucayali

River. Below: A Shipibo health worker administers intravenous

solution to rehydrate a cholera victim in the Pisqui village of

Nuevo Eden, in July 1991. The girl recovered, hut that year's

cholera epidemic killed about twenty Shipibo in ihe area.

man to have two or three wives. Because

women in polygynous marriages might be

better able to observe the sexual absti-

nence associated with herbal contracep-

tives, and because this might help these

women have longer birth intervals, I spec-

ulated that a decline in the practice of

polygyny could be contributing to the

community's high fertility.

To be sure of this, I had to determine

that, on average, the birth intervals were

indeed longer for women in polygynous

marriages than for women in monoga-

mous mariages and that fertihty was actu-

ally lower for the former than for the latter.

Further, I wanted to determine if the rates

of polygyny differed among the villages,

and if so, whether less polygyny is associ-

ated with lower or higher community fer-

tility. By studying Shipibo villages that

were separated by long distances and had

different levels of cultural contact with

Western society, I could compare the rela-

tionship between polygyny and fertility.

Up on the Pisqui River, Shipibo lives

are more traditional than in the Shipibo

villages lining the UcayaU. The Pisqui is

much smaller and fluctuates more quickly

than the Ucayali. It contains fewer fish and

other edible wildlife. The Pisqui Shipibo

live more by hunting and gathering than

their Ucayali brethren. They are more iso-

lated from outside influences, and have

been since at least early colonial times.

In 1983 and 1984, 1 studied eight Ship-

ibo villages in different states of cultural

transition. Six of the villages were as

much as sixty miles up the Pisqui. The re-

sults of the study showed that polygyny is

generally more common on the Pisqui,

and that longer birth intervals occur in the

polygynous unions there. In some Pisqui

villages, 45 percent of the women were in

polygynous marriages, whereas in Paoy-

han, a new Shipibo village on the Ucayali.

only about 5 percent of the women were in

this kind of union.

Comparing the birth interval lengths

and fertility of all women, regardless of

their viUages. I found that, on average, the

birth intervals for women in polygynous

marriages were thirty-four months—four

months longer than those of women in

monogamous marriages. And most signif-

icant, women in monogamous marriages

had 1.3 more children during their repro-

ductive lives than women in polygynous

maniages. Accordingly, in villages where

polygyny was more common, the a\'erage

intervals between births were longer and

community fertility' rates were lower.

The most acute health problem for the

Shipibo, as both they and I see it. is epi-

demic disease—tuberculosis, cholera, and
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Below and right: Mothers with their

children. The influence ofoutside culture,

on traditional life styles has driven

Shipibo fertility' higher, but at a great cos

to maternal health and sunnval.

influenza, to mention a few. These dis-

eases carry off the older people who know
the cultural traditions, and they carry off

many children. But the long-term problem

is high fertility, which is placing pressure

on the diminishing resources. Weakened

by increasingly poor nutrition, the Shipibo

are more vulnerable to epidemics. In their

case, population growth means poverty

and disease.

For Shipibo women, high fertility

means sickness and death. They have an

extremely high rate of cervical cancer,

which is probably related, among other

things, to early childbearing and many
pregnancies. I estimate that the maternal

mortality ratio—the proportion of women
who die from pregnancy and childbirth

—

is roughly one for every hundred live

buths, one hundred times higher than in

the United States.

A larger question raised by studies such

as mine is whether we really understand

how fast the world's population is growing

and will grow in the future. The Shipibo

are essentially not counted in the Peruvian

census, and neither are their mestizo and

other Shipibo neighbors. Numbers sent to

the government offices are highly inaccu-

rate (but then I, for one, never received a

U.S. census form in 1990).

From my experiences in Latin America,

I would speculate that official census

counts are missing at least one in ten peo-

ple and perhaps every fourth person.

Some of those groups excluded appear to

have population growth rates of more than

3.5 percent. If this is true—and if it is sim-

ilarly true in other parts of the developing

world—world population growth rates

may not only be higher than official esti-

mates but may also grow higher as tradi-

tional societies like the Shipibo experience

rapid cultural change.

Human population growth is not new.

But there was a time, long past, when it

took 100,000 years for world population

to double. Soon after agriculture was
invented, the doubling time dropped to

700 years. Now our population is doub-

Ung every 35 to 40 years. What happened?

While there are many answers, one
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emerges from this study and others like it:

many human societies that controlled their

fertility in the past have lost the tradition

of doing so in the frenzy of modem cul-

tural change. The old methods that re-

duced births have not yet been replaced by

the new technologies of fertility control.

The result is chaos, suff'ering, more cul-

tural change, and in some cases, even

more rapid population growth. Where will

it stop?

For the Shipibo it stops when the be-

loved yoshanshico (grandmother) dies of

mberculosis and takes with her the ancient

Amazon traditions of pottery making and

weaving and knowledge of the plants and

seasons. It stops with the loss of half the

village's children to a measles epidemic. It

stops with the death of a beautiful thirteen-

year-old girl in childbirth. It stops when
the village chief, a vigorous and intelligent

young man, dies of cholera. It stops when
the legendary hunter ofpiache, a giant fish

once commonly found in Amazon lakes,

returns after three days in the bush with his

canoe empty and his harpoon unused. His

family gets by on another meal of banana

porridge.

It stops when the bright but superfluous

young men and women of the village

leave for the city, where they can get low-

level jobs and survive. Their village edu-

cation, which kept them from the forest

and from leaming their environment and

own culture, has given them only minimal

skills for life in town, where they some-

times conceal their cultural identity to get

jobs.

It stopped for Ambrosio's wife when
she died, exhausted, trying to give birth

the next time, at the end of her twelfth

pregnancy. The previous child proved to

be mentally retarded, probably the result

of a two-day labor and difficult delivery.

For Ambrosio, a friendly man with a mis-

chievous smile and quick wit, it stopped

when he died from tetanus two years later.

For Julia, who became one of my dearest

friends in life, a woman who had outlived

two husbands and thrown out several oth-

ers, who was fiercely independent and

could hunt and fish with the men, who was

a skilled artist and walking library of Ship

ibo culture, it stopped when she starte

coughing blood and bled to death in a fe\

minutes in front of her horrified famil

The Shipibo are being forced to choos

between buying tuberculosis medicine fc

people like JuUa and building schools fc

their children.

For me, there are few things as delighl

ful as the sound of Shipibo children laugh

ing. The Shipibo love their children, and

shows. But what is ahead for people Uk

Chomoshico and her husband and chil

dren? The inexorable arithmetic of popu

lation growth is upon them, and the conse

quences for their environment am
famiUes are plain to see. As a public healtl

physician, I cannot help noticing that thi

Shipibo 's fertility problems are insepara

ble from their other health problems an(

the changes going on around them. I als(

cannot help noticing that each family, witl

few exceptions, wants to Umit its fertility

but has no safe, effective means of doinj

so. That is not a scientific issue, but a po

litical problem that neither I nor the Ship

ibo can solve. D
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\ red crossbill, left, husks a ponderosa pine seed. Below

ight: The seeds ofmost black spruce cones are sealed

between dense scales.

A Crossbill's Twist of Fate
\n effort to help pine martens may have doomed a remarkable Newfoundland bird

by Craig W. Benkman

In the avian world, bill design is a prime

jxample of evolutionary fine-tuning.

Shorebirds such as oystercatchers are able

;o prise open their sealed quarry, hum-

mingbirds have stilettolike bills to probe

the deepest nectar-bearing flowers, and

kiwis smell out earthworms thanks to nos-

trils located at the tip of their beaks. But

few birds are more intimately tied to their

source of sustenance than are crossbills.

Two species of these finches, named for

the way the upper and lower mandibles of

their bills crisscross, rather than meet in

the middle, reside in the evergreen forests

of North America and feed on the seeds

held within the cones of pine, spruce,

tamarack, and other coniferous trees.

Their bills are as finely adapted to a cone

as a key is to a lock. But recendy, in the

course of my investigations of crossbill

feeding mechanics, I foimd what can hap-

pen when, relatively suddenly, the key no

longer belongs solely to the crossbill.

According to folklore, malocclusion in

crossbiUs resulted when the birds tried to

pull the nails from the cross of the cruci-

fied Christ. The true efficiency of the bill is

evident when a crossbill locates a cone. A
crossbill may either feed on the seeds

when a cone is still on the branch, or it

may pluck the cone off. If the bird opts to

remove a cone from a tree, it takes the

cone to a stable perch, and grasps it in one

foot. (CrossbiUs are "handed," that is, they

use the right foot if the lower mandible

goes to the left and vice versa.) Using a

lateral motion of its lower mandible, the

bird separates two overlapping scales on

the cone and exposes the seed. The
crossed mandibles enable the bird to exert

a powerful biting force at the bill tips,

which is critical for maneuvering them be-

tween the scales and spreading the scales

apart by lateral abduction. Next, the cross-

bill snakes its long tongue into the gap and

draws out the seed. Using the combined

action of the bill and tongue, the bird

cracks open and discards the woody seed

covering and swallows the nutritious inner

kernel. This whole process takes but a few

seconds and is repeated hundreds of times

a day.

Red crossbills are fairly widespread in

North America. In the eastern parts of the

continent, they are partial to forests con-

taining red and white pines. The more

northerly white-winged crossbills are

denizens of boreal forests in Canada and

Alaska. In early summer, white-wings

seek out developing cone crops of white

spruce and tamarack trees. Because the

production of these cone crops fluctuates

tremendously from year to year and often

fails completely over large areas, the an-

nual searches are often extensive; in their

quest, the birds may cross the continent

from Alaska to Newfoundland.

The bills of different crossbiU species

and subspecies vary—some are stout and

deep, others more slender and shallow.

(Recent research has suggested that vari-

ous crossbiU subspecies may well be fuU

species in their own right, a view that my
ecological work supports, but which has

not yet been confirmed.) I had been study-

ing crossbills in the laboratory and the

field since 1982, and I found that as a rule,

large-billed crossbills are better at secur-

ing seeds from large cones, while small-

biUed crossbills are more deft at removing

the seeds from small, thin-scaled cones.

Moreover, flie degree to which the cones

are naturally slightly open or tightly closed

helps determine which bUl design is the

right "key" to flie cone.

One anomaly apparent from my studies

was the subspecies of red crossbill known

as the Newfoundland crossbiU, a bird I

Aian Wilkinson; Vaian Ptiotos

was familiar with only from written ac-

counts. Endemic to that island, this bird

failed to exhibit the crossbill's penchant

for wandering and did not fit into the pat-

tern of bill sizes and cone types that held

true for the other crossbiUs I had studied.

The Newfoundland crossbill has a large,

robust bill, yet most of Newfoundland's

conifers have small cones, the same kind

of cones that the slender-billed white-

wings rely upon. What was the large bill of

the Newfoundland crossbill adapted for?

Moreover, why was the Newfoundland

crossbill confined to the island, while

white-wings regularly cross the narrow

sfrait that separates Newfoundland from

Labrador? Why could Newfoundland

forests support both the nomadic white-

wing and the more sedentary Newfound-

land crossbUl, whereas mainland forests

could not support the Newfoundland

crossbiU?

From aviary and field studies. I knew
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that the white-wing's bill is ideal for ex-

tracting seeds from slightly open black

spruce cones; its very slender mandibles

slide between the relatively stiff scales

with a minimum of resistance. Yet black

spruce was the one tree that I could envi-

sion the Newfoundland crossbill relying

upon. Unlike white spruce and tamarack,

black spruce is a fairly regular cone pro-

ducer and holds its seeds throughout the

year, so that on an island the size of New-
foundland, a crossbill could find black

spruce seeds year round, year after year.

The Newfoundland crossbill, however,

could not compete with the white-wing for

seeds in slightly open black spruce cones;

it might instead rely upon seeds in closed

black spruce cones. I also knew from my
research that seeds in closed black spruce

cones could be harvested by the mainland

red crossbill, whose bill size falls between

that of the white-wing and tlie Newfound-

land crossbill. My data also indicated that

as bill size increases, seeds in hard-closed

cones, like those of black spruce, become
progressively more accessible. The large

bill of the Newfoundland crossbill started

to make sense. In autumn, after black

spruce seeds mature, about one third of the

cones open. These are the cones that sus-

tain white-wings when other food is

scarce. The rest of the cones remain

closed, their seeds inaccessible to delicate

bills. Seeds in closed black spruce cones

might then be the resource for which the

heavy bill of the Newfoundland crossbill

is adapted.

Nevertheless, a major problem re-

mained. Even though the Newfoundland

crossbill's large bill would reduce the time

required to remove seeds from closed

cones, the bird would still be unable to re-

move seeds fast enough to survive a win-

ter day. I estimate that the small white-

wing needs to consume a spruce seed

about every seven seconds throughout an

average winter day to survive. While a

white-wing can forage this fast on slightly

open cones, no crossbill could do so on

closed cones as tough as those of mainland

black spruce.

I could imagine Newfoundland cross-

bills managing to survive only if the cones

on Newfoundland differed from those on

the mainland. After some thought, this

seemed not only possible, but likely. Over

time, conifers evolve defenses in response

to predators. For example, in the presence

of voracious seed eaters such as squirrels,

conifers alter their cone structure, some-

times evolving thicker scales. When the

glaciers retreated from Canada about

10,000 years ago, red squirrels colonized
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Red squirrels are partial to white spruce.

Seeds can be savored on the spot, below,

or whole cones can be jettisonedfrom the

tree, left, arid cached foi latei use
Kennan Ward Bruce Coleman

the mainland, but not the island of New-

foundland. In the absence of squirrels, I

reasoned, black spruce may have put more

energy into seed production, while propor-

tionately reducing seed defenses such as

cone scales. If Newfoundland cone scales

were thinner and easier to open than those

on the mainland, both the Newfoundland

crossbill's large bill and its absence from

the mainland could be explained.

I now needed information on cone-

scale thickness. I contacted Blake May-

bank, a naturalist at Gros Mome National

Park in Newfoundland, who agreed to

gather and send cones to me. Even before

I began to measure them in my office in

Princeton, New Jersey, I knew these cones

had thin scales; they crumbled relatively

easily in my hand. Even my nonconifer-

wise colleagues appreciated the differ-

ences between these and the mainland

cones I had gathered, differences I con-

firmed by scale measurements. Compared

with mainland cones, Newfoundland

cones had scales about 1 5 percent thinner.

Over about 10,000 years and many
fewer spruce generations, and in the ab-

sence of red squirrels, Newfoundland's

black spruce had evolved thin cone scales.

On the squirrel-settled mainland, black

spruce had cone scales too thick to allow

Newfoundland crossbills to feed on them,

but on the island, the birds could take ad-

vantage of a bounty of soft cones.

Unfortunately, the story does not end

here; Newfoundland is no longer free of

red squirrels. To provide food for the pine

marten, a fur bearer that had been over-

trapped for its pelt, squirrels were intro-

duced into Newfoundland in the early

1960s. The scheme was to provide addi-

tional prey for the pine marten to bring its

population back up to trappable numbers,

although this has not happened. But as

seed competitors and evolutionary agents

on black spruce, the squirrels may have a

devastating effect on the Newfoundland

crossbill.

Red squiiTels have flourished in the

abundant, reliable, soft-coned black

spruce forests of Newfoundland. Census

data indicate that the squirrel population is

now about twice as dense on Newfound-

kind as in mainland spruce forests, and my
hunch is that a tenfold difference in den-

sity is clo.ser to reality. Red squirrels are

not common in black spruce habitats on

the mainland, apparently because of black

spruce's tough cones. One study con-

ducted in Alaska showed that red squirrels

could not survive when given only black

spruce cones, but did quite well when pro-

vided with only white spruce cones.

Squirrels on the island are more abun-

dant than on the mainland, and they re-

move and cache more cones than do main-

land squirrels after the cones mature in

autumn. In general, squirrels store many

more cones than they need—in the ground

or other hiding places—making much of

the cone crop inaccessible to crossbills,

particularly in winter. For example, under

similar conditions, mainland squirrels re-

move less than 20 percent of the black

spruce cones, while on Newfoundland,

they remove more than 90 percent. This

statistic, determined by Rick West, a biol-

ogist with the Canadian Ministry of Wild-

life, was met with skepticism by those un-

aware of the differences between

Newfoundland and mainland cones.

The bottom line is that, because of the

introduction of red squirrels, the New-

foundland crossbill's days are numbered.

Either the squirrels will simply outcom-

pete the birds, or the black spruce will

evolve thicker scales, sealing the birds'

food supply in an impenetrable cone.

My first hint that the once common
Newfoundland crossbill was indeed de-

clining was from correspondence with

Hank Deichmann, a naturalist long famil-

iar with the birds of the island. Annual

Audubon Christmas Bird Counts provided

additional information on crossbill num-

bers. Of several counts available, I chose

to analyze one from Terra Nova National

Park, because it contains a large, undis-

turbed spruce forest and because it covers

an area that a bird-finding guide recom-

mends as one of the best places to see the

Newfoundland crossbill. An analysis re-

vealed that by the early 1970s, ten years

after the introduction of squirrels. New-
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A female white-winged crossbill in Alaska uses its bill to spread

apart the scales ofa Sitka spruce cone, below, and will use its

tongue to extract the seed. Theforests ofNewfoundland, right,

contain black spruce trees with relatively thin-scaled cones,

making the seeds accessible to the island's native crossbill.

foundland crossbill densities had plum-

meted, and that the birds are rare to absent

today. Although red crossbills are still re-

ported from Newfoundland, most of these

are probably other, mainland subspecies

of red crossbill, which apparently move on

and off the island like white-wings. We
may not have to wait for the black spruce

to evolve thicker cones scales for the New-
foundland crossbill to go extinct.

One hope for the Newfoundland cross-

bill exists on the islets off the coast of the

main island, some of which have black

spruce forests that remain uncolonized by

red squirrels. At least one pair of New-
foundland crossbills have been seen on an

islet, but whether the islets are large

enough to support a viable crossbill popu-

lation is unknown. Anticosti Island in the

Gulf of Saint Lawrence is the one other

potential refuge for Newfoundland cross-

bills. The birds were found there in the

1950s, the island has ample black spruce,

and squirrels are absent.

We are now on the verge of losing a sin-

gular subspecies of crossbill, all because

of a misguided introduction of a competi-

tor. Furthermore, the outlook for several

other subspecies of crossbill, each with a

bill designed for foraging on a particular

conifer species, may not be much better.

One crossbill I have begun to study seems

to be adapted to feeding on Sitka spruce

along the coastal belt of the Pacilic North-

west. This conifer has been decimated by

the timber industry, and if efforts are not

made to protect the ancient forest in which

it grows, its associated crossbill may go
the way of the Newfoundland crossbill.

As I write, I am nestled under a palm

tree on a beach in the Dominican Repub-

lic. While the beach is not typical crossbill

habitat, the nearby mountains of Hispan-

iola are home to an endemic white-winged

crossbill population. These birds differ

dramatically from the white-wings in the

boreal forests of the north, but are similar

to most other island populations in that

they occupy an island lacking squirrels.

Although this crossbill is uncommon, its

fate is at present more secure than that of

the Newfoundland crossbill. Dominicans

have begun to preserve their pine forests

and to reforest, practices that could make
the Hispaniolan crossbill's future brighter

than that of several crossbill subspecies in

the forests of the island's much wealthier

neighbors to the north. D
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C^sHomm the

CdtewiJkr
How a curious youns w
girl became one ofthe premier

painters ofnature's wonderland

by Sharon D. Valiant

In the icy winter of 1717, Peter the Great's staff

traveled across Europe to the czar's new city of Saint

Petersburg. With them they carried nearly 300 watercolors

by Maria Sibylla Merian, for upon seeing her work in

Amsterdam, the czar had decided to found the first art

museum in Russia. Negotiations for their purchase from

Merian's family had been completed on the last day of the

artist's life, and these magnificent watercolors—many of

them of plants and animals from the jungles of South

America—were being moved to one of the world's coldest

cities. The czar continued to acquire Merian's work, and

the Russian holdings eventually became the largest

collection of her art in the worid.

Merian was well known until the early nineteenth

century. Among those who consulted or copied her work

were the German poet Goethe, the Swedish botanist

Carolus Linnaeus, and English naturalists Eleazar Albin

(author of the first volume, in 1720, of EngUsh

butterflies), Mark Catesby (author of a 173 1 natural

history of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahamas), and Moses

Harris (author of the 1766 English classic on

entomology). And Charles Wilson Peale, founder of the

first American natural history museum, named a daughter

Sibylla Miriam Peale.

European research in the last two decades has

recovered important Merian material, particularly her

journal, discovered in the archives of Saint Petersburg and

published in 1976. The journal, containing roughly 133

Thefirst plate in Metamoiphosis Insectomm

Surinamensium, left, depicts the pineapple, which

Merian described as "tiie most outstanding ofall

ediblefruits
"—and the coclcroach, "the most

infamous ofall insects in America.

"

Metamorphosis Insectomm Surinamensium: photograph by Craig Chesek, AMNH

4-

iiAX)i\-i£:si ifjiiJi-iAj^/.

A,̂.portrait ofMaria Sibylla Merian appeared in

an article by J. Cameron, in Naturalists' Library,

published in Edinburgli, 1841.
Photograph by Craig Chesek. AMNH
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M,Len'aw made herfirstjournal entry when she was

thirteen and reponed her sivpiise at seeing caterpillars

spin cocoons and transfonn theinselves into moths. Tlie

entry was accompanied by the watercolor ofa

silkworm 's metamorphosis.
Academy of Sciences of the Russian Federation, Saint Petersburg; ptiotograph by Peter Goldberg

ierian depicted the development oftwo species of

Surinam 's sphinx moths, right. Tlie cateipillar above, wrote

Merian, "ate voraciously. " The one below contracted after

being touched, "andfoam ranfivm its mouth.
"

Metamorphosis Insectorum Sunnamenslunr, ptlotograpti by Craig Clieselt, AMNH

pages of text with watercolors inserted on vellum scraps,

was begun in 1660 when she was thirteen and continued

through 1713, richly documenting the artist's exploration

of the natural world.

Bom in Frankfurt on April 2, 1647, Maria Sibylla

Merian was the daughter of Matthaus Merian, a noted

engraver, and his second wife, Johanna Heim. His first

wife was the granddaughter of engraver Theodore de Bry,

publisher of many famous books, including John White's

drawings of the New World and a 1599 edition of Sir

Walter Raleigh's voyage to Dutch Guiana (Surinam) in

search of El Dorado. Matthaus Merian eventually

inherited the family's business.

Matthaus died when his daughter was three, and a year

later, her mother married the painter Jacob Marrel, who
studied with the Dutch flower painters and the German

still-life artist Georg Flegel, whose work followed the

style of the German Renaissance master Albrecht Diirer.

Recognizing Maria Sibylla's extraordinary talent, her

stepfather began training her.

The discovery of the watercolors in her journal proved

that Merian's artistic style was fully formed by the age of

thirteen and remained unchanged throughout her life.

EarUer biographers associated her with the Dutch flower

school, but more recent analysis has aligned Merian

almost completely with the German Renaissance—the

direct link between Diirer and natural history art of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Flegel and his student

Marrel were the key influences upon Merian.

In 1660, the year she began her journal, the young

Maria was raising silkworms. As she explained in the

foreword to one of her books: "I was ever at pains to

embelUsh my floral designs with caterpillai's.. . . Through

the example of silkworms, I came upon the

metamorphosis of the caterpillars." In a later book, she

added, "From my youth onwards. .
.
[I collected]. . .all the

caterpillars I could find in order to study their
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A,̂process called wet-block engraving was used in the

1705 edition o/Metamorphosis. TIkfirst impression,

right, was takenfrom the copperplate while the ink was
still wet. Tlie paper was then covered by a second

sheet, producing a reversed image (inset), with

finer, lighter lines than the original's.
Metamorphosis Inseclorum Suhnamensium; photograph by Craig Chesek, AMNH

metamorphosis. I therefore withdrew from society and

devoted myself to these investigations."

Understanding animals became the focus of her life,

and from 1660 on she collected insects, recording and

meticulously painting everything she could observe about

their life cycles and behavior. Eventually her interests

extended to beetles, frogs, lizards, and snakes—animals

of a size she could capture herself—and her long-term

observation of animals had no precedent.

Until 1668, when the Italian physician Francesco Redi

published his theory that insects hatched from eggs,

Aristotle's theory of spontaneous generation—that insects

developed from putrid matter—had prevailed. In 1669,

the Italian physiologist Marcello Malpighi published his

treatise on the metamorphosis of silkworms. According to

Merian's journal, however, she knew about the various

stages of insect metamorphosis—from egg to caterpillar

to cocoon to butterfly or moth—nearly a decade earlier

In this period—the late seventeenth century—much
was known about botany. Herbal, medicinal, and food

plants from newly discovered areas of the world were

pouring into Europe. But little was known about animals

beyond the sixteenth-century work of Konrad Gesner,

whose book featured unicorns and a whale with the god

Neptune carved on its side. Knowledge

of beasts was known mainly from

medieval bestiaries, and as

late as 1724, a mermaid was

depicted in a book on

animals. The same merchants

and sailors who brought the

new plants to Europe also

collected beetles, lizards,

butterflies, shells, and other

marvels from far-off lands to

fill the curiosity cabinets of

the citizenry. Because
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nothing was known about these mounted specimens,

however, they were regarded simply as rarities. Against

this baclcdrop, Merian pursued her investigation of

animals.

At eighteen, Merian married Johann Andreas Graff, a

student of her stepfather's. A daughter, Johanna, was bom

three years later, and a second daughter, Dorothea Maria,

ten years after the first. By 1670, the family had moved to

Graff's hometown in Nuremberg. We know from her

journal that Merian continued to hunt insects. An entry in

1677 found her fishing a caterpillar out of the moat at

Augsburg, and in 1681 she recorded a visit to the famous

maze near Kraftshof searching for caterpillars. But Graff's

career did not develop as expected, and Merian became

the family breadwinner by teaching painting and

embroidery and publishing three books of flower

engravings in 1675, 1677, and 1680 that provided models

for painting and embroidery patterns.

In 1679, Merian published her first book on European

caterpillars, in which, according to the title,

tfie wondrous metamorptiosis and peculiar plant-nourishment of

caterpillars, wherein by means of an entirely new inquiry, the

origin, food and changes of caterpillars, worms, butterflies, moths,

flies, and other similar little creatures together with their times,

place, and special characteristics, for the service of naturalists,

artists and lovers of gardens, are diligently investigated, shortly

described, depicted from life, engraved on copper and personally

published by Maria Sibylla Graffin, daughter of Matthiius Merian

the Elder.

Published in German, the volume included fifty plates,

depicting each caterpillar's development on the

appropriate food plant. Merian's paintings of the

metamorphosis of caterpillars—from eggs to butterflies or

moths—confirmed Redi's theory of development from

eggs.

Not only did Merian recognize nature as a continuous

cycle; she also understood that the environment could
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Acecording to Merian, Tupinambis nigropunctatus, the

species oflizard depicted on the cassava plant, left, lived off

dead animals and grew as big as a crocodile. "Unlike the

crocodile, " she wrote, "they do not attack human beings.

"

Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium; photograph by Craig Chesek, AMNH

change the timing of the metamorphosis. Upon observing

one chrysalis that usually developed in April "emerging in

December," she wrote, "I put this down to my having

kept them in a warm room." She also included notes

on a caterpillar's behavior: "It is their way, to roll

together, when they are touched, and thus to remain

like a ball." Another caterpillar "as soon as touched,

turns its head quickly to and fro, as if in anger, and that

it did about ten times one after the other." Her text

indicated that she had also discovered the differences

between butterflies and moths.

When her stepfather died in 1681, Merian returned to

Frankfurt to be with her mother and eventually separated

from her husband. A second book on caterpillars, again

containing fifty plates, came out in 1683. hi about 1685,

Merian, together with her mother and daughters, moved to

Castle Walta in Friesland to join the Labadists, a

communal religious sect.

Founded by Jean de Labadie, a Jesuit-tumed-

Protestant, the group represented a radical

fringe of the Dutch Reform Church.

Members owned no property and, like

Quakers, followed the "inner light."

Labadists did not recognize marriage

outside their group, so for Merian the

move may have been a self-styled

divorce; she probably returned to

using her maiden name in this

period. The sect had established

a short-lived colony in

Surinam, on the northern coast

of South America, and curiosity

cabinets at Castle Walta

probably first introduced Merian

to mounted tropical insects. At

Casde Walta, she also continued her

nature studies. In a journal entry in

M.ierian 's study sheet oflizards, above, wasfound in the

Saint Petersburg collection and was probably intendedfor a

book on Surinam 's reptiles arid amphibians. It depicted,

from top to bottom. Iguana iguana, Polychrus marmoratus,

Ameiva ameiva, and cai unidentified species ofgecko.
Academy of Sciences of the Russian Federation. Saint Petersburg; photograph by Peter Goldberg
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in addition to thefrog and a crociislikeflower,

Meiian described giant waterbugs, "which the people

there call Water-Scorpioenen. On 10 May 1701,

1

caught afew; on 12 May, flying creatures, like the one

inflight above the plant, emerged out ofthem.

"

Metamorphosis Insectorum Sunnamensium: photograph by Crarg Chesek. AMNH

1686, she described the development of frogs' eggs and

the metamorphosis of tadpoles in a dish of water.

After several days the black grains began to show signs of life and

fed on the white slime that surrounded them. They even grew little

tails so that they could swim in the water like fish. Halfway

through May they grew eyes; eight days later two little feet

emerged from the skin at the back and after a further eight days

two little feet at the front, and they began to resemble small

crocodiles. Thereafter the tail rotted away and they became proper

frogs and jumped onto the land.

Sometime after the death of her mother in 1690, Merian

left Castle Walta. From her journal we know that in late

September 1691, she was in Amsterdam. In the thriving

port city with trading connections throughout the world,

Merian came into contact with Nicolas and Jonas Witsen,

the mayor and secretary of the city, respectively; the

anatomist and collector Frederick Ruysch; and the

botanist Caspar Commelin; all of whom had extensive

cabinet collections. How or when she made the decision

to go to South America is unknown, but in June 1699, at

the age of fifty-two, Merian set sail for the nearly three-

month voyage to Surinam. Her traveling companion was

her daughter Dorothea, and the purpose of her journey

was to discover the origin of the insects she had seen in

the Dutch curiosity cabinets.

For two years, Merian explored the rain forests of

Surinam, collecting, observing, and painting caterpillars,

beetles, lizards, and snakes. She received no help from

local Europeans, and what aid there was came from

Africans and native Indians who brought her specimens.

Because of the harsh climate and illness (prob'ably

malaria), Merian returned earlier than planned, arriving in

Amsterdam in September 1701, with enough material for

at least two books—one on insects and a second on

hzards.

While in Surinam, she painted watercolors of snakes,

lizards, and beetles on large study sheets, but she

continued to enter the caterpillars on vellum scraps in her

journal. The compositions for the sixty plates of her

Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium were

completed after returning to Holland. The book, which

she published herself, appeared in Dutch and Latin

editions in 1705. Caspar Commelin added plant

identifications to the Latin edition and was probably

responsible for the Latin translation. In 1719, a second

edition appeared with twelve added plates but the last two

were not her own. In all, five editions were published

1» 7700, Merian visited a Suririam plantation where

shefound a giant owlet moth on a "liquid gum
"

bough. One ofthe world's largest moths, the owlet has

a wingspan ofup to twelve inches.

Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium: photograph by Craig Chesek. AMNH
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Iin Surinam, Merian painted watercolors in herjournal,

but the copper engravingsfor her book were done in

Amsterdam. A study sheet, below right, shows a

Capricorn beetle, which also appears in herfined

composition, left, ofthree beetles on "a thorny plant."
Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium. photograph by Craig Criesek. AMNH

from the original plates, the last in France in 1771. The plates

disappeared about the time of the French Revolution.

In Metamorphosis, Merian introduced Europeans to the

lush vegetation of the tropics. "The Indians lay the

green leaves [from the Surinam cotton tree] on fresh

wounds to cool and cure them." Watermelons

grow on the ground like cucumbers in Holland. They have

a hard skin which gradually becomes less hard towards the

inside of the fruit. The flesh is shiny and melts in the mouth

like sugar; it is healthy and has a very pleasant taste; it is very

refreshing to the sick.

Although she often included significant botanical

information, Merian was mainly interested in these

plants as food for the insects she was observing.

Her emphasis on Surinam's animals

predominated.

By the time Merian went to Surinam,

she had been studying and observing

animal life for forty years. Of a snake she

wrote: "Its fat belly shows that it was

carrying eggs"; of a wasp: "One can

see that these nests are carefully built

as a protection against both wind and

rain to ensure the safety of the eggs."

Animal behavior continued to intrigue

her: "I took this nest into my house. . .to

observe the behavior of the caterpillars; I

found that they hid in the nest during the day

and that they left in the evening to find food."

One group of caterpillars "ate a lot and fast and

their excrement was plenteous and large," while

another group were "very slow and sluggish in their

behavior."

Collecfing was not always easy. "Since the tree is tall

and hollow, it is not possible to climb up it and I therefore

had it cut down to get hold of the caterpillars." Beetles "bit

through the box and ran away." But her direct observations led

1 Federation, Saint Petersburg;
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M.ierian described the silkmoth caterpillars thatfed on

orange trees as "green with a yellow stripe over their whole

body; on each segment there arefour round orange-yellow

beads covered with little hairs. " The moths had a "pattern on

each wing like a piece ofMoscow glass.

"

Metamorphosis Insectorum Sunnamensium; photograph by Craig Chesek, AMNH

her to challenge previously held notions, including one by

the Dutch biologist and microscopist Antony van

Leeuwenhoek. A caterpillar, she wrote, had

fifty shining red warts. Leeuwenhoek is of the opinion that these

are eyes. To date I have not been able to accept this opinion that

they are eyes; in my view they would then be able to find their

food from behind and from the sides, which I have not observed to

be the case; they have no eye-sockets there.

In recently discovered correspondence between Merian

and London apothecary and collector James Petiver, we
find that he planned to translate Metamorphosis and the

European caterpillar books into English. These editions

failed to materialize. The same letters indicated that

Metamorphosis was not successful in its first edition; it

found an audience only with later reissues. The reptile

volume never appeared, probably because Merian did not

have the money to pubUsh it. Her watercolors of reptiles

and amphibians, however, are extensive but scattered

throughout collections in Europe and North America.

How did she get the money to publish Metamorphosis,

which at that time was one of the largest volumes ever

printed? To cover costs, she took a commission to

illustrate Georg Rumpf's D'Amboinsche Rariteikamer—

(Amboinan Cabinet of Rarities)—the first natural history

book from the Dutch East Indies. As an employee of the

Dutch East India Company, Rumpf lived on the island of

Amboina, halfway between the Philippines and Australia.

The completed art for his book on shells, shellfish, and

minerals was shipped to Holland piecemeal, but most

never arrived. When Rumpf died, Merian was

commissioned for new art, but the publisher, having Httle

beyond a manuscript, tried to select matching specimens

from Dutch cabinets. Thus many of the sixty plates in

"the Amboina book," as Merian referred to it in her

letters, depicted objects from the Indian and Atlantic

oceans. Merian's name did not appear on Rumpf's volume

and to confuse matters, duplicate watercolors existed that

were signed by other artists. Not untO the investigation

and the publication in 1974 of Peter the Great's Merian

collection did scholars find the original art.

In the last years of her life, Merian worked on a third

European caterpillar book, which her daughter published

in 1717. Merian also translated the first two volumes of

the caterpillar books into Dutch and published them in

1713 and 1714, and she continued to work actively until

she had a stroke in 1715.

Not only did Peter the Great purchase a large Merian

collection; he also convinced her daughter Dorothea to

move to Saint Petersburg. There she and her husband,

George Gsell, became close confidants of the czar and art

teachers, continuing the Merian style and even training

the painters who went with the Danish explorer Vitus

Bering on his landmark expedition when he discovered

the northern route to the Americas. George Gsell's

instructions to artists on the expedition echo Merian's

philosophy:

To make it easier to portray everything true to nature one must

have the subject before one's eyes and not paint from memory. To

paint a fish, we must put it in water, so that it will not die; to paint

grasses, we must dig them out with the earth, so that they do not

wilt. We must paint birds and animals so as to reveal their physical

peculiarities.

Until the nineteenth cenmry, Merian remained an

important figure in both science and art. Hans Sloane and

Richard Mead, the two greatest collectors in eighteenth-

century England, both had large collections of her art, as

did the royal family of Denmark. When Mead died, his

Merian collection was acquired by the English royal

family. When the British Museum opened in 1759, works

by Merian from Sloane's collections were on display.

Linnaeus cited her work more than a hundred times. And
in yet another tribute, German explorer Alexander von

Humboldt had his portrait painted holding the flower of a

plant species he named for Maria Sibylla Merian. D
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Conecuh Bogs,

Alabama
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The primary activity in Alabama's

Conecuh National Forest is timber pro-

duction. The original tree cover was har-

vested long ago, and subsequent genera-

tions of trees have been planted and cut.

Stands of slash pine and long-leaf pine, ar-

ranged in densely crowded rows, cover

much of the sandy uplands of the forest,

interspersed with recendy clear-cut tracts

in which ragged tree stumps are sur-

rounded by scrubby regrowth. But tucked

away within this artificial and often unat-

tractive landscape are more than two

dozen pitcher plant bogs, ranging in size

from a few square feet to a few acres, that

still support a remarkable variety of plants

and animals.

Pitcher plants can be found in boggy

habitats all across the Coastal Plain of the

southeastern United States, from the Car-

olinas and Florida to southern Louisiana

and southeastern Texas. George Folkerts

of Auburn University, an authority on car-

nivorous plants who guided me through

Conecuh Forest, has noted that pitcher

plants grow in eleven different kinds of

wetlands—from river terraces to sphag-

num mat bogs to savannas, swales, and

seepage bogs. While these habitats differ

in their topography and source of water,

they all have an acidic soil, saturated for at

least a portion of the year, and depend on

periodic fires to maintain their characteris-

tic mix of vegetation.

The pitcher plant bogs in the Conecuh

National Forest are seepage bogs created

by rainwater percolating down through the

sandy uplands and accumulating near the

bottom of slopes. In some instances, a dis-

tinct shrub swamp community is found at

the very bottom of the slope, where sev-

eral inches of water stand throughout the

year, while the pitcher plant bogs begin a

little upslope, where the soil is saturated

but not flooded. Rills and rivulets of cool,

clear water, most less than a foot wide,

form networks throughout the bogs.

The bogs contain at least twenty differ-

ent species of carnivorous plants—plants

that obtain some of their nutrition from the

insects they trap. These include four kinds

of sundews, two butterworts, nine bladder-

worts, and five types of pitcher plants. In

addition, the Conecuh bogs are home to a

a dozen species of wild orchids and a vari-

ety of sedges, including beaked rushes.

Animal life is equally diverse. Cotton-

mouths often emerge from the shrub

swamps to sun themselves in the open

bogs. Diamond-backed rattlesnakes from

the surrounding uplands frequently come
to the bogs for water and then return to

their drier habitat. The nanow trails used

by armadillos that visit the bogs to drink

can be seen. These nocturnal animals use

the same trails so often that they wear

them into deep ruts.

When I was in one of the bogs in April

with George Folkerts, we saw a female

crane fly skim just above one of the nar-

row rivulets and periodically dip her ab-

domen into the water to lay her eggs. On
that spring day, caddis flies were swarm-

ing in the air. Folkerts and I paused to look

at the emerging leaves of the orange

macranthera, a beard-tongue-like plant.

During autumn, the gorgeous orange,

tube-shaped flowers of this plant open to

welcome the hummingbirds that are mi-

grating through the area.

In one of the shallow pools we saw tad-

poles that would mature into pine barrens

tree frogs, one of the rarest amphibians in

the country. This species lives in two

widely separated places, the pine barrens

of New Jersey and the pitcher plant bogs

of the Coastal Plain. Two species of fish, a

shiner and a madtom, also live in the rills

of the pitcher plant bogs.

Pitcher plants are noted for leaves that

are modified into elongated tubes, or

pitchers, typically hooded by their folded-

over tips. But these perennial plants also

produce long, flat leaves and a large flower
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This Land

Yellow pitcher plants are common
in wetland habitats throughout

the Coastal Plain.
James C. Godwin

that hangs from the tip of a leafless stalk.

Each pitcher collects water, which fills

the bottom of the funnel and mixes with

digestive enzymes that the plant secretes.

To attract insects, the pitcher plant usually

has nectar-producing glands on the hood

as well as the rim of the pitcher, which

often is shiny and slippery. An insect

alighting on the rim tends to plummet into

the watery abyss. Downward-pointing

hairs that grow inside the tube prevent the

victim from crawling out to safety.

The pitcher's hood is arranged in a vari-

ety of positions, depending on the species,

but never in a position that blocks the en-

trance to the funnel. Early naturalists spec-

ulated that the hood was hinged and that it

automatically sealed off the opening when

an insect fell inside, but this is not the case.

The most beautiful pitcher belongs to

the white-topped pitcher plant. It grows up

to two feet tall, and its upper end and hood

are white with conspicuous green veins.

These pitchers are commonly collected

and sold for floral decoration. The Office

of Scientific Authority of the United States

Fish and Wildlife Service issues permits

for this commerce, but man} pitchers are

harvested illegally every year, placing the

plants in jeopardy of extinction.
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The yellow pitcher plant is probably the

most common and most sturdy of them all.

with bright yellow or yellow green pitch-

ers up to two and one-half feet tall.

Wherry's sweet pitcher plant has an erect

pitcher usually less than one foot tall with

a very short, wide, maroon-veined hood.

The purple pitcher plant, the only one that

is found outside of the Coastal Plain (it

grows throughout the northeastern United

States and westward to the Great Lakes),

has a curved pitcher that more or less lies

on its back. Its mouth is completely open

because the hood is straight and does not

arch over the tube.

The parrot pitcher plant is distinct. The

variegated red-and-white pitchers are only

four to eight inches tall, and the hood is an

inflated structure with a pointed, beaklike

tip that superficially resembles the outline

of a parrot's head. In spring, the pitcher

stands erect and has a broad, green finlike

"wing" that extends along the front of the

pitcher from the base to the hood. This

structure exposes more plant surface to

sunlight for photosynthesis. Pitchers that

form later in the year essentially lie on

their backs and lack the broad wing.

While many people think of pitcher

plants as organisms that exploit insects,

George Folkerts and his wife, Debbie,

have found that flies, mosquitoes, and

other insects utilize pitcher plants for their

own survival. The larvae of the mosquito

Wyeomia, those of a midge, and those of

several species of sarcophagid flies com-

plete their larval development in the

pitcher, feeding on microorganisms and

insect corpses trapped in the pitcher's

fluid. As much as half the prey trapped in

the pitcher may be consumed by such lar-

vae, and this might seem to be detrimental

to the pitcher plant. But George Folkerts

indicates that the larvae produce large

quantities of nitrogen-rich wastes, which

probably nouri.sh pitcher plants.

Wasps, mites, and moths also feed on

the tissues of the pitchers. According to

Debbie Folkerts, the pitcher plant moth

spends nearly its entire life in the pitcher.

In spring, the female moth lays one to sev-

eral eggs on the inside wall of a newly

formed pitcher. The eggs develop into lar-

vae that girdle the pitcher with a narrow

feeding channel; this causes the upper por-

tion to wilt and topple, closing off the

opening. The larvae eat only the inner tis-

sues of the pitcher, leaving the outer epi-

dermis intact. Shortly before pupation, the

larvae cut a tiny drainage hole in the

pitcher. Until the females leave to lay their

eggs, adults rarely stray from the pitcher,

and copulation takes place there.

The reports of early European settlers

show that pitcher plant bogs were once

more common in the southeastern United

States. The bogs were maintained by nat-

ural fires, which were started by lightning

and spread unchecked over large areas.

North American Indians also burned areas

to drive game and for other reasons. Such

fires killed or retarded the growth of the

shrubs and trees that tend to invade open

bog habitats. During the 1930s, however,

the United States Forest Service, with its

symbol of Smoky the Bear, campaigned

against fires in both forested and un-

forested lands. As a result, fires were not

allowed to bum even in open bogs, and

dozens of woody species invaded them,

wiping out some and drastically reducing

the size of others.

The blossom ofa white-topped

pitcher plant
Jeff Lepore
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The Conecuh National Forest is not

managing its bogs to preserve pitcher

plants. As a result, gallberry and other

shrubs, along with long-leaf and slash pine

seedlings, have come up throughout the

bogs. Even when the Forest Service agrees

to bum, it does so during the winter, when

most plants are dormant and the shmbs

and trees are generally unaffected. Spring

burns are needed to retard "these plants

(such bums do not hairn pitcher plants and

other herbaceous perennials, because their

main food reserve is in their underground

rhizomes, bulbs, and tubers). In addition,

the Forest Service plants hundreds of

pines in the sandy uplands above the bogs.

These pines absorb most of the available

water through their roots, so that little

seeps downward into the bogs. Eventually

the bogs dry out, and the unique flora dis-

appears.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeri-

tus of plwit biology at Southern Illinois

Universit}', Carbondale, explores the bio-

logical and geological highlights of the

156 U.S. nationalforests.

Conecuh Bogs

For visitor information write:

Supervisor

National Forests in Alabama

1765 Highland Avenue '

Montgomery, Alabama 36107

(205) 832-4470

Joe LeMonnier
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ADVERTISE M E N T

any prospective visitors

to the arc of islands that

run from Florida to

South America think

first and foremost of sun, sand and sea.

In recent years, however, savvy travelers

have taken a fresh tack in their voyages

to the Caribbean and are choosing to

take a closer look into the region's multi-

ple cultures, extensive history, and spec-

tacular natural wonders.

As a result of the 500th anniversary of

Columbus' first voyage,

the Caribbean

nations
(Columbus'
first landfall

the New World) are

taking a look back at their '-«!*,•

history. The last five hundred years in

the Caribbean have brought the greatest

transfer of people and resources in the

annals of man, creating a colorful legacy

of history, cultures, and culinary delights

that reflect the region's diverse origins.

This cultural diversity is further en-

hanced by a backdrop of exotic natural

attractions: volcanic mountains, rain

forests, deserts, marshlands, and man-

groves all provide sustenance and protec-

tion for a tremendous variety of sea crea-

tures and wildlife.

Each Caribbean island is unique and

offers its own compelling reason for fur-

ther exploration.

ANGUILLA

Legend says that Ponce de Leon found

his fabled Fountain of Youth on this

small coral island five miles north of St.

Martin. Weary souls seeking rejuvena-

tion can visit the Fountain Cavern at

Shoul Bay .and test the magic waters

for themselves.

Anguilla's varied natural attrac-

tions provide a haven for a

w ide array of wildlife. The

Fishing boats at rest, bland Harbor, Angiiilla

north side of the island rises to a lime-

stone ridge where visitors can see flocks

of red legged stilts and white cheek pin-

tail ducks at sunset. Two huge offshore

coral reefs await snorkelers and divers

who are eager to explore an underworld

of sponges, sea fans, brain corals, and

fish galore.

BARBADOS

Barbados was a British Colony for 300

years and has been independent since

1966, but in some ways it is still as British

as the Queen. There is a Trafalgar Square

(complete with a statue of Lord Nelson),

be-wigged judges presiding over courts,

homes and gardens in parishes named St.

James, and towns called Yorkshire.

To encourage visitors to explore Bar-

bados' historic, natural, and cultural

treasures, the Barbados National Trust

has created a Heritage Passport with dis-

count vouchers to eleven sites of inter-

est. They are as varied as the Andromeda

Botanic Gardens, Morgan Lewis Sugar

Mill, Gun Hill Signal Station, and the

newly restored Barbados Synagogue.

A guided walking tour of Historic

Bridgetown is available, as well as free

guff of
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MONACO?

Considering its palatial walls

overlooking a famous turquoise

sea where sleek white yachts

glide in to shore for elegant

dining and dancing before a

midnight stop at the grand

casino and a waltz with lady

luck, no wonder this place

looks fit for a King. It is. Only
here you'll find 200 more miles

of white sand beach and many
more luxury resorts to choose
from, plus lots more non-stops

to get you there. How's that for

royal treatment?

DISCOVER THE NEW OLD WORLD.
PUERTO RICO.

The Shining Star Of The Caribbean'

For a free color brochure call 1 -800-866-STAR, Ext. 41122



A D \' E R T I S E M E N T

"Creole Day" on Dominica

morning and afternoon hikes led by

young Bajans and Trust members.

Barbados' cultural heritage is also

showcased in two annual events: Crop

Over, a two week folklore festival in

mid-July, and the National Independence

Festival of Creative Arts — a month of

plays, ballets, concerts, and art shows.

BELIZE

he attractions in Belize are

as varied and numerous as

there are grains of sand on a

small beach. Visitors can

take in coral reefs and Mayan temples,

beaches, lagoons and rain forests, the

lively Caribbean resort town of San

Pedro, or the considerably more rustic

villages of the interior.

Belize being small (a shade larger than

New Jersey) and the transportation good,

it's easy to arrange an itinerary that sam-

ples a bit of everything. One company

that can help organize your trip is Mag-

num Belize. It represents about eighty

hotels, resorts and,lodges throughout the

country.

If you are looking for a taste of sun,

sand, sea and some adventure along the

coast, then the island of Ambergris Caye

is the ideal destination. San Pedro (the

main settlement) is filled with boutiques,

rental shops, small hotels, and bars. The

streets are sandy and the main form of

motorized transport is by rented golf

cart.

Captain Morgan's Retreat is an inti-

mate and unpretentious resort set a little

farther north on the island. It offers a

tremendous variety of water experiences

along the world's second largest barrier

Morgan Lewis Sugar Mdt.

reef that runs the length of Belize.

The oldest architectural structures in

the Caribbean can be found in Belize's

interior, where Mayans built magnificent

structures long before Columbus ar-

rived. The ancient temple of Xuantunich

in the Cayo district is still the tallest

man-made edifice in the country.

"Best of Belize" offers tours of the

Caracol Mayan Ruins which are three

times the size of rival Tikal in

Guatemala. They also offer day trips

from Belize City to the Mountain Pine

Ridge which features a 1 ,000 foot water-

fall, the Cockscomb Jaguar Preserve,

Lamanai Mayan ruins, and Baboon
Wildlife Sanctuary.

"Best of Belize" is opening a visitors

center at the Biltmore Plaza Hotel in De-

cember 1992. The center will exhibit an

ongoing, narrated slide presentation of

the many beautiful and exotic adven-

tures the country has to offer.

BONAIRE

Aruba's neighbors, Bonaire and Cura-

cao, along with St. Maarten, Saba, and

St. Eustatius make-up the Netherlands

Antilles. Together they share a Dutch

heritage and a common language Papia

St. .Ajidreu'i, Barbados

mento, a combination of Spanish, Por-

tuguese, Dutch, and a smattering ot

other European words.

Bonaire is a naturalist's haven that has

been preserving nature refuges, marine

parks, and bird sanctuaries for years.

The northern end of the island holds the

Washington/Slagbaai National Park, a

13,500 acre wildlife sanctuary textured

with unusual rock formations, white

sand beaches, and lakes. It was also one

of the first national parks established in

the Caribbean.

On the flat, arid, southern end of

Bonaire there is a 135 acre flamingo sanc-

tuary, that also serves as a breeding

ground for many types of birds. To in-

troduce birders to some of the 190 in-

digenous species, the island held its first

Bird Watching Olympics in September

'92 and plans to make it a biannual event.

THE CAYMAN ISLANDS

Tucked under the western end of

Cuba, the Cayman Islands are world

renown as a diver's mecca. The islands'

shores are surrounded by submerged

mountains collectively known as the

Cayman Wall. Densely encrusted with

coral and other marine life, the wall at-

tracts extraordinary displays of exotic

fish

At the mouth of the North Sound of

Grand Cayman is one of the Caribbean's

most unusual sites. Sting

/> Ray City. Here, in just

twelve feet of water,

snorkelers and divers

can touch, feed, photo-

graph, and swim with

stmg rays — as many as a

Mavtm 5tone itor^ in the Belize intenoi



Most Cruise Ships

Shoot For The Moon,

But Only A Handful Lane

Among The Stars.

ihe Crystal Attitude is Perfection.

Accommodations that arc among

the most luxurious, elegant and spacious

afloat. A staff that is trained not only to

meet but anticipate your needs. And

gourmet cuisine that

rivals the premier

restaurants ofthe

world—in quality and

diversity.

As impressive as

all this may seem, it is

but part ofthe vision of

perfection that Crystal

Cruises continually

strives for aboard

Crystal Harmony.'

It is the same vision that prompted

the Berlitz Handbook to Cruising to award

Crystal Harmony" its coveted Five-Stars-

Plusratmg. ^^^^^^
And as our guests, you'll seejust

how wonderful it can be among the stars.

But despite this prestigious recognition, we

promise to keep shooting for the moon.

Crystal Cruises are booked exclu-

sively through travel agents.

i\W/i
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Diversify!
Invest in an

enriching experience...

Costa Rica
Explore exotic realms
inaccessible by land....

ethereal rainforests abounding with flora and
fauna, 8 pristine beaches, 13 enthralling

tours, SCUBA diving, sea kayaking ... Each
day you II cruise to adventure with Tine

service and intimate ambience aboard
Temptress Cruises.

The possibilities are limitless.

The pleasure is yours.

1-800-336-8423

n^' Or discover
Costa Rica at Hotel Fiesta,

headquarters for exploration. Cultural

urs and diverse eco-areas are at your
fingertips, from the abundance of Carara

Biological Reserve to the skein of ivory silk

1-800-662-2990

We Offer You
The Natural World

• African Safaris

• Amazon Cruises

• Galapagos Cruises

' Birding in Ecuador,

Costa Rica, and Panama

' Natural History Workshops

Mstom Designed Individual

Tours by our Travel Specialists

' Special Interest Natural History Tours

Call for reservations at Selva Verde

Lodge in Costa Rica, a 500-acre

tropical rain forest retreat with

hundreds of species of birds

HOLBROOK
TRAVEL, INC.

For information: For reservations:

904/377-7111 800/451-7111

3540 N.W. 13th Street

Gainesville, FL 32609

Mannd .Antoiuo Niilioiuil Park. Costa Rica

dozen at a time.

Of historical interest is Pedro's Castle,

the oldest standing structure in the Cay-

man Islands. Dating back to the 17th cen-

tury, local lore claims it was Blackbeard's

hideaway. The castle

lies on a limestone

ridge which rises

twenty feet from the sea

and supports many va-

rieties of native

plants.

Cayman Brae is a

string bean-shaped plot

of untamed wilderness,

which is yet to be discovered for its hik-

ing, birding, and caving opportunities.

Recently, the island got its first nature

preserve — a 100 acre plot for the scarce

Cayman Brae Parrot.

COSTA RICA

bout the size of West Vir-

ginia, Costa Rica preserves

more than twenty-five per-

j^ cent of its land in national

parks, forestry reserves, and wildlife

refuges (compared to three percent in the

U.S.). Within its twelve distinct ecosys-

tems are 1,200 varieties of orchids, more

types of birds than in all of North Amer-

ica, and ten percent of the world's but-

terflies.

Santa Rosa National Park, on the Pa-

cific Ocean, protects habitats ranging

from beaches and mangroves to dry

forests and wooded savannas. Area wild-

life includes monkeys, anteaters, coat-

imundis, peccaries, and deer.

Other areas include Palo Verde Na-

tional Park, a refuge for migratory water-

fowl. Poas Volcano National Park, an

hour and a half drive from San Jose, pro-

\ides the opportunity for visitors to peer

into an active volcano at 8,000 feet and

K\;i/iirin,g tlu' dcpthi of St. Lucid

hike through the sur-

rounding forest, while

Tortuguero National Park

^S^ protects mangro\-es and wild-

life on the Caribbean coast.

The celebrated 4,000 acre Monte\-erde

Cloud Forest, located in Guanacaste

Province, is a private reserve that attracts

international scientists to study an un-

usual combination of wet and dry

forests. Study programs and nature tours

are available for the layperson through

International Expeditions (see the re-

source guide for more information).

DOMINICA

On this beautiful island one finds

mountains, rain forests, and rivers that

cascade over cliffs through valleys to the

sea. These prime attractions are found in

the 16,000 acre Dominica National Park

— replete with magnificent scenery, four

varieties of forest, and hiking trails that

range from a comfortable thirty-minute

stroll to a rigorous four-hour trek.

Highlights near Roseau, the capital,

are the Trafalgar Falls and Freshwater

Lake, the largest of Dominica's fi\'e

lakes.

A cross-island highway north of

Roseau winds through the mountains

that skirt Dominica's best rain forests

and traverses theCentral Forest Reserve.

En route it passes the entrance to the

Emerald Falls Nature Trail, a thirty-
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The Theory ofEvolution

Are You an Evolved Traveler?

Experience the Ultimate Eco-Adventure

Temptress Cruises - Galapagos Islands

7 nights visiting 8 enchanting \

islands, abounding with exotic /

/ wildlife -- Giant tortoises, \.

1 flamingoes, sea lions, iguanas, V____^

/ penguins, and more...
^^\

\^ Daily tours with naturalist
j^

v^ guide -- world-class SCUBA I

\^ diving and snorkeling . . . I

Each day, you'll cruise to adventure in exclusive

elegance aboard the luxurious 12-passenger

M/V Albatross with every amenity at your

fingertips. $1878 per person double occupniicy

800-336-8423
U.S. Sales Office: 1600 NW LeJeune R

Ivliami, Florida 33126

THE FIRST AIRLINE OF PERU

& AMAZONIA
EXPEDITION
take you directly

from MIAMI to the

AJMAZON
RAINFOREST

1-800-262-9669
1824 N.W. 102 Way, Gainsville, FL 32606

ADVERTISEMENT
minute walk through lush forest to a

beautiful cascade that drops into a pool,

large enough for a swim. The gigantic

gommier tree, a hardwood used for cen-

turies by the Caribs to make ocean-going

7 f / F ills DommiLfl

canoes, is the favorite nesting place for

the Imperial parrot, one of Dominica's

two endangered species.

PUERTO RICO

s proud of its Spanish her-

itage as it is of its American

flag, Puerto Rico has

launched the Columbus
Quincentennial. It will continue through

November 1993, the date that marks

Columbus' landing on the island's

shores.

Recently in Old San Juan, in front of

the second oldest church in the Ameri-

cas, the Plaza of the Five Centuries was

inaugurated. It is part of an impressive

restoration of the northwest section

where some of Old San Juan's largest

buildings will house the new Museum of

the Americas and the relocated Institute

of Puerto Rican Culture.

In Ponce, Puerto Rico's second largest

town, residents are preparing for the

300th Anniversary celebration of the

city's founding. The entire city has been

renovated with great care to preserve its

historic architecture, which ranges in

style from early colonial to art deco.

Beyond the cities, the island combines

scenic wonders and the geographic fea-

tures of a country fifty times its size.

Only thirty minutes from San Juan is the

Caribbean National Forest (also known
as El Yunque), which is the only tropical

rain forest in the U.S. Forestry Service.

It has recreation areas with well main-

tained hiking trails and is only one of

Puerto Rico's ten forest reserves.

On the southwest coast, the Guanica

Reserve hosts half of Puerto Rico's ter-

restrial bird species.

At the Rio Camuy Caves Park (north-

west of Hatillo) you can visit caverns,

some as high as a two story building,

which are part of Puerto Rico's elaborate

network of caves and tropical karst ter-

rain. Through them flow the Camuy
River, the third largest underground

river in the world. Offshore, the Culebra

National "Wildlife Refuge protects

eighty-six bird species and serves as a

nesting ground for four species of endan-

gered sea turtles. The sanctuary was es-

tablished by President Theodore Roo-

sevelt at the turn of the century.

ST. KITTS & NEVIS

To take a step back in time to a more

traditional Caribbean, journey to the

small, unspoiled island of Nevis in the

eastern Caribbean. For those who desire

elegant yet comfortable accommoda-

tions, breathtaking landscapes and rain

forests filled with shy monkeys and

birds, Nevis is the place for you. Down-

town Charlestown is a quaint village sur-

rounded by beautifully restored build-

ings, churches, and a museum.

Nestled in the mountains, high above

Ihc Animal Cooks Fcsnial, Puerto Rico



Cruising the Caribbean

Sun Line Cruises was founded thirty-five years ago, tLil-

filling founder Charles A. Keusseoglou's dream of blend-

ing the intimate qualities of a yacht with the high standards

of the finest luxury liners. The Keusseoglou family contin-

ues to own and operate Sun Line and takes pride in the per-

sonal touch a family-run business affords.

Many members of the all Greek crew have been with

Sun Line for over twenty years and the Keusseoglou family

believes their dedication and professionalism are among

Sun Line's strongest and most valued assets.

Sun Line pioneered South America cruises twenty-five

years ago, with innovative itineraries that set the standard

for other cruise lines to follow. The cruises will take you

1,000 miles along the mighty Amazon to Manaus; to un-

spoiled islands in the Caribbean; to Buenos Aires, the cos-

mopolitan capital of Argentina; or to the magnificent

Panama Canal.

Along with a wide range of itineraries of varying length,

Sun Line offers an enrichment lecture series designed to

enhance the experience of the traveler, given by botanists,

astronomers, historians, and archaeologists. Experts such

as Captain Loren Mclntyre, a National Geographic chief

consultant on South America, will recount his journey to

discover the Amazon's most distant source.

Siella Solaris ai anchor

The professional staff of experts also arrange adventur-

ous trips ashore, such as jungle river expeditions, a visit to

an Argentine ranch, submarine trips to coral reefs and the

chance to climb the ancient

Mayan ruins.

Sun Line's base remains

in the Mediterranean and

from April to October the fleet

offers three, four, seven, and fourteen

day cruises from Piraeus to the Greek Is-

lands, Turkey, Egypt, and Israel; and

around Italy from Venice to Nice. Sun Line

also offers air/land /sea packages to com-

plement these Mediterranean cruises.

TkeA

THE MOST EXOTIC ROUTE

UN LINE.
Ft. Lauderdale, Guadeloupe, Grenada, Santarem,

Manaus, Alter Jo Ck&o, Fortaleza, Rio Je Janeiro,

Buenos Aires, MonieviJeo, BocaJe Valeria,

St Lucia, Antigua, Galveston.

This Winter, Sun Line joumeys 1,000 miles into the

heart of the Amazon. Depart Ft. Lauderdale, Manaus,

or Buenos Aires. Explore exotic ports in the Caribbean

and South America. Attend enriching lectures by re-

nowned Amazon explorer Captain Loren Mclntyre. And
experience the awesome grandeur of the Amazon. 14, 15

and 16-day cruises aboard Stella Solaris, our intimate

5-star flagship. Deluxe accommodations, elegant cuisine,

European service. Unforgettable adventures

in a world ^^ ^$^of mystery.

For information and a free 28-page brochure on Sun Line's 1992-93

Air/Sea vacations into the Exotic Zone, see your travel agent, or write

Sun Line Cruises, Inc., One RoclcefeUer Plaza, New York, NY 10020,

or call 1-800-468-6400 or 212-397-6400

Name Phone

City_ _ State. _Zip_

Please send me additional information about your cruises to

D The Caribbean and/orD The Panama Canal.

Simline Cruises
LUXURY CRUISES IN THE EXOTIC ZONE^

The Stella Solaris is a Luxury Ship of Greek Regiscry.
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® IJiii-t>uda c Montsei-rat • Nevis • Saba » St. Kitts « Statia

CRUISING WITHOUT
THE CROWDS!

A new cruise vacation unfurls aboard
ihe IVewest and llaUcst of the IkUships.

• Chily 180 pri\-ilcgc(l guests • 7 and 14 Day Sailings • Unspoiled Caribbean Islands

• ,-\ncient Mediterranean Ports • TransAtlantie Crossings • Ed\vardian-st)le Libran*

> Private Yacht-like Ambienee • Two Pools • Watcrsports • Piano Bar • From 8995 dbl. occ,

STAR CLIPPERS
Ships' Rcgisliy: Luxembourg

Star Clippers, Inc. 4101 Salzcdo Ave. Dq)t.-ra ConU Gables, Ha . 331M

CaU TOUT Travel .^gcnt or Star CUppcrs at 1-800442-0551

CalArl • Glrolata • Boniiacio • Porto Ceir\'o • Elba • Portoflno •

^ jiniun' Day in St. Croix

the sea, there is a collection of sugar plan-

tations that has been lovingly restored

and operates as historic inns. Four of

the inns have joined ro- ^
gether to offer a pro-

gram called "The Plan-

tation Inns of Nevis,"

included are: Golden Rock

Estate, Croney's Old Manor,

Montpelier, and The Hermitage.

In this special program the inns share a

rotating dining plan and afternoon tea,

beach privileges including transporta-

tion, and a selection of eco-tours.

Guests can hike or horseback ride be-

tween each of the inns, through small vil-

lages, and along a series of trails that were

once used during the 17th and 18th cen-

turies by sugar planters.

ST. LUCIA

Often dubbed the Bali Hai of the Carib-

bean, St. Lucia is a mountainous par-

adise. Soufriere, St. Lucia's oldest settle-

ment and gateway to the St. Lucia Rain

Forest, sits at the feet of the magnificent

Pitons. Some of St. Lucia's best reefs are

concentrated in an area a few miles be-

tween the Pitons.

During the European battles for the

New World, St. Lucia changed hands

fourteen times resulting in a richly tex-

tured society with a curious blend of lan-

guages and traits.

Windjammer Landing Villa Beach Re-

sort spreads over five acres on a volcanic

hillside at Labrolette Bay in the island's

northwest corner. It has not only pro-

tected its environmental setting, but en-

hanced it as well. The resort's complex is



ADVERTISEMENT
made up of 1 10 villas. The use of native

material in elements of decor is visually

exciting, w/aterfalls and tropical gardens

are abundant.

For those naturalists interested, Wind-

jammer offers tours of the St. Lucia rain

forest.

UNITED STATES VIRGIN
ISLANDS

ne of the most important

events marking the Quin-

centennial year was the cre-

ation of the Salt River Na-

tional Park in St. Croix. Not only does

the park have the Virgin Islands' largest

remaining area of mangroves, an Indian

burial ground dating back to 1150 A.D.,

and a huge submarine canyon with extra-

ordinary marine life, but it is also one of

the few verified landing spots of Christo-

pher Columbus in the Caribbean.

St. Croix also boasts Buck Island Reef

National Monument, a 300 acre island

surrounded by 550 acres of underwater

coral gardens.

St. Thomas, the most densely popu-

lated and developed of the group, has an

irregular coastline of idyllic coves and al-

abaster beaches, sheltered by green

mountains that rise high above the sea.

St. John, the smallest of the trio, is a

beautiful, wooded mountainous island.

The Visitor Center in Cruz Bay is well

organized and offers ranger-led hikes,

wildlife lectures, and horseback riding.

VIRGIN GORDA

The Biras Creek Resort is located in an

impressive fortress-like main building on

a hilltop overlooking a harbor, on Virgin

Gorda in the British Virgin Islands.

Guests arrive by launch at the thirty-

two unit, all-suite property to a "get-ac-

quainted" tour of the extremely-well

manicured resort grounds.

The sculptured stone outdoor restau-

m mMim

The majestic St. Lucia Pitons

Tranquil waters, Les Saints, Qiiadelmipe

rant offers a 360-degree view of green

mountains, dotted with cacti, ending at

the swimmers beach below and the

translucent Atlantic Ocean.

Since there are no taxis or cars, every

suite comes with one bicycle per guest,

because no roads lead to Biras Creek ex-

cept your own.

YOUNG ISLAND

Young Island is a lush, thirty-five acre

private retreat that lies approximately

200 yards off the southern coast of St.

Vincent at the entrance of the

Grenadines.

The island consists of twenty-nine in-

dividual cottages that have indoor/out-

door showers shrouded by greenery.

Lunch is available underneath private,

thatched-covered dining tables sur-

rounded by lush tropical undergrowth.

Every week there is a manager's party

(popular in the Caribbean), on the neigh-

boring "Rock Fort," a towering moun-

tain of an island with carved stone steps

leading up to the ruins of an 18th century

fort.

This brief look at the Caribbean is

merely a sampling of the natural, his-

toric, and cultural diversity which the is-

lands offer. When coupled with their

proximity, convenience, wonderful

weather, facilities, sports and entertain-

ment, the region is unrivaled in the

choices it offers vacationers who want to

do more than simply loll on the beach.

For advertising in/ormation, call Saman-

tha Loomis at NATURAL HISTORY:
(212)599-5555.

Mclaughlin
Anderson

The Ulti.mate Vacation-

on St. Thomas, U.S.Virgin Islands

Sumptuous private iiomes for the perfect

Caribbean fioliday - hilltop estates with ocean

views that go on forever, to seaside dream homes

where you can lie back with friends or family and

laze away tranquil days by your private pool. We
offer cozy cottages to the ultimate - a private

island with your own staff, just minutes by

helicopter from St. Thomas.

Whether your tastes run to quiet time on the

beach or on a shady verandah, or to action-packed

fun in the sun and world-class shopping, we have

something for you. Superb accommodations and

attentive service for the custom holiday of a

lifetime.

Send $2.00 for our 36-page color catalog and

rates for our 40 private vacation properties.

McLaughlin Anderson Vacations, Ltd.

100 Blackbeard's Hill, Suite #3

St. Thomas, V.I. 00802

Weekdays 1-800-537-6246 or 800-666-6246; or

809-776-0635. Fa.x 809-777-4737.
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Travel Marketplace
^'ou can contact advertisers directly or simply fill out the adjacent order form to receive information from the organizations below.

BELIZE
ROATAN • GUATEMALA
YOU, YOUR PRIVATE GUIDE

AND 14 OTHER
ADVENTURE SEEKERS
CHOOSE FROM OVER 30

DEPARTURE DATES AND
SPECIALTY TOURS;

ARCHAEOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY

NATURE AND WILDLIFE
PHOTOGRAPHY
NATIVE COOKING
SEA KAYAKING

ARTS AND CRAFTS
DIVE PACKAGES

INLAND/ISLAND TOURS
For additionat Information and color

brochures, please contact:

Best of Belize
(800) -735 -9520

(415) - 479-BEST

JAMAICA

HlliaiMaiaiBIBjgMaBIBIBlBlBIBlBIBlBllal

Monteco Bay, Jamaka
T«l. 809-953-2211 • Fax 809- 953-2731

For Res. call Your Travel Agent

Direct 800-626-0592 (24 brs)

/CHARMS 800-742-4276

BELIZE
CaptainMMoi^ans

27 Beachfront
Casitas &

Freshwater Pool

Day trips available for

Bird Watching, Mayan
Ruins, Fishing, Scuba
Diving and Snorkeling.

Special Airfares

For Package Info:

Phone: 800«447»2931

Fax: 218»847«0334

B [BIBIBJBIBIBlBJBlBlBIBiBlBiBiBiBiBlBI B

igiBIBlBJBIBfBIBlBrBlBiBMMMBIBJBIBIlB

BELIZE
Belize! The Caribbean's

Final Frontier. Mayan ruins

and jungle expeditions,

secluded Islands, biking,

snorl<ellng and diving.

Lovi/ airfares. Call the

Belize experts.

O TRy\VeL

1-800-626-3483

We represent 21 of the
finest personally select-

ed and Inspected resort

properties providing the
very best In mainland
and Island excursions,

tor more information call:

1»800»447«2931
Fax218»847»0334

Magnum Belize P.O. Box 1560

Detroit Lakes, MM 56502
E [BIBlBIBiBiBIBiBIBiBIBlBJBIBlBlBIBiBi B

TRAVEL
Global experience, exceptional

guides and superior itineraries

to the Caribbean - Costa Rica,

Belize, Panama, & Venezuela.

^INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS'NC

bEl-800-633-4734

H>ajn(«
Scubft Div'iNq

MAyAN RuiNS

Fishiisq

BindiNq

SAiiiisq

RaIn Forests

CuIturaI Tours

JuNqlt ExpEdiiioNS

SpANish LANquAqE

ROATAN Chapter
1-80Q-282-8932

Fax (904)5884158

Jardin Botanico Wilson

Xm)aradise Found
«-^ IN Costa Rica

Richest plant coUection in C.A.

315 bird species * 700 palm species

dormitory rooms or private cabinas

healthy, hearty food

Organization for Tropical Studies

Box DM Duke Station, Durham, NC 27706

(919)684-5774 or fax 684-5661 for brochure

f^y'SlickrOCk Phone/Fav

^m^Adveiilures.lnc. 80\-2'S'^996
P.O. Box 1400 » Moab, Utah W532

S
S
S

s Ifajourney'e worth making, \

s make it well. \

5 Adventure with OAT \
\ Treks, safaris and expeditions to exotic lands. \
S J5 years experience S

5 300/ 221-0614 s
S OVERSEAS ADVENTURE TRAVEL >
S 349 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139 \

JAMAICA
TambrinHiU Villa
Overlooking Savana-la-Mar

• Tropical Birds & Flora

• Black River Safari

CNT Jamaica 619-241-2322

. ,. The

*Tlantation Inns

J of Nevis

^^Eastem Caribbean

,> 203-838-6864

Amazon Canoe Solaris

Pantanal Lodges

"Rio Like A Native" Tours

Bohian Beach Resorts and more

Brazil Nuts
11 50 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06430

(800) 553-9959
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Resource Guide
Anguilla Tourist Information Office

271 Main Street

Northport, NY 11768

(800) 553-4939

Antiqua &. Barbuda Tourist Board
610 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10020
(212)541-4117

Aruha Tourism Authority
1000 Harbor Blvd.

Weehawken, NJ 07047

Bahamas Tourist Office

150 East 52nd Street

New York, NY 10022
(212)758-2777

Barbados Board of Tourism
800 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10017

(800) 221-9831 or (212) 986-6516

Belize Tourist Board
415 7th Av., 18th Floor

New York, NY 10001

(800) 624-0686 or (212) 268-8798

Bonaire Government Tourist Office

201-1/2 East 29th Street

New York, NY 10016
(800) 826-6247 or (212) 779-0242

British Virgin Islands Tourist Board
370 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212)696-0400

Caribbean Tourism Organization

20 East 46th Street, 4th Fl.

New York, NY 10017
(212)682-0435

Cayman Islands Dept. of Tourism
420 Lexington Avenue, #2733
New York, NY 10170
(212)682-5582

Costa Rica Tourism Bureau
P.O. Box 777-1000
San Jose, Costa Rica

(800) 327-7033

Curacao Tourist Board
400 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Dominica Tourist Office

c/o Caribbean Tourism Organization

20 East 46th Street, 4th Fl.

New York, NY 10017

(212) 682-0435 or (809) 448-2351

Grenada Tourist Board
820 Second Avenue, #9D
New York, NY 10017

(212)687-9554

International Expeditions

One Environs Park
Helena, AL 35080
(205)428-1700

Jamaica Tourist Board
801 Second Av., 20th Fl.

New York, NY 10017
(212)688-7650

Puerto Rico Tourism
575 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

(800) 223-6530 or (212) 599-6262

Saba5t. Eustatius

c^o Medhurst & Associates

271 Main Street

Northport, NY 1 1 768
(516)261-7474

St. Kitts &. Nevis
414 East 75th Street

New York, NY 10021

(212)535-1234

St. Lucia Tourist Board
820 Second Av., Ste. 900-E
New York, NY 10017
(212)867-2950

St. Vincent & the Grenadines
801 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212)687-4981

Trinidad &. Tobago
25 West 43rd Street, #1508
New York, NY 10036
(212)719-0540

Turks &. Caicos
ot) The Keating Group
331 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212)888-4110

U.S. Virgin Islands

1270 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212)582-4520

Consulate of Venezuela
7 East 51st Street

New York, NY 10022
(212)826-1660

Rediscover the Caribbean Response Offer
Use this card to request information from the advertisers listed below. Circle the number next to the items for which you wish to

receive information and mail this form to : NATURAL HISTORY
P.O.Box 1810

Riverton,NJ 08077-9812

Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.

1. Aeromexico
2. Amazonia Expeditions

3. Best of Belize

4. Biras Creek

5. Brazil Nuts
6. Captain Morgan's Retreat

7. Costa Rica

8. Crystal Cruises

9. Faucett Airlines

10. Half Moon Beach Club
1 1

.

Holbrook Travel

12. Magnum Belize

13. Minolta Cameras
14. Nature Tours
15. Organization for Tropical Studies

16. Overseas Adventure Travel

17. Plantation Inns of Nevis

18. Puerto Rico

19. Roatan Charter

20. Slickrock Adventures

21. Star Clippers

22. Sun Line Cruises

23. Sunset Resorts

24. Temptress Cruises

25. Travel Belize

26. Windjammer Landing

27. Young Island

Name

City_

Address

State Zip

Offer expires November 17, 1993



IThe, Authentic, Genuine,
||RTiFiED, Original
;=::^y||SET IsLAND!

Bonaire's 354 sunny days a year lavish the island with 354
fabulous sunsets, and presents you with the exciting possibil-

ity of witnessing the spectacular "Green Flash" phenomenon.

Sunset Beach Hotel

Situated on Bonaire's finest beach with complete

dive and water sports center. Casual beachside

dining. All rooms with two double beds, air-

conditioning, 22 channel cable TV,
telephone, refrigerator.

Sunset Oceanfront
Apartments

I
Comfortable fully furnished, luxurious one and two

|

bedroom apartments overlooking the Bay of

Kralendijlc and Bonaire's Robinson Crusoe Island

I

"Klein Bonaire." Swimming pool. 22 channel cable
|

TV in living-rooms and all bedrooms, air-condi-

tioning, electronic safes, telephones. 5 minutes

walk to Town Center. Perfect for families,

couples and groups.

Sunset
Ocean Resort

A new condo development of

45 luxury villas projected for

completion December 1993.

Located on 33,000 sq.m. of

prime coastal property at

Santa Barbara, 3 miles north

of Kralendijk. Plots of 750

sq.m. or more immediately

available. Condos to be

managed by Bonaire Sunset

Villas guaranteeing you a

return on your investment.

The best in Bonaire

for the most
discriminating

traveler.

Sunset Inn

Comfortable, moderately priced, fully furnished

air-conditioned rooms and mini-suites with 22

channel cable TV, refrigerator, kitchenettes,

telephone & electronic safes. 5 minutes walk to

Town Center. Swimming area in front. Close to

three dive centers and casino.

Bonaire Sunset Villas

Perfect for families, couples and friends, complete

privacy. Superior to deluxe spacious

cottages and villas completely furnished. 1 to 6

air-conditioned bedrooms, with fully equipped
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electronic safes and 22 channel cable TV in
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A Matter of Taste

In and Out ofHavor
One person 's meat is another 's condiment

by Raymond Sokolov

In ordinary language, flavor is not a

controversial concept. We say something

has flavor—is flavorful—when it has a no-

table degree of taste and smell. We register

through our mouths and noses tiiat a par-

ticular food is, most often in a positive

sense, tasty. The opposite of flavorful—

a

dish that lacks flavor—is tasteless, duU,

insipid.

No normal person needs special in-

struction in what we mean when we say

these things. Honorable sane adults may
differ about which dishes strike them as

tasty or flat, insipid or sapid (to use the

learned but etymologically right anto-

nym), but the basic idea is clear. Some
foods engage our sensory apparatus in a

pleasant way and others don't.

The vocabulary we have inherited for

this notion is an interesting (one might say

a tasty) tangle. Flavor and savor seem to

descend from the same word cluster in

Latin, Greek, and Old French. Dictionar-

ies encourage us to think that it all goes

back to Greek words meaning flavorful

fluids—sap or juice or gravy—on the one

hand, or wise, on the other {opos, sophos).

The Latin verb sapio combines both

meanings. Its derived noun, sapor, leads

straight to our savor, and its participle,

sapiens, defines the human species as a

knowing tribe.

If this twinning of the wise and the deli-

cious seems incongruous at first, one is

tempted to say that there is more to gas-

tronomy than is contained in your philoso-

phy. On second thought, though, it pays to

trust the language. To sapid and sapient,

add the old Anglo-Saxon p/?/;, which holds

both sides of the question in its pithy

monosyllable. In its basic botanical mean-

ing, pith, like sap, leads us without much
of a leap to other occult internal and vital

fluids, notably marrow, spinal fluid, and on

up to the brain.

So any discussion of flavor rests on pro-

found questions about human intelligence

and aesthetic discrimination. Havor, we
might say, resolves the mind/body split, by

linking sense and sensibility.

In the kitchen, we operate instinctively

in this area and rarely think much about

the philosophical or semantic basis of fla-

vor. Instead, we go ahead and do our best

to see that the food we prepare has the

quahties that others will recognize as fla-

vor. There are two fundamental ways to

achieve this. One is to cook basic ingredi-

ents so as to bring out their "natural" fla-

vors. This is what Cumonsky must have

meant when he prescribed that food

should taste of what it was. The epitome of

this approach is rare meat, fish poached

only until it loses its translucence, al dente

vegetables.

The other route to flavor requires the

addition of intensely flavorful substances:

salt is the exemplar here. Savory foods are

salty, in EngUsh idiom. For people around

the world, salt is tiie primary flavor addi-

tive. And it also exemplifies the aesthetic

judgment so intrinsic to the notion of fla-

vor; We salt "to taste" by using our mental

sensory apparatus to make up our minds

how much salt to use.

Other conventional flavorings range

widely from the standard shelf of naturally

occurring spices and herbs (thyme, pep-

per, rosemary) and aromatic -substances

(lemon peel, vanilla) to created concoc-

tions (vinegar, Dijon mustard).

This is the narrow definition of flavor-

ings. The broad definition would no doubt

include almost all foods, since it is hard to

think of anything we eat that does not

bring its own flavor, or complex of flavors,

to the table. (Soybean curd may seem like

an exception to some non-Asians. A friend

of mine once described a certain tofu dish

as "French-fried nothing." But no afi-

cionado of tofu would ever agree.)

At any rate, there doesn't seem much
point in following this logic and classify-

ing all foods as flavorings. If lobster is a

flavoring (and it certainly has flavor), then

the term becomes uselessly general. But

between salt and lobster there is a

midrange of foods that sometimes stand

on their own as central ingredients and

sometimes take on the additive, enhancing

function of flavorings, narrowly defined.

Beef most of the time is a central ingre-

dient. But beef stock, refined to the stage

of classic glace de viande (a highly re-

duced base for haute cuisine brown

sauces) becomes a flavoring. No one

would dispute that. Similarly, egg by itself

is a basic ingredient of dishes such as

scrambled eggs or souffles, but egg yolk

emulsified with a far greater quantity of oil

(enlivened by conventional flavorings

such as salt or parsley) turns into a compo-

nent of a sophisticated flavoring called

mayonnaise.

Perhaps you want to object that mayon-

naise is often used in sufficient quantity to

qualify as a central ingredient of, say, dev-
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iled eggs. But it seems clear that mayon-

naise, even in unhealthy amounts, is a

sauce. And we might as well agree that

sauces are the high-water mark of the fla-

voring universe. They exist to add flavor

to a basic dish. (In deviled eggs, the hard-

cooked eggs are the basic ingredient, but

the egg yolk in the mayonnaise is not.)

More to the point, sauces are never eaten

Three Recipes, slightly adapted,

from Tasting Brazil; Regional

Recipes and Reminiscences, by

Jessica B. Harris, Macmillan, 1992.

Banana de Terra Frita

Fried Plantain

4 large green plantains

'A cup vegetable oil

'A cup dende (palm oil)

Salt

1. Peel the plantains under running

water and cut them into thin

rounds.

2. Mix the oils together in a heavy

saucepan and heat them to

350°-375° over medium-high heat.

(If you are wary of dende, you can

use all-vegetable oil. However, the

taste will be different [emphasis

added]).

3. Drop the plantain slices in the oil a

few at a time and fry until they are

golden brown. Remove the slices,

drain them on paper towels, and

sprinkle with salt. Serve warm.

Yield: 4 servings.

Ms. Harris writes that this Bahian spe-

cialty is "traditionally served as an ac-

companiment to fish dishes." When pre-

pared with "overripe" plantains and
sprinkled with sugar and ground cinna-

mon, the dish becomes a dessert.

Molho Baiano
Bahian Sauce

4 preserved malagueta peppers

(mail orderfrom Coisa Nossa,

46 West 46th Street, New York,

NY 10036; [212] 719-4779)

Salt

2 tablespoons dried smoked
shrimp (sold in Chinese mar-

kets)

1 teaspoon mincedfresh ginger

2 tablespoons dende

1. Using a mortar and pestle, pound
the malagueta peppers and salt into

a paste.

2. Add the dried shrimp and ginger

and mash until the mixture is a

by themselves (except by children; al-

though I did once have a guest at dinner

who consumed an entire boat of sauce

Robert, exclaiming over the superb

"soup").

Sauce as flavoring may seem altogether

unriveting as a notion—especially when

sauces such as ketchup are adduced—but

there are several classes of flavoring/food

thick, uniform paste.

3. Remove the paste from the mortar

and place it in a heavy skillet. Add
the dende and slowly bring the

sauce to a boil over medium heat.

Serve the sauce warm in a small

bowl to accompany grilled meats

and Bahian specialities.

Ms. Harris writes: "In this sauce, the

dende is flavored [emphasis added] with

dried smoked shrimp and malagueta

peppers."

Pa^oca de Came Seca

Pagoca of dried meat

1 pound came seca (Brazilian

beefjerky)

'A poundfatty bacon, dried

4 medium onions, chopped
12 black peppercorns

1 pound cassava meal (sold in

Hispanic markets)

1. Soak the carne seca in water to

cover for five hours in the refriger-

ator, changing the water once.

2. Cut the carne seca into small

pieces and fry them with the bacon

in a large, heavy skillet over

medium-high heat. Remove the

meat with a slotted spoon, drain on

paper towels and cook the onions in

the remaining fat over medium
heat, stirring, until they are golden.

3. Place the meat, onions, and pepper-

corns in a food processor and pulse

them slowly. Gradually add the

cassava meal, until you have a

smooth, thick paste. If the paste be-

comes too thick, add a small

amount of water. The pagoca is

served with white rice.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings

Ms. Harris writes: ''[Came seca] is pre-

pared by salting it and leaving it in the

sun and the wind to dry thoroughly.

Came seca can be prepared from vari-

ous types of meat, from domestic cattle

to buffalo. This meat, which is also

known as charque or came de sol, is

quite tough but savory, with a distinctive

taste that has no substitute [emphasis

added]."

that really are problematic, marginal item

occupying an ambiguous frontier betweer

the domain of main ingredients and that oi

pure additive flavoring. In fact, they par-

take of both domains.

Grain-based cuisines are rich in these

double-message foods. The typical Asiar

or African meal is based on rice (or some

other starchy staple) but completed b>

lesser quantities of other foods. These are

most frequently protein foods, but in aes

thetic terms they function as flavoring;

added to the rice or cassava or pasta. In

such settings, a shrimp is still a shrimp, bul

it also functions as shrimp flavoring foi

rice.

Subtler still is the case of chili peppers

in almost every dish where they appear,

The chili outsider (I have in mind, among

other types, French chefs bom before

1925) believes that chili peppers con

tribute scorching heat and the preservative

power of the acid that is the medium foi

the heat, but that they obscure flavor. Chili

insiders know that this is a crude lumping

together of a galaxy of very different

chilies cultivated specifically not only foi

their differences in size and shape and

heat, but also, and crucially, for their dif-

ferences in flavor. ChiU flavors, as distinct

from their heat, are, as every aficionado ol

Mexican or Thai food knows, the heart ol

the matter (or at least one of the hearts ol

the matter).

I was thinking about this question re-

cently while readmg Jessica B. Harris's

Tasting Brazil, a freshly researched cook-

book that opens a welcome door to the

post-African (and other) dishes of demotic

Brazilian cooking. She frequently speci-

fies malagueta peppers, which are true

chilies, but a particular variation on the

overall theme and further defined, as to

flavor, by the pickhng medium they often'

come in. They are an important flavoring

item in molho baiano, the sauce of the

state of Bahia in Brazil's northeast. This is

a heavily African region in its heritage and:

the local sauce includes two other typical

African ingredients, palm oil and smoked

dried shrimp.

I suppose it requires no great leap of the

imagination to see that pulverized smoked

dried shrimp could function as a blatant

flavoring. But in Bahian sauce, even the

basic oil is itself a flavoring. Palm oil, or

dende, has a characteristic red color and an

unmistakable odor, especially when
heated. This smell, which habitues love, is

what makes dende as essential a flavoring

for BraziUans as olive oil is for Italians.

Palm oil has the same double function
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3ven when it is not part of a sauce. For ex-

ample, when Brazilians fry green plan-

tains in palm oil, they are adding a flavor

ilement that would be lost if the plantains

were fried in a flavor-neutral oil such as

;om oil or peanut oil.

Brazil also presents us with the trickiest

of these looking-glass cases: meat/meat

flavoring in the form ofjerky—salted, air-

and sun-dried meat. In Brazil, this came

seca is an essential ingredient of the na-

tional bean feast called feijoada. Perhaps

long ago, the only meat dependably avail-

able in the unrefrigerated Brazilian tropics

was jerky. But today, the taste for jerky

persists only as a matter of taste prefer-

ence. And in the dish called pagoca,

ground jerky blends with the other ingre-

dients, including cassava meal, to function

not only as meat—hamburger would do

that—but in a puree that is superadded to

rice...as a flavoring.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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AMERICA: Belize to Panama
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Lush raiii forests and jungle rivers,

birds, monkeys, secluded white-sand

beaches and coral reefs in Belize, Hon-

duras, Costa Rica and Panama - aboard

the comfortable, 4 1 -cabin Polaris - as

well as the historic Panama Canal and

an optional extension to Tikal.

IN THE WAKE OF
THE GREAT WHALES

Cruising the Baja Peninsula
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aboard the comfortable, 37-cabin Sea
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chechen Islands - aboard the luxurious

74-cabin World Discoverer.
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ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS, Free book-

let available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202
Lexington Ave,, Suite 314. New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS & FIGURES, S150 — S350, re-

quest photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads
Stage Fan Club, Inquire, Box 39, Florham Park, NJ
07932-0039

MARITIME COLLECTABLES, Free brochure of

unique and interesting nautical gifts, art and jewelry.

Write: Resort Graphics Maritime Collectables,447

Carson Avenue, Atlantic City NJ 08401. Call (800)

621-2440. (609) 348-5826 Fax (609) 344-3052

NAVAJO. ZUNI — OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaint-
ings. kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00, Indian Trea-

sures, Box 9771 -NH. Phoenix, AZ 85068

Books/Publications

NORTH-AMERICAN BIRD CARD. Pocket checklist,

with latest name changes. Send $1 ,00 -i-SASE for 2:

Mueller's, RO. Box 4856, San Luis Obispo, CA 93403

AUTHORS WANTED
Leading subsidy book publisfier seeks manuscripts of

all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, sctioiarly. juve-

nile and religious works, etc New autfiors welcomed

Send for free 32-page illustrated booklet W-82

Vantage Press. 516 W 34 St . New York. NY 10001

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept, NHL, 1 1 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

3-D PUBLICATIONS: Posters, books, View-Master
reels! For a most unusual catalog, please send $1 .00

(refundable with order!) to: Cygnus Graphic, Box
32461 -N, Phoenix, AZ 85064

WE FIND OUT OF PRINT BOOKS. No fee. Personal

attention. No obligation. Kensington, PO. Box 582NH,
Clinton, WA 98236 (206) 221-3575. We get results!

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59lh Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service, Box 3253J, San Cle-

mente, CA 92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

Education

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Attorney instructed home
study P.C.D.I., Atlanta, Georgia. Free catalogue. (800)
362-7070 Dept. LP1 24

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal Care
Specialist. Home Study Free Career Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. CP1 24

LEARN HOTEURESTAURANT Management. Home
study P.C.D.I., Atlanta, Georgia. Free Career Litera-

ture. (800) 362-7070 Dept. FP124

r~\ Spicaik Spanish "^
likea diplomsit!' I

Learn on your own with audio-cassette courses used j

by U S State Dept Programmed for easy learning, i

76 languages in all Comprehensive. Call or write for •

I free catalog 1-800-243-1234 Our 20th year |

LEARN INTERIOR DECORATING. Earn Commis-
sions. Home Study. P.C.D.I., Atlanta, Georgia. Free Lit-

erature. (800) 362-7070 Dept. HP124.

TheMarl^t
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER CAREERS. Home Study
PC. D.I. , Atlanta, Georgia. Free Career Literature.

(800) 362-7070 Dept. RP124

Employment Opportunities

At JOBS. To $1000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free

List! Zincvo, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

at home. Call toll free. 1-800-467-5566 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES — Monthly
bulletin lists environmental job openings throughout

the U.S. Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-332).

500 South Broad, Meriden. CT 06450

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LA1)

Merchandise/Gifts

BALTIC AMBER! 18-inch necklace — wholesale $28.,

retail S95., sample $38. + $3 shipping. K. Madden,
507 East 3rd St., Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

FIVE MALj^GASY GEMSTONES (apatite, cordierite,

danburite, heliodor, orthoclase), $79.95 postpaid. Free

pricelists. The Carat Patch, 310 Lee Avenue, College

Station, TX 77840

Grandpa Art

Sings.About

Grandpa Art

Insed Songs

$8.95 Each Cassette
Add S2 00 Postage & Handling
Per Shipment (1 fo 4 Cassettes)

1-800-227-2712
8 AM-5 PM EST

MaslerCafd&Visa

GEMSTONE "GARDENS" (including cards describing

each stone's intentions) for Health, Love, Peace, Pros-

perity & Birthdays. Call (800) 484-1 178, tone, 8380

GEOCORE — A natural history kit. Using the tech-

niques of a naturalist uncover a treasure of over 60 dif-

ferent specimens in this simulated limestone/sand kit.

Includes 3 land and ocean cores; extraction tools;

identification booklet. A perfect gift for the natural his-

tory enthusiast or student. $19.95 Add $2.00 for ship-

ping and handling. Allow two weeks for delivery. Aves
Science Kit, Geology Unity, RO. Box 229, Peru, ME
04290

METEORITES — RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES
Display specimens, jewelry books. Authenticity guar-

anteed. Catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

MUSEUM QUALITY Model Dinosaurs and Marine Life

by Kaiyoda. Send $3.00 for complete catalog and cur-

rent price list: The Train Shop, 23 W. 45th, NYC, NY
10036 (212) 730-0409 Fax: (212) 391-4562

STUNNING AMETHYST AND BLUE TOPAZ pierced

earrings and pendants. 60% off retail! Genuine 5mm
gemstones set in 14K gold. Moneyback Guarantee.

$39.95 MBB Jewelry, Inc. 1-800-952-2208

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS — ENGLAND — USA. Make lasting

friendships. Send age. interests. Free reply Harmony.
Box 82295NH, Phoenix. AZ 85071

Music

EXCITING WORLD MUSIC: Latin America, Africa,

India, Far East and more. Audiophile sound quality, ex-

cellent liner notes. Free color catalog: Music of the

World, PO. Box 3620 (Dept. N)), Chapel Hill, NC
27515

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing i

binoculars since 1923 Alignment performed on oui j

U.S. Navy collimator. Free catalog and our article!

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Maga-
zine. Mirakel Optical Co ,

Inc., 331 Mansion St., West
Coxsackie, NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE J
1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue j
on request Birding, PO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY

'

12065(518)664-2011

QUALITY BINOCULARS SINCE 1914—We carry a
complete selection of brand name binoculars. We
have competitive prices and all the answers to youi

binocular questions. Call for our Free 'Binocular Buy
ing Guide'! National Camera Exchange, 9300 Olson
Highway Golden Valley MN 55427 1-800-624-8107

Rentals

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watcher's

paradise. Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville

Tobago, West Indies. Pan Caribe Tours (800) 525-

9209. Man Friday Diving Tel/fax (809) 660-4676

Resorts

BELIZE — PELICAN BEACH RESORT — Family-

run. Beachfront resort in Southern Belize. Comfort-

able rooms overlooking Caribbean; Homecooked
meals; Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve; Manatees; Bird-

watching; Snorkeling and Island Cottage Rental.

Rath. Box 14, Dangriga, Belize. Tel: 011-501-5-

22044 Fax: 011-501-5-22570

SPRING ON BEOUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside

hideaway on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plan-

tation. Bequia, St. Vincent Grenadines. Secluded
beach, pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box
19251 A, Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

EXPERIENCE OLD HAWAII
Crashing surf, migrating tiumpbacks, the tranquility of

your ocean lanai. Trek ancient Hawaiian highways.

Discover exotic flora, spectacular waterfalls, hiijden

pools, mysterious heiaus. Special rates available.

HANA KAI-MAUI RESORT • 1-800-346-2772

on East Maul's Incomparable Hana Bay

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE BELIZE—Exciting Maya/River trips,

friendly people, delicious food, cool comfortable cot-

tages overiooking bay Adventure Inn, RO. Box 35,

Corozal Town, Belize, Central America 501 4 22187 Fax
501 4 22243

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris

in Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low
cost camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning

photography Fascinating options: track gorillas, climb

Kilimanjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail,

snorkel and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice
yachts. Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon
Jungle/Machu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest

and jungle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropi-

cal wildlife and smoking volcanos. Small groups, ex-

pert guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free

Brochures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours,

134 W. 26 St. (C) NY NY 10001.

A A^TAUCT IC A
The Lure of Great Aaventures
-COLUMBUS CARAVELLE-
An Unusual Ship tor Unusual DesUnaUons

• AMAZON • SOUTH AivlERICA • CANADA
• CARIBBEAN • GREENLAND • AND I^ORE!!

510-671-2900 Forum International Fax 5io-946-i50o

\^ 91 Gregory Lane #21 • Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 J
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MAZON
'"liTM

Join a biologisHrom a major U.S. university '>

on a 90 foot rivertKjat for a 650 mile adventure
,n the Amazon River! 8 days, 7 nigtits. $1695
'

includes meals, air from Miami (air from
^ other cities available), lours, entrance fees,

'/: side trips, transfers, lodging, and much more,

Departs Saturdays, Previous Client References
: Available. Parrots, pink dolphins, monkey;
Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available.

fg^TIl Jan. 16; Feb. 13; Mar. 13; Apr. 10; May 8

NiERNAiioNAL JouRNEYs. Inc. 1 -800-622-6525

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA & EGYPT: Economical
amping safaris in Kenya & Tanzania, Kilimanjaro

:limbs, gorilla tracking. London/Nairobi overland, more,

Also extensive selection of unique tours in Egypt, Israel,

urkey Jordan. Free color trip catalogs. Himalayan
ravel, 112 Prospect St., Stamford, CT 06901 (800)

:':25-2380

! AFRICA! — Affordable adventures that explore Africa's

vildlife and cultures in deptfi. Outstanding guides,

;mall groups, excellent accommodations off the

)eaten path. Walking and night game drives available.

loin one of our scheduled safaris or design a private

idventure of your own. Tanzania, Kenya, Botswana,
\lamibia Draw upon more than 20 years' experience,

/oyagers, Dept. NH-12, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
800) 633-0299

;
MASKA: Photo fishing float trip on a Bristol Bay tnbu-

. ary in wilderness, top resident guides, 8 participants,

^ug 2-1 1 , Cost $3000 from Anchorage. Non-smoking
ours since 1980. Cheesemans' Ecology Safaris,

20800 Kittredge Road, Saratoga, CA (800) 527-5330

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES operates some
M the most highly regarded natural history tours in

a^laska. The trips feature small group experiences
;ombining safe and fun outdoor adventuring with the

security of professional tour guides. Travelers are

aken beyond the ordinary activities of conventional

Dus tours and cruises. Visit Denali National Park, Ke-

nai National Wildlife Refuge, Kenai Fjords National

^ark along with other destinations. Over fifty depar-
;ures. Operating since 1977. For a 24-page color

orochure write: Alaska Wildland Adventures, Box
389-HN, Girdwood, AK 99587, or call (800) 334-8730

AMAZON GALAPAGOS IN ONE BROCHURE. Every
cruise, lodge and expedition rated according to com-
fort and degree of difficulty Programs available tor all

interests and levels of experience. Unique map of

Amazon Basin. Also ask for Costa Rica, Belize,

Venezuela. 30 years of dedicated service. Sunny
Land Expeditions, 166 Main St., Hackensack, NJ
07601 1-800-783-7839

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS: Na-
ture, Hiking and the Outdoors. Enjoying hiking and
camping safaris, lodge stays, and island resorts in

New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great
Barrier Reef. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Mochu Picchu option. Pre

Inca Floats 510-420-1550
1 31 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

BAFFIN ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND, SWITZERLAND,
and more walking vacations. Country Walkers, P.O.

Box 180NH, Waterbury VT 05676 1-802-244-1387

BAJA. MEXICO — Visit the Friendly Gray Whales of

San Ignacio Lagoon. Explore the Sea of Cortez, dis-

covering its rich marine life and exotic islands. Journey
overland through Baja and Copper Canyon. Enjoy
Walking Tours and Photography Workshops. Exciting

programs offer the "Best of Baia"— small groups, nat-

uralist hosts, great fun! Call: 1-800-829-2252, Baja
Discovery PO. Box 152527, San Diego, CA 92195

BELIZE, BAY ISLANDS, TIKAL, COPAN. Individual-

ized, interactive vacations; English-speaking native

guides; experienced travel counselors. Great Trips

(800)552-3419

BELIZE 1993 — SAIL IN THE WAKE OF THE MAYA
— Land and Sea Adventure. Kayak/Snorkel/Sail/Ex-

plore Jungle Rivers, Ruins. Fortuna Expeditions (305)
568-2693

BORNEO, BALI, KOMODO ISLAND—Orangutans,
Komodo Dragons, Balinese Culture. Voyagers, Dept.

NB-12, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Bargain Hunter special on the comfy
yacht, Marigold, $1,750. Includes air from Miami.

Brochure, 1-800-661-2512. Galapagos Holidays, 745
Gerrard Street East, Toronto M4M 1Y5

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery
Tours/wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential

250 pp. "how to" guidebook ($16,50 postpaid). Gala-

pagos Travel, RO. Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA
95045.(800)969-9014

GALAPAGOS
1 COSTA RICA 1

AFRICA
l-inl CIj'.s Cruises vvilh Noluralisl Guides.

N.uirnI Hislory Advenlures lo Cosia Rica

Tcnicd Safaris lo Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda iv

Botswana

10 years of Quality Natural Hislory Trips

Worldwide

GRO
ha^^jDioyycvbi

"GALAPAGOS ISLANDS": BEST YACHTS, PRICES,
Guides, since 1965. Also: Diving, Ecuador's High-

lands, Amazon, Machupicchu, and more. Forum
Travel, 91 Gregory Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510)
671-2900

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS tours since 1979. Mainland
Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia options; Joseph Colley LAST,
Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD 21133 (410)
922-3116

ttl^^y^li^^^rf'l^
Excellent boats. Plus Amazon & Andes.

COSTA R CA
_ In-deplh nalural hislory advenlures Small groups.

Voyagers, Dept. NG 12, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851. 1 800-633-0299

GUATEMALA, PERU, BALI-INDONESIA CRAFT
Tours—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art

collector/photographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-three
years experience. Small groups. Contact: Gordon
Frost, PO. Box 2-NH, Benicia, California 94510 (707)
747-1316

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET THAILAND Tours, treks, wild-

life safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of trips.

Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog.
Himalayan Travel, 112 Prospect St, Stamford, CT
06901 (800) 225-2380

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen, Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration; su-
perb bird photography. Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April, Pacific

Queen/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street,

San Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228 (619) 224-4965

PREMIER SMALL GROUP Natural History Safaris

and world class fishing lodge. Great Alaska Fish
Camp & Safans, HC01, Box 218, Steriing. AK 99672
1-800-544-2261 Video/Brochure

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
. SAHARA Dcieit w. Tuarcgi; overland.: YEf^EN,
nMBUKTIJ, ETHIOPIA, OMAN, MADAGA.SCAR.

MEKONG tnd GANGES Riven cnjiiei. Wodiuibc

Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S Dayuli:; Aimal of

IRIAN JAVA; ECUADORIAN AMAZON'S Jivarr«;

MALI'S Dogon; CAR pygmic.. MADAGASCAR.
. Wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA RICA,
PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, Safai-is to NAMIBIA,
BOTSWANA, ZIMBABWE, MALAWI uid ZAMBLV
RAJASTIIAN and Pushltar, LADAKII; TURKISH
archeo ciuUe; AUSTRALIAN Oulbiu^.

TURTLE TOURS
Box #1147/NH • Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 488-3688 • Fax (602) 488-340(i

SONORAN DESERT TOURS: Beautiful Southern Ari-

zona-Northern Mexico. Customized guided excur-

sions. Kino Missions, Nature-Walks, Sea of Cortez.,

Great Photography. Six persons maximum. Box
1 041 1 , Phoenix, AZ 85064 Tel/Fax (602) 840-9256

SOUTH AMERICA-NEPAL. Costa Rica ecoadven-
tures. Galapagos Islands cruises. Amazon lodges &
cruises. Andes Inca trails and Patagonia. Trekking

Nepal. Guaranteed departures & customized itiner-

aries. Call/write for free information. Terra Adven-
tures, 70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY- 1 1375 (800)
53-TERRA or (800) 538-3772

"SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS"—Affordable Na-
ture, Cultures, Wildlife, Hiking, Biking.

Galapagos/Ecuador, Peru, Costa Rica, Venezuela,
Patagonia, Brazil/Pantanal, Europe, Indonesia, Thai-

land, East and Southern Africa, Australia,

Antarctic/Subantarctic, North America. Forum Travel,

91 Greoory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

\^eVr>cxm Ccirrjhixlta. L.£xos

FREE Catalog o00-d42-ASIA Indcpendenl Travel

Video

BELIZE: THE SEA, THE LAND, THE PEOPLE. 30
minute, Color Video. Outstanding Natural History Pho-
tography $25.00 ppd. Naturalight Photography Box
197, Kerrick,MN 55756

Wanted

TELEVISION PRODUCER —Television Division of a
distinguished organization with worldwide scope lo-

cated on the eastern seaboard seeks a film producer
with proven track record in science documentaries,
with particular emphasis on natural history and bio-

geography The successful applicant will develop and
produce natural history film projects for various media
outlets, including cable television magazine-format,
long-form public television, home video, international

distribution, and theatrical release. Position offers a
salary commensurate with experience, generous ben-

efits and opportunity for advancement. Enthusiasm for

travel, adventure, and physical challenge is essential.

In a confidential letter, please tell us about yourself in

detail, including education and experience. In short,

broad strokes, please include your ideas about the

current state and future evolution of natural history

programming for television. Send replies to Kim Rice,

Human Resources, 1145 17th St. NW, Washington,
DC 20036 Equal Opportunity Employer

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.70 per word; 16 word minimum. Display classified:

$405 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All ads accepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion.

Send check/money order payable to NATURAL HIS-
TORY to: The MarkeL NATURAL HISTORY Maga-
zine, Central Park West at 79th St.. NY NY 10024.



Celestial Events

Comet Swift-Tuttle Returns
by Gail S. Cleere

December is an eventful month for sky

watchers. Comet Swift-Tuttle is returning

after 130 years and a total lunar eclipse

will occur on the 9th. Astronomer Brian

Marsden of the Central Bureau for Astro-

nomical Telegrams in Cambridge. Massa-

chusetts, and others predicted that the peri-

odic comet Swift-Tuttle (last seen in 1862)

would return this year, reaching perihelion

(its closest approach to the sun) in Decem-

ber. On September 26, 1992, Japanese as-

tronomer Tsuruhiko Kiuchi reported the

discovery of a comet in the constellation

Ursa Major (the Big Bear). According to

Marsden, confirmation of Kiuchi's discov-

ery by other observers around the world

leaves little doubt that the comet is Swift-

Tuttle and that it is responsible for Au-

gust's Perseid meteor shower (see "Celes-

tial Events," August 1992). Calculations

of its orbit show that Comet Swift-Tuttle is

probably the same comet observed in

China in 1737, by Jesuit priest Ignatius

Kegler.

Comet Swift-Tuttle is expected to reach

a magnitude of about +6.5 and will prob-

ably be visible with binoculars. Early De-

cember is the best time to try to spot it; in

the evening it will be about 30° above the

horizon and will then drop to about 15° to-

ward the end of the month. At the begin-

ning of the month, look in the southwest-

em skies near the tail of the constellation

Aquila, the Eagle. Toward the end of the

month, the comet will pass into Sagittaiius

and then Capricomus before rapidly dis-

appearing into the Southern Hemisphere's

skies in early January. The comet will

begin another 130-year journey, going

nearly twice as far as the distance to the

planet Pluto, and back again.

While the comet may be sighted any-

time during the month, the total lunar

eclipse on the 9th will last only an hour

and fourteen minutes, as the full moon
moves through the earth's shadow. This is
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less than the maximum time possible, but

as astronomer and eclipse expert Fred Es-

penak, of NASA's Goddard Space Flight

Center, points out, "It's still ten times

longer than the longest possible solar

eclipse!"

The entire eclipse will be visible from

Africa, Europe, and northern Asia. The

beginning of the darkest portion of the

eclipse—when the moon passes through

the umbral shadow of the earth—will be

visible in eastern and northern North

America, northeastern South America,

Greenland and the Arctic regions. The

moon will enter the penumbral shadow of

the earth at 3:55 p.m., EST, but will darken

only slightly until it begins to enter the

umbral shadow at 4:59 p.m., EST. Totality

will begin at 6:07 p.m., EST; the middle of

the eclipse will occur at 6:44 p.m., EST;

and totality will end at 7:21 p.m., EST. The

moon will leave the umbral shadow at

8:29 RM., EST, and the penumbral shadow

at 9:33 p.m., EST. The end of the eclipse

will be visible across South and Central

America and most of North America. In

Washington, D.C., the moon rises at 4:35

P.M., EST, and sunset occurs at 4:46 p.m.,

EST. Check local newpapers for sunset

and moonrise times at your location.

The umbra is the dark part of the earth's

shadow; within the umbra the sun is com-

pletely blocked. The penumbra, on the

other hand, is a fuzzy shadow surrounding

the umbra where some light from the par-

tially blocked sun is visible.

Lunar eclipses occur when the moon, in

its orbit around our planet, lines up di-

rectly behind the earth, opposite the sun.

Lunar eclipses (and solar eclipses, for that

matter) do not occur every month because

the moon's orbit around the eaith and the

earth's orbit around the sun are not on the

same plane, but are tilted at a 5° angle with

respect to each other. The moon's shadow

therefore misses the earth during most

new moons, and most full moons pass

above or below earth's shadow. As a result,

lunar and solai" eclipses are infrequent.

Although lunar eclipses are studiec

only by a few professional astronomers

around the world today, eclipses have fas

cinated and terrified mankind for cen-

turies. The Chinese believed a dragon was

devouring the moon during lunar eclipses

On more than one occasion, prior knowl-

edge of the phenomenon was used to ma-

nipulate others. Christopher Columbus

supposedly used such knowledge to make

the Jamaicans procure food for his hungry

crew by threatening to take away the

moon if they didn't deliver.

The moon is usually still visible during

a total eclipse. As the sun's rays pas;

through the eaith's atmosphere, red light i;

bent, or refracted, around the planet, cans

ing the moon to appear a ruddy, coppery

color. In December the eclipsed moor
may be unusually dark because many rays

will be absorbed in the atmosphere by vol-

canic dust from the recent eruptions oi

Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines.

As the sky darkens, look just to the west

of the rising moon for the arrow-shaped

configuration of the Hyades star cluster

(with its tell-tale red star. Aldebaran) in

Taurus. Mars rises a little farther to the

north just before totality ends. In the

southwest, Venus and Saturn form an in-

teresting twosome, so all in all we have

some wonderful reasons for getting out on

December 9 and braving the winter cold.

A totally eclipsed moon on our northeast-

ern horizon and a few planetary compan-

ions, plus all those brilliant winter stars in

the east, will decorate the sky—all at the

same time. Happy holidays.

The Solar System in December

Mercury can be seen low in the south-

east just before dawn during most of the

month, sharing the early morning skies



with Jupiter (halfway up in the south) and

Mars (above the western horizon). On the

9th, swiftly moving Mercury reaches its

greatest elongation (apparent distance)

west of the sun. During the week before

and the week after the 9th, Mercury rises

more than one and a half hours before the

sun, making this the best opportunity to

spot the elusive planet in 1992.

Venus, a brilliant object at -4.2 magni-

tude, dominates the southwestern evening

sky all month. On the 21st, look for a close

conjunction of Venus with Saturn, when

the two are separated by only one degree

(about the width of your Uttle finger held

at arm's length against the sky).

Mars rises after sunset and can be

found in early December evenings in the

east-northeastern skies, planted firmly in

the constellation Gemini. By morning.

Mars is well placed above the western

horizon. This month. Mars is close to, and

outshines, Gemini's two bright stars,

named for the Greek twins Castor and Pol-

lux (one mortal and the other not, and sons

of different fathers, too!). Throughout the

month, watch Mars change its position rel-

ative to those two stars as it drifts west-

ward in retrograde motion.

Jupiter, at a prominent -1 .9 magnitude,

dominates the southern sky before dawn.

The planet has moved out of Leo and can

now be seen against the stars of Virgo,

whose brightest star, Spica, is below and to

theleft of Jupiter.

Saturn can be seen in the evening skies

above the southwestern horizon. On the

21st, Venus passes very close to Saturn in

the sky, and on the 27th, the three-day-old

crescent moon forms an attractive, nearly

equilateral triangle with Saturn and Venus.

Uranus and Neptune set soon after the

sun, clinging to the west-southwestern

horizon just as the sky darkens.

Pluto rises before dawn not far from the

fairly bright star Zubeneschamali in Libra,

and the nameless third-magnitude star

designated SAO 140787 in Serpens. De-

tailed charts and a fair-sized telescope are

needed to locate this faint, remote planet.

The Moon reaches first quarter on the

2nd at 1 : 17 a.m., EST; is full on the 9th at

6:41 P.M., EST: reaches last quarter on the

16th at 2:13 p.m., EST; and is new on the

23d at 7:43 p.m., EST.

The Geminid meteor shower, emanat-

ing from a point in the constellation Gem-

ini (but seen all over the sky), peaks in the

early morning hours of the 13th. This is

generally the most spectacular yearly

shower of "falling stars," but in 1992 the

moon remains up until well after sunrise

and will definitely interfere by dimming

many fainter meteors. Meteor showers are

generally best in the hours after midnight,

when the viewer's location encounters the

shower headlong because the earth is turn-

ing into the shower. However, in what may
seem a heresy to meteor watchers, I advise

attempting to watch the show this year be-

fore both moonrise (about 9:00 p.m., EST)

and midnight. These meteors are four

times denser than most, and are said to be

brighter and more colorful before the mid-

night hour.

The winter solstice arrives at 9:43 a.m.,

EST, on the 21st. This marks the sun's

southernmost location in the sky during

the year; the sun also rises and sets at its

farthest point south about this time. After

the 21st, the interval of daylight for those

in the Northern Hemisphere starts to

lengthen, but because our coldest weather

also starts now, we traditionally mark this

date as the beginning of winter.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of the

International Dark Sky Association, an

organization dedicated to preseiring the

skiesfor astronomy.

T MIME
World's Largest Tour Operalor to Ken/a sinct; 1967.

NILE CRUISE^ KENYA SPECIAL!

iTQaySj Uw)yl>A)0 Price includes airfare

.<% . ^ roundlfip Irom Europe

U.S. and Canada Call 'o '^'"^ ^ day Niie

l-OUU<W'Hjyo4 Kenya, hotel and all

or your travel agent. meals.

Tourist Reservation Sen/ice Inc. • (305) 523-3553
2170 SE 17th St, Suite 303 Ft. Laud., FL33316
FL Lie. #11719 Ont. Reg #2719630,2719648
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• f/oild irmiediolel/ with cotolog

olvnldlife/nduregifc.

• 3 dflerenl w/wooden crote $29
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Chesterfield's
«569H-200 W, 3rd Steel, Swims,

WA 98295-8000

1 -800-234-5252
Call this toll free number now
to give ttie gift of Natural

History magazine and
Membership in the American
Museum of Natural History.

AMAZON
$1695

Join a biologist from a major U.S. university '; / r

on a 90 foot rivertoat for a 650 mile adventure
j ^

onthe Amazon River! 8 days, 7 nights. $1695 '

includes meals, air from Miami (air from
otfier cities available), tours, entrance fees,

side trips, transfers, lodging, and much more. -

Departs Saturdays. Previous Client References
Available. Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys. ^

Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available.

1993A] Jan. 16; Feb. 13; Mar. 13; Apr. 10; May 8

International Journeys, Inc. 1 -800-622-6525

.<>

Botany & Ornithology
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Staff-Stud.

Maine Island Ecology

Academy of Natural Scjences

1900 Benjamin FrankEn Parttway
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Bear Baiting

Waiting patiently at what appeared to be a seaFs breathing

hole, a polar bear, above, was startled when a second bear

popped up instead. (Shortly before its surprise appearance, the

practical joker had been swimming beneath the floe and had

punched the hole through the five-inch-thick ice.) The visitor

briefly rested its head on the ice, above right, and then

vanished. For the next few minutes, the first bear, bewildered,

sprawled on the ice, right, peering through a second hole trying

to spot the other bear.

This game of hide-and-seek took place near the shore of

Cape Churchill on the western edge of Canada's Hudson Bay.

In late fall, hungry polar bears congregate near the cape, where

the bay first freezes, waiting to hunt ringed and bearded seals

on the ice. During the summer the bears survive on berries and

other plants—anything edible that they can scavenge. On the

ice, however, a bear only needs to kiU a seal every five days or

so to maintain its weight. To ambush a seal, a bear often stands

motionless for hours next to a breathing hole. If a seal emerges,

the bear will lunge, snatch the seal's head with its jaws, and jerk

the animal up through the hole, killing it almost instantly. Polar

bears also swim underwater to approach seals resting on floes

and then burst out of the water to make their kills.

—

R. A.

Photographs by Dan Guravich
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At the American Museum of
Natural History

Origami Holiday Tree
The Museum's twentieth annual

Origami HoHday Tree is on display in the

Roosevelt Memorial Hall from Monday,
November 23, to Monday, January 11.

The fifteen-foot tree is decorated with

1,500 folded-paper animals, including

new insect and dinosaur models created

by origami enthusiasts from Italy, Spain,

Japan, and the United States. Three thou-

sand silver-paper stars provide the tree

with a glittering halo, and around the

tree's base, the four seasons are repre-

sented in habitat dioramas.

"This Is the American Earth"
Celebrating the Sierra Club's centen-

nial, "This Is the American Earth" pre-

sents more than fifty black-and-white pho-

tographs of the American wilderness by
Ansel Adams, Eliot Porter, Edward We-
ston, Minor White, Philip Hyde, William
Gamett, Pirkle Jones, and other photogra-

phers. Accompanying the images is text in

blank verse by Nancy Newhall, the late

photography writer and critic. The exhibi-

tion opens Tuesday, December 1, in the

Museum's Akeley Gallery and runs
through Sunday, January 24, 1993.

Contact: Cultural Change,
Alternative Perspectives

In conjunction with the quincentennial

celebration of European contact with the

Americas, the Education Department of-

fers free programs that examine indige-

nous and non-European cultures after

contact.

Among the presentations are: African-

derived music and dance forms of Puerto

Rico

—

bomba and plena—by Los Plen-

eros de la 2 1 ; rural and urban dance styles

by the Foot and Fiddle Dance Company;
folktales of the African diaspora; and sto-

rytelling through dance by the Pretty

Flower Dancers (Blackfeet/Narragansett).

These programs are made possible in part

by gifts from the Vidda Foundation, the

Samuel and May Rudin Foundation, and
the family of Frederick H. Leonhardt. For
a program, call (212) 769-5315.

Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa (Swahih for "first fruits of the

harvest") is a unique African American
holiday, which is celebrated from Satur-

day, December 26, through Friday, Janu-

ary 1. On Sunday, December 27, a tradi-

tional African village market will be set

up in the Museum's Akeley Hall of
African Mammals, Hall of Ocean Life,

and Hall of Invertebrates. On Monday and
Tuesday, December 28 and 29, various

performances, lecture-demonstrations,

and participatory workshops relating

Kwanzaa themes and celebrating cultures

of the African diaspora, will take place in

the Charles A. Dana Education Wing. For

further infomiation and a brochure, call

(212)769-5315.

Destination Moon
Brian Sullivan, die Hayden Planetar-

ium's production designer, will host Des-
tination Moon, the second presention in

the classic science-fiction film series. Pro-

duced in 1950, this classic, starring

Warner Anderson and John Archer, de-

picts an imaginary trip to the moon nearly

two decades before moon landings be-

came a reality. The program will be held

at the Kaufmann Theater on Saturday,

December 5, at 3:00 p.m. Tickets are $7
($4 for members). Call (212) 769-5606
for ticket information.

Captioned Exhibits

To make its exhibits accessible to the

hearing impaired, the American Museum
of Natural History will caption all of its

current and future video exhibits. Two
currently captioned videos, "Speak Out:

The Rap on Global Warming" and "Wild-
life's Uncertain Future," are included in

the exhibition "Global Wanning: Under-
standing the Forecast," on view through

Tuesday, January 19, 1993. Captioning
will also be added to all videos in the Mu-
seum's permanent exhibit halls, to the fu-

ture Hall of Human Biology and Evolu-

tion, and to the reconstructed dinosaur and
mammal fossil halls.

Star of Christmas
Planetarium visitors will travel back

nearly 2,000 years to explore the skies of

the first Christmas, when the Wise Men
followed the special star that led them to

Bethlehem. The holiday Sky Show, "Star

of Christmas," begins Wednesday, No-
vember 25, and runs through Sunday, Jan-

uary 3. Tickets are $5 for adults, $2.50 for

children ($4, $2 for members). Call (212)
769-5920 for information.

On Wednesday and Thursday, Decem-
ber 9 and 1 0, at 7:30 p.m., the Ensemble for

Early Music will perform a concert of me-
dieval music. Tickets are $15 ($12 for

members). For details, call (212) 769-

5900.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on
Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann Theater is lo-

cated in the Charles A. Dana Education

Wing. The Museum has a pay'-what-you-

wish admission policy. For more Museum
information call (212) 769-5100.

"Aspens, northern New Mexico, 1958," by Ansei Adams, a piiotograph

in the exhibition. "This Is the American Earth
"

i?i1992. by The Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust
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Asked why he went into medicine and

what prompted him to work in Peru, War-

ren M. Hern (page 30) points to his par-

ents, "who had a strong social conscious-

ness," and his admiration for Albert

Schweitzer, whose biography he read in

junior high. Hem, a native Kansan, was

brought up in Englewood, Colorado, and

earned his B.A. and M.D. from the Uni-

versity of Colorado in the 1960s. His ten

stints in Peru since 1964 have led to a

"strong emotional connection" with the

Shipibo Indians and a heightened concern

with public health and population issues.

Hem went on to get a masters degree in

public health and a Ph.D. in epidemiology

and is now an associate professor adjunct

in anthropology at the University of Col-

orado, Boulder. He continues to divide his

time between a medical practice in Boul-

der and his continuing studies of the health

effects of cultural and ecological change

among the Shipibo. His work has been

supported in part by the Wenner-Gren

Foundation for Anthropological Research.

Recommended books are The Upper
Amazon, by Donald W. Lathrap (New
York: Praeger, 1970), and Yanomamo: The

Fierce People, by Napoleon A. Chagnon,

3rd ed. (New York: Holt Rinehart and

Winston, 1983).

For the past nine years, Craig Benk-

man (page 38) has been as nomadic as the

crossbills he studies—traveling from

Alaska to Newfoundland in search of

crops of conifer seeds. In 1987, while a

postdoctoral fellow at Princeton Univer-

sity, he went to Newfoundland looking for

white-winged crossbills and came across

the strange situation of the peculiar, seden-

tary subspecies of red crossbill native to

that island. Now a lecturer in environmen-

tal studies at the University of Califomia at

Santa Cruz, Benkman plans to study a red

crossbill subspecies of western North

America that is specially adapted to feed

on seeds of Sitka spruce. He also intends

to apply his findings on Newfoundland

crossbills to birds on other "islands," such

as ecologically isolated areas of the Great

Basin. Benkman enjoys hiking and explor-

ing the countryside while searching for

good crossbill habitats. A stint working on

a purse seining boat along the coast of

Alaska last summer allowed him to sight-

see and also identity future study sites. For

more on these birds, Benkman refers read-

ers to Pine Crossbills, by Desmond
Nethersold-Thompson, (Vermillion: Har-

rell Books, 1975), a natural history of an-

other island population, the Scottish cross-

bill. Stuart L. Pimm's The Balance of

Nature? (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1991) discusses interactions among

species and conservation issues.

DISCOVERY
TOURS

Land Adventures with

Expert Lecturers

Kenya and Tanzania

February 11-26, 1993

Serengeti National Park, Ngorongoro

Crater, Masai Mara, Samburu and Lake

Manyara.

Mexico's Maya and

Olmec Heritage

February 18-27, 1993

The ancient sites of Chichen It/.a, Uxmal,

Coba, Tulum, Palenque and Mayapan.

Guatemala:

Heartland of the Maya
February 20 - March 1, 1993

The ancient sites of Tikal and Iximche, as

well as Guatemala City, Antigua,

Chichicastenango and Lake Atitlan.

Splendors of New Zealand

February 20 - March 6, 1993

Milford Sound, Mount Cook National

Park, Auckland, Rotoma, Queenstown,

Dunedin and Napier.

Cultures and Folkart

of the Oaxaca Valley

March 6-14, 1993

Towns, villages and markets in the Oaxaca

Valley and the ancient sites of Monte

Alban and Mitla.

Mexico's Copper Canyon

March 13-20, 1993

The Sierra Madres, Copper Canyon and

the towns of Creel, Divisadero and El

Fuerte.

American
Museum of
Natural

^^s^rmm History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in NYS
ToU-free (800) 462-8687
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"At a Morgan Library exhibition twenty

years ago, I saw one of Maria Sibylla Mer-

ian's watercolors, and what impressed me
was that in 1699 a fifty-two-year-old

woman would go off to South America to

paint insects," says Sharon D. Valiant

(page 46). Her initially casual interest in

the artist has grown into an all-engrossing

effort to untangle the many threads of

Merian's story. In the course of her re-

search, Valiant has amassed a large collec-

tion of books about Merian, as well as

books on the development of science in

the seventeenth century. Valiant, who has

a master's degree from East Tennessee

State University in history and library sci-

ence, taught for many years but now de-

signs needlework and crafts to support her

rare-book collecting and historical

sleuthing. For Merian fans, she recom-

mends: David Freedberg's "Science,

Commerce, and Art" in Art in History,

History in Art, D. Freedberg and Jan de

Vries, eds. (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1991 ); and Elisabeth Rucker's

and William T. Stem's Maria Sibylla Mer-

ian in Surinam (London: Pion Ltd., 1982).
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While filming "Seasons in the Sea" for

the television series "Nature," Howard
Hall (page 26) found himself swimming

amid a school of giant jellyfish of an un-

known species. Hall and his crew spent

three years producing the film, which was

shot in the ocean off southern and central

California. After receiving a B.S. degree

in marine zoology from San Diego State

University, Hall turned his interest in

ocean life into a career by specializing in

underwater photography. He has also pro-

duced two films, "Seasons" and "Shadows

in a Desert Sea," that focus on marine life

in Mexico's Sea of Cortez and is currently

producing one on the Caribbean. In addi-

tion to his underwater life. Hall also enjoys

hang gliding, skiing, and hiking. The

wide-angle photographs of the jellyfish

were taken with a Nikonos camera, 15mm
lens. Close-ups were taken with a Nikon

8008, 60mm lens.

Standing on the ice pack in the Beaufort

Sea, Dan Guravich (page 84) cradles a

polar bear pup to keep it calm while its

mother is anesthetized for routine tagging.

Guravich, who lives in Greenville, Missis-

sippi, earned a Ph.D. in biology in 1949

and then worked in Greenville on cotton

genetics for a few years before switching

to a career as a free-lance photographer.

He became interested in polar bears in

1969, when he sailed on board the S.S.

Manhattan—a supertanker that was trav-

eling from the Atlantic Ocean to Point

BaiTOw. Alaska, and back again, to test the

feasibility of the Northwest Passage for

transporting oil in pre-Alaska-pipeline

days. In July, Guravich often makes the

trek to Wager Bay, which is north of Hud
son Bay, to photograph polar bears. In No-

vember he rejoins the migrating bears at

Cape Churchill, where he photographed

this month's "Natural Moment" after sev-

eral hours of watching five bears play on

the thin ice. He used a Minolta Maxxum,
equipped with an 80-200mm zoom lens.

His upcoming book on these animals will

be published by Chronicle Press in June

1993.



AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

CIRCUMNAVIGATING
THE BRITISH AND

IRISH ISLES

May 9-25, 1993

Aboard the M.S. Polaris

Seaside cliffs, verdant hills covered with wildflowers,

nesting seabirds, quaint villages and historic seafaring

towns characterize the coasts of the British and Irish

Isles. Next spring join William Moynihan, Director of the

American Museum, and a dynamic team of lecturers on

an extraordinary circumnavigation of these beautiful and

historic shores.

With extensive coastlines, the histories of the British and

Irish Isles are inextricably entwined with the sea. Our

exploration of these islands will focus on the natural and

human history of these vibrant coasts. Along the way, we

will enjoy the beauty of Ireland's renowned Ring of

Kerry, subtropical gardens on the Scilly Islands, multi-

tudes of seabirds and vast carpets of brilliant wildflowers

throughout.We will visit the rugged Skellig Islands, the

ancient fortress of Dun Aengus on the Aran Islands,

historic lona, the Orkney's Stone Age village of Skara

Brae, the 3,000 year-old Jarlshof of the Shetlands and a

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in NYS or Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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remarkable 40-foot broch on Mousa Island. In cities

such as Dartmouth, from where the Crusaders sailed in

the 12th century, we will learn about the region's great

seafaring tradition.

Our ship, the 80-passenger Polaris, is ideally suited for

this type of voyage. Her high degree of maneuverability

and fleet of Zodiacs allow us to explore remote islands

that are virtually inaccessible to larger ships. She also

offers an ideal forum for our team of lecturers who will

enrich our experience with their knowledge of this

extraordinary region.



Catch

Picture

Release
With the new IQZoom 90WR from

Pentax, you baby the fish, not your

camera! Until now you had to be
careful during outdoor activities or

moisture and dirt would destroy your

camera. Now the IQZoom 90WR
brings weather resistantzoom lens

technology to action photography.

Besides weather resistance, the

IQZoom 90WR features a unique

wireless remote control that allows

operation of both zoom and shutter.

The 90WR also has red-eye reduc-

tion, automatic zoom flash, multi-

beam or spot auto focus, and full auto

back-light compensation. Whether or

not catch and release is your sport, if

you want a full-featured camera that

can sun/ive the outdoors, you need
the90WR.

Wet or dry, the Pentax IQZoom,
90WR is the camera for active

lifestyles.

PENTAX CORPORATION
35 Inverness Drive East

Englewood, CO 80112

A
ManiUTacturing and Servicing FinBEptpneras 'Lens^^^ Binoculars • Monoculars • Spotting Scopes • Vic
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Ammonites, extinction of. Mar., p. 2

Anemones, crabs and, Apr., p. 50

Animal intelligence (review), Sept., p. 62

Antarctic seas, marine life in, Nov., p. 46

Anthropologists as comedians. May, p. 14

ANTHROPOLOGY
Brazil, Amazonian Indians in, Mar., p. 36

Colombia, Mak-una Indians in, Jan., p. 46

Inuits. umiaks (skin boats) and, Oct., p. 40

Iran, child labor in, Aug., p. 34

Niger, Tuareg nomads in, Nov., p. 54

Peru, Shipiho Indians in, Dec., p. 30

Siberia, Shamanism in, July, p. 34

Writing, origins of (review). Mar., p. 64

(See also "Archeology")

Apes, hominoid. evolution of June, p. 64

Antioxidants, Aug., p. 46

Aphids, Apr., p. 34

Appalachian Mountains, June, p. 22

April Fools' Day, fuU moon and, Apr., p. 64

Aquaculture and influenza, Jan., p. 2

Arachnids (See "Insects and Arachnids")

ARCHEOLOGY
Aztec influence on Maya, Mar., p. 18

China: Silk Road, Sept., p. 30; Taklimakaji

Desert Sept., p. 30

Equinox, ancient monuments to. Mar., p. 69

Maya, Teotihuacan influence on, Mar., p. 18

Solstice, ancient monuments to. Mar., p. 69

Teotihuacan influence on Maya, Mar., p. 18

Vikings in the New World, Feb., p. 1
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World Warn, June, p. 50

Writing, origins of (review). May, p. 64

Arizona, Mount Lemmon, Sept., p. 66

ART AND ARTIFACTS
Dinosaurs, paintings of (review), Dec, p. 14

Fish, marine, paintings of, Oct., p. 34

Insects, paintings of Dec, p. 46

Knight, Charles R., paintings of prehistoric

mammals and, Aug., p. 60

Lamotius, Isaac Johannes, painter of marine

life, Oct., p. 34

Mammals, prehistoric, paintings of, Aug., p. 60

Maya, Teotihuacan influence on, Mar., p. 18

Merian, Maria SibyUa, natural history artist,

Dec, p. 46

Prehistoric: animals, paintings of (review).

Dec, p. 14; mammals, paintings of Aug., p.

60

ASIA
China: overseas trade, hLstory of, Dec, p. 22;

Silk Road, archeology of, Sept., p. 30;

Taklimakan Desert, archeology of, Sept, p.

30

Humans, early, Sept., p. 30

Iran, child labor in, Aug., p. 34

Siberia, Shamanism in, July, p. 34

Worid War II, Japanese invasion of Aleutian

Islands and, June, p. 50

ASTRONOMY
(See "Celestial Events")

Atmosphere, oxygen in, Aug., p. 46

Aztecs: gardening and, July, p. 20; influence on

Maya, Mar., p. 1
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Baboons, aging in, Feb., p. 48

Barley, as food, July, p. 72

Bat fishing, Oct., p. 60

Bear: grizzly, July, p. 76: polar, Dec, p. 84

Beavers, May, p. 52

Beecher's Trilobite Bed, Nov., p. 36

Bees: honey, aging and, Feb., p. 40; orchid, Aug.,

p. 76

Berry picking, Aug., p. 22

Biodiversity: June, p. 4; global warming and,

Sept., p. 2

BIRDS
Aging in. Feb., p. 24

Cassin, John, and (review), June, p. 62

Crossbills, Dec, p. 38

Curlew, Eskimo, Oct.. p. 22

Ducks: influenza virus and, Jan., p. 2; moulard,

Uver of, as food. Sept, p. 78

Eagle, bald, Adirondacks in. May, p. 54

Egret reddish, Sept., p. 84

Gannets, aggressive behavior in, Jan., p. 30

Cieese, liver of, as food, Sept., p. 78

GuU, California brine flies and. Mar., p. 84

Hummingbirds. broad-taUed, July, p. 4

Loon, common, in Adirondacks, May, p. 56

Migration. Eiskimo curlews and, Oct, p. 22

Natural history, 19th century (review), June, p.

62

Nesting: colonial, banded stilts and, Apr., p. 42;

colonial, tems and skimmers and, June. p.

44; hummingbirds and, July, p. 4

Oxpeckers, African mammals and. Mar., p. 56

Parasitism social, June. p. 44

Skimmers, black, common tems and June. p.

44

Stilts, banded, Apr., p. 42

Swan, Bewick's, July p. 26

Tems, common, black skimmers and. June, p.

44

Tickbirds, African mammals and. Mar., p. 56

Warbler, Kirtland's, global warming and.

Sept, p. 2



Blackberries, picking of, Aug., p. 22

Blackfoot Indians (review), Apr., p. 66

Boats, skin (umiaks), walrus hunting and, Oct., p.

40

Bog (See "Wetlands")

Book reviews (See "Reviews")

Bot;inists, 19th century American (review), Oct.,

p. 82

BOTANY
Acacias, knobthom, pollination by giraffes

and, Aug., p. 28

Aging, orchids, Feb., p. 54

Aphids, host plants and, Apr., p. 34

Antarctic plants, Nov., p. 46

Arctic plants, Canada, June, p. 22

Barley, as food, July, p. 72

Berry picking, Aug., p. 22

Botanists, 19th century American (review),

Oct., p. 82

Carnivorous plants, Dec., p. 60

Cashews, as food, Aug., p. 66

Cassava, as food, Oct., p. 68

Conifers: crossbills and, Dec, p. 38; forests,

Jan., p. 72; longleaf pine, July, p. 62; yew

tree, Sept., p. 20

Elevation and plants, Sept., p. 66

Forest, climax, Feb., p. 62

Fossil plants, Sept., p. 10

Fungus, giant (Amillaria bulbosa). July, p. 10

Gardens, New World, history of, July, p. 20

History of (review), Oct., p. 82

Hops, Jan., p. 80

Mushrooms: collecting of, June, p. 26;preda-

tory. Mar., p. 46

Orchids: aging in, Feb., p. 54; pollination by

orchid bees and, Aug., p. 76

Pine, longleaf, July, p. 62

Pitcher plants, Dec., p. 60

Pollination: acacias, giraffes and, Aug., p. 28;

orchids, orctiid bees and, Aug., p. 76

Quinoa, as food: June, p. 72; July, p. 72

Sumac, aphids and, Apr, p. 34

Taxus, Sept., p. 20

Yew tree, extraction of taxol from, Sept., p. 20

(See also "This L^and")

Brain: cognitive subsystems of, Feb., p. 8; human,

evolution of (review), Feb., p. 68

BRAZIL
Amazonian Indians in. Mar., p. 36

Food of, Dec., p. 77

United Nations Conference on Environment

and Development, Rio de Janeiro, June, p. 4

British Columbia, MacMUlan Park, Jan., p. 72

Burbank, Luther, eugenics and, Apr., p. 16

Burrows, gopher tortoise, commensal species

and, June, p. 8

Butterflies, evasive flight in, Jan., p. 54

CANADA
British Columbia, MacMiUan Park, Jan., p. 72

Quebec, Gaspesie Park, June, p. 22

Cancer, taxol and, Sept., p. 20

CARTOBEAN
Bat, fishing, Oct., p. 60

Cassava bread, Oct., p. 68

Food, history of, Apr., p. 72

Trinidad savannas, Oct., p. 64

Cashews, as food, Aug., p. 66

Cassava bread, Oct., p. 68

Cassin, John, natural history of birds and (re-

view), June; p. 62

CENTRAL AMERICA
(See "South and Central America")

CELESTLVL EVENTS
April Fools" Day, full moon and, Apr, p. 64

Comet Swift Tutde, Dec., p. 82

Constellations, winter, Jan., p. 67

Dog days, July, p. 68

Easter, fiill moon and, Apr., p. 64

EcUpse, lunar, Dec, p. 82

Equinox: ancient monuments to. Mar., p. 69;

autumnal, Sept., p. 74

Groundhog Day, Feb., p. 58

Halloween, Oct., p. 74

Leap Year, Feb., p. 58

Light pollution, Nov., p. 74

Meteor shower: Perseid, Aug., p. 70;

Quadrantids, Jan., p. 67

Moon: eclipse of Dec, p. 82; full, April Fools'

Day and, Apr, p. 64; fuU, Easter and, Apr, p.

64

Sirius, July, p. 68

Solstice, Mar., p. 69

Tune, leap seconds, June, p. 68

Ceremonies (See "Ritual and Religion")

Change, punctuadonal theory of human history

and, Oct, p. 10

Chaos theory (review), Jan., p. 68

Cheese, sheep. May, p. 70

Chemistry, oxygen, Aug., p. 46

Child labor in Iran, Aug.. p. 34

China: overseas trade, history of Dec, p. 22; Silk

Road, archeology of, Sept., p. 30; Taklimakan

Desert, archeology of Sept, p. 30

Cladism, June, p. 14

CLIMATE CHANGE
Adirondacks, May, p. 61

Biodiversity and. Sept, p. 2

Global warming :exhibition. May, p. 64; (hu-

mor), Aug.,p. 26; proof of, Apr., p. 6

Colombia, Makuna Indians in, Jan., p. 46

Colonization of North America, May, p. 16

Colorado, Long Lake Fens, Aug., p. 18

Columbus, Christopher: bird migration and, Oct,

p. 22; cassava bread and, Oct., p. 68; creativity

and, Dec, p. 4; financial problems and, Oct., p.

2; ocean navigation and, Jan., p. 26

Colvin, Verplanck, Adirondacks and. May, p. 28,

p. 42

Comet Swift Tuttle, Dec, p. 82

Communication: between animal species. Mar.,

p. 56, Oct., p. 50; between humans and ani-

mals, Oct., p. 50;writing, origins of (review),

Mar., p. 64

Conifers: crossbills and, Dec, p. 38; forests, Jan.,

p. 72; longleaf pine, July, p. 62;yew tree, SepL,

p. 20

Conservation: Adirondacks (See "Adirondacks");

Earth Summit (United Nations Conference on

Environment and Development), June, p. 4;

Native Americans and. May, p. 16; policy,

Aug., p. 2

Constellations, winter, Jan., p. 67 (See also "Ce-

lestial Events")

Cosmology (review), Jan., p. 68

Coyote, eastern. May, p. 50

Crabs: anemones and, Apr, p. 50; evolution of,

June, p. 14

Creativity and Christopher Columbus, Dec, p. 4

Crossbills, dependence on conifers and, Dec, p.

38

Curlew, Eskimo, Oct, p. 22

Custer, George Armstrong, Bloody Knife and,

June, p. 36

DNA, fossil, Sept., p. 10

Death: Feb., p. 24; prenatal. May, p. 18; (See also

"Aging")

Deer, white-tailed. May, p. 48

Defensive adaptations, spiders and tarantulas and,

Sept., p. 40

Desert, Taklimakan (China), archeologica! stud-

ies of Sept., p. 30

Diabetes: adult, Feb., p. 2; juvenile. May, p. 18

Dinosaurs (review), Dec, p. 14

DISEASE
AIDS, origin of, Sept., p. 24

Cancer, taxol and, Sept, p. 20

Diabetes: adult Feb., p. 2; juvenile. May, p. 18

Influenza virus, Jan., p. 2

Peruvian Indians and, Dec, p. 30

Dog days, July, p. 68

Dogs, border coUies, herding and, Oct, p. 50

Drugs, taxol, Sept., p. 20

Ducks: influenza virus and, Jan., p. 2; moulard,

liver of as food. Sept, p. 78

Eagle, bald, Adirondacks in. May, p. 54

Earth Summit (United Nations Conference on

Environment and Development), June, p. 4

Easter, full moon and, Apr., p. 64

Eclipse, lunar, Dec, p. 82

Ecology: forest. Mar., p. 46; soU, Mar., p. 46;

USSR (review), Aug., p. 73

Economics, punctuational theory of change and,

Oct, p. 10

Ecosystem, cold water, Nov., p. 2

Eels, ribbon, Oct, p. 88

Egret, reddish, Sept., p. 84

Egypt, ancient, sports in: July, p. 50; (review).



July, p. 58

Elephant-shrew, Sept., p. 54

Elephants: aging and, Feb., p. 24; lions and, Nov.,

p. 84

Embryo, human, death of. May, p. 18

Emotion, evolution of, Feb., p. 8

ENVIRO>JMENT
Global warming: Adirondacks, May, p. 61;

biodiversity and, Sept., p. 2; exhibition.

May, p. 64, Sept., p. 2; (humor), Aug., p. 26;

proof of, Apr., p. 6

United Nations Conference on Environment

and Development, Rio de Janeiro, June, p. 4

USSR, policies in (review), Aug., p. 73; pol-

lution in (review), Aug., p. 73

Equinox: ancient monuments to. Mar., p. 69; au-

tumnal, Sept., p. 74

Eskimos and Vikings, Feb., p. 18

Eugenics: Apr., p. 16; May, p. 2

EVOLUTION
Apes, hominoid, June, p. 64

Aging, Feb., p. 24, p. 36

Brain, human (review), Feb., p. 68

Crabs, June, p. 14

Emotion, human, Feb., p. 8

Extinction, theories of, Mar., p. 2

Genocide, misuse of evolutionary theory and.

May, p. 2

Hominoid apes, June, p. 64

Lemurs, Aug., p. 54

Plants, Sept., p. 10

Primates: June, p. 14; Notharctus (lemuroid),

Aug., p. 54; June, Octavipithecus, June, p.

64

Relationships, evolutionary, June, p. 14

Theory of, misuse of. May, p. 2

Writing, origins of (review). Mar., p. 64

EXHIBmONS
"Global Warming: Understanding the Fore-

cast:" May, p. 64

'Trehistoric Mammals of Charles R. Knight,

The," Aug., p. 60

Existence (humor), Sept.. p. 76

Extinction: global warming and, Sept., p. 2;

theories of. Mar., p. 2

Family, size of (humor), Nov., p. 64

Farming practices, influenza and, Jan. p. 2

Fen (See "Wetlands")

FISH
Aging in, Feb., p. 24

Antarctic, Nov., p. 46

Char, longfin, Nov., p. 2

Eels, ribbon, Oct., p. 88

Farming, influenza and, Jan., p. 2

Food, as, Feb., p. 74

Ice, Nov., p. 46

Paintings of, Oct., p. 34

Flight, insect, Jan., p. 54

Florida: Alexander Springs, Nov., p. 66; Morman

Branch, Apr, p. 58

Flu (See "Influenza")

Fly: brine, California gull and. Mar., p. 84; house,

aging in, Feb., p. 28

FOLKLORE
Rain, tall tales of (humor), Dec., p. 1

2

Sauna baths (humor), Jan., p. 62

Food (See "Matter of Taste," "Recipes")

FOREST
Adirondacks (See "Adirondacks")

Climax, Feb., p. 62

Conifer, Jan., p. 72

Ecology of. Mar., p. 46

Hemlock, tanning industry and. May, p. 37

Logging in. May, p. 34

Succession in: Apr, p. 58; May, p. 34; May, p.

61

(See also "Botany," 'Trees," 'This Land")

Forest Preserve Law of 1885, Adirondacks and,

May, p. 28

FOSSILS
(See "Paleontology")

Fox: gray, Patagonian, Apr, p. 26; red, yawning

and, Feb., p. 78

Freeze tolerance, painted turtles, Jan., p. 22

Frog, tree. May, p. 74

Fungi: giant (Amillaria bulbosa), July, p. 10;

mushrooms, collecting of, June. p. 26; mush-

rooms, predatory. Mar., p. 46

Fur trade, beaver, history of. May, p. 52

Galapagos, iguanas in, Jan., p. 40

Gannets, aggressive behavior in, Jan., p. 30

Gardens, New World, history of, July, p. 20

Garnets, Adirondack, May, p. 33

Geese, liver of as food. Sept., p. 78

Genes: aging and, Feb., p. 44; diabetes, role in

preventing miscarriage and. May, p. 18

Genius, modularity of human abilities and, Feb.,

p. 8

Genocide, misuse of evolutionary theory and.

May, p. 2

GEOLOGY
Adirondacks, May, p. 3 1 , p. 33

Miocene lake beds, Idaho, Sept., p. 10

Giraffe: Chinese emperor's, Dec, p. 22; pollina-

tion of acacias and. Aug., p. 28

Global warming: Adirondacks and. May, p.

61;biodiversity and, Sept., p. 2; exhibition.

May, p. 64, Sept., p. 2; (humor), Aug., p. 26;

proof of, Apr, p. 6

Gore Mountain, Adirondacks, gamets in. May, p.

33

Greece, ancient, sports in, July, p. 50

Greenhouse effect, Apr, p. 6 (See also "Global

warming")

Groundhog Day, history of, Feb., p. 58

Guides, Adirondack, May, p. 42

GuU, California, brine flies and. Mar., p. 84

Halloween, history of, Oct., p. 74

Hallucigenia, taxonomic classification of, Jan., p.
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HISTORY
Adirondacks (See "Adirondack,s")

Africa, trade with China and, Dec., p. 22

April F(X)ls' Day, full mwjn and, Apr., p. 64

Boats, skin (umlak.sj, Inuils and, Oct., p. 40

Botany, 19th Century American (review), Ocl.,

p. 82

China, trade with Africa and, Dec., p. 22

Colonization of North America May, p. 16

Columbus, Christopher: bird migration and,

Oct., p. 22; financial problems and, Oct., p.

2; ocean navigation and, Jan., p. 26

Easter, full moon and, Apr. p. 64

Equinox, ancient monuments to. Mar., p. 69

Food, of (See "Matter of Taste")

Fur trade, beaver. May. p. 52

Gardens, New Worid plants and, July, p. 20

Groundhog Day, Feb.. p. 58

Halloween, Oct., p. 74

Lamotius, Isaac Johannes, painter of marine

life, Oct., p. 34

Leap Year, Feb., p. 58

Little Big Horn, Battle of, June, p. 36

Maya (See "Maya Rediscovered")

Native Americans (See "Native Americans,"

"Worids in Contact")

Natural history (See "Natural History")

Naturalists. Nov., p. 6

Punctuational theory of change and, Oct., p. 10

Science (See 'This View of Life")

Solstice, ancient monuments to, Mar.,p. 69

Sports, ancient: July, p. 50; Egypt, in (review),

July. p. 58

Vikings in New World, Feb., p. 1
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World War n, Japanese invasion of Aleutian

Islands and, June, p. 50

Writing, origins of (review). Mar., p. 64

Hominid brain evolution (review), Feb., p. 68

Hominoid apes, Miocene, June, p. 64

Hops, Jan., p. 80

Huckleberries, picking of, Aug., p. 22

Humans: aging in, Feb., p. 50; brain, evolution of

(review), Feb., p. 68; origins of (humor), July,

p. 24

Hummingbirds, broad-tailed, July, p. 4

Humor (See "Science Lite")

Hunting, umiaks (skin boats) and, Oct.. p. 40

Ice Age, Litfle, Apr, p. 6

Ice Man, Feb., p. 22

Ichthyosaurs: ecology of SepL, p. 48; live birtb,

Sept., p. 48

Iguanas, marine, Jan., p. 40

INDL^S
(See "Native Americans")

Influenza virus, Jan., p. 2

INSECTS AND ARACHNIDS
Aging in, Feb., p. 28, p. 40



Aphids, Apr., p. 34

Bees: honey, Feb., p. 40; orchid, Aug., p. 76

Butterflies: evasive flight in, Jan., p. 54; mim-

icry in, Jan., p. 54

Carnivorous plants and, Dec, p. 60

Right, evasive, in butterflies, Jan., p. 54

Fly: brine, California gull and, Mar.,p. 84;

house, aging in, Feb., p. 28

Mimicry in butterflies, Jan., p. 54

Paintings of, Dec, p. 46

Spiders, defensive adaptations of, Sept. p. 40

Tarantulas, defensive adaptations of, Sept., p.

40

Walking sticks, June, p. 30

Intelligence, animal (review), Sept., p. 62

Inuits, umiaks (skin boats) and, Oct.. p. 40

INVERTEBRATES
Aging in, Feb., p. 36

Anemones, crabs and, Apr., p. 50

Antarctic, Nov., p. 46

Crabs: anemones and, Apr., p. 50; evolution of,

June, p. 14

Jellyfish, kleptoparasites and, Dec, p. 26

Onychophorans, Jan., p. 12

Sea urchins, white, Jan., p. 84

Starfish, Jan., p. 84

(See also "Insects and Arachnids")

Iran, child labor in, Aug., p. 34

Japan and the U.S., World War II and, June, p. 50

Jellyfish and kleptoparasites, Dec, p. 26

Knight, Charles R., paintings of prehistoric mam-
mals and, Aug., p. 60

Knowledge, ancient v. modem, Aug., p. 10

Lamotius, Isaac Johannes, painter of marine life,

Oct., p. 34

Law, natural. Mar., p. 26

Leap Year, history of, Feb., p. 58

Lemurs, evolution of, Aug., p. 54

Lie detectors (humor), Oct., p. 30

Life, origins of (humor), July, p. 24

Lifespan (See "Aging")

Light pollution, Nov., p. 74

Lions: copulation in, Apr., p. 76; elephants and,

Nov., p. 84

Livestock, animal herding of, Oct., p. 50

LIVING MUSEUM
Global warming. May, p. 64

Hominoid apes, June, p. 64

Knight, Charles R., paintings of prehistoric

mammals and, Aug., p. 60

Octavipithecus, June, p. (A

Lizards: iguanas, Galapagos , Jan., p. 40; homed

toad, blood squirting behavior of, Oct., p. 48

Logging, Adirondacks, May, p. 34

Loon, common, in Adirondacks, May, p. 56

Makuna Indians, Colombia, Jan., p. 46

MAMMALS
African, oxpeckers and. Mar., p. 56

Aging in, Feb., p. 24, p. 48

Baboons, aging in, Feb., p. 48

Bat, fishing, Oct., p. 60

Bear: grizzly, July, p. 76; polar, Dec. p. 84

Beavers, May, p. 52

Coyote, eastern. May, p. 50

Deer, white-tailed. May, p. 48

Dogs, sheep herding and, Oct., p. 50

Elephants: aging and, Feb., p. 24; lions and,

Nov., p. 84

Elephant-shrew, Sept., p. 54

Fox: gray, Patagonian, Apr., p. 26; red, yawn-

ing and, Feb., p. 78

Giraffes, pollination ofacacias and, Aug., p. 28

Lemurs, evolution of, Aug., p. 54

Lions: copulation in, Apr., p. 76; elephants and,

Nov., p. 84

Monkey, squirrel, July, p. 42

Mouse, African four-striped grass, June, p. 76

Okapi, Nov., p. 28

Oxpeckers and. Mar., p. 56

Pigs and influenza virus. Jan., p. 2

Prehistoric, paintings of Aug., p. 60

Primates, evolution of, June, p. 14

Sheep herding, dogs and, Oct., p. 50

Shrew, elephant-, Sept., p. 54

Squirrels, red, crossbills and, Dec, p. 38

Zebras, oxpeckers and. Mar., p. 56

MATTER OF TASTE
Barley, July, p. 72

Cashews, Aug., p. 66

Cassava bread, Oct., p. 68

Cheese, sheep, May, p. 70

Fish, raw, Feb., p. 74

Flavoring food, Dec, p. 77

Foie gras, Sept., p. 78

Hops, Jan., p. 80

Montserrat, history of food in, Apr., p. 72

Quinoa: June, p. 72; July, p. 72

Stews: goatwater, Nov., p. 78; Irish, Nov., p. 78

Vmegar, Mar., p. 80

MAYA REDISCOVERED
Teotihuacan influence on. Mar., p. 18

Medicine, taxol, Sept., p. 20

Merian, Maria Sibylla, natural history artist, Dec,

p. 46

Meteor shower: Perseid, Aug., p. 70;

Quadrantids, Jan., p. 67

MEXICO
Aztecs: gardening and, July p. 20; influence on

Maya, Mar., p. 18

Maya, Teotihuacan influence on. Mar., p. 18

Migration, Eskimo curlew and, Oct., p. 22

Mimicry in insects, Jan., p. 54

Minerals, garnets. Adirondacks, May, p. 33

Mining: garnets. May, p. 33; gold, Colombian

Indians and, Jan., p. 46

Miscarriage, diabetes gene as protection against.

May, p. 18

Modularity of hiunan abilities, Feb., p. 8

Monkey, squirrel, July, p. 42

Mono Lake, California, Mar., p. 84

Montserrat, history of food in, Apr, p. 72

Moon, eclipse of Dec, p. 82

Moon, full: April Fools' Day and, Apr., p. 64;

Easter and, Apr., p. 64

Mouse, African four-striped grass, June, p. 76

Mountains: Adirondacks (See "Adirondacks");

Appalachian, June, p. 92; Arizona, Sept., p. 66;

Nevada, Mar., p. 14

Mozart, Feb., p. 8

Mummy, frozen, Feb., p. 22

Mushrooms: collecting of, June, p. 26; predatory,

Mar., p. 46

NATIVE AMERICANS
Aztecs: gardening and, July, p. 20; influence on

Maya, Mar., p. 18

Blackfoot Indians (review), Apr., p. 66

Brazil. Amazonian Indians in. Mar., p. 36

Colombia, Makuna Indians in, Jan., p. 46

Conservation and. May, p. 16

Diabetes and, Feb., p. 2

Eskimos and Vikings, Feb., p. 18

Gardening and, July, p. 20

Inuits, umiaks (skin boats) and, Oct., p. 40

Land use, history of May, p. 16

Litfle Big Horn, batfle of, June, p. 36

Maya, Teotihuacan influence on, Mar., p. 18

Omaha Indians, family relationships and (hu-

mor), Nov., p. 64

Peru, Shipibo Indians, Dec, p. 30

Natural history: artist as naturalist, Dec, p. 46;

botany, 19th century American (review), Oct,

p. 82; history of (review), June, p. 62; natural-

ists, Nov., p. 6

Natural Law, Mar., p. 26

NATURAL MOMENT
Bear: grizzly, July, p. 76; polar, Dec, p. 84

Bee, orchid, Aug., p. 76

Eels, ribbon, Oct., p. 88

Egret, reddish, Sept., p. 84

Elephants and lions, Nov., p. 84

Hies, brine, California guU and. Mar., p. 84

Fox, red, yawning and, Feb., p. 78

Frog, tree. May, p. 74

Gull, California, brine flies and. Mar., p. 84

Lions: copulation in, Apr., p. 76; elephants and,

Nov., p. 84

Mouse, African four-striped grass, June, p. 76

Sea urchins, white, Jan., p. 84

Starfish, Jan., p. 84

(See also "Unnatural Moment")

Naturalist, definition of, Nov.,p. 6

NATURALIST AT LARGE
Fish, longfin char, discovery of, Nov.,p. 2

Hummingbirds, broad-tailed, nesting of July,

p. 4

Tortoise, gopher, June, p. 8

Nature: destruction of, in USSR, Aug., p. 73; gifts



of, Aug., p. 22

Nature reserves, management of, Aug., p. 2

NATURE'S INFINITE BOOK
AIDS, origin of, Sept., p. 24

Diabetes: adult, Feb., p. 2; juvenile, genetic pro-

tection

against miscarriage and. May, p. 18

Nature reserves, management of, Aug., p. 2

Nesting: colonial, banded stilts and, Apr., p. 42;

colonial, terns and skimmers and, June, p. 44;

hummingbirds and, July, p. 4

Nevada, Charleston Mountains, Mar., p. 14

New York, Adirondacks (See "Adirondacks")

Nichols, John T, curator of fish, American Mu-

seum of Natural History, Nov., p. 6

Niger, Tuareg nomads in, Nov., p. 54

Nomads, Tuareg, Nov., p. 54

Notharctus (lemeroid), revision of, Aug., p. 54

Nuts, cashews, Aug., p. 66

Ocean navigation, Christopher Columbus and,

Jan., p. 26

Octavipithecus, June, p. 64

Okapi, Nov, p. 28

Olympics, ancient, July, p. 50

Onychophorans, Jan., p. 12

Orchids: aging in, Feb., p. 54; pollination by or-

chid bees and, Aug., p. 76

Oxpeckers and African mammals. Mar., p. 56

Oxygen, Aug., p. 46

Ozone and global climate change. May, p. 64

Paleobotany, Sept., p. 10

PALEONTOLOGY
Ammonites, Mar., p. 2

Dinosaurs, artists' depictions of (review), Dec.,

p. 14

Ichthyosaurs, Sept., p. 48

Lemur, Aug., p. 54

Notharctus (lemeroid), Aug., p. 54

Octavipithecus, June, p. 64

Onychophorans, Jan., p. 12

Plants, Miocene, Sept., p. 10

Primates: Notharctus Qerneroid), Aug., p. 54;

Octavipithecus, June, p. 64

Reptiles, marine, Sept., p. 48

Trilobites, Nov., p. 36

Parasitism, social, birds and, June, p. 44

Parasites, jellyfish and, Dec., p. 26

Parks (See "Adirondacks," "This Land")

Patagonia, foxes of, Apr, p. 26

Peru, Shipibo Indians in, Dec., p. 30

Photography; iguanas, Galapagos, Jan., p. 40; jel-

lyfish, Dec., p. 26; (See also "Natural Mo-
ment")

Physics, modem (review), Jan., p. 68

Pigs and influenza virus, Jan., p. 2

Pitcher plants, Dec, p. 60

Plants: aphids and, apr., p. 34; carnivorous, Dec., p.

60; elevation and, Sept., p. 66; fossil, Sept., p.

10; oxygen and, Aug., p. 46;(See also

"Botany")

Pollination: acacias, giraffes and, Aug., p. 28; or-

chids, orchid bees and, Aug., p. 76

Pollution: light, Nov., p. 74; USSR (review), Aug.,

p. 73

Polygraphs (humor), Oct., p. 30

Polygyny, Shipibo Indians and, Dec., p. 30

Population problems: global climate change and.

May, p. 64;

Shipibo Indians and, Dec., p. 30

Prehistoric animals, social perspecfives on (re-

view), Dec., p. 14

Preservation, Adirondacks (See "Adirondacks")

Primates, evolution of: June, p. 14; Notharctus

(lemuroid), Aug., p. 54; Octavipithecus, June,

p. 64

Protozoans, aging in, Feb., p. 36

Proverbs, Apr, p. 68

Punctuational theory of change, human history

and, Oct., p. 10

Quinoa, as food: June, p. 72; July, p. 72

Rain, tall tales of (humor), Dec., p. 12

Rattlesnake, timber (review), Nov.,p. 24

RECIPES
Banana de Terra Frita (Fried Plantain), Dec., p.

78

Basic Recipes for Quinoa, June, p. 74

Cashew Jam, Aug., p. 68

Cashew Punch, Aug., p. 68

Cassava Bread, Oct., p. 70

Cassava Pone, Oct., p. 70

Cazabe Tostado con MantequiUa y Queso

Parmesano (Venezuelan

Cassava Bread Toasted with Butter and

Parmesan Cheese), Oct., p. 70

Cebiche di Almejas (Clam Ceviche), Feb., p. 76

Ch'age de (Quinoa (Thick Quinoa Vegetable

Stew), June, p. 74

Creamed Hops, Jan., p. 82

Escabeche de Alcahofas (Artichoke

Escabeche), Mar., p. 82

Hibichuelas con Dulce, Aug., p. 66

Hop Sprout Salad, Jan., p. 82

Irish Stew, Nov., p. 82

Liberty Potatoes, Sept., p. 82

Macaroni and Cheese Like a Greek Salad, May,

p. 73

Maty Lake's Goatwater, Nov., p. 82

Molho Baiano (Bahian Sauce), Dec., p. 78

Multicultural Shepherd's Pie, Apr, p. 74

Pa^oca de Came Seca (Pacoca of Dried Meat),

Dec., p. 78

Quinoa Pilaf, June, p. 74

Saganaki, May, p. 73

Sopa de Quinoa, July, p. 74

Terrine of Foie Gras, SepL, p. 82

Religion (See "Ritual and Religion")

REPTILES AND AMPHIBLy^S
Aging in, Feb., p. 24, p. 32

Fossil, Sept., p. 48

Frog, U'ee, May, p. 74

Iguanas, marine, Jan., p. 40

Lizard: aging in, Feb., p. 24; homed toad, bl(Kxi

squirting behavior of, Oct., p. 48

Rattlesnake, timber (review), Nov., p. 24

Shipibo, influence of missionaries on, Dec., p.

30

Snake, timber rattlesnake (review), Nov., p. 24

Toad, homed, blood squirting behavior of, Oct.,

p. 48

Tortoise, gopher, June, p. 8

Turtle: aging in, Feb., p. 32; leatherback, diving

behavior of. Mar., p. 28; painted, winter ad-

aptations and, Jan., p. 22

Reserves, nature, management of Aug.,p. 2

REVIEWS
Ancient Light: Our Changing View of the Uni-

verse, Jan., p. 68

Animal Minds, Sept., p. 62

Before Writing: From Counting to Cuneiform,

Mar., p. 64

Blacl^eetandBuffalo: Memories ofLifeAmong
the Indians, Apr, p. 66

Blackfool Lodge Tales: Tlie Story of a Prairie

People, Apr, p. 66

Botanizers, Tlie: Amateur Scientists in Nine-

teenth-Century America, Oct, p. 82

Braindance, Feb., p. 68

Chance aivi Chaos, Jan.. p. 68

Dinotopia, Dec., p. 14

Ecocide in the USSR: Health andNature Under

Siege, Aug., p. 73

Illustrations of the Birds of California, Texas,

Oregon, British and Russian America, Jime,

p. 62

Landscape with Reptile: Rattlesnakes in an Ur-

ban World, Nov., p. 24

Matter Myth The: Dramatic Discoveries that

Cliallenge Our Understanding of Physical

Reality, Jan., p. 68

Scenesfrom Deep Time: Early Pictorial Repre-

sentations ofthe Prehistoric World, Dec., p.

14

Sports and Games ofAncient Egypt, July, p. 58

RITUAL AND RELIGION
Goatwater festival, Nov., p. 78

Makuna Indians, Spirit Dance of. Jan.. p. 46

Niger, Tuareg naming ceremony, Nov.. p. 54

Shipibo, influence of missionaries on, Dec., p.

30

Siberia shamanism in. July, p. 34

Sports, ancient, religion and, July. p. 50

Tennyson, Allre4 Lord, In Memoriam (poem),

views on God and, Nov., p. 14

Sauna baths (humor). Jan.. p. 62

Savannas, Trinidad, Oct, p. 64

Science, history of: prehistoric animals, social per-

spectives on (review), Dec., p. 14: (See also



"This View of Life." "Natural History")

SCIENCE LITE
Antliropologists as comedians. May, p. 14

Existence, Sept., p. 76

Family relationships, Nov., p. 64

Global warming, Aug.,p. 26

Ice Man, Feb., p. 22

Lie detectors, Oct., p. 30

Life, origins of, July p. 24

Mushrooms, collecting of, June, p. 26

Natural Law, Mar., p. 26

Proverbs, Apr., p. 68

Rain, tall tales of, Dec., p. 12

Sauna baths, Jan., p. 62

Sea urchins, white, Jan., p. 84

Shamanism in Siberia, July, p. 34

Sheep herding, dogs and, Oct., p. 50

Shipibo Indians, Dec., p. 30

Shrew, elephant-, Sept., p. 54

Siberia: shamanism in, July, p. 34; White Lake,

cold-water ecosystem in, Nov., p. 2

Silk Road (China), archeology of Sept., p. 30

Skimmers, black, common tems and. June, p. 44

Snake, timber rattlesnake (review), Nov.,p. 24

Soil, ecology of. Mar., p. 46

Solstice, ancient monuments to. Mar., p. 69

SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA
Aztecs: gardening and, July, p. 20; influence on

Maya. Mar., p. 18

Brazil, Amazonian Indians in. Mar., p. 36

Colombia. Makuna Indians in, Jan., p. 46

Maya, Teotihuacan influence on. Mar., p. 18

Peru, Shipibo Indians in, Dec. p. 30

(See also "Recipes")

Soviet Union (See "Siberia," "USSR")

Spiders, defensive adaptations of, Sept., p. 40

Sports, ancient: July, p. 50; Egypt, in (review),

July, p. 58

Squirrels, red, crossbills and. Dec. p. 38

Starfish, Jan., p. 84

Stars: Dog star, July, p. 68; falling (See 'Meteor

shower);

Sirius, July, p. 68; (See also "Celestial Events")

Stews: goatwater, Nov., p. 78; Irish, Nov., p. 78

Stick insects, June, p. 30

Stilts, banded, colonial nesting behavior of, Apr.,

p. 42

Sumac and aphids, Apr., p. 34

Sun: equinox. Mar., p. 69; solstice, Mar., p. 69

Swans. Bewick's. July p. 26

Symbiosis between anenomes and crabs, Apr., p.

50

Tanning industry, Adirondacks, May, p. 37

Tarantulas, defensive adaptations of, Sept., p. 40

Taxol, yew trees and, Sept., p. 20

Taxonomy: HaUucigenia, Jan., p. 12; misleading,

Apr., p. 16

Tennyson, Alfred, Lord, In Memoriam (poem),

views on science, nature, and God and, Nov., p.

14

Teotihuacan influence on Maya. Mar., p. 1

8

Tems, common, black skimmers and, June, p. 44

Texas: Boykin Springs Longleaf, July, p. 62; Mill

Creek Cove, Feb., p. 62

THIS LAND
Alexander Springs, Florida, Nov.. p. 66

Aripo Savannas, Trinidad, Oct., p. 64

Boykin Springs Longleaf, Texas, July, p. 62

Charleston Mountains, Nevada. Mar., p. 14

Conecuh Bogs, Alabama, Dec, p. 60

Gaspesie Park, Quebec, June, p. 22

Long Lake Fens, Colorado, Aug., p. 18

MacMillan Park, British Columbia, Jan., p. 72

Mill Creek Cove, Texas, Feb., p. 62

Morman Branch, Florida, Apr., p. 58

Mount Lemmon, Arizona, Sept., p. 66

THIS VIEW OF LITE
Burbank, Luther, eugenics and, Apr., p. 16

Columbus, Christopher, creativity and, Dec, p.

4

Evolutionary relationships, June, p. 14

Extinction, theories of, how supported by data.

Mar., p. 2

Fungus, giant (AmiUaria bulbosa), July, p. 10

Genocide, misuse of evolutionary theory and.

May, p. 2

Knowledge, comparative values of ancient

wisdom V. modem knowledge, Aug., p. 10

Mozart, modularity of human abilities and.

Feb.. p. 8

Onychophorans, Jan., p. 12

Plants, fossil, Miocene, Sept., p. 10

Punctuational change, human history and,

Oct., p. 10

Tennyson, Alfred, Lord, In Memoriam
(poem), views on science, nature, and God
and, Nov., p. 14

Tickbirds and African mammals. Mar., p. 56

Time, leap seconds, June, p. 68

Toad, homed, blood squirting behavior of, Oct, p.

48

Tokens, as first writing (review), Mar.,p. 64

Tortoise, gopher, June, p. 8

Trade, China and Africa, history of, Dec, p. 22

Trees: acacia, pollination by giraffes and, Aug., p.

28; cedar,

Aflantic white, Apr, p. 58; conifer, Jan,, p. 72;

pine, longleaf, July, p. 62; Taxus, Sept, p, 20;

yew. Sept, p. 20;

(See also "Botany," "Forests," 'This Land")

Trilobites, Nov., p. 36

Trinidad savannas, Oct., p. 64

Tuareg nomads in Niger, Nov., p. 54

Turtles: aging in, Feb., p. 32; leatherback, diving

behavior of. Mar., p. 28; painted, winter adap-

tations and, Jan., p. 22; (See also 'Tortoise,"

"Reptiles and Amphibians")

Umiaks (skin boats), Inuits and,

United Nations Conference on Environment and

Development, Rio de Janeiro, June. p. 4

U.S. NATIONAL FORESTS AND PARKS
(See "This Land")

USSR, environmental policy and (review), Aug.,

p. 73

UNNATURAL MOMENT
Lions, copulation in, Apr, p. 76

Vikings in New World, Feb., p. 1

8

Vinegar, Mar., p. 80

Virus: AIDS, origin of. Sept, p. 24; influenza,

Jan., p. 2

Vitamins as antioxidents, Aug., p. 46

Walking sticks (insects), June, p. 30

War: Native Americans and, June, p. 36; World

War 11, Aleutian Islands and, June, p. 50

Warbler, Kirtland's, global warming and. Sept, p.

2

Weather (humor), Dec, p. 12

Wetiands: Alabama, Dec, p. 60; Colorado, fens

in, Aug., p. 1 8; Florida. Nov.. p. 66; Texas, seep

bogs in, July, p. 62

Wilderness, Adirondacks (See "Adirondacks")

Wilderness guides, Adirondacks, May, p. 42

Wmter adaptations, painted turtle and. Jan., p. 22

Wisdom and aging, Feb., p. 50

Women: Merian, Maria Sybilla, Dec, p. 46;

natural science and (review), Oct., p. 82;

Shipibo, Dec, p. 30; Tuareg nomads, Nov., p.

54

WORLDS IN CONTACT
Africa, trade witii China, history of Dec, p. 22

China, trade with Africa, history of Dec, p. 22

Columbus, Christopher: financial problems

and, Oct, p. 2; ocean navigation and. Jan.. p.

26

Eskimos and Vikings, Feb., p. 1

8

Gardens, New World plants and, July, p. 20

Native Americans, land use practices, history

of. May p. 16

Vikings and Eskimos, Feb., p. 18

Writing, origins of (review). Mar., p. 64

Yew trees, extraction of taxol fi'om. Sept, p. 20

Zebras and oxpeckers. Mar., p. 56
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